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Preface 

Marxism and the Interpretation of Culture grew out 
of a series of events organized by the Unit for Criticism and Interpretive 
Theory at the University of IUinois at Urbana-Champaign in the summer 
of 1983: a group of courses taught by several of the contributors (An 
derson, Fields, Grossberg, Hall, Jameson, Lesage, Petrovic, Schacht, Spi
vak) were attended by several hundred faculty members and students; 
the Marxist Literary Group held its annual meeting; and the summer cul
minated in a large international conference. For many of those who at
tended the conference, therefore, it was very much a culmination and 
working out of discussions and disputes that had not only a long prior 
history but also a very specific and extended interactive history that sum
mer. During the following two years most of the papers were very heavily 
revised , in part as a result of the challenge of the whole summer's events. 
Several additional essays were solicited from people who were invited 
but could not attend the conference, and a few people who attended the 
conference but did not present papers submitted essays on their own. 

We have retained from the conference itself only 
those commentaries and discussion sessions that ' suggest substantive 
critiques of a position, develop significantly the central issues of a par
ticular essay, or provide interesting contrasts among positions. We have 
included the names of people asking questions or offering comments 
whenever they were willing to be identified; and we have cooperated 
with those who preferred to remain anonymous. We have also tried to 
follow people's wishes about such matters as whether or not to capitalize 
" Marxism." Finally, we should note that the editors assisted with the 
translation of the essays by Achugar, Balibar, Lefebvre, Mouffe, Negt, 
and Wang. 

Neither the conference nor the book would have been 
possible w ithout the help of a great many people. For advice, continuing 
assistance, and the benefit of their experience we give special thanks to 
Daniel Alpert, Nina Baym, David Bright, Theodore Brown, David Colley, 
Judith Edelstein , William Fierke, Joel Hersig, Roger Martin, Mark Netter, 
Gary North, William Plater, William Prokasy, Edward Sullivan, Patricia 
Wenzel, Richard Wentworth, and Linda Wilson . Jefferson Hendricks 
helped coordinate the conference, and many people worked long hours 
during it : Roberta Astroff, Steve Ater, Van Cagle, Meredith Cargill, Bri
ankle Chang, K. C. Chen, Karen Cole, Jon Crane, John Duvall, Michael 
Greer, William May, Nelly Mitchell, Lisa Odell, Steve Olsen, David Riefman, 
Mary Robinson, Phillip Seliers, and Tim Vere, James Kavanaugh provided 
helpful advice on the Balibar translation . Karen Ford, Michael Greer, Mar
sha Bryant, Teresa Magnum, Gail Rost, and Anne Balsamo assisted us 
in assembling the final manuscript . The book was copyedited by Theresa 
L. Sears, Financial support within the University of Illinois at Urbana
Champaign came from the School of Humanities, the College of Liberal 
Arts and Sciences, the College of Communications, the Research Board, 
the George A , Miller Endowment Fund, International Programs and Ser
vices, the Office for Women's Resources and Services, the School of 
Social Sciences, the Center for latin American and Caribbean Studies, 
the University Library, the Institute of Communications Research, the Re-
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ligious Studies Program, and the Departments of Anthropology, English, 
French , Germanic Languages and Literatures, History, Philosophy, Polit
ical Science, Sociology, and Speech Communication; external support 
came from the National Endowment for the Humanities. The book. was 
designed by David Colley. 
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Lawrence Grossberg and Cary Nelson 

The rather broad title of this book, Marxism and the 
Interpretation of Culture, signals our belief in an emerging change in the 
discursive formations of contemporary intellectuaJ life, a change that cuts 
across the humanities and the social sciences. It suggests that the proper 
horizon for interpretive activity, whatever its object 'and whatever its dis
ciplinary base, is the entire field of cultural practices, all of which give 
meaning, texture, and structure to human life. Moreover, the title situates 
Marxism at the center of such developments and thus suggests the need to 
transgress the line that has traditionally separated culture from sociaJ, eco
nomic, and political relations. Marxism, of course, has long been at least 
implicitly involved in breaking down the barriers between these domains, 
making each of necessity a site of interpretive activity-by politicizing in
terpretive and cultural practices, by looking at the economic determinations 
of cultural production, by radicall y historicizing our understanding of sig
nifying practices-from political discourses to art, from beliefs to social 
practices, from the discourse of psychology to the discourse of economics
and, of course, by continuing to revise and enlarge a body of theory with 
multidisciplinary implications. It is nearly impossible, for example, to imag
ine that one can construct a well-informed Marxist analysis of literature 
without taking into account recent work in historiography, popular culture, 
theories of otherness and sexual difference, and analyses of the contemporary 
political scene. The essays gathered here clearly extend and complicate that 
tradition. And we hope that a further step is taken in collecting these diverse 
projects within one volume. 

Indeed the very act of gathering these essays together 
challenges their self-sufficiency in ways some of the authors would, no doubt, 
be disinclined to allow. If the book undennines the traditional divisions 
between academic disciplines, it also, by its scope, by the juxtapositions it 
creates, of necessity calls many of the individual contributions into question. 
This book, then, is intended to be a collective intervention in the contested 
terrain it maps. Its identity depends both on the strengths of the individual 
essays and on the innumerable connections and disputations evoked when 
the essays are compared and contrasted. The structure of the book is de
signed to faci litate this process of making unfamiliar connections and to 
resist offering itself as its own alternative, stable map. In planning a con-



rerenee on this topic, we felt we had to recognize certain standard (but often 
marginalized) subject areas- popular culture. latin America, feminism- so 
as to be certain that relevant constituencies were guaranteed a forum and 
a chance to work together; as a result. we adopted a dual strategy of both 
organizing separate sessions on these topics and placing related papers in 
other sessions. In organizing the book, we were able to encourage more 
diverse theoretical intcI1le(:tions. To read the book, we think, is to be drawn 
to reorganize both it and the domain of culture itself, for any point of 
entrance will lead one to risk losing control of the disciplinary terrain onc 
considered a secure possession. Reacting the book involves continually re
cognizing not only similarities and differences among the essays, relations 
that transgress traditional disciplines, but also multiple ways of structuring 
the book and thus of charting a path through the terrain in which the re· 
lations among power, signification, and history are defined and debated. 

Thus, for example, to read Ross o n the political implications of 
new writing practices is potentially to be encouraged to think of connections 
with Mouffe's analysis of how new social alliances are constituted. These 
issues in tum overlap with Anderson's and PetroviC's rather different con· 
structions ofthe connotations o f revolutionary change. Their essays connect 
with Suvin's recons~eration of the representability of persons, a key issue 
in revolutionary art, with Morelli's critique of the politics of modernism 
and with Reyes Malia's analysis of the role popular culture plays in radicai 
c~ange. And all of these e~ys are eithe~ explicitly or implicitly in dialoguQ 
wtth the volume's pervasive concern with the politics of theorizing within\ 
the ~onte~porary social fonnation. Alternatively, to read Ross on com· ~~, 
modification may lead one to think of connections with Ladau, Pecheux , 
and Spivak on the discursive nature of power; with Lefebvre, Patton, and 
both Mattelarts on postmodernity and production; with Chambers and Frith 
on the mea ning of popular resistance; and, more obviously, with Pfeil, Hoi
land, Jameson, and Ryan. Yet the book also interrupts Ross's discourse 
with the femin~st demands articulated by Mouffe. MacKinnon, Lesage, and 
Delphy, and with the more traditional sense of cultural politics in the essays 
by Reyes Matta , Achugar, and even Schacht and Negt. As every such path
way ~rr,ies the reader into its own disciplinary and ideological articulations, 
readl~g Itself becomes ~n effort to empower particular ways of constituting 
the discourses o f MarXism, of foregrounding particular questions and an
swers. Our own interest is in multiplying these alternatives. 

As little as twenty years ago it would have been impossible to 
imagine ~uch a project and such a volume. Even as late as 1975, collections 
?n Marx!sm and culture were limited to a predictable group of writers and 
Intefl~rellv~ frameworks. I Across a wide range of disciplines, culture was 
explained m tenns of structures of power that were assumed as given and 
rarely questioned. Culture itself was always viewed as secondary and often 
as epiphenomenal. Marx and Engels themselves, of course, repeatedly had 
qu~tlOned the role ?f culture . in politics and economics. just as they rec
ogmze~ the need to mterpret literature and art politically and historically.J 
But their work here was very tentative and their suggestions often in conflict. 
Moreover, their accounts of the relations between culture and society were 
~ependent o n some of their most notoriously ambiguous concepts, such as 
Ideology (a ?oncept whose pr.oblematic. history is recounted and newly chal
lenged m this volume by Bahbar and gtven subtle and reflective application 
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Grossberg and Nelson 
by Hall and Spivak), inteJlectuallabor. and base/superstructure. Later, the 
Com munist party institutionalized .Marxist .theory in . the form of Zhda
novism (the doctrine of socialist realism officially sanctioned by ~he Second 
and Third Internationals), and culture was reduced to a reflection .of eco
nomic relations.} Since culture was considered to be totally determmed by 
its class origin and mode of production, its politics seemed easy to de~ne. 

This sort of Marxism typically refused to gral!-t cultu~al prac~lces 
any specificity or to consider their active role in defining SOCial ~latlOns 
and resisting political domination. Cultural forms were gen~rally hnked to 
specifi c classes. The dominant ~ul~ure belon~ed to the ~omlOant class ~nd 
reflected both its interests and ItS mterpretatlOn of reabty. When wo~ktng
class culture that met the criteria of socialist realism could be found, It was 
celebrated as revolutionary. More frequently, the working class was seen as 
having accepted the ideas of the dominant class. .ideas tha~ r~present~~ the 
dominant position and thus distorted a~tual worktng-class hvmgconrl;ltlOns. 
This theory dependably produced readIngs that revealed the economic con
tent and class perspective disguised in culture's surface, formal character-
istics.· . 

Yet thi s di smissal is itself overly reductive, for the theoretical 
orientation did yield powerful insights and did place the. political. and social 
significance of cultural producti?n ~:m ~he a.gen~a of l~terpreuve theory, 
successfully challengi ng the unthinking Ideahzatlon of.~lgh art. M~reover, 
even the most notoriously reductive elements of traditIOnal ~arxlsm ~re 
difficult to di smiss easily. In fact , one might argue that ref1ectl~n t~eones, 
however qualified andproblematiz~, p.lay a neces~ry and constlt~live ro!e, 
not only for all later and more sophisticated Marxlsms, but alS? In all hl s
toricallyor politically grounded interpret~~on. Fin~lI y, the. established can.on 
of Marxist cri ticism provided the tradItion agamst which an alternative 
tradition of Marxist cultural theorizing could be defin~-no~ o";'y, however, 
by way of correction, amplification, revision, or outnght reJectIOn, but also 
by way of an uneasy relation of derivation, ~tential. ~tur:" and per?aps 
even occasional nostalgia for the security of Its polilical IOterpr~tahons. 
" Vulgar Marxi sm," that overdetermined and mythically hypostal1~ed ~t
egory, remains the anxiously regarded double of contemporary Marxist wnt~ 
ing. . r . 

As it happens, an alternative tradition has eXisted lor so.me lime, 
but it remained, even as late as the 1950s, largely unknown. AntoOiO Gram
sci's Prison Notebooks, central here to the essays by Hall, ~c1au. West, 
Mouffe, and Golding, were unpublished.' Luka?S's Hegelian ~din.g ofMB!X' 
a reading he had repeatedly renounced, and hiS theory of.relficatlon, whIch 
argued again st the simple class exploitation .mode~, remamed untran.slated 
(History and Class Consciousness, fi rst pubhshed 10 1923, appeared In En
gli sh on ly in 1971).6 The work of Karl Korsch and Rosa Luxemburg was 
virtually unknown.l Also untranslated were the important 1930s debates 
between LukAcs and Bloch and among Brecht. Benjamin, and A~omo.' A~d, 
of course. work by Marx and Engels, including the Econonll~ and Philo
sophical Manuscripls, that later WOUld. p~ove ~nnuential remamed unpub
lished.' Moreover, productive contradictions 10 work th~~ at first seemed 
to provide a radical open ing and then seemed more t~dltlOnal and reduc
ti ve, such as Lukacs's attacks on the modem b:<>UrgeoiS novel,. took some 
time to be carefully explored and recuperated m terms of their full com-
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plexity. lo While Lukacs shifted critical attention to matters of fonn and 
thus (oregrounded the specificity of superstructural effects he continu~ to 
rea~ literary texts as if their class origin determined their ~presentation of 
reahty. The m?rlern bourgeois nove) was to be valued to the extent that it 
accurately .depl~ed the fragmentation and lack of totalization at the heart 
of~urgeOls realIty. Unable to offer an alternative vision the modem bour. 
geOis novel failed the political test Lukacs set for all Iit~rature. 

In the end, hoy,.~ver, it was not only the internal development 
of theory but also change~ I~ the broade.r social formation that prompted 
the need for a more sophisticated Marx.lsm. It is essential to realize that 
each generation is driven \0 theorize by the particular historical tendencies 
and ev~nts that confront it. In the twentieth century, as it happens, each 
generation ha~ faced developments that have in some ways been parallel, 
such as t.he dIfferent stages of technological revolution ; though always in. 
fleeted differently,. these ~evelopments have stimulated the appearance of 
related p~obl~matlcs at dlffe~nt po~~ts in the history of Marxist theory. If 
we ~eep m mmd the e«)nomlc, political, and social upheavals that accom. 
pamed the development of modernity, we will recognize that the major 
concerns of ~ode':Jl W~stern MarKism were formed in large part in response 
to the chan~ng hlstoncal context of the Western capitalist nations. Thus 
the first maJ~r attempts to revise MarKism came between the two world 
wars,. partly In response ~o t~e rise of fascism, the failure of the European 
~orkmg classes to orgamze m the name of a socialist revolution Stalin'\ 
nse to power ~nd . the establishment of state communism in Rus~ia , and\, 
finally, the begmnmgs of the second industrial revolution a revolution of ", 
technology and communication. ' 

Interestingly. some of the historical pressures that these events 
prod~ced have bee.n repea~e~ in st~cturany similar ways. One can trace 
the hlst~ry of Marxist theonzmg as, m part, a contin uing response to a series 
of quesl!ons repeatedly prompted by historical events. One such question 
at the heart of twenti~th.c~ntury MarKism and debated throughout thi~ 
volume, concer~s the Identity of the potentially revolutionary subject. In 
the 1930s ~afKlsts faced the problem that the working classes did nOt in 
fact revolt m the way Marx had expected. After the Second World War a 
different but compara~le issue a~ose-~he need to understand the impact of 
'!Jass ~ulture on worklng .. -class lIves (hves that were, for a time, no longer 
ll'~ed In P?verty) a~d to confront the Question of how the working class 
mIght ~tam the re~lstance that was at least a potential of class difference. 
~ncr~smgly, Manusm, under what Ernest Mandel has called "Iate capital. 
Ism,. has had to confront a Quite uneKpectedly different structure of class 
relatlO~s." Thus,. in the 1960s it became necessary to consider whether the 
potential revolutlO~ary subject had actually been displaced, that, as events 
seemed to suggest, It was no longer to be found in the efforts of the working 
cl.a~ to orga.ni.ze itself but !n protest movements centered around blacks, 
dlstmctly pnvileged and middle-class college students, and women. As it 
happened~ the~ mo.v~ments had a number of specific successes. But the 
largely eXistential cntlQUes they offered lacked an economic base and the 
l!l0ve'!lents themselves failed not only to present an alternative ~rganiza. 
t1on~ mrrastructure but also to produce broad and pervasive political change. 
Their f~ l lure became the challenge for the theorists of the 1970$. A number 
ofspecdic developments in Marxist theory, such as Lukacs's understanding 
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of how class consciousness is different from class position ,or the elaboration 
of subcultural theory in the 1970s, speak directly to these different social 
realities. Many of the essays that follow, including those by Hall, BaLibar, 
Mouffe and Negt, respond both directly and indirectly to this challenge. 

, A number of the writers included here were either active in or 
strongly influenced by another development of postwar society-the rise of 
the New Left, which gave the emerging theories of Western Marxism an 
organizational form. A loose, partly organized, partly fragmented configu
ration of varied political commitments and intellectual projects, the New 
Left helped establish the intellectual networks and shared urgencies that 
would later energize debate within Marxist theory. Beginning in England 
and in Europe as early as the mid-1950s (with much stronger links to Marx
ism than its American counterpart of the 1960s), the New Left challenged 
the abiLity of the inherited versions of Marxism (particularly as defined by 
the communist parties) to give adequate accounts of racism and imperialism 
on either side of the Iron Curtain. International events-from the Suez crisis 
to the Russian invasions of Hungary and Czechoslovakia-made ideaJiza· 
tions of the major powers impossible. At the same time the violent history 
of Stalinism became more widely known and documented, putting still more 
distance between the New Left and those versions of Marxism aligned with 
the Soviet Union. Meanwhile, with the rise of mass culturc and mass society 
and the development of a relatively affluent working class, the traditional 
Marxist construction of class difference, with its expectations of revolution, 
seemed increasingly inadequate. A consumption-oriented, technologically 
invested society demanded new models of class struggle and social change, 
imperatives apparent here in the essays by HaU, Negt, PetroviC, Delphy, 
and P&:heuK. 

Finally, like most major bodies of theory, Marxism has been 
gradually, but substantially, altered by the formal and linguistic s.elf-con· 
sciousness that transformed modern art and culture, a transformation that 
eventually made it impossible to limit the notion of culture to a small body 
of privileged teds, objects, and discourses. Cultural theory has now eK· 
panded the category of culture well beyond "the best that has been !hought 
and said" beyond the general forms of art, language, and entertalDme",~ 
beyond ihe leisure (that is, nonlabor) activities of th~ general population. 

Describing modernism's impact on Marxism would Itself be a 
major project; but it is necessary, in this conteKt, to point to a few of its 
key elements. Both in art and philosophy a foreground}ng of issues ofla~· 
guage promoted a broad concern with culture, symbohc for.ms, con:t'!l1!flI
cation, and meaning. In philosophy, the appearance of lOgIcal posltlVl~m 
(with its concern for language and knowledge) and phenomenology (With 
its focus on meaning and consciousness) helped to energize major articu· 
lations ofa critical humanism. The humanist (and often Hegelian) Marxism 
that emerged, ranging from Lukacs to Korsch to the members of the Frank· 
furt school,u increasingly emphasized experience as a mediating term in the 
relations between social structu res and indi vidual lives. Other writers, such 
as Brecht, Benjamin, and Lefebvre were strongly influenced by artistic m~:-,e
ments, while in Gramsci and Lefebvre one sees an increasing recogmtlOn 
of the need for historical and social specificity. OJ Then, in the work ofa later 
generation of Marxist humanists (many of whose members, ironically, did 
not read the earlier Marxist humanists until after they had already begun 
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to define their PDsitions)-including Jean·Paul Same and Henri Lefebvre 
in France; Raymond Williams, E. P. Thompson, and John Berger in En· 
gland; and the Prax.is group in Yugoslavia-human consciousness began to 
playa still more active and creative role in accounts of socia1life. '• 

Following on a critique begun, in fact , by Engels, this humanist 
Marxism typically attempted to rethink (or at least problematize) the uni· 
directional causality implicit in the base/ superstructure model and often 
focused on questions of meaning, experience, and individuality as media· 
tions. furthermore, rejecting the traditional theories that locate the working 
class between false consciousness and revolution, it asked instead how nu· 
man beings create meaningful social realities and emphasized discussions 
of culture and ideology as tne site of domination and resistance. In this 
work from tne 1950s and 1960s, culture as the officially sanctioned discourse 
of art and knowledge is explicitly brough.t into dialogue with more anthrc-
pological notions of culture-as whole ways of life, structures of experience, 
or symbolic systems. 

Typically, this generation of Marxist humanists concentrated its 
efforts on conceptualizing the diverse field of culture and on describing and 
defining different cultural domains, thereby clearly establishing culture as a 
central political issue and interpretive problem, instead of glibly moving 
through it directly"'into economic production and class relations or confi· 
dently moving past it under the protection of an abstract philosophical 
discourse. Furthermore, this second rediscovery of Marxist humanism led 
critics to recognize that there are multiple cultures within the social fot;. 
mation. In many instances, this took the form of a concern with working.\ 
class cultures as continuing instances of difference from and even resistance "\ 
to the dominant cultural practices of the ruling classes. In other cases, some
times fueled by the negative views of the mass culture theorists, including 
those of the Frankfurt school, Marxists began to examine the forms of mass 
media and popular culture, seeing them as occasions for more complex 
relations of power and meaning than had heretofore been imagined. 

As the implications of this second appearance of a humanist 
Marxism began to be recognized, it became clear that cultural analysis needed 
to be concerned with all the structural and meaning·producing activities by 
which human life is created and maintained. As this collection demonstrates, 
cultural theory is now as likely to study political categories (such as d~ 
mocracy), forms of political practice (such as alliances), and structures of 
domination (including otherness) and experience (such as subjectification) 
as it is to study art, history, philosophy, science, ethics, communicative 
codes, or technology. Cultural theory is involved with reexamining the con· 
cepts of class, social identity, class struggle, and revolution; it is committed 
to studying questions of pleasure, space, and time; it aims to understand 
the fabric of social experience and everyday life, even the foundations of 
the production and organization of power itself. Consequently, it is all but 
impossible to define the terrain of cultural theory by pointing to a finite set 
of object· domains or to the search for a limited set of interpretive tools. In 
fact , the current renaissance is, to some extent, predicated on the recognition 
that the constitution of the very category of "culture" (which is often op· 
posed to something else-the economic, the social, or the natural) is itself 
already implicated within cultural processes. 
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In the middle and late 1960s (although it did not,reach England 

od America until the late 1960s and the early 1970s): ~arxlsm. uode:;-ent 
a profound interchange with structuralism and semiotics,. an tn~e.rc ang~ 
ah t marks the beainning of the third moment of Marxist revIsion. an 
1 a e>" ... h . this book were wntten 

f~~~~~f::~h~:pC;an~e~t~yW~~~a~~:[ e~~;~~y~i~~;~n~~l~~g~uit~~~ 
the sefs~~~ g~'::~~ena~~i:~~~~~~ a:e~~s(~;;rst?Orl ~th indi ~iduaJ1y ~nd 
=~IY) atthe center of their theoretical. JX;rspectlve, It:S thedtn~~i~~ 

f Marxism with structuralism and semIOtiCS th.at gave e stu y . 
o , the 1970s both within Marxism and across a Wide range new momentum 10 , . r . tself 

of d~~~P!i~~:ti~nt~::~o~~:c:~ ~~:'~~~~~·P?:b~~~~~ ~~~t~:i::(atl fi.rst 
~~I!f!~ i~ri:~~~~ ~~t~:S?:i~~~:;rt~~~::~~;i~~b~~ :~~:~'at~ati;~~~ 
defined by the differential relations IOtO which the Slgmfier IS IOsertedd ~ in his related critique of humanist Marxism, Louis Althuhsser argueb"ecrnt ,as 

. cd · F., Marx (1965) that the uman su ~ 

~~~~:a %~~~c~:~ :c!~e~~t, ~nens~mb~e o.fSOCial :-elationship~ , :t.s~me~hin~ 
essential and permanent. 16 SubjectivltY.ls cultu":llly £k.termm . ! It IS a unc 
1" on of the ideological practices by which certain sub~ect positions becomle 
~istoricaJ1y available. Furthermore, the social formation. was rt<:0nce~t~a . 
·zed as a structure of relatively autonomous levels ofsocla1 practices, ~vlOg 
:deolo a central and determining influence that c~uld not .merely ex~ 
laine~y as the displaced trace of other forms of sOCial pracu~e . i he o,":er 

~et:~:~::~u~l~~~~~~a~i:c~~~da:~ ~~ ~;~~so:/::O=~!c ~~~~~~ 
~~n if medi~te~ through. i~eology. All t~e sam~ \1:;rye'f~~~~~Si~t::::etr:t~~~ 
of fields semIOtiCS was offenng an ana yuc voca u . . . 
of signifying phenomena, while assigning su~h interpretatl~ns .a ~.rtam I~f 
dependence from metaphysical issues of reahty and psycho oglca Issues 

intentiOnal~~. structuralism de veloped into 'poststr~~turalism-~ej~cting 
structuralism's unreflective claims to scientificlty,. credJtlOg the semlo~~ a~d 

.. I re of its own theorizing, recognlzmg that a more ra . lca } 
poht~~a~i~~ human subject did have a piace in textual.producllo.n.-It 
~:n to confront the implications these position.s had f~)f ItS own cr~~l 

ractice While cultural Marxists did accept the Ideologlcal bases 0 t elr 
~wn the~retica l and political positions, and cons~uentl~ had be~un to :~ 
ogn ize the problematic, contingent nature o~ their own I~t~rpre~vt~ ~~i~ 
ties, it was poststructurytJism that gav~ M~rxlsts the voca u ary 
to begin theorizing theIr own determination. . .. aI 

Of course the contingent, variable ~~ture of Interp~ta~lon IS so 
made apparent by the whole explosion of cnucal vocabulan~s IOfth~ pas~ 

ears If one were today to try to map the terralO 0 cu tura 
twenty.~~~ ~ould have to de~ribe d~velopments not only wi.thin Marxis~ 
th~;rr:o within phenomenology and hermeneutics, structurahsm ~nd semi' 
~tics psychoanalysis, feminism, de70nst~ction and posts~ructurahsm, P3~~-

d~rnism analytic philosophy (mcludlng speech act t . eory, pragma , 
~~ post_Wittgensteinian philosophy), .as well as t~~~tI.~1 ~~~~~~_~~ 
in sociology, anthropology, and narrative theory. e alT y 
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flexiveness about Marxist critical practice is thus a particularly overdeter
mined phenomenon. representing the belated extension into critical theory 
of the rannal self-consciousness and the problemalizi ng of meaning and 
signification long characteristic of modem art. In Marxism this move was 
certainl y encouraged by more complex models of the fragmented social 
formation. And, of course, the posIstructuralisl revolution had strong im
plications for the kinds afknowledge Marxism traditionally claimed to pos
sess. If the meaning of a text is not intrinsic to it but rather the product of 
a system of differences in to which the text is articulated, then any text is 
open to multiple readings. Thus it is doubtful that one can, in fact, actually 
(and decisively) read the meaning and politics of a teltt or a practice simply 
by a straightforward encounter with the teltt itsel f or by mechanically ap
plying some interpretive procedure. Irmeaning itselris overdetermined, the 
effects of any cultural practice (including criticism) can be both multiple 
and contradictory. 

Critics sensitive to these arguments increasingly fou nd them
selves engaged in a problematic activity, one demanding attention to their 
own practices of consumption (use, appropriation) and to the contexts of 
their own intellectual production. Questioning the relationship between crit
icism and its object is especially difficult for any body of theory that. Like 
Marxism, is comm itted to political critique and opposition. Yet this is part 
of Marxism's necessary (and paradoxical) burden in the contemporary the
oretical scene, just as Marxism is also empowered to politicize epistem, 
logical doubt within other bodies of theory. 'l 

For Marxism in particular, re flections on the changing social for- " 
mation have been a powerful force in the development of such theoretical , 
positions. Man y of the essays here-including those by Lefebvre. Patton, 
Jameson, Pfeil, Michele Matte]art, Cha mbers, and Holland-in fact are con
cerned with theorizing in response to the specific structures of the contem
porary social formatio n: the emergence of multinational capitalism as the 
domina nt world economic structure; the rapid deployment of e lectronic 
media and the growth of both an information and a consumer..oriented 
economy; the fragmentation of the social formation and the proliferation 
of subcultures; the collapse of many traditional structures of authority; and 
even, finally, the explosion of critical methods that is pan o f the structu re 
of contemporary academic life. These and other changes had important 
consequences, not only in the postcolonial world, where they undercut the 
apparent capacity for self-determination achieved in decolonialization, but, 
more powerfully, in the ad vanced capitalist societies themselves, where they 
suggest both the impossibility of any static representation of reality and the 
utiJityofJocalized theory and localized political resistance-though it is onen 
Marltism's special task to defend its more general and enduring insights in 
the very face of these changes, as the essays by Anderson, Jameson, Negt. 
and Fields make clear. 

Lefebvre, for example, argues that such new social conditions 
require new terms and concepts within Marxism, for capitalism has now 
fi ltered into the microstructures and organization of daily life. Responding 
to the increasing commodification of both experience and culture, including 
language, Ross reexamines the possibilities of an avant-garde, oppositional 
writing practice. Mouffe and West argue, respectively, that complex struc
tures of resistance and domination require that Marxism radically expand 
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its theoretical and political base. Hall posits that .the eme~ence of a ~~ge
monic politics of the New Right demands a strategic theoretical and political 
realignment of the Left. MacKinnon and Panon, on the other hand, conclude 
that Marxism is finally inadequate in the face of the challenges of contem
pOrary forms of power. Fields, however, responds by argui~g ~hat the variety 
of con temporary political struggles must be understood wlthm the common 
systemic structures of capitalist oppression, while Negt attempts to open a 
space within those traditional categories for these new challenges. 

In many of these essays, in fact, one can sense ho~ more recent 
form s of political activity have also powerfully affected Marxist theo!". The 
mass social movements of the 1960s, for example, were not organtzed by 
a "party," that is, by a cen tral, hierarchical structure. The influential May 
1968 uni versity strike in Paris, supported by parts of the labor movement, 
was actually opposed by some of the forma l leftist organizations. The strike 
apparently came from the bottom up; and to the traditional Left, it seemed 
in some ways indistinguishable from tendencies implicit ~ n adv~ced ~p
italism itself. The populi st potentia l of 1968, now symbohca.lly h.nked wl.th 
late 1960s political protests in America and broadly metaphonzed III Manut 
theory, has come in part to represent the need for a distinctl~ decentralized, 
self-cri tical, plural, and unpredictable notion of how MarXism should de
velop. 

As Marxism has confro nted its own claims to truth as a repre
sentation of reality, claims that are just as real for those who would deny 
Marxism the status of a "science," it has located itself at the center of current 
epistemological debates, which have now begun to confront th~ problematic 
nature and role of theorizing itself and the status of theoretical concepts. 
Aronowitz, for example, claims that Marxists have failed to challenge the 
status of science the dominan t culture oflate capitalism, as a pure, uncon
taminated form ~fknowledge. Unless we interrogate it as an ideological and 
socially constituted discourse, Marltis.m can have no independ~nt basis for 
its explanatory powers. Repeatedly, m fact, these essa~s ~ewnte ~th the 
epistemology of Marxism and its basic cona;pts. Amangho, Resruck, and 
Wolff conclude that if class can no longer deSignate a predefined and stable 
set of subjects, then the very categories of power in Marxi sm-such as dom
ination, class struggle, ruling and ruled classes-have to be rethought. O.n 
the other hand with a security uncommon in this book, Negt asserts that 
since the analy~ i s of capital has been completed, Marxists should now tum 
to the remaining unresolved theoretical issues that presently block the for
mulation of a coherent position of critique- subjectivity, the proletariat, 
and ecology. 

Negt's relati ve confidence, however, may be overshadowed b.y 
the radically problematized logic of Balibar's ~'Vac!lIation .of IdeolC?gy." S~
multaneously challenging Marxism's most baslcclalm~ w~ile affirmm.g ~elr 
historical necessity, Balibar offers a history of the constllultve contradlctlons 
between ideology and the working class, a history that also represents an 
attempt to read his own situation as a leftist intellectual in France. If the 
working class is to playa revolutionary role in history, Balibar a~~es, then 
its relationsh ip to the category of ideology mu st be rethou ht: And Ifldeo!ogy 
is only and always the dominant ideology, then the proletanat as potentially 
revolutionary subject sta nds outside ideology in the space of so me other 
ideal knowledge. But this makes Marxi sm a theory of "mastery without 
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slavery," which in tum makes the revolutionary act incomprehensible. On 
the other hand, ifideology is a worldview and, consequently, the proletariat 
must have its own ideology, then how is the proletariat to articulate its 
revolutionary struggle? The theoretical crisis of "ideology" and the crisis 
over whether the working class is to be the source of revolutionary struggle 
are historically one and the same. So Marxism must rethink the class identity 
of the workers' movement as the blind spot in its own politics in the history 
of capitaJism. To do so is to deconstruct the process of the idealization of 
history. 

None of these critiques of Marx ism's own logic and historicity 
could exist, of course, without pressure and stimulation from other contem
porary bodies of theory. Indeed many of the most productive developments 
within Marxism have come both from a more intricately responsi ve con
frontation with positions opposed to Marxism's basic assumptions and from 
a mutually transforming dialogue with other views of culture and interpre
tation. Barrett, Eagleton, and Wang all, surprisingly, attempt to expand 
Marxist cultural theory by returning to consider more traditional questions 
of aesthetics and normative criticism. Marxism has become a place where 
competing theories work out their similarities and differences and articulate 
their challenges to cShe another. These differences are now frequen tly fought 
out within the space of a Marxist vocabulary, as disagreements over the 
problematics that should constitute a Marxist discourse. 

As West's analysis of difference, Holland's and Pfeil's efforts t~ 
chart the psychodynamics of contemporary experience, Patton's and Cham.!... 
bers's postmodernism, Laclau's and Spivak's poststructuralism, and the \.. 
book's pervasive engagement with feminism will all demonstrate, this ai- , 
most forced dialogue of Marxism with other perspectives has had profound 
implications for Marxism itself, for the issues defining Marxism have come 
into question and have been reshaped as a result. Particularly important 
here ha ve been Marxi sm's interactions with analyses of how power is ex
ercised in terms of hierarchical structures of difference and otherness that 
are not reducible to the model of class exploitat ion. Marxism has had, as 
a result, to rethink its understanding of racism, sexism, and colonialism, a 
process that inevitably historicizes Marxism's earlier categories and con
cerns. Confronting its own historical status has meant also that Marxism 
has had to call into question basic assumptions about liberatory political 
practice- the role of the working class, the function of the intellectual, the 
determining nature of the mode of production, the place of the state ap.
paratus- as it has attempted to adjudicate, if not always incorporate, the 
competing political claims of the various subordinate populations in late 
capitalism. As the organization of this book suggests, issues of sexual dif
ference, in particular, cut across all the traditional categories of Marxist 
thought. The problematics of gender and the relations between Marxism 
and femin ism are central here to the essays by MacKinnon, Mouffe, Delphy, 
Spivak, Pfeil, Lesage, and Franco. 

Spivak's essay in particular demonstrates the complex hetero
glossia of Marxism 's engagement with other bodies of theory. Like Balibar, 
she works in part through rereadi ngs of Marx, and, like BaJibar again, she 
can be said to read historical realities from the instabilities of theoretical 
discourses themselves. By presenting a critique of Western theory that argues 
its cultural dependence on international economic exploitation, Spivak poses 
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the question of whether the subaltern woman can speak for herself- She 
argues that our subject positions are constructed by the realities of global 
capitaJism and imperialism. So, too, the political role of the Western in
tellectual is dependent on the construction of subject ivity at sites of enforced 
silence in the Third World. Spivak' s corrective analysis proceeds by a Der
ridean reading of the colonial discourses surrounding the practice of suttee, 
or widow sacrifice. 

As Marxism has been challenged and rewritten , both by its dia
logue with other bodies of theory and by its effort to acknowledge the diverse 
political realities of the postwar world; as Marxism has attempted to find 
more sophisticated models of the relations between culture and power, more 
reflective understandings of its own position within these relations, and 
mo re politically insightful and relevant tools for the analysis of contem
porary structures of power-so has it become a much more varied discourse. 
One can no longer speak of Marxism in isolation from other intellectual 
and political positions, nor apart from the wider exigencies of history, for 
Marxism is no longer a single coherent discursive and political practice. As 
readers of this book will discover, there are now an extraordinary number 
of Marxist positions, discourses, methods, and politics. In trying to decide 
which discourses are and are not Marxist, one looks" a lmost ludicrously, 
for an engagement with Marx's own work, though at the same time it is 
essential to note that an ability to problemQ(ize Marx's writings has been 
central to the whole renaissance in Marxist theory. 

The struggle to decide which positions are and are not Marxist 
continues to animate Marxist discourse, as in the essays by Anderson, Jame
son, Fields, MacKinnon, Delphy, and Patton. Where, for example, is the 
boundary to be drawn between deconstruction and Marxist cultural criti
cism, between postmodernism and a Marxist analysis of late capi.talism, or 
between feminist and Marxist analyses of the social and economIc oppres
sion of women? In fact, can anyone attempting to write about the politics 
of culture in capitalism not, in some way, be caught up in the discourses 
of Marx and Marxism? As Foucault points out, privileging appeals to Marx
ism 's founding discourses obscures the way Marxism , at least in his work, 
is a continuing (if implicit) context, albei t without the citations that migh~ 
serve to normalize it for readersY Marxism, like the historical realities it 
interrogates, cannot escape the critique of essentialism carried out by con~ 
temporary critical theory and manifested in the contemporary historical 
context. That critique does not refuse a practice, text, or event its own 
identi ty. But it does suggest that identity is unstable and never guaranteed 
in advance; identity is pan of an event's contextual determinations, the 
articulation of its effects. By refusing to take its own categories for granted, 
contemporary Marxism has reappropriated the critical power of Marx's in
terpretive practice. 

Thus one cannot, in light of the essays gathered here, easily set 
limits to Marxism's current concerns. Yet the effort to establish the core 
commitments of Marxism is a necessary part of its effort to maintain some 
unique influence in the fi eld of interpretation . The problem for Marxism is 
thus twofold: on the one hand, to deterritorialize its own discourse in re
sponse to changing historical realities; and on the other hand, to re terri
torialize itself in order to constitute that very response. Indeed, as the reader 
reorganizes this volume to suit his or her own interests and com mitments-
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deciding which patterns of alliance and opposition among the essays to 
credit-the territory of Marxism will thereby be redefined. Discursively, 
however, Marxism threatens to collapse into criticism with a political edge. 
And that political edge is necessarily reestablished in different political con
texts, perhaps generalizable only as something like a commitment to rev. 
olutionary identification with the cause of the oppressed. 

Just what will count as a revolutionary intervention is an issue 
that animates, defines, and challenges all the theoretical positions and cu i· 
tural domains discussed in the book. One way of reading the book, in fact, 
is as a debate on that issue. For example, Franco deconstructs a series of 
seman tic oppositions and equivalences centered around male authorship in 
the Latin American literary tradition, thereby showing how "women and 
indigenous people can take the production of meaning into their own hands." 
Destabilizing and altering cultural semiotics from an oppositional stand
point is also the theme of Reyes Matta's discussion of the Nuevo Canciones 
movement and of Frith's analysis of pop culture as resistance, in which he 
contrasts two views of subcultural resistance: the first sees polit ics deter· 
mined by whether music, for example, is an authentic expression of an 
oppositional or mllrginalized culture; the second locates politics in the tex
tual manipulation of signs within and against the continuous commodifi
cation of all meaning. Ryan, on the other hand, does not describe what 
people make of the texts they consume as much as he defines a theory that 
gives people an act ive role in political struggles within the consumption 4,f 
cult ural objects. Somewhat surprisingly, in an essay that combines his earlier: 
humanism with a new poststructuralist play on the semiosis of"revolution,"'~ 
Petrovic provides semantic evidence for the dispersion of the revolutionary • 
impulse into different cultural domains. Lesage, however, argues that all 
revolutionary impulses fail if they are not now centered on the historical 
imperatives of sexism and racism. Anderson, finall y, would cut short all 
this speculation-from Achugar's analysis of the potential ofa revolutionary 
aesthetic to MacKinnon's concern with how our mental life has been col
onized-stating firmly that revolution is only a specific, punctual, and con
vulsive event that radically transforms the political structures of a society. 

Marxism is a territory that is, it would seem, paradoxically at 
once undergoing a renaissance of activity and a crisis of definition. There 
is a greater sense of the distance between our theoretical categories (even 
those of common sense in our daily lives) and the historical reality within 
which those categories m ust function. Yet, throughout this book there is an 
intellectual drive to deal with the disjunction between our need and OUT 

abili ty to intervene in OUT own historical reality. These essays offer a series 
of intersecting and competing discourses for that project. 

, 
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Cornal Wast 

Marxist Theory and the Specificity of 
Afro-American Oppression 

As racia l confl ic ts Intens ify In Europe North and South 
Amer ica AS ia, and , ahove all, South Afr ica, the raC ial 
prohlema tlc Wi ll become more uryent on the Mar~ lst 

agenda A neo·GramSC lan perspect ive OIl the complexity 
of raCism IS Impera ti ve If even the bey Inning of a "war 
of pOSit ion ' IS to be mounted . In fact, the future of 
Marxism may well depend upon the nepths of the ant i 
raCist dimenSion of th is theoret ical ann pract ical "war of 
pOS iti on 

Will this statement be susceptible of under
standing? In Europe, the black man is the 
symbol of Evil ... . As long as one cannot 
understand this fact, one is doomed to talk 
in circles about the "black problem. " 
Frantz Fano n 
Black Skin, White Masks 

The problem of the twentieth century is the 
problem of the color-line-the relarion of the 
darker to the lighter races of men in Asia 
and Africa, in America and the islands of 
the sea. 
W . E. 6. Du Bois 
The Souls of Black Folk 

As we approach the later years of the twentieth cen
tury, Fanon's characteristic candor and Du Bois's ominous prophecy con
tinue to challenge the Marxist tradition. Although I intend neither to define 
their meaning nor defend their veracity, I do wish to highlight their implicit 
interrogation of Marxism. Fanon's and Du Bois's challenge constitutes the 
germ of what I shall call the racial problematic: the theoretical investigation 
into the materiality of racist discourses, the ideological production of African 
subjects, and the concrete effects of and counterhegemonic responses to the 
European (and specifically white) supremacist logics operative in modern 
Western civilization . I 

I understand the issue of the specificity of Afro-Amer
ican oppression as a particular version of the racial problematic within the 
context of the emergence. development, and decline of U.S. capitalist society 
and culture. This problematic is, in many ways, similar to contemporary 
philosophical discussions of "difference" that flow from the genealogical 
inquiries of Michel Foucault and the deconstructive analyses of Jacques 
Derrida. 2 Yet this problematic differs in that it presupposes a neo-G ramscian 
framework, one in which extradiscursive formations such as modes of pro
duction and overdetermined, antagonistic class relations are viewed as in-
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dispensable. This neo-Gramscian framework attempts to shun the discursive 
reductionistic elements in the works of the ex-Marxist Foucault and sidestep 
the textual idealist tendencies in the perennially playful performances of 
Derrida. But this neo-Gramscian perspective welcomes their poststructur
alist efforts to dismantle the logocentric and a priori aspects of the Marxist 
tradition. In other words, I accent the demyslifying moment in their ge
nealogical and deconstructive practices which attack hegemonic Western 
discourses that invoke universality, scientificity, and objectivity in order to 
hide cultural plurality, conceal the power-laden play of differences, and 
preserve hierarchical class, gender, racial, and sexual orientational relations. 

This effort to put forward the racial problematic within a neo
Gramscian framework occupies new discursive space on the spectrum of 
philosophies of difference; it also enacts an untapped potentiality within the 
Marxist tradition. More important, this effort consti tutes a sympathetic yet 
biting Marxist critique of poststructuralist philosophies of difference and a 
supportive yet piercing critique of the Marxist tradition from the viewpoint 
of an Afro-American neo-Gramscian. In short, the time has passed when 
the SCKalled race question, or Negro question, can be relegated to secondary 
or tertiary theoretical significance in bourgeois or Marxist discourses. In
stead, to take seriously the multileveled oppression of African peoples is to 
raise crucial questions regarding the conditions for the possibility of the 
mooem West, the nature of European conceptions of rationality, and even 
the limited character of Marxist formulations of counterhegemon ic projeots 
against multileveled oppression. \, 

" In order to more fully understand my neo-Gramscian concepti on \ 
of the specificity of Afro-American oppression, it is necessary to examine 
briefly the history of Marxist conceptions of Afro-American oppression. Any 
such history is itself a political act-an intervention into the present state 
of the Afro-American freedom struggle. My own crude interpretation and 
bold intervention bears the stamp of my neo-Gramscian stance, which takes 
on practical forms in an autonomist (not micropolitical) politics (e.g., the 
National Black Uni ted Front) and a prefigurative (not reformist) politics 
(e.g., the Democratic Socialists of America).) 

I shall argue that there are four basic conceptions of Afro-Amer
ican oppression in the Marxist tradition. The first conception subsumes 
Afro-American oppression under the general rubric of working-class ex
ploitation. This viewpoint is logocentric in that it elides and eludes the 
specificity of Afro-American oppression outside the workplace; it is redue
tionistic in that it explains away rather than explains this specificity. This 
logocentric and reductionistic approach results from vulgar and sophisti
cated versions of economism. I understand economism to be those forms 
of Marxist theory that defend either simple monooeterminist or subtle mul
tideterminist causal relations between an evolving economic base upon a 
reflecting and refracting ideological superstructure, thereby giving a priori 
status to class subjects and modes of production as privileged explanatory 
variables. 

In regard to Afro-American oppression, economism and its con
comitant logocentric and reductionistic approach holds that African people 
in the United States of America are not subjected to forms of oppression 
distinct from general working-class exploitation. Historically, this position 
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was put forward by the major figures of the U.S. Socialist party (notwith
standing its more adequate yet fo rgotten 1903 resolution on the Negro ques
tion), especially Eugene Debs. In an influential seri es of articles, Debs argued 
that Afro-American oppression was solely a class problem and that any 
attention to its alleged specificity "apart from the general labor problem" 
would constitute racism in reverse. 4 He wrote, "we [the socialists] have 
nothing to do with it [the race question), for it is their [the capitalists'} fight. 
We have simply to open the eyes of as many Negroes as we can and do 
battle for emancipation from wage slavery, and when the working class have 
triumphed in the class struggle and stand forth economic as well as political 
free men, the race problem will disappear." In the meantime, Debs added, 
"we have nothing special to offer the Negro, and we cannot make separate 
appeals to all races. The Socialist Party is the party of the whole working 
class regardless of color. " S 

My aim is not simply to castigate the U.S. Socialist party or 
insinuate accusative cha rges of racism against Debs. Needless to say, the 
Socialist party had many distinguished black members and Debs had a long 
history of fighting racism. Rather, I am concerned with the fact that the 
Second International economism in the U.S. Socialist party lead to a 10-
gocentric and reductionistic approach to Afro-American oppression, thereby 
ignoring, or at best downplaying, strategies (as opposed to personal moral 
duties) to struggle against racism. 

The second conception of Afro-American oppression in the 
Marxist tradition acknowledges the specificity of Afro-American oppression 
beyond general working-class exploitation, yet it defines this specificity in 
economistic terms. This conception is antireductionistic in character yet 
economistic in content. This viewpoint holds that African people in the 
United States of America are subjected to general working-class exploitation 
and specific working-class exploitation owing to racial discrimination at the 
workplace (at the levels of access to opportunities and relative wages re
ceived). In the U.S. Marxist past, this superexploitation thesis has been put 
forward by the Progressive Labor party in the late sixties and early seventies. 
Practically, this viewpoint accents struggle against racism yet circumscribes 
its concerns within an economistic orbit. 

The third conception of Afro-American oppression in the Marxist 
tradition-the most influential, widely accepted, and hence unquestioned' 
among Afro-American Marxists-holds the specificity of Afro-American 
oppression to be general working-class exploitation and national oppression; 
that is, it is antireduction istic and an tieconomistic in character and nation
alistic in content. This position claims that Afro-Americans constitute, or 
once constituted, an oppressed nation in the Black Belt South and an op
pressed national minority in the rest of U.S. society. 

There are numerous versions of the so-called Black Nation The
sis. Its classical version was put forward in the Sixth Congress ofthe Third 
International (1928), modified in its 1930 Resolution, and codified in Harry 
Haywood's Negro Liberation (1948). Subsequent versions have been put 
forward by the Socialist Workers party's George Breitman, the Communist 
Labor party's Nelson Peery, the Bolshevik League of the Uni ted States' Bob 
Avakian's Revolutionary Communist party, Amiri Baraka's U.S. League of 
Revolutionary Struggle, the Philadelphia Workers' Organizing Committee, 
and James Forman's recent book on Self-Determination and the African· 
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American People.~ All of these versions adhere to Joseph V. Stalin's stip
ulative definition of a nation as set forth in his Marxism and the National 
Question (1913): "A nation is a historically constituted, stable community 
of people formed on the basis of a common language, territory, economic 
life, and psychological make-up manifested in a common culture."1 This 
formulation, despite its brevity and crudity, incorporates a crucial cultural 
dimension that has had tremendous attractivenss to Afro-American Marx
ists. In fact, the Black Nation Thesis has been and remains hegemonic on 
the Black Marxist Left 

Since the Garvey movement in the early twenties-the first mass 
movement among Afro-Americans-the Black Left has been forced to take 
seriously the cultural dimension of the Afro-American freedom struggle. In 
this limited sense, Marcus Garvey's black nationalism made proto-Gram
scians out of most Afro-American Marxists. ' Yet the expression of this 
cultural concern among Afro-American Marxists has, for the most part, 
remained straitjacketed by the Black Nation Thesis. This thesis, indeed, has 
promoted and encouraged impressive struggles against racism in the U.s. 
communist movement. But with its ahistorical racial determination of a 
nation, its flaccid statistical determination of national boundaries, and its 
H1usory distinct black national economy, the Black Nation Thesis continues 
to serve as an honest, yet misguided, attempt by Marxist-Leninists to re
pudiatereductionistic views on Afro-American oppression.~ In short, it func
tions as a poor excuse for the absence of a sophisticated Marxist theory 9f 
the specificity of Afro-American oppression. 't 

The fourth and last conception of Afro-American oppression i~ 
the Marxist tradition claims that the specificity of Afro-American oppression \ 
is that of general working-class exploitation and racial oppression. This 
conception is put forward, on the one hand, by the Socialist Workers party's 
Richard Kirk (alias R. S. Fraser in reply to George Breitman), who wrote: 

The Negro Question is a racial Question: a matter of 
discrimination because of skin color, and that's all .... 

The dual nature of the Negro struggle arises 
from the fact that a whole people regardless of class 
distinction are the victims of discrimination. This 
problem ofa whole people can be solved only through 
the proletarian revolution, under the leadership of the 
working class. The Negro struggle is therefore not the 
same as the class struggle, but in its independent char
acter is allied to the working class. Because of the in
dependent form of the Negro movement, it does not 
thereby become a national or separatist struggle, but 
draws its laws of development from its character as a 
racial struggle against segregation and discrimina
tion .1O 

And on the other hand, Linda Burnham and Bob Wing wrote in Line of 
March, 

More specifically, the oppressed Black racial group in 
the U.S. is a unity of two interconnected but distinct 
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aspects: Black people are a racially oppressed section 
of the laboring masses, as well as a distinct raciallY' 
oppressed people. Between these two, the principal de
fining aspect of the Black racial group is that of being 
a racially coerced section of labor in this country. This 
view stems from our analysis of the connection be
tween racial oppression and U.S. capitalism. As we 
have emphasized, racial oppression and class oppres
sion are qualitatively distinct social contradictions with 
their own dynamics and laws of development But they 
are also interconnected. In our view, the nature of this 
interconnection is defined by the fact that capitalism 
gave rise to and ultimately determines the form and 
content of racial oppression. In particular, the ultimate 
raison d'etre of racial oppression is the need of U.s. 
capital accumulation for a specially oppressed, coerced 
section of labor. (I 

This fourth conception of Afro-American oppression in the 
Marxist tradition has been motivated primarily by opposition to the pre
dominant role of the Black Nation Thesis in the American and Afro-Amer
ican Left. Hence, it has been promoted by breakaway Trotskyists such as 
the Spartacist League, the independent Marxist-Leninist trend Line of March, 
the Communist party of the United States of America after 1959, and leftists 
in academia such as Oliver C. Cox, James A. Geschwender, and Mario 
Barrera 12 These contributions have been useful in regard to broadening the 
theoretical discourse of Afro-American oppression within Marxist circles. 

My neo-Gramscian viewpoint requires a new conception of Afro
American oppression. I suggest that certain aspects of the preceding four 
conceptions are indispensable for an acceptable position, though all four 
are inadequate. A common feature is that their analyses remain on the 
macrostructural level; that is, they focus on the role and function of racism 
within and among institutions of production and government. Any.a.ci.. 
ceptable conception of Afro-American oppression, indeed, must include . 
macrostructural analysis, which highlights the changing yet persistent for'ffii 
of class exploitation and political repression of Afro-Americans. In this 
regard, even narroweconomistic Marxist analyses of Afro-American oppres
sion are preferable to prevailing bourgeois perspectives, such as the We
berian liberalism of William Julius Wilson, the Friedmanian conservatism 
of Thomas Sowell, and the Parsonsian elitism of Martin KilsonY 

Building upon Stanley Aronowitz's seminal though brief treat
ment of race, 1O my neo-Gramscian viewpoint requires not only a macro
structural approach but also a broad genealogical investigation and a de
tailed microinstitutional (or localized) analysis. These three moments of a 
neo-Gramscian perspective consist of the following: 

1. a genealogical inquiry into the discursive conditions for the 
possibility of the hegemonic European (i.e. , white) supremacist logics op
erative in various epochs in the West and the counterhegemonic possibilities 
available; 
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2. a microinstitutional (or localized) analysis of the mechani sms 
that inscribe and sustain these logics in the everyday Jives of Africans, 
including the hegemonic ideological production of African subjects, the con
stitution of alien and degrading normative cultural styles, aesthetic ideals, 
linguistic gestures, psychosexuaJ identities, and the counterhegemonic pos
sibilities available; 

1 a macrostructural approach that accents modes of overdeter
mined class exploitation and political repression of African peoples and the 
counterhegemonic possibilities available. 

The aim of the first moment is to exam ine modes 0/ European 
dominarion of African peoples; that of the second moment, to probe into 
forms of European subjugation of African peoples; and that of the third 
moment, to focus on types of European exploitation and repression of Af
rican peoples. These moments of theoretical inquiry-always already tra
versed by male supremacist and heterosexual supremacist logics-overlap 
and crisscross in complex ways, yet each highlights a distinctive dimension 
of the multi-leveled oppression of Europeans over African peoples. " 

These three moments constitute the specifi city of the European 
oppression of Afri~an peoples at the level of methodology; that is, this neo
Gramscian viewpoi nt should capture the crucial features of such oppression 
anywhere in the world. Yet the specificity of the various manifestations of 
Europe~n oPl?ress.ion of African peoples in particular countries is constitutFd 
by detailed "/StoT/cal analyses that enact the three methodological moments. 
Needless to say, these concrete analyses must be ensconced in the particula-~, 
culture, heritage, and economic history of the Africans and the nation of1 
which the Africans are participants and victims. 

Admittedly, this neo-Gramscian project is an ambitious one, yet 
the complexity of the oppression of African peoples demands it. Each of 
the three moments requires major volumes, possibly lifetime endeavors. 
Given the political urgency of our times, I shall briefly sketch the con tours 
of each moment. 

In regard to the first moment-the genealogical inquiry into the 
conditions for the possibility of the European (Le., white) supremacist logics 
operative in the West-I suggest that there are three such basic discursi ve 
logics: Judeo-Christian, scientifi c, and psychosexual. The Judeo-Christian 
racist logic emanates from the biblical account of Ham looking upon and 
failing to cover his father Noah's nakedness and thereby receiving divine 
punishment in the form of blackening his progeny. Within this logic, black 
skin is a divine curse owing to disrespect for and rejection of paternal 
authority.16 The scientific racist logic rests upon a modern philosophical 
discourse guided by Greek ocular metaphors, undergirded by Cartesian no
tions of the primacy of the subject and the preeminence of representa tion, 
and buttressed by Baconian ideas of observation, evidence, and confirma
tion that promote and encourage the activities of observing, comparing, 
measuring, and orderi ng physical characteristics of human bodies. Given 
the renewed appreciation and appropriation of classical antiquity, these 
activities were regulated by classical aesthetic and cultural norms. Within 
this logic, the notions of black ugliness, cultural deficiency, and intellectual 
inferiority are legitimated by the value-laden, yet prestigious, authori ty of 
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science. " The psychosexual racist logic arises from the phallic obsessions, 
Oedipal projections, and anal-sadistic orientations in European culture that 
endow African men and women with sexual prowess; view Africans as either 
alJel revengeful fathers, frivo lous, carefree children , or passive, long-suf
ferinS mothers; and identify Africans with dirt, odious smell, and feces. In 
short Africans are associated with acts of bodily defecation, violation, and 
subo:dination. Within this logic, Africans are walking abstractions, inani
mate things or in visible creatures.!' For all three white supremacist logics, 
which operate simultaneously in the modem West, Africans personify de
graded otherness, exemplify radical a lterity, and embody alien difference. 

The aim of neo-Gramscian genealogical inquiry is not si mply to 
specify the discursive operations that constitute Africans as the excluded, 
marginal Other; it also is to show how white supremacist logics are guided 
by various hegemonic Western philosophies of identity that suppress dif
ference, heterogeneity, and multiplicity. Si nce such discursive suppression 
impedes counterhegemonic practices, these philosophies of identity are not 
simply ideologies but rather modes of domination with their own irreducible 
dynamic and development. Similar to Derrida's own characterization of his 
work, this inquiry requi res "a general determination of the conditions for 
the emergence and the limits of philosophy, of metaphysics, of everything 
that carries it on and that it carries on." 19 Unlike Derrida's, this inquiry is 
but one moment in our neo-Gramscian project, leading toward microi n
stitutional and macrostructural analyses of oppression. I suggest this first 
moment is an examination of modes of European domination of African 
peoples because it maps the discursive modalities-for hegemonic and coun
terhegemonic practices--circumscribed by white supremacist logics and 
thereby discloses the European discursive powers over African peoples. 

The second moment-the microinstitutional (or localized) anal
ysis--cxamines the articulation of the whi te supremacist logics within the 
everyday lives of Africans in particular historical contexts. lt focuses on the 
effects upon African peoples of the binary oppOsitions of true/ false, good/ 
evil, pure/ impure wi thin the white supremacist logics. In the complex case 
of Africans in the United States of America, thi s analysis would include the 
production of colored and Negro subjects principally enacted by the idea:" 
logical apparatus (and enforced by the repressive apparatus) in the South, 
the extraordinary and equivocal role and function of evangelical Protestant 
Christianity (especially the Separate Baptist and Methodist denomina
tions),20 and the blend of African and southern Anglo-Saxon Protestants and 
French Catholics from which emerged distinctive Afro-American cultural 
styles, linguistic gestures, and counterhegemonic practices. This analysis is, 
in many ways, similar to Foucault's "microphysicsofpower"-the specifying 
of the power relations within the crevices and interstices of what logocentric 
Marxists call the superstructure. Yet, unlike Foucault's, this analysis is but 
one moment in my neo-Gramscian project, whose regulative ideal is not 
mere antibourgeois revolt but rather anti hierarchical socialist transforma
tion.21 I suggest that thi s second moment is a probe in to fonns of European 
subjugation of African peoples because it shows how the various white 
supremacist logics shape African self-identities, influence psychosexual sen
sibilities, and help set the context for distinctive Afro-American cultural 
styles, linguistic gestures, and modes of resistance. 
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The third moment-the macrostructural analysis-reveals the role 
and function of overdetermined class exploitation and political repression 
upon African peoples. This traditionally Marxist focus remains as a crucial 
moment in my neo-Gramscian perspective, yet the nature of this focus is 
modified. The neo-Gramscian rejection of the base/superstructure meta· 
phors of economism (or logocentric Marxism) entai1~ that it is no lo~ger 
sufficient or desirable to privilege the mode ,?f productIOn and class subjects 
in an a priori manner and make causal claims (whether crude or refined) 
about racist ideology owing to simply ~con?mic factors. Instead, following 
Antonio Gramsci the metaphor ofa "hlstoncal bloc" replaces those of base/ 
superstructure. This new metaphor eschews the logocentric and a priori 
dimension of the old metaphors by radically historicizing them, thereby 
disclosing the complexity and heterogeneity suppressed by logocentric Marx· 
ism. Gramsci's rejection of vulgar economism is unequivocal: "The claim, 
presented as an essential postulate of historical materialism, that every fluc
tuation of politics and Ideology can be presented and expounded as an 
immediate expression of the structure, must be contested in theory as prim
itive infantilism, and combated in practice with the authentic testimony of 
Marx, the author of concrete political and historical works."22 

Gramsci's highly sophisticated investigations into the muhiva· 
rious modalities of class domination serves as the springboard for my own 
neo-Gramscian perspective. Yet there are still significant logocentric and a 
priori elements in Gramsci's work, such as the primacy of class subjycts 
and the bipolar class options for hegemony. Nevertheless, Gramsd's ah.ti. 
reductionistic and antieconomistic metaphor "historical bloc" promoteS\a 
radically historical approach in which the economic, political, cultural, ana 
ideological regions of a social formation are articulated and elaborated in 
the form of overdetennined and often contradictory class and nonclass pro
cesses.ll Despite this rejection offorms of determinisms, this conception of 
social totality (or more specifically, the dynamics of particular social for
mations) does not result in a mere floating crap game in that, given a his
torical situation, structural constraints impose limits upon historically con
stituted agents, whereas conjunctural opportunities can be enacted by these 
agents. Given the historica l process, many structural constraints can become 
conjunct ural opportunities. Yet without some notion of historical structural 
constraints, my neo·Gramscian perspective slides into explanatory nihilism; 
namely, the refusal or inability to make explanatory commitments about 
history and society. Economism is preferable to such explanatory impotence, 
but fortunately Gramsci's metaphor "historical bloc" precludes such a choice. 

The controversial issue of the relation between historical context 
and differential intertextuality, ideological closure, and infinite dissemina
tion serves as the major bone of contention between Marxists and post. 
structuralists. My neo-Gramscian viewpoint resists explanatory nihilism; 
that is, despite immense theoretical difficulties and practical obstacles it 
does not give up on explaining and transforming history and society. There 
is no Marxist theory without some notion of operative though transient 
structural constraints in particular historical conjunctures, just as there is 
no Marxist praxis without some notion of conjunct ural opportunities. Post . 
structuralisms rightly dismantle the logocentric and a priori aspects of Marx
ist theory, yet they wrongly textualize historical constraints and political 
praxis into mere endless chains of signifiers. To put this issue in Ernesto 
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Laclau's terms, the matter is not simply the impossibility of society and 
history but, more important, the specifying of the conditions for the pos· 
sibility of the perennial process of this impossibilityY We must appeal to 
metaphors of society and history in order to account for the "impossibility" 
of society and history. Gramsci's metaphor of "historical bloc" performs 
this function. If appropriately employed, it precludes the logocentric econ
omism of pre-Gramscian Marxisms and the labyrinthine abyss of post
structural isms. Furthermore, my neo-Gramscian viewpoint rejects the rem· 
nant of class reductionism in Gramsci's work. In short, my neo-Gramscian 
perspective yields ideological yet differential closure-provisional structural 
constraints and engaged political praxis-but with no guarantees. 

Therefore the macrostructural analysis of the role and function 
of overdetermined class exploitation and political repression from my neo
Gramscian perspective goes far beyond the aforementioned four macro· 
structural conceptions of Afro-American oppression in the Marxist tradi· 
tion. This is so, in part, because it preserves the crucial structural feature
the complex interaction of economic, political, cultural, and ideological re· 
gions in social formations-of Marxist theory, yet it does not permit a priori 
privileging of the economic region within this structural feature. J suggest 
that this third moment is an investigation into the types of European ex
ploitation and repression of African peoples because it highlights simulta· 
neously the relations between African slaves and white slaveholders, African 
workers and white capitalists, African citizens and white rulers. 

In conclusion, the contemporary crisis of Marxism results, in 
part, from extradiscursive terrains of contestation generated from racial, 
feminist, gay, lesbian, and ecological social movements-movements that 
are historically "new" only to ostrichlike logocentric Marxists whose sight 
has been confined to the workplace-and from discursive terrains of con· 
testation initiated by Gilles Oeleuze and deepened by Foucault and Oer· 
rida lS I use Deleuze, Foucault, and Derrida (as they prefer) not as proper 
names but rather as tropes signifying diverse discursive forces , including 
Frenchified Nietzschean and Heideggerian elements, which now bombard 
Marxist theories. In a sense, it is unfortunate that this fierce bombardment 
is a thoroughly French (and more specifically Parisian) assault. It is unfor· 
tunate principally because of the national baggage that accompanies the 
assaults-namely, distinctively French political cyn icisms and intellectual 
dandyisms, alien to the seemingly incurable bourgeois optimism and in· 
tellectual inferiority complexes of North Americans in the United States, 
yet seductive to weary Marxist activists who have run up against walls of 
History and isolated Marxist intellectuals who often remain within walls of 
the bourgeois Academy, activists and intellectuals who have genuine anti· 
bourgeois sentiments yet possess no energizing emancipatory vision. 

My neo-Gramscian conception of the multileveled oppression of 
Africans in the United States of America and elsewhere remains a rudi
mentary response to the contemporary crisis of Marxism. As racial conflicts 
intensify in Europe, South America, North America, Asia, and above all 
South Africa, the racial problematic will become more urgent on the Marxist 
agenda. And as the ruling classes in late capitalist societies fan and fue l the 
white supremacist logics deeply embedded in their cultures, a neo-Gram· 
scian perspective on the complexity of racism is imperative if even the 
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beginning of a "war of position" is to be mounted. In fact, the future of 
Marxism, at least among Afro-Americans, may well depend upon the depths 
of the antiracist dimension of this theoretical and practical "war of position." 
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Notes 

In tris de~niton. "mater08i ty" simply denotes the mU~iple lunctions 01 power 01 racist prac
t.ces over A/rcans: by "Iogics" I mean the ballery 01 tropes. metaphors. notions. and con
cepts employed 10 joJs~ly and leg;timate white supremac,st practices. This racial problematic 
is re'ated to but not identica!with other possible irwestiQative Irameworks that locus on racist 
practICeS toward other peopies 01 color. I do believe thos problemanc 's useful for such 
endeavors. yet I deliberately confine my major locus to peop!es ot African descent. especia'ly 
Afro-Americans. Also. this problematic does not presuppose tMt a nostalgic und~lerent08ted 

uMy or homogeneous universality w il someday emerge among black. whole. red . YBlow. 
and brown peop!es. Rather. ~ asso.mes the irreducibiityof rac",1 (that is. cuhurall cifferences. 
The task is not to erase sllCh dtJerences but rather to ensure that such dilferences are not 
empk>yed as \/founds for bumessng hierarchical social rela tions and symOOlic orders. 

The majorte~tsl h!IVein mirld of these two prolific and prolound ti1o"lkers are Michel Foucau;t. 
OIserpiine and Purish The Birth 01 rhe Prroon. trans. A'an Sheridan (New York: Vintage, 
1979): and Jacq .... s D ... rida. OfGranmatology. trans, Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak(Ba! timore; 
JoMS Hopkins Univ..-sity Press. 1976). For a brillian t critique and contrast of thesetwo texts. 
see Edward W. Sa id. The Wcrlt1. the Text. and the Critic (Cambridge: Harvard Univers<ty 
Press. 19d3), pp. 118-225 

My politcal stance,s 8<JronomisrK: 01 that ,t is e~lStentialy anchored not simply in responses 
10 class exploitation but more immediate/v in cultural degradanon and pOlitical oppresSQn
as is the National Black United Front led by Rev. Herbert Dall\11try. Yet this autonomis ti c 
stance does not sfide n to mere micropofitics because it envisions and encourages links -Mth 
those movements based primar~ on clan eXpfoitation. My political stanee " pre{oflUrlltiW 
n that ~ is. n principie. motivated by the fundamentaltraf'lSformation 01 U,S cllPna!ist c~ 
~ization and manifested "worki"lg~t tj<) an org.arj2aton (tte Democra tic: Soei~lsts of Arner." 
,cal whose moral aspntKlnS and " ternal mechansms prefigure the deswable soco,,:ist so
ciety- one that is radically deroocrat.c and ilJertarian. This pl"eligJrative stance does nol 
degenerate into reformism because. fo!owing Rosa Luxemburg 's forrn.Aations in Reform or 
Revolution (1900). It supports reforms yet opposes i''usions aboot reforms, 

Eugene DebS. " The Negro in the Oass SU"IIgle" and " The Negro and His Nemesis: ' 
Im9f'fl8rjona/ Socl8ljst RwlflW. Nov, 1903. Jan. 1904. 

OllClted from Philip S FOIIer. Amem;:art Sodal,sm and Black Amerjcans (Westporl Conn.: 
Gre .... wood Press, 1977), For a noteworthy response to Debs's d'sappearance thesis. see 
Manning Marable, "The Third ReconstrllCtion: Black Nationa'ism and Race Re'ations after 
the Revofi.J1ion.·· Blackwater: HjS/O',cal Studoes jn Race. Class ConscJOUsllessilIld Revolutron 
(Dayton. Ohio: a lack Pra-is Press. 1981). pp. 187-208, For the major wen: of this i"llOl tant 
Afro-American Ma",ist figure. see HowCapluJIsm Underdeveloped Black Amerjca: Problems 
in Race. Po/mcsJ Economy and Soclety(80ston South End Press. 1983), 

George Breitman. "Onthe Negro StruW'e. etc . . ·· SOasJjsr WO'.ters Pt;rtyDi$OJssron Bui/elln. 
Sept, 1954: Bo!shevik league. Liberallon for the Black N81ion (Bronx. 1983): Nelson Pe ... y. 
The Negro NlltronalCoJcx¥a/Ouesrlon(Ch,cago: Workers Press. 1978). Revolutionary UnIOn. 
National !.J/:Jerallon and Pro/et&n8ll Revolution in the Urnteo Stales (Chicago. 1972): Amiri 
Bar aka. "Black Liberatoon and the Ooostion of Nationality." Urny. 412 (1981). p. 6: Amiri 
Baraka. "Black Struggle In the SO's: ' The 81ack Naroon: Journal of Nro-Ameflcan Thought. 
1:1 (19B 1). pp. 2-5: Philade!ph'a Workers' Organizng Commottee. 81aet LiberatoO"l Todll't: 
Ag8lnst Oogmar,sm on the N/Jlrona/ Questoon (f'hiladelphia. 1975): James Forman. SelI
Determinarlon Inl rhe /JIricart-AmerIcan PeopIa (Seattle: Open Hand Publishing. 1981). To 
put rt crudely. Breitman argues that Alto-Amer.cans in the United States constitute an ··em· 
bryonc nation": Peery ho'ds the "Negro NatKln" to be a colony: Bob Avakian's Revo'utionary 
COfTVTlunist party clams that dispersed blac~ communitoes constitute a "pro~tarian nation" 
of a new sort: Baraka. the Bolshevik League. and Forman argue lor a B'ack Nation in the 
Black Belt South of the Uni ted States: and the Phi!adelphia Workers' Organi~ing COfTVTlrttee 
holds that there once was a Black NatIOn. but ~ dissolved 01 the fifties with vast induSlriaii' 
18tlOn. proletarianization. arid urbaniza!lon of Atro-Americans, 

Joseph V. Stalin. Manllsmandrhe NaIoomJJ 0u9S~on (Moscow: Foreign language Publishong 
House. 1954). p, 16. 

This almost ineSCllPabfe Gr amscian perSpec tive-the nea~y unavoidable lheorelicallrld prac· 
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Cornal Wast 
t.cal conlrontationwith the prob!em of culture-has been a ma;or preocc\.ipation 01 the ~ad lng 

Ma",ist figures in deve'opi"lg nations. For brief samples of original thi rd-world contriblJtoons 
to Marxosttheory. See Mao he-tung. "Re~t on an Investigation 01 the Peasant Movement 
in Hunan." Se/eC;tOO Wo:>"ks. vol, 1 (Peking: Foreign language Press. 1966). pp. 23·59: "On 
the Correct Handling 01 Contradictions among the People." Four Ess<p(s on f'tilosophy (Pe· 
kong: Foreign language Press. 1968). pp. 79-133. See also Jose Carlos Mariategui. "People 
and Myth." The Mommg Spril (1925): and "The Reli~s Factor." Seven EsslI'ts of Infer
pret8rron of IhtlPewvran Realrry(I927). Unfort'-""'tely. most of Manategui's wen:s have not 
yet been transtated nto English. For noteworthy treatments of his t/"oo"llht arid praxis. see 
Gerald ine Skimer. "'Jose Carlos Mariategui and the Emergence of the Peruvian Socialist 
Movement:' SClflflCe and SOCiety. 43:4 (1979·80). pp. 447·71. and Jesus Chavarria. Jose 
Carlos ManaregtJI and the Rise 01 Modem Peru (A tJ l.Iquerque: Umversity of New Mexico 
Press. 1979 ). See also Kwame Nuumah. ConsoeriCism: Phlosophf and Ide%g( 10' De· 
coIorizat'on (New York; Monthly Review Press. 1970): Frantz Fanon. The Wretched 01 the 
Earlh. trans. Constance Farrington (New York: G"ove Press, 1964): Am'car Cabral. "Pre
s-uppos<tions and Obio3c lives of National Liberation 01 Re'ation to Social Struct...-e·· and ··Na· 
tKlna! Libtlration and Cu~ure:' UfII/y and Srruggle: Speeches and Wn/lf~ of AmilcarCabrsJ. 
trans. Michaef WoIf ... s (New York: Monthly Review Press. 1979). pp. 11 9-37 . 138-54. 

Forthemost thorough and convincing cntiqueolthe B!ack NatIOn TheSIS. see londa Burm am 
and Bob W ing. '"Toward a Communist Analysis of Black Oppression and Black Liberation. 
Part t Critique of the Black Nation Thes,s:' Lrne 01 March: A Marxisl-/..8fIInisr Joumal of 
Rectj§Cation. 2:1 (1981). pp. 21-88, 

R. S. Fraser. "For the Materiai S! ConceptIOn 01 the Negro Slrugg!e," in Vlihar Srraegy fo:>" 
BlaclrUbefation! TrOlskyosm vs. BlackNalionalosm. Man<Isr Bullerm 5. rev. 00 .. The Spartacost 
league. pp, 3. 16. r8!lfinted Irom SociaiiSl Wcrk ... s Pt;rty CNscussooo &ilerin. A-3~ (1955) . 

Lnda Burnham and Bob Wing. "'Toward a CommunISt AnaI%is of Black OppreSSKln and 
Black liberation. Part I: Theoretical and Histoncal Framework:' I.me 01 Marc/>: A Manosr· 
Lenirist Joumal 01 RectifICation. 8 (1981). p 48 

For the recent prOllOurlcementS of the Afro-American freedom strugg'e by tt-e Communist 
party of the Unhed States, see Henry Winston. Class. Race and Black I.rbefation (New York: 
Internatoonal Publishers. 1977). ard the reso'ution on theAffo-Amencan struggle - Winston's 
Strugrle fer Alro-llroerjcan I.iberalion-adopted by the party's Twenty-second National Con
vention in August 1979. See also Oliver C. Cox. Caste. Class, and Race: A Slvdy jn SocisJ 
Dynamics (New Yo:n: Doubleday. 1948): James A. Geschweoder. Class, Race and WcrkBf 
Insurgency: Tt-e LeaQtJ8 d Revo/I.JflOOtJry Blact WO'kers (Cambrodge: Cambridge U","ersity 
Press. 1977): Mario Barrera. Race and Class'in the SOU/Mest: A Thoory 01 Rar;;ra/lreqva/,tv 
(Noue Dame: Univershy Press of Notre Dame. 1979). Althollgh Barrera is prima"lyconcerned 
w ith lhe racial problematic as ,t relates to Chicanos and Chocanas. hos theoretical formoJ&toons 
are relevant to peoples of African descent on the United States of Amer.ca. 

W,lIiam Juhus Wi lson. Tt-e Dec/rllllg Srgrificance 01 Race. Blacks and Changmg Amerocan 
/nstlfutions (Chicago: University of ChC8go Press. 1978): Thomas Sowell. Race and Eco
nomics(NewYork: Oavld McKay Co .• 19 75); Martin Kilson. " The Black Bourgeoosie ReVIS ited: 
From E, Franklin Frazier to the Present. ,. Dissent(Winter 1983). pp. 85·96. This laller essay 
,s Irom K~son ' s forthcoming booO::. Nfl/Iller Insld ... s nor Oursiders: Blacks m Ivne(jcan Socie~" '. 

Stao!ev ArOlKlwit2. The Cri5J5 H1 HjstoricalMaterjlJlism- Class. P(JotfCS. and Cullure on Maoosr '"" 
TheotY (New Yert: Pr<teger Pub!ications. 1981). W' 89-1 12 . 

These distinctoons are necessary it we are to sharpen and refne tte prevailing loose usage 
of dominatIOn. subjugation. expfoitation. r8!lression. and oppressIOn. In my view. dom,nation 
and subjugatIOn are discUJ1live affairs: the former relates to racial. seonral. ethnic. or national 
supremacist logics. whereas the latter n vo"ves the productoon of subjects and subjectivoties 
w ithn such k>g;cs. Exploitation and represson are exuadlScursive an-;ws 'n that they result 
from soe,allormatooos and n stitutions such as modes of production and state awar81uses. 
Domination. sub;ugallon. exploitatoon, and repression constitute modes of oppression. which 
are distinguished for ana!yt.c p,",poses. Needless to SiY-/. they relate to each other in complex 
and concrete ways. These distinctions were prompted by Michel Foucault. " The Subject 
and Power:' Cr",ca/lnqurry. 8 :4 (1 982). pp, 775-95. 

WntlYop Jordan. Whore Over Black.' American AJritvdes f(}N8I'd the Negro, 1550- /8 1 2 (New 
York; Norton. 196B). pp. 18-20.36: Thomas F, Gossell. Race: Th9 HiSloryof an Idea in 
America (Dallas: Southern Methodist Umversity Press. 1965). pp. 3-31 

For a l ur ther elaboratKln of thos logic. see Cornel West. "A Genea'ogy of Modern Racism:' 
Ptophesy Deliverancel An Nr()--Ameocan Revokmonary ClYosrjamy (Phi!adelphia: Westmins
ter Press. 1982). pp. 47-65, Arid lor the metapholosophocal motivation for this inquiry, see 
CornefWest. ··Phiosophy. Poitics and Power: AnAlto--American PerSpective." in f'tilosop!ly 
80m of Suugg/e: Amhofow ol./llto-Amerocan f'ti/osophy frem 1917. ed. Leonard HarrIS 
(Oubuque: Kenda"/Hunt Publishng Co .. 1983). pp. 51·59, 
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The bes t eXpO$1t1On Ql\hos!ogo;; rem .. ", Joel Kovers Wh/e R.osm: A Psychc:hstory (New 
VOlt.: P.n1heon. 1970). For an nunsling. YII' less theofeucal. "U'menl, see Cal"," C. 
Hemton. S6118nd RIIOSfTI'" America (New York: G"ove Press. t 9651. 

JICQUt$ DOIfrid • . PositIonS, 1f'''S. Alton a ' S$ (O"ca~: Lhvers<IY 01 Ct"Clgo Press. 1981), 
p. 51. 

PrrnMiy owng 10 parodual secular sensibiliues, bl3ck .-d whu. Memsllhonlcerl-..... Ih ex· 
cepuons such as EUge1111 GeroY'e$t! n hi; magnum opus RoI,..Iord¥>. Roll: 11Ie Wutf lhe 
51_s M«Ie (New Yor1<; Random House. 19741, pp. 159-284 . .-d Or l.ndo Patterson', 
mast,dUO 51_vend Socilll {)eMf!: A Corrl'wM_ Sludr (Cambodge' H'lViIrd lJrwOlf .. !y 
l'I'ess. 1982). PIl 66-76-hIIve OV8'Iooked the tremendous mP'C\ oIe"'.noek1l Prot_ 
,.,usm on Afro-AmerICans in the lhted StiteS. aod HPK.aIIy the ...olle ways n wl'lch 
Alro-Amercens t.av. emp:oyed !her appropneuon ot It. Protes .. ntosm lor CCUllert\eglt
monoc """. ThII ""10" 'egIocy 01 \hI$ appropriation IS \/vI present-day AIro-Amlw>eln f. 
IlIt.rea rem.on. under Ih!t auspces 01 !he sm.~. yet QI,IIle VIsible. prOflt\e\IC -'0 01 thlt 
billet church. as ex~oed by Rev. He<beft 0.1.9>1<'1'" chlrm.nst"p oIlhe Jellll' Net/anal 
Blfck U,lIIed From and tho:! AlncanPeopte's Chrlsl .. n OrOllf"'ZlUon. by Re .... Joseph low8f\l's 
preSIdency 01 lhe 1a1l-lib",,11 Soolhem ChIlstiao:l Leadershop Cont""fI'I1C' (lco.ncIed by Re .... 
M,nl'lluther KIng. Jr.). bv Re .... Be~'rTII'IHooks'sexecu,",e6reclorshopol ItMthbe,..1 N"'OIl.1 
Assoc .. tlOll tor lila Advancemenlol Colored Pl!Qpie, and t>y Rev. Jesse J.tckson·sludershop 
01 ttle .berll People UMed 10 Sive Humanity. II is IlO M lorlC,l. PO!inc". end 'XII ten nil 
ta:1d.,llhll. l1.n opposillOl'lll Alrican in tereclual and acn .... t., I'" UnIted SI"". Illach 
In' PrOt8SUlnt semonary and wrile 15 ~n Alro-AmerlCan roeo.Qa'TISCl8f1 Ctl(1Slllnl For tour 
noleworthy lexlS on Ina 'e:'O'ous dImension 01 tile recI" prob!ematic in tile Uniled SlItes. 
see Abert Raboleau's superb SllNe Religion' Th6 "lflIis;bIfJ lrlS1iMion" in rh6 Anlebe' um 
Sourll (New YorI!: Cbclord University !>tess. 19781: James ConI! and Oayr&ud Wilmore's 
.,dospeos. ble Bla::k TheoIo(w: A Documenfary HistOly. 1966, 1979 IMarylmoll. N.Y.: OrbOl 
BooIr.s, 1979). my o wn provocalive w ork. Prophesy De/iV6('aIlC6/ An ;,Jro.Ametic." R9\l1>
l>.JtionatyCfrlSU.lIIy(Philadeiphia: Westmins ter Press. 19821: and James Washlnglon' , !)r" 
Wlnt hundred'page introductOon to Afro-American ProteS!8tII Spiritualily INew York: Plu'isl 
Ptess. 19841. , 
The Mlducuve pOWer1; 01 Fouc.ult mUSt be resisted by Iett'Stlhinkers on Iv.o hunts: the irap 
01 discurSIVe reoixtlOl'llsm. wI'ich POSOtS the ab$Olute In oppo$ed to rellUivel .utonomy'ol 
dlsc,,",_ prac llCes. ard the VIP 01 ILf-bIowo las oppo$ed 10 provislonat) ..... UtOIl~sm. wr.ic~ 
promotes raYO'1 yet prKlIdfl revoluKln . The ManOst path !hI1 rocorpeor.IU Fouc.ulr , In
SlOhlS has been bilJled by th!! grand pioneer 01 culunl studies. SI .... rt Hall, See eSPeClalty 
,. "CU'lur" Siudies: Two P.aogms." MedI8. Culrur6 and Scx:r«y. 2(1980). pp. 57-72, 
Ind " The Ae6scovery 01 'ldeoIogy' : Retum of the Repressed In Media StlKliH:' ill C!iture. 
Sooery It'(j 1l'1li MedIa. ed. MIChael Gurevitch. Tony 8er1'1en, Jamel Curren, 'end Janat 
WooIIcoll !New YorI!: Melhuen, 1982). pp. 56-90. For subtle ellbor.IIOnS 01 tl"ol !W' 
tpeetove on LO'ltouched Ironters. see Hazel V. Carby, "Seho<lIing., B.byIon" lind "wtote 
W~nlistent B!.ck Femnsm and lila 8oundi1roes 01 Sislerhood:' on Tile EtrfJ'rtI 51',,165 
Bd. Ra::e ItId R.Etsm.n lOs Blit .. n. CenIO:!f kr Cont~ Cullural StlKliH !london: 
Hutchl'lson. 1982). ~ 18~2 11. 2 12·35. 

Antono G,..m '~l ~I()n$ frrPJ I~ Prison No/fIbooks. ed. Illd 11.111. Ouontl'l ~. ,nd 
Geotlrey Nowell Smoth (New YO"k: IntematONll Publishers. 197 1). p . 401. For hoi lorrnu
III110ns oil "ilISiorice1 bloc:' note pp. 136 • ., 365-66 For. uselul trllUnent oIlhoI ~omPax 
ISs.- 0I1tMt rellilOll 01 base and super,;ll'llCture, see Raymond WoIilllJlS, M_sm IMd U/
erarllf.(New YorI!: Oxlord UrwerSllyPress. 19771, pp. 15-89. 

Tna but iheorellC.llorrniatlon I knowol UlIS GiamscI'" metaphor.s 10\I"Id In BobJt$$OP', 
superb wcrIt Tfl8 Capol",Sl SI8{6: ManOst Theori6$1tId M6ft.:Jds (New Ycrk: New YO'k Un~ 
_$I\y Prall. 1982), pp. 211-S9, 

&naslo lllCl.u, " The Impossibllityol Socoety," CIJII8d'anJoumaiofPoht>e1ll a{)(j Soc," The
ory. 7: 12 (1983). pp. 21-24. 

I consIder Ihe origiMry taxI 01 poststructureism to be Gles Deleuze's N!«ZIICN.nd Pti-
1otJoph,I. pub'oshed n 1962 and Irans!aled in lO Engfish ;, 1983. Th" proyoc.we 'nd ohen 
pers .... s lVl:! attack on Hegel and oialec lics lram a Nietzschun VI8WPOlnt intilled and legoti. 
maled lile now lami!i" POS ls tructurahSI assau~s on t otailing trameworks, te90t0gical na .. 
rativas. homogsnowus conllnulties i1 hiS ICO'y, and rec"PUrlt"'e. noslllg ic Strlle~81 nO'll"'" 
prell lOon, The rajecloon 01 ontotogy lett Mafllis ts with no grounds lor \lleorozlng. goven their 
r6i.nce on Hege61n dlil lectlCs. SInce I agrea WIth thiS raj8Cllon. tha IheoretlC" cn'" ot 
Maflllsm is. I brieve. I serIOUS one. AronoWltZ'S call-Onlluencad by Adoo'no' , pI\iIosOPhy ot 
dilf"".-.ce .nd Murray Bookchin's eco,=>goca l perspectIVe-lor a I'IfIw will 10 10Ull!\y guided by 
Odeals 01 work""s' lell'm,n'gemenl. sexual end racili lreedom. .nd tile libefatoon oIlII lur, 
IlllOteworlhy. as IS Deleuze's and Gullarn', cal-mediated by SPIllOZI and N,elzsche-Ior 
\IleoraUCII nomadism guided by a political metaphys;cs 01 deswe. Both cal tto' a naw Mafl(1S1 
Ofmllenl~SI elh ic l, yet nao\ll"" IS lCO'lhcoming. Tila ma.Or I'lernan ... , IS tOOPt lto'l P,..gmlllC 
vl8W?Q1Ol lJllormed by the work 01 Roc:h.rd Rony. Rlchlrd 8ernsle.n. Ind o thersl ., whICh 
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di~lectlCal modes 01 thJlkl'lg become rhe lorlCai Svategies employed In ime!ec tual. $0("1. 
~nd eXlStent .. 1 wllllllla agRlnst dogmallC ways olthou!1l1, forms 01 oppression. and modes 
at despair . Such rhe torlC.1 M,,1OStn or dllllectlClt pragma~sm 110 use Max Eastman's term) 
preserves hos lorlCllIy ConstItuted I'umIIn .ganey, .ccents tile rn.oItieveled charact"" 01 
oppression .nd damystlloes postslruclurllist SI"leges by clI'Currlscnbmg and thereby tr~ 
VlSbong the rldicll skeptICIsm thlt .USI ... them whote ICCepiono ltler paw.h'lIlSIghts re
garding the rof8 01 otherness ard IItlll1\y n prjIosoptws 01 odent~y, I'ICtldl'lQ masl larms at 
dialacllCll \II ...... g . s.nc. _oozng emaocopatory YllIOO'lS lIIe. to put II b'LO'ltly. rehgious 
.... SIOnS. I see hl(6 IItemlt",e other I1'1III1.ppropr"tono the sub_SlYe potentIal 01 CIYI$..-y 
!nIother re'igions. 
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DIscussIOn 

Comment 
Despite your efforts to escape logocentrism, you maintain 

the logocentric duality of black and white to describe the structure of a nation that 
is, on the contrary, clearly based on multiple dominations. To make the question 
of Afro-American problems central to Marxism may, for example, be to ignore 
Latinos and Indians. Though you acknowledge that we are sometimes dealing with 
quite specific subgroups, say Caribbean blacks, I wonder if there st ill may not be a 
problem in your project. 

West 
I believe there is a specificity to the various forms of the 

African experience that is distinct from that of other peoples of color. I was speaking 
to just that highly limited but crucial specificity. Of course, I do not want to reenact 
the very exclusion I would criticize in the dominant culture, and I do believe my 
framework could (and should) be enriched by analyses of the situations of other 
peoples of color. But it is important not to move too quickly to speak about a broad 
spectrum of peoples of color. On the other hand, you can't talk solely about specific 
oppressions without understanding the relations between the different oppressions 
of Latinos, Asians, indigenous peoples, etc. For example, in a discourse against 
slavery, one needs to.siistinguish between the oppression of indigenous peoples and 
the oppression of Africans. Finally, we need to recognize that oppression is mani· 
fested in different forms of discursive power. 

Que.tion j 

Many of us have started to study the history of black an~ 
white Hispanic people since they came to America. We have found that they begin;. 
a system of stratification that ironically replicates the existing black and white duality. 
When I ask black Latinos whether they are light or dark. most of them say they are 
light. It seems that every measure of color one takes on is simply a bourgeois tool 
of self-identification. If you study kinship structures and marital selection, you see 
again a stratification system inside the Latino community in which patterns of race 
relations around black and white begin to replicate themselves. How does one ac
knowledge the specific histories of these peoples while accounting for what is ob
viouslya general structure for the reproduction of racial difference? 

West 
Understanding the function of racial differences raises the 

theoretical issue of the very play of difference itself. I do not have any Hegelian 
nostalgia for undifferentiated unities now or in the future. We are in a world of 
differences forever. That means we are talking about the irreducibility of differences 
in the racial sphere. Yet, historically, racial differences are always constituted as 
"scientific" by ideological discourses. I cannot envision, within the logics of the 
modem West, with its legacy of slavery, societies that do not have racial differences. 
Consequently, our social emancipator), visions and projects have to acknowledge 
the irreducibility of racial differences but fight against a translation of such differences 
into hierarchical social relations and symbolic orders. So we wiD not get beyond the 
play of differences and binary oppositions. The question is how we arrest the political 
and economic translation of such differences into hierarchical relations. That, to me, 
is the problematic. And I would say similar things about sexuality. I do not see an 
eschatological possibility of erasing these differences. To give an example: Frank 
Snowden's work on black antiquity suggests that if we could only get back to the 
way the Greeks interacted with the Ethiopians (when Herac1itis talked about how 
beautiful black women were), then we could get beyond these black/ white prejudices. 
I can understand his motivations, but I think that is precisely the kind of nostalgia 
that must be resisted. 
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Que.tion (Stanley Aronowitz) 
Two recent texts suggest very different models of oppression 

and exploitation. Each proposes a mode of determination and makes a universal 
claim for it, which seems to contradict your strong bias toward historical specificity. 
In Slavery and Social Death, Orlando Patterson argues that the transhistorical de· 
velopment of slavery is based on the existence of a form of social domination that 
produces a category of otherness within the symbolic order. This form of social 
domination precedes economic exploitation and the labor process. This proposal 
almost turns Marxism on its head but still maintains the methodology ofa primary 
contradiction (as Mao says). Class and race mediate this category of social domi· 
nation; they are mechanisms by which the deratiocination process takes place. The 
second text is Barrington Moore's. Moore argues that there is no possibility for 
oppression to take place without consent. Thus the basis ofrevolt, if not revolution, 
is not a struggle against oppression and exploitation but the breaking of the contract 
between the oppressed and the oppressor, a contract fundamentally based on caste 
considerations. As long as people have a "contractual" place in the symbolic, social, 
and economic order, they are likely to reproduce their conditions of subordination. 
Can you comment on these two positions? 

West 
First, in regard to Patterson: his notion of modal alienation, 

in which a people born with no rights to predecessors (without a past) and with no 
right to progeny (without a future), is part ofa discourse in which black people have 
no social ontology. Patterson is very ambiguous about the status of this view. If he 
believes this form of alienation is prior to social processes, then I think his position 
is unintelligible. If, however, he wants merely to accent the weight of that moment 
of alienation, then I am with him all the way. So for me the question is how modal 
alienation interacts with the various logics I have been talkingabout. Indeed, I think 
that is the d irection Patterson himselftakes. Patterson invokes Marx in arguing that 
slavery is a relation of domination. So Patterson views this as part of the Marxist 
project, and Perry Anderson and company published his essay in New Left Review. 

Second, what Barrington Moore is attempting to get at is 
already clearly articulated by Ernest Becker: the relation between hegemony-the 
mobilization and reproduction of the consent of the oppressed to their domination, 
subjugation, exploitation, and repression-and the need for cosmic recognition, the 
horror of death. How are these issues manipulated, not in any crude sense by a 
ruling class, but so as to inscribe them within various modes of socialization which 
ensure that human beings consent to their domination? Unfortunately, Becker sees 
the horror of death in terms of Otto Rank's view of immortality-the need not to , 
go in and out of this thing we call life without some kind of recognition, even if it'si 
in a hierarchical order. But that's only one of its dimensions. 

Que.tion 
Stanley suggested one way that an ontological category of 

otherness precedes social processes and structures oppression. Obviously feminism 
could say the same for the oppression of women by way of an already given category 
of otherness. Could you give us an example, within the contemporary black liberation 
movement, of how this needs instead to be read in terms of its precise historicity? 

West 
On a general level, I want to begin by saying that black 

feminists like Audre Lorde and others are the major figures that both the black Left 
and the American Left in general must come to terms with. Now nI cite a specific 
historical context in answer to your question: consider the central role of the black 
church in black liberation. It is a radically patriarchal institution, even though its 
membership is 70 percent black women. Thus, the black feminist movement must 
in many ways be antichurch. Yet within the church itself there are black feminists 
who are struggling with the history of the doctrine and the various liberation thee-
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logies that come out ofil. Nonetheless, this very specific history, with black men in 
leadership roles. provides many possibilities fer polarization. It isn't simply that 
black men are in conflict with black women but that their relations are mediated 
by various institutions. So the issue of feminism within black liberation is always 
already traversed by class, by race, and by the insti tution of the black church. It 's 
crisscrossed by class fractions as well. There is no doubt, for example, that gay life
styles will be much more acceptable among a black petit-bourgeois strata, because 
they interact with the larger culture and are not as affected by the patriarchal sen
sibilities of the black church. Yet most of these folks come out of the church, if not 
in one generation then two. so there are still internal struggles going on. 

Qu •• tion 
I'd like to know you r views on the growing struggle in South 

Africa. Can it be a mobilizing force for blacks in America? 
West 
I think that South Africa will continue to serve, in many 

ways, as a symbol of evil. It represents a massive concenlration of wh ite supremacist 
logic, inscribing this logic in institutions across the social spectrum. And it is no 
accident that the ruling classes in late-capitalist European societies repress infor· 
mation about this crypto-fascist society in the mass media. This repression will come 
back with a vengeance. Yet how one goes about mObilizing resistance to South Africa 
is a very difficult question. You are not only tai lling about the possibility ofresistance 
by the armed fo rces in South Africa, of which about 22 percent are now of African 
descent; you are also talking about increasing black entrepreneurial interests in South 
Africa. You are talk ing about the rise ofa diverse black trade union movement in 
South Africa that will have to define its own direction and its relation to the blal=k 
petit bourgeoisie. These are all open-ended questions. The question for us will ~ 
whether the vocal opposition to the apartheid regime in South Africa can mov'e 
toward an anticapitalist view and not remain simply, though importantly, anti racist.\ 

Qu.stion 
I'm interested in hearing your view ofliberation theology

what it's trying to do, how it fits into Marxist theory, and its relevance to your 
project. 

West 
I believe it is imponant to understand the Christian view

point as a particular discursive fonnation, one that has had tremendous impact on 
people, particularly on the struggle for freedom among African peoples in the United 
States. That is not to say that there are not some crucial manipulative and reactionary 
elements in the black church. But if we take m y neo-Gramscian framework seriously, 
we have to set aside all a priori enlightenment-informed, antireligious perspectives. 
We have to look at religion in very different ways, different even from that of the 
so-called master (small "m" for me), Karl Marx. That is important nOt only for 
Afro-American cases but also for understanding what is going on in Iran, in Nica
ragua, in Chile. Although there are no acceptable nostalgic moves back to represen
tational notions of God, God remains a very important signifying term. As Karl 
Barth understood, truth is always eschatological. 

Qu.s tion 
Are you happy and hopeful about the black movement in 

this country? 
West 
I'm not happy with the black movement; I'm nOt happy with 

anyplace in the world. But I'm hopeful The grounds of my hope are very complex 
because I'm a Christian and a whole lot of other things. Or at least I subscribe to 
that discourse in which God is a significant signifying term. I also subscribe to 
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Gramsci's optimism of the will. Yet as long as you are part of the struggle, pure 
hope becomes abstract because the actual historical process produces tremendous 
setbacks and certain small gains. 

'. 
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The Toad in the Garden: 
Thatcherism among the Theorists 

This paper is summary in several senses. First, in the 
course of the argument it summarizes a number of positions in the recent 
debate on ideology, withou t attempting to elaborate arguments or detail 
objections. Second, it represents a summary afm y own, current provisional 
take, or position, on a number of those debates. Its structure is simple. We 
have been passing through a veri table deluge, in recent years, with respect 
to theorizing the domain of ideology. Much of this has taken the form of 
elaborate deconstruct ions of the classical marxist theory of ideology. The 
paper takes off from and reflects on this heightened period of theoretical 
contestation. However, this period of intense theorization has also engen
dered its opposite-a rigorous critique of the hyperabstraction and over~ 
theoreticism that has characterized theoretical speculation since, roughly, 
the impact of structuralism in the early 1970s; and the charge that, in the 
pursuit of theory for its own sake, we have abandoned the problems of 
concrete historical analysis. 

Edward Thompson's book, The POl'erty of Theory, 
which mirrors in its very extremism the object it is criticizing (the project 
of Althusserianism), is only the latest, most prestigious example of ili'fs 
backlash. While I bel ieve The Poverty of Theory to have been an ill-judged, 
intemperate enterprise, conducted by way of brilliant but crude polemic and 
caricature, where skillful argument and serious exemplification were the 
modes required, it clearly has a point. ' It is possible-indeed, it had been 
widely attempted-to pile up one sophisticated speculative theoretical con
struction on top of another (meanwhile compounding the puns, usually on 
words already borrowed from the French, so that the whole results in the 
most barbarousl y hybrid language), without ever once touching ground and 
without reference to a single concrete case or historical example. 

Therefore, instead of undertaking once more the line 
of pure theoretical critique and refutation, I have attempted in this paper
again in summary fashion- to refer some of the substantive emergent po
sitions in the debate about ideology to the analysis of a concrete political 
problem, and specifically to the current political conjuncture in Britain, 
marked by the emergence of the New Right, the accession to power, fi rst 
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in the Conservative party and then in two successive governments, of Mrs. 
Thatcher and the poli tical philosophy ("Thatcheri sm") she represents. The 
question I pose is simple. The purpose of theorizing is not to enhance one's 
intellectual or academic reputation but to enable us to grasp, understand, 
and explain-to produce a more adequate knowledge of-the historical world 
and its processes; and thereby to inform our practice so that we may trans· 
form it. If that is so, then which of the various posi tions in the current 
debate on ideology exhibits the greatest range, penetration, and explanatory 
power in terms of accounting for the rise of the New Right and the extraor
dinary political conjuncture to which it has led? Obviously, this cannot be 
answered in detail within the scope of a single paper, but a kind of explor
atory test can be made, treating the issue in a summary fashion. And that 
is what is attempted here. 

. F~rst.' let me briefl y and schematically characterize the political 
conjuncture In Its more demonstrable aspects. The political character of the 
postwar period in Britain was defined by the "settlement" arrived at in the 
1940s. Basicall y, a new kind of unwritten social contract emerged through 
which a bargain, a historic compromise, was struck between the different 
conflicting social interests in society. The Right-marginalizing their more 
reactionary and free-market clements-settled for the welfare state com
prehensiv~ education, the Keynesian management of economic poli~y, and 
the commitment to full employment as the terms of peaceful compromise 
be:tw.een capital and labor. In return, the Left accepted to work broa~ly 
wlthlO the terms ofa modified capitalism and within the Western bloc sphere 
of strategic influence. Despite the many real differences of emphasis and' JI 
number of bitter political and industrial struggles which marked the political 
scene fr.om time to time, the situation was characterized by a profound, 
underlYing consensus or compromise on the fundamental social and eco
nomic framework within which conflicts were, for the moment "settled" 
or contained. • 

It is possible for Quite different actual political regimes to function 
In and dominate a historic compromise of that type. But. for a range of 
structural factors that cannot be entered into here, variants of social de
mocracy (principally in the fonn of reformist Labour governments) came
with brief interludes-to dominate the British social formation in the 1960s 
and 1970s. This followed the immediate postwar period of "restoration," 
in which fundamental capitalist imperatives were restored to their rightful 
position under the aegis of Harold Macmillan's Conservative regime in the 
"affluent 1950s," within the framework of U.S. world hegemony and an 
expanding Atlanticism. By "dominate" I mean that Labour came, for the 
first time in British history, to look like an alternative majority party of 
government, not a temporary interloper; reformist goals and strategies tended 
to set the objecti ves for the political scene, even where the actual reality of 
implemen tation was extremely patchy. Above all, it was social democracy, 
not conservatism, that seemed best able to manage the new big-state/big
capital corporatist arrangements that developed as the basis of economic 
policy and planning in the period, both to harness the working classes to 
the corporatist bargains through the trade unions and, at the same time. 
discipline them through Labour's historic alliance with the unions. In the 
early I 960s, Harold Wilson made a bold attempt to consolidate this hegem
ony of social democracy by harnessing a number of different sectors within 
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a broad alliance or historical bloc composed of "workers by hand and brain" 
(an unlikely social alliance, which stretched from the skilled white-coated 
machinist on the shop floor to the forward-looking company management 
team) and linking it with the "white heat" of the new technology behind a 
corporatist state. Had this attempt succeeded, it would have created the 
historical conditions for a long, settled period of reform capitalism under 
social democratic management. 

The underlying conditions for this stabilization did not exist, 
however. The British economy and the whole industrial structure were too 
weak, too tied to a traditional worldwide imperial financial role, too un
modernized, " backward," and undercapitalized to generate the huge sur
pluses required both to sustain the capital accumulation and profitability 
processes and cream off enough to finance the welfare state, high wages, and 
improved conditions fo r the less well-off-the onl y terms on which the 
historic compromise could operate. As the world economic recession began 
to deepen, Britain-one of the oldest and now one of the weakest links in 
the capitalist chain-began to polarize under the conflicting pressures that 
had eroded the basis of the earlier settlement. Labor, obliged in a crisis to 
defend the system it had never intended to transform, was forced more and 
more into the role of disciplining its own working class. The internal con
tradictions inscribed in the histori c compromise from its inception began 
to emerge-first, in the social and political upheavals of the 1960s, then in 
thecountercultural social movements around the Vietnam War, and finally 
(during the Conservative interregnum of Edward Heath) in the industrial 
conflict and militancy of the early I 970s-and the social-democratic-dom
inated consensus that had stabilized the British political scene up to that 
point began to fracture and its legitimacy to evaporate. Both in the heartland 
of economic life-wages, production, strikes., industrial conflict, union mil
itancy, and so on-and in the emergent arenas of social life- crime, per
missiveness, race, moral and social values, traditional social roles and 
mores-the society declined into crisis. One phase of hegemon y had dis
integrated; the society entered that era of contestations, crises, and alarms 
that frequentl y accompanies the struggles for the formation of a new heg
emonic stage. 

This was the moment of the New Right. It did not, of course, 
materialize out of thin air. Ever since the disappearance, at the tum of the 
century, of the Liberal party as the alternative part y of government and the 
rise of Labour in its place, man y traditional free-market ideological elements 
had gravitated from their traditional liberal home to the Conservative party, 
finding within it at least a fundamen tal commitment to the free-enterprise 
system, the ethic of possessive individualism and rugged competition that 
afforded them ideological cover. These elements were combined with the 
more traditional, paternal, organic Tory tradition to compose the highly 
contradictory formation that modern conservatism became. But in the pe
riod of the postwar compromise, these neoliberal elements were decidedly 
pushed to the margins of the part y. Let out on a tight leash at party con
ferences, they were permitted to air their recidivistic social doctrines (the 
hangem-and-flogem brigade) and to push a version of crude economic in
dividualism and the petit-bourgeois ethic of competition against what they 
regarded as the too well bred Tory squirearchy. But the more fundamental 
forces dictating the political direction in the Conservative party were those 
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attempting to adapt conservatism to the conditions of life in which state 
welfare, widespread social assistance, state intervention of a limited kind 
in the operations of the free market, Keynesian demand management of 
the economy, trade union bargaining, corporatist management strategies 
and big·state/big-capi tal combinations. were the order of the day. ' 

It is true that, in the difficult years of Mr. Heath's government 
(1970-74), when the signs of crisis were clearly beginning to show there 
were some significant departures moving the Conservatives closer 'to the 
neoli!X:ral polit ical pole. Law and order, the need for social discipline against 
the rIsmg anarchic elements in society, a virulent racism directed against 
black immigrants-these volatile elements of the populist program were 
very much to the fore in the election of 1970. For a time, under Heath, the 
state-trade union bargaining links were broken, corporatism was buried, 
head-on confrontations with industrial militants and the unions were un
dertaken by the government, and attempts were made to break with the 
creeping elements of state capitalism that had become normal in British 
industry and to restore a more free.market, competitive economic regime. 
The period began with a runaway housing boom, a splurge of new banks 
?f a distinctly shaky and shady variety, and widespread bankruptcies as 
tndustry tuned up for the more competitive climate of the European eco. 
nom.ic community. The period ended with British industry on a three-day 
week and the government brought down in a head-on collision with the 
m!ners'. union. Man y have interpreted, retrospectively, the popularitYj in 
thiS penod of Mr. Enoch Powell, with his focus on race, nation, and the 
free market, and the strong law-and-order, competition-or-bust spirit ofthe 
early Heath period as vivid anticipations or rehearsals of Thatcherism. " 

Yet when Thatcherism finally emerged it was pitched against the 
"creeping corporatism" of all recent governments. including that of Mr. 
Hea!h. ~nd it was led by distinguished converts-Sir Keith Joseph, the 
leadtng Ideologue, and Mrs. Thatcher herself-who had been ministers in 
the Heath government but who now, Damascus-like. repudiated what they 
ca1i~ the trend toward "state SOCialism," which they saw as built into a 
~onJuncture dominated by social democracy, whatever the actual complex
Ion of the governmen t in power. Publicl y, it was in the prelude period to 
the l eader~hip.stakes within the Conservative party that Joseph fi rst emerged 
~s the .Ieadmg Ideologue of an inner·party revolution, with a series of speeches 
In which the " new philosophy" was exposed. Joseph remains one of the key 
"organic intellectuals" of Thatcherism, but he alienated some crucial sec
tions of the electorate by his high.handed manner and lack of the common 
touch. It was with his retirement, not from the ideological leadership of the 
bloc, but from the pu~l ic political position of party leader, that Mrs. Thatcher 
emerged. as the pubhc figure best able to translate the high nostrums of 
monetansm and the gospel of the free market into the homespun idioms 
of the Tory householder. 

Thatcherism thus won and transformed the Conservative party 
first, before setting about winning and transforming the country. I shall come 
back to what Gramsci would call this "organizational moment"-the "mo. 
!"lent of party"-later .. It is sufficient here to say that Thatcherism, though 
It o.wes m~c~ to an.d. IDlegrates key elements of t radit ional Toryism, is a 
radically dlStmct polillcal and ideological force, radically different from older 
versions of conservatism that have dominated the party throughout the 
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postwar period-or, rather, combining the different elemen ts of conserva
tism in a radically distinctive and original way. It gained ascendancy first 
by contesting and defeating the old guard-the party guardians. the patn· 
cians- and the old doctrines. Its first historic mission was not to bend and 
subvert but to contest and disperse the social democratic corporatist con
sensus that had dominated the political scene since the end of the Second 
World War and to disorganize the common sense-the poli tical taken·for· 
granted-ofthe British postwar political settlement. Its second historic mis. 
sion was to reverse the dominant trends in British society. On matters of 
policy, this meant reversing the trend to state-subsidized welfare, breaking 
the curve of public spending and the public sector, restoring private enter· 
prise and the imperatives of the free market and offree·market forces , rolling 
back the tide of state intervention, underpinning profitabilit y, keeping wages 
in check, and breaking the power the working class had come to exercise 
in society, via the trade unions. in economic and political life. 

What concerns us more specifically here are the reversals at which 
Thatcherism aimed in the area of social thought or the ideological domain. 
Its mission was to stem the anticapitalist tide it believed had been allowed 
to gather impetus during the 1960s-the view, to put it summaril y, that no 
bright young person would be caught dead going intp business-and also 
to crack the whole pattern of social expectations predicated on increased 
state support-or what was called, in the prophetic title ofa pamphlet fr?m 
the Centre for Policy Stud ies (of which more will be said later), "brea. ng 
the spell of the welfare state." The mission ofThatcherism was to reconstruct 
an alternative ideological bloc ofa distinctively neoliberal, free-market, pos· 
sessive individualist kind; to transform the underpinning ideologies of the 
Keynesian state and thus disorganize the power bloc, by now habituated to 
Keynesian recipes for dealing with crises in the economic life; and to break 
the incremental curve of working-class power and bargaining strength, re
versing the balance of power and restoring the prerogatives of management, 
capital, and control. This was conceived on no narrow economistic basis. 
The aim was to reconstruct social life as a whole around a return to the old 
values-the philosophies of trad it ion, Englishness, respectabili ty, patriar. 
chalism, fa mil y, and nation. The most novel aspect of Thatcherism was 
indeed the very way in which it combined the new doct rines of the free 
market with some of the traditional emphases of organic Toryism. This 
contradictory structure of ideas, around which Thatcherism in its ascend
ancy managed to cohere the semblance of ideological unity, is best captured 
in the paradoxical slogan the political theorist Andrew Gamble coined on 
its behalf: "Free market and strong state." 

Until its magical aura of invincibility began to depart, this for
mation had made enormous advances, without, of course, achieving uni· 
versal success at any point in this historic venture. This judgment could be 
and has been con tested; but it seems to me a cla im, made tentatively in 
1979 when I predicted successfully Thatcherism's quite unexpected victory 
in the election of that year, that has. if anything, been strengthened and 
confirmed rather than disproved by the passage of time. Of course, Thatch· 
erism has never achieved absolute domination in electoral terms. The gov· 
ernment retains the support of somewhat less than a majority of the British 
electorate- the scale of the 1983 victory was undoubtedly fic titiously mag· 
nified by the Falklands episode and by the split in the ranks opposite, be-
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tween the Labour party and the newly formed Liberal Social Democratic 
Alliance. Quite rapidly in the wake of her second historic victory at the 
polls in 1983, Mrs. Thatcher has consistently run into difficulties, as some 
of the longer-term strategic failures (for example, a continuing level of un
employment of over three million) have come to compound her many tac
tical blunders and errors. No government is perfect; no politician in the 
parliamentary electoral system lasts forever. 

On the other hand, taking the period of political contestation 
from the successful contest for the leadership of the party to the present, 
Thatcherism has become, qualitatively and without question, the leading 
political and ideological force. Even in the period of accident-prone gov
ernment, the Labour party has only juSt managed, in crude electoral support 
terms, to come level in the opinion polls-a position not strong enough to 
reverse the overwhelming majority Thatcherism has secured in Parliament. 

Even that is too crudely quantitative a measure. The fact is that 
Thatcherism has succeeded in reversing or putting into reverse gear many 
of the historic postwar trends. It has begun to dismantle and erode the terms 
of the unwritten social contract on which the social forces settled after the 
war. It has changed the currency of political thought and argument. Where 
previously social need had begun to establish its own imperatives against 
the laws of market forces, now questions of "value for money," the private 
right to dispose of one's own wealth, the equation between freedom and 
the free markel, have become the terms of trade, not just of political debate 
in parliament, the press, the journals', and policy circles, but in the thoulht 
and language of everyday calculation. There has been a striking reversal"of 
values: the aura that used to attach to the value of the public welfare no~ 
adheres to anything that is private- or can be privatized. A major ideo
logical reversal is in progress in society at large; and the fact that it has not 
swept everything before it, and that there are many significant points or 
pockets of resistance (the national health service, for example, remains one), 
does not contradict the fact that, conceived not in terms of outright victory 
but more in terms of the mastery of an unequal equilibrium, Thatcherism 
has, in less than a decade, not only turned the tables but begun to reconstruct 
the social order. 

One sign of this ideological success is the effective penetration 
into and dismantling of parts of the heartland, the mainstream, of the Labour 
party's social base. Substantial sections of the skilled and semiskilled in
dustrial classes, a significant percentage of organized trade unionists, a large 
sector of the working-class urban vote, especially in the less deindustrialized 
parts of the country, and a majority of the unemployed-to name only some 
social categories-have gone over to Thatcherism in the last two elections, 
abandoning their traditionalloyahy to Labour. Some of this movement may 
be temporary and may well revert. But for the absolutely critical decade in 
which Britain has absorbed the full impact of world capitalist recession, 
Thatcherism has, in these areas, positively won space. It set out to and has 
effectively become a populist political force, enlisting popular consent among 
significant sections of the dominated classes, successfully presenting itself 
as a force on the side of the people and moving into a commanding, or 
leading, position in society through a combination of the imposition of social 
discipline from above-an iron regime for Iron Times-and of populist 
mobilization from below-the combination t have elsewhere characterized 
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"authoritarian populism" (to which I shall return later). Many of the 

as ds and tendencies in postwar British society. which we came to assume 
t':~ part and parcel of the very conditions of survival of British capital
~e _big-state/big-capital corporatist strategies of management and the other 
- · 1·· · ~ corporatist features that late-caplta 1St economies .seem. to \I~pose on 
free play of market forces:-a~ in the process ofbemg euher dismantled or 
reworked into new combmatlons. 

Of course, ideology cannot function on its own; we should not 
mistake an ideological reading for an analysis of the conjuncture as a whole. 
Many things affirmed in Thatcherite ideology have not materialized in the 
so-called real world. The rate of inflation has been reduced and public ex
penditure cut, but the economy has not been revitalized nor unemployment 
reduced nor the money suppl y effectively constrained. Petit-bourgeois-type 
social values. for example-though powerfully articulated in the field of 
entrepreneurship. value for money, and the sacred character of the rates. as 
well as in the restoration of family values and the traditional roles for 
women- so far lack what might be called a "crudely material effect." Small 
businesses are rapidl y being set up and almost as rapidly going to the walL 
The claims in the economic arena are not that "monetarism works" but 
that "there is no alternative"-a sober, stoic, and lo.nger-term gamble for 
support Nevertheless, the ideological effectivity of Thatcherism in defining 
new contours in political language and calculation is striking, and not only 
at the fever-pitch high points, such as at the crest of the Falklands adventure. 
What is particularly significant for our purposes is Thatcherism's capacity 
to become popular, especially among those sectors of the society whose 
interests it cannot possibly be said to represent in any conventional sense 
of the term. This is the aspect of the phenomenon that, with respect to the 
various theories of ideology, most requires explanation. 

Inadequate as it is, this must suffice as an account of the phe
nomenon to be explained. This account, however abbreviated , is not, of 
course, theoretically innocent. The description ~f~he conjunc~ure is a1~eady 
ordered and organized by a set of concepts; It IS not posslb.le to gIve a 
theoretically neutral account. This points up the degree to wh1ch so-called 
concrete historical or empirical work is always inscribed by particular the
ories. Nevertheless, there are common features that different accounts wouJa 
recognize at least as posing common problems requiring explanation to the 
different theoretical perspectives. (No prizes are awarded to the reader who 
identified the Gramscian concepts that have informed my reading of the 
conjuncture.) 

Despite the above qualification, I think there is still enough ground 
for saying that the conjuncture I have just outlined is only partially an.d 
inadequately explained by the application of what we would call the "claSSIC 
variant" of the marxist theory of ideology, such as we find in or derive from 
Marx and Engels's German Ideology. Whereas in that theory we would 
expect a broad coincidence or correspondence between "ruling class" and 
"ruling ideas," we find instead significant differences of ideological f~rma. 
tion within the S(K;alled dominant classes, with no perfect or cons1stent 
class symmetry in the way these ideological formations are distributed among 
classes. We have, indeed, been required to speak of an internal contestation 
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between one set of ruling ideas and another, and the partial displacement 
of one by the other. Similarly, the idea of the internal fractioning of the 
ideological universe of the dominant classes, or the suggestion that ideas 
may have to enter into a process of vigorous polemic and contestat ion in 
order to become the normative-normalized structure of conceptions through 
which a class "spontaneously" and authentically thinks or lives its relations 
to the world, are propositions equally foreign to classical marxism, at least 
in its more abstract and general form. (The concrete analysis of ideological 
formations in the Eighteenth Brumaire is quite a different question,) The 
conventional approach suggests that the dominant ideas are ascribed by and 
inscribed in the position a class holds in the structure of social relations 
and that the position of dominance is guaranteed elsewhere-by class lo
cation, It is not assumed that these ideas should positively have to win 
ascendancy (rather than being ascribed it) through a specific and contingent 
(in the sense of open-ended, not totally determined) process of ideological 
struggle. 

In the classical perspective, Thatcherism would be understood 
as in no significant way different from traditional conservative ruling ideas. 
I hav~ alr7ady no~ed that, Thatcherism is a quite distinct, specific, and novel 
combmatlOn of oIdeologlcal elements, distinct from other combinations 
through whic~ the d~minance of the English ruling classes has, historically, 
found express~on. It Is.also the result of the positive reorganizing of certain 
key. e.lements m the discourses of the Right-partly an effect of the disor
gamzmg of a previously sett.led forJ?ation. Thatcherism, tOQ, has emer~ed 
a~ ~he result of an extended Ideological struggle within the ruling bloc. Tia
dI110n~lly, ~e wo~ld ;.~p:~~ the bourgeoisie as a '.'whole" class, always all 
ready m~cn~ed ~Ith It.s Ideology, to go marchmg through history with 
monetan,sm Impnnted (10 Poulantzas's memorable phrase) "like a number 
plate on ItS back." ",!e are looking here at a significant shUt in thinking, Far 
fr?m one whole un died class outlo?k being locked in permanent struggle 
~lth the class outlook of an opposmg class, we are obliged to explain an 
t~eology that has .effectively penetrated, fractured, and fragmented the ter
n,tory of the do~mated classes, precipitating a rupture in their traditional 
dlsco~.trses (labo~sm, ~eformism, welfarism, Keynesianism) and actively 
workmg.on the dlscufSlve space, the occupancy or mastery of which alone 
enables It to become a leading popular ideological force. 

The latter point is not, of course, historically novel. Between a 
q~~rter and a third of the British working class, however defined, has tra
dttl.ona!ly voted conserv~tive in this century. Indeed, the most significant 
penod 10 the reconstructIOn of modem conservatism prior to the advent of 
Thatcherism is the period from ~he closing decades of the nineteenth century 
to the early decades of the tw~ntleth cent~ry when, faced with the emergence 
of mass democrac~, the demls7 of the Ltberal party and its replacement by 
~bour, conservattsm. w~s obhge~ t? reconstitute itself as a mass political 
tdeol~y capa~le of wmmng a maJonty in terms of electoral support. Some 
o! the Ideological elements c.urrently being recast by Thatcherism are pre
Cisely the ,ones,that coalesce~ mto modern conservatism-nation before class, 
the ?~~ntC unlty?~the ~nghsh people, the coincidence between the "English 
gemus and tradltlOnahsm, the paternal duties the privileged owe to the 
10werorders, society as an orderly hierarchy of "powers," constitutionalism, 
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and so on. In this way-from the absorption of the imperial theme by Dis
raeli, Chamberlain, and Sain.tsbury. in the I 880s and 1890s, to the "~reat 
nonnalization" of the Baldwm era m the I 920s and 1930s-conservatlsm, 
against the odds, came to exert a powerful hegemony over key sectors of 
the popular classes, o~e it has not s~bsequent1y lost. Tha!cherism thus pos.es 
for the classical marxist theory of Ideology a long-standing problem of his
torical analysis, only in a new and challenging form. 

The traditional escape clause for classical marxism, confronted 
with this historical fact, is the recourse to "false consciousness." The popular 
classes, we must suppose, have been ideologically duped by the dominant 
classes, using what The German Ideology calls their "monopoly over the 
means of mental production," The masses, therefore, have been temporarily 
ensnared, against their real material interests and position in the structure 
of social relations, to live their relation to their real conditions of material 
existence through an imposed but " false" structure of illusions. The tradi
tional expectation on the Left, founded on this premise, would therefore be 
that, as real material factors begin once more to exert their effect, the cob
webs of illusion would be dispelled, "reality" would be transferred directly 
into working-class heads, the scales would fall from workers' eyes, and Mi
nerva's Owl-the great denouement promised by the Communist Manifesto, 
as the socialization of labor progressively created the conditions for mass 
solidarity and enlightenment-would take wing at last (even if timed to 
arrive approximately 150 years late). 

This explanation has to deal with the surprising fact that mass 
unemployment has taken a much longer time than predicted to percolate 
mass consciousness; the unemployed, who might have been expected to 
pierce the veil of illusion first, arestill by no means automatic mass converts 
to laborism, let alone socialism; and the lessons that can be drawn from the 
fact of unemployment turn out to be less monolithic and predictable, less 
determined by strict material factors, more variable than supposed. The 
same fact can be read or made sense of in different ways, depending on the 
ideological perspective employed. Mass unemployment can be interpreted 
as a scandalous indictment of the system; or as a sign of Britain's underlying 
economic weakness about which mere governments-Left or Right-can do 
very little; or as acceptable because "there is no alternative" that is not more 
disastrous ror the economy; or indeed-within the sociomasochistic per
spective that sometimes appears to be a peculiarly strong feature of Britisti 
ideology-as the required measure of suffering that guarantees the remedy 
will work eventually because it hurts so much (the Britain-is-best-when
backed-to-the-wall syndrome)! The logics of ideological inference turn out 
to be more multivariate, the automatic connection between material and 
ideal factors less determinate, than the classical theory would have us be
lieve, 

Is this a mere historical aberration-one of classical marxism's 
"little local difficulties"? Far from it. Within the gap opened up here between 
theoretical prediction and historico-empirical reality is inscribed, in essence, 
the whole dilemma of classical marxist theory in our time as a guide to 
political action; that is, its lack of adequate explanatory power about the 
concrete empirical development of consciousness and practice in the work
ing classes of the advanced capitalist world-a gap neither Lukacs's dis
tinction between objective and empirical consciousness nor the more clas
sical accounts of false consciousness have effectively bridged. 
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False consciousness had been-rightly- subjected to a r igorous 
epistemological critique. It assumes an empiricist relation of the subject to 
knowledge. naI)'lely, that the real world indelibly imprints its meanings and 
interests directly into our consciousness. We have only to look to discover 
its truths. And if we cannot see them, then it must be because there is a 
"cloud of unknowing" that obscures the unilateral truth of the real. The 
proposition-outside of the very rudimentary form of psychologica l sen · 
sational ism with which, in the name of materialism, it has occas ionally been 
bolstered-does not contain any developed account of the actual mecha· 
nisms by which material fac tors ever and always reproduce their prescribed 
knowledge; or, more worryingly, of the mechanisms by which the trans
parency of the real could be obscured under conditions of false conscious· 
ness. 

I add two somewhat more political critiques. It is a highly un· 
stable theory about the world which has to assume that vast numbers of 
ordinary people, men tally equipped in much the same way as you or I, can 
simply be thoroughly and systematically duped into misrecogn izing entirely 
where their real interests lie. Even less acceptable is the position that, whereas 
" they"-the masses-are the dupes of history, "we"-the privileged-are 
somehow without a trace of illusion and can see, transitively, right through 
into the truth, the essence, ofa situation . Yet it is a fact that, though there 
are people willing enough to deploy the false consciousness explanation to 
account for the illusory behavior of others, there are very few who are ever 
willing to own up that they are th emselves living in false consciousnes~!. It 
seems to be (like corruption by pornography) a state always reserved fqr 
others. This resembles too palpably a self·excusing strategy to make much 
claim on our credulity as a serious explanation of a mass historical phe· 
nomenon. 

This is by no means- as the deconstructionists would ha ve us 
believe- a reason for throwing over altogether so me of the insights of the 
classical marxist explanation. The social distribution of knowledge is skewed. 
And since the social institutions most directly impl icated in its formation 
and transm ission-the family /school/ media triplet-are grounded in and 
structured by the class relations that surround them, the distribution of the 
ava ilable codes with which to decode or unscramble the mean ing of events 
in the world, and the languages we use to construct interests, are bound to 
reflect the unequal relations of power that obtain in the area of symbolic 
production as in other spheres. Rulingordominant concept ions of the world 
do not directly prescribe the mental content of the illusions that supposedly 
fill the heads of the dominated classes. But the circle of dominant ideas does 
accumu late the symbolic power to map or classify the world for others; its 
classificat ions do acquire not only the constraining power of dominance 
over other modes of though t but also the in ertial authority of habit and 
inst inct. It becomes the horizon of the taken·for·granted: what the world is 
and how it works, for all practical purposes. Ruling ideas may dominate 
other conceptions of the social world by setting the limit to what will appear 
as rational, reasonable, credi ble, indeed sayable or th inkable, with in the 
given vocabu laries of motive and action available to us. Their dominance 
lies precisely in the power they have to contain within their limits, to frame 
within thei r circumference of thought, the reasoning and calculation of other 
social groups. The " monopoly of the means of mental production"-or of 
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the "cultural apparatuses," to use a more modern phrase-is not, of course, 
irrelevant to this acquisition over time of symbolic dominance vis.a·vis 
other less coherent and comprehensive accounts of the world. Nor do they 
have 'literally t? .displace other ideas ~th illusions in order to acqu ire.a 
hegemonic poSition over them. Ideologies may not be affixed, as organiC 
entities, to their appropriate classes, but this does not mean that the pro-
duction and transformation of ideology in society cou ld proceed free of or 
outside the structuring lines of force of power and class. 

Nor does it follow that interests-including material ones (what· 
ever they are)-have no part in determining the play of ideas within which 
different groups figure out the world and their role and allegiances in it 
The problem is that interests are not only not given as an objective feature 
of a structure of posit ions in a social sy!tem to which we are ascribed (and 
from which then dangle the appropriate forms of consciousness), but they 
change historically (Marx himself spoke of "new needs"). Class is not the 
only determinant of social interest (e.g., gender, race). More important, 
interests are themselves constructed, constituted, in and through the ideo· 
logical process. What is more. social collectivities have more than one set 
of interests; and interests can be and frequently are contradictory, even 
mutually exclusive. Workers in a social system have,both the interest of 
advancing and improving their position and advantages within it and of 
not losing their place. They are both dependent on and exploited b y the 
capitalist system. Hence the lines of a ttachment and interdependence can 
run coun ter to and crosscu t or interrupt the lines of solidarity and resistance 
between capital and labor. There is no prescriptive law as to which will 
alway! prevail. (Marx understood this actually contradictory basis to class 
consciousness better than subsequent marxists, with their predisposition to 
construct the pure, d isembodied essence of the revolutionary proletarian as 
a substitute for their own distilled moral outrage). 

It is therefore possible to hold both the proposition that material 
interests help to structure ideas and the proposition that position in the 
social structure has the tendency to influence the direction of social thought, 
without also arguing that material factors univocally determine ideology or 
that class posit ion represents a guarantee that a class will have the appro
priate forms of consciousness. What we know now is that there is no unitai1}' ." 
logic of inference or deduction from one to the other. The logics of differel!t 
ideological formations remain polyvocal, or as Volosinov would say of all 
discourse, "multiaccentual"; not infinitely open.ended, but essentially plural 
in character. 

A somewhat modified posit ion, then, would be that class interest, 
class pos ition, and material factors are useful, even necessary, starting points 
in the analysis of any ideological formation. But they are not sufficient
because they are not sufficien tly determinate-to account for th e actual em· 
pirical disposition and movement of ideas in real historical societies. Thus, 
we would have to accept that, alongside the revolutionary political tradition 
in Britain (which has always, for historically specific reasons, been com· 
paratively weak), th e reformist tradition has always been well founded, 
embedded in a long tradition of historical evolution and social compromise; 
well articulated through a set of institu tions deeply embedded in the culture 
ofthe dominated classes; and able, under certain historical conditions (those 
that have so far largely preva iled in British history), as effectively and piau-
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sibly to classify the world for working people and to make sense ofcertain 
courses of action and support, as other available trad itions. This is not a 
matter of ideology alone. The structures that underpin a reform.ist defi niti~n 
ofthe world draw their roots from the us/ them way ofstructunng the SOCial 
divisions in society that both feed a corporate sense of class belongingness 
and are nourished by the cross-class-cutting lines of allegiance that, for 
example, knit conflicting classes and social groups into the larger, symbolic 
unity of the nation. What is required here is to understand how, under 
different concrete conditions. the perceptions and conceptions of the dom
inated classes can, equally cogen tly and plausibly, be organized, now into 
the reformist now in to the revolutionary discou rse. Both are ways of or
ganizing d i~urs i ve l y, not fa1se but real, or (for the epistemologically 
squeamish) real enough, interests and experiences. Both impose on the sa~e 
con tradictory elements alternat ive inferential logics. And what can be said 
here of reform ism-as ind igenous a working-class ideology under certain 
historical conditions as the revolutionary iogic--can and has also to be said 
and shown for Thatcherism. The first thing to ask abou t an "organ ic" ide
ology that, however unexpectedly, succeeds in organizing substant ial sec
ti ons of the masses and mobilizing them for pol itical action, is not what is 
false about it bUl .what about it is true. By "true" J do not mean universally 
correct as a law of the universe but "makes goOO sense," which-leaving 
science to one side-is usually quite enough for ideology. 

The most cogent critique of some of the classical propositioqs of 
the marxist theory of ideology, such as we might find in The German '(de
%g)" is to be found in the work of Althusser, especially the seminal "Iq~
ological State Apparatuses" essay, which has stood in contemporary debate 
as the locus classicus of an alternative theorization. How does the phenom
enon ofThatcherism stand in light of that argument? 

Some of Althusser's key insights are posi tively confi rmed; for 
example, the proposition that ideology is always materialized in concrete 
practices and rituals and operates through specific apparatuses. We have 
spoken ofThatcheri sm's extensive work of ideological transformation s. But 
we have neglected to poin t out in detail how much th is owes to the ways 
in wh ich these new conceptions have been concretely materialized through 
the practices of state regulation in the apparatuses of the state-in education, 
in schooling, in family policy, in the administrative apparatuses of local 
and central government-and even more so in the specificall y ideological 
apparatuses. I cannot en ter here in detail into this matter, but it is extremely 
important, for example, to note the role of so-called private apparatuses, 
such as the Institute for Economic Affairs, which was set up in th e dark 
days of the 1950s to advance the free-market, neoliberal cause. The lEA put 
many Thatcherite conceptions into public currency long before they were 
either fash ionable or directly attached to any political party or faction, and 
it can now realistically claim to have played a leading role in constructing 
the new orthodoxy and to have "created the post-war focus for the dem
onstration that market analysis was indispensable for understandin g and 
solv ing economic tasks and problems."2 This institution was committed not 
only to advancing "the tr uths of classical political economy" but also to th e 
validit y of Adam Smi th's philosophical view that " the instinct of man is 
to 'truck and barter in markets.''' One could say the same about the later 
format ion of the Cen tre for Policy Studies by Sir Keith Joseph, which op-
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ated as the think tank that supported hi s V-turn into monetarism and 

~~tly harnessed the free-floating currents of free-m~rlc:et econo~ic. and 
'01 thinking-already making headway among leadmg economic Jou r-

SOCI · . k' II I !'sts like Peter Jay and Samuel Bnttan and among ey state mte ectua s 
:- ~e economic departments-directly into the mainstream of ~he 0:10-
servative party. Or, to take anot.her aspect, the rem.arkable war 1!1 ~hlch 
Thatcherism has gradually colofllzed the mass tablOid press (Bntam IS the 
most densely served mass newspaper-reading publ ic in the world) so that 
the principal front-runners (excluding T!ze Mirror)-T.heSun, T.he :\f~i(~ The 
Star, The Express-vie w.ith ~ch other In the ~xtremlty o~ their vIvid Iden
tifications with and glonficallon of Thatchensm as a philosophy and the 
symbolic person of Mrs. Thatcher hersel f. . 

In what free-marketeers regard as the dark days of Keynesian 
social democracy, the ascendancy over serious, informed, and popular mass 
opinion exerted through these apparatuses and agencies provided concrete 
rallying points for disabused anti-Keynesian in tellectuals and points ofc~n
densation where alternative free-market, monetarist theoretical ideologies 
were concretely applied to one practical problem after another. In the period 
ofthe propaganda, between the succession of Mrs. Thatcherto the leadership 
of the Conservative party and the winning of the election in 1979, these 
organizations prepared the ground, were the trenches and fortifica tions, the 
advance outposts in civil society itself, from which the counteroffensive to 
the reigning consensus was launched; they were the base for the strategic 
regrouping of state intellectuals and academics, in the t.reasury, the common 
rooms, the think tanks and business schools from which the assault on the 
existing hegemony inside the power bloc was launched. And they were al~o 
the key sites-the popular press is strategic in this part of the process-in 
the translation of doctrine and ph ilosophy into the terrain of practice and 
policy and the popular idiom of pract ical accomplishments. They helped 
to make the "in tolerable" thinkable. 

All of this represents a progressive ascendancy over the appa
ratuses of opinion formation in the society at ~ number o~differen~ strat':8ic 
levels, and it is precisely where the Althussenan f?rma tl<?n runs Into diffi
culties. Althusser would argue that these are all Ideological state appara
tuses-regardless of what he considered the purely formal question of whether 
they belonged to the state or not They are "state" by virtue of their function
the function, ascribed to the state, of sustaining the "reproduction of the 
social relations of production" in and through ideology. What is striking 
about Thatcherism is precisely its capacity to enter into struggle and win 
space in civil society itself; to use the trenches and fortificat ions of civil 

. society as the means of forging a considerable ideological and intellectual 
authority outside the realm of the state proper and, indeed, before-a~ a 
necessary condition to-taking formal power in the state, as part of an m
ternal contestation against key elements within the power bloc. (The hearts 
and minds the lEA set out to capture were not only informed public opinion 
generally but quite specifically key senior civil servants, subverted- as they 
saw it-by incorrect Keynesian nostrums.). . 

Is this merely a quibble? I think not. Despite the apparent sim
ilarities of phrasing (due in part to the fact that both Althusser's and my 
thinking on this point has been innuenced by and reflects Gramsci), two 
fundamentally different processes are being described. The first {Althusser's 
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"Ideological State Apparatuses" essay) is the use of existing apparatuses to 
reproduce the already given ruling ideology; the second (mine) is the struggle 
and con testation for the space in which to construct an ideological hegem. 
ony. The fact is that a position of ideological authority and leadership-of 
intellectual and moral ascendancy-constructed by harnessing the lines of 
force and opinion in the apparently "free space" of civil society has a re
markable durability, depth, and staying power because the adhesion it wins 
among the people is not coerced, as it might be if the state were directly 
in volved, but appears to be produced freely and spontaneously as the pop
ular consent to power. The differences therefore touch what I regard as the 
key issue-th e problem of explaining the popular consent to Thatcherism. 

It is Althusser's functionalism that dri ves him to give an over
integrative account of ideological reproduction and to collapse the state/ 
civ il society distinction as if it were without real or pertinent effects. Every
thing suggests that we must conceptualize the process by which the dominant 
ideology reproduces itsel f as a contradictory and contested one. Indeed, th e 
term "reproduction ," with its strong functionalist associations, carries quite 
the wrong connotations. The process must be conceptualized in terms of 
the continuous production and transformation of ideology; that is, in terms 
of the condensations Thatcherism has to some extent been able to effect, 
to bring about, to realize. And far from allowing us to collapse the distinc
tion, this latter approach requires us to sustain the state/civil society dig.. 
tinction and not to conflate the two, since civil society is such a key sife in 
the production of consensus. Althusser, of course, subsequently acknowl
edged the error of emphasis in the " Ideological State Apparatuses" es"say 
(in an original footnote and in his "Notes on the ISA's" (1 977 ), translated 
into English in Economy and Society): the "consensus effects of the ruling 
class"-its ideology--cannot be regarded "as a simple given fact, as a system 
of exactly defined institutions which would automatically duplicate the vi
olent rule of the same class or which would have been installed by the clear 
political consciousness of this class of particular purposes defined by its 
function." ) They succeed in establishing their hegemon y "at the same time 
through an internal struggle to overcome the contradictions ofthe bourgeois 
class fractions and to produce unity within the bourgeoisie as ruling class." 
The unification of the ruling class " is always 'incomplete' and always 'has 
to be resumed.' " This goes some way toward correcting the functionalism 
of the original essay (though it still does not adequately tackle the state/ 
civil society distinction). But it cannot retrospectively correct the damaging 
theoretical effects Althusser's more functionalist way of conceptualizing the 
"reproduction" of ruling class consens us had on the main li ne of argumen t 
in his original essay and in those who have attempted to follow its protocols 
too strictl y. 

Althusser's essay, of course, con tains not one but two related, yet 
distinct, ways of trying to secure the materialism of ideology without re
ductionism. It is the second formulation that provided the site of a very 
extensive reconstruction of classical marxist theories-the proposition , de-. 
rived from Lacan, that ideology is material because it operates in an d through 
the production of subjects. This question of ideology and the production of 
subjects has unrolled in the wake of Althusser's destruction of the integral, 
authorial individual subject, the subject origin of ideological discourse that 
is at the heart of traditional conceptions of ideology. His appeal to Lacan 
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·s the attempt-via Lacan's rereading of the psychoanalytic tradition in light 
~fstructuralism and Saussure-to fill the empty space created by the strue-. 
turalist dethronement of the " I" of enunciation. 

Now anyone who is gen uinely interested in the production and 
mechanisms of ideology must be concerned with the question of the pro
duction of subjects ~nd th~ unconscious cat~gories that enable defin}te fo rms 
ofsubjeetivity to anse. It IS clear that the discourses ofthe New Right have 
beeIl engaged precisely in this work of the production of new subject po
sitions and the transformation of subjectivities. Of course, there might be 
an essential Thatcherite subject hiding or concealed in each of us, struggling 
to get out. But is s~ms m.o~ probable t~at !ha~cheri sm has been able to 
constitute new subject poSi tIOns from which I1S diSCOUrses about the world 
make sense, or to appropriate to itself existing, already formed interpella
tions. These have arisen through some process, cen tral to the mechanism 
of ideology itself, by which new positions have interrupted and partially 
displaced older ones; or else new discourses have emerged that secure real 
points of identification. In many instances, such interpeJlations may already 
be in place. In other cases, rather than searching for the always already 
essentially reactionary working-class subject (to set against his/her opposi te, 
the always already essentially revol utionary worker), \\"e are driven to attend 
to the capacity of new political discourses to articulate themselves on and 
through the fractured, necessarily contradictory structures of formed su b
jectivities; to work on the ground of a formed common sense, or what 
pecheux and Henry call the "preconstructed"; and thus to interpellate al
ready formed subjects in new discursive relations. 

There is no space to demonstrate in detail how this reconstitution 
of subject positions is actually accomplished discursively, but it can be 
shown. For example, the whole discourse of Thatcherism combines ideo
logical elements into a discu rsive chain in such a way that the logic or unity 
of the discourse depends on the subject addressed assuming a number of 
specific subject positions. The discourse can onl y be read or spoken un· 
problematically if it is en unciated from the imaginary position of knowledge 
of the self-reliant, self-interested, self-sufficien t taxpayer-Possessive Indi· 
vidual Man (sic); or the "concerned patriot"; or the subject passionately 
attached to individual liberty and passionately opposed to the incursion of 
liberty that occurs through the state; or the respectable housewife ; or the 
native Briton. Moreover, through the process Laclau has described as "con
densed connotation ," these imaginary positions, in the plenitude of their 
knowledgeable relation to knowledge, trigger off and connote one another 
in a cha in of linked interpellations that constitute the Imaginary-the con· 
dition for the so-called unity, of the discourse, of the speaker to the spoken, 
as well as con necting one site of articulation with another: the liberty-loving 
ci tizen is also the worried parent, the respectable housewife, the careful 
manager of the household budget, the solid English citizen "proud to be 
British .... " The discourses of Thatcherism are constan tly in th is way for
mulating new subjectivities for the positions they are constructing, working 
through interpellation. 

The question at issue is not whether this interpellative process 
is cen tral to that through which ideology has its effects, but rather how we 
are to understand the process. In the Lacanian rereading of Freud, which 
is what Althusserwas borrowing from and th e source that has since provided 
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the principal site of subsequent theorization, these positionings are fu nda
mentally secured through the resolution in infancy and early childhood of 
some of the primary psychoanalytic processes- the Oedipus complex, pri
mary narcissism, the mirror phase, and so on. These-in the now famous 
formulations of discourse theory-are, at one and the same time, the pri
mary mechanisms of the repression that becomes the basis of all apparently 
stable subjective identifications; the points that establish the imaginary place 
of knowledge in what then seems an empirically verifiable relation to the 
world. They are the mechanism of entry into language itself, and thus into 
Culture. And since these different aspects to the formation of sub jectivi ties 
are treated as identical or homologous, accomplished in the same series of 
resolutions, they are also, finall y, the entry into complicity with the. law of 
patriarchy, of the Father, or Althusser's "big S," Subject. These psychoan
alytic processes are understood to provide the matrix of always unstable, 
always con tradictory locations or orientations with respect to meaning and 
language, and hence with respect to ideology itself. Across this subjective 
space-which is, of course, no longer unified but a place of constant dis
placement through the fracturing effects of repression-all subsequent dis-
cursive operations play. ' .. 

Now It may be that, since the securing of sexual identity is, crit
ically, the work that is done through these unconscious resolutions (Freud), 
and the field of infant sexuality is clearly such a key domain in the formation 
of subjectivity, there is little doubt ofthe critical importance of the proce~ses 
referred to above for the interpellation of gender-a factor not only of key 
social and ideological importance in itself but one that becomes reinscribed 
in or relayed through a wide variety of other domains, including, ofcoursc, 
the political. Patriarchal positions are absolutely central, as points of con
densed articulation, in the d iscourses of both middle-class, petit-bourgeois, 
and working-class respectability- an apparently nonpolitical factor that has 
the effect of stabilizing and securing to the Right a whole range of other 
discourses. It does not, however, follow that the whole of the process of 
discursive position ing can be read off from those primary positionings or 
conceived largely as simply recapitulating the system, entry into which was 
sealed forever with the original resolution of Oedipal identificat ions. The 
entry into Language as such-and hence into Culture/ Ideology-does begin 
to occur at that stage in the fo rmation of subjectivity itself. But there is all 
the d ifference in the world between the capacity to use Language as such 
and the appropriation and imaginary identity with particular languages and 
their specific ideological and discursive universes. What Thatcherism poses 
is the problem of understanding how already positioned subjects can be 
effectively detached from their points of application and effectively repo
sitioned by a new set of d iscourses. This is precisely a historically specific 
level of application of the interpellative aspects of ideology that is not ad
equately resumed or explained by the transhistorical speculative generalities 
of Lacanianism. 

Lacanian psychoanalysis has been utilized, it seems, to expla in 
how it is we are formed as subjects and how we ever come to enter language, 
meaning, representation. The problem before us is the rather different ques
tion of how subjects could be induced to begin to enunciate their relation 
to the world in quite differen t meaning or representational systems. The 
level of abstraction at which the theory is operating (even if it were correct) 
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is largely incommensurable with the nature of the object it is being wheeled 
in to expla in. 

Throughout, I have been speaking of ideology. But, of course, in 
many areas th e problematic of ideology has itself been displaced into the 
analysis of the diversity of discursive practices and format ions as such. This 
is directly connected with the influence of Foucault. A thorough assessment 
of the strengths and limits of Foucault's work is not possible with in the 
scope of this essay, but one can make certain indications. From what has 
already been sa id, it will be seen that we do not in any way refuse the 
advances made by the development of the analysis of the discursive. No 
social practice exists outside of the domain of the semiotic-the practices 
and production of mean ing. This necessarily modifies, in a radical way, the 
traditional material/ideal, base/superstructu re d ichotomi es of class ical 
marxist theories of ideology as well as their ascription of a dependent po
sition to ideology in the ensemble of soc ial practices. The positi ve positions 
taken in this paper are thus compatible with the general emphases (not 
necessarily the particular epistemological positions or other formulations) 
on discourse con tained in, say, Foucault's Archeology of Knowledge-a text 
that, however full of interesti ng fluctuations, has been banished into a symp
tomatic silence by later "true Foucaultians." (What, for example, wou ld the 
true disciples make now of Foucault's observation that discursive relations 
"must be distinguished from what we migh t call primary relations .. . which, 
independently of all discourse ... may be described between institutions, 
techniques, social forms, etc. After all , we know very well that relations 
existed between the bourgeois family and the function ing of judicial au
thorities and categories in the nineteenth century that can be analyzed in 
their own right . .. "4 These "other relations" have since been wholly ab
sorbed into that great nonessentialist Essence, that final Kierkegaardian trace 
in the Foucault episteme, The Body.) 

Leaving the deep epistemological questions aside for now (Fou
cault's position then seemed closer to the realist philosophical position I 
myself adopt than to the full-blown, neo-Kantianism into which it has sub-. 
sequently been drawn), many of Foucault's insights into the operations of 
the d iscursive deeply refresh and inform our understanding of how ideQ.!-.' 
logical formations work, even where he positively refuses the concept of 
ideology itself. Discursive formations (or ideological formations that operate 
through discursive regularities) ''formulate'' their own objects of knowledge 
and their own subjects; they have their own repertoire of concepts, are driven 
by their own logics, operate their own enunciative modality, constitute their 
own way of acknowledging what is true and excluding what is false within 
their own regime of truth. They establish through their regularities a "space 
of formation" in wh ich certain statements can be enunciated; one constel
lation constantly interrupts, d isplaces, and rearranges another. This is at 
one with Foucault's project: to explain how it is that "one particular state
ment appeared rather than another." 

It does not follow that social practices are on ly discourses. This 
would be to convert a polemical claim (i.e., the social exists with in the 
semiotic; the ideological matters and has real effects) into an explanatory 
one- but with the effect of tipping the explanation from one one-sided em-
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phasis to its opposite. I note that the same objection is recognized even by 
those, like Gary Wickham in a recent article in Economy and Society, whose f 
project is to go beyond or to out-Foucault Foucault. Thus, I agree with 
Wickham when he writes: "I choose 'practices' (rather than discourses] be
cause it seems less trapped in the reality side of the knowledge/reality dis
tinction than 'discourses' is in the knowledge side." "By practices," he adds, 
" I mean more than institutionally constrained actions and I mean more 
than something which is outside of knowledge." (Presumably, he included 
those "more than" things in the definition.) "By practices here I [Wickham] 
mean common groupings of techniques and discourses"-an emphasis I 
much prefer. 

More difficult to absorb or take into account are the extremes to 
which, in the search for a nonessentialist account, the "necessary noncor
respondence" of discursive practices has been driven. This seems to dissolve 
the real theoretical gains made by the recognition of difference, of plurality 
in discourse, of the nonessentialist, multiaccentual character of ideology
pushing them over the brink into the gospel of absolute d iversity. Great 
insights have been achieved in Foucault's recent work on particular dis
cursive formations (his work on the disciplinary archipelago in DiSCipline 
and Punish greatly outdistancing, in my judgment, the shaky historical gen
eralizations of the more fashionable volumes on sexuality). But his work 
sometimes seems to appear to command allegiance for spurious and ex
trinsic reasons. Their specificity-law, medicine, psychiatry, sexuality-has 
reinforced the "return to the concrete," without quite having to acknowletIge 
the claims of that old and rather unfashionable form of knowledge that us¢. 
to be called History. And a permanently radical gloss is dubiously attached 
to it simply because it contains the magical terms "power," "resistance,;' 
and "plebeian." 

Leave aside such oddities-for example, the fact that knowledge/ 
power described as bypassing ideology is the problematic of ideology-and 
note instead that these ga ins are made at the cost of a rad ical dispersal of 
the notion of power, often achieved, so to speak, by reading Foucault through 
Derrida. (To make it more perplexing, Foucault sometimes seemed to read 
himself in that way!) It is one thing to speak of the switches and relays 
through which one discursive practice interrupts another-Thatcherism re
quires precisely such an analysis. It is quite another if they pass continually 
on different tracks, like trains in the night, on their way toan infinite plurality 
of destinations. An ascend ing analysis of power- "starting from its infin i
tesimal mechanisms," its "microphysics," is all very well. It subverts our 
tendency to treat power as an imposed system of coercive constraint from 
above. But the deep and difficult problem of the relation between the lateral 
powers in the sites of civil society and social relations and the vertical powers 
of, say, the state and political relationsh ips (what was referred to earlier as 
the question of the "consent to power") is not tackled but sidestepped by 
distributing power "everywhere." The techniques and strategies of power 
thus become, in Foucault, highly specific. but at the expense of a concept 
of power that is generalized and essentialized. (The Body, as we have noted, 
and Resistance are other such false-concrete, nonessential Essences in Fou
cault's d iscourse.) This is, in fact, a very Durkheimean concept of power
that abstract force or collective conscience in society that constrains us all, 
or rather through which we endlessly constrain one another. And it leads 
to an equally general ized Durkheimean concept of social con trol-except 
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that it is now refashioned as discipline, which seems utterly without ref
erence to any such point of condensation or articulation as the state (Fou
cault is highlY ambiguous on this point, though his disciples are not). 

As this analysis of Thatcherism clearly shows, the discursive re
lations of power cannot be constituted exclusively on the terrain ofthe state. 
They precisely crisscross the social body. There is no moment in which the 
powers that cohere in the state can ever exhaustively resume those that are 
dispersed through the plurality of practices in society. Nevertheless, the 
moment of the passage of power into the state and its condensation there 
into a definite system of rule is a critical historical moment, representing a 
distinct phase. Of course, no sovereign unity of discourse then unfolds: the 
moment of "state," like that of "party," is not a final one, as conceived in 
classical political theory. Thatcherism, as a discursive formation, has re
mained a plurality of discourses-about the family , the economy, national 
identity, morality, crime, law, women, human nature. But precisely a certain 
unity has been constituted out ofthis diversity. And there are different points 
of application through wh ich, in turn, this constituted regime of truth has 
been secured to certain political positions. Unless, against the tendency to 
dispersal, these questions of articulation are also posed, the play of discourse 
becomes nothing but a high-level, advanced game for academic deconstruc
tionists, a matter of intellectual diversion, as the complexity of one discourse 
after another is perpetually unraveled. To put the point more concretely: 
the particular ways in which Thatcherism has stitched together a contra
dictory juncture between the logics of the market and possessive individ
ualism, on the one hand, and the logics of an organic conservatism, on the 
other, are highly amenable to a Foucaultian type of analysis, provided we 
understand that it is the contradictory unity so constructed and held that 
rules-not the rules of diversity alone. The problem with Foucault, to put 
it brusquely, is a conception of difference without a conception of articu
lation, that is, a conception of power without a conception of hegemony. 

Thequestion of hegemony brings us, of course, toGramsci. Aga in, 
it is not possible within the scope of this paper to deal with Gramsci com
prehensively, but it is possible to establish some indications as to the su
periority of hegemony over other concepts in approach ing the task of his
torical explanation and analysis. Hegemonypoints to a way of conceptualizing 
the emergence of Thatcherism in terms of the struggle to gain ascendancy 
over a whole social formation, to achieve positions ofleadership in a number 
of different sites of social life at once, to achieve the commanding posit ion 
on a broad strategic front. It entails the critical passage of a system of 
domination into the authority of a leading bloc, which is capable not only 
of organizing its own base through the construction of alliances between 
different sectors and social forces, but which has as a central feature of that 
process the construction and winning of popular consent to that authority 
among key sectors of the dominated classes themselves. The advantages of 
the concept of hegemony lay above all in the directness of its address (and 
not in a lopsided, false-consciousness way) to the central issue of popular 
consent. 

Another advantage is the critique of essentialism implicit in all 
of Gramsci's formulations. Hegemony is constructed, through a complex 
series or process of struggle. It is not given, either in the existing structure 
of society or in the given class structure of a mode of production. It cannot 
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be constructed once and for all, since the balance of social forces on which 
it rests is subject to continu in g evolution and development, depending on 
how a variety of struggles are conducted. Hegemony, once achieved, must 
be constantly and ceaselessly renewed, reenacted. This implies a conception 
of the process of social reproduction as continuous and contradictory-the 
very opposite of a functional achievement. Central to this is the notion of 
various forms and intensities of struggle. It is the various outcomes of th ese 
struggles, not the reinscription in place of what already exists, that deter
mines the nature of the unstable equilibrium on which the authority of a 
social bloc is founded and that also defines its weak or unstable points, the 
points offurther unrolling and development. Typically, the Gramscian anal
ysis of a conjuncture proceeds not from the invocation of the given "laws 
of economic development" but from an analysis of the "current relations 
of force." This, too, is not a once-and-for~all predetermined process: one 
must distinguish, Gramsci argued, "various moments or levels," "intervals 
of varying frequency," even, perhaps (the example is the French Revolu~ 
tion), "various revolutions" within an unfolding process. And the achieve
ment of hegemony never has only one character, only a predominant tend
ency; it is always "destruction and reconstruction" (the latter "already under 
way in the very mbment of destruction"), or what Gramsci elsewhere calls 
"revol u tion/restoration. '" 

The broadening of a system of domination into a wider social 
authority is thus, for Gramsci, tied in with the critique of economism. For 
Gramsci, the question of hegemony cannot be purely ideological, since lit 
must have as its foundation the domination of a particular social bloc "in 
the decisive nucleus of economic activity." All those who therefore gloss 
Gramsci'sconcept of hegemony with the qualifying idea that it is ideological 
are doing a great disservice to his breadth of thought. Gramsci is deeply 
alive to the ethical, moral, intellectual, ideological, and cultural dimensions 
of the struggle for hegemony, but hegemony as a concept is not ethical or 
cultural alone. The culturalist reading of Gramsci has done profound dam
age. On the other hand, for Gramsci, hegemony cannot be economic alone, 
in either the first or the last instance, since it is by definition something that 
includes and transcends "the corporate limits of the purely econom ic class," 
something that must be able to "become the interests of other subordinating 
groups too," and can thus "gain the upperhand, propagate itselfthroughout 
society-bringing about not only the unity of economic and political aims, 
but also intellectual and moral unity, posing all questions around which the 
struggle rages, not on a corporate but on a 'universal plane' and thus creating 
the hegemony of a fundamental social group over a series of subordinate 
groups-the motor force of a universal expansion, of the development of 
all the 'national' energies."6 This Gramsci equates with the "passage from 
the structure to the sphere of the complex superstructures," a process that 
for him is analytically irreversible. 

Gramsci was, of course, writing in a coded way about the his
torical tasks of the revolutionary party and of the communist and workers' 
movements. (Note, however, the constant movement toward the national 
or universal level.) But his terms of analysis clearly have great analytic 
purchase on the analysis of Thatcherism. Nothing in our time (certainly 
nothing from the Left) so closely matches Gramsci's description of how, in 
a crisis, "the political forces which are struggling to conserve and defend 
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the existing structure itself are mak ing .. . incessant and persistent ef
forts ... . These forces ... make imperative the accomplishment of certain 
historical tasks." The process of contestation and struggle "is developed in 
a series of ideological, re ligious, philosophical, political and juridical p0-
lemics whose concreteness can be estim ated by the extent to which they are 
convincing and shift the previously existing disposition of social forces ." 
The application could not be more precise .1 So, at a narrower level, are 
Gramsci's passing remarks about laissez-faire, the doctrine to whose ph il
osoph ical foundations neoliberalism aims to return. In the Modern Prince, 
Gramsci observes that "laissez-faire. too, is a fonn of state 'regulation,' 
introduced and maintained by legislative and coercive means," and that 
consequently "laissez-faire liberalism is a political program designed to 
change-so far as it is victorious-a state's leading personnel and to change 
the economiC program of the state itself."8 

Less well known than the essays from which the earlier passages 
were taken, but equally germane to this inquiry, are those that conceptualize 
the relationship between the broader processes of the struggle, which con
Struct or transform hegemony, and the processes of ideology. Gramsci uses 
the term "ideology" in what may now seem a classical sense, as systems of 
ideas, but in a broad context "on condition that the word is used in its 
highest sense of a conception of the world that is implicitly manifest in art, 
in law, in economic activity and in all manifestations of individual and 
collective life." He sees it also in terms of its historical functions: its role 
in "preserving the ideological unity of an entire social bloc"; of providing 
individuals and groups with their various "conceptions of the world," which 
influence and modify their actions; and, above all, as a means to "organize 
human masses and create the terrain on which men move, acquire con
sciousness of their position, struggle, etc." The role of "organic ideologies," 
those that seek to propagate themselves throughout society and create a new 
fonn of national-popular will for some immense historical task, is to in
tervene in the terrain of ordinary, contradictory, episodic common sense; 
to interrupt, renovate, and transform in a more systematic direction the 
practical consc iousness ofthe masses, the given dispositions of their mental 
life. Common sense is itself a structure of popular ideology, a spontaneou~ ,. 
conception of the world, reflecting the traces of previous systems of thought __ 
that have sedimented into everyday reasoning. Common sense, the "given ~! 
ground and dispositions ora culture"-itselfthe complex result of previous 
struggles, reflecting previous forms of hegemony and earlier "unstable equi
libria"-becomes the object that organic ideologies, which have evolved 

,their own organic intellectual strata and passed through their moment of 
party, seek to refashion and transform. 

The processes of ideology are conceived by Gramsci in different 
ways: as an "educative task"; as a "cultural battle to transform the popular 
mentality" ; and, even more appositely, as a "struggle of political 'hege
monies' of opposing directions, first in the ethical field and then in that of 
the political proper."9 Directly opposed to the monistic notion of "the dom
inant ideology," always already in place, Gramsci asks instead, " how it 
happens that in all periods, there co-exist many systems and currents of 
philosophical thought and how these currents are born, how they are dif
fused, and why in the process of diffusion they fracture along certain lines 
and in certain directions"? This is a conception of the field of ideologies in 
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terms of conflicting, overlapping, or intersecting currents or formation s. The 
key question-Foucault's, but in a decisively non-FoucauJtian formulation_ 
is their fracturing: What determines their lines of diffu sion, their structur_ 
alion, their differentia tion, their rearticulation? Again, this is at the oPposite 
extreme from the notion of whole class outlooks confronting the already 
formed whole class outlooks ofanother fundamental group. Dispensing with 
this last vestige of essentialism, Gramsci asserts, "what ma tters is the crit
icism to which such an ideological complex is subjected by the first repre
sen tatives of the new historical phase- which makes possible a process of 
differentiation and change in the relative weight that the elements of the 
old ideologies used to possess. What was previously secondary and subor
dinate, or even inciden tal, is now taken to be primary-becomes the nucleus 
ofa new ideological and theoretical complex. The old collective will dissolve 
in to its contradictory elements since the subordinate ones develop so
cially." 'o The whole of Laclau's subsequent elaboration of articulation/di
sarticulation is contained in the nucleus of that thought. 

Gramsci is not blind to the site of the problems modern theorists 
signi fy through references to "the subject," though he d~ not use the same 
terms. But he understands the contradictory formations of consciousness: 
for example, the'split between the conception of the world which is "logically 
affirmed" and that which is "implicit in his mode of action"; the social 
character of subjectivity-"man is to be conceived as a historical bloc"
an d its composite, fractured character-the "disjointed and episod ic" £har
acter of common sense, the "stratified deposits" of popular phi.losophy;. the 
"strangely composite" nature of personality, which contai ns "Stone AJ,C 
elements and principles of a more advanced science, prejudices from all 
past phases of history at the local level and institutions of a future philos
ophy. "II Each individual, Gramsci says, "is the syn thesis not only of ex is ling 
relations but of th e history of these relations. He [or she] is a precis of all 
the past." 

It should be clear from these selective references, and without I 
further, more systematic exemplifi cation: first, how far removed Gramsci 
is from the traditional or classical versions of the marxist conceptions of I 
ideology; second, how much he anticipates-albeit in a language not yet 
reconstructed through loans from structuralism, discourse and linguistic ~ 
theory, or psychoanalysis-many of the actual advances in theorizing these I 
later developments have brought; third, how original some of his concep- I' 
ti ons are-th e rich concept of hegemony has absolutely no equ ivalent among 
the other theorists considered here (for example, Foucault's concepti ons of I 
power and resistance appear thin, undernourished abstractions); and fourth, I 
how Gramsci is able both to promulgate a novel theorization of ideology 
by locating it within a broader set of historical and political processes and 
retain what the other alternative theorizations quite lack. I am referring to I 
the final set of references-not the terminology and doctrinal con tent of ' 
classical marxism, but the problematic of marxism, which structures the 
whole of Gramsci's discourse and thought: the commitment to the project 
of socialist transformation that distingu ished marxism as a li ving theory, 
an open-ended project of critical thought, without guarantees, from the many 
other academically closed discourses that presently struggle to hegemonize 
the intellectual world. 
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I end, therefore, with a pa radox: a theory designed primarily to 

analyze capitalist social formations in order to point out strategic lessons 
fo r the socialist movement-Gramsci's-turns out to have the most to tell 
us about how to analyze one of the most historically reactionary and re
gressive hegemonic-seeking formations to appear in British society in this 
century. This may not be as gloomy a conclusion as it appears at first sight, 
since it has been, up until now, precisely marxism's failure to renovate 
adequately its own thinking to expla in suffi ciently how modern capitalism 
remains in being and sustains its hegemonic position in industrialized s0-

cieties that has been so signally lacking. Understanding Thatcherism may 
be the price we have to pay for a real advance in theoretical enlightenment 
within the marxist problematic. Gramsci, at least, would have taken some 
pleasure from the unexpected nature of th is next (last) dialectical twist 
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D,SCUSSion I Question 
You seem to imply that there is a zcro-sum game ofpoliticaI f 

ideology in Britain; thai th7 ~ig.ht C?uld only move ah.ca~ bccau~ ' ,he Left was wealc, 
Is this a general claim or 1S It particular to Great Bnl31n al thIS time? 

Hall 
I don't want to suggest it is a zero-sum game. I wan I to 

oppose the notion that the Right advances by. as it wen::, sctting into place an already 
formulated whole conception c{ the world; or that it is only through its posit ive 
statements that it is able to become a pole of new articulations. The Righi's success i 
depends as much on its capacity to address precisely the contradictions that arc 
already within the formations of the Left, to move effectively inlo positions of , 
contestation. For example, the Right picked up the actual mixed and contradictory 
experience of ordinary people within the welfare slale, and on the basis of that 
insen ion into the vocabularies of the Left began to construct the discourses of an
tistatism. So, many positions on the Right are secured not by displacing but by 
disarticulating the ru5COUrse orthe Left. Of course, the reasons why those discourses 
on the Left are in disrepair don't necessarily have to do with that process of con
testation/opposition. There arc a whole range of real historical tasks the Left did 
not and could not resolve within the limits of the program it adhered to. The Left 
in Britain is, in i~ own terms, very close to the end of one historical program, one 
whole Jcind of politics. So it's not simply a zero-sum game in the sense that the Right 
precipitates the crisis, but rather that the Right advances through occupying slralcgic 
territory within the lerrain of the lcfl 

That is, therefore, the way I wanl to talk about the nt,ture 
of ideological struggle. I don'l think the ideological field is divided into clements of 
ideological discourses that have a necessary class connOlation. In societies like ours, 
ideological contestation does nol take place betwcen fully formed, compeling world
views- theirs and ours. The field of ideology is not divided in thai way. It's a ficld 
in which there are many differenl discourses and social forces in play al the same 
time. Contestation often has to do with the engagement around existing ideological 
symbols and slogans, winning them away from the connotative chains of association 
they have acquired, which build them inlo languages Ihat seem to construci topies 
so that they deliver an answer that favors one end of the political spectrum. The 
language of nationhood, fer example, is not a language we speak but a language that 
speaks us. So, in England, if you open your mouth and say " Britain," before you 
know where you arc, you arc off to Ihe South Atlantic. Because there is no identity 
between one class and that nation, everybody has some investment in what Britain 
is about; it's Iheir future; ii'S a place they live in; it has a real purchase for everyone. 
Everyone has some patriotic sentiments into which particular problems or projects 
can be inserted. People's social identity is going to depend on the way they negotiale 
themselves in re lation to the nation. Consequently, I think the ideological struggle 
takes place preeiscly over what the nation means. What are the values associated 
wilh it and what are the excluded values? And what is the way in which those 
powerful symbols can be detached from Iheir entanglement with one set of historical 
associations and reartieulated in a different direction? Now this is not only a ques tion 
about what is happening in the field of discourse but also about the way in which 
social groups, social movements, or social elasses come to locate themselves inside 
one or another ideological configuration-how they come to sec themselves as au
thored, addressed, hailed by those statements. 

Que.tion 
You seem to place very litt le importance on the systematic, 

coherent ideological statements, such as monetaris t economies or the products of 
the Centre for Policy Studies. But isn't it necessary for ideological analysis to expose 
the weaknesses and contradictions in such positions? 
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Hall 
It is perfeclly true that much of the everyday moneta.rist 

omics the Thatcherites speak is not very internally consistent as a thcoretlcal 
eco

n 
so theoretical economists can dismantle it in a moment. This lack ofintcl-system, . ,-__. I 

IcCtual rigor doesn't make Thatchensm go away, partly """,ause I~ operates e. se
where-in more commonsense ways, at the point where it conncc.ts With the ongoing, 

episodic and contradictory common sense of people. It IS at that level that 
mOI'Cetarism has a kind of truth, a way of referencing the way real economic devel
mO~ents are constructed cxperientially. It has a way of plaCing into experience what 
~ple feci to be thc.errors and problems ofthe past. In this way, the theory connects 
with people's expenenee. 

Remember Gramsci's argument that ideology has two do-
ins-philosophy, or theoretical ideolo~~s, and eommo.n sen~-and .lhat Ih~ re

~ons between them arc governed by politiC$. One has to investigate qUite preCISely 
how more elaborated theoretical ideologies fit, often very contradictorily, into peo
ple's actual local and immediate experience. I am therefore not arguing (as con
servative pluralists did at a certain point) that the working class is "really" reac
tionary. The working class isn't "essentially" anyone thing; like the rest ? fus, it's 
ftil of conservative feelings hid ing behind a lot of radical languagc, and vice ~ersa. 
Popular consciousness lies at the intersection of very fragmentary, C?n~radlct~ry 
discourses. Popular ideology is not consistent. The nature of systematic Ideologies 
is preCisely to begin to operate on common sense and to render common sense more 
oonsisten t. 

To take another example. I am interestcd in how grand the
ories of sovercignty, among people who have never read a word of Jefferson or 
Hobbes, nevertheless link with ideas of what is "right" about our country and w~ere 
our country stops and where its bounda.ries symbolically sho,uld lie. The t~eoretlcal 
discourse of sovereignly sometimes clan fies popular conceptIOns of sovereignty, bul 
when people move into action it's not because they have just read the Declaration 
onndependence. It's because some ofthose philosophically elaborated concepts have 
conncx:too with a deeper groundwork of emotional loyalties and moral sen timents 
and biLs of knowledge and so on. Symbolic identification-that is the real popular 
6eld on which those things arc sorled out. In spite of the power of the media and 
of the central institutions and apparatuses of ideology, it's not possible simply to 
organize and deliver popular consciousness where it has to be delivered; it has a 
very complicated structure, and that is ~hat provides for ~he politi? of intcr:ven
tion-finding the appropriate cracks that JuSI can't be filled In. Somctlmes, preCisely 
at moments of hegemony, those institutions begin to work so well on so many 
different sites that you dcspair of ever cracking it But there is no permanent he
gemony, only the struggle to construct and sustain it, which never ends. 

Que.tion 
Can you clarify some of the ideas in your notion of ideo

logical struggle. in particular the relation between language and ideology and the 
lack of guarantees in this relation? Is hegemony Ihe attempt to produce such guar
antees? 

Hall 
A fundamental insight of modern linguistics is that all lan

guagc is multireferenlial, that there i~n.' t a onc-to-one rel~tionship between t~e lin
guistic form and the object to which It IDtends to refer. It IS, therefore. very dilficull 
to argue that the material conditions in which people live can generate a single set 
of meanings, as jfthe concept of class always means just one Ihing. To put it another 
way, the appearance of socia l classes in relation to language is not that one class has 
ascribed to it a whole language, discontinuous from another. You can hear the 
different idioms of a language-class and gender, ethnieity and group, in the way 
peopk: use the idcolects of language. But, broadly speaking, people in a single-lan-
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guage community can quile often understand one another across those boundaries. 
So the field of language is not strictly segmented by class but is obviously more 
open. Yet the semiotic systems of meaning are not, therefore, entirely disconnected 
from the social or class positions in which the speakers arc placed. The play of power 
betwecn different social groups is worked out within language, partly by the different 
ways in which shared terms are accentuated, or the ways in which shared terms are 
inserted into different discourses, as well as by differen t subeultural dialectics. 

To give a concrete example, it's not the fact that some people 
arc the democrats and other people are not that is important The real problem is 
which meaning of democracy is actually in play. The struggle in this case is over 
the different meanings of the same word. Different meanings will share some com
mon characteristics but differ in thcir connotations. In ideology, in the kind of 
struggle over languages that goes on, the struggle is to fi ll out the precise way in 
which my "popular democracy" differs from your "liberal democracy." It's exactly 
there, in the in tersection of different connotations within the same linguistic sign, 
that the struggle takes place. And it does matter which becomcs the dominant def
inition. It has real effects. Every time the word "democracy" is used, which of those 
two associations does it trigger? So you can't exempt the domain of meaning, Ian· 
guage, representation from the play of social forces. But you cannnot think of it as 
being chopped up and ascribed in blocks to those forccs, so that there is always a 
language those people speak and then there is our language. The linguistic or ide· 
ological domain is"not structured in that way. 

In that scnsc I am a revisionist I accept the critique of the 
vulgar marxist theory of ideology in terms of reductionism. But I don't go so far as 
to say tilat, therefore, there arc simply disparate. fragmented discursive chains, (Inc 
after another, endlessly slipping past one another. I'm trying to think that relation~hip 
in a way that brings them back together, but na as a simple unity or identity. One 
can understand this project temporally. Marxism's temporal perspective suggests 
that the connections between the people, say, and the slogans that mobilize them 
are given in their class position or placc in the mode of production. The same things 
that formed them as a elass also formed their ideology. 

from my perspective, it is only when you get the right people 
to speak the right language at the right time, to have the right identifications, that 
you can mobilize them behind a sct of concrete slogans. So the class/ideology identity 
marxism assumes in the beginning is, for me, the end result, the product of polities. 
Polities must construct the meanings and deliver the group to the slogans, not assume 
that the group always "rcally" knew the slogans and always believed in them. They 
didn't! It's quite possible for a class to be mobilized behind other slogans. Can one 
develop a political practice that makes those slogans or those ways of defining the 
word make sense to that group at the right moment? That is what gives political 
practice a certain necessary ope11J'/t!ss. Somebody else might have a more effective 
politics and organize the class around some other slogan; then the connections get 
forged in a different way. 

I no longer believe in the marxist notion of connections being 
"given" in the origins of the social fonnation. There are points where connections 
can be forged or radically transformed- hegemonic moments- where a wide variety 
of people in different social positions all find that a particular set of symbols or 
languages speaks their condition better than any other. This is the moment when 
people who are not at all, SOCially, Thatcherites or from the same class origins 
suddenly say, "Well, they aren' t our kind of people, but she is talking a good dcal 
of sense!" Mrs. Thatcher makes sense, but from a universe other than our own. That 
is a political moment of extraordinary complexity-when people you wouldn't think 
would find answers in Thateherism, if you simply analyzed their class position, 
suddenly find her language more convincing, more resonant with their experience, 
than that of the welfare state or Keynesianism. This is the critical moment, when 
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masses of people arc detached from their allegiance to a particular language they 
have used to frame and define their experience and reattached to another language. 

I still think this is why I was right when I predicted Thatch
er's 1979 victory. I heard large numbers of people stop talking the language of 
labourism, the welfare state, social democracy, and suddenly begin talking another 
language of cost effective.ness, va.lue for.money, choice, freedom, e~c. 1 hC<!rd people 
responding to a set of different Ideological concepts. You couldn t explam that by 
a straight class analysis. You couldn't explain the fact that the majority of them 
were unionized skilled and semiskilled workers who live in traditional labor, work
ing.cIaSS communities, who appear to be fixed in their political loyalties by all the 
processes that have kept the British political system stable. Yet here was a moment 
when they just walked to another posi tion altogether. 

Indeed, Thatcherism gives you a better understanding of 
what the struggle for hegemony is about than almost anything one has seen in the 
politics of the Left. The Thatcherites were not the natural inheritors of something; 
they had to engage in ideological struggle, to contest the opposition in their own 
party, to construct their own position. They had to dismantle the particular sort of 
social-democratic consensus that had been in place since the war. They had to unpack 
the commitment to the welfare state and unravel a whole field of ideology that people 
had come to take as perfectly obvious and unquestionable. They actually attacked 
the groundwork of poli tics, not merely policy. They changed the frame, shifting the 
basic forces in a fundamental way. And in order to do that they had to engage in a 
powerful struggle on a whole series of fronts. The whole fi'eld of positions- the 
position of women, the position of the family, the position of race, the position of 
law and order-is a variety of different discourses that have been reconstructed by 
the Thatcherite interventions in such a way as to construct new possible subject 
positions. Then these new subject positions echo and reverberate off one another. 
To give a rough example, there is a sense in which the Thatcherite project depends 
on seeing the mother, who is trying to represent and understand the inability of her 
child to get on in a competitive situation at school, as the same mother who is 
concerned about women who go out to work and neglect their responsibility to the 
family, the same as the woman who says to the miners, " You can't possibly go on 
strike tomorrow because your wives and children don't have enough to live on." 
These arc all different positions, but the point where people begin to recognize 
themselves in all of them is what I call the "point of articulation." By the notion 
of hegemony I want to invoke precisely the capacity of a political formation to 
intervene on all these different sites. 

This way of defining hegemony is almost impossible to es
tablish in English because of the distinction between reality and appearance. The 
moment you say "appears," everyone hears " that's how it appears but it really i~ 
something else." The notion that appearances are real is something that English fi nds' 
difficult, philosophically, to say. Similarly, it is difficult to establish a notion of 
hegemony as something other than domination. As soon as you say "hegemony" 
people see marching boots, rolling tanks, censorship, people being locked away. What 
they cannot understand is the one thing we need to understand in societies like ours, 
which is how people can be constrained while walking free; being utterly subject to 
determinations that make you apparently free to say what you like. The problem 
with liberal capitalism is the nature ofthe compulsion ofa particular kind offreedom, 
not the total denial of freedom. I don't mean to say that there aren't places in our 
society where freedom is denied, just as I don't mean to say there aren't conspiracies. 
But just as conspiracies don't explain history, so notions of dircet cocrcion, social 
control, and total domination, which is the way hegemony is customarily conceived, 
arc inadequate to explain the real negotations around power and language, control 
and consent, on which hegemony depends. 

Que.tion 
But where do these different hegemonic moments come from 

and how are they effectively communicated? 
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Hall 
One is describing a circuit of relat ions. Not all the moments 

in the circuit have equal power. There is unequal JX)wcr at different points in the 
circuit. The power to initiate and formulate, for instance, is not decisive because 
you can't impose that formulation on everybody; but it does give you a first Shot 
at the field- the power to formulate the question, to set the terms. Other definitions 
then have to respond to you; it's your definition that is being negotiated. The polit ical 
apparatuses are effective precisely because of the monopolization of the power to 
formulatc in our society. Think of how Star Wars came to be taken seriously. Thus 
agreal deal happens when policics first begin to be visibly promulgated, even though 
they have a hidden prehistory. 

Thatchcrism has a prehis tory, not only in popular discourse 
but in previous elite and expert discoufSCS as well-in the free-market doctrines of 
the Institute for Economic Affairs, for instance, which has been going since the late 
fillies. So you have to stan the story somewhere, for convenience, say, 1975, when 
Sir Keith Joseph was going to run for prime minister but didn' t make it, and Mn. 
Thatcher took his place; that is how she came to power. And it is interesting why 
he didn't run and she did. Joseph was a more consistent, philosophical Thateherite i 
than Mn. Thatcher. But he went to Birmingham, a large industrial ci ty, and he made t 
what were to be thrce keynote speeches. In one speech he referred to the problem , 
of overpopulation of working-class families and the inability of working-class moth-
ers to cope or to"Organize their lives. He was absolu tcly finished right there. Ifhis 
project had been to continue the paternalistic venion of Toryism, that would have 
been acceptable because the squire can teU mothers in the viUage how to bring up l 
their children. But if you are going into the populist, libertarian variety rA c0'tserv• I 
atism, that is the last thing you can do. Within a weck it was decided that Joseph 
was not going to run. Then the Question was Where arc his votes going to? and Mrs. 
Thatcher came on. In that sense she is very much produced by a whole set of previous 
discourses, both popular and expert ones. Nevertheless, the moment when they arc t 
condensed in a single popular figure, and when that begins to get publicity in the 
media, when that is the only figure that gets talked about, and when it gets the 
highlight trcatment of an election- which she dominated personally, and she had a 
personal victory in the Tory party, dispersing the old crew-that condensation adds 
a new dimension of power. 

I want to give an accoun t that is genuinely open at both ends 
but doesn't ta lk about a eircuit as if it were equal al all points; everybody in the 
circuit docs not have equal power. If you monopolize a piece of the mass media
the apparatus of cultural production- you have a certa in kind of formative power. 
But it docsn' t give you an absolute power. Yet we need to ask how such monopolies 
might be fought, for the fact is that the popular press in Britain is less varied than 
it used to be. There used to be a wider spectrum between, say, the tabloid Daily 
Mi"or and the Times. Those intermediary papcn have been sq ueezed out by in· 
creasing market polarization. So there are IwO or three quality newspapers at one 
end and then a mass of popular papers that all look alike. And increasingly those 
are monopolized by three or four multinational media corporations. So the actual 
room for openings in the existing structure of the media arc very slim. 

Now there has been a good deal of discussion over the last 
len years about the possibility of starting a rival, not necessarily Labour, paper. 
There used 10 be two Labour papers: the Mi"or supports Labour but is a mult i· 
na tional tabloid with a foot in both camps; the Daily Herald was quite committed 
to the Labour party and the cooperative movement, and it went out of business 
with still over a miUion readers. The argument has been tha t it is impossible for 
Labour to make any headway at all unless it enters the field of popular journalism 
and establishes an authentic, legitimate press of its own. The trouble now is that it 
is extremely difficult to capitalize such a venture. The costs of sctting up a distribution 
network for a new national newspaper are very serious, and, though there has been 
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oney on offer, there has not been enough. This absence is not countered by ex

rn nsive internal political education. You eould try 10 counter a national hegemony 
: the press by a great deal more education in the trnde unions, and Labour party 
cOfiSt.ltueneies, and so on, which would build up informed public opinion able ~ 
ballenge media definitions. But both the trade unions and the Labour party remain 

farJely electorally rather than edueation-oriented. There is no eounterinformatio!' 
to bring to bear against the media's simplistiC ways of eonstruct ing the news. So It 
's true that the whole structuring organization of the media makes it very difficult 
:ooompete. Even if you know what to say, you don' t have the channels that allow 
you aecess to a wide slice of public opinion. 

Qu •• tion 
How would you respond 10 the argument that you over

emphasize ideological clements and exclude both the economic and the politicar? 
Ha ll 
The moment you give the ideological dimension oftheanal

ysis its proper place, people invert the paradigm, accusing you ofthinking that things 
work by ideology alone. Ideology is tremendously important, and it has its own 
specificity, its own kind ofeffccts, its own mecbanisms, but it doesn't operate outside 
the play of other determinations; it has social, political, cconomic conditions of 
existence.. One has to take the Question of the nucleus of economic activity seriously, 
as Gramsci said, even when using a hegemonic approach. ' 

A comprehensive analys is ofThatcherism would be a eol
lective researeh project using a whole range of skills, addressed to a range of different 
si tes, including the economic. I am aware that I am cutting into Ihis field from a 
particular dimension.. But there is a difference between the research programs you 
define for the world and the more limited ones you engage in yourself. In any case, 
I don' t tb ink there is an either/ or bctween economically and organizationa lly oriented 
work and ideological work. The Question is how to understand the articulations 
between them, nonreduetively. Moreover, while I don't believe that economics is 
the primary definer in the sense of the first instance, or that the economy stitches 
up the results in the end, it is possible to see where economic determinacy operates 
in structuring the ideological field of play at anyone time. It's one of the structuring 
principles; it hclps to set the constraints, the lines of tendency and foree within which 
ideology operates. What it doesn't do is del iver the right answer, the eorrect, pregiven 
closure at the end. 

T ha t's wh y I am against de termination in the last instance. 
But I do believe in provisional analysis. Wherever your research starts, you have to 
make some significant allowances in the direction of the dimensions you left out. 
So those doing economic analysis have 10 look at the ideological traditions that are 
at work, just as those analyzing ideological discourse or texts ought to look at the 
operation of those legal apparatuses, economic forces, etc .. that are helping to es
tablish the field they arc looking aL That is beeause the object of analysis is the 
social formation, which is an ensemble of pract ices and relations; it is eoncrete 
because it has many determinations. 

Qu •• tion 
Why, then, are there so few studies where the two clements 

arc addressed, where one of them is not reduced to a skeleton? 
Hall 
I t is difficult to do both. Practically, it means ei ther that you 

have aeeess to a wide range of analytic skills or that you have a welJ-differentiatcd 
research team. In your own work you accumulate certain insights that you can't 
match in o ther areas. I ask myself whether I should combine a sort of naive eeonomic 
analysis with a highly sophisticated ideological one, and it doesn't seem to fit. In a 
more open intellectual climate we would take some risks like thal This is one of 
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the arguments for more collt(:ti ve intellectual work. The Centre did try. Policing the 
Crisis did try to say something about a lot of areas we didn't know a lot about, 
individually. but that we didn' t want, collectively, to leave off the agenda. And I 
think perhaps one should even be more risky than that-risk some generalizations. 
But the professionalization of intellectual life means the temptations are strong to 
play it safe. 

Qu.stion 
Could you say something about what you think the Left. 

needs 10 be doing. Can the New Right be defeated? 
Hall 

. . . Ir I knew that, I would be in business. But I do think one 
can be8Jn to Identify some weak spots, some contradictions, places where the dis
co~rses don' t match up, or where there is a disparity between the promises and the 
delivery. There are lots of contradictions there, but they don't easily break in our 
direction or offer us big political opportunities; they require the constitution of an 
equa~ly powerful, equaUy ~nvincing alternative, aU the way across the political 
terram. The more hegemOnic the Thatcherite alternative becomes, the more the Len ' 
must ge.ner~te ~ whole alternative philosophy or conception ofHfe or it will collapse. ! 
~t~erWlse! It slmplr can't match what the Right is offering, wh ich is a hegemonic f 
vI~lon ofhfe fr<?m birth to ~eath. Ther:e is a Thalcherite way of being born, ofrearing 
children, of gomt to hospitals, of hein.g prosper~us in business; there is an image 
for everyone a~d everythmg: how to bnng up babies, how to teach, what you should I 
wear to stand m front of the classroom. It 's a hodgepodge of all kinds of different 
discourses; nevertheless, it does offer a set of positive social positionali t ies, '!Vhich ' 
condense and connote one another. And the thing about the Left is that therelis no 
such coh~ren l alternat.ive set. There is no way of being a teacher, to counter the 
Thatc~~nte ~trle of bemp teacher. AU the Len has is a disarrayed, dispersed series 
of posl t~onahues. Mountmg a counteroffensive involves offering and sell ing in place 
alternative and equally powerful frames for life in the twenty-first century. I don' t 
know whether the Labour party can be made to see that as its historical task. 

Qu •• tion 
You have, on other occasions, stressed the key role of dis

courses of the nalion in Thatcherism- for example, in the way the nation was m~ 
bilized for the Falklands war. But how does one decide whether the struggle over 
terms like "the nation" is possible to win? What is the strategic quest ion one raises 
here? Can the Left engage in significant ideological struggles against Thatcherism 
around the nation, or is it so likely Ihal the Left is going to lose that we had beller 
find other issues? 

Hall 
You could make the same argument about law and order. 

You could argue that you cannol possibly engage with the issues that are concealed 
in the slogans of law and order because Ihey always deliver results Ihat are of a 
deeply conservative and reactionary kind. Then, one after another the domains of 
public argument are snatched away from you; you can't touch any of them because 
they al1 seem to be articulated, organized, and structured in such a way as to del iver 
a victory to the olher side. 

It is perfectly clear, historically, why the notion of the nation 
in Bri tain tends in that direclion. Historically, the ideological terrain is tenden tially 
ar ticulated that way. But I still think thai it is possible to begin to intervene on or 
engage the same terrain. The problem is that, as against the way the ideological 
terrain is historically articulated around the nation, it seems an abstract argument 
to ask ordinary people in the street, who are being appealed to powerfu lly in terms 
of the concrete experience of Iheir sons sailing away on the Falklands task force, to 
reidentify, aga inst the flag, with the Argentine people. It 's totally outside their h~ 
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·zoo. They've never heard ofi l; they have no living connections with it The only 

nay they know the Argent ine is as the team that always beats us at football. There 
'!' not a lot of mileage in "We are one with the Argentines!" as a JXlPuiar slogan. 
15 I'm talking, then, abou t the kind of long groundwork or 
preparation that is necessary. Does any nation build solidarity with another nalion 
when it doesn't know what it is? I suspect not I suspect internationalism comes out 
of people having a sense of their own national, JXlPular, or community identity, 
which allows them to build bridges to other people. After all, differences of national 
history, culture, and identity have to be recognized. The Argentines do have different 
interestS from us. They do have a quile good claim to the Falklands, fa- example. 
So these are not easy contradictions 10 reconcile. But the building of solidarity has 
to come out of an actual, grounded sense of where we belong and fit into the world, 
a sense that is differen t from the old national-imperial one. 

It is a very risky strategy, and J'm not recommending it I 
recommend asking the questions so that the Left can aClually begin to engage strat
egics within and around the languages of popular calculation, the languages of prac
tical consciousness, the discourse in which the man-in-the-pub says, "I'm fa- Ihe 
war," or "That hasn't anything to do with us." We really need to shift him and his 
wife and his family from "Of course let's get at the 'Argies'," at least to "This war 
is not our concern." I don' t know that I could do it by saying, " Identify with the 
enemy, feel at one with them." I have to begin to talk the language in which popular 
calculation goes on, if I'm to appeal to any powenul countefllotions that don't send 
people marching off into the sunset. Furthermore, the qucst ion of interests is always 
tbere, even though in terests are themselves ideologically constructed But that doesn't 
mean there aren't contrary interests, around which alternatives can be constructed 
that make sense to people. I can th ink of instances where the appeal to international 
solidarity does eventually overcome genuine differences. The Vietnam war, in the 
end, was such an example. 

Comment 
Bu l it is clear that, historically, the British Empire no longer 

exists. Yet Thatcher seems to use it so centrally in her anticommunism. 
Hall 
I think the language of empire, and the wars that have been 

fOught around it, still constitute a massive ideological repertoire in British history. 
The fact thallhe empire has been worn down doesn' t tell you anyth ing about how 
the vocabulary of the empire plays into present fears and anxieties about no longer 
being a powerful nation and so on. In fact, it st ill provides a lot of the discourses 
in which people construct what Britain'S role in the world is. It is a living language .. 
although it may refer to a real situation no longer historically pert inent. I think tbat 
those imperial traces invest the language of the holy war against communism. The 
holy war against communism is not, in England, a very popular language in its own 
terms. It could become popular precisely because il mighl mobilize traces of these 
other imperial languages one forgets. People did respond to Thatcher's self-construc
tion as the " Iron Lady" and "telling the soviets where to go," but not in the same 
way as Reagan's "holy war." People are very terrified of Cruise and Pershing missiles. 

There are, a t the moment, counterpositionalities in popular 
languages that provoke powerful resis tances. We could speak the language-the true 
language of the cold war-if we invested it with the energy that is associated with 
an older kind of war-Falklands-type wars-that place Britain in a much stronger, 
more leading position. But notions of sovereignty get in the way. Thus, notions of 
sovereignty aren't entirely reactionary. The question of national independence is an 
important question in the struggle agains t nuclear Atlanticism. People do have some 
sense of their rights in saying, " If we are going to be blown up it should be on our 
own decision and not because somebody else happens to be occupying 200 bases in 
our country." So even those concepts one thinks of as the pillars and underpinnings 
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ofa rathcr reactionary position are not entirely uncontradictory. They are not entirely 
without a certain popular counterpositional discursive force. 

Question 
. Where can you possibly find the resources to struggle OVer 

the concept of " the natIOn''? 
Hall 
If the dialogue is constantly one that constructs the nation 

in the directi.o,n of Great Br~tain, the people will be interpellated only as subjects 
for wa~. B~t I.' s not nece~sanly the ease that every way of being English is one that 
has ~o.Just~fy Itself by wagmg war. Ther~ are a lot of associations in common popular 
tradltlon~ U\ England ~hat ~ democratic. Cinema and TV in England are constantly 
represen~mg the Enghsh CIV~ war as one between the goodies and the badies, and 
the good l ~s are always Roral.lsts; or all Puri.'ans are systematically presented as dour 
~r0l!lwelhans, etc. But thiS IS also the begmning of the English revolution, the be
gl.nmn~ of popu~ar .movements ~cured at the ~~ce of cutt ing off the head of the 
klng.1t s the begmn~ng of the parhamentary tradition, of the curtailment of absolute 
royal po.wer. That IS the English revolution-a bourgeois revolution that secured 
mue~ Wider po~ular sup~rt There is no preord.ained reason why people who feci 
Enghsh shouldn t be English because of the EnglISh revolution rather than because 
of the Restoration. There is. a ~pular content to English identity- the content of 
the s t ~uggle to m~kc the natIOn mto a popular natio:n rather than a nation of elites 
and kmgs. That IS a. struggle that goes on al1 the time. The offical language is, of 
course, w~pped up In the ~anguage of the crown, the royal navy, etc. But even that 
language IS not unco~tradlCtorr. A~d there are constantly struggles to win some 
pur.chase fo~ J;'opular mterpellatlOns m an area that appears to be sewn up by aber-
native definitIOns. ., 
. . Whe~ever you find popular struggles, the nation is always at 
Issue. T~e field of n~h.onal mterpellations doesn't simply disappear because time 
and agam one finds It msert~ into a domina~t discourse that is very reactionary. 
It ~?CS n?t .cease to play an Important part m countermovements. The antiwar 
antll~peTiallst movement is one that has been susta ined through a counterdefinit io~ 
of natIOnhood. 

But it is impossible to enter this argument without asking 
about the nature of popular memory in relation to language. After all, these terms 
arc constructed out of some sensc of what the history is, and there is always a struggle 
over popular his torical memory. Contemporary questions always have a historical 
content- not necessarily the "real" content, but content as filtered and structuroo in 
the categories of popular memory. I don't want to suggest that the field of contestation 
is so open that you can construct any articulation you wish. Quite the reverse. But 
the only thing that would stem a tide like the Falklands one is some equally powerful 
sct of counterimages, which would call up some different connotations in the popular 
memory. If you argue that nationalism has always been a difficult ideology to rcar
ticulate because of the way Britain's history as an imperial formation has tendential1y 
construetoo the field, I would respect that answer. I disagree with the uelau position 
that all discursive articulations arc possible, but I do want to hear the argument gone 
through. To engage in that strategy, we will have to rethink and finally reject strategies 
based on the assumption that the great mass of people live pennanently in false 
consciousness. I do not think it is possible to argue that a small number of people, 
who are themselves, of course. not in false consciousness-the Left-should address 
and mobilize large numbers of people who are. I don't think you will convince 
anyone by saying, " I'm sorry. I can see through you, but you can't sec through 
yourself." 

Comment 
I'm concerned about your prioritizing "nation" to the ex

clusion of "class" and "race." 
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Hall 
First, in relation to the discourses of popular conservatism, 

nation is an interpellation that directly crosscuts and neutralizes the interpellations 
of claSS. The way to construct the notion of the nation as composed of people linked 
intO an organic unity is to say that what people share as a nation is larger and more 
inclusive than w~at divides them into classes. That, essentiall.r, is how the s.upcr
impOSition of nallon over class was achieved by the Conservative party. And II has 
exactly that capacity to draw people together from different sectors of the population 
to suppress class differences and differences of class interest, etc., in order to unify 
them around shared common characteristics on a national basis, that made con
servatism "popular." 

It is important to emphasize that racism was already present, 
fer instance, as the other, the unspoken of nation-for example, in the way the 
Falklands war was represented. When people said "Argies," it carried a highly racist 
connotation. It isn't just that these people are di fferent, non-BritiSh; racism doesn't 
exist only in relation to blacks, but in relations to all foreigners. That is the imperialist 
connotation of "nation" in the British discourse. In the struggle to reach ordinary 
British people, the element of what they think of themselves in relation ·to other 
nations cannot be left out. If you leave that space empty it will constantly play the 
discourse against you. Those of us who do not belong to that nation also have to 
think about how we think about ourselves in rela tion to it. 

And actually, there is a struggle, odd, as it may sound, that 
blacks have had to wage in order to transpose the one-race notion of the nation that 
persists in the British discourse and give it a content that interpellates them; that is 
to say, that makes it refer to kids who arc now born of black fami lies who have 
lived in Britain for three generations, kids whose parents, for example, aren't Ja· 
maican anymore. What are they? They arc black British. So the question of racism 
docs not take you outside the terrain of national identifica tions necessarily but is 
jXIrt of the struggle over the popular identifications present in the society. If the 
British are allowed to go on thinking of themselves only in terms of the great white 
British who have an imperial destiny, they will fix us al l. Thus, we have to work on 
the ground in which people establish their national identity and associate it wi th a 
different range of understandings.. Are the blacks Afro-Caribbcans? Are they black 
British? Are they West Indian immigrants? Etcetera The question is one of the long
term stakes involved in the different interpellations. What is at issue is the positive 
content, for both the black and white sections of the population, of the discourses 
used. These don't foreclose the other struggles, which blacks conduct on another 
front, about their problematic insertion in the discourse of class. 

~" Question "V 
Given your emphasis on the struggles over identity, what 

docs that imply about the Althusserian-Lacanian notion of the relationship between 
ideology and subjectivity? Do we discard the notion of the intimate connection 
between ideology and the concept of the subject? 

Hall 
Certainly, in traditional marxism, ideology has a t i ts center 

the concept of the authorially cen tered, Western, epistemological " I"; the author of 
the ideology is the person or group that speaks it, etc. So I regard the dismantling, 
or dethronemcnt, by structuralism (s tructurallinguisties, Uvi-Strauss, Althusser, 
and so on) of the already integrated " I" at the center of all ideological d iscourses as 
a major theoretical revolution. Obviously, then, there was a time when we tried to 
think the operation of discourse without any reference to subjectivity. Uvi-Strauss 
tells us that the mythmaker is just an empty narrative point of punctuation, spoken 
by the myth. But that is obviously inadequate. So we are beginning to get more 
sophisticatoo ways of trying to theorize subjectivity. I think the attempt to theorize 
the constitution of subject positions within ideological discourse, exclusively through 
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psychoanalytic mechanisms (thc Lacanian moment), is an important advance for 
understanding thc cstablishment of basic orientations to language. I think that levcl 
lays down, again, certain tendential posi tionali ties in relation to language. And thOse 
tcndcntial positions are crucial in some domains. For instance, I think it is quite 
right that in the domain of sexuality a great deal happens at that stage. But what I 
am not prepared to say is that those primary psychoanalytic scenarios and resolut ions 
contain the whole of the theory of idcology; or that once those mcchanisms arc in 
place, all that happens after that is the repetition of those same subject positions in 
a succession of la ter discursive formations. I don't think that is so; that is, I don't 
think we can replace economic determinism by a psychoanalytic reductionism. What 
is constituted arc the fragmentary subject positions that are then open to a range of 
subsequent interpellations. 

People with identities and relations to language already se. 
cured never theless can find themselves reposi tioned in new ideological eonfigura
tions. I think Lacanianism is in danger of substitut ing a psychoanalytic essential ism 
fer a class essentialism; and that, like class cssentialism, preeisely leaves out the 
actual play of negotiation, eontradiction, interchange, etc. It lcaves out the fact tha t 
ideologies have to struggle to rceruit the samc lived individuals for quitc eontra. 
dieto!!' sUbjcct places in their discourscs. 1 want to ask how people who alrcady have 
an OTientat lon to language neverthcless arc constantly placed and replaced in relat ion 
t~ .particular idcological discourses that hail and recruit them for a varicty of po-
Si llons. a. 

I stand on the theoretical brcak that structuralism has made 
but I refusc the ncw poststructuralist theoret ical absolut ism. I think there is some: 
thing bu ilt into structuralism that, once it made the break, rcfuses to lcarn any,thing 
from what it has dethroned. You can sec that in the language of many posthruc
turalist text$. A number of times Foucault says, "I'm interested not only in that 
but also in thaI," and then only the "but also" is silenced. What happened to th~ 
"not only"? Everything in Foucault is pcriodized around thc bourgeois rcvolution
ancien regime to modcrn- which is never itself theorized. Why do aU the cpistemes 
shift just then? Structuralism drives itself to detotalize everything, but it doesn' t go 
back and recover the clements in the detotalized field, and 1 think that is an incorrect 
notion of theorizing. Theory is always what Man did to Ricardo. Marx said " He 
is the summit of bourgeois thought." Bcingthat, Ricardoiselearlyideologieal. Where 
have I learned everything I know? Of course, from Ricardo. Where else can you go 
CJl:cept to tile eleverest man who ever thought that system of polit ical economy? 

You deconstruct a problematic, but thc new problematic 
~ust reto~lize thc rat ional core of the paradigm it dethrones. Theory is a quite 
different thlOg fro m the leap from error to truth; it releases the problem from the 
tcrms in which the old problematic set it. But it doesn't abandon the problem. The 
problem has to be re thought in better, more adequate conceptual terms. I still think 
then, that there is something about the complex interplay between subjectivi ty and 
objeclive social practice, etc., that needs work within the problematic of marxist 
structuralisms. 

Qu •• tion 
Could you elaborate on your notion of theory? The way you 

were just talking, theory sounds like a kind of conversation with the past. Is this 
eonnected to thc Centre's commitment 10 collective work? 

Hall 
1 want to undermine the notion that theory consists offully 

clarificd concepts that arc in a box in somebody's attic and one day you go up and 
open Pandora's box and let the truth out. I want to suggest that theorizing is a 
process-thc operation of scientific concepts on the ground of theoretical ideolo
gies-that always operates by deconstruct ing existing paradigms and at the same 
time snatching important insights from what it is tossing out. So it has a necessarily 
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mixed nature. You rcoover Ihings that stand in the wrong place in the old eonceptual 
matrix but that nevertheless give you insights into aspects of society and culture you 
did not have before. You havc to reposition thcm. 

I do want to add as well a description of the contradictory 
and unformed CJl:ploratory nature of trying collcctively as a group to develop a set 
of theorizations in a particular area. We need to disestablish a highly possessive, 
individualistic notion of what researeh and intellectual practice is about, which is 
the dominant notion in the humanities and, indeed, to some extent, in the social 
scienCes. But I don't want to give an casy picture of the attempts to do collective 
work at the Centre- for example, the project to write collectively. I should tell you 
it's not easy; it 's bloody hard. And unlcss you arc fceling really st rong, and unless 
you arc not addicted to those well.wrought sentences of yours (which arc bound to 
be the oncs that nobody else likes; those arc always thc ones they want to rewrite, 
in their style, ete.), it's very difficult. 1 lcarned a lot about what practice means in 
this process. We tried to write and do research in a sligh tly more collcetive way than 
the dominant way- it wasn't a big shift you know; it wasn't like we were trying to 
take over the state or the telcphone exchange or something. We just wanted to do 
intellectual work in a slightly differcnt way, to make a small shift, to actually displace 
a dominant practice. The poin t is Ihat when my favorite sentence was on thc table 
and somebody said, " I just struck it out ," that's when I learned what practice is. 
Practice is a hard taskmaster: harder to change in practice than appears in thc head. 
I remember cspecially the way in which the practiec would advancc wcll for several 
wceks and then slip back; and people would say, " What docs Raymond Williams 
do? Doesn't he just go away and write, by himsclf, what hc wants to write, in a 
room? There is something to be said for that kind of individualism, too." And 
cveryone would say, "There sure is!" 

Qu •• tion 
It 's in teresting that you usc Gramsei agains t the Althusscr

ians, but Althusser himself uses Gramsci. How do you justify your reading of Gram· 
sci in this context? 

Halt 
Gramsci is where I stopped in the headlong rush into struc

turalism and theoreticism. At a certain point I stumbled over Gramsc:i, and I said, 
"Here and no funherf' Gramsci represented a kind of test of historical concreteness 
fa- me against the overtheoretical cla ims of structuralism. He wrote out of a par
ticular historical eonfigurat ion, a particular society. When I read him, I can sec 
Oramsci's Ital); I can sec north and south; I can sec the problem the Italians ba.ve 
had in attempting to form a nation; I can see the absence that Icft in Ita lian life:: 
You can sec what Gramsci meant by saying that these are peoples who haven't yet 
become a nation; they have an aspirat ion for the national popular but it's never 
been constituted. You can sec what Gramsci meant by saying that we all misun
derstood fascism as an external forcc. as ifit wasn' t intrinsic to Italian political and 
cui turallife. It was in the very field of play that thc Left was cngaged in. The people 
they won were the !)Cople we lost! 

So Gramsci gave me an alternative to the antihistorical thrust 
of Althusscrianism. I deeply resented Althusser's eonflation of historicism with thc 
historical. Historicism is a particula r way of looking a t history; but the historical is 
something quite different. That is thc sense in wh ich I use Gramsci as a kind of 
oolTCCtive. And I've gone on findin g Gramsc:i extremcly generative fer me in two 
ways. One is just that sense of the historical concrcteness of theory, of theorizing 
fer particular cases. Althusscr and Poulantzas thought that Gramsci was not properly 
theorized and that their task was to fully theorize him. But thc moment you fully 
theorize G ramsci you lose what is most important about him, because the nature 
of his theorization is precisely its eoncreteness. If you ask me what is the object of 
my work, the object of the work is to always reproduce thc concretc in thought-
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not to generate another good theory, but to give a ben er theorized account of conCrete I 
bistorical reality. This is not an antitheoretical stance. I need theory in order do to 
this. Bul the goal is to understand the situation you started out with bener than 
before. 

I s~ppose the ~nd thing that att racts me to Gramsci is 
precisely the un· fully theonzed nature orh!s work. It enables me to appropriate him 
more easily. He doesn't dominate the concepts I borrow from him because his 
concepts aren' t embedded in a full te:ttual apparatus.. II's very suggcstive. There are 
hints about what he means by "the national popular," but there are no good texts 
on it; he never sat down and wrote it out And therefore I have to .... 'Crk on it to see 
w.ha~ he could ha,,:c ~nl So I find that Gramsci prevents me from becoming a 
diSCiple or a venlnloqulSt or a believer. 

· On the other hand, there is a danger in Gramsci In spite of 
h iS attack on, say, class reductionism, there is no question that Gramsci regards class 
as the.f~ndamental socia! dimension; whereas his notion of the politics of the war 
0"POSIILO~S , of the st.ruggle for hegemony on many fronts, doesn't exclusively priv. 
liege one site but precisely asks you to a ttend to a whole range of social contradictions 
and .movements.. !'Ievertheless, one has to struggle, in a Gramscian framework, not 
to gt~e ~ass a kind of automatic pIaoe but to understand its massive historical 
COnstitution of the field of thought and action. 

s. Comment (P a ul Patton) 
· I'd like to take up your crit ical remark aoout Foucault You 

said that Foucault describes transformations that historically occur in relations with 
other transformations that are described within a Marxist account Foucault de. 
SC ri~, for exa mple, the ell?-ergence of the prison in terms of a quite coheren\ the.
oretical framework oftecbmques of power and the notion of disciplinary power: The 
story that he tells, as you point out, clearly intersects with the Marxist account of 
the development 0( the capitalist mode of production. And it's true that FoucaUlt 
doesfl:'t spell out, in any theoretical sense, any articulation between his story and a 
Mar:ust account. r wonder if you could say in more detail what you think is lacking. I 

Hall 
· Don' t misunderstand the nature of my Cri tique. I wasn't 

trying to rescue a sort of classical marxist historical account behind FoucaUlt's back 
althou~ I do think that, in a funny way, his discourses are increasingly shadowed 
by .p~lSely that I s~t that it is read by la rge numbers of people only by their 
filh!lg 10 the spaces, the Silences. But that is not the main critique. Foucault'sanalyses 
~gtn to ask the key question of how to analyze the connection between different 
dl~ur.sive formations in a nonreduct ionist way. But Foucault seems to me always 
to inSist on th~ producti~m of.a further discursive diversity and to block the path 
to a~y conception of art iculat ion. I agree that the problem is a real recovery of a 
ge.n~lOe notion of difference, varia tion, diversity, nonreductionism, and that his 
cntlqu~ of classi.cal th~ries on these grounds is absolutely right But I object to his 
theoretical provISO agamst recuperating complex notions of articulation. 

. . . A related problem with Foucal!'s analysis is precisely the 
dl~Junctu~ he Interposes between the power that belongs to sovereignty and the 
microphYSICS of power that operates in everyday life and practices.. He seems to talk 
about them almost as if they were different and discontinuous modes of power. And 
he depresses the significance of the state as a contradictory instance of power. , think 
we need ~o exami.ne the interchanges between what I call a macrohydraulics of power 
and a mlcrop~ySiC~ of.power. The nature of power is a very complica ted question, 
an~ FOucault IS qUite nght to insist, against t raditional not ions, that power does not 
radla.te. from .the sovereign or state or centralized instance of power alone. Power is 
multl~lmenslOnal ~ a reciprocal interplay between centers of authority and practices, 
covenng the ~elatJ.ons a~d struggles of everyday life. One of the interesting things 
about our society IS prcclSCly that those centers of power are increasingly dispersed. 
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neofthe main problems of seizing power in modem democracies is that you d?n't 

o w where power (in the singular) lies. It is not in anyone place. Foucault thm~ 
~a~ the nature of the power derived from the s!ate is a .rather useless iss.ue; he IS 
~ tcrested in the play of power at all the other IntersectIOns across a SOCial body. 
~ rybody has everybody else locked into power in some ways, as well as being the 
ob~ect of power. Oddly enough, this is a rather Durkheimian notion of social control 
d 1 sse<! up in poststructuralist language. But I want to insist that there are a;nters 
::t operate directly on the fonnation and constitut ion of discourse. The media a~ 

~ that business. Political parties are in that business. When you set the terms m 
IDbich the debate proceeds, that is an exercise of symbolic power. So , want to 
:'ntinue to question. the radiation of power from t h~ constitu.ted centers of the state, 

rties, social groupings, and so on. Even th~n you. ve only JUst begun. ~~use the 
pa wer didn't begin there; these apparatuses, mcludmg, by the way, orgaOic mtellec
:ls operate to transform power that probably came from elsewhere. But wit~in 
the frt.me~"Ork of popular democracy they had to get it first in order to do an~1hmg 
with it So power is al read y in circulation. But it c ircula tes .betwee.n constituted 
points of condensation. In that sense r do borrow the Foucaultlan notIOn but refuse 
his absolute dispersion. 

Que.tion 
Would you also say that power is creative in Foucault's sense, 

rather than negative? 
Hall 
Yes, , would certa inly go along with that. It is powerful 

because it is positive. Think about the power to formulate te rms: it is not only a 
prohibition but a lso a posi tive inducement to think aoout something in this way. 
To set those rules and promulgate a new way of conceptual izing, for example, how 
the economy works is a very positive instance. But I want to know aoout how that 
power gets supported, internalized, by those who appear to be its recipients, aoout 
how the conduits include them and are transformed by them, as well as aoout the 
centers from which it radiates. 

Que.tion 
, am interested in how you deal with one posi tion, a kind 

of undercurrent in what you have been saying, and that is Wilhelm Reich's quest ion 
of ideology: What if the masses aren't just deluded but indeed desire. want, need 
their own oppression? How do you respond to that and how does that change our 
thinking aoout tact ics? 

Hall 
My answer to that is not a very developed one. , know the 

posi tion, but it is not one I've really tried ':J think my own position in relatio.n to. 
But' don't believe people a re essentially anything. I don't think that histoncally 
one can show the masses to be exclusively in love with power anymore than that 
they are outside the radii of power. The desire for power, the desire for domination 
is there. But what I am extremely dubious ofis the attempt, especially in the moment 
of disillusionment (which 'think is a moment Reich faces; it's a moment that Adorno 
faces; it's a moment that the Left has faced again and again), to avoid the troublesome 
problem of actually engaging wi th the analysis of a really contradictory field, of 
intervening in a real fi eld of struggle, by simply assigning the people whom you hope 
to rescue permanently to one or the o ther of the poles. Everythi ng we know about 
the way in which popular consciousness is formed historically suggests perfectly 
good reasons why people who have been systematically and structurally opp~ 
should be implicated in their oppression. lt 's inscribed in the nature of secondanness 
over any historical period oftime in which you come to live with it and thus, indeed, 
to fin d pleasure in it So it's not a denia l of that dimension that Reich ~ddr~s. 
But the moment you collapse everything into that level, so as to say there IS nothmg 
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but theiT desire to escape from theiT freedom, that they are nOlhing but the depen. 
dency of the worker on the hand that feeds hi~ or her, not~in~ but the !mplication 
of the slave with the master, you run a :ea1 nsk of reductJom~m. You ~e WO~ an 
insight the simple-minded Left often dem~ n,arnely, that those mconvem,cnI, things 
can exist. But you've also mov~ past the m~lght and gone over 10 whalls, L~ fact, 
an inversion of the earlier position. Now, In place of the endless revo!utlonary 
potential of the proletariat, one ~s constructed the endlessly deceived, or ~n.dlessly 
authoritarian, masses. And J thmk when you go back to the actual conditions in 
which those situations appear in ext.reme form, such as fascism, you don', nud a 
one-sided theory er tha! kind. You can see why those were the elemen ts of popular 
consciousness that could be built on in certain historical situations; you can see why 
the irrational made rational sense at a certain moment; you can see why the collapSe 
of alternative ways of understanding what was happening to them didn't connect in 
the same way. But you always see other oppositional elements as well. 

This is not to undennine or deny the powerful subliminal 
force of unpleasant ideas. It's one of the things that in England we have had to do, 
and have had to insist on, and 5OI1letimes to insist on despite sounding very reac
tionary. For example, the problem of understanding working-class racism: we must 
avoid endlessly denying it and avoid as well the simple myth that racism really 
comes from above. We have had to insist that working people are deeply implicated 
in forms of racism, built on deep ideological foundations; and there are good reasons 
why that should tlr. so. And you can't begin to operate in that field poli tically at all 
unless you accept that as a given fact of life. 

So I don't want to deny the kinds of observations that Reich 
has made about extreme historical situations. What I object to is essentializing those 
observations, freezing the historical process, and assigning it to a set of perma~ent 
categories. When you look at the si tuation historicall y, it doesn't remain the same. 
One can see that there are always other tendencies. In relation to fascism, one of 
the most perplexing problems is precisely why fascism so obviously begins as an 
anticapitalist revolution. N()\.\I you don't explain that simply by talking about the 
built-in authoritarianism of the Germans or Italians. You also have to ta lk about 
the intrinsic appeal to a cenain "radicalism of the masses" that nevertheless was 
articulated to very conven tional slogans and politically reactionary positions. I don't 
think Reich's view gives you enough ora purchase, by itself, even on thosesituations 
that appear to have historically delivered very simple and stark results. I don't trust 
it. 

Que.tion 
Given all that you have said, in what sense would you still 

describe yourself as a marxist? What, ifanythin& do you retain from Marx? 
Hall 
There are a lot of things in Marx tbat I choose to keep. I 

choose to keep the notion of classes; I choose to keep the notion of the capital/labor 
contradiction; J choose to keep the notion of social relations of production, etc.-I 
just don't want to think them reductively. That is the point. It 's the reductionist 
understanding of the importance of economic relations that I am opposed to, not 
the categories themselves. And I quite deliberately talked about the working classes 
and about the level at which that is a pertinent level of abstraction. 

My cri tique of marxism attempts to dethrone marxism from 
its guarantees, because I think that, as an ideological system, it has tried to construct 
its own guarantees. And I use the word "ideological" very deliberately. I think of 
marxism not as a framework for scien tific analysis only but also as a way o f helping 
you sleep well at night; it offers the guarantee that, although things don' t look simple 
at the moment, they really are simple in the end. You can't see how the economy 
determ ines, but just have faith, it does determine in the last instance! The first clause 
wakes you up and the second puts you to sleep. It 's okay, I can nod off tonight, 
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. the last instance though not just yes terday or today or tomorrow or as 

beCBUr In see forward in hi ~ tory but in the last instance.just before the last trumpet, 
far as ~~ comes to the door, he'll say, ''The .econ0n:ty works." 
as Sl I think those are very Ideological guarantees. A~d as s.oon 

bandon that teleological structure under marxism, the whole claSSical edifice 
as y.~~ ~ rock. Now that isn' t any news theoreticaI~y these da~s. Almost everybo<:'-Y 
"fin note is in the business of rocking the marxl~t foun~tlOns. M~ question. IS, 
o I~ we now admit that, since the guaranteed phllosopiucal and eptste~olDglcal 
sbo~ innings of the theory do not stand up, it is finished as a problematic? I want 
uDd ~o account theoretically foc what is still there, what needs to be.re~lned. '1 
to tr) Can one retheorize the theory in a nonreducuomst way: I 

tried to suggest some ways in which a modem, more discursive understanding 
br:eology which mediates the link between ide:u and social forces through I~nguage 
o ~ repre~ntation, call accomplish thal That. ls th~ co~temporary th.eore,!cal rev
~ution: the notion that the arena or mediu",: In whIch ~deol~y functl.ons IS one of 
. ification, representation, discursive praCtices. That I~ the intervening t~rm that 
~ changed the nature of the debate. I have tried to rethInk some of the thi.n~ that 
Marx was saying in that more discursive framework. M~ work, therefor:e, IS In the 
very unfashionable mode of salvage work, ~f deconstructlon/reconstructlon-a dan
gerous enterprise in the age of deconstructlon. 
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Toward a Leftist Cultural Politics: Remarks 
Occasioned by the Centenary of Marx' s 
Death 

Translated by David Reifman 

The topic of this book, Marxism and the interpretation 
of culture, which links interpretation to the political project of Marxism, 
suggests the distinct advantage of orienting oneself toward the future and 
of orienting critical knowledge toward this future so as to lay the foundations 
for it. At least in France, thoughts about the future are now often linked 
with a particular rallying cry, one diffused in France by the students in May 
1968 and taken up not only by the workers but by the whole country: 
''Change life!" These were the events of May 1968: general strikes and a 
pervasive expectation of radical change. Since then, the Left has gained 
pol itical momentum with this rallying cry, the only one that has resonated 
with the thinking of the French masses since Marx's "Workers of the world, 
unite!" Moreover, it accompanies the crisis of modernity and the difficulties 
of the technological transformation administered by capitalism. 

Th is orientation to the project of "changing life" forces 
us to call into question many of our most basic concepts and tools. We have 
to start by inquiring, again, into the nature of Marxism and the crisis it
confronts. We must also ask what must be changed and what has changed 
already. Here we will find it necessary to talk about the everyday and to 
ask how changes in the everyday have affected the situation of culture in 
the contemporary world. This will inevitably lead us back to reflect, however 
inadequately, on the general nature of culture and on its relation to the 
pol itical project of Marxism, a project of changing life itself. 

What I s M arxism? 
One must first of all emphasize the diversity of the 

work that has been inspired by Marx's thinking. There is not one Marxism 
but rather many Marx ist tendencies, schools, trends, and research projects. 
Marxism in France does not have the same orientation it has in Germany, 
Italy. the Soviet Union, or China. In France, after the French Revolution, 
after almost two centuries ofdemocractic struggle, a certain Marxist thought 
has developed. But there are also other expressions of intellectual life in 
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France that one cannot disregard, such as surreal ism, since they have in
tersected with Marxism. Mor~ver, one'syersonal history has s?me bearing 
on these intersections. As a fnend of Tnstan Tzara, the Dadaists, and the 
surrealists, I cannot think exactly like those who were friends of Thomas 
Mann. 

Nonetheless, questions about Marxism's nature are unavoidable 
For some, Marxism is defined through Marx's works. An apparently se~ 
ondary, but in fact decisive, question arises: Which works? We know that 
one Marxist tendency, clustered around Althusser, rejects the works of Marx's 
youth as ideological and philosophical. Would Marxism be defined only 
through the works of his scientific maturity? Or rather through the last 
works, considering the writings on the Paris Commune as well as The Cri. 
tiQueo/the Gotha Program to be of primary importance? Thus, which Marx? 

For others, Marxism is defined through the works of Marx and 
Engels. ~ut betwee.n Marx and Engels there are notable differences, especially 
concemlOg the philosophy of nature, which was an essential consideration 
for Engels yet had only a subordinate importance for Marx. Thus, if one 
argues that Marx and Engels constitute Marxism, one is still left to decide 
which one is primary and which are the fundamental texts? 

Still others declare the works of Marx, Engels, and Lenin as the 
central texts of Marxism. But we have had the opportunity to recall on 
several occasions that for a long tim e Stalin was promoted to the same rank 
as Marx, Enge.ls, and Lenin. On the other hand, Leninism today sepms 
somewhat fragde. It ha~ strong points, such as the theory of unequall.de-
yelopment, and weak POlOtS, such as the thesis according to which capitalism 
10 t~e 1920s was supposed to stagnate and show itself incapable of the 
con tmued growth and development of its productive forces. What is left of 
Leninism today? Can we put Lenin's work on the same level as that of Marx 
and Engels? 

. Another position admits into Marxism all currents of thought 
stemn;lI~g from Marx.'s works, in their diversity and plurality, including the 
oppOsItion of dogmatism and relativism. But then the question of references 
arises. Do all these currents, all these works, refer equally to Marx? Where 
do we find the line of demarcation that separates so-called Marxist thought 
from thought that cannot be called Marxist? Furthermore, it has been noted 
that all cont~mpora,n: thought, indeed, the entire twentieth century, is im
pregnated With MarXIsm, even the thought of those who fought it or who 
diverged from it, like Schumpeter and Keynes. 

Finally, it can be admitted (and this is the thesis I support) that 
Marx's thinking consti tutes a nucleus, an effervescent seed the ferment of 
a conc~ption. of the. world. that de"velops without being abl~ to avoid con
fro~tat1on wI~h entirely different works, like those of Freud or Nietzsche. 
T~s ferment 10 t~e m?dern w~rld acts in and on this world by contributing 
to ItS transformatIOn (It goes Without saying that Marxist thought is not the 
only element of transformation). It is thus a matter of a deployment or a 
de~elopment through con~radictions, in the course of which there are stag
nations, retreats, and dechnes, but also in novations, additions of new con
cepts concurrent with the withering away of old ones. 

According. to this hypothesi~, and going a little beyond it, it is 
ne~ssary to emphaSize here that MarXism always was and remains racked 
by mtemal as well as external contradictions: internal in its own develop-
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inent; external with what h.appens in t~e world. Is it necessary ~o recall the 
. cOnsolidation of the state 10 the twentieth century, whereas thiS theory of 
.' lhe modern state is not in Marx's works? Is it necessary to recall the de-
; velopment of the capitalist mode of production over the past century, some
thing that did not enter in a definite manner into Marx's perspective? These 
contradictions have not brought about the death of Marxism but, on the 
contrary, the deployment of its theory. Because these contradictions have 
not brought about the withering away of the capitalist mode of production 
in the manner predicted, the project needs to introduce new concepts into 
the theory inspired by Marx. In order to understand the modern world, it 
is necessary not only to retain some of Marx's essential concepts but also 
to add new ones: the everyday, the urban, social time and space, the tendency 
toward a state-oriented mode of production. This last concept accounts for 
the role of the state in contemporary societies in which the state manages 
all aspects of these societies and simultaneously dominates them and per
petuates th em. r emphasize that it does not designate something accom
plished but rather a tendency toward a political form which cannot be re
duced to trad itional forms and which, from that point on, does not enter 
into Marx's analyses or those conceived subsequently. 

In this way, Marx's thinking continues to b'ecome global, that is 
to say, to develop in a fonn commensurate with the current world situation 
in order to understand it and, of course, in order to shift it. Incontestably, 
something in Marxist thought persists. First and foremost is the im per
turbable logic of the commodity; next, the analytic and critical understand
ing of relations of dependence, exploitation, and humiliation, not only of 
certain classes, but also of entire peoples. Peoples and countries are reduced 
to dependence and exploitation, such as s~alled nonaligned or developing 
peoples, among which are the peoples of Latin America, Asia, and Africa. 
Time and again, in colloquia devoted to Marx, these people make their 
voices heard. Nonetheless, it is true that the lacunae in Marx's thinking 
have not been filled; rather, they have been artificially filled, notably by the 
practical reinforcement of the state in socialist coun tries. 

In my opinion, then, Marxism is an instrument of research and 
discovery; it is valid only if one makes use of it. Marx's thinking cannot ~' 
conceived as a "pure" object of knowledge; it is not an object of epist~ 
mological reflection, even less a gadget that one deconstructs and recor?
structs in a kind of intellectual game. It becomes useful in understanding 
what has come to pass in the modern world if one tries to orient and 
transfonn it; any other interpretation implies radical ignorance and leads 
Marxist thought to ruination. We must use it to discover what is new in 
the world. It is not a system or a dogma but a reference. Marxism is a 
method that, on the one hand, depends on a certain number of determined 
concepts but, on the other hand, is analytic and critical ofacertain historical 
process of becoming. As a consequence of this movement, the real tends 
toward the possible while, at the same time, elim inating other potentialities, 
though the possible also comes up against the impossible, discernible only 
in the course of practical action. This attitude implies a triadic analysis of 
movement and becoming: reality/possibility/impossibility. Moreover, there 
is a strategic objective: to change the world. It is this imperative that leads 
us to introduce notions and ideas not found in Marx's thinking. 
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Does this imply that there is a crisis in Marxism? For the group 
of state-oriented and authoritarian Marxists, it cannot be a question of a 
crisis in Marxism. The crisis is someone else's problem. Furthermore, for 
these same people, all truth is to be found in Marx, in a T(fpertoire that it 
is sufficient to know and to d isclose. To these views, which retain more 
than a trace of (repudiated) dogmatism, are opposed those theories holding 
that Marxism is always in crisis (and has been since its beginnings). From 
the point of departure, the debate ooncems the state; it unfolds between 
Lassalle, that is, state socialism, and Bakunin, who wants the immediate 
abolition of the state. Marx's thinking clears a path between them and is 
formulated through this conflict. Is it necessary to recall that Marx approved 
of the Paris Commune as the abolition of the existing state and the withering 
away of the state tout court?This affirmat ion is incompatible with socialism 
as it is constituted in Germany, as a movement and a party of the working 
class, beginning in the I 860s. This confl ict surfaces in The Critique oJthe 
Gotha Program, a program that already contained virtually all state s0-

cial ism. Stimulating but profound contradictions; thus, permanen t crisis. 

The Everyday 
Since.,Marx's death more than a century ago, much has, of course, 

changed in the world. But many things have remained the same, most 
notably in terms of social relations. There has been progress and regression. 
In order to understand the changes, we need to supplement Marx's theprics 
and vocabulary. The everyday is, of course, the concept I am most ~well 
known for adding to the vocabulary of Marxism.' The everyday is a liind 
of screen, in both senses of the word; it both shows and hides; it reveals 
both what has and has not changed. 

What is the everyday? In appearance, it is the insignificant and 
the banal. It is what Hegel called "the prose of the world," nothing more 
modest. Before Marx, labor was considered unworthy of study, as before 
psychoanalysis and Freud, sex was considered unworthy of study. I think 
the same can be said ofthe everyday. As Hegel said, what is the most familiar 
is not for all that the best known. The unrecognized, that is, the everyday, 
still has some surprises in store for us. Indeed, as J was first rethinking the 
everyday, the surrealists were already attempting to conjure up ways to bring 
the extraordinary out of the ordinary. 

Of course, the word "everyday" in English is not a perfect trans· 
lation of fa quotidienne, which really refers to repetition in daily life, to that 
which repeats itself consistently. Philosophers have had a tendency to avoid 
the quotidienne, to pull back from it. Since Plato and Ar istotle, ph ilosophy 
has put itself above the quotidienneand excluded it from considerat ion. For 
Plato it reflected public opinion (doxa), something vulgar; it was the contrary 
of the complete truth. This conception was constantly repeated in Western 
philosophy, even in Hegel. But Marx decentered this bias in philosophy and 
oriented it in the direction of fa quotidienne. Marx himself, however, con· 
centra ted on labor, on work, on productive activity, an emphasis followed 
by many Marxists since then. But workers do not only have a life in the 
workplace, they have a social life, family life, political life; they have ex· 
periences outside the domain oflabor. So my project was to continue cor· 
reeting the work of classical philosophy, much as Marx did, but to rcach 
dimensions of fa quotidiennethat he had not. (If one talks about philosophy 
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and daily life, one has to note as well the intersection of literature and daily 
life for it is also through literature that the idea of la vie quotidienne has 
ent~red into our reflections. J.oyce, an .Irish wri~er ~h? h~d enormous in· 
fiuence in France, really estabhshed the Idea of dally hfe In hterature. Ulysses 

' is twenty·four hours in the life of an ordinary man. Many writers call them· 
selves existen tialists, but in reality they are continuing Joyce's exploration 
of the everyday.) 

The everyday has passed through three historical phases, three 
stages. The first, wh ich ~as discounted and neglected by philos?phy and ~y 
the philosophers, remamed connected to nature for a long time, that IS , 
connected to what is immediately given. The rhythms oflife could be only 
poorly distinguished from the rhythms of nature: night and day, weeks and 
months, seasons and years. This everyday life was still impregnated with 
religion, and use value (in Marx's sense) still dominated. The machine was 
barely distinguishable from the tool. And the city could be only poorly 
distinguished from villages; it was a huge viJlage, or an aggregate of villages. 
Capitalism during this period was busy constructing locomoti ves, sh ips, 
cannons, and so on, but it was not yet concerned with everyday life. This 
stage lasted in France until the m iddle of the twentieth century, until after 
the Second World War. But since the war there has .been a huge wave of 
industrialization and urbanization. Exchange value prevails over use value. 
Tbe commodity, the market, money, with their implacable logic, seize ev· 
eryday life. The extension of capitalism goes all the way to the slightest 
details of ordinary life. And one can say that, at this point, production and 
the relations of production determine who is going to consume this pro
duction. Needs and the everyday are programmed; techniques enter into 
everyday life. It is extremely interesting to note that the huge multinational 
corporations are introduced into the economy by everyday li fe. They pro
duce detergents, clothes, all the ordinary consumer goods. It is at this mo
ment that technical revolution substitutes itself for social and politica l rev· 
olution, while capitalism seizes the ground that had escaped it in large part 
Until then: everyday life. It is at this point that marketing assumes a role. 

At the end of the Second World War the Left had great hope, 
but within a few years this hope had collapsed. Yet there was a grand 
movement in the areas of technology and urbanism, one that transformed 
many things. This epoch was marked by the development of a new clasS, 
the technocrats. This new group of people has come to share political power 
with the military and with heads of parties; it really has made the everyday 
become what it is. The technocrats manipulate; they program daily li fe 
through advertising and the media. 

And now, the third stage: the everyday is not only programmed, 
but it is entirely mediated and mass-mediated. Marketing allows projections 
of up to ten years. The everyday is not only controlled, it is completely 
manipUlated. It is managed and administered, in large part by multinational 
corporations that have colossal in vestments in it. 

The everyday here becomes a social practice or, rather, the av· 
erage (Ia moyenne) of social practice and the social practice of the middle 
classes (Ies classes moyennes), something that requires an understanding of 
an inJra-everyday level and a supra-everyday leveL The upper bourgeoisie 
lives in the supra-everyday. (Onassis directed his fleet of oil tankers from 
his yacht.) But hundreds of millions of poor people in the world aspire to 
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everyday life. And this idea helps us analyze and better understand the 

modem world. 'h F" t .. od ,. , The everyday is a camp ex p e~omenon . I rs! l,t IS a m a tty 
, . d· g tho capitalist mode ofprexi uctlOn. My analysIs IS thus an anal. 

QI-exten lD'" ." " .. Th h be sis of the mode of pro~uctlon In ,Its.actua app IcatiOn.. ere a~e en 
Y. "ficant modifications iO the capitalist mode of productIOn, even In prop.. 
SJ~;lrelations. The operation of multinational corporations, for example. no 
fonger presents us with the same mode of production Marx described, but 
it is still a capitalist mode of production. Before the Second World War the 
official Marxist position was that there could not be a continuing growth of 
productive forces within capitalism. Indeed, in Europe we did have eco
nomic stagnation until the Second World War. But it was obvious that in 
the United States there was a growth of prooucti ve forces that was not in 
conformity with Marxist arguments in Europe. Since Marx thought that 
capitalism was going to die, it was essen ti al to determine how this mOOe of 
production had developed. Rosa Luxemburg first posed the question of why 
and how the capital ist mode of production was able to continue, which is 
one reason she has an important place in the history of Marxist thinking. 
She defined one solu tion to this problem, though not the definitive one. I 
have tried to continue this line of thought, to answer not only how capitalism 
survives but also how it is able to grow. I have noted that once the mode 
of production was established in an industry, it could integrate the industry. 
It integrated agriculture, it integrated the historical city, it integrated space, 
and it produced what I call la ~'ie quotidienne. l 

Yet the everyday is not only a mode of production but als.o a 
modality of administering society. In both instances it refers to the pre
dominance of the repetitive, of repetition in time. And this predominance 
of the repetitive is a way oflife. It is a base of exploitation and of domination. 
But it is also a relation with the world and with human beings. The pre
dominance of the repetitive masks and suppresses the fear of death, which 
is one of the profound reasons that the instituting of the everyday in the 
modern world succeeded: it dissimulates the tragic. This tragic period hides 
from itself the tragedy it lives. This is why the great fear of the future-the 
destruction of the planet-remains abstract for the overwhelming majority 
of people. 

The everyday is ambiguous and contradictory. On the one hand, 
it provides satisfactions: it satisfies the very needs it produces. On the other 
hand, the everyday provokes a malaise, a profound dissatisfaction, an as
piration for something else. Presented in this way, the concept is. n?t an 
object constructed according to certain epistemological rules. Nor IS It ap
prehended by the deconstruction of reality. It is lived experience (Ie vecu) 
elevated to the status ofa concept and to language. And this is done not to 
accept it but on the contrary, to change it, for this everyday is modifiable 
and transfor~able, and its transformation must be an important part of a 
"project for society." A revolution cannot just change the political personnel 
or institutions; it must change la vie quotidienne, which has already b~en 
literally colonized by capitali sm. I will come back to this point ofa "project 
for society" shortly. 

The Cultural 
Before proceeding, I would like to make a few comments about 

culture. It is, first of all, necessary to recognize that this notion remains 
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ther obscure and vague. In France, we have a minister.of culture, though 

ora hardly know what his responsibilities should be. Major conferences on 
W~ture have done nothing to clarify the situation. The word "culture" com~s 
~ In the German, where it signifies civilization, that is, values, but now It 
. ~liding toward designating cultural production, a movement that calls the 
J ~ tion of culture into question. What can Marxist thought contribute to the 
~~bjcct? Certain devout and often dogmatic Marxists oppo~ the con~eI?t 
f ideology to the notion of culture; they reproach culturahsm for ell1~l1-

~ating all of the content of.t~is Marxist conc~pt and no~ably for remo:-,mg 
its critical impact. Indeed, 11 IS true that ~rtam culturah.slS do no~ hesitate 
to include in culture all for:ns of social l~fe , from cookm~ to phliosop~y. 
None of this, however, contnbutes to cleanng up the confUSIOn that prevails 
around the term. .. . 

So, we do not know very well what we are deahng With. That ~s 
why, when I thi nk about culture, I think also of certain verses from LeWIS 
Carroll's Hunting of the Snark: 

To seek it with thimbles, to seek it with care; 
To pursue it with forks and hope; 

To threaten its life with a railway-share; 
To charm it with smiles and soap. 

But there is also something serious about this unstable notion of culture. 
This is the notion of cultural identity. There are still groups, classes, and 
entire peoples who are seeking their cultural identity; indeed, the working 
class is still searching for its cu ltural identity. This gives some consistency 
to the somewhat vague notion of culture. Given these social and political 
realities, it would be regrettable if these struggles ended like The Hunting 
of the Snark: 

In the midst of the word he was trying to say, 
In the midst of his laughter and glee, 

He had softly and suddenly vanished away
For the snark was a Soojum, you see. 

I hope that you allow a certain humor around these serious mat
ters (a permissiveness that is not always allowable in France). In any case, 
it is certain that culture is no longer something easily definable and sub
stantial, especially when one speaks of a countr~, a people, a region, .o.r a 
city; indeed, culture is no more readily definable If one refers to a tradition 
or to cultural identity itself. The problem is especially intense for groups 
such as the Basques and the Palestin ians. Whatever it may be, culture no 
longer has any relation to what was in other times the cultivated being. 

It so happens that the word "culture" also evokes a magical image 
forme, that of Sleeping Beauty. She does not doze on flowers and on fragrant 
grass but on a thick mattress of texts, quotations, musical scores-and under 
a vast canopy of books, sociological, semiological, historical, and philo
soph ical theses. Then one day the Prince comes; he awakens her and every
thing around the forest comes to life along with her-poets poetizing, mu
sicians musicking, cooks cooking, lovers loving, and so 00. Singers? Songs? 
Yes, they are a pall of culture. yet they must not be considered in isolation 
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but within an ensemble that also incl udes dance, music, cartoon strips, 
television, and so forth. Moreover, culture is not merely a static palimpsest , 
of texts; it is lived, active, which is what the fable of the wakened princess f 
suggests to me. 

Rather than push these metaphors further, I will suggest instead 
what the situation of culture is now and how critical analysis should be 
oriented toward it. In what concerns me, I am far from neglecting recent I 
innovations and inventions and what one calls modernity, even though thi s , 
modern ity is today challenged from all sides. The modernity from wh ich 
we are emerging was neither the appearance of a new culture nor that of a 
new being.. It was the appearance of new techniques, the time of a con· 
frontation between tradition"a! culture and innovation. But it was also the 
time of an accentuated conflict between the elite and the popular. without 
the capacity to resolve the conflict. a capacity that supposes new conditio.ns. 
After a period in which the sign and abstraction reigned, ou r surrounding 
culture has slowly but forcefull y begun reasserting its relation with the sen· 
sible with the senses; indeed, the contemporary cultural ensemble reveals 
a ne.:v relation to the body. Around us a new kind of culture of the body is 
being born. Through their struggles, women have done a lot for this new 
culture of the bOdy. After a long disappropriation, or rather an expropriation 
of this body (by morality, by puritan ism), the reappropriation that is taking 
place is difficult and risky. It is used. It is taken back. Yet we are proceeding 
in this direction. . , 

The new culture ofthe body is not constructed as a relatio~with 
primary nature but rather with a second nature. (I borrow these two terms 
from Marx, who did not develop them.) Primary nature includes the forest, 
the sea, the desert; second nature envelops the city and machines, but also 
the elaborated body, a "worked" body that is inseparable from its urban 
setting and its urban ornamentation. Second nature has the same elemen~s 
as primary nature, but it is developed as the product of human work. Th iS 
new culture has nothing in common with Marxism or philosophica l rna· 
terialism. Yet it is malerialbecause it reasserts and cultivates the body. And 
within this second nature the body can be represented and become an object 
of critical scrutiny. This new cultural ensemble is also apparen t in the ef· 
forts- onen modest and even pathetic-to break with the monotony of the 
everyday. to find spaces of freedom and jouissance. I notice around me, in 
France and elsewhere, a pursuit of "goods" that are not the products of the 
market and that have what one can call the grace of the gratu itous. As an 
exam pl e and a symbol, I take th~ ordinary willingness to find pleasure in 
beaches and in the expanses of water themselves, the lakes and oceans. As 
a consequence of the way these pursuits have restructured everyday life, v,'C 

can no longer think about culture outside everydayness. Wh ile this new 
culture reasserts the body as its starting point, the everyday simultaneously 
seeks to represen t what is human in abstract terms, as mind and soul. 
Already they confront each other and strive to con nect themselves to each 
other, not without some con fusion. 

Ae.thetic. 
If it is true that culture can no longer be conceived outside the 

everyday, th is is also true of philosophy and art, which constitute the center 
of the cultural and define its axes. For many Marxists, it seems that art is 
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only a distraction, a form of en tertainmen t, at best a superstructural form 
or a simple means of pol itical efficacy. It is necessa ry to remind these people 
that great works of art deepl y touch, even disturb. the roots of human 
existence. The highest mission of art is not simply to express, even less to 
reflect. the real, nor to substitute fi ctions for it. These functions are reductive; 
while they may be part ofthe function of art, they do not define its highest 
leveL The highest mission of art is to metamorphose the real. Practical 
actions, including techniques, mod ify the everyday, the artwork transfigures 

By ignoring aesthetics, Marxists have left out the driving force 
behind much modern Marxist theory. Lukacs, for example, is often spoken 
about. but in isolation. his works being separated from the context of the 
debates in which he was involved. For Lukacs. modem art is only a product 
of bourgeois decadence, which began after Balzac and Tolstoy, with the 
exception of socialist realism (Lukacs hardly knows anything besides the 
novel). Adorno, however, uncovers something new in art and especially in 
modem music: the negation of previous forms clears a path to new forms. 
This controversy was not always noticeable. but a dialogue unfolded withi n 
Marxism between different interpretations of somethi ng important, begin. 
ning with modernity, and in France with cubism and ~urrealism. Neglecting 
these Question s has con tributed to th e sterilization of Marxist thought, to 
the weakening of its in fl uence, that is, to what many call the crisis in Marx· 
ism. 

Moreover, there are levels ofart, and some works are at a higher 
level than others; Poetry, music, architecture, and especially theater once 
had .th~ extraordl!lary power to transfigure banal reality and can possibly 
regaIn It. Modernity IS Inaugurated by the great but unfinished Nietzschean 
meditations on the tragic and on the Greek tragedies. When Marx wants to 
characterize the "new man ," the "proletarian man," he calls him Prome
thean, inspired by Aeschylus. There is something singular in tragedy whether 
Greek, Elizabethan, or seventeenth«ntury French. Tragedy ~etamor
p~oses the spectacle of suffering and of death into a paradoxical joy. Like
Wise, poe!-fY allows the transfigu ration of sexuality into love. (I am thinking 
of poets lIke Dante and Goethe.) As for architecture in other times as with 
cat~~rals, it could transform the banality of the everYday into magnIficence. 
ThIS IS the problem that many great contemporary architects pose to them
selves. The paradox is that this aesthet ic transfiguration enters in its way
by culture---into ev~ryday life and the relations that make society. Practical 
c~anges and aesthetiC. t~.nsfi.gurations sometim es co~verge, in the great pe_ 
nods and the great clvlhzatlons-Greece, the Renaissance the Enlighten-
ment, and also in certain periods in the modern world. ' 

Thu~, it is nea:ssary to ~ake up aga in not only aest hetic theory 
but ~ Iso the proJt:Ct accordmg to which art succeeds in transfi guring practical 
reahty, because It does not consist of a simple passive reflection of that 
reality. This thesis, which has been attributed to Marx. belongs more cen
trally t? Lukacs. Art metamorphoses reality and this metamorphosis returns 
to reality. Thus. the transformation of the world is not only a realizat ion 
of philosophy but a realization of art. This development of the Marxist 
project ~ould take into account the city as a work-everYlhing that peoples 
and ennches urban space, wi th all that this implies. The city is a work of 
an and a practical realization of art. In this way. Marxist aesthetics would 
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be taken up again, not merely as a theory of art, but as a practice that 
creates. 

Culture and Questions of Marxist Theory 
I would like to return to Marx's thinking, remembering that it 

remains a point of departure, not a point of arrival. Does it enter into 
culture? Yes. I do not mean only that it is appropriate to teach and read 
Marx in universities; nor that his work differs as much from the Gu lag as 
Christ from Torquemada. Marx's thought enters into culture without having 
either the right or the claim to dominate it. I think one can conceive of 
Marxism's entry into culture by analogy with contemporary physics. There 
are still on earth, and even in France, people who believe that the sky is a 
dome, the firmament; they believe, as in Dante's and Saint Thomas's time, 
that this dome supports fixed stars above the trajectory of the planets and 
that celestial beings inhabit it. Nonetheless, one can claim that contemporary 
astronom y's conception of an infinity of time and space is a part of culture. 

Obviously, conceptions enter into culture gradually. despite ob
stacles and objections. The same is true for certain ideas contributed by 
Freud or Marx. However, apart from what physics and astrophysics intr~ 
duce into culttu.'e, there are specialists proceeding in this direction whose 
work pushes these concepts further. It is in this way that Marxist thought 
en ters into culture without being absorbed by it-and without absorbing il 
What comes from it? First ofall, certain words: for example, "al ienation ," 
which is becoming almost as com mon as "repression" from psychoanalYsis.1 

But what comes from Marx espfX:ially is the awareness of an important fact 
it is not sufficient to appeal to God, to gods, or to the idea of justice to fight 
injustice and inequalities. This awareness and this knowledge spring, on the 
one hand, from a harsh experience of oppression and repression and, on 
the other hand, from Marxist thought. Is this not precisely the ethical and 
political aspect, absolutel y legitimate as such, of what one calls cullure? 

Now I think it will be possible to examine some of the questions 
raised at the intersections between Marxism and contemporary culture. 

Philosophy and Marxism 
Some ofMarx's well-known texts expressly state that philosophy 

is simply an ideology and that consequently it is necessary to abolish it, to 
replace it by a revolutionary science and practice. Other texts state that it 
is necessary to bring philosophy into being, that is to say, to bring, in a 
revolutionary manner, ph ilosophy as a utopian project into the realization 
of a society that is at once true, good, and admirable. Is this a new project 
inspired from philosophy but abolishing it, or is it the realization of phil
osophical ideals, philosophers having interpreted the world instead of chang
ing it? For some, there is a Marxist philosophy-their own; whereas for 
others, political practice has replaced philosophy. Here I would like to point 
out that Adorno begins Negative Dialectics with words that merit as much 
interpretation as Marx's formulation about the interpretation and the trans
form ation of the world: "Philosophy continues because the moment of its 
realization was missed .. . . " What then remains of this immense movement 
of thought that goes from Heraclitus and Parmenides to Hegel, passing 
through Plato and Aristotle and so many others? What exactly is philosophy 
for Marx and in relation to Marxist thought? It is unfortunate that so few 
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contemporary discussions deal with this fundamental problem, as ifit were 
either resolved or unsolvable. 

The State 
In Marx, as in Engels and Lenin, we find only indications about 

the state. For Marx, the state is a historical moment and not, as for Hegel, 
a realized God. This transitory moment will be brought to a withering away 
and to a surpassing of it. There would be many events to recall here, con
sidering that the German working class, inspired by Lassallian state s0-

cialism, was defeated and a (provisional) state of unbelievably brutal power 
was constituted, the Hitlerian state. It would also be necessary to recall that, 
after the end of Stalinism, the infamous scientific and technical revolution 
turned up te; fill the void, to be instituted in place of Marx's political and 
social revolution. This led to new polit ical forms, since the state today has 
at its disposal, directly or indirectly, the resources of energy. information 
and communication technology, the relations of the national market with 
the world market. Whatever it may be in the contemporary world, an anal
ysis of this triad of state/nation/classes is lacking in Marx's work. His critical 
analysis revolves primarily around class relations. The nation plays a rather 
secondary role in his thinking; he estimates that, beginning from the bour
geois period, the world market was going to go beyond national frameworks 
in such a way that the international working class would have only to put 
the finishing touches to this process in order to make the national state and 
the nation itself wither away. Since Marx, we have witnessed the appearance 
of the multinationals that dominate energy, the market, and information, 
but not without competition from the nation-states. It is therefore not suf
fic ient to go back retrospectively to the neighborhood of 1930 in Germany, 
around 1956 with the end of Stalinism, around 1960 in Europe and in the 
world with the scient ifi c and technical revolution. Today, it is advisable to 
introduce new elements into the critical analysis of the state and of the 
world. 

Law (Ie droit) 
According to Marx's predictions, civil law based 00 private prop

erty is destined to disappear. But is there such a thing as socialist law? 
Bourgeois law, in other terms the (Napoleonic) Civil Code, had and main~ 
tains a democratic aspect that has developed through time. The Civil COOe 
in France has not remained immobile since its promulgation; workers' rights, 
union rights, women's rights have been added to it, even though this list is 
incomplete. But what about law in the socialist countries? 1s there a legal 
system proper to each socialist country or, rather, a general formation of 
law in socialism? This is a critical question, for it concerns the status of 
individuals and groups in socialism. 

Logic and Dialectics 
What is logic according to Marxism? Would it be simply, ac

cording to one of Marx's formulations, the money of the human inteUfX:t? 
Or, according to another of Marx's formulations , would it be a less potent 
method of discovery than dialectics? What is its impact and what is its 
relation with dialectics? How does one think mathematics? The great mod
em effort to think mathematics is based on logic and tends to push dialfX:tics 
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out into the absurd. Now I believe that one can only conceptualize logic in 
relation to dialectics, and vice versa; only in this way can one move from 
~ormal t~ concrete iden tity, from logical principles to the processing of 
information. In the space between logic and information one passes through 
numerous intermed iaries, including mathematics and even the codification 
of law, which claims to take logic as its authority. A triad can be brought 
in as an analytic framework of the becoming of thinking: formal logic/ 
dialectical logic/dialectics. This tends to substitute a more rigorous inter· 
pretation for dialectics as conceived first by Hegel, th en by Marx (although 
be never speeified his tbinking on tbe question), then by Engels and Lenin. 
It is no longer a matter of the tbesis/antithesis/syntbesis dialectic, nor of 
dialectics in nature, nor of tbe affirmation/ negation/ negati on-of-the-nega_ 
tion relationship. In th is perspeeti ve, dialectics allows for the analysis of 
becoming, tbat is to say, of time, more or less connected to space, something 
that can on ly be conceived in three conflictual moments. This interpretation 
of Hegel and Marx can be supported by taking, as an exemplary case, music 
the art of time, whicb can only be understood in relation to three notions; 
melody, harmony, and rhythm. In the same way we analyze the modem 
wo~ld by taki ng a~~ount of these three conflictual moments: the state/the 
natIOn/classes. We could multipl y the cases of becoming that can only be 
seized through a dialectical triad initiated by Marx. 

Information 
Information is often spoken about; it is employed in an ordinary 

sense: to become informed-get information through the press, the rad io, 
the TV. Today information is something entirely different. First, it is a 
mathematical quantity-a theory that is at once mathematical, physical 
biological; that extends beyond these sciences and seems to be in full de: 
ploymen t. Information is an advanced technique, dominated by certain 
multinationals. It is also a commodity to be bought and sold, a product 
that is consumed (notably through the media) but is not a material objecl 
It is, finally, a social practice, a way of communicating, with a usage and 
even a political application. Information processing can be located neither 
at the level of the base nor at the level of the superstructure in the usual 
sense, for it covers the whole of modern society, from the base to the su
perstructure. This is why it is necessary to have a Marxist and critical theory 
of information systems. 

The Project 
We have to elaborate a cultural project, but it must, these days, 

be connected to other elements ofa qualitative development, one more and 
more distinct from quantitative growth, that is to say, purely and sim ply 
economic. It is a question, at least in Europe and France, of the extension 
of the activities that are deployed outside the spheres dominated by the 
commodi ty, its laws, and its logic.) It is a question ofa slow but profound 
modification of the everyday-ofa new usage of the body, of time and space, 
of sociabili ty; someth ing that impl ies a social and political project; more 
enhanced forms of democracy, such as direct democracy in cities; defin ition 
of a new citizenship; decen tralization; participatory self-management (au
(ogesrion): and so on-that is, a project for society that is at the same time 
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cultural, social, and political. Is th is utopian? Yes, because utopian thought 
concerns w~at is and is not possible. All thinking that has to do with action 
haS a utopian element. Ideals that stimulate action, such as liberty and 
happiness, must contain a utopian element This is not a refutation of such 
ideals; it is, rather, a necessary condition of the project of changing life. 

These considerations, theseperspeetives, and this project to change 
life can partiybe found in Marx, but not en tirely. They are implicit in Marx 
in the sense of a renewed humanism. In terms borrowed from Hegel, Mar~ 
envisaged a total person ofthe future, being deployed as a body, as a relation 
between the senses, as thought. These investigations converge toward a 
supreme and final question that goes beyond classical philosophy. It is not 
a matter of understanding what the verb "to think" signifies, as Heidegger 
did, but of responding to the question, What remains to be thought now? 
Marx certain ly thought the world in which be lived, but the modern world 
has not yet begun to think Marxism. 

Thus, we need to rethin k the nature of humankind. Human beings 
are not merely the theoretical essence they appear to be in many pre-Marxist, 
Marxist, or post-Marxist texts. To understand this in Marxist terms we need 
to reformulate the conflictual relations within the triad: nature/matter/hu
man. If a person is first and foremost an earthly being and a human body, 
how do we relate the person to a represen tation of the world that includes 
the recent contributions of all the sciences, including cosmology, astra-
physics, and microphysics? These types of knowledge extend from the in
finitely small to the infinitely large. What, then, is the relationship of human 
beings to the world of which they continue to be a part? The paradox of 
Marx, which seems to escape most Marxists, is that human beings are their 
own self-creations: they create themselves. In su m, the number ofconccp.. 
tions of the world seem rather limited, and Marx introduces one in to them. 
The other conceptions of the world take account ei ther of the relationsh ip 
of human beings with creative nature or of their relationship with some 
transcendence. Marx's thesis differs from these conceptions. The relation
ship of human beings to themselves is considered no longer as a temporal 
and spatial center of the universe but as a nucleus and center of self -creation. 
This includes, at the same time, a conception of the world and a project 
for life. Human beings are engaged in a perpetual adventure with its at· 
tendan t risks. More deeply, however, they place themselves not only into 
question but also in play; they are perpetually at stake for themselves. Today 
this occurs dramatically: the risk of nuclear self-destruction accompanies 
self-creat ion. 

Notes 

lha~e e 'sewhere di st'''IIu'shed I~ v,', quo/ld"ntI. (o;Iaiy 1,le) Irom I, QlJorid;en (the eVBIVo;Iay) 
lrom Iii QlJOldj6f1llere (evlll"rdayness) : "Let us "mply Sly 'boot d.~y lie that ,t has always 
e"-'Sted. but permeated woth v,ues. WIIh mythl. The word flV8Irdav deS'lInates the entry 01 
tlus dai:y ife ;,to mode<noty' the everyday IS In oII;ec t of • progr. mmonll (d'Ut1' (XOgr1lt1l

mallOt1/. whose ~lo1dinll os "'posed by !Ile mlrl<$I, by IhIr sy$tem 01 eq",v. ~ences. by 
nworketng and advertosementl. As to !Ile coneept of ·ev .. ydaYr18SS.· ~ stresses !Ile homog
enous. the repem,ve. the h'lJTl6nt.ry ,n .... e<yd.y . 'e· · (Le Mond,. Sunday. DItC 19. 1982. 
pp . "< . >:I. f have "so stalad that "the $\Itryo.y. ""' the modern world. has ceased to be. 
'sublect" (abund""t n possible sub.ect .... ty) to become.n 'obJ'Ct" (oIIJII'Ct 01 $O<;"IOO"\I8no
utoonr ' (La '0'16 quofidlflme 8f1S Ie mood. modem. P .... : GeDrll/lrd ··Idees. ·' f968. P. U6). 
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The concept 01 alienation. '" moving from Man<ist thinking imo culn.0'8. has C>st much 01 ~s 
rlIegrityard force. For examp le. young women have COITIiI to me to say they clo not "'arl! 
any children because chi'ci"en represent se~'8'ienatioo, I suggest that H yoo hav" II child 
against ¥QUI' wi ll. that constitutes alienation. But it i$ diflerenl if yoo W/I11 the child. Alienation 
is determmed not by the condition of women but by the action of will and deSIre 

The prOj!ICl described here tleglns with the q""St ion of how people live ther everyday we,. 
11 leaves unanswe(ed those considerations that moght result from looking especialy at those 
whose incomes are well below the SOCIal average. I-tJw do the Nor theaste,n Brazhns. ihe 
peasants of Upper Volta. the "'hab'tants of the Me xican campamienrossuMvel [T'anslator"s 
nO,\e: This is an untranslatable p'ay on words. The verb used. sou....,'e. does nol, <tCtua''v 
eJ<lSt i1 French. The verb lor 5UrvM! B SlJ/V;"re and lehbvre is pi",,"ng wnh the pref ixes /11.1. 
lover) and sou"lu1der. as in underdeveiopment).J 00 they manage? But /l::r.\<? Is the<e rot a 
parallel Ilr'd undergroond economy being cOOStru<:ted n relation "to ... tramodern indu$ily? It 
is not only a matte< 01 ".-ning one', attention to the way in wh ich hundreds of milliOns of 
people manage to survive. rut to !<row if this modern society-trom the capitai st sode-is 
not in the process of breaking up_ A theoretical. prac tical. and political prab!em. as soon"S 
one does not accept that the growth of prod.Jcton as w ei as of information is sufticie<lt to 
conserve the unity of society_ 
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Hegemony and New Political Subjects: 
Toward a New Concept of Democracy 

Translated by Stanley Gray 

It is incomprehensible 
not ultimately penetrate world as 
it has elsewhere. That men should De eter
nally unequal among themselves in one sin
gle respect and equal in others is inconceiva
ble; they will therefore one day attain 
equality in a/l respects. 
AJexis de Tocqueville 
Democracy in America 

Despite Tocqueville's remarkable insight into the p0-
tential implications of the "democratic revolution ," it is unlikel y that he 
could have imagined its leading, today, to our questioning the totality of 
social relationships. He bel ieved, in fact, as his reflections on women's equal
ity testify, that the ineluctable drive toward equality must take into account 
certain real differences grounded in nature. It is precisely the permanent 
alterity based on such a conception of natural essences that is contested 
today by an important segment ofthe feminist movement. It is not merely 
that the democratic revolution has proven to be more radical than Toc
queville foresaw; the revolution has taken forms that no one could have' 
anticipated because it attacks forms of inequality that did not previously 
exist. Clearly, ecological, antinuclear, and antibureaucratic struggles, along 
with all the other commonly labeled " new social movements"-I would 
prefer to call them "new democratic struggles" -should be understood as 
resistances to new types of oppression emerging in advanced capitalist so-
cieties. Th is is the thesis my essay will develop, and 1 shall try to answer 
the following questions: ( I) What kind of antagonism do the new social 
movements express? (2) What is their link with the development of capi
talism? (3) How should they be positioned in a socialist strategy? (4) What 
are the implications of these struggles for our conception of democracy? 

Theoretical Positions 
I. Within every society, each social agent is inscribed 

in a multiplicity of social relations- not only social relations of production 
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but also the social relations, among others, of sex, race, nationality, and 
vicinity. All these social relations determine positionalities or subject Po
sitions, and every social agent is therefore the locus of many subject positions 
and cannot be reduced to only one. Thus, someone inscribed in the relations 
of production as a worker is also a man or a woman, white or black, Catholic 
or Protestant, French or German, and so on. A person's subjectivity is not 
constructed only on the basis of his or her position in the relations of 
production. furthermore, each social position, each subject position, is itself 
the locus of multiple possible constructions, according to the different dis
courses that can construct that position. Thus, the subjectivity of a given 
social agent is always precariously and provisionally fixed or, to use the 
Lacanian term, sutured at the intersection of various discourses. 

I am consequently opposed to the class reductionism of classical 
Marxism, in which all social subjects are necessarily class subjects (each 
social class having its own ideological paradigm, and every antagonism 
ultimately reducible to a class antagonism). I affirm, instead, the existence 
in each individual of multiple subject positions corresponding both to the 
different social relations in which the individual is inserted and to the dis. 
courses that constitute these relations. There is no reason to privilege, a 
priori, a "class'.': position as the origin of the articulation of subjectivity. 
Furthermore, it is incorrect to attribute necessary paradigmatic forms to 
this class position. Consequently, a critique of the notion of "fundamental 
interests" is required, because this notion entails fixing necessary political 
and ideological forms within determined positions in the production 'pr" 
cess. But interests never exist prior to the discourses in which they are 
articulated and constituted; they cannot be the expression of already existing 
positions on the economic level. 

2. I am opposed to the economic view of social eV9lution as 
governed by a single economic logic, the view that conceives the unity of 
a social formation as the result of "necessary effects" produced in ideological 
and political superstructures by the economic infrastructures. The distinc
tion between infra- and superstructure needs to be questioned because it 
implies a conception of economy as a world of objects and relations that 
exist prior to any ideological and political conditions of existence. This view 
assumes that the economy is able to function on its own and follow its own 
logic, a logic absolutely independent of the relations it would allegedly de
termine. Instead, I shall defend a conception of society as a complex en
semble of heterogeneous social relations possessing their own dynamism 
Not all such relations are reducible to social relations of production or to 
their ideological and political conditions of reproduction. The unity of a 
social formation is the product of political articulations, which are, in tum, 
the result of the social practices that produce a hegemonic formation. 

3. By "hegemonic formation" I mean an ensemble of relatively 
stable social forms, the materialization of a social articulation in which 
different social relations react reciprocally either to provide each other with 
mutual conditions of existence, or at least to neutralize the potentially de
structive effects of certain social relations on the reproduction of other such 
relations. A hegemonic formation is always centered around certain types 
of social relations. In capitalism, these are the relations of production, bUI 
this fact should not be explained as an effect of structure; it is, rather, that 
the centrality of production relations has been conferred by a hegemonic 
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'; :ft"~:~.i,However, hegemony is never established conclusively. A constant 
'~ must create the conditions necessary to validate capital and its 
~ccumulation. This implies a set of practices that are nOI merely :co~om~c 

but pOlitical and cultural as well. Thus, the development of capita lism IS 

n ubject to an incessant political struggle, periodically modifying those social 
fonus through which social relations of production are assured their cen· 
.tralitY. In the history of capitalism we can see the rhythm of successive 
'hegemonic formations. 
; 4. All social relations can become the locus of antagonism insofar 

as. they are constructed as relations of subordination. Many different forms 
otsuoordination ca n become the origin ofconflictand struggle. There exists, 
therefore, in society a multiplicity of potential antagonisms, and class an· 
tagonism is only one among many. It is not possible to reduce all those 
forms of subordination and struggle to the expression of a single logic located 
in the economy. Nor can this reduction be avoided by positing a complex 
mediation between social antagonisms and the economy. There are multiple 
forms of power in society that cannot be reduced to or deduced from one 
.origin or source. 

New Antagonisms and Hegemonic Formations 
. My thesis is that the new social movements express antagonisms 
that have emerged in response to the hegemonic formation that was fully 
installed in Western countries after World War II, a formation in crisis 
loday. I say fully installed because the process did not begin at that time; 
these hegemonic forms were evolving, were being put into place since the 
beginning of this century. Thus, we also had social movements before the 
Second World War, but they really fully developed only after the war in 
response to a new social hegemonic formation. 

The antagonisms that emerged after the war, however, have not 
derived from the imposition of forms of subordination that did not exist 
before. For instance, the struggles against racism and sexism resist forms 
of domination that existed not only before the new hegemonic formation 
but also before capitalism. We can see the emergence of those antagonisms 
in the context ofthe dissolution of all the social relations based on hierarchy, 
and that, of course, is linked to the development of capitalism, which de~ . 
stroys all those social relations and replaces them with commodity relations,; .. 
So, it is with the development of capitalism that those forms of subordi
nation can emerge as antagonisms. The relations may have existed previ
ously, but they could not emerge as antagonisms before capitalism. Thus, 
we must be concerned with the structural transformations that have pro
vided some of the objective conditions for the emergence of these new 
antagonisms. But you cannot automatically derive antagonism and struggle 
from the existence of these objective conditions-they are necessary but not 
sufficient-unless you assume people will necessarily struggle against sub
ordination. Obviously I am against any such essentialist postulate. We need 
to ask under what conditions those relations of subordination could give 
birth to antagonisms, and what other conditions are needed for the emer
gence of struggles against these subordinations. 

It is the hegemonic formation installed after the Second World 
War that, in fact, provides these conditions. We may characterize this for
mation as articulating: (a) a certain type of labor process based on the 
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semiautomatic assembly line; (b) a certain type of state (the Keynesian 
interventionist state); and (c) new cultural forms that can be described as 
"mediating culture." The investiture of such a hegemonic formation in. 
volved a complex process, articulating a set of transfonnations, each of 
which derived from a different logic. It is impossible to deri ve any One of 
these from another in some automatic fashion, as in an economistic lOgic. 
In fact, the transformations of the labor process that led to Taylorization 
and finally to Fordism were governed by the need to destroy the autonomy 
that workers continued to exercise in the labor process and to end worker 
resistance to the valorization of capital. But the Fordist semiautomatic as. 
sembl y line made possible a mass production for which, given the low salary 
level, there were insufficient outlets. Thus, the working class's mode ofIife 
had to change significantly in order to create the conditions necessary for 
accumulation to regain its ascendancy. However, the fact that certain con
ditions were necessary for the accumulation and reproduction of capitalist 
social relations to function in no way guaranteed that these conditions would 
come about. The solution was to use worker struggles, which were multi. 
plying in response to the intensification of labor, to establish a connection 
between increased productivity and increased wages. But this required a 
state interventiolf with a double purpose: it was just as urgent to counter 
the capital ist's inclination to lower wages as it was to set up a political 
framework in which worker's demands could be made compatible with the 
reproduction of capitali sm. This provides significant evidence that this new 
hegemonic formation resulted from a political intervention. 

These changes in the labor process can also be defined as a trans. 
formation of an extensive regime of accumulation into an intensi ve regime 
of accumulation. The latter is characterized by the expansion of capitalist 
relations of production to the whole set of social activities, which are thereby 
subordinated to the logic of production for profit. A new mode of con
sumption has been created that expresses the domination of commodity 
relations over noncommodity relations. As a consequence, a profound trans
formation of the existing way of life has taken place. Western society has 
been transformed into a big marketplace where all the products of human 
labor have become commoditi es, where more and more needs must go 
through the market to be satisfied. Such a "commodification of social life" 
has destroyed a series of previous social relations and replaced them with 
commodity relations. This is what we know as the consumer society. 

Today, it is not onl y through the sale of their labor power that 
indi viduals are submitted to the domination of capital but also through 
their participation in many other social relations. So many spheres of social 
life are now penetrated by capitalist relations that it is almost impossible 
to escape them. Culture, leisure, death, sex, everything is now a field of 
profit for capital. The destruction of the environment, the transformation 
of people into mere consumers-these are the results of that subordination 
of social life to the accumulation of capital. Those new forms of domination, 
of course, have been studied by many authors, but there has been a tendency, 
especially at the beginning of the sixties-you will remember Marcuse's One 
Dimensional Man-to believe that the power of capital was so overwhelm
ing that no struggle, no resistance, could take place. Yet a few years later it 
became clear that those new forms of domination would not go unchal
lenged; they have given rise to many new antagonisms, which explains the 
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.... 'idening of all forms of social co~flict since the middle of t~e sixties. ~y 
thesis is that many of the ne.w s~la l move'!lent~ are expressIOns of resIst
ances agaiJ!st ~hat commodIfi catIOn of SOCial hfe and the new forms of 
sUbordinatIOn It has created. 

- But that is only one aspect of the problem; there is a second 
~ that is ex tremely important. You remember that we have defined the 
new hegemoni c formation not onl y in terms of Fordism bu t also in terms 
of the Keynesian welfare state. The new hegemonic formation has been 
characterized by growing state intervention in all aspects of social life, which 
is a key characteristic. of the Keynesian state. The intervention of the state 
bas led to a phenomenon of bureaucratization, which is also at the origin 
of new forms of subordination and resistance. It must be said that in many 
cases commodification and bureaucratization are articulated together, as 
when the sta te acts in favor of capital. Thus, while it might be difficult to 
distinguish between them, I think it is extremely important to do so and 
to analyze them as different systems of domination. There may be cases in 
which the state acts against the interests of capital to produce what Claus 
Offu has called "decommodification." At the same time, such interventions, 
because of their bureaucratic character, may produce new forms of subor
dination. This is the case, for example, when the state provides services in 
the fields of health, transportation, housing, and education. 

A third aspect of the problem is that some new types of struggle 
must be seen as resistances to the growing unifonnity of social life, a uni
formity that is the result of the kind of mass culture imposed by the media. 
This imposition of a homogenized way oflife, of a uniform cultural pattern, 
is being challenged by different groups that reaffirm their right to their dif
ference, their specificity, be it through the exaltation oftheir regional identity 
or their specificity in the realm of fashion, music, or language. 

The profound changes brought about by this construction of a 
new hegemonic formation gave rise to the resistances expressed in the new 
social movements. However, as I have said, one should not blame new 
formsof inequality for all the antagonisms that emerged in the sixties. Some, 
like the women's movement, concerned long-standing types of oppression 
that had not yet become antagonistic because they were located in a hier· .; 
archical society accepting certain inequalities as "natural." 4-

Whether antagonism is produced by the commodification of all· . 
social needs, or by the intervention of state bureaucracy, or by cultural 
leveling and the destruction of traditional values (whether or not the latter 
are themselves oppressive}-what all these antagonisms have in common 
is that the problem is not caused by the individual's defined position in the 
production system; they are, therefore, not "class antagonisms." Obviously 
this does not mean that class antagonism has been eliminated. In fact, 
insofar as more and more areas of social life are converted into "services" 
provided by capitalism, the number of individuals subordinated to capitalist 
production relations increases. If you take the term "proletarian" in its strict 
sense, as a worker who sells his or her labor, it is quite legitimate to speak 
of a process of proletarianization. The fact that there are an increasing 
number of individuals who may suffer capitalist domination as a class does 
not signify a new form of subordination but rather the extension of an 
already existing one. What is new is the spread of social conflict to other 
areas and the politicization of all these social relations. When we recogn ize 
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that we are dealing with resistances to forms of oppression develOPed by 
the postwar hegemonic formati on, we begin to understand the importance 
of these struggles for a socialist program. 

It is wrong, then, to affirm, as some do, that these movements 
emerged because of the crisis of the welfare state. No doubt that crisis 
exacerbated antagonisms, but it did not cause them; they are the expression 
of a triumphant hegemonic formation. It is, on the contrary, reasonable to 
suppose that the crisis was in part provoked by the growing resistance to 
the domination of society by capital and the state. Neoconservati ve theo. 
retici ans are, therefore, not wrong to in sist on the problem of the ungov. 
ernability of Western countries, a problem they would solve by slowing 
down what they call the "democratic assaul\." To propose the crisis as the 
origin of the new social movements is, in addition, politicall y dangerous: 
it leads to thinking of them as irrational manifestations, as phenomena of 
social pathology. Thus, it obscures the important lessons these struggles 
provide for a reformulation of socialism. 

New Antagonisms and Democratic Struggle 
I have thus far limited m y analysis to the transformations that 

have taken plaee in Western societies after World War II and to the resulting 
creation of new forms of subordination and inequality, which produced in 
tum the new social movements. But there is an entirely different aspect of 
the question that must now be developed. Pointing to th~ existence,of in· 
equalities is not sufficien t to explain why they produce social unrest If you 
reject, as I obviously do, the assumption that the essence of humankind is 
to struggle for equality and democracy, then there is an important problem 
to resolve. One must detennine what conditions are necessary for specific 
forms of subordination to produce struggles that seek their abolishment. As 
I have said., the subordination of women is a very old phenomenon, which 
became the target of feminist struggles only when the social model based 
on hierarchy had collapsed. It is here that my opening reference to de Toe
queville is pertinent, for he was the first to grasp the importance of the 
democratic revolution on the symbolic leveL As long as equality has not 
yet acquired (with the democratic revol ution) its place of central significance 
in the social imagination of Western societies, struggles for this equality 
cannot exist As soon as the principle of equality is admitted in one domain, 
however, the even tual questioning of all possible forms of inequality is an 
ineluctable conseq uence. Once begun, the democratic revolu tion has had, 
necessaril y, to undermine all forms of power and domination, whatever 
they might be. 

I would like to elaborate on the relationship between antagonism 
and struggle and to begin with the following thesis: An antagonism can 
emerge when a collective subject-of course, here I am interested in political 
antagonism at the level of the collective subject-that has been constructed 
in a specific way, to certain existing discourses, finds its subjectivity negaled 
by other discourses or practices. That negation can happen in two basic 
ways. First, subjects constructed on the basis of certain rights can find them· 
selves in a position in which those rights are denied by some practices or 
discourses. At that point there is a negation of subjectivity or identification, 
which can be the basis for an antagonism. I am not saying that this nec· 
essarily leads to an antagonism; it is a necessary but not sufficient cond ition. 
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The second form in which antagonism emerges corresponds to that ex
ressed by feminism and the black movement. It is a situation in which 

~ubjects constructed in subordination by a set of discourses are, at the same 
time, interpellated as equal by other discourses. Here we have a contradic
torY interpellatio~. Like the fir~t ~orm , it is.a n~~ti~n ofa par:ticu.lar subje?t 
pOsition, but, unhke the first, It IS the subJecllvltY-lO-subordlOatlon that IS 

negated, which opens the possibility fo r its deconstruction and challenging. 
For example, consider the case of the suffragist movement, or, 

more generally, the question of why it is that, although women's subordi
nation has existed for so long, only at the end of the nineteenth century 
and the beginning of the twentieth century did subordination give rise to a 
feminist movement. That has lead some Marxist feminists to say that there 
was no real women's subordination before; women's subordinat ion is a 
consequence of capitalism and that is why feminism emerged under capi
talism. I think this is wrong. Imagine the way women were constructed, as 
women, in the Middle Ages. All the possible discourses-the church, the 
family- constructed women as subordinate subjects. There was absolutely 
no possibility, no play, in those subject positions for women to call that 
subordination into question. But with the democratic revolutions of the 
nineteenth century the assertion that "all men are equal" appears for the 
firs t time. Obviously "men" is ambiguous because it refers to both men and 
women, so women found themselves contrad ictorily interpellated. As citi
zens women are equal, or at least interpellated as equal, but that equality 
is negated by their being women. (It is no coincidence that Mary Woll
stonecraft, one of the important English feminists, was living with William 
Godwin, who was an important radical; this demonstrates the influence of 
radicalism on the emergence of the suffragist movement.) So that is what I 
understand by contradictory interpellation-the emergence of a section of 
equality at a point of new subjectivi ty, which contradicts the subord ination 
in all other subject positions. That is what allows women to extend the 
democratic revolution, to question all their subordinate subject positions. 
The same analysis could be given for the emergence of the black liberation 
movement. 

I should emphasize here the importance of actually existing dis~ 
course in the emergence and construction of antagonisms. Antagonisms are~~' 
always discursively constructed; the forms they take depend on existing'?
discourses and their hegemonic role at a given moment. Thus, different 
positions in sexual relations do not necessarily construct the concept of 
woman or femininity in different ways. It depends on the way the antag
onism is constructed, and the enemy is defined by the existing discourses. 
We must also take into account the role of the democratic discourse that 
became predominant in the Western world with the "democratic revolu
tion." I refer to the transformation, at the level of the symbolic, that de
constructed the theological-political-cosmological vision of the Middle Ages, 
a vision in which people were born into a specific place in a structured and 
hierarchical society for which the idea of equality did not ex ist. 

People struggle for equality not because of some ontological pos
tulate but because they have been constructed as subjects in a democratic 
IJ'adition that puts those values at the center of social life. We can see the 
widening of social conflict as the extension of the democratic revolution 
into more and more spheres of social life, into more social relations. All 
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positions that have been constructed as relations of domination/subordi. 
nation will be deconstructed because of the subversive character of demo 
ocratic discourse. Democratic discourse extends its field of influence from 
a starting point, the equalityofcitizens i na political democracy, to socialism 
which extends equality to the level of the economy and then into othe; 
social relations, such as sexual, racial, generational, and regional. Demo
cratic discourse questions all forms of inequality and subordination. That 
is why I propose to call those new social movements "new democratic 
struggles," because they are extensions of the democratic revolution to new 
forms of subordination. Democracy is our most subversive idea because it 
interrupts all existing discourses and practices of subordination. 

Now I want to make a distinction between democratic antago
nism and democratic struggle. Democratic antagonisms do not necessarily 
lead to democratic struggles. Democratic antagonism refers to resistance to 
subordination and inequality; democratic struggle is directed toward a wide 
democratization of social life. I am hinting here at the possibility that demo 
ocratic antagonism can be articulated into different kinds of discourse, even 
into right.wing discourse, because antagonisms are IX'lysemic. There is no 
one paradigmatic form in which resistance against domination is expressed. 
Its articulatiotf depends on the discourses and relations of forces in the 
present struggle for hegemony. 

Stuart Hall's analysis of Thatcherism enables us to understand 
the way IX'Pular consciousness can be articulated to the Right Indee,d, any 
democratic antagonism can be articulated in many different ways. Consider 
the case of unemployment. A worker who loses his or her job is in a situ· 
ation-the first one described above-in which, having been defined on the 
basis of the right to have a job, he or she now finds that right denied. This 
can be the locus of an antagonism, although there are ways of reacting to 
unemployment that do not lead to any kind of struggle. The worker can 
commit suicide, drink enormously, or batter his or her spouse; there are 
many ways people react against that negation of their subjectivity. But con· 
sider now the more political forms that reaction can take. There is no reason 
to believe the unemployed person is going to construct an antagonism in 
which Thatcherism or capitalism is the enemy. In England, for example, 
the discourse ofThatcherism says, "You have lost your job because women 
are taking men's jobs." It constructs an antagonism in which feminism is 
the enemy. Or it can say, "You have lost your job because all those im· 
migrants are taking the jobs of good English workers." Or it can say, "You 
have lost your job because the trade unions maintain such high wages that 
there are not enough jobs for the working class." In all these cases, dem
ocratic antagonism is articulated to the Right rather than giving birth to 
democratic struggle. 

Only if the struggle of the unemployed is articulated with the 
struggle of blacks, of women, of all the oppressed, can we speak of the 
creation ofa democratic struggle. As I have said, the ground for new struggles 
has been the production of new inequalities attributable to the postwar 
hegemon ic formation. That the objective of these struggles is autonomy and 
not power has often been remarked. It would, in fact, be wrong to oppose 
radically the struggles of workers to the struggles of the new social move· 
ments; both are effof1s to obtain new rights or to defend endangered ones. 
Their common element is thus a fundamental one. 
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Once we have abandoned the idea ofa paradigmatic form, which 

the worker's struggles would be obliged to express, we cannot affirm that 
the essential aim of these struggles is the conquest of political power. What 
is needed is an examination of the different forms that democratic struggles 
for equality may take, according to the type of adversary they oppose and 
the strategy they imply. In the case of resistances that seek to defend existing 
rights agains! growing st~te intervention, it is obvious that the matter of 
autonomy wtIl be more Impof1ant than for those resistances that seek to 
obtain state action in order to redress inequalities originating in civil society. 
This does not change the fact that they are of the same nature by vif1ue of 
their common aim: the reduction of inequalities and of various forms of 
subordination. That the vast extension of social conflict we are living through 
is the work of the democratic revolution is better understood by the New 
Ri&ht than by the Left. This is why the Right strives to halt the progress of 
equality. Starting from different viewpoints, both neoliberal theoreticians 
of the market economy and those who are called, in the United States, 
"neoconservatives" are variously seeking to transform dominant ideological 
parameters so as to reduce the central role played in these by the idea of 
democracy, or else to redefine democracy in a restrictive way to reduce its 
subversive power. , 

For neoliberals like Hayek, the idea of democracy is subordinated 
to the idea of individual liberty, so that a defense of economic liberty and 
private property replaces a defense of equality as the privileged value in a 
liberal society. Naturally, Hayek does not attack democratic values frontally, 
but he does make them into an arm for the defense of individual liber ty. 
It is clear that, in his thinking, should a conflict arise between the two, 
democracy should be sacrificed. 

Another way to stop the democratic revolution is offered by the 
neoconservatives, whose objective is to redefine the notion of democracy 
itself so that it no longer centrall y implies the pursuit of equality and the 
importance of political participation. Democracy is thus emptied of all of 
its substance, on the pretext that it is being defended against its excesses 
which have led it to the edge of the egalitarian abyss. ' 

To this purpose, Brzezinski, when he was director of the Trilateral 
Commission , proposed a plan to "increasingly separate the political systems 
from society and to begin to conceive of the two as separate entities." The . 
idea was to remove as many decisions as possible from political control 
and to give their responsibility exclusively to experts. Such a measure seeks 
to depoliticize the most fundamental decisions. not only in the economic 
but also in the social and political spheres, in order to achieve, in the words 
of Huntington, "a greater degree of moderation in democracy." 
. The attempt is to transform the predominant shared meanings 
10 contemporary democratic liberal societies in order to rearticulate them 
in a conservative direction, justifying inequality. If it succeeds, if the New 
Right's project manages to prevail, a great step backward will have been 
taken in the movement of the democratic revolution. We shall witness the 
establishment of a dualistic society, deeply divided between a sector of the 
privileged, those in a strong position to defend their rights, and a sector of 
all those who are excluded from the dom inant system, whose demands 
cannot be recognized as legitimate because they will be inadmissible by 
definition. 
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It is extremely important to recognize that, in their antiegalitarian 
crusade, the various format ions ofthe New Right are trying to take advan. 
tage of the new antagon isms born of commodification, bureaucratization 
and the uniformization of society. Margaret Thatcher's success in Great 
Britain and Ronald Reagan's in the United States are unmistakable signs: 
the populist Right has been able to articulate a whole set of resistances 
countering the increase in state intervention and the destruction of tradi. 
tional values and to express them in the language ofneoliberalism. It is thus 
possible for the Right to exploit struggles that express resistance to the new 
forms of subord ination stemming from the hegemonic format ion of the 
Keynesian welfare state. 

This is why it is both dangerous and mistaken to see a "privile~ed 
revolutionary subject" constituted in the new social movements, a subject 
who would take the place formerly occupied by the now fallen worker class. 
I think this is the current thinking represented by Alain Tourraine in France 
and by some of the people linked with the peace movement in Germany. 
They tend to see new social movements in a much too simplistic way. Like 
those of the workers, these struggles are not necessarily socialist or even 
progressive. Their articulation depends on discourses existing at a given 
moment and Gn the type of subject the resistances construct. They can, 
therefore, be as easily assimilated by the discourses of the anti-status quo 
Right as by those of the Left, or be simply absorbed into the dominant 
system, wh ich thereby neutralizes them or even utilizes them for its own 
modernization. \ 

It is, in fact, evident that we must give up the whole problematic 
of the privileged revolutionary subject, which, thanks to this or that char· 
acteristic, granted a priori by virtue of its position in social relations, was 
presumed to have some universal status and the historical mission of lib
erating society. On the contrary, if every antagonism is necessarily specific 
and limited, and there is no single source for all social antagonisms, then 
the transition to socialism will come about only through political construc
tion articulating all the struggles against different forms of inequality. If, in 
certain cases, a particular group plays a central role in this transition, it is 
for reasons that have to do with its pol itical capacity to effect this articulation 
in specific historical conditions, not for a priori ontological reasons. We 
must move beyond the sterile dichotomy opposing the working class to the 
social movements, a dichotomy that cannot in any case correspond to s0-
ciological separation, since the workers cannot be reduced to their class 
position and are inserted into ,other types of social relations that form other 
subject positions. We must recognize that the developmen t of capitalism 
and of increasing state intervention has enlarged the scope of the political 
struggle and extended the effect of the democratic revolution to the whole 
of social relations. This opens the possibility of a war for position at all 
levels of society, which may, therefore, open up the way for a radical trans
formation. 

The New Antagonisms and Socialism 
This war for position is already underway, and it has hitherto 

been waged more effectively by the Right than by the Left Yet the success 
of the New Right's current offensive is not definitive. Everything depends 
on the Left's ability to set up a true hegemonic counteroffensive to integrate 
current struggles into an overall social ist transformation. It must create what 
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:');.~i[~~S:~~;:~~~ an "expansive hegemony," a chain of equivalences between 
,'_ democratic demands to produce the collective will of all those people 

~ ' trUggling against subordination. It must create an "organic ideology" that 
'tbculates all th?se movements togeth~r. Clearly, th~s project c.annot limit 
~ 'fselfto questioning the structural relations of capitalist productIOn. It must 
. '~so question the mode of development of those forces endemic to the 

~ .~ p,tiona1e of capitalist production. Capitalism ~ a .way of life is, iI! fact, 
'-, .responsible for th~ numerous forms of subordlOatlOn and lOequahty at
"' tacked by new SOCia l movements, 
,;. :.. The traditional socialist model, insofar as it accepts an assembly-

lih~ productivity oft~~ Fordist type, ca nnot provide an. alternati ve within 
-, the current SOCial cn sls and must be profoundly mod ified. We need an 

lllternati ve to the logic that promotes the maximum production of material 
goods and the consequent incessant creation of new material needs, leading 
rin turn to the progressive destruction of natural resources and the environ

·.ment. A socialist program that does not include the ecological and anti
nuclear movements cannot hope to solve current problems. The same ob

. jection applies to a socialism tolerant of the disproportionate role given to 
_. roe state. State intervention has, in fact, been proposed as a remedy for the 
,;capitalist ,anarc~y. But with t,he tri~mp~ o.f the ~e~n~sian .s~te. the 
"bourgeoiSie has 10 large part realized thiS obJectiVe. Yet It IS Just thiS IOcrease 

vin state intervention that has given rise to the new struggles against the 
t bureaucratization of social life. A program wishing to utilize this potential 

:cannot, therefore, propose increased state intervention but must encourage 
'increased self-determination and self-government for both individuals and 
Citizens This does not mean acceptlOg the arguments of the New Right, or 

~ falling back into the trap of renewed privatization. The state ought to have 
" charge of key sectors of the econom y, including control of welfare services, 

But all these domains should be organized and controlled by workers and 
,consumers rather than the bureaucratic apparatus, Otherwise, the potential 
of this antistate resistance will simply be used by the Right for its own ends. 
, As for th e women's movement, it is apparent that it needs an 
even more thoroughgoing transformation. Such a transformation is not uto
pian We are beginn ing to see how a society in which the development ofo;: 
science and technology is directed toward the liberation of the individuaU. 
rather than toward his IX her servitude could also bring about a true equality 
of the sexes. The consequences of automation-the reduction of the workday 
and the change in the very notion of work that implies- make possible a 
far-reaching transformation of everyday life and of the sexual division of 
labor that plays such an important role in women's subordination . But for 
this to occur, the Left would have to abandon its conservati ve attitude 
toward technological development and make an effort to bring these im
portant changes under its control. 

We hear, all too often, as a reaction to the apologists of postin
dustrial society, that we are still in a capitalist society and that nothing has 
changed Though it is quite true that capi talism still prevails, many things 
have changed since Marx. We are, today, in the midst of an important 
restructuring, Whether the outcome will strengthen capitalism or move us 
ahead in the construction of a more democratic society depends on the 
ability of existing forces to articulate the struggles taking place for the cre
ation of a new hegemonic formation. 
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· What is specific to the present situation is the proliferation Of 
democratIc struggles. The struggle for equality is no longer limited to til 
political and economic arenas. Many new rights are being defined and ck. 
manded: those of women , of homosexuals, of various regional and ethnic 
minorities. All inequalities existing in our society are now at issue. To 
understand this profound transformation of the political field we must re. 
~hink .and reformulate the notion of democracy itself, for the view we havt 
mhented does not enable us to grasp the amplitude of the democratic rtv. 
olution. To this end. it is not enough to improve upon the liberal parlia. 
mentary conception of democracy by creating a number of basic democratic 
forms through which citizens could participate in the management of public 
affairs, or workers in the management of industries. In addition to these 
traditional social subjects we must recognize the existence of others a~ 
their political characters: women and the various minorities also have a 
right to equality and to self-determination. If we wish to articulate all these 
democratic struggles, we must respect their specificity and their autonomy 
which is to say that we must institutionalize a true pluralism, a plurafis~ 
of subjecls. 

A new conception of democracy also requires that we transcend 
a certain individualistic conception of rights and that we elaborate a central 
notion of solidarity. This can only be achieved ifthe rights of certain subjects 
are not defended to the detriment of the rights of other subjects. Now it is 
obvious that, in many cases, the rights of some entail the subordination of 
the rights of others. The defense of acquired rights is therefore a ~serioU1 
obstacle to the establishment of true equality for all. It is precisely here that 
one sees the line of demarcation separating the Left's articulation d ttt 
resistances of the new social movements from the utilization of these samt 
by the New Right Whereas the Left's program seeks to set up a system of 
equivalences among the greatest possible number of democratic demands 
and thus strives to reduce all inequalities, the Right's solution, as a form 
of popul ism, satisfies the needs of certain groups by creating new inequal
ities. This is why the politics of the latter, instead of extending democracy, 
necessarily widens an already deep social split between the privileged and 
the non privileged. 

The progressive character of a struggle does not depend on its 
place of origin-we have said that al1 workers' struggles are not progreso 
sive-but rather on its link to other struggles. The longer the chain ofequiv. 
alences set up between the defense of the rights of one group and those of 
other groups, the deeper will be the democratization process and the more 
difficult it will be to neutralize certain struggles or make them serve the 
ends of the Righl The concept of solidarity can be used to form such a 
chain of democratic equivalences. It is urgent that we establish this new 
democratic theory, with the concept of solidarity playing the central role, 
to counter th e New Right's offensive in the field of political phi losophy. 

Faced with an effort like Hayek's to redefine freedom individu· 
alistically, what the Left needs is a postindividualisl concept of freedom, 
for it is still over questions of freedom and equality that the decisive ide
ological battles are being waged. What is at stake is the redefini tion of those 
fundamental notions; and it is the nature of these relations that will deter· 
mine the kinds of political subjects who will emerge and the new hegemon ic 
block that will take shape. 
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To combine equa lity and liberty successfully in a new vision of 

democracy, one that recognizes the multiplicity of social relations and their 
correSpOnding subject positions, requires that we achieve a task conceived 
t the beginning of the democratic revolution, one that defines the kind of 

~litiCS required for the advent of modernity. If to speak of socialism still 
means anything, it ~ould be tl? desi~ate an extensio~ of the democr.atic 
revolution to the entirety ofsOCtal relatlOns. ~n~ the. altamment of a r:ad1ca/, 
libertarian, and plural democracy. Our obJectIve, m other words, IS none 
other than the ~oal Tocqueville perceived ~s that of democratic peoples, 
that ultimate pomt where freedom and equahty meet and fuse, where people 
"will be perfectly free because they are entirely equal, and where they will 
all be perfectly equal because they are entirely free." 
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Question 
Could you elaborate on what it is about liberal democracy 

that needs to be redefined. and what a superseded or redefined liberal democracy of 
the Left would be like? 

Mouffe 
Let me re iterate what I said in the paper while elaborating 

a number of points. First, it is important to distinguish between democratic and 
liberal theory. What we know today as a single ideology-liberal democracy-is in 
fa ct the result of an articulation that took plaee during the nineteenth century. While 
many Marxists have assumed that democracy is in essence liberal, tha t there is no 
eontradietion between the two, C. B. MacPherson has shown that the idea of de· 
mocracy was articulated to that of liberalism only through struggle. That struggle 
crea ted the organic ideology that is st ill, in some sense, dominant today- liberal 
democracy. The cost, of course, was that democracy was liberalized, though one can 
also say liberalism was democratized. In this way democratie ideology became linked 
with the defense of private property. Liberty came to mean the liberty to have your 
own property. I think we have to fight this restriction of the idea of democracy by 
rearticulating democracy with other important concepts to elaborate what I call a 
"radical, plural, and libertarian democracy." 

•• Of course, we are also confronted by the neoconservative 
effort to sever the link between liberalism and democracy by redefining democracy 
as individual freedom. This is clearly a defense of private property, one that severs 
the link between democracy and political equality. If the idea of democracy as po. 
litical equali ty has been incorporated and disarmed through its art iculation with 
liberalism, it nevertheless remains potentially subversive. That is why the New Right 
is attempting to break with liberal democratic ideology by rearticulating liberalism 
without democracy, thereby transforming liberal democracy into liberal conserva. 
tism. I think the Left should also be trying to sever the link between liberalism and 
democracy, but in order to radicalize the concept ofdemocracY. To do that we need 
to work at the level of political philosophy, to rearticulate ideas of equali ty and 
justice. 

Finally, we need to consider what kind of institutions .... -e 
would need in a radical democratic society. Left-wing Euro-communists have done 
some reflection here, proposing to augment representative democratic institutions 
with several forms of grass-roots democracy, both at the [evel of the workplace and 
a t the level of the commun ity. This is necessary tut not enough, because it will not 
guarantce the inclusion of the wide range of democratic demands that must be 
represented in the expansive hegemony I have called for. For example, grass-roots 
democracy in a factory will not necessarily involve feminism or ecology. These 
questions clearly call for a new type of autogestion, a type of self·management that 
cannot be secn simply as laborers managing their own factory. We can perfectly well 
imagine a situation in which workers manage their factory without rea lly taking care 
of the environment, without responding to the demands of women. To do so would 
involve rethinking what kinds of products we want to see produced by society. This 
ncw model of self-management would consti tute a generalized, extended autogestion. 
This is the form of institution needed for a radical libertarian democracy to be 
implemented. It must be a democracy with a plurality of such insti tutions at different 
levels of the social formation. 

Que.tion 
Cou ld you elaborate on the concept of expansive hegemony 

and on how different demands would be related within the collective will? 
Mouffe 
First, as I read Gramsci, I don't think it is correct to sec 

hegemony as the imposit ion of a class ideology on undcrgroups, as many have done. 
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What I've becn defending is a view of hegemony as the articulation of demands 
coming fro?I different gro~ps to. wha t Gramsci called a "h~monic prin~ple." But 
he distingUIshed two ways In whIch such demands can be arllculated. One IS through 
neutralization: you can take account of the demand of some group, not to transform 
society so as to resolve the antagonism it expresses, but only so as to impede the 
e;\tension of that demand. That is what the New Ri&ht is doing when it takes account 
of some of the resistances against the new hegemonic system. It tries to neut ralize 
demands by creating antagonisms that prevent the crea tion of a chain of equivalence 
betWeen various democratic demands. That is how I understand hegemony by neu
uaIization. 

The opposite way demands are articulated is in what Gram
s:i called the "expansive hegemony." Rather than neutralize demands, an expansive 
hegemony links them with all other democratic struggles to establish a chain of 
equivalence. Of course, the wider the chain of equivalence, the wider the democ
ratization of society, and the wider the collective wi ll to be built on that basis. Then 
it would be unthinkable for workers to figh t for their r ights only and not, at the 
same time, for the rights of gays and women. It is important to re itera te that what 
makes a struggle democratic is not where it comes from but the way it is art iculated 
with other democratic struggles. Yet such an expansive hegemony must respect the 
autonomy and specificity of the demands of d ifferen t groups. It is not just a mailer 
of saying that a ll those demands are implicit in the demands of the working class; 
that once the working class comes to power, racial, sexual, and gender contradictions 
wiD disappear. 

Once we accept that there is no one privileged struggle, no 
single origin to a ll forms of dominat ion, we must then avoid creating a hierarehy 
ofslrUggles. Morcover, when we real ize that most struggles are struggles to demand 
rights, we ean recognize that in many cases rights have been acquired by creating 
inequalities with respect to other groups. The rights of some exist because others 
are in a subordinate posit ion. That is certainly the case foc the demands of the 
working class. The workers now have some righlS by virtue of the oppression of 
blacks and women; the demand to give these oppressed groups their rights must 
mean that some of the rights of th e workers must be abridged. Thus, any attempt 
10 reduce inequalities among the working class requires the transformation of the 
subjectivity of the workers. And for that we need a new organic idcology that defines 
equali ty in a d ifferent way, not just on the basis o frighlS. In a sense, we need the 
elaboration of a pestindividualist liberalism in which rights are defined not as a 
personal possession but as a fonn of solidarity among all oppressed groups. In calling 
this a form of liberalism I am suggesting that it is dangerous to do away with 
liberalism entirely, a danger renected in the Soviet Un ion. 

Que.tion 
G iven your emphases on the need not to compromise the 

autonomy of various movements and on the plural ity of discourses, how can you 
speak of a single collective will'! Who could possibly in terpret such a will? 

Mouffe 
I suppose you are right; "collective will" is a metaphor, and 

it is not necessarily a very good one! It was obviously a reference to Gramsci. In 
Gramsci the collective will is organized through the party on the basis of the he
gemony of the proletariat He believed that the working class necessari ly provides 
the articulating principle for an expansive hegemony. To import that not ion into 
my discourse creates a series of problems. Although I don 't want to argue that the 
working class can never be the articulating principle-of course, in some circum
stances it might be-I do want to argue tha t it won't a/ways be. While it may, under 
certain historical conditions, develop the political capacity to represent the intercsts 
of others, we can also imagine that in other circumstances another social movement 
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can be the cenler. We can also imagine that there might not be any cen ter; there is 
no reason why there should necessarily be a center of an expa nsive hegemony. 

As a consequence, contrary 10 Gramsci, 1 do not believe that 
the party- and I am not thinking only of the leninist party, but of any partY-will 
necessarily be the agent of change. A party can be 100 authoritarian and too rigid 
10 articulate aU those different movements so as 10 maintain their autonomy. On 
the other hand, somc people argue that once you question the neccuary hegemony 
oflhe party and the working class, you are left with pure diversity; they go on to 
argue that there need not be any articulation of those struggles. But if you believe 
there must be an articulating principle, and it is not provided by the party, where 
will it be found? I think it is a mistake to look for one organization, lhe "gOOd" 
organization. We need 10 think in terms of the articulations that must take place. 
Those forms of articulation will differ aacording to the country. For instance, I do 
not believe that trade unions can always play an important role. They can play an 
important role in France and Italy, but it is very unlikely that they can in England 
or Germany. 

So there arc no recipes. Intcllectuals must abandon the idea 
that they have to tell the people how to organize, to design a blueprint for the "good" 
organization. All spontaneous revolutions- such as those in Hungary and Poland_ 
ha ve shown that people find their own form of organization. Each society must find 
its own way of articulating its different struggles together. And there will be different 
forms of articulit'ion . So we can only usc the Gramseian notion of a national col· 
leeti ve will, or a popular national will, in a metaphoric way. like Rousseau's eoncept 
ofa general will, it can imply too much homogeneity. 

Que.tion l 
It seems to me that we arc witnessing two different thcOret. 

ical moves in Marxism today, with different political consequences. The fintis a 
more traditional materialism and looks at the economic impact of and on discoursc. 
But it apparently results in political pessimism. The second, which seems to be yours, 
privileges discourse as a way of transforming consciousness and agency. It gives a 
more optimistic political prognosis, but it fails to connect discourse to actual social 
groups and insti tutions. In that sense, it seems to be a new form ofidcalism. Could 
you comment on this? 

Mouffe 
I must say that I cannot accept the opposition between ide

alism and materialism-it doesn't pertain 10 my semantic world- and in that I think 
I follow Gram sci. One can show that materialism is idealist, because to think that 
there is only one principle of explanation, be it matter or ideas, is in fact the same 
problematic. In any case, r don't understand what you mean by describing me as 
idealist, especially since by discourse I understand nOI only speeeh and writing but 
also a series of social practices, so discourse is nOl just a question of ideas. That 
doesn't mean that thc elaboration ofa level of ideas is not important, wh ich is why 
I made the point about poli tical philosophy. Here, again, I follow Gramsei who sajd 
that philosophy, as ideology, permeates aU levels of consciousness. Even common 
sense is informed by philosophy. Philosophy is where the categories of thought arc 
elaborated, allowing us to speak about our experience. For example, many people 
who have never read anything about democratic theory nevertheless speak and act 
as political subjects on the basis of ideas elaborated by philosophers. That is why I 
insist on that level of analysis. But r am not saying this is all we need. We won't 
transform the world simply by writing the last word on equality. But it is important 
in constructing new political subjects, so it is one dimension of the struggle. 
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Desire and Power: A Feminist Perspective 

This conference, however broad its inspiration, so
phisticated its conception, competent its organization, and elaborate in what 
is called here "articulation ," was not principally set up to maximize con
ferring. Conferring happens interstitially. Instead, those identified as speak~ 
ers do what are called "ta lks"; however, we read them. They are called 
"works in progress"; however, man y of them are quite "done." The audience 
respOnds with what are called "questions," many of which are in the form 
of Slatements. This event presen ts itself as a d ialogue but operates through 
a linear series of speeches. We are presented as being engaged in a process, 
when in actuality we gather to produce a product. We are in a production
consumption cycle, the product being the book that will come out of all of 
this. The silence that comprises the audience's or the reader's half of the 
dialogue makes m y half sound like one hand clapping. An ominous sound, 
I should think, for anyone trained on the Len. In partial, if entirely inad· 
equate, response to these thoughts, I have, in revising my paper, interspersed 
questions I received both at the time ofthe conference and since, a long with 
some partial responses. I have a lso retained the rhetorical style of an address 
to an audience. These expository choices are an attempt to make this paper 
more dialogic and open-textured. even if on ly marginally so. 

One more thing about the politics of this project and 
my place in it. We purport to want to change th ings. but we talk in ways 
that no one understands. We know that discourses have fa shions, that we're 
in the midst of a certain fashion now, and a few years later it will be another, 
and ten years ago it was different. We know better than to think that this 
is the pure onward progress ofknowledge. We participate in these fashions, 
are swept along in them, but we don't set them. I'm particularly concerned 
that in talking thus fashionably about complicated realities-and I'm not 
saying that what we have said here is not central to real concerns- we onen 
have highly coded conversations. Not only one-sided but coded. What con
ditions create access to the latest code book? 

Sometimes I think to myself, MacKinnon, you write. 
Do you remember that the majority of the world's illiterates are women? 
What are you doing? r feel that powerfully when I think about what brings 
us all here-which is to make the changes we are talking about When 
someone condemns someone else for the use of jargon, they tend to suppose 
that they themselves speak plain plate-glass. I'm not exempting myselffrom 
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this criticism but saying that I see it as fundamental to developing a politics 
of language that will be deconstructive. 

This essay comes in three parts. The first part is in argument 
form: I will state what I take to be feminism. I will take from and converse 
around my articles that appeared in Signs. I do take it upon myself to define 
feminism. I challenge everyone to do the same. I would like to open a 
discourse on what feminism means rather than on who we think we are to 
think that we can define what it means. In other words, I'd rather talk 
substance than relative postures of authority. I undertake this in critical 
awareness that each of our biographies limits the experience out of which 
we will make such a substantive definition, knowing that none of us indi
vidually has the direct experience of all women but that together we do, so 
that this theory must be collectively created. What we are here to do is to 
engage that process. Here and now. This is why the hierarchical structure 
of this conference is such a problem. What kind of theory does one create 
this way? 

In the second part of this essay I will attempt to unpack and 
extend some of the implications from the initial compressed declarative 
argument. It will get more discursive. The implications of the initial ar
gument for some central concerns in marxist theory, including the aspiration 
toward a unified theory of social inequality, are extended and directed prin-
cipally to questions of method. ; 

I will end with what I take to be some urgent questions on 'our 
agenda-not that there aren't urgent questions unanswered throughout;just 
to end with some things I do not yet, I think, adequately address. The posture 
of authority I take to do this comes because I agree with what I'm saying
which is not 10 shove it down your throats but 10 take responsibility for 
my own position. 

In my view, sexuality is to feminism what work is to marxism. 
(Those of you who know my work will recognize this from the first Signs 
anicle. ' I'm not assuming, though, that you do.) By sexuality is to feminism 
what work is to marxism, I mean that both focus on that which is most 
one's own, that which most makes one the being the theory addresses, that 
which is most taken away by that which the theory criticizes. You are made 
who you are to each theory by that which is taken away from you by the 
social relations each theory criticizes. In marxist theory we see society fun
damentally constructed of the relations people form as they do and make 
those things that are needed to survive human ly. Work is the social process 
of shaping and transforming the material and social worlds, the process that 
creates people as social beings, as their interactions create value. It is that 
activity by which the theory comprehends how people become who they 
socially are. Class is the social structure of their work, production is its 
process, and capital is one congealed form. Control is its principal issue, 
that which is contested, that which we care about, that wh ich Marx wrote 
about in an attempt to alter it. 

Feminism has a parallel argument implicit in it. In my view
you will notice that I equate "in my view" with "feminism"-this argument 
is that the molding, direction, and expression of sexuality organizes society 
into two sexes, women and men. This division underlies the totality of 
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social rel~tions in.a way that is as structural and .pervasive as the place. class 
oCCupies ID ma0lst theory, aI.tho.ugh of c/:lUrse Its structure and quaht.y of 
pervasion are different. Sexuahty IS the SOCial process that creates, orgamzes, 
expresses, and directs desire-desire here being parallel to value in marxist 
theory; not itself the same, but occupying an analogous theoretical location 
of being the quality that is taken for a natural essence or presocial impetus 
but is actually created by the social relations, the hierarchical relations, in 
question. This process creates the social beings we know as women and 
Olen as their relations create society. Like work to marxism, sexuality to 
kminism is socially constructed yet constructing. It is universal as activity 
yet always historically specific and jointly comprised of matter and mind. 
As the organized expropriation of the work of some for the use of others 
defines the class-workers-the organized expropriation of the sexuality of 
some for the use of others defines the sex-woman. Heterosexuality is its 
structure, gender is its social process, the family is a congealed form, sex 
roles are its qualities generalized to two social personae, and reproduction 
is a consequence. (Theorists sometimes forget that in order to reproduce 
one must first, usually, have had sex.) Control is gender's issue, also. 

In this analysis, both marxism and feminism are theories of power 
and of its unequal distribution. They both provide accpunts of how social 
arrangements of systematic disparity (by arrangement I don't mean to sug
gest it's equally chosen by all) are internally coherent and internally rational 
and pervasive yet unjust. Both theories are total theories. That is, they are 
both theories of the totality, ofthe whole thing, ofa fundamental and critical 
underpinning of the whole they envision. The problem of the relation be
tween marxism and feminism then becomes how both can be true at the 
same time. As the focus of my attempt to address this issue, I have taken 
the relationship between questions of power and questions of knowledge; 
that is, the relation between the political and the epistemological, as each 
theory conceives it. I will talk about the feminist theory of power and the 
kminist theory of knowledge and then move into their implications for an 
array of marxist methodological issues. I will then say what I think the 
relation between marxism and feminism is. 

By political, I mean questions of power. The feminist theory of 
power is that sexuality is gendered as gender is sexualized. (This comes from;:~ 

the second Signs article.1) In other words, feminism is a theory of how the.t"' 
eroticization of dominance and submission creates gender, creates womaii 
and man in the social form in which we know them to exist. Thus, the sex 
difference and the dominance-submission dynamic define each other. The 
erotic is what defines sex as an inequality, hence as a meaningful difference. 
This is, in my view, the social meaning of sexuality and the distinctly fem 
inist account of gender inequality. The feminist theory of knowledge begins 
with the theory of the point of view of all women on social life. It takes as 
its point of departure the criticism that the male point of view on social 
life has constructed both social life and knowledge about it. In other words, 
the feminist theory ofknowledge is inextricable from the feminist critique 
of male power because the male point of view has forced itself upon the 
world, and does force itself upon the world, as its way of knowing. 

An epistemology is an answer to the question How do you know? 
What makes you think you know?-not exactly why should I believe you, 
but your account of why your reality is a true account. The content ofthe 
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feminist theory of knowledge begins with its criticism of the male point of 
view by criticizing the posture that has been taken as the stance of "the 
knower" in Western political thought. It is the stance that Stanley Aronowjtz 
refers to in the present collection, the neutral posture, which I win be calling 
"objectivity," that is, the nonsituated distanced standpoint. I'm claiming 
that this is the male standpoint, socially, and I'm going to try to say why. 
I will be arguing that the relationship between objectivity as the stance from 
which the world is known, and the world that is apprehended in this way, 
is the relationship of objectification. Objectivity is the epistemological stance 
of which objectification is the social process, of which male dominance is 
the politics, the acted out social practice; that is, to look at the world ob
jectively is to objectify it. The act of control, of which what I have described 
is the epistemological level, is itself eroticized under male supremacy. To 
say women are sex objects is, in this way, sort of redundant Sexualized 
objectification is what defines women as sexual and as woman under male 
supremacy. 

I now want to develop some of the implications of this thesis. 
First, what gender is; then, what sexuality is; then, what kind of analysis 
this feminism is-in particular, why objectification is specifically male. Then 
1 will digress sHghtly on the subject and object question. Then I will talk 
about the consequences of setting up a theory this way for questions of 
falsifiability and uncertaint y, and about the verb "to be" in feminist dis-
course. 

Gender here is a matter of dominance, not difference. Feminists 
have noticed that women and men are equally different but not equally 
powerful. Explaining the subordination of women to men, a political con· 
dition, has nothing to do with difference in any fundamental sense. Con· 
sequen tiall y, it has a lot to do with difference, because the ideology of dif· 
ference has been SO central in its enforcement. Another way of putting this 
would be to say that there would be no such thing as what we know as the 
sex difference, much less would it be the social issue that it is or have the 
social meaning that it has, were it not for male dominance. Sometimes 
people say to me, "Does that mean you think there's no difference between 
women and menr' The only way 1 know how to answer that is, Of course 
there is. The difference is that men have power and women do nOL I mean, 
simpl y, men are not socially supreme, women subordinate, by nature, and 
it is the fact that men are, nevertheless, socia1ly supreme that constructs 
the sex difference as we know iL I mean to suggest that difference-in this 
I include difPrance-is a gender-based concept. 

For those of you who think this is a lot of rhetoric, I want to 
specify the facts I have in reference. When I speak of male dominance, I 
mean as its content facts, from this culture. The facts have to do with the 
rate of rape and attempted rape of women, which is around 44 percent. If 
you ask a random group of women "Have you ever been raped, or been 
the victim of an attempted rape?" and do not include marital rape, that is 
the figure. ) Women are victims of incest by their fathers at a rate of about 
one in ten; and sexual assault by other family members and friends, about 
a quarter to a third of all girls. This data, by the way, is predicated on 
believing women, a problem Freud had. You know that the theory of the 
unconscious was devised to explain how women come to invent experiences 
of childhood sexual abuse, because Freud did not believe, finally, that these 
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experiences could have happened. If you ask women if they've been sexually 
harassed in the last two years, about 15 percent report veT)' serious and/or 
hysical assaults; about 8S percent of all working women report sexual 

~arassment at some time in their working lives. Battery of women by men 
'n tbe family is running between a quarter and a third of all women. If you 
:ook at homicide data, between 60 and 70 percent of murdered women are 
kil led by their husbands, lovers, or former lovers. The same is not true for 
murdered men. (Men also kill each other in great numbers.) Prostitution 
by women seems to run about 12 percent of current American society; by 
all repOrts it is women's best economic option-that is, it is the only thing, 
with modeling, for which women as a group are paid-by men-more than 

en. The pornography industry, an exemplary synthesis of the eroticization 
~dominance and submission with capitalism 's profit motive, is put at eight 
billion dollars a year, with three to four times as many outlets as McDonald's 
restaurants,· To conceptualize this data as "the sex difference" acquiesces 
in, and obscures, the facts of male power it documents and suggests are 
systematic. 

By the way, I use the word "male" as an adjective. My analysis 
of sex is social, not biologicaL This is not to exempt some men or valorize 
all women. It is to refer to the standpoint from whi.ch these acts 1 have 
dOCumented are done, that which makes them invisible, which makes them 
glorious, which makes them glamorous, and which makes them normal. By 
"male," then, I refer to apologists for these data, to the approach that is 
integral to these acts, to the standard that has normalized th ese events to 
the extent that they define masculinity, to the male sex role, and to the way 
this approach has submerged its gender to become "the" standard. This is 
what I mean when I speak of the male perspective or male power. Not all 
men have equal access to male power, nor can they ever fully occupy a 
woman's standpoint. If they do, on occasion, they pay for it; although they 
can always reclaim male power, it is subject to being consciously disavowed. 
A woman can take the male point of view or exercise male power. Our 
arx:ess to it is not automatic; we're not born and raised to it. But .... -e can 
aspire to it. Me, for instance, standing up here talking to you; socially, this 
is an exercise of male power. It's hierarch ical, it's dominant, it's authori~ 
tative. You're listening, I'm talking; I'm active, you're passive; I'm expresS'
ing myself, you're taking notes. Women are supposed to be seen and not 
heanI. 

Question: Isn't the relationship between mother and child hierarchical and 
dominant? 
CM.: I don't think so, not quite in the same sense, no, Or at most it comes 
to have some hierarchical and dominant aspects under male supremacy. I 
disagree with the Chodorow-Dinnerstein' analysis as an explanation for 
male dominance. I think it is only within a context in which male power 
exists, once you already have it, that the relation between the mother and 
child can become one in which the mother is seen as powerful, such that 
it becomes a relation of horror, anxiety, betrayal, and-crucially-eroticism. 
1 don't think this relation is why male supremacy exists. 
Question: But isn't that the situation we are in-male dominance? 
CM.: It is its reality, yes. But I'm attempting to explain that reality, I find 
the mother/child relation, described as a relation of dominance, to be a 
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consequence of male supremacy, not its dynamic. Female mothering does 
not explain to me why hierarchy is eroticized or even why it is gendered. 
If hierarchy were not eroticized in male dominant sexuality, I do not think 
hierarchy would mean what it does, exist where it does, much less be at
tached to gender, hence to "mother," who remains a woman. I'm saying 
that I don't think female mothering is a why of male supremacy, although 
I do think women and children are linked in eroticized powerlessness under 
male supremacy. That is the level on which I disagree with that work- as 
explanation. 
Question: What about female power? 
C.M.: I think that is a contradiction in terms, socially speaking, and I think 
it will become clear why I think "female power" is a misnomer. 

Now I want to speak to the question of what sexuality is, in this 
theory. I do not see sexuality as a transcultural container, as essential, as 
historically nonchanging, or as Eros. I define sexuality as whatever a given 
society eroticizes; that is, whatever sexual means in a particular society is 
what sexuality is. Sexuality is what sexuality means. This is a political her
meneutical view. Hermeneutics concerns matters of meaning. If sexuality 
is seen in this way, it is fundamentally social, fundamentally relational, and 
not a thing- which, by the way, does not mean it is not material, in a feminist 
sense of materiality. Because sexuality arises in relations under male dom
inance, women do not principally author its meanings. In the socie}y we 
currently Jive in, the content that I want to claim for sexuality is tbe. gaze 
that constructs women as objects for male pleasure. I draw on pornography 
for its form and content, for the gaze that eroticizes the despised, the de
meaned, the accessible, the there-to-be-used, the servile, the childlike, the 
passive, and the animal. That is the content of the sexuali ty which defines 
gender female in this culture and visual " thingification" is its mode. Michele 
Barrett asked earlier how we come to want that which is not in our interest 
(This is a slight reformulation, but I think it is in the spirit of her question.) 
What I think is that sexual desire in women, at least in this culture, is 
socially constructed as that by which ~'e come to want our own self-anni
hilation; that is, our subordination is eroticized in and as female-in fact, 
we get off on it, to a degree. This is our stake in this system that is not in 
our interest, our stake in this system that is killing us. I'm saying that 
femininity as we know it is how we come to want male dominance, which 
most emphatically is not in our interest. Such a critique of complicity, I 
would argue to Gayatri Spivak, does not come from an individualistic the
ory. 

What kind of anal ysis such a femin ism is, specifically by what 
standard it is accepted as valid, is largely a matter ofthe criteria one adopts 
for adequacy in a theory. Iffeminism is a critique of the objective standpoint 
as male, then we also disavow standard scientific norms as the adequacy 
criteria for our theory, because the objective standpoint we criticize is the 
posture of science. In other words, our cri tique of the objective standpoint 
as male is a critique of science as a specifically male approach to knowledge. 
With it, we reject male criteria for verification. We're not seeking truth in 
its female counterpart either, since that, too, is constructed by male power. 
We do not vaunt the subjective. We begin by seeking the truth of and in 
that which has constructed all this-that is, in gender. 
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So why is objectivity as a stance specifically male? First of all, 
familiar to all of you, is social specificity, the particularity, the social situ
atedness of thought. Socia l situation is expressed through the concepts peo
ple con~truc.t to m~k~ sense of. t~eir situation .. Either gender is one such 
social Situation or It IS nOt. If It IS, then theones that are constructed by 
thOse with the social experience of men, most particularly by those who are 
not conscious that gender is a specific social circumstance, will be, at the 
least, open to being male theories. It would be difficult, it would take a lot 
of conscious effort, for them not to be. It is not (to repeat myself) that I 
have a biological theory of gender, so that every utterance out of a biolog
ically gendered person's mouth is socially gendered in the same way. I'm 
saying that it is not foreign to us that social conditions shape thought as 
well as life. Gender ei ther is or is not such a social condition . I'm claiming 
that it is. 

Objectivity is a stance a subject tak es. This is all very interesting 
on a verbal plane. Gayatri turned this question around; I'll tum it one more 
time. It is only a subject that gets to take the objective standpoint, the stance 
that is transparent to its obj ect, the stance that is no stance. A subject is a 
self. An object is other to that self. Anyone who is the least bit attentive to 
gender since reading Simone de Beauvoir knows th~t it is men, sociall y, 
who are subjects; women, socially, who are other, objects. Thus, the one 
who has the social access to being the self that takes the stance that is allowed 
to be objective, that objective person who is a subject, is socially male. 
Further, we notice in language (as well as life) that the male tends to occupy 
both the neutral and the male position, which is another way of saying that 
the neutrality of objectivity and of maleness are coextensive linguistically, 
whereas women occupy the marked, the gendered, the different, the female 
position. Further-this is another expression of the sex-specificity of ob
jectivity socially-women have been nature; that is, men have been know
ers, mind, and women have been "to-he-known," matter, that which is to 
be controlled and subdued, to be acted upon. Of course, this is all a social 
order, for we live in society, not in the natural world. 

In this context let me address the question of fal sifiability. One 
consequence of women's rejection of science in its positivistic form is that 
we reject the head-counting theory of verification. Structural truths may, 
but may not, produce prevalent incidence. For example, to reply to a state
ment characterizing women's experience, "Not only women experience that," 
is to suggest that to be properly sex-specific something must he unique to 
one sex. Similarly, to say, " Not all women experience that," as if that con
traindicates sex-specificity, is to suggest that to be sex-specific something 
must be true of 100 percent of the sex affected. Both of those are implicitly 
biologi~al criteria for sex: unique and exclusive. Never mind that the biology 
of sex IS not bipolar or exclusive. This is the way the biology of gender is 
ideologically conceived. Methodological assumptions have political con
~uence.s. One result of this implicitly biological notion of sex-specificity 
IS that differences among women (notice differences again~ such as, cru
cially, race and class, are seen to undercut the meaningfulness or even the 
reality of gender. If I say, "Such and so is true of women," and someone 
responds, " But it's not the same for all women," that is supposed to undercut 
the statement rather than point out features that com prise the sex-specificity 
of the thing. If gender is a social category, gender is what it socially means. 
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What that means is it either is or is not the case that all women, in particular 
ways, will be hit by the reality of gender, the totality of which will then 
comprise the meaning of gender as a social category. In other words, all it 
proves to say that something is not the same for all women is that it is not 
biological, not that it is not gendered. Similarly, to say that not only WOmen 
experience something-for example, to suggest that the fact some men are 
raped makes rape not an act of male dominance when done to women_ 
only suggests that the status of women is not biological. Men can be fern· 
inized too-and knowtheyarewhen they are raped. The fact t.hat sometimes 
whites have been slaves does not make black slavery not racist. That some 
non-Jews. such as gypsies and gays, were victims of the Holocaust does not 
mean the Holocast was not, or was less, anti-Semitic. We know something 
about the ·content of black slavery, that is, of white racism; we also know 
something about the content of the Holocaust, I trust, that makes it im
possible to present isolated ifsignificant counterexamples as if they undercut 
the specific meaning of the atrocities for the groups who were defined by 
their subjection to them. The fact that lots of white people are poor does 
not mean that the poverty of blacks has nothing to do with racism. It just 
means that social relations cannot be understood by analogy to chemical 
reactions or thermodynamics or even to quantum mechanics. 

It has been suggested that men who experience simi lar feelings 
to those women articulate as women may be expressing ways in which being 
on the bottom of hierarchies can produce simi lar feelings in peopl€; The 
declassed status of "student," for example, however temporary, makes'.a lot 
of men feel like most women feel most of the time. Except that the men 
tend to feel it, because they've fallen from something. There is nothing like 
femininity to dignify their indignity as their idemity. Nor do women and 
men come to the status of "student" in the same way. Women have been 
silenced as women-told we are stupid because we are women, told that 
our thoughts are trivial because we are women, told that our experiences 
as woman are unspeakable, told that women can't speak the language of 
significance-then had our ideas appropriated by men, only to notice that 
those ideas have suddenly become worthy, even creative. Women have been 
excluded from education as women. This isn't to say that we're the only 
ones who've been excluded from education, but the specific history of that 
for us as women brings us to a structure like that of this conference, in 
which there's authoritative discourse emanating from the podium and silent 
receptivity in a mass; our history brings us to this in a way that specifically 
intimidates and has specific exclusionary resonances for us. To those of you 
who deny this, I claim the sex-specificity of that aspect of this experience. 

The next thing I want to address is the methodological question 
of uncertainty. I want your thoughts on all of this, but in particular on this 
question. What I'm coming to think is that because men have power over 
women, women come to epistemological issues situated in a way that sheds 
a rather distinct light on the indeterminacy/determinacy question as men 
have agonized over it. Take the "Is there a reality and how do I know I'm 
right about it?" problem; the "Is there a there there?" business. How do we 
react in the face of Cartesian (updated as existential) doubt? Women know 
the world is out there. We know it because it hits us in the face. Literally. 
We are raped, battered, pornographed, defined by it by force, by a world 
that at least begins entirely outside us. No matter what we think about it, 
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hOw we .try to ';hink it out C?f existen.ce or intc? a ~ifferent shape for us .to 
inhabit, It remams real. Try It some time. It eXists IOdependent of our will. 
We can tell that it is there because no matter what we do we can't get out 
of it. Male power is for us, therefore is, this kind of fact. 

The point of science, as I get it, has been to replace opinion with 
certainty, to replace religion and faith with the empi rical hard stut[ Social 
s;:ience does this by analogy to the physical world: as things move, so society 
mOves. Its laws of motion make society predictable, controllable-or try to. 
rms analogy, by the way, has been very unexamined. The analogy between 
the social and the physical worlds that underlies the whole "science of so
ciety" project, which I'm here calling a specifically male project, has not 
been very deeply looked into to see whether it is applicable. Women's sit
uation with respect to that project is that we have been that "world" for an 
implicitly male-centered social science. We come to this project as the to 
be known about, as part of that world to be transformed and controlled. 
Cartesian doubt, this anxiety about whether the world is really there in
dependent of our will or of our representations-if I can doubt it maybe it 
doesn't exist-comes from the luxury of a posi tion of power that entails the 
possibility of making the world as one thinks it to be-which is exactly the 
male standpoint. You can't tell the difference between what you think and 
the way the world is--or which came first-if your standpoint for thinking 
and being is socially powerful. 

Consider the example of faking orgasms that Gayatri Spivak 
brought up. Men have anxiety that women fake orgasms. Take women's 
orgasms as an example of something about which one can have Cartesian 
doubt-"How do I know she's satisfied?" Now consider why women fake 
orgasms, rather than how it's too bad that men can't and therefore they're 
unequal to us. I would bet you that if we had the power they have, men 
would learn. What I'm saying is, men's power to make the world here is 
thei r power to make us make the world of their sexual interaction with us 
the way they want it. They want us to have orgasms; that proves that they're 
virile, potent, effective. We provide them that appearance, whether it's real 
fa- us or not. We even get into it. Our reality is that it is fur less damaging 
and dangerous for us to do this, to accept a lifetime of simulated satisfaction, 
than to hold out for the real thing from them. For them, we are " world'h 
to their knowledge of world. Their Cartesian doubt is entirely justified: it's
because of their power to force the world to be their way that they're forever 
wondering what's really going on out there. Heisenberg's uncertainty prin
ciple expresses much the same situation in a slightly more aware key. If the 
way you know the world is this intervention, piercing the veil, making 
penetrating observations, incisive analyses ... well, women's social pow
erlessness gives us the opposite problem. What we're forever wondering is 
whether there's anything other than the reality of the world men make; 
whether there is any sphere of the world that responds to our will, our 
thOUght. Women are awash in doubt, all right, but it never has the credibility 
of Descartes. It is our reality, even before our knowledge, that is in doubt. 
Thus, I think that the indeterminacy that arises in discourse theory, and in 
the social text, describes something that, as genders, we are unequally sit
uated in. If you don't determine reality, its indeterminacy, its unfixity, is a 
~.ood deal less apparent to you. Your world is very determinaJe; it is all too 
ftxed. It can't just be any way at all. 
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Now I want to say something about the use of the verb "to be" 
in femini st theory, If the analysis I have given is right, to be realistic about 
sexuality socially is to see it from the male point of view. To be feminist 
is to do that with a critical awareness of what you are doi ng. This eXPlains 
why feminist insights are often criticized for replicating male ideology, why 
feminists are called "condescending to women," when what we are dOing 
is expressing and exposing how women are condescended to, Because mate 
power has created, in reality, the world to which feminist insigh ts, When 
they are accurate, refer, many of our statements will capture that reality 
simply exposing it as specifically male for the fir st time. For example, me~ 
say all women are whores. We say men have the power to make this OUr 
fundamental condition. So feminism stresses the indistinguishability of 
prostitution, marriage, and sexual harassment. See, what a woman " is" is 
that which you have made women "be"; that " is" women, as men make 
women mean. They have the power to; they do-otherwise power means 
nothing. It's a very empirical "is." Men define women as sexual beings; 
feminism comprehends that femininity " is" sexual. Men see rape as inter. 
course; feminists say much intercourse " is" rape. Men say women desire 
degradation; feminists see female masochism as the ultimate success of male 
supremacy and- marvel at its failures. 

If male power makes the world as it " is," to theorize this reality 
requires its capture in order to subject it to critique, hence to change. Fem
inists say women are not individuals. To retort that we "are" will not make 
it so. It will obscure the need to make change so that il can be so. to the 
femin ist charge that women "are" not equal, to retort, "Oh, you think women 
aren't equal to men ," is to act as though saying we "are" will make it so. 
What it will do, instead, what it has done and is doing, is legitimize the 
vision that we already "are" equal, that this, life as we li ve it now, is equality 
for us. It acts as if the purpose of speech is to say what we want reality to 
be like as if it already is that way, as if that will help move reality to that 
place. This may be true in fi ction but it won't work in theory. It suggests, 
instead, that if thi s is reality, noth ing needs changing, that this is freedo m, 
that we choose this. To me, th is is about denial and the opposite of change. 

Stanley Aronowitz talked pretty extensively about marxist method. 
I see two strains in marxist method; it is not monolithic. One is the more 
objectivist strain that purports to take the neutral position. The other, which 
I draw on, is more critical of the necessary situatedness ofits own standpoint. 
The second one purports to capture as thought the flux of history and un
derstands itself-this is more in Lukacs's mode-as reflexive, as partici· 
pating in an ongoing situation, trapped in it in a way, needing to be self
critical, and also having, by virtue of that involvemen t, some access to the 
truth of the situation. Feminism has widely been thought to contain tend· 
encies of liberal femi nism, radical feminism, and socialist feminism. Too 
often , socialist or marxist feminism has applied the objective strain in marx' 
ism to women and called that marxist feminism. Liberal feminism has 
applied the same objecti vism that marxism shares with liberalism to women, 
resulting in liberalism applied to women that-especially on questions of 
sexuality-is markedly similar to the lefti st view, because of the common 
maleness of the epistemological posture. At least some versions of radical 
feminism-not the biologcal but the socially based ones-are what I am 
calling feminism. Th is femin ism is methodologically post·marxist. It is a 
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move to resolve the relationship between marxism and feminism on the 
level or method. If women are analyzed as a social group, not in indivi· 
dualisbc.. naturalistic, ideal istic.. moralistic terms, nor in voluntaristic or 
harmonistic terms (namely, we're all really equal and socially we have a 
naturaUy harmonious relation between the genders at most in need of mar
ginal reeQuilibration) .. . that is methodologically post.marxist. I've noticed 
that liberal views of sexuality-treating it in terms that are individual, nat· 
ural, ideal, moral, and voluntaristic-seem to coexist remarkably well with 
manY people's otherwise marxist views. And, in my opinion, no feminism 
worthy of the name is not methodologically post·marxist. 

As an example of such a post·marxist feminism, 1 want to con· 
~ider the often raised question of whether "all women" are oppressed by 
heterosexuality. The question is posed as if sexual practice is a matter of 
unconstructed choice. If heterosexuality is one gendered form of sexuality 
in a society where gender oppresses women through sex, sexuality and het· 
erose~uality are essentially the same thing. This does not erase homosex· 
uality, it merely means that sexuality in that form may be no less gendered. 
Either heterosexuality is the structure o f the oppression of women or it is 
not. Most people see sexuality as individual, or biological, or vol untary
that is, they see it in terms of the myth structure that politically, formall y 
is the liberal one. If you applied such an analysjs to the issue of work-and 
I would like anyone who thinks that this is not a valid parallel here to target 
th is peculiarly sensitive example-would you agree, as people say about 
heterosexuality, that a worker chooses to work? Does a worker even mean· 
ingfuUy choose his or her specific line or place of work? If working conditions 
improve, do you call that worker not oppressed? If you have comparatively 
good or easy or satisfying or well-paying work, if you even like your work, 
or have a good day at work, does that mean, from a marxist perspective, 
that you are not exploited? I would like those who thi nk that one chooses 
heterosexuality under cond itions that make it compulsory either to explain 
why it is not compulsory or to explain why the word choice can be mean
ingful here. And I would like you to address a question 1 think few here 
would apply to the workplace, to work, or to workers: whether a good fuck 
is any compensation for getting fucked. And why everyone knows what that 
means. 

How to make change. Marxism teaches that exploitation and 
degradation somehow produce resistance and revolution. It's been hard to 
say why. What I've learned from women's experience with sexuali ty is that 
our exploitation and degradation also produce gratefu l complicity in ex· 
change for survival. It produces self.loathing to the point of extinction of 
self, respect for which makes resistance conceivable. This makes the issue 
not why women acquiesce but why we ever do anything but. 1 would like 
us to see this as a particular question for explanation and for organization. 
A second urgent question has to do with class and with race. 1 would like 
to see the beginnings ofa consideration of the interconnections between the 
theory of sexuality I have outlined and the forms of property possession 
and ownership and the eroticization of racial degradation. I think that may 
illuminate some issues of class and also some quest ions about race. A third 
urgent issue has to do with the relation o f everything I've said to all forms 
of inequal ity. Am 1 describing only one form within a larger system, or is 
this the system, or is this too abstract a question? 
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What I do think is that none of our work can be done the way 
it has been done, if what I am saying is taken seriously. We cannot address 
aesthetics without considering pornography. We cannot think about sex
uality and desire without considering the normalization of rape, and I do 
not mean rape as surplus repression. We cannot do or criticize science 
without talking about the masculinity of its premises. We cannot talk about 
everyday life without understanding its division by gender, or about he
gemony without understanding male dominance as a form of it. We cannot 
talk about production without including not only its sex division but sexual 
harassment and prostitution (as well as housework) as underpinn ing the 
labor market. We cannot talk about the phallus in a way that obscures the 
peni s. And we cannot talk about woman as signifier in a way that loses sight 
of woman as signified. We need systematically to understand, in order to 
criticize and change, rather tha n reproduce, the connection bet ween the faci 
that the few have ruled and used the many in their own interest and for 
the ir own pleasure as well as p rofit- and that those few have been men. 

, 
, 
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(At the conference, Gaya tri Spivak's talk immediately pre
ceded Catharine ~acKi.nnon's. Spivak, MacKinnon, and EUen WiUis were aU on 
stage during the d ISCUSSIon.) 

Comment (Gayatri Spivak) 
I would like to talk about the insistence, in the United States, 

on adjudicating freedom by rearranging the furni ture or turning lecture sessions into 
town meetings. It is always Americans who pretend they can be free in a completely 
structured si tuation. r know this sounds somewhat mean, but r think there's an 
inherent meanness in that practice. In a way, it's an extremely aggressive practice, 
this declaration that one is now so free and easy, 

What is really at issue is the need to recognize what the 
si tuation is in a ritual selling like this. As teachers and speakers (I have been both 
here). we are to some extent paid to perfo rm. I am serious about my work but also 
about what l owe to you since you are here. So the relation of power is constantl y 
undone in terms of service. Thus, there are other ways of thinking about well
aniculated talks. To describe them as instances of male power is not only to forget 
that a lecture is an expression of an obligation to an audience but also to forget that 
the ideal of , Yappi ng" with an audience has a history both in Ivy League institutions 
and in that very New Left that feminis ts have criticized as sexist. 

I want to make clear that I don't question your goodwill, 
that what I am saying is as much a self-defense as a critique of your posi tion, But 
I do think that history is stronger than benevolence and thus that there is a problem 
wi th authori ty that disguises itself as being permissive. 

Comment (E"en Willi_) 
Before I stan , r want to say that actually men can fake or

gasms; it's just that they usually don' t have 10. , . , 
Catharine raised a whole complex of issues that are central 

to the debates now going on among femi nists. I would like to address her idea of 
power and her definition of sex. Implicit in the system Catharine laid out is a view 
of male power and female powerlessness as absolute categories, even more absolute 
than if they were consti tuted by biology. The male point of view becomes so per
vasive in this reality, which is entirely structured by gender, that even when it is 
taken up by a mem ber of the oppressed class-women- its meaning is unchanged; 
Women can neither use.t nor appropriate it for their own purposes. It Temains male 
and it remains essentially an imposition Cfl women. Funhermore, this view has 
underlying assumptions about biological maleness and fema leness, since it suggests, 
in a sense, thai the biological female cannot authentically exercise power. 

Catharine herself has posed the basic problem with this sys· 
tem: it is a closed system in which the possibility for any kind of struggle or oon· 
testation seems nonexisten t It is another version of Marcuse's closed system in 
which capitalism is so pervasive in its ability to manipulate that any resistance is 
tumed around and made part of the system; at best one has the opportun ity for 
refusal. Yet even refusal would seem to contradict tile closed system, since refusal 
implies the power to define one's own situation, to feel enough pain so as to in vent 
the concept offeminism. Feminism suggests a power that is outside the closed gender 
system; it suggests, as well, that the structure of male dom inance is only a dimension 
of reality, indeed, only a dimension of male If em ale relations. I would see feminism 
as struggling against, working to abol ish, the dimension of reali ty that is male suo 
premacy, but male supremacy does not dominate all human relations. 

In the feminist movement this totalizing view of power has 
led to a counterculture poli tics that is basically a politics of despair, Wriling about 
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the situation of right.wing women, Andrea Dworkin argues that they realize there 
is no way Oul of Ihis system of absolute male power and absolute female POWer. 
lessness. Feminists who hold QuI for change apparently don't see the gravity of 
women's situation; they have chosen to make an accommodation wi th that aspO::t 
d the male power structure that they think offers them the best deal. So the issue 
Catharine is raising has concrete consequences within the feminist movement and 
for feminist activism. 

My own view is thai power is not a monolithic system but 
a system of overlapping contradictions. Women have always struggled against their 
situation both individually and collectively. They have seized on contradictions in 
the systcm-demanding, for exam ple, that the concept of human rights be aPPlied 
to women-thereby using the discontinuities in the system to mobilize for their own 
power. And they have allied themselves with men when the ruling classes were seen 
to be oppressing them both. 

This suggests a Marxist understanding of power exercised 
for the sake of particular interests, whereas the system Catharine has articulated_ 
the system of absolute male power and absolute female powerlessness-implies a 
notion of power exercised for its own sake. Men get specific economic and social 
benefits from male supremacy, including having a class of people devoted to meeting 
their needs. Such interests also create a situation where the dominant class is de
pendent on the ~ubordina te class for meeting its needs, which gives the subordinate 
class a certain opening wedge of power. Threatening to withhold meeting those needs, 
organizing to meet those needs in their own way, and finally opting for brooder 
st ruggle. But if one has a notion of power exercised forits own sake, then this dialectic 
does not apply; there is only the closed system of absolutes. Catharine's view of 
feminism, indeed, requires a kind of metaphysics of power, of power- exercis~d for 
the sheer pleasure of it; in effect, a conllation of power and eroticism. 

This brings us to the issue of sex. I would agree that the 
man ipulation and construction of our sexuality is central to the creation of gender. 
Yet I also think it cannot be suh<iumed under gender relations. The construction of 
sexuali ty underpins the entire culture's authoritarian relations; it inlluences the struc
tures of class and race, of dominance and submission in general Gender is a central 
example ofth is. but not the only one. Here, m y difference with Catharine is illustrated 
by the fact that she talked about the eroticization of dominance and submission, 
whereas I would talk about the politicization of Eros. I do believe there is an erotic 
dimension that is bodily, physiological, and, in some sense, precultural. Sexual grat
ification is one element of eroticism, which includes the infant's intense bodil)' 
pleasure in eating. But I want to concentrate on sexuality. since it is the key political 
issue in feminist debates. 

The political differences between our two positions are pro
found. If sex is si mply a function of an all-pervasive male power, then there can be 
no meaningful female sexuality. Within this closed system a woman who feels desire 
and pleasure is really experiencing an abnegation of self. There seems to be a fun· 
damental contradiction here. Is there such a thing as pleasure that is purely negative 
and imposed? I would argue that, despite contexts of powerlessness that are bound 
up with pleasure, pleasure nonetheless offers something like moments of self-affir· 
mation or empowerment. This again contradicts the idea of absolute powerlessness. 
There is a moment of autonomy and empowerment in the demand that one's needs 
be gratified, in directly seizing pleasure. At the same time there is a moment of 
surrender-loss of ego control and surrender to one's feelings. In a hierarchical society 
these two elements are split and the moment of empowerment is confused and 
conllated with dominance. And surrender is confused and conllated with submission. 
Th is all comes to pass through the ways the culture manipulates one's sexuality, a 
process in which the relations between parents and children are as salient as those 
between men and women. In fact, our sexuality is constructed in the family and in 
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the conve~ence ~f power relatio~s ~tween parents and children. These relations 
are often hierarchical and oppressive In ways that cannot be subsumed within male 
supremacy. . . . . . 

The diVISion of eroticism- and the association of empow
erment with d~minance ~nd of sur:en~~r .wit~ submission-occurs in both sexes, 
bll t there are differences 1[1 how thiS diVISion IS fantasized and acted out socially. 
women often cannot overtly seek empowerment, even as men cannot overt ly seek 
surrender, b~t both se~es co.vertly seek that to which they are not overtly entitled. 
Rape mntaSl.es exemplify thiS pattern, to the extent that the man overtly identi6es 
with the rapISt but also, on some level, secretly identifies with the victim while the 
woman may overtly identify with the victim but can also secretly identify with the 
rapist. None of this, of course, detracts at all from the fact that it is men who have 
the opPOrtunity to act out dominance; men's confusion of empowerment and sexual 
pleasure with dominance wreaks great devastation on women. At the same time 
however, it is important to realize that se;ll; is not monolithic; it's a mine6eld of ali 
these contradictions; it's an area ofstrugg.lc. Sex is not entirely given over to oppres
sion and thus women are not limited to refusing compliance. Every time women 
demand their own pleasure-despite the contradictions that may entail within het_ 
ero5eltuality-!t is a moment of empowerment and liberation and a kind of wedge 
into struggle In other areas. In fact, the contradiction in male sexuality-the per. 
\"(rsion ofempo":,,erment into dominance and the compulsion to repress the impulse 
to surrender-bnngs a real loss of pleasure. Forcing men to realize this provides 
another way into fighting male power generally. • 

\yithin the closed system of male power, heterosexuality 
simply becomes a scenano of dominance and submission, and sex and rape become 
indistinguishable. At that point, rape is hardly worth singling out as an issue. I see 
sexuality as a more complicated set of dynamics, as a contested terrain not a static 
area of oppression. It involves the channeling of eroticism and all the culturally 
lJ"odu~ fantasies of dominance and. submission. Yet there is also a utopian aspect 
to se;ll;uahty. Pan of the h~terosexuallmpulse, for example, has to do with the desire 
10 transcend the antagomsm between men and women. Men experience this but 
W3.nt to hlI:ve it ~t.h. ways-to maintain their power while transcending the antag
OIllSm'll!llmpossI~!\ny. Women's sexuality has an undercurrent of hope-(lfgening 
~ to give ~p their power. Even as a fantasy, it shows that part of women's sexuality 
IS self-assertive rather than aceommodating. The cultural fantasies of intercourse as 
merger and transcendence are JUSt as real as the cultural fantasies of violation. 
~oreover, on so,?e level the fanta sies of merger prefigure political possibilities. This 
15 nO(, howev.er~ Intended to urge the virtues of individualism but rather to suggest 
what contradictions the women's liberation movement is working on. 

MacKinnon . -
On the issue of my effon to open up the structure of the 

~n.Erence, let me say that I don't see what I did as even remotely adequate to the 
cntlQue that I suggested. I don't pretend to have made us all free. I do think however 
that a certain kind of knowledge is created under certain conditions, and that thi~ 
conferenq:: has reproduced those conditions. Those conditions include the maleness 
~fthe .authority of the. position that I'm in; but t don't imagine that, as a feminist, 
I. ~ gOIng around making everyone free. I'm acknowledging how the structures we're 
hvmg out right here and now are part of the cultural structures that are the topic 
of my talk. I don't pretend that I changed them. 

. Now, as to my concept of power. I don't think of power as 
~methlng that fl oats freely, like some looming omnipresence, precultural or other
Wl:SC> and t.hen ~kes specific forms. In other words, I don't think of power as some
thln.g that JUs t 1$ and then becomes economic, racial, sexual, and finally individual. 
I thmk of power only as a SOCially constituted meaning, as e;ll; isting only in its social 
[arms. r use. male power to refer to what men have appropriated and arrogated to 
themselves m a way that I take to be authoritative. If I don't speak of countering 
male power with female power it 's because that suggests we are already equal. That's 
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why I resisl using a !enn like "female power" al all; indeed, I rarely use "female" 
exeepllo ref~ 10 biol?gical issues. I guess .I u~ :'m~le" ~use. l';e 50 carefully 
given il a SOCial meaning, nOI because I Ihlnk II IS bIOlogicaL It Isn I Ihal WOmen 
have no ways 10 resist, because obviously we do. But callinglhcsc resistances "POwer" 
is misleading because they're a fonn of powerlessness. The reason we don't eXhibit 
"power" is because, whenever we do, we get pushed back into line in ways thai are 
foreible, painful, and depriving. 

Of cou~ subliminal to much of this discussion is the WOrk 
of Andrea Dworkin, in particular Por11Ography: Men Prusessing Women and RighI. 
Wing Women. As to the critique that Dworkin's work promOles a politics of despair 
I would suggest that the same critique would have to be made of Stuart Hall's anal)'5~ 
of Thaleherism. In olher words, Dworkin's analysis of right-wina women is Very 
similar to the one Stuart Hall made of people who choose Thateherism; that is. they 
are. at least in part, under conditions where they choose survival over mililancy. 
Yel it's difficult to understand the mcaningfulness of the term "choice" under COn. 
ditions of constraint. So, either these are conditions of constraint we're talking about 
or they're not Either we operate under a condition where certain choices are he. 
aemonically defined and other choices are blocked or we do not. I'm glad 10 hear 
Ellen Willis say, for example, that she thinks Eros is in some sense precultura!, 
because I think that's implicit in much of the argument that stands against the 
argument I make, in which sexuality is cultural to the ground. It's a lot easier to ~ 
freedom of choice operative in your sexuality if the ground you're standing on is 
partly precultural as well as in part constrained by culture. Now I see these choices 
as operating within a closed system, not an absolute system, 'but one thai is clOSed, 
r igid, and imposed. I don't like thc reality of this system; neither the system nor my 
analysis of it give me pleasure. '" 

In my overall project, what I would like to do is to rtdefine 
what it means to be human (a concept now dominated by maleness) so that it inclUdes 
a revaluina of everythina that womcn have always done but that has been relegated 
to femaleness or the feminine. In addition, I would like to work toward a transfor
mation in the content of what being human refers to. so that it can be somethin& 
to which women as well will want to aspire. A radical feminism involves not merely 
taking on Ihose thinp: that men have always done but instead transforming the 
con tent of those things in the light of women's experience. 

Comment IEIlen Willis) 
This may speak to part of the difference between us. I thint 

feminism is in part about being able to do many of the thinp: men have always 
done, which is to say that I think men have appropriated the majority of human 
activities and denied them to women. In appropriating them, they have in many 
ways also changed them and put them to oppressive ends. Nevertheless, there is one 
level where men have defined themselves as generic human beings, and women have 
been defined by what they aren't allowed to do. Part of what feminism is about is 
reappropriating the world and demanding to be allowed every human activity. This 
ineludes demanding to be able to express your violent impulses, demanding to be 
able to have economic power; this isn't ultimately what feminism is about (and it's 
a naive expression of that aspect of feminism), but there's an element of truth in 
that impulse. The ultimate reason why this kind of feminism can't win and docsn', 
make a movement is that women thereby risk becoming a kind of caricature of 
power. But it's not a question of maleness, since all these human activities-both 
oppressive and nonoppressive- are not inheren tly male. That's exactly the idea we're 
fighting. 

Question 
I would like to ask that you address Ihe issue ofhomosex' 

uaIity and place it in the context of your work. 
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MacKinnon 
The issue of choice is particularly relevant to issues of ho

mosexuality. I cannot, for example. make a lot of sense out of what people call the 
Clioice of heterosexuality! it's like ~ying yo~ choou to be a .capitalist or a worker. 

i~~;~~:~~I~~:t~t~h~:':~'~h~O;I:ce to be With a particular man who 15 engaged in a struggle 
~ I sexuality, A choice that gocs against the dominant culture 

A choice to be a lesbian, however, is different from a choice to be 
a Py man .. Fo~ women. to choose 10 affirm ?ther women, both in terms of gender 
and sexuality, IS very dlfferent from the chOice to be a gay male. A choice to be a 
gay man can represent seeing through the way sex roles have made heterosexuali ty 
compulsory and thus be an affirmation of the feminist struggle. But il can also be 
ao extension ofthe male bond. the ultimate conelusion of heterosexuality: men comc 
tint, men are better in every way, so why not also sex ually? Yet some gay men may 
mate this choice because they don't want to oppress women. In other words, so 
loog as something in fact works against the structure of male supremacy and male 
dominance, I'm willing to countenance that the word "choice" begins to apply to 
it. 

Comment IEUen Willis) 
'- I think the whole question of choice is complicated by the 
fict that we have a system that sets up overwhelm ing punishments for not being 
heterosexual, as well as certain rewards (even for women) for being heterosexual. If 
'there's an institutionalized system in which the only " normal" masculine and fem
inine identity is heterosexual, not being heterosexual is not on ly to lose privilege 
but also to be an outcast in the culture. Given that, the choice to be homosexual is 
in some sense just as determined by the system. If we start with the assumption that 

.• attraction is pansexual, then both heterosexuality and exclusive homosexuality are 
artificial. If people blot out their heterosexual attraction in order to be able to rebel 
against an oppressive system, it's not a free and unstructured choice. At the same 
time, there arc all kinds of systemic implications in beinghcteroscxual. So it's difficult 
w talk aboul choice in either direction, though clearly the possiblity of refusal exists 
despile everything. I suppose the real question, and the one I want to ask Catharine, 
is what is your explanation of why. despite this system, people do refuse and do 
ltruggle politically? 

MacKinnon 
I have no explanation. though I do understand that women 

strug&lc. But I also know that we have never won. 
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Paul Patton 

Marxism and Beyond: 
Strategies of Reterritorialization 

The principal intellectual effect of the protest move
ments that erupted in English-speaking countries during the 1960s and 1970s 
has been the revival of marxism. Since then, we have seen a vast amount 
of new research into marxism, and an avalanche of marxist social theory. 
More recently, however, marxism's hegemony over radical social thought 
and politics has begun to fall apart The criticism of fundamental principles 
of historical materialism and the proliferation of alternatives have been such 
that one can properly speak of a "crisis" in leftist thought. ' In addition to 
the fami liar historical anomalies and failures to materialize, two novel sources 
of difficulty stand out 

The first has been the emergence ofa range of specific
issue political movements whose ideals and aspirations fall outside of those 
traditionally encompassed by marxism. These include struggles against so
cial government through techniques of individualization, by minority groups 
such as women, homosexuals, prisoners, and psychiatric patients. ("Mi 
nority" here does not mean numerically inferior but divergent from the 
norm.) These also include the struggles of racial minorities, ecological ac
tivists. peace and antinuclear groups. The fact that such movements cannot 
be defined in terms of class interests has led some to speak of a "crisis of 
identity" within the socialist movement. l At the same time, the strength of 
these movements in the advanced capitalist countries, and the importance 
ofthe issues they raise, has led others to question the adequacy of marxism 
as a guide to the present, much less the future. 

The second source of difficulty has been the translation 
and assimilation of much poststructuralist French philosophy and social 
theory. This has been seen to provide not only substantive alternatives to 
the productivist perspective of marxism but also an explicit rejection of 
many ofthe assumptions and meta-theoretical principles that govern marx
ist discourse. For some, this theoretical confrontation is the central contem
porary difficulty facing marxism. Thus, Alex Callinicos devotes the major 
pan of his recent book, Is There a Future/or Marxism?, to the refutation 
of ''the 'nietzschean' challenge offered to marxism by Foucault and De-
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leuze."l He acknowledges that the challenge proceeds on a philosoPhical 
plane as well as at the level of substantive social theory by charging these 
"anarcho-nietzscheans" with propagating a philosophy that denies the pOs.. 

sibility of both objective knowledge and social emancipation.· 

In addition to theorizing new obj~ts of political concern (lan_ 
guage, discourse, desire, and power), it is true that an important contribution 
of poststructuralist thought in general has been to politicize the question of 
styles of thought and rationality. Much of it is characterized by a rejection 
of the characteristic operations and values ofthe dominant forms of Western 
rationality: values such as unity, hierarchy, foundation , and transcendence. 
In part, this shift is evident in the different style in which the analysis of 
concrete objects such as forms of writing, desire, or power relations is carried 
out. In part, it is a matter of an explicit philosophical and methodological 
program. Deleuze and Guattar~ for example, preface their sequel to An/i
Oedipus with an exposition of a rhizomatic model of organization which 
departs at every turn from the dichotomous and hierarchical tree structure 
that has dominated Western thought.s 

It should not be thought that these questions of abstract theo· 
retical principle are entirely remote from the concern with new political 
movements. In fact, these two sources of difficulty for marxism converge 
on the question of styles of theorizing and modes of argument. Any con
sideration of what is at issue in the polemics between marxists and fem~:nists, 
ecologists or theorists of other forms of marginality leads directly to a con
cern with the principles and intellectual strategies that determine marxiSI 
responses. For example, since marxist feminism, by definition, cannot be a 
discourse that takes as its primary object the specific forms offemale oppres
sion, one feminist response has been to opt for an autonomous theory, a 
"conceptual separatism," that takes the oppression of women as its point 
of departure. Since it does not wish to deny the exploitation of wage labor, 
this response is immediately caught up in the " problem" of relativism: How 
can society be both capitalistic and patriarchal at once? Which term is 
primary? Thus, perceptive critics argue that a historical and materialist 
social theory that takes into account such autonomous analyses will have 
to adopt a different model of rationality.6 

Nor should the political importance of these issues be underes
timated. The style of rationality with which we operate will determine the 
range of intellectual strategies available to us, which in turn will set the 
limits of our political practice as intellectuals. The current debate concerning 
the future of marxism provides clear illustration of this. Among its chiefly 
marxist protagonists, the defense of orthodoxy takes a variety offorms. One 
is the resort to "unorthodox" readings ofthe canonical texts in the attempt 
to recover, or provide, alternative traditions within marxism that might 
better account for some of the anomalies. Jacoby, for example, concludes 
his Dialectic o/De/eal with a call for a new "critical theory" to explain what 
he calls "class unconsciousness": the failure of revolutionary class con
sciousness to emerge. Such faith in the tradition appears unshakable. An· 
other defense involves the appeal to the pseudo-neutrality of methodological 
criteria derived from the natural sciences. Callinicos deals with the problem 
of stalinism and the gulag in this manner, treating it as a potential refutation 
that must be explained in terms of basic marxist theory if it is not to en-
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courage the search for alternative approaches. However, the preference for 
ne explanatory strategy over another is not neutral. It is for political reasons 

~ther than "objective" considerations of explanatory adequacy that one 
might prefer an account of the gulag in terms of the techniques of power it 
mobilizes, to one in terms of the relations of production that characterize 
the soviet social formation. ' These are the same sorts of reasons that lead 
uS to prefer a power-oriented approach to those aspects of capitalist society 
that classical marxism tends to treat as secondary: the institutions of sex
uality, mental health, education, and the family. Ultimately, the defense of 
orthodoxy refuses to take seriously the possibility that these new political 
concerns might call into question not only the goals of socialism but the 
forms of understanding of history on which these are founded. 

It is this question of intellectual strategies in response to differ
ence that forms the main concern of this paper. I will deal with only some 
cJ the strategies frequently employed in debates between marxist and non
marxist social theory, in particular with some of the forms of argument that 
tend to draw the theoretical and political perspectives of autonomous social 
movements back onto the discursive field of marxism. I shall attempt to 
name and criticize two of the more important of such theoretical obstacles 
to the emergence of a creative radical political culture: (I) the unitarian 
conception of knowledge and (2) the will to totality. 

My primary examples of these strategies come from two of the 
"crisis of marxism" books already mentioned-those by Callinicos and 
Aronowitz. This is by no means to equate these books in other respects, 
since they take up diametricall y opposed positions in response to this crisis. 
Moreover, they are only intended to serve as illustrations of forms of ar
gument that are all too common elsewhere. Much of my argument is based 
on the intellectual strategies evident in the work of Deleuze, Foucault, and 
others. The conception of theory appropriate to this work is explicitly set 
out in various texts by Deleuze and Guattari, notably in Rhizome. I shall 
apply some deleuzean concepts to this question of what is an appropriate 
relation to marxism, in order to free the space in which it is posed rather 
than to provide an unequivocal answer, bearing in mind that these concepts 
are themselves only momentary staging points along lines of theoretical; 
flight " • 

One way to approach the problem is to contrast Callinicos's con
ception of marxist theory, and the nature of his response to the work of 
Deleuze and Foucault. with the rather-different attitude toward theory shared 
by those authors and with their own practical relationship to marxism. 
Callinicos defends a classical conception of classical marxist theory: it is no 
different from any other "scientific research program" and may be defined 
by a method and a set of core doctrines such as materialism, the determining 
role of the relations of production, the centrality of class struggle, and so 
on. His predominant attitude toward non-marxist theory is essentially re
active: the superiority of marxism must be asserted, along with the priority 
of the problems marxism addresses. Accordingly, his criticism is, for the 
most part, a practice of denunciation on the basis of fixed dichotomies. 
Where positions differ from those of marxism, they are denounced from 
the standpoint ofthe latter. In this manner, for example, the implicit denial 
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of the prospect of social emancipation through a single revolutionary eVent 
is seen to lead either to a harmlesss academicism or to a reactionary Pes. 
simism.! 

In fact, the relationship between the work of Foucault and De. 
leuze and marxism is more fluid than Callinicos allows. While they are not 
marxist theorists, neither are they critics of marxism who set out to refUte 
its claims. The only criticism of marxism they practice is the active criticism 
that is the by-product of their own selective use of it. Foucault, for example, 
ci tes Marx in Discipline and Punish as a historian or historical source, 
although not as the founder ofa discursive formation whose rules he seeks 
to be guided by. Deleuze and Guauari, on the other hand, take up Marx's 
account of primitive accumulation in Anti-Oedipus, in order to demonstrate 
the singular and contingent conjunction of deterritorialized flows that made 
capitalism possible: a deterritorialized flow of labor produced by rural en· 
closure and a deterritorialized flow of money able to be employed as capital. 
In a similar fashion , they incorporate into their own theory ofthe capitalist 
social machine a generalized version of the 'contradictory tendency Marx 
describes in relation to the rate of profit: capitalism is a system that cen· 
stantly approacbes its own limits while at the same time deferring them, 
overcoming them by their reproduction on a larger scale. The process is 
endless, since the limits are immanent to the system itself, determined by 
the same conditions that govern the expanded reproduction of capital. SQ, 
for Deleuze and Guauari, capitalism works by breaking down social codes 
and territorialities, replacing these with an "axiomatic system," the fun· 
damental axiom of which is that everything be subject to the laws of market 
exchange. Deterritorialization on the one plane is accompanied by retem· 
torialization on the other.9 

The question oftheir relationship to marxism is one that is only 
posed from outside the theoretical work of Foucault and Deleuze; within 
it, the question of marxism does not arise. A t the level of intellectual strategy, 
it is the positivity of this approach that must be underscored. These authors 
deploy elements of marxist theory in the process of elaborating something 
else, a different form ofintelligibility of social reality. In one direction, these 
expropriations of marxist analyses amount to a deterritorialization of frag. 
ments of the corpus. Deterritorialization is the operation characteristic of 
lines of flight; it is the movement by which one leaves a territory. As such, 
with rare exceptions, it is accompanied by a simultaneous movement of 
reterritorialization on some other domain, not necessarily continuous with 
the first. The intellectual strategy of deterritorialization itself obeys this law 
of double movement, for, in another direction, these marxist analyses are 
simultaneously reterritorialized on a new theoretical "plane of consistency," 
incorporated as functional elements of a new discursive apparatus. Thus, 
for example, the redescription in Anti-Oedipus of capitalism as an axiomatic 
of decoded flows occurs in the context ofa general machine theory of desire, 
and specifically as part of an attempt to theorize certain abstract figures, or 
mega·machines, in terms of which social formations might be understood: 
the territorial machine of lineage and filiation, the despotic state machine 
of the primitive empires .... Similarly for Foucault, the analysis of the 
disciplinary techniques that formed pan of the conditions of the specifically 
capitalist production process finds its theoretical surface not in the theery 
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of capitalist pr?duction and exchange but in a projected "analytics" of mi
cropower relations. 

In one sense, the first movement is primary: the decison to leave, 
10 quit the familiar theoretical territory, must be taken before anything else 
is possible. Ultimately, however, the second is more important, since the 
creation or occurrence of anything new requires the construction of an as
semblage that makes it possible. In Rhizome, Deleuze and Guattari draw 
n.o distinction between their conception of a book and their understanding 
of desire. In either case it is a matter of assemblage. Their theory of desire 
is unequivocally constructivist: desires only exist insofar as they are assem
bled, insofar as the component parts are welded together into some sort of 
functional machine, be it emotional, political, or artistic. There is no desire 
outside of such a determinate assemblage. It requires a plane of consistency, 
.or "body without organs," which has no prior existence but must be con
structed along with the realization of the desire itself. So it is with books, 
which are also assemblages, collective assemblages of statements: "How can 
a book be a body without organs? There are several ways, according to the 
nature of the lines considered, their content or density, their possibility of 
convergence on a plane of consistency which would secure their selection. " 10 

Deleuze and Guattari's theoretical practice, )ike their theory of 
desire, is constructionist rather than deconstructionist. The important thing 
is the construction of the body or plane on which a life may be led or an 
enterprise conducted. Deconstruction remains an essentially critical oper· 
ation, devoted to the unsettling of certainty, the disruption offixity ofmean
ing, encouraging undecidability in the constructions of existing met aphysics. 
Denying the possibility of a fixed point from which to criticize, it can only 
gesture toward the possibility of another model of rationality. Rhizome, by 
contrast, may be read as a prolegomenon to an alternative metaphysics. It 
outlines both a style of thought and a range of concepts, necessarily inexact 
and mobile, with which they propose to conduct the analysis of a variety 
.of domains which are themselves constructed in the process: rhizomatics, 
schizoanalysis, micropolitics, pragmatics. ... This metaphysics of strata, 
assemblages, multiplicities, and lines is developed and deployed in Mille 
Plateaux. 

,.~. 

In the latter sections of Mille Plateaux, the earlier project of 
defining the abstract machines that govern the functioning of social for} 
mations becomes centered on the specification of two figures, the state and 
nomadism. Very crudely, the opposition between these is the difference 
between an agent or force of territorialization and a force or movement of 
deterritorialization. The nomad is the figure of deterritorialization par ex
cellence, inventor and realizer of a machine de guerre that is implacabl y 
hostile to the state. As a form of existence, nomadism is distinguished from 
the sedentary state form in a variety of ways: by its relationship to space, 
its internal articulation, and its system of affects. The state, on the other 
hand, is defined, above all, by its apparatuses of capture; that is, by its 
specific procedures for territorializing land, labor, and money. These are so 
many variations on the themes of rent, profit, and taxes; so many procedures 
for the entrapment of subjects. 

My interest in mentioning this project here is not to take up its 
consequences for political analysis, which would be considerable, but to 
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make use of its application to the question of intellectual strategies. fOr 
Deleuze and Guauari suggest, there is also a state form of thought. Ther~ 
are forms of theoretical capture that define the limits of the rationally ac_ 
ceptable and preclude the possibility of different objects, let alone different 
styles of thought. The politics of theory is not only a matter of content but 
~lso a matter ofform. Marxisn: has ~any of the ap~a':llnces ofa state form 
10 the realm of theory. As a discursive assemblage, It IS capable of alli ance 
with some of the most powerful nondiscursive techniques of capture. This 
is the basis for Andre Glucksmann's im pertinen t question, How is it that 
a discourse ostensibly committed to human emancipation can fWlction 
alongside a system of concentration camps?1 1 In the different context of 
ad vanced capitali sm, marxism's adoption of forms of theoretical capture 
provides the basis on which it can function as the "master discou rse" of 
revolution, asserting and enforcing its ideological hegemony over the va. 
rieties of resistance to forms of subjection and domination. Finally, it is 
perhaps this participation in a state form of thought that explains why 
marxism has been able to accede to the position of "loyal opposition" to 
the dominant forms of knowledge within the academic and political insti. 
tuti ons of the bourgeois society it condemns. '2 _ 

It is clear, in any case, that marxism is inhabited by deeply rooted 
intellectual resistance to the idea ofa nomadic social theory, pluralistic and 
deterritorialized. This is not just a matter of affective attachment to the 
tradition or the idea of being a marxist, although this certainly plays a part 
There are also a number of theoretical figures that serve to block the en· 
thusiasm for radical alternatives and maintain the preeminence of a certain 
style of marxist thought. These not only render impossible the kind of 
intellectual strategy in relation to marxism that is evident in the work of 
Deleuze and Foucault, but they determine the forms of intellectual response 
to any such novel approaches. In the remainder of this paper I wan t to 
analyze two of the principle apparatuses of intellectual capture prevalent 
within marxism. 

Unitarian EpiBtemologv 
One of the ways in which marxism's posillOn as the "master 

discourse" of human emancipation is maintained is by the tacit privileging 
of its own perspective in debates with others. Where they are not condemned 
for failing to respect marxist criteria or assumptions, the positions of fern· 
inists, black activists, or environmentalists are reinterpreted in marxist terms, 
their political and theoretical priorities reordered according to marxism's 
own causal hierarchy. From the standpoint of those who do not share the 
commi tmen t to marxism, this is a completely circular process of argument. 
It is, nevertheless, a powerful technique for en forcing adherence to the faith, 
commonly deployed, for example, against feminists who take the social 
relations of patriarchy, rather than the social relations of capitalism, as their 
analytic point of departure. The possibility that both kinds of explanation 
together might enrich our understanding of society is not entertained: "For 
historical materialism, causal pluralism cannot be supported." 1J 

The rationale for this exclusion of non-marxist perspectives does 
not lie in historical materialism so much as in a certain meta-theoretical 
assumption about knowledge. This is the idea that if a given theory provides 
knowledge of the social field, then no different set of concepts may also 
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rovide knowledge of that fie ld, or if they can, it is only to the extent that 

~hey are consistent with the prior theory. Knowledge (or science) properly 
SO'"called is necessarily unique. Marx ism has always t~~d~d to ad.opt ~~i
tarian views of knowledge and truth, whether of an emplflClst or a hlston clst 
kind. Whether it is presented as an adequate representation of reality or as 
the authen tic world view of the class destined to universality, the effect is 
the same: to ensure ~at there is on ly one true scie~ce of history. In the 
recent history of marxism, Althusser stands out for hiS attempt to develop 
an epistemology that is neither empiricist nor historicist. Yet he still retains 
the idea that there is but a unique science of history, presented in the guise 
ofa metaphor: there is only one continent of history and it was discovered 
by Marx. This is the basis for his hard-and-fast distinction between science 
and ideology, and for the particularly dogmatic form of criticism performed 
on the basis of that demarcation criterion. 

So long as the uniqueness assumption is retained, however, quite 
different epistemological theories may underwrite the same type of criticism. 
For example, Callinicos defends a popperian conception of "objective 
knowledge," by which he means theoretical discourse that corresponds to 
reali ty. The true theory, on this view, is necessarily unique since it is defined 
by the univocal relation of correspondence supposed to obtain between it 
and reality. Callinicos's polemical responses to the theories of micropower 
and desire then illustrate the form of criticism. His judgments of the non
representationalist as well as non-marxist positions of Foucault and Deleuze 
are made from within the framework of his own representationalist and 
marxist assumptions, since his conception of theoretical debate is the fa
miliar marxist one of struggle between two competing positions. The pos
sibility of partial and limited claims is not admitted, nor is the idea of a 
plurality of truths. Since there can only be one truth, and since all claims 
are equally totalizing, the positions must be mutually exclusive. Debate as 
to their relative merits is thus ruled by the logic of exclusive disjunction: 
revolution or reform , relations of power or relations of production, and so 
on. CaJlinicos thus shares with many marxists a monoperspecti vism that 
turns all theoretical difference into theoretical antagonism. Any attempt to 
theorize the social field in non-marxist terms is apt to be considered a threat,. 
no matter how much it might otherwise owe to the work of Marx. i;f~; 

Deleuze and Foucault, by contrast, practice a perspecti vism thi tf ' , 
occupies an altogether different epistemological space from that occupied:" 
by the defenders of objective knowledge. Theirs is a thoroughgoing relativ
ism that allows for the plurality of truths. As a result, they view their own 
theories as necessarily limited in scope and not exclusive of alternatives. 
As Francois Ewald comm en ts, "the rule of a perspective is that it not be 
unique, nor opposed to other perspectives. Every adoption of a perspective 
is inscribed in the relativity of its own point ofview."1< This leads to a quite 
different practice of criticism. Since it does not impose the demand for unity 
and consistency across the en tire theoretical domain , it allows for the pos
sibility of nonantagonistic theoretical difference. Thi s does not mean that 
cri ticism becomes impossible, but it does show certain kinds of criticism 
to be futile, notably the kind that simply denounces one set of principles 
from the standpoint of another set. 

To the extent that it is combined with a unitarian conception of 
knowledge, marxism is inhabited by an epistemological conservatism, un-
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able to tolerate radical perspecti:'es that. a~ n~)t. based upo~ the ~etermining There are, however, good political reasons for rejecting the sug-
role of the relations of productIon, ThIs. mh lbltS the prohferat!on of alter. that the only finality that gives sense to these new social movements 
natives excluding not only the perspectives of power and deslTe, but also alliance in a counterhegemonic front. The major premise of the 
the very idea of an autonomous feminist theory. However, historical mao ;~~~:~~:n~ for this is demonstrably false: change in existing social relations 
terialism may be detached from this conception of knowledge and this to be mediated by the totality. The conditions that sustain 
tice of criticism. Aronowitz points to the work of Adorno, for 5;P;"ssiion can be altered piecemeaL The relationship of particular groups 
opposing the fundamental categories of Hegelian logic with the idea relations of production, ifnot the relations themselves, can be altered 
negative dialectic that would " i~sist .on difference as an in~luc~able feature l1: lr.tr~~~f~F:io~r~exampl e, the campaign for land rights conducted by Australian 
ofreality." 's Moreover, AronowItz hImsel f argues for the rejectIOn of marx. recent years, through legal and political channels as well as by 
ism's monocausal conception of history in favor of a pl uralistic approach , has resulted in the restitution of land to aboriginal commu-
that would allow for a multiplicity of determinations. Only such an open. them to produce means of subsistence as well as com mod-
ended conception, he argues, can enable us to take seriously the indepen, much recent feminist political activity can be seen as a 
dence of those structures of determination that underlie the struggles of the guerilla . waged against various manifestations of the systematic 
autonomous social movements.16 On this point, both Adorno's work and in male-dominated society, often with significant local 
Aronowitz's own recommendations converge with the views of the post. example, a Sydney group called Freedom for Women Behind 
structuralists. As well as a philosophical debt to Nietzsche, they share the for severa l years for the release from prison of women who 
rejection of the unitary and totalizing conception of knowledge. husbands in response to domestic violence. They succeeded not 

having individual women released but in focusing public attention 
The Poaition of the Totalitv particularly brutal aspect of the social relations of patriarchy and in 

The second, powerful figu re of reterritorialization that haunts about changes in the law, 
marxism, and that may even affect those sympathetic to the movements There are many more examples, and they all show that immediate 
beyond it, is the injunction to adopt the point of view of the totality. This the conditions of sexual, racial, and class domination are possible, 
will to totalize takes a variety of forms. Typically, it enjoins us to address are not only worthwhile in th emselves, but they may also 
society as a whole and is accompanied by a commitment to a unitary broject to the larger process of breaking down existing 
of emancipation that may leave no room for the specifi c, lim ited concerns . jorms ., oppression. It is never easy to predict where the 
of " marginal" social movements. Alternatively, it may be applied to the ~ ;fa:ult-lines of a given conjuncture lie, or from where might come the lines 
dispersion of political subjects, calling for their recombination into a single, . of flight that destabilize an entire social system. Marxism has been notor-
totalizing subject. .' iously unsuccessful in predicting the potential for global effectivity of such 

Thus, it is often argued that autonomous movements may have : things as the student movemen t or antiwar protests. For all these reasons, 
a limited effectivity, serving to put new forms of resistance onto political we should perhaps argue not for moving beyond the fragments toward the 
agendas or into public discourse, but that change in the social conditions :.. global politics of a new alliance but for multiplying the fragmentary effects 
that underlie oppression can occur only as the result of a global movement. of such local campaigns. 
Revolutionary social change, because it affects the interests of a variety of The point here is not to deny that the perspective of the totality 
oppressed groups and must confront the power of ruling interests, requires is'an important vector of political calculation but to deny that it is the only .• 
the formation ofa broadly based coalition. On this basis, Hilary Wainwright one. Of course, the global balance of social forces is important; even groups-; \: 
argues for a twofold process of totalization; first, there needs to be "a com- as those just mentioned must take account of it in their specific strugl 
mon program of political and social change, meeting the needs of all op- gles. Not that the effectivity of these social movements should be limited 
pressed groups"; and second, these different sou rces of social strength need :to questions of legislation, state apparatuses of the social relations of pra-
to be drawn together so as to pitch their combined "popular power against duction. Since feminist, ecological, and racial liberation movements only 
the existing state,"' 1 exist insofar as they assemble energies and desires directed at changing 

The same will to totalize may be seen to operate in Aronowitz's people's lives, they are capable of effects on many fronts: they may contribute 
discussion of the limi ts of historical materialism. Despite his overall sym· to the creation of new aesthetic and cultural forms or to the development 
pathy for the concerns of the autonomous social movements, his discussion ofoew ethics that are inseparable from new forms of subjectivity. Whether 
is conducted throughout on the assumption that these movements must, if or not such possibilities are realized may depend, for example, on the degree 
they are to be effective, unite in a new "counterhegemonic bloc," Despite to which the political apparatus proper allows for the expression of these 
his willingness to abandon many of the core doctrines of historical mate- desires, 19 None of this, however, should mislead us into seeing politics only 
rialism, he retains the ideal ofa totalizing emancipatory project. The result in global, molar terms. On the contrary, it demonstrates the no less im-
is a political program that remains profoundly marxist in outlook, if not in portant need to defend a space for more immediate, molecular forms of 
doctrine: a new utopianism within which marxism remains the " moment political action. 
of anti -capitalism in the general movement against all forms of domina tion The privilege attached to the totalizing perspective also needs to 
and hierarchy."' s be resisted on the level of theory, where it has analogous effects to those in 
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the domain of political judgment. TQ return to Aronowitz's discussion, the 
political'proj~ct o~ a new alliance also informs. his analysis of th~ the?retical 
perspectives Imphed by these movem ents. HIs account of their objectives 
is also directed at finding a level at which they are on common groUnd 
Since marxism is no longer permitted the role of "master discourse" of 
counterhegemony, Aronowitz looks for some other objective basis for the 
desired unity. His solution is to follow Adorno and Horkheimer in seeking 
to ground patriarchy, racism, sexual oppression, and the destruction of the 
environment in the exploitative attitude toward nature, where this is taken 
to include both external nature and internal, human nature. Thus, he pr0-

poses as the theoretical basis for the new global political project the idea of 
a new relationship to nature. lO 

This attempt to make the domination of nature the archimedean 
point for social criticism remains unconvincing in several areas. For ex· 
ample, it relies on a repression hypothesis in regard to human sexual nature, 
which both Lacan and Foucault have given us reason to doubt. More im· 
portant, however, it is the very project that should be questioned. This is 
a matter of elaborating a unified object of historical understanding and 
political struggle that would fulfil1 the same function as th,e "totality in 
thought" fonnerl y provided by marxism. Ultimately, this amounts to a 
refusal to accept the possibility of difference and discontinuity at the hean 
of human history, and a corresponding refusal to allow that there can be 
irreducibly different theoretical perspectives, each in its own way critical of 
existing social reality. It is the refusal to accept, for example, that patriarchy 
may be a system of oppression quite distinct from that imposed by capital: 
one that may intersect with capital but cannot be subordinated to it or 
subsumed along with it under a more profound social pathology. The con· 
ception of theory appropriate to the independent aims of the new social 
movements is one that can allow conceptual autonomy to the objects of 
their contestation. Accepting the inevitability of difference requires a de· 
territorialized conception of the theoretical field, such that a plurality of 
theoretical objects is possible. This is what Deleuze has called a "nomadic 
conception ofthought": the theoretical domain conceived as a milieu, rather 
than a territory, within which we may assemble and deploy whatever kinds 
of theoretical apparatus may prove useful, or necessary, to the en teT]Jrise 
in which we are engaged. 

The refusal of difference in theory implies an assumption of hom· 
ogeneity that is often nothing more than the effect of one perspective having 
adopted for itself the position of the totality. To the extent that marxism 
takes up this position, defining the object of all social theory, it imposes its 
own homogeneity and territoriality upon the entire domain of political anal· 
ysis. Conceived of in this manner, marxism allows other accounts only to 
the extent that th ey can be recoded in marxism's own terms. Thus, it is 
often argued that Foucault's microphysics of power must be situated within 
the broader perspective of historical materialism, since. ofthe two, only the 
latter deals with society as a whole. It is suggested that it is a theoretical as 
well as a political weakness in Foucault's account that he does not relate 
history as understood in terms of power to the history of class struggle.ll It 
is as though apparatuses and techniques of power can only be properly 
understood, or be proper objects of political contestation, to the exten t that 
they can be located within a totalizing perspective. 
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The political aspect of th is argument has already been dealt with 

abOve. At the level of theory, the objection is no more convincing. First, it 
begs the question against someone who eschews the totalizing position. The 
appeal to the soci.al totality thus ~erves to privilege a particular kind. of 
historical explanatIOn, that of marxism. Second, Foucault's own explanatIOn 
of the emergence of the prison as the dominant mode of punishment might 
just as well be taken as a refutation of the implicit claim that historical 
explanation must proceed by reference to a global theory. This explanation 
works by redescribing this event in the context of the social expansion of 
the techniques of disciplinary power. He defines the birth of the prison as 
an event in the terms of a rich conceptual and empirical apparatus con· 
structed around the notion of micropower. This is the theoretical " plane of 
consistencY" on which his account operates. No explanation does more than 
this nor are there an y ultimate standards of adequacy over and above the 
eff~ts of intelligibility that are produced. There are, of course, as I suggested 
earlier, external reasons why we should prefer some kinds of explanation 
to others. 

We need to distinguish between the universalizability of a per
spective and the sense in which it may be called "totalizing." A political or 
theoretical perspective is universalizable to the ex tent that it can be applied 
to the whole range of social phenomena. Feminism, for example, is a uni· 
versalizable perspective, applicable to all aspects of social policy: military 
strategy and foreign policy are no less legitimate objects of feminist concern 
than child-care, as a number of British women have recently demonstrated. 
Foucault's conception of the social field as an acentered domain of power 
relations is also universalizable in this sense. While it does not claim to 
exhaust the range of possible kinds of analysis, nor to exclude other per· 
spectives, it may nevertheless be applied to all spheres of social activity. 
Similar remarks could be made about the deleuzean perspective based on 
desire: commerce, no less than the cinema, involves the assemblage and 
operation of desire. 

A perspective is "of the totality" in a quite different sense to the 
extent that it purports to stand outside and oversee the different analy~s 
of particular theories or to regulate the conflicting demands of particular 
social movements. Here, in the case ofpoJitical perspectives, it is the social 
totality and its government that is at issue. The injunction to adopt a global 
view, even if it is initially only in respect of the conflicting needs of other 
oppressed groups, is ultimately the injunction to govern a multiplicity of 
interests. The position of the totality is the position of power, the perspective 
of the state whose duty it is to resolve conflicting interests, establish prior· 
ilies, and institute hierarchies. This is undoubtedl y an important function, 
even necessary in some situations. However, it expresses a different interest 
to that of a participant in a minority or specific-issue movement. This is 
why the injunction to adopt the position of the totality must be resisted 
from the point of view of these social movements: not because the position 
of the totality is in itself illegitimate, but simply because it is a different 
position. The specificity and irreducibility of the minority position have to 
be defended against all attempts to abolish that difference. This is hardly a 
novel assertion. In practice, autonomous movements do resist the pressure 
to be subsumed into larger strategic unities, as well as the demand to justifY 
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their concerns in terms of a totalizing theory. What lags behind is the the. 
oretical recognition of the minority position, of the right to hold a limited 
and partial perspectiveY 

In the realm of theory, the position of the totality determines the 
typical perspective ofthe philosopher. Philosophy pretends to universality 
even when its concerns are most particular, providing the theoretical foun: 
dations for existing orders of temporal power, To the extent that it has been 
historically constituted as a state form in thought, philosophy has been 
concerned to legislate. to draw lines of demarcation, and to establish hier_ 
archies within discourse, The real alternative is not the position of the 
mythical Other of state philosophy, the relativist for whom all distinction 
is impossible and nothing is any better than anything else, but that of the 
nomad-not so much the member of a tribe as an activist in a movement, 
a militant on behalf ofan avowedly partial perspective. Above all, it is the 
relation to theoretical space that is not the same.23 

Marxism has a tendency to straddle these two positions, speaking 
now against the bourgeoisie as the representative of the economically ex· 
ploited proletariat, now against the localized concerns of the autonomous 
movements from its own global, scien ti fic perspective, The extent to which 
it currently ad'6pts the latter position may be a measure of how much man;
ists aspire to the perspective of the state. Marxism, however, can survive 
the abandonment of the state perspective. It is, rather, the philosophical 
framework for certain forms of argument that would be lost. Detaching 
marxism from the position of the totality and the unitarian conception of 
knowledge would render inappropriate some of the discursive means by 
which marxists often defend the superiority of their approach over other 
perspectives. What would be gained is a deterritorialized conception of the 
theoretical fi,eld, a precondition for the acceptance of plurality and the prac
tice of an intellectual nomadism. Such an attitude toward theory is already 
im plici t in some of the positions that have been put to this conference. If, 
as Aronowitz suggests, there is no normal science, then we are left with a 
plurality of not necessarily competing, critical theories, If, as Laclau suggests, 
society is an impossible object, then there is no reason to expect that it 
could be encompassed within a single, closed theoretical system, We are 
left with an open-ended and pragmatic attitude, which need not deny the 
utility of marxist analyses in particular cases, but which does im ply that 
the question of whether or not one rema ins marxist is of absolutely no 
importance. 
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Question (Peter Rose) 
Don't you think we necd a theoretieal and strategie basis fer 

creating linkages between differen t progressive movemen ts? If they arc left in eon
stant isolation and nomadism, they arc susceptible to various kinds of co-optation 
and diflCrentiation that may not ultimately be progressive. In faet, wi thout some 
common ground, what basis is there for judging a particular movement to be pro
gressive? 

Patton 
I was not rejecting any attempt to find a common ground 

but rather the claim of certain totalizing perspectives to define the only possible 
fonn of coding fer these new social movements. Certainly one of the consequences 
of the view of micro poli tics that I alluded to as a poli tical strategy would be to find 
and encourage productive and broadly effeetive connections between these move
ments. The example that r referred to in passing-the interest of certain British 
women in peace and antinuclear movements-seems to me a very good example 
of the connection between two specifiC concerns but one that doesn't require any 
particular global political framework. 

Que.tion (Michael Ryan) 
r would like to pose three question~. Firs t, it strikes me that 

you do an injustice to your own conceptual system when you make such a totalized 
monolith out of Marxism. There is no one thing called Marxism. There are just 
different attitudes toward the tradition. Callinicos represents a Euro-comm unist theo
rizing that many of us don't identify with. And this is not just a matter of naming, 
bcl::ausc it has to do with your disavowal of traditional economism. After all, these 
movements are related, and one of the moments of articulation is the economic. 
My second question concerns your use of " the nomadic," which strikes me as ex
tremely romantic, and it has resonances with a masculine ideology of a culture of 
flight perhaps best captured in Kerouac. Finally, r wonder if there is not a stronger 
basis for the politics you are advocating, namely, that the molar is always molecular> 

Patton 
First, my characterization of marxism was quite intention

ally polemical. And I tried to make that clcar by suggesting that I was talking about 
ccnain figures, rhetorical fig ures, figures of thought that inhabit marxist discourse. 
In a sense, the central point of my paper wasn>t concerned with marxist conceptions 
of polities but ra ther with the conception of theory within which particular political 
and theoretical prescriptions are offered and carried ouI. I was trying to unsett le th~t 
totalizing conception of theory, and that by no mcans excludes the possibili ty of 
other uses and of other kinds of marxist theory. 

Second, my use of the metaphor of the nomad, like Dcleuze 
and Guattari>s use of the "schizo" (as in schizoanalysis) in Anti·Oedipus, is not an 
appeal to the real individuals or communities that are associated with the name. In 
both cases the term is used to create an abstract figu re which can be juxtaposed to 
other figures. Thus, the schizo is opposed to the paranoid pole of desire; the nomad 
is opposed to the social organizational model of the state and sedentary forms of 
' rganization. So I don't think it is quite as much a romanticflightfrom the conditions 
of metropoli tan culture as it might appear. You arc also qui te right to point out that 
the molecular and the nomadic cannot, in reali ty, be separated from the molar and 
the sedentary, from the state form. The importance of the distinction, however, is 
its ability to provide two clear-cut, iden tifiable, opposing poles for political orga· 
nization, for conceptions of theory, cven for an approach to literary texIS, forms of 
collective assemblage of desire. II is that setting up of Ihe two opposing poles that 
seem! 10 me important for the recasting of the terms in which we Ihink about the 
ficld of political analysis and other things. 
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Comment (Nancy Fraser) 
I disagree on a number of points on the quest ion of the 

relat ion of theory and practice. I want to defcnd a certain kind of totalizing theory 
by making a sharper dist inction than you do betwecn theory and practice. I do this 
not to defend traditional Marxism because, ironica lly, tradi tional Marxism too closely 
connects them in a way somewhat homologous with your position. Let me put it 
this way: You seem to want to argue directly from a style of theorizing to the kind 
of polit ics that follow from it You claim that totalizing, monocausaI, empirical 
theories somehow necessari ly lead to Stalinist·Leninist centralized forms of poli tical 
practice; and that if we stand back from such theoretical practices, we are guaranlCod 
a democratic, pluralistic polit ical practice. It seems to me that thoory and practice 
don' t have that kind a close connection. One way I migh t ~ at this is to raise a 
hypothetical question: What ifit should turn out that some monocausa~ empirical 
theory of society could actually have a real explanatory power in accounting fOr 
more phenomena than other available theories? You seem to say we can't choose 
that style of theorizing because the politics are bad. It is logically conceivable that 
such a theory migh t, in fact, be able to tell us things and that we would st ill have 
all kinds of political choices. Our political responses are not determined by the styk 
of our theorizing in that close way. Let me put it another way: I think there are at 
least three kinds of criticalthoorizing that v.e need. Firs t, an empirical, critical thoory 
of what is happening in contemporary society, of where the tendencies for crisis arc, 
of what the ponibilities for change are. This should be as absolutely broad and as 
explanatorily powerful as we can make it. Second, we need the kind of normative 
political theory that Chantal Mouffe talked about: theorizing about what kinds of 
institutions we want 10 guaran tee plurality and difference and nomadism and all 
those things you want-that is a political question. And finally, we need a cti tique 
of ideology of the sort that Deleuzc, Foucault, and Dcrrida have been developing. 
In other words, I want to detotalize critical theory in order to argue that some parts 
should be as totalized as possible. 

Patton 
The question of the relat ionship betwcen theory and practice 

is the important one, and it can be taken up in a variety of ways. I wasn't talking 
about the political consequences that flow from certain kinds of theory-the usual 
sense in which marxist discussions of the relat ionship are carried on. I was, rather, 
treat ing them, insofar as they can be treated as distinct domains, on the same plane 
and talking about a homology betwcen a polities of theory and polit ical practice. In 
that sense, what I am objecting to in a style of theorizing are the effects that it has 
on our abi lity to theorize.. In particular, I am objecting to the way in which certain 
conceptions of the nature of theory imposc limitations. close out the possibility of 
alternati ve theorizations. (One only has 10 look at the debates between marxisl5, 
marxist.feminisl5, and other kinds of feminisl5 to see how it operates.) It is that 
polit ics of theory that was my concern. 

And I agrec with your plea for a certain kind o f totality and 
the need for an understanding of society as a whole. The distinct ion I made between 
the twO senses in which one can say that a perspective is totalizing was directed in 
part a t that, since the kind of totalization I was objecting to was not the totalizing 
of a powerful, uni versalizable general theory (although it is a further question of 
how likely it is that we would ever find a thoory that would apply to social phenomena 
in general). I was objecting to the view that if we have a powerful general theory 
like that, then there is no need to encourage alternativcs; that, indeed, thc fact of 
its being powerful and strongly explanatory should be taken as an argument against 
the elaboration of alternatives. In that sense, the politics ofth oory that I am defending 
is very close to the kind of epistemological plural ism that Feyerabend defends. And 
my response to your hypothctieal qucstion-What would we do if we had such a 
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powerful theory?- ,:"ould be the S;8!Ife as Feyerabcnd's: ~e should. s.ti~l en~ourage the 
searCh for alt.crna.lives ~ause It IS. on ly on that baSIS that CTlt lclsm IS possible. 
[ndeed, a society m which one dommant mode of explanation or theoretical form 
is imposed, taught, and funded for research is undemocratic in the realm ofidcss. 
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A. aelden Fields 

In Defense of Political Economy and 
systemic Analysis: A Critique of Prevailing 
Theoretical Approaches to the New Social 
Movements 

Much of the writing done by contemporary theorists 
who consider themselves to be Marxist or neo-Marxist is a self-conscious 
reaction against either polit ical economy as it has been traditionally under
stood or systemic analysis of any nature. The root of the reaction is twofold: 
(a) the proletariat has not served as an agency for cbange in the capitalist 
industrialized countries in which Marx anticipated the revolution; (b) where 
revolutions have taken place under the banner of Marxism, at least in the 
Eastern European context, party and stale have assumed enormous power 
over individuals and the relations of production bear some striking simi
larities to those in the West. In both instances it is difficult for these theorists 
to find revolutionary subjects, the obvious precondition for basic change. 

The theoretical dispute of the sixties between Marxist 
humanists and structural Marxists did not offer much in terms of theories 
of agency or the constitution of revolutionary subjects. The first school, 
appearing after the distribution of Marx's 1844 Manuscripts in the West, 
was too abstractly philosophical. It sought to establish that Marx indeed 
had a vision of "man" that was something more than a reflection of the 
mode of production at any given historical juncture. The structuralist re· 
sponse, particularly from the pen of Louis Althusser, rejected any such 
essentialist notion; however, it appeared as abstract as the humanist for· 
mulation in that it left little room for a revolutionary subject. The subject 
in'capitalist society was merely a product of ideology. The various structural 
l~vels-ideology, politics, economy- seemed rigidly fixed vis·a·vis individ· 
uals, the concept of overdetermination among structures notwithstanding. 
If the Marxist humanists appeared to be guilty of a kind of essentialist 
moralism, the reaction they produced in the form of Althusserian structur· 
alism appeared to be characterized by a scientistic mode of exposition that 
left little more room for social change than the functionalist and cybernetic 
approaches offered by non-Marxist social scientists. 

Then along came the "events" of 1968 in France! The 
world of Marxist and nee-Marxist theorizing would never be the same again. 
Acting subjects brought the productive, distributive, and service capabilities 
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of a major Western capitalist nation to a halt for a substantial periOd of 
time. Moreover, after J 968, one saw in France an increasing radicalization 
and growth of groups that were confronting the state over a wide area of 
concerns. 

I want to argue that the perceptions of what happened in 1968 
and after in France were very selective. Some focused on the students rising 
up against the educational structures and the subsequent challenge to all 
kinds of hierarchical structures by those subjected to them. Others, partic. 
ularly Marxist revolutionary groups in France. focused more on the partic
ipation of workers in the "events" and the subsequent increase in worker 
militancy. Indeed, if one only focuses on the student role, one is unlikely 
to appreciate fully the facts that between eight and nine million workers 
engaged in a general strike, many taking over their plants, and that even 
one of the labor "hierarchies," the Confederation Fram;:aise Democratique 
du Travail, was supportive of the actions of the students and workers.1 If 
the students supplied the necessary catalyst for the workers, the workers 
supplied a shielding action that limited the regime's responsive possib.i1ilies. 

Similarly, in the 1970s some focused on the proliferatIon of 
movements of nonworkers whi le others focused on the actions of workers. 
After 1968, WOrker militancy showed a marked increase over what it had 
been prior to the events of that year. Not only did the number of strike 
actions and working days lost increase, but there was also a qualitative 
escalation in tactics. Plant occupations and holding bosses hostage became 
a much more common occurrence. Moreover, two sectors of the w'arking 
population that were among the most vulnerable now became among the 
most assertive: women workers and immigrant workers from North Africa, 
particularly the Algerians. 

One finds the same kind of selective attentiveness in the United 
States. Some writers have been very attentive to the feminist movement, 
the environmental movement, the peace movement, the gay movement, 
and so on-in sum, to movements that are to a great extent middle-class 
movements. Relatively ignored have been the struggles of working people 
in the 19705, such as the struggles of Farah pants workers, the struggles of 
farm workers, and the struggles of southern textile workers. Once again, 
these were struggles that involved primarily women and minority workers. 
Like man y of the struggles in France, they were struggles at the site of 
production and indicated clear systemic linkages between the structures of 
capitalism, racism , and patriarchy. 

The conceptualization of "new social movements," however, 
contained strong impulses to react against structuralism by deconstructing 
systemic analysis and to dichotomize between struggles of workers in which 
economic/material concerns are explicitly articulated and concerns of other 
largely middle-class groups that seem to have no material implications be
cause they are not articulated. Since systemic analysis has been undercut, 
if the "discourse" of the actors is not a materialist or economic one, then 
there is no way to make the connection. 

If the proletariat has failed the revolutionary challenge, some 
have argued, maybe the new force for basic change could now be the new 
social movements. After all, if the students could force the state to a stand· 
off in 1968, why could not a plurality of opposition groups force chang::s 
in the social and political sites of power? Perhaps it would not be a cen-
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tralized explosion beginning in the capital (e.g., Paris, the center of state 

vereignty) this time. Perhaps it would be more amorphous, less noticeable 
~ the nonparticipants, but much more enduring. 

I have generalized enough. 1 now want to turn to four theorists 
\Ioho have, in one way or another and to a greater or lesser extent, contributed 
to what I regard as the unfortunate tendencies of deconstructing systemic 
analysis and avoiding the implications for political economy of many strug
g}eS that seem to be about something else. 

lIAichel Foucault 
Much of the subsequent writing regarding new social movements 

spins off from the thinking of Michel Fouca~lt. Fo~cault was a teacher in 
the university system the students were revoltlOg agal.nst. The revolt of 1 %8 
was Suggestive to Foucault in his attempt to challenge Althusser's structur
alism and to offer a competing conception of power from which he criticized 
virtually all observable political acti6n that was not spontaneous. I do not 
think it inaccurate to refer to Foucault's political orientation as anarchist. 

Foucault's practical problem is an important one: in his words, 
"to imagine another system is to extend our participation in the present 
s)'Stem."l The problem with utopian revolutionary theories, including Marx· 
ism, in Foucault's view, is that they seem inevitably to use the techniques 
of the present system (armies, parties, courts, etc.) in order to bring about 
social transformation. This frustrates the utopian project itself; witness the 
repressiveness of the Soviet Union. For Foucault, this cannot be fully ex· 
plained either by the "backward" state of Russia when the revolution took 
place or by the personality of Stalin. The above, more basic theoretical 
problem was at work. 

Foucault's resolution is to take a second look at the phenomenon 
of power. He penetrates through the almost exclusive focus on "state power," 
"sovereignty," and "legality." For Foucault, we need to consider power as 
something that is diffused throughout society, something that circulates, 
something about which it is often impossible to say that it circulates exclu
sively in so-and-so's hands. 

Foucault directs us to the extremities, to the sites where power 
is exercised on people in concrete experiences. He seeks to break through .. 
theabstracrion of the state and to reach down to the concrete level of human 
interaction where power is really and visibly exerted (e.g., the prison). The 
social interactions at these sites are informed by disciplinary knowledges 
that provide techniques (e.g. , modem prisons are inspired by Bentham's 
scientific penology-the invention of the Panopticon-and by psychiatry
the prison psychiatrist). Schools, mental institutions, and so on, are decen
tered or regional areas in which control is exercised and conformity de
manded- and obtained. Foucault's descriptions of such institutions remind 
one of Frederick Wiseman's films. 

"Discourse" is defined by Foucault as "the group of statements 
that belong to a single system of formation." ) An example would be psy
chiatric discourse. It is through discourse that disciplines articulate their 
knowledge· and there is an integral relationship between power and knowl
edge that ~o utopian scheme can overcome.· But not all domains are dis
cursive. If systems of knowledge are examples of discursive formations, 
"institutions, political events, economic practices and processes" are con-
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sidered by Foucault to be "nondiscursive domains." s The relationship be· 
tween the discursive and the nondiscursive must be established by in ves
tigation. 

Foucault's own resolution is less than satisfactory. On the one 
hand he has us focusing on power as it is manipulated at the extremities 
by a~onymous and changing agents. This power grew uP. piecemeal, as a 
result of new disciplinary advances and techniques; and It grew from the 
bottom up. No identifiable group or indi vidual dedded to implement it "so 
as to further their interests or facilitate their utilizati on of the social body.'" 
Local conditions and particular needs shaped power in piecemeal fash ion, 
" prior to any class strategy."J 

On the other hand, Foucault tells us, these decentered region s of 
power with their own discourses and techniques do, indeed, serve t~e in. 
terests of capitalism: " power is exercised the way it is in order to maintain 
capi talist exploitation."1 In one text he states: "One must ... conduct an 
ascending analysis of power, starting, that is, from its infinitesimal mech· 
anisms which each have their own history, their own trajectory, their 0 .... '11 
techniques and tactics, and then see how these mechanisms of power have 
been-and continue to be-invested, colonized, utilized, involuted, trans
formed, dispurced, extended, etc. by ever more general mechanisms and by 
forms of global domination."9 In another text, Foucault pulls the ladder OUt 
from under us. He rejects "theory and all forms of general discourse. The 
need for th eory is still part of the system we rejec1."lo Analogpus 'With the 
Maoist way of surrounding the cities from which power emanates by gaining 
control of the coun tryside, Foucault argues that we must engage " the sys· 
tern" "on all fronts-the university, the prisons, the domain of psychiatry
one after another since our forces are not strong enough for a simultaneous 
attack." " But we do this without any overarching or, in Foucault's word, 
" totali zing" theory. 

How can we account for the larger and particularly nondiscursive 
structures Foucault admits exist? We do not have to, theoretically. "The 
system" does the work for us. In the face of this multi fronted ~t1ack at the 
peripheries, "the system it opposes, as well as the power exercl~d throu.gh 
the system, supplies its unity."1 2 Foucault's concern over utopian thoones 
becoming perverted in action thus leads to a rejection of any kind of holistic 
systemic analysis, but it does so without denying that the system exists or 
that all power ultimately serves capitalism in the present epoch. The uni ty 
of the system will reveal itself-hence no general di scourse and theory art 
necessary. Only regional theories are permitted, the force of which comes 
from regional, particular, and local popular knowledges of the people su~ 
jected to institutions and discourses of power. These knowledges are anu· 
sciences to be uncovered by genealogical research into the history of strug' 
g1es. They are presently disguised within functi~nalist and ~ystem~ti:ing 
theory; but, again in a way that resembles a MaOIst formulatIOn, thiS bmt 
the " mass-l ine," they can be resurrected. 

More encouragement yet for the possibility of change. Foucault 
"suggests," as a hypothesis, that "there are no relations of power without 
resistances."1} He later adds, however, that "what I have said here is not 
'what I thin k,' but often rather what I wonder whether one couldn't think."I. 
In fact, strategically, Foucault leaves us with very little to hold on to. He 
tells us that power is amorphous, a machine in which everyone is caught 
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up. And he .finds t~at "against these usurpations by the disciplinary mech
anismS, agamst thiS ascent of a power that is tied to scientifi.c knowledge, 
\\'C find that there is no solid recourse available to us today. "" 

Foucault had contact with a group of French activists with a 
Maoist-anarchist orientation, La Gauche Proletarienne. '6 They accepted the 
~position that all power worked ~o the advantage of capitalism (and, they 
added, the state) and struggled beside any group that was willing to take on 
the stale in a violent manner. By Foucault's logic they were correct in mount
ing the barricades along with small shopkeepers who were protesting taxes. 
However, they came under severe criticism from Sartre for not analyzing 
the nature of the .antagonism and for not understanding that the struggle 
being waged was m no way progressive. In Sartre's view, the revolt was a 
resurrection ofPoujadism, the right-wing populism that was strong in France 
in the 19505. The problem is, if one ca nnot rise above the local sites of 
struggle, what evaluative criteria can one apply to such struggles? If all 
manifestations of power serve capitalism, it does not follow that all reaction 
against that power is progressive. 

Foucault's only critical criterion appears to be nonreplication of 
the forms of the present system. Thus, when the French Maoistsheld "trials" 
for wealthy people who had abused working-class \\ictims but had been 
acquitted by the courts. Foucault argued that by using the forms of the 
courtroom, the Maoists were in fact resurrecting the bourgeois court He 
was critical of any action they took that resembled part y, arm y, or judicial 
systems.17 The proper forms, according to Foucault, remained "to be dis
covered. "II This, of course, leaves us without the ability to theorize generally 
fa- fear of "totalizing"; it also leaves us without any indication of how to 
struggle even at the peripheries of the system of power. 

Foucault encourages the regional struggle by graupuscules (small 
groups), but he assumes no responsibility-except a negatively critical one
for developing strategies consistent with his analysis. After all is said and 
done, one feels that perhaps one has reread Camus twenty-five years later, 
a Camus who has lived through the events of 1968 and is attempting to 
theorize its initial spontaneous success, its inspiration for the creation of 
aU kinds of struggling, decentralized groupuscules, and its inability to change 
fundamentally the structure of French political economy. Foucault tells us 
not 10 even think about the latter! 

Jlirgen Hab..-ma. 
In Legitimation Crisis, written in 1973, lilrgen Habermas thinks 

a lot about the latter. In this text, Habermas is concerned about how systems 
learn. ~t two leyels: the cognitive/technical and the moral/practical. The 
cogDltlve/techDlcal seems to have a life of its own, much like Foucault's 
disciplinary or scientific know ledges which suppl y the techniques for the 
e~ercise of power. However, for Habermas the normative learning process 
Piaget analyzes in individuals is transposed onto society as a whole. The 
struggle in Habermas's theory is for a rational language, for a communicative 
~om petence that is essential for the development of normative criteria Un
like Foucault, Habermas does nOt shirk from systems analysis because it 
has been used extensively by functionalists. But he tries to create a role for 
rational/critical human subjects who do not simply accept the validity of 
what present themselves as system imperatives. 
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Two crucial terms for Habermas are "system" and "life-world" 
Systems contain mechanisms that enable them to avoid or overcome crises, 
which occur "when members of a society experience structural alterations 
as critical for continued existence and feel their social identity threatened."I. 
Life-world thematizes the " nonnative structures (values and institutions) 
of a society. " :0 If the concept of "system" retains the notion of equilibrium 
("steering," in Habermas's terminology) from functionalist systems theory 
and cybernetics, life-world pennits a communal critique ofsystcm requisites 
by rational-moral beings who establish criteria through linguistic co~mu. 
nication. The vision is almost an Enlightenment one of people estabhshing 
moral truths through language and of limiting the claims of systems and 
cognitive/ technical knowledge on that basis. It is both more totalizing and 
more optimistic than Foucault's analysis. The individual subjects, however, 
are communicators rather than organizers and strugglers.2 1 

Foucault engaged in communication with the French Maoists, 
but he did not actually develop a theory of social movemen ts, only of the 
sites in which they ought to operate. It is clear, however, that he favored 
groups or groupuscules that worked in a decentered fashion an~ with de
centered analyses over groups with holistic analyses and strategJes. Thus, 
while the structuralist Althusser remained in the Communi st party, Foucauh 
would talk with and encourage the Maoist-anarchists but not the Marxist· 
Leninist-Maoists, Trotskyists, or the Communist party. 

In the late seventies Habermas focused directly qn opposition 
movements in an article entitled "New Social Movements," in which he 
attempts to distinguish between the "old politics" that had existed before 
the sixties and the " new politics" that had emerged as of his writing. His 
general characterization of the new politics is that it "entails problems of 
quality of life, equality, individual self-realization, and human rights."):! 
Thus, the normative<ritical capacity thematized by the life-world would 
seem to be called into play against the cognitive/ technical claims of systems. 
Some of the other important characteristics of the new politics follow. 

I. ''The new politics are not sparked by problems of distribution, 
but concern the grammar of forms of life. tt lJ 

2. They are "a colorful mixture of groups on the periphery . . . 
removed from the 'productivist core' of performance in late capitalist :s0-

cieties, those who are more sensitive to the self-destructive consequenctS 
of the growth in com plexity, or who are more seriously affected by them. 
The bond that unifies these heterogeneous groups is the critique ofgrowth."l'I 

3. With the exception of the feminist movement, where ''1he 
struggle against patriarchal oppression and for the realization of a promise 
that is deeply rooted in the acknowledged universalistic fou~dations ofmo
raHty and legality lends feminism the impetus of an offenSIve movement, 
all other movements are defensive in character." They are "movements of 
resistance and retreat (and) seek to stem or block the formal, organizeti 
spheres of action in favor of communicative structures; they do not setk 
to conquer new territory. " 21 

4. "A critique of growth based on environmental and peace con
cerns provides the common focus .... What sparks the protest . . . is the 
tangible destruction of the urban environment, the destruction o~ the coun
tryside by bad residential planning, industrialization and pollution, health 
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impairments due to side effects of civilization-deslruction, pharmaceutical 

, practices, and .so forth. These are developments that visibly attack the or
ganic/ounci.allO!!~ of lh~ ilfe-~rld. an.d make one drastically conscious of 
crilena of hvablhty, of tnflexlble hmlls to the deprivation of sensual-aes
thetic background needs. " 16 

5. "Ascribed characteristics such as sex, age, skin color even 
neighborh~~ and religion, contribute to the establishment and delimitation 
of communItIes. the creation of sub<ulturally protected communications 
groups which further the search for personal and collective identity. High 
"a1ue is placed on the particular, the provincial, small social spaces decen
tralized forms of in teraction and nondifferentiated public spheres. ' This is 
all intended to pro.mo~e the re.vitalization o f buried possibilities for expres
sion and co~muntc~tlon. Reslstaryce to ref?rmist intervention also belongs 
here. S~ch mterventlOn becomes Its opposite because the means o f imple
mentation run counter to the declared, social-integrative objecti ves."17 

6. "The new conflicts thus arise at the seam between system and 
Jife.~orld." ~hey are a .~action t? ~he "?<lIonization" of the life-world by 
the ecoryomlc and pohtlcal-admmlstratlve system of action" and to the 
"a~s~ractlOn and ne~tral ization pI?ce~s by virtue of which work and public 
OpiOlOn have been hnked to medla-d lrected interactions in modern socie
ties. "21 

Sociologically, the people adhering to the new politics are young 
~iddle<!ass, and well edu~ated. Workers, entrepreneurs, and the profes: 
Sl~nal mIddle. cla~ accordmg to Habermas, still Support the older distrib
~tlve-Produclive kmd o:f politics wit.h its fear of scarcity. The actual group
lOgS that Habermas pomts to as bemg part of this complex of new social 
movements, at least 10 the German Federal Republic, are 

the anti-nuclear and environmental movement; the 
peace movement (encompassing the North-South con
flict); the citizens' action movement; the al~emati.ve 
movemen t (which comprises urban scenanos wl1h 
squatters and alternative projects as well as commu
nities in the coun try); minorities (the elderly, homo
sexuals, disabled people, etc.); the psychological scene 
with support groups and youth sects; religious fun
damentalism; the tax protest movement (which he later 
and confusedly admits must be separated out) ; parent 
associations' school protest; resistance to " modernist 
reforms"; and ... the women's movement. Further
more independence movements struggling for re
gional, linguistic, cultural, or religious autonomy are 
also of international significance.29 

Despite the differences that have been pointed out between Ha
berma~ and Foucault, Habermas's view of the new social movements owes 
a conSiderable debt to Foucault. In point ) when Habermas talks about 
problems of distribution, he is referring to distribution of wealth and eco
nomic r~sources., something that concerns adherents of the old politics. The 
new SOCial movements are not concemed with that, and there would be no 
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argument with Foucault on this point For Foucault, the concern is with 
the distribution of power, not of wealth in the old politics sense. Moreover 
the grammar of forms of life that Habermas refers to relates to his coneepi 
of communicative groups and, although not very well spelled out, does not 
seem to differ fundamentally from Foucault's contestation over discourse 
at the various sites of the exercise of power. 

In point 2 Habermas finishes off the concern over economics by 
arguing that productivity is a matter of concern onl y in a negative sense. 
As with Foucault, the groups operate on the periphery of society. What pulls 
them together is not a critique of capitalism as a system of production and 
distributi on; rather, it is a critique of the qualitative effects of growth as 
such. 

In point 3, the feminist movement excepted, Habermas presents 
these movements as purely defensive. They do not attempt to totalize or 
extend their influence beyond their specific area of interest They are lo
calized, defensive responses against the encroachment of systems with their 
imperatives and cognitive/ technical language. Points 4 and 5 are further 
elaborations on this point. What i; emphasized, and is consistent with Fou
cault, is the notion of decentralized forms of interaction. 

Pomt 6 entails a difference from Foucault's view. The concept 
of a "seam" between system and life-world suggests that there are spaces 
in which the economic and political-administrative system of action has 
not penetrated. The view seems to be that there are little fortresses in which 
these groups or movements live that have not yet been coniamina'ted by 
the larger system. These are islands of rational communication thilt are 
attempting to hold the exterior system at bay. For Foucault, power is totally 
permeating. No economic and political-administrative system is theorized 
in Foucault, but the ubiquitous exercise of power is somehow cumulatively 
at the service of capital ism. 

In fact, the concept of a seam between system and life-world 
represents a considerable conceptual shift on the part of Habermas. In Le· 
gitimation Crisis, life-world is a conceptual way ofthematizing the moral/ 
practical capabilities of human beings. In "New Social Movements," lifo
world becomes a spatial metaphor, representing areas that are being ~ 
fended against encroachment by exterior systems with a different and im
perialistic logic and language. 

In my view, neither Foucault nor Habermas is correct on this 
point, but Foucault is more correct than Habermas. No space is as free from 
the penetrat ion of larger systems of dominance and subord ination as Ha
berm as suggests, and no battles are as purely defensive as Habermas seems 
to think: all will be forced to confront the dominant systems (which Foucault 
seems to simultaneously recognize and refuse to consider theoretically); and 
each emancipatory movement will be just as defensive/offensive as any 
other. The dichotom y, which is never theoretically justified an yway, between 
a universalistic, offensive feminist movement and defensive movements 
protecting their own territory must fall way. 

Habermas seems to seek confirmation that his ideal speech sit
uation is a real possibility in actual little islands of life that have resisted 
the encroachment of systems. He gives us much more opt imism than Fou
cault does. But the dichotomy is just too idealistic. The systems are om
nipresent, the specific battles have more in common than a critique of 
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growth, and i~ is alw~ys. a struggle for the social movements to keep the 
languages straight ThiS IS no reason for pessimistic despair. It just means 
that th.e situ~ti~n ~acing opposi tion or protest social movements in late
capitalist SOCieties IS more complex than the "small is beautiful" vision 
Habennas suggests. 

Chant.1 Mouffe 
While there are some similarities between Habermas and Mouffe 

(since she has con~but~ an es~y to this volume, I need not recount her 
approach). one major difference IS that in Mouffe's ana lysis the new social 
movem.ents are not purel y defensive-they really do threaten the system in 
its tota!l1y. M~re~ver, Mouffe adds the very important criterion of solidarity, 
which IS lackmg 10 the formulations of Foucault and Habermas. We have 
a much clearer notion of process here than in Habermas's rather static life
world (whether one views it as a concept of rational/normative capability 
or as spatial metaphor). Finally, Mouffe rightly argues against the clear 
opposition bet,:"een the working class and the new social movements, which 
is particularly Important in Habermas's distinction between the adherents 
of the new politics and the old politics, a distinction he borrows from the 
political scientist Ronald Inglehart. lO In all of the above, Mouffe's thinking 
represents an advance over that of Habermas. ' 

There are, however, problems in Mouffe's approach the most 
glaring being the privileging of discourse. She does not define discourse in 
her essa y and thus leaves herself open to the interpretation that d iscourse 
refers to language (this pOin! was raised in the question-and-answer period 
that followed her presentahon~ She responded to the criticism that her 
focrnulation was idealist by saying; " I understand not only speech and writ
ing, but also a series of social practices., so discourse is not just a question 
of ideas. "l ' Clearly, Mouffe does not want to go to the extreme of Barry 
Hindess and P~ul !first, for whom discourse refers only to theory, and thus 
language. and IS divorced from any real objects in the world. 

But what, precisely, is the definition of discourse? Since Mouffe 
d~ not provide a .definition, can we gain any insight by looking at the 
wnbng of her sometimes collaborator Ernesto Laclau? In one of his articles 
udau writes: ,~~ 

By "discursive" I do not mean that which refers to 
"text" narrowly defined, but to the ensemble of the 
phenomena in and through which social production 
of meaning takes place, an ensemble which constitutes 
a society as such. Thediscursiveis not, therefore, being 
conceived as a level or even as a dimension of the 
social, but rather as being c~xtensive with the social 
as such. This means that the discursi ve does not con
stitute a superstructure (since it is the very condition 
of all social practice) or, more precisel y, that all social 
practice constitutes itselhs such insofar as it produces 
meaning. Because there is nothing specifically social 
which is constit uted outside the discursive, it is clear 
that the non-discursive is not opposed to the discur
sive as if it were a matter of two separate levels. His-
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tory and society are infinite text. ... Economic prac
lice should thus be considered as discourse.)l 

By this definition, all social practices are discursive. ~ bit l~ter o~ in the 
same article, however, Laclau makes reference to the no~-(h~curslve COn
ditions in which antagonism emerges.")] Ifwe are t~ly ~nsldenng t~e.social 
world as an ensemble of social practices and relatiOnships, and thiS IS pre· 
cisely the advantage that the Gramscian hegemonic approach is supposed 
to offer over the more static structural approach, then what are we to make 
of these "non-discursive conditions' '? .... 

The fact is that there are social and pohtlcallOteractlons that are 
clearly physical and material, and one would really have to stretch the 
imagination to see them as discursiv:e, wh~ch Ladau does. He se~s peasan!S 
being driven off their lands as a dlSCUrslVC phenomenon. Whtle there IS 

always a message (threat, attempted intimidation) attached to severe ~a
terial and physical punishment, does it really advance us ~o see everythmg 
as discourse-including driving peasants off the lands, forcmg them to work 
on large plantations at low wages, torturing an.d killin.g them when th~y 
attempt to organize? This is a material and phYSical cha~n of events t~at IS, 
indeed, designed to send messages, but for t~e. final aim of preservl~g a 
certain mode of production and the set of pnvlleges that attaches to It J 
can sympathize with Mouffe's attempt to deny a cl~ar.deavage between the 
ideal and the materiaL between idealism and matenahsm, ~tween ~he b~se 
and the superstructure. But I do not see how calling everythmg that Islsoclai 
"discourse" clarifies that relationship, and I fear that we are back at the son 
of privileging that is objectionable to her in the base/ superstructure meta· 
phor of traditional Marxism. . 

The discourse that Mouffe uses, and here I mean language. mdeed 
can easily be interpreted as an idealistic one. Sh~ states: "[as) soon as the 
principle of equality was admit,ted in ?'le domal~ ... the eventual ques
tioning of all possible forms ofmequahty was an mel~ctable conseq~ence, 
Once begun the democratic revolution had, necessanly, to undernune aD 
forms of po':"'er and domination, whatever they might be.")O "~II p?sitio~s 
that have been constructed as relations of domination/subordmatl~n w..'11 
be deconstructed because of the subversive character of demo:cratlc d15' 
course." )' These are statements that beg to be read as commitments to 
idealism. One is tempted to ask why, if that is not h~w we ~re suppo~ t~ 
read such statements, this formulation is any more enhghtemng than Lenm 5 
emphasis on politics and his resurrection of ideology as an importa~t as~ 
of the process of politics (as oppo~d to Marx's coml?letely nega:,ve V1eW 
of ideology as false mental commitments at the service of dommant sys
tems). 

Mouffe's almost deterministically progressive language, the ful
fillment of TOCQueville's prediction with which she begins her essay, serves 
to hide one of her shrewder insights. I get the feeling that these new move· 
ments are all ineluctably (a favorite word) marching toward equality and 
democracy. One certainly gets that impression from Habermas's treatment 
as well, although he admits that sometimes tax revolts can be quite reac
tionary. That, however, seems to be the exception for Habermas. Moulfe, 
on the other hand, tells us specifically that, " like the workers, these struggles 
are not necessarily socialist or even progressive."l6 She furthermore suggests 
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a criterion for the assessment of how progressive a movement is, that is, 
its link to other struggles.J1 This is an interesting insight that ought to help 
US judge, for example, among various manifestations of nationalism: those 
that assert rights to independence, self·respect, and cultural development 
bUt respect and support such assertions on the part of others as welL as 
opposed to nationalistic expressions that are chauvinistic and exclusive
that is, intrinsically hostile to both internationalism and other internal claims 
on people's allegiances. We could, using this text, avoid the "all third-world 
nationalism is revolutionary" versus "all nationalism is reactionary" di
chotomy that has proved to be so fruitless as Marxists have attempted to 
come to grips with nationalism. 

The language used in the first three-quarters of Mouffe's essay 
lulls us into an idealist, deterministic reading that is quite at odds with the 
fertility of the concluding section. I find it especially interesting that in that 
last section the word "discourse" does not appear once. It is replaced by 
words such as "struggle" and "solidarity" and the contention that "capi
talism as a way of life is. in fact, responsible for the numerous forms of 
subordination and inequality attacked by new social movements."lI 

In sum, the absence of a definition of discourse and what appear 
to be two different approaches to this in Laclau's wOl;k (everything social 
is discourse versus the existence of nondiscursive conditions that give rise 
to antagonism) are confusing. The "everything is discourse" approach is 
either literally nonsensical (at least to this writer) or is bound to lead us to 
a retreat to the purely theoretical domain divorced from the world of con· 
crete reality, a retreat that we find in Hindess and Hirst'sMaie o/Production 
and Social Formation,l9 that preserves the worst, scientistic feature of AI
thusserian structuralism. On the other hand, if it is admitted that there are 
nondiscursive conditions that give rise to antagonism, then we need to 
specify those in terms of systemic effects and concrete human experience, 
interests, and relationships. We are then no longer justified in prioritizing 
discoUBC the way Mouffe does. But we cannot have it both ways. 

PMII Patton 
In some senses, the least delicate of the four approaches that I 

shall discuss is that of Paul Patton (his essay also appears in this volume). 
Patton begins with a healthy skepticism of a Marxism so caught up in a-n 
epistemological totalization that it cannot recognize difference or particu
larlity. (At first, he seems to argue that skepticism is intrinsic to Marxism, 
but toward the end of the essay he takes the contrary position.) That, of 
course, is an old and correct charge against some theoreticians and self· 
professed practitioners both in the West and in the "socialist" countries. 
Foucault, Habermas, Mouffe, and this writer would all agree with Patton. 
However, he then draws upon Foucault's diffuse theory of power but, using 
Dcleuze's concepts of territorialization, deterritorialization, and nomadic 
theory, pushes his analysis and conclusions to micrologic or decentered 
extremes. 

Like Habermas, Patton views the new social movements as de
fensive. They represent the principle of deterritorialization. The state, on 
the other hand, represents the principle of territorjalization. The state is 
totalizing; by nature, it practices a kind ofintemal imperialism; it is out to 
"capture" the new social movements, to destroy their difference. Marxism, 
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at least as portrayed by Patton in its concrete te~t~ a.nd practice~, is a .to. 
talizing discourse and thus must become ,comph~l~ m ~he state s teml? 
rializing practices-hence Marxist theorists c0n:'~h.caty with s~ate aca~e.mlt 
institutions in the West and Marxists' responsibility for stahst conditions 
in the "socialist" countries. . . 

Patton's resolution, however, is to present us with a view of new 
social movements that not only reflect difference but are totally separated 
and isolated from one another. He even rejects the possibili~y of broa~ ly 
based coalitions because that degree of analytically and strategically J?Ult.ltt& 
together the complex of power would represent an unaccept.!ble totahza~ lon 
which would threaten the autonomy of each .o~ t~e. p~~s. Patt<?n wntes: 
"The injunction to accept a global view, even If It I ~ 100tl.ally only m ~~pecl 
of the conflicting needs of other oppressed groups, IS ultimately the inJunc-
tion to go\'ern a multiplicity of interests ... ·'. .. . 

I would submit that Patton has faIled to distingUIsh between 
"difference" and total "separateness" (the latter might go by the name "ali. 
enation"). Indeed, Mouffe's concept of solidarity. has gone completely. by 
the wayside. There is no sense, in Patto~'s analYSIs, of the need to mediate 
between legitimate self·interest and the mterest ~n~ needs of others at the 
group level. t'l ne wonders how the individuals wlthm su~h groups are sup. 
posed to have social sen timents strong enough to C?nstltute the groyps
unless the groups we are talking abo~t are not emanclpatory but are Simply 
constituted to advance a narrow self·mterest of relevance only ~o the.lTfselves. 
Are we then left with a reformulation of " interest group hberahsm" or, 
perhaps, Nozick's individualistic, libertaria": ut,?pianism?·: . 

Gi ven Patton's apparently total rejection of utopianism, I an:' not 
sure that we could even get to Nozick's.p~it~on .. Again, in P~tt0!1'~ dl~ho: 
tomous either lor framework-either terntoflah~tlon o~ dete.mtonahzatJon; 
either micrologic or macrologic; either dest~ct,on of Identity or total se!>" 
arateness-the point is missed that ~n em~nclpatory gro~p must to a certam 
extent be utopian but can be utopian Wlth.out attemptlOg to 8,0 from .the 
present to "rhe new socialist man." It can, mdeed,.be t;?~ged In ~,proJa:t 
for the creation of a more humane world respectln~ dlffe~encc:. B~,t .It 
cannot do thi s unless it transcends its own boundanes, . o~ te~tory, In 

two ways: (I) it comes to an understanding of the systemic ImJ>e<!lments kl 
its project, and (2) it reaches out t<? other g~ups and engages m mutual 
expressions of solidarity and strategic networ~ng. . 

Just as in Habermas. women get Singled out .regardmg t~e ~. 
striction against universalizability: "A pol itical or theorellcal perspechve IS 
uni versalizable to the extent that it can be. appli~d 10 t~e whole rang~ of 
social phenomena. Feminism, for example, IS a uOlversahzable pe.rspectl~e, 
applicable to all aspects?f social po~icy: military strategy .and foreign poh~ 
are no less legitimate objects offemlOlsl concern than chlld-care, as anum 
her of British women have recently demonstrated ... ·} . 

Are women being used here merel y as an ~xample of a ~nlver· 
salizability that can avoid the trap oftotalizing? Or, as 10 Habermas, IS there 
something reall y different about the struggle of w?m~n than the oth er new 
social movements? If the former is true, once we indicate how o~her '?l.ove. 
ments (e.g., those of workers and minorities) have. real stake.s m mlli ~ary 
strategy and foreign policy- U.S. people. of c~lor bemg used dlsproporllo~ 
ately as troops against people of color In Vietnam, Grenada, and Cen t 
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America; U.S. workers losing jobs to Central American countries where 
wages and working conditions are poor and labor unrest dealt with by final 
means-are we not totalizing in the sense of coming to an understanding 
of the systemic dynamics of structures of oppression at both the national 
and international levels? Is that not precisely what this use of feminism as 
aD example invites? On the other hand, if women are exceptional, as in 
tIabermas's formulation, one can onl y, once again, ask why. The criteria 
are just not obvious. 

Patton's major contention is tbat "change in existing social reo 
lations does not have to be mediated by the totality. Tbe conditions that 
sustain oppression can be altered piecemeal. The relationsbip of particular 
groups to the relations of production, if not the relations themselves, can 
be altered locally ..... Relations of production are singled out here because 
he is answering Marxists, who are particularly concerned with that, not 
beCause he seems to privilege these relation s. 

As proof of his contention that conditions can be altered piece
meal, Patton points to empirical examples of practice. He first tells us about 
a case of Australian aborigines using legal and political channels as well as 
direct action to gain back some of their lands for subsistence farming. He 
then goes on to say that much feminist activity also has had "significant 
local results, ''O J specifically referring to a grou p of women in Sydney who 
succeeded in gaining the release of women who had killed their spouses in 
response to violent abuse. According to Patton, these women also secured 
some changes in the laws and brought public attent ion to this aspect of 
jXltriarchal social relations. 

All of this might be true. These groups might have won some 
victories at the local level. However, one ca n just as easily find counter
examples in Western societies, especially among the poor, where such purely 
local attempts did not work and, in some cases., led to very costly defealS.46 
Would Patton seriously argue that blacks in the United States should have 
pursued purely local strategies in the civil rights campaign of the sixties? 
Given the distribution of power in the local southern communities, that 
\\OOld have been suicide. 

Specifically in regard to the aboriginal poople, they may well be 
isolated and retain the potential for agricultural self·sufficiency. But Patton 
is not writing at the time of Rousseau. Subsistence farming, hunting, and 
gathering are not the dominant modes of production. If the land claims of 
the aboriginal people ever posed a serious threat to the dominant mode of 
production, no doubt they would stand little more chance of regaining those 
lands than the native Americans would of reclaiming the major cities and 
agricultural lands of the United States. Or, take another theoretical possi
bility, a purely local attempt on the part of peasants in El Salvador or 
Guatemala to regain their land rights. This might strike one as being a 
ludicrous extreme. However, Central American experiences are very in. 
structive, particularly when one examines the success of the Nicaraguan 
~olution, which was based upon the dual thrusts oflocal, usually Christian. 
onented base organizations and the centralized FSLN. The continuing di. 
alectic involving the relationship bet'A-'Cen local groups (both supportive and 
OPPositional groups) and the centralized, state machinery is the most in. 
teresting aspect of that revolution and differentiates it from the Cuban case. 
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where the revolution was won by a single, military group and the base 
committees were creations of the central power aAer the revoluti on. 

The example of feminism is of a different order from that of 
Australian aborigines or landless Central American peasants. Here we are 
talking about the system of patriarchy reinforced by a multitude ~f op. 
pressi ve structures. But here, as well, most ~ss-roots gro~ps operat.lng at 
the local level see the necessity for ( I) a systemic understandmg of patnarchy 
on the order ofa systemic understanding of capitalism and the links between 
patriarchy and capitalism (e.g., the "family" wage; the enormous profits of 
the pornography industry) and (2) political networking as the expressiOn of 
an understanding that while local grass-roots work is crucial, it must be pan 
ofa national and international undertaking. Totall y disconnected efforts are 
much more likely to be either frustrated or assimilated by the dominant 
structures than are efforts that are part of a larger social movement 

This adds complexi ty. One of the most difficult tasks facing the 
women's movement is to determine how the concerns of first-world \\-"Omen 
can be meshed with those of third-world women. But this has a reflexive 
heuristic value, as a reminder that first-world women are not homogeneous_ 
there are bla9.k, Latina, nati ve American, Asian-Pacific. and so on, women 
within the local contexts of North American first-world women. SYStem 
complexity comes home to the locality, penetrates right into those neigh. 
borhoods of Chicago, New York, or Los Angeles. This is also true of workers 
(e.g., workers from Fra nce, Algeria, and Mali in a R.enault factory irl . ~am). 
What does it mean to argue for a purely local action and strategy m th IS 
world so far from a homogeneous, aboriginal com munity? It means the 
opposite of putting things together, the opposite of understan~ing how 
oppressions relate to and reinforce each other. It not onl y means difference, 
for one can accommodate difference with a notion of mediation. No, it also 
means f ragmentation. To whom is fragmentation of the oppressed useful'! 

Conclusion 
One of the major advantages of a dialectical approach is its em

phasis upon the concept of mediation of apparently contradictory social 
currents. When that concept of mediation is ignored, the way is paved for 
rigid dichotomizations and an opting for one side or the other. "Workeri ~t~ 
approaches and " new social movement" approaches as mutually exclUSive 
options strike me as equally baseless. We ought not to tum away from the 
most dogmatic interpretations of the base/superstructure metaphor only 10 
walk into another metaphoric trap that prioritizes language or discourse and 
constructs theory-proof roofs over local sites of contestation. 

I would like to make two other observations. First, at least from 
the U.S. perspective, it is a bit late to be talking about new social movements 
in the way Habermas and Patton do, because imperialism has reached su.ch 
an aggressive pitch in the policies of the overtly ideological Reagan admln' 
istration. Particularl y by its actions in Central America, its prioritization of 
the military and business sectors, and its cutbacks on domestic progra~s 
to aid the worst off. that administration has clearly demonstrated the dIS
tributive systemic ;takes in volved in imperialistic behavior and their re
lationship to the structures of capitalism, racism, and patriarchy at home. 
As opposed to the seventies, when imperialism took more subtle and less 
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militaristic form s, an anti-imperialist movement has arisen whose function 
is to show the practical and theoretical impl ications of this phenomenon ." 

Second, the thrust of micrologic analysis is toward a single-issue 
strategic approach, precisely the opposite of the above anti-imperialist ap
proach. Within the U.S. context, th e micrologic approach receives strong 
support from the "ideology of practicality." One of the major ways by which 
U.S. pOlitical culture has been rendered non ideological is precisely by the 
emphasis placed upon local, short-term results and the correlation of such 
"success" with micrologic strategies. Thus, Martin Luther King, Jr., was 
severely criticized for jeopardizing possible advances in civil rights when 
he criticized the war effort in Indochina. Thi s mi crologic approach frustrates 
systemic analyses which reveal dynamics in the political economy that are 
not otherwise obvious to those who think and act in purely compartment
alized terms. The kind of theorizing done by pluralists in the political science 
discipline has been a scientific discourse that reinforces compartmentalized 
thinking and delegitimizes systemic, political economy approaches by la
bel ing them unscientific "ideologies." ·' It would be sad and ironic if the 
same tendency were to arise from the ranks of nco- Marxists today when 
the strategic stakes in the anti-imperialist struggle are ,at a more acute level. 
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Etienne Ralibar 

The Vacillation of Ideology 
Translated by Andrew Ross 
and Constance Penley 

Since there is a "crisis of Marxism" in the centenary 
or Marx's death, I would like to offer a schematic account of one of its most 
palpable elements, perhaps the most palpable of them alL I have had the 
occasion elsewhere, along with others and in their wake, to suggest that this 
crisis is much more profound and radical than is commonly acknowledged. 
It does not arise either from the relative exhaustion of a theory of history 
and social reality or from an initial error that led Marxists to stray from 
the paths of the intellectual, moral, and political progress of humanity. Nor 
does it arise from the perverse effects of a use of Marxism that would 
contradict its original aims, a use currently summed up in the phrase "ac
tually existing socialism." 

Crisis in Marxism or Crisis in Politics 
Contrary to the facile alternative suggested by an all 

too hackneyed logic, the political and ideological uses of Marxist theory are 
no more logically implied in its original formulations than they are exterior 
to its meaning (or to its truth). In fact, the political and ideological uses 6f' 
Marxism either produce or actually create its meaning; they maintain the 
historical process of its production, which already includes the texts of Marx, 
of Engels, his "close comrade in arms," and of their successors. From this 
point of view, Marxist discourse-taken in its totality as a scientific discourse 
and as an institutional form of political organization-starts out by pointing 
totheacutecontradiction between the old and the new, between materialism 
and idealism, the effect ofa revolutionary irruption as well as a conservative 
recuperation, if not a counterrevolutionary one in the strictest sense of the 
term. (By contrast, and of little importance, is the internal contradiction of 
the two aspects of the Hegelian system which Marxists have incessantly 
discussed, not so much to explain one of the sources of the constitution of 
Marxism as unconsciously to project the irreducible duality of their own 
thought upon it,) 

Because the Marxist contradiction is internal, because 
it cannot be located between this or that part of the system but cuts across 
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each of its fundamental theses or concepts, because, finally, it keeps dis. 
placing its effects and its point of application, it is perfectly vain to imagine 
that one could get rid of that contradiction either by purifying Marxism of 
its "bad sid e," in order to deliver it into positivism, or by refuting it, in 
order to consign it to the trash can of history, Whether in the name of Man; 
or of Mandsm·Leninism, scientific socialism, or anti·Marxism, the COntra. 
dictions at stake here are, at present, strictly insurmountable; they never 
stop working our everyday existence, just as that existence never stops WOrk. 
ing them (and the rowdy proclamations of theories of totalitarianism are 
just one of the many symptoms of this), l The only possible way to carry 
out philosophical and political work today is by staying within the imme. 
diate boundaries of th is internaljexternai crisis, closest to its sensitive areas. 

The initial political and epistemological break in Marxism OCCUrs 
when the terms of this contradiction are bound up, alongside the double 
positioning of the concepts of a science of history and the watchwords of a 
proletarian politics, within the unity of a "theoretical perspective based on 
a notion of class," 

Thus, it is from the inside that the crisis of Marxism affects our 
current political situation, For unless we seek refuge in the illusion (cloaked 
in hypocrisy)"'of a political thought and practice that cuts the cost of the 
extremities of the class struggle and indefinitely defers the settling of ac
counts between social antagonisms (whether those of the economic crisis 
of capitalism, or those of the political crisis of socialism~ unless 't'e find 
the key to the good state and a healthy world economic order in the account 
books of technology or law, who would deny that the basic problems of all 
practical politics are still those at stake in the crisis of Marxism? Are there 
other ways of historically doing away with the recurring forms, old and new, 
of the exploitation and oppression of certain men and women by others 
than that of the revolutionary (not necessarily catastrophic) transformation 
of the determini ng social relations of social existence? And is there a rev· 
olutionary practice other than a collectively organized one in which "the 
masses make history," along with the permanent, built·in risk of a dual 
outcome (which, as experience shows, can be produced si multaneously); an 
effective liberation and the reproouction of a new "barbarism" whose tech· 
nological sophistication scarcely disguises its ongoing primitivism? 

If that is, indeed, the general problem, then the crisis of Marxism 
has nothing to do with the specific fate - specific, in accordance with the 
needs of a particular cause-of any single doctrine, nor even with that of 
historicist ideology and the nineteenth· and twentieth-century socia l utopias 
that are usually seen as its origin, In its most acute form the crisis of Marxism 
is the crisis of modern politics itself. 

It is absurd, however, to try to generalize this "crisis" all in one 
go, as if its terms could be definitively established, for we wou ld only end 
up with either a formalistic description or else a repetition of its symptom s, 
perpetually bringing together the false evidence of the immediate realities 
that contradict Marxist theory (the retreat of the workers' movement, the 
dissolution of the proletariat described by Marx and Lenin, the latent des· 
potism and technocracy of socialist revolutions, the structural transfor· 
mation of capi talism, the vitality of mass religious ideology that detracts 
from class consciousness, etc.) with the announcement of new acts of rev
olutionary faith, 
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, t.,1ar:x ism 's co,ntradictions have no pure or simple existence; they 
only exiSt wlthm a practlco-theoretical history, To grasp them we must work 
Oul a detaile? examination of this his~ory" by addressing, simultaneously, 
the formulatlon of problems, the apphcatlon of concepts. and mass social 
practice, Above all, thi~ inv~l~es wo~k on the transformations ofthe work. 
ins.class movement, smce It IS specificall y through the fusion of Marxist 
discourse with the practice of workers' organizations that each seems to 
have acquired, over the past century and more, a mutual trust in the other's 
consistency and continuity, 

Such an analysis does not spring to hand; it is not well known' 
and it can no longer be got at simply by destroying classical illusions abou~ 
the meaning and internal coherence of Marx ism as a world view. In principle, 
it still involves a considerable degree of the unknown-since there are only 
disparate elements of such a history of Marxism in existence today, How
ever, it has no truck, a priori, with the unknowable or the esoteric, 

. I am offering onl,y a small part of such an analysis, a very pro
grammatlc account of the history of the theory and even its origins. 1 want 
to discUSS the ~sit~on of the concept of ideoloKJ' in the Marxism of Marx 
and Engels and Its Importance, not only for what it gives rise to, but ulti. 
mately for our present state of affairs. I will emphasize the theoretical vac. 
illation that characterizes the concept of ideology, a'vacillation that con. 
sistently manifests itself in terms of an eclipse, an antithetical deviation or 
a displacement of the problema tics, ' 

A Double Birth for a Singla Concept 
Our starting point is marked by the odd distribution of the term 

"ideol?g,r" i~ Marx and Engels~s texts themselves (in which language is the 
m~t~hst site of the productlon of their concepts), Omnipresent in the 
wnttngs C?f 1845-4~, reduced to a few peripheral appearances in the period 
1847-52, Ideology IS almost nowhere to be found after that until its fullblown 
restoration i~ the I 870s, chiefly from the Anti·Di1hring on, In a sense, it is 
used thc:re Simpl y as a well·known philological fact; but if we look more 
~iosely, It can also be seen,as the source of a false understanding played out 
Ul all contem~raneous discourses on Marxism, starting with its own dis
course about Itself. 

The concept of ideology is clearly a dedsive innovation and en. 
sures Marxism's theoretical specificity,} Althussef'Sees its formulation as an 
unimpeachable sign of the break that engenders it Yet it has actually been 
formulated twice, in disparate historical contexts and within problema tics 
that precluded any immediate contlation: first, in The German IdeoloKJ' by 
Marx and Engels (thOUgh mostly Marx), an unpublished text whose uneven 
ye,t insistent influence, brought to light by various rereadings and rediscov. 
~nes, can be traced throughout the entire history of Marxism; and second, 
In the~up of historical and philosophica l texts, mostly by Engels, designed 
to prOVide Marxism, for the first time, with the appearance of a system and 
to point out the ways in, ~h,ich that system could be applied, Writing these 
texts over two decades (mltlally under the supervision of Marx and then in 
the course of a systematic rereading of Marx's published and unpublished 
work), Engels at once gave historical materialism its name rediscol'ered the 
~ "iru:ology," and (temporarily) co.l'ered over the proble~s he was posing 
10 the gUise of an entlfely coherent, mdeed even positive, definition, This 
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second formulation is actually even more complex and contradictory, but 
it served to give the concept of ideology its initial outlines. 

How can we fail to assign some symptomatic value to this twenty. 
year eclipse of the crucial term "ideology" following its debut (if we can 
call it that, since the text was not published) and extensive deployment in 
The German Ideology? Ideology almost vanished from the discourse of Man: 
and Engels. There are a few furtive appearances, particularl y in polemical 
references from 1846 to 1852 to the " ideologues" of the bourgeoisie and 
the petit bourgeoisie (Proudhon et al.), then nothing more. There is no 
mention of ideology in the great political analyses of the conjuncture and 
relations of forces, such as The Eighteenth Brumaire, which Engels none
theless took as the model of a materialist account of historical events. (In 
th is subtle analysis of the political representation of social forces, a ll that 
is at stake is the question of "class in itseW' and "class for itself.") Ideology 
does not appear in the preliminary work of Capital(notabl y the Grundrisse), 
nor even in the detailed critique of the econom ists (theories of surplus 
value). Here, again, it is simply a matter of the difference between classical 
economy and vulgar or apologetic economy.) 

Above all, there is nothing about ideology in Capital, which, 
whether one likes it or not, is the cornerstone on which depends the sol idity 
or fragility of the Marxist edifice. It can no doubt be argued that a good 
number of the theoretical apparatuses that figure in the classical analyses 
of ideology are well and truly present in Capital: those pertaining t~ com· 
modity and money fetishism and, more generally, to the inverted relation 
Marx sets up between the deep sphere of production and the superficial 
sphere of exchange. Clearly these anal yses, by dint of their object, ought to 
te part of the fi eld of a theory of ideology (or of bourgeois ideology), either 
to explain the specific effects of ideology or to give an account of genesis.. 
Thatonl y makes more conspicuous the absence of ideology in the theoretical 
space of Capital and generall y within what is called the moment of "Capital" 
in the history of Marxism. Far from signifying the absence of any corre
sponding questions, this suggests a recognition that the question is not so 
simple that it can be inscribed, unequivocally, within any one theoretical 
statement. 

I think it is worth considering this eclipse, not as an accident a 
an irrelevant terminological quirk, but as the sign of a difficulty, if not a 
fundamental contradiction. This hypothesis would be confirmed if we could 
find an instance where the definition of ideology is incompatible with the 
critique of political economy and where the description of fetishism can be 
inserted. Our hypothesis already has its counterproof: after Capital, the tenn 
" fetishism" disappears in its turn from the texts of Marx and Engels, in 
spite of its conceptual precision~ and in spite of the organic place it occupies 
at the core of the development of "value-form" or in the explanation of the 
relation between the essence and the appearances of capitalist production, 
hence of the relation between wage exploitation, the consciousness assumed 
by the laborers themselves, and the discourse of the economists. In place 
of fetishism-but is it really in the same place?-a new term appears, one 
Engels salvaged from a forgotten manuscript, " ideology," whose meaning 
he (consciously?) transforms. This extraordinary shuffling of identities sug
gests that if the question of ideology is constitutive foc historical materi· 
alism, then several relati vely incompatible approaches are in volved, each 
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; depending on different conditions, each of which has to be pursued in its 
tUrn. The study of these differences (which academia has completely ob

~. sCured) then becomes a privileged means of access to the internal contra
~ dictions of the Marxist problematic. 

r , Materialism and Criticism 
Without going into the tricky details of the text of The German 

Ide%gy, 1 would like to point out a few of its noteworthy features in a way 
,_ that wiIl throw some light on the paradoxical nature of the concept of ide

ology. We can start with a double question: what makes Marx's materialism 
historical and what makes his concept ion of history materialist? 

Marx's history is obviously not materialist simply because it pur
ports to eliminate the speculative in order to constitute itself on an empir
ically verifiable causality. In principle, this elimination entails snatching 
history from the clutches of teleology, both in its religious forms (Provi. 
dence, the of history, Origins and Destinies) and in its philosoph-
ical forms (a . . governed by a principle of Human Progress-

. spiri tual, or logical); in short, this entai ls eliminating any 
a Subject of history. In Marx, this critique coincides with 

on an illusion that is also a fraud , one that makes the State the 
'i'i'.lv"",1 component of historical process and Man, as a universal abstrac

'Iion, its proper subject. Yet this critique of speculation cannot be reduced 
to an empiricism or positivism (though general formulations point it this 
.way, starting from the idea of a definitive departure from philosophy). Nor 
does it rely on a simple clarification of the economic process, of social labor, 
and of the needs and material interests of the classes. By itself such an 
.ana1ysis(ofthe "real bases" ofhistory)can onl y return to the presuppositions 
common to both political econom y and classical philosophical utilitarian· 
ism, whose individualist materialism itself also rests on an abstract hy
pothesis of human nature (and also, undoubtedly, on the perspecti ve ofthe 
state, though less obviously so). 

Despite what the term traditionally suggests, Marx's materialism 
can be contained neither within the definition of the matter of history nor 
'oltithin the application of a historical point of view (evolutionary, progres
sive, diaJectica1) with regard to matter.' It is presented as an essentially 
deril'ati~'e position, as a critique of idealist (abstract, speculative, etc.) re~ 
resentations/ illusions which mask over, mystify, and repress the determin 
ing reality of the labor of the indi vidual and of social production. By virtue 
of its own labor, this critique alone can provide materialism with its specific 
COOtent while also confirming that there is no uni versal materialism outside 
specific positions, conjunctures, or struggles. 

Historical materialism is primarily an analysis (or a series of 
analyses) of the formation , the real production, of idealist representations 
of history and politics-in short, of the process o/ idealization. In The Ger· 
man Ideology this is the professed objective of a complex and incomplete 
construction centered on the role of the "division of manual and intellectual 
Jabor." Historical materialism is constituted when it can prove (and to the 
extent to which it can prove) that the idealization of history is itself the 
necessQ/y result of a specific history. We can then see how the idea of a 
~ie~tific critique (along with the equation, science - history) might be 
JUstIfied: because the movement of criticism that opens the analysis of these 
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Questions is itself just as much the result of "real historical relations" as are 
the idealities it addresses. As with science, the categories of history are 
manifest as problems in their own right (Questions, as Marx puts it) rather 
than as explanations or autonomous responses. 

Yet this is still not enough. We must come to terms with the 
force, or forces, that sanction the way the idealization Of history imposes 
itself, not only on those who have an interest in it, but also on those for 
whom it mystifies the real and thereby calls a hah to the movement for 
liberati0I.'" ~n this point" someone like ~tirner can on,ly o,ffer a tautology: 
the domination of Ideas IS the realm of Ideas of dommatlon (order, hier_ 
archy, the sacred, etc.). What is the point of these ideas of democratic lib
eration (individual rights, political equality) if they are incarnated, in their 
turn, with in the statist order (albeit a profane, nonhierarchical one) of the 
postrevolutionary bourgeoisie? In suggesting that every state makes use of 
religion and morality to impose its power, and that every discourse, when 
it begins to conflict with their interests, divides individuals, one from the 
other, Machiavelli and Hobbes do nothing to break out of this vicious circle; 
they only translate it into the language of a functionalist philosophyofpower 
(the dominant ideas, whatever they are, are those serving the interests of 
the powerfuk at best the powerful must believe in the ideas so that those 
they dominate do likewise). It is necessary to determine the question his. 
torically, to examine the nature of the "ideas of the ruling class" and the 
way they become the dominant ideas. Thus, the concept of ideology adds 
a third question to the preceding two. With respect to the other dritiques 
of the speculative illusion (Kant, Feuerbach) or the necessity of appearances 
(Hegel), whether anthropological and ahistorical or historical and dialectical, 
Marx's originality lies in his overdetermining the question of the cause or 
necessity of idealities by questioning their mode of action, their power, or 
their subjugating effects.6 . 

Considered in the light of this triple determination (the critique 
of teleology and speculative theory, the materialist origin of idealization, 
and the analysis of the effects of domination), the concept of ideology seems 
to be the correlative of a definition of the real relatiOns that determine the 
historical process. In traditional philosophy such an invocation of the real 
and the empirical could only correspond to a recognition of error or illusion, 
an antithesis between idealism and realism. The materialist critique of ide
ology, for its part, corresponds to the analysis of the real as a relation, as 
a structure of practical relations. It corresponds to the discovery tbat the 
reality of the real is not a being identical to itself but is, in a sense, a specific 
abstraction the individual can only at first perceive as an abstraction twice
removed-speculative or, as Marx puts it, inverted and rendered auton~ 
mous. It is not individuals who create this abstraction, for they are them
selves basically only relations or the proouct of relations. The whole science 
of history is virtually the d istinction between these two antithetical abstrac
tions, which is to say that it breaks up or deconstructs their identification. 
It is in this that the science of history is " concrete." 

The Purely Proleterian Act 
In rereading Marx's argument, however, it seems to be dominated 

by one forceful theoretical intervention, the abstraction of which is itself 
rather Rimsy: an intervention that posits~ against ideology, in the form of 
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force or antithetical instance, the very being of the proletariat, or more 
precisel.y, the prophe~c estab li sh~ent in th~ .ve,?' pl~ce occupied by the 
re"oluu.on~ry proletan~t of the discourse cntlqUing Ideology. Thus, it is 
from thiS Site, the real sIte of truth as well as the place from which the world 
is cban~ed,. that one can. grasp the equi valence between the different types 

j "'ofideahzatloD thatconstilute Ideology: consciousness produced at a distance 
',~ the real, abstraction of the condi tions of existence, inversion of their 

l\f~r::':;~~I~(~or:,their particularity) in a fictional universality, autonomization 
[ labor, political idealism, and philosophia;religious specu-

: lation . .German Hegelianism is the quintessential example). It is 
• only from thiS site that we caD see the fundamental equivalence between 
ideology and idealism, a correspondence that makes the idea ofa materialist 
ideology or a materialist philosophy a contradiction in terms. 

By that same token, however, materialism is defined as an ab
solutely positive term that gathers and unifies within itself all the antitheses 
of ideolog~/idealism: (real) life, (real) individuality, proouction (of condi

--=-tions of eXistence), history, praxis, and, lastly, the revolutionary practice of 
.!.:.the_ proletariat (or communism, not as the ideal future, but as the "real 

movement to do away with the existi ng state of things" without ever losing 
touch with production, its initial condition). The real movement of history 
is a devel~ping labor of p~oduction (~hat philosophers call "alienation") 
accompamed by a de~el~pmg production-or,. better still, a productivity
oflabor. The proletanat IS thus a self·affirmatIon of production and a self
negation oflabc?r, which is to say that the materialist instance is only seen 
to be a revolutionary practice when ideology in general can be identified 
with idealism. And this iden tification is only possible from the point of view 
of the proletariat. 
. Marx's argument thus comes full circle, and it is a strictl y phil-

o" osophi~al circle: Although his thesis-compl~tel.y identifying material exist
~ cnee With practice and formally bound up wlthm what he calls the "totality 
-l, ?fproouctive force~"-is J?Owerfui and profound (if not wholly original), it 

nonetheless reconstItutes Itself as philosophical at the very moment Marx 
elaims to have abolished philosophy. 

This circle is actually the result of adding a rupture (which rad
ic:a'ly divorces practice from abstract theory) to adenegation. The theoretical 
dISCourse announcing this divorce is not a true "discourse" in that it does 
DOt assume a theoretical position; it is, rather, the site of practice itsel( or 
the .self-articulation of practice (which presupposes, among other thin~ a 
notion ofth.e ~bsolute tran~parency oflanguage-"the language of real life"). 
Moreover, It IS the only discourse that, because of its obviousness is held 
'not by the intellectuals but by the proletariat itself, or at least in the name 
of the proletariat-the discourse of communism. 7 

This initial circle presents a major difficulty which The German 
ld~Jogy copes with only by way of new denegations, precisely in repro
ducmg the same circle for the proletariat itself. Consider two of its forms. 

. . I: T~e self:consciousness of the proletariat is opposed to ideo
logIcalllluslOn/ mverslon, but this consciousness must be both unmediated 
(conscious of its being, that is, its conditions of existence) and produced as 
a practical negation of the unmediated; to live up to this, the proletariat 
must. t~ansform and revolution!ze itself. The proletariat is the prerequisite 
condition and the end result of Its own revolutionary practice. Marx writes: 
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"In revolutionary activity, changing oneself and changing one's conditions 
(of existence) are the same thing." 

2. The proletariat is first and foremost a class, the class antagonist 
of the bourgeoisie, and hence places its own interests above theirs. Put like 
this, however, the proletariat would, by definition, lack universality, or 
more precisely, it would be caught up in tum within the mystifying and 
abstracting process that subsumes a "specifi c interest" into a "generaJ in. 
terest." For the interests of the proletariat to tally with a real. uni versality, 
with practice as such, those interests must cease to be class mterests; and 
for that to happen, the proletariat itself must cease to be a class, must be a 
class/ nonclass. Marx writes of "a class which has reaUy rid itself of the old 
ways, and which stands in opposition to them at the same time." This is 
the surprising distinction made between the proletariat as a class and the 
proletariat as the masses. Only the masses are revolutionary, because they 
represent the disintegrating state of "society" (Ia dissolution en acte de la 
"societr) as it exists, at the point when extreme exploitation has completely 
stripped the workers d all property and all inherited historical specificity, 
leaving them effectively naked. Marx presents us with this radical loss of 
individuali ty in the shape ofa radical indi vidualization. And revolution is 
nothing but this act itself, Of the way history acts out this disintegration, 
which is its own product But by the same rigorous logic, this means that 
there is no-or, at this point, there is no longer any-class struggle. Properly 
speaking, the bourgeoisie is the only class in history; before it there were 
only castes, orders, states (Stiinde), which were not yet real classes. ~s fO' 
the proletariat, once it matches its definition, it is no longer simply a class 
but the masses. 

I wi ll not discuss here the historical analyses that Marx uses to 
support this thesis; they are primarily generalizations, a hyperbolic extension 
of Adam Smith's ideas about the division of labor. In fact, they are derived 
from the politico-philosophical assumptions that define the proletariat Yet 
we must emphasize the disastrous logical consequences of these analyses in 
the case of the relation between the (communist) proletariat and politics, 
two terms that are quite simply incompatible. The proletariat, by definition, 
is the negation of all politics iden tified with an ideological illusion/abstrac
tion. Similarly, communism is the nonstate (Staal), a state of things (Zu-
stand) in which all political mediation has, by definition, disappeared. 

Because the proletariat is the actual negating (or the act of prac
tical negation) of all ideology, there is no such thing as a proletarian ideology, 
or an ideology of the proletariat, just as we have seen that it would be absurd 
to talk about a materialist ideology. The proletariat is precisely the mass of 
concrete individuals, inasmuch as, and in accordance with their own con
ditions of existence, these individuals destroy all ideology (or ideological 
consciousness). That is why, as the Manifesto insists on repeating, the pro
letariat has no nationality or religion, no family or morality, no politico
juridical illusions; that is the absolute "IIlusionslosigkeit" of the proletariat 
as such. This leads us, of course, to ask about the empirical working class 
hic et nunc: is it really so devoid of all ideological consciousness? The answer 
suggested by the text of The German Ideology is simple but completely 
tautological and speculative: such a working class would not (or not yet) be 
the revolutionary proletariat. 8 
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We should not, however, hasten to pass judgment on this con

.struction, doing no more than condemning it for its idealist or speculative, 
ifnot mystical, character and thereby repeating Marx's attack on Hegelian 
and pOst-He~elian philosophy. On .the one hand, this constr~ction inclu~es 
the artiCulatlOn of concepts that will be shown to be susceptible to a senes 
of changes and modifications, ending with its very opposite: a historical 

•:t~~E~·~n)O:I~f the struggles of the proletarian classes as these struggles are 
by the successive configurations, created by capitalism, of the 

class and the bourgeoisie. On the other hand, and most important 
fact of its critical radicality, this formulation is likely, in a 

;Iilf,","1 context, to take on a new function and hence a new meaning. It 
will come to stand for something all the more pertinent to our reading of 
jt, something more than a separation: an inevitable contradiction between 
Jhe ideologies of the proletariat (whether spon taneous or imported; in fact, 
yoU never have one without the other) and revolutionary practice. The 
corollary is that there always comes a time when "re'l'olutionary ideologies" 
prol'e to be counterrevolutionary in practice, a time when revolutions (if not 
(he revolution. which is, by definition, a myth) come into conflict with 
revolutionary ideologies or ideologies of the proletariat and effectively de
stroy them-in other words, what Marx: does not "think" but what we can 
.think, by no means arbitrarily, in some of the contepts of The German 
Ideology, that which these concepts think today, namely, this intrinsically 
contradictory relation between revolution and ideology. Though this is not 
what Marx says in The German Ideology, it is a use we can make of his 
most radical philosophical theses, turned back on themselves and against 
the "dogmatic sleep" of Marxism. Could this retrospective reading salvage 
fo r us the most profound sense of what Marx understood at the time by 
the term "proletariat"? Is it not so much a class existence as an effective 
class struggle which, in propelling itseJfbeyond its initial condi tions, divides 
up ideology and thereby exposes it? 

Domination without the Dominated? 
Almost immediately the theses of The German Ideology posed 

some insoluble contradictions for Marx. One therefore understands why it 
was necessary for him to do away with this concept of ideology, if not with 
the problems it harbored.9 ' . 

The first difficulty lay in the impossibility of inserting the di,s
course of poli tical economy into the theoretical space as it was defined. It 
would not, in fac t, fit into either the category of ideological abstraction (since 
its specific object was productive labor, analyzed as a relation; the division 
oflabor and exchange) or into that of historical materialism or the science 
of history (because, to express the point of view of the bourgeoisie-Marx 
calls economists their "scientific representatives" -the discourse of political 
economics always erects a specific interest, that of private property, into the 
realization of human nature in general). Th is difficulty lies at the heart of 
The German Ideology. Indeed, it is from Adam Smith, Ferguson, and the 
Saint-Simonians that Marx draws the materialist categories of a period i
zation of civil society, a correspondence between the forms of property and 
the forms of the division of labor. All this becomes untenable when Marx, 
progressing from Smith to Ricardo, comes to grips with the Ricardian def
inition of value in order to extract socialist conclusions from it-in The 
Po'.'erry of Philosophy and, implicitly, the Manifesto. 
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Far from clearing up this d iffic ulty, Marx's extension of this cri. 
tique to Ricard ian economic principles (the definition of labor and value) 
only makes things worse. The critique of economic categories can no longer 
consist in the prior separation of the domain of the real from that of illusion 
but ra ther consists in the work of internally deconstructing each theoretical 
category. Such a crit ique jnvolves separating the contradictory elements 
imbricated within the economic concepts in order to confront them with a 
practice that is not d irectly the revolutionary practice of the proletariat but 
is, rather, the practice 0/ capital (with its own contradictions). Thus, one 
would have to be able to think both the objectivity of economic d iscOurst 
and its bourgeois class character sim ultaneously; or even, contrary to the 
original definition, to think both the real and the imaginary within ideOlogy. 
This is precisely what Marx tries to do in his analysis of fe tishism, in at. 
tempting to demonstrate how the si multaneous birth of the ''form of value" 
and the necessary iUusions of commod ity production is brought about, though 
he returns to a problematic of illusion inspired by Kant and Feuerbach.' o 

A second difficulty, however, may be more directly decisive. It 
arises from the radical antithesis between the autonomous action of the 
proletaria t (absolutely creative because it is absolutely determ ined by its 
condi tions of e)tistence) and the abstract world of politics. One would think 
that by the time Marx (and Engels) wrote The German /deolog)' this difficulty 
could no longer be ignored, since a t that very moment Marx was doing his 
utmost to bring about a reformation of communists from several countr ies 
within a single international organization, soon to become the Leagpe of 
Commun ists. If that is not practicing pol itics (and specifically against the 
sta tes and their ruling classes), one wonders what is. The evidence of this 
d ifficulty in the text itself is a symptomatic lack of coherence, pol itical theses 
that seem to be totally out of place, or equivocal statements fo r which several 
contrad ictory readings are possible. 

Hence, these fo rmulations no longer have anything to do with 
comm un ism as a real movement of universal history but rather with real, 
living communists of the sort one meets mc et nunc (in Paris, for instance), 
com munists we have to call to mind in order to explain this name we give 
to the real movement: "You can count on the fingers ~ one hand the few 
bourgeois comm un ists that have surfaced since Babeufs ti me who are not 
revolutionaries; everywhere the great mass of communists is revolutionary." 

The differences are thereby set up between French (political) ide
ology and German (philosophical) ideology: the former is to the latter what 
history or practice in general is to ideology in general, namely, its antithesis, 
and th us its real criterion. Here, again, Marx takes up the old nostalgic 
notions of the young German radicals (going oock at least to Fich te): " It is 
impossible to write history in Germany because history does not happen 
here." History happens in France; it happens politically. And it is because 
this political element is not purely illusory, or rather because all ill usions 
are not eq ual, that the real differences between these ideologies offer a base 
for the concept of the revolutionary proletariat, as important, perhaps, as 
the re ference to the bedrock assumption of material existence or production. 
Above all, these diffe rences are the effect of a historically different relation 
to the state. They do not refer to an absol ute action, with neither past nor 
futu re, but to a specific historical memory: the French had Danton and 
Robespierre, " the masses r ising," Babeuf, Bonaparte; the Germans had only 
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Metternich and Wilhelm-Friedrich, who, a t best, watched history pass by 
in the streets below. 

T he problem becomes more sharply defined in Marx's paradox
ical formula of the dominant ideology. What does " ideology of the ruling 
class" mean? From one paragraph to the nelt t, Marlt gives us two answers, 
and it is fro m these that we can infer, not without ambiguity, the meaning 
of the question posed. This ambigu ity is clearly reflected in the double 
semantic value of the term "herrschend": is it the dominance of a body of 
representations or a discursive paradigm that typifies the epoch of its own, 
more or less undivided, "rule,"!! or else the domination exercised (in a 
"repressive" manner, overtly or otherwise) by one body of representations 
over another, and, through this mediation, by one pract ice over another, 
by one way of life or though t over another? Bot h are correct, but to un
derstand the causality at work we must look to another, more tricky am
biguity, one characterized by the fac t that unraveling it, in every case, gives 
rise to an aporia. 

We can construe the dominan t ideology as a kind of "symbolic 
capital" of the ruli ng class itself, as the body of representations that expresses 
its relation to its own conditions and means of existence (for the bourgeoisie, 
for instance, commodity ownership, juridical equalit)\, and political liberty), 
or at best as the eltpression of the relation of the average members of the 
ruling class to the conditions of domination common to their class (hence, 
the kind of uni versal values this domination assumes for each of them). 
How does this representa tion impose itself on individuals who do not have 
the same relation to the conditions of ex istence as do the rulingclass (manual 
workers, for example)? Clearl y it cannot be because it is forced on them by 
the material means (which includes the press and intellectual production 
in general) monopolized by the ruling class (a monopoly acquired through 
the mediation of their ideological servants-scribes and scholars of every 
ilk). Such a domination, however, remains necessarily eltterior to the con
sciousness of the oppressed (without bringing in, as Marx did not, the ir
rationalist hypothesis ofa "desire for SUbmission"). This is why Marx writes 
that, for the proletariat, the representa tions of the dominant ideology
whether juridical, moral, patriotic, or otherwise-ultimately do not elt isl, or 
are purely fict ional. But then the concept of ideology disintegrates, survivihg 
only as a variation on the conspiracy theories of the "useful fictions" of 
power ("If God did not elt ist, they would have to invent him") of the sort 
put forward by the mechanistic rationalists of the eighteen th century. 

Alternatively, we can construe ideological domination as the re
sult (always already present, which is to say neither automaticall y nor eter
na1ly acquired) of a true ideological struggle. that is, as the domination of 
one ideological consciousness over another. From th is point of view, what 
always corresponds to the constitution of a dom inant ideology, in tendency 
at least, is the constitution of a domjnated ideology, yoked to a process of 
repression but capable of subverting it. How do we interpret this conflicted 
birth? Do we pose the reciprocal confrontation, for example, of the repre
sentations of the relations members of the an tagonistic classes have with 
their respective conditions of existence? Probably nol Rather, we pose against 
each other the representations of the relations individ uals of antagonistic 
class have to the antagon ism itself, that is, to the social relation that unites 
them while opposing them and to its derivative forms (property, division 
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of labor, the state. etc.)-a relation they cannot, of course, live in the same 
manner but one that necessarily represents, for them as for others, the uni. 
versal of a given epoch, which is their epoch, or the epoch of their antag. 
on ism. 

This second interpretation is much more profound than the first 
In fact, Marx's text points toward it. At any rate, we find its deferred trace 
in the resume of 1859 (the Preface to A Contribution to the Cn'tique of 
Political Economy) in a reference to the " ideological forms through which 
men are made conscious of conflict, and draw it to a conclusion." 

Ifwe ourselves draw to its conclusion the logic brought into play 
here we will obviously find ourselves in opposition to any thesis imputing 
an absolute lack of reality to the ideological world, and we will no longer 
understand the sense in which this world " lacks history," or the sense i:l 
which it "cannot exist" for the proletariat. Moreover, ~ will conclude that 
there are not only real differences in the ideological world but also contra· 
dictions, and that they clash with the contradictions of practice, contril>. 
uting, in themselves, to "real life." . . . 

At this stage of Marx's problematic, however, t hiS Interpre~tto~ 
is no less aporetic than the one before; and in order to be able to bn~ It 
to concl usion, a dominated ideology would have to be placed in oPPOSlbOn 
to the dominant ideology-which is exactly what MQTX does nor do, except 
implicitly in the emptiness or vacillation of the expression "dominated 
ideology:: The whole d The German 1deolo!y is p~r~ously balanc~.oo 
this concept of dominant ideology, for which there IS no corresponding 
dominated ideology! It would be impossible to take this t~ l.iterally with· 
out giving credence, finally, to the concept of a proletana.n Ideology ~rx1 
thus without questioning, again, the di vorce of the proletanat from all Ide.. 
ology. And this means breaking up the whole constitue~t ~tructure of ~a
terialism, the layers of correspondence between matenahty, production, 
practice, history, and revolution. 

Hi. torle.1 M .... rl. lI.m or Polltlc.1 M. t.rlall . m 
It is obvious that Marx has no solution to the problem. But he 

is hardly able to ignore it, since it is the essence of revolutio~ary pol~tics. 
Ample confirmation ofthis is provided in the Communist Manifesto, wntten 
two years after The German Ideology. The Ma.n,ifesto presents,. more than 
ever, and crucially, with respect to the defimhon o~ revolutIOnary con
sciousness the radical antithesis between such conSCIOusness and all the 
forms of ~ial consciousness that actually reflect the past history of fonner 
class oppressions: "The Communist revolution is .the most radical. rupture 
with traditional property relations; no wonder that Its development Involves 
the most radical rupture with traditional ideas." These ideas are none other 
than those of nationality, religion, family, liberty, culture, law, and so on, 
which used to make up the content of what Marx calls " ideology." 

Ifthe Manifesto refutes accusations ofimmorality and barbarism 
leveled at communism, the "specter which haunts Europe," it is clearly not 
to paint a better picture of proletarian morality, nor even proletarian culture, 
but rather to establish that the bases of morality and culture have already 
been destroyed by the rule d the propertied bourgeoisie. ll 

This essential de-ideologization, or, if you like, this a-ideological 
tendency of the proletariat, is consistent with the catastrophism of the theses 
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in the Manifesto on class antagonism (the idea of "absolute impoverish
ment"; the bourgeoisie can no longer feed those who feed it), and with its 
universalism (the idea of crisis and of world revolution~ It is consistent 
with the description of socialist and communist literature put forward in 
chapter 3, a remarkable outline for a class analysis of the anticapitalist 
ideologies but one strictly limited to the range of nonprolerarian discourses, 
or diSCOUrses that express not the proletariat itself but rather the figure it 
cuts in the imaginary of other classes. 13 

Confronted with this imaginary, the discourse of the Manifesto 
is pOSitioned, at once, by the critical relation it maintains with this imaginary 
and another radically different relation, since it looks not to the past but to 
the f\Jture of the movement, to the way this future is already at work in the 
present. This discourse, however, should be provided with an appropriate 
name and proof of existence other than the ideological. Otherwise, it will 
mil back into the vicious circle that would appear if the proletarian character 
of Marx and Engels's theses became an authority unto itself and if com
munism had no existence outside the publication of its manifesto! The name 
and the proof are combined in one phrase: "We do not here refer to that 
literature which, in every great modern revolution, has always given voice 
to the demands of the proletariat, such as the writingsofBabeufand others." 
PerhaPS the whole trouble lies in the interpretation of "and others"! What 
irreducible tendency do the writings of Babeuf represent? And how is this 
tendency less ideological than that of the "systems of Saint -Simon, Fourier, 
Owen, etc."? 

The context of this question is quite clear. What distinguishes 
Babeurs communism (and that of the Blanquistes) is simply that it is purel y 
political, that it identifies itself with the practical revolutionary will against 
the systems, themselves identified with reformism. '· In this, however, we 
have the full -blown contradiction of the Man{festo: how do we think a 
politics without political ideology, without a discourse on the state, or the 
future State, or the future of the state (were it to disappear)? 

On this question the Mantfesto strikes a markedly different note 
than The German Ideolog}'. (t uncovers, or recovers, a materialism other 
than that of history or even practice: a maleria/ism of politics. Its analy5is 
of the class struggle is articulated with the definition of a strategy. I! The 
principal idea, with respect to the revolution, is no longer that of an act at 
once complete and instantaneous, although this image always haunts its 
catastrophic vision d the crisis of capitalism. Rather, it is a process, or a 
transition, that will bring about the change fro m a class society to a classless 
society, starting from social contradictions within their actual configura
tions. Henceforth, the very concept of practice changes its meaning; it has 
to include the moment of a direction, in the dual sense of the term-ori
entation and project, or program. The real movement of the revolution is 
no longer a radical breakup of bou rgeois society, liberating the totality of 
the productive forces-or at least this is on ly its negative condition. Rather, 
it is a progressive construction, or composition. of forces, capable of joining 
together "the interests and immediate goals of the working class" with "the 
future of the movement," and capable of severing the constraints common 
to all of the "already established workers parties," transcending-but not 
ignoring-their national divisions and the limitations of their respective 
"class points of view." 
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It is clearly no longer a case of represen ting the revolutionary 
proletariat as situated beyond any existence as a class, in a mass of de. 
individualized individuals, as The German Ideology would have it. On the 
contrary, the concept of a class struggle must be extended to the revolu. 
tionary process itself in order to think the revolution within the class struggle I 
(and not the class struggle within the imminence of revolution). Within the 
revolution, far from distinguishing itself from the bourgeoisie by ceasing to 
be a true class, the proletariat actually "constitutes itself as the ruling class" 
(by way of the " triumph of democracy"), which must lead dialectically to 
its own negation and the destruction of all class rule, including its OWl). It 
is hardl y credible that the proletariat, acting in this process as a specific 
class, would not be both the bearer of an ideology proper and driven by the 
representations borne by that ideology. Thus, the proletariat is ultimately 
determined in it~ action, or in the strategic vicissitudes of its action, by 
these representatiOns. 

Does Marx pose this problem? Yes, if you take into aCCOunt his 
reflection on the historical conditions in which the bourgeois class struggle } 
inevitably had to educate politically the proletarian class struggle. And no 
in the sense that none of the theses of the Man~resto correct, however mod~ 
estly, the my.~h of a class consciousness as being radically exterior to ide· 
ology, nor do they give any idea of what a proletarian ideology might be. 
Since then, theoretical conflict can only be resolved (apparently) by breaking 
up the concept of ideology and abandoning its very use. Exit ideology 
German or otherwise.'6 I ' 

II 
In the first part of this study r have tried to show why the concept 

of i~eology, set up in. opposition to t~e philosophy of history, was obliged 
to disappear very qUIckly from Marx s problematic under the pressure of 
the very contradictions it established. '1 I have summarized those contra· 
diction~ of .an i.nten:tal ~ature in ~emonstrating the ambiguity of the idea 
of domlllatlon Implied In the notion of a dominant ideology. As for those 
of an external nature, I have linked tbese contradictions to the impossibility 
encoun tered in Marx's application of this concept to the classical political 
economy he was attacking. Above all, I have tried to point out the diffi· 
culties, for a materialism founded on the absolute antithesis of ideology and 
practice, of concretely thinking the problems and goals of a proletarian 
p:llitics that began to take shape in 1848, around the experience of the 
European revolutions and their failures. 

I shall now take the liberty of jumping over twenty years of 
history in order to ~nsider the conditions of the revival of the concept of 
ideology in Marxism in the form given it by Engel s. Again, we should speak 
of a vacillation, but in a different way, for it is no .Ionger the case or a 
possible double reading of a single term. Rather, there is an unresolved 
theoretical (and linguistic) conflict signaled by the recourse to two concurrent 
term s, each of them assured of a long life: ideology and world view. What 
does this conflict consist of? At what level of development does it surface 
in Engels's theoretical activities? And what can it teach us about the con· 
tradictory articulations of theory and politics?1I 

Two Concepts for One Problem? 
These two terms make their debut in Engels's writing at th e same 

time; the formulations of the Amj·Dilhring, which employs them both, can 
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as a point of reference. At the beginning of chapter 10, part 1, 

and Law-Freedom and Necessity," is the first definition of ide
the opposition between the methodology of materialist 

proceeds from the real to the conceptual, and that of idealist 
priorist" and "axiomatic"), which in verts this process in order 

from the concept, or the abstraction, to the real which 
~urP'!rts to engender. It The definition, then, is purely episte
Imphes, however, that if the effect of ideological discourse 

the order of knowledge (and of misunderstanding~ its object, .. ,Ii.,.",,,,m d'etre, is social and political: ideological systems always result 
the combination of a completel y arbitrary elemen t, which for Engels 

would be a result of the individual imagination, and an objective element 
;~stituted by preexisting social perspectives or conceptions (Anschauun· 

which express (ausdruck) real social relations. These perspectives are 
already invested in a certain interest or position ("positiv oder ne· 

. oder baktlmp/and'J. We are thus led to believe that if the 
ideas of ideology is to appear in the form of "eternal 

. and ahistorical, then it is precisely because they represent 
value judgment, a sanctioning of the existing social order, which 
masked. 
This interpretation is strengthened by the fact that the model for 

;de,oJ~gkaJ discourse (ideologues and philosophers A la Dl1hring plagiarize 
from it, while vaunting their theoretical "originality") is the 

that turns on liberty, equality, justice, the rights and 
contractual relations, relations of violence. and so on. 

to a habitual theme of Marx's critiq ue, one that joins 
and the political critique in making juridical ideology 

bourgeois philosophical ideology.lO Within this arrangement, 
leOn " ideology" stands only for the misunderstanding, or the illusion 
. by these secondary characteristics. Ideology, by definition, does not 
. of any historical effectivity, apart from its blocking knowledge and 

. of the real movement; ideology is " pure" ideas. 
. . Another term surfaces, however, alongside this critique: world-

:'lew. It IS remarkable that Engels never gives it a general definition. Oearly 
I has been borrowed; in fact, it is an imp:lrted term. Even more than 

,.i it is a word whose currency is widespread and riddled with al-
I to the philosophical issues of Franco-German history.21 But prior 
to the diffusion of Marxism, worldview had never figured as a systematic 

In theA nti·Dilhring, and simultaneously in a series of other articles, 
(particularly those exhumed between the wars under 

title Dialectics 0/ Nature), there is not on ly an attempt to counteract 
(and idealism) with a "scientific" and " materialist world view" 
means of truly revealing it for what it is, the "communist world· 

we (will) represent, Marx and I, in quite a large number of d~ 
(which, taken li terally, implies that olhers could represent it, too, 

their own way, in other domains). 
The goal of this project poses an immediate problem. In OPPO

[t~~~~? to t~e idealism of bourgeois ideology which vindicates the existing 
, the Idea of a communist and materialist worldview constitutes itself 

. the c~itical recurrence of Marx's theory-a theory of exploitation and 
(he state. It IS the/act of this theory that sustains it. From then on , we find 
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ourselves running counter to the theses of The German Ideology. Even when 
these terms and propositions are taken up again (or rediscovered), the POint 
of reference (and the 'perspec~ive on the structure and functions of.ideology) 
has clearly been radically displaced-to the other end of the phllosphical 
spectrum-from practice (and pure practice at that) to theory, or to historical 
material ism as a science of social production and class struggle. 

One insistent theme, developed specifically in the fragments of 
Dialectics of Nature. conveniently maps out this reversal of perspective: a 
history of thought (des Denkens), the trajectory and principal stages of which 
Engels tries to chart Whereas in The German Ideology thought has no 
history of its own, now the logic of this history gives its content to the 
materialist-communist worldview and allows the historical necessity of 
idealizations of ideology to be understood. In an ultrapositivist way, the 
Marx of The German Ideology denies philosophy any knowledge value and 
any historical positivity. Engels now takes the opposite position. If he is 
hesitant to qualify as philosophy (or materialist philosophy)ll the com. 
munist world view, whose kernel is the theory of history "discovered" by 
Marx, he nonetheless sees philosophy as a legitimate domain ("the laws and 
operations of thought"), and, above all, he describes the birth ofthe theory 
of history in terms of an essential relation to philosophy and its history. 
The materialist world view is not, in this respect, a radical shift of ground, 
an absolute antithesis of all philosophy. If it succeeds in going beyond the 
categories of philosophical thought, then it is because it comes out o( them, 
in the dual sense of an origin and an issue, or rather because it coni~s out 
of their contradictions. So there are contradictions in philosophy (and con· 
sequen tly in good dialectics. Even if philosophy is not itself the real, there 
is a reality in philosophy. Engels says as much in his later, improved reading 
of Hegel: all that is contradictory is real). 

To put it another way, materialism, or some materialism (even 
in the form of its inversion and its denegation), is necessarily present within 
this history of thought in the form of an element a1ways already constitutive 
of philosophy. The history of thought, of which philosophy is a kind of 
concentra te, is the struggle for and against materialism. In contrast to The 
German Ideology. for which only practice is materialist in the true sense, 
it is now necessary to posit that there is a theoretical materialism (well prior 
to historical materialism). 

Let us not join those who have hastened to label this new dis
course of Engels as regressive. Such a way of posing the problem of relations 
between theory and practice, or materialism, regardless of its own difficul· 
ties, is much less speculative than a way that directly identifies practice with 
reality in making it equivalent to the purely revolutionary act and establishes 
ideology (if not all theory) on the level of illusion or non being. At least in 
this new arrangement a place (that of discourse?) is set aside for the con
frontation between revolutionary practice and ideological domination, cut· 
tin g across the opposition of world views and the interference between the 
history of thought and the history of class struggles. If materialism is a 
specific relation between theory and practice, one ought to be able to see it 
in theory itself. 

As we will see, this modification is linked to new political con· 
ditions within the workers' movement But it is also clear that it is ordained 
by the unimpeachable "fact" of Marx's production of a theory of class 
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Th~ firstconce~t ofideology ran up aga inst the difficulty of thinking 

economic theory targeted by Marx's critical project at the 
of the 1850s as a science, or even as a nonscience. The second 

concept ideology and its antithesis, the world view, constitutes an initial 
attempt to come to terms with the scientific consequences of this critique 
and its implications, as much in the field of theory (the identification of 

." jUridical and anthropological presuppositions of bourgeois economy) as in 
tbe practical field of proletarian revolution (the passage from the moral 
idealism of utopian socialism to the mass politics of scientific socialism 
transcending the abstract alternatives oflaw and violence or anarchism and 
state socialism, etc.). ' 

A well·known term sums up this recasting of the Marxist prob-
·· lematic: dialectical materialism (or dialectical method). But does this am

bivalent term (the later history of Marxism proves it)ll not serve again to 
camouflage a forced resolution? Is the idea ofa "history of thou gIlt," s~p
porting this recourse to the dialectic, anything more than the result of con
fusing two separate processes that are not strictly complementary and inev
itably tend to drift apart-namely, a (political) history of ideologies and a 
lthoo.retical) ~ist0l!' 0.rwor.ldvi~s? In Engels himselftbe immediate breakup 
9~ lhls false Idenhtr IS. qUite eVident. The formulations I have just referred 
to are only the begmnmg of a contradictory development, or a dual diver
gence. 
" We must recall here the conditions that provided a proper time 
and space (over twenty years) for Engels's theoretical reflections, straddling 
the death of Marx. At the outset, following the Commune and the dissolution 
of the First International, the formation of workers' parties was on the 
~~nda. Cond~ti?ns developed within the struggle of tendencies against an
tiCIpated devl3t1ons, represen ted in anarchism, trade union syndicalism 
rapolitica!), .nationali~t state socialism (Lassalle) or its liberal form (a jur. 
Idlcal SOCialism we WIll hear more about; or, in France, "possibilism"). The 
~truggle for a revolutionary s~alism and the hegemony of Marxist theory
mdeed, for control of the SocIal Democratic party-are effectively bound 
together. However, from the l880s on (after Marx's death), the situation is 
reve~ed: alre~dy within German social democracy this hegemony has been 
offiCIally attamed (and the Program of Erfurt sanctions it). Volume I of 
Capital, reinstated by Engels himself within the more general historica1 
framework set forth in the Manifesto, is recognized as the theory of the 
pan.y, along with the interpretation of it put forward by the Anti-Diihring. 
While the first tex~ by Engels (and the last by Marx) are written to inaugurate 
an.d ~nforce MarXism, Engels's last are also written against it, because its 
miSSion, even though incomplete, has been too successful. l~ They are written 
as an attempt to rectify what, in the process of constituting a Marxist or
thodoxy, appears from the start to be an idealization and an ideologization 
?f theo~, ~s disturbing i~ i.ts critical form (neo-Kantian: Bernstein) as in 
lIS matenahst form (DarWInian: Kautsky). As part of this realignment, could 
there not also be an element ofself-criticism, more or less avowed, directed 
not only at E~gels's own .writing (since Bernstein and KaulSky insist they 
became MarXIsts ~y reading the Anti·Diihring) but also at the "perverse" 
effects of the (available) texts of Marx, along with their omissions or ex
cesses? 
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These reflections also anticipate the character of the crisis of 
Marxism openly pronounced in the years immediately following Engels's 
death. They are inscribed, moreover, within the compass of the sam.e prac. 
tical contradictions, the same dislocations (di!C:aJages). The con tradictions: 
on the one hand, the growth of the. Socialist party, ~e strengthening of its 
organization, and its trade union ties; on the othe~, ItS t~~dency to subor_ 
dinate itself to the "rules of the game" of bourgeoIs pohhCS, drawn up by 
the state such that Engels fears Germany will repeat the English counter_ 
example '(a "bourgeoisification" of the proletariat that fails to ex plain the 
concept ofthe "workers' aristocracy"). The dislocations: between the theses 
fresh ly culled from Capital concerning the development of class relations 
in capitalist society and the consequences effectively borne .out by the Greal 
Depression of the 1870s (the emergence of a finance capital and the firsl 
signs of a social politics from the bourgeoisie, not easily reducible to the 
si mple formula of a "class which has become redundant.").n .. 

This displacement (Engels literally changes hiS positIon tOward 
Marxism, or, if you prefer, Marxism escapes him) is carried ov~r into con
ceptual revivals. The splitting up of the pair ideology/worldv l~w can be 
taken as a symptom of the crisis. These concepts are wont to shift around: 
arising out of-an essentially epistemologi~al pr~ble~atic, they e.n~ up, in 
the I 890s, being formulated in an essenllally hlstoncal and political wa.y 
(one is tempted to say that they are now back where they started). TheIr 
symmetry falls apart; they run alongside each other, becoming pa(lly in-
terchangeable and, at the same time, partly incompatible. " 

The Failure of Engets's Epistemological Project 
If Engels's first formulations, at the time of the Anti-Dahring and 

Dialectics of Nature, are heavily drawn toward the epistemological, this is 
not only a result of the theoretical "fact" represented by Capital; it is also 
the effect of the ideological environment. Erkenntnistheoretisch, the adjec
tive Engels uses, is the very word that for neo-Kantians Qualifies the problem 
of knowledge, which is not the case for Weltanschauung (or at least nOI 
yet).16 In the Amj-Diihring, Engels sets out by opposing to philosophy a 
simple Anschauung der Welt; he then graduates to the idea of a Weltan
schauung (or Weltauffassung), which takes into account the materialist as
pect of philosophy, basing itself on a history of nature, of society, and of 
thought-a worldview that must be "scientific" as much in its form as in 
its contenl This brings us back to the Question of method, to a traditional 
opposition between a system of knowledge, phantasmically constructed, and 
systematic knowledge. proceeding indefinitely, beyond any closure (Engels's 
only originality here is to apply this distinction to Hegelian philosophy, 
thereby showing that the dialectic transforms theoretical thought on the 
condition that it transforms itself within this experimental proof). As for 
the content, it leads us back to the laws of " internal connections" between 
things, discovered by science, and to the general " law of evolution," which 
it eventuall y articulates for each specific domain (the examples of Laplace, 
Helmholtz, Darwin, and Marx). If philosophy as Engels practices it does 
not lay the foundations for these laws, then it reflects their analogy and their 
common antithesis to the metaphysics of nature (in this, Engels is clearly 
more Aristotelian than Kantian). The idea ofthe history of thought is thus 
established; it stands fa- the claim that, in history, "materialism" and "di-
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atectic" reciprocall y imply each other. Each is a means of developing the 
other.27 

Engels's argument is obviously neither conclusive nor free of 
-vacillation (particularly over the definition of philosophy). However, it is 
plainly not vulgar, and certainly not scientist ic according to the criteria of 
cOn temporary discourse.21 Its basic features wou ld have to be put to a prop
erly positivist test, whereby it could be seen that any significant agreements 
point, nonetheless, to an entirely different attitude toward tendencies, one 
that generally disa vows a conception of the rel~tion betwee~ .theo~y and 
practice (and, conseQ?ently, the .sta.tus of a "scI.en.te of poht~cs") m .the 
positivist mode of a Simple extenonty, as a predict ion or apphcatlon, 1m· 
plying the primacy of theory . A more delicate Question is that of the relations 
between Engels's epistemological project and post-Darwinian "evolutionist" 
ideOlogy. Whenever he characterizes the dialectical element of world view, 
Engels always harkens back to the Darwinian example, the analogy between 
the discovery of a "historical law of nature" and Marx's own "natural law 
of history," as weU as the analogy between these two discoveries, on the 
one hand, and the historicism of Hegel, on the other (they share the basic 
idea of process). More seriously, this same Engels, who openly challenges 
social Darwinism (in the often cited letter to Lavrov., for example, dated 
November 12, 1875), does not think twice about applying pseudo-Darwinian 
models of the "natural selection of ideas" to the history of Christianity and 
sOCialism (he was neither the fi rst nor the last to take this path so well worn 
today). 

We can observe in this the undeniable effects of the attraction 
exercised on Engels's thought by that of Haeckel-the first, it appears, to 
have used the phrase "struggle between two world views"-one monist, me· 
chanis\, even materialist; the other dualist, finalist, and spiritualist-in his 
HisroryofNatural Creation (1868). If Engels does not employ the technique 
Haeckel made the cornerstone of his evolutionism,29 the "fundamental law 
of biogenetics," or the " theory of the recapitulation of phylogeny by on· 
togeny" (could it be that he really thought it too "mechanistic''?), he none· 
thelessretainsthe idea of the principle of evolution asa passage from inferior 
to superior, in the sense of an increasing complexity, by shifts at levels ·Q.[ 
ocganization. Written into this law is the passage from natural to human. 
history and the differentiation therein (from life to work, from work to 
language and consciousness). Hence, the linking of Darwin with Marx---one 
a theorist of the descent of humankind, the other a theorist of the necessity 
of the passage from capitalism to socialism-results in founding the latter 
upon the increasing mastery over nature (by way of science, social planning). 
So the proletariat is not only "heir to classical German philosophy," it is 
heir to the full range of evolution. in short, the Son of Man (not, of course, 
theological Man, but " natural" Darwinian Man). lO 

If we are obliged to take this tendency seriously---one well and 
truly present in Engels, which will be dominant for a good part of his pos· 
terily-it is because it goes hand in hand with a countertendency that is, 
perhaps paradoxically, manifest in the very way he rediscovers Hegel and 
reverts to his dialectic, itself surely "evolutionist" though irreducible to the 
model of biological evolutionism. The idea of history conceived as evolu
tionary law, though heavy with conseq uences, only temporarily provides 
Engels with the structure of his materialist dialectic-through its relation to 
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a specific world view or image: the fixed or mechanistic structure of natural \tdve" turesofthedialecticand posits materialism, hence the materialist and 
science, the political philosophy, and the metaphysics of the seventeenth communist ,worldvie~ ,. as the end of t~e process. And it happily fall s in 
and eighteenth cen turies. This critique, however, very Quickly changes its with Engels ,5 ,own cnttque of Hegel, with respect to the system and the 
tune. Having used the weapons of evolutionism against the fetish of fiX ity AbSOlute Sp~~t. Could communism-materialism not be another name for 
(Ie fixisme), it directs the firepower of its Hegelian references (and 0Cca- Absolute Spmt? How can one not ask oneself this Question?l2 
sionally Fourierist ones) against the transformation of evolutionism and, in • , Above all, Engels assumes that the materialist world view is iden-
its turn, into a metaphysics or a system. For Engels, the idea of evolutionary to the communist one. What j ustifies his identify ing them? To say that 
law never works alone; it is always accompanied by its opposite number ~1~t:~:~:.:~~i:i:~s'ltthe attainment of materialism, through Marx as a science of 
which defines the dialectic through contradiction. Evolutionism ignores th i~ 1 • necessit~ of comm unism, on~y provides a mi; ror image of the 
completely (including Darwin and, mast of all, Haeckel). Contradiction, Quesu~m: I~ can be ~Id that .the communist world view will necessarily be 
however, is not the "struggle to survive." malenalistlc ~l:lse I.t bases Itself on extending the contemporary scientific 

The importance of Hegel's thought, according to Engels, thOUgh method. culmmatmg m the articulation of laws of evolution to history and 
he cannot establish its laws, lies in its positing the whole world (natural and 'politiCS. But i ~ can also be said that materialism, basically, sta~ds for nothing 
social) as a process and wholly identifying this process with its intrinsic other than thiS configuration of principles: communism + science - ma-
structure, the internal sequence of a set of contradictions. In Engels's sense terialism. What. seems to be missi ng here is a specifically political compo-
a dialectical law, holding sway within the material conditions specific to ii one both mternal to the theory and ne<:essarily implicated in its his-
and with which it interacts (Wechselwirkung), does not express the conti. 
nuity of a developing order or plan (belonging, implicitly, to a su~ject) but But where do we go to look for this lack-to the materialist side 
rather the moments ofa contradiction or the phases of an antagonism. Here or the communist side? Which of these two terms suggests a class point of 
we must grasi) as important the thesis that explicitly calls for the world to : view, and who can thus add it to science without it being a " foreign addi-
be thought of not as a "complex of things" but as a "complex of processes," tion"? In fact, two historical structures, fundamentally at odds with each 
that is, a complexity without a preexisting or final iden tity. . layered one on top of the other, are at stake here. The first is that of 

Though the results of this in vestigation were later to be prC?Sented ~f~he d ialectic, from its Greek origins to its completion in 
as a "coherent" system, I do not think that it would be tenable; yet It must matenahsm. The second is that of the struggle between materi-
be judged in context. Ultimately, Engels can be seen here playing off one alis!," and i~ealism throughout the history or thought Each of these cate-
teleology against another (and under the circu mstances, we should not be gones, conSidered alone, ca n be read in a perfectly idealistic way as an 
surprised by the political and theoretical ambiguity that results when, in the I expression of the autonomy of thought. ' 
name of his d ialectical explanation of the tendency toward socialism-the What would authorize another reading would be to understand 
source for which is Marx's famous phrase about the "expropriation of the eac?of these ca~go.ries, and each in relation to the other, as expressing a 
expropriaters" as a "negation ofa negation"-he finds himself cornered once ~hhcal det.ermmahon, the very instance of the class struggle. This would 
more by the insoluble problem of a non teleological conception of the end Involve saymg, on the one hand, that materialism in different historical 
of the state, which would not be the end of history). However, if we want epochs expresses resist.ance .to the established order, the struggle of the op-
to accept, as a working hypothesis, the general inevitability of evolutionism p~es~ ~d the explOited,. m order to understand how the history of the 
as a nineteenth-century scientific ideology,J) we will have to call attention di~ect~c, mtersected by thiS struggle, ends up precisely in a theory of ex-
to both the theoretical impasse caused by this recourse to Hegel in the ploltatlon and the advent of communism. It would involve demonstratipg, 
constit ution of a materialist world view and the singular place it occupies, on the other hand (Engels occasionally suggests this or do we foist this 
historically, between the official bourgeois evolutionism of the nineteenth !nterpre~ation ?n him?), that the first form of the dialectic, the Greek one. 
cen tury (notably, that which will inspire Kulturkampj) and the Darwinian IS organl~Uy I~nked to the emergence of the c1ass-state in the ancient city 
Marxism of social democracy. Engels's efforts then take on the air ofa long· and that Its ultImate form (representing, to some extent its immanent self-
awaited critique of evolution ism at the heart of the workers' movemen t and criticism) is aimed at thinking the disintegration of th~t bond the end of 
Marxism itself. the ~tate and its classes. Then we would have an explanation ' of how the 

Engels, however, seems to have considered this untenable, an relatIOn betw~en materialism and idealism is inverted before our eyes; how, 
indication of which is the failure and abandonment of the theoretical pro';' ~or the first time, the ~truggle of the ex ploited ceases to assume the simple 
ects whose fragments are collected in Dialectics of Nature. Our understand· lorm of an endles~ res~stance or rebellion, or of a stepping-stone toward a 
ing of this stems from the paradox inherent in the idea of such a history of new o~der of dommatlOn; how, for the first time, the consciousness of the 
thought indeed, the more Engels adds to his empiricist proclamations (e.g., st~gg1mg class cease.s to be idealistic (or utopian) and how the theory of 
all thought comes from ex perience, or social experience), the more it appears this struggle can be Identified with material ism, with the thinking of the 
his history of thought is fundamentally autonomous, with its own preex· real movement .. However, for this interpretation, or the closest alternative, 
isti ng logic, and consonant with a composite dialectical structure that does toJead us e.ffecllvely away from any preestablished plan, we would need a 
not come from experience but from the idealist tradition! As if by chance, compl.ete hls t~ry of the "class struggle within theory" and its necessary 
this structure always falls back upon the Trinitarian model of the familiar matenal conditions. The relationship between materialism and the class 
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struggle would no longer seem naturally gi ,:,en o:r ~uarantced ; it .would be ' 
roduced as an encounter, fusion , or con~lct wlth~n the det~rm~ned ,c~m. 

~itions on which its modalities depend. But lfEngels s,assuml?tlOn Imphcnly 
encompasses this historical problem, it also calls an Immediate halt to any 
atlempt at concrete analysis. 

State, Masse., Ideology . ' , . d 
If this analysis is correct, we are m a bener.posltlOn. to JU ge the 

new definition of ideology that Engels puts forward m L~dwlg Feuer~~ch 
and the End a/Classical German Philosophy (I 888). Engels. s ne~ de~mho~ 
is the result of ten years of trial and error, a pr~ mamfest m his rec~~ 
fication of and reaction against the na~nt ~arxlsm ~ ~a.ve set out abov~ 

This detailed definition begtns With th~ c~hque o~ the .Hegellan 
di I t'c showing that the contradiction ofmatenallsm.and.ldeahsm must 
b at~ I ~t of as immanent. An idealism can itself be hlston.cal; one must, 
h~we~~r, distinguish idealism/rom the "i~eol,!gical pr'!ess" In gene~a1, The 
ideological process (a formulation appeanng m LudwIg Fe~erb.ach) IS moce 
general than idealism, w~ic~ is on.ly a nec~~ry: but denvatlve, effect of ' 
the ideological process wlthm specIfic condItIOns. .. 

Some ideologies, even more refin.ed, even more distant 
from their material and economl~ b~se, take the form 
of philosophy and religion. Here .. t IS th~ ~orrespond
ence of representations with th~lr con~l t1ons of ma
terial existence which becomes l~cre3:smgly complex, 
increasingly extenuated by the hnks.m between. ~ut 
it exists nonetheless. , .. once constituted, each Jde-
ology is developed on the base of given elements of 
representation and goes o~ to devel.op them: Other-
wise it would not be an Ideology; I.e., u.se Ideas as 
autonomous entities that develop on their own an~ 
are subject solely to their own laws. '!hat the co~dl-
tions of the material existence of men, m,wh?se mmds 
this mental process takes place, determme Its cou~se 
in the last instance, remains for them a necessanly 
unconscious fact, or else all ideology would be at an 
end. 

\. 

It is clear that ideology is a system of differences, a chain 0/ me4iatio( ~. 
The opposition of practice to ideology takes the form of .a relauon t e 
unconscious last instance) betwe~n .two hist?ries, one of which (that of sec~ 
ondary ideological ela~or~ti0r.ts) IS mserted mto the other (that of econom 
ics) by way of a matenahst bIrth. . . , 

None of this would move us beyond a well-worn emptn?lsm were 
it not for the way Engels attaches this .defini~ion to a ne,,:, concept IOn ?f the 
state The birth ci ideological forms IS medIated essen~lallY b~ the hISt~'i 
offo~s of the state apparatus (''the State is the foremost I.deologlcal powe~ . 
What we have again (as in The German ~deoi.ogy, w~lc.h Engels had Just, 
reread in manuscript, salvaged from the "Olbb!mg rats) IS at ~nce a, theon 
of the state and a theory of ideology, Yet theIr respectIve a~lculation has 
changed. In The German Ide% gy, ideology is formally antenor to the state, 
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arises directly out of the division oflabor at the base of the devel. 

.;.;;"01 of civil bourgeois society. In substance, however, it is no different 
the state itself (which is to say, alienation): they are mirror images of 

~tJil"'~' critique of political illusion. Strictl y speaking, the bourgeois state 
only an ideological form, its material base being the division of 

101" nectU" and manual labor. 
In Ludwig Feuerbach, there is a tendency to recognize a real 

C\~~S;~X;~I~{i~;~ state, not onl y because it assumes both the general, pro
i1: of society and the coercive role of a class·state but also 
;~~t~~:i'~1 ~r.ecaPitulates or condenses all the historically anterior forms of 
'_d '(whereas the capitalist production relation actually effaces the 

. singular reality of the state apparatus in history raises the ques
(re)production of ideology by the state, or at least in strict complicity 
existence of the state, by means of those institutions that have a 

~;::~~;;;~diSposition (like the medieval Church). Only through this statist ;t is the relation to social antagonisms established, the result being 
autonomized as a class apparatus, Only this internal relation to 

explains why the organization of ideology ultimately tends to man-
dogmas or that ratify their own specific logic-if not their 

. them the illusory appearance of truth. In effect, no 
is viable that does not suppress the contradiction in germ within every 

in the un ified interests of a dominant discourse. This relation, 
mapping ofa topography ofideological regions (religious, 

, moral, philosophical); it shows that in each social formation the 
and hierarchy of these regions changes. When a new class be

and the state apparatus changes form, a new ideological 
becomes dominant, which means that it imposes its own logic 

forms after the fashion ofits "enlightenment" (a metaphor inspired 
Thus, every revolt against the state, subject to this determining 

C eloa,io.nl system, necessarily starts as a heresy. 
But this defin ition of ideological forms is not a given in itself. It 

fulfills a well-defined role-to resolve, in a materialist and scientific manner, 
tbe question of the historical movement (geschichtliche Bewagullg) and i~ 
inotor forces (Treibkrafte). otherwise known as the reciprocal problem of 
the reduction of an ideology to its material base.n Engels thus comes to 
terms with what, since Machiavelli and Hegel, has been a classical question, 
one that is typically ideological, namely, the relation between "individuality 
and the mass" (and even the relation between the individual, the masses, 
and the leaders: the repetition of the Napoleon ic origins of the concept of 
fllhrer), Engels tries to solve this by combining two preexisting theoretical 

_. components: first, the whole gnosiological construction of the inverted ide· 
".- o(ogical image as a means of explaining how, in people's minds, interests 

become ideas, then motives, and finally desires; second, the statistical con-
~; struction of the composition o/individual wills, which explains why people 

desire some determined outcome but end up with somethi ng altogether 
dilferen l The conjuncture ofthese two components makes ideological forms 
the fundamental explanation of the Ruckwirkung the process of reflexive 
determination (action en retour) by which the historical process defines itself. 
What is important here is not so much the fact that ideology acts reflexively 
(agisse en retour) upon its base but, more fundamentally, that ideology is, 
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in its own right, the median term oj the historical process or oj the image 
tllm society constructs oj itself, which forever generates its historicity. l~ 

Whatever the validity or originality of Engels's constructions 
they conclude with an irrefutable judgment the concept of ideology can ~ 
both an instrumen t for the differential analysis of social formations and an 
organic component of the theory of history. It ~ollows that t~e same, co,neept, 
thus defined, can be tracked down and pmpomted theoretically wlthm his. 
torical materialism. Yet this conclusion is tautological. In reality, there Was 
no historical materialism beyond a critique of ideology (The German Ide. 
ology) an~ of political e~onomy (Capital) until th.e tim~ ~ad come.for raiSing 
the questIOn of the relatIon between the economiC, pohtJcal, and IdeolOgical 
" instances." It is crucial that we recognize this problem as that of the his. 
torical relation between the masses and the state. 

Historical materialism for Engels is neither the single concept of 
class struggle, nor even the correspondence of ideology with class relations, 
but the articulation of a series of concepts: class, state, masses, ideology. 
That the class struggle is the "motor of history" and that it is "the masses 
who make history" still does not represent a solution but, rather, the problem 
itself. In the conjuncture of what one can analyze as "the classes" (antag
onism) and "the masses" (or mass movemen ts), Engels attempts to define 
what should be understood as ideology. if the masses in their "being" are 
nothing other than a class-or, rather, do not exist as real individuals other 
than as individuals of specific classes-their mode of historical existence 
cannot be reduced to that of classes. . 

Just as Rousseau asked himself What makes a people a people? 
and answered by way of the contract and its distinctive ideality (or its 
symbolic form), Engels ponders What is it that constitutes the masses as 
the masses? and answers by way of ideology and its distinctive uncon
sciousness, linking it to a materialist birth in which the state represents the 
instance of the class struggle. On the political scene, where regimes come 
and go historically, the classes are not introduced in person, in the abstract, 
but as masses and mass movements, always already subject to the reflexive 
effect of ideology. It is this last moment that represents the concrete instance 
of politics. 

In spite of what has just been suggested, however, it would be 
wrong to believe that the concept of ideology, defined in this way, actually 
enables Engels to solve the ongoing problem concerning the relation between 
the scientific theory of historical materialism and proletarian political prac
tice, or the organization of the class struggle in the form of the party. This 
solution would only support., hic et nunc, a distinction between a revolu
tionary politics "leading to a great historical transformation" and a simple 
"tempest in a teapot," which applies to what the theoretical formulation of 
Ludwig Feuerbach always returns to in its reduction of the ideological makeup 
ofthe masses to the sum ofindividual variables (une resultante des mobiles). 
It also applies to two expressions that, within this problematic, are more 
impossible than ever: that of materialist ideology and proletarian ideology, 
since each implies the other and, if not the existence of a proletarian state, 
then at least the constitutive role played by the existing state in their for
mation. If there is an ideology of the proletariat, it is either a nonideology 
(Illusionslosigkeit) or the dominant ideology itself, surviving in the delayed 
consciousness or miraculously turned against the state which (re)produces 
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it. Engels th~s, on the Ol~e hand, has a principle for explaining the historical 
rnovemen~ In t~rms oj Ideo~ogy;, and .on the other, he has a revolutionary 
force devoid oJldeoiogy, WhiCh, m thiS sense, is not a forceY 

"Neither God, nor Caeaar, nor Tribune" 
One would think that it is in order to solve this problem from 

another an.gle that. Engels embarks on a new attempt to define "world view " 
The most l!1terestmg te~t from this point of view is probably the article he 
co-wrote With Kaul~sky 10 1,887, "Juridical Socialism," attacking the theses 
of Anton Menger. .Engels s ar~ument rests on a comparison among the 
"three great world-Views": medieval, bourgeois, and proletarian. 

The medieval world-view was essentially theologi
cal. . . . it is Catholicism which constitutes the unity 
of the Western European world, made up of devel
oping peoples in a constant relation of reciprocity. This 
unification (ZusammenJassung) was not simply an ideal 
product (idee/l). It was an effective (wirklich) unifica
tion ... thanks to the feudal, hierarchical organization 
of the Church . . .. It was the Church, with'its feudal 
landed property, which constituted the real (reaJe) link 
between different nations, and which lent its religious 
consecration to the wordly order of the feudal State. 
The clergy, after all, were the only cultivated class of 
the period. It went without saying that all thought had 
for its origin and base (Basis). the dogma ofthe Church. 
Law, natural science, and philosophy were each reg
ulated in accordance with the con tent of the teachings 
of the Church. 

. .Engels goes on to note that the power ofthe mercantile bourgeoi_ 
sie was bUIlt out of the very Substance of feudalism. The Reformation, 

in its theoretical aspect was no more than a series of 
efforts on the part of the bourgeoisie, urban plebeians, 
and peasants in revolt, to adapt the old theological 
world-view (0 the transformation of economic con
ditions and conditions of existence of the new classes. 
The banner of religion was waved for the last time in 
seventeenth-century England, but, scarcely fifty years 
later, the new world-view made its appearance in 
France in all of its purity as the juridical world-view. 
It was to become the classical bourgeois view. It was 
a lay version (Verweltlichung) of the theological view: 
in place of divine right was human right, in place of 
the Church was the State. Those economic and social 
relations that had been presented as creations of dogma 
and of the Church that sanctioned them were now 
represented as based on the law, and as a creation of 
the State. 
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This is explained, Engels argues, by a threefold activity: the universalizing of the proletarian view, which would let us know another theory and 
of exchange, which requires fixed contractual form in accordance with State nother political '. 
norms; free trade, which imposes the watchword of equality for all before a the world views, it always comes back to an idea ofpoliti cs 
the law; and the struggles of the bourgeoisie for political power, whiCh, since .' idea), " for all class struggle is political," as was already sug-
the bourgeoisie is up against privilege, has to take the form of demands for the MamJesto (what was earlier called a "materialism of politics"). 
its rights. All that, let us note, is very general but seems incontestable. in the case of feudalism and the bourgeoisie, politics appears in 

Against these two worldviews of the historical classes, En. and under different names (religious or juridical) that sub-
gels posits the proletarian world view, which is "in the and disguise it. In a number of texts from the same period (prepa-
the world" through socialism, and the strengthening of the ,~~e.~~:~~IO~hiS work in The Origin ofllle Family) , Engels uses a remarkable 
movemen t (Lenin and Gramsci would say that it has a tendency to become describe the process of displacement toward certain goals, oflateral 
hegemonic). This idea appears to differ from the outline of the history of (Nebenzwecke, Nebendinge) "tangential" to the fundamental 
ideology sketched out in Ludwig Feuerbach only by way of a substitution of class struggle. This suggests that politics, in its essence, is not 
of terms. But the substitution is enough to do away with the obstacle that to what is always assumed, for the sake 10 

the concept of ideology encounters: it clears a space for the proletariat. We of his youth or in The German 
can now speak ofa proletarian world view that would be to the class struggle activity 
o f the proletariat what the juridical world view had been for the bourgeois toward either fictional or real. What would 
class struggle: its weapon and its justification. We thereby move, it seems, the proletarian world view, to the extent of lifting statist con-
away from an account of the reproduction of ideological dominations (in be the recognition of politics itself as a directly political 
which, to be fran k, they are all substantially the same, insofar as they Ie- any displacement or diversion. 
gitimate the ~xisting order) toward an account of tran sformation in which This argument only appears to be tautologicaJ, for the class strug-
the rela tion to the state could be inverted, Thus, the conflict of world views, in the last analysis, has a precise stake in it. Engels enters here into the 
according to their content and the nature of the classes that hold consideration of communism, precipitated by the Commune, whose 
would not be limited to adjusting the various configurations of a . Marx has already provided (particularly in the Critique 0/ the 
ideological regions (or discourses of domination, which communism is a politics 0/ labor, not only as a struggle 
but would overturn their effects. "government by the working class," but, more pro-

Have we actually gotten any further? Perhaps not. In describing " and recomposition of politics starting from the 
the "prolonged struggle" between two world views, bourgeois juridical and ' of labor, as a reciprocal transformation of politics by labor 
communist proletarian, as the forrn of the actual class struggle, Engels shows by politics. This is what r have proposed elsewhere as the second 
US that the latter has a necessary place in history, It is importan t that hi! of the "dicta torship of the proletariat" in Marx and Engels-a new 
demonstration is wholly based on the reaffirmation of the existence a/jUT> ofpoliti~s, not a simple revolutionary strategy for seizing power.~ 
idicaJ ideology, which is always stubbornly denied, even among the cities ThiS reading of Engels's historical project assumes that we also 
of the school of natural law. It is also symptomatic that this demonstration put an end to the ambiguity of the term "domination ," present as 
now has as its counterpart the eclipse of the very term "ideology." Engels In the expression "dominant ideology" as in "dominant worldview." 
seems to be in aquandary about defining the propercomem o/the proletarian point, paradoxicall y, Engels has always treated the proletarian 
worldview with a term comparable to " theological" and "juridical," which that of the explaired, in a manner strictly parallel to that of the 
characterize its two precedents. He stubbornly agonizes over these difficul. (apologists for slavery, serfdom, capitalism). In describing and 
ties, as is evident in the description he offers for the transition of the bour. placing this revolutionary world view, he anticipates the fictional 
geois worldview to the proletarian world view. He condenses and clarifies . moment when it will, in turn, come to be dominant and "take over the 
the analysis of utopian socialism proposed in Anti.Duhring by iden tifying wor.ld:~ Is it not just this anticipation that curtails any analysis of the or-

Iwo stages, Socialist ideas first appear in a fiorm itselfJ'uridical by turning , ga~tlon of the class struggle corresponding to a proletarian worldview, 
'=,sely by constan,tly sh, uttling it back and forth between the statist analogy against the bourgeoisie its own watchword and ideal of equality. Then they d bs 

appear in a humanist and implicitly " moral" form that sanctions the critique an tis a tract antllhesls, from the "party-state" to the "anti-state" party? 
Indeed, according to the logic of Engels's historical account, one would need 

of juridicalism but rejects all politics considered to be bourgeois (this cor- to have an institution or an organization corresponding, on the part of the 
responds very nicely to the themes of the early writings of Marx and Engels prole!ariat, to what the church or state had been in order to satisfy this 
themselves). We can see what this transition actually leads to, with the functlOn of. theoretically developing the "class point of view" expressed by 
experience of the revolutions and the growth of the workers' movement the .worldvlew. To say that this institution is the "revolutionary party" 
tile recognition o/the political nature o/class struggle, denied by all previous (whIch Engels does not) would be to give a name to the process it suggests 
world views, for which politics is rather the suppression of class struggle (but that of an "affinity" or "correspondence" between what goes on in the mind 
not, of course, the classes themselves). Thus, it is not an a priori deduction of the p~oletariat during the class struggle and what Marx's mind produced: 
but its very history that would provide us with the key to the unique "con· a matenalist conception of history. But this would be to run the risk, as the 
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anarchists point out, of perpetuating a political form that does not break 
with the historical inheritance of forms of domination. 

R.ligion and " Th. Thought of the Ma ...... 
Engels seeks to bring about this theoretical change by representing 

the masses not from above but from below, in the light of their own "COn
victions" (what he designates, in the preface to the English edition of So. 
cialism: Utopian and Scientific. as a "creed," translated as credo). However 
he is only able to do this in an indirect way, through a comparison betweer: 
the history of socialism and that of Christianity. Let us reread, from this 
standpoint, one of his last texts, the "Contribution to the History of Prim_ 
itive Christianity," from 1894 to 1895.·\ There he expresses satisfaction in 
discovering in Renan (of whom he has a rather low opinion) a comparison 
between the groups formed by the first Christians during the decadent Ro
man Empire and the modern "sections of the workers International," a 
comparison he intends to resurrect in order to shed light on the history cf 
modern socialism by way of the Christian example. It is not enough to 
identify the base of political class unity with the revolt of the explOited, 
enslaved, or wage laborers; it remains to show how that base is prOdUCed 
out of the muhiplicity of groups, sects, and rival organizations, and to de
scribe the way in which, faced with exploitation, they represent to them_ 
selves salvation, the hopes and struggles that both unite them and perpetuate 
their divisions, which are properly the objects to be explained in examining 
revolutionary mass movements. As opposed to the Jacobin model, it is the 
Church or ("pre-Constantinian" Christianity) that here stands for, as is often 
the case in the German philosophical tradition , the antithesis of the statist 
imperium and the autonomous form of the organization of social COD

sciousness. 

And later: 

"In fact," writes Engels, 

the struggle against a world which, from the outset, 
has the advantage of power, and the simultaneous 
struggle of the innovators among themselves, are com
mon to both the primitive Christians and the social
ists. The two great movements are not made by leaders 
and prophets-though there is no shortage of prophets 
in either-they are movements of the masses. And all 
mass movements necessarily begin in confusion be
cause all "thought ofthe masses" (Massendenken) pro
ceeds by way of contradictions, since it lacks clarity 
and coherence (sich zuerSI in WidersprucMn. Unklar
heiten, Zusammenhangslosigkeil bewegt); they are 
confused still, precisely on account of the role played 
by their prophets in the beginning. 

From where did the first Christians draw their recruits? 
Chiefly from "the worked and the over-worked," 
members of the lowest social echelons, as befits a rev
olutionary group .... There was absolutely no com-
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mon path to liberation for so many diverse elements. 
For each, paradise lost was behind them .... What was 
the solution, the sanctuary, for these oppressed and 
impoverished slaves? What was the common way out 
(Ausweg) for these different human groups, with di
vergent and often opposing interests? There was cer
tainly a need to find one, and it had to be one single 
great revolutionary movement to embrace them all. 
The solution exists, but not in this world. As things 
stood, it could only be a religious solution. A new 
world was discovered. 

Early Christianity is truly a primitive communism. 
These texts, the sheer extreme of Engels's speculations, are not 

without their relevance, even a historical one; but they are clearly circular, 
presupposing what they set out to demonstrate. What they no doubt pro
claim, and in no uncertain terms, is that "the masses think," that tM pro
letarian wor/d)'iew is nothing other than the thought of the masses, whose 
specific content (what we term the "politics of labor") is not the result of 
a simple configuration ofthe class struggle but represepts the conclusion to 
a long history (and a properly historical memory). In this sense, this thinking 
is not that of individuals; it is not the sum of individual psychologies (in
terests/motives/desires). Does this show the influence of social psychology, 
ofthe sort for which, at this time, certain reactionary theorists are drawing 
up a program?42 r say no, since we do not find in Engels any trace of the 
two constitutive elements of such a psychology: neither the idea that the 
constitutive process of the masses is its relation to a leader or an organizer 
(meneur); nor the idea that the thought of the masses is, in the last analysis, 
religious in the sense ofa so-called elementary (archaic, primitive) religiosity 
that makes a periodic return in human social behavior. Rather, we find the 
reverse, the idea that religious conviction, with its own ambivalence, is a 
given historical form of the thought of the masses. This means that the line 
of demarcation could not be clearly drawn without constructing a concept 
cfthe unconscious, one different from the notion ofa shadow cast-epis
t:mologically or biologically-by consciousness; one that would theoretical!Yl 
reflect both the imaginary of salvation and the interpellation of individuals 
(if necessary, by themselves) as bearers ofthe collective, institutional iden:.' 
lity of the group, the social movement. 

Engels's comparison never really breaks free from the positivist 
antithesis between illusion and reality, even when it willingly takes to task 
Ire most simplistic and dogmatic forms. Already, his insistence upon the 
heritage of classical German philosophy and utopian socialism in historical 
materialism is at odds with the congenital scientism of the workers' party. 
But it always refers only to abstract intellectual productions. In making of 
socialism not only an analogue of primitive Christianity but also the distant 
result of its transformation-through the revolutionary mass movements of 
the Middle Ages and the Renaissance, the peasant wars, the utopias of the 
English Levellers and Diggers, the struggle ofthe Fourth Estate in the French 
Revolution-Engels inscribes the ideological relation to history within the 
very content of the proletarian world view, or, if you will, within the mode 
of production of mass consciousness. But he only does this in order to 
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confirm an evolutionist view ofthat history: in the end, sufficient cause for 
the transformati on can always be found in the "real conditions" of liber. 
ation, that is, in the development of the productive forces and in the sim. 
plification or the radicalization of class antagon isms by capitalism. If real 
communism can grow out of imaginary communism, it is because these 
conditions force the proletariat today to leave illusion behind; it is becaUSe 
there actually exists a preestablished harmony between the impoverishment 
of the masses, the radical absence of property among wage workers, and the 
radical absence of illusions in Marxist theory. The political content of mass 
thinking remains suspended wi thin this preestablished harmony, which is 
basically always that of a radical negativity and which requires all the ped. 
agogical and organizational work of a party to bring it to the attention of 
the world. 

"' The trajectory we have mapped, from the formulations o f the 
young Marx to those of the later Engels, even if incomplete, helps to sketch 
the problematic of ideology within early Marxism. We have seen both an 
astonishing consistency, in the expression of an antithesis between the dom
inant ideology.and the revolutionary proletariat, and an uninterrupted series 
of conceptual displacements, leading ultimately to a complete inversion of 
the initial positions: from practice to theory, from speculati on to history, 
even from intellectuals (ideologues) to the masses (and their own tho:ugh t~ 
I think we have also provided some of the materials for a critique . • What 
would the essential points of that critique be?·) . 

Party Form and CI ... Identity 
The theoretical problem of ideology has always been determined 

by the same practical problem: that of the constitution of a revolutionary 
force (or form ). The constituti ve role of the concept of ideology in historical 
materialism corresponds to the emergence of the workers' movement as a 
real force in the politi cal fie ld and to its polarizing effect there. Conversely, 
the revival of the concept of ideology in the discourse of the social sciences 
and of politics itself, even if it takes the form of a misappropriation, cor· 
responds exactly to this polarizing effect. To begin with, the workers' move
ment is the "foreign body" of politics; as such, it has to be expelled. Later, 
when its inclusion within politics becomes an irreversible fact, it is the whole 
of politics-discourse and practice-organized around its inescapable pres
ence. As for the theme of the "end of ideologies" (or the "end of world· 
views"), whether in a pragmatic and decisionist form or in a hypercrit!cal 
or skeptical form (designating the critique of dominant ideologies as Ide
ological in itself), it also corresponds, for more than half a cen tury, to the 
attempt to relativize this polarizing effect on the political field, and thus to 
the attempt to find a pol itical structure that would be situated beyond or 
outside class struggles-and would therefore be more essential than class 
struggles. « 

Thi s confirms, then, that what is in question in the vicissitudes 
of this theoretical problem are the problems posed by the institution of the 
party form (/'institution de laforme parti) and the contrad ictions it harbors. 
The history of the workers' movement, from the 1840s on, is a dialectic of 
integration within and opposition to the party form. The workers' move. 
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,,\,o~~~:~ thus the existence of a working class as a political force-has 
able to constitute itself outside of the party form, no more than 

.. ' 'e"" been able to confine itself to the party form. In fact, the party form 
an " impurity" or basic ambivalence that is responsible for its his· 

necessi ty: it is not only the form in which the workers' 
assim ilation into the dominant political model but also 

'~!)~d,;~e,~,;i:n~~W;~h'ii~Ch it is thereby admitted or introduced into that model, in 
.~ to transform it, like the Trojan horse. That is why, when 

form develops historically within the workers' move
ii"cev.ersiitii, nowadays, even if its outcome is unclear), it is accom

't~;:f~~;bY a reconsideration of the Marx ist (and anti-Marxist) discourse on 
:!! a~d a deconstruction of the very concept of dom inant ideology. 

In , thiS reconsideration also constitutes, if not a totally impracticable 
''return to the origins," at least a reactivation of the internal difficulties 
repressed in the constitutive moment of the concept. The history of the 
problem of ideology, including when it simply repealS the oscillations of 
the initial formulation, expresses in a privileged way the historical contra
qi"tions of the party form (I do not say it reflects or ex plains them). 

The position of Marx and Engels, from this point of view, is very 

l! E~\~~:lTl;h;~e~y~~a::h:~eadyshow a manifest tendency, asdqes the whole Marxist , to formulate a concept in order to be able to think the 
of the workers' movement and provide the working class with 

. a practical recognition of its own historical iden tity. This tendency is in
scribed from the start in the idea of a transformation from class in itself to 
class/or itself. As opposed to the philosophical concept of class conscious
ness, the idea of a proletarian worldview describes this perspective and can 
furnish it with a practical name. If that b«:omes inseparable from the goal 
of oonstructing a party in such a way that the world view of the proletariat 
realizes itself as the conception of the party, it is because the proletarian 
world view only exists within the framework of a struggle against the dom
inant world view (or ideology), dissociating itself from the latter by way of 
a period ically reaffirmed break. This is primarily because of the need to 
provide a historical continuity for the class identity, which is a result of this 
break. The continuity must go beyond the revolutionary conjunctures in 
which it is m.ost conspicuous, both fo r itself and, above aiL for the ruling
class(es), conjunctures where the unity of the social body around a certain 
form of the state is shown to be a fi ction, if it is not shattered altogether.·~ 

From the catastrophism of 1840-50 to the evolutionism of the 
last period, the theoretical work of Marx and Engels is aimed at a steady 
distribution and accumulation, through a series of conjunctures, of the ir
ruptive energy of revolutionary movements. It is aimed not on ly at tran
scending the slackening effects of the counterrevolutionary phases, those in 
which capitalism expands, but also at effectivel y anticipating the construc
tion of new social relation s. The base of this continuity is the industrial 
revolution itself; its matter is fo rmed in the meeting of exploitation with 
class in stinct and the proletarian revolt, but its form can only come out of 
qrganization.· 6 Party organization and worldview crystallize a relation of 
forces , mediate an effective conq uest of power and appropriation ofknowl
edge without which it would be silly to believe that the masses could ever 
"make their own history." Under these circumstances class struggle within 
society can be carried to the limits of the system and beyond. 
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But is the position of Marx. a.n.d Engels ~ea lly as simple as this 
facile continuity suggests? The imposslb.JiIt.y of talkl~g ~bout a proletarian 
ideology (as wiIl be readily done later WIthin the S<?clahst and Communist 
parties) and the oscillation bet~n the con~epts of Ideology and w~ldvitw 
can be considered symptomatic. They reduect us toward the aponas also 
present in the same period within the definition of the party form. What 
remain; unclear is the quC:Stion of whe~her th~ cona:p.tion of the pany 
articulated by Marx and Engels, along WIth their defimtlon of proletarian 
politics, ultimately represents nothing more than ~ critique of the d:iffertnt 
concurrent tendencies at the heart of the workers movement (partiCUlarly 
the anarchist antistatist tendency and the statist tendency of post-Lassallean 
social democracy). The strength of the Marxist position is that it exPoses 
the ''fetishism of the State," as present in its abstract negations as in its 
fantasies of pragmatic utility, and that it therefore clears an autonomous 
space for the problem of the politics ofthe workers' movement. Its weakness 
is in only being able to manifest this theoretical autonomy by way of a 
permanent tactical compromise between those tendencies, or rather by way 
of a political "art" of struggle on several fro.nts,. as a funct~on .of t~e C?n. 
junctures, at the very moment when the continUIty of orgamzatlOn IS being 
reasserted as<Q guarantee of the correctness of this theoretical autonomy. 

The same aporia can be seen-but with paradoxically prolific 
consequences-i n the difficulty Marx and Engels experience in occupying a 
stable position inside the organization, in what could be called the ecpnomy 
of the party form, as bearers of theoretical activity and scien tific discovery 
concern ing class struggle. Everything happens as if the unity of theoretical 
"core" and political "core," or the theoretical and strategic "directi~n" (a 
unity denounced on suspicion by the anarchists, as the "dicta torshIp." rJ. 
Marx thus providing ahead of time one of the elements of the future cnuque 
of M~rxist totalitarianism), had never been able to exist without immedi. 
ately breaking apart again. In the period of the First International, Marx 
was the strategic director of a very embryonic movement, but only as a 
mediator and arbiter of conflicts between tendencies in the organization, 
not as a theoretician of the mode of capital ist production. Any division thus 
takes effect, in a sense, within Marx, within his own subjectivity. In the 
period of social democracy, Marx and Engels were officially in charge of the 
party's theoretical direction but not, strictly speaking. of its political direc
tion which was in the hands of the "organic intellectuals" of the pany 
ap~ratus with whom they found themselves in a constantly ambivalent 
relation sometimes of conflict and sometimes of reciprocal advantage on 
the que;tion of joining forces with the working masses. A series of well
known historical incidents illustrates this contradiction. 

We can no longer believe nowadays that this represents only a 
historical delay, whether in the constitution of the working class as a col· 
lective intellectual or in the proletarianization of political apparatuses, since 
this contradiction is reproduced at each stage of the history of the workers' 
movement and Marxism. That is why, no doubt, the theory of the party 
form has never resolved the dilemmas of spontaneity and centralism, except 
in some of the intuitive critiques of Lenin, Gramsci, and Mao, at the time 
of its transformations, crises, and reworkings. In reality, the idea of the 
intellectual direction of class struggle can only be divided up, constantly, 
between the two discursive forms it must assume: program and theory. Each 
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as a way of engaging through thOUght the historical process 
each is constructed from different points of view or different 

of (Both are equally ways of responding to the de
be, by add ressing them directly, but from different 

fact Marx and Engels (just as, in their own way, Lenin 
r~; G,ano~i) '''?uu"co~ mfortable with the reduction of either of these positions 

preserving a residual disparity between them-or cov· 
ofcircumstanc~xplains their resistance to 

~Do"'>t;tut;?~ of a political-theoretical dogma. In th is context, the very 
of scientific socialism still possesses for them a critical connotation
a democratic one in the strongest sense of the term. This is not an 

" ,~~~~~.oftaking advantage of science to legitimize a managerial role, let 
;.. means of extending to a clique (or a caste) of Marxist intellectuals, 
,,;:u,~:~:;:~~i~::;,:~.;~ of Capjtal. the theoretical sanction they need in order ii a monopoly over political leadership. It is, rather, an attempt, 

of the Aujkltirung, to make available to the masses, or the base 
instruments of its historical ori entation against the rule of leaders, 
and other bosses. In this way, the theoretical core would tend to 

everywhere (as Pascal would have said), aS,a kind of non center. 
if the unity of theoretical thought (science, philosophy) and the 

of the masses is, indeed, the effect sought after by the proletarian 
it remains to this day the object ofa postulate, that is, the more 
empirically uncertain, the more it is affirmed as a unity of opo 

tt!!!"'.,IcI"Y wtthout History 
proposal was to read as a symptom Marxism's conceptual 

betw,,.. ideology and world view, the symptom of a practical 
recurring throughout the history of the theory but also of a 

theory itself, one with a progressively more immediate effect 
of the state and the capitalist system. This blockage is quite 
us) in most of the texts by Marx and Engels that bear on the 

crisis, the wage form, syndicalism in its relations with proletarianization, 
and the difference between reform and revolution. Finally, what is at issue 
IS the way Capital represents the historicity of the capitalist mode of pro
duction. 

The strik ing fact about the theoretical forms I have described is 
that they never break free from either the metaphysical symmetry of truth 
(or being) and illusion (or unreality), or from the JXllitical symmetry of 
society and the state, even though the articulation of new defi.nitions, and 
the passage from one term to the other, is always presented in terms of an 

~ attempt to transcend that symmetry. It could be that these two schema are 
intrinsically related and that the problems they pose may in fact be the 
same.~8 

Because the expressive relation between society (or, more pre
Cisely, mercantile society) and state (as the organ of the "general funct ions" 
of society and as the organization of the ruling class) finds itself under 
interrogation, we can say that there is a fundamental incompatibility be
tween historical materialism and this representation of a social system as 
the superimposition of two spheres (economic and political, private and 
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public, base and superstructure, society and state, etc.) that ~eriye from 
philosophy and classical political economy. In the last analySIS, It is the . 
Marxist concept of class struggle that .contradicts this repr~sentation, in 
rendering invalid any concepti~n of hlstor;f as the expressl('~n .of sOciety 
within the state or the symmetncal absorption of the state wtthm society 
The concept of ideology implies, in principle, the same critique. Finally' 
however, ea?h new definition ~eproduces in its own w.ay th~ same symmelI)' 
or dualism: It has only been displaced or formulated 10 a different way. The 
concept of class struggle is thereby buried again underneath the problematic 
of economy, political philosophy, and the classical philosophy of history. 
Paradoxically, the concept of critique nullifies the effect of theoretical rup
ture, or the epistemological break of historical materialism. Hence, the vac. 
illation proper to the concept of ideology points toward and invites the 
theoretical vacillation in Marxism between the before and the after, the 
within and the beyond ofa break with economic ideology and the bourgeois 
ideology of history that it denounces. 

Engels's formulation in Ludwig Feuerbach (one could say the 
same about the analysis of commodity fetishism in Capital) points this Out 
in a rather significant way. Against an economist representation of history 
in which the"'"state is only the instrument of the ruling class in the class 
struggle, and ~he latter, in turn, the expression of a law of corre~pondence 
between relatIOns of property and the development of productive forces, 
Engels sketches the analysis of a disparity or a dialectical game, chara'tterized 
by the difference between the classes and the masses. In posing witQ.in the 
sphere of ideology the question of the constitution of the masses as " motor 
forces" of history, and defining the ideological process by way of its internal 
relation to the state, he introduces a germ of conceptualization that would 
carry us much further than the simple idea of a reflexive action of one 
sphere on the other. The masses, as Engels sees it, obviously exceed the 
sphere of the state, conceived as an apparatus of power, while determining 
its concrete forms. To specifY this internal determination of the mode of 
ideological thought and of the state itself, it would be necessary either to 
advance to "a broadening of the concept of State," causing it to encroach 
structurally upon the sphere of society (this is Gramsci's method), or to try 
to think an "action at a distance," an "absent causality" ofthe state within 
the ideological process that characterizes the irreducible complexity of what 
is called the state (this is Althusser 's method). The interest ofthe lauer, of 
course, would be in supplemen ting Engels's insistence on the unconscious 
nature of the ideological process. The unconscious would precisely express 
this double instance, or double modality of the historical action ofthe ruling
class state, at once immediately manifest within its coercive and adminis· 
trative apparatus and indirect and invisible in its effect on the ideology of 
the masses. This differential gap between consciousness and unconscious· 
ness in the social and political struggle would thus designate the very ma
teriality of ideology, its mode of historical action. 

It is not difficult to see how the classical symmetry of society and 
state is lodged at the heart of this definition of ideology. It is represented 
there (very classically, for anyone who has read Hobbes and Hegel) by way 
of an account of the "birth" of ideology based on individual interests. That 
these interests are implicitly or explicitly defined as class interests, that they 
are determined by the material conditions of labor and the existence of 
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, changes nothing; far from it, since th is birth wholl y reproduces 
model of the formation of the "general interest" (or the "general 

the concurrence of individual interests. As we have seen, 
the result or sum of variable forces (resultantes des Yar

words, Engels's concept of ideology revives, by virtue of 
'i~~::~;~~::.':~orm alone, ifnotits political content, the Hegelian conception 
~ of the state arising out of the contradictions of civil society: 

christened "the cunning of reason." 
In its form, the movement of the masses is to class antagonism 

Engels what the state is to civil society in Hegel: its dialectical transcend
or its active totalization. In both cases there is a birth of historical 

~~~~:~~~;'igi~~":~~'l~~:O::lhe "in/ra-historical" indiyiduality, that of the l' and empirical individuals they comprise. The very 
a watchword) according to which "it is the masses who make 

'",.IIi''o,)''' therefore takes on a new light, as the equivalent ofthe role assigned 
to the "great men" (and we must remember that on this point 

~1~~;~~{~~~i~1 ~n •. ~ec~,essa ry to reduce the role of the "great men" to that of the 
:·1 construction suggests that the masses are the truly "great 

state) of history; in this sense, it inverts the ideological, statist 
that Hegelian philosophy has taken up. Thi, in version, however, ' r""",,,,., its Hegelian theoretical structure: both the masses and ideology 

PU~~ti'D~, respectively, like "great men" and the "spirit of the people" 
namely, as the of the age" realizing itself. The trajectory 

! in El1iel,(an~ l~alx:llh"llea.d'from cJassantagonism to communism through 
masses (or their historical individuation) exactly parallels, 

n~ti~:~';:'~~~li~lh~:e~~d~ifference in their contents, what in Hegel leads from 
Ci society to within the state, through transcending the concur

that expresses the individuality of the "great men." The myth of the 
':great men" (Is it so original to the nineteenth century?) is replaced by a 
corresponding myth of the masses.49 

Earlier on, I took up the paradox posed, on the one hand, by the 
. dynamics of mass movement in the sphere of ideology and, on the other, 
by a revolutionary force without an ideology proper. One might add that 
it is the concept of the movement of history that is at stake here. Perhaps 
the paradox seems clearer now, for Engels's definition only had a temporary 
use; the distance between classes and masses, that is, between two modes 
of manifesting the same social reality (one passive, the other active; or one 
as the "effect," the other as the "cause" of the transformation of social 
relations) is in every case destined to collapse. In the historical movement 
of the proletariat, masses and classes ultimately come together again. 

Engels's comparison of primitive Ch ristianity with socialism has 
exactly the same consequences. On the one hand, there is the complexity 
and irreducible heterogeneity of the "worked and the overworked" who 
join forces in the imaginary hope of Christian salvation; and on th~ other, 
there is the homogeneity and preexisting unity of the modern proletariat, 
which alone constitutes the masses within bourgeois society. In the former 
~, the dist~nce remains an irreducible one; in the latter, it collapses. Again, 
It IS the thesiS culled from the Manifesto (and projected onto the theory of 
Capital, according to the evidence of Marx) of a historical simplification of 
class antagonism that is responsible for this reduction. The ideology of the 
proletarian masses can be homogeneous with a directly political class con-
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sciousne~s a.nd ~ scientific-materialist wo~ldview. because the modern fonn 
of explOItation IS the tendency to estabhsh a smgle " norm of ex istence" 
(Lebensstandard, says Engels), a " Ii ving wage" for everyone, and is the 
submission of the great mass of individuals to a process ofproletarianization 
(and impoverishment) in which everyone becomes iden tical. 

In this historica1 argument the theory of capitalist exploitation 
reveals its own internal impasse. Marxism stumbles on a paradoxical lim. 
itation-and it is a very serious one-of its representation of history, which 
can be illustrated in a number of ways. 

. Hi~ tor ica l materialism i.s based ~n the discovery of the historicity 
of the capltahst mode of productIOn and ItS corresponding economic cat. 
egories: the relation between capital and wage labor is not "eternal"; pro
duced historically, it must disappear under the effect of its internal con tra. 
dictions. However, what Marx never really considers (nor, with any ease, 
do h is successorsF is a history of capitalism in which the relation between 
capital and wage labor (hence the class struggle between the bourgeoisie and 
the proletariat, and the very composition of the classes) would take on new 
forms, still based on the accumulation of capital, commodity exchange, and 
the purchase of a labor force but Qualitatively different from those that gave 
rise to the fir!it industrial revolution. This failu re is Quite clear in Capital 
itself. Even if Marx does not provide any computable time frame fo r the 
development of the contradictions of capitalism, these are nonetheless con
sidered fatal in their immediate/orm, that is, ultimately leading to the break 
with and the smashing of the system. "-

We are th us confronted with a theory that paradoxically affirms 
and denegates the historicity of capitalism. Although the class struggle is 
presented as the necessary effect of the relations of capitalist production, it 
nonetheless has no effect on them as long as no revolutionary transformation 
intervenes. It is always a case of all or nothing, of preserving capitalism 
identical to itselfas long as it does not destroy it This denegation, obviously 
related to the critique of reformism, is particularly evident in the analyses 
of syndicalism, aimed at showing that the economic working-class struggles 
only affect the regulation of norms of exploitation and change nothing of 
the relations of production. This paradox of a historicity without history is 
resolved prct:isely by the proposition of laws of evolution postulating the 
permanence of the system's structure. 

There is a direct relation between this blockage and the difficulties 
we have encountered with the notion of dominant ideology. When Engels 
defines the bourgeois world view by its juridical base. he invokes an argu
ment borrowed from the history of the bourgeois struggles against feudalism 
which were carried out in the name of the law and in the dom inan t form 
of juridical discourse. He offers us no way of knowing whether th is form 
stays the same indefinitely when the bourgeoisie becomes dom inan t and 
when the political problem becomes the struggle 10 maintain the exploitation 
of the working class. We can assume he thinks it does: for one, the general 
form of wage relations is always that of a contractual commodity exchange; 
and, second, the material instrument of the struggle is always the unme
diated state, which is instituted as a guarantee of private property. These 
implicit arguments, however. harbor the same paradox ofa historicity with· 
out history (or an essence of capitalism) as those regarding the relat ion of 
production itself. We certainly have two successive configurations for the 
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ttlenne aellbe, 
between world views: first , the theological-feudal against the jurid. 

~ .. bO'!.,,:e?,~' then the jurid ical-bourgeois against the communist-prole. 
the second of these has no effect on the con tents of the juridical_ 

~~;g?ois view. which remains true to its origins, for once and for all (as 
functioned similarly against feudal privileges as against working_ 

;~~~~j~~;~:~!In:~other words, the existence of the proletariat and its workers' movemen t) plays no role in the formation and 
the dominant ideology. Here, again, is the paradox of 

the dominated I d iscussed in the first part of this study. 
theoretical obstacle can be seen from the side of the 

relation of production is a constant, the working class has 
than that of extensions of proletarianization, of the kind 

of the salaried classes or " middle strata." Henceforth, 
of proletarian ideology is also represen ted in terms of all or 

submission of the proletariat to the dominant ideology aT a lib
illusions, conscious or unconscious. Historically. there are 
ideologies, bound up in different forms of exploitation, sites 
of existence, origins and mass cultural " traditions" (national, 

but these remain unthough t and unthinkable. This is 
a number of exceptions and delay~; it has no theoretical 

that political organization, even when it is built 
theory, produces mass ideological effects on the 

1~·:t~;~,':fii:I;~ in providing them with a means of acknowledging their iden· 
beyond the range of historical analysis and criticism. The working 

therefore becomes the blind spot of its own politics." 

Mesk of Politics 
Let us then apply to Marx and Engels their own distinction be

twc.n m,,,hod and system, in which method is not si mply what remains of 
once it has been deprived of its conclusions or goals but rather 

enters into contradiction with these conclusions and goals and, as a 
or later-brings on a crisis in the system.'2 In the d ifferent 

we have encountered, the idea of a distance from the real 
bas been present, whether it takes the form of a doubling, an in
version, or a partitioning: the idea of a thinking that takes off at a tangent 
from the real, toward a lateral object (Nebenobjekt), and therefore deflects 
practice toward a fi ctive end, a Nebenzweck. It has always been clear that 
this deflecting (or metaphorical) operation has a political effect. in the sense 

struggle, but we have seen both Marx's and Engels's reluctance to 
define it as the distance of all politics from the real or as the distance from 
p(llitics that would be the real itself. 

We must look, then, at the way ideological dominations or world
views have been periodized. In the theological medieval form there would 
be an implied division of the instances of power (and consciousness, and 
representation or d iscourse): on the one side, the feudal state, the organi· 
zation of the ruling class of landed serf-owning gentry; on the other, the 
Church, at once caught within the feudal system and raised above it, there
fore capable of bestowing upon that system a guarantee of sacred authori ty. 
Ifreligious (Christian) ideology's distance from the real is explained by this 
division, one can draw out its consequences: although the feudal state (mon
archy, empire) is explicitly represented as topmost in the hierarchy of rulers 
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(the nobility), the Church is legally and effectively a community of all 
the faithful, masters and slaves; while the state constitutes the world 
behalf of the rulers, the Church, which draws its unity from its self-referen~ 
to a mystical beyond, is at the same time the organizer of everyone's 
eryday life, and of society. " 

What happens when a lay bourgeois ideology (a profane wisdom' 
Weltweisheit. as Hegel says) replaces this religious ideological apparatus? Ii 
seems that the division is reabsorbed. The Church, denounced as a "stale ' 
within the state," does not disappear but loses its role of guaranteeing au_ . 
thority when the state stops organizing itself around a community of castes. 
The state then stands on its own, at once object (or means) and subject of 
the representations of the dominant ideology; it functions directly as ao 
ideological power. Juridical ideology would thus be the direct expression of 
statist domination; but it can also be said that it is pure mystification in 
the service of this domination: an absolute transparence corresponds to 
absolute manipulation. 

In fact, Engels's description, confi.rmed by Marx's analyses of the 
bourgeois state, suggests another reading: there is a new di vision 
ting of what, compared to its feudal past, seems quite simple. But 
the splitting is generated by the machine of the state, as a di·! fecen1lia;i~; 
between state power and juridical order. This division repeats 
way not entirely fictional, since it structures the practices, the dosti,,,.; .. 
of the state, the "organization of the ruling class," and civil society, iQ. which 
are inscribed all those relations of exchange that allow for the circ,ulation 
of commodities and take the form of the contract. It also allows an ideal 
term (the law) to function as a guarantee of state power (and to appear as 
the lowest and uppermost limits of its empire): the division helps distinguish 
the political from the juridical, which would be situated above the politicaL 
expressing at the same time the community of its subjects. Fi na1ly, this 
division provides for the displacement or deflection of the goals of practice 
toward an ideal object (in the event of the "rule of ends" of law, the rule 
of the "rights of Man," liberty-equality-fraternity, etc.). 

This entire process illustrates a "law" 0/ the trans/ormation (Jf 
ideological dominations, a law of division-unity-division or (for unity is 
only a theoretical abstraction) a law of displacement, of the substitution of 
divisions. What actually designates the intermediate unity is the moment 
of transition in which the form of the state is seen as the real stake of a 
transformation, ofa "seizure of power" (whatever the duration of this trans
formation; and this does not involve a measurable interval but. rather, the 
structural characteristic of a developing process). In practice, two transfor· 
mations come together in this transition: the transformation of the form of 
the state by the class struggle, and the transformation of the dominant 
representations of domination (for example, the passage from sacred au
thority to juridical authority, from the Christian state to the constitutional 
state, from the clerical intellectual to the legal or scholarly intellectual). We 
can say this moment is eminently political when these transformations reo 
veal their real stake (state power, the forms of its apparatus) in a theory 
and a historical mass practice. A theory of class struggle, or rather a concrete 
analysis of the forms class struggle takes in a determined historical transi· 
tion, can show us, at any time, what its goals are. To describe the modality 
of the relation thus established between class struggle and its representation 
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~
~~~~:~1~;~~we must use metaphors: let us say that it is in the vacillation 

politics appears, but this time in the sense in which a form 
domination (theology, for example) must be negated in its 
capacity to represent the real, so that another (the juridical, 

can take its place. We can also use another metaphor, the 
relation between state and ideology, which must be undone 

relation is twisted in the opposite direction, as a several-stranded 
twists one way and then the other under the effect of two forces. SJ 

The bourgeoisie's accession to power (its transformation into a 
:t ,mlin, c1,,",) is thus already represented as political (in forging the concept 

modem state). And this representation sustai ns its own materialism, 
one whose critical force is directed against theology: it involves destroying 
the idea inherent in everyday human life ofa communityofsin and salvation 
in order to replace it with the idea of an immanent social bond, woven here 
on earth into the exchange of commodities, the division ofiabor, contracts, 
government institutions, the constitution of the state and its various powers. 
Under these conditions, what are the representations thrown up by the 
struggle of a new class, the proletariat, against the bourgeois state? They 
take the form of a new materialism whose critical force is directed, this 

. . proper to juridical ideology (against the ideological 
of the real into the form of the law}-in effect, what can be called 

or dialectical materialism. These representations also introduce 
another concept of politics, which initially takes the form of the concept of 

· : another politics, irreducible to bourgeois politics: a politics of the masses, 
o(labor, a com munist politics. But can we not assume that this critique is 
accompanied by its own movement of ideological twisting? Or even that, 

· jfproletarian politics homogenizes what was present in the double form of 
· the political and the juridical (in stripping bare the appeals and political 
stakes of the law), it is also accompanied by its own division? 

To say that the unity of the political is di vided afresh is to· say 
, in certain conditions, politics itself can become the "mask" 0/ politics: 

not constitute a last term, a final solution to the enigma of class 
;i t~:~~:.~(o~';~history) but one of its forms, in which we still find symptoms 
~' from the real which has characterized the concept of ideology. 

must give up entirely is the idea ofa "language of real life," this 
;b ':j>.·on'is<,d land of the philosophical critique envisaged in The German Ide-

whether one reads into the expression "language of real life" an im-
· potent reduction of all language to the "life" it expresses, or whether we 
, find the converse, the ideal of an originary language, absolutely "true" and 
nonmetaphoric. Politics, including that of the exploited class, since it is 
always both practice and language, or practice within language, must be 

· wbat is masked over indefinitely and what is unmasked in its own words, 
or rather in the use made of them. l ' 

It is not impossible to find Marx and Engels recognizing this 

r . ~~e~~~:ii}'t;:i]~~:i~Si·~,,;~e;jO;ifr~1~~~~(~b~ut only the practical state). This is their of the dislocation (decaJage) be-
the operations of the political party-hence 

the the Critique 0/ the Gotha Program, whose 
result is as interestin g as its origins. If Marx's critiques went unpublished, 
it was probabl y at the request of the party officials they might have offended, 
but it is also, as Engels tells us, because, within this conjuncture, the workers 
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read into the Program whaJ was not there (the affirmation ofa class POSition) 
and, because of this, these critiques lost their "usefulness." But to read thi~ 
position it would have to have been there, at least in the form of words 
that could take hold of a class practice; that is, it would have to have been 
in a conjunctural relation with the words or in the "line of demarcation" 
these words might trace out between the universes of discourse of a certain 
political conjuncture. Perhaps today we are less surprised by the possibility 
of such an equivocal reading, given that the history of revolutions in this 
century has shown how the words of religion or patriotism (even nation_ 
alism) can bear the class struggle and, at other times, how the words of the 
class struggle only support nationalism, if not religion. 

Is this to say that, in the "sound and fury" of history, there is 
no practical difference but only successive forms ofa perpetual illusion? On 
the contrary, it is clear that there are, precisely, differences, some of them 
irreducible. It is not because the judiciary appears, along with the antago
nism between bourgeois and proletarian, in the form of a political mask 
that the bourgeois critique of religious ideology (which is made in its narne) 
is entirely negated. What fails is its pretense to the ultimate truth of Man 
or History. Similarly, the fact that proletarian politics is divided and covered 
over again from the moment it acquires its own autonomy does not negate 
the difference between law and politics revealed by the critique of bourgeois 
juridical ideology. It simply signifies that this critique is also the moment 
of an incomplete process with no foreseeable end. From the point of view 
of this unfolding process, the succession of world views appears like a'-series 
of divisions and identifications of politics. But this figure-if it is not ab
solute-is no more unreal than the present process itself. 

Let us take this further. Bourgeois ideology, by confusing in the 
same category of reason both juridical discourse and scien tific discourse, 
has constructed a way of making one pass for the other and of therefore 
presenting science as a new form of the absolute. Conversely, the fact that 
proletarian politics is not based, in the last analysis, on reason but on the 
irreducibility of class antagonism can allow a recognition of the objectivity 
of scien tific knowledge within its limits, extracted from the oscillation of 
"all or nothing" (subjectivism/objectivism, skepticism/speculation). Under 
these conditions, the fact that the concept of ideology in Marx or Engels is 
ultimately constituted by a denegation ofthe essentially metaphoric nature 
of language explains how a metaphysics of truth (or of the meaning of 
History) is built up around il This does not, however, warrant substituting 
a generalized skepticism (through which other metaphysics might reappear) 
for the analysis or critique of ideologies. It is not a question of substituting, 
within a hyperbolic transcendence of world views, the metaphoricity of lan
guage for the identification of ideological differences, but of inscribing ide
ological effects as differential effects within the sphere of language. 

If there is, again, a fresh division and a recovery of proletarian 
politics, inasmuch as it is given as politics pure and simple, what are its 
operative terms? First, it seems there is the same play of distinctions and 
confusions between economy and politics, one symptomatically present in 
the Saint Simonian formula taken up by Engels in Anti-Diihring: "to replace 
the government of men by the administration of things and the management 
of productive operations." This distinction/confusion can be equally read 
into the watchword "abolition of labor" in the works of the young Marx 
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in the later call for a (communist) politics of labor. It is striking that 
distinction/confusion is to be found simultaneously in the two opposite 

:t:;;';!:"ci'''2'''_I,w",nwhich the workers' movement constantly bounces back 
forth, beginning with the model of the commune (or the Soviet model): 

the workers' council (or the factory councii), self-management asso
l~i;i;on", or state planning. Above all, however, this same distinction struc

way the workers' movement has practiced politics against the 
ju'id;~li'!01 of bourgeois politics: not in simply disavowing the juridical 

but in distinguishing law from juridical ideology so as to avoid be-
l ;;,;;';n,. of the law through juridical ideology; to avoid "believing 

round" and using it against the ruling class (either 
or by way of universal suffrage). So, while the 

movement has tended toward reformism. revolution 
its point of honor and its myth- what is believed in order not 

in juridical ideology. And it is in this period-that of the first 
I!J~" ,ni,i,of Marxism-that the ideologies of organization are constituted (still 

'~acti'" in France today: Sorel against Lenin) to represent at times the union 
at other times the party, one opposite the other, as the revolutionary 

the only one incompatible with the system (while the other remains 

~
C;~~i~I)~.~n1!d~h~ence the sole bearer of the proletarian ,:"orldview. Both these 

moreover, can seem Marxist, in the name of the critique 
by virtue of the struggle against "constitutional illusions," 
cretinism," or Jacobinism. 

what matters most here is the fact that the distinction/con
fusion between politics and economics, each exceeding the other while im-
plying it, structures the workings of the bourgeois state in its felation to 
SOciety. Economics has become the principal area of state intervention in 
social practice. In a contradictory way, it is also a constant hindrance to 
efficient decision making: what we call the crisis (all political discourse 

··. depends on how we assign a cause to it, or how we ascribe responsibility 
, 'for it~ Thus, transformation cannot be separated from the effects on the 

,b<,u,getli' state of the workers' movement as a mass movement. Nor can 
separated from the way in which, forcing the bourgeois state to reor~ 

,;, g .• m,zeitselfas a function of its ex istence, the workers' movement has seen 
aims being displaced and finds itself displaced within the field of 

polilics,The same words that used to denote a real political objective have 
come, in a way, to mean a lateral or metaphorical objective, a Neben

sweek. This is either because the struggle has already achieved this objective, 
albeit in an unrecognizable form, or because it can no longer be what it 

the conditions that made it thinkable and historically practicable having 
been destroyed by the class struggle. IS 

Behind the process of indefinite displacement of ideological forms 
lies the process of displacement of the conditions of class struggle. Both can 
be thought within the materialist notion of a permanent divergence of real 
history in relation to the trajectory and direction drawn up for each period 
,by the sum or result of social conflicts in the sphere of discourse. It is 
remarkable that, in their critique of utopianism, but also in the aporia of 
their proletarian world view, inasmuch as it has no specific content, or their 
proletarian ideology as a non ideology, Marx and Engels leave, wide open 
and undetermined, a double possibility: either the myth of a definitive es
cape from ideology, correspond ing to the myth of the end of history, or the 
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concept of a "critique of politics" (which we can call materialism Or oom. 
munism), yet to be determined as a function of the ways in which pOlities 
itself masks its reality or its illusions. ~ 

Of the "Truth" and the " Whole" 
If the historical process (what we understand as history) never 

sticks to the path which, from its internal ideological tension, it seems 10 
follow, then every simple representation of a result (or a salvation, even a 
worldly one) in the form of its anticipation or extrapolation is necessarily 
a lure, that of a Nebenzweck. even if it is the necessary form of practice. 
What is real is exactly that a transformation takes place in this form. It is 
a series that diverges without limit, not one that converges on an ideallimil 
A bifurcation in an unforeseen form, it results from the instability of social 
relations. 

The representation of historical convergence is one of the great 
common features ofa philosophy of history which, in the modern age, goes 
from Leibniz to Teilhard de Chardin ("everything which rises must con
verge"). In Marx and Engels it is present in the lay form of the " negation 
of a negation ," which manifests itself in two ways. Practially-historically, it 
subtends the extrapolation of the historical tendencies of capitalism that 
lead to its crisis (while history is, rather, a mutation of the form, or mech
anism of crises) and to the growth of the "objective conditions of revolu_ 
tion" (while history concerns revolutions that happen elsewhere, in places 
where these conditions are not met); but it leads also to the sUbiective 
conditions of revolution. Witness, in its echo of Marx's post-1848 expec
tations fony years earlier, Engels's forecast, which we can take to be' the 
prototype for the evolutionist ideology of the party: "For the first time in 
history, a soundly knit workers party has appeared [in Germany) as a real 
political force. It is a force whose existence and mercurial rise are as in
comprehensible and mysterious to governments and old ruling classes as 
the flow of the Christian tide was to the powers in decadent Rome. It 
increases and develops its forces as surely and inexorably as did Christianity 
before it, so much so that its rate of growth-and hence the moment of its 
ultimate triumph-can now be computed mathematically. Instead of sup
pressing it, the anti-socialist legislation has given it a boost" (letter from 
Engels to Kautsky, November 8, 1884). 

Does this representation also subtend th eepistemological notion 
of an absolute truth as an ongoing process of sublation or integration of 
relative truths (or relative errors)? In both cases, historical-political and 
epistemological, it is much the same positivist metaphysics (Hegelian or 
not) that is perpetuated in the hean of Marxism. 

This metaphysics, if not suppressed (for it embraces every plan 
for organization except that one seeks to maintain a radical individualism 
or one that is anarchistic in principle), is at least counteracted by the si
multaneous representation of the irreducibility of the antagonism and its 
non teleological character (thereby incompatible with any expectation of a 
final solution). In the heat ofthe moment the reality of the historical process 
can be practically appropriated. Lenin clears up this point by defining his
torical materialism as the "concrete analysis of concrete situations" and by 
substituting a conception of the moment of absolute truth present in each 
relative truth (Philosophical Papers) fo r a conception of the absolute truth 
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progressive integration of relative truths. Taking this further, we can 

that all truth is both a fact of and an effect of a conjuncture, in several 

Truth-or, rather, the true-is an effect of conjuncture, in that it 
the dominant forms or criteria of universality, that is, it em

criticism a/ideology, and is therefore produced within the 
' One can read in the same way Hegel's thesis that makes 

a negation through defining it by its essential 
which is not exactly the glorification of a fait 

accompli presents itself in the very forms of the 
only certainty-but it is, at least, something-is that 

incompatible with a cenain practice of col-
(also a certain form of social communication). 

call this current, critical certitude "truth" in the materialist sense. 

~~~~)~~;~:a::s~);'t signals this practical effect- not stable or definitive, but 
concept of ideology is materialist and breaks free of the 

(originary or final truth) and skepticism (no truth, or 
mystification, moral fi ction, "loss of being," etc.). If the primary 

effect is thus to change all knowledge (and also some nonknow
an illusion of universality, the concept Slf ideology has its pri
in the division of the concept of truth: between a concept that 

~;~~~\:;~~~:~ji:~~a~u,:t:o~~nomy and one that acknowledges its practical dependence 
~ , or to put it differently, between a concept that designates 

as truth the fantasy ofa self-consciousness absolutely contemporaneous with 
'itselfand its conditions and a concept of truth as a process (or production) 
of knowledge, implying a noncoincidence, an irreducible noncontempor
aneity of discourse and its conditions. 

In the case of historical struggles, the truth is also an effect of 
conjuncture in that it is produced as a coming together, an exceptional 
condensation of the class struggle and the mass movement, inasmuch as 

two realities are always relatively heterogeneous. No effect of knowl
arises from what remains only mass movements, unifi.ed by 
faith and essentially defined-even when they weather well, 

a revolution, or smash the established order-as fluctuating forces , 
ambivalently attracted to and repulsed by the state. Nor can truth 

from stabilized configurations of the class struggle, ones that nurture 
the dogmatism of the established order, or the "subaltern" dogmatism,"as 
Gramsci put it with a vengeance, ofthe resistance ofthe oppressed organized 
in their trenches, each one characteristic, 10 effect, of what Gramsci also 

~ called the processes of "passive revolution." Indeed, one can ask whether 
these processes are not really the ordinary state of history inasmuch as it 
misunderstands itself 

What makes a break in knowledge (or some of its conditions) 
irrupt is the novelty of the conjunction of mass movements and class strug
gle, the days Lenin spoke of, following Marx, "during which the masses 
leam more than they would in years" (Days, however, can themselves be 
years if the problem is not chronological but structuraL This would involve 
questioning the metaphor ofa "crisis" subtending this formulation): whether, 
as Marx brilliantly analyzes for the nineteenth-century revolutions, the 
structure of class antagonism ends up by polarizing, displacing, and radi
calizing the mass movements; or whether, above all, as Lenin, Gramsci, 
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and Mao had a better opportunity to see, the mass movements (religious 
nationalistic, "cultural" as in May 1968, or, tomorrow, perhaps pacifistic)' 
constituted on the "surface" of the social formation (But what is "surface': 
and what is "depth"? Are we not to think these descriptive categories as 
intrinsically reversible?), determine a class struggle that remains hYPOthet. 
ical and provide it wilh its concrete content. I say "above all" because Mao; 
and Engels probably did not envisage this reciprocity, in spite of their di. 
alectic, and generally applied a reductionist conception to the class struggle 
preventing them in the same movement from concretely developing th~ 
critical idea ofa historical process (proces) whose causality would not express 
the destiny of a predestined subject (proletariat or other) but rather the 
contradictory articulation of the masses and the classes, never quite the 
same even "in the last instance." To parody Kant, it could be said that 
without the mass movements the class struggle is empty (which is to say, 
it remains full of dominant ideology~ However, without the class struggle, 
the mass movements are blind (which is to say, they give rise to COunter. 
revolution, even fascism, as much as revolution.) But there is no a priori 
correspondence between these two forms. S1 

I would like to draw two further consequences from these hy. 
potheses. The,first is that the great theoretical lure in the history of Marxism 
has been constituted by the ever-developing and ever-aborting project of a 
theory of ideology. One can say that this project is grounded, for Marx and 
Engels, both in the dissatisfaction that provokes the constant vacillation of 
their concept of ideology and in the temptation to develop descriptiqns of 
the ideological inversion effect, which they put forward in terms of a co
herent theory, articulated with the theory of capitalist exploitation, and so 
on. Neither Marx nor Engels, however, seems to have thought about con
stituting such a theory (unless, perhaps, it goes by the name "dialectic''); 
yet the constitutive instability of a founding concept is not exactly a the
oretical lack. Rather, this project is the symptom of the relation to Marx 
maintained by Marxists and fA the contradictions fA that relation; it is, at 
the same time, the closed field of their confrontations or antithetical de
viations. We should remember how this project is constituted (Bernstein is 
the first within the revisionist camp to formulate it in these terms, but, just 
as quickly, Plekhanov takes it up in the orthodox camp, opposing social 
psychology to the development of consciousness, the lesson ofTaine to thai 
of Kant, etc.) and what forms it later takes, right up to Sartre and Althusser, 
during what can be called the classical period of Marxism (the formation 
and dissolution of the parties of the Second and Third International, all 
with essentially the same common theoretical base). Sometimes this project 
is economistic, at others times antieconomistic. Paradoxically, it can be both 
at the same time (Lukacs and, in general, all theorizing that tries to employ 
dialectically the commodity form against the mechanicalness, the evolu· 
tionism, or the reductionism of class). 

What I would like to emphasize here is that the idea of a theory 
of ideology has always functioned as an ideal means of completing historical 
materialism, of "filling upa hole" in its representation of the social totality, 
and thus as a means of constituting historical materialism in totality, as a 
system of explication that is generically consistent, at least according to its 
laws. Again, this ever-reviving project must be read as a kind of symptom: 
the necessity to complete the social whole-which is indeed the ambition, 
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of all sociology and thus not of Marxism alone (other, ad 

~c,~,,,!,,,ts~'is,. from this point mana, symbolic order, systemic restraint, 
finally to be able completely to localize the cause, in a given 

p;es<"talli01'" in an outline ofthe structure of the social totality, whether 
of its parts, identified as the site of "determination in the last in
or in the reciprocal play of all of its parts, that is, in their complexity 
Wechselwirkung together (even their hypercomplexity). And if the 
link must be designated "ideology," then it is because this term, 

against its initial use, comes to connote the imaginary correspond
between the practice of organization and theoretical knowledge in a 

;p"~"mthat would be formulated once and for all (that is, until it is fulfilled, 
one can say " mission accomplished," even "transcended").ss In this 

the return of teleology to Marxism and the project of a theory of 
(or a science of ideologies) seem to me always to be strictly cor
One suggest that they always serve to compensate for 

di"isi;on that introduces class struggle into society, thereby 
it from being represented as a whole-a compensation by way 
more abstract unity, a principle of vertical totalization, if not 

at least theoretical or explanatory. The theory of ideology would 
be symptomatic of the permanent unrest, maintaining with Marxism 

own recognition of the class struggle! 
I think that we can and should uphold the contrary: that the 

~~:~~~~:a~i',~e.;n;:e~v~e'~'~:fi~:U~'fi~lI!ed ' although they are sometimes adequate to their (what Althusser suggests calling "practical accuracy," Ie just esse 
or rather the concept, of ideology denotes no other 

of the nontotalizable (or nonrepresentable within a given 
~~1::~:I;!'::~~Y of the historical process; and that historical materialism 
~ in principle, not only in the temporal dimension (since it 

the relative unpredictability of the effects of determined causes), but 
in its theoretical siting (topique), since it requires the articulation of 

class struggle in extramaterial concepts (for example, the unconscious, 
sexuality). 

Such a position seems to me to be consistent with the idea, argued 

~: J:~~,!,o~f~~:an effect of truth within the conjuncture. In political terms, this 
not the absolute separation or natural antagonism of knowledge and 

or organization, but the impossibility of a true fusion of thoo-
strategic functions (included, of course, under the weak form of 

a, division of labor, with a provision for mutual services, whether the theo
rists propose that the "politicians" test the results oftheir analyses or else 
the "officials" hire the "organic intellectuals" to develop plans for them). 
Ifit is the meeting, or the conflict, between theory (or theories) and practices 
that gives rise to both knowledge and politics in the strong sense (the trans-
formation of social relations), then it is certainly necessary, from time to 
time at least, that theory be produced outside the organization, which does 
not necessarily mean on another class base but according to other modalities 
and a different relation to discourse. It may even be that there are more 
opportunities-and not less-within this parallelism for the social division 
of labor to evolve and that theory (as a social activity) will increasingly 
cease to be a monopoly of individuals or of castes, a business for intellec
tuals-in short, for those Marx, in the beginning, calls "ideologues." 
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Notes 

SaeAla,,, Badiou, ThtJorie du SIJ}eI (Paris; Sau;I, 1982) and h s preselliaton on JSrlUary 17 
1983. <lIthe Ecole Normala SU~I(!Ufe (to appesr n Rejouer/epolir,que. III, ~dllons G8Ij~): 

I leave as:de the v"'Y ntl!restnog IIIJ"Sllon 0/ Me",', r8IJItI"aI of 1he term "ideolog{ ' flcrn 
the French sensual:S! ldeolo~s arid the drstortion il undergoes in the process. 

In lhs sChemalc acc"...,! the re IS one notable exceptlOll: the reference made In the prelae 
01 A COI'6ribulion to ,he Crilique of Polirical ECOt"ICI<71y to the " ,deolol/1cal forms" identi!;~ 
with "social coosciousl1ess. " Ths \9>(\ is e)(pliotly retrospective, elluchng " partK:ular to The 
German Ideology. whose perSIStent trace il carr.es. &It its impoftance ~es elseWhere. II 
teaches us nothIng at>out Ideology n ITO( direct way. unless about its ;,sistence wu.n 
MarXism. even at the COSt of the most outright concePlual ,ndel8rmnacy Isee the theme of 
·'correspondence") . 

The cla.s'c French transla"on (Roy'sl obscures !he conceptual prec i':on ol lenshism .. C&p
rral. The recent pub lication, after a IonQ delay, of J P. Lefebvre's translat:on, by Ed'to:::n, 
Socrales, ,:tOY.des a defMove te~t for ttM queStKlfl and others. 

h is, however, mportan t to note that the materialism 01 TftJ Germanldeologydoes flOt relilte 
to !he Idea of maHer. that Jl is a "mater,aism w ithout maner." t>ecause il '5 nonsUbstannal 
See also the Theses on Fer.;erbach ' 

Mar~ os ne'ther the /'rst nor the last phiklsopher to take w the problem of !he product,on Of 
ideal't:es. Or !he process of ,dearl8tion, in th s overdetermined lorm (see Sp,nOla before Irld 
Freud af !efl. ~ is remar~abIe that these tlYee intellec tual eftorts. clearly related but formlAated 
with:n ent~ely dillerent concepts. have actualy s .... laced 'ndependently and heterO!le~u5ly 
Marx fead Sp,nola closely; but by way of an aston sh,nQ qt.jd pro quo. Inscribed w ith;n ~ 
trad'Mn of the /1uftlArung, and ,n his StruQQIe aQa,nst romantic pamhe sm, he has only seen 
rl Sp nOla an SPOlO!/Y for rafona!;sm and democracy, On thrs po,nt see A. Matheroo. ""I.e 
"aile tMoIolIico·pottiQue vu p;,!r Ie leune Marx." Cahiers Spinoza I (19771. 

Th ,s idennficallon of the place of theory w,th the place of practce must be Q ven as ~e.o:tr 

the re, art it is. roore accurately than my hasty presentallonsugQests. n !he ve'n 01 a le'rldercy 
!hat Marx seeks 10 de fine " after a fashion itself his tOf,cal- a tendency toward tte simu~~ 
neous breakup 01 manual labor and imelectuallebor spec ifically. and heJlCe the r dist..,c. 
Of divergence. See my study ""Sur Ie cOflCepte marxste de la 'divis:on du travail man:..oel at 
inteiectuel' etla utte de classes." in Manuels er Irlellectuelsdansle uansitlOO au soclaiisme. 
ed. Jean Belkhrr (Pa"s: Ed,tions AnthrODOS. 1985), 

Both Marx and EnQels bear witness tothe true answer: we have seenthlS proletariat radicllt; 
Sllrpped of ideolO!/y. See The Condirion of rhe Wcr~ Class in England,' ""I d :scovered tNt 
you were much more than members of <n insular nation wi"o:) would orlv 00 EnQlish: I !-eve 
aI~rmed that you were men. 

It <s tempt"", to e~plain, in addition to editOfral re;ec1.ons and tte dlftlCuitias suffered., these 
troubled tImes tlYough the ;,secur,tyof theor personal s:tuations, that Mar~ and Ell{!els aban
doned The Getman Idoology ""to the n:bi)linQ critiQUe of the mICe." 

I have tried to show elsewhere that thIS analysis, in SPite of its d'alectical power. and because 
it is offered;' the form 01 a smple demonstratoonol!he kI\IIC of commodities. had to oocome. 
lor Maf)(ism. a lasfnQ obstacle to the analySIs 01 econom:c ideology as the dom'nant Ideology. 
or the rdeoIO!Iy of the state, And so it has. paraoo ~:caly. efICoufaged the "return" 01 the 
economic "repressed" in this economism. one repealed indef"te~ ever siJlCe as the "retu'n 
to the YOUf>Q Mar~" I;' Ludwig Feuerbach and rhe End of Classical GemliJll Pt.looophrj , 

I am thinkinQ of a contemporary example, tte "episteme" of MIChel Foucault. ~ more 
QeneraJy 01 tte unovers8is 01 tte culturalsts. 

Indeed. Mar~. who IS larthlul on this po,nt to hIS own German IdeolO!lY. sUQQests thalh 
proletarIat alone carl save the classica l culture 01 humanity IHomer. Dante. ShaoesP9araJ 
from ,ts deQenerillon nto bourQeols phlilSUnism Isee tte t B57 ntroductKlfl to tte CmirpB 
of PolitiCal Ecomml1, 

It is an analyss that is in no way mechanistic, PrecedinQ the lenin 01 the articles on ToIstO'l 
and the Maool Taksaf (he Y!)"I8tlForvm, it lWeady,mpies the distinc tion land the ,lftcUlauon) 
01 e~lS teflCe (or Ofoginj from class and c lass PO$l\ ons. hence the analYSlsolthelf conJUflCtures. 

n.s is a relorm",m In whIch. it ~ be noted. Marx and Enllels explicitly piece the Idea 
01 the "transfOfmarion of the State as the slmpie adminiSlfaton of production." 

Hence. the dominant model In Marx's thoul/ht regard'nQ this stratel/Y IS thatol It ""permaJJef1t 
revoution" wt.choffersthe klll{!-term translOfmat'on 01 bo .... ""'oos revolutIOns .. to proletar"" 
revolltons and the short-term tr8llSfOfmation of the rad,cal democratIC proll'am "'to the 
Commlflst pr<>ll'''''' (bec""se tte polarization of tte cless strlJllllle nul~ies tte petrte boull""iu 
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as an autonomous fOO'Ce), See Startley Moore. Tt~1!e Tactics, rh9' BacJ::grOtJlld in Mane (New 
York: Montt-iy Review Press, 19B31 and my artICle. "Dictature du prollitarial." in DK:riom,lIr(J 
cririque du marxisme, ed, G. labtca and G. Bensussan IPans: P.U,F .. 1982). 

Another symptom of this diSlntell'ation is the Qeneral lstKlfl in the 185Ds Iwhen Marx was 
ponderill{! the " immslU'lty" 01 the proletar'llt l 01 the conceptual pa:r cless in itself/dass lor 
itsel'. whICh woros sYfTl'T1etricaly as rn.och lor the bourgeo'sre as lor the proletariat. the two 
""revauhonary classes" of history. But th'" ,5 preceded, n the Mwifesro, by a relur"n to a 
"consp.racy" theory. a p .... ely instrumentai st one. 01 tte law ss the will of tte ruinQ class: 
''yO'J law IS on~ tte will olyourcless worked into tte lew. awill wlrne content isd.term.ned 
by the conc rete condit'ons of exIStence of yO'J c lass." 

See Raison Presanre. 66 11 983), 

The fr st vers,on 01 tte loIow"'ll analyses tool< tte form of a presentation on May 17 . 1980. 
In the research seminar on the history of mater ialism led by orver Bloch at the UnoverSlte de 
Pafls I. I would Ike to thank G. Lab,ca, B, LacOfra. CL Ma nfoy, $, Mercier-Josa, M, NCheux, 
J Te~,er, and E. Walter lor observatIOnS that have been very useful to me in prepafll"lg t t.s 
study, 

Although the pa rs abstracticOflCrete and thouglltlreal are not str.cUy commuta"ve. Ell{!els's 
IOfmlAations on this are clearly mOfe emp~ic,althan those 01 Marx In the 1857 inlfodoctKlfl 
(unpubi shedlto the Cri!ique ofPoIiricaiEcon<:Jmt, where h is the scientific method. 'nasmuch 
as n proceeds from the abStract to the "concrete of thought:' that seems to enQeooer the 
reat. startrlQ from the concept. snd thus creates an idealis tic iRus;on, In his C"tlCai readIng 
of HeQel. Mar~ tOUChes on the ides of the cOr>Cftions and ideolo!lcal efleets inherent In 
sc,ent lic practICe itself. but he does not use the te rm. 

Fro;m tte Grvn:Jrisse to tte Q-iriq(J(J of rhtl Gotha PrOgram, by way 01 books 1 and 3 01 Capiral. 
Marx presen ts a s,milar cJllical anaIyss of the cat"!1O""" "liber ty" and "equaUy" as an 
;,terfl81 reflection of production and commod~y c rcu lation. which produces (for e~ample. In 
the chapter on commodity le(shism) ~ comp~rison between juridical and reillious idea l;ties 
(or at1str8ctionsl and s subStltUton 01 one lor the omerw,thin t.story. However, what is never 
realy c lear In Marx is whether the law IS itself ideoloQcal Or whether .t '" bener to make a 
disllJICnon between lew Iproperty. connan etc ,I and jurid 'cal ideolo!ly It:berty Ih:J equahty), 

See the examples ,;,tven in "ldeolO!l e,"" in Geschicl1tlich9' GrundbeBfiffe, Brunner, Conle. and 
Kosetleck. eds.IStutlQart Band 2,1978). 

The problem of lermlnokl l1\l w t.Ch EnQels comes across here IS l ar Irom idiosyncratic. At 
th,$ same tme. FreJlCh positivists ike In''~ also pOSJt a substituton 01 ""worldvrew" lor 
"ph' losophy" in order to designate the I",m In whIch. Uf>c onscious~ and sponta""ously. the 
pOSl liv istspirit becomesself·conscious and systemallC (I ~ this'nfOfmat:Onto E, Coumetl. 

Remember that III th,s period Mar~ was the fi-st to make a relerence to the dialect,c land 
not on~ In matenallSm), See the postlace to the second German edit'on 01 Capiral (1872). 
where some olhls formlAations are rather cklse IOthe COJICIuSlonS oIthe CriliQue ofPoIirica/ 
Economypubbhed by Engels n 1859 

On the use o l th is term and on the ambivalence 01 the relations I r st Marx and then Engels 
havewnh it. see G. Hap!'s de t a~ed accoum, ""M",~e il mar1Osmo,"" in E. Hobsbawm et aI ,. 
Storia del marxismo IE naudi. vol. tl . On the CflStS of Marxi sm. see R. Rac;naro. La crisidel 
marxismo(6ari: De DOJ18to, 19761: H. J. SteinberQ, "II part.to e la formszlOJe dell' or todosSlr{ 
mar-x lste:' .. Sroria del rrnNlIismo. vol. 2 . 

The question ofknow,ng whether the older EnQels effeeted a chanQe In po;,t 
01 view Or sf ll ma,nta ined, as Ch, Andler believes (""Fragment d 'une ~tude sur la decom
poSition du marxlsme." Rwue sociaiiSfe. t9t3). ""twO succesSIve systems" has been the 
ob.ect of contempOfary debates. See. lastly. the absortl inQ studyol OskarNegt, ""N marx ismo 
e la tearia dels rovo/uzione nell'uhimo EnQels,"" .., Sroria del marxismo. vol, 2. AlthouQh in 
complete agreement WIth the idea of S CntlCai apprcat:on of historical materialism to i ts own 
history (01 tte sort a~eady pertOfmed by Korsch l. and hence of a program. 01 material analysis 
01 the WOf oiog class. I cannot a(jJee wlm Nelli that the latter ought to taoe the fOfm of a 
"critique of the pOit lC8ieconomy 01 !he Io-ce 01 labor." nOf. a lor tlOf~ of..., ""appiCatKlfl of 
the IiIw of value"" to this crinque. Tt.s would " v<llve a spec al diSCUSSIon, primarily about the 
meanoll{! aoo the I:mlts 01 val 'd'tyfor sn idemilicatKlfl of "forceol labor"' as a ""commodity"
in snort. about the readIng of Capjr8l, 

See the essential article by EnQels. ""NotwendQe und OberflOssille Geselscha/tsldassen." 
Marx-Engels WBtke. vol, 21 

F. A. lanQue's HiSfQir(J du mareti8lisme, wh'ch represents tte union between Marxist. neo
Kant 'an, <nd Darw,n an CIfCIeS. was publ'shed In 1866. O. Bloch's commentary on It c learly 
shows that w hle EnQeIs reJOlcts its eprstemolQg"cal theses. he does borrow a plan from it . 
or rather a h'storica l prOJOlCl It is WIth Di lthey. at tte arid 01 the cent .... y. as we know. tha t 
the term Weltanschauung. 01 Romantic Of'lI'n ISchellinll. Schlelermacherl becomes the 
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watchword of the phiosophy of history .n::I hermeneutics developed bY the vitalist and SUb. 
jectrvis\ C"","90!S 01 neo-KlIIlt>¥llsm against the ratIOnalist Currents Ifrcrn Cohen to CaSS~er). 

The idea of II history of Ihooght. understood In th is WWi. obvioosly leads 10 severallntarp~ 
1811008 or prog'"lmS of research: IhIII of an emprlCai hlslery of the SCle(lces ard lher Uects 
upon philosophy; thlll of II hiS(CfY of theories of the sort proposed by AIIMser ., Readir!g 
Capiral In 18""""11 an expression 01 Hegers; and, finally, thst of a history of class struggle 
wi lhrllheory. ,Jtimstely cons,oored by 1M same Althoss.'3' as the prOPer lerr ..... ofphiOSoPhr' 
(see Lenin and PMosoph(. Posmons) and w hich wtI Wlil come across 1818'" 00 ., takng u~ 
the difticU\les d Engels's te><t 

The sto..dy by B Kedrov, "Engels at ses pradksss8\Xs:" La classjfication des ScieflC8S. IotII 
, IFrench translation of the 1977 Russian edi11OO). is ...,fort .... ately flawed by hIs perSlSlf!!\i 
desIre 10 present Enoels's ltw1kll1Q In terms of "the MarxISt solutIOn" to "the problem 01 the 
Ct!iSSl/K:BtlOn 01 the scoences." It seems, by conUBst, .that there are some original !deE to 
be loood i1 the highly doco..rnented study by Sven Ere Liedman, MorSlJ(S8fnBS W: 71¥ 
Ptilosop/'f,' of£ngels and Ninereenth-Cemury Sci9l'Pal (Lund; 80 Caw!lcn BoIdOr1ag. 19771 
bJt I have orly bef!n able to consojt a short resume 01 It f1 English, . 

G. Canguilhe im, G. Lapassado, J, Piquemal. J, Ulmann, "ClIJ d{jveloppement ~ l'~tKX1 
au XlXe slecle," Th8lils, 8I"IlOO t9CO, special iss(lf! (Paris: P.U.F .• 19C21. is lar and/!lNl.t'l 
the most rigorous study of the nstOl'Y and concepts 018\oO~tiomsm before and after Oa"-'tJI. 

A strikong iIIustrauon 01 tlls theme can be 10\.lld In H, G. Wel s, A SI'ul HislOI'Y of lro W¢d, 
which te~s the story cJ. humal1lty startllg frem the formatoon of the solar sys tem and enoog 
with socialism. 

See G. CanQUilhelm, Ideologie el rBt,CJ(IiJ/,'U/ dans I'histciredes scie~es dfJla...e (Paris: Vno. 
10177). Canguilheom's work (see also Tha/ilsl proves that illS ImpoSSIble to diSCUSS evoIu· 
tiot"Otm as SUCh, ra ther, we must speak of evoJUlionisms (lamarck, Cornte, Spenser, Clervm, 
Hoockel) according to their' 'constants" and their i1COfY"\:)atibilitoes-what FoucaUt aptlyd\ar. 
actenles as "pc ... tts d heresy" In Tro Order 01 Ttings--and also the tOtally differ(lnt effects 
produced bv the insaiptlon cJ. evoiutlOl1lst statements w.thinlheoret.::BVe><permentai or ~. 
ulanve fields. The s1udies 01 Y. COt"lY arid (l LecOlX t. part.::ularly ttlose n Rason Prhera, 
no, 66. seem to me to subscribe clearly to thiS point of VIeW. 

We ClJl read Engels's "Ilstoncal" acCOlXlt f1 the l oIowlI">O way (see, e.g" part.::t.iaiy., 
DiaJeaics ofNsture, the text entitled "Old Prelace to the Anri..f.JIJNing" ): (1) Greekdiil!.ecto;:, 
(2) claSSICal metBl*!ysocs, (3) rrodern dialect.::: 01' thiS W&( (11 the ill?Strect urlty of dia1ectc 
Ind "'physical' )materia lism, (2) the diVISion of ciafectlc!rem materlahsm,(3) a rew concrete 
Unity cJ. dialec tic and (histOrical) matellal,sm; (1 f l na l ~ t I) the unny d philosophy and t-e 
sciences (witlln the sphere 01 philosophy), (2) Ihe diVISIon of phi osophy (~8CulatlOfll IJId 
thescoences (empo-.::isml, (3) the new II"Otyof phiosophy and the sCiences (Wlthn the sp'we 
of the sciences). 

Par adoxicaly, ttloulfit on ly avOIds Ihis aI,nOl"iOlTVratlOn when II is " false," a dialecto:::al Idea 
we cot.id use to recufy the teleological conceptions of knowledge (In matertal terms. the 
" falSlty" IS the "!ruthful" element). rut only on the condiuon that it no longer be presented 
i1the form 01 a lailure I)' an objection. Nonetheless. It .s in Anr..Di:ilring, In respoose to the 
"eternal vefl\ieS" of poSItiVISm (this critIQue IS also made of Haeckel), Ihat Engels comes to 
terms With the Hegelian Crllique of the "ml)'aI OPposition between truth and error:' that IS. 
the cntique of the classicaf metaphySICaf dualism of knowledge, preserved intact by pOSllMSIl\ 
It IS orIy.n t'"s .ndirect manner that the pracl.::aI and the poIito:::aI poI1t 01 view.,-e lOlOd ~ 
be represen ted 

See In particular "Bruno B!IlIer \.lid das Urchistento..rn" (18821, in MIJ()(·Engels Wwta, vel 
19, which constrUCts 8 parallel between modern ideologies, those Of the anc ient world 
(philosophical and. above all. jundical), arid those of the medieval world (theological IJId 
generally clenC8~, AI these texts were first published in Neva Zeit. Kautsky's reVIeW and t-e 
bastoon of I)'lilodox MarXism. 

ThiS re!Lction is thegrand proof, the unflagg,ngly repeated Mallust argument as It is practICed 
by Conrad SchmKl\. Lafargue. 01 Kautsky. K involves. on the one hand, retraCIng the 01'"" 
of the philosophical categories garnered by Engels (the distinctIOn betwean Simple causally 
and reciprOCaillCllon, 11'$1 artICulated by Kant) and, on the Olher. giving some ojea of its 
aftenle (part.::ularty h Gramsci and Sartre, who both consIStently rework Engels's outline), 

Let uS ",dge the extent of \hIS P1'ogress in relatIOn to Marx's fOlrrulations in CapraJ. where 
It is the regulative IIlterventlOO of the state (the teg,st!itlOn of the manufactoxers) that IS gverl 
as the ""conscious reaction" 01 society to its 0'M"l "org!ll1 ism," 

Gramsci, from tllS perntolview, IS not mstaken in POSing together the problem Of prole tar"" 
hegemony arid of the "CriSIS of the stale"(ignored by Engels, if not by lenin), 

""JuMstansoliaiismus:' MatX-Engeis Wwte, vol . 21, p. 491. It IS to the credit of PeU9' 
SchOttler, who gives -.s on illuminating analySIS of i~ to have brought to our attention the 
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Etienne Balibar 
ImPl)'tance of this text Isee hlS study "Engels und Kautsky aIs Krnhr des Junstensozialis· 
mus," Demokrais und Recht, nO. 1, 1980). 

Ole constantly comes 8CfOSS Ills denegauon of the eXistence 01 a juridical ojeo!ogy, an.::· 
ulated from very a llerent perspectives. One (ecent and w"y rllerestllg exalTfjle is in the 
worl:of J, F, L\'Otard, sta<tf1g from his "P1'&gmatic" analyses of the relations ofcommunicatoon 
,n advanced capitalism, See. for e~ample, Instructions pa.gflfl6S (Pans: Galilk, 1971), pp. 
55·56. "showing" that there is no bourgeois, !uridical ideology because, generalyspeaklng. 
\here Is no dominant Ideology Wltlln capitalism: Capital wood be. as SUCh, irt:fiffflfert w 
KJedogy (to "semant ics""). n contrast ~ arcMc structures like the state, the party, the 
Church, and so on. SimJlarly, he writes later (p. 761 that money, as a medium of comrnJ· 
rvcation, is OUtSide 01 KleoIogy, even )uridical ldeo!ogy. The 1T'OS1 de~ca!e POSlllOfltO discuss 
would, of course, bethat oljurojical POSltMsm (Kalsan). which expkollydistlllguishes juridical 
ideology and legal norms from natoxallaw, 

See my article ··Olctau..-e du proletariat." In Dicrionneire critique du mBfJ<istml, ed G. Labce 
and G, Benwssan (?ans: P.U.F" 19821. It IS stlikir1g that. during thiS period, Engels IS moved 
10 say something new about the ancient City (in The Origm of tile FIrJiIyj which d.,-,fies the 
"civic" sense of the idea 01 community preSll!1t wnhin the te<m' 'communism." In the ancient 
city-note that ItS own worldVl(!w has not yet, in itSelf, been properly named-the CltUens 
d~ectly and coiectively pursue the common plbIic interestsWittloutbeing "dispjaced"' towlI'd 
the reigious NeberilWach (a lben upon the repressed base 01 slavery), which clarifies the 
t.iteriormotive belw1d the coxlOlJSiy Ans10tei an plnse In Tro Erf'-'l Prog-¥1l(wmten against 
the anarchists), according to which "the workers we poIitlCBl bv natlJ;'!!"" More than a nos· 
1all)lc def ini tIOn of politICS, by way of the Greek example, it is a question of thnking the crux 
of the praetanan wor ldVlew n reference to what. tlYou\tIout the entre ClaSSICal traditIOn. 
symboi l2es politics as such, Folowing upon the analySis of the Greek City as the first form, 
In its conUadictary development. of the luSlon 01 polt.::s and statism In the history of class 
struggle, it is a way of shoWing that. III the tranSitIOn to communism, the crUCial stake of 
stroggle IS the possibiityof cissoclating poItics from statism by associating (I)' fusingl poItics 
",,1h labor-two poles of a ContrediCtlOfl that cuts IICross al of rvstOfY See E 6alibar, C. 
Lupofinl. A. Tosel , Marx e! sa critiq.J!J de la pOiitiQU(J (Pans: Maspe<o, T 017011 , 

"Zur Geschichte des UrclYistentums" t 1894·951, Mar,,-Engels W9'ke, vol, 22, p, 449: and 
see Marx and Engels, Tro Holy FIrJiIy. 

The w:t1< 01 Gustave Le Bon, Tro PsychJIogy of C1'ONds. which Freud d.scusses (for beller 
or worse?) In Mass PsyctdO()'l and rhe Analysis of the Ego, Labnoia and Plekhanov, n 
particular, are very /IlJch tal<en ~p ",,[h the questIOn of the relatIOn between the theory of 
ideology and SOCial psychology. 

Is suc::h a retrospecnve I)'itique, Cemln!), bydefinitlOn, "tOO lale," not at once an over~hed 
and perfectly uooess exercise? But suppose-as I s<JggeSt at the beginning OltllS study
that the problems 01 coxrent Mar><lsm and ItS criSIS are posed in a less linear lasllon? ThiS 
ml1fi1 be a wayoul 01 the false dilemma of repetnoon and liqulc!atlOfl, neuherofwhlch change 
anythtng. 

See M. Heojegge<'s P1'o;ect to move OUt of the "doldrums" of the disputes around Weitan
schauungen ("The Age 01 the World-View," 1 0138), eS1abiish ing a distance from h.stor'::lsm 
bJt particularly from a certa.n Il)'m of dlfectlclenllficatoo of the " destf1ation " of humankfld 
and liS mobiizatJon, Read the f11eresling six th Issue of the revoew Melarrorfosi (Tum, 1962), 
"La decisione,"" with artdes by C Preve and M. Turchetlo, amon!) othe<s 

In th iS respect il is dilficuitlO see-OXIIess we queS!oon the very ojea 01 a class politICS-how 
the meaning of the party form In the workers' movement cooJd not correspond to the de· 
velOpment 01 a canan ""schismat.:: spit.,.. wltlw11he wOl'~ng class, NOt only does the con· 
stnut",e role p:ayed by in tellectuals over the entre history of the workers' movement not 
present an obst8de, it largely conuibutes to the phenomenon of workensm. It IS al the more 
n terestllg to see Lel"ln (in ~8r Is 10 Be Donei') defining the proletarian poIit.::aI party by 
its capacoty to intervene Iflallclassas of socoety, that is, toge ther , as a '"Unity of OPPOSItes, '" 

Sorel says theorganiZllg '"myth, ,. Bu\. conversely, has e_v OIgar'l1atlon notltS 0'M"l worl:lIlQ 
myth? Gramsct, f1 part ICular, as~s this question, 

FI)' the IT'OS1 elaborate though ts on this, one should consult the recent worI: 01 LecOlXt. 
L 'CYdfe et las leu" (Paris, 1981). chap. 4, and La philosophie sans feirJ:a (ParIS, 1982), In 
a prevIOus sludy (" Etat, par,., idl!oIogle:' n E. Balibar, C. LupO/.r., A, Tosel , Matx e! S8 
CntlQue da la poIiliqua (Paris: Maspero, 1979 11. I tried to relate It1s ~ between ""two 
cenlers'" that persist In Marx arid Engels's analyses of the party to what A~hU$ser calls the 
""double inSCflp t.on'" of the theory of Mil">< waM liS own ""topic'" tnt. as the ttloulfil 01 
the historical wllole, fictively exteri::lr to Its acuon (praces}. and second, as the '" ideologocal 
form." Inscribed and actng wirhln thIS whole (and hence determned by II). But It was also 
a case 01 demons\ra tllg the hmits of thls representatlOf\ preventng the party frem reil ly 
analyl ing Its own history, thereby falling far shor t of swsequent Marxist theOl'ization, 
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See my Ittoc18 " Mane Ie JOker. '" II'! RejOUef Ie peir,0U6. ad. LUC Ferry (Pa",: Gal"'., 1981). 

See IhI!I siudy by S. Mercoer·Josa, "Esp,,; du pauple II! ""oIoQ ... " P()(J( h H6{J61..c M8nt. 
(Pari." Edl1lQ/'1$ $oc"la,. 19801. p_ 69. 

Thos lime ell/cully does not rule CUI some "'llIf"Slng though puzzling conceptual (:f""Jan." 
wItness Engels's dislonctJOn be:ween "revoo\loo from abovlI" .rId ··' .... o;jnon I,Om below" 
In .1III:oon to Iho way n wr.::h NlIjXlIeon III or Bismarck wood have IHlen "prlllt8nled" from 
mlkong :hllmselv8I :he ":eSllIl'I8ntllry b8CU1OfS" ollhl rtvo<r.OOI'III 01 1848. "'''I-evng 
$Ufj)f"sed them-whoeh is no • way 01 expllllWlQ wtlV lhe ptollt:at'" II 1I'_"" d 1l0III 
tcli'lg uoon IfW base 01 Bosmarclian or Napo'eorOc 1OC0It1Y. IIY«I n RI PQl.hc" lorml. '''$lead 
oI"lhIYIng" 1848. according!O:he model of "p8l'm¥\efl! re"oUIlOI'I"T Wi:to hrs ONn no:on 
01 "p."", • ..-.ol.Itoon·· limp6cr". opposed 10 ··.e ....... evoknon" or :0 "'~lOI"eIy,rIO
"'100""). Gr .... $(:1 seems ' 0 be on :he ume "n. 
n ths SltU.toon each word becomes. double-edged weapon. The roo:.on 01 • ·'pro.''''en 
w~w" can aetas Ihe incl • • 01 workng-dass ideo:Oges (n !he __ o! pr.eIlCe ... me. 
IhIn opnons). rreduc,b'" ':> .. <10m .... ,,! Ideology. Bt.rt It '*' I 'SO prlvent .. Ctllcl' de
... Iopmlnt of IhHI odeo.ogoes on memselves- on IhII c.se 01 '-bot. II""". or IhII "1:'-1) 
(!"It .xtlOI Ihl1. ICCordong to IhlloglC 01 sptICLUlrvl Impo"ctSm. , pt)$Ol$ 1!"It$l iOtotogoes 
• dorlCl "r"P'lsen:nvu" 0I1h11 un"'8<,.1 ,Ind IlYough roem IhII 8<cllttype of itoe wClrker~ 
COIl'i .. se!y. n '5 not II 11 (:IQr Ihlll !he IIC: 01 spe~kong eboul workong-i:IIss Ideology •• 
Mirx Ind Enge'. do nol do, ~ lnough to rum IhII sp.cular relIl1J()(1; .. ".. work .. ·· it ~ p:ece 
w' thon IhII ICIOOO 01 C;Jpottbs: "bor. Under I:I"e gloOM oI"g",ong pow .... ,"'ell or words) to 
lilt work .... SOCh I nollon perpelua!8S Ihe .. po$Iloon Ilvan ""IS thlm ~ck n il) _ Cln 1M 
b. ".. onslfumen: 01 I "new bourgeOISIe" Ilncluding a "new bourgeoisie" 01 Ih8 party! 

Illy to use Iht very lerms 01 Mal)( and Engels "0101 01 tilt nec8lSlty 10 atllde Ihem.·· wrtch 
II ..... 10 m. to be one oI lhe Ind ispensa bl e WIVS 01 d.nermln,ng whll l lhey Ihlnk. 

"Clnsoclr' poli lOCl1 tllaory Irorn Mach,av .. 1i to Hobbes and Aounnu !WIth ,ts conlormi .... 
Ind rt!I her. lic,1 is II' adm irable uample-p.rhllps 100 much 10-01 this vlcill\'on of ode. 
oIogy. hom thlology 10 thl Juridlc , 1. I 'ong WIth :Ila moment 01 paltoc..J recog"'loon oln 
.eal Slate ~ conu"ns. Ttus moment. however. IS never "pure" laven n M.ell,veJ") .• inee 
the lIltwlSlong movement oI lheolog lc al recover ..... IS IIIwIVS ,trudy Iiso tilt IW<l~Qg ..-ow. 
ment 01 I:I"e \uridicll recovemg. 

That politICS IS liso lIS own mls k IS ~I prevlO" n Irom b."'g ba,.d ~ I a:tr"IC8Pt 01 

lheoryof "socoal toes'" con:ractuai or o:hlrwlSe-no morl so. of cours.. "'I is del.-..d. 
",uaMllon" mn Ih. orogonary SOCial bond. TlYough hI$ ConcePI 01 tilt "socl,1 .. II\lorlS 01 
prO<t.x;:toon·· Ind lhe .. I"oslorv. Mar x enlers onlO anotller " .. ..n. Howev ... n .. much., t'" 
c,,~ of Ideo:ogy means. IOf 11m. lor .. see .... In .. nd 10 ocIeobgy. In abso'ut. l'artSPI'lIhCy 
of soclllr .. ·ltions. Of. il yOU wJI. I SIX1ely '" whoeh ondMdoJa ', erl It test conllll"CKl'lII. 
and u.. lIIe omropotlOl CleatOfsof !heo" own soc'" rllaOOM. the pro«>:.nl\lC: of lhe ".a:.' 
I .. ·· II .. In 10 bl fresNy Insellad In:o BII ollis ana·yses. 

Till doIS no: mlln IhII l ptole:arlllOl od .... :ogy has become "domInIn!"" on Ih8 modern stal~ 
but It undol.lblltfyhas pllved a de lBf ...... ng '0.1 n lIS :ransformllJOtll. /:Iof"I belor. ItId ....... 
morl. allIII !III $0"",: r"""""'lIOn. Iht lessons 01 which bour\llOfI capliliitl hevl been lit
S ....... long Ind preactw\g I\IIIMI __ mel. E-V bourglOlS. ....., CIplllt!'1l 11111 ... ~. 
on th$ sense. PO$\rl'lOluloonlry. Neg" 15 correcl on lIltS paont;,. L.t cI/JS!e owr«e (O'II'rt 

I'M. (Panl' G.a~'I. 1976). Thos IS I bell .. ~x~:oon 0I1h1 lact Ihl! the crtS4 01 tI"e 
stllI-or:hlrwose known as lis restrI,.Cl .... ong-mpbn. on the par t 01 the I'Vant'garde deo
IoIlI.lltS 01 lhe ruling cia". cOl'nlflg to IIrms WIth what thoIy Ihtm$l'vU CtII ··prolew ... 
odeology,,' or. rlther. whlltsoev .. of proleta"an Ideology Iws t::.an oneorporlled "'10 1I"e 
bour\llOfS sma. ThIs IS Ih8 mealW"lg 01 neoibera ',sm. of .... ~:OI ... I1 .. "n dll(;ol ...... Ind 10 ,. 
In lis book lAnguage. SemanticssndldecJpgv.lllns. HII~ns Nlgp,'(New York: SI. Maru", • 
1982). Mochel P6clltu_ hils shown Ihelmpliclt>OrlS. IS lar IS I discol,ue thoIorYlleone.rned. 
of an "'Iological pas,loon (or ben er. wttl"ln odeology); !UCh. POSI(J()(I c.n onty be del .... d 11 

the not ll'lconside"bIe $Urn land INs IS dI!terenl Irom a recIProcal neulI.illtoon) 01 Ih. "dom' 
inlnt " worldvll W. Ind the pooie ta,,,,n class s tf1Jgg l ... wllh no o:h., St.oppOl"l or POlnI 01 rei· 
erence Ihln 10 Ills VfIV s trulIgltt The parado_ IhIIl I!I cenlral 10 hIS analVl1S " thllt of I 
sub,eCt wOO hils to be , btu to pull hlm s e~ out of the mau he or n hils fallen n lo (Ihe 
"MlJflCMsusfln"enec t) -1!I lin not. Stl1Ctty s peakIng. lhe truth ol.ny ' .. VOlut fOna,ypracllCel 

A hII'll of tM problem c an be lound ,n Ma .... though ,n IS conl"dlClory a lashlOn IS the 
'e illoon 10 ~ogV. namllv. in the IIeSlt.tion Often upellenced in the lise altha two 1111"... 
"prole llloa:"" and "workng class" {kbeoleft IasSQI. Tha lorm". whICh CllrllS 1 '1 01 thIt po
iloeal w.ogh: 01 thIt Mlrifesro. it praC\lCIDy absent Irorn Captll. p"IICut.rty n ~, I .. t Idl loon, 
UClpl specdocany IS an oblique relerence blck \0 the MIlIflif,S!O- Mar,OII". d the 111m 
··prO'. IIII'I f" connotes Ihe Iggregate 01 the kvong CorodillOl"lS Ind 'lPI"odiJeloon 01 the wor'<r.; 
ens (Ind not orIy ~S prO<t.x;:llVe h .... Cloon). lhese a .. ....;n $pOle of the p(I:em,c Ig'lnS\ Mt~ 
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Il\usIHI"Gm .Ind !hI IheSlS 01 thl ··brlz.n law of wlg .. ··-at Oncl siindordized. Ind hence 
....... ".ized n the .. hlSlorlCal dIv.rSl IV 'nd poIitlC" ,,!avane • . WIth", Iht Conc~pl of a tendeney. 
.,herem to the elplIl~S1 Svstem. towlld lhe m.wn,'r.prodiJe llOl"l ollhe market labor lorc •. 

Nall.uly. the lel1'lpllloon 10 "glld tile object 01 IIstorlCai mllerlallsm 1$ a necessary and 
sulf"lCl8ll'lt whole Ind 10 pres.nl n WIth '" wO!Ad·be mllstng lonk cln take fOfmS Other than 
lhose of I theory oI.odloiogy. In part,CUIl. " can IIkl llle 1II00000lher difler.,.,:1orm 01 I , heolY 
oltha s\lIe. which IS hardly ~rprlllf"lll when one begons 10 suspecllhll , ev .. 1Y 1IsI001Clllorm 
01 the SlIle .has. a~ Man< pUll!. I do\oblt "~se" : both'" lhalorm ol .. la lonsof prodiJeoon 
.~ ;hIIl 01. ideologicaf rlllllOl"ll. II IS SU'okng :hII l .1 01 Althus",r'l !heor111C1l work (from tws 
on_I definit~ 01 fle ov.delerlTW>loon of i"oalorocll caUlltty to the ",,,O<t.x;:uon 01 tile 
concep~ 01. ~lci:>go(:l1l1l\. apparalus) osci"lu belWtlan two terdanc .. s: onl takes uP 
Igln.l.ben '" a somewhat novaJ way. me Mlr~.nprofllCt of Itl"leoryof tdeologyjor.!hI!!ory 
of the SlIlI!I); ~.e o~ upliooly ConsidlfS the coneep l 01 Ideology on , .... ms 01 • conslanl 
UCISS.. or del~. In r""l~ 10 Iny 10tINI100n of soc,.1 complexrtyor pphcal poactlCl. 
" Ih8 risk 01 credilong Mlu w~h lhe v"y oppQII l. of wlwt hi thoughl. COfI$eQUently. the 
workof Altl\usser. betl .. r thlln o:her •. it "1m, 10 m •. IS able 10 ImlicipMe lhe most sognrficam 
fea l ..... as of :hI ClIIOS 01 MI""Stn . 
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Is a Revival of Marxism and Why Do 
Need One Today?: Centennial Lecture 

the Death of Karl Marx 
Translated by Michael Palencia-Roth 

How is one to commemorate the centennial of Karl 
.Marx's death? It is surely no ordinary anniversary, ,such as is due other 
&reat thinkers of the past.' One would speak quite differently, for example, 
in remembering Kant or Hegel, for however great their cultural significance 

been for Europe, their theories do not have the sort of practical force 
leads masses or social movements to use their categories as 

of Yet, as proponents of academic theories that shaped 
and were transmitted by a philosophical education, 

to infl uence the thinking of an entire generation of 
and Engels as well as Lenin and Mao Tse-tung. 

the Dialectic of Truth-Content and Reality-Content 
Kant's and Hegel's work is directed toward a concept 

roi ."h" completed world, one that, as Hegel says, philosophy paints in very 
'b~~: > '>mlbe, colors. The entire substance of Marx's theory, conversely, is a lever 

for a movement toward social emancipation and a new society. This may 
sound very mechanical, but it is so only in the sense that conscious historiclH 
transformation inevitably requires the powers of material intervention
which is one reason why theoretica.l deduction is not an end in itself for 
this theory, despite the stringency of the thought process that characterizes 
its claim to truth. 

Expressing it this way, though, risks a practical mis
understanding. If Marxist theory is to be confirmed principally in the trans
formation of objective conditions, then it does not require us to renounce 
an immanent truth-content. On the contrary, the problem that Marxist the-

. ory is concerned with is not constricting but expa.nding truth-content, an 
expansion based on doubling the presentation of the problem: grasping the 
true conditions (a grasping, however, that does not stop either during the 

'i ~:r;;::: of understanding or upon its completion) and bursting these con
P. (possible only when the power of the conceptual work, which feeds 

on the suprareferential consciousness, actually corresponds to the structure 
ofthese conditions). 

That sounds very simple; in fact, the stipulation that 
historical praxis (not pragmatic-instrumental praxis) is a central criterion 
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of truth for Marxism bears on a critical problem whose difficulties have 
produced many fluctuations in Marxist theory. These difficulties are esPe
cially clear today. When we speak about contemporary relationships to the 
theories of Marx and Engels, we realize we must consider the extremely 
stressful , contradictory, and tragic history of Marxism. What today circulates 
under the global, inclusi ve title ''The Crisis ofMandsm" reveals the inability 
of many intellectuals, who consider themselves leftists, 10 recognize Marxist 
theory in its substantive content as historical/act. The theory succumbs to 
the idealist prejudice that the validity of truth cannot be linked to the SOcial 
origins of concepts and perceptions. Intellectuals are at pains to diSCover 
the class con tent and the origin in self-interest of all ideas that do not COme 
from Marx and Engels. Yet, while applying the maxi ms of Marx's materialist 
conception of history to bourgeois society, they act as if the origins and 
history of Marxist thought are removed from historical mediation. 

The consequence is that the dialectic inheren t in Marxist thOUght
between truth-con tent and reality-content-will not be carried out in its 
determined ways; rather, it will be reduced to one of the two sides (according 
to specific perception-guiding interests). Those Marxist intellectuals who are 
unhappy with the structure of existing societies that base their self-under
standing on Marx, who regard their structures as an in version and moral 
corruption of Marxist positions, are inclined to tum their atten tion to the 
original truth-conten t of the theories of Marx and Engels. They sink into 
their work, constantly bringing to light new facets of its humanistic foun. 
dations, and from the reconstruction of the original history of this thought 
they gain the moral and speculative strength they need for political resistanct 
work. Thus they sink into an atti tude that does not allow itself to be inum
idated by the normative power of facticity and to be led to the point where 
the reality 0/ error enjoys greater esteem than the unreality o/ truth. 

This kind ofattitude. grounded in a moral and political integrity, 
is radically opposed to the attitude that considers Marxist thought essentially 
true wherever if is bound up with the reality of existing societies. Len in's 
thesis that "Marxism is all-powerful because it is true" underlies such an 
immedia te coupli ng oftruth-content with reality-content; more precisely. it 
makes plain the reduction of truth-content to reality-content: what affirms 
itselfas real cannot be untrue. In their interpretive discussions, these Marxist 
theorists behave toward Marx and Engels as though everything Marx and 
Engels say is, in a certain sense, explicable teleologically, that is. directed 
toward this reality. Thus they have no trouble elucidating those aspects of 
Marxism that legitimate this real ity. The dialectic oftruth-content and real· 
ity-content, a structural element of each epochal theory, has given way to 
a fundamentally positive attitude toward the existing postrevolutionary power 
relationships. The motivating center of materialist criticism is unexpectedly 
transformed into an element of counterrevolutionary decay. Just how much 
reality dominates possibility in these social orders is shown in the fact that 
the prevailing reali ty-concept is doubled, as though it needs the additional 
magical practice of fortification. They speak of a real, exisling socialism as 
though there is an existing socialism that is unreal. Marxist thought is thus 
so pulled into the undertow of reality that the historical difference between 
the presen t and the past is sacrificed. 

I consider the exclusive adherence to either position questionable 
because it cancels the immanent tension in the work of Marx and Engels 
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whic~ its histor}c~1 su~stance rests; in both cases it transforms a theory 
h;,.o,ical matenahsm mto an unhistorical, idealistic world view. At the 

::~~' ~~'~:,~Oi:f,:the 1960s Jl1rg~n Habermas pointed to a similar cleavage in 
~e saw the se~ratlOn of na/ural law from revolwion, whose unity 

for MarXist though t, internationally transformed and dis
fo~ the production of ideology among enemy powers in the East. 

confhct. 

;c-""". Criterion and Anticipation 
Marx.ism is an epochal theory containing all the instruments of 

~Jf<n"icisn' ... ~oreover, it does not need to give up its truth-content if it 
cnttcal means on itself. If, as has so often been said Marxist 

' :'I.ougb' re~re~ents a I'3:d~cal break in the history of European thO~ght, then 
vahd 10 a deCISIve way for the criterion of truth itself. Truth is 

:'i~~~~~::; an agreement tx:tw~en an object and the mental image of il 
~ argues, '!"eq.uatlO. mtellectus atque rei. Nothing here is said 

whether the object Itself IS true. Truth is a relationship of agreement 
:i><,,,,,,,n, conc:ept or m~ntal i~age and the state ofaffaif'S understood thereby. 

calls thIS a relattonshlp of correctness, while whatever is true tran
~;O~:;;f,~ agreement. between the content of the conception and the object. 
F, a true state I~ no~ one understood correctly in a conceptual sense 

::~~~~~:?~:~~1:.~0,n~~:certam kmds of moral precepts and laws. According to even a theory that reflects a fal se reality correctly might 
true. 

According to our w~y o~th~nkin~ this moment of truth is always 
whe~ we u~dertake scle~t1fic mvestlgations. Even so, it is only one 
. It IS unt.hmka?le that m our t ime we should give up all claim to 

. m their constellations of facts and thus restrict ourselves 
. as th~ only proof of truth, those perspectives and utopias that 

reahty. Nevertheless, there is more to truth than the corre
between categories and reality. It is precisely the circumstantial 

that sharpens theoretical consciousness and propels it to a critical 
of contiguous contraries so that the true sides of facts are not 
their finiteness or in their potentialities and so that manifest 
not become unrealities, chi meras. Truth in this sense is no mere 

thinking Subject but a subjcctive-objective relation that cannot' 
. in~pendently of the structure of the object analyzed. Of 

course, .the. . I~self has true and un true components that also require 
the subJec1tv~ activity of thought if they are to be grasped. 
'. . It IS c~aracteristic of Marxist thought that all its determining 
~t~ones ~ave thiS double struct~re. On the one hand, they designate reali ty 
~n Its sentient, graspable, a~d ~lscoverable qualities. On the other hand, 
IDsofar a~ .they al~ always mdlcate better possibilities, they point beyond 
the condition realIty has attained. Reality and an ticipation are thus inse
pa':lble from all Marxist concepts about the determining relationships of 

·soclety. 
. . When Marx speaks of class , he means the objective and subjective 

con~lt!ons of t~~ masses. Whether the masses wish it or not, this implies 
~e hvmg conditions through which their individual life chances are assim. 
ilated at th~ sam~ level. In the relationship of classes with one another, this 
structure gIves nse to the battle cry for the transformation of the entire 
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society. But the whole conception ofa class society receives its precise truth. 
content not in the confirmation that there are classes or that there mUSt 
always be classes; it is confirmed, rather, in that t~is ~Iass society is to be 
abolished. That there are classes, and that the descnpt lOn of the conditions 
of these classes is accurate, sti ll does not exhaust the truth.oCOntent of the 
concept of class. Perhaps one can formulate it paradoxicall y: the fact that 
there are classes contains in it the normative charge to abolish class SOciety 
and to set up the freer condition of a classless society. 

What I have said about the concept of class is va lid in the same 
way for a series of other decisive categories. When Marx speaks of produc
tive work, he persists in maintaining that this is a relationship between hired 
labor and capital, not a material element of work. The productive work is 
that which produces value and surplus value. It has always been a matter 
of controversy whether or not scholastic subtleties have since crept into this 
apparently restricted explanation. According to Marx, a piano player is not 
productive; the builder of pianos is. A clown who performs before me at 
home is engaged in unproductive work; the same clown who does the same 
act in a circus is engaged in productive work because he or she is in the 
service of an entrepreneur. Despite the fact that Marx here sees the restric
tion of productive work as a criticism of personal service acti vities within 
a feuda l dependency, the concept of productive work points to a society in 
which no one would be excluded from work. Marx speaks of a "republic of 
work" in which science could be set free for the first time. Productive, work- . 
used in the narrow sense as hired labor-is linked with forced labQr in a 
real way, not only in a metaphoric one; by the same token, productive labor 
refers to the possibility of the objectification of the individual through self· 
realization. "Productive work" and " human production" therefore belong 
together in the vision of the possible development of society, just as, in the 
existing reality, they are separated from one another. 

A similar double structure lies in the concepts "division oflabor" 
and "cooperation." The anima1 spirits, which are included in this cooper· 
ation and for which the capitalist pays nothing, comprise the underside of 
work relationships; they are determined by instinctive acti vities that exist 
as Quite separate motivations for work. These types of work relationships 
depend on exactly this point of contact among human beings, among their ~ 
social needs, in order to bring about an organ ized process of work. Marxig. 
cmegories are therefore aJ. once relationships a/correctness toward the social 
reality and implicit truth claims vis..a-I'is that reality. 

The Praxis of Refutation In Marxist Thought and the Mem."to Marl 
of the Categories 

What J have just explained touches on the Question of how Marx
ist theory can be refuted. The fact that an analysis of this theory in terms 
of its logical consistency is not enough to establish its historical truth can 
be seen from the empirical hint that precisely these forms of refutation make 
up a host of good objections. What energy has been expended, in the hundred 
years since Marx's death, to overturn his work either logically or in a sci
entific-theoretical sense! There is probably no other theorist so many have 
tried to refute. 

The forms of refutation inherent in Marxist thought are peculiar 
to his case. Fi rst, even when Marxist categories are used in a scientific way, 
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is not to make possible statements of eternal verities. Nor can 

the conditions designated by these categories are imm utable. 
Ui.i',;xi';t concepts and perceptions carry within themselves a memento 

(literally, "Consider that you must die!"), a basic theme of self-ne
. This self-negation does not occur because Marxism has failed to 

fully fo r empirical conditions. As I have tried to show, that is only 
side of Marxism. 

Second, Marxist theory is neither a fonn of prophecy nor a series 

~
~i~,~~f~}:t~ contrary to fact. According to Karl Popper, a statement is 

real when it is/alsifiable but not falsified. which means that a 
must be able to be examined according to empirical reality, and 

survive this examination, but must not be refuted by it. Marxist cat
also exist under the pressure of falsifiab ility. But the reality that 
fa1sified concerns a different structure. Let us suppose that a society 
. for which the Marxist CQncept of class is no longer completely 

,:~~~~l::e;. The Question would then be whether this picture of a classless 
.... ; . merely an objective illusion that conceals everything we under

the concept of class: exploitation, oppression, and alienation. 
If one accepts Popper's concept of falsification, then, as applied 

Marxist theory, it must be understood in the following way: a theoretical 
is linked to a real change in relationships. A true refutation of 

would be, paradoxically, that the reality the theory tries to 
become a completely different one (through the practically 

emancipation of men and women). Consequently, Marxist 
would be refuted only when the alienating conditions of life it de
no longer exist; human beings would have attained a condition in 

they are freely able to lead a socially self-realized life. Then Marxist 
I'lli,~o"lin its strict sense would be superfluous and a kind of pluralism might 

many today already accept as an alternative to Marxism. This 
lij~~i~~~loses its concealing function of domination only if human beings 
~ their own activities freely and sensibly. 

Fundamental Conflict in the Contempor.v Interpretation of 
Marxist Theory 

If one starts from the thought that Marxist theory in its functa
form is a historical theory, then a world-historical conflict folloW,s 

determines the developmental laws of Marxist thought in the con
I ,:; ~~~~~~"I, world. If it is true that each mere repetition or varying interf. of Marxism's original truth.oCOntent contradicts its essence-be--

cause unhistorical aspects thereby necessarily creep into the triangular 
relationship of and future-then i t is simultaneously correct 

development of Marxist thOUght to be assimilated 
those systems appeal to Marxism as a legitimizing facade for ex-

" ,stntg cond itions. 
The primary contradiction to which Marxist theory as a historical 

theory is open consists of the following: Marx's point of departure is that 
it is not the political power relationships of a society that hold it together 
al its core; rather, the social ensemble is founded on the capitalist form of 
the law of value, which regulates the form of production and exchange so 
that the state, at best, can take part in eliminating certain disparities. But 
the true power over reality lies in the production of goods, which is the 
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foundation Marx relies on to ascertain whether or not a system is ripe flo 
< " , 

revolutionary tranSIQrma tlons. 
Hi storically. revolutions have taken place precisely in those coun. 

tries where the law of value was not full y developed, where the prodUction 
of goods had not yet saturated the ensemble of social relations. Consider 
the problem of social cohesi0l1:: in these, la":ds the trad,itional means of 
production, the high concen tration of capital m a few regIOns, and the dif. 
ferent forms of communal property exist Simultaneously; the despotic Slate 
is necessary to balance this explosive mixture of various nonsimliitaneorq 
forms of production and property. To be sure, there is a developed 
lariat. small by modern industrial standards, but it is surrounded 
oppressive mass of small producers and farmers-a ~oup whose ' 
and consciousness shows they have not been drawn mto the 
process, MarxiSl theuy has not provided/or tile rel'OlUlionary 
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than a hund red imaginary ones," "To be" is apparently not a real 

that a concept of something that can be added to the concept 
"~th;ing-,,h ;"ch is an objection to the ontological argu ment: existence 

to the conception of God, to the notion of the totall y con
Thus it is said that the conception of God cannot be con

an ens reaiissimum unless existence is comprised in il 
That is the theoretical side of the refutation of the ontological 
For the clever, practical bourgeois person-and Kant was one

e ~,~~;;~,~ bit different " In my financ ial circumstances there is more 
:a real thalers than to the idea of a hundred real thalers (that is, 

to a hundred possible thalers). For the object is in reality contained 
idea not merely analytically but also syn thetically (it is an idea de-

~;o.':~~;o~!f;;my condition)," As the eleventh thesis on Feuerbach makes 
~; ' theory is oriented toward practical change. In this regard It 

~~:B:~~~~tro~~a:sl;kr w~~~ere Marxist theory has reall y changed the world, has been added. Naturally one can retreat to the 
and say that many precepts of Marxist social theory have 

modem intellectual disciplines and have become part of the real 

0/ these societies, Toward the end o f his life, Marx did not sucb 
societies fro m this use of the theory, but he did see that revolutions in 
underdeveloped regions are necessarily dependent on revolutionary trans
formation in developed countries if they want to push through a program 
of social and political transformation without bureaucratic de/ormation. 

Thus the con tradiction: revolutions have occurred in places where 
the circumstances are not as Marx supposed necessary for revolutions 10 
retain their emancipatory character; and revolutions have not occurred in 
places where the cond itions for true revolutionary transformation are sup
posedly ripe. From the perspecti ve of a moral world view formulated in 
developed societies, one cannot argue that it would have been better thai 
no revolutions should have taken place in such cond itions or that revolution 
should wait until the conditions correspond to Marxist hypotheses. In sucb 
a view there is as well a blind, unhistorical element. If one assumes the trut 
power of Marxism to be where Marxism has actuall y seized the masses, 
then one must also insist on taking literally the Marxist standards for rev
olutionary transformations, , 

of those disciplines, and yet one may not be able to name a single 
of the precepts in question. That is one side of tl1e history of Marx's 

11~i~ucn!oe he himself certainly had in mind. Basically, however, his skepti
the transformative power of the intellectual disciplines alone 

Of course, Marxist theory does not depend on the rights won by ' 
workers in bourgeois societies being restricted to facilitate the industriali· 
zation and modernization of society. These rights have become precarious 
in all phases of bourgeois society, but they have never been done away with 
fully (if one disregards the travesties of capital in fascism). For Marx, it was 
unthinkable that the mechanisms of the merely representati ve democracies 
and their corresponding systems of bourgeois public spheres could be abol
ished without pUlling in their place much freer and more open forms of 
public spheres. His critique of the bourgeois public sphere is directed ag~nst 
its limitation; the sense of the critique consists in expanding, not abolishing, 
the freedom of speech, the freedom to fonn coalitions, and the right of 
assembly. 

Historicall y, we now find ourselves facing a peculiar state ofa!
fai rs. We seem to be forced to take back the Kantian critique of the onto
logical argument when we say that Marxist though t gained real power- _ 
something in addition to mere theory- wherever conditi ons f~r a t~e em~~' 
cipation were not favorable, Insofar as these systems lack hlstoncal legIU, 
macy and repeatedly have to confirm for themselves the power of realit)" 
the result is an ideology in the classical sense, that is, a necessarily fal S:C 
consciousness. Kant says that " a hundred real thalers are not worth a bit 
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great that, as he states in "The Class Struggles in France," he could 

1~~~:~J,~:a truly and freely developing intellectual discipline, that is. a dis
. accord with its practical tasks of emancipation, only in a "republic 

in a freely organized society. 
"Criticism" and "partisanship" still belong together in Marx's 

According to him, partisanship is constituted by developing the sci
truth<ontent in the rad ical cri ticism of all that exists. that is. in the 

that gets to the human root. A partisanship separated from this 

f!~ii;E~~:t~ru~th-content and in favor of socialism and the proletariat would 
an ahistorical adventure. At the same time, however, the 

reconstruction of the laws determining the modem world, with
conditions com ing to a head because of their capacity for change, 

su,'posed to be a decisive partisanship, an extension of the blindness 
historical powers of the past. The separa tion of partisanship 

from ,"';t;c;,sm is, however, an essential characteristic o f Marxism's historical 
This separation reveals itself not only in the internal history 

, science but also in the newly formed international class fronts. 
Western Marxism is designed to restore the wounded honor of 
constituted tr uth<on tent of Marxist theory (this is clearest in 

school, wh ich therefore also labels its Marxism a critical the
, then the leading normati ve demand for a Marxist legitimation ofSta
I is oriented completely toward partisanship, that is, toward Marxism's 

thoughtless vow to defend the "Fatherland of Socialism," 
! 
OrthOdoxy and Foreign Identification 

It would require no particular effort to develop th e dialectic be
tween the power of reali ty and the truth<ontent of Marxist thought if this 
separation of partisansh ip from truth could have maintained its one-di
mcnsional frontli ne positions. One might thereby be able to comfort oneself 
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with the thought that, in industrially underdeveloped countries, '''·Oiu. ;,' 
tionary developments are established with the help of Marxist proposals 
modernization, but that a socialist transformation of society does not have 
to come about because of it. Such a rectification, howeve r, has proven 
possible. Marxist though t, anchored in historical reali ties, has shaped 
put its stamp on the entire Marxist discussion to such a decisive 
even in those countries focwhich Marxist theory . ;1S 0;;:~~~ :' 
form, no step can be taken in the recuperation 
thought wi thout at the same time being critical o("real, e~{~:!c';;;f:::~~~ 
and its consequences. Equipped with the "imprimatur" r~ . 
{utions. Marxist thought has returned to the ~eSlern European COUntries of . 
ilS origin and here has become compressed mto a new orthodoxy. Conse. 
Quen tly, the transformation of social realities in these COU~tries has removed 
itself from precisely the spirited investigative look that IS fu ndamental for 
the Marxist adaptation of reality. 

There is another equivalent to the separation of part isanship fro m 
criticism: the separation of the means of im'estigation fi'om the modes Of 
presentation. Whoever does not follow Marxism literally in his 
or her own work is quickly suspected of revisionism. The . , 
scholarshi~1i.nd li teral-minded ness is always characte~~tic of formal or. 
thodoxies- has grown and completely oppresses the sptnted modes of in. 
vestigation that Marx himself used on the society of h is t ime and that could 'r 

have bccn the only means of comprehending the altered conditions of cap. 
italism transfor med by the socialist state. 

It is not my task in these musings to go into detail on how one 
may speak, for example, of Russian and Chinese develop'!le.nts as social 
orders. each with its own idiosyncratic structure. In ooth socIetIes, however, 
Marxism is in a specific way, the product of the assimilation of Western 
rationalism 'to their dominant ways of thought and their long traditions or 
understanding nature and the world. To judge these forms of socialism 
according to Marx makes sense only if one rC(:ognizes at the same time the 
completely independent character of these social orders, which Rudo~fBahro 
Quite properly characterizes as protosocialist. The claim to truth In 

societies is not documented in Marxist theory; rather, it arises primarily 
out of the immanent logic of development of these countries. Only on this 
foundation can the true role of Marxist thought in the revolutionary pr0-

cesses of these countries be recognized. 
In order to gain a new approach to Marx, we must free Marxist "' 

thought from the organizational contexts which, for more. tha~ half a cen· 
tury have determined the political and cultural front hn es In the elm 
struisJe: I am thinking here of the Third International. This embodied. since 
1927 at the latest, the idea of "Socialism in a Country," which was supposed 
to present a bulwark against the fascist and bourgeois forms of dominanoo ; 
and which understood itself to be the genuine heir to Marxist theory. The 
other connection that arose is not completely free from the reactions to 
these monopolizing, revolutionary thoughts. What represented itself after. 
19 17 as the Second International of social democracy bears the imprint, 00 
the one hand. of the transforma tional experiences of the I ;' 
on the other hand, it is also characterized by resistance to a form 
tha t made an appeal to Marx but that, given the reality of Russia's 
opment, could not keep its promise of freedom. I do not consider it at 
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bold to maintain that social democracy would have died off long ago 
had not been for Stalinism. In fact, the Stalinist version of Marxism-

~
a:~~:;~s merely a legitimating facade for domination-has done more to 

. socialism in the world than all the reactionary propaganda against 
taken together. (In a COntroversy between Lukacs and Bloch it is 
these misunderstandings operated: for Lukacs, even the ~orst 

",::::~;:::";:;S:gibetter than the best capitalism; Bloch objects to that, correctly 
:' . that the worst socialism is no longer socialism and is therefore 

more dangerous because it contributes to discrediting the socialist 
in the world.) 

Today we find ourselves in a situation in which we must read 
Marx anew. Insofar as this challenge always arises in situations of social 
crisis, it is not new. When I say that we must stud y Marx anew I mean also 
that we must free ourselves from identifyi ng with prior and sympathetic 
revolutions in other countries and with the modes of thought linked to 
them. Since the late 1960s this identification with alien interests has occurred 

' ~'~ii,:tl:~nin different contexts, and the result has been that the spirited 
!~ of Marxist categories and incidents to the concrete conditions 

countries in Question has been blocked. In the second half of the 
disi llusionment concerning such identification with foreign interests 

many admired products of socia l change either were dest royed 
not take the course the socialist intellectuals in this country had 

·;maglncd 

A New Study of M.rx I. Nec • ••• rv 
In light of these historical changes in Marxist theory, and in light 

of the dissension in which it presently finds itself, it seems impossible to 
propose a renewal of Marxist thought without acknowledging the theory to 
besubstantiallya historical one and without making evident the mechanism 
of its entanglement in history. Essential to th is renewal is the recognition 
that the separation of theories and realities into distinct confi nes (the result 

monopolizing position of Marxist orthodoxy) cannot simply be can-
• ';t~ti;>na,;t one blow without being conscious of the reasons fo r these delim-
,. . Today, many who have become uncertain (but who nonetheless 

want to remain as they were) are inclined to cover up the history of 
· these separations by coupling Marx's work with other movements. What 
,the modem sciences have produced-be it psychoanalysis, industrial soci
ology, or the theory of language-is linked to the categories and cognitive 
contexts of Marxism by means of an "and": Marxism and the natural sci

. -ences, Marxism and psychology, Marxism and ecology, and so on. Almost 
every new movement that appears today and is engaged in theoretical self-

· renection produces such a new and. 
These couplings are aU attempts to complete the scientific de

history of Marxism by way of an exterior expansion, a hi~tory 
by the separation of certain contents of experience. a history 

sciences appropriated. The developmental history of Marxist 
has thereby been considered to have followed the normal laws of 

. of a theory; but new theories and new realities have arisen. This 
shows, howe~er, an insensitivity to the materialist conception of history; 
~nd the constitution of social reality, in the context of contradicting Marx's 
Ideas, remains uncomprehended. Central to the development of Marxism 
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is the question of why, in developing, it shou ld have ignored or ~ven sup. 
pressed many twentieth-century practical movements and theoretical anal. 
yses. Mere "and couplings," added subse9uen.tly, do no mo~ than weave 
ideological threads about the web of an ahlstoncal reconstructlOn of Marx's 
work. 

The basic presupposition behind reconstituting a living dialogue 
with Marxist thought-thereby investigating the history of Marxism's ex. 
clusions-is the recognition of the historical boundaries of Marxist theory 
itself. This recognition does not contain an objection to its truth-contenl. 
On the contrary, truth is constituted first of all throu~ history. As W~lter 
Benjamin put it, truth has a temporal core. Whoever thl~ks that ~rceptlOns 
are flawed because they have a genesis has fallen back mto the ~deological 
illusion of the bourgeois philosophy of origins. What Marx ascn~es to Ar. 
istotle-namely, that he works within a historical boundary, Without the 
truth-content of his theory thereby being diminished in the least-mUst be 
applicable to Marx as well. . 

Acknowledging the historical boundaries of MarXist thought 
makes it possible for us to analyze this epoch-making work from historical 
perspectives. One consequence is that we can escape the abstract alternative 
of either accepting as true everything that Marx thought and wrote or re
jecting everything as false. The forceful character of t~is ~O&!c of alternatives 
has done much to facilitate anti-Marxist thought, which IS, m large measure, 
a truth reaction in the scholastic mode. Since Marx's death, several phases 
of dried-up Marxist orthodoxy have alternated with phas~s of emo~ional 
anti-Marxism. Undergirded by the logic of abstract alternatlves, the history 
of orthodox Marxism is compensated for by the shadowy world-understand-
ing of renegades and dissidents. . . .. . . 

In considering Marx historically, the pomt IS to aVOid Judgmg 
him according to absolutist truth claims. In the global confrontatio~. of 
whether or not everything in Marxist thought is true or false, the deCISive 
question is not posed. Is not the point to determine, in detail, where in 
Marxist thought the agendas have been completed and where they ha~e not? 
The agenda o/the analysis o/capital has certainly bee~ completed; .irlcom
plete is the agenda concerning the consitution o/t~e Subject. Everyt~mg that 
Marx said is correct, but he did not say everythmg that we need ~n order 
to comprehend the modem world. Capital does no.t have to be wntt~n yet 
again; and it certainly does not have to be recapttul~ted to the. p?mt.of 
senselessness in terms of the old categorical relationships. Ifwe dlstmgUlsh 
complete from incomplete agendas, then we recognize simultaneously t~at 
Marx mainly undertook the scientific development of a field at the pomt 
at which an established science of it already existed. How could he speak 
scientifically about the constitution ofthe Subject when in ~is lifeti.me there 
was no psychology of internal development or of compulSive desires? . 

If one starts from the premise that Marx, in all modesty, saw hiS 
theory as fulfilling a dual function (as an introduction to researc~ and an 
introduction to commerce), then one must be careful about assertmg what 
authentic materialist thought consists of. We can ~ertainlY l~am mo.re ah<?uI 
research by studying the way Marx analyzes thoones and SOCia l relatIOnships 
than by repeating the logic of his presentation, which owes a g?od d~~l to 
the tradition of grand bourgeois philosophy, that is, to the Kantlan cn~que 
of pure reason and to Hegel's science of logic. As Marx himself emphaSIZes, 
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C'l(ialectj, is the form of thought that is active in matter- and it is active in 

a way that it does not prescribe how matter acts in an external sense 
rather how matter, in an effort to conceptualize itself, constitutes itself 

only through extreme effort, only through the work ofthe concept. i
~~i~~~~o~w:~nj~J.movement. Hegel says that dialectic is pure observation, which 

of the "logic of research" having priority over the " logic of 
, I do so in an authentically Marxist sense in order to be able 

completed results back into their modes of production; Marx 
'·~f.~:~'l{h~:;~;~~: in this way in his entire critique of political economy. It 
~ I products that are placed in relation to one another but rather the 
", . .0,,'" modes of production. 

I will try to make clear in three problem areas those perspectives 
~',g~:~e:whiCh it is sensible (and possible) to speak of a revival of Marxism. 
~it than include Marx's work in its entirety, I will work by examples 

point to situations of particular importance today. Certainly I am not 
to attempt, after the fact, to integrate everything that is historically 

. the body of Marxist categories and perceptions. Since Marxist 

;~~~~;cieisn, its essential content, is based on developed, bourgoois-capitalist 
it makes sense first to discuss its truth-content so that its history 

~j~::ii;~~~~;~ to the specific developmental conditidns of those countries) 
without laying oneself open to the charge of partiality con-

successful revolutions that also made an appeal to Marx. The 
that one works all too happily with borrowed realities has resulted in 
development of a critical-productive relationship to Marxist thought 

acro.rdi·ng to one's own social conditions. 
Above all, there is the question, asked repeatedly, about the con

of the proletariat as the hearer of a historical mission of change. 
have been many dismissals of the proletariat from the stage of history; 

i ~~~;~::~:,~the fact of the matter is-and one must always return to it-this 
~, up to the present, has not gained a clear plausibility in everyone's 

second problem is based on the history of the constitution ofthe 
. ~ve~ the ~ost orthod?x representative of materialist psychology 

IOcreasmgly conSCIOUS that people do not think and behave 
to conditioned reflexes or to patterns of images. If we take seri: 
Marxist conception of humankind as the ensemble of social re: ' 

Il::~2;~~~~~~~h~imself considers this ensemble to be an "inner commu-it must be assumed that Marx believes the Subject has a 
to or greater than that of the "exterior community," greater 

. , organically constructed structure of a highly developed 
, ~~' soc';al order. The third area concerns the altered relationship of work, the 

of production, and nature. What appears onstage today as an eeol
;'I~·~~~ii:':~~~~ is not a specialized problem of social production or of the 

social and communal living, not even in relation to nature. 
concerns, rather, the specific character of the history of industrial civi

lization as a whole. 

" The Proletariat aa Substance and the Proletarian Characteristics 
The concern for the historical Su bject in the history of Marxism 

has been given substance in such a way that it has completely suppressed 
reSC3:rch on proletarian subjects. We have failed to identify individual pro
letanan characteristics and to study how they are combined. The substan-
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tialization of the proletariat at the level of its historical-philosophical di
mensions corresponds to the narro~i~g of ,:,isi(:m. with regard t.o the daily 
and (in a sense) worldly charactenstlcs of mdlVldual proletanats; and it 
corresponds to the collective forms in which oppressed men and women 
conduct their battles for liberation. The view that a class, a group, or a rank 
could become the subject of history simply because of its existential con. 
dition or because of its higher social consciousness has always been ques. 
tionable in any case. Certainly the alternative to the substantialization of 
the proletariat is not the dissolution of classes into m~relr indiv.idual entities 
consisting of the conditions of existence and of subjective attitudes. 

In order to be able to find a new approach to research on the 
proletariat, one needs above aJl to ad?pt the way. of seeing t.hat Marx ~imse.lf 
uses. When, in Capital. he starts with the .notiOn of socI.ety as a glgan~lC 
collection of commodities, he also emphaSIZes that th~ smgl~ comm?<tity 
is the cell-form of this whole and that the purpose of sclen~ IS to dec~DI.'er . 
the inner dynamics of this cell-form. Marx IS n~vercontent wlt~ deter~tnlng 
synthetic wholes for which, in terms of politics and. economiCS, he IS .able 
to identify only apparent movements. He focu.ses ,"stead 0':1 the micro
scopic, on the "compressed particular," whose n~ner con~radlctory ~ture 
determines tnt true movement of the whole. ThiS analY~lc approach IS as 
valid for the analysis of commodities as it is for the polit~cal a~e~ment of 
the entire condition ofa society, such as Marx u.ndertakes .u~ the EI~teenth 
Brumaire," in which he puts forward the constn cted conditions eX eXl~tenct, 
the needs and characteristics of small landholders, as the exposed secret of 
patriotism and of the emperor's masquerade. . . 

Now it is rather remarkable that Marx should display the analytic 
tools of the critique of the reification of consciousness an~ of ~havi?r, and 
also that he should name the basic perversions of a society In which the 
production of commodities predominates. The feti s.hism of the comm~i.ty. 
which is the basis for the mechanism of all reificatlon, of the personaliZing 
of factual relationships as well as of the distortion of the pr~ ~nd its 
result so that the entire objective world takes on a ghostly o~JectIVlty-an 
this Marx applies to all the essential affairs of society (even I.f he ~oes S? 
often in hints of future research projects). But he al'oids applYing thIS basic 
analysis of societal perl'ersions to the proletariat itself. This ~ all the ~ 
astounding because the cognitive methods he developed-aimed p.rec.I~IY 
at naming the manifold stumbling blocks to change-suggest that inCISive 
research is also to be devoted to the subjects of this change. Marx acts as 
though the proletariat, because of its collective co~di~ion or misery! ha,.s DE 
ability, concretely earned in practical battl~, to untte Itself m organizatIOnal 
terms and to bring the process of revolutIOnary upheaval to a suc~essf~ 
conclusion. If, with regard to all other social contex~ Marx ~rslstS.tIl 
microanaly5is, then, concerning the proletariat, he is deahng ess~nually' With 
a synthetic whole. Of course, Marxists can object that M~rx hu~self.m n~ 
way glorifies or gives substance to the prole~riat. At vanous poI";ts to his 
work he emphasizes the need for the worktog class to educate Itself fer 
revolutionary emancipation.! 

Marx was aware that under certain social conditions that allow
as they did in England-the proletariat to take part in the exploitation of 
the entire world a worker aristocracy could arise in and alongside the work.· 
ing class. What 'he does not undertake, however, is the cell analysis of the 
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inclinations, and expectations of individual members of the 

insofar as these are societal characteristics and not merely in
pSYChological ones. Whatever works to project the reifications 
society into the proletariat seems to Marx to be not constitutive 
, process of emancipation and, on the contrary, to be easily 

Thus, the fact of the nonanalysis of the proletariat, placed 
comparable level with the analy5is of commodities, gives 

of a substance making its way according to 

The defective adaptation of the fetishism analysis to bourgeois 
.' ~~,tv as a class object-an Object that tries to develop into a Subject 

~ ..• ,tbro.\,~its battles with the will and with consciousness-is something that 
Marx and Engels (particularly in his later work) to a doubly faulty 

I\.!;;~~~!".:::~: as they observed the quantitative growth of the working class 
I organizations, and as they became aware of the undermining of the 

legitimacy o f the old class domination, they O\'erestimated the 
will of the working class and underestimated the capacities 
form of domination either to neutralize parts of this reva

. or to absorb it. In 1891 , after the Erfurt Program had been 
Engels triumphantly asserted that "all the rerpains of Lassalle-ism 

have been destroyed. We have a completely Marxist agenda!" 
As we know today, that was not totally fal se. The state-aided 

·::::~~~~~.~~~favored by Lassalle, which were supposed to place socialism 
~_ a "system of acquired rights," gave way to the strong, sobering 

twelve-year ban on democratic socialism. This state, which Las-
intended to be a reconciliation of the differences between prussianism 

socialism in the interests ofthe working class, was established in reality 
11" •• " in the minds of a few pragmatists after the lifting of the socialist laws. 

the movement really fared does not become apparent in th e plat
the party congress. Those who were trained to recognize Marxist 

~:fon~ulas could easily discern the Marxist arguments in the theoretical, in-
troductory part of the Erfurt Program. But even on the programmatic level, 
it was evident that where the concern was with practical and short-term 
goals, the old state'orientation of democratic socialism still existed; it was 
nol at all broken by the experiences of being legally banned. 

The contradiction between the reality and the program of the 
~orker's movement goes back to its early history, which Marx and Engels 
lived through themselves, and in 1914 this contradiction became evident 
only by means of a historic pauper's oath. In the analysis of the bourgeois 
systems of economics and politics, Marx insists in detail upon the difference 
between public declarations and actual activities. In the history of the sit
uation of the proletariat, con tinuous confusions between program and reality 
creep into Marx's and Engels's analyses. 

These mistaken assessments also are manifest in the predictions 
Engels makes in his later work concerning the possible beginning of revo
lutionary upheaval Shortly before his death, he declared that the revolution 
would probably come at the end of the (nineteenth) century, and it would 
be a good thing if the proletariat still had this time to prepare for the as
sumption of power. If the revolution were to come earlier, then the bourgeois 
intelligentsia-the teachers, the doctors, the engineers, and so on , whose 
belp tbe proletariat would have to count on for the reconstruction of sO-
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ciety-would be though tlessly betrayed. These classes would have to be 
brought into the process of the proletarianization of society so that, out of 
the loss of the bourgeois conditions of existence, they might learn to fa
miliarize themselves with the perspectives of a new society. 

How could Engels have arrived at such mistaken prognoses? He 
had such an unbelievable ability to predict the results of the constellation 
ofarmies and battles that he could foresee the debacle that befell the French 
army at Verdun, yet he allowed himself to be misled by the exutx:ra~ct of 
idealism. In both the successful and the unsuccessful prognoses, It IS cer
tainly not a question of prophetic abilities in the usual sense. When Engels 
predicted the decisive battle between two contending armies, even though 
their plans still called for different marching orders, he did so by means of 
an infallible ana lysis of compelling material conditions. The immersion in 
details, the penetrating look into the contradictory nature of the military 
cell-organ ization, in clear distinction to strategic inten tions that have merely 
been conceived-all this makes possi ble a caution concern ing the material 
before him, material whose inner dynamics emerge because of an intense 
concentration on their conceptual work, material which is not subsumed to 
biased ideas from without If the proletariat is not the object of such cell 
analyses, then"i't is not possible to make prognoses based on the proletarian 
contexts' own movemen ts. 

It was during the time of national socialism that Marxist thought 
first paid greater a ttention to the cell-characteristics of the proletariat and 
therefore to those individual proletariat interests linked to the existing sys
tem of domination. At that time people were forced to recogn ize that the 
quantitative power fA worker organizations and the battle-preparedness of 
the working class were not enough to prevent its complete destruction. Also, 
the fai lure of the November Revolution and other European revolutionary 
attempts did not result in replacing the substance analysis of the proletariat 
with an empirical analysis. Here one must cite the researches into "fami ly" 
and "prejudices" by the Frankfurt School for Social Research; these have 
been trailblazing in overcoming the notion that the powerful proletarian 
camp could maintain itself free from the destructive influences of the bour
geois environment The proletarian family, rather than being simply the 
counterpart d the bourgeois family, reproduces its mechanisms. Authori
tarian and authoritarian-dependent characters arise not only in bourgeois 
but also in proletarian families. Ethnocentric prejudices, the hatred of for
eigners, the inclination to conceal the causes of crises and to expect Fuhrer
like personalities to overcome them-these and other mechanisms or per. 
version, of the reification of behavior and of consciousness, also an se as 
ways of handling things in the working class. That does not mean that the 
susceptibility of workers to authoritarian developments is identical to that 
of the bourgeois class. But this difference is not based on ex isting disposi· 
tions; it is based, rather, on the ways these dispositions can be collectively 
bound and neutralized. 

In his research on the behavior of blue- and white-collar worken 
in the prefascist period. Erich Fromm has developed an interesting thesis. 
The working class is not free of those prejudices and of that remed con· 
sciousness brought about by the capitalist production of commodities and 
their corresponding conditions of domination. However, as long as there 
exists an organizational support for workers, as long as un ions and the 
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Communist and th e Social Democratic parties ca n be preserved as historical 

, organizations with certain trad itions and perspectives on a change of cir. 
_ cUrnstances and on the elimination of present misery-as long as all this 

occurs, the loyalty of the worker toward these organizations by and large 
, will be pr~erved . It w~s not the workers who VOted for Hitler in such great 
numbers; It was the d ispossessed petite bourgeoisie, the authority-bound 
yea_sayers of the bourgeois .classes, of the civil servant classes, of the white
collar classes, of the small-hme producers, and so on. But national socialism 

• is not foun~ed on ~hese classes exc.lusively; it i~ also capable of mobilizing 
overwheimlOg portIOns of the worktng class for Its pu rposes. The Nazis were 
'materialistic opportunists; they knew precisely that the destruction ofworker 
organi~tions ~as the first step in mobilizing for their own purposes the 
behavIOr potenllal that had been kept in check by collective restraints. When 

worker were destroyed, the work force fell into the laps 
for them to deal with as they pleased. This explains 

were many attempts to resist collecti vely as long as these worker 

.:jrt:i:~~!E~~:ils;ti~lI~etxisted' and why this resistance was reduced to particular. the collective resistance, supported by powerful or. 
, 

. Marx and Engels had not placedo this perspective of a 
dialectiC proper to proletarian cell-characteristics and their organization at 

'\,_.;;:,ce;,_;n~r of t~eir analys!s, the~ did not excl ude the possibility of a catas
I IOvolvmg the entire society. that would signal the end of both the 

and the oppresse~ classes. They were probably not able to imagine, 
however, that the workmg class, once reduced to a noncoUective natural 
state of privat~ exploitability, could take an active part in exploiting itself. 

In light of the difficulty concerning these theoretical-historical 
and historical .experiences, what are the conseq uences today of holding fast 
to class analysIs and at the same time coming upon the reali ty of proletarian 
living conditions? It is not the single member of the proletariat who con
stitutes tha t cell-form to which one can return in order to make evident the 
political movemen~.offundamenta l forces. The individual is no synthetic 
whole whose orgamzlOg center consists ofa stable identity. And the working 
class is not an oversized individual who participates in history according 
to homogeneous norms. As we discover the cell-forms in the individUal 
proletarian characteristics of the workers, we are able simultaneously to see 
those bourgeois characteristics that bind the worker to the existing society. 
We must start from the methodological rule of thumb that ambivalences 
and dual values are contained in each single cMroclerislic of the worker. 
The fact that workers belong to a class and are affiliated with it politically 
does not stamp them en tirely; it concerns only certain characteristics. Their 
need to free themsel ves from oppression and from exploitation or to battle 
contemporary misery may lead them to organize into unions or to join a 
workers' party. Their entire livelihood is not necessarily loyall y bound to 
these ~r~nizations; rathe~, they can be so involved-through other aspects 
oft.h~l ~ cl~cumstances-wlth the existing order of domination that only the 
POI.1l1CIZahon of these conditions can produce a total economy of attitudes, 
which gr~n~ them a certain i~dependence fro m the continuing infl uences 
of the eXlstmg system of dommation. 
. One. of the fundamental mistakes of Marxist proletariat analyses 
IS the assumption that workers who organize into unions and proletarian 
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parties are exclusively proletarian in character. I consider as proletarian 
those characteristics and forces, directed toward emancipation, which aim 
to break through the existing conditions of domination by means of per_ 
tinen t opposition. If one proceeds in light of such an evaluation. then it is 
no longer self-evident that one sees proletarian characteristics only in the 
traditional work ing classes and acknowledges them only where there is a 
situation of need in terms of the material conditions of life. When people 
unite in order to fight against developments that threaten the fundamental 
grounds of human existence. they express such proletarian characteristics 
in the process of organizing their battles themselves. But even here we art 
speak ing of parts rather than wholes. In this regard one can say that "pro
letarian characteristics" and "proletarian motives" come into play in bour
geois initiatives, in the women's liberation movement, in the antinuclear 
movement, in the student movement, even though al1 these initiatives and 
movements cannot be directly linked to the traditional notion of the in
dustrial working class. The battle is not carried out with an eye toward 
transforming the entire society in terms of its existing system of domination 
and organizing it anew into another society. In actuality, the movement is 
focused on the detail, on the cell-form. But even the concentration on certain 
points to which I!mancipatory interests are tied gives rise to a decisive ma
terial lever, a concrete point of contact with objective reality, intended to 
effect a new organization of the remaining characteristics as well. 

Ifone starts from the cellular organization of those characteristics 
that are linked to the process of emancipation or that depend on the existing 
system, then one presupposes also another concept of the organ izing process 
and of organization. Traditionally, organizations have the tendency to chal
lenge and to bind people on certain aspects of their interests and loyalties. 
One joins a party and pays the dues of loyalty for the protection expected 
from the party. By and large these organizations are not interested in pol
iticizing whole persons, in loosening the non-emancipatory characteristics 
from their natural involvement with existing dependencies. Exacting loyalty 
as the main method of payment, however, has scan t effectiveness in chang
ing consciousness and behavior. 

This traditional notion of organization, mainly influenced by the 
model of the ideal bourgeois association, is apparently partially responsible 
for the scan t attention workers' organizations pay to the consciousness in
dustry and the media. In their own consciousness and behavior, once they 
become aware of their true interests, workers are not empty vessels to be 
filled. Wherever the daily tabloid is the predominant workers' paper, that 
is where ideological material is continuously made palatable and where 
behavioral positions are actualized, all of which have precisely the function 
of not allowing workers to become aware of their immediate interests. Fou
cault located domination in the detail, in those arenas of movement that 
people have, in those times and places that determine their living conditions. 
Thus, it is not the system of domination by and large that hinders liberat ion; 
rather, it is the attachment we have for certain things, which often is so 
powerful that we make decisions that go against our own interests. 

The whole person is the goal of liberation. not its point of depar
ture. Of course, in a not exclusively metaphoric sense one can say that 
people, constituted as they are under the condi tions of exploitation and 
oppression, still do not make up a true, synthetic unity. A syn thetic unity 
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would arise when the ind ividual characteristics reach a stage of emanci
pation that allows them to be constituted in a way that gives them identity. 
That would presuppose that people's capacity to make sociability and soI-

l idarity their object has been developed enough for them to recognize them
selves in objective reality. The negation of self-alienation proceeds along 
the same path as does self-alienation, according to Marx, and the negation 
of self-alienation can be accomplished only when the cell-fol'ms of the Sub
.ject.objecl relationship are being changed. Human significations arise only 
in order to beget the human objects of signification. 

Th. Alt .... d Pos ition of the Subject In the R.volutlonary Proc •• s 
At a time when most people, whether willingly or not, were pulled 

into the undertow of class polarization, it was natural to consider the force 
of objective conditions as defining and limiting the arena of human action. 
In continuously reproaching Marx with misunderstanding himself objec
tively. people completely overlook the fact that this objectivity was not a 
question of cognitive judgment alone; rather, it was mediated by history. 
In cases where people are pulled into this class polarization, where they 
beCOme merely the appendage of capital, Marx and Engels speak of societal 
natura1 laws. They do not do this to immortalize these natural laws but to 
make clear how little human will and consciousness actual1y intervene in 
historical processes. Ir this superstructure of the objecti ve in Marx's time is justified, 
then the as-it-were transcendental point of view-through wh ich nineteenth
century life can be observed in light of the rapid development of capital
cannot be extended seamlessly to cover those circumstances in which capital 
predominates just as it did before and in which people's needs simultane
ously grow in complexity and their forms of resistance become differentiated 
to an extent unimaginable by Marx. The anti-idealistic formula that the 
being of society determines consciousness and not vice versa is not a law 
that is independent of history. 

The growth of the forces of production has not eliminated ex
ploitation and oppression, but the forms in which they make their way are 
based on the consideration of the dimensions oflhe Subject in domination 
10 a ~ar high~ e~tent in the developed capitalist social orders than they 
were m Marx s time. As long as one has grounds for the assumption that 
people have nothing to lose but their chains, one is able to deduce-from 
th~ ~ant roun~ in the objective situation-the motive for overcoming the 
eXiStmg situation. And one is able to rest assured that the pressure of cir
cumst.ances will one day compel people to revolutionary activity, regardless 
of their ready excuse that they do not count. As soon· as this close tie between 
motives for action and the objective situation no longer exists-because of 
the differences among systems of domination and because of the immense 
growth in society's wealth-the motives directed toward overcoming the 
present society become more complex as well. 

Today we find ourselves in a situation in wh ich a revolutionary 
theory of action is necessary. In this point as well the developmental history 
of Marxism has been determined by unfortunate separations. The utopia
prohibition of Marx and Engels has the worthwhile tendency of directing 
criticism toward conceptions that make the revolutionary will and the need 
for a free society the sole lever of change. In opposition to that, Marx and 
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Engels justifiably insis~ on t~e m.aterial basis of all con~tella.tions, which . 
must be understood without illusIOns before successful historical action is ' 
possible. The strategic function of this utopia-prohibition is defined through 
the historical situation in which all opposition forces-regardless of the 
they are active in-have an overabundance of consciousness, ideas, and gooo. , 
intentions. Marx and Engels were aware that ideas alone could not aCCom . . 
plish anything against the compacted power of a capitalist class founded on 
material relationships. 

Once the original profundities of Marx and Engels in relation to 
Subject and Object are declared to be eternal verities, many investigations 
and theories establish themselves next to Marxist historical science and 
occupy the lacunae in materialist analysis. Not all these theories conceive 
of themselves explicitly as answers to the loss of the Subject in Marxism. 
However, while Marxists staunchly repeat the microanalysis of the pro. 
duction of commodities and of capital, there develops (alongside and com
pletely independent of the ideology of Marxist orthodoxy) a theory of the 
Subject that pursues the microperspective deep into the fundamental con· 
stitution of the individual. By contrast, Freudian psychoanalysis, with its 
discriminating way of interpreting the life of the psyche in terms of mere 
interests ana. needs, resembles the struggle of the concept, a struggle that 
Marx followed in investigating the total context of production and repro
duction in social life. If, with his characteristic instinct for rooting out great 
scientific discoveries, Marx had learned of Freud's theory, he wou.Jd prob
ably have dealt with it as he had Hegel, for Freudian psychoanalysis is also 
bourgeois in its origin and is not written with the future proletariat in mind. 

Marx constantly stresses that the value of categories and perce~ 
tions is not exhausted in their genesis. Even in Freudian psychoanalysis, 
Marx would have discovered the "rational kernel" he shelled out of Hegel's 
absolute idea1ism in order to be able to stand this theory right side up again. 

The battle of orthodox Marxists against psychoanalysis proves 
itself increasingly to be Theater of the Absurd, and the categories of de
marcation are more "police concepts" than those supposedly required by 
the matter at hand. That point is also valid for the history d science during 
the 1920s, where important Marxists like Wilhelm Reich were cut off from 
the communist movement because they put the notion of ambivalence in 
needs and interests-in sum, the daily conflicts of workers-at the center of 
their investigations. It was not only the rank-and-file party members who 
followed the mechanism of a psychological apparatus (a battle arena that 
includes repression, overcompensation, reality adjustment, and the superego 
as censor) but also the guiding spirits of this movement who could not 
adhere strictly to the catalog of duties for collective action, making amends 
thereby for all the damage to socialization suffered under bourgeois society. 
If people had noticed this, then they would not have so helplessly faced the 
collapse of the workers' movement and the torrential growth of fascism as 
if it had been a natural catastrophe. Let me make my critique polemically 
sharper: even burghers and functionaries of "real existing socialism" are 
stamped by categories like ego, superego, and ego-ideal, let alone the psy
choses and neuroses that indicate a failure of socialization; they are stamped 
by their ability to adjust to reality and by their individual capacity for 
organizing spatial and temporal circumstances according to objective de
mands, especially by their entire behavior toward the Social Being. It is 
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fiction that people work only according to the rules of the neurophys_ 

ir~~r.~I, system and that they are able to raise their interest and needs 
;~ up to the level of consciousness. 

It is notorious that the battle against psychoanalysis runs along 
. by archaic prejudice-which states that the messenger of 

is its cause. Whoever refers to the complexity of the Subject, to 
stumbling blocks that stand in the way of socialist, progressive 

, will not be accepted as someone who is investigating the material 
of the alteration of the Subject. That person will be regarded, 

rather, as a propagandist for bourgeois dissolution. Of course, the conse
'~uence of this prejudice is that undernealh the official consciousness of these 
social orders an ever stronger unconsciousness settles in, one that does not 
get public expression and produces various forms of protest and attitudes 

, . of escape. 
This prejudice against subjectivity, however, has even deeper 

systemic causes. At its foundation is obviously the conception that capital, 
the economy-on the whole, the conditions commonly regarded as mate· 

~
!_~:~:.~th~e~~haTd objects of science, whereas the psyche is made up of soft 

, something malleable with no shape of its own. Today we know, 
people can die just as easily because of psychological problems 

as they can because of an axe or material objects, things that injure them 
physically. Historically as well, this mistake of considering objective reality 
as worthy of theory and psychological reality as a question of sentiment has 
always worked out unfortunately. For example: in the final analysis, the 
collective wishful notions of many who felt their national honor compro
mised through the Treaty of Versailles had much greater material reality 

the Maginot Line, which was overrun injust a few days. It is a mean· 
exaggeration to say that in this sense those realities of mass psy

ch~;logy, which, of course, are always anchored in individual psyches, can 
41! ~,,- more objective than stone. 

In the 1970s the entire history of the Third International repeated 

It~.~. ~~,~~':::~:~;~:~~~~:~Z different assumptions in the form ofthe battle against 
~ dimensions of the Marxist analysis of capital that 

been forgotten in the postwar period were again pushed into conscious
ness in obtrusive orthodoxy. The more analyses referred to capital, the more 
scientific they appeared and the more emphatic was the exclusion of .psy:, 
choanalytically oriented investigations. These analyses of capital joined forces 

: with an equally rigid concept of organization. It can commonly be said that 
the greater the threat-because of those psychic energies that have been 
forced into the subconscious-to that which the censuring court of the ego 

'has to do, the more decisive is the repression of psychoanalysis. Also, the 
.' battle against psychoanalysis is always indicative of the fact that the Subject 

takes great pains to keep its true needs hidden beneath its consciousness. 
In this context, if one takes the concept of orthodoxy seriously, 

then one has to endow it with new life. An orthodox Marxist is not one 
who repeats Marxist terms as if one could unquestioningly apply this sub
stantially historical theory arbitrarily to historical circumstances. An ortho
dox Marxist is, rather, one who can adjudicate tM dialectic between the 
aJ/lcept and the object. Whatever Marx says about the constitution of the 
Subject was not based on the developed science of psychology, which cor
responded to the science of political economy then available. Concerning 
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the individual, he basically makes only statements of principle: about the 
individual being tied to the process of constituting bourgeois society and 
about the possibilities for emancipation. Thefarms in which the Social Being 
is transformed into the Subject, on the other hand, largely escaped the 
contemporary scien tific knowledge of psychology. For this reaSOn, Mao: 
only formulates a research direction in relation to the Subject when he speaks 
of an ensemble of social relations or, better, when he speaks of the inner 
common being of men and women. That the outer common being, the 
society, is simply reflected in the Subject remained completely alien to Mao:, 
for in the society itself one can already find constituents of the Subject. AU 
exterior elemen ts of society ex ist also within, but precisely in the form of 
subjective elements that are related according to their inner logic. If One 
considers Marx's statements about the individual and subjectivity to be the 
results of research processes corresponding to the level of knowledge of 
political economy, and one repeats these statements thanks to a speciall y 
formulated art of citation, then seeing things from the level of knowledge 
today, one would push Marx back to a prescientific level. Marx hints at a 
materialist theory of subjectivity, but he did not develop it as he did the 
theory of political economy; indeed, he could not. In order to accomplish 
that today, it is.unavoidable that we end the compressed exclusion ofpsy. 
choanalysis from the Marx ist scientific context and at the same time take 
up those special investigations that are based on the real exploration of the 
Subject. 

The Preca rious Re la t ions hip of Work, the Forces of Production, and 
Na ture 

I come now to the third and final topic, namely, that a revival 
of Marxist thought is both necessary and meaningful. On the one hand, 
"revival" means a strict adherence to the content (not merely the vocab
ulary) of Marxist theory; on the other hand, it means carrying through 
unfulfilled agendas that are real research programs and that contribute to 
the orienlation of the contemporary world. The most difficult point lJ such 
an unfulfilled agenda concerns the altered relationship between work, the 
forces of production, and nature. 

Marx investigated the relationships of the logic of capilal with 
unbelievable, thoroughness, but he did not do the same with the underside 
o f capilal, which capilal feeds on and which is generally the basis for the 
constitution of the object: the active work force. This is all the more as
tounding because active, or live, labor is the source of value and surplus 
value; it therefore constitutes that which finally also establishes the social 
context. Strictly speaking, for Marx, we are born for the first time when we 
receive our first paycheck. Of course, that is an exaggeration, fex- Marx knew 
that commodities cannot go to market all alone. Even here it is cerlainly 
not a question of principle, which criticism must take as its point of de· 
parture. It is, first , a problem of a differentiated scientific procedure; and, 
second, a problem of an unsystematically labeled direction of research. 

"The determination of the value of the labor commodity contains 
a historical and moral element"-so writes Marx in the first volume of 
Capital. Only the determination of value? That matter aside, we have no 
systematic indication of Marx's cognitive interest in either element (that is, 
the moral or the historical element of the active work force) either within 
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beside the question of the determination of value. Ifit is true that active 

is the determining source (but not the sole source) of socielal wealth, 
of value and surplus value, then it is incomprehensible to me how 
could pay so little attention to-and use so few of his powers of 

j~t1~,~:~~.~· ~~:~n on-the historical and social character of labor, for he did 
hesitate to investigate even the most minute transaction in 

tbe context of capital when it concerned the economy of dead labor. 
It is necessary-particularly in a centennial celebration of Marx

to break down the reincations of Marxist orthodoxies and, without thereby 
; :;~!:;~;:~gk~,:o:lthe stupid mechanisms of delimilation, to revalidate provi. 

;~ and pose hypothetical questions. One of these hypothetical 
questions be, Is it com pletely impossible that capital's power ofrea1-
ity, a power wished to com prehend without illusions in order to de-
stroy it, so fascinated Marx that he was incapable of perceiving the forms 
of resistance on the part of active labor beyond those of the proletariat, 
valorized as a collecti ve Subject? 

rfit should prove true that a fascination with the power of capital
as Marx formulates it in the "Communist Manifesto"-is something that 
affected Marx himself, then a further question presents itself: Should not 
the underside of capital, a politi cal economy of labor, be developed ac-

. to the present conditions in order for us to ' be able to grasp the 
effectiveness of capital at all? To do so would not constitute an 

of the mechanisms investigated in Capital. On the contrary, it 
would be the integration of th is capitalistic legitimation into a political 
economy of labor as the science that is at the foundation of the entire process 
of the production and reproduction of society. 

Nineteenth-century capilal was fully integrated into the notion 
of social progress; nothing that existed beyond the capilalist context was 
able to avoid that progress. But under the developed conditions ofcapilalism 
the situation becomes increasingly absurd: the more capital develops, the 
less it is able to provide the active work force with conditions of realization. 
Even the old historicall y generic privilege of human beings to be the sole 
"possessors (and users) of brains, muscles, and nerves has been threatened 
by modern machine systems. In these condi tions, where is the active work 
fo rce, the live labor? What are the new possibilities of realization for them 

- when they fall out of the scheme of capital? How can one prevent unique 
historical sk ills from decaying because they can find no perspicuous activity 
or because they are pushed into the kinds of activity that serve the additional 
exploilation and degradation of men and women? 

Today these are no longer just questions of the economics of 
crisis. They centrally concern the ways of people's lives, their relationships 
to one another and to nature. If one considers Capital to be the dominating 
viewpoint in the analysis, then of course one can develop notions that the 
!><>urgeois med ia, with its technologicall y improving consciousness industry, 
IS about to use the labor that has been excluded from the productive work 
process to prevent people from becoming conscious of their new social 
situation; or that the bourgeois media is about to integrate the newly avail
able labor forces into a proli ferating apparatus of white-collar workers and 
civil servants in order to control, by means ofa Big Brother state. the energy 
of protest. Capitalism has always been able to find areas of employment for 
the active work force in order to forestall the catastrophe ex- the revolution. 
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But in doing so it matters little which fantasy capitalism is able to develop 
in the interests of crisis management, something one surely should nOI 
underestimate; what is most threatening, however, is that the left has al. 
lowed its own fantasy of change to be undermined by the crippling faSCi. 
nation with the possibilities of power in capitalism. The left stares fixedly 
at the old concept of work and refuses to think of work as taking any form 
other than the subsistence labor defined by capital; everything beyond thai 
the Left labels "play" or " leisure time." In relation to the underside of the 
analysis of capital, however, Marx himself has a very precise notion of work 
as one of the essential means of expression by which people discover their 
identities. While the Subject objectifies itself, the Object subjectifies itself: 
this Subject-Object dialectic is central for an emancipatory concept of work, 
without which even a liberation of science would not take shape. 

People frequently reproach Marx and Engels for having a COncept 
of progress which they, unreflectively, did not tie to the development oflhe 
forces of production. In fact, there are statements by Marx and Engels thai 
confirm this. For example, Engels says: "steam engines, electricity and spin. 
ning wheels have been more revolutionary than the impact of Blanqui, 
Raspail and Barhes." Yes, more revolutionary in the destruction of old 
relationships~}-in that productive forces like these still have determining, 
liberating functions. But the old relationships or conditions have already 
disintegrated, and the main thing now is to build a new society with themes 
oriented not toward the power of disintegration but rather toward ·the s0-

ciological fantasy of how a new, liberated society should look. Only then 
does the developmental logic of the forces of production lose its definir'@ 
import. The function of capitalistic forces of production is to destroy Im
ditional relationships; the importance Marx and Engels attributed to these 
forces of production may be one reason why their theories, elaborated in 
terms of classes emancipating themselves in traditional social orders, have 
been understood as theories d modernization. 

However much Marx and Engels assign a deciding role in social 
development to the productive forces of the capitalist structure, they also 
understand that the plundering behavior of capital toward people and nature 
has a double meaning. Traditional dependencies are pulled into the under· 
tow of commodity production, and the objective conditions of a possibly 
new organization of society arise. Marx was conscious that in this way the 
production disturbances of the ecological balance were linked inescapably 
to the tendencies immanent in the logic of capital. In the first volume of 
Capital he says that, with the steady growth of the urban population, piled 
together in large centers, capital production would both enlarge the historical 
force of society and disturb the metabolism between people and nature. (For 
example, we do not return to the soil those components used up as foodstuffs 
and clothing; the process of exchange is one-sided.) If urbanization, there
fore , is linked to a concentration of the proletariat (which can thereby be
come a historically powerful force), the same process threatens the physical 
health of the urban worker and the spiritual life of the peasant. The capitalist 
transformation of the process of production appears to be the martyrdom 
of the producers, and labor seems to be a means of enslavement, of im
poverishing the worker. The social combination of working processes be
comes an organized oppression of individual spiritedness and freedom. Each 
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in the soil's fruitfulness for a given period also speeds the ruin of 

fruitfu lness. Marx summarizes his arguments on the relation
and nature in the following way: "the more a country 

America, for example, bases its development on 

~i~~~r~[~;~~:~~i:~;~~:~ will be this process of destruction. Capitalist develops the technology and combination of social 
only at the same time that it undermines the well
the earth and the worker." 

This dialectic of progress and destruction, developed at the in
of city and country, points to a contextualized materialist analysis 

The ecological problems cannot be separated from inclinations 
. capital, but they also are not absorbed by them. Marx did not 

this view further, since he hoped that the destruction of the worker 
the soil would not come to pass because the proletariat would carry 

· out the revolution. Marx venerates Justus von Liebig, who discovered ar
tificial fertilizer, and he speaks in fa vor of using fertilizer as a means of 

!'~;~f;t:~~i~i~~}~U~;~~·: {Evidently, Marx could not imagine the current so-r farmers complain that the soil only functions as a 
where are attached, that the only places where there is still life 
soil are the graveyards. 

r am not concerned with cramming into th'e categories of Marxist 
all the social developments and protest movements that have ap

on the historical horizon. But it is a question of giving up-not 
. that explain entire social contexts because individual 

cannot grasped any longer with these theories' cognitive means. 
epochal social theory, Marxist theory on the whole continues to ex

much more than those compartmentalized bourgeois theories of em-
~,ci,irical research, which can make clear highly focused, single phenomena, 

pay no attention to the main problem of theory construction, 
name,ly, context, concrete totality. 

Whatever is valid for the qualitative workplace-and though this 
, is intimated in Marx, it is not developed into a political economy of labor-
· is valid in a similar way for the concept of nature. Marx explicity discusses 
,this concept in his early writings; but even in Capital and in the Grundrisse 
,it is not entirely absent. In no way does it seem to be misguided to ba~~a;-" 
theory of ecology on Marx. It is in the third volume of Capital that Marx ' 
gives an almost poetic rendition of our relationship to nature. To be sure, 

, . the statement is hidden in economic stipulations on rent from the soil, 
.' formulated as a kind of natural-law contract in the interests of succeeding 

generations: "From the perspective of a higher economic social formation, 
a man's private ownership of part of the world appears to bejust as unsavory 
a proposition as a man's private ownership of another man. Even a whole 
society, a nation, yea even all contemporary societies taken together, are 
not the owners of the earth; they are its occupants only, its beneficiaries 
and, as boni parres /amilias (as good family fathers), they have the respon-

· sibility of leaving behind an improved planet to succeeding generations." 
We have a natural-law duty to fashion the earth in such a way that we do 
not place a burden on the living conditions of future generations. 

Accepting Marx's statement, one could link it effectively to to
day's fears about nuclear power. Even the argument that the creation of 
nuclear power plants both commits and endangers generations is linked to 
Marxist thought, and not only in a superficial sense. A generation that 
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conducts itself like good parents must make the prudent handling of the 
earth the guiding principle of its behavior, 

I now come to the end, No social emancipation movement can 
do without theory, Ruling classes limit themselves to using bits of legiti. 
mation as facades for their power, But the oppressed classes who wish to 
free themsel ves depend in their own battle for emancipation on fusing utopia 
and knowledge, When Marxism gives up the claim to a revolutionary theOI)' 
of action, it degenerates into bourgeois academic posturing. The practical 
mean ing of theory consists in the fact that it is impossible for emancip:Uion 
movements to determine the conditions and limits of actions solely throUgh 
practical experimentation. When men and women continuously run up 
against blank walls and have no idea why they are frustrated, the result is 
passivity and numbness because offailure, Freud defines thinking as a "lriai 
act," That is also valid for the possible learning processes of historicaJ]y 
active classes and groups, for there is no emancipation movement that can 
afford willingly to relinquish the social memory of the history of resistance 
and struggle, 

I have already emphasized that it is not a matter of the rein. 
statement of a literal-minded orthodoxy, Marx does not investigate every. 
thing necessary for explaining the contemporary world, Each person who 
has to deal with modern conditions acquires an understanding of th is world 
not onl y from reading Marx but also from reading Malt Weber and other 
sociologists and philosophers, Nothing learned here is superfluous, What is 
missing from these theories, however, is the cohesive explanation that is 
linked by its perspective on emancipation movements, Cohesiveness if the 
crucial criterion for a theory that furnishes us with directions to help us find 
our way in the world and in our own lives, A spirited revival of Marxist 
thOUgh t would be an essential crystallization point for concrete, historical 
work in which today's emancipation movements might better be able to 
evaluate their social place and more effectively organ ize their generalizable 
processes of learning. 

Notes 

IT,.nllllor', note: I .m grateflA to Jochen Hoffman for his m.uc .... ous .<.Ivoc, on tile IT\IfIy 

problems II", u,. t pre$Slted_) 

1 In.n utempor.1'>II'OUS speech Ilect .... ed on the V'IIwponts pre$Slted hale, h'st Ill. fon.m 
for ,du't .d....-;.t"" .1 IhoI New Markel SQua'e, f1 Co~ogne (February 4, 1983)1f1d tt.n.t 
the Socill AClld",v;n Dortmund (February 10, 19831. SubS8q ... n~. I woo1<ed hse Wrw· 
~1S .,to an essav . nd e. PI\nded on them consderably. Wtle'ever possible, rowe-. I 
hoi .... kept the lecture format . 

Z The IT1O$I f,mous mtane. os Ma .. ·s reckonmg with the Wjkh·Sclllpp.r factlOr'l'" session 
of the cerotrl' gover .. ng bodV of ltle Communist Lngue on Seplember IS, 1 aso: ··'n the 
place of critlC.1 observa tion !he m,nor lty puts a dogma tIC one. f1 1he ~ace of a mller ... st 
observlnon an ,deal ,st one. For you the dr,vng.whee l of till revolul1on IS not r,,' condinons 
butlhe wil l 'one. We tell the work.rs: you must expur'llr.ce Uteen, twenty . or Id tv y8l rS of 
bourgeOIll WafS .nd pusant batt les. nol oriy h order to change conditoons but .Iso n order 
to change yourselves and to prepare yourselves for poIitoc. ' rule. You say. on tile cont rary. 
either WI muSt come to power ""mediately or w, WI ... down and go to ,I"p.·· 
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,i\illol;OIJh'V and Revolution: 
Nelltv Sh,ealve,s of Questions 

. ,1. Must philosophy always be written exclusively in 
form 0'£ dlssenahons, where everything is systematically explained, ar

and Illustrated? Has not philosophy already appeared in the form of 
poems, novels, short stories, and pl~ys; in the form of prose poetry, 

~;all ~g,,,, letters, and books of travel? Has It not been shown that philosophy 
successfully expressed in the ~orm of theses (Feuerbach, Marx) and 

of ser.mons and comman~s (Nietzsche)? Might one, then, try to say 

Ir~'~~~'i~~:1~':;n~"~h~e,~"~o:~'m~~,'~f questions? Is the, question (pitanje) not the form takes Its n~)Urishment (pilanjej? Indeed, are not "philos. 
precisely the concepts that question everything else 

should they not, then, be, able to bear the cutting edge of every question? 
. . 2. ls philosop~y .the though tofBeing, or is it the thought 

;O~:;~~~tt;~~;. ~f It IS the former, IS It a thought that thinks Being, or is it 
~a t~t IS thought by Being? If philosophy is a thought that thinks 

thiS ~ought an ascertainment of what is, a search for what can 
r.i:~~~u:,, ~;:~;~~~! of what must occur? Is its calling to stigmatize the 
~ ,the useful, show the way to the desirable, strengthen the belief 

achievable, sUPDO.rt the,hope in what is not yet lost , or incite to 
If.,J''b'~''~il!ht be ~angerous? Is .It a ne lghbo~ or a stranger to Being, its shepherd 

~unter, Its sower or Its mower, ItS bodyguard or its concentration 
I': ca,np._ Its prop~et (poro~) or its vice (porokj? Is it a little of everything or 

a.ngorous, mexorable thought, which, while thinking Being in 
• • :" , .. """,. n~e, ~Jects all .these metaphoric descriptions as a kind of children's 

which I.S .n o~ fittll~g for its seriousness, so that to all questions about 
l'~~h~~,~, :;w~o It IS, It replies ~ith self-confidence that it is, in itself, the thought 

I 10 person and Without any further additions? 
, ,. ' . 3 .. If Being is what ph ilosophical thought thinks, what 

IS ~hat Bemg? If what IS not the proper question, then how is it? Does it 
' ~)(Js~ regardless o~whet~er.any~ody thinks it? And is it distinguished pri
manl~ by the :vay In. whlc~ It eXists regardless of whether it is being thought? 
J?oes It expenence Its being thought as a pleasure or a discomfort an en
~chment or an iJ?poverishment, an extollation or a humiliation ~ perfec. 
!lDn or a ~esecratiOn~ t;>oes it laugh.indifferently at that thought which exerts 
nself for It, not reahzmg that all Its efforts remain idle? Or perhaps it is 
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Being itself which strives after thought because it feels that without thought 
it remains incomplete and insufficient, nameless and voiceless? 

4. If philosophy is the thought that thinks Being, can it at the 
same time be the thought that is being thought by Being? Is not a perSOn 
as a philosopher, one who, by philosophizing, reflects on Being? Are noi 
people a species with a parti cular being and philosophy one of their mOSt 
special activities? Or perhaps people, while thinking Being, de;> not think as 
particular beings existi ng in one of the possible modes of Bemg but as the 
beings with an exceptional relationship to Being, comprising within them_ 
selves all possible forms of Being? And is philosophy only one among OUr 
many thoughts, or is it the thought which we, as people. think, the thought 
through which Being talks to itself? 

5. Ifphilosophy is the thought of Being, can it also be the thOught 
of revolution? Is not revolution one particular social phenomenon that may 
be the subject mailer of history, sociology, or political science but by no 
means also of philosophy? Are not the philosophers stepping over not only 
the fields cf sociology and political science but also directly over politics 
and political struggles, if they try to say something about revolution? Is it 
really a mere accident that the concept of revolution did not acquire citi_ 
zensh ip in respectable technical dictionaries and encyclopedias c:i philos. 
ophy? Ca n a philosopher as a philosopher (not to say as a .citizen) be in· 
terested in revolution? Or is revolution perhaps such an Important and 
specific phenomenon that philosophy, in addition to paying atten~ion to 
many other interesting and important phenomena, must also pay. some 
attention to this one that is so extolled and blamed, so exciting and fri~trul? 
If not how could it be that a philosopher should not, out d professional 
duty, be concerned with the nature of revolution? What, then, is revolution? 

6. Is every putsch. every change in the individuals or groups in 
power, already a revolution, or is a revolution only a change in which powtr 
passes over from one class to another? Is every transfer of power from one 
class to another necessa rily a revolution, or is it only such a transfer of 
power that is accompanied by the construction of a new .social e;>~er? Is 
every replacement of one social order by another a revolutIon, or IS It only 
such a supersession by which a "lower" order is replaced by a "higher" one? 
Is every transformation of a lower order to a higher one a revolution. or 
does revolution in the full sense establish an essentially d ifferent, classless 
society, a really human society in which the self-alienation of people dis
appears and the relationships between people become really human? . 

7. Is revolut ion merely a change in this or that aspect ofthe SOCial 
order, or is it a change of the whole social order in all of its aspects? Is 
revolution merely a change of the social order, or is it a change in people? 
Is it a change in some of our activities or is it a transformation of the whol.e 
person? Is it every human transformation or only a transformation through 
which we become fundamentally different? Is it merely a transformation of 
people, or is it a change in the " universe," the creation ofa basically differ~n t 
type of Being, a free. creati ve Being, essentially different from every Beang 
that is not human, inhuman, or not yet full y human? 

8. Is revolution bound to people or are revolutions in nonhuman 
nature also possible? Should not big and sudden changes in nature be ac· 
knowledged as revolutions? Would we not, in th is way. give an ontolog i~ 
foundation to revolutions in history? Do not revolutions in history remam 
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;;~!~~~~E~:;:i~f;:w::e~i~d!:e~n,~y},~e~;VOlu tions in nature? Or perhaps, on the contrary, in nonhuman nature we make it possible to under· 
. and in nature in general. Are not people exactly, 

of revolution, beings of nature who transcend their mere natu· 
not revolutions in history the only "nat ural" revolutions? 

9. But are there really any revolutions in history? Is revolution 
a transition from one historical state to another, so that it is, like 

else, also in history, or is it a leap out of history, a step into 
timelessness? Can the locomotive engines of history be their 
Can midwives of the new society help at their own birth? Is 

without certain presuppositions possible? Is a revolution pes. 
absolute, ahistorical criteria and without negating the histor

Can the an tihistorical character of revolution be incorporated 
as a kind of absurd detail, or is it the essential thing that makes 

history possible? 
10. Is revolution an event in conformity wi th natural laws or is 

~.,' ". violation of laws and legality? Is revolution an expression of necessity, 
is it a stepping over into the realm of freedom? Does revol ution realize 

1 1~~, ~:~~~~'i::,:o~,:;o::pe:in~:;~in:iew possibilities? Is it a production of the planned of the unex~ted? Is not .free creative activity 
of revolution? 

II . Are revolutions condensed fragments of social progress or 
; , progress and revolution basically as different as the constant repetition 

of the improved old and the free creation of the qualitati vely new, as the 
controlled increase of humani ty measured in ounces, and the full blossom 
of humaneness that cannot be weighed? Are revolutions the basis of all 
progress? Is progress the best prepara tion for revolution? Can revolution be 
incorporated into progress? Can progress be com bined with revolution? Or 

! 1i: ::;~i:IS:; with its goals, methods, and roads, all of which have been de· 
.~ advance, of necessity opposed to the revolutionary vision with 

unrestraint and openness for possibilities? 
12. Is revolution without revolutionary organ izat ionspossible? ls 

revolution with pseudorevolutionary organizations possible? Does not rev
Ik~~ :;:~:,;. ~:'I:entail a self-organization that renders the free creativity of all in
'I~ feasible? Does not organization tend to subordinate the action of 

common interests as conceived by chosen individuals? Is the orga-
~;, ";z,,ti·, m the criterion for what is revolutionary. or is the revolutionary deed 

the criterion for the revolutionary character of any organization? Is real 
revolution possible only in the framework of institutions, or are institutions 
the tombs of revolution? Does a "responsible" revolut ion remain within 
prescribed limits, or is every revolution a pitiless criticism of everything 
existing and a bringing to life of the unseen? Is self-management one ofthe 
goals ofr~volution, or is every revolution self-activity and self-organization. 

• setf-creatlon and self-government? 
. 13. Do revolutions suffer from illusions, or are "revolutionary 
illusions" truths feared by reactionary forces? Do revolutions lean to ro
manticism, or is "revolutionary romanticism" a living reality abhorred by 
counterrevolution? Are revol utions prone to destruction, or is revolution 
"destructive" because it does not want to take part in the construction and 
reronstruction of the exploitive social order? Do revolutions eat their chil
dren, or are they themselves eaten by counterrevolutions? 
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14. Are we allowed to speak about revolutions in the plural, Or 
is only one, single Revolution possible? If sma.1I and "relative," "little" 
revolutions are possible, are they somethmg peculiar, or are they revolutions 
only insofar as they participate in that single true, absolute and total R.ev. 
olution? 

15. Is the meaning and sense of revolution inside itselfor in some 
later fruits it is suppcRd to bring, in a permanent condition it should es.
tablish? Can a revolution be victorious? Does not "victory" for a revolution 
mean its end, hence its defeat? What can follow after revolution if not 
counterrevolution? Is not the only possible true victory of revolution its 
fur ther continuation? But can revolution be continued perpetually? Is not 
revolution exactly what is different from the customary, from that which 
lasts forever and repeats itself continuously? 

16. Is revolution merely a transition from one form of Being to 
another, higher one-or perhaps a peculiar break, a leap, a " hole" in Being_ 
or is it not only the highest form of Being but also Being in its fullness? Is 
not revolution the most developed form of creativity, the most authentic 
form of freedom? Is it not the field of open possibilities, the realm of the 
truly new? Is not rellolution the lIery "essence" of Being, Being in its essence? 
And if revolution is Being itself, is not philosophy as a thougJu of Being by 
thai very fact (and not in addition to it) the thoughl of rella/urian? 

17. Can revolution get along without philosophy? Why should 
revolution not be able to manage without the thought of revolution? Is not 
revolution irrational, chaotic, immediate; is not thought rational, ordered, 
mediated? Is thought necessary to a volcanic eruption, especially if it is an 
eruption of humanity? But is revolution without thought really possible? 
Does revolution not presuppose conscious human will, commitment, and 
risk? Is it not led by a project of a possible future? Is not thoughtfulness 
the inner form of true spontaneity? 

18. Can philosophy do without revolution? Why not? Were not 
man y logics, methodologies, theories of knowledge, ontologies, ethics, and 
aesthetics elaborated without any help from revolution? Were not plenty 0( 
aporias and antinomies, subtleties and distinctions found and established 
without revolution? Is not that philosophy which associates itself with rev
olution a new one (not to say bent on innovations), hitherto unknown and 
unusual? Does it not represent a negation of all existing philosophy? How
ever, must philosophy really be and remain always the same? Should it not 
deny itself if this is the condition for its becoming really thought? Is not 
the thought of revolution after all closer to great philosophies of the past 
than are the pseudoneutral scholastic disciplines that, at the highest technical 
level, engage in apologies for the existing order? 

19. Can the thought of revolution merely think about revolution, 
without taking part in its realization? Does real thought on ly study, observe, 
and consider, or does it subvert the established, the antiquated, the con
secrated, by open ing up and creating the new and the not-yet-seen? To put 
it more briefl y, is true philosophy merely the thought of revolution or is it 
the thought-revolution (thought as revolution)? 

20. Are not general meditations about revolution onl y an obstacle 
for the concrete realization of revolution, or are these "abstract" musings 
perhaps a precondition for a true revolutionary attitude? Have revolutions 
fai led thus far because there has been too much philosophizing about them 
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;, bee,u.'" critical thought was suppressed? Have revolutions broken under 

weight of philosophical books or under the pressure of economic inter
and class privileges? Are the enemies of socialism those who exploit 

[5~~~'¥o':;~:ior those who speak about that loudly? Are counterrevolution
~: who live in magnificent palaces or those who refuse to be their 

1986: Introduction 
The twenty sheaves of questions were written in 1968 and pub

in Serbocroatian and French the following year. I It may seem strange 
publish now, in English, a text that was written that long ago. But the 

'\f\w,,?"Y sheaves of questions were not only a summary of my basic views 
time but also a program for their further elaboration, a program I 

as both topical and not yet completed. In addition, I regard the 

~~l~~;~~O~f~~,,~v~o~t~u:tii~o~n:::~'~W~h;~iCh I try to put forward in the sheaves, as the . of Marx, an interpretation that does not aim 
only. Of course, my own version of the thinking 

is not the only one. Indeed, there are at least two versions of 
thinking which should be more widely known than they are-those 

by Milan Kangraga and Danko Orlic. But it is my own version 
. First, I want to comment briefly'on the basic meaning 

, h,,",,,, Then I want to discuss the relationship between 
of Marx's thought contained in them (its interpretation 

of revolution) and two other widespread interpretations of 
interpretation as historical materialism and as philosophy 

Few Remarks on the Twenty Sheaves of Questions 
Though I discussed philosophy and revolution in the form of 

~:~1~[~)~~:;rr:d~Ot;n~;o:!t~w~a::n;t~t~o~~~~fJ.thiS is the only proper way of doing the of revolution. I regard this only as one 
way be su re, one that is especially apt to 

stress the critical nature its capacity to bring everything into 

It is not difficult to see that some of the questions are merely 
rhetorical. They more or less clearly suggest an answer, that is, they are 
really propositions in the guise of questions. But not all of them are ofth~t 
type. Many are genuine questions, a challenge to thinking to find an answe'r, 
if it is possible to do so. Taken in isolation and regarded from the outside, 
those questions meant as genuine questions are not distinguishable from 
those meant on ly as disguised answers. Only in context is it possible to tell 
them apart. 

The grouping of questions into sheaves was not made quite at 
random, so they should not be understood as heaps. Questions bound to 
one sheaf belong together: one should be careful not to untie them in such 
a way that those belonging together fall apart. Sheaves in the fields are always 
somehow ordered; those of which I speak now are numbered as well. These 
simplif)r ing numbers serve as a warning that one should read the series in 
sequence. To understand them and to judge them one must have the pa
tience to consider them one by one. 

The first sheaf of questions is introductory. In the form of ques
tions it considers the possibility of using that form fordiscussingphilosophy 
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and revolution. This is essen tial, because if we deny this possibility, the 
remaining nineteen sheaves have little purpose. And if the first sheaf of 
questions represents a preliminary justification of the form of the whole 
text, then the last sheaf can be regarded as a subsequent and supplementary 
justification of its content (e.g., general meditations about revolution) in the 
form of a questioning refusal of some possible objections. 

Sheaves 2 to 19 are concerned basically with one question, the 
one with which sheaf 2 begins: Is philosophy the thought of Being, or is it 
the thought of revolution? This question asks about philosophy-not about 
one or some of its qualities, but about what philosophy is (or rather can 
become). Thequestion suggests we choose between "philosophy is the thOUght 
of Being" and "phi losoph y is the thought of revolution." Though it does 
not claim these are the only possible answers. in proposing to opt for one 
of the two it certainly gives them preference before others. Does the question 
exhibit some personal sympathy or affection for those two answers, or is it 
an intimation that those two important answers overshadow all others 
(though other answers may be important too)? Since the "or" seems exclu_ 
sive, the question seems to demand that we commit ourselves to on ly one 
of the answer~, Yet the demand need not be accepted. A question that is 
not posed properly may be rejected or corrected. This is exactly what hap.
pcns to this question when we get to the sixteenth sheaf: is not philosophy 
as a thought of Being by that I'ery fact (and not in addition to it) the tlwuglu 
of revolution)? And this is further improved by the concluding questjon of 
the nineteenth shea/: is true philosophy merely the thought of revolution 
or is it the thought-revolution (thought as revolution)? 

Does this mean the initial question of the second sheafis a failure, 
or is it, despite its inadequacy, indispensable? Is it possible to understand 
the meaning and the scope of the "thesis" that philosophy exactly as the 
thought of Being can (and ought to) be at the same time the thought-rev_ 
olution (thought as revolution) if one does not understand also the possi. 
bility of the opposite view that philosophy can (and must) be only one of 
the two, either the thought of Being or the thought of revolution? 

The second question of the second sheaf assumes that we have 
opted for the first of the two basic possibilities (philosophy is a thought of 
Being), and it asks how this should be understood. The question suggests 
that the thesis about philosophy as the thought of Being can be understood 
in two basic ways: philosophy is the thought that thinks Being, and philos
ophy is a thought that is being thought by Being. By simplifying this a little, 
it would be possible to say, according to the first view, the thesis that phi
losophy is a thought of Being means that phi losophy is the thinking that 
has Being for its subject matter or object; according to another view, it 
means that philosophy is a thinking that, as a function or an instrument, 
belongs to Being. 

The thought that fancies itself a subject degrading Being to its 
object will hardl y ever reach that object. The thought that considers itself 
a function or an instrument will hardly ever become an authentic thought. 
Thus, if t use here some traditional technical terminology (such as sUbj!ct 
and object), it is not to justify the traditional conceptual framework but 
rather to become conscious of it in order to get out of it But let us leave 
terminology aside and come back to the "thing itself." 
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If ".Ve assu.me t~at philosophy: is a thought that thinks Being, we 
cap regard. thIS rela~tOnshlp from -two SIdes: from the side of thOUght and 
from the ~Ide of Bemg. We can ask how this thought (subject) is related to 
ueing{obJect) and, more specifically, how it succeeds in thinking Being; but 
we can also ask what is meant by Being and how Being (the object) is related 
10 thinking (the subjecn 

> The third ~uestio~ of the second sheaf, assuming that philosophy 
is the.thought that thm~s Bem" ~~~tches sor:ne possible attitudes of thought 
10 Being. T~e three baSIC possIbilities mentIoned (stating the facts, discov_ 
eringessenttal possibilities, and prescribing the norms) only roughly indicate 
the problem~tics. The rema.ining qu.estio~s of the second sheaf investigate 
more complicated and ~peclfi.c relatIOnshIps of thought to Being. 

. The whole third sheaf of questions remains within the conception 
orphllo~ophy.as the thought that thinks Being. Yet it is not concerned with 
the relatlonshlp.o~though~ to Being but with Being itself and its relationship 
to thought As It IS not dIfficult to see, the last question decisively rejects 
tb~ i~ea that. Being is ~ mere object passively enduring the activity of the 
th ln~mg subject. .In thIS way we come to the fourth sheaf, which considers 
1h~ Idea that philosophy is thought by Being. It concludes by asking, Is 
phIlosophy only .one among our many thoughts, or is it the thought that 
Vie, as people,. thmk, the thought through which Being talks to itself? 

. ~hls ends the preliminary exami nation of the possibility that 
phIlosophy IS a thought of Being. In the fifth sheaf the consideration of the 
second ba~ic possibility ~~ns, the po~siblil~tythat philosophy is the thought 
or revolutIon. The prehmmary consideratIOn of that other possibility ex
t:nds from sheaf 5 to sheaf 15, to be transformed in the next sheaf into a 
com~on e~amination of the two basic possibilities in their intrinsic con
nection or Identit~. Considering philosophy as the thought of Being-which 
by that. very fact IS not only the thought of revolution but also thought as 
revolution (sheaves 16 to 19)-is the very gist of the whole text. 

. . But this is not my last word on the point. In a number of later 
PlIbhca~lOn~ I . try to show that when philosophy becomes the thinking of 
revolu~on .11 IS no longer philosophy in the old sense. The thinking of 
~vol ut,on IS a new, higher type of thinking in which traditional philosophy 
IS transcend~ ,,:nd overcome (a little more about that below). -

ThiS IS not to say that these sheaves of questions have lost their 
val~~. Sh.eaves 6 and 7, for example, suggest a cenain concept that is of 
deciSive Importance .fo.r all subsequen.t sheaves and for the whole of my 
subsequen~ work. ThIS IS why I have tned to elaborate them in a "positive" 
way (also I.n the form of theses) in my paper "The Philosophical Concept 
of Revolutlon." l That paper touches also on some of the questions in other 
sheaves,. as ldo my books Philosophy and Rel'olution and The Thinking of 
R.e1'olutlOn. However, man.y of these questions have not been satisfactorily 
dISCUSsed so far. Thus, I stili regard the sheaves as my basic task and my 
actual program. 

In .the twenty sheaves r mention Marx only once (in the first 
sheaf)! as a thm~er who wrote philosophy in the form of theses. But I make 
no claIm that thIS small system of questions has something to do with Marx. 
~s a matt~r of fact, it is more important for me to develop an adequate 
Interpreta~lOn (or, r~ther, proper thinking) of revolution than to give an 
adequate mterpretatlon of Marx. But justice requires me to say that the 
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questions are inspi red by Marx and that I regard their presentation of the 
thinking of revolution (as developed in works by friends and by myself) as 
the most adequa te interpretation of Marx. This claim has to be suPPOrted 
which is what r want to do at least partly in the next section. ' 

Historical Materialism, Philosophy of Praxis, and T hink ing of 
Revolution 

In order to support the claim that the thinking of revolution is 
the relatively best (i.e., most adequate. truthful, or fruitful) interpretation 
of Marx, r want to say a few words about the relationship between historical 
materialism, philosophy of praxis, and the thinking of revolution. However, 
before r start discussing these three interpretations of Marx (let us call them 
that though this description may be questionable, at least for the last of 
the~), r want to indicate exactly why these interpretations have been chosen 
for a common consideration. 

Marx has been interpreted in many different ways. not only as a 
historical materialist, a philosopher of praxis, and a thinker of revolution, 
but also, for example, as a dialectical materialist, a political ec~nomist, a 
critic of political economy. a political thinker, the founder of scientific so
ciology, and an ideol~gist of communism. So ~hy ar.e t~ree interpret~tions 
chosen for consideration? The reason-not qUIte su bjective and not Simply 
objective-lies in the assumption that these are the interpretations that sliD 
have some chance to be taken seriously when cla iming (I) that the.y most 
adequately show the basic meaning of Marx's thought, and (2) th8: t they 
have some relevance for the topical problems of the contemporary world 

Some other interpretations of Marx, though still widespread, can
not be regarded as serious rivals to these three. Thus, the interpretation of 
Marx as a dialectical materialist was the official interpretation of his phi. 
losophy in some countries and in many communist parties (including Yu
goslavia) in the 1950s and early 1 960s. At that time, I was also writing 
essentially from that perspecti ve. 4 Since then, no new variation of that con· 
ception has emerged (except, perhaps, Althusser's structuralist versiop of 
dialectical materialism, which has also pretty much gone out of fashIon); 
thus there are no reasons to examine dialectical materialism anew. 

Another interpretati on I will not rexamine is one according to 
which Marx was primarily a political economist who founded the scientific 
study of the political economy of capitali sm (for some he created the political 
economy of socialism as well). r wou ld argue that it was shown long ~o 
that Marx was not an economist but a critic of polit ical economy. That IS, 
in fact an interpretation I do want to clarify here. Although alternative 
theorie's of political economy can be used to criticize one another, a critique 
of political economy as such can only be mounted from a viewpoint outside 
political economy. So we need to decide what Marx's standpoi nt was ~(I" 
his critique ofpoiitical economy: historical materialism, philosophy of praxIs, 
or the thinking of revolution? Or perhaps none of these. 

Was Marx, then, a historical materialist? This interpretation of 
Marx's thought is one of the oldest and, at the same time. still one of ~e 
most widespread and vi tal. It owes its prestige and influence partly to IU 
intri nsic merits and partly to the renown and influence of its author, Fried· 
rich Engels, who expounded it in texts published when Marx was still a~i ve 
(in "Karl Marx ," in Am;·Diihring, and in S ocialism: Utopian and Sciemijic) 
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who repeated it concisely in his famous speech at Marx's graveside.' 

r"·nl· ~un;e. according to Engels, Marx's views can not be reduced merely to 
bistorical materialism; we owe two major discoveries 10 Marx; the discovery 

'ofthe "law of development of human history" (historical materialism) and 
discovery of the "special law of motion governing the present-day cap... 

mode of production and the bourgeois society" (surplus va l ue~ Marx 
made a number of discoveries in different fields (allegedly even in 

f\:~;;~~~~~;~; But Engels explicitly singled out historical materialism and 
} of surplus value as Marx's basic discoveries, historical mate

the first and most important. 
interpretaton of Marx as primarily a historical materi

economist became, with small variations, dominant 
among the of the Second International. While partly disa· 
greeingabout whether Marx's alleged rejection of every philosophy was good 
or bad, a.nd whether some kind of ph ilosophy might be helpful nevertheless, 
tbey mamly agreed that the true and mature Marx was not a philosopher 

~ but a historical materialist and economist. The importan t theoretician of 
the Second International who insisted that Marx had a philosophy called 
"dialectica l materialism" was G. V. Plekhanov. Due to his disciple, Lenin, 
this view became obligatory in the Third InternatioQal. Then it was dog
matized and canonized in Stalinism and compromised by inhuman prac
tices, which demonstrates the philosophical fragility of dialectical materi-
alism and its inadequacy to Marx. Since then, the main current of Western 
Marxism and Western Marxology has returned to the traditional conception 
of Marx as a historical materialist and a political economist. The view of 
Marx as a historical materialist has also been the starting point for some 
·contemporary attempts at the reconstruction and renewal of Marx's thought, 
that is, its modernization and adaptation to the spirit of the time.6 

Yet Engels inspired not on ly the interpretation of Marx as a 
historical materialist and economist, as developed in the Second Interna
tional, but also th e view of Marx as a dialectical materialist, as developed 
in the Third Internationa l. While he was glorifying Marx as the founder of 

I historical materialism and the scientific political economy, and passing in 
• silence Marx as a philosopher, Engels, in his polemics with Duhring, entered 
!a general philosophical discussion and ventured a number of rather preten\.: 
tious philosophical sta tements. Similarly, in the manuscripts published post· 
humuously as Dialectics of Nature, Engels engaged in constructing a kind 
ofa dialectical and materialist philosophy of nature. This suggests that he 
wanted to fill the philosophica l gap he felt existed in Marx. Thus, it may 
be possible to say that the theoreticians of the Second Interna tional (or their 
majority), in their interpretations of Marx, followed Engels's explicit inter
pretation, while Plekhanov, Lenin, and the Third International followed 
(and tried to explicate) the implicit interpretation expressed in Engels's own 
theoretical efforts. 

However, we are not interested here primarily in the historical 
adventures of historical materialism but in its value as an interpretation of 
Marx and as an answer to the question about history and humankind. In 
its narrow, vulgar. or dogmatic version, historical materialism is a theory 
about the absolute dominance of the economic factor in history (economic 
determinism). Since this theory has been convincingly criticized both by 
Engels and by many others, we may leave it aside. In its broader version, 
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which we find in Engels and in many outstan~ing Marxists, h~storic,al rna· 
terialism regards history as an in~eraction of different facto rs, In whl~h the 
economic factor can be temporanly overpowered but c<:,m.es through ,In the 
last analysis (or ultimately); "According to the matenahst conception of 
history," wrote Engels in his f~mous letter t,o J, Bloch, " the ~ltimalely 
determin ing element in history IS the productIOn and reproduction o~ real 
life, More than this neither Marx nor I have ever asserted" " There IS an 
interaction of all of these elements in which amid all the endless host of 
accidents . , , the economic movement finally asserts itself as neccssary."J 

In a number of papers I have criticized this broader version of 
historical materialism, especially its claim to be Marx's ~eneral theory of 
history (and the best theory of history overall~ r have tned to sho~ that 
historical materialism was not Marx's general theory of people ,and history 
but rather his crit ique of the self-alienated individual of class society ("man" 
as "economic animal") and of self-alienated human history (or, rather, pre
history), We are not as we are because we are. according to Marx, of~ecessity 
economic animals' we are self-alienated precisely because we remain on the 
level of economid animals, We are not, of necessity, split into mutually 
opposed spheres that relate in an ex~ernal,interaction; conse~u7ntl y, the 
economic spht:re is not even necessanly ultlmat~ly the dete~mlnlng fact~r 
of history, On the contrary, as long as human hlst~ry ,remains (even ultl· 
mately) determined by one of its spheres, we ,are sull m the phase of~. 
history, in the antechamber of true human history as the hum~n qeatlVe 
being of praxis. True human history begins only when people begm to create 
and shape rreel y themselves and their human world. 

At the time I was rethinking these issues, a number of Yugoslav 
(and non-Yugoslav) philosophers ca"'.'le to sim~lar conclusions;. thus the in· 
terpretation of Marx's thought as baSically a phll~soph~ Ofpr,aX1S developed 
and spread. This movement has produ~d d,:talled dl~cusslons of human 
freedom, creativity, alienation, and de-altenatlon, and ~t has developed the 
concepts of humanism and socialism in a new way. \~Ith t~e emergence .of 
the philosophy of praxis the ~uestion about ~he relatIOnship ~tween hiS' 
torical materialism and the ph ilosophy of praxIs arose too, Som,e lRterprete~s 
of Marx have come to think that the analysis of DC?ple ,as beings ~f praxIS 
can be incorporated into the inherited theory of hlstoncal ma~enahsm as 
its partial enrichment or supplement. Others a~ue ~hat the p~dosophY of 
praxis as a finally found, both adequate and fruitful interpretation of Man: 
can dispense with historical materialism." ' , ' 

In my opinion, the theory of hlstoncal matenahsm and, the phi. 
losophy of praxis really can be connected, but only, on ~he baSIS ~f ,the 
ph ilosophy of praxis, In other wor~s, the theor,y of hlstoncal ~atenahsm 
can be incorporated as a moment mto the ph,llosop~y o,f praxIs, ~ut , the 
philosophy of praxis cannot be in~o~porated I~to hlst~nca l matenahsm, 
Historical materialism, or the materialist conception 0fh~st~ry, as the phrase 
emphasizes, attempts to conceive history in a mate~alistlc way, The, ~la· 
terialistic character of historical materialism consists Ifl that the deten:IlIRIng 
role in history is attributed to a specifi c-material factor, the ~conomlc one. 
The decomposi ton of people into different factors, and the discovery ~f the 
ultimatel y determining material factor of his~ori~1 develo~lT'!ent, IS not 
something accidental but the very essence ofhls~oncal mat~nahsm, There
fore , it is not clear how, except formally or nomlRall y, the Idea of a person 
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total being and of free creativity as the essential quality of a person 

incorporated into it. Insofar as there is some talk of praxis within 
,r,:i,i,..ori,cal materialism, praxis can only be conceived as a human activity, 

as a set of such activities (such as economic or political activity), In the 
way, freedom is here of necessity interpreted as the known necessity 
an activity based on the known necessity), and creativity as a mul

, transformation {a transformation determined by material needs, 
laws, etc.) of the given. Only terminology remains here from the 

of pra~is, Within the conception of historical materialism, so-
be as an essentially new, integral form of our being 

, merely as a new social and economic formation, 

the roa~d!~~~~i~~~'~~, cannot be understood as a free human deed but 
only as the lawful development of socioeconomic organi-
,lations and 

However, if the philosophy of praxis cannot be forced into the 
narrow limits of historical materialism, it is itself sufficiently broad to en
compass historical materialism-as a special theory. In the philosophy of 
praxis we are conceived as free creative beings who shape ourselves and 

' ;'"' '.odd through our activities. But exactly as a free being one can alienate 
from oneself, become a self..alienated, unfree. being, an economic 

" gt::~:;~~:~~EXaCt1y because we alienate ourselves from ourselves, the theory of 
~ I materialism can be partly justified and validated as an explanation 

criticism of the self-alienated society, However, taken out of the whole 

1~~f::~;~~~;r~O~fpraxis and rendered independent, historical materialism can 
i the mechanism of economic determination and exploitation 
society; it cannot even express the decisive thesis that this society 
are self-alienated, inhuman. Unsatisfactory as a general theory 

and of people, an independent historical materialism is not suf-
ficient even for a full understanding of class society. Describing the facticity 
of that society as it is, it cannot adequately understand its historical limi

·l ,o"on because it cannot conceive of an essentially different, not-self-alien
ated society, 

Opting for the philosophy of praxis, some are inclined to retain 
for it the traditional name " historical materialism," This terminology can 
only be inadequate and confusin g. How can we call a theory "historical 
materialism" if its central concept, the concept of praxis, transcends the 
distinction between the material and the spiritual? It is quite conceivable 
that in a historical materialism (or in a materialist conception of history) 
the metaphysical (or ontological) concept of matter need not be central. But 
in materialist conception of history, some materialist concept, a concept 

materia~ entity or activity, should nevertheless be central. However, 
as conceived by Marx is not a material activity as opposed to a 

;piritWiI activity but is the structure of every human activity insofar as it 
free. 

, If the interpretation of Marx's thought as a philosophy of praxis 
~s deeper and more adequate to Marx's thought as a historical materialism, 
It does not mean that it is also the best possible interpretation of Marx. Or, 
more precisely, it perhaps is the relatively best interpretation of Marx (if 
we take the word "interpretation" strictly), but, just as Marx was not merely 
an interpreter of former thinkers, those who today want to think in his spirit 
and on his level cannot remain merely interpreters of his thought. More 
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than any in terpretation, that thinking is most faithful to Marx which does "philosophy of praxis," But it is not on ly a matter of naming. Re-
not remain onl y an interpretation-the thin.kin.g of revolulion. J~'~~::!n~of how we decide to name thought in the spirit of Marx it is 

As is well known, the interpretation of Marx's thought as a phi. . to think ~hat was, for him, also most important: the possibility 
losophy of praxis has ~hind it a ~ther long history (?T merely prehistory?): praxiS as revolution. 
from the Italian Ma rxists A. Labnola and A. Gramscl, through early LukilQ However, the defect of the interpretation of Marx's thinking as 
and Bloch. to H. Lefebvre and the Yugoslav praxis-philosophers. Precisely i ~ir::,~Ph~i~IO~S~iOPhY of praxis is not only in the name "praxis," nor (what is more 
in that last group, it seems, the philosophy of praxis has been developed ' ~ in the hesitation to think prax is, in the spirit of Marx as rev-
most full y and most consistently, so that here some of its d ifficulties and . but is hidden in the name "philosophy." As is well know~ Marx 
limitations have become best visible. . supersed ing, and realizing philosophy. The ieading 

The journal Praxis was created as a forum for developing the of the Second International interpreted this as a demand for 
philosophy of praxis. However, in the fi rst issue the philosophy ri praxis of every philosophy. Opposed to such a positivist elimination 
was already superseded, as can be seen in the editorial ex pressing the basic PI 
views of praxis-philosophers. ' The editorial seems to testify that praxis- ekhanov and Lenin insisted that Marxism had a philos-

. . at the time strictly divided Marxism into three main 
philosophers wert already no longer merely praxis-philosophers, that they . a political economy, and a politics. Not all advocates 
had become something else. It explains the need for the new journal in the 
following way: " Despite the abundance of journals, it seems to us that we philosophy have drawn such a sharp dividing line, but as a rule 
do not have the one we wish: a philosophical journal which is not narrOWly . ' strictlydivide Marxism into parts and discuss its problems 
'technical,' a philosoph ical journal which is not only philosophical, but alsO . the they have drawn. Thus, revolution has been regarded as 
discusses the topical problems of Yugoslav socialism and of man and the a SOCIal phenomenon, and the problems of revolution ha ve been discussed 
contemporartworld. " And further: " In agreement with such views we want j"ithin the lim its of Marx's social and political theory. Philosophy has been 
ajournal that will not be philosophical in the sense in which philosophy is IJI ,ie,re""d for a discussion of " more general" problems: 
merely one special field, one scientific discipline, strictly separated from all Viewing Marx's philosophy as the thinking of revolution means 
the rest and from the everyday problems ri man's life. We want t\ philo- r~dical.break ~th this tradition an? a revival o~ Marx's original insight, 
sophical journal in the sense in which philosophy is the thought of revo- whtch bnns.s phIl~phy and revolUtion together mseparably. In this new-
lution: a pitiless critique of everything existing, a humanistic vision of a old conception, phIlosophy does not live in a world of abstract generalities' 
truly huma n world and an inspiring force of revolutionary activity." . it is conc~med with the basic possibility (and reality) of our time, and thi~ 

Praxis was not conceived as a vehicle fo r the philosophy ofpnuis '''I~,.revol~tt.on. On the. other hand, revolution should not be conceived merely 
but rather as a vehicle for the thinking of revolution. The central concern a poittlcal or SOCial. phenom~non. The t~e revolution would radically 
of praxis-philosophers has become not praxis but revolution (not in the and SOCIety, creatmg a new, higher mode of Being. As SUCh, 
usual sense!). To be sure, the sen tence that follows immediately after the cannot be understood if it is studied merely inside the social 
passage quoted above speaks in a different way: "The title Praxis has been or within some special ph ilosophical discipline such as the philos-
chosen because praxis, that central concept of Marx's thought, most ade- of politics or social philosophy. The problem of revolution is the 
quately expresses the sketched conception of philosophy." But this is ob- problem of the central philosophical disciplines-ontology and phil-
viously an inconsistency, or rather the original standpoint which here co- anthropology. However, even this is not quite right. More P'" 
exists with the new one. th h f 

Was this reformulation of the ph ilosophy of praxis into the think- e p eno~enon o. ~vol~tion ca? be adequately thought only by a" 
ing of revolution an instance of progress or regression? Does the thinking that tS not dIVIded mto phtlosophical disciplines and is not 
of revolution reject the philosophy of praxis, or does it include it in itself! social sciences and from social praxis. In other words, the 
Or are these two mutually irrelevant conceptions that can coexist in a peace- . . can be thought adequately only by a philosophy 
ful way'? IS no longer ~hI1~phy in the. traditi?nal sense. by a philosophy that 

If Marx's philosophy is really the thinking of revolu tion, and if become the thmkmg of revolution. ThiS means that the formulation in 
revolution is its central concept, this does not mean that the concept of the .. editorial of Praxis should be corrected: We do not want phi-
praxis should be eliminated from it. The conception according to which In that sense in which it is the thinking of revolution' we believe 
Marx's thinking is a philosophy of praxis is not simply fal se, it is insufficient . philosophy should be transcended by the thinking of rev-
insofar as it stops halfway. In that conception we are regarded as beings of 
praxis, and prax is as free creati ve activity. The highest form (and also the , . ~he. las~ stateme~t can be again misunderstood as a plea for a 
essence) of praxis for Marx is revolution, a radical negation of the self- ehmmatlon of philosophy. However, this does not follow from 
al ienated society and person, creation of a truly human community com· wh.at was sa!d. The thinking of revolution presupposes and incorporates 
posed of free human beings. Such a concept of praxis is not, of course, the ~h.tlo.sophy (I.e., what was essential in it). Far from being utlphilosophicaf, 
only one possible; there have been many different ones. Exactly for this It IS tn many respects "}ore philosophical than any previous philosophy. 
reason the very phrase "thinking of revolution" has an advantage over the f- Exactly for that reason, It cannot remain merely philosophical. 
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Notes 

The twenty she~ve$ of questions were ongnally prepared to be read on AuguSI 21. 1968 
as part of the Fdlh Sassion of lhe Korcu'a Summer School. whICh waS devoted to "M",; 
and Revoluuon," However. ell'ly n the mornng of thaI a..v the MW5 spread that the trooPs 
of the Warsaw Pact had n vaded Czechoslovakia, The work of the school was flterruP!Cd 
\tie flvaSIOl"l waS dlScussad, ...., an appeal 10 world public op,nion and a number 01 telegra~ 
Isuch 85 a proteSt te~egram 10 Brezlnevl we-e Issued . The appeal ""as f,sl signed by Erns: 
Bloch; lhe $'gnaWres of Herbert Marcuse, Serge Malel. Allred SOOn·Rethe l. L"':'M Gold. 
mann. Thomas BonomO/e. Eugen Fink. JOrgen Habermas. ard others folowed . On /Iogult 
22 the school resumed ~s war\(, Some of :he papers Ih!It had been schedu'ed IOf !he 
preceding day were squeezed fll0 the remain,ng program. but I renOUlced read ing mne, 
Thus I f.SI re!:!d my leXI a' a Clost;...n PhilOSOPhIcal Sociel y meel ;ng n aU l umn 1968. It wa, 
Publi;hed fl the Belgrad SlUde~. a paper that p layed an important raa fl the vugos'", 
studen t rebell.:;>n of 1968. and tt-en fl the lourl'llli Pta'"s, nos. 1·2 119691. whICh brougt,t 
out the proceed ings of the 1968 Korc .... a Summer Schoof. 

n M. Man.:O\'IC and G. PetrO\'(:. eds .• Praxis: YUgOSlav Essqys '" the PhilosOph( and MClh. 
odologr of rile Social SCiences. Bosloo Sludies n the Philosophy 01 Serenee. vof . 36. (Dor. 
drechl. Bostoo, Loodoo; D. Re,del. 19791. pp. 151·64 , 

Philosophie and revolution (Re,nbek be, Hambu~: Rowolit. 1971); F~osofi8 y rl!llOto:Q, 
(MexICO: Ed,:oo.1 EXlemuorarreos, 19721: F~ozofija i revolucija (Zagreb: Naprijed. 1973). 
MlsljenJe revolucije (Zagreb: Napr'IIld. 19781, 

See my Flozrilja I m<Jrhllilm (Zagreb: M ladosl. 1965). tranS'Sled into Enghsh as M<n: 01 
the ~K1.Twerrleth Cerrury (New Vork: Doubledlly , 196 7) 

See K. Mal)(_ F. Engels. Werke (Berlin. 1969). vol, 19. pp, 102·6.209.335·36, 

Most ,mportanl among those attempts is probal):y Habermss's reconstrUCtion of hlSlOfr,<II 
matellslism; see Zur ReI<osmJrrion des Historischen Marerialismus IFranldurt: $rJyf<amp. 
19761 , A number of n teresting a"empls n the same dre<:11OI"I have been ccjected on: U. 
Jaeggj and A Hoone:h. eds .• Thearlen des hisro{lsc~ maraflaflSnlClS (Fr,a~~url' SuM'amp. 
1976). and A. Honnel h and U, Jaeggi. eds" Ivbelt flandlung. rormar..,.rat: Theotien des 
histOfisct-en mareriallsmus. 7. (FllInkfurt: Suhfkamp. 1980), 

Robel! C, Tucker. ed" The Min-Engels Reader (New York: W . W NoIlOO. 1972). P 64(). 

" "A QIJOI boo pra xi s,'- PraxIS' A Pfliosophical Journal (ImernallOl'IIIl Edit,onl. 1: 1 (1965). P(l. 
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~elta~'h()f and Social Antagonisms 

One way of describing my project in this paper is that 
want to contin ue the work of Max Black by extending the domain of 
""pt,o, from the area of science to that of social antagonisms. My ar-

revolve around three basic concepts: hegemony, discourse, and 
: ~;i;nw,~oni,;r". .. ' I will present these three concepts against the background of 

that society is ultimately impossible. 
Let me start by referring to a classic text in the history 

of marxism, one that contains, in nascent form, many of the problems r 
wiU analyze: Rosa Luxemburg'S Mass Strike, the Political Parry and rhe 
Trade Unions. But let me first say something about the moment in which 
her book was written. The book was part of a considerable discussion about 
the role of mass strikes in overcoming the capitalist system subsequent to 
their successful use during the first Russian revolution. But, in fact, the book 
was also at the center of a still larger discussion concerning what was then 
called, for the first time, the crisis of marxism, a phrase coined by Thomas 
Masaryk. This crisis was the result ofa set of historical processes I can only 

describe here. First, the great depression that had started in 1873 
come to an end toward 1896, and marxists began to realize that this 
not the last crisis of capitalism. Second, with the boom that ensured 

end of the depression and lasted until the beginning of the First WorId 
, many of the old certitudes were put into question. Among these, one 

'particular created a problem in the image of the identity of the working 
which had existed up to that moment. This was the increasing dis

'Sociation between economic and political struggle, or the polarization within 
socialist politics between trade unions and the party as the center of decision. 
This was perhaps the first moment in the history of socialism where one 
sees a breakup of the different positions of the class subject and, increasingly, 
a decentering of classes as a nucleus of socialist politics. Finally, from the 
moment of crisis on, the identity of the working class was perceived in
creasingly as split It is the problem of this split identity that Rosa Lux
emburg deals with in her book. 

Luxemburg'S answer to the problem of the unity of 
the working class involves what today we would call the "unfi xing" of the 
meaning of any social event She argues as follo ws: We are wrong in trying, 
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a priori, to determine or fix the meaning of the str ike or the party as m~:~,,,,., .~; 
in a socialist transi tion because, in fact, the unity of the working 
not achieved in that way. Instead, the unity of the working class 
process of the revolution itself. Luxemburg describes Russia at the time 
a country in which there was widespread repression and, as a consequence 
an accumulation of unfulfilled democratic demands. Then, in One locali~ . 
we have a stri~e of a par~icul~r f~ction of worke~s around a ,very localized 
and particular Issue. But III this climate ofgenerahzed repressIOn, the mean
ing of this strike cannot simply rest there. Immediately, this strike begins 
to represent, for the whole population, a resistance against the regime. And 
immed iately the meaning of this event is transformed into a political act 
This, Luxemburg says, is the unity between political and ideological d~ 
mands. It is not a unity that is given by any structure determinable a priori 
but is constructed in this process of what today we would call the overde: 
termination of the meaning of a social event. The following year, another 
strike takes place in a different locality and about a different issue, not a 
union issue, but the same process of unity takes place. We see here that the 
unity of the class is precisely a symbolic unity. We have a symbol whenever 
the signified is more abundant than, or overflows, a given signifier. That is 
to say, we have a process of condensation. And in this process of conden. -
sation, the unity of a series of signifieds is created. If the unity of the class 
is created through this process of symbolic representation, the unity of the 
class itself is a symbolic event and belongs consequently to the order of the . 
metaphor. 

This is the most profound sense of the spontaneity of Rosa Lux· 
emburg: the perception that there is a kind of unity between elements in a 
social fo rmation which totally escapes the category of necessity that had so 
far dominated the discourse of the Second International. But at the very 
moment she gives a place to this opening, she also closes her discourse in 
an essentialist way. There is, after all, a problem with this way of presenting 
the unity of the class. Here, two discourses are producing con tradictory 
effects in Luxemburg's text. If the class is united through the overdeter· 
mination of different struggles, why does the resulting entity have to be .a 
class? Why could it not be some different type of social identity or social 
subject? Why does the necessary result have to be a class subject? Her answer 
is the traditional, rather uninteresting one: because of the necessary laws of 
capitalist development. 

But if we withdraw the essen tialist assumption, we immediately 
see, in a microcosm, many phenomena that are going to dominate the history 
of the twentieth century. In the coun tries of the Third World, this process 
of overdetermination of popular struggles creates social identities that are 
not essen tially class identities. And in the case of the advanced capitalist 
countries, we also see that the dispersion of social struggles has created new 
forms of subjectivity which escape any kind of class identification. These 
developmen ts introduce some gaps into the argument concerning the nec
essary laws of capitalist development as presented by the Second Interna· 
tional. 

The concept of hegemony emerged in the marxist tradition pre
cisely as a concept destined to fill this gap. It emerged in the discussions of 
social democracy in Russia, discussions about the relationship between s0-

cial classes and democratic tasks. For the old essen tialist scheme, which was 
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;aelen,M by the Mensheviks in the last moment, there is a necessary sucres· 

of stages. The argument was that the bourgeoisie was extremely weak 
Russian case and could not take up its own democratic task, so it 

to be taken up by the proletariat. The problem was the significance of 
relationship of "taking up" tasks that do not correspond to the class 

of the subject as posed by the Second International. What is the 
of this gap which had emerged in the chain of necessity? Within 
debates, Plekhanov argued that it was minimal and that the 
simply had to force the bourgeoisie to take up this task, while 

argued that the gap was maximal and required a total transference 
. to a new class subject in the process of the revolution. 

in the discourse of all the participants in this debate, this gap was seen 
an abnormal situation that subsequent capitalist development was going 
supersede. That is to say, the necessary complement of the Russian rev

'~~lulj,on was going to be the European revolution and, in this sense, the gap 
the concept of hegemony tried to cover had itself to be quickly 

,perse<lled~ 
on the contrary, this gap became wider and wider. Thus, in 

discourse of Leninism, this gap covers an entire historical space because 
contradiction of the imperialist stage is such that tJ:tere is no precise and 

lOC"SS'ry relation between the degree of economic development of a given 
its readiness for revolutionary process. Trotsky developed the 

of this analysis when he argued that combined and uneven 
. the historical law of our time. But then, do we not have to 
if this unevenness is constitutive of all struggles, what exactly 

. The very idea of normal development has com
the identity and nature of political relations, once this 

collapses, have to be put into question. This separation 
tasks that are essential to a class and those that are external 
have to be taken up by it creates a complex dialectic between 

and exteriority. Once this class has taken up these democratic or 
tasks and enters into a complex system of political and social re

o~ a new type not predetermined by the class nature of the subject, 

~1;i ~i:~:',;e~I'~'~>o~;n~~comes to be an integral part of the subjectivity of the class. 
either the class ceases to be merely a class or, on the contrary,~- . 

when the outside, the class is taking a purely instrumental and ' 
external relation with these tasks in order to ensure a succession of political 
effects. 

Lenin made a rather eclectic attempt to solve this problem. Len
and the whole tradition of the Comintern, wanted to accept the 

. of the political scenarios in which working-class practices had 
These complex scenarios were not explained at all by the pure 

the bourgeoisie and the proletariat, that is to say, by the 
was internal to the very identity of the class. On the other 

wanted to maintain a pure class identity. Historical subjects 
They attempted to fill this gap through the concept of 

party which represented both the historical interests of the 
and a system of political calculation which, while maintaining 

homogeneity of class subjects, engaged in very complicated political 
·operations. These in turn gave rise to a totally militaristic political language. 
The essen tial definition of historical subjecti vity as class remained as un· 
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questioned as in Kautskyism. (I have elsewhere described Leninism as the 
surrealist moment of Kautskyism.) 

The problem of the relation between the internal and external 
exists at many theoretical levels and has a long history in Western thought 
It was a central element in Hegel's philosophy as well as in much of Angl~ 
Saxon philosophy. The debate between Bradley's idealism and Russell's 
logical atomism is, to a large extent, a discussion about the internal Or 
external character or relations for certain series of given iden tities. 

In Gramsci, we find a new turning point in this transformation 
ofthe dialectic between internal an~ externaL In his concept of hegemony, 
he accepts the idea that many relations that do not have a class character 
in fact come to constitute the very identity of class subjects. There is no 
direct continu ity between pol itical subjectivity and classes in the economic 
sense. The dialectic between the internal and external has evolved to a new 
point The concept or hegemony no longer involves the directi on of elements 
whose identi ty remains the same through all of the processes, as in Lenin's 
argument. On the contrary, hegemony is a process of rearticulation, orthe 
internalization through new articulations of something that was externaL 
However, Gramsci still retains an elemen t of essentialism because this !:rO
cess of the interiorization of the external always has to take place around 
a class core. While the class core remains very deeply buried below an 
ensemble oflayers, it is this class core that we see dissolving today. 

We can see not only that hegemony can take place whenever 
there is this process of the in ternalization of the external but also that there 
is no necessary core around which this internalization has to take place. In 
ract. what we are seeing today in advanced capitalist countries is a dispersion 
of positionalities of the subject, of the prolireration of struggles, none of 
which has an essence in itself; rather, each depends upon an ensemble of 
relations that need not beorganizedaround a class core. From this. however, 
man y problems emerge. First, ir hegemony is no longer the hegemony of 
the class subject, whose hegemony is it? And second, what is involved in 
these hegemonic relations? What are the requirements foc a relat ion to be 
hegemonic? How must we conceive of social links in order to be able to 
understand them as hegemonic ones? To address these questions. I need to 
move from the historical terrain to a set of more theoretical considerations. 

t shall begin to answer these questions from a point, one among 
many possible starting points, within the trajectory of the Althusserian schooL 
Althusser attempted to break with essentialist conceptions of social rela
t ions. and this break took place around the central concept of overdeter
mination. As this concept has been so frequently misunderstood as multiple 
causality, it is necessary to go oock to its initial meaning in Althusserian 
analysis and to the precise constructive effects that this concept had to play 
within the field of marxist discursivity. 

For Althusser, it was not a causal concept at all. The concept was 
taken rrom two existing disciplines: specificall y, linguistics and psycho
analysis. In these disciplines it has an objective dialectical connotation, 
particularly in psychoanalysis; and since this objective connotation is related 
formally to the content it designates, Althusser's borrowing is neither ar· 
bitrary nor metaphoricaL That is to say, for Althusser there was a specific 
logic involved in psychoanalytic relations which had to be incorporated into 
historical analysis. The concept of overdetermination in Freud only makes 
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within a symbolic world and involves the symbolic constitution of 
Taking us back to the same point I drew earlier in my discussion 

Althusser initially uses the concept in his analysis of the 
. The deepest sense of the concept in Althusser's analysis 

is that any kind of social relation is constituted in a symbolic way. However, 
Ute full development of the concept, its full constructive effect, could not 

~j~l i::~~~,;;:'~ because Althusser attempted to make it compatible with another 
of his theoretical system, namely, the concept of determination in 

last instance by the economic. The latter concept had a double effect, 
even ifdetermination in the last instance never arrives, as Althusser insisted; 
it is there, producing some precise theoretical effects in his discourse. First, 
it says that there is one element, the economy, which, in whatever social 

j ,ru;,,,,on we are speak ing about, has to be defined separately from any 
relations. Otherwise, the concept of determination in the last 

1 ;;""0<:< would be meaningless. Second, it impli es that society has an es
. Despi te whatever mediating processes are inVOlved, determination 

the last instance defines the locus at wh ich the particular effect-society
created. And once we have accepted that society has an ultimate structure, 

it is ultimately an intelligible and rational object, the concept or over-
can circumscribe a field of contingent effects within a 

which is the horizon ofany possible social meaning. 
, in both France and England, there was a sustained 

the . discourse which led to the liquidation 
, architecture of the whole Aithusserian system. However, this project 

'did not redefine or reestablish what overdetermination means; there was 
, ~o way back to the concept of overdetermination. On the contrary, it in

volved a logistic attempt to show that there was really no connection at all 
between elements where one had supposed the existence of a necessary 
"" ",ecti·, ,n .. This project was carried to its ultimate conclusion in th e work 

Hindess and Hirst in for example. They abandoned practically 
the concepts of marxist . through a purely logical critique of 

The problem with this position 
their surrendering of the language of marxism but rather that this is 

f l;;~~~::,~~~,"'~~lf.~;'d~e;;fi;ea~'ting. If you start by saying that there are no logical 
'. two elements, then you have to ask about the internal 

connections within the elements themselves; and you will have to find there 
41so that there are no necessary connections. The problem with this type of 

is, simply put, that the structure of the social world is not the 
itrue'ure of a conceptual order. Here we can see an increasing polarization 
between an essential ism of the structure and an essent ialism of the elements. 

. That is to say, we are right back to the polemic between Bradley and Russell: 
ei ther a logicism of the structure or a logical atomism. 

The question is how we move outside this critical situation. I 
think the way out is to start by considering the very terrain on which these 
two extreme positions constructed their discourse, the terrain of a closed 
System. Either we have a closed system of identities (Russell, Leibnitz) or 
a closed system of the structure (Spinoza, Bradley, Plekhanov). But both 
positions accept that society as such is a closed system. If we abandon this 
assumption, many of the theoretical problems d iscussed here begin to dis
solve. Why? Because if the system is not closed, then the meaning of each 
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element of the system and of the s~stem , as such is co,nstantly t~reatened 
from the outside, Both relations and Iden tity are always In a precanous Slate 
because there are no sign ifieds that can ~ ultima,tely ~xed, In other Words. 
relations never succeed in totally absorbing the Identity of every elemenl 
Each element has a surplus of meaning beca~ it can,not l?e l?Cated in a 
closed system of difference, And at the sa~e t,lme" no ld,entlty IS ~ver def
initely and definitively acquired, Such a situation, m which there IS a C,*!_ 

stant movement from the elements to the system but no ultimate systems 
or elements-these are finally metaphoric expressions-a structure in wnich 
meaning is constan tly negotiated and constructed, is what I call "discourse." 

The concept of discourse describes the ultimate: nonfixity of any. 
thing existing in society, One must, of course, not r~u~ d~scourse!O speech 
and writing but instead expand it to any kind of slgnlfymg relation, This 
concept of discourse is the terrain on which a concept of hegemony can be 
constructed. The closest use 1 find to the notion of discourse that I am 
proposing is in Derrida's "Str~cture, Sign, and PI~y in the Discou~ of~he 
Human Sciences." There he hnks the notion of discourse to the dlssoluUOn 
of any transcendental signifier. He argues that when ':he transcendenta,' ~ig_ 
nifier is recognized as an illusion, when all we have IS .the cons~nt sh~mg 
of diff'erence,~'everything becomes discourse. because .dlscourse IS preclse,ly 
the moment of nonfixity. In other words, discourse IS not a mental act In 

the usual sense, Material things, external objects as such, also participate 
in discursive structures, This is not unlike Wittgenstein's concept cr Ian. 
guage games, which involves the constitution ,0,fa signifying order in, which 
the materiality of the things themselves participates. Thus, the c0lI:cept of 
discourse requires a radical reconsideration of the nature of the sign. To 
what exten t do the twO poles of langue-the paradigmatic and the syntag. 
matic-involve two incompatible logics? I shall come back to this question 
at the end of my argument 

Now let me return to the notion of hegemony. Society as a sutured 
space, as the underlying mechanis~ that g i ve~ r~as~ns for o~ explains its 
own partial processes, does not eXIst, because !f It dl~ , ~eamn~ woul~ be 
fixed in a variety of ways. Society is an ultimate I~posslbil ~ty, an I,mposs~ble 
object; and it exists only as the attempt. to c.onstltute that Impossible object 
or order. That is to say, the order of society IS the unstable ~rder of.a system 
of differences which is always threatened from the outside, Neither the 
difference nor the space can be ultimately sutured, We can speak about the 
logic of the social, but we cannot speak of society as an ultimat~ly ~tional 
and intelligible object. And the fact that we cannot ~peak ~f society m suC:" 
a way is why we have to have a concept ofhe,emofllc relatIons. ~egemo~lc 
relations depend upon the fact that the meaning ~f each elem~nt m a, socaal 
system is not definitely fixed. If it were fix~d , It , would be Impossible to 
rearticulate it in a different way, and thus reartlculalion could only be thought 
under such categories as false consciousness. 

Ifno meaning is ultimately fixed, conquered, mastered, then there 
is a space in which hegemonic struggle can take place. For example, I would 
say that the concept of hegemony is perfectly relevant to ~eminism ~use 
feminism can only exist in a hegemonic space. ConSider the slgmfier 
"woman"; what is its meaning? Taken in isolation it has no meaning; it 
must enter into a set of discursive relations u> have some meaning. But, on 
the one hand, "woman" can enter into a relation of equivalence with family, 
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"'~[,Ir"'bo~?:i~:'~~~~ to men, and so on; and, on the other hand, "woman" can 
:-' into discursive relations with "oppression," "black people," "gay peo

and so on. The signifier " woman" in itself has no meaning. Conse
its meaning in society is going to be given only by a hegemonic 

Here the Lacanian concept of point de capiton, the nodal point 
, is profoundly relevant for a theory of hegemony. 

one ever confront this movement of difference, this contin
deferral of the moment of reaching the transcendental signified? Are 
certain experiences in which the vanity of the movement itself, the 

uiliirn"" impossibility of any objectivity, manifests itself' Such a moment 
in society-it is the moment of antagonism. I shall argue briefly that, 

antagonistic relations are not objective relations and, second, that an
tagonisms take place outside rather than inside society because antagonism 
is what limits the societal effect. There have been many discussions about 
{an""-on~';,,,: from theories of conflict to marxist theories of contradiction, 

most of these have taken for granted the meaning of what it is to be in 
antagonistic relation and then they move immediatel y to speak about 

cbncrete antagonisms, 
I can use the discussions of Lucio Colletti and the Della Volpean 

to describe the problem of antagonism. Colletti'poses the distinction 
real opposition and contradiction, which he takes from Kant's 

(in The Crilique oj Pure Reason) of Leibnitz's theory of contra-
. Briefly, a relation of real opposition is between two things, while a 

relation of contradiction is between propositions. A car crash is a real op
position, while asserting " I am A" and "I am not A" at the same time is a 
contradiction. Colletti argues that in a materialist perspective, which refuses 
to the real to the concept, the concept of contradiction can play no 

'I~ :r:::~~,~ We have to describe the entire ensemble of social antagonisms in 
.J.I ofa theory of real opposition. But I donot think antagonistic relations 

relations between things, A car crash is not an antagonistic relation; 
i~ <,."Iai', 'ly no enmity between the two intervening entities. The con

real opposition is either a metaphor from the physical world trans
the social world or vice versa, but clearly it is not useful to try 

subs'Jm,: the two types of relations under the same category. 
Can we describe antagonisms, then, as contradictions? Given that 

contrad ict each other constantly in social life, some people have con-

t~' :;~~~:':lill,h~~at contradiction does not necessarily involve any idealistic sub
, of the real to the concept. For example, Jon Elser has argued 

it is one thing to assert that the real is contradictory and another to 
that there are contradictions in reality; that is to say, there are situ
in reali ty that can only be understood in terms of contradiction. 

~tl~:ii~~' even accepting the possibility of contradictions in reality, I do 
11 we can speak of antagonisms ascontradictions. After all, somebody 

have two abSOlutely contradictory beliefs but they cannot live this con
tradiction in antagonistic terms, Codes ofJaw can be partially contradictory 
without this contradiction generating any kind of antagonism. 

So how are we to explain antagonism? We might begin to rethink 
the question by asking what the categories of real opposition and logical 
COntradiction have in common. The answer is that both are objective re
lations; they produce their effects within a system of differences. Altema-
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lively, I want to argue that antagonistic relations are not objective relations 
at all but involve the collapse of any possible objectivity. 

In an antagonistic relation there is the J>C(:uliar possibility that 
the object, the entity that I am, is negated. On the one hand, r am something, 
a pure presence, logos, identity, and so on. On the other hand, this Presence 
is precarious and vulnerable. The threat which the other represents trans
forms my own being into something questionable. But at the same time 
those who are antagonizing me are also not a full presence because their 
objective being is a symbol afmy not being; and in this way. their objective 
being is overflowed by a meaning that fails to be fixed , to have a full presence, 
Thus, antagonism is neither a rea1 opposition nor a logical contradiction. 
A real opposition is an objective relation between things; a contradiction 
is an equally objecti ve relation between concepts. An antagon ism is the 
experience of the limits of any possible objectivity, the way in which an'y 
objectivity reveals the partial and arbitrary character of its own objectill. 
cation. To use a simile from linguistics, ifthe langue is a system ofd ifferenet, 
then antagon ism is the failure of difference. And in this sense antagonism 
locates itself in the limits oflanguage and can only exist as a disruPtion of 
language, that is, as metaphor. 

tf you' l!xamine any sociological or historical account of concrete 
antagonisms, you will find that the account explains the conditions and the 
processes that made the antagonism possible but becomes silen t in the fact 
of having to explain the antagonistic relation as such. For instance, those 
who explain how landlords began to expel peasants from the land inevitably 
reach a point at which they commonly say, "And at this moment, logically. 
the peasants reacted." There is a gap in the text, and you, the reader of tht' 
account, must fill in the gap with your common sense, your experience, and 
so on. Antagonism is something that is showable but not sayable (using the 
Wittgensteinian distinction). Antagonism is the limit of the social, the wit· 
ness of the ultimate imposs ibility of society, the moment at which the sense 
of precariousness reaches its highest level. Antagonism operates within a 
system of difference by collapsing differences. And differences a re made 10 
collapse by creating chains of equivalences. For instance, if r say that, from 
the point of view of the interests of the working classes, liberals, conserv· 
atives, and radicals are al1 the same, I have transformed three elements that 
were different into substitutes within a chain of equivalence. If difference 
e)t ins only in the d iachronic succession of the syntagmatic pole, equivalenet 
exists at the paradigmatic pole. Equating differences reduces the possible 
differential places the system can have. This is why any antagonism alwa~ 
tends to disrupt a system of differential positionality and to simplify the 
social space. 

Ultimately, antagonism can only operate in a world that is di· 
vided between two opposed camps, two paratactic successions of opposed 
equivalences, Why is this so? Because if we introduce a tertium quid, it 
immediately creates a precise location for each of what were previously two 
camps. And in this sense, antagonisms transform the two poles in objective 
relations. Antagonism only fully develops in a radically sharp opposition 
between two camps, with a fronti er internal to the societal effect. 

To conclude, I want to raise two sets of questions that place the 
concept of antagonism into the conte)t t of contemporary political struggles. 
First, to wha t extent does the fact that left-wing politics in advanced in· 
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dustrial societies is ceasing to be a politics of the frontier the result of the 
increasing dif!iculty of .d,ividing the social space into two camps? In this 
sense, we ~e In a tranSitIon to a new.trPC of society in which the plurality 
ofantaSomsms cannot create the pohhCS of the frontier in the traditional 
sense in which left-wing politics has been understood. And second does the 
proliferation of social spaces divided into two camps give us the way 10 
accede to ~ .new conception of politics in which the unity and homogeneity 
of the pohllcal world cannot be assumed? 

Notes 

Tl'8 presenl essay WIS dell .... '.,;! 0fII!~ fI 1he eonlerClOC8 \hi: Pf<Nided 1"- blStS lor Ihls 
volume. The lui Ifg..-nent IS de ... eloped in 1"- Inl U ... ehlpilers 01 E'neslO lldllu end 
Chantal Mouffe, HflgerrwNlY and Soo,iosf Suertgy: Tov.-Ifds I Rlldieli D6m0ctat>C Pdirtcs 
[london: New lIIl Boots, 1985) 
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Christine Oelphy 

Domestic Mode of Production, 
'f;Elncler, and Class 

Translated by Diana Leonard 

The analysis of patriarchy in OUT society that I have 
been developing for the last fifteen years has a history r would like to detail . 

came to my use of the concept and to the model growing out ofil by way 
projects whose theoretical concerns might seem unrelated. One proj

.. .. ..... to study the transmission of family propeny (patrimony), and the 
was to reply to criticisms of the women's liberation movement that 

come from the Left. 
As it happened, when I staned to do research on these 

twO topics, I found that lack of relatedness was only apparent. This might 
have been predictable from the coherent commitment that had led me to 
these topics: I had wanted to work "on women," which is to say, for me, 

-, women's oppression. Yet my director of studies at the time told me this 
not possible, so I chose to study the inheritance of property instead, 

11~~;:~:~,~e~v~en:.t:!u::aIlY to get back to my initial interest by an indirect route. In I first discovered what a great quantity of goods change hands 
through the market; inSlead, these goods were passed through . 

as gifts or "inheritance." I also discovered that the science of 
, which purports to concern itself with everything related to the 
of goods in society, is in fact concerned with only one of the 

of production, circulation, and consumption of goods: the market. 
At the time (between 1968 and 1970) I was also par

ticipating in the activities of one of the two groups that historically helped 
create the new feminist movement in France. I was very annoyed-and I 

t.",w" not alone, though like the hero of Catch 22 I thought I was being 
, personally got at!- by one of the men in this mixed group. He claimed that 

the oppression of women could not be as severe or as important as the 
oppression of the proletariat because although women were oppressed, they 
were not "exploited." 

I was well aware that something was wrong with his 
position. In that group, at least, we recognized that women earned half as 
much as men and worked twice as hard, but apparently women's oppression 
nevertheless had, in theory, no economic dimension! While we knew at the 
time that housework existed, we saw it principally as a question ofan unfair 
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division of boring tasks; and since we did not ask the relevant questions 
about the problem, not surprisingly we got no relevant answers. However 
my work on patrimony-that is, on the economic aspects of the nonmarkei 
sphere; or, to put it another way, on the non market sphere of the economy_ 
served to help me find and pose certain of these questions. Others, at the 
time, were also discovering the theoretical as well as the practical importance .
of housework, but they came to it by different routes and therefore arrived : 
at rather different conclusions. . 

Christine Oelphy 

this continuance--insofar as it really concerns the same thing-in itself 
- cOnstitutes an explanation. 

. . M~ny people think that when they have found the point of origin 
an mstltutlon 10 the past, they hold the key to its present existence. But 

have, in fact, explained neither its present existence nor even its birth 
"';:::'n.,.' appearance), for one must explain its existence at each and every 
I-, ;;;oo",nl by the context prevailing at that time; and its persistence today (if 

it really is persistence) must be explained by the present context. Some so
called historical explanations are in fact ahistorical, precisely because they 
do not take account of the given conditions of each period. This is not 
Ili,;to,ry but mere dating. History is precious if it is well conducted if each 

examined in the same way as the present period. A scien~e of the 
worthy of the name cannot beanythingother than a series ofsynchronic 

'''in~iyses. 
The .search for origins is a caricature of this falsely historical 

p:::;:,;~r~;a~~n~d IS one of th~ reasons why 1 have denounced it, and why 1 
sl to denounce It each and every time it surfaces-which is, alas, 

Analysisofgifts and the inheritance of property within the family 
allowed me to demystify the market. This prevented my getting caught in 
the classic trap of opposing exchange value and use value, an OPposition 
that had lead the pioneers (Benston and Larguia), as well as those who came 
later, into a number of impasses, or, if you will, into a circular route from 
which they could find no way out. By showing that this opposition Only 
makes sense if one adopts the viewpoint of the market, I was able to propose 
a theory in which non market value, instead of being a problem in under_ 
standing housework, is one of the clues to elucidating the specific nature of 
housework. By taking this non value as a constitutive element of housework, 
I was able to show that (a) housework's exclusion from the market was the 
cause, and not "the consequence, of its not being paid for; (b) this exclusion 
involved not only housework, nor only particular types of work, but rather 
social actors as well, or, to be more precise, work done within certain social 
relations; and (c) in seeking to understand housework, it is a mistake to see 

too frequently. (The other reason why I denounce the search for origins 
is because of its hidden naturalistic presuppositions.) But from the scientific 
point of view, it is as illegitimate to seek keys to the present situation in 

. !-l;~~tI" nineteenth century as in the Stone Age. ' 
. Sin~e 1970, then, I have been saying that patriarchy is the system 

, of subordlOabon of women to men in contemporary ind ustrial societies 
·that this system has an economic base, and that this base is the domesti~ 
mode of production. It is hardly worth saying that these three ideas have 
been, and remain, highly controversial. 

it merely as a particular set of tasks, whether one is seeking to describe them 
or to explain them in terms of their "intrinsic usefulness." I have taken up 
all these points again in my recent work, but they were present, at least in 
germ, in "The Main Enemy.'" From this time on I have been able to propose 
a theoretical rather than an empirical analysis of housework, which I see 
as a particular part of the much larger category of "domestic work," thanks 
to my initial creation of the concept of the "domestic mode of production" 

Since 1970 I have also used the term "patriarchy," and in all my 
work I have tried to specify and delimit this word and to state precisely the 
relations between patriarchy and the domestic mode of production. I am 
still working on this. If I have used a fairly vague term, it has been so as 
to show from the start that I consider the oppression of women to be a 
system. But the question is, what are the system's components and how is 
it constituted? The notion has to be fi.lled in, and this can only be done bit 
by bit. 

I have, however, since entering the field, restricted the meaning 
I attach to the term "patriarchy." For many, it is synonymous with ''the 
subordination of women." It carries this meaning for me, too, but with this 
qua lification: f add the words " here and now." This makes a big difference. 
When I hear it said, as I often do, that "patriarchy has changed between 
the stone age and the present," I know that it is not "my" patriarchy that 
is being talked about. What 1 study is not an ahistoric concept that has 
wandered down through the centuri es but something peculiar to contem
porary industrial societies. I do not believe in the theory of survi vals-and 
here I am in agreement with other Marxists. An institution that exists today 
cannot be explained by the fact that it existed in the past, even if this past 
is recent. I do not deny that certain elements of patriarchy today resemble 
elements of the patriarchy of one or two hundred years ago; what I deny is 
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Like all modes of production, the domestic mode of production 
" is alSo a mode of circulation and consumption of goods. While it is difficult, 

at first ' to identify in the capitalist mode of production the 

;I~ .. ~:~:~~~;::~~:~ that distinguishes the dominant fro m the dominated is mediated by wage, things are very different in th~ 
Here consumption is of primary importance and has this 

.PDwerto serve as a basis for making discriminations, for one of the essential 
~ff~nces ~tween the two I?od.es of prodyction is that domestic produc,. 
bon IS not paid but rather mamtamed. In thiS mode, therefore, consumption 

from production, and the unequal sharing of goods is not ~ 
money. Consumption in the family has to be studied if we 

be able to evaluate the quantitative exploitation of various 
also to understand what upkeep consists of and how it d iffers 

a wage. Too many people today still "translate" upkeep into its mon. 
etary equivalent, as if a woman who receives a coat receives the value of 
the coat. In so doing they abolish the crucial distinction between a wage 
and retr!bution.in ~i~d, ~roduced by the presence or absence ofa monetary 
tra nsactIOn. ThiS dlstmctlon creates the difference between self-selected and 
forced consumption and is independent of the value of the goods consumed. 

Every mode of production is also a mode of circulation. The 
mode of circulation peculiar to the domestic mode of production is the 
tra~smission of patrimony, which is regulated in part by the rules of in
henf:3n~ but is not limited to them. It is an area that has been fairly well 
~tudled m some sectors of our society (e.g., farming) but completely ignored 
m others. Here we can also see, on the one hand, the difference between 
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the abstract model and the concrete society and, on the other hand., the 
consequences of the fact that our social system (or more precisely the rep.
resentation that has been made of it, i.e., the model of our social system) 
is composed of several subsystems. 

The intergenerational circulation of goods is interesting in that 
it shows the mechanisms at work that produce complementary and antag. 
onistic classes: the division between owners and nonowners of the means 
of production. The effect of the dispossession is clear in the agricultural 
world: those who do not inherit-women and younger siblings-work unpaid 
for their husbands and inheriting brothers. Domestic circulation (the rules 
of inheritance and succession) leads directly into patriarchal relations of 
production. But patrimonial transmission is equally important at another 
level in reconstituting, generation after generation, the capita list mode of 
prod uction. It not only creates possessors and non possessors within each 
fami ly, but it also creates this division among families. This is the Only 
aspect of patrimonial transm ission that has really been studied to date. The 
former, the division into classes ofa kin group, is passed over in silence by 
many sociologists and anthropologists, who pretend, against all the evi· 
dence-and in particular against all the evidence on the division of society 
into genders-that all the ch ildren in a family inherit equally the gOlXl.s and 
status of the head of the famil y. But being the only effect of patrimonial 
transmission recognized by (traditional) sociology makes its reconstitutin& 
of capitalist classes no less real, and this is, indeed, one of the times when 
the domestic mode of production meets the capitalist mode and where they 
interpenetrate. 

Depriving women of the means of production is not the only 
way in which women are dispossessed of direct access to their means of 
subsistence, if only because many families do not have any famil y property 
nol to transmit to them. The same effect is produced by the systemic dis
crimination women face in the wage.labor market (let us for the moment 
call it the "dual labor" market). Thi s too pushes women to enter domestic 
relations of production, mainly by getting married. The situation of women 
on the labor market has been well studied, and the only originality in my 
approach has been to invert the direction of the links usually established. 
While ordinarily it is seen as the family situation that influences the capacity 
of women to work ou tside, I have tried to show that it is the situation 
created for women on the labor market that constitutes an objective incen· 
tive to marry; hence, the labor market plays a role in the exploitation of 
women's domestic work. 

How should this fact be conceptualized? How should we interpret 
its meaning with regard to the relations between patriarchy and the domestic 
mode of production? Can we talk of capitalist mechanisms serving the do
mestic mode of production, or must we speak of domestic mechanisms at 
work in the labor market? Whatever the reply-and the question will stay 
open for a long time-one thing is clear: whether it concerns patrimonial 
transmission (which assists, ifnot creates, relations of production other than 
those that are strictly domestic) or the capitalist labor market (which assists, 
if not creates, relations of production other than ca pitalist ones), the two 
systems are tightly linked and have a relationship of mutual aid and assis
tance. Moreover, the relations between patriarchy and the domestic mode 
of production are not simple relations of superposition. The domestic mode 
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in places overruns patriarchy and in places is slighter. The 

" "JD,~~,_tr~ue also of the capitalist mode of production: one of its institutions, 
market, is in part ruled, or used, by patriarchy. 
Thus, the domestic mode of production does not give a total 

account of even the econom ic dimension of women's subordination. And 
it does not account for other d imensions of this subordination, in particular 

, the oppressions that are just as material as economic exploita tion, including 
· all the varieties of sexual violence. Some of these forms of violence can be 
attached ~o the appropriation of women's labor power. For example, C. 
HenneQUlO, E. deLesseps, and I attached them to the prohibition of abor· 

· tion.l ~ince the bringing up of children is labor. extorted from women, it 
could In fact be thought that men fear women Will seek to escape from the 
labor of child.rearing, notably by limiting births, and that men therefore 
accord themselves the means to withdraw such control from women by 
prohibiting abortion. The constraint to be heterosexual and the "choice" 

· within sexuality of practices that result in impregnation can also be seen as 
a means to withdraw con trol over fertility from women and give it to men. 
Tbe same sort of reasoning has been applied to marital violenc& and rape.' 

· However, to be fair, the links so established are too abridged to be called 
\ full explanations. There remain whole sections ofwoQlcn's oppression that 

are only very partially, if at all, explained by my theory. This can be seen 
as a shortcoming, but not an involuntary one; rather, it is a consequence 
of certain refusals and choices ofa methodological kind which I have made. 

I distrust theories that seek from the outset to explain as a totality 
all the aspects of the oppression of women. The first , general reason I distrust 
them is that such theories themselves remain particular. In being too glued 
to their object, to its specificity, they become specific., unable to locate their 
object among other similar things (e.g., among other oppressions), because 
tbey do not possess the tools to make it comparable. However, the explan. 
atory power of a theory (or a concept or a hypothesis) is tied to its capacity 
to discover what is common to several phenomena ofthe same order, and 
hence to its capacity to go beyond the phenomenal reality (i.e., what is 
immediately present) of each case. The idea that the raison d'ctre of things 
is to be found beyond their appearance, that it is " hidden," is part of sci
entific procedure (though it can, of course, be contested). .. 

Thus, one of the objections that has been made to my use of the 
concepts "mode of production" and "class" has been that these CODcepts 
were created to describe other situations and that in using them I deny the 
specificity of our oppression. But analysis proceeds by a kind of logical 
"butchery." To understand a phenomenon, one begins by breaking it down 
into bits, which are later reassembled. Why? So that the bits will be the 
same for all instances of the phenomenon studied. (Here the phenomenon 
under study is the subordination of one group by another, the oppression 
of women being one instance.) The recomposi tions later obtained are then 
comparable. With a few concepts a geographer can describe any landscape. 
To understand is first to compare. This is how all sciences proceed, and it 
is how we proceed in everyday life: how you and r describe a person, a 
place, a situation to people who are not able to have direct experience of 
them. 

But these nonspecific concepts are made not so much to describe 
things as to explain them. (Although all description requires a classification 
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and hence at the start is an explanation, all explanation is also a description 
in~far as (t can itself be further explained.) This is the ambition of ana lysis. 
The bits into which a phenomenon is broken are also not those ofimmediate 
perception. The economic dimensi~n, for instance, is ~ot an "obvious" 
category for thinking about the famtly today, but then It was also not an 
obvious one for thinking about any phenomenon whatsoever a few centuries 
ago even those our current language now calls "the economy," 

, It follows that when the bits are gathered together, the assem_ 
blages so obtained are in no way r~~itutions of the objects !~tially trea~ 
but rather models: images of what It IS suggested are the realities underlYing 
and causing the objects. The initial "objects" are also J!ot themse.lves "pure" 
facts but rather the immediate perception of things, mformed m a nonex_ 
plicit fashion by a certain view.of the world ~what Feyerabend referred to 
as "natural evidences"). Thus, It could be said, on the one ~and, that t.he 
more a theory pretends to be "general" (its object), the more It has descnp. 
tive power and the less it has explanat~ry po~er, and, oJ! the oth~r hand, 
the more it is intended to account for Immediate perceptIOn, precisely ~ 
cause to have a descriptive power it must stick to the "facts," the more It 
is ideological. " , 

The other reason for my distrust of theories that wish to be totaf 
is that even when they do not aim to "cover" everything, they still aim to 
explain everything by a single "cause"; and when their co~cet;l is women's 
oppression, this thirst for a single cause generally leads straight mto the ~s 
of naturalism. Naturalism is a major sin of which we are not responSlble 
since it is the indigenous theory-the rationalization-for oppression. ~OOay 
it is applied to the oppression of women and people "of color," but It was 
also used to explain the oppression of the proletariat scarcely a cen~ury aw;>. 
It is not sufficiently recognized that the exploitation of the workmg class 
was justified, in the nineteenth century, by the "natural" (t~ay one ~ould 
say "genetic") inferiority of its ":Iemt>.ers. A~d n~l1:1rahsl? c~ntmues.to .mf~t 
our thought. This is most obvIOUS 10 antlfemmlst thmkmg, but It IS still 
present, in large measure, in feminism itself. 

Feminists have been shouting for more than a decade .whe~e,:er 
they hear it said that the subordination of women is caused b~ th.e mfen<?nty 
of our natural capacities. But, at the same time, the vast maJonty conl1nue 
to think that "we must take account of biology." Why exactly? No one 
knows. Science has thrown out, one after another, all the " biological ex
planations" of the oppression of proletarians a~d no~whites,.so it might be 
thought that this type of account would be discredited. ThiS century ~ 
seen the collapse of such racist theories, even though one'luarter of pn
matologists keep trying to save them from annihil~tion .. But th.e role that 
biology never me~ted historic~lIy it d?e.s .not ment .toglc.ally el~her. ~y 
should we in trymg to explam the diVISion of society mto hierarchical 
groups atw.ch ourselves to the anatomy of the individuals who compose, 
or are 'thought to compose, these groups? The ~rtinenc~ of the .question 
(not to speak of the pertinence of the replIes furOished) sl1 l1 remams to be 
demonstrated as far as I am concerned. 

Naturalist "explanations" always choose the most convenient 
biology of the moment. In the last century it was the (feeble) muscles of 
women' in the 1950s it was the (deleterious) influence of our hormones CIl 
our mo~s; today it is the (bad) lateralization of our brains. Feminists are 
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outraged by such "theories," but no one has yet explained to me how these 
theories differ fundamentally from the explanation in terms of women's 
ability to gestate which is so in favor today under the name of "repro.. 
duction." 

.. ' One of the axioms, if not the fundamental axiom, of my approach 
is that women and men are social groups. I start from the incontestable fact 
that they are socially named, socially differentiated, and socially pertinent, 
and I question these social practices. How are they realized? What are they 
for? It may be (again, this remains to be proved) that women are (also) 
females and that men are (also) males, but it is women and men who interest 
me, not females and males. Even if one gives only minimal weight to the 
social construction of sexual difference, if one contents oneself with merely 
S1ating the pertinence of sex for society, then one is obliged to consider this 
pertinence as a social fact, which therefore requires an equally social ex

,planation. (Just because Durkheim said it does not make this any less true.) 
This is why an important part of m y work is devoted 10 denouncing ap
proaches that seek a natural explanation for a social fact, and why I want 
10 dislodge all approaches that implicitly bear the stamp of this reduction
ism· 

A considerable theoretical step forward was taken ten years ago 
with the creation of the concept of "gender." The term is, however, unfor
tunately little used in French and not systematically used in English, with 

. the result that we continue to get entangled by the different meanings of the 
word "sex" or are constrained to use paraphrases (e.g., "sexual divisions in 
society"). The concept of gender carries in one word both a recognition of 
the social dimension of the "sexual" dichotomy and the need to treat it as 
such, and its consequent detachment from the anatomical-biological aspect 
of sex. But it only partially detaches the social from theanatomical. Ifgender 
identifies a social construction, it is, however, not arbitrarily buill on no 
matter what it is constituted by anatomical sex, just as the beret is set on 
the head of the legendary Frenchman. And, since its creation, the concept 
of gender, far from taking wing, has seemed always to fu nction in composite 
expressions such as "sex and gender" or "sex/gender"-the "and" or the 
slash serving to buttress rather than separate the two. When two words are 
always associated, they become redundant; when, in addition, the associ
ation is not reciprocal-when sex can happily dispense with gender-the 
optional addition of the second term seems but a cautious form of speech 
that lacks real meaning. 

The concept of gender has thus not taken off as I would have 
wished, nor has it given rise to the theoretical development it carried in 
gena Rather, gender now seems to be taken at its most minimal conno
!ation. It is accepted that the "roles" of the sexes vary according to the 
society, but it is this mriability that is taken to sum up the social aspect of 
sex. Gender is a content of which sex is the constraining container. The 
content may vary from society to society, but the container itself does not. 
Gayle Rubin, for example, maintains that sex inevitably gives birth to gen
der. In other words, the sexual dimorphism of the human species contains 
in itself not on ly the capacity but also the necessity ofa social division, The 
very existence ofgenders-of different social positions fo r men and women 
(or, more correctly, for females or males)-is thus taken as given, as not 
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requiring explanation. Only the content of these positions and their (even. 
tual, according to Rubin) hierarchy are a matter for investigation. ThOSe 
who, like me, took gender seriously find themselves, today, pretty isolated. 

I give above my reasons for mistrusting "specifi c" explanations. 
They ma y, perhaps, not totally explain for readers my use of the term 
"class." Beyond responding to the needs of analysis as described above
though, perhaps, no better than another concept might (namely, breaking 
down an object-here the oppression of women-into small sections, Or 
more precisely, into nonspecific d;mens;ons~the concept of class has th~ 
advantage of being the only one I know that at least partially responds to 
the strict requirements of a social explanation. It is perhaps not tOtally 
satisfying, but it is the least unsatisfying of all the terms used to analYlt 
oppression. 

The term "groups" says nothing about their mode of constitution. 
It can be thought that the groups-the dominant and the dominated--each 
have an origin that is sui generis; that having already come into existence, 
they later enter into a relationship; and that this relationship, a t a still later 
time, becomes characterized by domination. The concept of class, however, 
inverts this scheme. It implies that each group cannot be considered sel> 
arately from the "Other because they are bound together by a relationship of 
domination; nor can they even be considered together but independen t of 
this relationshi p. Characterizing this relationship as one of economi c ex
ploitation, the concept of class additionally puts social domination at the 
heart of the explanation of hierarchy. The motives-the material profit in 
the wide sense-attributed to this domination can be discussed, and even 
challenged or changed, without changing the fu ndamental scheme. 

Class is a dichotomous concept and thus has its limitations. But 
we can also see how class applies to the exhaustive, hierarchical, and pre
cisely dichotomous classifications that are internal to a given socie ty, such 
as the classifica tion into men or women (adult/child, white/nonwhite, e tc.). 
The concept of class starts from the idea of social construction and specifies 
its implications. Groups are no longer sui generis, constituted before coming 
into relations with one another. On the contrary, it is their relationSh ip that 
constitutes them as such. It is, therefore, a question of discovering the social 
practices, the social relations that, in constituting the division by gender, 
create the groups of gender (called "of sex"). 

I put forward the hypothesis that the domestic relations of pro
duction constitute one such class relationship. But this relation does not 
account for the whole of the "gender" system, and it a lso concerns other 
categorizations (e.g., by age). I would put forward as another hypothesis 
that other systems of relationship constitutive of gender divisions also ex
ist-and these remain to be discovered. Ifwe think of each of these systems 
as a ci rcle, then gender di vision is the zone illuminated by the projection 
ofthese circles on to one another. Each system of relations, taken separately, 
is not specific, either of gender division or of another categorization. But 
these systems of relations do combine in various ways, each of which is 
un ique. According to this hypothesis, it is the particular combination of 
several systems of relationships, of which none is specific, that gives sin
gularity to the di vision. 

Is it the specificity of this combination that is meant when we 
say that patriarchy is a system? Or does this combination, in addition to 
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. ~ing unique an.d noncontingent possess a meaning? And is it this meanin 
ib~t makes patnarchy a sy:stem? Above all, what are the other systems tha~ 

.. articulate WIth the do,?eshc m?de of production to form patriarchy? These 
are some of the questtons I thmk we must pursue. 

, 
• 
• 
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DISCU SS io n 

Comment (Michele Barrett) 
. . I want to make three C?mments on .Christine's position which 

I think are parucularly central for understanding the relatLon between Marxism and 
feminism. I don't want to dwell very long on any of them, since I have engaged 
them in a more detailed way elsewhere. 

The fint point concerns the question of gender. I think Chris
tine is absolutely right that the analysis of gender has not taken offin the waYtha, 
a lot of feminists hoped it would. But I think that is partly because there has been 
a theoretical debate about how we analyze gender. I might briefly characterize this 
debate along a continuum between two extreme positions. At one end (and I WOUld 
locate Christine here) is a theory that sees gender as, in a sense, a Durkheim ian 
social fact. What we are studying when we look at the acquisition of gender is the 
acquisition of a social identity that is already there. At the opposite pole is the 
theoretical view that there is no such fixed socia l category already there but, rather, 
that the meaning of gender-the meaning of femininity and masculinity-is con· 
structed anew in every encounter. I would associate this view with discourse theory 
and the various kinds of feminist appropriations of discourse theory, 

Neither of these poles is very satisfactory. The Durkheimian 
posit ion doesn't explain social change, and I think that there has been a considerable 
amount of change .in the meaning of gender . The discourse position doesn't explain 
persistence. If you insis t that gender is created anew on every occasion, you can' t 
explain how it is that familiar things keep popping up time and time again, So it 
seems t:) me that the more useful way to approach gender would be somewhert 
between these two extremes. And I think the fai lure of gender analysis to really take 
off is due to the way the debate has been defined already. 

The second issue I want to raise involves the concept of 
c lass. While I agree to some extent with what Christine says, I think it is nece:ssary 
to pose the difficulties of reconcil ing a Marxist and a feminist approach, Christine 
reconciles these through the concepts that she uses (e.g., patriarchy, domestic mode 
of production, and wage-labor). Clearly, one might use different concepts but still 
pose, in a very general way, the theoretical relat ionship between Marxism and fem
inism. I've argued in the past that this is an extremely difficult project and that, to 
put it crudely, the success of the project is not really assisted by simply usina a 
Marxist concept of class in relation to gender. Christine acknowledges that it is not 
ideal but maintains that it is the least unsatisfying term with which to analyze 
oppression. But when we are trying to reconcile Marxist and feminist approaches, 
we must face the problem that Christine raises at the very beginning, which is the 
question of the distinction between exploitation and oppression. TIle rml key to the 
debate is to describe how we might say that women are ('xp/oit('d rather than o~ 
pr('ss('dby men. The concept of class, as developed by Marx, does not simply register 
dichotomy; it is not simply a descriptive tenn that can be transferred onto other 
sets ofrelat ions-or, at least, it can only be transferred metaphorically. The question 
is crucial politically because it raises the question of the status of economic arauments 
and the status of exploitation as an economic category in poli tical theory and political 
strategy. And it seems to me-I'll float this as a rather provocative point-that it 
doesn't help us in thinking about fe minis t questions to reproduce some of ~ dif· 
ficult ies associated wi th the concept cf class that Marxism has plowed through with 
great pain and suffering. 

My third point concerns the relations between political strat· 
egies and theoret ical interpretations, I will give two examples, The first is the question 
of biology: whether feminism is, as it were, infected by natural ism as soon as it 
raises the ques tion cf biology, While I completely agree with Christine in principle. 
I think that a political difficulty remains because we are not in a situation where 
impeccable logic rules the world. We are in a situation where biologistic arguments 
absolutely hold the commanding heights of popular sentiments on the question of 
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, We simply cannOt afford the lUXUry of saying that biological or biologistic 
atJurnents should not ~ a?dressed by fem inists. In fact, our arguments have too 
often been ver y unc(;lnvmclng. T here is a polit ical imperative that demands more 

IUl.~"m,",h'.', ' ,,,',, senous engageme,nts. wi th and refuta tions of pseudoscientific ar-
more popular campaigning as well. 

. ~n",,,,,,,j,.' . The other ~xample I want 10 give is perhaps a bit more 
~ ( . abomon. Ofco~r~, It's true that abort ion is a feminist issue. But we 

m a lo t of trouble pohu~lIy i~ we rest there, because abortion is an issue 
cannot really be posed exclUSively lfi terms of the antagonism between men and 

women, or .of male C?ntrol.over women. To pose it in that way is to deny the role 
of .... :o~en In the anl1alx?n~on n:'~vement, and that is, in some ways, a ra ther pa_ 
tr?nlZlng approa.ch. Nor IS II poiltlcally helpful at this moment because it leaves the 
Right too much.1n control of~pular ,ideologies, And it doesn't give due recognit ion 
to . the coml?lexlty ?f women s expe,nence, Ins t~d, it tends to imply that women 
mJstake ~elr ow!' ~nte res~s, rather I.tke. the. tradl\tonal Marxist view of the working 
c1~$5 as mlsper~vmg their own ob]CCll ve mterests. Neither posi tion really engages 
With the quest!On_~t the level of ei ther experience or popular ideology-of wh 
~ple want th,ese things that we are, analytically, so critical of. The refusal to engag~ 
With the question of co~sent leads us into a victimology of women. Those of us who 

'~ IPb'~m'~m."mwnthe other Side. of the Atlantic are very conscious of this because of the 
r; " of~atchens~; that you cannot make do with a theoretical posit ion 

which you do~ t take senously the "nonprogressive" need~, wants, and desires of 
people. ParadOXically, tha t leads me back to my first point, that we need to consider 
In a more nuanced, more complex way how gender is constructed and the polit' I 
parameters of that process, lca 
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·. Can the Subaltern Speak? 

The original title of this paper was "Power, Desire, 
Interest."! Indeed, whatever power these meditations,command may have 
been earned by a politically interested refusal to push to the limit the found
ing presuppositions of my desires, as far as they are within my grasp. This 
vulgar three-stroke formula, applied both to the most resolutely committed 
and to the most iron ic discourse, keeps track of what Althusser so aptly 
named "philosophies of denegation."2 I have invoked my positionality in 
this awkward way so as to accentuate the fact that calling the place of the 
investigator into question rema ins a meaningless piety in many recent cri
tiques of the sovereign subject. Thus, although J will attempt to foreground 
the precariousness of my position throughout, I know such gestures can 
never suffice. 

This paper will move, by a necessarily circuitous route, 
from a critique of current Western efforts to problematize the subject to the 
question of how the third-world subject is represented within Western dis
course. Along the way, I will have occasion to suggest that a still more 
radical decentering of the subject is, in fact, implicit in both Marx and 
Derrida. And I will have recourse, perhaps surprisingly, to an argument that 
Western intellectual production is, in many ways, complicit with Western 
international economic interests. In the end, I will offer an alternative anal
ysis of the relations between the discourses of the West and the possibility 
ofspeakingof(or for) the subaltern woman. I will draw my specific examples 
from the case of India, discussing at length the extraordinarily paradoxical 
status of the British abolition of widow sacrifice. 

Some of the most radical criticism coming out of the 
West today is the result of an interested desire to conserve the subject of 
the West, or the West as Subject. The theory of pluralized "subject-effects" 
gives an illusion of undermining subjective sovereignty while often provid
ing a cover for this subject of knowledge. Although the history of Europe 
as Subject is narrativized by the law, political economy, and ideology of the 
West, this concealed Subject pretends it has "no goo-political determina-
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tions." The much-publicized critique of the soverc:ign subject .thu~ actually 
inaugurates a Subject. I will argue for this concluSJOn by consldenng a text 
by two great practitio.ners of the critique: "!ntellectuals ~,~d Power: A Con. 
versation between Michel Foucault and Gilles Deleuze. 

I have chosen this friend ly exchange between two activist phi
losophers of history because it undoes the oPpo.Sition between ~uthorita~ve 
theoretical production and the unguarded prac~~ ofco~ve~tJOn, enabl~n8 
one to glimpse the track of ideology. The partiCipants m this conve-:satlOn 
emphasize the most imponant contributions of French poststructurahst the
ory: first, that the networks of power/des~re/i!1terest are so he~rogeneous 
that their reduction to a coherent narratIve IS coun terproductlve-a per· 
sistent critique is needed; and second, that intellectuals must attempt to 
disclose and know the discourse of society'S Other. Y~t th~ t",:,o s~st~mat
ically ignore the question of ideology and their own ImpiJcatlon m mtel
lectual and economic history. 

Although one of its chief presuppositions is the critjq~e of the 
sovereign subject, the conversation bet~een ~oucault a.nd ~Ieuze I~ f~~med 
by two monolithic and anonymous subJccts-lIl-revolutton: A MaOIst (FD. 
205) and "the wq~kers' struggle" (FD, ~17). lntell~tu~s, however, are nafl.led 
and differentiated; moreover, a Chmese MaOism IS n0-:-vhere ?peratlve. 
Maoism here simply creates an aura of narrative sl?CCificJty, which '."o~ld 
be a harmless rhetorical banality were it not that the mnocent appropnatton 
of the proper name "Maoism" fa the eccentr~c pheno,~enon of F~nch 
inteJlectual"Maoism" and subsequent "New Philosophy symptomaucally 
renders "Asia" transparent.· 

Deleuze's reference to the workers' struggle is equall y proble
matic: it is obviously a genuflection: "We are unable to touch [power) i!l 
any ~int of its application without finding ourselves co~fronted by. thIS 
diffuse mass, so that we are necessarily led . . . to the desl~e ':0 blo",,:, It up 
completely. Every partial revolutionary attack or defense IS h~ked. m thIS 
way to the workers' struggle" (FD, 217). Th~ appar.e~t . banahty Signals a 
disavowal. The statement ignores the internatIOnal diVISion o~ labor,.a ges
ture that often marks poststructuralist political thC?ry.~ The mvocatlon. of 
the workers' struggle is baleful in its very innocence; It IS mcapable of deahng 
with global capitalism: the subject-production .of wo~er and un~mployed 
within nation-state ideologies in its Center. the mcreasmg subtractIon of the 
working class in the Periphery from the realization of surplus value and 
thus from "humanistic" training in consumerism; and the large-scale pres
ence of para capitalist labor as well ~s the h~terogen~ous st~~t~ ral status o~ 
agriculture in the Periphery. Ignonng the mternatlonal diVISIon of la~r, 
rendering "Asia" (and on occasion "Afri~"~ transparent ( u~less the s.u~Ject 
is ostensibly the "Third World"); reestabhshlng the legal subJec! of SOCialized 
capital-these are problems as com mon ~ much pos~truct1.;lrahst~s to struc
turalist theory. Why should such occlUSions be sanctIOned In preCIsely those 
in tellectuals who are our best prophets of heterogeneity and the Other? 

The link to the workers' struggle is located in the desire to blow 
up power at any point of its application. This site is apparently base~ on. a 
simple valorization of any desire destructiv~ <?f any power. Walter ~enj3mln 
comments on Baudelaire's comparable politiCS by way of quotatlOns from 

Marx: 
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Marxcontinues in his description of the conspirateurs 
de profession as follows: " . .. They ha,:,e no othe~ a.im 
but the immediate one of ovenhrowmg the eXisting 
government, and they profoundly despise the mOl:e 
theoretical enlightenment of the workers as t.o their 
class interests. Thus their anger-not proletanan but 
plebian-at the habits noirs (black coats), the more or 
less educated people who represent [l'ertreten/ that side 
of the movement and of whom they can never become 
entirely independent, as they cannot of the official re~ 
resentatives {Reprasentanten/ of the party." Baude-
laire's political insights do not go fundamentally be
yond the insights of these professional conspirators. ... 
He could perhaps have made Haubert's statement, "Of 
all of politics I understand only one thing: the revolt," 
his own.6 

The link to the workers' struggle is located, simply, in desire. 
Elsewhere, Deleuze and Guattari have attempted an alternative definition 
of desire, revising the one offered by psychoanalysis: uDesire does not lack 
anything; it does not lack its object. It is, rather, the subject that is lacking 
in desire, o r desire that lacks a fixed subject; there is no fixed subject except 
by repression. Desire and its object are a unity: it is the machine, as a 
machine of a machine. Desire is machine, the object of desire also a con
nected mac~ine, so that .the product is lifted from the process of producing, 
and somethtng detaches Itself from producing to product and gives a leftover 
to the vagabond, nomad subject.'" 

This definition does not alter the specificity of the desiring subject 
(or leftover subjecHffect) that attaches to specific instances of desire or to 
production of the desiring machine. Moreover, when the connection be
tw~n desire and the subject is taken as irrelevant or merely reversed, the 
subJect-effect that surreptitiously emerges is much like the generalized ide
ological subject of the theorist. This may be the legal subject of socialized 
capital, neither labor nor management, holding a "strong" passport, using 
a "strong" or "hard" currency, with supposedly unquestioned access to due" 
process. It is certainly not the desiring subject as Other. 

The failure of Deleuze and Guattari to consider the relations 
between desire, power, and subjectivity renders them incapable of articu
lating a theory of interests. In this context, their indifference to ideology (a 
theory of which is necessary for an understanding of interests) is striking 
but consistent. Foucault's commitment to "genealogical" speculation pre
vents him from locating, in "great names" like Marx and Freud watersheds 
in some contin uous stream of intellectual history.' This com~itment has 
~ted an unfortunate resistance in Foucault's work to "mere" ideological 
cntlque. Western speculations on the ideological reproduction of social re
lations belong to that mainstream, and it is within this tradition that AI
thusser writes: "The reproduction of labour power requires not only a re
PrOduction of its skills, but also at the same time, a reproduction of its 
SUbmission to the ruling ideology for the workers, and a reproduction of 
the ability to manipulate the ruling ideology correctly for the agents of 
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exploitation and repression, so that they, tOO, will provide for the domi_ 
nation of the ruling class ' in and by words' [par fa parofe)."9 

When Foucault considers the pervasive heterogeneity of POWer 
he does not ignore the immense institutional heterogen~ity that Althusse; 
here attempts to schematize. Similarly, in speaking of alhances and systems 
of signs, the state and war-machines (mille plateaux), Deleuze and ~uattari 
are opening up that very field. Fou~ult .cannot, howe~er, admit .that a 
developed theory of ideology recogmzes ItS own matenal productIon in 
institutionality, as well as in the "effective instruments for the rormation 
and accumulation of knowledge" (PK, 102). Because the~e philosophers 
seem obliged to reject all arguments naming the con~ept of ideology as only 
schematic rather than textual, they are equally obhged to produce a me
chanically schematic opposition between interest and desire. Thus they align. 
themselves with bourgeois sociologists who fill the place of ideology with a 
continUistic "unconscious" or a parasubjective "culture." The mechanical 
relation between desire and interest li clear in such sentences as: "We never 
desire against our interests, because interest always .follows ~nd. finds itself 
where desire has placed it" (FD, 2 15). An undifferenttated desIre IS the agent, 
and power slips in to create the effects of desire: "power ... produces positive 
effects at the level of desire-and also at the level of knowledge" (PK. 59). 

This parasubjective matrix, cross-hatched with heterogeneity, 
ushers in the unnamed Subject, at least for those intellectual workers influ_ 
enced by the new hegemony of desire. The race. fo~ "th~ last instance" is 
now between economics and power. Because desue IS tacItly defined on an 
orthodox model it is unitarily opposed to "being deceived." Ideology as 
"false consciou;ness" (being deceived) has been called into question by 
Althusser. Even Reich implied notions of collective will rather than a di
chotomy of deception and undeceived desire: "We must accept the scream 
of Reich: no, the masses were not deceived; at a particular moment, they 
actually desired a fascist regime" (FD. 215). . . 

These philosophers will not entertain the thought of constttutJve 
contradiction-that is where they admittedly part company from the Left 
In the name of desire, they reintroduce the undivided subject into the dis
course of power. Foucault often seems to con~ate "indi~dual". and ."sut: 
ject"·10 and the impact on his own metaphors IS perhaps mtenslfied l!l his 
follo~ers. Because of the power of the word "power," Foucault admIts to 
using the "metaphor of the point which progressively irradiat.es i~s sur
roundings." Such slips become the rule rather than the ~xceptlo~ m le~ 
careful hands. And that radiating point, animating an effecuvely hehocentnc 
discourse, fills the empty place of the agent with the historical sun of theory, 
the Subject of Europe. II 

Foucault articulates another corollary ofthe disavowal of the role 
of ideology in reproducing the social relati?ns of p~~d~ction:. an ,!lflqUeS
tioned valorization of the oppressed as subject, the object bemg, as De· 
leuze admiringly remarks, "to establish conditions where the prisoners 
themselves would be able to speak." Foucault adds that "the masses know 
perfectly well, clearly" -once again the thematics ofbei?g und~ived-"ther. 
know far better than [the intellectual] and they certamly say II very well 
(FD, 206, 207). . 

What happens to the critique of the sovereign subject m these 
pronouncements'? The limits of this representationalist realism are reached 
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with Deleuz~: "R~lity i~ what ~ctually happens in a factory, in a school, 
in bamlc~S, In a pn~on, In a police station" (FD, 212). This foreclosing of 
the necessIty of the difficult task of counterhegemonic ideological production 

ll:~ha~~~S,?~~;b(;~e~en salutary. It h~s ~elped positi:vi~t empiricism-the justifying 
of advanced capltahst neocolomahsm-to define its own arena 

ex.perience," "what actually happens." Indeed, the concrete 

~[;~]~~r:.i~r~~IS::th~ gu~rantor of the political appeal of prisoners, soldiers, 
IS disclosed through the concrete experience of the in-

the one who diagnoses the episteme. ' 2 Neither Deleuze nor Fou
seems aware that the intellectual within socialized capital, brandishing 

can ~elp consolidate the international division oflabor. 
unrecogntzed contradiction within a position that valorizes 

the c,:mc~te experience of the oppressed, while being so uncritical about 
,the hlstoncal role of th~ inteliectual, is maintained by a verbal slippage. 
Thus Deleuze makes thiS remarkable pronouncement "A theory is like a 

of tools. Nothing to do with the signifier" (FD. 208). Considering that 
of th~ theo.ret.ical w~r1d and its access to any world defined 

IS lrred~clble, such a declaration helps only the 
.. to prove that Intellectual labor is just like manual labor. 
sl~lfi~rs are left to look after themselves ,that verbal slippages 

The signIfier "representation" is a case in point. In the same dis
tone that severs the0!l"s link to the signifier, Deleuze declares, 

no more representatIOn; there's nothing but action"-"action of 
" .. ,"'" and action of practice which relate to each other as relays and form 

_network.s" (FD. 206-7~. Yet an important point is being made here: the 
. _productIOn of theory IS also a practice; the opposition between abstract 

"pw-e" theory ~n~ co.ncrete "applied" practice is too quick and easy,ll 
. .If thiS IS, Indeed, Deleuze's argument, his articulation of it is 

· pr,:,blema~!c. Tw? sense~,ofr~prese~t~tion are being run together: represen
. ta~on ,~s speakmg for, as In pohucs, and representation as " re-presen
tatlOn, . ~s In art or philosophy. Since theory is also only "action," the 
the~retl~lan does not represent (speak for) the oppressed group. Indeed, the 
~ubJect IS not seen as a representative consciousness (one re-presenting real
Ity adequately). These two senses of representation-within state formation 
and the law! on th~ one ~and, ~nd in subject-predication, on the other-are' 
related but Irred~clbly dlscontmuous. To cover over the discontinuity with 
an. analogy that IS presented as a proof reflects again a paradoxical subject-
~n~i~egi~g.' · ~ecaus7 :'th~ person who speaks and acts . .. is always a mul-
UphClty. no theonzmg mtellectual ... [or] party or . . . union" can rep-
resent "those who act and struggle" (F D, 206). Are those who act and struggle 
mute, as opposed to those who act and speak (FD, 206)? These immense 
p~blems are buried in the differences between the "same" words: con
sCIOusness a.nd conscience (both conscience in French) representation and 
re-p~ntatlon. The critique ofideological subject-con;titution within state 
fO~atlOns an~ systems.ofpolitical economy can now be effaced, as can the 
actlv~ theoretl~al practice of th~ "transformation of consciousness." The 
banahty of lefust mtellectuals' Itsts of self-knowing, politically canny sub
alterns stands revealed; representing them, the inteliectuals represent them
selves as transparent. 

" . I~ su~h a critique and such a project are not to be given up, the 
sluftmg dlstmctlOns between representation within the state and political 
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economy, on the one hand, and within th~ theory of the Subject, o?,. the 
other must not be obliterated. Let us consider the play of \'f'rtreten ( rep.. 
resent" in the first sense) and darstelten ("reo-present" in the second sense) 
in a famous passage in The Eighteenth Brumaire of Louis Bpnaparte, where 
Marx touches OIl "class" as a descriptive and transformatlve concept in a 
manner somewhat more complex than Althusser's distinction between class 
instinct and class posi tion would allow. . . . . 

Marx's contention here is that the descnpuve defimlJon ofa class 
can be a differential one-its cutting off and differe~ce fron:' ~Il other ~Iasscs: 
"in so far as millions offamilies live under economl~condltu~ns of eXiStence 
that cut off their mode of life, their interest, and their formatl,?n fr0ln: th~se 
of the other classes and place them in inimical confronta.lion [femdflch 
gageni1.berstellenj, they form a c1ass." JS There is no s~~h thl!lg as a "c~s 
instinct" at work here. In fact, the collecti vity of faml~lal eXlste.nce, which 
might qe considered the arena of "instinct," is diSC<?ntmuous with, though 
operated by, the differential isolation of classes. In thiS context, ~me far ,:"Ort 
pertinent to the France of the 197.os th~n .it can be 10 th.e mtemahona] 
periphery, the formation of a class IS artificial a~d .economlc, .and the coo· 
nomic agency or intereSI is impersonal because It IS sys.temat ~c. and heter
ogeneous. This agency or interest is tied to the Hegelian .cnttque of the 
individual subject, for it marks the subject's empty place m that pr.oce.s5 
without a subject which is history and political econ0I!l Y: Here thecapltahst 
is defined as "the conscious bearer {Tr(jgerj of the limitless movem.e~t of 
capital."J6 My poi!lt is th~ t Marx is .no.t working to cr~ate an undIVIded 
subject where desire and IOterest COinCide. <::lass consc l?us~ess d~ not 
operate toward that g,?al. Both in the ec.onoffi:lc area (capltahst) and 10 the 
political (world-histoncal agent), Marx IS obhged to co~struct models of a 
divided and dislocated subject whose parts are not t;On.tlOuous o~ coherent 
with each other. A celebrated passage like the dcscnptlon of capital as the 
Faustian monster brings this home vividly.17 . 

The following passage, continuing the quo~ti,?n from T~e EIgh· 
teenth Brllmaire, is also working on the structural pnnclpl~ of a dispersed 
and dislocated class subject: the (absent collective) consclOusne~s of the 
small peasant proprietor cla~ finds its "bearer':. in a "repre~en,~atlve': who 
appears to work in another's mterest. The word representative h~re IS not 
"'darstellen "· this sharpens the contrast Foucault and Deleu"lC slide over, 
the contrasi say between a proxy and a portrait. There is, of course, a 
relationship 'bet~een them, one that has received political and ideologi~ 
exacerbation in the European tradition at least since the poet and the ~OphI S t, 
the actor and the orator, have both been seen as harmful. In the guISe of a 
post.Marxist description of the sc~ne of power,. we thus encounter a much 
older debate: between representation or rhetonc as tropology ~d as per
suasion. Darstellen belongs to the first constellation, vertrelen-wlth stronger 
suggestions of substitution-to the second. Again, they are related, .but run
ning them together, especially in order to say that beyond both IS where 
oppressed subjects speak, act, and know for themsell'es, leads to an essen· 
tialist, utopian politics. . 

Here is Marx's passage, using ·','erlreten·' where the EngJlsh use 
"represent," discussing a social "subject" who.se consci,?usness and V~r1Te
fling (as much a substitution as a representatlon~ are dislocated and lOCO

herent: The small peasant proprietors "cannot represent themselves; they 
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must be represented. Their representative must appear simultaneously as 
j their master, as an authority over them, as unrestricted governmental power 
{that protects them from the other classes and sends them rain and sunshine 

(rom above. The political influence (in the place of the class interest, since 
i there is no unified class subject] of the small peasant proprietors therefore 

H .. finds its last expression [the implication of a chain of substitutions- Va"
treruncen-is strong here] in the executive force (Exekutivgewalt-less per· 

.sanalm German] subordinating society to itself." 
Not only does such a model of social indirection- necessary gaps 

between the sou rce of "influence" (in this case the small peasant proprietors), 
(be "representative" (wuis Napoleon), and the historical-political phenom. 

_. eoon (executive control)-impl y a critique of the subject as indfloidual agent 
but a critique even of the subjecti vity ofa coIlectil'e agency. The necessaril y 
dislocated machine of history moves because "the iden tity of the interesrs" 
of these proprietors " fails to produce a feeling of community, national links. 
or a political organization ." The event of representation as Vertrelung (in 
the constellation of rhetoric· as-persuasion) beha ves like a Darslellung (or 
rhetoric-as-trope), taking its place in the gap between the formation of a 
(descriptive) class and the non formation of a (transformative) class: "In so 
far as millions offamilies live under economic conditions of existence that 
separate their mode of life ... they form a class. In so far as ... the identity 
of their interests fail s to produce a feeling of community ... they do nOI 
form a class." The complicity of Venreten and Darslellen, their identity-in
difference as the place of practice-since this complicity is precisely what 
Marxists must expose, as Marx does in The Eighteenth 8rumaire-<:an only 
be appreciated if they are not conflated by a sleight of word. 

It would be merely tendentious to argue that this textualizes Marx 
too mUCh, making him inaccessible to the common "man," who, a victim 
of common sense, is so deeply placed in a heritage of positivism that Mau's 
irreducible emphasis on the work of the negative, on the necessity for de
ktishizing the concrete, is persistently wrested from him by the strongest 
adversary, " the historical tradition" in the air. I I I have been trying to point 
.out that the uncommon " man," the contemporary philosopher of practice, 
sometimes exhibits the same positivism. 

The gravity of the problem is apparent if one agrees that the 
development of a transformative class "consciousness" from a descriptive 
class "position" is not in Marx a task engaging the ground level of con':' 
sciousness. Class consciousness remains with the feeling of community that 
belongs to n.ationallinks and political organizations, not to that other feeling 
ofcommumty whose structural model is the famil y. Although nOI identified 
with nature, the family here is constellated with what Marx calls "natural 
exchange," which is, philosophically speaking, a "placeholder" for use value. 19 

"Natural exchange" is contrasted to "intercourse with society," where the 
word "intercourse" (Verkehr) is Marx's usual word for "commerce." This 
"intercourse" thus holds the place of the exchange leading to the production 
of surplus value, and it is in the area of this intercourse that the feeling of 
community leading to class agency must be developed. Full class agency (if 
there were such a thing) is not an ideological transformation of conscious· 
ness on the ground level, a desiringidentityofthe agents and their interest
the iden tity whose absence troubles Foucault and Deleuze. It is a contes
talOry replacement as well as an appropriaJion (a supplementation) of some--
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thing that is "artificial" to begin with-"economic conditions of existence 
that separate their mode of life." Marx's formulations show a cautious reo 
spect for. the nascent critiQ':le of individual and collective s~bjective agency. 
The projects of class consciousness and of the transformation of conscious
ness are discontinuous issues for him. Conversely, contemporary invoca. 
tions of "libidinal economy" and desire as the determining interest, com. 
bined with the practical politics of the oppressed (under socialized capital) 
"speaking for themselves," restore the category of the sovereign subject 
within the theory that seems most to Question it. 

No doubt the exclusion of the family, albeit a family belonging 
to a specific class formation, is part of the masculine frame within which 
Marxism marks its birth.20 Historically as well as in today's global political 
economy, the family's role in patriarchal social relations is so heterogeneous 
and contested that merely replacing the family in this problematic is not 
going to break the frame. Nor does the solution lie in the positivist inclusion 
of a monolithic collectivity of "women" in the list of the oppressed whose 
unfractured subjectivity allows them to speak for themselves against an 
equally monolithic "same system." 

In the context of the development of a strategic, artificial, and 
second-level "consciousness," Marx uses the concept of the patronymic, 
always within the broader concept of representation as Vertretung:The small 
peasant proprietors "are therefore incapable of making their class interest 
valid in their proper name lim eigenen Namen}, whether through a parlia· 
ment or through a convention." The absence of the nonfamilial artificial 
collective proper name is supplied by the only proper name "historical 
tradition" can offer-the patronymic itself-the Name of the Father. "His· 
torical tradition produced the French peasants' belief that a mirade would 
occur, that a man named Napoleon would restore all their glory. And an 
individual turned up"-the untranslatable "es fand sich" (there found itself 
an individual'?) demolishes all Questions of agency or the agent's connection 
with his interest- "who gave himself out to be that man" (this pretense is, 
by contrast, his only proper agency) "because he carried (trdgt-the word 
used for the capitalist's relationship to capital} the Napoleonic Code, which 
commands" that "inquiry into paternity is forbidden." While Marx here 
seems to be working within a patriarchal metaphorics, one should note the 
textual subtlety of the passage. It is the Law of the Father (the Napoleonic 
Code) that paradoxically prohibits the search for the natural father. Thus, 
it is according to a strict observance of the historical Law of the Father that 
the formed yet unformed class's faith in the natural father is gainsaid. 

I have dwelt so long on this passage in Marx because it spells 
out the inner dynamics of Vertretung, or representation in the political 
context. Representation in the economic context is Darstellung, the philo
sophical concept of representation as staging or, indeed, signifi cation, which 
relates to the divided subject in an indirect way. The most obvious passage 
is well known: "In the exchange relationship lAustauschverhaltnis} of com
modities their exchange·value appeared to us totally independent of their 
use-value. But if we subtract their use-value from the product of labour, we 
obtain their value, as it was just determined (hestimmtj. The com mon ele· 
ment which represents itself (sich darstellt) in the exchange relation, or the 
exchange value of the commodity, is thus its value."2l 
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and ~~~~~~!nl~~rMi~r~~~npd:t~~apitathlism, value, as produced in nec· 
( h' h .' as e representation/sign of ob' 

in ~elcabls rigorously distinguished fr~m .human activity). (~ 
se~ce. of a theory of explOItatIOn as the extraction 

appropnatlOn , and realization of (surplus) val 

~.~f.::~:~~ power, capitalist exploitation must be see ue as represen· 
(the ?,lechanics of power as such). "The thr:st~t van~ty ~: 

suggests, was to d~ter.mine the problem (that power is m~r~~~~' 
. in""esststr(~~:roi~ e~~~I:tlOn a~d state formation) essentially in ter~ 

ya rulmg class defmed by its interests)" (FD, 

One cannot object to this minimalist summa f ' . 
,;;;;~;;a~, ,o;ne cannot ignore that in parts of the At ' 0 ii.o Marx s prOJect, 
l build their case on a brilliant if"poetic"n~~s; ~f~' ~lehze and 

money form. Yet we might consolidate . . . arx s t eOf)~ of 
.way: th~ relationship between global capitalis~U[ C~tl~U~ In .the follow:mg 
and natJon-state alliances (domination' . e.xp I?ltatlOn 10 economics) 

cannot accou~t for the microIOgicall~e~~~~l~~CS):: so macrologicalthat 

~;::~:a;n;., 'ta::cc:~h~~t~i~~O~~ ~~~lt n;~ve toward t~eori: of~~~fo~~ef !~~j~c~ 
~ the maCrOIOgie: Such th d o~en erratlcally operate the interests that 

representation i~ its two ~~~~ r:;~not afford to overlook the cate
world in representation-its scene ~f wj .mus.t note how the sta.gi~g of 
the choice of and need for "heroes" t tm&'1 ItS E!arstellung-dlsslmu-

c" '""'e,,,~. ' pa ema proXies, agents of power-

view IS that radical practice should aU d h 

t;;~;i:Of rep~esentations rather than remtroduce the e~nd ~ dt 
If dO~ble 

totahzmg concepts of power and desire It is I 1 I I .ua su ~e~t 
the area of class practice on a second 'Ievel ~;~;;irav;~w that, In 

~,~~~~~~;~!:kle~e~~mg o~~ th~ (KantJan and) Hegelian critique ~fth~~~ s ~:en;. ThiS view does not obhge me to Ignore that by 
e am.lly and the mother tongue as the ground l~vel 

M
conventlOn seem nature's own way of organizing "her" 
arx himself rehearses an ancient b f 2 

poststructuralist claims to cntlcal practlce s~h .ter uge J In the con· 
I ,., ~".'''' than the clandestme restoration of subjective :s se~m~. more recu-

The reduction of Marx to a ben en la Ism. 
serves the mterest of launching a new :hvolent fb~t dated figure most eory 0 mterpretatlOn In the 

conversatIOn, the Issue seems to be that there is ~o re -
T .(Is It to be presumed that the signifier has alread 

one la here IS, t.hen, no srgn·structure operatmg expenence an~ 
y semIOtiCS to rest?)· theory IS a reI f .' 

problems of theoretical practice to rest) and the ay 0 pradctlC:e (thus 
for themselves Th . oppresse can know 

levels: the Subject ~} ~I~troducdes the conshtu!lve subject on at 
<xI"lo.gica] . . eslre an power as an Irreducible meth ~~~~~I~o~hand the.self-proxJnlate, if not self-identical su.,: 

I~:~j,~!~;eb~:ec~~o~m:;e~~tra~s~are~~' 1~~~~~I:ectualS , ~ho are neither of th~se S/ b' e ay race, lor they merely report on 
unnamed SUbj:~t ~~:;~C1b~nalyze (without analyzmg) the workings of 

Ipmd.u~,d "t "y presupposed by) power and desire The 
ransparency marks the place of"mterest"; it is maintain~ by 
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vehement denegation: "Now this role ofreferee,judge, and universal witness 
is one which I absolutely refuse to adopt." One responsibility of the critic 
might be to read and write so that the impossibility of such interested 
individualistic refusals of the institutional privileges of power bestOWed On 
the subject is taken seriously. The refusal of the sign·system blocks the Way 
to a developed theory of ideology. Here, too, the peculiar tone of de negation 
is heard. To JacQues·Alain Miller's suggestion that " the institution is itself 
discursive," Foucault responds. " Yes. if you like, but it doesn't much matter 
for my notion of the apparatus to be able to say that this is discursive and 
that isn't ... given that my problem isn't a linguistic one" (PK, 198). Why 
this conflation of language and discourse from the master of discourse anal· 

ysis? 

I SUbj~t as Other. !h~s project is also the asymetrical obliteration 
r l ;,<c;',6" the trace 0 that Other 10 ItS precarious Subject.ivity It is well k 

th81 F?ucault locate~ ~pistemic ~iolence, a complete ov~haul of the neo~~ 
lettle, 1021the redefim~lon of saOl.ty at the end of the European eighteinth 
c:entury. But. what .If that parhcular redefinition was only a part of the 
~uve rf h~story. In Europe as well as in the colonies? What if the two 

Edward W. Said's critique of power in Foucault as a captivating 
and mystifying category that allows him " to obliterate the role of classes 
the role of economics. the role ofinsurgency and rebellion," is most penineni 
here.24 I add to Said's ana lysis the notion of the surreptitious subject of 
power and desire marked by the transparency of the intellectual. CuriOUSly 
enough, Paul Bove fau lts Said for emphasizing the importance of the in
tellectual, whereas "Foucault's project essentiall y is a challenge to the leading 
role of both hetcmonic and oppositional intellectuals."2' I have suggested 
that this "challenge" is deceptive precisely because it ignores what Said 
emphasizes-the critic's institutional responsibility. 

This S/subject, curiously sewn together into a transparency by 
denegalions, belongs to the exploiters' side of the international division of 
labor. It is impossible for contemporary French intellectuals to imagine Ihe 
kind of Power and Desire that would inhabit the unnamed subject of the 
Other of Europe. It is not only that everything they read, critical or uncritical, 
is caught with in the debate of the production of that Other, supporting or 
critiquing the constitution of the Subject as Europe. It is also that, in the 
constit ution of that Other of Europe, great care was taken to obliterate the 
textual ingredients with which such a subject could cathect, could occupy 
(invest?) i15 itinerary- not only by ideological and scientific production, but 
also by the institution of the law. However reductionistic an economic anal· 
ysis might seem, the French intellectuals forget at their peril that this entire 
overdetermined enterprise was in the interest of a d ynamic economic sit· 
uation requiring that interests. motives (desires), and power (of knowledge) 
be ruthlessly dislocated. To invoke that dislocation now as a radical dis· 
covery that should make us diagnose the economic (conditions of existence 
that separate out "classes" descriptively) as a piece of dated analytic ma
chinery may well be to continue the work ofthat dislocation and unwittingly 
to help in securing "a new balance of hegemonic relations."26 I shall return 
to this argument shortly. In the face of the possibility that the intellectual 
is complicit in the persistent constitution of Other as the Selfs shadow, a 
possibility of political practice for the intellectual would be to put the eco
nomic "under erasure," to see the economic factor as irreducible as it rein
scribes the social text, even as it is erased, however imperfectl y, when it 
claims to be the final determinant <r the transcendental signified.l' 

" The clearest available example of such epistemic violence is the 
remotely orchestrated, far-flung, and heterogeneous project to constitute the 
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o eplstemlc overhaul .worked as dislocated and unacknowled d 
vast twa.ha~ded en.SlOe? Perhaps it is no more than to ask t~:t 

of the pahmpsest lc narrative of imperialism be recognized 
. ~nowledge," "a w~ole set of knowledges that have been d~~ 

as madequate to their task or insufficiently elaborated: nai 
locat:<i I~w .down on the hierarchy, beneath the required lev~~ 
C!r ~lentificilY" (PK, 82). 

... , ",. . .Thls IS ~ot to describe "the way things really were" or to pnvlle e 

." '"" narrative of history as imperialism as the best version of history 29 ~t 
, 10 offer an account of how an explanation and narralive ofre:wty 

I';~~~;~~~~;!;~~e:, as the normative one. To elaborate on this let . 
:':! the underplOmn~s of the British codification of Hin'du ~::onslder 

FltSt,.a few dls~lalmers: In the United Slates the third-world's 
curren~y afloat 10 humamslic disciplines is often openl y ethmc I b' m 

India and received . . was om .' my pnmary, secondary, and university education 
there, mcludmg two years of graduate work. My Indian example could thus 
be seen as a nostalgic IOvestigation of the lost roots of my own iden!'t 
':'tt e~~n as ~dkno~ that one cannot freely enter the thickets of "moti~i' 
~OD~ w~u mamtam that my chief proJect is to point out th ... -

: ,aeahst vanety of such . n~s~lgla. I tum to Indian material bec~=I!~V~~t~ 
of adva~ced dlscl~hnary training, that accident of birth ~d edu

has pro":lded me with a sense of the hlstoncal canvas. a hold on 
'9.ne Ofllhedpertulthent langu~es that are useful tools for a bricoleur es~.' ally 

arme WI theM t k .. f ' , -. . ~IS ~ eptlclsm 0 concrete experience as the final 
k and a cntlque of.dlsclphnary formations. Yet the Indian case cannot 

la en as -:cpresentatlve of all countries, nations. cu ltures, and the like 
may be mvoked a.s the Other of Europe as Self. 

the codifi ::i~:-oW:J' ~s ~heIT:'tic s~mmary of .the epist~mic violence of 
Ii 1..1: . n u. w. II.clanfiesthenollonofeplstemicviolence 

na w SC USSlon of wldo~-sacnfice may gain added significance ' 

[.~~~;,;~A!t the en.d of the eighteenth century, Hindu law insofar ~s it can ~sa umtary system, operated in terms offour t~xts that "staged" 
eplstemedefined by the subject's use ofmemory:sruti(the heard) 

SastTQ (the . l ~arned.from.another), and vyavahar~ 
The ongms of what had been heard and what 

. were .not nec~saril y continuous or Identical. Every in
srUlI tec~OIcally recited (or reopened) the event of originary 

or revelatIOn: The. second two texts-the learned and the per-
we see? as dla l~ctlca ll y continuous. Legal theorists and practl-

re not In an y given case certam if this structure described the 
of law or four ways of settling a dispute. The legllimatlOn of the 

structure of legal. performance, "mtemally" noncoherent and 
offi at ends, through. a bUl:ary .vision, is the narrative of codificatIOn 

er as an example of eplstemlc vlolcnce. 
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The narrative of the stabilization and codification of Hindu law 
is less well known than the story of Indian education, S? it. might be well 
to start there. )O Consider the often-quoted programmatIc hnes from Ma. 
caulay's infamous "Minute on Indian Education" (1835): "We must at pres
ent do our best to form a class who may be interpreters between us and the 
millions whom we govern; a class of persons, Indian in blood and COlOur 
but English in taste, in opinions, in moral~, and in intellect. To that d~~ 
we may leave it to refine the vernacular dIalects of the country, to ennch 
th ose dialects with terms of science borrowed from the Western nomencla_ 
ture and to render them by degrees fit vehicles for conveying knowledge 
to tbe great mass of the population." ll The education of<:<>l~nia l subjects 
complements their production in law. One effect of estabhshl~g a version 
of the British system was the development of an uneasy separatIon betw~n 
disciplinary formation in Sanskrit studies and the native, now alternatIve, 
tradition of Sanskrit "high culture." Within the former, th~ cult~ral. expla
nations generated by authoritative scholars matched the eplstemlc violence 
of the legal project. 

I locate here the founding of the Asiatic Society of Bengal in 
1784, the Indian Institute at Oxford in 1883, and the analY';ic and ta~onomic 
work of scholars like Arthur Macdonnell and Arthur Bemedale KClth, w~o 
were both colonial administrators and organizers of the matter of Sanskrit. 
From their confident utilitarian-hegemonic plans for stud~nts and sc~olars 
of Sanskrit, it is impossible to guess at either the aggr~ssl ve ~ep~~slon ~ 
Sanskrit in the general educational framework or the mcreasl':lg feJ.ldah
zation" of the performative use of Sanskrit in the everyday hfe ~f Bra~
manic-hegemon ic India. n A version of history was gradually estabhshed m 
which the Brahmans were shown to have the same intentions as (thus pro
viding the legitimation for) the codifying Briti~: . "In order to preserve 
Hindu society intact (the) successors [of the ongmal Brah,?~ns) had to 
reduce everytbing to writing and make them more and more. ngld. An~ t.hat 
is what has preserved Hindu society in spite of a succes~l on of pohbcal 
upheavals and foreign invasi0Il:s,"ll This is ~he 1925 v,e~(hct of,r",1aharna. 
hopadhyaya Haraprasa,d Shastn, ,learn~d ,IndIan S~nskntlst, ~ bnlliant rep
resentative of the indIgenous elite wlthm colomal productIOn, who was 
asked to write several chapters of a "History of Bengal" project~ by the 
private secretary to the governor general of Bengal in 1916,34 "!'o Signal the 
asymmetry in the relationship between authority and explanatIOn (depend· 
ing on the race-class of the authority), compare this 192~ remark by Edward 
Thompson, English intellectual: "Hindui~m ",,:,as what It. seemed to be " , 
It was a higher civilization that won (agamst It1 both Wl':h Akbar a":d the 
English, " " And add this, from a letter by an English soldler-scholar m the 
189Os: "The study of Sanskrit, 'the language of the ,g~s' has. afforde,d me 
intense enjoyment during the last 25 years of my hf~ m Ind ia, but It h,as 
not, I am thankful to say, kd me, as ;t Iras some, to give up a hearty behef 
in our own grand religion." J6 

These authorities are the \'eTy best of the sources for the nonspe
cia"tist French intellectual's entry into the civilization of the O~erY I am, 
however not referring to intellectuals and scholars of postcolomal produc
tion lik~ Shastri when I say that the Other as Subject is inaccessible to 
Fou~ault and Deieuze. I am thinking of the general nonspecialist, nonaca
demic population across the class spectrum, for whom the episteme operateS 
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its silent program~ing function. Without considering the map of exploi. 
tation, on what gnd of "oppression" would they place this motley crew? 

, Let u.s now move to consider the margins (one can just as well 
the Silent, sdenced center) of the circuit marked out by this epistemic 

fJ;l~:i~:~~~ men and women among the illiterate peasantry, the tribals, the 
~ . of the urban subproletariat. According to Foucault and Deleuze 

FlTs~ World, under the standardization and regimentation of so
,i,liz'od capital, though they do not seem to recognize this) the oppressed 

the chance (th~ prc.blem ofrepre~ntation cannot be bypassed here); 
on the to sohdanty through alliance politics (a Marxist thematic 

. can ~peak and know thei,r conditions, We must now confront 
followmg queshon: On the other Side of the international division of 

from S?claliz.ed. capital, inside and outside the circuit of the epistemic vi"l"", of Impenahst law and education supplementing an earlier ceo
text, can the subaltern speak? 

, .Antonio Gramsci's work on tbe "subaltern classes" extends the 
~Ias:'-poslhon/class-consc iousness argument isolated in The Eighteenth Bru. 
mOl:e: P~rbaps because SJramsci crit icizes the vanguardistic position of the 
LeIUruSt mtellectual, he IS concerned with the intelleetual's role in the sub-

I • into the hegemony. This movement 
must be made . the production of history as narrative (of truth). 
In u;xts ~uch as ':~he Southern Question," Gramsci considers the movement 
~fhist~ncal-pohtlcal economy in. Italy ~thin what can be seen asan allegory 
of reading taken from or prefigunng an mternational division ofiabor.lI Yet 
~~ account or the pbased development of the subaltern is thrown out of 
JOI.nt w~e~ hiS cultural .macrology is operated, however remotely, by the 
ePIs.temlc .. n~ere,nce WIth legal and disciplinary definitions accompanying 
the Impenahst proJect. Wh~n I move, at the end of this essay, to the question 
?fwon:'an as subaltern, I WIll suggest that the possibility of collectivity itself 
!s persistently foreclosed through the manipulation of female agency. 

~~\~';.;~~~:T~h1e~tn.~~rs;;t~p:~a:jr~t~:i~i~ proposition-that the phased development by the imperialist project-is confronted by 
who may be called the "Subaltern Studies" group. n 

~n~t ,ask, Can the subaltern speak? Here we are within Foucault's 
own, dlsc'I,'hne, of historr and with people who acknowledge his influence. 
Their prOject IS ,to ret,hmk India~ colonial historiography from the per

of th~ dlsco~tl~~ouS cham of peasant insurgencies during the co
" diSC1J.,oc

scd
cupatlOn. ThIS IS mdeed the problem of "the permission to narrate" 

_' by Said.·o As Ranajit Guha argues, 

The historiography of Indian nationalism has for a 
long time been dominated by elitism- COlonialist eli
tis~ a~d bourgeois-nationalist elitism. , . shar{ingj the 
prejudice that the making of the Indian nation and 
the development of the consciousness-nationalism_ 
which confirmed this process were exclusively or pre
dominantly elite achievements. In the colonialist and 
neo-colonialist bistoriographies these achievements are 
?~it~ t? B~tish colonial rulers, administrators, pol. 
tCles, mSlltuhons, and culture; in the nationalist and 
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neo~nationalist writings-to Indian elite personalities, 
institutions, activities and ideas.

41 

Certain varieties of the Indian elite are at best native informants for first
world inteilectuals interested in the voice of the Other. But one must never_ 
theless insist that the colonized subaltern subject is irretrievably heteroge_ 

neouS. Against the indigenous elite we may set what Guha cans "the 
politics of the people," both outside ("this was an autonomouS domain, fOr 
it neither originated from elite politics nor did its existence depend on the 
latter") and inside ("it continued to operate vigorously in spite of [colo
nialism], adjusting itself to the conditions prevailing under the Raj and in 
many respectS developing entirely new strains in both fonn and content") 
the circuit of oolonial production.42 I cannot entirely endorse this insistence 
on determinate vigor and full autonomy, for practical historiographic exi
gencies will not allow such endorsements to privilege subaltern conscious
ness. Against the possible charge that his approach is essentialist, Guha 
constructs a definition of the people (the place of that essence) that can be 
only an identity-in-differentiaL He proposes a dynamic stratification grid 
describing colonial social production at large. Even the third group on the 
list, the buffer group, as it were, between the people and the great macro
structural dominant groupS, is itself defined as a place of in-betweenness, 
what Derrida has described as an "antre":4J 

elite J I. Dominant foreign groups. 12. Dominant indigenous groups on the all-India level. 
3. Dominant indigenous groupS at the regional and 

local levels. 
4. The terms "people" and "subaltern classes" have 
been used as synonymous throughout this note. The 
social group!> and elements inch'ded in this category 
represent the demographic difference between the total 
Indian population and all those whom we have de
scribed as the "elite. " 

Consider the third item on this list-the antre of situational in
determinacy these careful histprians presuppose as they grapple with the 
question, Can the subaltern speak? " Taken as a whole and in the abstract 
this . . . category ... was heterogeneous in its composition and thanks to 
the uneven character of regional economic and social developments, differed 
from area to area. The same class or element which was dominant in one 
area ... could be among the dominated in another. This could and did 
create many ambiguities and contradictions in attitudes and alliances, es
peciaily among the lowest strata of the rural gentry, impoverished landlordS, 
rich peasants and upper middle class peasants all of whom belonged, ideally 
speaking. to the category of people or subaltern classes."·" 

.'The task of research" projected here is " to investigate, identify 
and measure the specific nature and degree of the deviation of[thel elements 
[constituting item 3] from the ideal and situate it historicallY." "Investigate, 
identify, and measure the specific": a program could hardly be more essen-
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arg~~ot~~~it~ ihe: ~~~~o~:_:;~thodological i~perative is at work. 
. . u e euze conversatIOn a postrepresen-

. hld.es an ~s~entia~ist agenda. In sub~ltern studies -
the Violence of Imperialist eplstemic social add' 'I' ' J:>e 

. a project unde toad' "n ISClP mary m-
practice of differ~snces. ~h~~~jt~~i:/~~:S :nus~ t~affic i!l a ~adic,al 

cas.e not e:ven of the people as such but of th~ ft~~t~ m~es~gatlOn, m 
reglOn8;1 e l~te~subaltern, is a deviation from an ideal-~~~ p~o ere z:n:u of 

that ~~ Itself defihn~d as. a difference from the elite. It is t~ward th~ 
. e researc IS onented, a predicament rather different from 
I fi transparency of the first-world radical intellectual Wh t 

can x such. a space? Whether or not they themselves . r . a 
Guha sees hiS definition o~ "the people" within the mas:-~~~~~ 

the ~I.fficult t~k of rewriting its own con
conditions of Its possibil ity. 

and loc:al leve~s [the dominant indigenous groups1 
to strata hierarchically inferior to those of the dom 

. . groups acted i~ the interests of the lalter and not in con~ 
mterests .corre:pondmg truly to their own social being" Wh 

action in the' m thelf~ssentializing I~nguage, ~ra gap betwee~ inter:~ 
to the self-con ' . group, their conclUSIOns are closer to Marx 

. SCIOUS nal.vete of Deleuze's pronouncement on th . 
[i

Hbid
,', ;,Iillk~~arf~pe~ks ,of mterest in terms of the social rather theal~s~e~ 
c~~~i;~ dO ~m:~:i~!-~~~-[~;e;h~~:~:?O}ncl~~ ;i~~~e:;I~c~~~-

; ,n:ymic, on ence to own bemg" IS as artificial or social as the patro: 

So much for the intermediate group marked in i 

SUba l:~~~I~:~~~~;J':c~~hi~entitYkiS its difference, th::;'is3~~0~n~~: 
. . a can now and speak Itself; the mtellec

. IS not ~o abstam from representation The problem is that 
representin' as not been traced, so as to offer an object of seduction 
the questi;n becomes I the slightly dated language of the Indian 

, ,can we touch the consciousness of th 
as we mvestigate their politiCS? With what vOlce-consciousnes: 

speak?/~elr pr~Ject, after a ll, is to rewnte the development 
o .t e Indian nation. The planned discontinuity of 

" I ts~mgu"s.hes thiS proJect, however old-fash ioned its 
th ren enng vl~lble th~ f!led ical and juridical mechanisms 
m ~ sto~~~ff Pierre RIViere)." Foucault is correct in sug-

""_""a e VISI e the unseen can also mean a change of level 
I to a I~yer of material which had hitherto had no perti: 
and which had not been recognized as having any moral 

. value." It IS the slippage from rendenng v iSible th~ 
rendenng vocal the individua~ both avoiding "any k' d f 

that IS con:i~~~~~n ~r~eu~~:~~~~~I~~~;~5b).YChoanalytlcal or h~ngU1~_ 
sea;chh

e f~I~I~~~ub~a l~~~ ~~~~~uu~~:;'c~n~~s~e~n::I! ~~~;~t ~~ 
the that mcludes the subaltern. Chaudhury's perception 

of the transformation of consciousness involves the 
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knowledge of social relations seems to me, in principle, astute. Yet the 
heritage of the positi vist ideology that has appropriated orthodox Marxism 
obliges him to add this rider: "This is not to belittle the importance of 
understanding peasants' consciousness or workers' consciousness in ils pUre 
form. This enriches our knowledge of the peasant and the worker and 
possibly, throws light on how a particular mode takes on different form s i~ 
differen t regions, which is considered a problem of second-order im portance 
in classical Marxism."4~ 

This variety of "internationalist" Marxism, which believes in a 
pure, retrievable form of consciousness only to dismiss it, thus closing off 
what in Marx remain moments of productive bafllement, can a t Once be 
the object of Foucault's and Deleuze's rejection of Marxism and the SOurce 
ofthe critical motivation of the Subaltern Studies group. All three are united 
in the assumption that there is a pure form of consciousness. On the French 
scene, there is a shuffling of signifiers: " the unconscious" or "the subject_ 
in-oppression" clandestinely fills the space of " the pure form of conscious
ness." In orthodox " internationalist" intellectual Marxism, whether in the 
First World or the Third, the pure form of consciousness remains an ideal
istic bedrock which, dismissed as a second-order problem, often earns it the 
reputation or racism and sexism. In the Subaltern Studies group it needs 
development according to the unacknowledged terms of its own articulation. 

For such an articulation, a developed theory of ideology can again 
be most useful. In a critique such as Chaudhury's, the association of "con
sciousness" with "knowledge" omits th e crucial middle term of "ideological 
production": "Consciousness, according to Lenin, is associated with a 
knowledge of the interrelationships between differen t classes and groups; 
i.e., a knowledge of the materials that constitute society .... These defini· 
tions acquire a meaning only within the problematic within a definite knowl. 
edge object-to understand change in history, or specifi cally, change from 
one mode to another, keeping the question of the specificity of a particular 
mode Ollt of the focus. "46 

Pierre Macherey provides the following formula for the inter
pretation of ideology: "What is important in a work is what it does not say. 
This is not the same as the careless nota tion 'what it refuses to say,' although 
that would in itself be in teresting: a method migh t be built on it, with the 
task of measuring silences, whether acknowledged or unacknowledged. But 
rather this, what the work cannot say is important, because there the elab
oration of the utterance is carried out, in a sort of journey to silence."<T 
Macherey's ideas can be developed in directions he would be unlikely 10 
follow. Even as he writes, ostensibly, of the literariness d the literature of 
European provenance, he articulates a method applicable to the social text 
of imperialism, somewhat against the grain of his own argument. Although 
the notion "what it refuses to say" might be careless for a literary work, 
something like a collective ideological refusal can be diagnosed for the cod
ifying legal practice of imperialism. This would open the field for a political
economic and multidisciplinary ideological reinscription of the terrain. Be
cause th is is a "worlding of the world" on a second level of abstraction, a 
concept of refusal becomes plausible here. The archival, historiographic, 
disciplinary-cri tical, and, inevitably, in terventionist work involved here is 
indeed a task of " measuring silences." This can be a description of "inves-
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:~~:~~i,~;~~;;!~~:,~~t,,::~d measuring . .. the deviation" from an ideal that is 

we c0'!le to the concomitant question of the consciousness 
suhal.tern, the notlon.ofwhat the work cannot say becomes important. 

the semlOses of the SOCIal text, e laborations of insurgency stand in the 
of "the ~tte~nce." The sc!lder-"the peasant"-is marked only as a 

,,;, .. ,"nll, " to an Irretn e.vable conSCIOusness. As for the receiver, we must ask 

~~~: ;~;:~":~';1,~h,~e:;rea; .. ,; :1;~r~lver" of an " insur~~~cy?" The historian, transforming text for knowledge, IS only one "receiver" of any col-
. . social act. With no possibility of nostalgia for that lost 

. hlstonan must suspend (as far as possible) the clamor of his or 
be~ o:wn consciousness (or con.sciousnes5-.eifect, as operated by disciplinary 
urumng), so ~hat the elaboratiOn of the IDsurgency, packaged with an in
Surgent-consclousness, dt?Cs. no~ fre~e into an. "object of investigation," or, 
worse yet, a model for ImitatiOn. The subject" impLied by the tex ts of 
insurgency can only serve as a counterpossibility for the narrative sanctions 
granted to the colonial subject in the dominant groups. The postcolonial 
intellectuals learn that their privilege is their loss. In this they are a paradigm 
or-the intellectuals. 

It .is wel.1 ~nown that the notion of the feminine (rather than the 
subaltern of lmpenalIsm) has been used in a si milar way within deconstruc.. 
tive criticism and within certain varieties of feminist criticism.4B In the 
fo,:"ercase~ a fi g':1re of "woma~" is at issue, one whose minimal predication 
asmdetermmate IS already avaIlable to the phallocentric tradition. Subaltern 
historiography raises questions of method that would prevent it from using 
such ~ ruse. For the "figure" of woman, the relationship between woman 
and sdence can be plotted by women themselves; race and class differences 
are ~ubsum.e~ .under that charge. Subaltern historiography must confront 
the. l".lposs~bliity of sl:1ch gestures. The narrow epistemic violence of im
pen~h~~ gtves us an Imperfect allegory of the general violence that is the 
po5Slbdlty of an episteme.49 

. Within, the effaced itinerary o f the subaltern subject, the track of 
sex~l ~I~erence IS doubly effaCed. The question is not of female partici
panon to msurgency, or the ground rules of the sex ual division of labor 
for ~th, of ~hic~ there is "ev idence:" It i~ rather, that, both as object-.of 
colon~ahst hlston ography and as subject ofmsurgency, the ideological COD
struCtlO~ of gender keeps the male dominant. If, in the context of colonial 
produc~iOn, the subaltern has no history and cannot speak, the subaltern as 
female IS even more deeply in shadow. 

- Th~ ?ontemporary.international division of labor is a displace
".1ent of the diVIded field of nmeteen th-century territorial imperialism. Put 
~Impl~, a g~up of countries, generally fi rs t-world, are in the position of 
~nvestmg capital; another group, generally third-world, provide the field for 
Inv.es~ment, both throug~ t~e comprador indigenous capitalists and through 
ti;telr Ill:protected and shlf!mg lab~r forc~. In the interest of maintaining the 
c l rc~la.tiOn ~nd ~o",:,h o:f mdustnal capital (and of the concomitant task of 
ad~mlstratlOn wtthm nmteen th-century territorial imperialism), transpor
tallo~, law, ~nd standardized educa tion systems were developed-even as 
local I.ndustnes were destroyed, land distribution was rearranged, and raw 
maten al was transferred to the colonizing country. With so-called decolo-
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nization, the growth of multinational capital, and the relief of the admin_ 
istrative charge, "development" does not now involve wholesale legislation 
and establishing educational systems in a comparable way. This impedes 
the growth of consumerism in the comprador countries. With modern tele· 
communications and the emergence of advanced capitalist economies at 
the two edges of Asia, maintaining the international division of labor serves 
to keep the supply of cheap labor in the comprador countries. 

Human labor is not, of course, intrinsically "cheap" or "eltpen_ 
sive ." An absence of labor laws (or a discriminatory enforcemen t.of them). 
a totalitarian state (often entailed by development and modernization in 
the periphery), and minimal subsistence requirements on the part of the 
worker will ensure it. To keep this crucial item intact, the urban proletariat 
in comprador countries must not be systematically trained in th~ ideology 
of consumerism (parading as the philosophy of a classless society) tha~ 
against all odds, prepares the ground for resistance through the coalition 
politics Foucault mentions (FD, 2 16). This separation from the ideology or 
consumerism is increasingly exacerbated by the proliferating phenomena of 
international subcontracting. "Under this strategy, manufacturers based in 
developed countries subcontract the most labor intensive stages of produc
tion, for example, sewing or assembly, to the Third World nations where 
labor is cheap. Once assembled, the multinational re-imports the gOOds
under generous tariff exemptions-to the developed country instead o/selling 
them to the local market." Here the link to training in consumerism is almost 
snapped. "While global recession has markedly slowed trade and investment 
worldwide since 1979, international subcontracting has boomed .... In thCj)t 
cases, multinationals are freer to resist militant workers, revolutionary up
heavals, and even economic downturns." 10 

Class mobility is increasingly lethargic in the comprador theaters. 
Not surprisingly, some members of indigenous dominant groups in com
prador countries, members of the local bourgeoisie, find the language of 
alliance politics attractive. Identifying with forms of resistance plausible in 
advanced capitalist countries is often of a piece with that elitist bent of 
bourgeois historiography described by Ranajit Guha. 

Belief in the plausibility of global alliance politics is prevalent 
among women of dominant social groups interested in "international fem
inism" in the comprador countries. At the other end of the scale, those most 
separated from any possibility of an alliance among "women, prisoners, 
conscripted soldiers, hospital patients, and homosexuals" (FD. 216) are the 
females of the urban subproletariat. In their case, the denial and withholding 
of consumerism and the structure of eltploitation is compounded by pa
triarchal social relations. On the other side of the international division of 
labor, the subject of exploitation cannot know and speak the text of female 
exploitation, even if the absurdity of the nonrepresenting intellectual making 
space for her to speak is achieved. The woman is doubly in shadow. 

Yet even this does not encompass the heterogeneous Other. Out
side (though not completely so) the circuit of the international division of 
labor, there are people whose consciousness we cannot grasp if we close off 
our benevolence by constructing a homogeneous Other referring only to OUT 

own place in the seat of the Same or the Self. Here are subsistence farmers., 
unorganized peasant labor, the tribals, and the communities of zero workers 
on the street or in the countryside. To confront them is not to represent 
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: 1,ert,,,,,mJ them but to learn to represent (darstellen) ourselves. This argu
take us into a critique of a disciplinary anthropology and the 

~l::~~~i~~,f~:.~ between elementary pedagogy and disciplinary formation. It .1 also question the implicit demand, made by intellectuals who choose 
"natur~ly articulate" subject of oppression, that such a subject come 

::."'thr<)ugh history as a foreshortened mode-of-production narrative. 

. "!hat Deleuze and Foucault ignore both the epistemic violence 
ofirnperlahsm and the international division of labor would matter less if 
they did not, in closing, touch on third-world issues. But in France it is 

, . impOSSible to ignore the problem of the tiers monde. the inhabitants of the 
erstwhile French African colonies. Deleuze limits his consideration of the 
T~ird World to.these old local and regional indigenous elite who are, ideally, 
subaltern. In .th ls context, references to the maintenance of the surplus army 
oflabor fall .lOtO reverse-ethnic sentimentality. Since he is speaking of the 
heritage ofnmeteenth-century territorial imperialism, his reference is to the 

, nation-state rather than the globalizing center: "French capitalism needs 
. a floating signifier of unemployment. In this perspective, we begin 

of the forms of rcp;ession: restrictions on immigration, once 
that the most difficult and thankles~jobs go to immigrant 

in the factories, because the French must reacquire the 
I 'taste' for harder work; the struggle against youth and the repres-
sion system" (FD. 211 -12). This is an acceptable analysis. 

- Yet it sh.ows agai~ .that .the Third ~or1d can enter the resistance program 
ofan alhance pohh~S directed agamst a "unified repression" only when it 
is confined to the third-world groups that are directly accessible to the First 
World. 'l This benevolent first-world appropriation and reinscription of the 
Third World as an Other is the founding characteristic of much third-world
ism in the U.S. human sciences today. 

. ~ouca~lt ~ntinues the critique of Marxism by invoking geo-
grap~l~l ~1~onh~Ulty. ~he rea~ ~ark of "geographical (geopolitical) dis
contmulty' IS the mtematlonal diVISion oflabor. But Foucault uses the term 
to distinguish between exploitation (extraction and appropriation of surplus 
value; read, the field of Marxist analysis) and domination ("power" studies) 
and to suggest the latter's greater potential for resistance based on alliance 
politics. He cannot acknowledge that such a monist and unified access -to 
~ conception ?f"power" (methodologically presupposing a Subject-of-power) 
IS made pOSSible by a certain stage in exploitation for his vision of geo
graphical discontinuity is geopolitically specific to the First World: 

This geographical discontinuity of which you speak 
might mean perhaps the following: as soon as we strug
gle against exploitation. the prOletariat not only leads 
the struggle but also defines its targets, its methods, 
its places and its instruments; and to ally oneself with 
the proletariat is to consolidate with its positions, its 
ideology, it is to take up again the motives for their 
combat. This means total immersion [in the Marxist 
project]. But if it is against power that one struggles, 
then all those who acknowledge it as intolerable can 
begin the struggle wherever they find themselves and 
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in terms of their own activity (or passivity~ In en
gaging in this struggle that is their own, whose objec
tives they clearly understand and whose methods they 
can determine, they enter into the revolutionary pro
cess. As allies of the proletariat, to be sure. because 
power is exercised the way it is in order to maintain 
capitalist exploitation. They genuinely serve the cause 
ofthe proletariat by fight ing in those places where they 
find themselves oppressed. Women, prisoners, con
scripted soldiers, hospital patients, and homosexuals 
have now begun a specific struggle against the partic
ular fonn of power, the constraints and controls, that 
are eltercised over them. (F D, 216) 

This is an admirable program of localized resistance. Where possible, this 
model of resistance is not an alternative to, but can complement, macro. 
logical struggles along "Marxist" lines. Yet if its situation is universalized, 
it accommodates unacknowledged privileging of the subject. Without a the_ 
ory of ideology, it can lead to a dangerous utopianism. 

Foueauh is a brilliant thinker of power-in -spacing, but the aware_ 
ness of the topographical reinscription of imperialism does not inform his 
presuppositions. He is taken in by the restricted version of the West pre> 
duced by that reinscription and thus helps to consolidate its effects. Notice 
the omission of the fact, in the following passage, that the new mechanism 
of power in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries (the elttraction of 
surplus value without elttraeconomic coercion is its Manist description) is 
secured by means o/territorial imperialism-the Earth and its products
"elsewhere." The representation of sovereignty is crucial in those theaters: 
"In the seventeenth and eighteen th centuries, we have the production ofan 
important phenomenon, the emergence, or rather the invention, of a new 
mechanism cL power possessed of highly specific procedural techniques ... 
which is also, I believe, absolutely incompatible with the relations of sov
ereignty. This new mechanism of power is more dependent upon bodies 
and what they do than the Earth and its products" (PK, 104). 

Because of a blind spot regarding the first wave of "geographical 
discontinuity," Foucault can remain impervious to its second wave in the 
middle decades of our own century, identifying it simply "with the collapse 
of Fascism and the decline of Stalinism" (PK, 87). Here is Mike Davis's 
alternative view: "It was rather the global logic of counter-revolutionary 
violence which created conditions for the peaceful economic interdepend
ence of a chastened Atlantic imperialism under American leadership .... It 
was multi-national military integration under the slogan of collective se
curity aga in st the USSR which preceded and quickened the interpenetration 
of the major capitalist economies, making possible the new era of com
mercialliberalism which flowered between 1958 and 1973."12 

It is within the emergence of this "new mechanism of power" 
that we must read the thation on national scenes, the resistance to eco
nomics, and the emphasis on concepts like power and desire that privilege 
micrology. Davis continues: ''This quasi-absolutist centralization of stra
tegic military power by the United States was to allow an enlightened and 
fleltib le subordinancy for its principal satraps. In part icular, it proved highly 
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:';6~rnn'0<1~1!~g to the residual imperialist pretensions of the French and 
each keeping up a strident ideological mobilization against 

all the while." While taking precautions against such unitary 
" it must be said that such unitary notions as "the work

or such unitary pronouncements as "like power, resistance is 
can be integrated in global strategies" (PK, 142), seem inter

w.ay of Davis's narrative. I am not suggesting, as does Paul Bove, 
a displaced and homeless people [the Palestinians) assaulted mil

and culturally ... a question [such as Foucault's 'to engage in politics 
to try to know with the greatest possible honesty whether the revo
is desirable'] is a foolish lultury of Western wealth."u I am suggesting, 

.... "". ",,'U"th-,-r, that to buy a self~ntained version of the West is to ignore its 
production by the imperialist project. 

Sometimes it seems as if the very brilliance of Foucault's analysis 
centuries of European imperialism produces a miniature version of 

:;.~~~i:~~~r.;::f::~~:~f::t~:;~~;;~:m~anagement of space-but by doctors; in asylums; considerations of the pe-
i terms prisoners, and children. The clinic, the 

t.iylu,m. the prison, the university-all seem to be screen-allegories that fore
reading of the broader narratives of imperialism. (One could open 

' --:._ ... _- discussion of the ferocious motif of "deterritorialization" in De-
f",u,~and GuattarL) "One can perfectly well nOt talk about something be

one doesn't know about it," Foucault might murmur (PK, 66). Yet 
have already spoken of the sanct ioned ignorance that every critic of 

";m,peri.lism must chart. 

III 
On the general level on which U.S. academics and students take 

"influence" from France, one encounters the following understanding: Fou
cault deals with real history, real polit ics, and real social problems; Derrida 
is inaccessible, esoteric, and telttualistic. The reader is probably well ac
Quainted with this received idea. ''That [Derrida'sJ own work," Terry Eag
leton writes, "has been grossly unhistorical, politically evasive and in prac
tice oblivious to language as 'd iscourse' [language in function) is not to be 
denied."~ Eagleton goes on to recommend Foucault's study of "d.iscursiv~ 
practices." Perry Anderson constructs a related history: "With Derrida, the 
self-cancellati on of structuralism latent in the recourse to music or madness 
in Uvi-Strauss or Foucault is consummated. With no commitment to ex· 
ploration of social realities at all, Derrida had little compunction in undoing 
the constructions of these two, convicting them both of a 'nostalgia of 
origins'-Rousseauesque or pre-Socratic, respectively-and asking what right 
either had to assume, on their own premises, the validity of their dis
courses. "ss 

This paper is committed to the notion that, whether in defense 
of Derrida or not, a nostalgia for lost origins can be detrimental to the 
exploration of social realities within the critique of imperialism. Indeed, the 
b.rilliance of Anderson's misreading does not prevent him from seeing pre· 
clsely the problem I emphasize in Foucault: "Foucault struck the charac· 
teristically prophetic note when he declared in 1966: 'Man is in the process 
of perishing as th e being of language continues to shine ever more brightly 
upon our horizon.' But who is the 'we' to perceive or possess such a ho-
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rizon?" Anderson does not see the encroachment of the unacknowled 
Subject of the West in the later Foucault, a Subject that presides by ~ 
vowal. He sees Foucault's attitude in the usual way, as the disappearan : 
of the knowing Subject as such; and he further sees in Derrida the fin~ 
development of that tendency: "In the hollow of the pronoun (we) lies th . 
aporia of the programme."~ Consider, finall y, Said's plangent aphOrisme 
~h ich . be,tray~ .a .profound miS3:pprehension of the noti?n of "textuality"~ 

Dernda s cntlclsm moves us ltUO the text, Foucault's In and out,")? . 
I have tr ied to argue that the substantive concern for the P<llitiC5 

of, t~e ?ppressed ~hich often accounts for Foucault's appeal can hide a 
pnvll~glng of the Intellectual and of the "concrete" subject of oppression 
that, In fact, compounds the appeal. Conversely, though it is not my inten. 
tio~ here . to coun t~r t~e specific view of Derrida promoted by these influ. 
entlal wnters, 1 will diSCUSS a few aspects of Derrida's work that retain a 
long-term usefulness for people outside the First World. This is nOt an 
apology. Derrida is hard to read; his real object of in vestigation is claSSical 
philosophy, Yet he is less dangerous when understood than the fi rst-world 
intellectual masquerading as the absent nonrepresenter who lets the 0p.
pressed speak for themselves. 

I will-consider a chapter that Derrida composed twenty years ago: 
"Of Grammatology As a Positive Science" (OG, 74-93). In this chapter 
Derrida confronts the issue of whether "deconstruction" can lead to an 
adequate pract~ce, w~ether critical or 'po~ itic~1. The questi~n is how to f-eep 
th e ethnocentnc Subject from estabhshlng Ilself by selectively definin& an 
Oth er, This is not a program for the Subject as such; rather, it is a prognJIl 
for the benevolent Western intellectual. For those of us who feel that the 
"subject" has a history and that the task of the first-world subject ofknowl
edge in our historical moment is to resist and critique "recognition" of the 
Third World through "assim ilation," th is specifici ty is cruciaL In order to 
advance a factual rather than a pathetic critique of the European intellec
tual's ethnocentric impulse, Derrida admits that he cannot ask the "first" 
questions that must be answered to establish the grounds of his argument. 
He does not declare that grammatology can "rise above" (Frank Lentriea 
chia's ph rase) mere empiricism; for, like empiricism, it cannot ask first 
questions. Derrida thus aligns "grammatological" knowledge with the same 
problems as empirical investigation. " Deconstruction" is not, therefore, a 
new word for " ideological demystification," Like "empirical in vestigation 
. , , tak[ing) shelter in the field of grammatological knowledge" obliges "op
erat[ing) through 'eltamples'" (OG, 75). 

The examples Derrida lays out-to show the lim its of gramma· 
tology as a positive science-come from the appropriate ideological self· 
justification of an imperialist project. In the European seven teenth cent ury, 
he writes, there were three kinds of " prejudices" operating in histor ies of 
writing which constituted a "symptom of the crisis of European conscious
ness" (OG, 75): the " theological prejUdice," the "Chin ese prejudice," and 
the "hieroglyphist prejudice." The first can be indelted as: God wrote a 
primiti ve or natural script: Hebrew or Greek. The second: Chinese is a 
perfect blueprint for philosophical writing, but it is onl y a blueprint. True 
philos~phical writing is "independen[t) with regard to history" (OG. 79) 
and Wi ll sublate Chinese into an easy-te-learn script that will supersede 
actual Chinese. The third: that Egyptian script is too sublime to be deci· 
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pbered. The first prejudice preserves th e "actuality" of Hebrew or Greek' 
the twO (,'rational" and "mystical," respectively) collude to support th~ 

the center of th.e logos is seen as the Judaeo-Christian God (the 

~i~~~~~;t:~~ of the Helleruc Other through assim ilation is an earlierstory)
still sustained in efforts to give the cartography of the Judaeo

myth the status of geopolitical history: 

The concept of Chinese writing thus functioned as a 
sort of European hallucination . .. , This functi oning 
obeyed a rigorous neeessi ty, . , . It was not disturbed 
by the knowledge of Chinese script . , . which was then 
available. ... A "hieroglyphist prejudice" had pre
duced the same effect of interested blindness, Far from 
proceeding ... from ethnocentric scorn, the occulta
tion takes the form of an hyperbolical adm iration, We 
have not finished demonstrating the necessity of this 
pattern. Our century is not free from it; each time that 
ethnocentrism is preeipitately and ostentatiously re
versed, some effort si len tl y hides behind all the spec
tacular effects to consolidate an inside and to draw 
from it some domestic benefit. (OG, 80; Derrida ital
icizes only "hieroglyph ist prejudice") 

Derrida proceeds to offer two characteristic possibilities for so
lutions to th e problem of the European Subject, which seeks to produce an 
<;>ther that would consolidate an inside, its own subject sta tus. What follows 
is an ~~unt. of the complicit y between writing, the opening of domestic 
and ?Ivil society, and the structures of desire, power, and capitalization. 
Derrida then discloses the vulnerabilit y of his own desire to conserve some
thing that is, paradoxically, both ineffable and non transcendentaL In cri
tiquing the production of the colon ial subject, this ineffable, nontranscen
dental ("h i stori~l") place is cathected by the subaltern subject. 

Den:da cl,oses the chapter by showing again that the project of 
gra~matologr ,IS obhged to develop within the discourse of presence, It is 
not Just a cntlque of presence but an awareness of the itinerary of the 
discourse ?fpresence in one's own crit ique, a vigilance precisely against too 
great a chum for transparency. The word "writing" as the name of the object 
and ~odel ofgrammatology is a practice "only within the historical closure 
that IS to say within the limits of science and philosophy" (OG. 93). ' 

, Derrida here makes Nietzschean, philosophical, and psychoan-
alytIC, rather than specifically political, choices to suggest a cri tique of Eu
!'Opean ethnocentrism in the constitution of the Other. As a postcolonial 
~ntel~ectual, I am not troubled that he does not lead me (as Europeans 
lnevltably.seem to ~o) to the specific path that such a critique makes nec
~ry. It IS more Important to me that, as a European philosopher, he 
~Iculates the Euro..pean Subject's tendency to constitute the Other as mar
gmal to ethnocentflSm and locates lhat as the problem with alliogocentric 
and therefore also a ll grammatological endeavors (since the main thesis of 
the chapter is the complicity between the two). Not a general problem, but 
a European problem. It is with in th e context of this ethnocentricism that 
he tries so desperately to demote the Subject of thinking or knowledge as 
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to say that "thought is ... the blank part of the text" (D.a, 93); that Which area seems historically, disciplinarily, and practicall y forbidden by 
is thought is, if blank, still in the text and must be consIgned 10 the Other ", ''' "~""and Left alike. It is not just a question of a double displacement, as 
of history. That inaccessible blankness circumscribed by an interpretable not simply the problem of finding a psychoanalytic allegory that can 
text is what a postcolonial critic of imperialism would like to see developed t~o:on,mod!~e the third-world woman with the first. 
within the Eu ropean enclosure as the place of the production oftheary. The The cautions I have just expressed are valid only if we are speak-
postcolonial critics and intellectuals can attem pt to displace their OWn prO. of the subaltern woman's consciousness- or, more acceptably, subject. 
duction only by presupposing that teXl-illSCribed blankness. To render thought " l~~~:~:,~on , or better still, participating in , antisex ist work among women 
or the thinking subject transparent or invisible seems, by con trast, to hide .~ women in class oppression in the First World or the Third World 
the relen tless recognition of the Other by assimilation. It is in the interest i:,~~~;,l:~b:;:~o~n the agenda. We should also welcome all the information 
of such cautions that Derrida does not invoke " letting the other(s) sDealc p silenced areas that is taking place in anthropology, pol itical 
for himself' but rather invokes an "appeal" to (J" "call" to the "quite-other" science, history, and sociology. Yet the assumption and construction of a 
(tour-autre as opposed to a self-consolidating other), of "rendering delirious ~~:~:~;~::~'~:,:: or subject sustain s such work and will, in the long run, cohere 
that interior voice that is the voice of the other in us. " 1I r the work of imperialist subject-constitution, mingling epistemic via-

Derrida calls the ethnocentrism of the European science of writ. lcnee with the advancement of learn ing and civ ilization. And the subaltern 
ing in the late seven teenth and early eighteen th centuries a symptom of the woman will be as mute as ever.S9 
general crisis of European consciousness. It is, of course, part of a greater In so fraught a fi eld, it is not easy to ask the question of the 
symptom, or perhaps the crisis itself, the slow tum from feudalism to cap. consciousness of the subaltern woman; it is thus all the more necessary to 

italism via the first waves of capitalist im perialism. 1be itinerary of rtc· :jl~::~~~~~[~;~~~~'~~~!'~f~fl:~J:SfUCh a question is not an idealist red herring. ognition through assimilation of the Other can be more interestingly traced, .' or projects cannot 1:c reduced to this one, to 
it seems to me, .in the imperialist constitution of the colonial subject than an political gesture that ~as a long history and 
in repeated incursions into psychoanalysis or the " fi gure" of woman, though with a radicalism that renders the place of the in-
the importance of these two interventions within deconstruction should not vestigator transparent. In seeking to learn to speak to (rather than listen to 
be minimized. Derrida has not moved (or perhaps cannot move) into that or speak for) the historically muted subject of the subaltern woman, the 
arena. 

Whatever the reasons for this specific absence, what I find usefUl 
is the sustained and developing work on the mechanics of the constitution 
of the Other; we can use it to much greater analytic and interventionist 
advantage than in vocations of the authenticity of the Other. On this level, 
what remains useful in Foucault is the mechanics of disciplinarization and 
institutionalization, the constitution, as it were, of the colonizer. Foucault 
does not relate it to any version, early orlate, proto- or post-, ofimperialism. 
They are of great usefulness to intellectuals concerned with the decay of the 
Wesl Their seduction for them, and fearfulness for us, is that they might 
allow the com plicity of the investigating subject (male or female profes
sional) to disguise itself in transparency. 

IV 
Can the subaltern speak? What must the elite do to watch out 

for the continuing construction of the subaltern? The question of "woman" 
seems most problematic in this context. Clearly, if you are poor, black, and 
female you get it in three ways. If, however, this formulation is moved from 
the first-world context into the postcolon ial (which is not identical with the 
third-world) context, the description "black" or "of color" loses persuasive 
significance. The necessary stratification of colonial subject-constitution in 
the fi rs t phase of capitalist imperialism makes "color" useless as an eman
cipa tory sign ifi er. Confronted by the ferocious standardizing benevolence 
of most U.S. and Western European human-scientific radicalism (recogn i
tion by assimilation), the progressive though heterogeneous withdrawal of 
consumerism in the comprador periphery, and the exclusion of the margins 
of even the center-periphery articulation (the " true and d ifferential subal
tern "), the analogue of class-consciousness rather than race-consciousness 
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postcolonial intellectual systematically "un learns" female privilege. This 
systematic unlearning involves learning to critique postcolon ial discourse 
with the best tools it can provide and not simply substituting the lost figure 
bfthe colonized. Thus, to question the unquestioned muting ofthe subaltern 
woman even within the anti-imperialist project of subaltern studies is not, 
as Jonathan Culler suggests, to "produce difference by differing" or to "ap
peal . .. to a sexual identity defined as essential and privilege experiences 
associated with that identity."60 

Culler's version of the feminist project is possible within what 
Elizabeth Fox-Genovese has called " the contribution of the bourgeois-dem
ocratic revolutions to the social and political individualism of women."~l 
Many of us were obliged to understand the femin ist project as Culler now 
describes it when we were still agitating as U.S. academics.u It was certainly 
a necessary stage in my own education in "unlearning" and has consolidated 
the belief that the mainstream project of Western fem inism both continues 
and displaces the battle over the right to indi vidualism between women and 
men in situations of upward class mobility. One suspects that the debate 
between U.S. feminism and European " theory" (as theory is generally rep
resented by women from the United States or Britain) occupies a significant 
comer of that very terrain. I am generally sympathetic with the call to make 
U:S. feminism more " theoretica1." It seems, however, that the problem of 
the muted subject of the subaltern woman, th ough not solved by an "es
sentialist" search for lost origins, cannot be served by the call for more 
theory in AnglO-America either. 

That call is often given in the name o f a cri tique of "positivism ," 
which is seen here as identical with "essentialism." Yet Hegel, the modem 
inaugurator of " the work of the negati ve," was not a stranger to the notion 
of essences. For Marx, the curious persistence of essen tialism within the 
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dialectic was a profound and productive problem. Thus, the stringent binarv 
opposition between positivism/essentialism (read, U.S.) and "theory" (read 
French or Franco-German via Anglo-American) may be spurious. Apar{ 
from repressing the ambiguous complicity between essentialism and Cri~ 
tiques of positivism (acknowledged by Derrida in "Of Grammatology As a 
Positive Science"), it also errs by implying that positivism is .n.ot a theory. 
This move allows the emergence of a proper name, a positive essence. 
Theory. Once again, the position of the investigato~ remains unquestioned. 
And, if this territorial debate turns toward the Third World, no change in 
the question of method is to be discerned This debat~ cann?t take into 
account that. in the case of the woman as subaltern, no mgre<hents for the 
constitution of the itinerary rJ the trace rJ a sexed subject can be gathered 
to locate the possibility of dissemination. 

Yet I remain generally sympathetic in aligning fem inism with 
the critique of positivism and the defetishization of the conc~te. I am also 
far from averse to learning from the work of Western theonsts, thOUgh I 
have learned to insist on marking their positionality as investigating sub
jects. Given these conditions, and as a literary critic, I tactically confronted. 
the immense problem of the consciousness of the woman as subaltern. I 
reinvented the problem in a sentence and transformed it into the object of 
a simple semiosis. What does this sentence mean? The ana~~y h~re is 
between the ideological victimization of a Freud and the posltiOnahty of 
the postcolonial intellectual as investigating subject. 

As Sarah Kofman has shown, the deep ambiguity of Freud's use 
of women as a scapegoat is a reaction-formation 10 an initial and continuing 
desire to give the hysteric a voice, to transform her into the subject of 
hysteria.u The masculine-imperialist ideological formation that shaped that 
desire into "the daughter's seduction" is part of the same formatiOn that 
constructs the monolithic "third-world woman." As a postcolonial intellec
tual I am influenced by that formation as well. Part of our "unlearning" 
proIect is to articulate that ideologi.cal formation-by measuring sile~ces, if 
necessary-into the object of invesugation. Thus, when confronted WIth the 
questions, Can the subaltern speak? and Ca!1 t~e sl!baltem . (as woman) 
speak?, our efforts to give the subaltern a VOice m history will be doubly 
open to the dangers run by Freud's discourse. A~ a product of ~hese con
siderations, I have put together the sentence "White men are savmg brown 
women from brown men" in a spirit not unlike the one to be encountered 
in Freud's investigations of the sentence " A ch ild is being beaten."u 

The use of Freud here does not imply an isomorphic analogy 
between subject-formation and the behavior of social collectives, a frequent 
practice, often accompanied by a reference 10 Reich, in the conversation 
between Deleuze and Foucault. So I am not suggesting that "White men 
are saving brown women from brown men" is a sentence indicating a col
lective fantasy symptomatic of a collecth'e itinerary of sadomasochistic 
repression in a collectil'e imperialist enterprise. There is a satisfying sym
metry in such an allegory, but I would rather invite the reader to consider 
it a problem in "wild psychoanalysis" than a clinching solution.6$ lust as 
Freud's insistence on making the woman the scapegoat in "A child is being 
beaten" and elsewhere discloses his political interests, however imperfectly, 
so my insistence on imperialist subject-production as the occasion for this 
sentence d iscloses my politics. 
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Further, I am attempting to borrow the general methodological 

of Freud's strategy toward the sentence he constructed as a senlence 
of the many similar substantive accounts his patients gave him. This 

i!d,'" nO' mean I will offer a case of transference-in-analysis as an isomorphic 
for the transaction between reader and text (my sentence~ The anal-

between literary crit icism or historiography is no more 
To say that the subject is a text does not 

the converse pronouncement: the verbal text is a subject. 
I am fascinated, rather, by how Freud predicates a history of 

repression that produces the final sentence. It is a history with a double 
origin. one hidden in the amnesia of the infant, the other lodged in our 
archaic past, assuming by implication a preoriginary space where human 
and animal were not yet differentiated. M We are driven to impose a hom
ologue of this Freudian strategy on the Marxist narrative to explain the 
ideological dissimulation of imperialist political economy and outline a 
history of repression that produces a sentence like the one I have sketched 
Thishistory also has a double origin. one hidden in the maneuverings beh ind 
the British abolition of widow sacrifice in 1829," the other lodged in the 
classical and Vedic past of Hindu India, the Rg-Veda and the Dharmasaslra 
No doubt there is also an undifferentiated preorigina.y space that supports 
this history. 

The sentence I have const ructed is one among many displace
mentsdescribing therelationship between brown and white men (sometimes 
brown and white women worked in). It takes its place among some sentences 
or "hyperbolic admiration" or of pious guilt that Derrida speaks of in con
nection with the "hieroglyphist prejudice." The relationship between the 
imperialist subject and the subject of imperialism is at least ambiguous. 

The Hindu widow ascends the py re of the dead husband and 
immolates herself upon it. This is widow sacrifice. (The conventional tran
scription of the Sanskrit word for the widow would be sari. The early colonial 
British transcribed it suttee.) The rite was not practiced universally and was 
not caste- or class-fixed. The abolition of this rite by the British has been 
generally understood as a case of "White men saving brown women from 
brown men." White women-from the nineteenth-century British MissiQn
ary Registers to Mary Daly-have not produced an alternative understand
ing. Against th is is the Indian nativist argument, a parody of the nos. 
for lost origins: "The women actually wanted to die." ' 

The two sentences go a long way to legitimize each other. One 
never encounters the testimony of the women's voice-consciousness. Such 
a testimony would not be ideology-transcendent or "fully" subjective, of 
course, but it would have constituted the ingredients for producing a coun
tersentence. As one goes down the grotesquely mistranscribed names of these 
women. the sacrificed widows, in the police reports included in the records 
of the East India Compan y, one cannot put together a "voice." The most 
one can sense is th e immense heterogeneit y breaking through even such a 
skeletal and ignorant account (castes, for example, are regularly described 
as tribes). Faced with the dialectically interlocking sentences that are con
structible as "White men are saving brown women from brown men" and 
"The women wanted to die," the postcolonial woman inteUectual asks the 
question of simple semiosis- What does this mean?-and begins to plot a 
history. 
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To mark the moment when not only a civil but a good SOCiety 
is born out of domestic confusion, singular events that break the letter of 
the law to instill its spirit are often in voked. The protection ~f .women by 
men often provides such an evenL If we remember that the British boasted 
of their absolute equity toward and noninterference with nati ve Custom/ 
law, an invocation of this sanctioned transgression of the letter for ~e sake 
ofthe spirit may be read in J. M. Derrett's remark: "The very firs t ICglslation 
upon Hindu Law was carried through without the assent ofa single Hindu." 
The legislation is not named here. The next sentence, where the measure 
is named, is equally interesting if one considers the implic~tio.ns of the 
survival of a colonially established "good" society after decolomzatlon: "The 
recurrence of sali in independent India is probably an obscurantist revi val 
which cannot long survive even in a very backward part of the country.'''* 

Whether this observation is correct or not, what interests me is 
that the protection of woman (today the " third-world wom an") becomes a 
signifier for the establishment of a good society which must, at such inau
gurative moments, transgress mere legality, or equity oflegal policy. In this 
particular case., the process also allowed the redefinition as a crime d what 
had been tolerated, known. or adulated as rituaL In other words, this one 
item in Hindu \,aw jumped the frontier between the private and the public 
domain. 

Although Foucault's historical narrative, focusing solel y on West
ern Europe. sees merely a tolerance for the criminal antedati~g the devel
opment of criminology in the late eighteenth century (PK, 41), hiS t"eore~ical 
description of the "cpisteme" is pertinent here: "The episteme is the 'ap
paratus' which makes possible the separation not of thc true from the faille, 
but of what may not be characterized as scientific" (PK, 197)-ritual as 
opposed to crime, the one fixed by superstition, the other by legal science. 

The leap of sullee from private to public has a clear and complex 
rela tionship with the changeover from a mercantile and commercial to a 
territorial and administrative British presence; it can be followed in cor
respondence among the police stations. the lower and higher courts, the 
courts of directors. the prince regent's court, and the like. (It is interesting 
to note that, from the point of view of the native "colonial subject," also 
emergent fro m the feudalism-capitalism transition, sali . is a signifi~r with 
the reverse social charge: "Groups rendered psychologically margmal by 
their exposure to Western impact ... had come under pressure to dem
onstrate to others as well as to themselves, their r itual purity and allegiance 
to tradiiional high culture. To many of them sal; became an important 
proof of their conformity to older norms at a time when these norms had 
become shak y within ... •9) 

If this is the first historical origin of my senten ce, it is evidentl y 
lost in the history of humankind as work, the story of capitalist expansion, 
the slow frecing of labor power as commodity, that narrative of thc modes 
of production, the transition from feudalism via mercantil!sm to capitalism. 
Yet the precarious normativity of this narrative is sustamed by the puta
tively changeless stopgap of the "Asiatic" mode of production, which st~ps 
in to sustain it whenever it might become apparent that the story of capital 
logic is the story of the West, that imperialism establishes the universali.ty 
of the mode of production narrative, that to ignore the subaltern today IS, 
will y-nill y, to continue the imperialist project. The or igin of my sentence 
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lost in the shuffl e between other, more powerful discourses. Given 
abolition of sat; was in itself admirable, is it still possible to wonder 

~~,r~~~i~~on of the origin of my sentence might contain interventionist 

Imperialism's image as the establisher of the good society is 
by the espousal of the woman as object of protection from her own 

How should one examine the dissimulation of patriarchal strategy, 
:lfl,'"" , . apparently grants the woman free choice as subject? In other words, 

does one make the move from " Britain" to " Hinduism''? Even the 
' b~'~J:~ShOWS that imperialism is not identical with chromatism, or mere 
~ against people of color. To approach this question, I will touch 

on the Dharmasl1Stra (the sustaining scriptures) and the Rg· Veda 
Knowledge). They represent the archaic origin in my homology of 

riJife,d, Of course, my treatment is not ex hausti ve. My readings are, rather, 
interested and inexpert examination, by a postcolonial woman, of the 

of repression, a constructed countemarrative of woman's con
, thus woman's being, thus woman's being good, thus the good 

. thus woman's desire. Paradoxicall y, at the same time we 
the unfixed place of woman as a signifier in the inscription of the 

individual. 
The two moments in the Dharmasastra that I am interested in 

the discourse on sanctioned suicides and the nature of the rites for the 
'

~~!.~~~~I~~~ in these two discourses, the self-immolation of widows seems to the rule. The general scriptural doctrine is that suicide is 
. Room is made, however. for certain forms of suicide which, 
performance, lose the phenomenal identity of being suicide. 

category of sanctioned suicides arises out of tatvaj mlna, or the 
of truth. Here the knowing subject comprehends the insubstan

phenomenality (whiCh may be the same thing as nonphen
of its identity. At a certain point in time, tat tva was interpreted 

you," but even without that, lalm is thatness or quiddity. Thus, 
ffi~~:~~s. ~enlightened self truly knows the " that"-ness of its identity. Its demo

of that identity is not atmaghata (a killing of the selO. The paradox 
of knowing of the limits of knowledge is that the strongest assertion of 
agency, to negate the possibility of agency, cannOt be an example of itself. 
Curiously enough, the self-sacrijiceo f gods is sanctioned by natural ecology,· 
useful for the working of the econom y of Nature and the Universe, rather 
than by self-knowledge. In this logically anterior stage, inhabited by gods 
rather than human beings, of this particular chain of displacements, suicide 
and sacrifice (atmaghtua and atmadtlna) seem as little distinct as an " in
terior" (self-knowledge) and an "exterior" (ecology) sanction. 

This philosophical space, however, does not accommodate the 
self-immolating woman. For her we look where room is made to sanction 
suicides that cannot claim truth-knowledge as a state that is, at any rate, 
easily verifiable and belongs in the area of sruti (what was heard) rather 
than smi rt; (what is remembered). This exception to the general rule about 
suicide annuls the phenomenal identity of se lf-immolation if performed in 
certain places rather than in a certain state of enlightenment. Thus, we move 
from an interior sanction (truth-knowledge) to an exterior one (place of 
pilgrimage). It is possible for a woman to perform this type of(non)suicide.7L 
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Yet even this is not the proper place for the woman to annul the 
proper name of suicide through the destruction of her proper self. For her 
alone is sanctioned self·immolation on a dead spouse's pyre. (The few male 
examples cited in Hindu antiquity of self-immolation on another's Pyre 
being proofs of enthusiasm and devotion to a master or superior, revealth~ 
structure of domination within the rite). This suicide that is not sUicide 
ma y be read as a simulacrum of both truth-knowledge and piety of place. 
If the former, it is as if the knowledge in a subjecr of its own insubstantiality 
and mere phenomenality is dramatized so that the dead husband becomes 
the exteriorized example and place of the extinguished subject and the widow 
becomes the (non)agent who "acts it out." If the latter, it is as if the metonym 
for all sacred places is now that burning bed of wood, constructed by elab
orate ritual, where the woman's subject, legally d isplaced from herself, is 
being consumed. It is in terms of this profound ideology of the displaced 
place of the female subject that the paradox of free choice comes into play. 
For the male subject, it is the felicity of the suicide, a felicity that will annul 
rather than establish its status as such, that is noted. For the female subject, 
a sanctioned self-immolation, even as it takes away the effect of ''fall'' (pa. 
raktl) attached to an unsanctioned suicide, brings praise for the act of choice 
on another register. By the inexorable ideological production of the sexed 
subject, such a death can be understood by the female subject as an excep. 
tiona/ signifi er of her own desire, exceeding the general rule for a widow's 
conduct. 

In certain periods and areas this exceptional rule became the 
general rule in a class-.specific way. Ashis Nandy relates its marked preva
lence in eighteenth- and early ninteenth-century Bengal to factors ran ing 
from populat ion control to communal misogyny.7l Certainly its prevalence 
there in the previous centuries was beca use in Bengal, unlike elsewhere in 
India, widows could inherit property. Thus, what the Bri tish see as poor 
victimized women going to the slaughter is in fact an ideological battle
ground. As P. V. Kane, the great historian of the Dharmasastra, has correctly 
observed: " In Bengal, (the fact that] the widow of a sonless member even 
in a j oint Hindu family is entitled to practically the same rights over joint 
family property which her deceased husband would have had ... must have 
frequently induced the surviving members to get rid of the widow by ap
pealing at a most d istressing hour to her devotion to and love for her hus
band" (H D 11.2, 635). 

Yet benevolent and enlightened males were and are sympathetic 
with the "courage" of the woman's free choice in the matter. They thus 
accept the production of the sexed subaltern subject: " Modern India does 
not justify the practice of sali, but it is a warped mentality that rebukes 
modern Indians for expressing admiration and reverence for the cool and 
unfaltering courage of Indian women in becoming salis or performing the 
jauhar for cherishing their ideals of womanly conduct" (ll D 11.2, 636). What 
Jean-Francois Lyotard has termed the "di,fferetUi," ,the inacessibility of, or 
untranslatability from, one mode of discourse in a dispute to another, is 
vividl y illustrated here.71 As the discourse of what the British perceive as 
heathen ritual is sublated (but not, Lyotard would argue, translated) into 
what the British perceive as crime, one diagnosis of female free will is 
substituted for another. 
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. O,f course, the self.imm?lation of widows was not invariable rit
prescnptlOn. If, h,?wever, the W1.dow does ~ec ide thus to exceed the letter 

-ofntual,.toturn b~ck IS a transgressIOn for which a particular type ofpe 
is prescnbed. l~ With the local British police officer supervising the i~~~ 
Iati,?n, to be ~Issuaded after a decisio.n ~as, by contrast, a mark of real free 
chOl~, a C~OI?C o~freedo~. The am~lgUl~y .of the position of the indigenous 
colonial ehte IS disclosed In the nationalistiC romanticization ofthe purity 
sue~gth, and love of these self-sacrifici.ng women. The two set pieces a ' 
RablDd~ath Tagore's paean to the "self-renouncingpaternal grandmothe~ 
of Bengal and A?anda Coomaraswamy's eulogy ofsullee as "this last proof 
of the perfect ufllt y of body and soul."" 

. Ob~o.us ly I am not advocating the killing of widows. I am sug-
gestmg that, Wlth~n th~ t~o ~ntending versions offreedom, the constitution 
of~e female. subJ~ct m ~ife IS theylace of the dijJerend. In the case of widow 
se1f·tmm?latlOn, rytual IS nO.t bemg redefined as superstition but as crime. 
The gravity of s~m w~ t~at It was id7Clogically cathected as ''reward,'' just 
as.t.h~ &n!;'1ty oflmpe?ahsm was th~t 1\ wasideologicallycathected as "social 
miSSion. Thompson s understandmg of sari as "punishment" is thus far 
off the mark: 

It ma~ seem unjust and illogical that the Moguls, who 
freely Impa le~ and fla yed alive, or nationals of Europe, 
whose countnes had such ferocious penal codes and 
had known, ~rcely a c.entury before suttee began to 
shock t.h~ English conscience, orgies of witch-burning 
and relIgiOUS persecution, should have felt as they did 
about. s~ttee. But t~e differences seemed to them this
the. vlctlm~ of their cruelties were tortured by a law 
which conSidered them ofte nders, whereas the victims 
ofsuttee were punished for no offense bu t the physical 
",:,eakness which had placed them at man's mercy. The 
nte seemed to prove a depravity and arrogance such 
as no other human offense had brought to light." 

. ~I through the mid· and late-eighteenth century in the spirit of 
~e codifi cation of the law, the British in India collaborated and consulted 
Wl~ learn~ Brahm,ans to judge whether SUllee was legal by their homog
~nized version of HI!1dl! law. The collaboration was often idiosyncratic, as 
tn the case ~f the s!g~~ficance. of bei n~ dissuaded. Sometimes, as in the 
ge~eral Sastnc 'p~ohlblhon agamst the Immolation of widows with small 
~ildren , the Bnhsh collabo~ation seems confused.71 In the beginning of the 
nineteenth century, the BTIlish authorities, and especially the British in 
:n.&!and, repeatedly suggested that collaboration made it appear as if the 
oghSh condon~d this practice. When the law was finally written. the history 
h he long ~nod of collaboration was effaced, and the language celebrated 

t e n?~le Hmdu who was against the bad Hindu, the latter "'ven to savage 
atroethes: &-' 

The practice of Suttee .. . is revolting to the feeling of 
human nature .... In many instances, acts of atrocity 
have been perpetrated, which have been shocking to 
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the Hindoos themselves .... Actuated by these con
siderations the Governor-General in Council, without 
intending to depart from one of the first and most 
important principles of the system of British Govern
ment in India that all classes of the people be secure 
in the observance of their religious usages, so long as 
that system can be adhered to without violation of the 
paramount dictates of justicc and humanity, ha s 
deemed it right to establish the following rules .... 
(HD 11 .2, 624-25) 

That this was an alternative ideology of the graded sanctioning 
of suicide as exception, rather than its inscription as sin, was of course not 
understood. Perhaps sari should have been read with martyrdom, with the 
defunct husband standing in for the transcendental One; or with war, with 
the husband standing in for sovereign or state, for whose sake an intoxicating 
ideology of self-sacrifice can be mobilized. In actuality, it was categorized 
with murder, infanticide. and the lethal exposure of the very old. The duo 
bious place of the free will of the constituted sexed subject as female was 
sucessfully effaced. There is no itinerary we can retrace here. Since the other 
sanct ioned su icides did not involve the scene of trus constitution, they en· 
tered neither the ideological battleground at the archaic origin-the tradition 
of the Dharmasastra-nor the scene of the reinscription of ritual as crime
the British abolition . The only related transformation was Mahatma~Gan. 
dhi's rei nscription of the notion of saryagraha, or hunger strike, as resist· 
ance. But this is not the place to discuss the details of that sea-change. I 
would merely invite the reader to compare the auras of widow sacrifice and 
Gandhian resistance. The root in the first part of saryagraha and sari are 
the same. 

Since the beginning of the Puranic era (ca. A.D. 400), learned 
Brahmans debated the doctrinal appropriateness of sari as of sanctioned 
su icides in sacred places in generaL (This debate still continues in an aca· 
demic way.) Sometimes the cast provenance of the practice was in question. 
The general law for widows, that they should observe brahmacarya, was, 
however, hardly ever debated. It is not enough to translate brahmacarya as 
"celibacy." It should be recognized that, of the four ages of being in Hindu 
(or BrahmanicaJ) regula/ive psychobiography, brahmacarJ'a is the social 
practice anterior to the kinship inscription of marriage. The man-widower 
or husband-graduates through v(1lUlprastha (forest life) into the mature 
celibacy and renunciation of samnytlSa (laying aside). '" The woman as wife 
is indispensable for garMsthya, or householdership, and may accompany 
her husband into forest life. She has no access (according to Brahmanical 
sanction) to the final celibacy of asceticism, or samnyasa. The woman as 
widow, by the general law of sacred doctrine, must regress to an anteriority 
transformed into stasis. The institutional evils attendant upon this law are 
well known; I am considering its asymmetrical effect on the ideological 
formation of the sexed subject. It is thus of much greater significance that 
there was no debate on this nonexceptional fate of widows-either amo~ 
Hindus cr between Hindus and British-than that the exceptional prescrip
tion of self·immolation was actively contended. 1<I Here the possibility of 
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~vering a (sexually) subaltern subject is once again lost and overdete _ 
!Iuned. r 
" . T~is legally programmed asymmetry in the status of the sub'ect 

which eR.'ectlve~y defines the woman as object of one husband obviOUuSI ' 
operate; ,10 the m~erest of the legally symmetrical subject-status ~fthe mal: 
The sel -Immolation of the widow thereby becomes the extreme case f h ' 
gcnentllaw rather than an exception to it. It is not surprising, then toO t ~ 
of~eavenly rewa~ds for the. sali, where the quality of being the object r~: a 
UOIqu.e possessor IS emphaSized by way of rivalry with other females, those 
~tatlC heav.enl~.dancers, paragons offemale beauty and male pleasure who 
Sl~ her praLSe: In heaven she, being soley devoted to her husband and 
praised by groups of apsaTtls (heavenly dancers], Sports with her husba d 
as long as fourteen Indras. rule" .(HD 11 .2. 631). n 
. . T?e profoun.d Irony 10 locating the woman's free will in self
Im~~!auon IS once agam revealed ~n a verse accompanying the earlier pas
saged A~ 10fng as the woman (as wife: slri] does not bum herself in fire on 
~ elat .0 her. hus~and , she is never released (mucyateJ from her female 

y StTISaTfr-l.e., 10 the cycle of births)." Even as it Operates the most 
su~tle general release from individual agency the sancfo ed " d 
cuhar to woma d . 'd , I n SUlCI e pe· 

. n ra~s ~t~ I eological strength by identifying individual 
agency With the. supramdlvldual: kill yourself on your husband's pyre now 
and you may kill your fe,!,ale body in the entire cycle of birth. ' 

. In a fur~her t~ISt of the paradox, this emphasis on free will es-
. tabhshes the. peculIar misfortune of holding a female body The d Ii 

the se~thatls actu.ally burned is the standard word for spirit in th:~~bl~~ 
sense Jatman), while the verb "re.le~se," through the root for salvation in 
the noblest ,sense (muc - moska) IS In the passive {mocyate} and the word 
~tha~~hl.~h is a~nulled in the cycle of birth is the everYda'y word for the 

y. e ~ eo.logl~al ,messa~e ~rites itself in the benevolent twentieth-
~~n:~i ma ~ h:t.onan s adr~llrallon: "The Iauhar (group self-immolation 

ns .ocrallc , aJPut war·wldows or imminent war-widows] racticed b 
the RaJPut ladles .o.r Chitor and other places for saving them"selves fror::. 
:speakable atrOCllles at the hands of th.e victorious Moslems are too well 

own to need any lengthy notice" (HD 11.2,629). 
th h I Althoug~ jauhar is not. strictly speaking, an act of SQJj and at: 
ou~ do not ":lSh .~ speak for the sanctioned sexua l violenc~ of con-

quering ma.le ,armle~ , Mo.slem" or otherwise, female self.immolation in 
the f~ce of ~t IS a legltlm~lIOn of ':'iDe as "natural" and wor~ in the Ion 
tun, In the mterest of umque gemtal possession of the fernal Th g 
rape ~r.pet rated by the conquerors is a metonymic ce lebratione~fte~~~u:s 
acqUISition. lust a~ the gen~ral law for widows was unquestioned 50 this 
:~t of fema.le heroism persists among the patriotic tales told to ~hildren 
i us~peratmg on the crudest level of ideological reproduction It has als~ 

~uat H' adtremendous r.ole, p~ecisely as an overdetermined 5 ignifi~r, in acting 

~~~~:?:T~:~~~~e?~~~~:t~:~li~~:~~s:~o~~:r~~ona:i~rg ~~~~~~ib~ !r~[~~~~ 
institutional textu~li~~~\~~n:r:h~~~x~r~~r~ subaltern subject is lost in an 

As I mentioned above, when th~ status of the legal subject as 
:a:o~t~~hold~r C?:ld be tempo~arily bestowed on thefemale relict, the self. 

a IOn 0 WI ows was strmgently enforced, Raghunandana, the late 
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fifteenth-/sixteenth-century legalist whose interpretations ~re suppose~ to 
lend the greatest authority to such enforcement. takes as hiS text a cunous 

assa e from the Rg-Veda, the most ancient of the Hindu, sacred text~ ,the 
~rst :f the Srutis. In doing so, he is followi~g a c:entunes-Qld tradition, 
ommemorating a peculiar and transparent mlsreadlf~g ~t the v~ry place of 

C clion Here is the verse outlining certain steps wlthm the ntcs f?T the 
:'~d Ev'en at a simple reading it is clear that it is "not addressed to WIdows 

II b t to ladies of the deceased man's household whose husban,ds were 
al~ , "~h then was it taken as authoritative? This, the unemphahc trans_ 
o~ft'~n of ihe dead for the living husband, is a diffe~nt o~der ~f mystery 

~l the archaic origin from the ones we have been discussing:. Let t~ese 
whose husbands are worthy and are living. enter the house With c1anfied 

, h' Let th~" wives fi rst step mto the house, teariess, healthy butter In t elreyes. ~ .... h ' 
and well adorned" (HD 11 .2, 634). But this c~clal ~ransposltlon IS not t e 
only mistake here. The authority is lodged In a dls~~ted passag~ and an 
alternate reading. In the second line. here translated Let these y.' IVes first 
step into the house," the word for first is agre. ~ome ha:ve read It as agnj, 
"0 fire " As Kane makes clear, however. "even without thiS change Apararka 
and others rely for the practice of Sati on this verse" (HD IV.2, 199). Here 
is another screen around one origin of the history of the subaltern female 
subject. Is it a historical oneirocritiQue t.hat one sh.ould perform on a state-

ent such as· "Therefore it must be admitted that either the MSS are corrupt 
m Raghuna~dana committed an innocent slip" (HD 11.2, 634)1 It should 
0 ' 'ed that the rest of the poem is either about that general law of be mention . . . . abo t 
brahmacarya-in-stasis for widows, to which satl IS an e;o;c~ptlOn •. or u 

, oga- "appointing a brother or any near kinsman to Ta.1se up Issue to a 
~ , h' 'd -deceased husband by marrymg IS WI ow. 

IfP. V. Kane is the authority on the history ~fthe /?harmasastra, 
Mulla's Principles of Hindu Law is the practical gUide. It IS pa-: of the 
historical te;o;t of what Freud call.s "kettle log!c." that we are unraveh~g here, 
that Mulla's te;o;tbook adduces, just as denRlttvely. that the Rg. V~dlc verse 
under consideration was proof that "remarriage of widows and divorce are 
recognized in so me of the old texts." ll _ 

One cannot help but wonder about the role of the wo~? yom; In 
context, with the localizingadverbagre(in front). the word.me,ans dweJhng
place." But that does not efface its primary sense of "genttal ' (n?t yet per
haps specincally female genital). How can we take ~s the authonty for the 
choice ofa widow's self-immolation a passag~ celeb~tmg th~ entry ~f adorned 
wives into a dwelling place invoked on thiS occasion. by I t~ J:'Om-name,. 9:) 

that the extracontextual icon is almost <?ne o~ entry !R.to CIVIC production 
or birth? Paradoxically, the imagic relauons~lp of vaglf,:a and fire lends a 
kind of strength to the authority-claim.'1 ThiS paradox IS s.~rengthened by 
Raghunandana's modification of the verse so as to rea~, Let them first 
ascend the fluid abode (or origin, with, of course, the yom-name-a. r~,hall tu 
jaJayOnimagne] 0 fire (or of fire} ." Why should one accept that thiS prob
ably mean(s] 'daay nre be to them as cool as water'" (HD .lI .2, 634)1 The 
fluid genital of nre. a corrupt phrasing, might fi.gure a se~ual mdeter~lI~ancy 
providing a simulacrum for the intellectual mdetermmacy of tamaJlIllna 
(truth-knowledge). . f 

I have written above of a constructed counter~arratlve 0 wom-
an's consciousness, thus woman's bein g, thus woman's being good, thus the 
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,'" 0""" woman's desire, thus woman's desire. This slippage can be seen in the 
;';!~:~::~ inscribed in the very word sati , the feminine form of sat. Sat tran
~ any gender-specific notion of masculinity and moves up not only 

but spiritual universality. It is the present participle of the verb 
'"," "," and as such means not only being but the True, the Good, the Right. 
In the sacred texts it is essence, universal spirit Even as a prefix it indicates 
appropriate, felicitous, fit. It is noble enough to have entered the most priv

. ileged discourse of modem Western philosophy: Heidegger's meditation on 
Being.1l Sati, the fem inine of this word, simply means "good wife." 

It is now time to disclose that sati or suttee as the proper name 
of the rite of widow self-immolation commemorates a grammatical error 
00 the part of the British, Quite as the nomenclature "American Indian" 
commemorates a factual error on the part of Columbus. The word in the 
various Indian languages is "the burning of the satf' or the good wife, who 
thus escapes the regressive stasis of the widow in brahmacrya. This ex

~! 1:'~~~~.:~ the race-class-gender overdeterminations of the situation. It can 
Ii be caught even when it is flattened out: white men, seeking to save 

women from brown men, impose upon those women a greater ide
i::;~:f~co~n~s:triction by absolutely identifying, within discursi\'e practice, 
i with self-immolation on the husband's pyre. On the other 

constituting the object, the abolition (or removal) of which will 
provide the occasion for establishing a good, as distinguished from merely 
civil. society. is the Hindu manipulation of female subject-constitution which 
I have tried to discuss. 

(I have already mentioned Edward Thom pson'sSuttee, published 
in 1928. I cannot do justice here to this perfect specimen of the justincation 
of imperialism as a civilizing mission. Nowhere in his book. written by 
Someone who avowedly "loves India," is there any Questioning of the "ben
e6cial ruthlessness" of the British in India as motivated by territorial ex
p'ansionism or management of industrial capita!.'" The problem with his 
book is, indeed, a problem of representation, the construction of a contiri
uous and homogeneous " India" in terms of heads of state and British ad-
ministrators, from the perspective of "a man of good sense" who would be 

, , !be transparent voice of reasonable humanity. "India" can then be revre-, 
sented, in the other sense. by its imperial masters. The reason for referring 
to SUltee here is Thompson's finessing of the word sati as ''faithful '' in the 
very fi rst sentence of his book, an inaccurate translation which is nonetheless 
an English perm it for the insert ion of the female subject into twentieth
century discourse.~) 

Consider Thompson's praise for General Charles Hervey's ap
preciation of the problem of sati: " Hervey has a passage which brings out 
t~e pity of a system which looked only for prettiness and constancy in 
woman. He obtained the names of sat is who had died on the pyres ofBikanir 
Rajas; they were such names as: 'Ray Queen, Sun-ray, Love's Delight, Gar
land, Virtue Found, Echo, Son Eye, Comfort, Moonbeam, Love-10m, Dear 
Heart, Eye-play. Arbour-born, Smile, Love-bud, Glad Omen, Mist-clad, or 
Ooud-sprung-the last a favourite name.' " Once again, imposing the upper
class Victorian's typical demands upon " his woman" (his preferred phrase), 
Thompson appropriates the Hindu woman as his to save aga inst the "sys
tem." Bikaner is in Rajasthan; and any discussion of widow-burnings of 
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Rajasthan, especially within the ruling class, was intimately linked to th 
positive or negative construction of Hindu (or Aryan) communalism. e 

A look at the pathetically misspelled nam~s of the salis of the 
artisanal, peasant, village-priestly, moneylender, clencal. and comparable ' 
social groups in Bengal, where Salis were most common, would not have 
yielded such a harvest (Thompson's preferred adjective for Bengalis is "im_ 
becilic"). Or perhaps it would. There is no more dangerous pastime than 
transposing proper names into common nouns, translating them, and using 
them as sociological ev idence. I attempted to reconstruct the names on that 
list and began to feel Hervey-Thompson's arrogance. What, for instance 
might "Comfort" have been? Was it "Shanti"? Readers are reminded ofth~ 
last line ofT. S. Eliot's Waste Land. There the word bears the mark of One 
kind of stereotyping ofIndia-the grandeur of the ecumenical Upanishads. 
Or was it "Swasti"? Readers are reminded of the swastika, the Brahmanic 
ritual mark of domCitic comfort (as in "God Bless Our Home") stereotyped 
into a criminal parody of Aryan hegemony. Between these two apPropria. 
tions, where is ou r pretty and constant burnt widow? The aura of the names 
owes more to writers like Edward FitzGerald, the "translator" of the Ru· 
bayyat olOmar Khayyam who helped to construct a certain picture of the 
Oriental woman through the supposed "objectivity" of translation, than 10 
sociological eltactitude. (Said's Orienlalism, 1978, remains the authoritative 
teltt here.) By this sort of reckoning. the translated proper names ofa random 
collection of contemporary French philosophers or boards of directors of 
prestigious southern U.S. corporations would give evidence ofa feroc,ious 
investment in an archangelic and hagiocentric theocracy. Such sleights of 
pen can be perpetuated on "common nouns" as well, but the proper name 
is most susceptible to the trick. And it is the British trick with SQli that we 
are discussing. After such a taming of the subject, Thompson can write, 
under the heading "The Psychology of the 'Sati'," " I had intended to try 
to examine this; but the truth is, it has ceased to seem a puzzle to me. h er; 

Between patriarchy and imperialism, subject--constitution and 
object-formation, the figure of th e woman disappears, not into a pristine 
nothingness. but into a violent shuttling which is the displaced figuration 
of the "third-world woman" caught between tradition and modernization. 
These considerations would revise every detail of judgments that seem valid 
for a history of seltuality in the West "Such would be the property of 
repression, that which distinguishes it from the prohibitions maintained by 
simple penal law: repression functions well as a sentence to disappear, but 
also as an injunction to silence, affirmation of non<xistence; and conse
quently states that of all this there is nothing to say, to see, to know ... ·7 The 
case of sultee as eltemplum of the woman-in-imperialism would challenge 
and deconstruct this opposition between subject (law) and object.of-knowl
edge (repression) and mark the place of "disappearance" with something 
other than silence and noneltistence, a violent aporia between subject and 
object status. 

Sati as a woman's proper name is in fairly widespread use in 
India today. Naming a female infant "a good wife" has its own proleptic 
irony, and the iron y is all the greater because this sense of the common 
noun is not the primary operator in the proper name." Behind the naming 
of the infant is the Sati of Hindu mythology, Durga in her manifestation 
as a good wife.19 In part of the story, Sati-she is already called that-arrives 
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ber father's court uninvited, in the absence. even, of an invitation for 
divine husband Siva. Her father starts to abuse Siva and Sati dies in 

Siva arrives in a fury and dances over the universe with Sati's corpse 
shoulder. Visnu dismembers her bod y and bits are strewn over the 

Around each such relic bit is a great place of pilgrimage. 
Figures like the goddess Athena-"father's daughters self-pro-

the womb" -are useful for establishing women's 
which is to be distinguished from a deconstruc

toward the essentialist subject. The story of the mythic Sati, 
every narrateme of the r ite, performs a similar function: the living 
avenges the wife's death, a transaction between great male goos 

the destruction of the female bod y and thus inscribes the earth as 
To see this as proof of the feminism of classical Hinduism 

as goddess-centered and therefore feminist is as ideo-
by nativism or reverse ethnocentrism as it was im

.' erase the image of the luminous fighting Mother Durga and invest 
proper noun Sati with no significance other than the ritual burning of 
helpless widow as sacrificial offering who can then be saved. There is 

no space from which the sexed subaltern subject can speak. 
If the oppressed under socialized capital have no necessarily un

~edjated access to "correct" resistance, can the ideology of sQli, coming 
the history of the periphery, be subia ted into any model of interven-

• ;;;;, .. practice? Since this essay operates on the notion that all such clear
cui nostalgias for lost origins are suspect, especially as grounds for coun
lerhegemonic ideological producti on, I must proceed by way of an exam

. pie.'" 
(The eumple 1 offer here is not a plea for some violent Hindu 

Tsj,,,o"hood of self"estruction. The definition of the British Indian as Hindu 
Hindu law is one of the marks of the ideological war of the British against 

f~~r: i~~::lstl~a:m~~ic Mughal rulers of India; a significant skirmish in that as yet 
war was the division of the subcontinent. Moreover, in my view, 
eltamples of this sort are tragic failures as models of interven

practice, since I question the product ion of models as such. On the 
other hand, as objects of discourse analysis for the non-self-abdicating in
tellectua~ they can ill uminate a ~tion of the social teltt, in however hap
hazard a way.) 

A young woman of siltteen or seventeen, Bhuvaneswari Bhaduri, 
hanged heselfin her father's modest apartment in North Calcutta in 1926. 
The suicide was a puzzle since, as Bhuvaneswari was menstruating at the 
time, it was clearly not a case of illicit pregnancy. Nearly a decade later, it 
was discovered that she was a member of one of the many groups invol ved 
in the armed struggle for Indian independence. She had finally been en
trusted with a political assassination. Unable to confront the task and yet 
aware of the practical need for trust, she killed herself. 

Bhuvaneswari had known that her death would be diagnosed as 
the outcome of illegitimate passion. She had therefore waited for the onset 
of menstruation. While waiting, Bhuvanesari, the brahmactlrini who was 
no doubt looking forward to good wifehood, perhaps rewrote the social text 
?f sati-suicide in an interventionist way. (One tentative eltplanation of her 
!neltPlicable act had been a possible melancholia brought on by her brother
m-law's reveated taunts that she was too old to be not-yet-a-wife.) She gen-
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eralized the sanctioned motive for female suicide by taking immense trouble 
to displace (not merely deny), in the physiological inscription of her body 
its imprisonment within legitimate passion by a single male. In the im: 
mediate contex t, her act became absurd, a case of delirium rather than 
sanity. The displacing gesture-waiting for menstruation-is at first a revtrsal 
of the interdict against a menstruating widow's right to immolate herself. 
the unclean widow must wait, publicly, until the cleansing bath of the foUrth 
day, when she is no longer menstruating, in order to claim her dubious 
privilege. 

In this reading, Bhuvaneswari Bhaduri 's suicide is an unem· 
phatic, ad hoc, subaltern rewriting of the social text of sOli-suicide as much 
as the hegemonic account ofthe blazing, fighting, fami lial Durga. The emer· 
gent dissenting possibilities of that hegemonic account of the fighting mother 
are well documented and popularly well remembered through the discourse 
of the male leaders and participants in the independence movement. The 
subaltern as female cannot be heard or read. 

I know of Bhuvaneswari's life and death through fami ly con· 
nections. Before investigating them more thoroughly, I asked a Bengali 
woman, a philosopher and Sanskritist whose early intellectual production 
is almost identical to mine, to start the process. Two responses: (a) Why, 
when her two sisters, Saileswari and R1I.seswari, led such full and wonderful 
lives, are you interested in the hapless Bhuvaneswari? (b) I asked her nieces. 
It appears that it was a case of illicit love. 

I ha ve attempted to use and go beyond Derridea~ deconstruction. 
which I do not celebrate as feminism as such. However, In the context.of 
the problematic 1 have addressed. I find his morph~IOgy n;tuch more pa~· 
staki ng and useful than Foucault's and Deleuze s !~m~(ha~e, su~tanllve 
involvement with more " political" issues-the latter s mvilatlOn to become 
woman"-which can make their influence more d.anger~~s for t.he U.S. ac
ademic as enthusiastic radical. Derrida marks radical cntlque with ~e dan
ger of appropriating the other 'by assim ilati~n. He reads ~tachresls ~! the 
origin. He calls for a rewriting ?f the ut?plan str.uctural Impulse.as r~,n
dering delirious that interior VOice that IS the vOice of the Olh~r In u~. I 
must here acknowledge a long-term usefulness.in Jacques Der.nda whlc~ I 
seem no longer to find in the authors of The Hlslory o/Sex uallty and Mille 
Plateaux.'l 

The suba1tern cannot speak. There is no virtue in global laundry 
lists with "woman" as a pious item. Representation has not withered away. 
The female intellectual as intellectual has a circumscribed task which she 
must not disown with a flourish. 

, 
, 

N o t es 

I am oratal", to Khachig To'Qivan for a paflstaKLr'"og first raading of this essav· 

lOll'1 A1thusser. I..Bnin and Ptilosopl¥ and Orher E~",~. trant. Ben Brewstet (New Yorl<: 
Monthly Aavew Pres,. 19711. P. 66. 
MIchel Foucallt UnguIlg9. Courrer-Merrory. PrllCtictt: SIII6Cf1ld E~Y{S Ind lfteMlIWS. tl-i Donald F eo...och.d and Sheny S,mon (ItMea: Co<MI Uniller$'1y Pre". 1977). pp . 205·' 
(herNlt. atad as FOI . 11\31<8 modfia<j the Eng~sh vers:on of ttr.s. lIS 01 other Eng.,. ... U_· 
lattOlls. w'h8fa huhllAnen to the orig:nal seamed 10 demand~ . 
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It is mportant to note that the oreatest ··;nfluence·· of Western European 

inlelectuals upon U S. professors and $tudenls happens tlVoughco!leclions 01 eS!l~Slalhar 
than bng boob"f1 trans'ation . And."f1 lhote colaehons. i1 t.l.I'KIer,t!llldllbly the mo~ topical 
p;eee$ (hat gain. oreat&rcanncy (Dernda·s ··Stn.cture. SIgn. a'II Pia·,· is a case In pOOl:') 
Fr(l'n the pel"sp9C\l\Ia of thaorat,caI prockJcllon In;! 1deoI00000al r&pl'00ue1lOll. merefore. the 
cOll\lersa\lO'1 under cons:da'atlOll hal not nee_Iv been superseded. 

Thefe IS an lITIP',cn lelereno!l hate,o the pos, .196B w_ of MlOOSm "f1 Franca. See Michel 
Foucaul. ··en P()()IJar Junce· A ().scl.lSKlll w:Itl MlOIIIts:· PowwIKnowledgtt; SlIIected 
ht_~ ¥td OthfJr Wrirngs 1972·77. trans Colin Gordon at at (New YOIt; P311.haonl . 
P. 134 (hereafter cned 115 P~ E~jjicatOf\ of Iha ra!erarr;e strengthens my po;m bt IavnJ 
oo<a the mechiInc. of appropl"lBhOIl The Sta\la 01 Ch:na" th$ discus5lOll is ex~ . • 
FoucauitperSlStantly cllIa"S 1wnIe~ tr, say:ng· ' kncIw noth:ng about Cl"ona.·· ""lntarklcu1ors 
!IoN toward Owla 'N!-6t Dernda ClIo'S Iha ··o-se pra)Udlc.a·· 

n.s IS pan of e much bo'oatler SyrrplOtn lIS ErE Woll dtscusses tn Europe and the People 
..... rhoul HISlryy(8erKeley; Un_My 01 CaliflJ'llIB Press. 19B2). 

Waiter BenJam·n. Charles BaxJeI,;re; A trric Poe/ in rIW Erao! H.gh CapililNsm. trans. Harry 
ZoI"n (london; Ver'JO. 19B31. p. 12. 

Gi"es Oe1&uze and Feb Guat11t"1. Ane".Qadipus. Capilli/ism and S<;tilOP/Yenia. tr;:ns R'chard 
Huf.ay el al. (New YIJ''>:: VIiOng Press. 19771. p. 28. 

The exchange w.th Jacques·AIa:n MIner ., PK C·The Conles$l;Oll 01 the FleSh··) 'S revea\ng 
"f1this respa<:t. 

Althusser. Lenin and Philosophy. ~p. 132·33. 

For one eJ<3mple amon\! many see Ft( p. 9B. 

I! is not su rprisinQ. then. that FouclllJl's work. aarly and lata. IS supported by 100 s,m ple a 
notion 01 repression. Hare Iha anl8QOrdI is Fraud. not Marx . '·1 have \t1e Impressu)n \hat 
(Iha notIOn 01 rapres5IOIlj is w!lolv inadequata to the analys,s ollho mechan,sms and effects 
of power that h is so pel"vasillaly used to character"e today (PI(. 92):· The dell:aCV and 
subtletvof Fraud·s suggastlOll-that lJIlder repress'on the phenomenal idenlrty of i1f!acts is 
indelerminale because something UI'Ip1eaHrn can be desired as pleasure. Itus rl(fc~ re:n
scribW1g tha relallonshlp between dUlr, .nd ··lIlIeresf"-le8ms ~ta deflaled hare. For an 
alaboralion 01 tin noUon of reprl$$IOIl. $" JacC!uetDeHidl. Of Grammaroklgy. trans . G3yatri 
Chakravorty Spwal< (BaJtiTIor •. JoMs HopknI UIWftfS,y Press. 19761. p . BBI (hereafter 
ated as OG): and Dernda.lJm'redine .. abe. tranl. Samuel Weber. c;,ypI't 2 (1977). p . 215. 

AA!tusser"sversoonol 11"<1 parlictJ'ar IIt""ion may be tOOsthematlC. bu t " llB'Ier1helass seems 
mcu carall/ .... ~s program than the 1I"g...ment l.I"Ider Stl.dv. ··Class insI'n::I. .. A1ltusser writes. 
··is subte<:1MI ar"Id spont-ous. Class DO$ifionJI obJeclrve n rnona!. Toarwaat prGetanan 
class PQ$i\ions. 1118 c'ass ""Met of prolet~ only needs to be edvcated. the c~s nstJnc1 
oItha pe1tybour~ie.lJIldtwtnce oI';'r.l«tuaI1.. hIS. Onthllcontrll"V. to be rfMJllAicxjzed· 
(tnn ard Philosophy. P. 13) 

Foucavll·s subs8CJ,Jllllt ut:Unation IfK. 145) of Ins Oe1eull'" Stillemenl comas ctos. (0 
Dernda·s notlOll that theory camot be 8I'l ed ...... 1MI taxonomy and 15 illwiIVS lortT'ed bY
practice. 

O. the surpns'"'lh UI"lCl'ltca1 notions of represenlallOll etll.-t_d tn PIC pp. 14 1. 188. Mv 
remarb con::llrlng tte Plll"aQI'llPh. Ctl\lCllJ'lg fllallectUB's· rlpl'eW'!11I1IIJ'IS0I Sl.baItern groups. 
should be ngorouSy distingo.nlled Irom a cOllkt'on pOlit ICS lhat takes mo accourtt its fratrWlg 
w ithin soclilhled Cepil\111n;! UI'Ilt&S people not becllUS8 thtIv are oppressed!:u\ because thev 
are e>ploited This model WorKS beSI WltlWl a pM~ementaoy democracy . ..t.ere lepresentation 
is not only not banished but elaborately SIIIQlld 

KM Mar x. Surveys from E .. ~e. tran •. Devld Ferro8Ch (New York: V"1I11Q8 Books. 1974 ). p. 
239. 

18 KM Mar ~. Capnll/; A Critique of PoIjrK:al Economy. vol. 1, trans. Ben Fowloes INew VIJ'K: 

" 
" 
" 

Vantage Books. 19771. p. 254 . 

Mar~. ClJfJita/. I. p. 302 . 

See the e)(C~enl rot delil'llt'on and dlscusS!on 01 common sensa in 8"rol Lawrence. ·· Just 
P\a;n Common Sense; The ·ROOts· 01 Raesm:· " Hazel V. Carby at 111 .• The Empire Suites 
Badr: Race IJIfId RacISm';' 70s Brit,;n (London: Hutctunson. 19B21. p. 4B. 

··Use va:Ue·· III Ma,x carl be shown 10 be . ··theoretlClII flCt'on··-as much 01 a PDlenllal. 
oxymoron as ··natural el<Chanl)8:· I IIBve atttnl)ted to develop tils In ··Scattered Specu· 
lations on the ().,eSbOn of Value: ·. manlJSCt1)t o..ndet cons,deratlOll by Diacritics. 
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DerOOs"s "L,ngllsIlC Ci'C:e of Geneva," especl8lly p. 1431 .. ClIO provde I method for 
sessng the r reducible place of the farntv on Ma ... ·s morphology of class formation In M~ 
01 PtJIoSCDhy. Irans. A~ Bass ,O'IICllgo: UnMlrsnyof Chcago Press. 1982). 

Marx, Cap'lli. 1 p. 12B. 

I am aware!h8t fhe re'l!uQll$r.p between M¥JUSm and neo-Kar1!larotmlll poIibCllly tra.q'll 
0<11. , do fIOl myself see how a COflIJ'1UOUS Iioe can be established belWlMtl Marx". OWl! 

lexlS a"d the K"'18<1 Illlc. moment. It does sesTl 10 mit. hDwtM!r, lhoal M&rx' , MS\IOfW1I1 
(lIlhe I'IdMdoJII n IIg8fIl of hostory should be lead on lhe cantU! 01 the bre/lkl'lg U!l 01 tt.. 
IndlVIILaI SUt:,!c1 nal9Jr~ued by K¥I!"$ cmqJe 01 Descartes 

ka1 M_. GrondrISSf/' Foundlll'OtISof.1IB Cr.OQUfJ 01 Pr:JmC6iI ECOI'IOIl"¥. If,ns. Marl," ~ 
(New yot V.bng Prim. 1913). ~ 162-63. 

EdwardW. SaKI. ThB Wald. rhe TeXf. rhe O'mc(~mb":lge. H!rvardU..,....ly Press, 1983) 
p 243 . 

Pau 80vt "'nteJecluals al W~ Mochel Foucault m 1te AAalvSlS 01 Poww." Sub-S~ 
36131 (1983). P. 44. . 

Carby. Etrpfe. p. 34. 

Thos argumen t 1$ developed fl,l'lher ,n Spovak, "Scattered SpeculallOOl:' Once IIQIIrI. lIw 
Anri<Jed,P/ls did root pre the ecooomc texl af' tIoulti lhe UtfUmtlll was I*NPs too 
lIIIegof>cal In u.s respecl, lhe rTIOV9 1rCrTl sctUD- 10 rtryzo.llnatySl$ irl Mille ()I(JlfffU" (P.'S: 
Seu~, 1 980) has not bef!Il MluUl'y 

See Mochel Fouc~l.i1. M/Jdn!;!SSlmd CMlillltlOll.' A Historyof IrullMym rile AQII 01 RsaJOn 
tr.~s, Richard fbwllrd (New Yen:: Pantheon Book$, 1965). pp, 251, 262, 269. ' 

AJfrlough I cons-der FredriC Jamesorl' s PrJ,ric. UnconSC<OU1: NW'1Ir1V6 '" , Soc,81ly ~ 
Act (Ithaca: Comel U~overSity Press, 198 1) 10 be. t8:l<1 01 O'e.1 crollclll w8l{tl!, or perl\lpl 
b«oIUse I do so, I wou~d like my prDgam here 10 be dlSn~gui'hed IrCrTl one of rfltorflg tllll 
reloe, 01 a provi'eged rarrallV1l: " It IS In dele<:lng lhe traces of thai umntern,Cle(I na'rtwe, 
n rastorng 10 the surface of the text lhe repressed ~ buroed reality of thl' fllldamanill 
tutory, Ih.llhe doctrne of. POlitICal unconsCIOUS fi'lds 1\5 h.''lCllon and its ,*<eSSlty" (0. 
20), 

Among marly lti.i~b1e books. I ClIO Bruse Tieboul McCullv, EndlshEduc(Jl,Oil'nO I'" 0-.11'" 
atlnOlan NMiomI,Stn (New YOIt: Columboa Urwer$lly Press, 1940), 

Thomlls BllbnglOll Macaulav, Speeches by Lord MacllJlay; WIIh Hi, Mllue 01l11ldJ1'I ~ 
UC(Jl'Ofl. ad G. M Young !O~ford: Clo<ford Urwersoty Press. AMS EdlilOil, 1979). p. 359 

K,"h, one of the cOf'rl)ilers ollhe VIIdoc: Irde>t, aulhor 01 Sans" Drame In ., 0'""" ~ 
~eIopment, rhBory, .JIId P,ItCtICe. ~ the relltned I!Idilor of the /(r~~a la H."'Wd 
Un_Slty Press. was 11150 the edila of fOU' voilMl'lH at SeI6cr/Jd SP6/1Ch61.J11d ao.:..m.... 
of8r11,shCoIotJ.Pobcy{1 7631O 19371, oIlrretn6tlotVlA'f"" (1918 10 1937). ~ of tte 
80flsh Domr.ons(1918 10 1931), H& wrote books Oil tte lOIIer8VIly 01 BrItISh doITnon5 
end on lhe theory of Slale SUCceSSIOn, Wllh specoal reference 10 English and eoIon8I ~w 

Mehnlilopdlyey. Hafapresad Shastrl A De!lCfr(JtJW C.Mof1N of s.tst", M....,~' 
In rhJ GOo'~ CdJectlOil under rte c.e 01 rhJ AsI • ..: Soc..,.. d ~{C.lcu1t8. Asaatc 
SOCIety oI8engal, 1925), vol. 3, p. VlIL 

O""esechanch Sen., 8rhet 8anga (Calculla: Calcutl. UrMII'lIITV Press. 1925). ~ol I , P 6, 

Etfwtrd ThomplllJrI, Suttee: A HistalC8l Bnd PtibsoplJcll E~ 1fl'0 ,''' Hlrdu R,r. 01 
Wd:lw-BImII'lg {london: George Allen .nd Unwon.. 1928). pp. 130. 41. 

HoIoO'aph letter ~rCrTl G. A. Jacob 10 111 UIY1.med caresponder"Ol) Illeched 10 inSIde 11'011 
00 ..... of tte Sterf'ng Memoroalltury (Yale Un ...... lllly) ~ of Colonel G. A jacob. ed., rhf 
MBIwl¥ayen.lJp¥wsh8d al It.:! ~h8rv...v9d' wlrh It.:! Dpk, eX N'III_ (8ombey: Go¥
ffl\menl Central Books Department. 1888); nalics mine. The dark nvoca llon of twJ dan\J8n 
01 u.s learn ... g by w;sy 01 anonymous ~rranls coosolid8les the esvmmelry. 

I have discussed ths ISsue i1 geater detail With leference!O JU'Ia Knsuwa', About Ch".. 
Women, Irans. Ano i a Barrows (london: MarIOn Boyars. 1977), 1'1 "French Fem"..,m n ... 
I-llernatlOnai Frame," Yale French Swdies, 62 (1981). 

AntonIO Gr.mscI, "Some Aspec tS of the Soulhern QueSllOn," SflIacrlon! I,rm PolitIC. Wit, 
inf/: 1921- r 926, lrens. CUlnln Hoare (New York: I-ltematlOl'l8l Pubhshers, 1978). 11m "'1"1\1 
"allegory of reading" II'Ilhe sense developed by Paul de Man. AJ/egOI"'s eX RHdmfl F9Jfi/ 
LM!QUoIgt in ROU!5eau, Nierzsche, Rilke. IJt1(1 PrOUSt (New Haven. V',' Un_lIIty PrlIa, 
1979). 

Ther pUbloe.~ons .re: &.iblJlrem S/rxJi9s I ; Wnling on South Nian H'51ay,OO Soc>6fY, ed . 
R ..... 'I Guh. (Delli: Clo<fad UrwerSlly Press, 1982): Sub81lem SlrJOlel II: Wr4'Ing.t on Souto 
As'/WlHl5loryIJndSoo6f)', ed, RarlajilGuha (Dehl: Clo<fad lkliversnyPras •. 1983);.-d fie ... 
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~'!:: ;~t'~ As,Q6CU of Pees"", Insurpency In CoIoni.lrdill (Oetoi- O>cfad lXliverlllty 

Edward W. SaId, "Perrrinoon 10 Narr'le," l.Dndon RI/Vrew _. b_ ..... , "~. 
<If """'"' '"'" 16. 1984). 

Guha. Slooies, I, p. 1 

G..oha, Sludies,,, p. 4 

~CQuB$ DerrocUl, ''The Double SeIlIOn," o.ssetnn.:.otl lr.nI 
U ...... erIllTV Of Chocago Pr .... 1981). '. Barbara JotII'Ison (Ollca9O' 

G~ •. Studies, I. p 8 ,.:1 bul the Inl sel of Ilalicl"e the ,u!flOr'I/. 
Ajjl Ie Cheudhuty, "New W_ Soc." Saence " F. 
(il.hes are ...... e). ' trWl., 16-24 IJM. 28, 1984), p. 10 

OIaudtu'y, "NewW_ Soaa' 5aenc,," p, 10. 

J>.erre M.ctlCfey, A Theotyolulllrarl'Producrrcn trM' Gao 
1978). p. 87. . Irey Will {london: Routledge. 
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' InlClu'alisllfleofyof!he sutljee1. the "AiNlic" mode of production. i'I ilS g .... s.; of .. ~~ 
despotism" 3S!he CCII'ICOI'M8Ilt suue lormallon. ~tt serves. It ftc) plays .• s~ role in 
!he lI'_mogl'i6ed mode of Pfoduclioo ........ ltMI 1'1 OeIeuze an::! G..tattllO'l'~. \, 
me SOvIeI deb~le •• 1 I far remove, indeed, from these CO!"Iemp<lf!lrY lheoreflC8! PrOtef:I$. 
the doctrinal sufficierlCy 01 the "Asiatic" mode of productlOl'1 was most ohen dOUbted by 
prodoor'lg lor it various verSlOllll and 1lOIT\eI'IC1atur&'0I feud •• slave, and (:orrmur.alI1'Ode1 
of productlOl'l. (the debate I!I presented 1'1 OO18l"n Stephen F. Dum, ~h8 fllll ,lInd Re, of 
rhrl A&.,C M0d6 d ProductlOl1!London, l'Ioulledge, 1982).)11 woM be I'Itere51YlQ IOrel~1e 
this 10 !he Tapression of the impefia~SI "moment"" i'I most deblles over the rranlitlon fro"! 
feudalism 10 eap;teloam lh81 hev,long uerci!ed !he Wes tern lefT. 'Mlat is more imperU:)1 
here is !hat anob$elvallOfl $.::has Chonchih'srepresfltll$ awdespre&d _Irclnanr:wl~ 
Ihrd-world f9I7J"$ITI (r ather thlnWeSlElln MeJXism). whoch $lIUIUIS /Twn lwnhe Iong·S1.rd"'ll 
traffic with the ~rial!sl concept·metephor "ASIa," 

I should add !hit I have not yel read M$dhu Kishwar and Ruth V __ ', ed:s 
In Search oIlvrswfl': tOOUl1'> Women's V0tC8S 110m Marorh (London Zed Books. 1984i" 

Jonalhan CuWef. 0f1 DeconstrucrlOn: Th«J(y8nd CrifOsmaff8r $ rNCIoxllllsm ~1h8c8: CQ"neII 
Un",ersily Press. 1982). P 48. 

Ebabelh Fo_-Gerlovt'se. "PIacIng Womar!"! His!ory ItI His!Ofy:' Newleir Rev_. 1331M..,.. 
..una 1982). p. 2 1. 

IhaYe '"8!TP!ed to develop tlis Idea n • somewh' l 8Ulobiog/lPhicaiway n "Findng Fem
II"Ii$I Reedings; Oant&-YeatS:' in h Koruosberg. ad .• AmenCen C,/tlO$m WI rhe f'fxftSlru:· 
lIHaNlfl ~ {Am Atbor. Urwersityof MIChigan PUtu. 19811 

Sarah Kolman. l'/Jrlgme 00 Ie femtml: Le femtml d/Jf"15 les luteS de Freud (Paris: GIIiI~e. 
1980). 
S9ftlnd Freud ... 'A Chikll. 8eng ae"IIf)' : A Contrb.n1Ofl !O the SludY 01 the Or9'l cl 
se..,a l PerversIOns:' T/)I') $rend"dEdll>Otl o(rl18 Complere P8'(ChoklgIc- Wo-ts ofSlgtTlJrti 
Ff9vd. trans. James StrllChey 8t al. (London: HogIIrth Press. 1955). vol. 17. 

Fill"":!, "WiId" Psycto-ArlatySis:' Slandltd Eat>Of'l. vol . 1 1 . 

Freud. "'A Child Is 8eing Bellen':' P. 188 . 

FOf a brilliant tte(:(Ul1 0 I t"CW lhe . 'rea'I"" of widow·ucrifoe was consu:uted or ""tm<\kJ8lilN" 
dlrinQ IhIt coIoniel penOd. see Y1a Mani. ""The Proo:1.JcllOll of C~I QIsCOU"se: Sail III 
Early NlIlIIteenth C801Ury 8engaI"' (masters thesos. Urwer$lty .of CallfOffllll 81 5111111 Cnu. 
19831. I p-O(l1ed Irom discusSiOns with Ms. Man! I I the ncepllOl1 of tits P-OJEtCt. 

J. O. M Derrett. Hmdu LSWPIISI and Pre,erl: &i<ng IKIAccourl 011'" Cant~ WI1d> 
Preceded rte En«fmerl d Ih8 HUl(iJ Code. end Ttpf d Ih8 Code u Enacted. rd Some 
Comment, Thereon (C!llc\n ll : A. Mul:hl!r)lle and Co .. 195]f. p. 46. 

Ashis Nandy. "Sati: A Ninleenth CenturyTaleolWOmen. Violence ~nd PrOtesl. :· Rerrrno/VI! 
Rw end rtw Procell of Moden"Il8l1DlllfI IrOll. ed. V C Josh (Oe/hi: VlII:as Pubbbng Hw! •. 
1975). p. 68. 

The folowng 8Cc<lUI'llleens heavily on Pandurang Vaman KIne. Hisl()(yofrh8 OhBrmasas/f' 
(Poon.; 8hand8lkar Oflentel Research Institute. 1963) (hereafter cited as HD. wnh v~. 
1*1. and page numbers). 

Upendre TMb ... TI18 HIStoryofSulCtde /(Iindla: An ,,.r/XIUCI,on(Oeh; MunShiR~m Mandllr 
Lal. 1963). p. 9. hIS lusef .... I;,! of Sanskrit primarySOU"CH on $aaedpl8C.es. This labClflOUl/y 
(lecent book betrlYS all the IIQM of tlla lIChr;zophreria 01 the coIonoII subjec!. s.dI .~bas· 
oem nI!IOfI8Iism.lWriarchlll communal~m. and .... "enli~neoed reHOnablenalS . 

Nandy. ··S81i .. · 

Jealt"Francois l'r'Otard. La 6fMrend (Paris. MinuiI. 1984). 

HD. 11 .2. p. 633. There 8Ie suggestion$ INtthos "prB5Cf~ penar>ee" was tar exC8flded 
by social practice. i1 lhe p.!Issage below. published in 1938. notiCe Ihe HOndu panlltlC 
auurnptiorl$ about the freedom 01 femllie will 81 wert i"I ,"asH ~ke .. courage" and .• S1r~ 
of cMr8Cter'" The unexamined pre$UPPOSllions 01 the passage m91l. be INI the compIe
ooJ&CtiliaulOn d the widow-ooncubina was just purushmeru fa abdic.non d the r91t ., 
courege. signijyng so..t>ject Status: "Some widows. howev~. had nOl lhe courage to go 
t!Y~ lhe fie", ordeal; nor .... d lhey aufficient strength of mltld and char8Cler to .... e loP" 
the hi\11 ascetic ideal p-esaibed .fOf them (tJrahm«~J. I is sad ~ r~d that they--. 
dr .... en 10 lead 1ht life of e concutnne or ",.lIflJdda sm [ncarceraled Wlfe) A S. AIIekar. Thl 
Posrlon of Women III H",du CMIIlarl()(l: From Pr.hJsrOriC Times to r'" Presenr (Jay (O.u-.o: 
Motlel Banarsldass. 19381. p. 156. 

Ouolad In Sena. 8rtI8l-88flQ •. II. pp. 913- 14. 
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stand'rdS 01 "oIJjeetivity" preserved as such by the hegemoric Iradilion. It does nol seem 
inapproprial(110 notice I .... t so ··object"'.·· en instrument as 16cIi0n8rycan uselhe dHpIv 
se>cist-partisan explen8l0fy e_prllS$ion; "raise up ISsue to I deceased husblltld', 

Sundarlal T. Desai. MulII: Prn:oples ofHrndu LIlW (BolT"bay: N. M. Tripathi. 1982). p. 184 . 

I em gralel .... 10 Professor Ahon FJdey 01 Trnty Colege IHartford. COI1n.) for tiscusSItlg lhe 
paSS'08 Mth me. Professor Fin!ey is an e>cpert on !he Rg-Vflda Chasten to add mal lhe 
wolJd /WId my llt&dngS as nesponsibly '1iterary-o"iIlCar' 8S lhe aneoem histO(ianwol.Ad lind 
it "moderrVsl"' (see note 80). 

M8Ilr"I H~gger. An ,,.,odut;1ron to MfHap/1y:sta. trans. R&Iph Manheim (New Vert Ow
bledayAnchcr. I 96 11.p.58. 

T~ompSOn. Sultee. p. 37. 

Thompson. $Ultflfl. p. 15. Forthestatus olthlt prepernameas ·mtw1<.··seeOerrida. "Tabng 
Chane":' 

Thompson. Suttflfl. p. 137 . 

Michel Foucault. 1118 HiStory of Sexu,il/'f. Irani. Robert Hurley (New York: Vi"liage BootS. 
19BOl vol 1. p. 4 . 

The IKtt~at t~1t word was liso used as a lorm of address 10( a weI-born woman r'lady") 
cotr4Jlicates matt/l(s. 

It shoo..kI be remarrtJere<f mal this 8CC0I.-r"I1 does nol e.naust her many I"I'\8I1i1H18t1Cns MtOO 
the parllheon 

A pOsilion agairl$1 nostalgia as a b8sis of co...,t/l(~egernonic ideological proclJCtion does not 
endorse ~s neg81"" use. Within the COtr"IpIe><lty 01 contetrClOfarypott;c.t economy. iI """"'*' . 
lor exampta. be highly QUe$loon8bIe to IXga 1hIt the OJIl80t Indian worting-daS$ ermlt 01 
burfWlg brides who brong insulliaem dowries and of subsequently disgUISing !he murder as 
sllICide is eilher a use or abuS6 of 1ht tradtion 01 saci-suicide. The most !hat can be c lai"nad 
is thrn it is a diSj:Qc.menl on a chain of semiosIs wit~ the female SWjeet as signifoer. which 
would lead us ~ck into thlt n."I8live_ Mve been I.n"avefng. Clel!lrly. one nvst wat to 
Step the crime 01 bride bu/".,g 10 B"IIerv wB\'. H. Mwever. Ih!lt wort IS accompished by, 
uneJ<8mined nosl8lgia or itS OppOsi!e. it wi assist 8Ctrvetv;, the subs!ltUlion aI racalelm~ 
or shear genitalism as a sigrlifillr in lhe place 01 tha lemale Sl..tJje(:t. 

, had not read Pltter DeWs. ' "Power and Stt>jecwity in Foucaull:' NfJW left RfMItW. 144 
(1984), until firVthed lhis essay . t Ioo~ fQ"wwd to ~ book on th9 serne toPIC. There .e 
me ny pointS;' comrnOl1 betWfIf/M his critique and mine. HOwever. as far as I ea"I lei Irom 
Ihe briel essay. ha...rnes from I persp8C\We ...-.::ntieal of airicallh80cy arid the interllbjeclf"l 
norm th81 can all 100 enity exchange ··n:lividu.r· lOf ··$l.bJ'Cf· in ns lituating 01 the ""e~ 
istamic $\bject:' Dews's reeding oI1he COllll8(;tioo between '"Mar_isl tradition" and Ihe 
"'utO'lOmous suqecf' is nol mine. F .... ther. Ilis 8CCOlr"It 01 "the rmp1SS8 of lhe second 
phase of post'lnoct...-alism as a whole" is ,",!aled by his nonconsicIeratlOn of Derrid5. ....t"lo 
has been against me ~legmg 01 lanouaoe from his eanesl wort. the ··lntrO!1.rcnon·· r"I 
Edmund Husser!. 1 hfJ C/tIQlfl of Geometrv. trans . John Leavy (Slony Sroa:. N.V .. Nicolas 
Hays. 1978). What selS his exceUent analysis Q,,;te ap.1 ITom my concerrl$ is. of course. 
!hat the SI.tlject wnhin whoSe History ~e places Foueault"s wort is the SlbI8C1 of Ihe EurOpean 
Iraoftion (pp. 87. 94). 
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P.rry And .... on 

and Revolution 

The relation between modernity and revolution has 
a focus of intellectual debate and political passion for at least silt or 

already has a long history, in other words. It so happens, 

;!~::~;;;:!~:. 1983 a book appeared that reopened the debate with such 
and such undeniable power that no contemporary reflection 

and revolution could avoid trying to come to terms with it. 
to which I refer is Marshall Berman's All That Is Solid Melts into 

remarks will focus-very briefly-on the structure of Berman's ar
,!t,m".! and how it provides us with a persuasive theory capable of con

the notions of modernity and revolution. I will start by reconstruct
in compressed form, the main lines of his book and then proceed to 

comments on their validity. Any such reconstruction sacrifices the 
. the breadth of cultural sympathy, and the force oftelttual 

to All That I s Solid Melts into Air. These qualities 
I ,over time, make this work a classic in its field. Although a proper 
. of the book eltceeds our business today, it must be said at the 

that a stripped-down analysis of the general case is in no way equiv
"",,!o ''" adequate evaluation ofthe importance and attraction of the work 

Modernism, Modernity, Mod.mization 
Berman's essential argument begins as follows: 

There is a mode of vital eltperience-experience of space 
and time, of the self and others, of life's possibilities 
and perils-that is shared by men and women all over 
the world today. I will call this body of experience 
"modernity ." To be modem is to find ourselves in an 
environment that promises us adventure, power, joy, 
growth, transformation of ourselves and the world
and, at the same time, that threatens to destroy every
thing we have, everything we know, everything we are. 
Modern environments and experiences cut across all 
boundaries of geography and ethnicity, of class and 
nationality, of religion and ideology; in this sense, 
modernity can be said to unite all mankind. But it is 
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a paradoxical unity. a unity of disunity: it pours us all 
into a maelstrom of perpetual disintegration and re
newal. of struggle and contradiction, of ambiguity and 
anguish. To be modem is to be part of a universe in 
which, as Marx said, "All that is solid melts into air.'" 

What generates this maelstrom? For Berman it is a host of social 
processes: he lists scien tific discoveries, industrial upheavals, demographic 
transformations, urban expansions, nation-states, mass movements-all 
propelled, in the last instance, by the "ever-expanding, drastically fl uctuat. 
ing" capital ist world market. These processes he calls, for convenient shan. 
hand, "socioeconomic modernization." Out of the experience born of mod. 
ernization, in turn, has emerged what Berman describes as the "amazing 
variety of v isions and ideas that aim to make men and women the subjects 
as well as the objects of modernization, to give them the power to change 
the world that is changing them, to make their way through the maelstrom 
and make it their own"-visions and values that have come to be loosely 
grouped together under the name of " moderni sm." 

The ambition of his book, then , is to reveal the "di alectics of 
modernizat1bn and modernism."2 Between th ese two li es the key middle 
term of"modemily" -neither economic process nor cultural vision but the 
historical experjence mediating one to the other. What constitutes the nature 
of the linkage between th em? Essentially, for Berman, it is developm elll, 
which is really the central concept of his book and the source of' most of 
its paradoxes- some of them lucidly and convincingly explored. others less seen. 

In All That Is SoIjd Melts into Ajr, "development" means two 
things simultaneously. On the one hand, it refers to tbe gigan tic ?b~tive 
transformations of society unleashed by the advent of the capitalist world 
market: that is. essentially but not exclusively economic development. On 
the other hand, it refers to the momentous subjecti ve transformations of 
individual life and personality which occur under their impact everything 
that is contained within the notion of se(f-developmen t as a heightening of 
human powers and a widening of human expe ience. For Berman the com· 
bination of these two. under the compulsive beat o f the world market, 
necessarily spells a dramatic tension within the ind ividuals who undergo 
developmen t in both senses. On the one hand, capitalism-in Marx's un· 
forgettable ph rase of the Manifesto, which forms the leitmotif of Berman's 
book-tears down every ancestral confinement and feuda l restriction, social 
immobility and claustral tradition, in an immense clearing operation of 
cultural and customary debris across the globe. To that process corresponds 
a tremendous emancipation of the possibi lity and sensibility of the indio 
vidual self, now increasingly released from the fixed social status and rigid 
role hierarchy of the precapitalist past, with its narrow morality and cramped 
imaginat ive range. On the other hand, as Marx emphasized, the very s~me 
onrush of capitalist economic development also generates a brutally allen· 
ated and a tom ized society, riven by callous et:onomic exploi tat ion and cold 
socia l indifference, destructive of every cultural or political value whose 
poten tial it has itself brought into being. Likewise, on the psych o lo~cal 
plane, self-development in these conditions could only mean a profound 
disorientation and insecurity, frustration and despair, concomitant with-
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from-the sense of enlargement and exhilaration the 
. . , liberated at the sa me time. Berman writes, "This 

. aglt~lIo~ tu~~u.l~nce, psychic dizziness and drunkenness, 
of expenenllal pOSSibilities a nd destruction of moral boundaries 

personal ~nds, self-e~largement and self-derangement , phantoms in 
Hlif'l;l~",'"treen"~ and Ifl the soul-IS the a tmosphere in which modem sensibility 

That sensibility dates, in its initial manifestations, from the ad
of the world market itself-1 500 or thereabouts. But in its first phase 

~ .wh"cn .for Berman runs to about 1790, it lacks any Common vocabulary A 
p~ase then extend~ ac!oss the nineteenth century, and it is here tbat 

!~,e~:~~~:Z' ~ of ~odemllY IS translated into the various classical visions 
:-1 which Berman defines essentially by their firm ability to 

of the ?ont~adictions of capitalist development-at once 
denouncm~ Its unprecedented transformations of the ma

. world WIthout ever converting these attitudes into static 
antitheses. Goethe is prototypical of the new vision in his 

~[j[1~~l1~~~~~~~:~'~m~'~.~nt;fi~CIe::n~t~C~h~,~p~te~:r~,~'~niiail:Y';Z~es as a tragedy of the 
the self in binding back the sea. 

on Paris are shown 
prolonged, in the pc_ 

above in a backward society 
y tradition Petersburg, from Pushkin and Gogol t~ 

and Mandelstam. 

t~at ~ conditio~ of the sensibility so created was 
public shll possessmg a memory of what it was like 
world. In the twentieth centu y, however that public 
. and ~ragmented into incommensurabie segments. 

t ensiO~ of the ~lassical experience of modernity 
transformation. While modernist art registered more 

I~::;~:;~'~ than e~er before-the twentieth .~ntury, Berman says in an un
p,~e,. may well be the most bnlhantly creative in the history of 

. world -thiS art. has ceased to connect with or inform any common 
hfe; as Berman puts It, "we don 't know how to use Our modernism '" The 
result has b~n.a drastic pol~rization. in mode.r.n thought about theex~rience 
of modernity Itself, flattening out Its eSSenlially ambiguous or dialectical 
character. On the .one hand, from Weber to Ortega, Eliot to Tate. Leavis 
to Ma~use, twentleth<entury mod ernity has been relentlessly condemned 
as an u:on cage of conformity and mediocrity, a spiritual wilderness of 

. populations bl~ched of any. ~rganic community or vital autonomy. On the 
~ Other ~and, against .thCSl? VISiOns of cultural despair, in another tradition 

stretching from Mannettl to Le Corbusier, Buckminster Fuller to Marshall 
, . MCLu~a~, not to spea~ of outright apologists o f capitalist "modern ization 

theory ilse~f, modermty has been fulsomely touted as the last word in 
, S~n.s?ry .exc~tement and universal satisfaction, in which a machine-built 
CIVilization IIself guara~lIees aesthetic thrills and social felicities. 

. W~at each Side has in common here is a simple identification of 
~oderruty With tet:hnology itself-radically excluding the people who pro
~ce and are ~rod uced by it. As Berman writes: "Our ninetecnth-<:entury 

~Ink~rs were slmul~ne?usly e~th,:,~ias ts and enemies of modern life, wres-
ng mexhaustlbly With ItS ambigUities and contradictions; their self-ironies 
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and inner tensions were a primary source of their creative power. 
twen tieth-century successors have lurched far more toward rigid POl';i;;;~ ~ 
and flat totalizations. Modernity is either embraced with a blind and u 
critical enthusiasm, or else condemned with a neo-Olympian n. 
and contempt; in either case it is conceived as a closed monolith, . 

Perry Ander.on 

of being shaped or changed by modem men. Open visio~n~S:O~~f;~I;~fC~t:;i~~~; rlJ supplanted by closed ones, Both/And by Either/Or."6 The 
man's book is to help restore our sense of modernity by 

tinctive varieties of nihilism. Indeed, a communist 
nihilism might turn out to be far more explosive and 
disintegrative than its bourgeois precursor-though also 
more daring and original-because while capitalism 
cuts the in finite possibilities of modern life with the 
limits of the bottom line, Marx's communism might 
launch the liberated self into immense unknown hu· 
man spaces with no limits at aU! 

classical visions ~ it. " It may turn out, then, that going can be a way 
to go forward: that remembering the modernisms of the nineteenth century 
can give. us the vision and.courage to create. the modeT?isms of the twenty. 
first. ThIS act ofremembenng can help us bnng modernism back to its roots 
so that it can nourish and renew itself, to confront the adven tures and 
dangers that lie ahead."l 

Such is the general thrust of All That Is Solid Melts into Air. The 
book also contains a very important subtext, which must be noted. Berman's 
title and organizing theme come from The CommuniSl Man((esro, and his 
chapter on Marx is one of the most interesting in the book. It ends, however 
by suggesting that Marx's own analysis of the dynamic of modernity ulti: 
mately undermines the very prospect of the communist future he thOUght 
it would lead to, for if the essence of liberation from bourgeois society would 
be for the first time a truly unlimited development of the individual-the 
limits of capital, with all its deformities, now being struck away-what could 
guarantee either the harmony of the individuals so emancipated or the 
stability of any society composed of them? 

Even if the workers do build a successful communist 
movement, and even if that movemen t generates a 
successful revolution, how amid the flood tides of 
modem life, will they ever manage to build a solid 
communist society? What is to prevent the social forces 
that melt capitalism from melting communism as well? 
If all new relationships become obsolete before they 
can ossify, how can solidarity, fraternity and mutual 
aid be kept alive? A communist government might try 
to dam the flood by imposing radical restrictions, not 
merely on economic activity and enterprise (every so· 
cialist government has done this, along with every cap. 
italist welfare state), but on personal, cultural and po. 
li ti cal ex press ion . But insofar as suc h a policy 
succeeded, wouldn't it betray the Marxist a im of free 
development for each and all?8 

Yet, Berman argues, 

if a triumphant communism should someday flow 
through the floodgates that free trade opens up, who 
knows what dreadful impulses might flow along with 
it, or in its wake, or impacted inside? It is easy to 
imagine how a society committed to the free devel· 
opment of each and all might develop its own dis· 
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;;':::~ttt~h~U:s.~co~;n~C::1U~.d~,es: "Iron ically, then, we can see Marx's dialectic of 
~ . the fate of the society it describes., generating energies 

down in to its own air." 

Need for Periodization 
. Berman's a~ument, ~s J have said, is an original and arresting 

It IS presented With great literary skill and verve, uniting a generous 
. stance with a warm, intellectual en thusiasm for its subject: the 

the .mod.ern and the revolutionary, it might be said, emerge 
to hiS pages. Indeed, for Berman, modernism is pro

As the dust jacket proclaims: "Contrary to conven-
. revolution is not over." 

w,iu,," from the Left, deserves the widest discussion 
and scrutiny of the Left. Such d iscussion must start by looking at Berman's 
key terms, " modernization" and "modernism," and then at the linkage 
between them through the two-headed notion of "development." If we do 
this, the first thing that must strike us is that while Berman has grasped 
with unequaled force of imagination one critical dimension ofMarx's vision 
of in The Communist Man{(esto, he omits or overlooks another 

that is no less critical for Marx and is complementary to the first. 
accumulation and the ceaseless expa nsion of the commodity form 

e1·through the market is. for Marx, a universal dissolvent of the old social 
world, which he legitimatel y presents as a process of "constant revolution· 

of production, uninterrupted disturbance, everlasting uncertainty and 
;g;;;;ti~';:" The adjectives "constan t," "uninterrupted," and "everlasting" 

~~.~difr;;;;-n~a homogeneous historical time in which each moment is perpetuaUy. 
I\' from every other moment by virtue of being neXl, but-by the same 

token--each moment is eternally the same as an interchangeable unit in a 
process of infinite recurrence. ExtTapolated from the totality of Marx's the~ 
ory of ca~italist development, this emphasis very quickly and easily yields 
the.~radlgm of modernization proper-an anti·Marxist theory, of course, 
politically. For our purposes, however, the relevant point is that the idea 
of modernization involves a conception of fundamentally planar develop.
ment-a continuous-flow process in which there is no real differentiation of 
one conjuncture of epoch from another, save in terms of the mere chron· 
ol~ical succession of old and new, earlier and later, categories themselves 
subject to unceasing permutation of positions in one direction as time goes 
by and the later becomes earlier, the newer older. Such is, of course, an 
accurate account of the temporality of the market and of the commodities 
that circulate across it. 

But Marx's own conception of the historical time ofthe capitalist 
mode of production as a whole was quite distinct from this: it was of a 
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complex and differential temporality in which episodes or eras Were 
continuous from each other and heterogeneous within themselves. The 
obvious way in which this differential temporality enters into tn,:v,_ 
struction of Marx's model of capitalism is, of course, at the I;~iv,;e:\l :~.~~~::~ order generated by it. By and large, it can be said that classes as 
figure in Berman's accoun t. The one significan t exception is 
of the extent to which the bourgeoisie has always failed to conform to 
free-trade absolutism postulated by Marx in the Manifesto. but this has 
repercussions in the architecture of Berman's book as a I' 
there is very little between eCOllOmy, on the one hand, and ~;~~~~~~:C~~~ 
the other, save for the culture of moderni sm that links the lv 
such is effectively missing. 

If we look at Marx's account of that society, what we find · 
something very different from any process of planar development. 
the trajectory of the bourgeois order is curvilinear: it traces not a 
line plough ing endlessly forward, or a circle expand ing i" :~:':t:t~b;~'~~: 
but a marked parabola. Bourgeois society knows an ascent, a 
and a descent. In the very passages of the Grundris:€ that contain the W'''t,,! 
lyrical and unconditional affirmations of the unity of economic development . 
and individuaJ.development, which is the pivot of Berman's argument, Marx 
writes of "the point of Aowering" of the basis of the capitalist mode 
production as ''the point at which it can be united with the highest rl .. ,.L'-" 
opment of productive forces, and thus also of the r ichest develo"m\,nt 
the individual." He also stipulates expressly: " It is nevertheless ""' ..,,,, 
basis, this plant in flower, and therefore it fades after flowering ' I;S 
consequence of flowering. ... As soon as this point has been reached, ~ny 
further development takes the form of a decline."'o In other words, the 
history of capitalism must be periodized. and its determinate trajectory re
constructed. if we are to have any sober understanding of what capitalist 
"development" actually means. The concept of modernization occludes the 
very possibility of that. 

The Muttlpllcity of Mode rnlsm a 
Let us now revert to Berman's complementary term "modern~ 

ism." Although this postdates "modernization," in the sense that it signals 
the arrival of a coherent vocabulary for an experience of modernity that 
preceded it, once in place, modern ism too knows no internal principle of 
variation- it simply keeps on reproducing itself. It is very significant that 
Berman has to claim that the art of modernism has flourished, is flourishing, 
as never before in the twentieth century, even while protesting at the trends 
of thoughr that prevent us from adequateJy incorporating this art into our 
lives. 

There are a number of obvious difficulties with such a position. 
The first is that modernism, as a specific set of aesthetic forms, is generally 
dated precisely from the twentieth century, is indeed typically construed by 
way of contrast with realist and other classical forms ci the nineteenth, 
eighteenth, or earlier centuries. Virtually all of the actual literary texts ana· 
lyzed so well by Berman-whether Goethe or Baudelaire, Pushkin or Dos
toevsky-precede modernism proper in this usual sense of the word (the 
only exceptions are fi ctions by Bely and Mandelstam, which precisely are 
twentieth-century artifacts). In other words, by more conventional criteria 
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~~~~';:!ltti~~:~~S to be framed within some more differential conception 

A second, related point is that once modernism is treated in this 
is striking how uneven its distribution actually is, geographically. 

'~~::';:;i~the European or Western world generally, there are major areas 
ia have generated any modernist mom entum. My own country, 

pioneer of capitalist industrialization and master of the world 
","~'-c " -century, is a major case in point beachhead for Eliot or Pound, 

~
~~~;~~Joyce, it produced no virtually significant native movement of 

type in the first decades of this century-unlike Germany or 
or Russia, Holland or America. It is no accident that England 

the great absentee from Berman's conspectus in All That Is Solid 
Air. The space of modernism, too, is thus differential. 
A third objection to Berman's read ing of modernism as a whole 

it establishes no distinctions either between very contrasted aesthetic 
or within the range of aesthetic practices that comprise the arts 

But in fact it is the protean variety of relations to capitalist 
that is most striking in the broad grouping of movements typ

under the common rubric "modernism." Symbolism, 
cubism, futurism or constructivism, surrealism-there were 

or six decis;I'€ currents of " modernism'" in the early decades 
r'~,e"~ntU'cy from which nearly everything thereafter was a derivation or 

J'l,' ,ta,ct, The antithetical nature of the doctrines and practices peculiar to 
would suffice in itself, one would have thought, to preclude the pos

~:~~~l;~~::~there could have been anyone characteristic Stimmung defining :1 modernist bearing toward modernity. Much of the art produced 
IT<", ,,,,,,,mthis range of positions already contained the makings of those 

polarities decried by Berman in contemporary or subsequent theori
'~ :~~~~,~Of modern culture as a whole. German expressionism and Italian 
~' in their respectively contrasted tonalities, form a stark instance. 

, A final difficulty with Berman's account is that it is unable. from 
Jithin its own term s of reference, to provide an y explanation of the divar
iCation it deplores between the art and thought, practice and theory, of 
modernity in the twentieth century. Hen; indeed, time divides in his ar
gument, in a significant way: something like a decline has occurred, intel
lectually, which his book seeks to rel'erse with a return to the classical sPirit 
ofmodcmism as a whole, informing art and thought alike. But that declihe 
remains unintelligible within his schema, once modernization is itself con
ceived as a linear process of prolongation and expansion, which necessarily 
Carries with it a consta.nt renewal of the sources of modernist art. 

~ Th. Sociopolitic a l Co ni unc ture 
An alternative way to understand the origins and adventures of 

modernism is to look more closely at the differential historical temporality 
in which it was inscribed. There is one famous way of doing this, within 

', the Marxist tradition: the route taken by Luk~cs, who read off a direct 
equation between the change of political posture of European capital after 
the revolutions of J 848 and the fate of the cultural forms produced by or 
within the ambit of the bou rgeoisie as a social class. After the mid-nineteenth 
century, for Lukacs, the bourgeoisie becomes purely reactionary-abandon
ing its conflict against the nobility, on a continental scale, for all-out struggle 
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against the proletariat Therewith it enters into a phase of ideological 
cadence, whose initial aesthetic expression is predominantly naturalistic but 
eventually issues into early twentieth-century modernism. 

This schema is widely decried on the Left today. In fact, in Lu. 
kacs's work, it often has yielded rather acute local analyses in the field 
philosophy proper: The Destruction of Reason is a far from negligible book, 
however marred by its postscript. On the other hand, in the field of liter. , 
ature-Lukacs's other main area of application-the schema proved rela. 
tively steri le. It is striking that there is no Lukacsian exploration of any 
modernist work of an comparable in detail or depth to his treatment of the 
structure of ideas in Schelling or Schopenhauer, Kierkegaard or NietzSdle: 
by contrast, Joyce or Kafka-to take two of Lukacs's literary bites noires":' 
are scarcely more than invoked and never are studied in their own righl 
The basic error o f Lukacs's optic here is its e~·olutionism, that is, time differs 
from one epoch to another, but within each epoch all sectors of social reality 
move in synchrony with each other, such that decline at one level must be 
refl ected in descent at every other. The result is a plainly overgeneralized 
notion of"decadence"-one, of course, enormously affected, it can be said 
in extenuation, by the spectacle of the collapse of German society and most 
of its establis1ied culture, in which Lukacs had himself been formed, into 
nazism. 

Ifneither Berman's perennialism nor Lukacs's evolutionism Pft). 
vide satisfactory accounts of modernism, then what is the alternative? The 
hypothesis I will briefly suggest here is that we should look rather fer a 
conjuncturaf explanation of the set of aesthetic practices and doctrines sub
sequently grouped together as "modernist." Such an explanation would in
volve the intersection of different historical temporalities, to compose a 
typically overdetermined configuration. What were these temporalities? In 
my view, " modernism" can best be understood as a cultural force field 
"triangulated" by three decisive coordinates. The first of these is something 
Berman perhaps hints at in one passage but situates too far back in timt, 
failing to capture it with sufficient precision: the codification of a highly 
formal ized academicism in the visual and other arts, which itself was in
stitutionalized within official regimes of states and society still massively 
pervaded, often dominated. by aristocratic or landowning classes that were 
in one sense economically "superseded," no doubt, but in others were still 
setting the political and cultural tone in country after country of pre-First 
World War Europe. The connections between these two phenomena are 
graphically sketched in Arno Mayer's recent and fundamental work, Tk 
Persistence of the Old Regime, I I whose central theme is the extent to which 
European society down to 1914 was still dominated by agrarian or aristo
cratic (the two were not necessarily identical, as the case of France makes 
clear) ruling classes, in economies in which modern heavy industry still 
constituted a surprisingly small sector of the labor force or pattern of output. 

The second coordinate is then a logical complement of the first 
the still incipient, hence essentially nOI'el, emergence within these societies 
of the key technologies or inventions of the second industrial revolution; 
that is, telephone, radio, automobile, aircraft, and so on. Mass consu mption 
industries based on the new technologies had not yet been implanted any
where in Europe, where clothing, food, and furniture remained overwhelm-
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the largest final-goods sectors in employment and turnover down to 

The third coordinate of the modernist conjuncture, I would argue 
rt~;~~:~·; :a:~;~ proximity of social revolution. The extent of hope 0; 
;; . that the prospect of such revolution arouses varies widely 

over most of Europe it was "in the air" during the Belle Epoque itself 
reason, again, is straightforward enough: forms of dynastic ancien re
as Mayer calls them, did persist-imperial monarchies in Russia, Ger
and Austria, a precarious royal order in Italy; even the United King

threatened with regional disintegration and civil war in the years 
the First World War. In no European state was bourgeois democracy 

&'m,,';~ed as a form or the labor movement integrated or co-opted as a 
force. possible revolutionary outcomes of a downfall of the old order 

1~,~;we~:"r~th~U~Sfs;t:i~"~~~:~:'~~ia~:m~bigUOUS. Would a new order be more unal-or would it be socialist? The Russian Rev-
the attention of a II Europe, was emblematic 

ambiguity, an upheaval at once and inseparably bourgeois and pro
,' .. ',taria.D. 

What was the contribution of each of these coordinates to the 

~!:~::~; of the force field defining modernism? Briefl y, I think, the fol
persistence of the anciens regimes, and the academicism can· 

with them, provided a critical range of cultural values against 
insurgent forms of art could measure themselves but also in terms 

of which they could partly articulate themselves. Without the common ad· 
·versary of official academicism, the wide range of new aesthetic practices 
have little or no unity: their tension with the established or consecrated 
canons is constitutive of their definition as such. At the same time, however, 
the old order, precisely in its still partially aristocratic coloration, has af
.forded a set of available codes and resources from which the ravages of the 
market as an organizing principle of culture and society-uniformly detested 
by every species of modernism-could also be resisted. The classical stocks 
of high culture still preserved-even if deformed and deadened-in late nine
leenth-century academicism could be redeemed and released against the old 

! order, as also against the commercial spirit of the age, as many of these 
\ movements saw it. The relationship of imagists like Pound 10 Edwardian 

conventions or Roman lyric poetry alikt; of the later Eliot to Dante or the 
metaphysicals, is typical of one side of this situation; the ironic proximity 
of Proust or Musil to the French or Austrian aristocracies is typical oftbe 
other side. 

At the same time, for a different kind of "modemist" sensibility, 
the. ener!?es and attractions of a new machine age were a powerful imagi
natIVe stimulus, one reflected, patently enough, in Parisian cubism Italian 

"futurism, or Russian constructivism. The condition of this inter~t, how
ever, was the abstraction of techniques and artifacts from the social relations 
.ofproduction that were generating them. In no case was capitalism as such 
ever. exalted by any brand of "modernism." But such extrapolation was 
preCIsely rendered possible by the sheer incipience of the still unforeseeable 
socioeconomic pattern that was later to consolidate so inexorably around 
them. It was not obvious where the new devices and inventions were going 
to lead. Hence the, so to speak, ambidextrous celebration of them from 
Right and Left alike-Marinetti or Mayakovsky. Finally, the haze of social 
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revolution drifting across the horizon of this epoch gave it much of its 
apocalyptic light for those currents of modernism most unremittingly and 
violently rad ical in their rejection of the social order as a whole, of which 
the most significant was certainly German expressionism. EuroPean mOd. 
ern ism in the first years of this cen tury thus flowered in the space between 
a still usable classical past, a still indeterminate technical present, and a still 
unpredictable political fu ture. Or, put another way, it arose at the intersec
tion between a semi·aristocratic ruling order, a semi-industrialized capitalist 
economy, and a semi-emergent, or semi-insurgeni, labor movement. 

The First World War, when it came, altered all of these COOr. 
dinates, but it did not eliminate any ofthem; for another twenty years they 
lived on in a kind of hectic afterlife. Politically, of course, the dynastic slates 
of Eastern and Central Europe disappeared. But the Junker class retained 
great power in postwar Germany; the agrarian-based Radical party contino 
ued to dominate the Third Republic in France, without much break in tone: 
in Britain, the more aristocratic of the two traditional panies, the Conser: 
vatives, virtually wiped out their more bourgeois rivals, the Liberals, and 
went on to dominate the whole interwar epoch. Socially, a distinctive upper
class mode of life persisted right down to the end of the 1 930s, whose 
hallmark-setti ng it off completely from the existence of the rich after the 
Second World War-was the normalcy of servan ts. This was the last true 
leisure class in metropolitan history. England, where such continuity was 
strongest, was to produce the greatest fictional representation of that world 
in Anthony Powell's Dance to the Music a/Time. a nonmodernist remem· 
brance from the subsequent epoch. Economically, mass production indus· 
tries based on the new technological in ventions of the early twentieth cen
tury achieved some foothold in two countries only-Germany in the Weimar 
period, and England in the late 1930s. But in neither case was there any 
general or wholesale implantation of what Gramsci was to call "Fordism," 
on the lines of what had by then existed for two decades in the United 
States. Europe was still over a generation behind America in the structure 
c§ its civilian industry and pattern of consumption on the eve of the Second 
World War. Finally, the prospect of revolution was now more proximate 
and tangible than it had ever been- a prospect that had triumphantly mao 
terialized in Russia, touched Hungary, Italy, and Germany with its wing 
just after the First World War, and was to take on a new and dramatic 
immediacy in Spain at the end of this period. 

It is within this space, prolonging in its own wayan earlier ground, 
that generically "modernist" forms of art contin ued to show great vitality. 
Quite apart from the literary masterpieces published in thesc years but 
essentially nurtured in earlier ones, Brechtian theater was one memorable 
product purely of the interwar conjuncture, in Germany. Another was the 
first real emergence of architectural modernism as a movement, with the 
Bauhaus. A third was the appearance of what was, in fact, the last of the 
great doctrines of the European avant-garde-surrealism, in France. 

The We.t'. S ••• on End. 
It was the Second World War that destroyed all three of the 

historical coordinates I have discussed and therewith cut off the vitality of 
modernism. After 1945, the old semiaristocratic or agrarian order and its 
appurtenances were fin ished, in every country. Bourgeois democracy was 
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universalized. With that, certain critical links with a precapitalist 

snapped. At the same time, Fordism arrived in force. Mass pro
,.~u""p" .a~~ consumption transformed the West European economies along 

American lines. There could no longer be the smallest doubt as to 
kind of society this technology would consolidate: an oppressively 

, ' ,;),,1)10, monolithically industrial, capitalist civilization was now in place. 
In a wonderful passage of his book Marxism and Form. Fredric 

admirably captures what this meant fo r the avant-grade traditions 
treasured the novelties of the 1920s or 19305 for their oneiric, 
potential: ''The Surrealist image," he remarks, was "a con
to split open the commodity forms of the objective universe 

them against each other with immense force." t2 But the condition 
its success was that 

these objects-the places of objective chance or of pre
ternatural revelation-are immediately identifiable as 
the products of a not yet fully industrialized and sys
temati zed economy. This is to say, that the human 
origins of the products of this period-their relation
ship to the work from which they issucd-have not yet 
been fully concealed; in their production they still show 
traces of an artisanal organization of labor while thei r 
distribution is stil l assured by a network of smal l shop
keepers . . . . What prepares these products to receive 
the investment of psychic energy characteristic of their 
use by Surrealism is precisely the half-sketched, unef-
faced mark of human labor; they are still frozen ges
ture, not yet completely separated from subjectivity, 
and remain therefore potentially as mysterious and as 
expressive as the human body itself. l } 

Jameson goes on to say: 

We need only exchange, for that environmen t of small 
workshops and store counters, for the marcheaux puces 
and the stalls in the streets, the gasoline stations along 
American superhighways, the glossy photographs in 
the magazines, or the cellophane paradise of an Amer
ican drugstore, in order to realize that the objects of 
Surrealism are gone without a trace. Henceforth, in 
what we may call post-industrial capitalism, the prod
ucts with which we are furn ished are utterly without 
depth: their plastic content is totall y incapable of serv
ing as a conductor of psychic energy. All libidinal in
vestment in such objects is precluded from the outset, 
and we may well ask ourselves, if it is true that our 
object uni verse is henceforth unable to yield any "sym
bol apt at stirring human sensibility," whether we are 
not here in the presence of a cultural transformation 
of signal proportions, a historical break of an unex
pectedly radical kind. I. 
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Finally the image or hope of revolution faded away in the West. 
The onset of the Cold War, and the Sovietization of Eastern Europe, can. 
celled any realistic prospect of a socialist overthrow of advanced capitalism 
for a whole historical period. The ambiguity of aristocracy, the absurdity 
of academicism, the gaiety of the first cars or movies, the palpability of a 
socialist alternative, were all now gone. In their place there now reigned a 
routinized, bureaucratized economy of universal commodity pr~uction> in 
which "mass consumption" and "mass culture" had become virtually in. 
terchangeable terms. 

The postwar avant·gardes were to be essentially defined against 
this quite new backdrop. It is not necessary to judge them from a Lukicsian 
tribunal to note the obvious: little of the literature, painting, music, or 
architecture of this period can stand comparison with that of the antecedent 
epoch. Reflecting on what he calls "the extraordinary concentration of lit· 
erary masterpieces around the First World War," Franco Moretti in his 
recent book Signs Taken for Wonders writes: "extraordinary because of its 
quantity, as even the roughest list shows (Joyce and Valery, Rilkeand Kafka, 
Svevo and Proust, Hofmannsthal and Musil, Apollinaire, Mayakovsky), but 
even more than extraordinary because that abundance of works (as is by 
now clear aftel>iJl.ore than half a century) constituted the last literary season 
of Weste~ culture. Within a few years European literature gave its utmost 
and seemed on the verge of opening new and boundless horizons: instead 
it died. A few isolated icebergs, and many imitators; but nothingcomwable 
to the past."' ~ There would be some exaggeration in generalizing thisjudg. 
ment to the other arts, but not, alas, all that much. Individual writers or 
painters, architects or musicians, of course produced significant work after 
the Second World War, but the heights of the first two or three decades of 
the century were rarely or never reached again. Indeed, no new aesthetic 
movements of collective importance, operative across more than one art 
form. emerged after surrealism. In painting or sculpture alone, specialized 
schools and slogans succeeded each other ever more rapidly, but after the 
moment of abstract expressionism-the last genuine avant...garde of the West
these were now largely a function of a gallery system necessitating regular 
output of new styles as materials for seasonal commercial display, along the 
lines of haute couture: an economic pattern corresponding to the nonre
producible character of "original" works in these particular fie lds. 

It was now, however, when all that had created the classical art 
of the early twentieth century was dead, that the ideology and cult of mod· 
ernism was born. The conception itself is scarcely older than the 1950s, as 
a widespread currency. What it betokens is the pervasive collapse of the 
tension between the institutions and mechanisms of advanced capitalism 
and the practices and programs of advanced art, as the one annexed the 
other as its occasional decoration or diversion, or philanthropic point d'han
neur. The few exceptions of the period suggest the power of the rule. The 
cinema of Jean·Luc Godard, in the 1960s, is perhaps the most salient case 
in point. As the Fourth Republic belatedly passed into the Fifth, and rural 
and provincial France was suddenly transformed by a Gaulhst industrial
ization appropriating the newest international technologies, something like 
a brief afterglow of the earlier conjuncture that had produced the classical 
innovatory art of the century flared into life again. Godard' s cinema was 
marked in its own way by all three of the coordinates described earlier. 
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:,~~~.;With quotation and allusion to a high cultural past, Eliot-style; 
ql celebrant of the automobile and the airport, the camera and the 

, Leger-style; expectant of revolutionary tempests from the East, Ni-

The upheaval of May·June 1968 in France was the validating 
terminus of this art fo rm. Regis Debray was to describe the ex

year sarcastically, after the event, as a voyage to China that, 
, discovered on ly America-more especially, landing in 

. and cultural turbulence that mistook itself for 
C,it,,"1 Revolution, when in fact it signified no 

than the arrival ofa long-overdue permissive consumerism in France. 
~,· "· "·.C was precisely this ambiguity-an openness of horizon, where the shapes 

future cou ld alternatively assume the shifting forms of either a new 

~;~1!~~i:~~'i;~:;~ the eruption of socia Ii sm-that was constitutive of so sensibility of what had come to be called "modernism." 
did not survive the Pompidou consolidation that suc

G"d,,,d", cinema or an ywhere else. What marks the typical sit-
the contemporary artist in the West, it might be said, is, on the 

i~;~tra;y, the closure of horizons: without an appropriable past, or imagi
in an interminably recurrent present. , 

is not true, manifestly, of the Third World. It is significant 
many of Berman's examples of what he reckons to be the great 

~~~;~~~~:.t achievements of our time should be taken from Latin American 
:-: In the Third World generally, a kind of shadow configuration of 

prevailed in the First World does exist today. Precapitalist oli
l ,,,,,,h;'" of various kinds, mostly of a landowning character, abound; cap

development in these regions is typically far more rapid and dynamic, 
it does occur, than in the metropolitan zones, yet it is infinitely less 

' ~:~~~~~e~,;or consolidated; socialist revolution haunts these societies as a 
\.: possibility, one alread y realized in countries close to home

or Nicaragua, Angola or Vietnam. These are the conditions that have 
produced the genuine masterpieces of recent years that conform to Berman's 
categories: novels like Gabriel Garcia Marquez's One Hundred Years of 

ISolitude and Salman Rushdie's Midnight 's Children. from Colombia and 
India, or fi lms like Yilmiz Guney's Yol, from Turkey. However, works such 
as these are not timeless expressions of an ever-expanding process of m--oo:'" 
emization but emerge in quite delimited constellations, in societies still at 

.' definite historical crossroads. The Third World furnishes no fountain of 
~temal youth to modernism. 

The limit. of Self-Development 
far, we have looked at two of Berman's organizing concepts

y' ~od,n~;zat;,on and modernism. Let us now consider the mediating term 
that links them: modernity. That, it will be remembered, is defined as the 
experience undergone within modernization that give rises to modernism. 
What is this experience? For Berman, it is essentially a subjective process 
of unlimited self-development, as traditional barriers of custom or role dis· 
integrate-an experience necessarily lived at once as emancipation and or
deal, elation and despair, frightening and exhi larating. It is the momentum 
of this ceaselessly ongoing rush toward the uncharted frontiers of the psyche 
that assures the world-historical continuity of modernism; but it is also the 
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momentum that appears to undermine in advance any prospect of mor I 
or institutional stabilization under communism; indeed, perhaps, to disa~. 
low the cultural cohesion necessary for communism to exist at all, renderin 
it something like a contradiction in terms. What should we make of thi~ 
argument? 

To understand it we need to ask, Where does Bennan's vision 
of a completely unbounded dynamic of self·development come from? His 
first book, The Politics of Alithenticity, which contains two studies·~me of 
Montesquieu and the other of Rousseau-provides the answer. Essentially 
this idea derives from what the subtitle of the book rightly designates th~ 
"radical individualism" of Rousseau's concept of humanity, Berman's anal. 
ysis of the logical trajectory of Rousseau's thought, as it sought to contend 
with the contradictory consequences of this conception across successive 
works, is a tour de force. But for our purposes the crucial point is that 
Berman demonstrates the presence of the same paradox he'ascribes to Marx 
within Rousseau: if unlimited self..development ~ the goal of al~ how wiD 
community ever be possible? For Rousseau the answer is, in words that 
Berman quotes: ''The love of man derives from love of oneselr'- " Extend 
self-love to others and it is transformed into virtue." L7 Berman comments: 
" It was the road of self.expansion, not of self-repression, that led to the 
palace of virtue .... As each man learned to express and enlarge himself, 
his capacity for identification with other men would expand, his sympathy 
and empathy with them would deepen,"L' 

The schema here is clear enough: first the individual develof,S 
the self, then the self can enter into relations of mutual satisfaction 'with 
others-relations based on iden tification with the self. The difficulties this 
presumption encounters once Rousseau tries to move-in his language
from the " man" to the "citizen," in the construction of a free community, 
are then brilliantly explored by Bennan. What is striking, however, is that 
Berman nowhere himself disowns the starting point of the dilemmas he 
demonstrates. On the contrary, he concludes by arguing: "The programs of 
nineteenth.century socialism and anarchism, of the twentieth-century wei· 
fare state and the contemporary New Left, can all be seen as further de
velopments of the structure of thought whose founda tions Montesqu ieu and 
Rousseau laid down, What these very different movements share is a way 
o f defining the crucial political task at hand: to make modern liberal society 
keep the promises it has made, to reform it-or revolutionize it-in order 
to realize the ideals of modem liberalism itself. The agenda for radical 
liberalism which Montesquieu and Rousseau brought up two centuries 3iP 
~ still pending today."L' Li kewise. in All That Is Solid Melts in/oAir, Berman 
ca n refer to " the depth of th e indi vidualism tha t underlies Marx's 
communism"lO-a depth which, he quite consistently goes on to note, must 
formally include the possibility of a radical nihilism. 

If we look back, however, at Marx's actual texts, we find a very 
different conception of human reality at work. For Marx, the self is not 
prior (0 but constiwted by its relations with others, from the outset: women 
and men are social individuals whose sociality is not subsequent to but 
contemporaneous with their individuality. Marx wrote, after all, that "only 
in community with others has each individual the means of cultivating his 
gi fts in all directions: only in the community, therefore. is personal freedom 
possible."lL Berman cites the sentence but apparently without seeing its 
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If the development of the self is inherently imbricated in 
its development could never be an unlimited dynamic 
sense conjured up by Berman, for the coexistence of 

always be such a limit, without which d€"elopment itselfcould 
occur. Berman's postulate is thus, for Marx, a contradiction in terms. 

Another way of saying this is that Berman has failed-with man y 
of course-to see that Marx possesses a conception of human naJure 

_ •.. . , .. out the kind of infin ite ontological plasticity he assumes himself. 
may see~ a scandalous statement, given the reactionary cast of so 
standard Ideas of what human nature is, But it is the sober philological 
as even a cursory inspection o f Marx's work makes clear and Norman 

Marx and Human NaJure-RefUlation of a Legend makes irrefut
nature, for Marx, includes a set of primary needs, powers, and 

he calls in the Grundrisse, in the famous passages on 
under feudalism, capitalism, and communism, Bedur} 

, Krafle. Anlagen-all of them capable of enlargement and 
not of erasure or replacement The vision of an unhinged, 

of the self toward a completely unbounded development is 
. . Rather, t~e genuine "free development of each" can only 

proceeds 10 respect of the ''free develppment of all," given 
,!~~7.~~;~;,~~:nat~e of what it is to be human. In the very pages of the 

which Berman leans, Marx speaks without the slightest equiv. 
full development of human control over the forces of na

of his own nature"; of "the absolute elaboration (Her-
. crea~ve di~positio~s," in which " the universality of the 

... IS ~e. unlversahty of his real and ideal relationships."ll The 
and stability Berman wonders whether communism could ever 

for Marx, in the very human nature it would finally emancipate, 
from any mere ca taract of formless desires. For all its exuberance 

.,E~nnan:~version of Marx, in its virtually exclusive emphasis on the relea~ 
o£tbe self, comes un?>mfortably close-radical and decent though its accents 
are-to the assumptions of the culture of narcissism. 

Th. Pr •• ent Imp •••• 
To conclude, then, where does this leave revolu tion? Berman is 

' qui!e consistent ~ere .. For him, ~ for so !llany other socialists today, the
oo.tlOn of revolution 1S dls te~ded m duratIOn. In effect, capitalism already 
brings us constant upheaval 10 our conditions of life and in that sense is
asbe puts it- a "permanent revolution," one that obliges "modem men and 
~me.n" to "learn to ye3:rn ~or change: n!,! merely to be open to changes 
In their personal and SOCial hves, but posI tively to demand them, actively 
to seek. them out and carry them through. They must learn not to long 
nostalgically for the 'fixed, fast-frozen relationships' ofthe real or fantasized 
past, but to delight in mobility, to thrive on renewal, to look forward to 

, fu ture development in their cond itions of life and relations with their fellow 
"l. The ad vent of .socialism would not halt .or check this process but 

the contrary would Immensely accelerate and generalize it The echoes 
of!960s' radicalism are unmistakable here. Attraction to such notions has 
proved very widespread, but they are not, in fact, compatible either with 
the theory of historical materialism, strictly understood or with the record 
of history itself, however theorized. • 
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"Revolution" is a term with a precise meaning: the political Over. 
throw from below of one state order and its replacement by another. Nothing 
is to be gained by diluting it across time or extending it over every de
partment of social space. In the first case, it becomes indistinguishable from 
mere reform-simple change. no matter how gradual or piecemeal_as in 
the ideology of latter~ay Eurocommun ism or cognate versions of Social 
Democracy; in the second case, it dwindles to a mere metaphor, One that 
can be reduced to no more than supposed psychological or moral conver. 
sions, as in the ideology of Maoism, with its proclamation of a "Cultural 
Revolution." Against these slack devaluations of the term, with all their 
political consequences, it is necessary to insist that revolution is a punctual 
and not a permanent process; that is, a revolution is an episode of convulsive 
political transformation, compressed in time and concentrated in taT&tt, 
with a determinate beginning-when the old state apparatus is still intact
and a finite end-when that apparatus is decisively broken and a new one 
erected in its stead. What would be distinctive about a socialist revolution 
that created a genuine postcapitalist democracy is that the new state would 
be truly transitional toward the practicable limits of its own self~issolution 
into the associated life of society as a whole. 

I»·the advanced capitalist world today, it is the seeming absence 
of any such prospect as a proximate or even distant horizon-the lack. 
apparently, of any conjecturable alternat ive to the imperial status quo of a 
consumer capitalism-that blocks the likelihood of any profound cultural 
renovation comparable to the great Age of Aesthetic Discoveries in 'the first 
third of the twentieth century. Gramsci's words still hold: "The crisis con· 
sists precisely in the fact that the old is dying and the new cannot be'born; 
in this interregnum a great variety of morbid symptoms appears,"l' It is 
legitimate to ask, Could anything be said in advance as to what the new 
might be? One thing, I think, might be pred icted. Modernism as a notion 
is the emptiest of all cultural categories. Unlike Gothic, Renaissance, Ba· 
roque. Mannerist, Romantic, or Neoclassical, it designates no describable 
object in its own right at all: it is completely lack ing in positive contenl In 
fact, as we have seen, what is concealed beneath the label " modernism" is 
a wide variety of very diverse-indeed, incompatible-aesthetic practices: 
symbolism, constructivism, expressionism, surrealism. These ·isms, which 
spell out specific programs, were unified post hoc in a portmanteau concept 
whose only referent is the blank passage of time itself. There is no other 
aesthetic marker so vacant or vitiated, for what once was modern is soon 
obsolete. The futilit y ofthe term "modernism," and its attendant ideology, 
can be seen all too clearly from current attempts to cling to its wreckage 
and yet swim with the tide still further beyond it, in the coinage "post
modernism" -one void chasing another, in a serial regression of self-con· 
gratulatory chronology. 

If we ask ourselves what revolution (understood as a punctual 
and irreparable break with the order of capital) would have to do with 
modern ism (understood as this nux of temporal vanities), the answer is, it 
would surely end it, for a genuine socialist culture would be one that did 
not insatiably seek the new, defined simply as what comes faleT, itself to be 
rapid ly consigned to the detritus of the old, but rather one that multiplied 
the different, in a far greater \'ariety of concurrent styles and practices tban 
had ever existed before-a diversity founded on the far greater plurality and 
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jl;l~",,,?p~,-,j:' :".d~~ d:s~ble t ays of livi ng that any free community of equals 
IVI . Y .c ass, race. or gender, would create. In other w ' 

~r~;~~:r;;O;f aesthetic hfe would, in this respect run horizontall ords, calendar ld . ' y, not ver· 
v . wou . c~ase to ·tyranOlze, or organize, consciousness "",Im,& ocatlon ofa SOCialist revolution in that sense would be . h 

.... J nor fulfill modernity but to abolish it. ' nM er 
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DIscussion 

Question 
What do you mean by human nature? 
Anderson 
Marx never really fully articulates his concept of human 

nature. But there are innumerable passages of his work we can usc: 10 bring oul the 
contours of and assumptions behind his implicit conception of human nalUre. lhat 
conception clearly has a biological origin, in the 5e115e thaI the human physiognomic 
structure is tha t of a specific animal species.. This endows us with certain potentials, 
obvious psychological needs., physical powers, and certain dispositions as well-the 
latter a word he uses quilt a lot. On the other hand, the course of human history 
immensely enlarges., elaborates., and complicates that primary physiological basis, 
so that human nature is an indissoluble compound of the biological and the social 
The fact that the biological is always coded in social terms does not mean that it 
can be simply absorbed ~ the social. We cannot simply say that human nature is 
the ensemble of social relations at anyone given moment. The biological basis s~ts 
certain determinate limits to what kinds of change any given historical variation 
can impose. Indeed, it is only because human nature has a determinable oore of 
meaning that we can speak of human emancipation at a ll . Were it not for that oore, 
we would have no marke~ at al~ no criteria for talking of liberation, emancipation, 
or of a better sdCiety. 

Comment (Gajo Petrovi6) 
I understand Marx to say that the essence of human nalure 

is that we don't have a nature in the sense in which all other beings have one. For 
Marx the possibility of being free is what, if you like, constitutes hum,an n~ture. But 
this is a negation of "nature" in any ordinary sense of the wo.rd. su~ce It doesn't 
impl y an essence or a set of fix,ed qualiti~s. I would say that what IS specific to human 
beings is their structure ri being-praxIs cr freedom, 

Anderson 
Of course, for Marx human nature isn't fixed, Gajo is quilt 

correct on this point, but it doesn't mean that its principles of variation are unlimittd. 
We can't imagine human beings who don't have cenain physiological necessities cI 
an elementary sort food, shelter, relationships with others, and so on. So in a sense 
those are constants throughout human history, but they are coded in and elaborated 
by the changing social forms of human society, These two positions aren't incom
patible. 

Comment 
The fact ofa biological substrate is what a lot of the debalt 

about modernism and postmodemism is aU about. As ~ understand Berman, the 
end of the road for modernism was its attempt to descnbe, to create, to represent 
in many forms of an precisely the ?e l~ ofen,ergies ~nd the structure ,ofhuman nat~ 
that would provide the ground for Its hberatmgproJect. But,modernlsm kept runl1:tn& 
in to the dead end offaseism. While I share many of your aUltu,des to,:,"ard,m,odermsm 
and postmodemism, I think you undervalue the postmodemlst project; It,lS a useful 
corrective k) many ci those premature claims for 71,osure that modernlS~ art ~~d 
sociology initiated. Berman's fear is that the malleability of~uJ?an nature, Its ablhty 
to be saturated by many sociosymbolic codes, does ~ot In llself sol~e the value 
problem. Your discussion of the proble~s of a revolutionary co~m~nlsm that tOO 
quickly totalizes itself does not necessanly suggest ,ho",,: commu,:",sm IS to define the 
e thical principles that will enable it to avoid failing Into traditional structu~ ,of 
victimization (antisemitism, the Gulag), For Berman" ~e J:>enefi t of the capitalist 
order is the limit it sets on such ethical transgressions, limits 11 SO far has not broken. 
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Anderson 
I don't entirely disagree, but I think Berman greatly over

', ~':::,~~:~~n:O~~f:;human malleabilility, His assumption is empirically just not so, 
t; scenario he conjures up is not one we should be overly worried 

other more serious problems than those of a kind of com· 
;~;~i;~ ' into generalized nihilism. I think that particular worry 

Que.tion 
You set out in a very impressive way the conjunctural con

ditions for modernism as it distinguishes it.self from an older realist discourse, And 
you mention Lukacs, ,v.:ho, althou~ ac~tely conscious of this transformation, is 

, _ unable to grasp the spmt of modernist hterature. But you repeat Lukacs's gesture, 
seems to me. in the way you dismiss postmodernism. Why do you refuse a dia

lectical assessment of what succeeds modernism if, as you say, modernism is over 
after the Second World War? 

Anderson 
There are two differences. Lukics has a homogeneous and 
of historical phases. Once capitalism enters into what, for 

after 1848, then every thing has to go into decline. 
would subscribe to, capitalism today remains both an im

a stable economic force; at the same time it is manifest that 
innovation or renewal are bankrupl You have only to look 

ilS world leaders. Compare them with the genera tion of Roosevelt , 
,and de Gaulle. It's obvious that changes have occurred and, from the 

view of the loyal oourgcoisie. not for the better. The «:anomic and the 
don't necessarily go in tandem. 

Now, as far as aesthetic practices since the war are concerned, 
not that all works of art since then are negligible. I can think of some you could 

as great. Rather, my point is that, if we look at the whole panorama, it is 
to see anything that stands comparison with the creative years of the early 

of this century. If people want to contest that, the onus of proof would be on 
to come up with some names similar to the ones Franco Moretti cited in 

The point about postmodernism is that I don't take it to be an aesthetic 
aIL I think it is a doctrine. a very tenuous doctrine indeed built on the 

is also enormously tenuous, namely, modernism: Whatstrikes 
me aoout is the absence of those positive aesthetic programs we identify with the 
great moments of symbolism, expressionism, futurism, constructivism, and surre
alism, All of these words denote quite specific aesthetic biases, practices, and em.
phases. Postmodernism is simply a reference of a purely temporal sort; it has no 
dete:rminate content. And today I don't think ..... e can find aesthetic programs op
erative across more than one art form of the sort we find in the modernist epoch. 
That's what strikes me most forcibly and makes me very wary of the notion of 
postmodernism. 

Jf~~ ~§~~~~~~~~~t;j:~E!~~l~~~'~;~j~:;~l the possibility of identifying great 
works of art. posi tion of excluding the possibility 

do react strongly against a complete 

Ih~.~S:::.'i;;;~ historical age necessarily 
as another ' age. Nobody in his or her 

the art of the dark ages is equivalent to the art of 
C~,~~~;,~~~ I'm "~'hT;'[;~ir;.1 in a dark age now-we aren't-but I do think !' level out epochs on the presumption that there is a constant 

of human creativity that always going to find equ ivalent expression. 

Que.tion 
You offer a utopian vision for the postrevolutionary world, 

Not that you are offering it in recompense for all the COSts of the revolution-no 
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one would pretend that a revolution is made ,for art-b~t you speak nevertheless 
about the proliferation of art in the postrevolutIOnary penod, Could you offer us an 
explanation, comparable to the triangulation you d~ribed forthe ~riod ~f the late 
nineteenth/early twentieth century, that would provld,e us a ma~nal basIS for un. 
derstanding why art might flo urish in the postrevolut~onary pen~?Then perhaps 
you could comment on whether our historical expenence of socialist revolUtions 
supports your clai m, 

Anderson 
If you look back at aU the utopias-from William Morris's 

to Marcuse's-in nearly all of them, even in the utopian socialists, there is a great 
emphasis on simplicity; and simplicity usually implies unifonni~y as well, The whole 
utopian tradition, in effect, assumes that a free and eQ.ua,1 socI~ty would be trans
parent. My presumpt ion, on the contrary. is that a socialist society would be. a far 
more complicated onc than what we have today. It seems perfectly clear thatlfyoo 
actually had a socialist society in which production, po~e~. a,:,-d cultu,re were 8ftl
uinely democratized, you would have an, enorm01:'s ,multlphcatlOn ~f d ifferent ways 
of living. People would choose how to hve, and It IS ~rfectl y ObviOUS that Pttlp~ 
have different temperaments, gifts. and values, These differences are sup~ressed and 
compressed within very narrow limits by the capitalist market and the Inequalities 

The simple monolithicity of capitalist private P'~""">:'x>,,: .~; 
trolling all the· ineans of production would be broken down into a g~l. 
different forms of social control of the economy and of wealth. The poliucal 

~bourgeois society. 

would be enormously more complicated. You wouldn't just have elec.tions 
five years of a more CI' less symbolic sort-elections of a powerless . 
too-powerful president with a permanent bureaucmcy. You have 
electoral mechan isms. . . 

Perry Anderaon 
:-vhen ,one. state is overt,hrown and rep!ac:ed by ano.ther. \\(e saw that very 
m Onna In the 19605, Just as we saw It 10 the Soviet Union in the 1930s 

not dissimilar experiences. So it's necessary to be both hard and sobe; 
revolut ion, 

Qu •• tion ICornel W •• t) 
I would like to go back to the charge that your position is a 

G iven the papers at this conference that have 
, it is important to note that you represent a 

Indeed, when you specify the three 
with the economic and the poli tical. 

'" ,;!'~"." ",d refracted by those first two dom-
coordinates. then your ritualistic gesture to 

a mask for an cJassical logocentric view. In 
this is a breath offresh ai r, ' analysis. Nonetheless, 
to know, how do your views differ from evolut ionism? 

Anderson 
What you are calling classical Marxism is not something I'm """',u', ashamed of; actually, I think it's a kind of common sense. Culture has 

conditions of possibility, and it's important to look at those rather than 
i bemused or bewitched by the genuine magnificence of modernist 

~f,~::~;:~i:;)~:m:y analysis I d id emphasize some cultural detenninants as well. 
~ is going to look at the range of practices we now call modernism 

to at the bogey of realism as well. The real enemy at the time th~ 
modernist movements crystallized was academicism, not realism. 

Finally, my position is not evolut ionistic. I've suggested that 
cm.juncture that produced modernism can recur at other times and at other 

, across the globe. Berman is right to see a lot of third-world contemporary 
as having some of the vitality of the original modernist forms. 

The number of people who can create art m our society, woo 
can find any sort of aesthetic self~xpress io~, is a f~c.tion of what would be possible 
if society were democratic in this more radical SOCI~IS t sense. Yoo ~uld B:Ct so~ 
thing like what existed in the epoch a high modermsm. The real!y Interestmg ~11lI Que. tion 
about that period is not the completely confected and bogus notion of modernism. If the onl y masterpieces are now coming out of the Third 
What is interesting is how many quite different and incompatible but CO'''>"~'' 1 ~orJ~ (and the only hope for revolution is in the Third World), is any significan t 
aesthetic programs and practices there were. That is the richness of the •. ~". '" " art being produced In modem Western capitalist societies that furthen the analysis 
1900 to 1930. I think that richness would be reproduced on a ~uch larger I, of revolution? 
you didn't have the particular triangulation of.the early twentieth century-a do
clining aristocratic order, an incipient bourgeoiS technol~, ~d th~ p.rospect of 
social revolution. After a revolut ion that installed a postcaplta!lst soclahst dem?C" 
racy, you would have the material basis for a much richer social and cultural life . 

Que.tion 
You seem to argue for a concept of re\'olution as a single 

Iransformative event. Do you sec no value in a view ofrevolution as a more gradual 
social process? 

Anderson 
I think the notion of revolution should be valued and upheld, 

but also limited' the two operations necessarily go together. Marx's theory of his
torical ma teriali;m is more than simply a sociology of revolution. While it includ~ 
a program for socialist revolution, that is not its t?tal ity. The ,to~a1ity of hist~ry IS 

not merely the history of revolut ions. Nor is the history of socialism t~e totahty of 
the history of revolutions. To retain the utility of the concept ofrevol ul.lon you have 
to set some kind of boundaries. This doesn't depreciate the importance of the long
term social economic and cultural transformations that must occur in any postrev· 
olUlionary 'society, B~t there is an enormous danger, as twentieth-c~ntury poli tical 
his tory has shown, in a demagogic extension of the notion of revolut ion beyond the 
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Anderson 
I'm not certain that the function of art is to further the 

~j~~~~!~;:~~~~1~~~E,~ in an instrumental sense. But it wouldn't be difficult that have come out of fint - or second-world cxperiences. 
not I modernist or postmodernist. I regard Solzhenitsyn's First 

~t~~1~i~~'~Vij"~:'f:8=~ t nove~ although much of the rest of his work is inferior, The cited in my paper, is the highly conservative, multivolume novel by 
Dance to the Music o/Time; this is the most important piece of 

I the English language for the metropolitan world. I'm confident it 
be looked back on as a very great work, although it 's not modernist in any strict 

·sense. 

Qu •• tion 
Could you comment on the ostensible antimodemism of 

nazism? Beca use it was actually nazism, not World War II, that wiped out Wiemar 
culture. 

Anderson 
I don't think nazism by itself destroyed those crealive im

~lses. Don't forget that Brecht 's masterpieces were actually produced well after the 
tn~mph of Ge~a~ fascism" The question of the attitude of successive political 
ftglrnes of the thirt ies to vanous forms of avant-garde art is rather complex. One 
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would have to explore the reasons why nazism was impl.acably ~ostile to anything 
other than the most sterile neoacademic art, whereas ltahan fasc~sm was not. Right 
down to the end, Italian fascism maintained a fondnes~ for ceI"!-aln avant-garde and 
modernist art. It's not the case, for instance, that all Italian arc~ltectl~re O~th~ periOd 
is bad. We would also have to discuss the attitude of t~e S~V1~t regime mst~tution_ 
alized under Stalin and the way it wiped out an extraordlnanly nch and expenmental 
cullurallife. 

Comment (Doug DiBiancol 
I'm concerned with the privileging of the first thirty years 

of the century as the key years of artistic accomplishment. While I would agree that 
people like Proust, Rilke, or Stravinsky produced great works, the rest of the century 
includes equally important work. It seems to me that these works are all films. I 
would include directors from Renoir to Sembene, from Bunuel to Pasolini, from 
Mitzougoushi to Bresson. I would list Ozu's An Autumn Afternoon, Hawks's Rio 
Bravo, and Waters's Pink Flamingoes, and many olhers. 

Anderson 
Well I like the movies, 100. But to be honest, I don't find 

the resources within me, seri~uSl y, to compare Rio Bravo to Remembrance ojThing& 
Past. It's just a different order ci achievement. .. 
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Spell of Indecision 

In the past two decades the dominant attitude toward 

~ 
e~~r;~ within Marxist criticism has completely changed. In essence, 

readings of avant-garde li terature are increasingly based on in
theories-Russian formalism, Bakhtin's' work, theories of the 

deconstruction ism-which, in one way or another, belong to 
This sudden loss of distance has inevitably given way to 

of interpretive vicious circle; but what seems to me even more sig
ft "'i~~:t. is the transformation that has occurred in the field of values and 

judgments. From this point of view, recent Marxist criticism is really 
more than a left-wing "Apology for Modernism." 

We need only think of such pioneering Marxist work 
the field of modern art as that of Benjamin and Adorno, and the extent 

IH~~~:~~:::~.~transformation (or reversal) becomes immediately evident. 
. and Adorno associated "fragmentary" texts with melancholy, pain, 

and loss of hope. Today, these same texts, along with the 
whole aesthetic field they evoke, would suggest the far more exhilarating 
concepts of semantic freedom, detotalization, and productive heterogeneity. 
in the deliberate obscurity of modern literature, Benjamin and Adorno saw, 
the sign of an impending threat; now this obscurity is taken rather as a' 
promise of free interpretive play. For them, the key novelist of the modem 
world was, quite c1ea Iy, Franz Kafka; today, just as clearly, he has been 
replaced by James Joyce, whose work is just as great, but certainly less urgent 
and uncanny. 
or" By and large, I agree with critical emphasis on tbe 
antitragic or non tragic elements of modernism. What does not convince me 
at all, however, is the widespread idea that what we may call the dominant 
"ironic" mode of modernist literature is subversive of the modern bourgeois 
worldview. There is no doubt that "open" texts contradict and subvert 
organicistic beliefs, but it remains to be seen whether, as is now widely and 
uncritically assumed, in the past century the hegemonic frame of mind has 
not in fact abandoned organicism and replaced it with openness and irony. 
I will try to show that such is indeed the case and that, although I consider 
irony an indispensable component of any critical, democratic, and pro
gressive culture, there is a dark side to its modernist version with which we 
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are not familiar enough and which may be even more relevant to Manist 
cu lture than those elements given greater attention in the recent past. 

l et us start with a small classic of the modemist i':dla~~:':!1:: :.~ 
one which, I believe, we owe to Lautreamont: an umbrella and a 
machine meeting on an anatomical table. Dada, surrealism, Pound , 
and several others have produced countless variations on this basic 
and its attendant aesthetic, one which, to be su re, ironically negates any 
idea oC"totality" and any hierarchy ofmeanings.ieaving the field free for 
a virtually unlimited interpretive play, 

Fine-and yet is this really such a subversive image? 11 would 
seem that Lautreamont's dream was sha red, not only by fellow poets, but 
also by the owners of the first department stores as well. Describing their 
windows, D'A venel wrote in 1894 that " the most dissimilar objects lend 
each other mutual support when they are placed next to each other." "Why 
shou ld they be?" wonders Richard Sennett, to whom lowe the quotation· 
he replies: "The use character of the obj~t was temporarily suspended. It 
became 'stimulating: one wanted to buy it, because it became temporarily 
an unexpected thing; it became strange."1 

A £ommon object transformed into something unexpected and 
strange: is this not precisely the disautomatization of the way we perceive 
evel)'day things advocated by that crucial modernist principle-oslranenie- " 
of Russian formalism? Likewise, is it not also the basic technique ofmodcrn 
advertising, which took off shortly after the golden age of avan t-garde move· 
ments and whose task is to endow commodities with a surprising and pleas· 
ant aesthetic aura? 

These are just local affinities, so I will tl)' to broaden the field of 
inquiry a little. At the turn of the century, Georg Simmel wrote an essay 
on "The Metropolis and Mental Life" in which he maintained that the main 
psychological problem of the city dweller lies in "the swift and continuous 
shift of external stimuli ... lhe rapid telescoping of changing images. , . the 
unexpectedness of violent stimuli."l In Simmel's metropolis, which is a 
typically modernist text, stimuli can be dangerous-can be shocks, as Ben
jamin puts it when writing about Baudelaire. One has to protect oneself 
from them, But at the same time one cannot do that simply by being blind 
to them, because they are the best the modem world has to offer and suggest 
objects to be owned, social roles to be played, fascinating situations to be 
experienced. 

One has then to see and not to see, to accept and to disavow at 
the same time. It is a contradictory predicament, and in order 10 make us 
"feel at home" in the bourgeois metropolis-a feeling that is bound to be 
very near the core of what we call the "hegemonic worldview"-both external 
stimuli and subjective perception have to possess rather peculiar attributes. 
which, once more, tum out to be barely distinguishable from those usually 
associated with literary modernism. As for the stimulus, it has to be "evoc
ative" more than "meaningful"; it must possess as little determinacy as 
possible and therefore be open to, or better still produce, such a plurality 
of associations that everybody can "find something" in it. It must, in other 
words, center around that key word of modernism: ambiguity. By contrast, 
what must develop on the side of the subject is the idea that this galaxy of 
associations is valuable as such, not as a starting point from which to mOve 
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a definite choice- whether the choice is of a specific ob ' , 
a semanI' h ' . h · ~ect, 10 ad-IC c OICe. 10 t e read10g of a poem-but as a "field f 
w,ho,se charm lies precisely in its growing irreducibility to t~e 

~~~l~~~~~;~~j~~~~esGt~h~eiti'~C-ti~m~n~,t~' e~a~t~t~it~U~d~C~W~hro;se~?~:~;,)~;s;til1lies much 
, ' , . . unbelievable-has its source 

, , . romantic lro,ny-:-observed one of its sharpest critics 
10 PoIllIsche Romarlllk-IS a frame of mind that sees ·n ' 

~" "" .. no more than a!l"c;>Ccasion" for free intellectual and emotiona; ::y 
a menetal and s.~bJec~I ':'~ d~nstruclion of the world as it is. De!t~ 

the cal, gory of posslbdlty, romantic irony is therefore incapable and 
hosule , whatever resembles a ~ecision, Bu.t ~ecision-leaving aside 

h" of thIs concept-IS mseparable from praxis 
!Story. h~ve to be made all the time; even, paradoxically 

ord.er to ensur.e ,the eXistence of that realm of possibility and indecisio~ 
which romantlClsm and mode~ism. have attached such a central mean

, orde.r to come to terms WIth thiS paradoxical coexistence of tension 
h,as developed one of its most powerful 

now bnefJy sketch three,different stages.. 

Letys start w!th the first chapter of Balzac's La peau decM rin 
he~ has J~st lost hi,S last francs at roulette, and tonight he is goi;g t~ 

, himself 10 the Sc:m~. In the meantime, he wanders through an old 
sho~, though It IS really much more than that-let us say it is 

midway between the Louvre and the Bon Marche. He is be
the h~t~roge~eo~s, almost surrealistic collection of objects that 

. Hls,lmaglnatlOn flares up in a perfect romantic reverie, when 
a sudden hIS d~am com~ true, thanks to that metaphor I have 

·~~hO::~~~I:!:::;:~~:lwlth the DeVIl. ~he Devil is a highly popular character 
~~ , cuhur~s, so I Will not attempt to criticize him/ her but 
'-,;;';;;:ii~~';f;>~;:r~;;; the pnce of the pact: "And what shall be my counter
~ as~s '?~,the's Faust. Mcphisto replies.: ''The time is long: 

n~t now mSISl. ~ T~e time is long. Over a century later, Thomas 
Mephlsto ~~oes thiS hne: "We sell time .... that's the best thing 
to offer .. , (Doktor Faustus, chap. 25). 

d M h·We sell time and, in fact, buy it 100. What happens is that Faust 
a~, . ep Isl0, so 10 speak, exchange times: to Faust, the unlimited ossi
bditlekofthe future, to Mephisto, not,eternity (Faust's soul, in the eoa, will 

to caven) b,ut the presen,t. !~e hne I have just Quoted-"The time is 
~ou nee,d st not now inSiSt ' -does not defer faust's payment but 

:nactsdlt .. Pr~sely by not worrying "for the present," Faust ends up by 
urren enng 11 completely to Mephisto. 

In Goethe, th~efore, time splits: there is Faust's time, devoted 
, " and expenments, always fully and splendidly in view and 

,more often than not invisible but devoted precise'ly to 
a ~~thless actions t.hat are necessary in order to realize Faust's desire 
~ vIsions, but of which Faust h~mself would prefer to feel innocent. "r 
32 ge th~ not th.e pleasure I Oflymg to lhyselfin moderate measure" (vv 
th 97-98) IS Mephlsto's sarcastic and truthful reply to Faust's disavowals i~ 
a;i~~~~:c:n~~the rGp'h"lchen tragedy (an~ a similar exchange takes place 

PI e 0 1 emon and Baucls). 
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One major psychological result of the pact is therefore a growing 
sense of irresponsibility on Faust's part The enjoyment of "all treaSures of . 
the earth" is severed, although not completely, from the awareness of What 
is necessary to their production: "Before chaste ears one may not name 
straight out / What chaste hearts cannot do without" (vv. 3295-96). It is 
clear that the issue of decision, here, has not been erased but rather entrusted 
to someone who, being the Devil, will act in a totally unscrupulous Way. 
Decision has not been eliminated; that cannot be. It has become even mOre 
cruel and precisely because Faust leaves it to Mephisto, but it has also 
beco:Ue less visible; and it is almost possible not to feel its weight. 

In our second text, Flaubert's L'education sentimentale, Me· 
phisto has become a hidden devil. Frederic Moreau already enjD:Ys the gifts 
traditionall y offered by Mephisto-youth, beauty, and money-wIthout hav. 
ing to sign any contract A wealthy old uncle dies, and t.hat is it;.there is 
really no responsibility on Frederic's part. The distribl!tlon of ~hls social 
power is the product of an entirel y autonomous mechafll~m tha.t IS also, for 
the same reason, utterly unpredictable. The course of hIstory IS no longer 
contradictory and cruel (as in Goethe) but rather inscrutable and erratic. 
Potentially, it>is even more catastrophic, but it has also become so remote 
that Frederic can see it-and does see it, in the first days of the 1848 rev· 
olution-simply as a show to be contemplated. 

This aesthetic attitude toward life and history is the key to an· 
other novelty of Flaubert's work. Here money ceases to be the medium 
through which desire is satisfied, as Marx pointed out. was .the case with 
Goethe's Mephisto. In L 'education sentimentaie money IS desuable because 
it allows not satisfaction but its postponement. Now that he is rich, Frederic 
can finally indulge in his dreams as dreams. Since he knows that he can 
realize them whenever he wishes, there is no need actually to do so now: 
"And indeed there will be time / ... / And time yet for a hundred inde· 
cisions, / And for a hundred visions and revisions .... " 

Frederic's life is really a monument to ironic indecision-so much 
so that he manages to remain undefined even in those crucial years between 
1848 and 1851 when everybody had to take sides. And you probably can 
recall the last page ofthe novel: "the best thing we have had," says an aged 
Frederic to his lifelong friend Deslauries, is that flight from the brothel, in 
early adolescence, when "the sight of so many women, all at his disposal" 
had paralyzed Frederic's capacity for decision. The best thing we can have 
is an experience that has not taken place and therefore can be reexperienced 
in a totally unconstrained and subjective way. The romantic charm of in· 
decision has found its most adequate temporal expression: no longer Faust's 
violent desire for the future, but daydreaming, which can freely renegotiate 
between and manage past, present, and future alike. The split between twO 
different times and two parallel lives has gone a step further. 

Daydreaming is the kernel of Bloom's "stream of consciousness" 
in Ulysses, which is the third text. Stream of consciousness, we know, does 
not deal with consciousness but with what is usually called the "p recon· 
scious," which contains the countless "possible selves" of each individual, 
what he/she would like to be or to have been but-for whatever reason-is 
not. From this point of view, Bloom'sdaydreamingcompletes the separation 
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"objective" and "public" time, and its "subjective" and "private" 
The latter, it goes without saying, is by now considered the most 

;;~;"ing of the two; life as "actuality" has become far less meaningful 
that parallel form, life as "possibility." 

But Joyce's more significant and typically modernist innovation 
that he has managed to break down the connection between 

and "anxiety." This connection was still strong in Goethe (in 
of "streben" and ''Sorge'' in Faust), in Kierkegaard, and in 
pained exploration of the logic of a possible second life that 

n:"~:~~:~:~;~'1nr.,;n~0~:vel of adultery (of which Flaubert was, pre-
, a master). In adultery has become a harmless pastime, 

the most ext~eme experiments of its modern ist imagination may 
produce stupefactIOn, but they no longer evoke anything threatening. 

How did this disconnection between "possibility" and "anxiety" 
'·,,,,m,,'O pass? The remarkable weakening of guilt feelings that has occurred 

century is certai nl y part of the answer, but perhaps something else 
work too. The "possibiliti es" ofa "second" life produced anxiety 

constituted a challenge to what was "real" and forced every
his/her own "first" life. Imagination, so to speak, was taken 
to the extent that it was a promise, it \Vas also a threat. This 

a grea.t deal of discomfort and stiffness-and also of anxiety and 
precisely because the products of the imagination were a source 

inspiration and transformation of man's and woman's "first" and "ac-
tua'" life. 
.. ~t is .'his feedback th~t has ceased to work in our century. Mod-

errust.lmagl~atlon has become Immensely more ironic, free , and surprising 
\!~~';tlt was In the past-but at the price of leaving our "first" life wholly 

;~ of these .qualities. From this point of view, modernism appears once 
as a crUCial component ofthat great symbolic transformation that has 

H,!;I::;:,;'~'~.:~in contemporary Western societies: the meaning of life is sought 
, In the realm of public life, politics, and work; instead, it has mi

t~e wo~ld of consumption and private life. This second sphere 
become. incredIbly more promising, exciting, and free, and it is within 
boundan~s that we can indulge in our unending daydrea ms. But they 
sr~~~el~:~~;;~an~d~ffim~:o,~,e~:than that, they owe their very existence to the 
t( • of our public life. Daydreams-even the most 

.· ,"bv,'''i.~e ones-really have no interest in changing the world because their 
lies in running parallel to it, and since the world is merely an "oc

f'}H ",'on," for their deployment, it may just as well remain as it is. Roman
'I,.t. "",,. "". observed Carl Schmi It , managed to coexist with all sorts of political 

regimes and beliefs. This is even more true of modernism whose unbe
~ev.able range of political choices can be explained only by its' basic political 
Indifference. 

There is a complicity between modernist irony and indifference 
- to ~istory, and we find one of its most perfect expressions in Joyce's rhe

. choice to rewrite what is practically the s'ame passage in two or more 
different styles, a device that is emphasized in several chapters of Ulysses 
and present as well in the text as a whole. Almost never "motivated" (with 
the personality of the speaker, for instance), this technique is put in front 
of the reader as a breathtaking exercise in literary competence and, I should 
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add, in li terary irony, since the root of irony lies precisely in being able 
see something fro m more than one point of view. 

Still, this rhetorical choice has a rather evident consequence 
our perception of time and history. The status of history in Ulysses is 
you know, intrinsically rather low; to put it plainly, very little haPPen; 
the book. But more than that, the multipl icity of styles forces our att"ntion 
away from whatever happens and focuses it entirely on the various 
in which events can be seen. To use narratology's standard 
radicalized the narrative tendency that aimed at overdeveloping 
of "discourse" at the expense of the "story." What is really m."nin.i~1 is 
not what happens, the logic of events and decisions, but rather our un. 
motivated-that is, free-s ubjective reactions to il And in order for our . 
reactions to be full y unconstrained, the story should exert as li tt le Pressure 
as possible; if the story stands still in eternal repetition-as in Finnega'lJ 
Wake- so much the better. 

Novels, of course, can stop stories, but not history, and the forms 
with which we picture historical moments to ourselves are crucial for the 
fashioning of our identity. O nce avant-garde literature abandoned plot, the 
void was inevitabl y filled by a parallel literary system-mass literature
which, just as inevitably, has acquired an ever increasing relevance. The 
appeal of mass literature is that " it tells stories," and we all need stories; 
instead of Buddenbrook we get The Carpetbaggers. then Harold Robbins 
is. This certainl y represents no progressive development in our perception 
of history, but It is nonetheless a fact that, in this century, narrative forms 
capable of dealing with the great structures and transformations of social ' 
life more often than not have belonged to the various genres of mass lit
erature and, more broadly, mass culture. 

I believe that Marxist criticism has not only undul y underesti· 
mated the relevance of mass culture in our century but has also been blind 
to its systematic connection with avant-garde experiences. If study 
modernism must be a study of modern cultures and its role in .~i,~~o::;'~~~ 
not just of a chosen section of it-we must realize that the silence 
eroism is as meaningful as its words and that it has also been covered by 
other, quite different voices. And, final ly, what a century of modernism ~ 
teaches us is that irony, extraordinary cultural achievement though it is, t 
has to recover some kind of problematic relationship with responsibility 
and decision, or else it will have to surrender history altogether. 
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Comment (Colin Maceabe) 
Much as I respect your ability to restate a traditional Marxist 

it difficult to contain my anger at the way those who invoke "comrade 
never pay much attention to particular histories. I'd like to focus on a 

of your examples. from Jo~ce. You argue that the treatment of adultery in 
represents a dechne from Its treatment in the bourgeois novel of the nine

. In the nineteenth-century novel, you claim, adultery at least was 
problem; it typically focused the diffcrence between two possible 

~~~~s.1i::~,~"~ .. ~,~s~t ~th~:.;t~~'O~"~':fpos~;~t;~o:n ignores the way adultery functioned and ignores, as well, the way Joyce produces it 
is linked with art, as when Stephen has a vision 

in the moment in wh ich his and Bloom's 

:1~~::~:;; mirror, antlers of the cuckold. I think Joyce is 
~hat kind of serious art, with its commitment to absolute meaning, 
hnked to the concerns of the cuckold, to the man's desire to control 
think your reading slights the text 

The second point I want to make is about the whole notion 
and the way in .which Joyce's texts are considered 10 back away from 
and concern WIth public life. Once again, it is important to reflect on 

in which Joyce's text was issued in 1922, in exactly the same year 
gained independence. It is difficult to imagine-and I am sure 

i . public life in a state in which the national liberation 
a totally reactionary church. Th is left someone like Yeats 
to speak in the senate as divorce was outlawed, indeed as 

now Irish state is 

Moretti 
Altht?ugh adultery occupies a large section of the text, it has 

~~~~~:~*~,~m~~,,~"~,~"~gfU I and potentially tragic even t in the lives of the . i tha t way in the nineteenth-century European novel, 
In Ulysses. My eWort, then, was to explain how the concept of 

from the idea d anxiety. This seems 10 me: one d the 
I events of our century. 

.. . . As for the issue of public life, I would not want to say that 
hfe 15 good m llself, ~hat any public ~ition is worthy sim ply because it is 
But to. be more specIfic, conSIder the history of the genre to which Ulysses 

the history of the novel. Fa" two and one-half centuries the novel has been 
eWert to fix the meaning of an individual'S life in its connection with 

with history, macro-history, if you wish. Now, I would maintain that 
to break down this connection in a very radical way. You object by 

C?nditi?~s of Jr is~ public life and you end up by asking what one should 
public positIOns are Impossi ble. Well, a hundred years before Joyce wrote 

Stendhal faced this problem in writing The Red Qnd the Black. which is the 
story of a young man w~o believes in certain values that are no longer publicly 
Itna~le. Ste~dh~ dealt wllh the problem of the untenability of a public voice in a 
~cul.ar hlstoncal con.tex~ Ulysses ~oes not confront this problem. In Ulysses the 
Wei&ht IS placed on subJecuve dreammg, and public life seems less important as a 
result. I suppose we need a shootout on Ulysses.' we've been disagreeing for years. 
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Que.tion (Oerko Suvin) 
I would like to take a position halfway between Franco Mor. 

etti and Colin McCabe. The way to deal with an important ~rocess such as ~,"'" 'n 
emism is dialectically to identify its contradictioDs and the dommant moment . 
them. This is also a' problem of deciding what is th~ true ca~.n of m?<kmislll. 
Marxists have too often accepted the canon ofbou~eOls theoretiCians whl~h J?lOVt1 

from Kafka to Joyce. The proper canon of m?d~rru~m w~uld be the C!ne Slgrufi~t 
for us today. What is the dominant contradlcuon m Ihl~ ~on? 11 IS the teuSlOll 
between those who tried to have their work intervene In history and thC!se who 
despaired of it. the tension between Br~ht and Joyce. We also need to conSider the 
place of mass literature within modernism. 

!\!\oretti 
"Modernism~ is a portmanteau word that perhaps should 

not be used 100 often . But I don't think I would classify Brecht.as a.mod.ernist_ 
perhaps the young Brecht, but then several of the proble~s I have lden~lfied ID o~ 
modernists might also apply to the young Brecht. I certamly ~ould ~ot Include Sa."U 
Joan, the Lehntucke, or The Measures Taken within mo.demlsm. I Just cannot !l1l.1lk 
of a meaningful category that could include, say, s~rreabsm, Ulysses, and somethilll 
by Brecht. I can't think of what the common attnbutes of such a concept could be. 
The objects are tOO dissimilar. 

Comment 
You maintain the re fl ection theory of culture when you deny 

the conflictual status of modernism and assert its complete harmony with the p:lail 
of capitalism in the age of the big department store. And then, by ~a~ of an e:;sen
tialist and moralistic invocation, you aIjue that 01:"' need for stones IS fulfilled ~ 
mass literature once modernism abandons plot. Finally, your call f~r a ~!?derrust 
irony connected with decision is based on no ground that I can Idenlify excqn 
voluntarism. 

Moretti " , , When I say we all need stories, that is not a mora lsue til-
vocation; it is a statement of fact. We all need to have stories in .o.ur heads, ~OIJ 
that give meaning. But the main question concerned irony ~":d declsl~n: Yo~ ob)CCt 
that there is no ground for my reconnection of irony and deciSion, that I! IS uluma~1y 
voluntaristic. You are absolutely righL It is a choice we have 10 make. J f!1 n?t saYID;l 
No to modernism- it is certainly a great cultural development. The pomt IS that ~ 
has a reverse side, one I have been trying to elucidate. And I wonder whet~C!' th~' 
great development, which is modernist irony, c~": be p~t to u~. by comblwnl Il 
with other values. I have proposed that irony be JOlDed Wl~ decmon. But I ~ not 
at all sure it is a connection that can be worked out. While at 'presen~ I don t see 
any ground for their combination, it would be a pi ty ifit proves Impossible, becaUK 
ei ther way you lose something that could be very Important for human culture. 
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:cognitive Mapping 

I am addressing a subject about which I know nothing 
whatsoever, except for the fact that it does not exist. The description of a 
DeW aesthetic, or the call for it, or its prediction-these things are generally 

I done by practicing artists whose manifestos articulate the originality they 
hope for in their own work, or by critics who t hink they already have before 
their eyes the st irrings and emergences of the radically new. Unfortunately, 
I can cla im neither of those positions, and since I am not even sure how 
to imagine the kind of art I want to propose here. let alone affirm its pos-. 
sibility, it may well be wondered what kind of an operation this will be, to 
produce the concept of something we cannot imagine. 

Perhaps all this is a kind of blind, in that something 
will really be at stake. I have found m yself obliged, in arguing an aes

- thetic of cognitive mapping, to plot a substant ial detour through the great 
themes and shibboleths of post-Marxism, so that to me it does seem possible 
that the aesthetic here may be little more than a pretext for debating those 
. and political issues. So be it. In any case, during this Marxist 

[ have frequentl y had the feeling that I am one ofthe few Marxists 
left. I take it I have a certain responsibility to restate what seem to me to 
be a few se lf~vident truths, but which you may see as quaint survivals of 
a religious, millenarian, salvational fonn of belief. 

In any case, I want to forestall the misapprehension 
that the aesthetic I plan to outline is intended to displace and to supercede 
a whole range of other, already extant or possible and conceivable aesthetics 
of a different kind. Art has always done a great many different things, and 
had a great many distinct and incommensurable functions: let it continue 
to do all that-which it will, in any case, even in Utopia. But the very 
pluralism of the aesthetic suggests that there should be nothing particularly 
repressive in the attempt to remind ourselves and to revive experimentally 
one traditional function of the aesthetic that has in our time been peculiarly 
neglected and marginalized, if not interdicted altogether. 

"To teaCh, to move, to delight": of these traditional 
fonnulations of the uses of the work of art, the first has virtually been 
e.clipsed from contemporary criticism and theory. Yet the pedagogical func
llon of a work of art seems in various forms to have been an inescapable 
parameter of any conceivable Marxist aesthetic, if of few others; and it is 
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lhe great historical merit of the work of Darko Suvin to repeatedly insist I. hCl:ve t,Tied 10 describe the first kind of space of classical or 
on a more contemporary formulation of this aesthetic value, in the sugge~ l':J'~t:~;ca}P:,d',tahsm In terms of a logic of the grid, a reorganization of some 
live . slogan of the cognitive. which I ha~e made my own loda~. Behind and het~oge~eous space into geometrical and Cartesian hom-
SUVUI'S work. of course, there stands the Immense, yet now parually insti. of lI~fimte eqUlvaleIl:te and extension of which you can 
tutionalized and rcified, example of Brecht himself, to whom any cognitive of dra~atlc or emblematic shorthand representation in Fau-
aesthetic in our time must necessarily pay homage. And perhaps it is no book ~m pnsons. The example, however, requires the warning that 
longer the theater but the poetry of Brecht that is for us still the irrefutable a M,,,,il8n view of ~uch space grounds it in Taylorization and the labor 
demonstration that cognitive art need not raise any of the old fears about ~Pfocess ,?ther than m that sh~do~ and mythical Foucault entity called 
the contamination ofthe aesthetic by propaganda or the instrumentalization "power. The of thiS kmd of space will probably not involve 
ofcuhural play and production by the message or the extra-aesthetic (basely so acute as those we will .confront in the later stages 
practical) impUlse. Brecht's is a poetry of thinking and reflection; yet no here, for the moment, we witness that familiar process 
one who has been stunned by the sculptural density of Brecht's language, genera1ly associated With. the Enlightenment, namely, the desacra1i-
by the stark simplicity with which a contemplative distance from historical '); '"'uou of the world, the decodmg and secularization of the older forms of 
events is here powerfully condensed into the ancient forms of folk wisdom sacred or the transcendent, the slow colonization of use value by ex-
and the proverb, in sentences as compact as peasants' wooden spoons and , ::::~~~y~a~II:~u::e;. t~e "realist~c" demystification of the older kinds of transcend-
bowls, will any longer question the proposition that in his poetry at least- ~ . m novels hke Don Quixote, the standardization of both sub-
so exceptionally in the whole history of contemporary culture-the cognitive and obJ~t, tl;te dena~uralization of desire and its ultimate displacement 
becomes in and of itself the immediate source of profound aesthetic delight ,commodificatIOn or, m other words, "success," and so on. 

I mention Brecht to foresta ll yet another misunderstanding. that . The problems of figuration that concern us will only become 
it will in any sense be a question here of the return to some older aesthetic, m the next stage, the passage from market t(l) monopoly capital or 
even that of Brecht. And this is perhaps the moment to warn you that I call~ the "staKe: o~ imperialism"; and they may be conveyed 
tend to use the charged word "representation" in a different way than it has ;" ,y lway of a growmg contradiction between lived experience and structure 
consistently been used in poststructuralist or post-Marxist theory: namely, , between a phenomenological description of the life of an individual and 
as the synonym of some bad ideological and organic realism or mirage of 'mo~ properly s~ctural model of the conditions of existence of that 
realistic unification. For me " representation" is, rather, the synonym of , expe~ence. Too rapidly we can say that, while in older societies and perhaps 
"figurat ion" itself, irrespective of the latter's historical and ideological fOTm. : 1~;~'v~'~n:~'I~n~t~h~e~. ear~ . I~ stag~ of .market capital, the immediate and limited ex-
I assume, therefore, in what follows, that all fonns of aesthetic production . ofIndlvl~uals IS stili able to encompass and coincide with the true 
consist in one way or another in the struggle with and for representation- socI~1 form that governs that experience, in the next moment 
and this whether they are perspectival or trompe l'oeil illusions or the most t":,,o levels dnft e~~r further apart and really begin to constitute them-
reflexive and diacritica~ iconoclastic or fonn-breaking modernisms. So, at \I~ lt~~:~e;m:::t~~o~;t:hat OppoSition the classical dialectic describes as We:s-en and 
least in my language, the call for new kinds of representation is not meant " es~ence, and appearance, structure and lived experience. 
to imply the return to Balzac or Brecht; nor is it intended as some va1ori. thiS the phenomenological experience of the individual 
zation of content over form-yet another archaic distjnclion t still feel is the supreme raw materials of the work of an-he-
indispensable and about which I will have more to say shortly. to a comer of the socia1 world, a fixed-camera view of 

In the project for a spatial analysis of culture that I have been of London o~ th.e cou~tryside or whatever. But the tnith 
engaged in sketching for the teaching institute that preceded this conference. ~ ~onger ~mcldes. With the place in which it takes plaCe: 
I have tried to suggest that the three historical stages of capital have each that hmlted d~I1~ expenence of London lies, rather, in India 
generated a type of space unique to it, even though these three stages of Hon~ Kong; 11 IS b<?und up with the whole colonial system 
capitalist space are obviously far more profoundly interrelated than are the ' EmplTe that determines the very quality of the individual's 
spaces of other modes of production. The three types of space I have in h~e. Yet tho~e structural coordinates are no longer accessible to 
mind are all the result of discontinuous expansions or quantum leaps in lived expenence and are often not even conceptualizable for 

the enlargement of capital, in the latter's penetration and colonization of Th ' 
hitherto uncommodified areas. You will therefore note in passing that a . . .. ere comes. mto ~ing, then, a situation in which we can say 

. 
I~ m~lVIdual expe .. nence IS authentic, then it cannot be true·, and that 

certain unifying and totalizing force is presupposed here-although it is not d I the Hegelian Absolute Spirit, nor the party, nor Stalin, but simply capital or ~ogmtlve. mo, e of the same content is true, then it escapes , . It IS eVident that this new situation poses tremendous 
itself; and it is on the strength of such a view that a radical Jesuit friend of and bl' k f • altem pro eI!'s ~ or a wor 0 art; and I have argued that it is as an 
mine once publicly accused me of monotheism. It is at least certain that . pt to square .thls c~rc1~ and to invent new and elaborate formal strat-
the notion of capital stands or falls with the notion of some unified logic CSly ~s for overC?mmg thiS dilemma t~at modernism or, perhaps beuer, the 
of this social system itself, that is to say, in the stigmatized language I will anous modensms as such emerge: m forms that inscribe a new sense of 
come back to later, that both are irrecoverably totalizing concepts. tbe absent global colonial system on the very syntax of poetic language itself, 
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a new play of absence and presence that at its most simplified will be haunte<\ . Briefly, I want to suggest that the new space involves the suppres-
by the erotic and be tattooed with foreign place names, and at its mOSt ' of distance (in the sense of Benjamin's aura) and the relentless satu-
intense will involve the invention of remarkable new languages and (OOlls. of any remaining voids and empty places, 10 the point where the 

At this point I want to introduce another concept that is basic ?!EII ;;;';;;;;'od"m body- whether wandering through a postmodern hotel, locked 
to my argument, that I call the "play of figuration." This is an essentially sound by means of headphones, or undergoing the multiple shocks 
allegorical concept that supposes the obvious, namely, that these new and of the Vietnam War as Michael Herr conveys it to us-
enormous global realities are inaccessible to any individual subject or COD- exposed to a perceptual barrage of immediacy from which all shel. 
sciousness-not even to Hegel, let alone Cecil Rhodes or Queen Victoria_ layers and intervening mediations have been removed. There are, of 
which is to say that those fu ndamental realities are somehow of this space one would ideally wanllO comment 
un representable or, to use the Althusserian phrase, are something notably, ' concept of abstract space as what is simul-
absent cause, one that can never emerge into the presence of homogeneous and fragmented-but I think that the peculjar dis-
Yet this absent cause can find figures through which to express · of the saturated space I have just mentioned will be the most 
distorted and symbolic ways: indeed, one of our basic tasks as guiding thread. 
literature is to track down and make conceptually available the ultimate You should understand that I take such spatial peculiarities of 
realities and experiences designated by those figures, which the reading mind as symptoms and · expressions of a new and historically 
inevitably tends to reify and to read as primary contents in their own right one that involves our insertion as individual subjects into 

Since we have evoked the modernist moment and its relationship set of radically discontinuous realities, whose frames 
to the great new global colonial network, I will give a fairly simple the stilI surviving spaces of bourgeois private life all the way to 
specialized example of a kind of figure specific to this historical situation. I decentering of global capital itself. Not even Einsteinian 
Everyone fnows how, toward the end of the nineteenth a wide , or the mult iple subjective worlds of the older modernists is ca. 
range of writers began to invent forms to express what I . call gi~ing any kind of adequate figuration to this process, which in 
relativism." In Gide and Conrad, in Fernando Pessoa, in Pirandello, expenence makes llself felt by the so-called death of the subject, or, 
Ford, and to a lesser extent in Henry James, even very obliquely in Prous~ the fragmented and schizophrenic decentenng and dispersion 
what we begin to see is the sense that each consciousness is a closed world, last can no longer even serve the function of the Jamesian 
so that a representation of the social totality now must take the (impossible) or "point of view"). And although you may not have realized 

f~~~a~;i~n~!~~~~~~ein°~~: asepa~:!;~~~~t; ~~~~ n~~~t,t~e~.itri~~; talking about practical politics here: since the crisis of socialist 
and the enormous strate .. ic and tactical difficulties of co-movement of lines and planes that can never intersect. The literary value I ~ ocal and or neighborhood political actions with na-that emerges from this new formal practice is called " iron y"; and its phil-

osophical ideology often takes the fo rm of a vulgar appropriation of En- ones, such urgent political dilemmas are all imme-
stein's theory of relativity. In this context, what I want to suggest is thai . diateJy enormously complex new international space I have 

in mind 
these forms, whose content is generally that of privatized middle-class life, 
nonetheless stand as symptoms and distorted expressions of the penetration Let me here insert an illustration, in the form of a brief account 
even of middle-class lived experience by this strange new global relativity book that is, I think, not known to many of you but in my opinion of 
of the colonial network. The one is then the figure, however deformed and im~rtance and suggestiveness for problems of space and poke--
symbolically rewrillen, of the latter; and I take it that this figural process ,* !u< •. The ~k IS non~ction, a historical .narrative of the single most sig. t. 
will remain central in all later attempts to restructure the form of the wort ~<"'nt politIcal expenence of the Amencan 19605: Detroit: I Do }jiiu/ 
ofart to accommodate content that must radically resist and escape artistic " .~ .. '" ' by Marvin Surkin and Dan Georgakis. (I think we have now come 
figuration. sophisticated enough to understand that aesthetic, formal, and nar-

If this is so for the age of imperialism, how much more must it . analyses have implications that far transcend those objects marked 
hold for our own moment, the moment of the multinational network, or fictIOn oras literature.) De/roil is a study of the rise and fall of the League 
what Mandel calls "late capitalism," a moment in which not merely the Revolutionary Workers in that city in the late 1960s.1 The political 
older city but even the nation·state itself has ceased to playa central func- . in question was able to conquer power in the workplace, partic· 
tional and fo rmal role in a process that has in a new quantum leap of capital ID the automobile factories; it drove a substantial wedge into the 
prodigiously expanded beyond them, leaving them behind as ruined and .and info~mational monopoly of the city by way of a student news-
archaic remains of earlier stages in the development of this mode of pro- elected Judges; and finally it came within a hair's breadth of electing 
duct ion. mayor and taking over the city power apparatus. This was, of course 

At this point I realize that the persuasiveness of my demonstra· a ~~arkable political achievement, characterized by an exceedingly so: 
tion depends on your having some fairly vivid perceptual sense of wha! is phlSl.tcated sense of the need for a multilevel strategy for revolution that 
unique and original in postmodernist space-something I have been trytn-i mvo~ved initiatives on the distinct social levels of the labor process, the 
to convey in my course, but for which it is more difficult here to substitute media and culture. the juridical apparatus, and electoral politics. 
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fredric Jam •• on 

Xet it is ~ually clear-an,d far clearer in .v~rtual triumphs of this '1~~u;.:a;i'~ i,~o;,~m,:e'_~Ui~It,:;~m~~ate dialectical barrier or invisible limit This example 
kind than In the earher stages of neighborhood pohtlcs-that such strategy , l little more meaning to the sloganofcognitive mapping 
is bound and shackled to the cit¥ form itself. In~e~, on~ of,the enormOUs which I now tum. 
strengths of the superstate and Its federal constitution hes In the evident - I am tempted to describe the way I understand this concept as 
discontinuities between city, state, and federa1 power: if you cannOt make ,- :.,, " something of a synthesis between AlIhusser and Kevin Lynch-a formula-
socialism in one country, how much more derisory, then, are the prospects bOn tbat, to be sure, d~ nOl tell you much unless you know that Lynch 
for socialism in one city in the United States today? Indeed, our foreign is the author of a classic work, The Image of the City. which in its tum 
visitors may not be aware that there exist in this country four or five socialist spawned the whole low-level subdiscipline that today takes the phrase "cog-
communes, near one of which, in Santa Cruz, Califomia, I lived until rOo . nitive maP~i~" as its own designation.1 Lynch's problematic remains locked 
cently; no one would want to belittle these local successes, but it seems within the hmlts of phenomenology, and his book can no doubt be subjC(:ted 
probable that few of us think of them as the first dC(:isive step toward the to many criticisms on its own terms (not the least of which is the absence 
transition to socialism. of any conception of poli tical agency or historical process). My use of the 

If you cannot build socialism in one city, then suppose you con- will be emblematic, since the mental map of city space explored by 
quer a whole series of large key urban centers in succession. This is what can be extrapolated to that mental map of the social and global 
the League of Black Revolutionary Workers began to think about; that is all carry around in our heads in variously garbled forms. Drawing 
to say, they began to feel that their movement was a political model and downtowns of Boston, Jersey City, and Los Angeles, and by means 
ought to be generalizable. The problem that arises is spatial: how to develop and questionnaires in which subjects we asked to draw their 
a national polit ical movement on the basis of a city strategy and politics. from memory, Lynch suggests that urban alienation is directly 
At any rate, the leadership of the League began to spread the word in other to the mental unmapabili ty of local cityscapes. A city like 
cities and -traveled to Ital y and Sweden to study workers' strategies there then, with perspecti ves" its markers and monu-
and to explain their own model; reciprocally, out-of-town politicos came to simple spatial forms, including dramatic 
Detroi t to in vestigate the new strategies. At this point it ought to be such as the River, not only allows people to have, in 
that we are in the middle of the problem of representation, not t~e least imaginations, a successful and continuous location to the 
it being signaled by the appearance of that ominous American word " Iead- rest of the city, but in add ition gives them something of the freedom and 
ership." In a more general way, however, these trips were more ihan net· aesthetic gratification of traditional city form. 
working, making contacts, spreading information: they raised the problem ' . . I have always been struck by the way in which Lynch's conception 
of how to represent a unique local model and experience to people in other of city experience-the dialectic between the here and now of immediate 
situations. So it was logical for the League to make a film of their experience, and the imaginative or imaginary sense of the city as an absent 
and a very fine and exciting fi lm it is. something like a spatial analogue o f Althusser's great for-

Spatial discontinuities, however, are more devious and dialec. itself, as "the Imaginary representation of the subjC(:t's 
tica~ and they are not overcome in any of the most obvious ways. For . or her Rea l conditions of existence." Whatever its defects 
example, they returned on the Detroit experience as some ultimate limit • and problems, this pOSitive conception of ideology as a necessary func tion 
before which it collapsed. What happened was that the jet-setting militants in any form o f SOCial life has the great merit of stressing the gap between 
of the League had become media stars; not only were they becoming alien· ; the 1oca1 positioning of the individual subject and the totality of class struc-
ated fro m their local constituencies, but, worse than that, nobody stayed fures in which he or she is situated, a gap between phenomenological per-
home to mind the store. Having acceded to a larger spatial plane, the base ceptio~ ~nd a reality that transcends all indi vidual thinking or experience; 
vanished under them; and with this the most successful social revolutionary but thIS Ideology, as such, attempts to span or coordinate, to map, by means 
experiment of that rich political decade in the United States came to a sadly of conscious and unconscious representations. The conception of cogniti.ve 
undramatic end. I do not want to say that it left no traces behind, since a mapping proposed here therefore involves an extrapolation of Lynch's spa-
numberoflocal gains remain, and in any case every rich political experiment tial analysis to the realm of social structure, that is to say, in our historical 
continues to feed the tradition in underground ways. Most ironic in our - ~o~ent, to the totality of class relations on a global (or should I say mul-
con text, however, is the very success of their failure: the representation- . llna~lOnal) ~ale. The secondary premise is also maintained, namely, that 
the model of this complex spatial dialectic-triumphantly survives in the ' ;{ the tncapaClty to map socially is as crippling to poli tical experience as the 
form of a film and a book, but in the process of becom ing an image and a 'analogous incapacity to map spatially is for urban experience. It follows 
spectacle, the referen t seems to have disappeared, as so many people from that an aesthetic of cognitive mapping in this sense is an integral part of 
Debord to Baudrillard always wamed us it would. any socialist pol itical project. 

Yet this very example may serve to illustrate the proposition that . In what has preceded I have infringed so many o f the taboos and 
successful spatial representation today need not be some uplifting socialist- shibboleths of a fadd ish post-Marxism that it becomes necessary to discuss 
realist drama of revolutionary triumph but may be equall y inscribed in a th~~ more openly and d irectly before proceeding. They include the prop-
narrative of defeat, which sometimes, even more effectively, causes the whole OSIIJon that class DO longer exists (a proposit ion that might be clarified by 
architectonic of post modern global space to rise up in ghostly profile behind the simple distinction between class as an element in small-scale models of 
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society, class consciousness as a cultural event, and class analysis as 
operation); the idea that this society is no longer by 
but rather reproduction (including science and 
in the midst of a virtually completely built environment, one is 
greet with laughter; and, finally, the repudiation of representation 
stigmatization of the concept of totality and of the prOject".!;O~f~;;~,~~~~:'i 
thought. Practically, this last needs to be sorted into several ~ 
osition5-in particular, one having to do with capitalism and one 
do with socialism or communism. The French nouveaux phi/osophes 
it most succinctly, without realizing that they were reproducing or rein_ 
venting the hoariest American ideological slogans of the cold war: totalizing 
thought is totalitarian thought; a direct line runs from Hegel's Absolute 
Spirit to Stalin's Gulag. 

As a matter of self.indulgence, I will open a brief theoretical 
parenthesis here, particularly since Althusser has been mentioned. We have 
already experienced a dramatic and instructive melt·down of the Althus . . 
serian reactor in the work of Barry Hindess and Paul Hirst, who quite 
consequently observe the incompatibility of the Althusserian attempt to 
secure semiautonomy for the various levels of social life, and the more ' 0 

desperate effOA of the same philosopher to retain the old orthodox notion oj 

of an "ultimately determining instance" in the form of what he calls "struc· 
tural totality." Quite logically and consequently, then, Hindess and Hirst 
simply remove the offending mechan ism, whereupon the Althusserian ed· 
ifice collapses into a rubble of autonomous instances without any necessary 
relationship to each other whatsoever-at which point it follows that one ~ 
can no longer talk about or draw practical political consequences from ,any 
conception of social structure; that is to say, the very conceptions of some
thing called capitalism and something called socialism or communism fall 
of their own weight into the ash can of History. (This last, of course, then 
vanishes in a puff of smoke, since by the same token nothing like History 
as a total process can any longer be conceptually entertained.) All I wanted 
to point out in this high theoretical context is that the baleful equation 
between a philosophical conception of totality and a political practice of 
totalitarianism is itself a particularly ripe example of what Althusser calls 
"expressive causality," namely, the collapsing of two semiautonomous .(or, 
now downright autonomous) levels into one another. Such an equation, 
then: is possible for unreconstructed Hegelians but is quite incompatible 
with the basic positions of any honest post·Althusserian post-Marxism. 

To close the parenthesis, all of this can be said in more earthly 
terms. The conception of capital is admittedly a totalizing or systemic con· 
cept: no one has ever seen or met the thing itself; it is either the result of 
scientific reduction (and it should be obvious that scientific thinking aJways 
reduces the multiplicity of the real to a small-scale model) or the mark of 
an imaginary and ideological vision. But let us be serious: anyone who 
believes that the profit motive and the logic of capital accumulation are not 
the fundamental laws of this world, who believes that these do not set 
absolute barriers and limits to social changes and transformations under
taken in it-such a person is living in an alternative universe; or, to put it 
more politely, in this universe such a person-assuming he or she is pro
gressive-is doomed to social democracy, with its now abundantly docu
mented treadmill of failures and capitulat ions. Because if capital does net 
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Fredric Jame.on 
clearly socialism does not exist either. I am far from suggesting 

at all is possible in this new post-Marxian Nietzschean world 
is observably untrue. But I do want to argue that 

of the social totality (and the possibility of transform-
no socialist politics is possible. 

must raise more troubling and unsolved 
the notion of community or the collective. Some of 

are very familiar, such as the contradiction between self-
the local level and planning on the global scale; or the 

the abolition of the market, not to mention the abolition 
form itself. I have found even more stimulating and 

the following propositions about the very nature of society 
been affirmed that, with one signal exception (capitalism itself, 

i~ ,,,gani,,' around an economic mechanism), there has never existed 
of human society that was not based on some form of 

"",ndlenee, or religion. Without brute force, which is never but a mo
solution, people cannot in this vein be asked to live cooperatively 

,e'>o~m~e the omnivorous desires of the id without some appeal to 
belief or transcendent values, something absolutely incompatible 

any conceivable socialist society. The result is tpat these last achieve 
own momentary coherence only under seige circumstances, in the 

enthusiasm and group effort provoked by the great blockades. In 
ihl~.rwo',ds,without the non transcendent economic mechanism of capital, 

moral incentives (as in Che) or to the primacy of the political 
~a~ism) must fatally exhaust themselves in a brief time, leaving only 

twin alternatives of a return to capitalism or the construction of this or 
modem form of "oriental despotism." You are certainly welcome to 

" ." . ... this prognosis, provided you understand that in such a case any 
t>f~i~~i:~~ politics is strictly a mirage and a waste of time, which one might 

spend adjusting and reforming an eternal capitalist landscape as far 
can see. 
In reality this dilemma is, to my mind, the most urgent task that 

l~:~?~~ Marxism today. I have said before that the so-called crisis in 
.-1 is not a crisis in Marxist science, which has never been richer, but 

a crisis in Marxist ideology. If ideology-to give it a somewhat diT", 
definition-is a vision of the future that grips the masses, we have td 
that, save in a few ongoing collective experiments, such as those in 
and in Yugoslavia, no Marxist or Socia list party or movement any
has the slightest conception of what socialism or communism as a 

~~I s,st,'~ ought to be and can be expected to look like. That vision will 
be purely economic, although the Marxist economists are as deficient 

· inhe rest of us in their failure to address this Utopian problem in any 
serious way. It is, as well, supremely social and cultural, involving the task 
of trying to imagine how a society without hierarchy, a society of free people, 
a society that has at once repudiated the economic mechanisms of the mar-

· ~et, can possibly cohere. Historically, all forms of hierarchy have always 
· 1;!een based ultimately on gender hierarchy and on the building block of the 

family unit, which makes it clear that this is the true juncture between a 
feminist problematic and a Marxist one-not an antagonistic juncture, but 
the moment at which the feminist project and the Marxist and socialist 
project meet and face the same dilemma: how to imagine Utopia. 
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Returning to the beginning of this lengthy excursus, it 
unlikel y that anyone who repudiates the concept of totality can have 
thing useful to say to us on this matter, since for such persons it is 
that the totalizing vision of socialism will not compute and is a false 
within .the random and undecidable world of microgroups. Or an. 
other possibility suggests itself, namely, that our d issatisfaction with the 
concept of totality is not a thought in its own right but rather a significant 
symptom, a function of the increasing difficulties in thinking of such a 
of interrelationships in a complicated society. This would seem, at least, to 
be the implication of the remark of the Team X architect Aida van Eyck, 
when, in 1966, he issued his version of the death of modern ism thesis: "We 
know nothing of vast multiplicity-we cannot come to terms with it-not 
as arch itects or planners or anybody else." To which he added, and the 
sequel can easily be extrapolated from architecture to social change itself: 
"But if society has no form-how can architects build its counterform?" ) 

You will be relieved to know that at thi s point we can return 
both to my own conclusion and to the problem of aesthetic representation 
and cognitive mapping, which was the pretext of this essay. The project of 
cogni ti ve mapping obviously stands or fall s with the conception of SOme 
(unrepresent4ble, imaginary) global social totality that was to have been 
mapped. I have spoken of form and con tent, and this final distinction wiiJ 
a llow me at least to say something about an aesthetic, of which I have 
observed that I am, myself, absolutely incapable of guessing or imagining 
its form. That postmodernism gives us hints and examples of such cognitive 
mapping on the level of content is, I believe, demonstrable. 

I have spoken elsewhere of the turn toward a thematics of me· 
chanical reproduction, of the way in which the autoreferentiality of much 
of post modernist art takes the form ofa play with reproductive technology
film, tapes, video, computers, and the like-which is, to my mind, a degraded 
figure of the great multinational space that remains to becogniti vely mapped. 
Fully as striking on another level is the omnipresence of the theme of par
anoia as it expresses itself in a seemingly inexhaustible production of con· 
spiracy plots of the most elaborate kinds. Conspiracy, one is tempted to 
say, is the poor person's cognitive mapping in the postmodern age; it is a 
degraded figure of the total logic of late capital, a desperate attempt to 
represent the latter's system, whose failure is marked by its slippage into 
sheer theme and content. 

Achievedcognitive mapping will be a matter of form. and I hope 
I have shown how it will be an integral pan of a socialist politics, although 
its own possibility may well I:e dependent on some prior political opening, 
which its task would then be to enlarge culturally. Still, even if we cannot 
imagine the productions of such an aesthetic, there may, nonetheless, as 
with the very idea of Utopia itself, be something positive in the attempt to 
keep ali ve the possibility of imagining such a thing. 
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OiScussion 

Question (Nancy Fraser] 

First, I want to say something, fc£ the "':~~;1~'~0":.!,,~~~ 
implicit political gesture built into your presentation of the question 0 
seemed to me ra ther irresponsible, given that there have been many,~:~~~~~:~:~ 
the issue and that many nuanced positions have been expressed. v,?U 
conflated many differences and subtle positions on this question. But I 
more constructive quest ion to ask, because I am also sympathetic to a ::'~~~n,~o'd';fi 
of totalizing thought, namely, a critical social science that would be 
explanatorily powerful as possible. Thus, I wonder why you assume 
mapping is the task of the aesthetic? Why wouldn't that be a task for 
science? Or are two different kinds of tasks conf[ated in your paper? 

Jameson 
The question or the role of the aesthetic as opposed to that.

ofthe social sciences in explorations of the structure oft he world system corresponds, 
for me, to the orthodox distinction (which 1 still vaguely use in a somewhat different 
way) between science and ideology. My point is that we have this split between 
ideology in the Althusserian sense-that is, how you map your relation as an indio 
vidual subject to the social and economic organization of global capitalism- and the 
discourse of science, which 1 understand to be a discourse (which is ultimately 
impossible) without a subject. In this ideal discourse, like a mathematical equation, 
you model the real independent of its relations to individual subjects, including YOUr 
own. Now I think that you can teach people how this or that view of the world is 
to be thought c£ conceptualized, but the real problem is that it is increasingly hard 
for people to put that together with their own experience as individual psychological 
subjects, in daily life. The social sciences can rarely do that, and when they uy(as 
in ethnomethodology), they do it only by a mutation in the discourse of social science, 
or they do it at the moment that a social science becomes an ideology; but then we 
are back into the aesthetic. Aesthetics is something that addresses individual ex· 
perience rather than something that conceptualizes the real in a more abstract way. 

Fredric Jam.son 
social democratic discourse finds its content withdrawn from it so that, 

things that used to be legitimate are no longer legitimate and nobody 
Our task, I is the opposite of that and has to do with the 

:1;~~~:;~::~~~~::;;i~:'~"f;::'I~:;':~':::'~1 in such a way that they do become realistic I~ for people. It's in the context of that general project that 
aesthetic project finds its place. 

Question IDarko Suvln) 
First of all, I would like to say, also for the record, that I 

with your refusal to equate totality with totalitarianism. I want to rem ind 
,~ftl" "",n,,, origins of the connotations of the word "total itarianism." They 

war, propagated by the Congress of Cultural Freedom, which was 

~~~~~~l~'~U~,,:h:t,n~'~m~es as Stephen Spender and Irving Kristol and with journals funded by the CIA as it turns out. This is admittedly not a 
people funded by the CIA can come up with intelligent 
should make us wary of such an equation. So 1 think 

and not at aU irresponsible. 
Now to my question. 1 have a major problem with this idea 

":':~~:~~;'::'I"~;' even though your elaboration of it is more sophisticated than 
:t, . I would like to try to of this problem. Rather than 

three of I gather are coextensive with 

t~8~:~~~ii,~~~~~ , Hegelian world·historical mono some point (around 1910 or 1960) 
;;d',,';,;;id~";:~; ';h:;k of capitalism as a whole (beginning 

i; !~,~~:i~:~~~~~~;;§'h~';nt~'~'~'~d~es of movements (such as realism, modernism, become hegemonic in a given subphase of capitalism but 
After alt, most literature and painting today is still 

words, we have shifting hegemonies, although 

Qu.stion 
Your paper suggests that cognitive mapping is an avenue by 

which we might proceed at this point in time. Is this a tactical or a strategic choice? 
If it is tactical, then how do you conceive the question of strategy? And if it i~ 
strategic. what do you consider the problem of tactics today? The reason I raise such 
a question is that there seem to be opportunities now to create an interconnected 
culture that might allow real political problems to be discussed. If that's true, the 
question of strategy and tactics seems central. 

one proves that a shift of such major dimensions 
(e.g., shift associated with the names Picasso, Einstein, Eisenstein, and Lenin) 
really occurred in the 19605. But in that case, postmodernism could emerge as a 
style,even become hegemonic in the United States and Western Europe, but not in 
India and and then lose its dominant position without our having to shift 

_llttfj;E!~~~~:~!::;~~:::'~n~d a new world·historical monad. And you would have a a simultaneously coexist ing real ism, modern ism, and post· 
on levels of art and literature. 

Jameson 

Jameson 
That's an important question. I would answer it by trying 

to connect my suggestion with Stuart Hall's paper, in which he talked about the 
strategic possibilities of delegitimizing an existing discourse al a particular historical 
conjuncture. While I haven't used it, the language of discourse theory is certainly 
appropriate here (along with my own more dialectical language). My comrade and 
collaborator Stanley Aronowitz has observed that whatever the Left is in this country 
today, it has to begin by sorting out what the priorities rea tly are. He takes the 
position that our essential function for the moment is pedagogical in the largest 
sense; it involves the conquest of legitimacy in this country for socialist discourse. 
In other words, since the sixties, everybody knows that there is a socialist discourse. 
In the TV serials there's always a radical; that has become a social type, or, more 
accurately, a stereotype. So while people know that a socialist discourse exists, it is 
not a legitimate discourse in this society. Thus no one takes seriously the idea that 
socialism, and the social reorganization it proposes, is the answer to our problemS. 
Stuart Hall showed us the negative side of this struggle as the moment in which a 
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The questions ofperiodization, coexistence, and so on, are 
and complex. Obviously, when I talk about such periods they are nO! sealed 
that begin and end at easily identifiable moments (beginning in 1857 and 

1913, or beginning in 1947 or 1958, etc.). And there are certainly survivals 
'::;,~;~'~',r;; I would, however, like to say something about the problem people 
It concept of postmodernism. For me, the term suggests two connected 

we are in a different stage of capital, and that there have been a number 
of,u., I£,,, .. cultural modifications (e.g., the end of the avant.garde, the end of the 

or genius, the disappearance of the utopian impulse of modernism
I think Perry Anderson was both eloquent and extremely suggestive). 

matter of coordinating t hose cultural changes with the notion that artists today 
to respond to the new globally defined concrete situation of late capitalism. 
is why it doesn't bother me too much when friends and colleagues like Darko 

Perry Anderson or Henri Lefebvre find this concept of postmodernism 
'::~:I ?,::~', Because whatever Perry Anderson, for example, thinks of the utility of 
tb term-postmodernism-his paper demonstrates that something realty fun· 
damental did change after L945 and that the conditions of existence of modernism 
were no longer present. So we are in something else. 

Now the relat ive merit ofoompeting terms-postmodernism 
or high modernism-is another matter. The task is to describe that qualitatively 
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different culture. By the same token, I trust that people who have some discursive 
stake in other terms, such as totality or its refusal, do not take my remarks on the 
subject too narrowly. For example, I consider the work of Chantal Mouffe and 
Emesto Laclau an extremely important contribution to thinking about a future S0-
cialist politics. I think one has to avoid fight ing over empty slogans. 

Comment (Cornel We.t) 
The question of totality signals an important theoretical 

stru&&1e wi th practical implications. I'm not so sure that the differences betWeen 
your position and Perry Anderson's, and those put forward by Stanley Aronowitz, 
Chantal Mouffe, Emesto Laclau, and a host of others can be so easily reconciled. 
And it seems to me that if we continue to formulate the question in the way thll 
you formulate it, we are on a crash course, because I think that holding on to the 
conception of totality that you invoke ultimately leads toward a Leninist or Leninist
like poli tics that is basically sectarian, that may be symptomatic of a pessimism 
(though that is a question~ If we opt for the position that Mouffe, Laclau, Aronowitz, 
and others are suggesting, the results are radically anti-Leninist as well as radically 
critical ofa particular conception of totality. It is important to remember that nobody 
here has defended a flat, dispersive politics. Nobody here has defended a reactionary 
politics like that of the nouveaux philosophes. Rather, their critiques of totality are 
enabling ones; they are critiques of a totality that is solely a regulative ideal we never 
achieve, never reach. And if that is the case, I really don't see the kind of reconcil· 
iation that you are talking about. I think you were very comradely in your ritualistic 
gestures to Chan tal and Emesto and others, but I am not so sure that we are as close 
as you think. Now that means we're still comrades within the Left in the broad 
sense, bu t these are significant differences and tendencies within the Left, and I 
didn't want to end the discussion with a vague Hegelian reconciliation of things 
when what I see is very signifi.cant and healthy struggle. 

J ameson 
I don't understand how the politics I am proposing is re

pressive, since I don't think I have yet even proposed a politics, any more than I 
have really proposed an aesthetics. Both of those seem to be all in the fu ture. Let 
me try to respond by expanding on the distinction that came up in the second 
question, the notion of tactics versus strategy. It is not a question of substituting a 
total class/party potilics for the polilics of new social movements. That would be 
both ridiculous and self-defeating. The question is how to think those local struggles, 
involving specific and often different groups, within some common project that is 
called, for want of a beuer word, socialism. Why must these two things go together? 
Because without some notion of a (o(al transformation of society and without the 
sense that the immediate project is a figure for that Iotal transformation, so that 
everybody has a stake in that particular struggle, the success of any local struggle is 
doomed, limited to reform. And then it wiU lose its impetus, as any number of issue 
movements have done. Yet an abstract politics that only talks socialism on some 
global level is doomed to the sterility of sectarian politics. I am trying to suggest I 
way in which these things always take place at two levels: as an embattled struggle 
of a group, but also as a figu re for an entire systemic transformation. And I don't 
see how anything substantial can be achieved without that kind of dual thinking at 
every moment in all of those struggles. 
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Andr.w Ross 

The New Sentence and the Commodity 
Form: Recent American Writing 

We imagine that (hertl is a gap between the 
world of our private famasies & the possibili
ties of meaningful action & so i( bacomtls 
easy to talk & talk on what is lacking, to dis
course on end, & yet ftlel impotem. " What's 
to do." But this gap is a measure not so 
much of desiras or depress/on or impotence 
but of o urselves. It has been the cominual 
failure of Marxist aesthetics to insist that this 
gap is simply another illusory part of our 
commodity livtls. I( is at the root of our col· 
lac(ivity. 
Charles Bernstein 
' "Three or Four Ttings I Know about Him"' 

The train ctlase/essly reif'Nents the station. 
Barrett Walten 
1·10 

Of all the "casualties" sustained by American wri ting 
in the volatile cross fi re of political imperatives that prevailed in the thirties, 
George Oppen's case is, perhaps, the most exemplary. Barely though suc
cessfull y launched as a poet in New York, and too much ofa formalist to 
sustain his convictions, artistically, in that time and place, he shunned the 
available alternatives like the New Masses, stopped writing in 1932, and 
dropped out of literary circles for over twenty-five years, at first organizing 
the une mployed and then liv ing in itinerant "exile" in Californ ia and Mex· 
ieo. In her autobiography, his wife, Mary, describes their return fro m a trip 
to France as "the momentous winter of 1932 ... when we began to see and 
un~rstand what was happening. "I For Oppen himself, forty-five years later, 
the Imperative of that year was still painfully clear (though italicized, which 
is to say mediated): "we wanted to know ifwe were any good / our there" 
("Disasters," Primitive). Here is the poet on trial again, and in Oppen's case 
somehow called on to explain where the politically irresponsible, like Pound, 
had long since been pardoned for their "aesthet ic" cr im es. Indeed, Oppen 
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recalls a meeting with Hugh Kenner in which the poet attempted to explain 
at length what populism had meant for a writer in the thirties, at which 
point Kenner interrupted: "In brief, it took you twenty-five years to write 
the next poem."l 

For most of us, Kenner's "in brief' would seem much too flimsy 
logically or otherwise, to bear the heavy moral weight of his remark. And 
under other circumstances one might be tempted to demonstrate how nor. 
mative such logical moves are in the "official" literary histories of modern 
poetry, where Kenner's work has held more than a little ~way. J As it is, my 
interests here are primarily descriptive rather than polemical, and are there· 
fore more concerned with Oppen's dilemma than with Kenner's. "In brief," 
I shall be pointing to some of the ways in which recent American writing 
has approached that dilemma a half-century later and found that it is no 
dilemma at all. Clearly, it is not the mere fact of the passage of a half· 
century, Oppen's term of disgrace twice over, that has made the difference. 
And for some writers on the Left, the burden of history has actually only 
increased, forcing their hand further, as it were, into the awkward a~ Con· 
suming habits of the protest poem, or else the thankless perpetuatIOn of 
right-thinking sentiments. On the contrary, we can point above all else to 
concrete developments in Marxist theory during this period that have en
abled writers to face the full brunt of political commitment in terms of their 
own cultural practice, rather than in the service of some external cause or 
party line, no matter how loosely drawn. This, of course, is not to deny that 
a new field of activity is not also a field of conflict, perhaps even more 
irreconcilable than ever. What is clear, nonetheless, is that Oppen's dilemma 
can no longer be found in the same place: "There are situations," he writes, 
"which cannot honorably be met by art, and surely no one need fiddle 
precisely at the moment that the house next door is burning"-Brecht is 
under fire here! Regardless of whether we might agree with Oppen that it 
is not a question of aesthetics, or " bad fiddling," his final opinion-that "the 
question can only be whether one intends, at a given time, to write poetry 
or not"-would have to be regarded today as a superannuated one." 

Oppen's dilemma, however, is a product of modernist culture, 
the very model of crisis culture, because it is wholly consumed by its con
tradictions; even the debates of the day about Marxist aesthetics-Bloch 
versus Lukacs, Lukacs versus Brecht, Benjamin versus Adorno-are perjectly 
antagonistic, while the artist is generally perceived as a binary or double 
agent " In Pound I am confronted by the tragic double of our day. He is 
the demonstration of our duality. In language and form, he is forward, as 
much the revolutionary as Lenin. But in social, economic, and politica1 
action he is as retrogressive as the Czar."s In modernism, the "political" 
and the "aesthetic" struggle for sovereignty over every last inch of cultural 
soil, both within and beyond the limits of language-and also nationality. 
The radicalism of Hugh MacDiarmid, for example-to "aye be whaur I 
Extremes meet"-which lures him into an impossible dual allegiance to 
communism and Scottish nationalism, is always spliced by another set of 
linguistic oppositions: between the oral subversiveness of Scots and the 
assimilative power of English. Whereas MacDiarmid lives out this heady 
mix, Joyce, confronted with a similar set of options, collapses all contra
dictions onto the page and creates an international politics of the signifier. 
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Pound, however, whose instrumentalism is most complete 

the most heterogeneous experience of conflict into 
;~~:~I~i~:~e~;"~~~t~:S;1 forms: " When I gather chestnuts on the hills of al capitalist system."6 And it is Pound whose work, 

the clearest manifestations of the kind of thinking 
and "historicist," tendencies that have recently fallen 

Marxism itself.7 Of course, Pound has his own notions 
determinism (it so blatantly serves his own didactic ends), 

time" of his historicism appeals unambiguously 
aesthetic termination of history, the fascist fonn of the inevitability 
of revolutionary Marxism. In this, however, Pound is much more 

archetypal American tourist, a mobile commodity fonn like Sau-

~:~!~~;::~7;:~~~~~~~:P.:~';;~e;;~;";'tourist of the revolution," "exchanged" 
.: support logic of social and economic relations.' 
'DO"m"', difference. after all, lies in his overt subjectivism, or what Charles 

called "the beak of his EGO," the willful, controlling impulse to 
'0'12'"" any field of available materials.9 

The struggle against that subjectivist impulse is a dominant fea
,,_ of· ,h. political development of modernism, and it takes the fonn of a 

toward objectivism. As much as anything else, this movement 
. the style of the aesthetic manifestos of the Popular Front: 

"surrealistic situation ofthe object," for example, or Francis Ponge's 
quiescent Le parti pris des choses. Oppen's own debt to this com

"'I4t~;;;i;~,~t is historically marked by his association, at the end of the twenties, 
the Objectivist poets-LouisZukofsky, CharlesReznikoff, William Car

Williams, and Carl Rakosi (who also gave up his literary career and 
·~~~:~:~~~a~,y'social worker). The content-oriented regional populism of Carl 
\1 Vachel Lindsay, and Edgar Lee Masters was already thriving at 

time. distinguished the Objectivists, however, was their emphasis 
fonn and technique as a conscious activity of intellectual labor, their 

;">ncenlS with particulars and everyday life, and their common appeal to 
.- moral (not representational, which is to say traditionally realist) imperatives 

of sincerity, authenticity, and conviction: "An Objective ... Desire for what 
is objectively perfect, inextricably the direction of historic and contemporary 
particulars."'O The objectification of the poem is also an act of demystifi
cation, for it determines the poem's existence in an everyday world of parr
.ticulars, as opposed to the universalistic, hieratic realm of symbolist cOr· 
respondences. 

To scan the direction of American poetry since the thirties, it 
would seem that the lesson of the Objectivists' stand against mystification 
has had little impact In the dense outcropping of "academic" poetry that 
'accompanied New Criticism, a genteel taste for the wrangling of the Me
taphysical Poets (among them Karl Shapiro, Delmore Schwartz, the Agrar
ians, J. V. Cunningham, etc.) quickly degenerated into an full-blown "per
sonality" cult that glorified the orneriness or eccentricity of the poet's private 
genius, a cult (Theodore Roethke, John Berryman) that moves from the 
braggadocio of decadent bodily consumption to the celebration of nervous 
breakdown and finally suicide. Geoffrey Thurley describes these paeans to 
the reified self as a "symptom of [mid-century] affiuence," but perhaps he 
is closer to the mark in his depiction of the campus poet of the fifties as a 
"class eunuch. "II 
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The radical tradition, by contrast, monumentally represented in 
Donald Allen and Warren Tallman's 1960 anthology The New American 
Poetry, is generally characterized by its dominant anti-intellectualism. As. 
suming the unbridled Renaissance air of the sixties, many of the Poets 
represented in that anthology espoused the kind of political romanticism 
that appealed to arcane and mystificatory images of "bardic" power-sha. 
manism, orality, Orientalism, Americanism. "Hot" lives were valued oVer 
and above the problematic of language and form. The theatricalization of 
nonconformity and anticonventionality displaced the necessity of respond_ 
ing to the familiar, numbing strangeness or automatism of everyday life. 
Above all, in most of the work of the Beats and the Black Mountaineers 
modernity-urban, technological, and massively commodifed-is eithe; 
passed over entirely for some preindustrial cause or else pilloried for its 
dark Satanic birthright in Capital (if Vietnam was a crise de conscience for 
many of these writers, it was more often than not cast in the same tech. 
nological-voodoo drama-Ginsberg's Wichita Vortex SIdra is the best ex
ample and is quite symptomatic); only the New York school stood by its 
acceptance of modem life, even if that acceptance often took the form of 
an undiscriminating optimism (a Forster-like faith in personal friendship), 
the other side' of the utopian coin. And as for the figures who fell outside 
of these movements-Robert Bly, James Wright, Adrienne Rich, Robert 
Lowell, and so on-their "topical" discussion of political questions reaf
firmed the polite. social role of poetry as a recognized and largely innocuous 
liberal organ. _ 

Clearly, then (and we cannot say in spite of the Objectivists, if 
only on account of their relative obscurity until recently), these transcen· 
dental categories of "poet" and "poem" are dying hard Aside from the 
subjectivist/objectivist debate, however, it is, of course, the question of 
language itself that has increasingly come to occupy the forefront of dis
cussion about cultural autonomy with respect to modem writing. As a nos
trum for Oppen's empirical defection from language, the counterexample 
of Zukofsky's "survivalism" has been revalued in recent years. Eschewing 
not only the International but every shred of activism in an age ofthe engage, 
Zukofslcy's alternative insistence on the value of intellectual labor comes 
to a focus in his perception that history is to be found in language: in 
utterance, measure, pitch, sound, particularity, and general craftsmanship. 

There is a thcoretical and practical clarity about Zukofsky' long 
poem A-"the words are my life"-which is almost Leninist (the stance is 
a studied oneil) in its balanced, intellectual inspiration. The debt to deter
minism and necessity runs high throughout his work: in the objective, uni
versal design of things-Bach's perception that "the order which rules music 
is the same order that controls the placing of the stars"; in the detennined, 
or positioned, voice of the artist-"He who creates / Is a mode of these 
inertial systems" ("A"-6); and even in the compositional principle he calls 
the "Aleatorical Indeterminate," by which the linguistic play so boldly as
serted in his poetry is everywhere subject to the necessity of strict musical 
codes. A is not a "Marxist" poem (it has been described as "an epic of the 
class struggle" 13), if that means, for example, "telling the story" of surplus 
value. Nor, as Eisenstein sought to do in his films, does it attempt to embody 
a formal, dialectical method to relay affect and information, the twin com
ponents ofthe art of agit-prop. On the contrary, Zukofsky's example turns 
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desire to fully compose his personal experience of historical change 

space of forty years of American politics. More important, however, 
1~~:';f:;:~S ;so:,::m~i~et~;h~i,ng like an honest or respectful encounter with language 
f1' ' where other American writers have imposed their the-
o~:~;:;'il! on the medium, forcing it to comply with other, more "natural" 
p (Pound's ideographism, Olson's projectivism, the Beat rap, etc.). 

Consequently, it is Zukofsky, not only as anti-iconoclast but also 

:lG~~~:;~~fE~jf.\~ who has been adopted as one ofthe chief precursors poetry movement that has made a powerful impact on 
in the last five or six years. In effect, the work that has 

i language writing falls outside the more familiar tend
touched on so far. In its political claims it exhibits little or 

f:fi:~~~i'~;1;~"ia~t~'!1e'ias::t~w1;h::e~"~v~:e~'~w~r:e;;can speak of political content; and in . opposed to the dominant anti-intel· 
lectualism . Much of this essay will be devoted 
\0 discussing the consequences of this new hardheadedness in cultural and 
social matters. I shall, of course, be concerned with describing some of the 

.,, ~::~: common features of the language movement, or at least those that 
~, appeal to discursive attention. The dangers of this should 

l~~"f.~::~;'~;i~!' however, for there is no excuse for commodifying, yet again, 
: 0""";1IOe line of a new school. Indeed, many of the writers involved 

been intent on guarding their work, in various ways, against this in
evitable form of recognition by the culture industry, for there is a much 
larger social project at stake, of which this "guarding against" can be in

\ terpreted as both an internal symptom and a form of oppositional activity. 
Let us assume that this double interpretation is not the result of 

a traditional double-bind (the "natural" dilemma of the poet confronted 
. with an imperfect and uncomprehending world) but rather a contradiction 
that can be analyzed at a number of levels-political, economic, and ideo
logical-and in conjunction with some estimate of the complex social stand· 
ing ofthe arts in America today. Within the context of this larger analysis, 
we can pose the following question: In an age in which the established roles 

"1',1'" ""0" avant-garde no longer exist, or have been stripped of all progressive 
meanings (an age in which the countercultural gestures have all been played 
out, and the traditional refuge of "poetic license" or "art for art's sake" ·is 
no longer politically desirable), how does the old necessity of producing 
some kind of oppositional response come into conj/ict with the new necessity 
of recognizing or coming to terms with a massive commodification of ex
perience governed by a rationality that increasingly insists that all culture 
now is mass, or popular, culture? In addition, we shall want to ask what 
form this conflict will assume; to what extent its terrain will be almost wholly 

• technocratic-the rejection of appeals to organicism, natural or social to
talities, utopianism-and to what extent it will still find room for the classic 
fetishism, for example, of Mayakofsky's revolutionary proviso-"the other 
foot was still running along a side·street.",4 

Before discussing in greater detail the work produced by the lan-
guage poets, it would be useful to consider very briefly some of the devel
opments in Western Marxist theory that have made it possible for writers 
now to present their work as politically sufficient in itself. Clearly, the broad
est shift in emphasis has been in the relative autonomization of the notion 
of ideology. Freed from the orthodox economic insistence on its secondary 
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superstructural role as an illusory or "false" consciousness, determined at 
every tum by the relations of production, ideological practices have in_ 
creasingly assumed the full significance of their "specific effectivity," Which 
Marx had barely acknowledged in his fitful discussions of aesthetlcs.11 As a 
result, the unitary world·picture of "society" as a mec~anistic ,structure built 
on a materialist base has been replaced by more multldetermlnate analyses, 
like Althusser's "social formation," which recognizes the "specific effectiv_ 
ity" of human practices lived out in each of three regions: the economic, 
political, and ideological. . . . 

This transformation, of course-from the causal dominance of 
the mode of production to a less mechanistic model-is not the mere con· . 
sequence of a "barren" pursuit of theoretical sophistication (at a certain 
stage in Althusser's own thinking, "theory," in the opinion of some of his 
critics took on more than its fair share of autonomy); 16 on the contrary, it 
is a rdal response to the cumulative need, from the failure of the Western 
proletarian revolutions onward, to account for the survival and growth of 
capitalism. Various theories of mediation were therefore necessary as mod· 
ifications of an earlier reflectionist thinking: Lenin's role for the Party as 
vanguardist, Luklics's account of the reification of human .relations, Gr~_ 
sci's notion of hegemony, and so on. In addition to develoPII~g more ~ffiCJent 
explanations for the constitutions of social structures, MarXist t~eoT1StS ~lso 
pursued ways of accounting for capitalism's mainte~an~ ~f SOCial. relations 
as an effective medium for extending and reprodUCing ItS Ideological dom
inance. It is at this point that cultural practices come to be recognized as a 
specific area of political conflict and change,. ~nd ther~fo.re as a material 
praxis in their own right, available for oPPOsitional activity. In short, the 
theoretical conditions for a cultural revolution were now fully present, and 
ideology became the privileged terrain of anal ysis in Western Marxism, 
"sounded," as Perry Anderson puts it, "by thinker after thinker with an 
imagination and precision that historical materialism had never deployed 
here before." 11 

For the most part, the materialist analysis of ideological reiatio.1lS 
has based itself on various extensions of Marx's discussion of commo(hty 
fetishism. For Luklics, there was no doubt that commodification was "the 
central structural problem of capitalist society in all of its aspects." 11 In 
other words, the commodity character of a capitalist mode of pr~uction 
based on an abstract system of exchange is just as much a soc131 as an 
economic effect. Consequently, social relations are reified and "veiled" to 
the material producer, a set of circumstances that is then made to appear 
"natural." 

To say that this analytic concept ofreification (focused primarily, 
for Lukacs on the alienated "plight" of the humanist individual) can be 
generalized to explain the universalization of capital's ideological domi
nance, is to make room for later theories of consumer society saturation 
like Baudrillard's which describe the "no·win" option presented by late 
capitalism. A further extension of this thinking has in fact resulted in ~e 
various forms of post· Marxism (promulgated by the Gulag question), which 
turn on resistance to the rationality of Marxist discourse itself, now per' 
ceived by some as a repressive, totalizing project with little tolerance ~or 
its dissidents, theoretical or otherwise. Without the time to properly descnbe 
these developments, it would be useful to preserve the shift in strategic logic 
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they demonstrate; a shift from the humanist insistence on the priority 

;r:d~liv'''i'' ~ 'the individual from the alienated situation of commodity ex· 
to emphasis on the priority of analyzing the rationality of sys· 
discourses, whether the discourse ofreification or the discourse of 

"~M, .. . totalities. Such a distinction may only be meaningful if seen in 
a certain history of Marxist thinking; and, therefore, it may be 
to employ it as a way of delineating the differences between forms 

that are possible today. Nonetheless, it does seem to put into 
of the more popular conceptual ways of talking about op

thinking in particular of the sixties debate 
or for/ against the system. Clearly, it is this 

had to be rethought, for there is no 
, id,,,,l,ogy and commodification than there is 

language. 
The contradictions involved in developing such a position, how

can be seen in the work of the Frankfurt school. Committed to the 
non mechanistic specificity of culture, their analysis of the "cui· 
, as a development in the universalization of the commodity 

. for the first time, the importance of examining the sig· 
of mass, or popular, culture. Few would deny, however, that mass 

se has a monolithically negative value for both Adorno and 
i:I~:~:~:~:':i,:a:n;;d for Marcuse, the distinction between negative material 
~ and positive intellectual (high) culture is strictly observed 

theoretical practice. Modernist "art," in effect, was seen as a refusal 
one-dimensional permeation of mass culture, and therefore regarded 

asa subversive force, a way of keeping one's head above the floodwaters. 
The same kind of nostalgic proviso is evident in Adorno and Horkheimer's 

. lingering faith in what lies behind the "rationalization" of the world (We
ber's term), a faith in the Enlightenment pursuit of rational self·interest that 
.has merel y been " irrationally" organized, in advanced capitalism, into the 
perverted form of instrumental reason (or technological rationality), geared 
to subsuming and incorporating all oppositional forms into standardized 
and bureaucratic systems. The rationality of the commodity system, then, 

,~mc." real, but it is not the real rationality of human purpose (which exists 
nonetheless-as in the classic proposition of Freudian fetishism). i?;1' 

. If the Frankfurt critique has less relevance today than twenty 
,years ago, then perhaps this is indeed a consequence of the increasingly 
systematic dominance of technological rationality and the related erosion 
of oppositional circumstances; more than ever, perhaps, e<roption is a prob

- . 'em of totalitarian proportions. There is, however, another theoretical per
spective that bears on this question, and it is one that stems from a renegade 
product of the Frankfurt school: Benjamin's studied belief in the positive 
use of certain aspects of the technocratic apparatus, especially the radical 
Potential of mechanical reproduction. For Benjamin, there is no "other" 
order of human relations behind the commodity system, no unalienated 
realm of objectivity that is somehow more "real" than the reified present. 
His claim for the mass cultural apparatuses in an age of mechanical repro-
duction is that they usurp the authority of the art cult of originality and 
authenticity, replacing it with a new set of relations to the object-less stable, 
less institutionalized, and much more secular-relations, in short, that are 
themselves closer to the conditions for reproducibility and thus lend them-
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selves to the radical project of a "functioning transformation" of mass cuI. .~i~~fti:;~ first, th e less glamorous task of adopting wholesale the terms or 
ture. In Benjamin's critique, art is stripped of its higher rank and Put to r; of this "functionaJ izing" process, thereby feigning complicity in 
work as a technocratic force in its own right. rather than mourned as a .1051 to foreground and reveal the working codes of any institutional dis-
comrade. i; ; ~;u~" (a that has its relevance, as I shall argue. to the language 

More recent theorists in this vein have not, generally, been wiUing is primaril y associated with the Image Scavenger pho-
to share Benjamin's technological optimism. In the French tradition we' ~' :i;~;'ih,,:;"'·&'~b." Kruger, Richard Prince, Sherrie Levine, Cindy Sher-
have seen the Situationists promote an exclusive faith in the liberation of and se(:Qnd, the maverick use of transcultural pastiche-a con-
the individual from the al ienation of the "s~tacle"-their epistemological ;~~~~:~~i:tU~n:~doctored infusion of high and mass culture-in order to counteract 
model for a/I modem social relations. And Baudrillard has produced the' value of Literature for the culture industry (Kathy Acker's fearless 
most exhaustive critique of the one-<limensional code of consumer SOCiety. with popular fiction are a striking example). 
His particular analysis of the logic of consumption is worth examining here In the context of American writing under consideration here it 
bealuse it asserts that there is no longer any counterhegemonic, or positiv. . problematic to speak of values, structures, or traditions inherited fro~ a 
istic, value to be found in the traditional Marxist options of "real" p~ . modernist avant-garde. Moreover, it has often been pointed out that the 
duction or "concrete" labor; the positing of use value as the materialisl pOlitical thrust ofthe historical avant-garde (notwithstanding its own " fail-
underside of exchange value is no longer viable in a commodity system that ute," a fact that cannot simpl y be explained away by pointing to its suppres-
presents its med ium of exchange as a "nonreflecting surface." 19 at the hands of fascism and Stal in ism), in its crusade to dissolve the 

Baudrillard's working metaphor (and i t is much more than a of "autonomous" art, failed to carry over in to a postwar intel-
metaphor or model) for this instant readability of the whole system is "the artistic milieu that was itself to be brutally depoliticized by the 
smooth operational surface of communication, " 10 for it is not just the com- More often than not, however, this essentially nostalgic per-
modity object·itselfbut th e whole system of objects, or its meaning. that is served neoconservative interests as much as it has benefited 
consumed at every turn. Baudrillard therefore extends Marx's critique of cu ltural Left Indeed, the current, lively debate over the con-
political economy to a critique of the economy of signification, which semi· ceptuai validity of the term "avant-garde" is also a struggle for the political 
otics has provided as an analytic code for explaning all systems, and finds l soul of post modernism. Is postmodermsm an ahistorical free-for-all in which 
the same logic of exploitation and domination at work there. To -put it supply-side critical theory rubs shoulders with the pan stylistic mercenaries 
crudely, signifier and signified correspond to exchange value and use. ~ue. of the culture industry? Or is it still committed to attacking the power to 
Within the free circulation of a commodity system, however, the slgmfier define cultural meanings exercised by the ideological apparatuses of th is 
is always exchanged like a sign, offering itself as full value, in the absence same culture industry, a critique of similar proportions to that of the his-
ofa signified. As a result, both codes, that of signification and of commodity, torical avant-garde but mounted on d ifferent terms and in accord with dif-
are seen to rest on the "abstract equation of all values."JI All mean ings are fere nt strategies?U 
equal, and therefore the illusion a democratic choice is perpetuated, yet Without wish ing to compl icate this debate needlessly, it is im-
again, for the consumer. portant to recognize, again, that there are different social, economic, and 

One of the possible cul tural uses to be made of Baudrillard's ideological elements involved in the cultural makeup of any radical or "avant-
anal ysis of the "code of general equivalence" is its contribution to a critique garde" art practice, and therefore it is often quite reducti ve to speak of an 
of a modernism bound to the politics of the sign ifier. In this res~t, the avant-garde "tradition ," as if it were an imprimatur to which new groups 
easy lure of the polysemic served up for reader and critic alike-the right can have equal historical and geographical access. The very least we can 
to produce an infinity of meanings ou t of any particular text-would only say is that all avant-garde practices work in oppositional proximity to their 
serve to reproduce the polyvalence of the system itself. All meanings, again, specific instituti onal discourses: art-the gaUery and the museum; writing-
are equal and thus can be exchanged without endangering the abstract logic . the trade publishing houses; theater-Broadway; film-Hollywood; music-
of the system. If the modernism of Mallarmt: and Joyce, brought to cuI- concert ~alls; and for all of these, the various review circuits, the academy, 
mination in the poetics of Tel Quel, has largely been perceived as an attack -} and, ulhmately, their place in cultural histories. 
on the rationalism of the Cartesian subject, then it can also be interpreted. Unlike other " language"-oriented groups elsewhere (Tel Quel in 
now, as a way of helplessly reproducing the rationality of commodifica.tion France, Gruppo 63 in Italy, even the Noigandres circle in Brazil), there 
that has everywhere incorporated the liberationary strategies of modemtsm. exists no cenrra/ized social, political, and ideological role for an avant-garde 
Such are the rapidl y changing ethics of political literacy. among ~merican W!'iters. The ideological thrust of the Beats, for example, 

In its most general terms, then, we can characterize the recent such as It was, came closest to national attention purely on account of its 
cultural withdrawal from modernism as a shift from the critique of ration- media impact as an easily aestheticized life-style. Instead of a centralized 
a/ism to a critique of universalism (or, rather, the rationality of universal- avant-garde, then, there are what Ron Silliman has called "networks" and 
iution). For writers, this has meant modifying the traditional militancy "scenes," distinguished by their specific social organizations-the Objectiv-
against what Marcuse calls the "operationalism" or "functionalization" of ists, Black Mountain-who depend on contact through correspondence and 
language-the instrumental identification of"lhings and their functions"ll- thus generally manifest a much more homogeneous aesthetic than those 
and taking up instead either of two alternatives (which are not mutually writers who belong to a scene-Bol inas, S1. Marks, Naropaj Boulder, North 
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Beach-randomly composed of more commun!ty elements,H Moreover, the . contrast, t,hen, to the inherited structure of the writers' group or com-
situation whereby different groups constantly VIC for some kind of temPorary ; " ... ;·"35 a~ Instrumental Support for a more coherentl y propagated "voice," 
dominance over the national scene is not a simple effect of what is habitually tfcre is ,an Integrated cO,mmunity, urban, residential, and largely nonboh-
passed offas the "natural" decenteredness of American life. On the oontIar}' entian, mtent on.gene~tmg productive resistance through collective practice 
this phenomenon of the " poetry wars" is la rgely determined by the eAclUsiv~ "10' the colnmodl6~llon of such a "voice," In terms of publication and 
practices of a publishing industry that consistently ensures that the most distribution, a sen es of ongoing poetics debates and presentations of new 
progressive writing is denied widespread distribution, unlike the practices work have appear~d in journals created as specific group ou tl ets over the 
in other countries where the avant·garde often enjoys a traditionallY at- laSt ten Tlus. Roof, Tottel's. Qu, A Hundred Posters, miam, Hills, 
cepted, if not prominent, place on major publisher's lists and where there ,-G- E. and Poetics Journal. as well as the respective 
is a ritually acknowledged line of succession to that pr ivileged place, As ltd of This, Segue, Tuumba, Roof, and The Figures. As important, 
Rasu la puts it, " in terms of the critical apparatus that dominates the review .~~:f~~i~h~a~S't:b~oe~ n the use of other discourses, not just to support the mar. 
med ia, 'American poetry' consists only of that portion of poets published 6 ' .of the poetry, but also to critique, again, the transcendental 
with a university press or a New York trade publisher's imprimatur. " 15 Of who ~nly wntes or spea ks pure poetry: the notorious espousal of theory-
course, as little as 3 percent of all American poetry is published by tbe$;: discourse, the highl y successful and exotic Poet's Theater and the 
presses, while over 90 per;cent of the contents of any single anthology orl. of the poetry reading by the specific culturai form of 
ented toward the lucrative college course reading list market is likely to be ~~::;~~~;~I~~~;;~; presentations that range, in their incorporation of 
drawn from those collections with the well·known poetry imprimatursl~_ from the discursive edges of performance art to the 
Atheneum, Viking, Norton, Random House, Penguin, Wesleyan, Yale. more '. margins of the formal lecture29 (again, however, it is im. 

Inasmuch as one can speak of a commodity market in Poetry portant to POlOt to the economic and polit ical determinations of this seem-
the ev idence o f the small-press revolution ofthe last few decades (based o~ ingly "auton0f!1 0us~' ~orm, of cultural discourse).)/) There remains a precar-
developments in offset printing technology and supported by extensive NEA jous but effecti ve dlstlOctlon between putting these formations to work as 
subsidization), with its thin web of distribution outlets nationwide, has had "I~,~ ' of better propagating ,an "aesthetic" li~e or message and employing 
little impact on the dominant patterns of distribution and consumption; them as a means of analyzmg the construction of a collecti ve social ex-
after a lm ost fifty years, New Directions, a pioneer, is still a marginal t€ure periment in writing: the full recogni tion that "poetry gets shaped:"'informed 
in terms ci its review drawing power, while other reliable houses like Black and transform~-by the socia! rel~ tions of publication, readership, corre. 
Sparrow, The Figures, l argon, and even City Lights, have a commercial spondence, readings" et~. (or hlstoncally seen, the 'tradition'), and indeed, 
credit that is negligible in proportion to the radical influence of the writers thatPQetry communltY(les) are not a secondary phenomenon to writing but 
they publish. This last observation, o f course, inv ites conclusive judgmenlS a primary one. "}, 
about the extracommercial vallie of certa in writers, an evaluative path I O.~ an i.~t,ermediate level, s~mewhere between ~he commodity 
have no intention of pursuing here. Suffice it to say that Poetry published 11"fo'm of the book Itself and the question of the commochfi cation of lan-
by the major presses is generally, as one might expect, more easily "con· guage, there. have been numerous recent attempts to reinterpret material 
sumed" than less well distributed writing; to give just one example, the lohn fOnDS of res 1. stance to the transparent activity of reading. One can point to 
Ashbery published now by Viking/ Penguin is easier to "read" (an activity Il~: ;~~~;~;wetn.er , and Johanna Drucker's respecti ve experiments with ty-
that has too many social, economic, and ideological determinations for it vanatlon; the extraordinary rhythmical density of David Mel. 
to have purely cognitive effects) than the John Ashbery of, say, the Ecro zaum poems (after the Cubo-futurist manner of Khlebnikov and 
Press, from the seventies. Kruchemyk); the graphic exploration of space and page in the work of Peter 

Where, then, do the language poets fit into this global pattern? Inm~D and Robert Grenier; the sometim e asyntactic fi eld poetry of Clark 
As a group, they a re organized a round two specific "scenes" in the Bay Area Coolidge, Bernadette Mayer, and Bruce Andrews; and on a different level 
and the urban New York area respectively, with some "network" elements ~e fragile per~ormance-oriented " monologues" of St~ve Benson. It is im~ 
(though by no means homogeneous or noncontradictory) existing between port~nt to ,distmgui~h thes~ indi vidual projects, on the one hand, from the 
the two. Predominantly white, baby-boom, middle-class, and heterosexua~ n . spectfic eplste~ologlca l claims of the (now la rgely defunct) concrete poetry 
with a prominent role claimed by women, both scenes have d isplayed a mo~ement, clalms that were essentially related to problems of visual per. 
commitment to investigating the aesthetic and ideological components of ~.I~tlon , wher~as most of these writers are engaged with problems of cog-
a group practice: there are, for example, no manifesto or leading figures to mtlVe percel?t1on; and" on the other hand, with the more general ethos of 
point to, for in many respects it is the idea of the Poet within an authorial the m~ernlst emp~aSlS on the autonomy and materiality (early and late 
tradition that is in question: "the individual ... needs to be defined not as mode~lsm, respec~ l vely) of the word. Indeed, for the sake of polemical 
a single isolated Romantic individual but as a methodological practice learned conventence, we might contrast the so..called modernist Revolution of the 
in acti ve collecti ve work with other's read ing and writing. ... It is to bring Word, more o ften than not a reassert ion of the divinity of the Word with 
back a visceral understanding of the collective nature of consciousness that Sh.klo~SkY's "R~surrection of the Word": "The aim of Futurism is the res. 
I suggest the things I do. The centrality of the inscription of the individual Urrectlon of thtngs-the return to man of the sensation of the world."ll 
cannot be subverted. The nalure of that inscription is 'our' investigation."ll Rather than eschew the world for a better idea of it, the aim of much of 
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language writing, in agreement wilh Shklovsky's prolX!sition, wo~~d be to 
return us to the world in different ways, through a senes of cogOluve-per_ 
ceptual shocks. . 

In a synthesis that is, of course, much more than a syntheSIS of 
these two slogans, we are confronted now w~th the mO~,e ~niversa l ,question 
of Jameson's "Prison-House of Language.' (Lyn HeJlman putS It baldl y: 
where once one sought a vocabulary for ideas, now one seeks ideas for 
vocabularies."))) The proposition that language is not about the world but 
is in the world itself has had as man y serious political and epistemolOgical 
ramifications in recent years as Marx's famous thesis on Feuerbach, Which 
it both resembles and, perhaps, supersedes: "The philosophers have Only 
interpreted the world in various ways, The point, however, is to change it." 
Language is no longer merely "practical consciousness," as Marx put it in 
The German Ideology; it is also seen as the "constructive" fabric of social 
reality. To ignore the need to respond co~sciously to that processoflinguis!ic 
mediation and construction is to effectively renounce any hope of pantal 
understanding, let alone control, of that social reality. Such a response, 
moreover for writers as much as anyone, involves the acknowledgment of 
the extent to which dominant political codes, the system of capital and the 
traces of its histbry are on "display" in the language we use, Responding, 
then. to the gil'enn~ss of language is also to respond politically to the in
strumentality of these codes and the way in which they effortlessly circulate 
the "natural" meanings of ideological life according to Baudrillard's golden 
commodity rule of «general equivalence." , 

One of the dominant impulses of modem American writers has 
been to act on language rather than within it As a result, modernist Amer· 
ican poetry has consisted, in its radical element, of a series of atternl?ts to 
force language to conform to some theoretical ~de~l-the ,natural, ,k~ netic 
flux of organic processes-or to reproduce certatn Ideological qualmes of 
«A merican" discourse-spontaneity, directness, sincerity, heroism, authen· 
ticity-as a way of capturing the "raw" American, as opposed to the "cooked" 
European voice, Whatever genuinely liberating value "free ~e~se" had. br 
the early modernists. the history of its development as a wntmg medium 
in America is also the history ofa remarkable complicity with a system that 
fosters and markets the lived illusion of the "free" as its chief set of ideo
logical meanings. From the various restagings of serious Whitmanesque 
thunder to the inimitable kitsch nonchalance of Frank O'Hara's "just free 
that'S all, never argue with the movies,".}<1 writers have fail~d to activ~ly 
recognize that the celebration of liberationary formal means IS the SI?CCI~C 
form of American political internment, Behind the lure of autonomlsm IS 
the cunning of automatism. , " 

In their critique of this same automatism-the uDlversahzatlon 
of perceptual habits that sustains and is sustained by the commodi~y s~s
tern-various language writers have responded to the need for certain hiS
torical projects. Ron Silliman has sketched out a rough "history of refer· 
entiality" dating from the impact of the emergence of capitali~m on the ~rts 
and tracing the subsequent fetishization of the instf';lmentah,st. conct;ptIO~ 
of language,)J Charles Bernstein has been involved tn examin ing, hlston
cally, the increasing standardization of expository writing as a process, that 
sacrifices method for universal forms: "As a mode, contemporary expositor)' 
writing edges close to being merel y a style of decorous thinking, rigidified 
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,and forma lized to a point severed from its historical relation to method in 
pescaTtCS and Ba?on, It is no longer an enactment of thinking or reasoning 
but a ~presentatlon (or simplification) of an eighteenth-century ideal of 
reasoDl~g. And, yet the h~gemony of its practice is rarely questioned outside 

t of certam poetIC and philosophic Contexts. " :16 

t ~n looking for historical models of oppositi on to thi s con tem
po~ plam style, much of Barrett Watten's work has been devoted to 

.... fol1o~~g ~hr~ugh the ~nsequences of the Russian formalist emphasis on 
defamll~anz:al1?n: the WI~l ful use of grammatical "devices" that counterpoint 
rhythmical mSlstence WIth unexpected semantic shifts as a means of ren
ovati,n,g the reader's per~ptionY Wallen's aim is to ~xplore not only the 
COgnJtl,ve, but also the, SOCia l effects of a limited kind of syntactical activity, 
But t~IS IS not to revive the old homology between formal and social dis. 
junctlo~. On the co.nt~ry, what is foregrounded by these experiments with 
parallel~sm , subo~dtnatlon, ~nd other grammatical elements is the language 
syst~m Itself and Its o,therWlse tran~paren: methods of circulating meaning 
(while the easy Luddlsm of smashmg thIS system of language relations is 
repla?ed by the p~c~ice, of constructing new rel~ tions with,in, the system), 
~D t~1S respect, H:J I~:an s comment on t.he book Jacket ofStlhman's Tjant

'mg I,S symptomatic: The reader recogmzes every word." First, there is no 
poeuc arcane, and t~us the wri ting can acknowledge the rhythmic require
ments of everyd~r I1fe. (Walten says, ~' It is possible, in fact, to read this 
book on the bus. ) Second, beyond thiS fresh appea1to a realism there is 
also an appeal to fresh perception, not as an end pursued in itself but 
through a recog,n~tion ?fthe l~nil'ersaJity ("every word") oflanguage relations 
and our comphclty With th eir "hegemonic" ways. 

The net result is a claim for the importance of writing that at. 
tempt~ to expose o~r,palterns of consumption al the commodity J(!\'el of 
mean~ng, Clearl,y, t~IS IS no celebration of the utopian reader, free to produce 
meanmss , at Will, ~ n ,response to the open invitation of canonical post. 
~ructurahsm. ~o~ I~ It the celebration ?f ~ liberationary, utopian language, 
hke t,he surreahsts discourse of con tradictiOns, The construction ofa future 
utopian or othe,rwise, lies instead in a technologically planned present 0; 
more properly, m the s,hock of recognizing the fully systematic domination 
of, t.h e I?r~:.nt_ BernsteIn, for example, d~i~ the familiar experience of 
rtlficahon, What purports to be an expenence IS transformed into the blaruc: 
stare of the, c,ommod,ity-there only to mirror our projections with an un~ 
seemly r~l?ldHY pOSSible only because no experience of 'other' is in it,"ll 
!he tr,~dltlonal response ,of modernist writers would be to celebrate this 
other (use value, phomc excess, polysemy). a privilege that poetry can 

aff?rd ,and everyday discourse cannot. The response of loday's political 
\\nter IS to demonstrate why that "Olher" is not there in commodified lan
guage use. 

If we had to isolate, fetishistically, any one common feature of 
the language poet's practice, it would be the complex socioaesthetic focus 
on sentence construction within much of their work-an effect that has been 
called, albeit far , fr~m unequiv~II~" the new sentence.YI Accordingly, its 
formal c~aractens~ICS are d~nbed m such a way as to ensure maximum 
opportuDity for remterpretatlon, Set with in a larger variable structure, like 
the ~ragraph, the new senten~ is perceived as a flexible coordinate, at once 
a umt of measure, a re latIvely autonomous e lement of syllogistic 
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(dis)continuity, and a wholly autonomous object of cognitive attention.liere 
are a few examples: 

We came to the landing place with buck knives and 
whale grease for the job. The garbage had yet to be 
putout. Barges up and down the river .intersected long 
treeless vistas of acquisition. Sugar l~ t.he pan was 
pornography in the minds of men. That ml1.ma~,y ~ ved 
for green grass. Your flow. A product sald~ Hit me 
with a club." We were about the world, high above 
apartment houses. You couldn't cross the channel 
necking on the bridge. After the waldorf ~Iad came 
virgilian fortitude. I thought I wanted. to mtend and 
determine. 

Jean Day 
"Ticonderoga" 

An approximation of love began to haunt him, deny 
rum nothing. Beige aftemooons wedged under sky for 
miles. On the screen gorgeous creatures fly off the han
dle. Partners time the pauses between gestures. One 
horizon lowers while the other lifts. He sat next to her 
in class, trying vainly to control the pseudopod that 
flowed toward her. They're my hands. The possessive 
dutifully dispersed over the hayfield. 

Bob Perelman 
"a.k.a." 

The back of the head resting on the pillow was not 
wasted. We couldn't hear each other speak. The puddle 
in the bathroom, the sassy one. There were many years 
between us. I stared the stranger into facing up to Max
ine, who had come out of the forest bad from wet 
nights. I came from an odd bed, a vermillion riot at
tracted to loud dogs. Nonetheless, I could pay my rent 
and provide for him. On this occasion she apologized. 
An arrangement that did not provoke inspection. Out
side on the stagnant water was a motto. He more than 
I perhaps though younger. I sweat at amphibians, man
aged to get home. The sunlight from the window played 
up his golden curls and a fist screwed over one eye. 
Right to left and left to right until the sides of her body 
were circuits. While dazed and hidden in the room, 
he sang to himself, severe songs, from a history he 
knew nothing of. Or should I say malicious? Some 
rustic gravure soppy but delicate at pause. I wavered, 
held her up. J tremble, jack him up .... 

Carla Harryman, 
"For She" 
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The music is not of my choosing. 
The enormous seaminess throws a textbook punch. 
But it wasn·t the stars that thrilled me. 

Alan Bernheimer 
"Word of Art" 

On the level of traditional poetics, the new sentence has none of 
fixed quantitative appeal of its predecessors in the field of prosodic 

"?;~at~:';;:~' move from the foot to the line, to the syllable, and to the 
~, by a whole series of poetic events such as Pound's Cathay, 

. and All, Olson's The Distances, and Ginsberg's Howl. A 
would be Gertrude Stein (the Jamesian sentence and 

sentence are actually fixed ideological qualities rather than 
in quantitative measure) or the French tradition of the prose 

defamiliarizing devices within the sentence, and the syntactical 
;ne,vat;on. that is worked through between sentences, are part of a process 

consistent decontextualization of the present tense; not the 
!ll'~iJ,!?ol"'t'S infinite present, nor Stein'S painstaking exhaustion of the pres

but a regeneration of the common diversity of the present through the 
of compositional technique. As a formal medium, the range of aes
advantages offered by the new sentence is considerable: multiplicity 

of view, the restricted pleasure of "jump-cutting," narrative ex-
!:f;l~;~':~I~~~[id capacity to accommodate a limitless variety of infor-
;, disC(,.,·s,,;' voice, personality, and so on. 

To assess the rationality of the new sentence, however, it is 
'P~;~~Y; to step outside poetics and point to the instrumentality of the 
~ ~ as a discursive element grounded in social communication. The 

to form and complete sentences is both a class marker and a func
index of practical efficiency in a technocratic world. In the same way 

"organic" art-sentence (now largely the discursive preserve of 
used to a social distance or aloofness from "trade," so 

is an act of disavowal, not only in its med
(newspeak-"War Is Peace, Peace Is War"; 

of bureaucratic contradiction: " Labor is 
but also in its simulation oflogical control 
lies the largely autonomous reality of the 

ceaseless system. It is at the level of the sentence, 
then, as I of the social fabric , that meaning is 

. exchanged, which is to say, culturally received, accepted, and consumed by 
/;",In, individual. The decision to work, then, at the level of the sentence rather 

at the archaic or "imaginary" level of the nonsyntactical fragment is 
many respects the result of a political choice; it represents a decision to 

r.\.~~ eet with the political realities of a shared discursive condition and not to 
on the rarefied rhetorical plane writers are inclined to protectively 

r~'" Jeg",o as their inherited polemical turf. 
• The willfulness of this decision is particularly apparent in Barrett 

. Watten's writing. In contrast to the traditional poetic affection for Anglo
Saxon diction, or to the more recent ludic appeal of etymologizing, much 
of Watt en's language use is singularly Latinate and technologicalist, insisting 
on the concrete austerity of its object status: "No wires account for / Failure 
of specific response. / A triangle gives, / circles branch out. Forced / Exposure 
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to limit distorts" ("Position"). Elsewhere,. the "sentence:producing" mech_ 
anism is foregrounded, its monochromatic rhythms vanably transformed: 

Let no one consider the original noise. 

Outside there's noise. Time doesn't print. 
A bar of sulfur lies on a mahogany table. From this 
point to the frontier is exact. 
The distance between yourself and what you are ill. 
tended to see. 
Steam-tiri"en pilings hold up the bridge like logs under 
the feet of sl~nburnt slares ro/ling /-bet;ms to their des
ignated restmg place on a rlI'erbank m KaflStls. 

"Relays" 

A ndrew Ro •• 
What this last phrase calls to mind, yet again, is that the paramo 

~'~!~:~~,~~i:J~~'"i;~II~ca:~te~g~Ories like "formalism" have shifted considerably If Brecht was correct to insist on the supra.aesthetic 
. " When I read that the autarky of the Third Reich 

perfect on paper, th.en I know that this is a case of political formalism"40_ 
no longer share hiS need to formulate an alternative concept of realism 
uphold as a political nostrum. This is not to say that we cannot share 

t~~';~!~~.:::':,: and broad-minded conceptual understanding of realism. On 
I, , what I ha ve tried to suggest is that the imperative of political 

no means keeping aloof from the dominant political for-
''''sr., which to say, the commodity fo rms of meaning. Indeed, the 

.I~~~i:~ of writers today is that they can engage this sense of form 0 0 its 
tenns, in order to expose the universality of its codes. Realism in this 
, is not at odds with a conception of formalism but rather with other 

. attempts to construct a subversive space completely outsid~ 
formalism. Moreover, not on ly these aesthetic categories of for
realism have been displaced, or shifted ground, but so has the 

The fl agrant denial of "voice" and "body': here. is an interna l. ~ritique. of 
the allra of poetic authenticity. In renouncmg th iS ~ura, the ':"!1tmg hcgms 
to conform to what Benjamin perceived as th.e radical conditIOn of ~~. 
produced art fo rms-a capacity to find value In the fact of reproducibility 
and tum it to popular advantage. . . JIWI·,;,d 

Aga in, it is not enough to merely celebrate .th lS quahtr of reo 
producibility. In some of Watten's work, the automatiC r~ythm IS .com
pressed into more dialectical forms and assumes the denSity of URlts or 

"aesthetics" itself. As Lyn Heji nian puts it (of William Carlos 
, position poem), "There will never be another red wheelbarrow 
very clearly is the type of the fate of any single realism ... ·' ' 
, Clea,rly, we are also discussing the fate of Marxist aesthetics, a 
m which there have onl y been highl y circumscribed roles for poe ts: 

intellectual montage: 
of Mayako~s~y ism, the neo-Byronic freedom fighter, 
slogan lynclsl. Lukacs has almost nothing to say 

,poetry, and in recent years. Jam eson, Macherey, and Eagleton have 
/ each, In their own ways, reasserted the traditionall y dominant Marxist con-
The world is complete. with narr. ative, and specificall y the novel genre. One of the major 
Books demand limits. U this neglect is the ideology of poet hood itself and the exclusionary 
II associated with its most resistant quality, that of poetic license. 
Things/all down to create drama. 1 am not suggesting that in spite ofthis time-honored conception 
The materials are proof ha ve the opportunity to be ideological watchdogs. What I 
III that can interpret the evidence of this serious project undertaken 
Daylighl accumulaJes in photos. as a sign that a certain conception of Marx ist aesthetics 
Bright hands substitute for sun. ifnot wholl y come of age, and most significant of aIL 

IV Cnlmbling supports undermine houses. To conclude, we should ack nowledge, for the last time, the im-
Connoisselus locate stress, ~;,~~":;:~~o:~~;:;~~; referent of the thirt ies. Here is Roman Jakobson stylishly 'I generation that SQuandered its poets": ''There are so'me coun-
"Complete Thought" ladies' hands are kissed, and others where one merely says 'I 

Here, repeti tion has been replaced by the effect of ~p,~ucibi~ity taken up hand.' There are countries where Marxist theory is answered 'by 
in its properly contradictory forms. As Watten puts It, The tram ceaselessly rf 'Lenm,;st practice and countries where the madness of the bold the bonfire 
rein vents the stat ion" (with its hint ofSaussure's "9:10 Geneva Expre~"): faith and the Golgotha of the poet are not merel y figurative expres
the practice of parole transforms, rather than conforms to, the theoret l?" ~If;~~:~;~¥.· :.: .!",~':2 It would be polemically apposite to follow this with a different 
shape of langue. Above ail, however, what is imJl:Orta~t is. that we recognize challenge written from a d ifferent poin t of view and grounded in 
and accept the quota of readers' work involved In thiS ktnd of poetry. For political-aesthetic realities of today. It is not that I cannot think 
once there is the sense that a fair deal has been struck; the labor of com· least one or two examples, What makes such a gesture impossible is 
position is somehow equal to the labo~ of reading, a~d ~o the re,aders share the fact that rhetoric no longer acts as agent provocateur; it has a different 
meaning rather than merely respondmg to the wnter s meamng, or else

f 
agency and a,different object that are just as much internally located as 

producing their own at will, The result is som~where bctw:en the ea~ Or extern,ally pr?J.ected toward. It is th is general sh ift in the theory and practice 
consumption and the headache of comprehensiOn. Watten s work .nelthe ~fra(hcal wntmg that I have been examining, and, in the instance of Amer-
hands out privileges nor jealousl y guards its own It form ldates action. lean poetry, I have tried to describe some of the historical, social, and 
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ideological contexts for that shift. There is more than enough evidence tOda 
of post modernist literary and art practices that are seriously politicized. Th~ 
achievement of these practices is that they are making an art out of the 
constantly assimi lated position in which they lind themselves. By contrast 
the problem of the intellectual'sweary anxiety about co-option persists: Ho~ . 
do we tell the real thing from its simulation? The point is, there is no "real 
thing," Writers and artists have been saying it, and Marxism will have to 
speak to it. 
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postmodernism as a "Structure of Feeling" 

This essay is founded in a specific pleasure, a double 
bemusement, and perhaps a certain orneriness. The pleasure began when I 
disoovered New Wave music (at first , Brian Eno and Talking Heads); it was 
reformulated in the work of other musicians (The Gang of Four, Philip 
Glass), in performance art (Laurie Anderson), and even, to a limited extent, 
in prose fiction (Kathy Acker), the rather antiquated and provincial region 
d the culture industry in which I myself work, I came to these works halt
ingly, serendipitously. I behaved as the typical cultural consumer in late 
capitalism behaves, operating out of a typically serialized solitude, fl ying 
more or less blind, Only retrospectively, as I tried to analyze and account 
br my enjoyment, did I realize that the kind of aesthetic experience they 
create and offer- and thus the pleasure I was seeking to understand-had 
already been categorized as pastmodern. 

To this initial bem usement-the perplexity of a new 
pleasure, a new name, and the not altogether happy discovery that I had 
come to enjoy works that bore a family resemblence to other texts (e.g., 
Ashbery or Sollers) I had long found unsatisfying- was added another: I 
soon found a large body of cri ticism ready to explain not only what these 
works were like, how they functioned to produce what effects, but even why 
and how these effects might give pleasure. Leaving aside such partial reo 
sponses as the unrigorous enthusiasm of a Marjorie Perlolf, 1 or the blanket 
"search-and-destroy" operations carried out by a Hilton Kramer or Gerald 
Gratf,l such criticism falls into two camps, one that finds in post modernist 
an a progressive, subversive, perhaps even potentially revolutionary insight 
and impulse; the other that explains its power and attractiveness as the 
effoct of its stylized (re)presentation of a recent twist in the long dialectic 
r:i capitalist alienation, a fresh ly extended set of fragmentations and reifi. 
cations that post modernist art now invites us to enjoy as the newly beautiful 
and true. The stage is thus set for a new version of the old debate over the 
possibility of an authentically counterhegemonic artistic production within 
late capitalist society-a debate that has been, until now, carried out most 
fiercely and fruitfully within the Marxist tradition.l Yet-and herein lies my 
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second bemusement, and the orneriness as well-despite the real intelligence 
that informs discussion of postmodern art from either point of view, I have 
been dissatisfied with both positions. 

Prodded by th is blend of pleasure, curiosity, dissatisfaction, and 
hubris, I want to articulate a rather different understanding both of the 
post modern art I have come to enjoy and of its relationship to politics and 
culture. Such an understanding begins, inevitably, in dialectical self-reflex. 
iveness, in articulating the specific qualities of the enjoyment of POSt mod_ 
ernist work I experience as one mem ber of a serially dispersed yet socially 
distinct grouP. that is. as a member of a particular mass audience, Whose 
emergence constitutes a significant moment in contemporary American cui. 
ture insofar as it marks a breakdown in the antagonistic yet mutuall y de.. 
pendent categories of high culture and mass or "popular" culture. Prevj. 
ously. as Fredric Jameson has noted, the movement of the forms. techniques, 
and effects of high cultural production into mass culture has been subter· 
ranean and anonymous. ' Schonberg's revolution in musical language. fOr 
example, creeps into the scores of countless TV programs and Hollywood 
films without announcing its name; surrealism is swallowed up and sur
passed by each day's crop of smugly self-mocking ads; and the hennetic 
self-inspection' of abstract expressionism is converted into familiarity, even 
affabili ty, on the walls of corporate lobbies. 

Of cou rse, the opposite process also continues to recur, as the 
motifs of mass culture are "sublimated" and reprocessed into high culture. 
Until very recently this has been the case in American postmodernism as 
well. From Warhol through Salle in painting, O'Hara through the L - A- N 
- G - U - A- G - E group in poetry, Coover, Pynchon, and Barthelme in 
fiction , the icons and representations of mass culture reappear within forms 
that we might as well admit are now. by custom and usage, received as 
ineluctably " high": the so-called quality novel or short story. the volume 
of poetry, contemporary sculpture, painting, or print. That in this sense 
" postmodernism" has been until recentl y only the newest extension ofmed
ern ism itself is suggested as well, I would submit. by the argument carried 
out in relatively sterile formalist terms through most of the seventies ill 
such academic-literary journals as boundary 2. TriquaTleriy. and The Buck· 
nell Review (and no doubt in various art and music journals as well) over 
whether such a body of work could even be said to exist as a distinct region 
within the kingdom of high cultural practices.' Now, however, when new 
work bearing a distinct and undisguised postmodernist stamp "goes gold" 
in records and sells out concert halls from New York to Portland, Oregon, 
such arguments and the formalist methodologies on which they fest may 
reasonably be said to have been resolved and superseded. Postmodernist 
aesthetic practice, whatever its origins in high culture, is now itself, like 
Lauric Anderson and Philip Glass, what culture industry specialists call a 
"crossover" phenomenon. So the question we must ask of it-()r rather, of 
the part ofit that is most decisively disengaged from high art- is less where 
it comes from or how it is made than what pleasures it makes possible for 
what social groups. 

My use of the term "structure of feeling" is intended to indicate 
precisely such a methodological shift, from the study of fixed and formal 
internal relations and genealogies to a more fluid, shifting social analysis. 
The term, of course, is Raymond Williams's attempt todo conceptual j ustio: 
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to any set of circumstances resembling the cultural situation we now face 
that. is. the unconsolidated emergence of the distinctly new, in both sociai 
liJe to general and a~thetic p~actice . in part~cular: "For structures of feeling 
can be ~efined as. SOCial e.xpenences m solution, as distinct from other social 
semantic ~ormatl?ns whtc~ have been precipitated and are more evidently 
and mo~e Immed18tely avaIlable .... Yet this specific SOlution is never mere 
flux. It .IS a s~ruc.t~red formation which, because it is at the I'l'ry edge of 
sem.anllC .aVQlla~llllY •. has many of the characteristics of a pre-formation , 
until specific artlculattons-new semantic figures-are discovered in material 
practice.'" 

I propose that we seek out such work precisely insofar as it speaks 
to the ~esire an~ dread i'.lherent in such a "structure of feeling," of a certain 
modalIty of SOCial expenence that lies "at the very edge of semantic avail
ability." The origins of this moda lity lie in part in recent shifts in the pro
cesses of the su.bject's earliest notions of self and other, figure and ground, 
language and dlfference.7 To think of post modernism as a structure of feel~ 
in&. however, is to leave the question of its political and/or ideological 
valence open fOf as long as possible, until the relationship between this set 
of aesthetic practices and social reality has been fully theorized and reas-
sembled. ' 

. What social g.roups constitute the mass audience for the post
modermst work .of Tal.kmg Heads, Laurie Anderson, Philip Glass? What 
pleasure does .thls ~udlence see~ and find in such work? We may answer 
the first questton fairly summanly; the second will take some time. From 
my ?wn ex~rience I think it is safe to say this audience is composed pri
marily of middle-class whites from around eighteen years of age to upward 
of fony, mos~ly ~Ilege-ed.ucated, with a greater parity of females to males 
than has ?rdtOanly been . th: case in markets for "avant-garde" work. We 
are speakmg, then, of a Significant minority within a generation and a half 
ofco~umer society, a group that has eit her li ved its childhood or come to 
matunty ~hrough the long crisis and congealment of the sixties and seventies; 
ageneratton and a half, moreover, whose socia l destiny has remained clear: 
we ~e. to b~ the switchpoints between capital and labor, the intermediar; 
adl?mlStranve a'.ld r.eproducti,:e component of a vast apparatus of exploi
tat~n an.d valonzatton.· Our Jo.u~ey has been aided by major transfor
mau.ons. l~ the structure of famlltes and the ideology of parenting, a de
Oed lpahz.tng process both conditioning and conditioned by related devel~ 
opments.tO.the ."ex~erna l" realm of production and typically characterized 
by the dlmmutlon mto rel~tive a~nce of effectual paternal authority in 
the home and the concomttantly IDcreased, problematic presence of the 
m~ther.~ So far, family and child-rearing practices in both working-class and 
rul~ng-c1ass families have proved more autonomous, self-perpetuating, and 
resistant to c~ange than t~ose of the middle-class American family;1D but 
for the offspnng of the middle class, de-Oedipalization has had profound 
e~s o~ the.nature of felt experience-a major prerequisite for OUf mass 
audience s enjoyment of post modernist work. 

What,. then, i~ the nature of this enjoyment? How is delight pro
dtJ~d from the mteractton between this audience and a David Byrne in
Ionmg: 
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Whar is happening ro my skin? 
Where is rhe prorecrion rhar I need? 
Air can hurr you roo 
Air can hurr you roo 
Some people say not ro worry about rhe ajr 
Some people n~'er had experience with 
Air , . , Air" 

or Laurie Anderson's electrically distorted chant, "0 Superman-O Judge
o Mom and Dad," ll or Lucinda Childs's dispassionate recital of botched 
quotations and prol<rsentences- " I feel ~he earth mo~e under my ,feet., 1 feel 
tumbling down tumbling down . I feel It Some ostnches are a hke mto a 
satchel. Some like them, I went to the window and wanted to draw the 
earth. So David Cassidy tells you when to go into this one into a meat. So 
where would a red dress, So this will get some gas, So this cou ld This would 
be some of all of my great friends. Jay Steve Julia Robyn Rick Kit and Liz, 
So this would get any energy, So if you know what some like into were. So 
., , So about one song" JJ_through a musical texture characterized both by 
its utter harmonic simplicity and repetitiousness and its minute, ceaseless 
rhythmic trant mutations? What common features may we find in such work 
that enable us to labeJ it " postmodernist" in the first place? 

What these works have in common is, first of all, a certain quality 
or manner of utterance and performance-d~dp~n, inditr~r~nt, delf.~son 
aHzed, etraced-that effectively cancels the POSSlblhty of traditional au~ence 
identification, The speaker or singer is in no way "expressi ng" him/ herself 
through his/ her performance, inviting us to share a.n~ eventual.l y,~~rge ~ur 
similar yet distinct experience. emotions. and indIVIdual senslbdl~ leS With 
his/her own David Byrne, the main vocalist of Talking Heads, dehve,rs the 
song's scant melodies in an off.kilter blend of warbles and shou ts, a mixture 
of sudden random enthusiasms and mumbled toss--offs that mock the tropes 
o f expressivity by rendering them «illegible," In Einstein on the. Beach, t~e 
Wilson/ Glass "opera," Lucinda Childs and other speak~rs ~ec lall~ or ~te 
their texts through the music without a hint of expressive Iflfle~t lo~, while 
the music itself remains similarly centerless, One finds oneselfhstenlflg less 
to the work than across il As Craig Owens has noted of performance artist 
Laurie Anderson, "the only access to herself that she allows is through all 
kinds of technological filters which amplify, distort and multiply her actual 
voice in such a way that it can no longer be identified as hers," I. 

The result of these techniques is familiar to connoisseurs of "high" 
postmodernist art: one is confronted not with a unified text, much less 
by the presence of a distinct personality and sensibility, but by a diSCOnlinu
ous terrain of heterogeneous discourses uttered by anon ymous, unplaceabJe 
tongues, a chaos different from that of the classic texts of high modernism 
precisely insofar as it is not rerontained or recuperated within an over
arching mythic framework, The sense of self (up on the stage or out in the 
audience) called up and produced by these postmodernist works is a spe
cifically paststructuralist one as well, whose difference from an earlier, more 
unitary structuralism may be measured by the difference between Levi· 
Strauss's "I am the place in which something occurred" and Laurie An
derson 's "I am in my body the way most people drive in their cars." u The 
"I" of the Uvi..strauss quotation, however diverse its determinations, is 
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still single, demarcated, isolable; but the selfas aimless driver belongs ev
erywhere and nowhere, Moreo.ver, ion this latter view of self and ..... Orld . 
whatever pas~es through the wmdshleld passes through the mind as wel~ 
indeed, conSCiousness may be understood as only that passage, that motion 
it9!if. 

. But a prac~ice that moves away from notions of totalization and 
siogulanty and .techn~ques of expr~ive presence toward new assumptions 
ofdecentered dlsperslOn and techmques of absence. depersonalization and 
disassembly into a multiplicity of codes immerses us in a fresh and ~em
ingly h?~less dialectic between inside and outside, figure and ground. This 
dialectIC IS the second specifically postmodemist constituent of the works 
I have ment,io~ed , ,a dialectic that depends on the near-perfect reversibility 
of the descnphon J u~t formula~ed above. In presenting us with a shifting, 
centerless concatenatIOn of codmgs, postmodernist work from Beckett and 
Rausch~nberg to Laurie ~derson and Talking Heads offers us two opposed 
alternatives, between, w~lch we are free to oscillate indefinitely. We may 
aUow ourselves to dnft mto that space and accept its mutating babble as 
the very image of consciousness; or we may confront that same babble, that 
"scrabble system," as Laurie Anderson calls it, 16 as a distilled representation 
of the whole antagonistic, vor,acious world of Otherness, engaged in an 
endless struggle to engUlf, colomze, and devour the self, to scribble its graffiti 
on o~r every surface, to precode and appropriate the spot of Being that still 
penmts us to stand. The alternatives, in short, are to disperse ourselves 
across the ~odes or take.en?rmous, well-nigh paranoid precautions against 
them: Laune Ande~on mVlles us to "Let X - X" ; David Byrne warns us 
to watch out for aOlmals (''They're laughing at us") and "Air,"'1 But the 
~It o~ eith~r point of view is ~at experience becomes a matter of pure 
mler~abty, Ellher codes and their unrelenting proliferations are the sole 
constuuents o~ selfhood, or e~ they have not hing to do with it except as 
an o,verwhelmmg threat. In eit her case, the possibility of what we have 
considered real speech, that is, a meaningful relationship between sign and 
nferent, and of the related distinction between figure and ground has been 
abandoned. 

. I~ follows t~t such a closed solipsistic uni verse is fundamenta ll y 
two-<hmen~lonal~ lacki~g ~epth, perspecti ve, or time. If, through its un
bounded d!spers.lOn ·or. Its mcommunicable solitude, there is only the self, 
then cxpcnence Itself, ID the sense of e.'ents, is a fict ion, Thus the m1se-eD
scene-or lack thereof-in postmodern art is characterized by shifts in surface 
rathe~ than deve.lopment in .time, Fredric Jameson has compared this tau
tological. amnesiac effect With the Lacanian description of schizophrenia: 
:'theonly verbal operations available to the schizophrenic are those involved 
In the contemplation of material signifi ers in a present which is unable to 
hol~ onto past and pr~sen.t. Each signifier thus becomes a perpetual present, 
an Islan.d or enc,lave ,ID tlm~, succeeded ,by a new present which emerges 
equally m the VOid, With no Imks to anythmg that preceded it, or any project 
to come."" 

This description is posed in terms of the view in which the self 
and the signifier stand distinctly opposed to one another, Yet I believe it 
could be put in terms of the first view as well, that we could say with equal 
accuracy that the schizophren ic and/or the postmodemist work finds its 
Being in this signiJier, this discourse; then that one, over there (which, of 
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course, becomes instantly here}, and so on, ad infinitum, Thus, the lYrics 
of "0 Superman" and the electronically distorted timbres of Laurie An_ 
derson's voice alter abruptly, without transition: first a "Mom" is addressed, 
among others, in the burbling tones of an amplified mel!ot~on; then a chatty, 
ordinary voice tells us its owner is not at home and inVites us to leave a 
message; then a third voice or timbre, perhaps a mixture of ~e first two, 
says. " Hello? This is your Mother, Are you there? Are you commg home?" 
Despite these inexplicable shifts in speaker and tone, \\'e may sense the slim 
possibility of a narrative of sorts; but Anderson is an expert at tempting us 
with such mirages and then erasing them, The voice will soon .change agai~, 
and before long another voice-or perhaps one of the earlier ones-will 
inform us that "neither snow nor rain nor gloom of night shall stay these 
couriers from the swift completion of their appointed rounds,"I~ It is this 
endless anti vista of unrelated presences, surfaces, voices, in an autorefer_ 
en tial succession without consequence, that is suggested by the stammering 
chorus of Talking Heads's "Heaven" ("Heaven is the place / The place 
where nothing / Nothing ever happens"),20 as well as by Edwin Denby's 
description of the experience of Wilson/Glass's Einstein on the Beach: " It 
isn't symbolism or telling a story-watching it happen, the spacious pro
portions for looking and seeing make it easy to breathe and stay open and 
very soon to realize the exalting strength of the music listening to it section 
by section, a con tinuous present moment of time for four ~ours'," 21 

Such a schizoid spatialization of time in to "sechons" IS n9t un
ambiguously pleasurable, notwithstanding Denby's delight. Just as th~ vi
sion of the boundlessly dispersed self is caught up with the fear of diSSO
lution, the flip side of the ease of "breathing" and "staying open" is the 
terror of a contingency from which all possibility of eventful significance 
has been drained. This is the place, then, to emphasize that each of these 
three postmodernist " pleasures of the text" contains a countervailing anx
iety, Indeed, the experience of this newly constituted mass audience fa 
postmodernist work is most fundamentally this very unstable play between 
a primal delight and a primal fear, between two simultaneous versions of 
the primary aggressive impulse, that which seeks to incorporate the world 
into itself and that which struggles to prevent its own engulfment. This 
dialectic is the postmodern "structure of feeling," Unlike either previous 
high culture (with its formal and/or mythic boundaries) or mass culture 
(with its prepackaged, foretold happy endings), postmodernism immerses 
us within the desire and dread it evokes without resolving their oscillation 
on the level of ei ther content or form, It remains to be seen, of course, 
whether such a practice can con tinue; how long Laurie Anderson, Talking 
Heads, Philip Glass, and others like them will keep on producing such 
decidedly irresolute work before they slide into the ingratiating cliches of 
mass culture or the formal sublimations of high art,n But the fate of such 
work turns in part on another question, that of the social origins and destiny 
of the desire and fea r, the structure of fee ling, called up by this work for its 
audience, 

The question of the social roots of this structure offeeling brings 
us back to the existence of the two "camps" of cultural criticism cited at 
the outset. Their explanations of the advent and increasing popularity of 
postmodernist work follow, of course, from their definitions of its primary 
functions and effects, and, in one case in particular, more specifically from 
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, internal workings as art. Thus, .wh~t Rosalind Krauss, Craig Owens, and 
other, members of the Oct~er edllo,nal group find both essential and pro
gressive about postmoderOist work IS the extent to which it reveals all ex 
perience as alread y-coded, as so many instances of preexistent codes and 
discourses at work,2l The postmodernist project is "to 'de-originate the ut. 
temnce~ " ;H or, as Charles Russel puts it, "To make discourse evident is 
the f!laJ,n goal of post~modernist literature and an, To reveal the absolute 
and lOu,mate conn~tlon between ourselves as speakers and listeners and 
ou~ s~aally dete~nllned patterns of perceiving, thinking, expressing and 
acung IS th~ funct ion ~f~I~-refl~xive artworks. Meaning as a system, culture 
asa set of discourses, mdlvlduahty as a product of social codes of behavior_ 
these are the themes of our ar1."B 
, ' This ,definition a~d ,the claims it en tails are obviously not wholly 
incompatible WI~ ~y descnptlon of the post modernist work I have enjoyed' 
indeed, as a d~scnp~on ofpostmod~rnist artistic intentions it is substantially 
corr:ect" especially given the close ties of many postmodernist artists to the 
insututlons of art history and criticism.l6 Yet such a definition does not 

_bring us much closer to an understanding of why large audiences are avail. 
able for the per:ormance art of Laurie Anderson, the "opera" of Philip Glass 
and,Robert Wilson, the concerts of Talking Heads, I ~ it possible that these 
a~dlences ,seek and take pleasure in the "de-origi nation of the utterance," 
elther to liberate, ~emselves from the spell of its codes or to realize them
selve~ as . the sh lftm~ uneven product of their proliferation? To ask the 
questIOn I~ to answer It; but, for the most part, adherents of post modernism, 
a progressive cultural I?ractlce, do not-and perhaps, given thei r definition, 
cannot-face the question at alP ' The increasing mass appeal of the kind 
ofw~rk they proclaim is less a subject requiring investigation than circum
stantial proof that the sub-rosa cultural revolution to free ourselves from 
the tyranny of ~nforced signification is indeed underway, So we are invited 
to assume precISely what seemed to be in question-the political potential 
and valence of postmodernist work. 

T~at s~ch an aporia is itself the symptom of a systematic con. 
Ie~porary dlsabhng of historical thought is suggested by Jameson's more 
enlightemng aCCOunt of the postmodernist dynamic. He argues that the 
eme?ence of ~e poststructuralist claim to truth, with its attendant Fou
~ull1an exaltation of. free play against the omnipresence of Power is at one 
Wlt~ the postmoderOist aesthetic it extols, Both reflect the recent' tcansfor_ 
mallon ofadva~ced capitalist society in its ever·increasing repression of the 
marks of matenal production, its ever·advancing commodification of cul
ture and langua~e l~to, a meaningless atmosphere of free-floating signifiers, 
loosed from their slgmfieds: 

"the autonomization of language" . , . is at one with 
the universal fragmentation, compartmen talization, 
specialization of all kinds of other areas through late 
capitalism. However privileged the area of language 
may seem to be, therefore, from a social perspecti ve 
it is yet another symptom of the intensified process of 
reification and commodification, which seeks to col
on ize ever more remote and archaic enclaves in hu
man experience as well as in the social world, with in 
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the psyche, as well as in Nature itself. (The infra
structural reality of this process ... is what we have 
seen Mandel [the contemporary Marxist political 
economist] identify as a new and more totalizing wave 
of industrialization and mechanization of hitherto un
rationalized zones of production.)ll 

Elsewhere, Jameson has proposed the notion of the "linguistic" 
the concept ofa paradigmatic set of literary (and/or more broadly aesthetic) 
techniques and effects which convey the quintessential "feel" of space and 
time in a given mode of production. Postmodernism, for Jameson, is just 
such a "linguistic" or "aesthetic"-one that (re)presents to its audience the 
alienated. already coded, precommodified "reality" we experience every day 
in what Debord has called "the society of the spectacle." As such, the work· 
ings of postmodernism are at best merely mimetic. at worst habituating, 
insofar as we learn through it to enjoy the free play of our chains. Jameson 
does not hold out much hope for those who aim to produce a progressive 
aesthetic in the present conjuncture: "with the eclipse of culture as an au
tonomous space or sphere, culture itself falls into the world, with the result 
that the latter' becomes completely acculturated; in the society of the spec
tacle, the society of the image, media society, everything has become cul
tural , and this will clearly make for real and new problems about the pos
sibility of any politics, any politics within the cultural sphere proper, since 
the latter is now virtually coterminous with society as a whole."l9 l 

Jameson's measured pessimism is asalutarywamingto any would_ 
be progressive artists and their proselytizers, including those operating under 
the banner of the post modem. And his diagnosis of the postmodernist"lin
guistic" moment can help us toward a fully social and historical under
standing of the structure of feeling I have described. To travel that distance, 
though, it is necessary to locate those events and processes that may be 
viewed as protot ypical instances of the general phenomena whose hege.
monic presence, according to Jameson, is the definitive cultural character
istic of late capitalism: commodificat ion, or the conversion of substance 
into form, ends and use values into sheer instrumentality; and reiocation, 
the materialization into a fan tasized concrete of the immaterial, form and 
th e abstract. And we must concentrate on these dialectically interrelated 
phenomena as they occur in the life cycle of the mass audience whose 
outlines we have already sketched. 

Such instances are not hard to ond Indeed, their presence is 
obvious in my description of the postmodemist mass audience as the newest 
generation of consumer society, trained and aimed for positions in what is 
politely called the " middle strata" of the work force-professionals and man
agers of the system. That such training involves a protracted "education" 
in obedience to and enactment of arcane formal procedures, mastery of a 
specialized instrumentalist vocabulary, and the ability to tolerate both ever
higher levels of abstraction and ever-longer periods of routinized time will 
be obvious to all who have passed through a non-elite college or uni versity. lO 
As good professionals in education, social work, or business, we can aD 
affirm that such preparations are necessary. Our expanded numbers in these 
oelds, the work we do, the forms we oil out and put out, the standards by 
which we judge and are judged, designate us as both chief agents and most 
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'mmediate victims of the "bureaucrat ization of the world," the "adoption 
] f impersonal rules which specify procedure and make possible exact eco
~omic calculation."ll Living out one's working life under "bureaucratic con
trOl,"ll while readministering its .rules. and norms as our work! we come to 
inhabit and extend a realm of relocation par excellence, a social landscape 
that, in the wor~ . of Jon Sch5ller, appears. "mysterious, omniscient and 
omnipotent, capriCIOUS, pervasive, and seemingly beyond the control of any 
siogle individual or group" : 

One's experience of such institutions simultaneously 
feels like an event in nature and a force that is insanely 
human in its rationalit y. Unlike the choice of ac
quiescence or rebellion confronting one in patriarchal 
[e.g., early capitalist) institutions, the individual now 
finds himself reduced to adaptation or anomie. It is 
not surprising that the typical atti tudes in relation to 
bureaucracy repeat those of the pre-oedipal period: 
helpless dependence and rage; schizoid splits between 
normal affective experience and the routinization de
manded by a peculiar rationality; and paranoid idea
tion that one is under constant surveillanCe and con
trol.ll 

Thus the torments of the "bureaucratic soul" in a world from 
which the visible presence of Power and Authority are gone-torments whose 
resemblance to ~th the darkly negative, anxious side of the postmodernist 
structur~ o~ feehng and t~e Lacanian description of the sChizophrenic is far 
from COinCidental. And if \\'e turn from the reified world of production to 
the spectacular world of consumable objects that confronts this same au. 
dience i.n its leisure time, we. will fin~ an equally striking convergence, for 
the audience for postmoderDlst work IS a subgroup of the most critical and 
fiercely wooed ~a.rket sector for consumable commodities. As professionals, 
managers, admlnu;trators, we have a larger sha re of discretionary income 
~n any class or stra tum below us; and we outnumber the ruling class, who 
m any case cannot be expected to shoulder the enormous "white man's 
b.irden" of consumption. The result is that we of the post.Worid War II 
toby boom and after who have taken our places in the middle strata ofthe 
work force are the primary " target audience" in the society of the spectacle. 
For us the glossiest magazines are published, from Madt'lrlOiselle to Playboy; 
for us Apocalypse Now and Kramer vs. Kramer are made; and for us the 
cornucopia o~ad.vertising pours out its lavish, illusory wealth. In the short
hand of Marxist Jargon, we are the "subjects hailed" by the "aestheticization 
ofco.m~odities," well-trained experts in the peculiar art of reading the good 
sex hfe mto toothpaste or deodorant, the pastoral picnic into the bottle of 
Ga llo chablis: 

We are given two sign ifi ers (in an ad---e.g., Catherine 
Deneuve and Chanel No. 5), are required to make a 
"signified" by exchanging them. The fact that we have 
to make this exchange, to do the linking work which 
is not done in the ad, but which is made possible only 
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by its form, draws us into the transfon:national sp~ce 
between the units of the ad. Its meanmg only eXists 
in this space: the fi eld of transaction; and it is here 
that we operate-we are this space. .' 

Now if the meaning of the ad eXIsts m the 
transformation ~fmeanings between signs, and if this 
tranformation takes place in us '" this is placing us 
in the space of the signified, H 

Once again, here in Williamson's analysis of the .int,erpel~ation 
of the reader/viewer/listener as simultaneously subject a',ld ~Igmfied m the 
ad, we are confronted with a process tha~ is both a constltuhV~ element of 
the experience of the emergent mass audience for pos,tmodern ~ st work and 
a behavior markedly similar to that of our poor schlZophre~l c. Only thIS 
time we catch him/her on the upswing in his/her p~ison of mternahty, ~I 
the s'elf-exalting moment of identification across ": dispersed field of Slgnl
fiers. Moreover, as we follow Williamson's Lacaman argument about ~?W 
we are induced to enter this imaginary space, we encounter ano,ther fa,mlhar 
landmark-the pre-Oedipal stage ofpsyc~ic develop,ment and, m partl~u1ar, 
the mirror stage. Lacan describes the mIrror sta&e ~n te~m,s that are ~Im~l
taneously phenomenological and semioticfJingUlstlc;Jl It, IS the ~ruc~al In. 
termediary moment between the unformed seWs total ImmerSIOn m ,the 
" Imaginary," a state before either "~" or,"not I," and the properly O~~pal 
moment in which the subject receives Its name throug,h t,he a?Ces~ the 
Father" gives it to that realm of Law, Authority, and slgmficauon La~n 
denotes as the "Symbolic." In this unstable stage of develop'!lent, the child 
momentarily perceives itself and its reflection ~r r~presefoltat'?n as one and 
the same, a unified "Ideal-Ego"; whereas after Its mductlon mto Language 
and the Symbolic, such a fusion ?f sign afold. referent. howe,ver longed for, 
is no longer possible. Yet accor<l:m~ t~ Wllhamson, adver:usemen~s work, 
that is persuade us to do the Slgmfymg work they reqUIre, precisel y by 
promi~ing us that imposs~ble bliss, of reunion, an "Ego-Ideal" that tempts 
us to reach out. then vamshes agam: 

Ads. , . show you a symbol of yourself 
aimed to attract your desire; they suggest that you can 
become the person in the picture before you. But merg
ing with an "objectified" image of yourself is impos
sible: the desire for it is simply a channeling of the 
desire for the pre-Symbolic, Imaginary Ideal ·Ego. It is 
important to remem ber that the subject cannot com
pletely be returned to the mirror as it were, since to 
understand an advertisement is to comprehend a sys
tem of differences that is of the Symbol ic order. What 
they can do is to misrepresent the position of the sub
ject, and to misrepresent its relation to him. , . ' So ads 
form a symbolic system which appropriates and ap
parently represents the Imaginary; thereby embodying 
the inherent con tradiction of the mirror-phase,J6 

In exposing the way ads feed on our longing for the last moment 
of pre-Oedipality, when, for better or worse, for bliss or rage, what was 
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outside the unformed self could still be experienced as inside, Williamson's 
'ana1ysis seems to bring us closer still to agreement with Jameson's thesis 
that post modernism is the new linguistic for a space-time transformed and 
degraded by the domination of the processes of reification and commodi
fication. Indeed, if those of us in the middle strata do live fundamentally 
in, through , and between the pre-Oedipalizing modalities of bureaucracy, 
on the one hand, and advertising, on the other, then the underlying con
clusion of Jameson's Marxist analysis of post modernism seems inescapable: 
fur from serving any progressive-subversive function, postmodemism merely 
provides its audience with foregrounded, styl ized glimpses of its own alien
ations, an intensified yet controlled experience of its own unmastered pre
Oedipal quandary, However necessary, in the grand Hegelian dialectic of 
Marxist becoming, may be the moment it crystallizes, on its way to the 
proletarianization of the world and the apocalyptic momen t of international 
class struggle, post modernism today is not revolutionary cultural practice 
but the newest version of the homeopathic dose, 

Yet however suggestive our Marxist analysis may seem to be, it 
has failed to meditate with sufficient historical self-consciousness on its own 
tenn inological instruments-or, more specifically, on the peculiar appro
priateness of a distinctly psychoanalytic language to describe public social 
experience. Moreover, we have failed to mention a third level of description 
and analysis though which our subject, the mass audience for postmodernist 
work and the structure of feeling that connects the two, maybe investigated: 
the level of primary socializa tion, the family, where, as Sartre has said, the 
subject's "interiorization of the exterior" truly begins.n A fully materialist 
analysis of the postmodern ist structure of feeling cannot begin when the 
members of this mass audience stare at their first commercial or receive 
their first paychecks; nor can it ignore its own terminological shifts. If the 
structure of feeling expressed in postmodernist work and its reception is 
most accurately described in psychoanalytic terms as a pre-Oedipal rela
tionship with the world, if the discourse of class analysis has become infused 
with (or invaded by) the discourse of psychoanalysis, we must look for an 
explanation in the de-Oedipalized middle-class home. 

A brief review of the basic axioms of post-Freudian psycbo
analysis may be in order-in particular, those arising from the work of 
Melanie Klein. Since Klein's pioneering studies of the mother-child reJa
tionship, we have come to understand the Oedipal moment not merely as 
the rude insertion of the father's power and authority, leading to th e child's 
fear- or envy-ridden compliance, but as a cathexis the child seeks out and 
desires, since by this means it is able to counter and mitigate the all-en
veloping omnipotence of the mother and its attendant, painfully ambiva
len t-hating and fearing, loving and wanting-relationship with her. Thus, 
the strength of the Oedipal break may be $een not only as the function of 
the strength of the father's presence and authority but of both the length 
and quality of nurturance the child has received from its mother, If the 
mothering has been marked by relatively severe rearing practices-little 
touching, say, and/or repeated frustration of oral, anal, and gen ital drives
the Oedipal break will be less intense than if the same pre-Oedipal period 
is more indulgent and nurturant. 

If these axiomsJ
' hold, then to understand the de-Oedipalizat ion 

of the contemporary middle-class family we must examine not only the 
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degree of the father's authority but also the recent history of the practice 
and ideology of mothering. The social phenomenon of de-Oedipalization is 
therefore to be read dialectically, as a moment in the history of the American 
middle-class family characterized both by the father's relative absence and 
by the onset of more indulgent mothering than that practiced before World 
War II and Dr. Spack. In other words, de-Oedipalization must also be seen 
in terms of the increasing strength and intensity of the pre-Oedipal stage of 
psychic formation. In Schiller's words, "the father's intervention into the 
(mother-childl dyad became more urgent while his influence was becoming 
more superficial. Stated in a spatial metaphor, the psychic area occupied by 
unconscious maternal representations has expanded and the domain of the 
internalized paternal authority correspondingly diminished. " ) 9 

These interrelated phenomena, in turn, must be understood as 
effects of wider forces at work in American society. The de-authorization 
ofthe middle-class father is an effect created both by the "suburbanization" 
of American life. the increased real and psychic distance between work site 
and home, and the replacement at that work site of the "authority of the 
master"-normally the petit-bourgeois father himself-by the "monotonous 
power ofprocess,"40 as he finds his work and status no longer in a bygone 
kingdom of small business but as a professional member ofa bureaucratized 
state or corporate structure. Likewise, though on a wider historical scale, 
the postwar changes in mothering are only the most recent extension of a 
general "softening" of the ideology and practice of child-rearing underway 
in Western society since around the end of the eighteenth century-a '.:soft_ 
ening" deeply connected with capitalism's explosive, unrccontainable" dis
covery of the "free individuaL"'" 

Having reconstructed the concept of the de-Oedipalization of the 
American middle-class home, it is now possible to reverse field on some of 
the points contained in the initial Marxist analysis offered earlier: to argue 
the extent to which the de-authorization of the father combined with the 
increasing hegemony of the pre-Oedipal mother themselves enable the sub
ject to play advertising's elusive Lacanian game, to lose and find itself in 
the endless corridors of bureaucratic administration and control-and to 
play something like the same interminable game, with all its pleasures and 
anxieties, through the experience of postmodernist work. In this way we 
can account for the necessity of psychoanalytic language, even in what has 
been so far a Marxist analysis, to describe our structure of feeling. If. as 
Lacan suggests, the Oedipal moment consitutes the subject's accession 
through the Father into the realm of the Symbolic, that thenceforth ines
capable kingdom of name, signification, and category, and if that accession 
is incomplete or weak for members of our supject audience, then their 
experience of the Symbolic will be distinctly toned and to some extent even 
recaptured by the pre-Oedipal Imaginary. Such a subject may perceive its 
relationship to Authority not in terms of the Oedipally derived notions of 
neurosis, repression, and the hysterical symptom, nor within the bounded 
Symbolic categories of class, but rather in terms of a widely dispersed, 
elusive yet omnipresent Power before which one either directly acts out a 
spontaneous rebellion or else caves in, submits, even clings: "Power is ev
erywhere; not because it embraces everything, but because it comes from 
everywhere. And 'Power,' insofar as it is permanent. repetitious, inert, and 
self-reproducing, is simply the over-all effect that emerges from all these 
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'mobilities, t~e concatentation that rests on each of them and seeks in tum 
to arrest thelT movement. " ol Omnipresent, permanent, repetitious, inert 
self-reproduclOg: th.e terms of Foucault's notorious definition precisely cat: 

.alOS the full paranOia of entrapment in the pre-Oedipal world Small wonder 
that a generati.on of young American middle-class intellectuals has already 
come .to love It so well and quote it so often; it is the structure of feeling 
they hve. 

Ourplunge int~ the family thus. seems merely to have strength
ened the MarXist case agalOst postmodermsm as a potentially progressive 
cultural movement. Insofar as its structure of feeling can be understood as 
the I?roduct of forc~s we have tracked back to the capitalist mode of pro
ductIon, our analySIS may stand as a Marxist triumph founded in Marx's 
original vision of the primacy of production. And insof~r as this same struc
ture of feeling proves itself resistant to the fundamental categories of Marx
ism-the deep ontological reality of forces and relations of production or 
that moment of historical becoming inherent in the notion of Class-it shbws 
its~wn deficiency as an agent of revolutionary change. Yet it is at this point 
b.avmg set forth a Mar.xist analysi~ of post modernism, that it becomes pos~ 
Sible to take the .oPPOsite perspective. We may now examine what new light 
the postmodermst moment throws back on Marxism itself-from a some
~hat differe~t yet e~ually materi~list perspective that increasingly offers 
Itself as a pomt of view and practice supersed ing Marxism. 

I refer, of course, to a specifically feminist materialism whose 
o~tlines h~ve begun to appear increasingly distinct in the work of Dorothy 
Dinnerstem, Nancy Chodorow, Jessica Benjamin, and Isaac Balbus, among 
others, and whose explanatory power has grown immeasurably over the last 
ten years or ~o. It might be poss~ble to argue that feminist-materialist theory 
today OCCUpies the same relatIOn to the two most visible strains in the 
American feminist movement that Marx's historical materialism took in 
relation to th~ anal~gous wings of the workers' movement ofa century ago: 
both combatmg a lIberal reformist tendency, on the one hand (social de
!D~cy; the "~urgeois" reformist politics ofN.O.W.), and an ultra-Left, 
Ideahst voluntansm, on the other (anarco-syndicalism' the separatism of 
"radical" feminists). This analogy is, of course, no proof of the more recent 

- theo~'s .validity, which can only be established by other means. A feminist 
~atenah~m n;tust be able to demonstrate its self-reflexive understanding of 
Its own hlstoncal emergence and enablement out of the postmodernist mo
ment, and t.he extent to which its method and project constitute a necessary 
transvaluatIOn of the Marxist perspective on social reality, including the 
present moment 

We may begin this task by reanalyzing the difference between the 
old and new conception of power as a specifically gendered one. Here, for 
exaJ!lple, are two quotations, both reasonably well known to their respective 
audiences, whose somewhat perverse juxtaposition expresses this difference 
quite welL 

labour is, in the nrst place, a pro
cess in which both Man and Nature 
IXlrticipate, and in which Man of 
his own accord starts, regulates, and 
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So hold me, Mom, in your long 
arms. 
So hold me, Mom, 10 your long 
arms. 



controls the material reaction be
tween himself and Nature. He op
[Xlses himself to Nature as one of 
her own forces, setting in motion 
arms and legs, head and hands, the 
natural forces of his body in order 
to appropriate Nature's production 
in a form adapted to his wants. By 
thus acting on the extemal world 
and changing it, he at the same time 
changes his own nature. He devel
ops his slumbering powers and 
compels them to act in obedience 
to his sway.·) 

In your automatic arms. 
tronic arms. In your long ! 

So hold me, Mom, in YOUr 
arms. 
Your petrochemical arms 
military arms. . 
In your electronic arms .• ' 

In a very real sense, our evaluation of the postmodemist 
of feeling and our decision for or against a feminist rather than a 
materialism both depend on how we interpret the shift in sexual 
these quotes exemplify. The possibility of coding the humanly 
world as miitemally feminine clearly arises from the historic 
"familialism" in general, and the pre-Oedipal in particular, across 
cultural map; in its eerie invocation of a military-industrial Mother, 
weirdly remin iscent of earlier Romantic appeals to an equally m,aternaJ 't 
Nature, laurie Anderson's lines stand as a prototypical illustration. of 
collapse of the Symbolic back into the Imaginary. Yet the historic moment" . 
ofde-Oedipalization also makes it possible for us to read into Marx's classic 
assertion of the ontological primacy of production as the constitutive, de
fining action of human life a new and startlingly historicized perspective. 
Suddenly it appears as a neatly compressed account of the origins of 
industrial society's obsession with production, objectification, !nstrum.'n,,~ 
tality, and signification in the Oedipal escape from the Mother, here 
jected as Nature, whose landscape and forces Man becomes Man by learning 
to dominate.· j 

By this reading, Marx's grounding of the human project in its 
form and relations of production is less an unquestionable truth than a · 
projection of a given moment in the long dialectical history of the sex
gender system of the West: a moment that is the very apex of Oedipality 
itsel f, given both the ideology and practice of an ever-more indulgent moth
ering within the newly privatized home, together with the retained-yet-dis
tinct, still-authorized relative presence of the Father. Thus, from the per· 
spective of a feminist materialism, our Marxist argument is at least partly 
incorrect. It is not true that the postmodemist moment and structure of 
feeling are distinguished by the fact that "the dominant themes of famiJi· 
alism-including the authority relations identified by psychoanalysis-are 
pervasive in ideology generally."·6 Rather, such themes are necessarily dom· 
inant in all societies in which sexuality is socially constructed and arranged. 

One of the chief tasks of a properly materialist feminism--one 
whose strategies are grounded in the assumption of the ontological priority 
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domination of nature in production but of the domination of 
the family- is a history of the manifold forms and relations of 

~~~;~~::;!~~Sl:Uf;C!h~a history would suppl y the basis for an account of the Imaginary and the Symbolic, categories 
now.47 But there is another task for a feminist ma-

task accounting for itself. Marx willingly admitted and 
extent to which his method of historical materialism and its 

l~l~~~~lf.~:~O;fl~~:~t~~;S;lOC~i~e~tYt~w~a~s~e~,~p;li~Citly enabled by the 

away of all human relations but the 
see at last that "the history of all 

"'8 just as the historic 
Proletariat, points 

a communist in which all domination--except of 
only a reminder of the past. How, then, does the feminism of 
Balbus, and Dinnerstein theorize its own historical enablement 

~~~:~:ic~r~u:.,~o~,f~t;!h~e:~~~\~;~~::~~ moment? Does the de-Oedipalization culture really contain any utopian dimension 
potential? what is that potential for, and where does 

from here? 

1~~~T~hle1k~e;y~:q~Uie~st(i~on;i~n~th;i[Sjse~n~.e~S1i~S~t;hje¥§~~a!n;d~fO!l'MarXists is No. The life is a 
; the pathology 

only a very local , representational truth. Rev
must await the moment when the revolutionary 

through a re-OedipaJized entry into the Symbolic, 
through full recognition of its name as the Proletariat, master of 

vide Jameson, or else through a reconstitution within the family of 

~ti~~:~~iF~a~t~h~e~'i.' la~s suggested in the recent reactionary work of the Lasch .· ~ But for a materialist feminism, the answer is 
the way to new, more coherent and complete 

and Utopia alike. Moreover, insofar as its ap
is itself the perverse dialectical outcome of an earlier hegemony 

Oedipal, with all its associated effects-an emphasis on instrumen
objectification, the flight from the pre-Oedipal Imaginary into the 

and the male domination of Nature and women alike-it is a 
of that "cunning of History" Marx and Hegel first 

. with the social world we have crcated-
In i we are deeply implicated and from which we derive our 

*irlg--a social realm now coextensive with what is left of the other nature 
it was built, is the result ofa long era ofOedipality and the neurotic 

dmni, .. ti,on of Nature. 
This problem of Nature and our relationship to it is first and 

dramatically experienced by the subject as the problem of that Mother 
both coextensive and excruciatingly detached from us, who 

meet or frustrate our every need. so The Oedipal break with 
, moreover, serves not to resolve this painful ambiguity of good 

mommy, inside and outside, but to allow the subject to take 
from it into the Symbolic, where it will be repressed, only to reemerge 
domination of nature and the subjugation of women. The dialectical 

return of pre-Oedipality closes off this perverse escape route, and the de
OedipaJized subject now must face itself within an ecosystem whose "nat-
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ural" and "social" elements are inextricably fused. De-Oedipalization make ' 
possible a domination-free conception of political association ~nd action a~ 
well. However hostile male leftists and progressives may shll be toward ' 

women in general and feminism in particular,sl thei:~o~n:·lg~in~SEin~~~~~l~~ 
palized middle-class homes account in large part for a 
political style. away from vanguardist conceptions and 
modes of organization toward grassroots mobilization and conscious de. 
cision making.S2 

Such changes are not merely the result of opportunistic thefts Or 
"lessons taken" from the women's movement but are also the result of a 
deep convergence. This same general process. of de-Oedipalization , which 
loosens the bonds of male domination of women enough to release women 
and their hitherto repressed social vision of reciprocity and nurturance into ,. ' , 
the public realm, also dictates that the Oedipal break for the male child 
more and more closely resembles that incomplete accession to the SymbOlic 
that has been historically characteristic of female psychic development In 
Stephanie Engels's terms, "the augmented importance of emotional relat- . 
edness, embeddedness, and dependence, and the decline of radical emo· . 
tional rupture and devastation (Le. , of the Oedipal break] put the contem·-; 
porary boy in'an effective and developmental position that looks much like 
that traditionally characteristic of little girls.")) 

From a feminist-materialist perspective, then, the de-Oedipali_ 
zation of American middle-class life releases historically new and progreso 
sive social forces into American life-forces that Marxism, with its' hypos_ 
tatization ofOedipality, is essentially incapable of joining or even evaiUflting 
at their full worth. Yet these new forces all point to the necessity ofa further 
development within the sex-gender system, for if, as these new materialists 
maintain, "the character of the relationship between the adult self and its . 
sexual, political and 'natural' others is decisively shaped by the character 
of the relationship established between the childhood self and its first and 
most salient, Le., its parental others,")' then the problems for those who 
participate in the new social movements arising from de-Oedi~lization
feminism, the environmental movement, and a host of progressive grass· 
roots coalitions-must be traced back to an unresolved dilemma within the 
sex-gender system. De-Oedipalization may, for example, determine the su!>. 
ject's reinsertion back into a newly expanded Nature, but it does not supply 
the material prerequisites for a newly articulated, deliberate yet benign re
lationship with it The subject reimmersed in an essentially pre-Oedipal 
relationship to the world appears more likely to swing from one pole of 
internality to another, from a rage at all that surrounds and threatens it to 
a deliriously dispersed self-exaltation across the whole terrain of hollowed· 
out signifiers. Neither, of course, are the new strategies of consensus and 
grassroots consciousness raising and mobilization, however salutary these 
may be compared. to their antecedents, presently equipped to deal with 
internal disagreements or to move from consciousness raising to concrete 
social action. 

Finally, it is clear that the increasing number of de-OedipaJiz~ 
middle-class male subjects, even ostensibly politically progressive ones, In 

no way guarantees any decrease in their fear of and hostility toward women· 
The relative closing off of the Oedipal escape route often seems to have 
increased that hostility and fear, now that the safety of domination and the 
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to the Symbolic is no longer available. Thus, it is possible to return 

agreement to the Marxist critique of the postmodernist moment 
'~;:~fc~u:C~ju:;I.~tu;~r;e. Lasch's pessimistic depiction of the de-Oedipalized, 
~i susceptibility to "soft" authoritarian ism should not be 

; nor can Jameson's linkage of what he calls "micro-pol itics" 
'ter,o.~!~n •. and his judgment of both as politically ineffectual, be dis

from a feminist-materialist standpoint, the solution to such 
;bJ.,ms liiesnot in returning to the Symbolic-neither by restoring paternal 

nor by messianic class struggle on a global scale-but in supplant
resolution-through.escape offered by Oedipality to the intol
of pre-Oedipality with a genuine passage through the pre

a new sense of identity/otherness made possible by the co
presence of male and female partners as mothers. 

A transformation from exclusively female mothering to shared 
,,!.~~~~w~ould be revolutionary, then, not only insofar as it would entail 
dl transformations in the forms (and, arguably, relations) of pro

in the relation of "public" to "private" life, but inasmuch as 
. could for the first time be defined and constituted 

between Imaginary and Symbolic realms. 
I be put in more strictl y Hegelian terms, 
. terms of non ide ntityl immersion and 

through a new sense of identity as a mu-
I otherness S6-a sense that would open the way for the de· 

of the new social forces both released and reconstrained by the 
hegemon y of the de-Oedipal.l7 

I taken this detour through recent feminist theory in order 
'ar.~;b;~:'~~ for an evaluation of the postmodemist structure offeeling, 
e: and far more deeply ambivalent, than either the celebratory 

its poststructuralist adherents or the dialectically tempered dis
pprov,) of the Marxist camp. The Jamesonian critique of postmodernist 

!
~~~::.p~ra\:C:~tice is correct insofar as it allows us to see the roots of these 

. the de-Oedipalization of middle-class American society. Yet in 
of the Oedipal escape into the Symbolic-a privileging in
Marxism's general ontological assumptions-Marxism is un-

di,oo·", the historical possibilities of the past modernist structure 
specify preconditions for their development. A return to this 

~,strnod"rni" structure of feeling, and more specifically to the experience 
post modernist works in and performance art that have re-

n~~,a~i~\::~~,~a"'I:nevitablY suggest, from a feminist-

~~~:~~:~tl~~fc~;;;~:~in~~:i ,even ambiguous judgment ofthat to both the possibilities such work 
",.rod-u."" and distills. 

I would like to conclude by trying to describe the experience of 
postmodernist work from a feminist-materialist standpoint, in something 
like its full ambiguity and irresolution. I have chosen exemplary moments 
,from three post modernist works in which there seems to surface, at least 
for an instant, something like a distinct political or historical reference point. 
The first moment is the explicit appearance of the figure or image "Einstein" 
in the Wilson/Glass opera Einstein on the Beach. Or perhaps "explicit fore
grounding" is the better term, for in a sense the Einstein figure is never 
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absent. In every scene and interlude (or "Knee Play"), performers "dressed 
'like Einstein' as Wilson sees him, in grey pants, suspenders and black tennis 
shoes," are p'resent on stage," Thus the figure or ,"Einstein" is decentered, 
replicated, dispersed across the decelerated, ? nelflc ~and~cape of the work, 
Moreover when an unmistakable representation of Em stem appearS-a pho
tograph of the young Einstein nashcs on the backdrop, accof!lpan,ied by the 
spoken announcement " Berne 1905"; a figure dressed as Elnst~ln, wigged, 
and mustachioed, plays the violin on the forefront of the stage-;-]ts presence 
is immediately folded back into the musical and/or dramatic ground of 
nonconsequential repetition and succession, I~ Ei~lstein on the Beach, we 
experience this constant engulfment of the h]stoncal figure more or less 
wholeheartedly as a pleasure; the embedding and scattering ?f the Symbolic 
figure. so problematic and disturbing in the range ofcontra~lctory nle3:nings 
its presence calls up (Einstein the socialist and devout paCifist; Elnstem the 
"Father of the Atom Bomb," etc.), defuses the potential force and oompH_ 
cation of those meanings by dissolving them in a preverbal Imaginary space. 
Wilson freely admits how much his dramaturgic practice <?wes to his ob
servations of the mother-infant relationship;J9 and he descnbes the goal of 
his productions as a relationship of Imaginary, preverbal communication_ 
through-identity between spectator and performer: " IdeaIlY"someone in the 
audience might reach a point of consciouness w~ere he ]S on . th~ sam,e 
frequency as one of the performers-where he re,celves,commumcahon d]
rectly."60 Needless to say, this is a':l impos~ible ]deal, Insofar a~ any com
munication involves some perceptIOn of difference, some relatl~n 1? that 
Symbolic realm Wilson wants to efface: Yet the pleasure we ~re invited to 
experience is precisely that ofan unambiguous, pure. and 0!'lmpote~t return 
to life in the Imaginary-to pre-OedipaJity as a new, subhme Be~lgn. 

Such moments from Einstein on the Beach. and the bhssful pre
Oedipal immersion they offer us. may be compared with a mo~ ~roubled 
moment in the recent work of Wilson's collaborator, composer Philip GI~, 
in collaboration with filmmaker Godfrey Reggio in his 1982 KoyaanisqaJsl, 
As reviewers noted, the film itself is both rather simpleminded and, su~
prisingly incoherent. 61 A narrationless contrast between the steady majestic 
grace of unspoiled Nature and the brutal, senseless frenzy of contemporary 
Western industrial society is apparently intended to mak: us aware that our 
world is "out of balance" (Koyaanisqarsi being a HopI word . for such a 
world); yet this explicit intent is undercut by the berserk excitement \\'t 

come to feel during the long montage sequence of speeded·up footage of 
crowds streaking down stairs, zipping in and out of corporate towers, and 
of traffic smearing into multicolored veins. The perverse . beauty and ~
citement ofthis sequence, moreover, are extended and complicated by Gla,ss S 
music. in which a slowly rising set of choral arpeggi?S, through ascenSIOn, 
repetition, and crescendo, gradually turn into a nearly mto.lerable scr~~fest , 
In this way-for the music never ceases to be overwhel~lIngly. repetlt]ously 
gorgeous-Glass's score contributes to the fil~'s decodmg oft~e very ~t of 
Symbolic categories introduced at it~ concJ~.ISIon, when the audlen~ IS g.lVen 
a set of Hopi words and proverbs With WhiCh, presumably, we are mtended 
to structure and encode the experience we have just been through. ~he 
problem is that this literal accessio':l to the, Symbolic is ~ather to<? much like 
the Oedipal moment foc the Amencan middle-class ch ild. that IS, both toO 
weak and too late, 
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Although the experience of Koyaan isqaJsi thus proves to be in 

as much an aesthetic (re)experience of the pre--Oedipal Ima-
~;'Y"s \\m,;on'sJ';nst~';non the Beach. here our pleasure in that Imaginary 

:r~'I~lf","nt is more problematically riddled with a pre-Oedipal aggressive
absent from most of Wilson's work. Such a troubled, delirious, ascil

pleasure is typified in our reaction to the musical sequence just de
so gorgeous, continuous, and overwhelming that we wan t it never 

, yet so shatteringly intrusive and monotonous that it is simultane
a menace to be resisted. 

From the critical and political position I have taken here, I would 
like to say that this latter pleasu re seems preferable to the former, not by 
any criterion of aesthetic "quality" or intensity of feeling, but in terms of 
tbe recognitions and affirmations these two different modalities of pleasure 
cail upon us to make. Evidentl y, both Wilson's dramaturgy and (at least in 
the sequence discussed) Glass's music invite us to enjoy our fundamentally 

·'pro-Oedipal relationship to the world, the reclamation of social experience 
and historical representation by the Imaginary. Yet whereas in Wilson's 

the pleasure induced by that reclamation is a regression to be wished 
\llf" ;~~;~ndenjoyed, in Glass's music it is also experienced as intolerable. Insofar 

modality of pleasure encourages a given attitude toward the structure 
l ~ff,.lin' it draws on, and so valorizes certain attitudes toward the world, 

Wilson's work is liable to the charge that it encourages a heedless acceptance 
and acquiescence on the part of the enjoying subject, while G lass's work 
more dialect ically invites us to enjoy such a pre-Oedipal relationship yet 
wish for a resolution of its antinomies. 

That may be all that the best past modernist work can do for the 
mass audience now seeking it out in this moment-<haracterized both by 
the release of new sociopolitical forces through the de·Oedipalization of 
middle-class American life and by the hegemony of this same d~ipalized 

~
~!!' tl:~EE~s:11r~Ui]C1Ure that tends to block the fur ther development of those most progressive postmodernist work can only foreground 

irresolution, Thus, postmodernism offers its mass audience the 
ambivalent pleasure possible, Yet as I see and hear these 

there are rare moments that seem to edge sligh tly past this threshold 
at the possibility of a genuine passage through the pre-Oedipal into 

~.'noth'" structure of feeling, another form of life, 
Such a mom en t occurred for me at the end of a performance by 

laurie Anderson when, in the characteristically neutral. even empty voice 
that constitutes a sort of pedal point in her vocal repertoire, she announced 
"Born-never asked," without inflection. On the screen behind her a series 
,of still images appeared, slide projections of old colored rotogravures de-
picting various wild animals-leopards, snakes, and so on-in their tropical 
habitats; meanwhile, a low, percussive cadence of saxophone and taped 
sound gradually transformed itself into a slowly varying melody, simulta

, neouslyblues-y and vaguely "Eastern" in character, familiar from her having 
performed it on the violin earlier that night "You were born," she said in 
the same toneless voice, "and so you're free. Happy Birthday. " 

The words and pictures offered us a pleasure not so different from 
that I have just described in connection with G lass's music-a pleasure 
fundamentally in recognition of our real ambivalence. The covert melan
cholia of the music, the sense of past time saturating the slides of the old 
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pictures, seemed to hint either that we are inevitably not, after 
preverbally immersed and/or that perhaps the freedom of such an lmaginai:g~ 
existence was not so free anyway. The very flatness of Anderson's 
both affirmed and retracted its own Iiberatory announcement. Then the 
music stopped and the sequence of images concluded with one rotogravure' 
depict ing two whi te men in colonial uniforms astride two elephants, OUI 
hunting in what had suddenly become an Empir~, a dominated ~one. It Was 
an astonishing instant, exhilirating yet perplexing; rather as If, with the 
entrance of the historical-political into the ambiguous postmodemist pleas
ure of the pre-Oedipal, I was being hailed by a new sense, a new kind or 
rela tionship to the Real, which neither I nor Laurie Anderson nor anyone 
else in the hall was as yet able to live or name. 

My aim in this essay has been not only to articulate the SOCial 
transformations that have made such a call liminally possible within the 
most engaged postmodemist work, but to explain this final, most vexing 
pleasure, and the structure of feeling it might rest on. 

, 
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harmo .. es ~mRSCen:ot thosl 01 Ge<.nw..-SIQnS thlt may b.,ymp:oma:oc of. movemen: 
toward the tropes ,nd w:lSfactoOns 01 mua clA:u"e 
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readongs; see hlr "PO$:strucltJf.ism and :hl ·f>arali:e, .. y·:· p. 40. But such In explana:oon 
sclI(ceiy touches thl QU8SI00n of piau .... , rlther.1l open, up the gtOU"ld lor 8/1O:he. round 
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Eugene Holland 

Schizoanalysis: The Postmodern 
contextualization of Psychoanalysis 

The use of psychoanalysis for marxist cultural analysis 
has long presented a serious difficulty the problem of moving from the 
dynamics of the nuclear family in the domestic sphere to quest ions of eco
nomics, politics, and class struggle in the public sphere. Of course, the sep
aration of domestic from public life, as well as the classical form of the 
nuclear family, are themselves historical phenomena: And, indeed, Freud 
and freudian thought have been readily identified as products of late-nine-
teenth-century European society, a period in which family life was relatively 
autonomous and thus of considerable importance in psychic development. 
With the decline of the nuclear fam ily's autonomy in our own, very different 
late-twentieth-century society, however, the continuing relevance of ortho
dox psychoanalysis is far less readily apparen t. 

In his monumental study of Flaubert, Sartre takes as 
his point of departure the autonomous existence and importance of young 
Flaubert's family life and then asks how someone with that particular family 
background and experience could have become one of the greatest writers 
atheage. The crux ofSartre's argument hinges on his answer to the question 
What was it about the young Flaubert's neurotogenic childhood that so 
perfectly suited him to the objective neurosis of his age? Indeed, how could 
Flaubert's art have been "at one and the same time a neurotic response to 
a subjecti ve malaise and to the objective malaise of literature'!" For t~~ 
nineteenth century. then, even a form of psychoanalysis carefully attuned 
to the importance ofthe larger social context proceeds on two parallel tracks: 
one psychobiographical, examining Flaubert's family life; the other socio
historical, examining the culture and society of the Second Empire. 

But what happens once the domestic sphere is rein
tegrated into the fabric of social life? At this point, the status of the family 
and the Oedipus complex in psychoanalytic explanation becomes proble
matic. Even while documenting the decline ofthe autonomous nuclear fa m
ily and its permeation by advanced capitalist social relations, for example. 
Christopher Lasch nonetheless retains an orthodox freudian emphasis on 
the family as prime determinant of psychic life. Yet all the evidence he 
presents points in the opposite direction: family life may have been a " haven 
from a heartless world" and a predominant influence on the psyche in the 
nineteenth century. but the advanced capi talist forms of schooling, govern
ment, health care, entertainment, business, and so forth have by now re-
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du~ the fam ily's role to a ~inimum.2 Un.der these condi tio~s, the old 
freudian problem of the relahvely self-con tamed nature of fa mily life and 
childhood may prove less of an obstacle for marxist cull ural analysis. There 
are, moreover, theoretical developments within psychoanalysis itself thaI 
may enable us to understand a gamut of importan t psychic phenomena nOI 
derived from oed ipal conflict in the nuclear family. 

As is so often the case in Freud's works, it is one of his Own key 
discoveries that undermines what otherwise appears to be a basic axiom of 
freudian theory: the cen trality of fam ily life and the Oedipus complex in 
psychic development. Under the rubric Naehrragliehkeil, Freud argues that 
man y psychic disturbances are not the result of a linear determinism based 
on a traumatic childhood event but rather a dialectical interaction bet\.veen 
in itially meaningless memory-traces and later experiences that reactivate 
those traces and endow them with meaning only "nachtraglich, apres coup," 
after the fact. But then these later experiences need not be restricted to the 
nuclear family: any number of kinds of interaction in any number of social 
settings may reinvoke childhood memory-traces and endow them with 
mean ings that depend, for one thing, on the existence of a memory-trace 
but also on the nature of the later experience itself.' 

Laying heavy emphasis himself on the concept of Nael/trag. 
liehkeit, Jacques Lacan has further shifted attention away from the nuclear 
family by rewriting the Oedipus complex as a linguistic rather than a pri
marily intrafamilial phenomenon, More important than the biological fa
ther, in this view, is the function of the "name-of-the-fathcr" in the Symbolic 
order of language. For Lacan, the structuring of the indiv idual psydle de
pends on the structure of language, in which the name-of-the-father occupies 
a central position, Here we have aJready moved beyond the nuclear family 
as the determining matrix of psychic life to the quintessentially social in
stance oflanguage-even if the terms of Lacan's Symbolic order themselves 
reproduce the structure and dynamic of Freud's original Oedipus complex, 

But what if the name-of-the-father functions differen tly in dif
ferent societies? This is the question Gilles Deleuze and Felix Gauttari pose 
in The Anti-Oedipus, as they move beyond Lacan to fi rmly ground indi
vidual psychic life in a broadly social rather than strictl y familia l matrix of 
determinations,· Drawing on a vast range of anthropological and historical 
data, Deleuze and Guattari show that the name-of-the-father functions in 
classical oedipal fashion only in certain types of social formation and, more
over, that advanced capitalism is nOl such a social forma tion, Indeed, they 
argue that today the Oedipus complex is an anachronism, playing only a 
marginal-and repressive-role in the hands of the orthodox freudian psy
choanal yt ic establishment. 

In order to demonstrate how different the dynamics of the Sym· 
bolic order ca n be in different societies, Deleuze and Guattari present a 
typology of social forms, drawn fro m the works of Morgan and Engels bUI 
based on the interplay of two categories derived from Nietzsche and Marx: 
power and economics. The th ree social formations outlined in The Anti· 
Oedipus-savagery, despotism, and capitalism-are not to be understood as 
concrete historical stages of social evolut ion but rather as ideal types, as the 
logical perm utations of basic social organization, shown in Figure I as the 
mapping of a semantic system or combinatoire,l Savagery, in this scheme, 
represents "primitive communism," a preclass society where power circu-
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Capilalism 

wer society econom ic society 

p>espotism I Ptnrmnent X Y 

,the community and does nOt accrue to a single group or 
IS no rousseauist ic Utopia, however, si nce savage society 

harshl y governed by exacting codes of conduct, bel ief, and 
tha.t Deleuze and Guattari consider inherently repressive, 

I unconscious desire is radically indeterminate-or 
, "in term, any lilted determination of it such as that 

by linguistic and social codes, hence inevitably dist~rts and mis
it.6 

As much ,as the SYf!1bolic codes of savage society may irrevocably 

~:,:::~:t~h;~",::e, ~fore ~Ist?rt deSire, savage codi ng nonetheless operates in a 
I egahtanan manner so as to avoid and even acti vely defuse 

power. Under despotism, by contrast, distorting representa-
promulgated precisely in order to establish class divisions and 

' ~~~J~i;":S~tl,\h~e:t;dist~r!iOnS inherent in all forms of codi ng are bent to the 
.! I political power and direct social domination, Only here 

the name-of-the-father-or, more aptly, the name-of-the-despot- gov_ 
'ri; ~,:t,:h:e~.h,e:n:tire Symbolic order; onl y here are the name-of-the-father and 
• ' domination in the nuclear fami ly homologous with the name-

an,d political do~ination in society as a whole; onl y here are 
, " codes ~n !~e Symbohc order subordinated to the all-powerful im

. penal overcod tng of the despot. As the privileged source of all "author
ized" mea~ng and true possessor of all social wealth, the despot represents 
an~ OCCUpies the fixed center of the Symbolic order in traditional power 
5OClcty. 

Under capi talism, by contrast, there is no filted center of this 

I~;~~:;~' ~n~~o transcendental signified, no established authority figure; rather, 
value and the market ruthlessly undermine and elim inate all tra-

Qu"on.'1 m~nings and preexist ing .scx:ial code~: 7 the fabric of capitalist so
lS kmt not by concrete, quahtalLve relatIOns but by abstract, quanti

" "nil:~ro;;n.es--:by the "cash nexus.'" The basis of capitalist society is not 
'" as m nor the king. or god, as under despotism, 

the. i Capital, as an abstract, quantitative 
. provides no , , codes cap~ble of organizing and compre-

ben,dmg the whole of SOCial hfe. In 0pposlhon to savage "coding" and des
POtIC "overcoding," then, thesemiotic process governing the Symbolic order 
under capitalism is "decoding," market society's aggressive elimination of 
all preexisting meanings and codes.9 
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According to Deleuze and Guattari, more. i~port~nt than the 
Oedipus complelt in determining the nature of psychic life, given the dif. 
fering nature of the Symbolic order in different types of society, is the specific 
form of semiosis operative in a particular social formation,. And .the decoding 
process, inasmuch as it frees desire from capture and distortIOn by social 
coding, must be considered one of the positive features of the capitalist 
Symbolic order: one corollary of the immense productivity of capitalism 
admired by Mau is the freedom it grants desire to escape hture in estab
lished codes. But the liberating effects of decoding that stem from the ec0-
nomic component of capitalist society are always accompanied ~y o~posing 
processes of recoding stemming from its power component, which tI.e freed 
libidinal energy back onto factitious codes so as to elttract and reahze Pri. 
vately appropriable surplus value. This opposition between decoding and 
recoding derives not so much from the classical, nineteenth-century COn
tradiction between outright owners of capital and the dispossessed as from 
the contradiction between the generally socialized production of surplus 
value, on the one hand, and its private management, on the other. Capi, 
talism devotes itself to production as an end in itself, to developing the 
productivity of socialized labor to the utmost; yet due to private investment 
in the means- of production, social labor and life also are restricted to pro
duction and consumption which valorize only the already eltisting capital. 
stock. 

In the third volume of Capital. Mau outlines these two moments 
of capital's ongoing self-expansion. 'o In a first moment, a new, more pro
ductive capital-stock transforms the preexisting apparatuses of prod~ction 
and consumption, and this "continual revolution of the means of prodoc. 
tion" characteristic of capitalism spawns decoding throughout society, But 
in a second moment, this progressive movement is abruptly stopped and 
everything is recoded: the evolving apparatuses of production and con· 
sumpt ion alike are tied down to now-obsolete capital-stock solely to valorize 
it and realize profit on previous investment. The decoding, process li'?Crates 
all kinds of creative energies (in consumption as well as I.n production) at 
the same time that it revolutionizes and socializes productive forces; but 
then recoding yokes and stultifies the relations of production and con
sumption in the service of private surplus appropriation. 

In this light, one of the aims of revolution is to elim inate the 
power component from capitalism so as to enable the decoding p~ss 
inherent in economic society to free libidinal energy as much as possIble 
from the constraints of social coding. Thus, having disappeared as the basis 
of despotic society as a whole. the semiotic form of power society never
theless reappears under capitalism in a host of miniature despotisms, each 
imposing a factitious code on a domain of human activity whose libidinal 
energies relentlessly seek to escape it A marxist cultural criticism wants to 
target and dismantle the processes of receding that serve to perp~tu~te the 
power component of capitalist society and thus prevent the reahzatlOn of 
permanent revol ution. This is, in fact, one of the aims of what Deleuze and 
Guattari call "schizoanalysis," their postmodem transmutation of psycho
analysis. For convenience' sake, we may locate these recoding processes 
schematically in three domains-the sphere of production. the nuclear fam
ily, and the sphere of consumption-according to whether the tempo~ry 
and local meanings they introduce serve to enable people to perform JObs 
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and administrative functions, induce them to consume certain commOdities 
to reaJ.!ze profit. on i~ves~ed cal?ital, or finally prepare them to accept psy. 
chologtcal mampulatlon 10 a wide range of oedipal forms. 

In the sphe~e o~ production •. the. most pervasive and widely ree.. 
~ti~~ftf;o:~'.~m~a~Of rec~1Og. IS. bureaucratIzation. In bureaucracy, a given do

~; activIty IS Isolated from the warp and woof of social life 
traditional meanings and practices, and then subjected to th~ 

It,~. ~;5;~~?:~:~;~~'t~~~;O~f,~formal administration. Free human activity is de-
self-determination and subordina ted to the process 

"rationalization." But this rationalization takes place in 
and semiautonomous domains of application linked only 

hence, Lukacs's concept of reification is more appropriate 
,Fu~l-scale capitalist development witnesses the taylorization 

technologlzatlon of production. the professionalization of knowledge 
expertise, the bureaucratization of public administration. Reification 

all these domains means that 

artificially isolated partial functions [are] performed 
in the most rational manner by "specia lists,." [which) 
has the effect of making these partial functio ns auton
omous {so that] they develop through their own mo
mentum and in accordance with their own special laws 
independentl y of other partial functions of society, , . 
All issues are subjected to an increasingly formal and 
standardized treatment, ' , in which there is an ever
increasing remoteness from the qualitative and ma
terial essence of the "things" to which [such] bureau
cratic activity pertains. II 

. O,ne counterpart t.o the administrative mode of capitalist reroding 
exe~phfied l.n b~re~ucracy I~ the aesthetic of modernism. Although its do. 

~"otrfroO'mfaI?PliCabon IS very dIfferent, the same form of semi os is applies: cut 
I' direct communication with its public, the modernist artwork is no 

J longer ,co,nceived o:f ~s expres~ing soc:ial life itself but rather as presenting 
the artIst sown pnvtleged pomt of VIew or mode of perception; reference 
10 the work of art itself replaces reference to social life as the organizing 
'!laster cOd.e o,f the ,,:ork.. This form of reified receding appears with par. 
~cular clanty 10 architecture of the so-called International Style. especially 
In the mon.umental buildings of Mies van der Rohe and the urban plans of 
I.e .Corbus~er. The office .bu~ld!ng, referent of high modernist design-the 
~al re,latlOns that the slgnlfY10g systems of architecture and urban plan. 
~mg ultl~ately refer to-:-has. been banished; and the dense and complex 
Int~rl~king network ofcllY life has been completely ironed out by Le Cor
busier Into vacuous parkland punctuated by high·rise towers linked by free. 
ways, The aesthetic domain is emptied of its conventional. social content 
and r~ganized according to a new and more abstract master code, All that 
re~l.nsonce soci~l reference has beeneliminated in these ways is the special 
~eamng these designs are intended to convey. their signified. And what the 
~gh modernist monument or cityscape in fact signifies is rationalization 
Itself, the notion of a purely formal or abstract rationality that will solve 
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the problems of the city through systematic simplifi~tiQn and the problems 
of architectural aesthetics through absolute punficatlOn, Thus the deCOded 
abstract rationality of "form follows function" (the elimination of ornament' 
the subordination of design to technology, etc.) is reendowed with a positiv~ 
meaning-recoded "on the spot" or "in place" (sur place), as Deleuze and 
Guattari would say-with the slogan "less is more."I ) 

Because, under capitalism, it issegregatedfro~ ~al pr?duction. 
where decoding operates at full throttle, the nuclear fam ily IS a pnme lOCUs 
ofrecodingY Isolated from society at large, and thus restnctcd!o th~ family 
triangle for its objects of desire, the individual psyche takes the ~ullimpress 
of the Oedipus complex; hence the relative adequacy o~ freudian pSYcho. 
analysis in describing oedipal desire in the nuclear faml~y ~nder clas,sical 
or market capitalism, that is, insofar as the nuclear famIly llself r~talQs a 
relative autonomy from "cxternal" social forccs. But the nuclcar family does 
not long retain even that relative autonomy, asChristophcr Lasch has shown, ' 
once capitalism moves from the market to thc monopoly stage around the 
tum of the century. 

Whereas Lasch considers a renewed OeI:tipus to be our last hope 
for psychic o.ealth and social st~bilit y in thc face o~ r?mpa~t p~thoi?gi,ca1 
narcissism Deleuze and Guanan see the nuclear family s oedlpallOscnptlOn 
of the psy~he as a last-ditch effort to repre~s desire in its auth~ntjc, ~h!z
ophrenic form, Sequestered from the decodIng process at w.ork 10 capltahst 
society at large, the nuclear family re inscribe~ the oppressive but now ~ 
cially obsolete role of the despot in the repressIve figure of the fat~er, which 
the individual then internalizes as the name-of.the.fa~her functlon of La
can's Symbolic order, Furthermore, as the nucle~r ~amtly bre~ks down ~d 
increasingly fails to perform the oedipal rcjns~npuon of d~slre, acc.ordmg 
to schizoanalysis, it is precisely psychoanalYSIs that steps 10 to fimsh ~ 
job. If need be, the psychoanalyst shoulders the ~antle of the despot,(m 
the famous "transference") to ensure that no desIre ~t all escapes ~Ipal 
triangulation, From the poi nt of vie~ o~ schizoanalySlS, then, the OediPUS 
is an archaic and reactionary despotIsm IOstalled at the he~rt of the nuclear , 
family under capitalism to recontain the free ,flO"':' o~ desire unleashed~)' I 
capitalist decoding in society at large. And the IOsututlon of psy~hoanalYSIS 
is the repressive agency of last resort whenever the ,detenoraung nuclear 
family fails to ensure complete oedipalization all by Itself. , " ' 

Comparing schizoanalysis with Lasch's perSpectiVe IS t1lummat
ing because both address some of the same mat~rial-~he disap,pearance,of 
the autonomous bourgeois ego-but from opposing POI~tS of VI~W: thc h.b
eration Deleuze and Guattari celebrate under the rubnc of schlzop~reOla, 
Lasch castigates as a feature of pathological narcissism; Lasch expiams the 
development of what he calls the "culture of narcis~~m~' in terms. of the 
decline of the family, whereas Deleuze and Guattan mSlst on placl~g the 
family in its sociohistorical context and considering culture and society as 
a whole. Based on the ego psychology of Otto Kernberg and Heinz K?hul, 
and taking the family as its pivotal determining instance, Lasch's "~IStor· 
ical" explanation runs something like this: The autonomous bourge~ls ~am
i1y is dissolved by the pervasive administration ,of mon:,poly capl,tahsm, 
with two principal results. First, paternal authonty dechne,s, s~untmg the 
development of the child's superego; and second, maternal mstmct falters, 
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mother's ambivalent feelings split the ch ild's self·image into good 

versions that cannot be synthesized. while the child's inconsistent 

f.r~~:~:~~~1r~a~u~m:~a~':i:zesr~frUStration, on the one hand, by inculcating exagger_ , that are, on the other hand, systematically denied. The 
personali ty that will eventually contribute to a nar

\ii'5iSlic culture. 
The problem with this explanation is not so much that it is wrong

work contains valuable insights despite its flaws-but that it retains 
of the nuclear family in an orthodox-psychoanalytic interpre--

ofa in which, as Lasch himself documents, the nuclear family 
less and less decisive role in the formation of the individual psyche. 
than interpret culture in terms of the vicissistudes of family life. 

proposes to understand capitalist culture in terms of capital's 
processes-deroding and recoding- yet without denying the fam· 

and the Oedipus complex their particular function within capitalist 

Schizoanalysis would thus explain the decline of superego func
and indeed the increase of ego instability itself, not in terms of the 

~~~~~~~I(of the family, as Lasch would have it, but in terms of the decoding 
~ au,ho.i,yand of experience in general, which Takes place (in France, 

the latter half of the nineteenth century, Schizoanalysis 
!11~;':~5:~'::',~~::]~~,~! well as postmodernist, in that it retains the structuralist 
;,! that subjectivity is an effect of social codes; hence, when they break 

so does the "autonomous" bourgeois subject. The transition from 
,~ ""." •. and mercantile despotism to capitalism had already been secured 

period of bourgeois ascendancy through the replacement of au· 
(God, the Sun King, etc.) by the authority of reason. However 

1
!'~::!Ja~ structure the superego may be, its functions are considerably 

in this first moment of bourgeois cultural revolution, with the 
conscience of the Protestant spirit and the internalized ration

of the Enlightenment. But as market relations spread throughout SQ. 

, ,,',y, ,,,,,nthis enlightenment reason succumbs to decoding: market society, 
says, "strips of its halo every profession hitherto regardcd with rev

" 0. __ •• and awe,"I. 
In his Eighteenth Brwnaire of Louis-Napoleon, Marx not only 

. strips bourgeois political philosophy of its halo-by parodying Hegel-but 
also ruthlessly deflates the social authority of the Second Empire itself, 
showing why, under democratic conditions, the bourgeoisie had to forfeit ,'j" diiree" political rule and cultural expression in order to maintain its eco
nomic rule behind the scenes, And with characteristic accuracy, Marx ree-
ognizes that both the humiliated bourgeoisie and the defeated proletariat 
would retreat from the pursuit of their "rational interests" in the public 
sphere of class struggle into the private sphere of domestic consumption 

. J"ustcoming into its own under the Second Empire and which has expanded 

Consumerism is, indeed, the principal vehicle for recoding. Our 
own experience of the rhythms of fad and fashion in consumer society; the 
general effects of advertising, mass marketing, public relations, and political 
propaganda analyzed by Jean Baudrillard, Guy Debord, J, p, Faye, and 
others; and also accounts of the "successive private religions" of the mod· 
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eroist avant-gardes since the late J 880s offered by Renato Poggiol~. Waller ~ow the main thrust of post modem ism-in art as well as theory_ 
Benjamin, and others-all provide ample evidence of ,the ~ays In Whicb what distinguishes it decisively from modernism, is its refusal of re-
recoding introduces various local and temporary meamngs Into the other. ~f~~:~:~~'n:~it~he history of architecture-where its advent is particularly clear-
wise barren landscape of life under capitalism. IS .' understood" -postmodemism defines itself against modernism 

Acknowledging the emergence of consumensm In the latter half playing with exist!ng architectura~ codes ,instead of elaborating 
of the nineteenth century puts Lasch's dedine-of-the-family thesis in a dif.. ones Its own, and parti cularly by playmg vanous codes off against 
ferent, somwhat broader perspective: the issue is not)ust the colla~se of another. In a public low-income housing project in New Haven. Con-
paternal authority or maternal instinct but the fU~ClIon of the fam~ly in . for example, the prominent postmodern architect/urban planner 
society as a whole. The nucleru: fa,?ily of the.l~te n~neteent~ c.entury, IS not has designed an apartment tower for the elderly in explicit 
some isolated refuge from capitalist competltlon-mdeed, It IS n? haven to a Knights of Columbus office tower located just across the free-
in a heartless world"-but is, rather, the very locus of consumption. Pho. .. .. ---;.c_ insurance headquarters occupy six or eight glass-walled floors 
tographs from this period present a telling image, for example, of ~he bour· ;~p",>rt,~ on I-beams suspended between massive cylindrical pillars that 
geois domestic interior-stuffed ~ull of ev~ry ~ast ~ewgaw a.n~ kOlckknack comers of the building. In the old-age apartment tower, by 
imaginable. 16 Indeed, if modernISt recodl~g I ~ pnv~te ~ehglOn, .then the f. DOnl:r.,;I, the right angles where the four main bare concrete walls would 
home is its altar· and its idol, as Walter BenJ3.mm put 11, 11 15 the fetIsh called met have been neatl y shaved away, creating a more or less square 
"Commodity." in the garish lightofconsumeris~-which has ~me b~nd. that appears to have no corners at all. Rather than existing inde-

ingand now floods into the publicsphe~ea~ ~ell (m the f?rm of recreational l~{~~~~~~a~:Sr~a:se~'~r-c~~o~n~la~:;in~je~d~s~m\~onument with its own architectural code, shopping," for example~ so that the mdlvldual bod y Itsel~ has .become a makes ironic reference to local buildings and architectural 
temple of narcissistic recoding-narcissistic rage ca.nnot be l~aglI~ed to ~ . the disparities between the massive stabi lity and 
directed against mothers who traum.atize frustr~tlOn ~y actlOg mCOnslSo and the meager insufficiency and depen-
tentiy but must be understood in relatIOn to an entire SOCiety that constantly of public housing. 
offers'instant and unlimited gratification yet ultimately refu ses to "deliver . In addition to embedding itself in its specific context in this way, 
the goods." Consumer society promises everyo~e satisfaction but can allow Postmodem architecture often borrows from the architectural tradition, un-
no one enough satisfaction ... to stop consummg. . . abasbedly mixing styles from widely dispersed historical periods or geo-

In the same vein, narcissists' inability to synthesize good and bad . regions. As opposed to modern architecture, and by ironically re-
is not primarily a result of ambivalent mothering but stems, rather, f~m . to other buildings and other styles while insisting on relating design 
the pervasive disj unction under capitalism between the dreary. exploited particular cultural con text and physica1location, postmodern archi-
sphere of work and the glittering rewards of administered leisure and con· not an abstract necessity but its own contingency; not self-
spicuous consumption. Narcissists may insist that "l~ving well is the best autonom y but self-confessed relativity; not pure transcendence 
revenge," but no amount of cynical hedonism can b!",dge the 8.3P betw~n particular, historical contextuality. It thereby refuses recoding.20 

production and consumption-a gap that the expansIon of capItal steadl.ly As a postmodem critique and renewal of psychoanalysis, schi-
reproduces on a larger and larger scale. Thus, narcissistic.personality spltt. refuses recoding, denying privileged status in The Antj·Oed· 
ting, cynical-defensive disdain for others and for com.mumty, and desper~te to either the marxian or the freudian interpretive code. 
self-absorption are not j ust the result ofabsen~ fa~hen.ng and ba? ~othenng I~ i: ~:~:~ . offagainst the other, so as to avoid erecting its own 
but a product of the libidinal structure of capitalISm Itself: narCISSism man· ~ as the introduction of history into freudian theory rela-
ifests what we might call the "capital· logic" of contemporary .~lture. tivized the Oedipus complex and politicized psychological analysis, so too 

Schizoanalysis provides a means not of simply de~vmg cult~re . is the introduction of the unconscious into economics and politics bound 
from the logic of capital but of answering Alth.usser's Ql!estlon regardtng to have far-reaching consequences for marxist political and cultural analysis.. 
how we explain the historical effectivity of a S1ven semiautonomous ~e· Less important for schizoanalysis than so-called rational interests and im-
velopment. ll The issue is not whether narcissistic pare,nts are likely to raise puted "class consciousness" are the unconscious dynamics or "forms of 
narcissistic children (which is all ego psychology by Itself can tell us)--?f sem iosis" underlying all kinds of human activity-from the production of 
course they are. Nor is the point to deny the family any role whatsoever In value in a factory, for example, to the production of consensus and action 
perpetrating the cultu re of na~issism , f?r Althusse~'s oo~cept of overde- in a political group, to the production of meaning in a work of art 
termination enables us to conSider a vanety of relatiOns (IOterdependence As a form of cultural criticism, schizoanalysis opposes interpre-
or independence, mutual reinforcement or cancel!ation, e~c. ) that may ob- tation, for interpretation merely reinforces semiotic despotism by translating 
tain between various instances in society. The pomt here IS that nowada~ one authorized code-that of the author or "creator"-into another author-
the infantile narcissism fostered by the nuclear family is not resolved. tn ~ code-that of the critic. Rather than reinforce authority by multiplying 
adult life but rejnforced and exacerbated by a social formation in. whicb eqUivalent codes in this way, postmodern ist schizoanalysis produces inter-
narcissism resonates wherever the logic of commodities and recodmg hB;S ference between codes and so acts to undermine their authority. Decon-
penetrated: in bureaucracy. in the professions, in modernist art and archl' struction is an important precursor to schizoanalysis, in that Derrida has 
tecture-indeed, as Lasch suggests, nearly everywhere. rendered most forms of interpretation inoperative by demonstrating the 
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inheren t instability of the master codes on which interpretation has been 
based. Yet even though he manages to decode logocen trism, Dt:rrida does 
so. as he says, strictly from within its own parameters. As a discourse of 
philosophy, deconstruction remains, like modernism, a basically self-refer_ 
ential discourse' so even whi le heralding the "end of western metaphysiCS" 
Derrida remain~ only on the threshold of postmodernism. ' 

Postmodernist criticism is explicity contextual, and by treating 
philosophical discourses from Plato to Searle out ,of ~ont~xt, as so many 
versions of the same logocentric master code, Dernda mevltably overlOoks 
contextual differences. So, at the limit, deconstructive decoding results merely 
in dazzling displays of lexical pyrotech nics. Normally, semiotic codes func
tion through the interplay of paradigmatic and syntagmatic relations; but a 
("decoded") unstable code cannot impose the constraints on paradigmatic 
substitution necessary to produce determinate meaning. One result is the 
so-called textual indeterminacy that has become the trump card of much 
neo-derridean crit icism in the United Sta tes-for example, J. Hillis Miller 
discussing his difficulties in terpreting Wallace Stevens's poem "The Rock": 
"The multiple meanings of the word 'cu re,' like the meanings of all key 
words in 'The Rock; are incompatible, irreconcilable. They may not be 
followed, etytnologically, to a single root which will unify or explain them, 
explicate them in a single source .. .. However hard (we try] to fix the word 
in a single sense it remains indeterminable, uncannil y resisting [any] al· 
tempts to end its movement. " ll The so-ealled abyss of the paradigmatic axis 
of discourse henceforth appears as an una voidabl e obstacle to inter.prelive 
procedures that would curtail the free play of semiosis and limit pa,radig. 
matic substitution according to some law of equivalence (such as cigar 
"means" penis, money "equals" feces, or whatever). 

But discourse always entails syntagmatic relations as well. And 
whereas the paradigmatic relations of substitution in discourse are virtual 
(hence, "open to interpretati on"), the syntagmatic relations of combination 
in a given discourse are actual: a discourse consists precisely of a particular 
combi nation of signs that has been realized. The hallmark of Foucault's 
discourse analysis is that it eschews interpretation and concentrat.es inst~d 
on this facticity of actualized discourse. Rather than relate a particular dis· 
course to the entirety of Western metaphysics, Foucault analyzes the speci6c 
rules of combination it displays and relates it, along with other discourses 
displaying these rules, to the specific institutional con texts that form their 
conditions of existence. Discourse is thus analyzed in its singularity and 
contingency, instead of being reroded in terms of a personal experience il 
would express, a period-style it would reflect, CI" a historical tradition it 
would transmit and perpetuate. Foucau lt's sole points of reference are the 
rules by which a discourse is constituted and the contexts within which it 
coexists. In refusing the historical master plots of Hegel, Marx, and othen, 
Foucau lt emphasizes the unexpected, thereby evoking a history that is, by 
its very constitution, subject to change. . . 

If Foucault's discourse analysis exam ines the codes operati ve In 

specific discursi ve formations and the effects of power they achieve in par· 
ticular historical contexts, Deleuze and Guattari's schizoanalysis examines 
the other side of the coin: the forces at work in discourse and society that 
challenge the imposed closure of codes and stri ve to free d~ire from capt.u~ 
in codified representation. Assuming the effective integratIOn of the claSSical 
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into capitalist hegemony-and it is importan t to be clear on the 
Deleuze and Guattari are making in a book written in the wake 
when even the French Communist party sided with the forces 

the general strike: that there is perhaps not total but, prac
effective in tegration of the proletaria t into the development 

and Guattari assert that the fundamental 
the fully developed capitalist mode of production operates 

between d iscrete social classes but between the socia lization of produc
on the one hand, and the private appropriation of surplus, on the 
. Hence their promotion of schizophrenic decoding as the very move

';;;;;';',~;,":.;:::~~~':,~~ revolution, as opposed to the constriction and limitation 
revolution by capi talist recoding. 

As a result, schizoanal yticcriticism is primarily a pragmaJic anal· 
ysis of texts, one that assesses the impact on readers' desire, regardless of 
content or meaning. A work of art, just as much as a political formation or 

i , has a form of semi os is that tends ei ther to lim it desire 
of a code or to free desire to pursue its own schizophrenic 

The aims of sch izoanalysis are thus to expose strategies of 
and closure wherever they operate to recode desire; and, 
, to loca te and in tensify the "lines of flight" by which, in 

. desire may avoid and undermine the pervasive re-
. under advanced capitalism. 
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joins d&coded Idil/l1.') lIows-of wealth . leoor power, l.:rowIedge. consume< IUtes"nd SO 
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Feminism by itself is not the motor of change. Class, 
and anti racist struggles demand our participation. Yet how, 

does women's consciousness change? How do women move 
How does change occur? What political strategies should fem
. How, in our political work, can we constantly challenge sexual 

when the very social construction of gender oppresses women? 
In 1981 I visited Nicaragua with the goal of finding 

1~1·%~:h~:O:;w:o~and why change occurred there so quickly in women's Jives. ''The 
. has given us everything," I was told. " Before the revolution we 

devalued. We weren't supposed to have a vision beyond home 
.f ir" lndchildren." In fact, many Nicaraguan women first achieved a fully human 

identity within the revolution. Now they are its most enthusiastic support
ers. For example, they form over 50 percent of the popular militias, the 
mainstay of Nicaragua's defense against United States-sponsored invasions 
.from Honduras and Costa Rica. In the block committees, they have virtually 
·eliminated wife and child abuse. Yet in Nicaragua we still see maids, the 
double standard sexually, dissatisfaction in marriage, and inadequate child
care. Furthermore, all the women I talked to defined their participation in 
the revolution in terms of an extremely idealized notion of motherhood 
and could not understand the choice not to reproduce. 

I bring up this example of Nicaragua because Nica
raguan women are very conscious of the power of their own revolutionary 
example. They know they have been influenced by the Vietnamese and 
Cuban revolutions and are very much shaping how Sa lvadoran women 
militants are looking at women's role in the Salvadoran revolution. Because 
ofthe urgency and violence of the situation, unity between men and women 
was and is necessary for their survival, but the women also want to combat, 
in an organized and self-<:onscious way, specific aspects of male supremacy 
in the workplace, politics, and daily life. 

Both here and in Nicaragua, women's daily conver
sation is about the politics of daily life. They talk to each other often, 
complaining about men and about managing the domestic sphere. Women's 
talk also encompasses complaints about poor and unstable work conditions, 
and about the onerous double day. However, here in the United States that 
conversation usually circu lates pessimistically, if supporti vely, around the 
same themes and may even serve to reconfirm women's stasis within these 
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unpleasant situati ons. Here such conversation offers little sense of SOcial 
change; yet in our recent political history, fem inists have used this preex. 
isting social form-women's conversation in the domestic sphere-to create 
consciousness-raisi ng groups. But to what degree is consciousness raising 
sufficient to change women's behavior, including our self-conception and 
our own colonized minds? 

We do not live in a revolutionary situation in the United States. 
There is no leftist political organization here providing leadership and a 
cohesive strategy, and in particular the struggle against women's oppression 
is not genuinely integrated into lefti st activity and theory. Within such a 
context, women need to work on another, intermed iate level, both to shape 
our revolutionary consciousness and to empower us to act on our 0\\'0 
stra tegic demands. That is, we need to promote self-conscious, collectively 
supported, and politically clear articulations of our anger and rage. 

Furthermore, we must understand the different structures behind 
different women's rage. Black women rage against poverty and racism at 
the same time that they rage against sexism. Lesbians rage against hetero. 
sexual privilege, including their denial of civil rights. Nicaraguan women 
rage against invasions and the aggressive intentions of the United States. 
If, in our political work, we know this anger and the structures that generate 
it, we can more genuinely encounter each other and more extensively ac
knowledge each other's needs, class position, and specific form of oppres· 
sion. If we do not understand the unique social conditions shap\rg Our 
sisters' rage, we run the risk of divisiveness. of fragmenting our potential 
solidarity. Such mutual understanding of the different structures behind 
different women's anger is the precondition of our finding a way to work 
together toward common goals. 

I think a lot about the phenomenon ofthe colonized mind. Every· 
thing that I am and want has been shaped within a social process marked 
by male dominance and female submission. How can women come to un· 
derstand and collecti vely attack this sexist social order? We all face, and in 
various ways incorporate into ourselves, sex ist representations., sexist modes 
of thoughL Institutionally, such representations are propagated throughout 
culture, law, medicine, education, and SO on. All families come up against 
and are socially measured by sex ist concepts of what is "natural"-that is., 
the "natural" roles of mother, ch ildren, or the family as a whole. 

Of particular concem to me is the fact that I have lived with a 
man for fifteen years while I acutely understand the degree to which het
erosexuality itself is socially constructed as sexist. That is., I love someone 
who has more social pri vilege than me, and he has that privilege because 
he is male. As an institution, heterosexuality projects relations of dominance 
and su bmission, and it leads to the consequent devaluation of women be· 
cause of their sex. The institution of heterosexuality is the central shaping 
factor of man y different social practices at man y different levels-which 
range, for example, from the dependence of the mass media on manipulating 
sexuality to the di vision of labor, the split between the public and private 
spheres, and the relati ons of production under capitalism. Most painfully 
for women, heterosexuality is a major, a social and psychological mode of 
organizing, generating, focusing, and institutionalizing desire, both men's 
and women's. Literally, I am wedded to my own oppression. 
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Furthermore, the very body of woman is not her own-it has 

been constructed by medicine, the law, visual cu lture, fashion , her mother 
~- ber household tasks, herreproductive capacity, and what Ti-Grace Atkinso~ 

bas called " the institution of sexual intercourse." When I look in the mirror, 
I see my flaws; I evaluate the show I put on to others. How do I break 
through representations of the female body and gain a more just represen
tation of my body for and of myself? 

My social interactions are shaped by nonverbal conventions which 
'we aU have learned unconsciously and which are, as it were, the glue of 
social life. As Nancy Henleydescri bes it in Body Politics, women's nonverbal 
language .is chara~terized by shrinking, by taking up as little space as possible. 
Wo:man IS a~lble to be touched. When she speaks in a mixed group, she 
is hkely to be IOterrupted or not really listened to seriously, or she may be 
tbough~ ~f as merely emotional And it is clear that not only does the 
voyeunshc male look shape most film practice, but this male gaze, with all 
its power, has a social analog in the way eye contact functions to control 
and threaten women in public space, where women's freedom is constrained 
by the threat of rape. 

We need to articulate these levels of oppression so as to arrive 
at a collcctive, shared awareness of these asJXlCIS of women's lives. We also 

I need to understand how we can and already do break through barriers 
-between us. In our personal relations, we often overcome inequalities be
tween us and establish intimacy. Originally, within the women's movement 
we approached the task of coming together both personally and politically 
through the strategy of the consciousness-raising group, where to articulate 
o.ur experience as women itself became a collective, transformative expe
nenee. But these groups were often composed mostly of middle-class women 
sometimes predominantly young, straight, single, and white. Now we need 
to think more clearly and theoretically about strategies for negotiating the 
very real power differences between us. It is not SO impossible. Parents do 
this with children, and vice versa; lovers deal with inequalities all the time. 
1'heaged want to be in communion with the young, and third-world women 
have constantly extended themselves to their white sisters. However, when 
wo~en come together in spite of power differences among them, they feel 
anxIety and perhaps openly express previously suppressed hostili ty. Most 
~ly, such a coming together happens when women work together inten
SIVely on a mutual project so that there is time for trust to be established. 

. Yet as we seek mutually to articulate the oppression that con-
stram~ us, we hav~ found few conceptual or social structures through which 
we mt~t authenllcally express our rage. Women's anger is pervasive, as 
pervasive as our oppression, but it frequently lurks underground. If we 
~dded up all of women's depression-all our compulsive smiling, ego-tend. 
lng, and sacrifice; all our psychosomatic illness, and all our passivity-we 
could gauge our rage's unarticulated, negative force. In the sphere of cultural 
Pf?duction there are few dominant ideological forms that allow us even to 
th~~ "women's rage." As ideological constructs, these forms end up con. 
taming women. 

Women's rage is most often seen in the narratives that surround 
us. For example: Classically, Medea killed her children because she was 
~yed by their father. Now, reverse-slasher movies let the raped woman 
pick up the gun and kill the male attacker. It is a similar posture of dead-
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end vengeance. The news showed Patty Hearst standing in a bank with a 
gun embodying that manufactured concept "terrorist," and then we saw her 
marrying her FBI bodyguard long after her comrades went up in flam es. In 
melodrama and film noir, as well as in pornography, women's anger is mOSt 
commonly depicted through displacement onto images of fe.m~e insanity 
or perversity, often onto a grotesque, fearful parody of lesblarusm. Th ese 
displacements allow reference to and masking of individual women's rage, 
and that masked rage is rarely collectively expressed by women or even 
full y felt. 

We have relatively few expressions of women's authentic rage 
even in women's art Often on the news we will see a pained expression or 
injustice or the exploitative use of an image of a third-world woman's grier. 
Such images are manipulated purely for emotional effect without giving 
analysis or contexL Some great feminist writers and speakers such ~s Mary 
Wollstonecraft, Virginia Woolf, Elizabeth Cady Stanton, and Hamet Tu\i
man have provided models by which we can understand ourselves, but too 
often the very concept of "heroine" means that we hold up these women 
and their capacity for angry self-expression as the exception rather than the 
rule. 

1n"l llinois, women chained themselves together in the statehouse 
when it was clear that the ERA would not pass; the women sought to express 
our collective anger at our legislators' cowardice and to do so in a con· 
spicuous, public way. But actions such as these often have l itt leeffect~~ond 
their own time span. We, need to think beyond such forms to more S:OClally 
effective ones. It is a task open to all our creativity and skill- to tap our 
anger as a source of energy and to focus it aesthetically and politi.cally. We 
may have to combine images of anger with something else-say, Images of 
how women can construct the collectivity as a whole. It is here that, by 
thei r example, our third-world sisters have often taken the lead. Rosa Parks 
refusing to sit in the back of the bus, Harriet Tubman leading slaves to ~e 
North, an Angolan mother in unifonn carrying a baby and a ri fle, .a Vle~
namese farmer tilling and defending her land, Nicaraguan women ID their 
block committees turning in wife abusers to the police-these images let us 
see that women can gain more for themselves than merely negating th e bad 
that ex ists. And it is in their constant need to attack both sexism and racism, 
as well as poverty and imperialist aggression, that third-world feminists now 
make us all see much more clearly both the urgent need for and the pos. 
sibility of reconstructin g the whole world on new tenns. 

Artistically, emotionally, and politically women seem to need to 
glimpse diale<:tically the transcendence of our struggle against sexism before 
we can full y express sexism's total negation, that is, our own just rage. 
Sometimes our suppressed rage feels so immense that the open expression 
of it threatens to destroy us. So we often do not experience anger directly 
and consciously, nor do we accurately aim our rage at its appropriate target. 
To t ranscend negation and to build on it means that we have to sec what 
is beyond our rage. An example of such transcendence was dem onstrat«:d I 

by Nicaraguan mothers of " martyred" soldiers (those killed by U.S.-paid 
counterrevolutionaries) to Pope John Paul n when he visited Managua in 
April 1983. They stood in the rows closest to the podium where the Pope I 

spoke and they all bore large photos of their dead children. As the events 
of the day unfolded, the women created an image that stirred the whole 
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'" ,"~p'le,_~ne that the Pope could not go beyond or even adequately resPOnd 

~hat happened: The Pope spo~e ~n and on t~ the gathered crOWd 
o~el,:~~,;th::e:o~hlerarChY and not geulDg IDvolved With the things of this 

world. In and anger, the women began to shout, "We want peace" 
their chant was taken up by the 400,000 others there. The wome~' 

rage at I?Cr~onal loss was valorized by the Nicaraguan people as a WhOleS 
as the gnevmg mother became a coJlective symbol ofthe demand for peace' 
The chant, ~'We ~a!lt peac~,: ' referred sim ultaneously to national SOver~ 

antl-lmpenalism, rehglOn, and family life. The women spoke for the 
i_whole. 

. This brings me back to my original question about women's po... 
~tica1 action in the United States today. One of the major areas of inves
tigati0ll: and struggle in the women's movement has been the sphere of daily 
life. ThiS ~truggle, ~epre~nted .by an early women's movement phrase-"the 
personal iS the pohtlcal -denves from women's real material labor in the 
domestic sphere and in the sphere of social relations as a whole. Women 

. have traditionally done the psychological labor that keeps social relations 
going. In offices, in neighborhoods, at home, they often seek to make the 

. social environment safe and "better," or more pleasa nt. That such labor is 
,invisible, part icularl~ th~t i~ is ignored within lefti st theory and practice, is 
one of the more precise mdlces of women's oppression. And it is feminists' 
sensitivity to and ana lysis of social process that cla rifies fo r them the sex ism 

, on ~e Left. Often at a lefti st conference or politi ca l meeting, many men 
contmue to see women and women's concerns as "other," and they do not 
look at what the Left could gain from fem inist theory or from women's 
subcultural experience or from an analysis of women's labor. Women who 
rome to such an event have already made a commitment to learn and to 
contribute, so .they make an effort to continue along with the group as a 
whole bu~ a,r;- I!?"peded by sexi~t speakers' inte ~l e<:tual poverty (e.g., use of 
the genenc he )., macho debatlDg style, and distance from political activ
ism. Furthermore, not only women feel this political invisibility at lefti st 
events. When black labor and black subcultural experience in the United 
States is not dealt with, nor is imperialism, or when racism is theoretically 
~u~umed und.er the rubric o.f :'class oppression" and not accorded its spec
IfiCIty, then thtrd-world participants face the same alienation. , 

. T~ d~monstrate this process and analyze what divides us, I will 
descnbe an mCldent that occurred at the Teaching Institute on Marxist 
Cultural Theory in June 1983. It is worth discussing because it is the kind 
of incident that happens aU too often among us on the Left. Early in that 
Summer session, a coalition of students and the two women faculty mem
bers, Gayatri Spivak and me, formed to present a protest statement to the 
mculty. It was read in every class. Here is what it said: 

The MalAist-Feminist Caucus met on Friday June 17th 
and concluded that the "limits, fron tiers and bound
aries" of Marxi st cult ural theory as articu lated by the 
Teaching Insti tute excluded and silenced crucial issues 
of sexism, racism and other forms of dom ination. We 
find ourselves reproducing in the classrooms of the 
Teaching Institute the very structures which are the 
object of our critique. The Marxist-Feminist Caucus 
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therefore proposes that each class set aside an hour 
weekly to discuss strategic silences and structural ex
clusions. A Marxism that does not problematize issues 
of gender and race, or of class consciousness in its own 
ranks, cannot hope to be an adequate tool for either 
social criticism or social transformation. 

The institute had a format of having famous Marx~st intellectuals 
lecture, specifically male~ with jo~ security who ha ve never Incorporated a 
feminist analysis into their theoretical work. Both the format and the c~)J:ltent 
of their lectures enraged some of us, but not others. In a sense, . ~ntlng a 
protest statement di vided the school's parti?il?ants betwee~ t.he political ?nes 
and the consumers of Marxist theory. This IS ~cause cntlc~ l. theory Its~lf 
has become a pathway for elitist advancement I~ the humamtles and socl3l 
sciences in universities where these areas are faclOg huge cutbac~ And the 
canon of that critical theory is based on Marx and Freud and t~elf con~em
porary interpretants, Althusser and Lacan. B?th at the Teac~lOg .Instltute 
and at prestigious uni versities, young academics could. get ~elr qUick .fix of 
Marxism, the knowledge of which could help greatly 10 their academiC ca· 

,. 
This is a capitalist mode of consuming knowledge. Too many 

students especially career·pressured graduate students, want . only a w~lI. 
conceiv~d lectu re, a digest of Marxist theory and social analYSIs, ~omFthtng 
that can be written in a notebook, taken home, and quot~ fro~ m a .~ut~re 
paper or journal article. Furthermore, we intellectuals falllOto this capltahst· 
competitive mode. We feel pressured inside ourselves to ?e the IJ:est. Stu
dents are told to buy the best. All the faculty at the Teachmg Institute felt 
that they could not make a mistake, that they had to r~d a?~ show t~ 
had read everything, that they had been cha llenged?n their pohtlcal practice, 
accused of being racist or sexist or undemocratic .. Our control . over the 
classroom and studied theoretical polish beca me a klOd o~ profeSSIOnal hys
teria and worked against the collective buil?i ng of. MarxISt knowledge and 
theory that we have needed for more effective SOCial change. . . 

reer. 

Since the early 1970s women have come together m ~eetl~gs 
like these in feminist seminars, caucuses, and workshops, partly .m resist· 
ance to a 'certain macho leftist or academic styl~ and partly to bUIld a new 
body of knowledge and feminist political pracllce. And we have been .s~c
cessful at doing this but it has meant doubl~ or triple ~ork for us. Femmlst 
scholarship does not usually lead to academiC promotion for a woma~. The 
knowledge women produce is easily marginalized, as was made painfully 
obvious at that summer school. . . 

Feminists and third-world students came to the Teachmg Insti-
tute knowing how much they needed Marxist theory. T~e.y unde";tood !hat 
abolishing capitalism and imperialism was the precondition fo,r liberation. 
They came as political participants expecting to learn th~oretlca l tools to 
use in fighting oppression. But sex and race were tOO ofte." Ignored-I would 
say stupidly ignored-as social determinants in the theones presented ab<,lut 
social change. (Beyond that, students felt intimi~ated by name-<iroppmg 
and teachers' and other students' fa ilure to ,~xplam. t~rms. Th~y ~~It they 
had to give a polished rebuttal or a cohesi ve strategic mterventlon bef~ 
they could speak to refute a lecturer's point.) And when students ral 
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issues of sexism or racism, deflection became the all too frequent tactic used 
by teachers or some of the white male students in response. No wonder that 

· 'women, with theirsex·role socialization, were often too intimidated to speak. 
• This is a sad analysis, but not an infrequent one in academia. It 

speaks about political theory and academic sexism and racism, and elitism 
" and class privilege. The incident reveals much of what divides POlitically 

' progressive people in the United States. These differences must be acknowl. 
~edBed in depth if we are to work together politically in a coalition form. In 
particular, I understand the texture of women's silence in a forum that 
demanded a highly rational and developed intervention. Many of the women 
slUdents at the Teaching Institute alread y produced feminist theory, but the 
intimidating nature of this kind of aggressive public speaking made them 
seem like nonparticipants. And it often happens to me, too. I know that we 
watch and despair of our own colonized psyches which hold us back in 
silence precisely when we would choose to be political actors, especially in 
a Marxist forum. 

What we have seen in the 19705 and 1980s in North America 
• and Europe is a supercession of political forms related to developments in 

radical consciousness. Conditions have evolved in the United States that 
make it impossi ble to conceive of a revol utionary o'rganizing strategy that 
does not embrace a black and minority revolution and a feminist revolution. 
The lesson of the civil rights/ black power movement was that blacks will 
organize autonomously. Now it is the offspring of that movement , Jesse 
Jackson's Rainbow Coa lition, that has taken the lead in building an anti
imperialist coalition that addresses the specific struggles and organizing forms 
of blacks, Latinos, women, and gays. Such a coalition relates to the existence 

' of the women's movement, the gay and lesbian movemen t, the anti·jm
:perialist movement, by supporting these groups' autonomous organizing 
and granting new respect, not by subsuming or controlling them. Further-

· more, at this point in U.S. history, issues of mass culture and mass com· 
inunication have to be dealt with, so that minority figures such as Jesse 
Jackson or Harold Washington, Chicago's black major, have developed an 
ongoing analysis about racism in the press. 

As a feminist who has worked both in the cultural sphere and in 
anti.imperialist work, I have experienced this supercession of forms. In the 
early 19705 a politically active woman was either "on the Left" or "in the 
independent women's movement." Some socialist feminists within leftist 
organizations formed caucuses to try to influence their organization s. In the 
1970s I chose to work mostly within the independent women's movement, 
especially in creating a women's studies program at an urban university. In 
developing feminist media now within the women's movement, I find many 
of my sisters addressi ng broader issues ofimperiaiism, racism, class oppres.
sion, and the nuclear threat. Man y of us are joining progressive coalitions 
around these issues. Within these coalitions we must be able openly to 
declare, "I am a feminist and our feminist position represents the most 
advanced stand. You men have tojoin us." Indeed, man y men, often younger 
men, have. As feminists, we are the ones who are building a whole theoretical 
critique of mass culture and mass communication; we are the ones who are 
learn ing how to appropriate all of culture in an oppositional way. And 
because of our historica l position in advanced capitalism, we are one ofthe 
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first social movemen ts to address cultural issues in such a thorough and 
complex way. . . 

Man y feminists are eager to participate in coaittlons, the major 
political strategy for us in the 1980s. In Ch icago, we saw the women's move. 
ment and the Left work to elect Harold Washington. In the San Francisco 
area, gays and lesbians have formed a Cen tral America support gr~)Up. ~th 
in the United States and abroad, the antinuclear movemen t .contams wIth in 
it all-women's affinity groups. Latinos in various areas identify and organ ize 
as Puerto Rican or Mexican-American according to their ethnic origins and 
concentration and also unite in Central American solidarity work. This 
great diversity of sectoral organizing enri ches all of us who are working for 
social change. 

Some of the best aspects of current progressive organizing have, 
in fact derived specifica lly from the developmen t of the contemporary wom_ 
en's m'ovement. I mentioned the consciousness-raising groups earlier. I think 
the women's movement has introduced into political discourse an open and 
di rect critique of the macho style and political posturing of man y male 
leaders. As feminist activists, we have created among ourselv~ new forms 
of discussio.l) and a creative, collective pursuit of knowledge-In contrast to 
an older ~ore aggressive, male debating style. Particularly im portant fOr 
me the ~omen's movement has pursued and validated as politically im
po~nt cultural and artistic work. In Chicago, ~here I live,. I experience a 
strong continuum and network amongcommu~lty-based artists an.Q women 
in the art world. We have built up intellectual tIes between academiC women 
and femi nist film- and videomakers who have created an analysis of how 
sexuality is manipulated in the visual culture that surround~ us. As a con
sequence, feminist film criticism has developed a new t~eoretlcal fram~w?rk 
fo r analyzing ideology and the mass media. In fact, I. thl~k that our building 
of a feminist cultural theory has made a key contnbullon to the Left and 
to revolutionary movemen ts throughout the worl~. . 

When I want to consider how unleashmg our anger might ca
pacitate us to act for change, 1 reconsider Frantz Fanon's essay "C:onceming 
Violence" in The Wretched o/the Earth. In that essay he descnbes deco
Ionization, particularly the process by which the native sheds the colonizc:r's 
values and the colon izer's ways. I understand that my black and latina 
sisters in the United States experience a rage against the economic and racial 
violence perpetrated every day against t~em; in a .way :ha~ is similar to 
what Fanon describes: this rage knows Its resolutIOn hes m a complete 
change of the econom ic order in which we live. At ~e same time, I m~t 
ask what kind of rage it would be that would effect ively contest women S 
oppression-given all the levels at which gende~ inequality and wom~n's 
oppression is ar ticulated in social and pers~nal hfe. What F~no~ descn bes 
to us is a specific historical moment at whIch mental colOnization can be 
and is surpassed. As I look at women's mental colonization, I see our in
ternalized sense of powerlessness, our articulation into masochistic struc
tures of desire and our playing out of personae that on the surface seem 
"passive," "self-defea ting," "irrati onal," "hesitant," "r.ecepti v~ly femi nine," 
or even "crazy." Much of this behavior stems from mtern~hzed and sup
pressed rage. Fanon describes such behavior in the colOnized and POSits 
active rage, the violent response to violence, as its cure. 
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. . What would th e overturning of male supremacy and women's 
coioruzatlOn mean to wo~en? How would it be accomplished? Fanon un

,defStan.ds that a whole soc la~ stru~t~re and a new kind of person must come 
jpto being, and that those With pTlvllege know, fear, and resist this. His call 

ill':i'::' io armed s t~ggle, based on the very clear demarcations and abuses of power 
the native always sees, signals a survival struggle that does not char

i;"",iz. the war betwe~n the sexes. As I read Fanon fo r what he can teach 
rne ab?ut women's resl.stance t~ o~press ion in non revolutionary society, I 
read him as a commu':' lSt psychlatnst talking about how social movements 

i' can change the ,?~ntali ty of the oppressed. When I ask about revolution for 
women now, ~um~ally [ see that our contestation cannOt be conducted in 
the mode of mce.glrl.s, of ~anaging the egos of and patiently teaching those 

·R,"",' •• " oppress, which IS a skill and duty we learned from Our mothers in the 
do~estlc sPh.~ re. [(we do so,.once again we will be placed in that very role 
of helpmate that we are trymg to overcome. Angry contestation may take 
us the extra step needed to overcome Our own colonized behavior and tardy 
response. 

, 

. Let. me ~ow rewrite for you parts of Fanon's essay to show its 
~ powe~when dlscussmg the ~ela tion between psychological and social change. 

! ' !he distance between the v lole~ce of colonization and its necessary response 
ma:med struggle, an~ theemohonal rage I am referring to here in combating 
sex~sm, mar~s t.he distance between the periphery and the center of inter

, ~lIonal capitalism., By using Fanon in this way, 1 do not wish to co-opt 
him for the. wom en S movement but to learn from him, just as I learned 
from the Nicaraguan women's courage and tenacity. If women must learn 
10 be openly angry, we must learn to draw links between ourselves and those 
who are more oppressed, to learn new methods of struggle and COurageous 
response. 

Combating women's oppression as we know it is a 
historical process: that is to say, it cannot become in
telligible or clear to itself except in the exact measure 
that ..... e can d iscern the movements that give it his
torical form and content. Combating women's oppres
sion is the meeting of two intrinsically opposed forces, 
which in fact owe this originality to that sort of sub
stantification that results from and is nourished by the 
social construction of gender. The husband is right 
when he speaks of knowing "them" well-for it is men 
who perpetuate the function of wife. Men owe the .re
production of their bodies and psyches to the fam il y. 

Fem inist revolution never takes place unnoticed, for 
it influences indi viduals and modifies them funda
mentally. It transforms passive femininity crushed with 
inessentiality into privileged agency under the fl ood
lights of history. A new kind of woman brings a new 
rhythm into existence wi th a new language and a new 
humanity; combati ng women's oppression means the 
veritable creation of new women who become full y 
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human by the same process by which they freed them
selves. 

Feminists who decide to put their program into pra~ 
tice and become its moving force are ready to be con
stantly enraged. They have collectively learned that 
this narrow world, strewn with prohibitions, ~n only 
be called into question by absolute contestation. 

The sex-gender system is a world divide~ into com
partments. And if we examine closely this system of 
compartments, we will at last be able to rev.eal the 
lines offorce it implies and to mark out the h.nes on 
which a nonoppressive society will be reorgamzed. 

At the level of individuals, anger is a cleansing force. 
It frees the woman from her inferiority complex and 
from despair and inaction; it makes her fearless and 
restores her self-respect. 

At~ih.is point I will stop citing from .and :eworking Fanon, de
liberately at the ~int of individual rage. Now IS a time whe~ ~e need ~ 
work in coalitions, but we must be very honest about what divides us~n 
what are the preconditions we ~eed before. w.e can work together .. II ~e 
made the decision to work in lefhst andjemln lst cu!tural work and tn- Latin 
American solidarity work. I think in all our strategle~ .we m~st. analyze the 
relation of that strategy to femini st, antiracist, and antl-I:mpen~hst de~a~~ 
Women comprise over half the popu!ation; any class ISSUe.s In the rut 
States are intimately tied to the question of rac.lsm; we all live off.th~ labor 
of workers, often underpaid women, in the Thud World; and s?Cl.ahst rev
olution is being waged very near us. Personally, I know that It IS by my 
contact with Nicaraguan women, who insist that men and w?~~n must 
struggle together for our mutual liberation, that I have been pohuclally and 
emotionally renewed. . . . 

The problems grow more acute. We know that the Right IS rac~st, 
homophobic, and sexist. We in the women's movement ~ust stop tum1n: 
our anger against each other and learn the most effective ways. to wor 
to ether for social change. We can focus our anger and harness It, but .to 
d~ that we must clearly analyze cause and effect. If theory accompaOlcs 
anger it will lead to effective solutions to the problems at hand. We have 
great ~motional and social power to unleash when we set loose our a~ too 
often suppressed rage, but we may only feel free t'? do so when we now 
that we can use our anger in an astute and responsible way. 
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Can Industrial Culture Be a Culture of 
Difference: A Reflection on France' s 
confrontation with the U.S . Model of 
,Serialized Cultural Production 

TnlOsisted by Stanley Gray and Nelly Mitchell 

The P roble m : Cultural or Econo mic ? 
In France, the need for a cultural policy related to the 

current strategy of reindustrialization has given a notable urgency to the 
question of the "American program" or "serialized American production." 
While the current audiovisual system is passing through a severe production 
crisis, various new channels of communication are offered to the French 
through the development of the video market, the opening of a fourth TV 
channel, th~ move 10 the operational stage of direct satellite broadcasting, 
and the active promotion of cable TV. All this stimulates the urgent need 
for innovation in the areas of programming and public service. What content 
should be put in these new containers? 

Debates on this question-too rare, we think-falsely 
revolve around the fear that the creation of new channels will simply open 
up more welcoming invasion routes for North American programs-a le
gitimate fear , given the precedent of those countries whose televisual systems 
have been deregulated. France's problem is no doubt a familiar one. Less 
familiar is the possibility, a real one since the socialist government's ascen
sion to power on May 10, 1981 , that such debate could get somewhere. 

The glee of U.S. industrialists would be enough to 
justify the fear of invasion. A recent issue of Computerworld lauded the 
multiplication of channels and networks in Europe as so many new ways 
~o disseminate American cultural products: "h's good for US!" l Our worry 
15 merely the other side of the coin. 

The inevitable reference to the North American threat 
bas the.advantage of giving one name to various issues at stake while evoking 
the weight of the several determinants (technical, financial. cultural) that 
affect communication policy. The North American program becomes the 
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emblem of the mass media model which the logic of capitalism puts into 
place and generalizes. 

What is at stake may be formulated by the following questions· 

Michele Mattelart 
of the ~arrow focu~ on the harm done to Americano

an ImP00-ant pomt of the Mexico speech was almost 
though It was as central to this speech as it has bee 

, debates on cultural politics. This was the phrase, or rathe~ 
. and Culture, the same struggle" a key phrase des 

, iiD~tlng the true locus of the ?hallenge. In a country like France, which h • 
un~ ,recently abhorred such ' ,ndelicate linking of these two terms and t:~ 
realitJ~s, the phr<l:se has a special force. Malraux's words, "Cinema is n 
bul It IS also an mdustry," anticipated the realism of the new watc~woa:j 
b,ut wheth~r because of the times, Malraux's persona, or the restriction t~ 
ClOcma, hiS remark wa~ not understood as revolutionary. 
, ' . The colloquIUm on ''Creation and Development" at the So 

In Fe~~uary 1983, which brought togther 400 intellectuals from a~i 
".~'I~::~,~",:,or d ' ~ev~a led a general tendency to unbalance the two terms in 

~~ tn , eslgmng a program for emerging from the crisis the role of 
was ~ven , weight; th~ po~erlessness of econo~y served as 

Will the policy favoring technological development, crucial to France's rein: 
dustrialization, be able 10 accommodate a political goal that would seek to 
prevent the subjection of cultural industries to a single influence, that of 
the market? Will this policy open the way to the creation of a national 
programming enterprise, one that would not respond to new challenges by 
simply copying the transnational production model currently provided by 
the United States? Will it stimulate the search for alternatives, for original 
ways of programming and broadcasting? What ratio between equipment 
and creation will be used in budget allotments? How will commercial logic 
be aligned with the social logic governing the interests of groups, the wid. 
ening base of audiovisual production, the participation by citizens in the 
choice of technologies and the definition of their use? Is a "local" product ' 
one that would permit a particular collectivity to express and to reappro: 
priate its sounds and images, compatible with the international market? Is 
there an "alternative" product that could be international yet not in the 
mold of a trapsnationalized mass culture? 

tt? belittle FranCOIs Mltterand sa id: "Doctrinaire econ-
'1~,~;~~2'~1l~;'~~ ..tha.t don't w.ork any~here." American economist I. 
h ' It 1 ~'2t h e artist who IS at the cutting edge of devel-

not en~neer. ,It was th~n generally accepted that one must 
The French observe with fascination the succession of new tech· 

nologies, They are like the group of shepherds in the Pyrenees village who 
appear on "La Planete Bleue" ("The Blue Planet," a program designed to 
popularize science) and are shown to be dazzled by the panoply r:i new 
technology displayed before their eyes. Increasingly numerous and eup,horic 
articles in the press celebrate this "advent." We are finally participating in 
modernity-a modernity we rejected for many years, for reasons that po. 
litical and cultural anthropology should wish to clarify. Compare France's 
audiovisual equipmemt with that of the other European countries-televi
sion sets in the past; video, today. France is and has always been one of 
the last to benefit from such goods. 

If the signs of technological progress fascinate us so, is it not 
because they signal modernity par excellence; in other words, American 
modernity? Few of the media can resist confessing their joy at rejoining die 
founding myth. It is as though the United States, the first country to have 
written its history on ceJiuloid, profiting from the combined effects of a 
liberal economy and the development of the media, had acquired at once 
and for all time a power and a faculty: the power to anticipate every dream 
of growth in this world of the image; and the faculty to repeat endlessly 
with each technological and industrial innovation, "I am your Imaginary." 

Dissonant in this echo chamber were the words of the French 
representative at the UNESCO Conference in Mexico, in July 1982, in a 
speech decrying the U,S. monopoly of the means and distribution of cultural . 
production and calling for the affirmation of identities and pluralities, The 
speech inspired a noisy polemic in the French press: cries of indignation 
against chauvinistic isolationism and jingoism. protesting the suicidal I 
of this rebellion against a hegemony seen as natural, hence both fated 
justified. The TV page of Le Monde took this opportunity to speak of the 
pusillanimity of "French television and the boredom it exudes." The masses 
were called upon to exercise their plebiscite, to voice their will regarding 
the only culture deemed to be theirs in this advanced industrial age, 
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N h lI~novatlOn, creation, and culture for the salvation of 
ote t at m these verbal jousts, if the words "economy" and 

,
.rso

n
," arefi not a!ways conjoined, their structural tension shows in the 

con ron.1atlOn of ~conomists and producers of culture 
"i""rgi"O,." Te,he views of t~IS colloquium. called by some /'inter~at ;onale de 

, I ' wf9~3sh~rthlv~d. Almost immediately, the. ministerial reshuf
~Igna e a return to a more orthodox view. Economists 

to their posts; culture took a back seat. The weight of eco 
was reasserted. -

One could for~ee ,that ~hings were not going to be so simple 
W~erever .~here IS"dlscusslon of the future of culture, the shadov.: 

IS cast. Dallas: a ready-made anathema. This is the poverty 
. , co, "A' nOd part of . (A cultural poverty, obviously; in "Dallas" no one is 

, n yet, while the Sorbonne was excommunicating "Dalla " 
a",,""being sgn d t . s, con-~ . e 0 renew programmmg in France (TF lone of the 

F~~~r t~evlslOn ,channe,ls, purchased twenty-three more ~pisodes in 
I e. t e Ame,ncan wnter Susan Sontag was claiming that "Amer

cle:~i;~::;~~-thJS~not as Important as people say i~ is,"J the great majority of 
":1ad'iav,ili,;~were prepanng to enJOY that Saturday as usual 

"~d'iCt;i~~:"(i:' plots and Sue Ellen's new torments. 'The con~ 
, one) nee,ds analysis because it points to constraints per-

as real tn the couphng of economy and culture. 

Commercial Mean Univeraal? 
I ' , One is ~empted to explain the success of such TV serials b 
YZU~ their na!Tat~ve structure or their content, by Slicking to the texty;uncah 
m la-centryc bias would be typ.ical of a certain sociology one that re

h all-Important fact: what IS televised is the product ~fa television 
t at IS m tum the product of a history, The system's organizin 

:~~;f;;;~edmtH)(heS the characteristics of its ge~ealogy and, beyond that ofit~ 
role m the rep~duchon of the society as a whole, most not~blY in 
to other soclahzmg systems that express the "general WilL" 
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Economy and Culture 
The equation was settled from the outset in the United States 

where the mass media system was developed under the auspices of th~ 
commercial. As such the equation served for the conquest of markets and 
assumed its universalizing role. For this reason it is a serious challenge when 
France wishes to affirm at once the desire for independence and recognition 
of the inescapable imperatives of the equation. 

Whenever new markets are being conquered, a commercial sys. 
tern has advantages over a system of public service. "'Merchants have no 
homeland.' These words are Jefferson's, not mine," said Salvador Allende 
more than fourteen years ago, explaining to the U.N. General Assembly his 
government's objections to the actions of foreign firms in Chile. That is 10 
say, business recognizes no frontiers, and markets have no limits. Public 
services, on the other hand, must obey the logic of national limitation rec
ognized by political stales. Commerce is, a fortiori, more favorable to in
ternationalization than public service. Yet it would be a mistake to stop at 
a juridical definition d public service. This would mask its difference from 
private service, a radical difference that may be formulated thus: the "au
diences" of one are the "citizens" of the other. 

It is well known that it took France a long time to see the im. 
ponance of ttie t~hnological development of mass culture, and that the 
role of such t~hnology in the economic and polilical areas, in the propa
gation of the country's values and cultural modes abroad, has never had in 
France the importance it assumed from the start in the United States. Look, 
for example, at the differences in the way the two countries have used the 
educational system and the mass media to produce consensus, and at the 
changes that have brought France 10 see in the media explosion the main 
social problem. 

It is, in fact , only recently that France has felt the need to imagine 
a television that would be specifically French and could also compete in 
the market In France, the association of television with literature, theater, 
and cinema has been a telling one, and the production of French cinema 
seems 'to have been more often inspired by the creative urge of an author 
than by the stimulus of commercial competition.· If a programming industry 
has not developed, it is because of the weakness of capital investment in 
cultural industries, public scrvice in one way or another implying loss of 
profit. The fact should lead to deeper analysis of the traditional conception 
of culture in France and its fall-out in taday's situation, which is dominattd 
by the imperative to pass to a new stage of serialized productions.s This is 
the kind of discontinuity scorned by those who hold to notions of the "global 
village" and the "single screen," those who are ready to use the pressure of 
modem communication to homologize all cultural realities. 

If the aim is industrialization, a culture is handicapped when its 
tradition, emphasizing the cultural connection between creation and .the 
technical capacity to reproduce, dictates that it be seen as a public sefV1!;t. 
Eloquent on this score was the president of MCA Universal TV, al the last 
MIP TV in Cannes, April 1983: "In the French products that we see, there 
is no ' network appeal.' The subjects are generally too national, not com· 
mercial enough and also too cultural for the average American viewer. An· 
other thing is that what we are offered are usuall y mini-series when we 3ft 
more interested in full-length ones starring actors known to the U.S. pubhc. 
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for the time tx:ins. we aren't buying co-productions. Two years from now 

may reconSider, who knows? But I should add that we already have in 

:ifi~,E~,~an&;~j~fr: number of productions. We scarcely need 10 look for Fran~aisobje~!ed tha~ "some U.S. channels buy French 
P~, for example to which the MCA Universal president 

has h~t1~ ~oney and H BO aims at a different audience. All 

mterestmg when one remembers that projections of l~[I~~l~f.~~~~~!~b~u~t~lt ~sn t fo~ the average American T.V. viewer." (Note 
991J give. the networks only 59 percent of prime-time viewing 

ne~ b~~castmg systems. The trend is already confi rmed in some 
Amencan Cl tl~S, notably in San Francisco.) 

The president of !"1CA Universal has, in an y case, sketched the 
of a product not unh~ely to succeed in the game of international i

a~erage product. aimed at the average consumer in the United 
VIewer of ~men.can network programs.? His criteria are clearly 

" .;an,m;nsth, ,e"coJl}merclal oligopoly that discounts PBS or any kind of pro-
'" not aimed at a mass public. 

is compli.cated . networks, which ought 
Will theIr be fundamentally dif-

one hears an independent 
the 1983 Cannes 

we plan to make. have big budgets 
must keep up the quality, an eye to international 

new systems may well provide new paths to the international 

. T~e exam~les of ~razil ar.'d Mexico support the thesis that com-
m~al TV IS th~ easles~ to mternatlOnalize. These countries, alone among 
outsld.ers of the mdustn.al group, have succeeded in competing in the in
~matlOnal m<l:rk~t, partlcula~ly Bra~1. There are commercial monopolies 
In bo.th coun~nes: TV ~Iobo 10 Brazil, and Televisa in Mexico Both com-

~!:pe~~ .. ~mi!te~im::at10nallY uSII~g seri~s !n the so~p opera rnode-tele"nm'elas that 
an.overwhelmmg.maJOnty of their ~ramatic production. The par-

10 these countnes, wl).osc economies are much less independent 
Of !he large industrialized cou ntries, a commercial monopoly 

televls .. on monopoly in Brazil can compete successfully for prime-

1~ 1~", .. "h"Onu,~ usmg. programs made at hom e. Out of the len most popular 
10 Brazil, only two are foreign-made. ' 
In Europe, on the o~her hand, vulnerability to American series 

~f!;;;,;;;ti;g~eiin~e,~r,any to th.eAm.encan mode of production has led to a doctrine 
~ .. a doctnne With. a long history, passing through many phases 

"" ," ___ , Yleldmg t~e current pohcy of deregulation. To say simply as did a 
"f: comm~mst deruty at a parliamentary debate, that televisi'on is like 

.4 /u~~ pounng Out Images made in the U.S." is to overlook this history 
an to Isplace the problem by paying more attention to consequences than 
causes. The ~ucce~ of the American series is only a symptom of dependency 

model 10 which the standardized series, particularly the American_type 
. has a natural place. ~t is a model that, among the three functions it 

to.perform- to l~form, to educate, to entertain-chooses to em
the thIrd, to entertam. 

, The Concentric Circ les of Concentra t ion 
b . It is tem~ting to explain the strength of North American programs 
Y resorting to the time-honored and undeniably valid arguments that point 
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to high production s tanda~s, excellen t technical quality, professic:malism, 
the efficiency of the marketmg system, the effkacy of block-booking, and 
so on. Regarding this last practice, it is amusing to reJ!lember t,he petulance 
with which Boris Vian c~t i.cized a co~parable practIce used In marketing 
jazz records. In one of hiS Jazz chrOnicles for Combat (October 30, 1947), 
he wrote: 

This week's gripe is directed specifically a t Columbia 
and to His Master's Voice, two heads of the same 
hydra. The individuals en trusted with the confec tion 
of our favorite black goodies, thinking they wereclever, 
have produced two monstrosi ties in a very short time: 
three months ago it was "Whatta You Gonna Do" by 
Louis Armstrong, with, on the flip side, a horrible thing 
by Glenn Miller called "Falling Leaves." And now we 
have a Columbia disc pu tting Harry James's "I Did n't 
Mean a Word I Said" on the back of Coun t Basie's 
"Lazy Lady Blues." 1 have to tell these clods that the 
worst Armstrong is still better than the best Miller, 
and though I don't want to be nasty to Harry James, 
this particular number is lousy. I can't believe that 
Messieurs Columbia and His Master's Voice were un
able to come up with other masters of Basie and Arm
strong to produce some decent com bination. Their 
abominable act reminds me of rutabaga vendors dur
ing the Occupation who would make you buy five kilos 
of these before they would sell you ha Ifa box of"Mon
strueux de Carentan."9 ("Monstrueux de Carentan" 
are a kind of leeks prized by connoisseurs. Rutabagas 
were and still are a kind of turnip, as inedible at table 
as in the moviehouse.) [Transla tor's note: Nal'et, tur
nip, is a term used for mediocre fi lms,] 

Along with block-booking, we shou ld men tion other key co~· 
ponen ts in the American repertoir~: mastery of the. ad venture genre, , s~1l 
in packaging and balancing scenanos, rhythm, casl1 ng, the great tradJl loo 
of entertainers in the United Sta tes, and so on. All these elements attest to 
the long experience this ind ustry has be~ind it and its p?wer toda~ as a 
commercial model of unparalleled en tertamment value, It IS not on ly lD the 
form of finished imported products (series and telefilms) that the model 
operates in our televisual systems, but also and above a ll in the form of 
matrices that are, for better or worse, nationalized. Is ~ot all of France . 
invited to quiver with excitemen t each Sunday at the showlngof"lncroyable 
Mais Vrai" ("Incred ible But True"), an exact replica .of an Arr:'erican pro
gram?'O Likewise, "Champs Elysees," on Saturday n.lghu, which draws a 
surprisingly large audience away from " Dallas" on a nval channel, feeds on 
the kin d of musical show perfected in the United Sta tes, dishing up a style 
that almost all our star singers have adopted. Mireille Mathieu, appcanng 
on this program, before a scintillating backdrop of Manhattan, on February 
18, 1983, in the company of Patrick Duffy (alias &bby Ewing of "Oal.las"), 
designated for us in a completely natural fash ion that place of ultim ate 
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"~~\~~l,",,:~ere .t~.e box-office value of prod ucts li ke popular songs is de. 
i : El $1 J {U $U te pla/Te I C'est d la terre enlleTe I Que je plaira ' I 

vieux New York" ("If I can make It there I I'll make it anywher:" 
• 

. All these arguments. have weight, centrally or marginally, de-
pendi?g on the .case. I .would 1,Ike to try to go deeper and fix several ke 
links m the cham of thiS Amencan technique. y 
' . Reassessing. the decision made several years ago by the Cuban 
Instltute ?f Art and ~lnema to devote its resources to the production of 
single e~J(~-l ength , big-budget, his to~cal film, to be coproduced by Spai ~ 
(and ~Ich was to Spawn a T V senal), Tomas Gutierrez Alea author of 
Mem~nas del SubdesarTo/lo and LfI Ultima Cena (among others), drew 

•. atte~tlOn to on~ of the laws ~overnmg the success of an industry: the cor
, rela?on of q.uahty and quanti ty. He recalled a moment in the history of the 

", .",,,,,,, film mdustry, reported by the fi lmmaker Oovjenko:" 

Dovjenko ~ys that .at a certain moment, the managers 
of the Soviet film mdustry realized that, of the let's 
say 100 fi lms produced so far, only five could be called 
"excellent" a nd some twen ty "good," whereas there 
were fif~y "mediocre" ones and twenty wh ich were 
unquestIOnably "bad." So they decided, with apparent 
good sense, to produce on ly "good " and "excellent" 
films the following year, and they reduced the total 
numbe.r to be produced to twenty-five in which they 
would Invest a ll the resou rces and effort it would have 
taken to make 100. To their surprise it turned out that 
of these twenty-five fi lms there were onl y two "excel_ 
lent" (;mes and only five "good"; ten were "mediocre" 
and e~ght " bad." They decided to limit further the 
quantity, to concentrate a ll efforts on very few fil ms 
and to produce onl y the number which had been ca lled 
"g<X><t."?r "excellent" the year before, judging that if 
they lImited p~od uction to seven fi lms they would get 
seven masterpieces. Result: "Excellent"-o' "Good"-
2, etc. 12 ' 

I;~ ~~!~~~ Fr?m another angle, a sim ilar appeal to the correlation of quan
qualIty w~s heard a.t the beginn ing of 1983 when the unions of the 

. professlOna~ s~ artists, and performers voiced their obj ections to 
Increase of advertISIng on TV: 

T he in trusion of announcers in programs reduces the 
a~oun t of "fresh" or original production. Advertising 
giVes us work on a short-term basis but dl mi nishes 
long-term employmenl The law of opinion polls is 
t~at films will a lways get preference over dramatic 
PI~S; "Twelve Angry Me n"; people will look at that, 
so ISO t that enough? Announcers aren't interested in 
pro~ms designed for T.V. in wh ich actors would have 
an input. No doubt it is dangerous to manipulate cn-
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teria of quality, but it is well known ~hat it is through 
a certain quantity of original productl !=>D that the qual
ily proper to audio-.visual. creation .will .surface. ~nd a 
management bound by Vlewer-ratmgs IS not gomg to 
take the financial risk entai led by quantity. ll 

Anot her interesting convergence appears in th~ conclusions of a 
study group that met in September 1983 under the ausplc:es of the ~p.. 
eration Culturelle et Technique Fran~ise and the Inter:nauonal Council of 
French-Speaking Radio and Television.. The group conslderc;<i factors wod_ 
ing against the effon to reestablish a North-South balan~ I~. the exch.ange 
of TV programs. Among the conclusions I note the fo llowmg: That natlOnal 
production is still wea~ also ex~lains 1h:e fact th~t prog~ms f~m ~e ~~th 
rarely attain the techmcal quality reqUIred for mternatlOnal diffuSion. 

Quality/Quantity . 
The use of pilot programs (only North Am~nca can a~ord them) 

expresses the cardinal .truth ~f this correl~t~on and remfo~s this truth by 
combining the use of pilots with that ofopmlOn polls. Leavmg less to ch~~ce, 
thi s reduces.by a good deal the risk that inevitably plagues the teleVIsion 
and film ind ustries. IS . , . • 

Underlying bot h this practice and DovjCnko s demonstra~o~ IS 
the obvious question of what is meant by "quali.ty." If.any concept I~ im
possible to fix in the absolute it is this one, rela~ve ~s l~ must be 10 iO~er
na tional pressure, the definition of needs, aesthe~c ~t~na, and production 
norms. In the case of the pilot, for example, quahty I S Jud~ed by th~ appeal 
of a product to an average viewer and is sanctio~ed b~ viewer ratmgs. 

It would require another essay to deal With this complex pro~lem. 
I will onl y point out here that in 1981 the three U.S. networks J?3ld for 
eighty-five pilots that brought forth only twenty-three programs. Smce the 
estimated cost ofa pilot hour is some $750,000, the process cost the networks 
about $63 million in 1981. 16 At NBC the production of pilots has reached 
a new high. Thirty-one of these were authorized for the 1983-84 seas~m, as 
compa red to twenty-two the preceding season. CBS okayed twenty PI~Ots
thirteen comedies and seven dramas-for 1983-84. These fi gl!res beh~ ru
mors that the networks are turning away from the production of pilots 
because of the cost. " . . 

Pilot production shows at once the stre.ngth and vltahty of the 
North American industry and its remarkable capacl1Y to tap new. res?u~s. 
It also shows the adaptabili ty of a system that can ally a heavily InstltU' 
tionalized organization with an enormous expenditu:e of crea~ive resou~s, 
including marginalized ones, a system that can combme tech~lcal perf~tlon 
and professional finish with experimental forms produced m small, lOde-
pendent studios. . 

The dialectic operating among the central al?paratu.s and .. ts mar· 
gins needs exploration. Wh~t is concerned is ~n orgamc relatIOnship estab
lished quite earl y in the United States among I~tellectuals, cr~at~r s, ~nd the 
cultural industry, and more generally speakmg between. mSll~utlOnS of 
knowledge and insti tutions of industrial research .(soJ?e ~Ight wish to Il:dd 
military research) .. In ~rance, the relations oflar~ \O~ututlons to the ~reat~ve 
activities of marglflahzed sectors (whose margmahty tends to shnnk hke 
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Balzac's peau de chagrin;, . one should add) is only now being theorized 

to th.e current political reversal and the consequent stimulus to res: 
It not surprisi~g t~at the ~ost effec~ive ~anag~rs of the current 

of ?ommum.catl~n and information mdustnes are, in many 
countnes, espe(:Jall y 10 France, veterans of May 1968 or have ties 

~at attacked the functioning of the dominant media? There 
~hat n.wo~ld be useful at this point to pursue a historical analysis 

",¥,~,~:~~ways \0 which mtellect uals have attained organic or traditional status 
country, and of the way in which their relationship to the machinery 

that of the media or other, has evolved. 
Let me return to the q uestion of quantity. for it raises other 

""cc __ A_ first one, frequently made, uses quantity as a trump card by citing 
stockpile of available programs, programs already proven to be 

D~~~~:~i'~!~;t :h~e';American market and consequentl y available to the various 
·it at a cost well below that of local production. " A fift y-five 

'\:;;'!ii:<)OO,FiF costs an average of 1,000,000 FF if it is French 1/20 of that 
:~ FF if it is foreign ."" '. 

A second point concerns a promising trend of research into the 
11 :!"r.:::.,,~of visual messages and an effort to renew our understanding of 
:~: signify ing processes. It is a trend that crjticizes by implication 

exerted on our notion of image reception by an originary and 
based on the concept of analogy. The new approach locates 
of the image not just in its impression of reality but in the 
to other images within a corpus. What is observed is a 

. I images producing an effect of exchange 

When Brzezinsk i said, "The U.S. is the society which 
at communicating," he no doubt was unaware of the different 
i ~ntence might convey. The flow ofimages in American series 
rekmdles the memory the North American image factory has 

constantly recalls the image-repertoire from which its images are 

There is, in f~ct, in the United States today, a trend that appar
e.ntly represents a con.sclOus effort to manipulate this image memory, par
tlcuJarly by r.eawak~ntng the memory of genres, by playing on the genre
effect: a film like Raiders olthe Lost Ark is a veritable digest of the adventUre 
·film; " Dallas." is positio~ed ~t the confluence of the Western, the soap opera, 
and t~e family saga In ItS hme, ''Sesame Street" showed the advantage to 
~galOed by ~ clever recycling of the materials TV provides for the child's 

. lIJ~age-repertotre each day. It employed these materials as stimuli that could 
rel.nforee the effect sought: the dramatization of its educational objectives. 
It IDcorPOTated all the genres and forms that mass culture has popularized 
arnongchlldren: cartoons, pUl?pets, sketches, comedies, series, commercials, 
a~d so. o~. The nove~ty of thiS prototype of the educational series lay pre

: Clsely 10 ItS synergetic channeling of all the genres and resources of this 
, immense im~ge-bank to create a pedagogical model. 19 

It IS as though the process of commercial concentration within 
the i.ndustry i~self, evidenced by the rise of conglomerates, had somehow 
entaJ~ed a Similar process of concentration in the area of the symbolic. The 
at:atlon of derivative and of multimedia products is a function of this same 
movement: the popular TV film is a spin-off of a popular movie; the play-
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thing or the phonograph record continually reawakens a chain of association BUTT (b 
definitively blurring the division between infrastructure and superstructu~ ) It~;~~a. ase unit of television time) of some fony-five seconds "ll 
in a vast syndrome of repetition. ;<~;n"n'sh;.o"nnot sugg~st that the law of competition is operative in e . of Amencan TV? very 

Leaving aside the case of the new (as of 1983) Japanese cartoon N d 
industry, :IO need I add that the only industrial..cultural complex possessing 0 oubt the pnncipal effect resulting from the intcn;cCllon of 
such a base for cycling and recycling products within the network of COm. and ~~hnology IS the gen,eration of a temporal mode I will call 
mercial goods is the North American one. The new industries of micro. . . In .~ recent study I,dlscovered the pervasiveness of the tempo 
computers and video games eagerly exploit this huge arsenal. French net. m Sesame Street' ThIs series-the fact needs to be empha_ 
works would certainl y have liked to reproduce this system. Their attempts one of the few exa!llpl.es of a conscious attempt to rethink 
simply failed. level.ofmstltutlOnahzed mass culture, Its correlatIon 

A New York television director, speaking in Cannes about the commercial appeaL Wanting to raise the level its creator.> 
opening of the American market to French products, said: ''The French obey the commerCIal laws m place and used advert~slOg appeal 
must be willing to hedge their bets. They should remember a few esSential enhf.nce the new ~agoglcal messages they were sending pnmanly I t 

O?t orget, to the chIldren of ethmc mmonties who were disadvant; eed points: they should study the American market, they should provide a pol· the regular school system. On the temporality of the Spee"culag, I 
ished product, timed to the minute; they should avoid dubbing or SUbtitling wrote: 
and produce a version done directly in English; they should conform to the 
different lengths of American programs (either twenty-two and a half or 
forty-eight and a half minutes) leaving time for the commercials which have 
to be insertet/' (emphasis added).21 

This last requirement shows how a TV system can maintain its 
hegemony at a time when, needing more programs than it has in stock, it 
must accept foreign products. It is well known that the obligation to provide 
advertising time entails more than the editing of programs-it implies a 
rhythm; it conditions all of production by creating an imperative to Program 
"technical events." Such constraints are especially troublesome for the French 
system because it does not tolerate the insertion of commercials into the 
film itself, and also because it is predisposed by cultural tradition and by 
the production mode of SFP (Societe Francaise de Production) to make a 
certain type of film: dramas or historical series. The hiatus, the incongruity 
that is feit, even if only at the immediate visual level, between the imagery 
used in historical films and the world of signs used in advertising explains 
the French resistance to a homogenized televisual discourse. In the televised 
continuum are jUl(taposed "texts" whose discontinuity signals the contra
dictions existing in society at large, a discontinuity that is a break in the 
circulation of merchandise. Such contradiction must also filter into the dis
course of television in the United States, though communication researth 
rarely takes account of it This research, when it is critica~ is usually dom· 
inated by a theory of manipulation. It has not analyzed in any depth how 
the functioning of political and civil society is articulated in respect to the 
functioning of this commercial machinery designed to create consensus. 

There is, nevertheless, a strong link between the American pro
duction of serials and the advertising appeal that governs the mode of pro
duction and consumption in all zones of television and perhaps daily life. 
It is significant, for example, that documentaries are just as affected as other 
forms by the obsession with speed. A critic of the Cahiers du Cinema, 
summing up a retrospective show of ten year.> of American television (al 
the Centre Beaubourg, December 1981) put it this way: "Apparently com
petition is tough and the T.V. viewer's hand is Quick to tum the knob. Ever)' 
fony·five seconds the documentary changes point of view. A study of the 
number of changes in angle and scene in American programs would be 
fascinating. J am sure that if you averaged it out for all programs you would 
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It is not only the turning to account of "technical 
e~ent~" which ch~cterizes Sesame Street, but the in. 
c1~nall?n to explOlt for pedagogical purposes all the 
sllmuh ~f t~e world of consumer producJS, and the 
s~and~rdlzatlon of affect wrought by the consumer so. 
clety 10 th~ senses and imaginations of children. Using 
the seductIOn of rhythm and variety, Sesame Street 
succeeds above all by recycling the signs available in 
the v~st stockp!le ?f co~mercial culture and by rein
~egratlOg the chIld 10 thiS culture. What triumphs here 
IS a temporal mode determined by industrial culture 
a tempora~ty ~gulat.ed by the artificial, a time unlik~ 
that o~ dally hfe. It IS a time of record times, of the 
exceptIonal, of the spectacular. (The creator.> of Se
sa.11!e Str~ <:ould not, or did not want to direct their 
cntlcal thinking to the structuring force commanded 
by the spec~cula~.)This mode,geared to technological 
progress, dlsqual.lfies other tempi, other rhythms. Re
presse~, along with the .tempo~a l rhythm of daily life, 
of reahty, an~ the duralton ofhved experience, are the 
rhythms. speCific to othe.r ~u l.tures . The significance of 
th~s la~t.ls all th~ more VIVId In aseriesaimed at ethnic 
m~norytles, ~t ch lld~n coming from cultures other than 
thl~ hIghly tnd.ustnali~ed one. Fighting against segre
gall\ln, the senes subjects these children to the irrc.. 
ve~lble pro~s of modernity. It assimilates, homog
~mtzes, a~uttnates them by attuning them to the 
tnstantanelty.and immediacy inherent in its teaching 
m~th~.and In the culture of anticipation it promotes. 
It IS legitimate to wonder whether the real educational 
~e~sage of Sesame Street does not consist in this ini. 
hatlon. t.o the ~onsumer world with its mass-attuned 
modahlles of lime and space. U 

oblig But the ~mplex ~ality of commercial television production 
es us to push thIS analYSIS further. The merchandising that finds its 
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way into the famous Brazilian telenovelas, for example, points, indeed. to 
a matrix governed by serialized industrial production. But this does not 
suffi ce to bring about a total assimulation of the telenovela and the Nonh 
American seriaL There is, notably, a different treatment of time and COn. ' 
sequently of narrative structure, a treatment responding to the demands of 
a different mode of audience communication, to an audience subject to a 
different economy of symbols and a different degree of integration into 
modernity.l. The same Questions could be raised with respect to the film 
industry in India and the Middle East, Lebanese television, and so forth . 

The notion of time is a central one in the process of the inter. 
nationalization of televised products. French series are reproached, oftQl 
by the French themselves, for being too "slow," The stubbornness of this 
obstacle is expressed in trade negotiations and in articles discussing ex. 
changes or coproductions: " French series drag. French series are a drag" 
But here. again, it is not easy to determine where the defect or the Quali ty 
begins or ends. 

Michil. M.ttelart 

~lobo says something much like this when explaining 
ad such success on Brazilian networks particularly 

shown at sevc!l, eight, and ten o'cloc'k each night ' 
. keep the viewer tuning in to the same channei 

"',~i)i"-won an audlcnce." l1 
. . eveHenew~ p~ocess of amalgamation is seen at another 

1~~~;~~O~f!,tid~e10.~IO~&1;~1 communication: American series enter into aD incessant or exc, ange .(t~ou~ an ~n~~al ,one) with all the concerns and 
that aSl~te Civil SOCiety, dlmlnlShmg their contradictions tUrning 

Into alread~ sol ~ed ,0!1es. Such is the "presence,, 'in them 
'1;bii~~;;~ women, an~ ethmc mmonhes and their problems All these 

_ means by which these series speak 10 us, awaken in 'us their ec~~ 
National Consensus; WorklwJde Consensus 

Et~mally vi~ilant in plugging any breech in the perfected con-
sensus, steppm~ up this .metabolic vigilance in times of crisis, the . 
offer us symbohc reme~~s for Our misery in the form of docudra~a~~eJ 

Cutture a. an Agency of Planetary Regulation? sagas. The medlcl~e they most favor is the return to the famil 11 

In stressing the industrializing role of the North American mass of these fables IS today felt the world over. y. 
media system, another factor may tend to get slighted. This system has had The value of the. presence of America!) series on the world's 
remarkable service as a nation-builder. At an early date the United Stales ~n no longer be estimated by the criteria applied in the early sev-
was obliged to create signs that could promote universal alliance, rallying r~H~~.e~: ke game and the s~akes have a different importance and nature 
signs to suit the composite nature of the population, made up of immigrants rna es of this theme difficult is in large part the ",,"istence" 
of different races and ethnic origins. The response to this need, oompelling . and}rguments formed under that long militant 
since the War of Secession, is provided by the culture of the maSs media. . . reads, Yankee, go home!" All those who struggled 
The comic book or the Western, series like " Kojak" or "Dallas," cOntribute )i3lUnst the Vietnam War shared. th~ view that American preponderance in 
importantly to the amalgamation of this national society. What is all too t!te field of mass culture was a pnoo a bad thing and attacked th h 
often forgotten is that the first effort to amalgamate took the form of an , of.the~ns~mer s?,Ciety. A similarly ~anichean view has prospe~ede:~~~~ 
attack on national society itself. The first test, in fact, of the universal value ... usmg e s ?&3n, In th.e East, nothmg. new," capitalizing on disappointed 
of North America programs (and of their profitability) is made within the . hO.~ or cnppl~d .utOPias and paralyzmg any critical analysis of the two 
limits of the national territory. The verdict of a sufficiently mixed and ~ ~s ngan~gh~mfrSllc models. ."In. any case, its worse on the other side": with 
resentative nati onal public will become a guarantee of universality. lS ,'r::,,,""'WnlVew c IC .. ~ ee ~n~l"J?nse IS equated with freedom itself. The social 

It is interesting that, within the television fie ld, it is th e series . embodym~ this m Its concrete power structure is accepted as the 
that tends to prescribe the most universal appeal or the most prodictabk InSurpassable honzon of our time. Its stubborn toughness beco 
readings. By increasing the internal constraints of the image and the nar. of pleasure, so~et~ing you can play with. mes a SOurce 

rative structure (the recurrence of signs: characters, gestures, scenery, at- ' 1~<~:~~~~F~aSC~I~n.a~~tt~o~n~:ifS~'~h:;e~Ol~t~her face of the welfare-recipient complei.we tions), the seri es rigorously controls the actant-spectator's production of . of welfare ~tates born of. Keynesianism. It is fed by a 
meaning and keeps interpretations from proliferating. The series has a lev· . With the expensive, extolling the fantastic bud-
eling effect that improves its communication with viewers inscribed in dif· m~de tn record time by recent American 
ferent cultural spaces. So the repetition of signs, based on the logic ora . . very Image of our flabby capitalism ashamed 
mode of production that seeks to minimize costs (an economy of means) watt for sta~e, to erect the theater where we couid express 
also works effectively as communication: by limiting the semantic field il our creatIVIty; embarrassed that we can only stage our 
guarantees a more universal readability. that we must leave to others the task of nourishing the future'S 

The Italian filmmaker Ettore Scola points to another operation T 
that complements the one I have just described: "The success of a telcfilm . he advent ?f,the c0'!lmerci~l series is also the advent of a com-
depends mainly on the specificity of a product which contains in itself its ~ode ;f orgaRizmg soc.lal relattons, one extending far beyond the 
own promotional campaign; each episode stimulates the viewer's desire 10 0 cu~tu.ral production. It is nothing other than the penetration 
reexperience emotions already felt. What counts is not the search for novel1y . stale logiC tRto the r:el.atio~s linking the state and civil society: the 
but the confirmation of a habit, and this is true of all aspects, from the marketin to re~rt to advertlSln~ . m order to mobilize its citizens, u'sing 
program time to the narrative plot to the reappearance of characters and pub!" ' g tec~lUque~ and teleVISion to implement its campaigns in the 
actors. The self-promotion mU ltiplies automatically each week."l' And the skill;.c ~~\~rest camplgns on contraception, SOlidari ty, promotion of reading 
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National Consensus; Transnational Consensus 
This logic, a logic of the privatization of all spheres of collective 

and intellectual life, responds to the pressure inherent in the model of trans . . 
national expansion. Favoring a transnational organization of power, it tends 
to erode public space and fu nction. 

Whatever obstructs the growing integration of national 
economies in the world arena and the new interna· 
tional division of labor is apt to become the favored 
target of this remodeling (Le., the remodeling of forms 
of social con trol recommended by the Trilateral Com· 
mission} The primary target is no doubt the Nation· 
Slate, its structures and machinery as a whole. Despite 
their numerous internal con tradictions, the structures 
and organizations of societies labelled "existing de· 
mocracies" retain genealogically vestigial norms and 
values which resist the movement towards the trans· 
nationalization of economies. Transnational cultural 
production implies more than a cultural project; it im· 
plies a new organization of power. It is probably 
through the infiltration of cultural merchandise that 
transnational logic most effectively weakens the var· 
ious national resistances.lo 

\ 
How do things stand with efforts to resist this technological and 

social mutation? The political crisis it inspires is felt both on the righ t and 
on the left, but perhaps more painfully on the left, now that it has-mirabile 
dictu-the chance to exercise power. The national secretary fo r cultural ac
tion of the Socialist party pronounced this indictment in May 1982, at the 
Cannes Festi val: "That the Left, in power, has neither been able nor has 
wanted to eliminate the influence of the market on the development of 
cultural industries should surprise no one. But that it should abandon them 
to the market with enthusiasm, this is a cause for alarm." ll 

The media appear to be subjugated by the d ynamics of enter· 
tainmen t, defined, as though by natural fiat, by the American hegemony. 
In 1984, French Antenne 2 was committed to produce a big family saga in 
the spirit of " Dallas." "Conceived by two teams of writer-producers, this 
series of 26 episodes will teU the story of a fam ily which controls an im· 
portant local daily newspaper."J2 The publishing house Nathan, specializing 
in pedagogical material, continues to produce soft ware in English for the 
Thompson microcomputer, fo llowing in the wake of Hachette, which has 
for quite some time now been competing in the American market, and the 
film company Gaumont, which is stepping up its established operations in 
the United States and Brazil. As to the well·known fourth channel, promised 
to be opened soon (as of 1983), the decision to finance it as pay TV seems 
to put a heavy mortgage on whatever potential it might have had to diversify 
French programming or to facilitate the intercom mun ication of small in
terest groups as part of a wider public service. It seems that pa y TV works 
only for the benefit of the "large pUblic." 

Among the effects attributable tothi sfascination with technology 
(a fascination leading to a literal transposition into images of the idea of 
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as the symi>?' oflibert y and democracy), one of the most harmful 
. surely the ~rvefS1on of the notion of decent ralized, interaclive com. 
lIIurucatiOn f. ThIs occurs because the desired virtues are attributed to tech 

Itsel , based ? n the assumption that social revolu tion is sim I ~ 
of techn~!~cal revol~tion, even though this latter is usualJyPO~ly 

. . ne of t?e lmpo~tant factors affecting the current situ-
r., .tiOOIS no doubt the r~pr~JOn of th IS: that communication, before serving 

as support or means, IS basIcally a social practice. 

• 

" 

" 

Quoted by Herbert Schiler n .. n lerview n RIvQIUf>Or1. 155 (Feb. 1983). 

Le Mande. FeO. 15. 1983. IJnd Le OuOl,cten de p_. Feb. 14 . 1983. 

Le MOilde. Feb. 15. 1983. 

1M1 e<> he WIIS tryn~ to po.il lOQther.., ...... . 
of viceo-discs and ~s lInCyc ...... edi& 01 French Urns to prep"a lOt the advent 
Sa"" rotad that qU8In:'~:~ h~":=I:UII •. ~' the audiovisual s&Ction 01 the publlSnal 
Oomlnanl moda 01 Plodl>c tlon" O~t 01 5oo~. ", It,y~ys gone agBrlSI tna graIn 01 tna 

'led 'Ih . " S S8 acted lor tna catalog (Which w as com 
pi W ' In e\'ll to Hlfl intern'1I0n,1 mIlrht) orty 3 b.lonlllld to tM h G . 
f'81~. ITransia tor's I"IOtll' i II to large I 1m .. na • 1m 8umont. 4 0 to 
r8presllntatilla conc luded' :.;;. bId orner: ~.; ;lISt we~eFmlda by small companIe s.] The 
tha t IOOay's tendane t . III lAurll 0 ranch ~lms. when yOU consder 
In terview Wllh Frlnc;;, ~~=t~::~ does lr1O; llVOl small. compa ny product'on."' 
"Une c ulture pOur ~r8f II crlS8 :. LII M ........... ~_~_ 9 Quoted n A . and M Ma nelafl. . ..... .................... _,Q\Je. Oct. 1979. 
II" wei known tha t S8f1li produc:.ot\implles rl 
creator and g'eaUvmodit.es th8 SlaluS 01 I~ _one wa\o~ ';;mller.rne dea th 01 the ",divI<.iJal 
of AlllflnOe 2 sl<j)larned '" lhe follow 1\81181. II nallC'alandCo/TlmercI<I1 director 
prevent teleVISIOn oduc 1 ""'iI terms how the StitUS "I clealon III Frlnee co~ 
'"The Frercil pr CIS rO'll ItSD8Ctt\g COIlYl"le!CIflI n:l nllillll<l!>OnII COIlSod!!-rIIIll<lS ' 

.....n.n he Ptea~~ :1IOC:s::e:f ar::!'!:,.. .-.:IlIIInee mIster 01 he crea tion HI doe; 
duclion, He.....o-ks for his publIC. and ~ ~Ioc" t..!. ~CIII pr~lems OUlside tis poo
tlry the Mosl'O/1 pOur E . I rene oo.obIic. (Round,able organlleci 
alongSIde lhe opinon ~ :~7 ~~lSOeilIM. P.,..s.. Sprng 1983.) Tho, CXIUId be set 

ene. who Sl'~'" an m'~ Ill' As~~JI~~ re~e~r:~ of lhe publisher Hach· 

~ ~~~~ Ihllllleywrne lOf PlIl$IInCfUlCS or;o- t~ i~;a;: t~": ,::-= 
y ................ The t~d leMsm I ........ disc ad ' 

10110 me. The FrllIldI seem 10 feelllShamed .t "-- 'rtvoh oYef III Ame0C8 !las meant ~ 
We a re titerary Bul ... . ......... I td III tlusoness Wa have ioeas 
Winl to be an ~'=/.. abo~ boo!< bu$fll(S' . The di'(erence is "'-'d8ment81. i 
(0. F.., Franr;IU Feb- 2!i 1983 I ~d Ih 
regular 10 ........ ~,IIS- So~ It.nl thaI the no. . 1 not .W Amenclll TV Plocb::ers prel. 
haling I Iowtr i)udget ;\ makes c ............. __ mo~o"" Is Itte IOtm 01 the fUlU"e bec .... se. 

. ................ ....vanggeous. 
An opinoon conl .. mad i)y Wnoay Alan n T 
M~ 10 1983' ··A . . .n nlerlilew lor htI &sIness 01 Film II Ca,...,es v,. . manellms m()$1 d Irs prodYcllon,1 the .-;........ . 
muSIC or aUlornoholes Eur h .. ......., class. whelher Ir s pop 
poor moddle class ." ;:";'d O~ : .. llIways cattled 10 Ihe hltl1' of In a'lSlOe,atlC ehe and I 
Eludes C"'>!ma-":" as. mHling with !he students 01 h Insl,tut des "autes 

·ogrllp'""ue~ de Pans affirmed WI thOUt he5l1.,.0" lhal " F h .... _ do 
not lI1;sres l AmerICans .. These are aubje t rene s u",,,,"15 
OOslides 10 inlerc~H"'~ exchlnl/lls. C lie Vl8WS. of course. but they show the kInd 01 

Le Film Frilfll";&s. May II. 1983. 

Bo~s Via no AUlros krr/s SUI Ie }fW. 1 r'Jau He ICo b .. 
""notated tIy Claude RemeiIIPII';,: Cho , . ',,_' m " ). lexts collecled. prefaced. and 

. "lin <><>u rgtlOl$. 1981). 
"lncroyai)le MaIS Vrl l" 15 f .... thermore based 
IIVe ness. e~lIlordlnary pe;'OtI"nallCe or' e on pued sequenees thaI slow Ina rwen· 
I, ke AfllOI'\I 0- tha AUIIlIIgne The .. toC!!I'" .pIo/ls 01 II knds of ordnary people 'rom places 
hc>st incodemaDy works in ~tai)or , __ • ,.,.nscendod Ihrough Iho SpeclBCular. The Fren:h 

• • I ...... W1 a,., Amencan hostl:lss. 
AJe~andr Pel<OlIICh Ooo.o)enl:o La pubr; 
Pueblos Unodos. 19!i7).· • V .1.scntOl." e/ CIll8 !MontfVKleo: Edocoones 
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TomAs Gul~rrez Alea. "Dramaturgie (conematogA lica) y rulidad ." C»CLml<lt presented to 
the S'mllliva dEl Dramaturll'" Cirematographique hekton tna occaSionollhil Fourlh F"''''II 
01 New Lalln .. Amen.:"n Conema. HlIVana. Dec. 2 .. 12. 1982. 

" Non ' r aust'nI6. Ie spectacle dOlI continue<.·· TIIIl"lbaI. Tid 7 'QI{}e (Pans. Wrner 1982. 
831. 

OocLment from the Agence de Coope-auon Cu~Lo". et Tecllnoquoe (P,ns. Sept. 19821 

A brllli c~aroson WIll lIustrate the ns~ these indusvie-s IIC<! At about the tme wtlen!tll 
Cublnl*" industry had its "corm>e<coaI" lailure because;t hid concenlJated" ~s rem"e.s 
on a slrlgle productoon. Unned AnlSts went rno bank/upu:y bec_ 01 thlo 18ilofe 01 .. 
enonnously elq)erl$lYe s~e<produl:tion It w~ bcJ.\qlt LCliry MGM 

1. "TV' ()nvoe on Sporallng CosIS.·· euSlfl6SS W88l". Dcl. 26. 1981. 

17 Figures !liven in the Japanes.e r8VIIIW MoooIlflV MarketJflQ. 4 (iotyo, 19831. 

l' Claudo! ~. "La sit .... uon konomique du ontma en ElJ'ope:' Le c. ...... et I't'-.. 
CoIoque (lisbon. June 19781. Owtet!;, FimllCl"oo. spK,,1 uue (J"I "Les'cr_ c:oIor'ioHl" 
(Feb.·M ..... 19821 

19 Tn" mene< i$ explored al lunglh In "Educalion t6~vlSlon el clflLo"e de mlsse. ""11b:1OtI Sut 
\KIll IOduslrie des conlenus.·· II'l A. Mattelan and y , $tO\JOdl6. Rapport dll' Mssion. Vol. 
2: ··TKhnologte. CU~Lo"e et corrrnunlCation" (Pans: La Doct.menlalion Franc_. 198~) 
pp. 15().78. .. 

20 The carloon seems 10 be Ihe TV IOtm rrost 1J<ely to generate by .. produCIS. The JIIpar\aM 
car toon industry (which hIlS laken over domln!!iICe in Ihls mar kel. IOtmerly held by North 
Amenca) is a good example. The Calloon "Dr. Slump:' whICh appe ... ed on Japane$G TV 
'c reens ., ~ 1981. ga\I8 rise. by lhe end 01 the same yelll'. 10 8.000 dillerenl der;'"..." 
products. Certlin Japanese $eries progral'l"ll'l1ed ;, France were responsible 10" 200 suctl 
products. See JacqJes Mousseau. " Plaidoye< pOU' t.ne ind ustrie Ir8O!;arse du desm IIOrnt:· 
COtI"'II'l'lJnrcsr,on IIl langllgl!. 2· trmestre (1982). 

21 L. Mond •. May 3. 1983. 

22 Catwts du CirJma. Jan. 1982 

23 MlchMe Matlelart. "Educauoo. 1 ~W!viSton el cu~"e de masse:' 

24 Till/Incredibly large number oIlIPlSodes in lelencNelas is sq"Ih::ant. Armand MattN't InC! 
I nave pLblished some hypotheses on this subtecl ll'l FlJIl"1'I"lI9s IIr mdu,ufO!ISa.JnJt1llltll (UNESCO. 
DocLmenl1ite no. 23. Dt visoon 01 Cullural Development. 198 1 .. 82). 

25 It h" be .... not ced that Ihe characters 01 I(o~ and Colombo lin Ihe _ies so named) r • ...., 
.especINeIy 10 Eastern ElJ'opII ard to ··ltali_s ... · Thus. lhese g .... rdtllO. of law ard ~ 
,erved admttably as sIgns of !he ontegrallQn 01 ethnic minor,,," nto !he Amercan ""lIOn. 
Tna _ · .. Ko ...... ~ seems to an$We< 10 the demand lOt Ltn ..... SII appeal by its"""r., 
to one 01 the mosl ...... ersaly krlown brand names: I(odak.. George Eastman. the "-1101 d 
ce1Uotd him. decided t) name his produl:lS .... 1(0<Wt .. be<:ause na wanted I WOtIdwoOe If8i:II 
and the phonemes n thos wad ..... pronoun:.:ed the same ., mosl Itrown ~. 

The move towa<d the .... global ~Im:" WIth as .lIle dialogue " pOUbIe .. " 
another symptom. It ImplieS the use 01 bog SI.S. Strong irNtges. -.d v .... t ac loon. wildt 
do not .eo-e MUtleS. The F.ench lim GaLmonl has fmved tOW8'd tr. lormu!a. !Iloug\ 
ralhef 18fllII~. 10 ils plans lor Lapellrllbaildll. '''a charrrw>g $tOtyw,ti'loul dIalogue whIdt ..... 
be ....... k"'Ied as a 1m lOt ch~dr .... 01 aI tanguages ... · Le Film Franr;as. May 11. 1983. 

28 In "M"eri. slf telelint:· 4 . TIllIICOM"""o (Mastra In:e<NlliaIe del Tele fdm). May 29 ......... 
5. 1983. In FemtrIIIS II I ,ndvsmes cu/rure/!e, Armend Mallelart and I e ' am,ne Ihll quesoon 
01 habtt ard rlluaillme in order to COtreia le the use 01 da ity epISodes fNEI' a long pen;xI 01 
Ime by 1",1"'" and partICularly by l elen:Nlllas with what we can "Iemnrne temporalilv:' 
Ihe specllic temporal rhyt!m 01 femi nine subtl!ctNny. whoch mey be lound in lhe wed u· 
perience 01 Olher oppressed goups. 

27 8'lI" tan TfllfMslOf'lm Conlllxl (London: 8r il'sh Film Inst ltul B. 1982). 

28 CI . A. and M Mall,,"art. 011 I"usago dlls med,as en lompS d8 CflSfl (PIII'IS: EditlOOS Alain 
Moreau. 1979). in Italian. I mas media nella C'!SI (EdlliOtI ~iun it i . 19811. in which this ldel 
i, deV1lloped at length. 

29 Her. i$ how The mlgalone VSDpresenlet! Slephen Spllalberg', E. T. on its Irool page. wIltn 
il opened n P .... is theaters., December 1982: "E. L the extra-te<restrllli He rn.oi<es 'PJ 
laugh. CtY. IJ"ld he earn$1 750 m60ncenlimese'o'e'Y daylforhls proclc:". Stapher1 SPI8befg " 

30 A MaIUIIalI. TfIIfISfllltoofIIIJS and Ih. Thtd Wa1d: SlflJ(J(1/d IOf C~". (Soulh Haejll/Y. Masl.: 
J . F 8erglO. 1983) 
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Mich',. Matte'art 
Press ccooference by Didier MOlchan",. nal'onaI SllCf811J"Y for clAn •• Kllon ol ..... ~ S 
Pa<ty. anne •. May 9. 1983. U", oclalst 

., [Ill Fim Frant;aos. fet). 18. 1983. Thlo ad conllnue,' "'Amenne 21S co 
sene.:""'h a Consortium of pwate comp.n," 'MI lCh 'Of the OCClSlon ha\o" :t&~_I11~ thIS 
name .Groupmef1t d·"I .. ,1 EconomtqU • . · Shoaling';'. bagn.t IIM.~ 01 1983 -' l1e 
senes II $lJCC85Stui. anolher 26 8p<SOd" w. be prep_eel, II wil be PI' rrwned ~nd. if the 
01 13 epISodes. shown weMty staflllg in Seplember .. 1883:" ogra II'l gO!Jps 
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The "New Song" and Its Confrontation 
in Latin America 

The Festival de la Nueva Candon Latinoamericana 
C'New Song") was held in Nicaragua in 1983.1 The most representative 
voices ofthis continental movement were present at this event: Silvio Rod
riguez, Noel Nicola, and Vicente FeliJ.i of the Cuban New Troubadours 
(Nueva Trova) movement; Isabel Parra and Eduardo Carrasco (director of 
the Quilapayun group) of Chile; Daniel Viglietti from Uruguay; Chico Bu
arQue from Brazil; Mercedes Sosa from Argentina; Aly Primera from Ven
ezuela; Amparo Ochoa from Mexico; and a number of singers and groups 
from EI Salvador, Puerto Rico, Bolivia, Peru, and the U.S. Latin American 
community. Voices in exile and voices that came from their own countries 
gathered together to join the mobilizing musical forces of Carlos and Luis 
Mejia Godoy of Los Palacaguina, and of a dozen or so artists who have 
participated "with the strength of the guitar" in the struggle to create a new 
Nicaragua. The festival was organized in solidarity with the Nicaraguan 
people and as a demonstration of un ity in the face of aggressions inflicted 
upon Central America. But that solidarity held an even deeper meaning, 
because the artists who joined hands in Nicaragua have earned wide rec
ognition in spite of persecution and boycotts by the industrial system's mass 
media. Their strength is born of a music that does not shun confrontation 
but, on the contrary, works to denounce the social and political contrad ic
tions of Latin America This music and poetry are inserted into the popular 
culture at precisely those points where we find the forms and language of 
a folklore excluded from the "cultural industry" controlled by the trans
national capitalist system. 

"Louder, so that the enemy can hear us!" shouted Car
los Mejia Godoy when all the artists were on stage at once to interpret the 
festival's theme song. These words, which still refer to Central America's 
cin:umstances, made evident a very profound perspective: the voices united 
on a Sunday afternoon in Managua symbolized the presence of a rich and 
widespread music that for more than twenty years has been capable of 
providing the impetus for a commitment rooted in the numerous liberation 
struggles taking place in Latin America. 
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This development, blooming since the f!1id I 96.0s, has ~rystallized 
into different modes of expression that have contnbuted, I.n varYIT~gdegrees, 
to the creation ofa "new song" or ·"countersong" for utm Amenca. These 
new expressive styles can be found in the Cuban Nueva Trova and the 
Chilean Nueva Canci6n movements; in a segment of the Bas.sa Nova music; 
in the rescue of Andean chords; and in a variety of other natIOnal endeavors 
for the creation ofa new musical culture. As the festival demonstrated, these 
musicians have been anxious to link their own musical and poetic reality 
with the instruments and lyrics from other countries that recognize the 
culture of liberation. Some very significant evidence of this co~~itment 
can also be found in the "salsa" music of Ruben Blade and Wdhe Colon 
and since the Malvinas war, in Argentinian rock. 

, This process is only now beginning to be studied sy~tematically. 
Growing analysis is centered on the textual. and ~ultur~ meanmg~ and the 
sociopolitical determining factors that noumh thiS musIc; on specific prob
lems shaping the creative process, including the line between poetry and 
pamphlet; on questions concerning artists' independe.nce whe~ they have 
assumed, at the same time, a political and an a.est.hetlc ~omf!1Jtmen.t; and 
on the actual social setting created by the mUSIc Itself, m vle.w of Its ex
traordinary caPacity for expansion. Only now is an attempt bemg made to 
compile data and establish a theory to explain this social phenomenon. The 
research work done by Casa de las Americas in Cuba, the Canto Nuevo 
Forums promoted by UNESCO, and testimonial investi~~i?ns carried. out 
by CENECA in Chile and ILET in Mexico make some IOltJaJ conch.\slons 
possible. 

There appear to be three essential characteristics ofthis new mu
sic that affect its growth and acceptance: 

I. The different manifestations of this new popular song move· 
ment, in spite of its meager and wholly insufficient presence in the dominant 
mass media systems, manage to become widely known and rapidly dissem
inated from country to country. Thanks to the circulation of tapes, of records 
passed from hand to hand, of festival registers, and the artists' tours them· 
selves, these songs swiftly cross national frontiers. More than any other 
expression ofthe liberation or revolutionary struggle in every country (thea
ter, poetry, novels, films, magazines, etc.), the song being created is dis
tinctively and universally Latin American; moreover, it is ubiquitous. 

2. The symbols used by the Canto Nuevo movement apparently 
appeal successfull y to the popular sensibility in all countries, regardless of 
the actual country of origin of the music itself. Its proposals, both as a social 
and political commitment and a perspective on the theme of love, are easily 
adapted to different cultural stages. Thus the Nueva Trova movement has 
penetrated and expanded in the Chile of Pinochet, just as the creations of 
the Chilean Nueva Cancion movement acquire new meanings among the 
committed artists of Colombia, Costa Rica, and Mexico. In effect, we are 
witnessing the development of a permanent renationaUzation process of 
Canto Nuevo creations. In addition to contributing, then, to the gestation 
of an alternative and combative utin American culture, the popular col
lective memory assumes certain ballads as its own and inscribes them within 
its particular culture, recognizing a meaning that is historically local and 
relevant "Gracias a la Vida" ("Thanks to Life") by Violeta Parra and ''Te 
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;1~li~~::;;~~" Amanda .. ("I Remember You, Amanda") by Victor lara are two 
of this process of cultural adoption. 
3. The Nueva Cancion movement has generated its Own iode

~'1:;:~:e~:~j;~~': ~ to attain social significance, in spite of its being rejected :0 by the recording transnationals and great regional networks. It 
a position because its st rength is derived elswhere-from an 

:,i~~~~t~~~f~~~W0:;t~h~p~r~OtP~~osa~I~Sffo~r1itr~~U~IY~d~emocratiC change. Building on the 
and reciprocal communication between the minstrels and their 

in an increasing number of records 
of dissemination only made pos-

through the support of students, workers, poverty-stricken city dwell
ers, rural workers, and many other grass-roots and base organizations. 

"-f."",t(,.ns and Commitments 
In view of previous experience, however, it seems necessary to 

analyze the social projections (or functions) that the Nueva Cancion move
ment has made evident through its different national manifestations. 

I . A function of synthesis emerges from lyrics, contingent in time 
space, and capable of making a powerful appeal to the popular masses 
their political vanguards. These texts interpret complex political the

,' ,~;;" and socioeconomic analyses and disseminate them in an accessible 
good example is the way the cultural transnational model of conJ.'lum,pu,on is portrayed by Ruben Blade in the "salsa" rhythm: "A plastic 

and close at hand." Pablo MiJanes relates the artist to the irrevdem,ndsofreality: " A poor wretch indeed is the singer of OUf times 
his chord I in fear of risking his life." The problem of 

, the exploited worker and the struggle for agrarian reform are described 
in four lines by Daniel Viglietti: "Down with the wire fencing, I down with 
wires, / the land is mine and yours and theirs, I it belongs to Pedro and 
Maria, to Juan and Jose." Here the overwhelming beauty of the simple but 
revolutionary idea that the land belongs to everyone is made to encompass 
the entire universe. 

2. A function of rupture emerges in that the new music opens 
possibilities for expression and creates gaps in the dominant discourse where 
the popular voice is being repressed by political and econom ic authoritar
ianism. There is a clear creativity in the construction of language and sYJ1l: 
bOis, beyond the lyrics themselves, that link the identity of the artist aOd 
the people in mutual communication. From Chico Buarque's experience in 
Brazil to the eruption of the Canto Nuevo movement in Chile and the Canto 
Popular movement born under military dictatorship in Uruguay, there have 
been countless examples ofthis opening of gaps fo r the voice of the neglected 
masses, for " those who have no voice." 

3. A function of anticipation emerges in that many expressions 
of the Can to Nuevo movement work for the construction of a more just 
and egalitarian society, synthesizing latent hopes. "When the War Is Over, 
Love" is the Nicaraguan song created under Somoza. Quite si mply, but 
deeply, the social and collective situation is linked to the particular dreams 
of a couple in love. "Let us step forward, I all our banners flying high, / 
united in such a way / that loneliness is no more," is Silvio Rodriguez's 
proposal, in pounding, tropical rhythm. Possibly one ofthe most universal 
examples is "We Shall Overcome," created in the thick of the Chilean Pop
ular Unity experience. 
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4. A function of convocation (0 meet emerges in that, for the 
lXlPular masses, a music that refers to its struggles, hopes, and joyS, its 
understanding of love and solidarity, promotes the possibility of an ardent 
meeting. One feels closer to those who share in the com mon struggle. Fes
tivals and special live events pave the way for a symbol whose force and 
application extend beyond the song itself. Even in the most repressive sit_ 
uations, the song creates a space marked "Here we are." The summons 
enlarges and deepens the significance of the song. Emotions become collec_ 
tive and a phenomenon is created whereby the whole is greater than the 
sum of its parts. 

5. A function o f denunciation is essential to the Canto Nuevo 
movement, provided that the popular masses share interests, struggles, and 
aspirations. The d ifferent creative trends assume the task of denouncing the 
conditions created both nationally and internationall y by the dom inant sys
tem. From an aesthetic point of view, this is the most dangerous function 
in the development and existence of the movement. The singer-author Walks 
the razor's edge between poetry and pamphlet at this lXlinl No other fact 
is as clear to the popular creators: denunciation is not synonymous with 
coarse language and purile texts. "We mustn't be afraid of pamphlets," says 
Aly Primera, who mobilizes masses with his music. " He who sees pamphlets 
in life, will only sing pamphlets in song. But he who sees poetry in life and 
in the struggle for a better life, will create and sing poetry," declared Silvio 
Rodriguez in a Mexican interview. Quilapayun has evolved into different 
(superior?) levels of poetry and music as a result of its European. exile; 
however, when Quilapayun was engaged to sing in Mendoza (an Argentinian 
city located very close to the Chilean border) at the end of 1983, some 5,()()) 
Ch ileans in attendance demanded to hear the direct, contingent songs that 
characterize the history of this musical group and of Chile's lXlli ticallife. 

6. A function of confron tation emerges in that, although the Canto 
Nuevo movement and its diversified expressions do not always signify a 
mass phenomenon (as is generally the case with alternative media expres
sions in the face of Latin American power situations), such forms of artistic 
manifestation evidently irritate, disturb, and provoke the hegemonic fo rces. 
The strength of the music is especially terrifying. The images it projects 
achieve greater coincidence with the struggles of the neglected popular mas
ses and their mobilization than those of any other cultural form. This is 
why the movement is fought against and repressed and, inevitably, situated 
in a zone of confrontation and defiance. For mass-supported artists, then, 
the best weapon is an imaginative capacity. Gerardo Vandre, guitar in hand, 
was ban ished from Brazil in 1970 for his music; Mercedes Sosa was for
bidden radio and TV appearances upon her return to Argen tina in 1982 
under the military regime. And there are many other examples because the 
so-called National Security Doctrine, in its unrelenting persecution of the 
" internal enem y," has always identified the Canto Nuevo movement and 
its art ists with a highly dangerous reality. At the hour of repression, the life 
of a politician or notorious government official may be pardoned, but never 
that of a Victor lara. 

The Canto Nuevo movement fulfills these functions through its 
social praxis, exemplify ing truly democratic alternatives to the transnational 
capitalist system in force. The artist committed to popular causes needs 
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organizations to grow and to become a faithful representative, the 
up~older of cultural symbols, a mobilizing agent. Hence the rela

With fest}vals, I.abor u.nio~s, ~eminist and student organizations, 
and a Wide vanety OflOStltutlons that make up the social network 

with his or her verses and music. This is the general 
in the following analysis where, in addition to 

a chronology for the Latin American Nuevo Canci6n move
. . pr?Cess a~d its significance, an outline of the recording 

behaViOr 10 relation to the movement ti provided. Some of the 
, music's experiences in the construction of its own recording and dis
'semination networks are also discussed. By linking the movement's tech-
.no1ogica1 and artistic extensions, we will be able to better reflect its inquis
itive and freedom·seeking nature. 

and Conflict 
Since the end of the sixties a wave of committed and innovative 

l~in!.:~and song':Vri~ers h~ grown up in Latin America. Groups of young 
and new smglOg VOiceS have taken the road opened by pioneers like 

" ~;i3;:~!;parraand Atahualpa Yupanqui, in different circumstances and with 
~ styles .. Th~ reality of the continent cha lleng~s and creates obliga

lrnaglOatlOn ofthe song composers was shaken by internal social 
! ~~~]~:~~~~ih:the progressive and overflowing migration from country to city; 
M bom at the end of the Second World War, who were searching 

own values; by the ChurCh, which could not avoid committing 
I :~:Ill~::::tia~nd more deeply to the necessities of the "people of God"; by 
~ 1 emergence of the guerrilla army, which left to history the 
l"""'" and ~ymbol of Che Guevara. All of this involves a generation that 

· '.DU]O' songs mto more than objects of transitory entertainment or massi ve 
-trade. 

In Chile, this process came together in the movement that took 
the name Nueva Canci6n Chilena. The movement's members broke with 

:lrll;j~~~ii\~~1t;;ft,~;W~h~;~C~h:jm[~~~r::,~p(r:ese[:fn~ts~th~e~~co~nflicts in the countryside 
and of world viewed through 

landowners. Angel and Isabel P~ 
Alarron, Patricio Manns, along with those of groups such as In

tillimani and Quilapayun. fonn part of the current Nueva Cancion. They 
redeem forms and words to create a song that comes from the people and 
flows back to them. They interweave musical instruments, thereby fulfilling 
the dream of latin American integration that neither political nor economic 

-decisions achieve. The charango (a small string instrument from the alti
plano) and the Cualro (a small four-string Mexican guitar) are united with 
the Andean quena (a sort of Indian flut e), with the bombo It>gUero; maracas 

' ~~"'" o",n a space for the glliro (a gourd used as an instrument in Cuba) and the 
. The guitars maintain their presence, but in a musical world that is 

!Dore and more . L1.~in American. This is a new kind of song and lyrics. It 
IS because of thiS difference that the Nueva Canci6n Chilena was very in
_flue ntial in the rcst of Latin America. 
. The Chilean song became a source of cultural influence which 
Increased in strengt~ during the three years of the Popular Unity govern
ment. At the same time, comparable movements were developing in other 
places, especially in the very expressive Cuban context, which saw the emer-
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gence of a new kind of song called the Nueva Trova (trova has the same 
root as " troubador"). Its most fa mous proponents-Silvio Rodriguez, Pablo 
Milanes, and Noel Nicola-made their first tour outside Cuba in 1970, in 
Chile. Th ree years before, at the Festival of Varadero, it became evident 
that their music was breaking new and fert ile gro~nd. At the beginning, 
their music was not always understood or accepted m all sectors of Cuban 
society. However, its richness enabled it to survive, and it came to have a 
strong influence at the beginning of the 19805 as it was echoed in various 
parts of the world, especially among Latin American youth. 

The period in which the Nueva Canci6n Chilena and the Nueva 
Trova were first becoming known was also an epoch in which people became 
conscious of the contradictions and confl icts inherent in their national sit. 
uations and began to recognize them as features of a larger phenomenon: 
underdevelopment and economic and cultural dependency a re pressing real. 
ities in all of Latin America. This continent has been one of the primary 
zones of expansion for capitalism in its transnational phase. The phenom· 
enon cuts across the whole of society, affecting its political, social, economic., 
and cultural dimensions. It invades the process through which societies 
conceive of their development and define their history. 

The.sensibilities of the singers are highly responsive to this reality: 
"If we were Americans," sin gs Rolando Alarc6n;1 "Song fo r latin American 
Un ity" is the contribution of Pablo Milanes; the Uruguayan Daniel Viglietti 
creates "A Song to My America"; fro m repressed Brazil emerges Milton 
Nascimento with "American Heart"; wh ile the Argentinian cesar Isella in
vites the American brother to sing, from all of his geographical diversity, 
in his "Song with Everyone." . 

This wave of creativity, uniting names of pioneers and new VOices, 
has reshaped and renovated latin American song. What Yupanqui began 
in Argentina was followed by the expressive force of Mercedes Sasa, !sella, 
and many more. In Uruguay, Viglietti is joined by the Ol imarei!.?s and 
Alfredo Zitarrosa. In Peru, there is Nicomedes Santa Cruz red iscovenng the 
people's roots, while Tania Libertad begins to follow her own path, as does 
Amparo Ochoa of Mexico. Soledad Bravo, in Venezuela, er~pts wit~ the 
purity of her voice, which brings the songs of her fellow latm Amencans 
to levels of extraordinary beauty. Meanwhile, in Cuba, Silvio and Pablo, 
along with Noel Nicola and Vicente Feliti go back to the. hundr~-year-old 
trova and bring it to a rebirth in the context of revolutiOnary ~Ist?ry. In 
Brazil, Chico Buarque, Milton Nascimento, and Gerardo Vandr~ inSist that 
creativity does not die, even amid the repression and authoritananism that 
surrounds them. 

All of them and others, too, in one way or another, sowed the 
seeds of a movement that became an expression of the struggle for social 
transformation taking place in d iverse parts of the continent. For creating 
both a synt hesis and a symbol, these people were persecuted and exiled 
when the popular movements for social change which nourished the songs 
were drowned or repressed. Now is the time of ruptures, of silence, and of 
exile. Yet such Latin American songs continue to live, especiall y in Europe, 
and continue the struggles of the 1970s. Its voices clamor for full democracy 
and for the right to return to sing with their people. This is the case of 
Mercedes Sosa, the Quilapayun, Viglietti, and the Parras, to name a ~ew. 
New languages, new geographies, trips and planes, distances and emotions 
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defined a new chapter, a new sense ofliving through history, that such 

ijj,~n!~.~hl~ave to ex press in order to be themselves. Some doubt that the song 
American exile is the real expression of what it is to be Latin 
now. Others think the emergence of new currents, what has been 

Chile the Canto Nuevo, characterizes a fertile time in which Latin 
heterogeneity searches for convergence. Neither viewpoint is a 

synthesis: these are currents that interweave in a creative continuit y, 
meeting creates a collective memory and a basic instinctive resource 
people's sensibility. 

As the young Chilean essayist Alvaro Godoy has said, "The Nueva 
Canci6n. and now the Canto Nuevo, are two moments in one movement, 
with a present and a past, which we would call popular song. differentiating 
it from the song a/the peaplewhich has always existed and which is, without 
a doubt, its root and its countenance."l This inward- and outward-looking 
song searches for the moment of relevance within different daily realities 
and a common national direction, creating more than once a dialogue of 

~ii."""colm"os,,, .. Some of them advance with the people in the effort to 
construct new democratic reali ties. They li ve in a time of open spaces, in 
\vbich they can proclaim their com mi tments, their demands, and their con
' ;~~:~~~;dO~'t.hers have had to learn to live in semi~ilence. to use words 

;~ I ,and at the same time, paradoxically, to give poelry a greater 
force and suggestiveness. But some are victims of a greater phenomenon: 
exile, the freedom to sing onl y at a great distance fro m the people, as the 

~ onJy alternative to an inner creati vity that is close to the self but must 
maintain a guarded voice amid repression. The cause is the same: the cap
. developmental model which, in its most acute expressions in Latin 
America, postulates the democracy of consumerism, individual ism, atom
ization, and everything that tears the social fabric in which this song is 
nourished and defines itself. It is the same capitalism tha t, joined by the 
defenders of pri vate interests, is moving against Nicaragua and EI Salvador, 
obstructing a process that aims for the good of the great deprived majorities. 

Such reality does not escape the new song. The contributions of 
Carlos Mejia Godoy and the Palacagl1ina, like that of the Banda Tepeuani, 
come from this percept ion. The former sang of the feats of the Sandinistas 
against the dictatorship of Somoza; the latter invoked the will to aid the 
struggle of the Salvadoran people. Song and action. Song, struggle, alia 
poetry. As always. But today the centers of domination have the world 
communications media structure in their favor, they have philosophers like 
Milton Friedman to announce that it is the time of "freedom to choose" 
with money in hand; and they also have their industrially produced symbols, 
like John Travolta, who sing in their fiberglass env ironments, under alien-
ating lights, to a youth that has surrendered to an uncommitted wandering 
in the city, understood as the place where personality d issolves. 

Confrontation in the Record Indu.try 
The development of popular song has suffered directly from 

transnational expansion. Indeed, transnational expansion is simultaneously 
a political, economic, and cultural phenomenon; thus radio, television, and 
the recording industry ha ve been practically closed to the expression of 
commitment to structural change. Obviously, such an attitude is under
standable. It is defined by the conflict of interests. And within the boundaries 
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of that confron tation-consciously or not-radio and television stations be
come instruments of a kind of " transnational culture" that encourages cui. 
tural synchronization and moves toward a model of domination of the 
world· Advertising, records, imported programs, transnational news agen. 
cies, all interweave to create a communications framework that subscribes 
to order and coherence. 

Within this coherence. popular song is dysfunctional, or else it 
is only permitted a degree of presence which does not threaten the dominant 
model: " Rad io is an auditory medium of commun icat ion and its jorle is 
music. It depends, therefore, on recorded materials available to it. The 
national recording companies publish almost exclusively foreign recordings 
and there are even some companies which only sell imported material. On 
the other hand, the public, as it onl y has that one range of .possibilities, 
obviously only asks for those songs that are already being dehvered to it." 
says the radio(fV announcer Miguel Davagnino in a publication about 
Canto Nuevo.! In one way, the Mexican Gabino Palomares was saying the 
same thing in 1982 when he announced the release of his second album in 
five years. He recognized that that was not much but called attention to the 
difficulties big industry places before singers like him: ''Our music is dis· 
missed by tran snational companies. This phenomenon is understandable, 
as our themes are in direct conflict with their interests. Fortunately, there 
are recording companies that, though small, allow us to record. Our work 
recalls that which the minstrels did in their time. There is a lack of truth· 
fulness in the communications media, and we fiU the gap. It is arduous 
work, above all because we do not have th e materials necessary, but the 
people's acceptance of our work is what leads us forward."6 

Another element with a determin ing influence on the nondistri· 
bution of national music, popular song, and folk music is the relationship 
between the transnational capitalist recording companies and the disc jock. 
eys and radio program mers. " Making rea>rds independently," says Chico 
Mario de Souza, the promoter of a musicians' cooperative in Brazil, ''we 
discovered that the recording companies pay the radio stations to play their 
records. Radio becomes a loudspeaker for the rea>rding companies, by means 
of bribery. Every month some programmers receive money to play certain 
records. They're told: play this piece 20 times a day, this other one 10 times, 
and so on They play very little Brazilian music. Thus the radio stations 
keep on playing and making surveys of popularity. They put the music on 
the telellovelas-because there is bribery th ere too-and everyone begins to 
buy the record, which gives a lot of money to the recording compan ies," l 

The situation seems to be similar in the maj ority of Latin Amer
ican countries. Mexico, the other giant music market, is a scene ofthe same 
kind of corruption. But in this case the most e loquent testimony, from 
someone who saw the murky business from the inside, comes from Jorge 
Alvarez, former artistic director of the Capitol label: 

The big record companies have a budget, of course an 
overly high one. to run their public relations, their 
promotion campaigns. There are cases, for ex ample, 
in wh ich payola is not used, that is a check is not given 
so that a certain melody will be programmed by a 
station. But th is is made up for by sending the broad-
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caster on a trip to Europe, or giving him a new car, 
or sending him to Acapulco .... It has been known to 
happen that artistic directors ask fift y-thousand pesos 
(US $2000) per month from new sma ll companies, in 
exchange for promoting their product on a gi ven radio 
station. The big companies have specialized personnel, 
known in the radio world, who manage these things .... 
Or else, the record compan y sends a programmer to 
a concert in Los Angeles or New York, all expenses 
paid. In other cases, he or she is invited to Europe on 
a pleasure trip, on the company's account, of course. . .. 
Another way to promote records is the one CBS uses: 
it doesn't give a cent to the artistic diret:tors, but from 
time to time it gives them a special promotion deal 
of records to give to the publiC; it may be a thousand, 
two thousand, three thousand, five thousand records 
by the strongest artists: Chicago, or Earth, Wind and 
Fire' 

When music is seen exclusively as a commercial product, and 
when radio becomes part of a whole system that makes culture an industry 
and the public a market, all this follows almost inevitably. But there is even 
more: misrepresentation of the public's taste. " It is said that radio pro
gramming is done according to telephone calls .... But this too is fixed I 
don't know ifall ofthe companies have them, but Capitol does: a few boys 
and girls contracted to call in by phone and inflate the ratings. Until 1976 
when I left Capitol, I never agreed with the method, but i t was instituted 
in 1975."9 

. ~ressu:e, mo~ey, fixed programming. All that brings the local 
system 10 hne Wlth the mterests of the big transnational consortia of the 
record business. If one looks at the heart of the system the statistics are 
eloquent Five companies share 80 percent of the North American market. 
Wamer has .25 percent; CBS, 20 percent; Polydor, 15 percent; RCA, 12 
percent; CapItol (EM I), 8 percent. 10 From there, the business expands into 
the rest of the world, and its growth affects not only small local brands 
open to ~e diffusion ?fpopular song or so-called committed song, but tb~ 
whole nallonal recordmg system in countries like Argen tina Venezuela and 
Mexico. ' , 

The current open market policy has contributed to this pattern 
by directly affecting local subsidiaries and independent businesses. "Records 
imported from the United States and Europe, which are sold in the super
markets, are hurting the national market in genera~ it is because of this that 
we music publishers have brought a protest to the corresponding authorit ies 
in order that they restrict imports," declared Enrique Marquez in November 
1980. Marquez is a well-known Mexican music publisher whose ability to 
publish Mexican music was seriously affected by the great opening of the 
market permitted by the government when oil revenues increased II In an. 
other oil·producing country, sim ilar complaints were raised two months 
earlier: "A sharp blow has been ret:eived by the Venezuelan rea>rding in
dustry with the decree tha t permits the free importation of records from 
this month onwards (September 1980), as one of the hundred products 
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approved by the Venezuelan government. Before, the only records that could 
be freely imported were of classical music; the new regulations establish 
that any individual or company can import records, paying only five percent 
of the value of the product This is fatal for the national industry," stated 
a memorandum coming from Caracas, published by the Mexican press.'l 

These examples demonstrate the contrad ictions generated by the 
application in the peripheral countries of strategic policies of expanding 
transnational capitalism. At the same time, there is another factor that de
termines the conditions for the diffusion of music: the overflowing abull_ 
dance of cassettes and radio-cassette recorders. A concrete example is given 
by these Chilean statistics: "The size of national production and its stag. 
nation may be compared to the absolute quantity and the rate of growth of 
imports. In 1978. the sales figures (of records) of$4 .5 million is somewhat 
higher than the $3.6 million worth of cassettes. both blank and prerecorded 
sold during that year. The tendency observed in 1979-a growth of S5~ 
reveals that already in thi;lt year the nationa l market for recordings is sup. 
plied principally from the exterior. The competition is mostly from amateur 
recordings. The $4 million in blank cassettes imported during 1979 indicate 
that there is a substitute for the consumption of recorded material by the 
simple home..made copy of that material. "I] In Chile, a country of II million 
inhabitants, it is estimated that there are between 14 and 15 million radio
cassette recorders. It is one of the tools of transnational electronic manu· 
facture that has succeeded in penetrating even the sectors of the population 
with the least income. ' 

Is this good or bad from the perspective of popular song? Ricardo 
Garcia, radio announcer and record producer, is recognized as the mitial 
driving force behind the Canto Nuevo in Chile, as he was earlier for the 
Nueva Canci6n Chilena. He sees the problem in two facets: industrial and 
social, from the perspective of the label Alerce, the company that has made 
available the new voices of Chilean popular song, as well as the creations 
of Victor lara, Violeta Parra, Silvio Rodriguez, and Pablo Milanes. More
over, his case testifies to the possibility of action even in restricted spaces, 
when there is the will and tenacity to do so: "The world record market is 
in crisis, especially in Chile, where the masses' small power to consume is 
directed towards imported articles. To this problem is added the phenom
enon of the radio-casseue, which allows private recording of music. The 
case of Alerce is more critical, as its public has, in general, scarce resources. 
However, the real public is much wider. Each Alerce record is heard by 
more or less large groups, which are particularly interested in folk music or 
Chilean music, and they re-record on a cassette, which is heard by still more 
people. This is good for the diffusion of the music, but bad for us."1< 

Alte rnativa., Forea, a nd Poatry 
This situation, in which a song must move in the spaces created 

by the culture industry as well as in its own spaces, has opened the poss ibility 
ofaltemative distribution channels for 'popular songs. The record labels that 
try to create independent distribution systems multiply: labels such as Pueblo, 
N.CL (Nueva Canci6n Latinamericana), Fot6n, Alerce. Behind them is the 
Will to redeem those products of the electronics industry-the record and 
the cassette-in order to place them at the service of a cultural view of the 
world that inaugurates new times. Some do not make it, and some only 
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'K., ~'v d,c, But they o~en up vi~tas. to explore that are different from those 
the transnatIOnal capltahst model. An eloquent example was se 
where the Musicians' Cooperative of Rio de Janeiro created

en 

for "alternative records." "The initiator of this was Antonia 
says Chico Mario de Souza. '·He had made several successful re~ 
and had participated in festivals. But afterwards he began to feel 

unable. to. produ~ what he liked. No one wanted to record his 
" .... ·,·.c· , : he did It on hiS own, and then he went out to sell his records 

to place allover Brazil That way he sold more than 15,000 
l:j:~: and created the consciousness that it was possible to break the 
.i~ of the multinationals. Others followed him: Danilo Caim~ Luli and 
:',."''":' •.. And the secrets of the work were passed to other composers: how 

the cover and credits, what studio to record in, how many records 
where and how to sell. Thus the movement went on growing."u 
~ough t~e beginnings ofthe experiment were modest, they al-

ready constltute an Important trend. Groups like Barca do Sol and Boca 
Livre have managed to sell more than 40,000 copies in five months. De 
Souza's own record, "Raizes," also sold well. For that reason, the press 

EFE reponed from Rio de Janeiro, at the beginning of 1981, that 

the Brazilian record market for popular music had in 
1980, as a great novelty, the explosion of independent 
producers and the "discovery" of regional markets .... 
"That's enough now" was the rebellious cry of the 
independent musicians, who triumphed justly. If the 
list of the 20 best long-playing records of 1980 is ana
lyzed, it is apparent that not less than six were pro
duced independently .... The success of the indepen
dents is not only due to their intrinsic value but also 
to the discovery of the existence of an urba~ market 
that likes regional themes . ... Some dedicated musi. 
cians like Dori Gaymmi embraced, or collaborated 
courageously with, this renovation of musical taste 
which, in sum, wishes to escape from the dictates of 
international fashion in order to submerge itselfin the 
rich sounds, rhythm s, and melodies that are closest to 
the earth and to what is Brazilian .'~ 

. What can be the force inherent in a popular song that has a mass 
~udience? ~n t~e ~ne hand, the answer lies in the vitality and support 
.&!Mu:d to It by Its hnks to socia l organizations. Even in very authoritarian 
Situations, as 1M the Southern Cone, a relationship between song and the 
soci~ fabric is. established. Festiv~ls of solidarity; meetings of students; 
meetlD&S orgamzed by churches, umons, and other workers' groups' festivals 
organized by cultural organizations-all create the framework in which pop
ular song finds its ratification and orientation. On the other hand, the in

force of popular song emerges from its call for commitment to the 
of which it is a part and to the destiny of the great deprived ma

I,ft~J~~ri"; cs. "Today my song is in solidarity with El Salvador and th e struggle 
of its people," said the Mexican Gabino Palomares on presenting his second 
LP. Eduardo Peralta, a twenty~ne·year~ld Chilean musician, commented 
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upon returning from Europe and meeting his friends of the Nueva Cancion 
again that "I think about the liberty that clearly shows the inner hUman 
that always transcends systems and schemes. In my songs I want to ern: 
phasize the creative potential of the human being." In Uruguay, while talk. 
ing about the work of almost a hundred artists who perform in theaters and 
on the stages of sport facilities, the magazine La Democracia said in Sep. 
tember 1982: "We cannot push aside this cultural manifestation of the his. 
torical moment in which we live .... Ou r people need to participate, to find 
paths, and to do so saying that it is the people who are searching. That is 
what has given our people the Canto Popular: this is the path of their search." 
Lino Nebbia, with his LP Creer, was premonitory when he said of Argentina 
in 1982: "I believe that in spite of so much melancholy, so much grief and 
so many wounds, it's only a question of trying to live." 

Between 198 2 and 1983 a new process began to affect the latin 
American reality: redemocratization. In Brazil, great opposition figures made 
their comeback in the political scene by actively participating in state gov. 
ernment elections. Leonel Brizola was elected governor of the state of Rio 
de Janeiro and Darcy Ribeiro was elected deputy governor. The latter is an 
anthropologist and former minister of education under the Goulart admin. 
istration deposed in 1964 by the military. Within this context, the Canto 
Nuevo movement emerges to assume other commitments, standing closer 
now to the working classes and their struggle for full democracy and total 
respect for human rights. It is no longer a question of merely recovering ,. 
the minimum right to say what one thinks, but of breaking off completely 
with the numerous injustices still in force in Brazil, the most heavily in
debted of all third-world countries. 

But the situation also calls for progress. The popular "New Song" 
artists, those in exile and those who strive for liberation in their own coun
tries, have had a chance to meet at the festivals of Sao Paulo and Puerto 
Alegre. The Cubans Silvio Rooriguez and Pablo Milanes went on a grand 
tour through Bolivia, while in Chile their music has been gaining steady 
popularity through cassettes, magazines, and some democratic radio sta
tions. Actually, 1983 marked the beginning of a new stage in the struggle 
of the Chilean people against the Pinochet dictatorship. The convergence 
of forces has changed: youth (who were five and ten years old during the 
coup of 1973) now playa major role and defy the system. No truly massive 
event could be held without the presence of the new popular song voices, 
such as Isabel Aldunate, Osvaldo Torres, and many other groups. They sing 
the irreverent songs of tooay, the music that demands democracy. And the 
forbidden songs of fellow artists still in exile are repeated with energy and 
daring. 

Argentina's transformation has brought the forbidden music even 
closer to the Southern Cone: 1983 found this country explooing with home
comings. Quilapayun traveled a cross-country circuit and reached the out
skirts of the Chilean cordillera, while Angel Parra and other important mem
bers ofthe Chilean Nueva Cancion movment, still banned from their country, 
also prepared a grand Argentinian tour. Daniel Viglietti, established in Bue
nos Aires, is also getting closer to home: Uruguay. He was there in 1983, 
on the other side of the La Plata River. The Argentinians and many of 
Viglietti's countrymen, close by, are having the chance to learn of his current 
thinking: "I don't see myself as a pure musician, or guitar player, or poet. 
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I rather feel .Iike a ":lan who walks t~ose p:aths, a hUf!1an being who is trying 
10 cOmm~mcate with othe~s, who IS trymg to receIve and transmit some 
messages m a world orgamzed to destroy them. Capitalism blocks them 
manipulates them, changes their meaning .. .. There is a communicatio~ 
war going. on, a war in which im~rialism destroys news as efficiently as if 
it were usmg neutron bombs. OutSide appearances are left to remain intact 
but trUth is being destroyed."" ' 

Within this frame of thought and these new political instances
tbe struggles for r.ecovery or achiev~ment of democracy and a free destiny 
for Central Amenca-a ~um~r ofsmgers met in Varadero, Cuba, on No
vember 27, 1982, at which tIme the Nueva Cancion movement's Interna
tional Permanent Committee was created. The press release defines this 
growing. comm.itment and confirms the network constructed by the artists 
and thelT creatIOns. Part of the declaration says: 

The artist must not only li ve and create according to 
his times; he has a chance to project himself toward 
the future and to support, through art and li fe, the 
continuous clamor for social change demanded by the 
peoples of all nations. The Nu~'a Canci6n movement 
stands side by side of all that which makes man free 
and guides him along the road toward a better future. 
It is art without class or country, and its message is 
that of hope and humanity's highest ideals. We, as 
participants of the First International Nueva Cancian 
Forum, in Varadero, Cuba, celebrate the Tenth An
niversary of the Cuban Nueva Tro'l'a movement and 
declare ourselves in favor of nuclear disarmament and 
world peace, and in favor of the Cuban Revolution , 
that is building its future in spite of the yankee im
perialist blockade and permanent aggressions ... in 
favo r of solidarity with the popular struggle for total 
liberation in Latin America and the Caribbean, Africa, 
Asia, including the industrially developed capitalist 
countries; against yankee influence in El Salvador and 
Guatemala and the threat of imperialist intervention 
in those countries that have decided to determine their 
own destiny .... !S 

The following artists signed on behalf of their respective countries: Brazil , 
Chico Buarque; Spain, Joan Manuel Serrat; Uruguay, Daniel Viglietti; Chile, 
Angel Parra; Nicaragua, Carlos Mejia Godoy; Angola, Sam TocaS; German 
Democratic Republic, Elle Viterhoff; Mexico, Oscar ChaveZ; Argentina, Ar
mando Tejada Gomez; Cuba, Silvio Rodriguez; and the United States, Pete 
Seeger. This is the new network created by the "New Song" in Latin Amer
ica, a message of sol idarity and committed struggle that opens its way in 
the midst of the cultural industry, gaining acknowledgment, especially among 
youths. It offers hope for those who build the future. 

Nueva CanciOn. CW1to Nuevo. Nuevo Cancionero. ard so an are amO"ll the di fl erent names 
assumed by a sim~ar process 01 artistic search /Irld expression within the Latin American 
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strugg le to/ hberation. CooseQLJenlly. I use tnase te rms (espe<;I8I1Ylne.N'St ~l synortymOIl$). 
SInce Nueva TrOV8. N<JIlva Cancon. and Canto Nuevo refer \0 SpQClr.: M\>OOI! I rTIOVemenl$. 
tl'ey are leI! ., the cnginal SpanISh . .., any cas~ . III the terms menl.oned derote • nl'lo 
popua' mUSICal creation, linked to mBSS organtlBllOI1S and clnar,g ress·roots groupS and w<Ih 
a pr~emattC ,elation 10 the eXISting economic base. I have dellMd them colectivefv n ~e 
"new popular song movement:' 

In the coole~ lollhe '"Naw$ong.'" the te rm '"American" ,$ lXIderSI~ as "Lati~ Am~~"n. " 
a projecuon of Boliva,'s concept""" ~ u..eref0l9 opposes the term North AmerICan, 01 me 
more co'loquia l 01 peprat",e " grlngo," commonly used \0 refer 10 U.S. CIt izens. 

La Breie/atll (Santiago de Chi :e). Apr. 11. 1981 . 

Cees Hamelink. "The Cultl.nl Syrdvonisalioo of the World:" WACe Journal, 11 (1978) . 

La 8,Clder8. 

£1 CIa IMexicol. Dec. 21. 1980 

Cademos do Ter(;8j(O Mundo(R() de Jane,ro!. June 24.1980. 

Unom6s Uno (Mexico). June 29. 1980 . 

Unom6s Uno. 
M MOSk<)Wltl at a l. . Evel)'bOdy's Bus,ness (New Vark: Harper and Row. 1980). 
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EJIClIIsior IMexicol. Sept. 26. 1980. 
Poder IIConOrrnCO ~ lib6rrlldde 6)((Jf8S!6n. Diego PortaleS C .. EdtOr;at NLJeva Im'oenlILET. 
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EIO"e(Me><icoj. July 19. 1983. 
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Simon Frith 

Art Ideology and Pop Practice 

I want to begin by saying that coming to an American 
university from 1983 Britain was a very surreal expetience. With a cheer
leaders' camp and a fraternity weekend in progress, I felt as if! had wandered 
onto the set of a satirical film about I 950s American youth culture. In that 
setting this conference became a necessary form of security: enter here for 
all those comforting words-hegemony, ideology, discourse, and so on. I felt 
not so much that we were in an ivory tower as a lighthouse, sending out 
beams of theory in the hope that people would see the light, that by illu
minating the rocks and eddies of cultural practice we could help them set 
their courses more clearly. 

In this paper I want, in some respects, to reverse this 
process. I have to confess that I spend more time listening to records than 
reading theoretical texts, and what interests me are the flashes of light that 
come from the cultural marketplace itself In other words, rather than usin g 
cultural theory to illumi nate cultural practice, I want to examine certain 
cultural practices and suggest ways in which they can help us refine cultural 
theory. This strategy has been forced on me, in part, by necessity. There is 
still remarkably little cultural theory, Marxist or otherwise. that makes sense 
of the pop and rock process. Adorno remains, after nearly fifty years, the 
key referent (think, by contrast, of the development of film th eory in the 
same period). There are several reasons for the Marxist negiect of popular 
music-the organization of the academy and academic disciplines, leftist 
assumptions about "the popular" (to which I will return), and so on, but 
the effect has been that what theories of pop there are have developed out 
of the day-to.day practices of pop itself, out of people's need to bring some 
sort of order and justificati on to the continuing processes of musical eval
uation, choice, and commitment-whether such people are musicians, en
trepreneurs, or fans. 

The practice of pop involves, in short, the practice of 
theorizing. Perhaps we should ca ll the results low lheory---<:onfused, incon
sistent, full of hyperbole and silence, but still theory, and theory that is 
compelled by necessit y to draw keytermsandassumptions from high theory, 
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from the more systematic accounts of arl, commerce, pleasure, and class Cr . that are available. It is this latter process that interests me here. What I ul~e missil~s, cer,tainly, but a lso, equally apparently, a gesture 
want to suggest is that from the mid- 1950s (the rock 'n' roll moment) to An:tencan.muslc, agamst rock. culture, against the festival itself Either 
the end of the 1960s there developed a distinct rock sensibility that had, al Immediate effect was to Jolt the audience's sense of what was 
its cutting edge, an account of itself that drew on the Marxist critique of r~!~:~:~'~~: ~hould they cheer or boo? There was a moment of confused 
mass culture. From the mid- 1970s (the punk moment) to the present, by '~s In avant-garde precedents the audience had to react without 

contrast, there has emerged a pop sensibili ty that has, at its cutting edge ow. 
an account of itself that draws on what I am going to call an avant-gard~ The point I w.ant to examine here is not whether Molly Hatchett 
critique of mass culture. !,I!;:;; .. ,.;·, Boy T~~ee was, 10 1983, more politically correct, but how different 

I can best illustrate this rock/POP disti nction by example. A recent of .pohttcal correctnes:s are produced by different popular sensibil-
issue of Dave Marsh's muckraking newsletter Rock 'n' Roll Confidemial Il:urrb"Yntsdl~erent (low) theones of how music can work politically. Rock 
carried a story in praise of Molly Hatchett, the heavy rock band. According ,II 10 the 1960s ~hus focused on the problem of commercial "co-
to Marsh, when several "radical" new wave/punk bands were asked to Play t~ansformatlOn of.cuhure into commodity, and on rock's re-
a benefit for a steelworkers' union local in Pittsburgh, they all, for one reason certam sorts of o~ga01zed political struggle, to protest. Rock was 
or another, refused. Molly Hatchett agreed immediately and did everything to be, under .certam .conditions, and despite the constant process 
to help make the concert successful- playing for free , contributing their own . recu~ratlOn, socially subversive. Or at least it could be and 
resources so that other bands could play too, raising a lot of money for the ~as. aD: Imp~)ft.ant si te. o~ struggle. Today, such arguments 'have 
workers. The question this report raised concerned the relationship between lost their force (10 BTlt~m th~t IS; 10 the Uni ted States they still have res-
Molly Hatchett's music-traditional macho rock-and their politics. A reader . , , ' hence the contmued Importance of rock heroes like Bruce Spring-
asked, Does a correct political act guarantee "good" rock music? MaiSh's and !~hn Cou~r Mel.Jencamp-I will come back to possible reasons 
reply was straightforward: the political importance of rock ' n' roll lies in its the Bnhsh/Amencan difference later). As a site bf struggle rock has 
articulation of working-class experience. Molly Hatchett had thus shown _ . too mu~hy to ?ffe.r muc~ of a foothold. Those British political rock 
themselves to be authentic rock 'n' rollers; issues of sexism and racism must ' contmu~ (smgmg their support of strikers, for example, like the 
be resolved within rock 'n' roll conventions. By these criteria new wave, . s~e~ ~ehberatel y, proudly archaic-as if even "authentic" work-
experimental bands are (as the Pittsburgh incident confirmed) elitist and ;m:-c~s~/,?;Itlcs I.S no."' a. matter of style. To qu.ote a British street pamphlet, 
bourgeois-"art" is a way of distancing music from the working class. T. e n oJ M.USIC, d lst~lbuted anonymously 10 Leeds in 1978 but partic-

This is a useful summary of the politics of the rock sensibility: ularly appropnate to thiS conference setting: "A subversion that was lived 
good music comes from the authentic expression of a (working-class) com· . . active tho~gh co~fused, has been turned into its opposite- con-
munity's needs and va lues. In Britain, at about the same time, there took - . for ~ paSSive aUdl.ence. No longer an incitement to the destruction 
place the annual Glastonbury Festival. This is partly an attempt to preserve the unIver~lty .but an adJ~nct of the university as Saturday night enter-
the 1960s hippy ethos (it is a drug-centered event, for instance), but it is fittJpg m neatly With the present conformism of students." 
also, nowadays, a commercial event- you pay to IJJ in and the (considerable) l[i~:l':"~~ . ThiS does not mean, however, that music is no longer a site of 
profits go to the Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament. The hippy/eND link '- d ispute but, rather, that ~he terms of the dispute have shifted. Cur-
is a peace-and-Iove vibe, and the atmosphere of Glastonbury is usually pop debat.es start by acceptmg,. ~lebrating even, music's commodity 
nonpolitical-the only speech made from the platform this summer, fa- ' by. definm~ re~oltas.style, .pol!tics as gesture (as with Fun Boy Three's 
example, came when one progressive rock band, The Enid, denounced an· . ThiS dlscur.slve shift IS one of the important effects of punk' 
other, MariJIion, fo r signing with EMI. .most theon zed form of popular music ever, and this was i ~ 

But then Fun Boy Three appeared. They were at that point a It could be used to stand for so many ideas at once. On the 
successful commerical pop act (i.e., they had Top Ten hits- they have since . was a raw restatement of ~he rock argument-a challenge 
split up), both smart and political, but political in a way different from . control of mass musIC, an attempt to seize the tech-
Molly Hatchett. Fun Boy Three's politics came from their management of a~d commercla.l m~ans of music production, a rank-and-file youth 
disparate pop signs. The group-two black men and a white man- was a of class sohdan ty. On the other hand punk was an art movement 
remnant of Britain's 2-Tone movement (in which punk met ska); their attempt by .bohemian dem.imond~ of the fashion industry t~ 
musicians, lined solidly behind them on stage, were all women. Terry Hall, spectacle, ,!?manIPulate the media, to con thekids, to make money-
the lead singer, sang entertaining songs without making any attempt to please chaos. m Mal~olm McLaren's slogan. At issue in the subsequent 
his audience, to address them, at all. At Glastonbury the group performed about the meam~g of punk. were the C?ncepts of authenticity and 
a popped-up, contemptuous version of The Doors's "The End," an iconic . 'Yas punk authentiC prolet~nan expressIOn or artificial style? This 
song of the rock sensibility, and as the song ended Hall dispassionately set I~ an Important ~~~ a ~alse dichotomy (which I will come back to) 
fire to the U.S. flag. The political meaning ofthis gesture (carefully calculated It marked the d~vlslon Within pu nk itself, a division subsequently ex~ 
and repeated, to the producer's horror, on a live TV show a couple of days by the freezmg of punk proletarianism into the nostalgic gestures 
later) was ambiguous. A gesture against Reagan and American imperialism, . and the emerg~nce ~f the punk bohemians into the gl ittery new po - movement. Faced wtlh thiS choice, British leftist interest in music, stirr~ 
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by punk, has waned. The role of pop in the era of mass youth unemployment 
has turned out to be, it seems, "escapism" (just as it was in the 1930s) 
Adorno lives. . 

I do not disagree with this conclusion as such, but what I Want 
to examine is the concept of escapism (which is, I suppose. tied into what 
I mean by the pop sensibility). Escapism is, in cultural practice, not an easy 
activity, and the problems its poses are precisely the reason why pop debates 
now tum around the issues of style and artifice rather than class and capitaL 
drawing their terms from avant-garde rather than Marxist models. I am 
using the term "avant-garde" very loosely here, with the justification that 
it is a term used loosely (but widely) by pop musicians and audiences them. 
selves; but in general the suggestion is that, whereas rock musicians try to 
differentiate themselves from the mainstream ofpophackery in the language 
of authenticity, sincerity, and solidarity, pop musicians define themselves 
against the cultural mainstream in much more self-consciously formalist 
terms. Similarly, while the rock tradition depends on a sense ofcommuruty_ 
musicians speak for as well as to their fans-pop musicians have no desire 
to represent anyone but themselves, are more concerned with cult and C0-

terie, with esl~blishing difference. 
In making such schematic constrasts between rock and POP I ' 

should make two points clear. First, I am concentrating here on how these 
sensibilities differ at their radical edge, but we must note that they also differ 
in terms of their recuperation. Pop is thus obviously vulnerable tCt direct 
commercialism-its criteria of success can be translated into numbers, saJes 
figures, profits, and so on. For Britain's best-selling music magazine, Smash 
Hits, a key exponent of the pop sensibility, to be commercially successful 
means to be culturally significant, and vice versa. The commercial recu· _ 
peration of rock works differently: the profit motive is concealed by sociology 
and best-selling records are legitimated in terms of their success at repre
senting a mood , a social current, a generation, and so on (think of those 
1960s quasi-academic rock books or the general stance of Rolling Stone~ 
The recuperation of music in both cases means showing how it confirms 
the social order, but the terms of the confirmation, pop or rock, differ. 

Second, the 1970s rock/pop shift was not just the resu lt of some 
random play of stars and influences. Rock sensibility began to falter (marked 
by the "crisis" of punk) because of the collapse of the idea- which emerged 
in the 1950s and gave cultural shape to the 1960s-that "youth" is a com· 
munity. Orthodox rock history has popular music stagnating until the trans
formative moment of rock 'n' roll (the central cliche in such history is "the 
rock revolution"). But we could equally interpret rock 'n' roll as a reac· 
tionary cul-de-sac, a futile attempt to deny the logic of mass cultural pr0-
duction in a new folk movement (and folk musicians and folk ideologies, 
particularly the celebration of "live" performance, were, it should be re
membered, central to the development of rock in both Britain and the 
United States). The new folk was youth, and from this perspective p.1nk 
was just one more tragic gesture against technological change and capitalist 
disruption. The fantasy that pop musicians could be some sort of organic 
intellectuals has been remarkably stubborn, and it was only when the ma
terial basis ofthe fantasy- youth as class-broke down in the 1970s recession 
that different ways of conceiving of 'pop politics began to be attractive. 
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To be a bit more specific, r would like to suggest that the radical 

of the pop sensibility draws on ~re~ strands of avant-garde thought 
ObV.IOU.S, but probably least slgOlficant, source is avant-garde art 

SlgOlficant because even when these musicians are interested 
. (electronic amplification, volume, repetition, etc.) they are 
mterested in the problem of the rock audience. For example, I 

.the New York composer Glenn Branca conduct one of his 
iir;plbn,oie',m l?~don. His music is made by a group of musicians playing 

a mm~mal range ~ftones .(but a wide range of electronic pitch) 
over agam on ampitfied gUitars and homemade electronic key

The musi.c ge.ts loud~r and louder as the works progress, and the 
::-i;~i!,,';ft~e,~r , a ~hJ!e, IS o! bemg trapped .in a room full of noisy, heavy, 
rc: ma.chl.nery-one ~ ears, by necessIty, have to make music, patterns, 

IS, m fact, a dm. The performance r went to took place in an 
center.before an audience of about thirty people, half, obviously reg· 

weanng ear plugs. At the end we all applauded pol itely. The perform
short, had no popular cultural significance at all and I wished that 

~;.';,:a had been playin~, instead, as support to Iron Maiden, the heavy 
that was. pJaymg around the corner on the same night. The idea 

(.h,eari-,b,ng,ershavmg to make sense of the sheer tedium of Branca's music 
IS . louder than Iron Maiden's as well) is more avant-garde 

'-s,x,;"bee)cause.lt would have i"nvolved the kind of audience challenge (and 
\0; that IS no longer possible in the art world itself. 

influence of the musical avant-garde has come less from 
~(;':.';~tf:;~;':~,';; experiments (New York minimalism European free im
p: tJ;lan from its theoretical argument that pe~ple can be made to 

to mU~lc that does not confirm their expectations-either because 
:r ', , a .re st~pped ~own t~ th.eir elements and then nothing happens or 

(as m free ImprOVIsation) all rules as to what is music what is 
,_,,,. __ •• are s~spended. Whatever else is going on, the aim is not 'to please 

~
;~'~::~~iTih~IS~1pai:radoxical idea-musicians seeking to disrupt their form 

I music-~as obvi~us resonance for postpunk performers: 
avant-garde formaitsm, the Idea that as music is constructed so it 

be decon~t~~ted; take~-for-granted musical meanings are exposed by. ;. 
placed to toappropnate" contexts. But although this is certainly alr~ ~ 

developed in art music, its most important source in pop has~~ 
the techn~l?gical possibilities of record ing and mixing firS' ... · 

up by black mUSIcians-the dub mixers and toasters of Jamaica the 
.and s~ratch mixers of New York City. What they did was ch~nge 

mUSical ob~ect, the ground oftheircreativity, from song and performance 
the reco.rd I~self. To make new music out of such finished productions 

'l;'i~:'~:'" q~l~e . literally, to deC?nsuuct them. In reggae, anyway, if not in 

:I~:':~~~:i~::'~n:~tl;clsm, deconsUUctJon is a materia~ ~ract5ce, one that, among , completes the breakdown of the dlstmctlon between musician 
engineer, artist and technician, record player and record maker. 

The most controversial result-Malcolm McLaren's Duck Rock 
also the most revealing for the argument here. What from a rock 

f,f:-~~~~~:'~.was obviously a rip-off (McLaren mixed together African reo r. ' N~w York street and radio noise, studio tricks, and claimed the 
as hiS own), was from his own pop art position a political gesture 

exposed the national-cultural base of the sound standards we usually 
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take for granted. He suggested, further, that to conceive musical 
was as important an artistic activity as 'to make music. (And his 
commercial success did indeed help open a space in British charts ana dla,~ 
floors for New York and African sounds.) Think, too, of the way in 
r~rds are ~outinely issu:d now. in a .number of mixes (party mix, radio 
miX, club mIX, London miX, seaside mtX, etc.). On the one hand, this is an 
easy way to exploit the fans; on the other hand, it exposes the studio pro. 
cesses and calculations kept hidden when records are presented as " natural " 
" finished" goods. ' 

This leads to the second set of avant-garde arguments. about the 
construction of the "authors" of music-the musicians. the performers, the 
stars. The arguments here partly reflect filtered-down structuralist descrip
tions of representation but have come into pop most significantly from art 
schools. The issues can be divided into two. 

First, there is the realization that what is involved in pop is ~t 
simply music but music as articulated through a perforrtler or, rather, through 
an image of a performer. Thus we cannot distinguish the meaning of Elvis 
Presley's music from the meaning of Elvis Presley; and if musical meani~ 
is conventional, not natural, so is our sense of pop personality. We read 
qualities like' sincerity, spontaneity, anger, sexuality, passion, and so 01\ 
into performers because of the way they organize the signs d their person
ality. From this perspective, the basis of performance is not spontaneity 
(which in ideological terms binds rock to nature) but calculation (which 
binds pop to culture). 

Second, pop works not simply through any old combination of 
sound, image, and personality, but through their combination as a com· 
mercial package. Artistic interest in the making of meaning does not end ' 
when the music is made, the record released, the performance over, but is 
equally invested in the way in which it takes on its public meanings via the 
media of television, radio, advertisement, the star system, and so on. The 
new interest in this reflects another technological development-video, which 
blurs, finally, the distinction between making music and marketing a com
modity. Pop groups are now expected to construct their music as its 
advertisement, a video spot on MTV. 

I want to make two points about these positions. First, they draw, 
in Britain, on a very long tradition of art school involvement with rock 
music, which has always placed a premium on style, on the aesthetic com
bination of sound and look. Presentation (clothes, hair, face, person) has, 
in this tradition, always been as important as musicianship, personality as 
careful a construction as everything else- emotions are displayed rather than 
expressed transparently. British rock stars have rarely been self.effacing, 
anonymous in the American hairy rock way (except during the "progressive" 
rock phase of the early 1970s when performers' "musicianship" was guar
anteed by their lack of pop personality-e.g., Yes, Barclay James Harvest, 
Supertramp). There has always been a distinct strain of irony running through 
British pop, an obvious gap between the person and the personality, a de
tached tone of voice that binds Mick Jagger to Johnny Rouen, Bryan Ferry 
to Boy George (there is even an art school heavy metal band, Motorhead). 
These performers present themselves and stand aside; they revel in sexual 
ambiguity, playing games with the male/female, passive/active conventions 
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are invo l~e~ i~ .being sold as a star, in being both an object of d . 

, .,.ID"P and ItS tmttator. eSlre, 
' ",ln

ca1 
It is not en,?ugh, though, to explain British pop sensibility by 

~!l . ref~re~ce to .ltS ar:t school connections. The question is why art 
B,!~atn, un.h~e the United States. should give shape to popular 

:
ii~r;~~a~m':I~bIt10n . ~hls. IS too ~de a questi.o~ .tc? go into properly here, but 

contras~tng IdC?logles (and POSSlblhtJes) of social and geograph. 
~uch Ideologle.s shape .masscultural forms (and explain British 

peculiar concern. With fashion and style) simply because a central 
~~~:'v~~;'::~P,~~ culture tn. capitalist societies is to handle the problem of 
~ su~ss and failure. From pop music evidence it seems. then 

the Untt~ States people's opportunities to change their circum: 
;' n,,,,,--IO make tt-are taken for granted (however fallaciously), while in 

; '~Pi,I'ih,ne;y ar~ not. Successful American musicians have nothing to justify 
thelr :-vealth an~ ~ood fortun.e is not taken to make them any 

~:~:i::;~~~ral~heslT fans (thiS IS most obvIOus in country music). In Britain 
success is ~urtive, hedged with guilt, accusations of selling 

. ofweaJth tn terms orhard work or good deeds. Rock stars 
their in t~rms of Romantic ideology, by reference to 

th.elr fans can collude) from "ordinary people"-
art connection. They play down stardom's material con· 

~",'nces mock their own populari.ty. It is noticeable that the urban groups 
States that are least hkely to "make it"-blacks and Latins

the mo~t. fashion·conscious youth cul~ures and the most flamboyant 
. (from James Bro,:,"n to Pnnce), and something similar to 

pop IronY?8n also be found In the proletarian stadium·rock tradition 
runs fr~m Ahce Cooper through Kiss to Van Halen. But none of these 

. has qUite the contempt for the mass audience that is essential to the 
pop sta':lce. In the United States that only comes from self-con-

~;~'~:~bo~h~mlan pe~ormers-Dylan, Frank Zappa, Jim Morrison, Lou 
~ dtd ~o~ thmk of themselves as pop stars in the first place. 

. In Bntatn, then , the .a0 school approach to pop has always had 
ObVlO~S .roc.k presence, but It tS only now that it is becoming central to 

IS d~scussed and made sense of. One sign ofthis is the emergence 
BoWie as a superstar; another is the increasing importance of 
and packagers-factory Records, for example, became Britain's 

1<.' m,oSl successful p~stpunk tndependent label with designer Peter Saville as 
key member of ItS sta~ But the most direct evidence lies in how pop is 

. mag~nesand press handouts, in reviews and interviews. 
the Arts CounCil bookshop in London's Covent Garden and you 

the of pop culture magazine: Blitz, Face, ZG, and 
I . ATtline, and Art Forum in the same haphazard 

they h~ next. to No. J, Smash Hits. and Flexipop in most 
. . H. SmIth. Like the te~n w~klies, these new magazines are 

rock an~ pop fashIOn. Like the art glossies. they assume 
. of a~ ~d design and media form-the terms of modernism, 

expreSSlOntsm, and neoexpressionism are flung about in their at
tempts to define current styles in music. 

These magazines are not, in themselves, radical or even loosely 
avant-garde, but they do suggest that the processes of pop construction can 
be analyzed and debated. And so the third strand of avant·garde ideas I 
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want to mention is precisely concerned with politicizing that di.spute. The ~:r~~,~~::r:t.~hO~lse~a~r~evOlving around creativity and commodity, the artist 
inspiration here was, I suppose. situation ism (the reference pOint of Fac- i i are issues deeply enmeshed in the history of capital. 
tory's self-styled "politics," for example), which puts the emphasis On Pop accounts., for example, for the continuing importance for rock 
as s~tacJe, situation, event, as something that ,involves the construction (and the rock industry, 100) of both romantic and modem ideo-
ofan audience (and thus returns us to the idea of shocking the public). The - . . of pop, in short, continue, and what 1 am referring 
pop roots of this argument obviously lie in punk (the Sex Pistols drew describing a shift in sensibility is a shift in the terms people use to 
directly on situationist theory), but the most significant political music ;;\;., 5O.n" of the contradictions and the ways they are positioned by them. 
concerned pop as a sexual event. it simply, the question remains the same-Is commercial success a 

Feminist musicians, in particular, have been concerned not sim. ' political failure?-but the terms ofthe answer change. 
ply with the question of rock's musical structure-Is it a patriarchal form?_ am not suggesting that the word "deconstruction" now 
but, more important, with the ways in which performances and events use lightly off record buyers' lips-I do not expect that the average fan of 
conventions of masculinity and femininity, situate the audience in certain j g~~~~ Club, for example, would find this paper of any obvious relevance 

ways, and define subjectivity. The issue facing women in rock is that, wnile t~.'~~~~:~t;;a~;s~te::.::W~~h;:a~t~I~a:im~~~~~:~~.~!c rather, is that pop sensibility works as 
there have obviously been women's voices, there has also been, far mOre and pop experience, a framework, a common 
obviously, a female silence or, to put it more accurately, a female silencing. record buyers, record producers, disc jockeys, 
To speak thus means more than simply to pick up a guitar, to move clOse SO on, make sense of what they are doing, account for the choices and 
to the mike. The first time I saw a feminist rock band perform it took me '[~~T~m:~;they make. Thus, if within the rock discourse an abusive term 
some time to understand why the event felt so difficult (the women were, ' ~,i' out" has wide currency, even though most of its users never 
at first hearing, using orthodox enough rook musical forms). What I to through the assumptions it rests on, so it is now possible to 
tually realize:d was that this was also the first time I had been to a up ~mash Hits and find people using the abusive .terms ''rockist'' with-
concert when I was not, as a man, the subject of the musicians' (male or ;~; SloC<,if"in, how they recognize rockist tendencies (faking sincerity, sim· 
female) address. The effect was not to be excluded from the event Oust as "community") when they hear them. 
women are not excluded from rock events) but to have no obvious place I am sure I have been exaggerating the extent to which pop com· 
in it-in an immediate, emotional way I could not make sense of what was has changed-in reality pop and rock discourses still swirl around 
happening. And it is precisely this effect that bands concerned with sexual and are not as clearly distinguishable as my schematic approach 
politics, like the Gang of Four and the Au Pairs, have tried to put into play: Still, there have been changes. I want to end by suggesting a couple 
to confuse an audience and then to use that confusion as the basis for an why the sort of pop sensibility I have described has appeared in 
active process of making sense out of conversation, hesitation, the move- ;;;;~i;i~,,~onjunction with the rise of Thatcherism, and this goes back to 
ments in and out of private and public expression. I started with, the meaning of "escapism." To summarize my 

Again, the rock-despised, "artificial" 1 970s genre of disco was want to argue, first , that the development of populist discourse 
important in this context for the questions it raised (in its very use politics, the spread of new sorts of appeal, from the Right to "the People" 
"formulas") about the pop construction, via dance, of the body. I am think- . raised questions about the meaning of " the popular"; and second, th~t 
ing not just of the erotic rules written into disco by its gay and non-Wasp "~"v~~~;:l~~:~'~:' of generalized youth unemployment, the reorganization 
connections but also of the importance of the "anonymous" dance flooras A a position of dependence, has raised questions about the 
a place to pose. Disco offered an alternative to rock 'n' roll's traditional tt ,aI.ing "~'~:~:;;~:'l~" The new pop is a response to both sets of questions. 
boy-meets-girl party conventions, and Britain's dance floor poseurs, Bowie ~~ . "the popular" first. In a recent paper, Tony Bennett bas 
boys and girls initially, became the New Romantics, a pop movement ;~i~"'ted that the problem of most leftist accounts of the popular is th'at 
spawning such ambiguous and even asexual stars as Boy George and Mar- a model of "the people" that refers to an ideal people in the past 
ilyn. If dressing up was, like glam-rock before it, primarily a boys' affair, . I~!~~'~ an ideal people in the future but never real people now (which is 
David Bowie himself was, nevertheless, an important inspiration for girls New Right populism has had such an impact-the Left has not been 
too (as interviews with both feminist musicians and fans reveal). What strong position to contest it). In terms of popular music, the effect of 
mattered was his simple assertion: "I'm different." Sexual politics is about has been a convention of analysis that values popular music either as 
questions, not answers, and Bowie suggested that the most "natural" of (it to the people, instructs them, inspires them, etc.) 
rock's meanings, its "raunchiness," was actually just another (and rather the people, emerges joyously from them). What 
dreary) pose. is how music works to construct the people. To put 

By this stage of the argument, I am sure that you are wondering the description "popular" music is not simply a quantitative 
about the relevance of such fringe, artistically and politically, self-conscious . to a number of listeners} It describes, too, a cultural 
musicians and consumers to an understanding of how music works as pop- is, precisely, that it offers an account of the 
utar culture. Before I go on I need to clarify two points in particular. example, do not just register record sales and airplay 

First, I am not suggesting that pop and rock, as mass cultural work give music a particular sort of public presence. Popular music 
forms, have changed in any significant ways. The issues I am talking about, music that takes up certain spaces in popular memory, that establishes 
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shared codes of musical meaning (most obvious in thei r shorthand USe i 
advertisements), that works, in other words, to make a panicular son n 
unity out of the listen ing public. Subgenres of popular music-rock, disco 
reggae, and so on-are engaged in similar processes: they give cultUral sha~ 
to "taste publics" and in doing so help define what those tastes mean_in 
terms of identity, commitment, value, and so on. You are what you listen 
to; you are not what you do not listen to. 

There is a lot more to be said about these processes, and in 
particular, from a Marxist perspective, about their role in defining the petite 
bourgeoisie, whose identity, so often unstable and ambiguous in material 
terms, is particularly dependent on symbols of identity and difference. But 
the point I want to make here is that now, more than ever before, the political 
work of constructing "the people," and differences among "the people," is 
visible, as Thatcherism links "the people" to "the nation," reaffirms dis. 
tinctions of male/ female (in the family), black/white (in our "cultural her. 
itage"), employed/ unemployed (in the language of enterprise and progress), 
normal/abnormal (in a reaffirmed moral common sense). And so the idea 
of the people as "the audience" has become a more self-consciously signif. 
icant aspect of popular music making, too. The artificiality of "the popular" 

Simon Frith 

j:~~~;~.:,Of d?ubt and need and desire. Pop gives people ways to speak 
thmk the~selv~s, that can coun ter (though they often con

ways of ~ymg.thmgs. O~e of the important tasks of populism 
. the ways m which the p~vate becomes public (and vice versa); 
Important tasks of pop IS to subvert that control. It is worth 

in this context, the clear strand of New Right thought in both Britain 
United States which, in the name of high culture, denounces mass 

in general and pop music in particular. 
Su~h at~acks are made, as always, in defense of hierarchy and 

'~~I~~o:.~agamst Igno~nc7' spurious C9uality, and so on, but they com
~; placed now wnhm the New Right's celebration of common sense 

is taken to "see off' the "extremism" of trade unions or the "de-
of feminists). Thus, the danger of current pop music lies less in its 
. ~r triviality (which concerned 1930s mass culture critics) than 

"subverts" common sense. Pop music has become 
. (the BBC banning records with the same bizarre 
as in the mid-1960s) because the problem of leisure 
arisen just as the leisure industry is being acclaimed 

to Britain's economic problems. The transformation ofelec-
is, in short. teadily apparent. and popular culture reflects the consequent 
tensions-whether in an aggressively nostalgic reassertion of rock as won·"! 
ing-class music, a denunciation of pop elitism, or in the restless new pop 
attempt to confuse the aJliances and divisions on which Thatcherite pop. 
ulism depends, by blurring racial and sexual divisions (like Culture Oub), 
and by making a mockery of the idea of "national" music. 

into consumer goods, the development. of cable TV, video 
computers, and so on, have put an economic premium on 
. (and, in some respects, threatened sta te and oligo

of those tastes). Pop's leisure significance is thus being 
. Britain's newest youth subculture, the "casuals," 

celebration of leisure goods and " life-style" con
It is thus significant that at the height of the Falklands crisis (when 

no pop record was, to my knowledge, issued in support of the war) the 
general move among young white pop musicians was to introduce all sons 
of Latin and African elements into their records (and disc jockeys were 
being similarly eclectic in clubs and discos). Now this was, from one per
spective, an echo of British colonialism, making money out of other people's 
music, but it also contradicted, in musical terms, the nationalist message 
that was being pumped relentlessly out of every other medium, whether in 
the crude terms of the tabloid press or in the measured tones with which 
the BBC absorbed the Task Force into the clich&; of 1939-45 war reports. 
Pop eclecticism can, then, have a cultural effect It did, that summer, counter 
the official messages about Latins over there and Britains over here, just 
as, in 1977, the Sex Pistols's "God Save the Queen" threw its own son of 
pall over the official rejoicing at the Silver Jubilee. 

As for the problem of pleasure, I have not got much to add to 
what I say in Sound Effeas, but the point I want to stress is that just as 
work can no longer be taken for granted by youth culture, nor, consequently, 
can leisure, and this, in tum, calls into question the hedonistic routine on 
which rock and pop have always been based. Thus, though a record like 
Wham's "Wham Rap!" (a disco-based assertion of the right not to work, 
to have a good time all the time, "You've got soul on the dole!") was a big 
hit, it clearly worked as fantasy rather than as any sort of explicit political 
comment The implications are clear-the fragility of traditional youthful 
pleasures is now apparent; people have to work at having fun. And the real 
significance of "Wham Rap!"-that of pop musicgeneraJly-is that it remains · 
a crucial, perhaps the crucial, source (for youth, at any rate) of unofficial 
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queues and continu ing "hooliganism" -the street
menace now comes from such nice, clean-cut, Tory.looking boys and 

The casua~ are.a suitable symbol of pop politics-elusive, am-
)b~I~OUs,momentary m their cultural effects; signs, in Dick Hebdige's words 

." The problem raised at this conference in the discussio~ 
Chambers's paper and mine was how this relates to con

. politics-organized, rational, strategic. Most of the ques
a ~eneral concern with th~ authority of pop culture and pop 

What nght had I, as a male/whne/bourgeois/academic to interpret' 
of women/ blacks/workers/youth? The answer which I was 

nervous to give at ~he time, is none. Pop meaning is n~t revealed by 
c,?nslltuted by good theory or "authentic" experience. 

r,~-!)!'",~r. eve~ questIOner approached rock and pop in moral terms, as if 
~USIC gets t~rough despite "bad" people (the industry, superstars, 

li",ni'>n), as If we can sllU speak of a "real" popular culture (the culture of the 
.... ,:.UU" World, the oppressed) being "falsified" by capitalist incorporation. 

. . Such an i~ea ?f"truth" seems to me an unhelpfUl starting point 
I The'lmportant question IS not whether one piece of music is more authentic 

ilia? another-Malcolm McLaren versus Afrika Bambaataa, the Thompson 
TWinS versus Holly Near-but why authenticity is an issue in popular cul-

L
', ~IU"'cWih,mY,,SOme sorts of !n'!uthenticity are more suggestive than others. Pop 

. are not orgamc mtellectual!i; they have no authority that matters. 
IS, ~ather. their lac~ of authority that enables their effects to happen at 

the pomt of consumptIOn. There is an obvious difference (obvious to anyone 
who has taken pleasure from pop) between meanings grasped "from un-
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demeath" and meanings imposed "from on top." However easily we can. popular musics-music for socialism, rock in opposition, 
describe their packaging, their hard sell, it is undeniabl.e that the cultural :~~;:~:,::, labels, free radio. I listened to talks on gender and timbre, 
impact of El vis Presley or the Bealies, Bob MarleY,or Ml~h~el Jackson, the ~ songs in Nicaragua, music while you work, the history of the 
Selt Pistols or Patti Smith, was not written, into ~helr n:tUS1C In advance. The new leisure technologies. Everything was connected. During a 
recognitions and resonances they caused In their audiences we:e u~OWn I walked around Gothenburg looking for a record shop. I 
until they occurred. Pop music is nol revolutionary (or :ven liberating) as the music section in a large department store; it had a rack of " folk 
such. It matters because it is an important way In .Wh.1Ch people, young arranged alphabetically by country. Under "England" I found an 
people in particular, accommodat~ t~emsel ves ~ c.apttahsm, accommoda~ • • il.E/,{,,::~Leon Rosselson, the socialist songwriter, and one by Steeleye Span. 
themselves, that is, to the contrad lchons of cal?ltahsI? ' To study pop muS\c Victor Jara's Canto Libre (on a West German label), Luis Kalatrs 
is to study a way in which common sense (mcludmg our own common fl;~.?'o~:;I~M~~e:";:;.ngue (Dominican dance music on a French record label), 
sense) is shaped; to discover places, moment~, whe.re tha~ common sense ' In an Earlier Time (Trinidadian protest on a New York 
breaks down cannot deal with needs and deslfes via straightforward CQn· label), 
sumerism, s~ts up alternative fan tasies and de~ands, , One evening we gathered 10 watch the Eurovision Song Contest; 

Pop politics are momentary, operatmg only I?- the 'present (and Stockholm paper was t o call for our expert vote and commentary, Some 
then as a series of remembered, nostalgic moment~), ThiS agam confounds (like me) were deeply implicated in the aesthetics of Euro-pop; to 
the temporal orderliness of socialist politics, the Idea of pr~e~ and de- the competition made no musical sense at all, We argued, On screen 
velopment. From the latter point of view, the so~alled amblg,U1ty of POp , by a boys-only group, Bucks Fizz} won; it had 
signs means only an endless process of incol1?orat lon. The P,Otnt, th~~~ so we had, embarrassingly, missed it, The argument 
is that this (unden iable) process tells us nothing a~ut the a~thenuCity Should we be in volved in th e daft commercia l process at all? 
of what is incorporated. Pop movements have their e~ect, their moment. told the newspaper nothing and agreed that it was good that Sweden 
and are th en spent, consumed, To give a recent Ame,:can example: New .h~o •. ,..next year the Swedes could (a s in 1975, after Abba) hold an opposi· 
York's hip-hop scene of graffitists, rappers, scratch dt»Ja'ys, and, break .da"o-~ c"'" evenl 
cers was a form of self-help that was transformed, almost Immediately, rr, I returned to England to find a news release from the Labour 
communal activism to Horatio ,A,lger success sto~., But the latter " a 2,500-pound prize for a BETTER song for Europe! "A song that 
does not invalidate the former, It Just reflects a shifting C?nt.~~t. The powe,~ the true hopes and concerns of young people in Britain," Eric Heffer 
of the hip-hop community remains an aspect of even ItS Incorporated "We'll be particularly interested in songs about the main themes in 
version, Eurol"",n election campaign-peace, jobs and the waste of resources and 

The pleasure of popular cultural forms-whet~er pop songs, ~ap in Europe at present." In the COl'entry News there were details 
operas, or news stories-comes from their play on feehn,g~ of recogn~non f~rth(:onoin.g CND week, On Tuesday, at Barras Green Social Cub, 
and difference, familiarity and novelty, change and stab,ht'y- The po~nt.I Rosselson and Roy Bailey appeared, described in the paper as "well 
want to make finally (and here I differ from lai,n Chambers) IS that cap!.~ S in disarmament folk circles," On TV the A ying Pickets were being 
disruption of people's lives ,is so"!-ething to r~slst as well as celebrate., Whde ;~",mc"o,", with a pop song, their jokey approach (endemic in left-wing ca~ 
Thatcherism, for example, IS obViously reaChOnary~ck to the fam;dy, the conveying an odd mixture of disdain and embarrassment at dealing 
nation, Victorian enterprise, ~nd so on-:-it is expene~ced as ra~lcal, as . pop at all. On the news, National Union of Miners pickets sang new 
threa1ening taken-for-gran ted nghts-to aJob, an educatl~m , a hospital bed, ~~~io,~so!:fOO(b<'1l songs and Neil Kinnock could be seen in Tracy Ullman's 
an effective trade union, Socialist opposition means I~klng back as well as "My Guy's Mad at Me," 
forward (and the difficulty for the Briti.sh Le~ is precisely how to get the In New S ocialist, the magazine of the Labour party, Leon Ros-
balance right); and keeping ~ grasp on ~Istory IS as much a tas~ for, ~ar writes about " the silence at the heart of the labor movement," but 
culture (and for its subverSiOn of offiCial common set,tse) as ~s ~etZtng the ' description of the "silence" at the heart of popular culture 
present. The paradox of pop music, in other words, ,IS that In Its ~d1ess the most spontaneous political song must d raw on people's 
pursuit of novelty it provides us with momen ts of dehght, partnership, and memories and practices (think of the recurring importance of re-
confidence that are, literally, recorded. What m~st struck me al?<>ut the COD- to protest song), and Rosselson's point is that Britain (or 
ference discussion was the (irrational?) comm itment to pw::tlcular so,ngs, England?) has no flourishing song culture from and in to which 
styles, and sounds that was revealed by people's orderly, ratIOnal, anxious movements can feed, Most people these days sing together only in 
questions, assemblies or in well-demarcated rituals-the bus trip, closing t ime, 

(now, apparently, the primary source of picket line and demo 
Coda 1984: Money Change. Eve rything , 

I went to Gothenburg for a meeting of the International ASS<; Rosselson notes the suggestion that this is "because the mass media 
d ation for the Study ofPopuiar Music. As we waited to take off, Bob Oylao

h
s , market place have annexed song, divided people into performers 

"Mr, Tambourine Man" (instrumen tal vers i~n) was piped throughout t e a~d consumers, turned the song idiom into a package to be purchased for 
airplane. Most people at the meeting had been In vol ved, one way or another, leisure consumption," 
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All of this serves to rerun the folk/mass/pop culture debate which 
despite everything, haunted the Illinois confere~ce on Marxism. To stat~ 
the obvious again: Not silence but cacophony IS at the hear: of !>?pular 
culture' our lives are filled with the sounds of (canned) musIc-while ..... e 
work a~d rest, shop and play. The trouble with the folk argu":J~nt i.s that it 
cannot avoid a tone of heroic regret I am haunted by the ch~llu~g Irony of 
one of Rosselson's images, "women and children in Soweto smgmg as they 
were being shot down by the police, singing as they defied the bullets. The 
power of song." , 

S imon Frith 
if, • The questio~ r~mains: How do in~ividual moments of pop con
sumptlon relate to soclaitsm, to labor and liberation "movements',? The 
answer li~~ in the ways in which pop works to create " the popular," to form 
ootUtUumues of style and taste. Remember that pop rarely deals with a 
"loass" audience as such but, rather, sets up patterns of inclusion and ex
, , ' the tenacious leftist-folk belief, the possibilities of mu

not cut offby technological development, by capitalist 
cornpetitio~. musicians, for example, have gleefully used studio tech
nolOgy, radiO, records themselves as tools in a continuous social commen

The question, then. is how the identities put into play by pop relate 
identities addressed by other media. There are an increasing number 

people-:-a~vertisers, poI~t~cians, knowledge peddlers, designers, clothes 
makers, diSC JOCkeys, teleVISion commentators-telling us who we are' pop 
feeds into a melee. Its "radical" significance can only bejudged by its pl~ce

~" " spec;fic historical moments-m thIS melee. 

The power of song. The power of p:op. The question IS how the 
latter which is now our central source of mUSIC, can relate to the labor (or 
any other) movement. Rosselson ~ites ofso~gs: "They are a way-the ~OSt 
emotionally intense way-of shanng, of feeh~g less alone a~d more aitve, 
of making connections between the personal hfe and.t~e pubhc ,:,",orld. They 
give hope and heart and at least the glimmer ?f a VISion of a ,different SOn 
of society, They can help us find our own VOIces and thus gIve us back a 
belief in our own creativity." 

A fine description of why pop matters, ~oo~ven if.it has ,its 
effects very differently than in the collective, cooperatIve, hve ,muslc-maJ.ang 
process Rosselson celebrates. Pop is capitalist culture, not Just as. a com
modity form, but because it is ~sed to make sense of ,the expenence of 
capitalism (which means somethmg more than .the expenen~ of cJass(~eJ 
race/gender). The politics of pop revolves precisely around ~na~thentl~lty. 
pop is about our construction as consumers (of goods, fantasle.s, 1",l!l8~nes); 
it moves us pleasurably around the marketplace, m~sures desires m sunpie 
cash terms, gives passing shape to the fragmentatIon of our. senses. puts 
together, on the dance floo,r, th~ m~ning of the body, .Pop IS epheme~ 
and inconsequential, organtzes time mto an overwhelmmg pres~n~e-~th 
the past as nostalgia, the future as daydream. Its ma~ic ,eclectlcls~ IS a 
perfect expression of the sticky cultural fingers of multmatlOnal c~pltal (~ 
that Chilean, English, and Trinidadian political songs,reach a Swedish public 
via American, German, and French record compames on the shelves of a 

l
nr~;;~~:~;~~offers identities less through shared experience than through a common sense of style. Pop history reveals that radical 

symbol ism) makes better sense of some sorts of collectivity 
The most clear-cut political music, for example has been rooted 

nationalist struggle (as in much black music), in the ~litics of leisure 
11>" (" with youth cults or gay disco), or in a combination of the two (as in 

plush bourgeois department store), . , 
Not instructive, not expressive, SImply there. How can pop ever 

be "radical",? It is important not to answer this question by ~eference to 
models of nonpop political music. For Rosselson the model IS the spon
taneous song malting of the Wobblies; in Sweden the model was the Eu
ropean alternative rock scene; in Illinois the model was the I 960s m?vernent 
underpinned by romanticized British yo,:uh su~ultures. P?P certamly ~~
not be radical according to these ideals; Its politICS wor~ d~fferent1y: w/thlll 
the pop process. Pop intentions (the reasons wh y musIc IS made) rnat,ter 
less than pop effects-segments of Malcolm X's "No Sell Out" careenIng , 
around the dance floor , people singing along with .Speci~ 1 ~K~'s "Fr~ 
Nelson Mandela " puzzling out what Elvis Costello IS saylOg to Peace In 
Our Time," rcco&nizing the emotional tension d Womack and.Wom~c~·s 
"Love Wars." It is easy to dismiss the significance of such bltty, tnvial 
interventions in packaged pleasure, to ridicule, say, Cyndi Lauper's claim 
to account for female fun, but even at this moment of video-pop, rerorded 
music remains, of all mass media, the most open to the soun~s at th,e bottom 
of the social heap, the only one in Britain. fo~ example, m whIch CND 
support is taken to be the norm, not the exception. 
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. kinds of feminist music). Class consciousness-this is the problem 
f9r Marxists-has, by contrast, on the whole not been amenable to pop 
treatment-pop celebrations of "working classness" have not created au
diences along politically conscious lines (think of country music or main
stream American "blue-collar rock"). But then the irrelevance of pcp to 
. labor movement" may reflect the irrelevance of the labor movement 

traditional socialism?) to the ways in which people (including socialists) 
define themselves outside work. The political meaning of the Labour 

New Song for Europe (whiCh had still not appeared in 1984) will 

i lt2.~~~~''::inot on the ideological correctness of its lyrics but on how it is 
. In this debate., that old Juke Box J ury question is still the most 

Will it be a hit? 

, . 
I 
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Michael Ryan 

Politics of Film: Discourse, 
Ideology 

From the mid-1970s through the mid-1 980s, Marxist 
~~~~:~;:~J~abo::;~ut film and culture was guided by the work of such path
~~ theorists as Stephen Heath and Stuart Hall. Heath, working 

amalgamated paradigm based in the work of French thinkers 
Barthes, u,uis Althusser, Jacques Lacan, Julia Kristeva, and Chris

C··,,, . __ . argued for a theory of "subject positioning" in film. Hall, com· 
th e indigenous cultural studies strain of Richard Hoggart, Raymond 

and E. P. Thompson with the Marxist structuralism of Althusser 
Bourdieu, and Antonio Gramsci's recently translated theory of 

leg" mJ>n)I, argued that culture was a site of domination and resistance. 
representatives of these two theories frequent ly clashed, the two ap-p:".d,es nevertheless shared qualities. For example, each in its own 

~~~~~~~;~~~:l~Z~*conclusions, and neither conceptualized political strategies. Heath's theory dis-
reading of popular fi lm, while Hall's allegiance 

. . theory of domination precluded seeing the 
of the popular as anything other than a region of resistance to a dom

that was given priority, both conceptually and politically. I will lie 
here primarily with film theory, choosing to address the issue o f 

theory elsewhere, I although, as I shall argue, the critique of film 
necessarily entails a reconsideration ofthe concepts of ideology and 

operative in cultural studies. 
All theories are specific to their society and their time. 

recent British theories emerge out of a specific intersection in British 

! ,~:i:~:;~history of a French-influenced, postanalytic philosophical ren
. literary, social, and philosophical thought, with a resurgent, pre

Trotskyist-Leninist movement in the 1970s and I 980s. AI-
thusser's notion of ideology and Gramsci's notion of hegemony permitted 

;' ;;~~~c:;~:to be superseded in the name of cultural determination, while 1 retention of the Leninist model of social hierarchy and dom
above. Top-down models of politics have been prevalent on 

the Left for historical reasons: the undereducation of the masses made man
agement by intellectual elites the only feasible way to carry out reform or 
revolution. But bottom-up models have also ex isted-from the Paris Com-
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munards to the anarchists, the Wobblies, the Spart~cists, ~~d most recently 
the Italian Autonomists. Although these alt7rnauve pohtlca! forms Were 
always squelched by their opponents, ~hat dId not mean their a.lte.ma~ive 
was not valid. In the very real matenal sense of levels of soclahzatlOn, 
education, and cultural development, the ~or1d. was nO.t ready for them. , 

British film and cultural theory IS ahgned with a top down pO.. I 

litical model that may be appropriate to a society in which the privileging 
of the popular base is not as strong as in the United .S~tes. But, ,I would 
argue, the peculiarities of U.S. cultural life, where antt-mt~llectuall.sm and 
the critique of social hierarchy are s~ prevalent that the dlSfranchl~ are 
not likely either to flock to the local cmema to see the latest Straub/Huillel_ 
Oshima double bill or to embrace a new "hegemonicblo~," llI:ake nec~sary 
slightly different theories of film and culture that would give nse to p?!ttical 
models or strategies more suitable to the U.S .. ~ntext. ~,first step m th~1 
direction would be the replacement of the Lemmst or ehtlst top-do~ on· 
entation of British theory with an orientation that takes as ItS pomt of 
departure the energies, needs, ~nd desires operat.ive at the popular level and 
that conceives of those energIes as the productive force that generates so
ciety. This different conceptual frame necessarily prescribes a more bo,ttom. 
up political ~rategy, one that w0ll:ld see the J?Opular base ~s the pnmary 
tenn in any possible political equatIOn, n~t a,s eIther ~ ~er~ sHe of (generally 
failed) "resistance" or a lower realm of mlsrecogmuon. 

Discourse . . 
The study of the relationship between film and society ha'S been 

split in recent years between the formalist approach (represen.ted by .H~th 
and others) and the sociological approach (represented. by Wngh~, BISklnd, 
Jump Cut, and others). But in the light of deconstructtve a~alysls, t~e for· 
malist/sociological opposition is untenable. T~e theory of dlsc;ourse m film 
formalism must ultimately be a theory of society; and no SOCIOlogy of film 
is feasible that is not concerned with discursive and cultural forms. 

Film is fundamentally social because it draws on and reproduces 
social discourses and because it is itself a socially discursi~e act. .Cinema~ 
discourse is inherently social, for even the most fOfl!lal dlmensl0!1 ci film 
presupposes social codes of perception that al1o~ It to be received and 
decoded by audiences. Moreover, the external object or referent t~at . film 
sociology posits for fictional ~Im is alway~ a constru~t of the semIotiC or 
rhetorical operations of film discourse. Soc18.l convenuon~ al10w that refe.r
ent to appear to assume objective or "real" status: T~e hteral refere!lts to 
film are actors and sets. It is the audience's imagmatlOn, schooled m the 
viewing of fiction, that creates the illusion.2 In addition, the references to 
history and society that films generate or presuppose are themsel.ves I?t
diated by other social discourses; at no point do eve~ th,e '!lost soclologtcal 
references of film leave the formal dimension of Slgntfymg systems and 
"touch ground" The social ground is itself interwoven ~th discourses (class, 
race, sex, ethnicity, nationality, work, personal ~arratlve, etc.) .. OutSide of 
film representations are other sets of representatIOns, from ~~IC~ the ma
teriality of social life is inseparable. TherefQre, formal analYSIS IS mherently 
social because it is the analysis of rep~esen.tational at;td. perceptua~ convenj 
tions that are collectively held, and SOCIOlogIcal analYSIS IS n~essanly forma 
because film enunciates meaning through discursive operahons that cannot 
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:bii d."n~e'I.""m.!~.y to a supposedly pre- or extradiscursive social reality, 

reality is itself constituted and mediated by discourses. 
I use "discourse" in this broad way to subsume social and cultural 

and activities for a strategic reason. r wish to emphasize that film 
the culture and society in which it is produced are not two separate 

Film is a subset of social processes (or social discourses). And the 

f
l~~~~~O[f~Valoriz.ation and representation in film are not "fiction" in 

to a "real" world that is in no way structured by the same sorts 
of valorization and representation that one finds in film. The 

stories in film are also at work in everyday life, as the stories 
tell themselves to make sense of their lives, as the narratives people 
when they perfonn certain actions (romance), and as the scenarios 

events so that they follow relativel y predictable patterns (war, 
As social beings, humans inhabit systems of significance; their 

by codes of valorization (aggressive/nonagressive, dom
etc.) that determine the range of their social action. 

of discourse allows a deconstruction of the opposition 
a realm of signifying practices) and society (as a realm 

that is supposedly prediscursive, a sort of nature or 
that is not shaped by representational codes or mediated by 

practices). 
Films are discourses in part because they are made up of elements 

settings, and so on) that already have meanings and 
within the existing social systems of significance, the 

discourses or systems of encoded relations whereby each 
element takes on meaning by virtue of occupying. a certain position 
social system or of being in differential relation to other elements in 

ihOsy"".n(male/female, rich/poor, white/nonwhite, as well as such things 
character types-ex~utive/radical, capitalist/worker, and so on). As each 

in language takes on value differentially or relationally, that is, by 
marked or not by certain values (infl ected/noninfl~ted, etc.), so each 
element takes on value through its difference from other elements. 

element is encoded by possessing or not possessing certain traits. Films 
these elements, recodify them, and give them meanings and . 

specific to the codes of the film, but the raw material out of WIDen 
new values and images are constructed is always already codified :by~ 

codes of meaning. For example, the mafia don in The Godfalher is a 
. in the u.s. social code of crime who is revalorized 

of the film. In other words, the don is a 
who has meaning or who occupies a valorized position in the ar-

of things in U.s. society. His position is encoded in overdeter
. it is constituted by certain codes of thought and behavior 

articulations of those codes in determinable actions. 
made up ofa threading together ofa number of social 
criminality, patriarchy. etc.) that fit into larger chains 

make up U,S. society at this point in history. Most 
such precodifi.ed elements, which are incorporated, recodified, 

part of the specifically cinematic discourse of film. 
;, In order to describe the material circuits that conn~t film dis-

course to social discourses; r have recourse to the concept of transcoding. 
Film discourse transcodes social discourses. I use the metaphor of "material 
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circuits" to name the real, concrete linkages that conduct ideas, issues, mean. 
ings, as well as fears, tensions, and desires, from society into film. The 
metaphor allows one to circumvent the metaphysical doctrine of represen. 
tation whereby the referent or object is posited as extemal to the system of 
signifiers. The notion of a material circuit implies that there is no exteriority 
of the referent, no objective ground to the film signifier. Rather, the two 
are part of one system, or a multiplicity of interconnected systems that relay 
social ideas and feelings from the extracinematic culture to film and back 
into the culture, where they circulate further. At no point is the relation 
be.tween film and society nonmateria~ but it may be incorporeal or unelll. 
SCIOUS. 

Whether or not one uses the concept of "discourse" to describe 
the film/society relation is ultimately irrelevant. What matters is that the 
relation be conceived in a way that emphasizes the social character of even 
the most seemingly formal or aesthetic elements of popular film; that the 
social world be conceived as a system of valorizations or meanings that are 
sites of struggle ("contests of representation") between groups for social 
power; that representation and strategies of representation be seen as es
sential, rather than secondary, to those valorizations and struggles; and that 
cinematic representations be linked to those struggles as acts of valorizatioo 
that privilege one side or the other, one set of values or interests over 
another. Contemporary film theory that uses the concept of discourse em· 
phasizes the aspect of address by which a film positions its audience to 
perceive the world in a certain way. The model of discourse is linguistic; 
the film and the perceiving subject are conceived on the linguistic model 
of inter subjective communication; and the theory emphasizes the conscious, 
spontaneous, phenomenal realm of film viewing. By broadening this use of 
discourse to mean a system of significance, both cognitive and behavioral, 
that includes cultural forms, social actions, and psychological structures, I 
wish to emphasize the unconscious, material, non phenomenal, systematic, 
and collective character of the film/society intersection. 

The "meaning" of popular film, its political and ideological sig
nificance, does not reside in the screen-ta-subject phenomenology of viewing 
alone. That dimension is merely one moment in a circuit, one effect oflarger 
chains of determination. Film representations are one subset of wider sys
tems of social representation (images, narratives, beliefs, etc.) that determine 
how people live and that are closely bound up with the systems of social 
valorization or differentiation along class, race, and sex lines. Audiencesare 
not univocally "positioned" by films; rather, they either accept or reject 
cinematic representations of the world, but they do so in accordance with 
the social codes they inhabit. The specifically cinematic discourse, whereby 
a film addresses an audience, is determined by broader social discourses, 
the systems of significance and valorization that determine social subj::cts 
as male or female, working class or ruling class, and so on. Thus, I would 
argue that the psychoanalysis of film cannot be realized fully until it also 
becomes a sociology of social discourses that permits a more ~ifferentiat~ 
and situational understanding of how specific films address dIfferent audl' . 
ences and generate different meaning effects in varied contexts. 

Psychoanalysis 
The broadening of the concept of discourse permits a formulat~on 

of the psychoanalytic relation between film and audience that is more SOCIal, 
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oriented toward the interrelation between pattems of conscious, in

identification and unconscious, systematic, and nonphenomenal 
are transindividual or collective. If films are transcodings of 

and ifaudiences are not passive receivers but active read· 
of fiJm texts is determined in part by social codes in 

live, then both films and audiences are likely to change and be 
luen~'" by social transformations. In other words, films do not do one 

at all times to a unidimensional audience, and audiences react in 
~~~ejreDI ways to different film representations depending on the condition 

symbolic codes in which they live, codes that are based in social 
;"~Cllur'" and that change with changes in those structures. Film, film view

, and film meaning, therefore, are irreducibly historical and sociaL Film 
for this reason, irreducibly political, not a positioning of the subject, 

a struggle to enlist subjective identification for or against certain values 
ideas that are essential to the maintenance or usurpation of social power. 

In transcoding social discourses, films offer for identification and 
either old values or new valorizations (either, say, the in

woman as witch or as admirable and emulatable model); film 
can help recode the existing social discourses or systems of sig

(as, indeed, many films, as a result oftranscodings from feminism, 
valorization of the independent woman). For example, 
of cinematic enunciation must be congruent with the 
many films seem to enlist audience identification in 

figures or stories or dramatic enactments that shift 
Frequently, it is the film forms "closest 

, the greatest leveI:age in this regard. 
conservatism that seduces audiences into situations 

~~~~j:1fi~~[~~~~~~~~'h~,;.ft~'~iin~O~I~d~o~nes. For this reason, classical 
. shifts in value and ideology 

Americans in westem, for example, from enemy 
(from Stagecoach to Cheyenne Autumn] or the de-
feminine sexuality in melodrama from anathema to 

Peyton Place to The Turning Point]). Thus, film rep-
audience identification or sympathy with different sides 

, debates and social struggles. And the movement of those social 
:. struggles in part determines what sorts of representations will appear on 
screens. Changes in society affect both what sorts of representations appear 
and how audiences will relate to them. 

The emphasis in current film theory on individual perception as 
subject positioning can be shifted to include collective thought and behavior 

this conceptualization of film as an articulation of the broader 
systems of significance or discourses that make up a society and asan object 
of collective identification that can help recode prevailing social valoriza
. In order to fully describe this process, I will have recourse to what 

psychoanalysis is called "object relations theory."· 
Object relations theory holds that a person's sense of self or iden

tity is constituted through identifications with social objects, images of which 
areintemalized. Such objects can be figures, such as parents, or social values, 
norms, and institutions, such as the nation, the family, the class, or the 
ethnic group. Intemalization of objects works on even the most "primal" 
or instinctual levels of the id; consequently, there is nothing in the psyche 
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that is not social. All levels ofthe psyche, including the supposedly presocial 
realm of instinct, are shaped through relations with social objects. Object 
relations theory differs from the traditional Freudian libido theory, which 
understands all social action as manifestations of internal drives or instincts 
that dominate behavior and must be repressed upon entry into society through 
the Oedipal passageway. Psychoanalytic film theory, based in the work of 
the neo-Freudian analyst Jacques Lacan, thus sees sexuality and the problem 
of sexual difference (essentially, the Oedipal problem) as the focus of film 
analysis. The theory is concerned with the individual viewer's perceptions 
or with the positioning of individual subjects rather than with collective 
social processes, and it privileges as radical those filmmakers who seek to 
disrupt normal perceptual codes. Popular film is a symptom of regress be· 
cause it pacifies rather than disturbs, nurtures a narcissistic misapprehension 
of the real nature of things rather than provokes the audience to question 
and critique the film's putative status as a realistic representation. Realism 
is illusory or imaginary because it occludes the difference between film sig. 
nifiers and their signifieds. Lacanian film theory tends to be pessimistic in 
regard to the problem of social change on the popular level because instinc
tual drives, in the traditional Freudian/Lacanian account, are relatively un· 
changing. All one can hope to do is to rearrange an ineluctable misappre
hension through radically discontinuous cinematic strategies of repre
sentation.' 

Object relations theory is different in that it emphasizes collective 
behavior over individual perception, social institutions and relations over 
libidinal or exclusively sexual problems, the movement of social change 
over the stasis of instinct, and the possibility of a politics based in popular 
desires and needs over a politics based in a counterpopular form of radical 
film work. An account of the film-society relationship that takes its cue from 
object relations theory would suggest that in order for a society to remain 
integral, film images or representations and the symbolic codes that inform 
th em must replicate the objects with which people identify in that society. 
In other words, film representations must be like the social objects whose 
images ate internalized in the socialization process and who give people a 
sense of personal and collective identity. All personal identity is therefore 
social or collective, and people will share certain personality patterns 1» 
cause they share objects of identification: ''There are ... aspects of person· 
ality ... that are shared, and the symbolic codes on which the sharing is 
based have a controlling influence over the individual in society. In these 
terms we can understand how a class of individuals experiences, within a 
believable latitude, similar erotic and aggressive feelings or inhibitions, or 
how similar frustrations, fears, and anxieties can arise in a group of people 
faced with the same social conditions."6 Film representations embody val· 
ues, portray institutions and norms, and project idealized figures that elicit 
identifications from audiences that cohere with already socialized or inter· 
nalized patterns of identification. 

Films also can come to represent collectively felt "frustrations, 
fears, and anxieties." Individual and group anxiety arises when there is a ' 
disruption in the symbolic codes or structures of identification that provide 
meaning and a sense of identity. Such disruption can be produced by crises 
in the economic, political, or social spheres, since the structures of identi· 
fication are stitched into those spheres. At times of social crisis or radical 
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the images that people identify with (and pay to see) will also change. 

upset habitual symbolic codes and patterns of identification, 
a sense of loss, frustration, and anxiety. As a result, people will 

to more secu re objects (authoritarian leaders) or attempt to 
new social situations, symbolic codes, and objects ofidentification. 

role in thisprocessby providing either regressive or progressive 
identification, by reasserting old symbolic codes of meaning or 
new ones, and by depicting either a world in which an unam

and secure conservative ideology permits a reconstitution of older 
of collective identity or one in which more liberal or radical at

to formulate new values, institutions, and norms are privileged. 
Films can thus help create a new social discourse by offering 

p",sen"lti·, )~S of new values, institutions, and modes of behavior for col
identification and internalized modeling. Film discourse and social 

intertwine as a struggle not only over how reality will be repre-
but what that reality will be. Films playa role in the social 

"1:~S'~;'~;:~:r~:~:;,in that they influence collectively held representations 
i, "''''''Y is and should be. They help shape beliefs regarding 

act, what values should be privileged, what institutions 
,e~~~.;~:~~r,t~S~h~O~Uld look like, and so on. Such beliefs are essential to the 
in of social norms, behavior, and institutions. The pa

would not continue to exist if people did not believe it 
exist in that form. Psychological participation is thus required if 

values and institutions are to be maintained or changed. And social 
'~ir,c~.~~:g:. operates through representations that are collectively held. In 
5: public domain of institutions as well as the beliefs and 

regarding what is true or good) is socially constructed. 
perceive the world and what values and institutions of that 

subscribe to are in part determined by representations of that 
·w,>rICI. "n,,,nthey internalize through the socialization and educational pro-

that is reinforced and continued through popular films. That so
{ Ciarnot",on process is also challenged by the representations of alternative 

films. As a result, popular film is a terrain of contesting 
'~r~~~.~~~~~t:;;;~: that articulate a struggle between regressive and alternative 
~1 of social institutions and values. 

The deconstruction of the formal ism/sociology opposition through 

It'i ~:,,:n~o~,,~·o~n:cof d iscourse and the posing of an object-relations-based psy
alternative to the Lacanian model suggest that the politics of 

not be limited to the creation of avant-garde artifacts. It is possible 
imagine a political use of popular film forms that would work to recode 

the prevailing social discourses. But the existing theory of ideology in film 
. theory legislates against such a possibility. That theory suggests that ideology 
isageneral trait of all popular fictional films, all of which uniformly produce 
~n i~aginary misapprehension of real conditions in the audience. Ideology 
In thIS sense is an undifferentiated exercise in domination, 

The general theory of ideology as domination in British ft lm and 
~ltural studies is nondynamic and nonrelationaL The only possible action 
!t al!ows the oppressed is one of response ("resistance") to a power ("dom
matlOn," "hegemony") that is conceived as prior, self-sustaining, and un-
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mediated. Fittingly, the only alternative to power, in the cultural 
that derives from this theory of ideology, is another "hegemonic .,~:·,~O 
replacement of power by power in a top-down approach. There is 
relationship between the concept of ideology (furthered by 
thusser and Gramsci) and the top-down politics of 
elite film work that derive from it. The formulation ofan 
up politics requires a reconceptualization of th e notion of ideology. 

Rather than conceive of ideology as an exercise in dominatio 
that breeds resistance, it might be more accurate to describe ideology a~ 
being itself a response to "resistance," as the resistance power groups direct 
at a force and a potential for revolt that is mistakenly relegated to a sec.. 
ondary or responsive status when it is called "resistance." There can be no 
ideological domination where there is no "resistance" or where there is no 
structural threat to the existing order. Ideology in this sense is forced Closure 
the imposition of harmony on the ever-open possibility of conflict, but th~ 
necessity of that force and that imposition itself testifies to something ide
ology hopes to deny, that is, the primordiality of difference, the structural 
possibility ofa disordering of ideological order that precedes and determines ' 
order. Jdeolo~'y, as the suturing of difference or the representation of unity 
where there is conflict, is a symptom of an attempt to reduce differences of 
force that are a necessary structural part of an inegalitarian society to a 
spurious identity of interests or common desire. Ideology would not 
necessary if a potential for resistance or an irreducible and threatening . 
ference did not exist, as a structural possibility of the social system. 

For example, the positioning of women in film can be thorougbly 
ideological, that is, an exercise in domination through representation. But 
such exercises are always responses to resistances, differences, and desires 
in society, which, if they were not deflected, channeled, and bound, would 
result in a radical reconstruction of the order that secures power for dom
inant racial, sexual, and economic groups. Therefore, ideological films can 
serve as good barometers of the progressive or radical potentials in a society. 
They act as registers of the potentially radical energies and forces in a society 
by reacting against them (deflecting, channeling, and binding). ' 

For example, the representation of women in Kramer )Os. Kramer 
is ideological and political because it positions women as objects of eros 
and power on the part of men and as mirrors for women that reinforce their 
subjugation through an iden tification with helplessness and weakness. This 
exercise in ideological domination is a response to a structural tension or 
difference of power and position between men and women. It is an exercise 
in domination , but such an exercise would not be necessary if the subjugated 
did not threaten (in a structural and permanent way) to break the imposed 
cohesion and harmony of the system. Women have had to be taught to 
submit because they would not have done so naturally. The very necessity 
of "education" of this sort, the promotion of ideology through film, is itself 
an indication of the unnaturalness of what is taught as being natural lbe 
exercise in domination is also, more specifically, a response to a resistance 
on the part of women, increasingly since the late 1960s, to the power of 
men. Such a negative response to the women's movemen t would not be 
necessary if that movement were not succeeding in making it possible for ~ ~. 
women to live and be in ways other than the ones depicted in Kramer vs. 

. 
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ways that undermine male power and therefore elicit negative re-

Films, in consequence, require a double reading. On the one 
disclose the con tours of ideology, th e way desire and fear are 

to assure the hegemony of white-male -dominated capitalism. On 
nO'"'' h,,"" they also provide a record of popular energies emerging out 

ii;~~~~r~'~,iu~:~~e'~~~n~i n~i~~"if~Y which threaten to disturb hegemony and bi ways that neutralize them and integrate 
existing power structure of undifferentiated unity. Hegemonic 

;;n,eJingdoes not create the energies and differences it manages and ad
it responds to a structural potential for revolt and poten

ae''''',. But those differences and energies are not a secondary 
;;'i,",",,,, to a more primordial domination, for it is those energies that 

very social structure that the ruling race, sex, and class control 
own benefit. Hegemony is merely a box encasing social energies 

create and maintain the social world, and those energies constitute a 
power that hegemonic groups must manage, administer, and control if 

rule is not to cease. Hegemony is therefore structurally unstable, a 
hl';~k,et thrown over a tiger rather than a windowless prison. 

Social rupture and radical change, in other words, are not future 
are permanent possibilities inscribed in the very structure of 
. . a possibility that is confirmed by the necessity of 

operations at work in popular film. To say that film 
I therefore, is not simply to say, negatively, that it reinforces 

of the powers that be; it is to say, positively, that there are forces 
differences in white patriarchal capitalist society that make 

necessary. Ideology is not domination; it is, rather, the resistance 

This reformulation of the theory of ideology applies to British 
""i.ural theory in general, but it is also mean t to address a need specific to 

. contex t for theoretical formulations that tie in with the bottom-up 
politics that seem the only feasible alternative in U.S. society. The refor
ptulation also applies more specifically to the question offilm practice, which 
includes both the use of film to gain politically enabling knowledge and the 
use of fi lmmaking to change minds. It suggests that people interested in 
carrying out political work through film in the U.S. context might concen
trate on popular fic tional forms as well as on alternative or avant-garde 
forms of filmmaking, the value and relevance of which should not be down
played And it implies that popular films can be used to read or diagnose 
the state of mind of those large sectors of society to which popular films 
appeal. The insights gained from such diagnosis can in tum be used to 
formulate political programs or policies that would have a popular appeal. 
Granted, the prevailingsubenculturation and undereducation of the popular 
base in the United States prevents a simple privileging of the popular in 
ahistorical terms. But the reality of the failure of the U.S. Left to overcome 
its marginal status, despite its increasing intellectual sophistication, and to 
at tain a popular appeal also makes such a strategy imperative.' 

Notes 

See Michael Ryan. Pciilicl.ll Criticism (forlr.:;oming Irern MacM.llanl. 
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Power, and Culture 

Marxist theory is, as always, developing unevenly. 
advances have been made in staking out distinct Marxist positions 

h,,"o.·y and epistemology, t there does not exist at present a generally 
a~:~;;~~ Marxist social theory. Indeed, we do not yet agree about the con

'SI of those objects that might function as the distinct objects of a 
Marxist social theoretical discourse. The field of Marxist social the

ory is made up of numerous concrete "fragments" that can only tenuously 
be said to reside in the same theoretical space. Yet we must be wary of 
attempts to produce a "grand synthesis" by privilegingei"ther certain favored 

-objects of Marxist discourse or essentialist schemata that reduce the ele
ments of social analysis to the effects of a single element. For us, the frag
mentation of Marxist social theory must be viewed as the concrete deter-

. noinat;on of interacting discursive and nondiscursive processes. 
In this paper we want to begin to theorize the speci

ficity of cultural processes (which we loosely define as processes ofthe pro
'duction and circulation of meaning) and their conditions of existence by 
focusing on the relation between cultural processes and class. We reject both 
the theoretical essentialism that would derive culture from a single deter
mining social process within the social formation and the essentialism that 
would derive the concept of culture from a single discursively privileged 
concept.1 Hence, we do not aim to treat culture as the necessary effect of a 
base-superstructure model that presents cultural processes as the epiphe
nomena ofa social essence. Nor do we advocate the " logica1 deduction" of 
concrete cultural processes from a general concept of social totality. 

Overdetermination and the Specjficity of Cultural Processes 
The question of the specificity of cultural processes 

cannot be determined within Marxist discourse independent of the question 
of the specific conditions of existence of these processes. Our focus is on 
one of these conditions: th e concrete class processes tha t exist alongside the 
cultural, political, and natural processes in social formations at a moment 
in time. However, the question of specifying cultural processes is not a 
secondary question to be resolved by referring it to a primary question, that 
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of specifying class processes. In opposition to all such attemp.ts to treat the 
conceptualization of cu ltural processes as complete or sufficient ?nce it is 
referred to as a prior conceptualization ofcla~ we ta~e the ~ollowmg meth. 
odological stance: class functions in the social totahty, neither as the de
terminant "in the last instance" of the processes that make up a concrete 
social formation, nor as the central concept of Marxist theory from which 
all other concepts are derived or to which they must alv.:ays.defer. Instead, 
following Althusser and Marx ,) we affirm the.overdetermtna~lOn .of all SOcial 
processes, including all concepts (not exceptmg overdeterm matlOn) used 10 
construct these processes in discourse. 

The notion of overdetermination means viewing concepts, Pm. 
cesses, events, agents, and so on, in terms of their co.nditions of exislen:e 
and the effects of their interaction. This concept specifies that every SOcial 
process is a unique site constituted by the interaction of all other SOCial 
processes in a social formation. No process can be reduced to the effects of 
a single process or partial subset of process~s. I?ach uniquely dete~ined 
social process participates in the overdetermmatlon of all other SOCIal pr0-

cesses. An overdetermined social process is not a transparency from which 
each of the constituent social processes can be simply identified and "read." 
That is, a soti:ial process does not express or represeru any or all of its con· 
stituent aspects; rather, it is the product of a camp/ex proc~ss of trans/or· 
mation where the determinations emanating from each SOCial process are 
acted ~pon and altered as they interact. Ove~eterm!na.tion .is ~ concept 
that stresses a "decentering" of discourse and history Ul ItS rejection of all 
forms of essentialism." 

Am.riglio, R •• nick, and Wolff 

oleultut,. is equally conditioned, and it emerges as a specific discursive field 
virtue of its overdetermination by concepts of other social processes 
nondiscursive processes. This last point holds as well against the 

¥ ~~~~~~Marxist reductionism that asserts the primacy of nonclass or noni processes (such as signifying or political processes or processes 
in the determination of social and historical events.' 
Yet there are a number of theorists who have attacked economic 

ie,~~~~::~t I to replace it with new essences.6 This tendency is clearly 
m many readings of Michel Foucault's works, in wh ich power 

are seen as the primary or dominant constituent of discursive 
~~~f:.~~~~where discursive formations are understood as the predominant 
~ of modem cultural processes. 

Two similar tendencies have recentl y emerged from other quar-

:~t~.~:Tht~e~fi~r,~s~t ~;s~e~r~y~st~~a~ll:;:'~ed;~~;~n the American anthropologist Marshall Sah-. Reason. Sahlins opposes the Marxist concept 
explanat ion of human culture. Instead, he seeks 

i or meaningful in all socia l processes and to enshrine 
"as giving each mode of life the properties that characterize 

is, its meaningfulness. Sahlins's symbolic determinism assumes 
!':.ii.'" d;verse social processes are essentially marked by the site of their birth 

of symbols. Thus Sahl ins seeks to demonstrate that exchange 
merely determined by the symbol ic but is, at its core, a symbolic 

A second tendency is the reduction of social relations to "poli-
" where . is understood as the interplay of domination and su~ 

"strategies" assume either that the signifying practices of 
I sphere essentially produce subjects who participate in relations 
. . or that these practices are themselves neees

within and bear the imprint of such relations. Similarly, 
including class relations, are seen essentially as relations 

and understood as relations between dominant and 

The logic of overdetermination presents us with ~ seeIIliftgly un· 
solvable dilemma. If there are no essences or ultimatedetenmnants 1Il Marx· 
ist theory, then what is the role of class in ~at theo!),'!. For us, the concepl 
of class serves as an initial position or theSIs, the gUldlIlg thread from and 
with which a particularly Marxist knowledge is .constructed. L.ike all. ~n. 
cepts, it too is overdetermined and thus its meanmg changes as Its poh.tic.al, 
economic and cultural conditions change. To borrow from Hegel, thiS tn· 
itially pos'ed concept or thesis of class is empty. Stripped of its. ma."y de- One of the more subtle examples of this tendency is found in the 
terminations it is the abstract idea of class. Its complex meanmg IS con· of Barry Hindess and Paul Hirst. ,0 They define class relations on 
structed (i.e.: it exists) by vir tue of its discursive conditions of existence. of the correspondence between "the separation from/possessio(l. 
The ceaseless and mutual interaction between the concepts of class and means of production" and the mode of appropriating surplus labor. 
nonclass processes is precisely how Marxist discourse d~vel~ps.. inclusion of the separation/possession couplet in the definition guar-

One implication of the concept of over de term mall on IS that cui· that class an underlying "political" relationship, because the 
tural processes cannot be completely autonomou~ or se~f-reproduci~ at the theorized in terms of rights of exclusion and the forms 
level of the social formation. They do not contam thelT own condlll~ns a that from these rights. Thus Hindess and Hirst join 
existence as their essences. Likewise, the concept of cultural processes IS rol other Marxists, such as P._P. Reyll and N. Poulantzas, I~ in referring the 
self-rontained orself·referential. Cultural processes have no center that man· concept of class to the "deeper" reality of power or exploitation. For these 
ifests itself through the autonomous reproduction of these processes or thai -Marxists, class "differentiation" and oppression are only one form of the 
stamps everyone d the dispersed processes presently termed "cultural" exploitation, oppression, and domination that undergird all social relations. 
with the mark of the same determination. Cultural processes always emerge While Foucault is sometimes cited as an authority for this view, we do not 
and are reproduced in certain locations with specific condit.ions ofexistencc: 1I1 f' , ~"" with this reading of his notions of the relations and exercise of power. 
As the conditions of existence vary from location to location, cultural pro- The methodological principle of overdetermination instructs us 
cesses are dispersed and differentiated. The specific forms in which art, to refuse each of these tendencies while acknowledging their partial truth. 
music, literature, and history exist are the combined result of fo~~ of Such tendencies always strictly deduce the concrete from the general, al-
economic processes (including the cI~ proce~) an~ ~orms of pohllcal lOwing the concrete 10 display the sign of its origin. For us, on the other 
processes (including the ordering of SOCial behaVior). Similarly, the conce]:J hand, the concrete must be treated as surface; there is no "absent" deeper 
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reality manipulating t~e surface. Differences in the constitution of CUltural, 
political, and economiC processes cannot be underst.O?d unless ,we Specify 
the relations every distinct process has with its condlhons of eXistence, the 
other processes that partly constitute it. We can now turn to an exploration 
of the overdetermination of class processes by cultural processes, and vice 
versa. 

Class Processes, Class Positions, and Class Identity 
Class processes are the specific social processes that involve the 

performance/appropriation and distribution of surplus laborY The defini_ 
t ion does not designate any particular form of performance/appropriation 
or distribution, Although class processes are partly conditioned by processes 
of power and culture, no specific form of these processes can be deducoo 
from the general concept of class processes. Similarly, ~he parti~ipation of 
agents in determinate class processes involves rules ?fobJectlfic~tlOn, modes 
of exclusion, the designation of limits, the stipulatIOn of funct ions, and so 
on, on the one hand, and modes of subjectification that allow agents to be 
inserted into these processes, on the other. However, processes of POwer 
and culture do not function as the primary constituents of class processes. 
Rather the iDtersection of concrete relations of power, signifying practices, 
discursive formations, and so on, overdetermines specific class processes of 
the extraction and distribution of surplus labor. 

We differentiate between fundamen tal class processes (the per
formance/extraction of surplus labor) and subsumed class process,es (the 
process within which already appropriated surplus labor is distributed to 
agents). I' There are different kinds o~fundamental cI~ss'processes (~.g., co~
munal, feudal, capitalist, slave),'~ Slflce there are dlstmct form~ m which 
surplus labor may be performed/appropriated in a socia.l formatIOn. In ad
dition each of these fundamental class processes has Its subsumed class 
proce;s, While any concrete social formation may involve different fun
damental and subsumed class processes, there is usually one socially prev
alent mode of the fundamental class process. ' 6 

This prevalence does not necessarily entail the economic, polito 
ical or cultural domination of the agents who participate in this process in 
the 'social format ion as a whole. First, it is possible that agents may partic
ipate in a prevalent fundamental class process or in any other of the fun
damental class processes on both "sides" of the process (as performers and 
extractors of surplus labor). Second, agents may participate in several dif· 
ferent fundamen tal class processes simultaneously (e.g., feudal lords can 
appropriate rent from peasants and surplus value from agricultural wage 
laborers; kulak farmers may pay feudal rent to an overlord while they extract 
surplus labor from wage laborers hired to work their land~; wage earners 
may produce surplus value for their employers even .while they extra~t 
corvee labor from their spouses in the household). Third, agents may.sl
multaneously occupy fundamental and subsumed class positions (e.g., m· 
dustrial capitalists can also be financiers or presidents of universities; factory 
workers can also be owners of the means of production and managers of 
the production process on the shop fl oor). Additionally, in some cases (na
tably, modern corporate capitalism), the direction and control of any fun' 
damental class process may not be in the hands of the agents of that proees:s 
but may reside instead with occupants of particular subsumed class POSl-
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11 And finally, the social prevalence of any class process never means 
he agents who participate in that process (or the process itself) essen

,de,",m;ne the position and status of agents in every other social pro-
: In sum, it is only possible to designate specific class processes at a 

historical moment. 
One important consequence of this position is that the notion of 

is not reducible to the agents who participate in class processes. The 
of class is not a "noun" designating groups of agents who appropriate 

~ldisiribu" surplus labor. Thus, we cannot specify eternal, unambiguously 
groups of agents as the ruling or ruled classes. For example, the 

"~;~n~,,:C~l ass:';";<a~nd the "capitalist class" of a capitalist social formation 
~ of permanent residents of singular class positions who 
~p'~.'"t some permanen t class status in and through their every gesture. 

position does not refer to always already constituted class agen ts. 
agents participate and are located in class processes in contradictory 

may hold numerous class positions, requiring different and per-

;lli~;~~~;SUbjective identities. Similarly, class struggles refer, then, to 
fu ndamental and subsumed class processes by agents who 

class and nonclass positions; they do not refer to "classes 
struggling. Nor are they ei ther the cause or the result of 

recognition of their true, essentially determined class positions,ls 
Alliances are frequently formed among agents in different class 

~:J::~:':u:;~n the course of struggles to reproduce or transform an existing t of class and non class processes. 19 These alliances may change 
course of these struggles, thereby changing the direction and possible 

!.~tcomesofsuch struggles, In ou r view, what comprises a working or cap
class depends upon the particular alliances that arise at a given mo
in the struggle to reprod uce or transform the capitalist fundamental 

subsumed class processes: only such struggles are class struggles. Strug
over nonclass social processes are irreducibly different from class strug
although they determine class processes and struggles, and vice versa. 

The class identity of agents is established by the intersection of 
and other social processes, most notably cultural processes. It is a 

'.'I~\ ;;;iliif;;;t,;d social constitution that is not reducible to the "experience" of 
process. Class iden tity is the " understanding" agents have 

that enables them to participate in class processes and, there-:, 
to occupy particular class positions. This " understanding" is differ

from other forms of "self-knowledge" that enable agents to partie
nonclass processes, although there may be considerable overlap 

.betwe~n particular class and nonclass identities. 
Class identity is one form ofthe "subjectification" of social agents. 

:~~:":~,~: processes of subjectification as a subset of cultural processes that 
: ~ agents as self-defined and seif-.consc.ious in relation to "others," 

permit the inscription and participation of these "selves" in social 
· W~;:;~:~~n:,a~n'~d~:s~Ub~.J;·~ugate them to the demands, restrictions. rules. and 

en unciated in the processes. Agents are "subjectified" 
ways make it possible for them to occupy numerous, contradictory 

positions. The reproduction or transformation of determinate class 

I S:,~~(':';:~&v:~::Y depends upon the capacity of class "subjects" toeithercarry 
,out or the procedures and strategies that comprise the processes. 
:This capacity is not guaranteed by or secured within class processes them-
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selves nor is it attributable to a reflexive "ideology" that ~ere.ly mirrors ~(~~~:~;~~~~i;.·:;~;;;~~,~:'l~ to label a discursive formation as nonscientific 
the "objeclive" class positions. The ~ultural proce~ses that :'subjec tJ~" ~gents ~:, a partjcular network of concrete rules of formation that are 
do not uniformly stamp agents with the capacity for euher subjechon Or ""0",,,,,11" differentiated from the network of rules that constitute a sci-
insubordination. They help to produce, in the san~e ~t ~f agents, varying . discursive formations are never purely scientific nor "ideolog-
capacities to be subjet:ted and "revolutionized" wlthm dtfferent class pro- : " since there is no center of a discursive formation that guarantees a 
cesses or even within the same class process. set of effects or imposes a uniform set of constitutive rules. 2' 

Foucault investigates discursive formations for their effects in 
Cuttur. and Id.ologV . od~~:::~ knowledge and power, which are intrinsically interconnected: 

The processes that fundamentally determine the subjectivity of ~ formations are knowledges that function to permit the operation 
agents in particula~ class p~iti?ns are most often la~led "ideologiCal." In some of his formulations, Foucault goes so far as to suggest 
There is an extensive MarXist hterature that deals with the problems of the field of discourse is primarily constituted by relations of power, 
using the concept of ideology to designate particular cultyral prcw.:esses.l l the primary effect of knowledge is the exercise of these relations. l6 

One frequently mentioned problem is that the con~ept of Ideology IS often tD;Sc<'U";' is a field of strategies and tactics that creates differentiations 
constructed in relation to a base-superstructure dl~hotomr· In such a di- limits on what can be stated and by whom, and so on. 
chotomy, cultural processes are not "ma~erial" .or, Ifmatenal, are not con- . Discourse also constructs particular modes of objectification 
stituent of the base; instead, they functIOn chleflr to reflect o~ expres;; a ~lkno'.l"d,:es) through which agents are produced as subjects and inscribed 
primary material (often economic) reality. Culture IS reduced to ItS fUnctl?n network of "localized" power relations. For Foucault, the subjec-
as ideology, and ideology-the realm of "ideas"-alw~ys .refe~s to a ~eality of agents since the Enlightenment, the historical moment of the 
outside of itself Moreover, ideology reflects that reahty 10 ellher a true" of the "subject," is the effect of the emergence of knowledge. 
or more often a mystificatory way. Culture, as ideology, becomes the field is the field in which subjects are made the object of discourse, 
of'mystified di~urse, "falsely" reflecting, even "i~verting,". the "real" base. for the operation ofpowerP For example, Foucault 

The reduction of culture to its ideological functIOn has two dis- that the basis "disciplines" such as clinical medicine, psycho-
cursive functions: first, it establishes a hierarchy ofsocial'proce~ses; second, criminology, and political economy is the subject's body as object 
it distinguishes between ideology and science, where s.clence 15 a true ap- ~~~:~~~~!: Thus based, these disciplines permit various nondiscursive 
propriation of the "primary reality" to which it and Ideology both refe~. into and inflictions on the body, such as imprisonment, sur-
When agents misperceive their "real" relations to. each other ~nd to thm therapy, enumeration, and "accumulation." The knowledge of 
individual experiences, they are under the sway ofld~ology, w~lch becOffi.e5 the human sciences thus permits the subjection of agents to the 
synonymous with " fal se consciousness." They ~re IOserted mto matenai of power in all social processes. 
relations that are objectively harmful to a maJonty of these agen~. In the Foucault argues that power has no center, such as the sta te, from 
cultural realm, only science, understood as "revolutionary theore~lcal prac- it extends or derives; l8 rather, it is dispersed throughout the social 
tice to is ever completely liberating, although ideology may be hlstoncaJly ,mtati',on, Although relations of power pervade all social processes, they 
nee~ssary to achieve partial, strat~ic gains in a~tual stru~le. The field of constitute the essence nor the primary determinant of these pro-
culture is limited to the unstable mterplay of sCIence and Ideology. . Relations of power have conditions of existence that are not reducible 

relations. Subjects do not emerge through the interplay of relations 
Foucault: Di.cour •• , Power, and the Proc ..... of Sub~ectifk:a~i~~ ' ofcower alone. Foucault says "that the mechanisms of sub jecti fie at ion can~ 

Foucault and Althusser provide two convergent hnes of cnticism studied outside their relation to the mechanisms of exploitation 
of this view of the relationship between culture and .ideology.ll ~oucault, individuals from what they produce'] and domination [e.g., 
in The Archaeology of Knowledge, argues that the relatto~ between ~deology and religious 'forms of domination']. But they do not merely 
and science does function in the constitution of discurSive for~natlon~ but the 'terminal' of more fundamental mechanisms. They entertain 
only on a very different basis.ll Discursive form~tions are d~erentJated and circular relations with other forms." l'} Elsewhere, he distin-
according to their "regularities"-their nl.les o~ object co~structlOn , enun- between power relations, reJationships of communication, and ob--
ciation formalization, and so on. Such discurSIve formations are c~n~te ii~i~~~f~f.~c~:a~pacities (which are involved in the transformation of the " real" 
discurs'ive realities whose functioning as either scientific or nonSCientIfic the application of labor). lI.l These "three types of relationships, in 
knowledges can never be referred to a silent presen~e ben~ath the .netw?rk overlap one another, support one another reciprocally, and use 
of concrete rules and interacting effects that compnse their matenal ex~st· mutually as means to an end."ll For Foucault, modes of sub--
ence. The division between science and ideology is not a m.easu~e ofvarytn8 are not the special province of power but involve the interef-
degrees of success in producing truth as opposed to mys~lfica1l:0n. . relations of power with their conditions of existence. 

For Foucault, science is merely one form of discursive practice. Foucault's acknowledgment of this intereffectivity brings him quite 
It is never coextensive with what he calls kno~ledg~. The qu~sti~n of the , close to the Marxist notion of over determination. He is careful not to reduce 
ideologicalfunctioning of science or any other discurSive form.atlon IOvolve5 cultural processes to relations of power, or vice versa. Power is not the 
the way in which any discourse modifies, articulates, and vahdates the field essenCe of "cultural" phenomenon; rather, the discursive formation specifies 
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those aspects of discourse that are in excess of sign systems and that chief! 
function in the network of power relations. Meaning is not reduced to P<>we Y 
and power is not reduced to meaning. r, 

Althu ... r: Subj. ct. and the Mat.riality of Id. ologV 
A second line of criticism of the reduction of culture and ideolOgy 

to mystification may be found in Althusser's rejection of the concept offalse 
consciousness and his insistence on the materiality of ideological practice.» 
Ideology is taken from the realm of "ideas" and placed instead within the 
specific apparatuses that constitute the sites for concrete ideological activo 
ities. Furthermore, ideology is defined by those cultural processes whose 
eff€X:t is the constitution of subjects. Subj€X:tification proceeds by concrete 
cultural processes of "interpellation":)} naming, identifying, and inscribing 
subjects within social processes. Since interpellation is never a matter of 
truth or falsit y, ideology exists wherever subjects are created. According to 
Althusser, ideology represents the "imaginary" relations of individuals to 
their " real" conditions of existence.l ' Put another way, this discursive COn· 
tent is made up of the naming and narration that construct a view of agents 
as sllbjeas inscribed within and marked by social processes. 

Althusser's concept of ideology can be used as a discursi ve device 
to investigate the science/ideology opposition. Althusser denies the epis. 
temological basis for the d istinction between true (scientific) and mYstifi. 
catory (ideological) discourses. Rather, the opposition is partly a distinction 
between "objective knowledges" about theoretically designated objects and 
"knowledges" that "function as practical norms governing the attitudes and 
concrete adoptions of posi tions of men with respect to the real objects and 
problems of their social and individual existence, and of their history."ll 
Neither of these "knowledges" has an epistemological claim to absolute 
truth. 

Ideological "practices" require particular apparatuses for their 
performance. Particular class processes are one of the cond itions of existence 
of the reproduction or transformation of these apparatuses, which require 
the distribution of surplus labor both to themselves and to the agents re
sponsible for their direction and operation. These agents thus occupy sub
sumed class positions. Conversely, particular forms or modes of subjecti. 
fication and the apparatuses in which they emerge are conditions of existence 
for concrete class processes. 

Both Foucault and Ahhusser shift our understanding of the cui· 
ture.-ideology·power conjuncture toward a concern with the specifici ty of 
cultural processes and relations of power within which historically deter· 
minate subjects are created. We need, however, to distinguish clearly be
tween their theoretical projects. Foucault merely gestures toward class and 
other socia l "overdeterminants" of power and cuhurt; while Althusser lo
cates the overdetermination of these social processes at the heart of his 
project. Foucault substitutes the "juxtaposition" of social processes for the 
stronger notion of overdetermination. Lecourt has argued that "the weak· 
ness in the concept of juxtaposition is precisely that it is not a principle of 
determination. " 36 

For Foucault, discursive practices are a primary means and site 
for the constitu tion of subjects, although he has recently included nondis· 
cursive practices in the overdetermination of subjects. Althusser, on the 
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dh:~:~~:~~1~~~;~~;~~ the outset the range and diversity of concrete 
. ( . subjects. However, one problem in Althusser's 
IS. hlS designation of ideological state apparatuses as primary sites 

whtch the subj~:ts of a capitalist social formation are interpellated. 
suggests a centenng rather than a dispersion of subjectification pra

in contrast to Foucault. 

ov.rct.t.rmination of Cia •• Proc ..... and Subj.ctifying ;<'''.,u".' Proc ••••• : An lIIu.tration 
In the remaining part of this paper we sha ll examine the inter. 

i)~\::~~~:';;:~~::E~i,~Of subjectification and class processes. Since there is .the effects of their interaction, we briefl y illustrate 
In a concrete social formation. 

. We choose as our illustration the interaction of class and noncJass 
['<liro<:e~,.:s to p~J?itive co.mmu~ism. <?ur choice is informed by both thea

poiltlcal conslderauons. First, the notion of communism both 
advanced, has a limited but key place in the writings of Marx 

~~::~~r::=' ~w~:e: will reformulate their discussions to "add" that agents may class (and nonclass) positions in so-called classless societies. 
permits us to show how struggles over class processes ov. 

and ar~ overdetermined by struggles over cultural processes. 

~~~;:~~~~~~\h~.e:;~retlcal ~onstrucl has important political consequences. It 
the mteractlOn between class and nonclass processes in a prim· 

social formation may produce struggles over the funda. 
Jl~c,ne"u" class process which set in motion a transitional conjuncture.17 

In many primitive communal social formations, kinship over. 
~un.damental ~lass ~rocesses and is in turn overdetermined by 

IS one way 10 which agents are constituted as particular kinds 
. capable of participating in communal class processes. However 

t'.l~' :~::;~;;~ls ~ot ~educible to its function in creating such subjects. But in thi~ 
~ kmshlp serves as a condition of existence for the primitive com

jIlunal fundamental class process. 
. Kinship is a particular subset of all cultural processes that makes 

~j:t~I~~dld";:l~a,t~lOns of consanguinity and affinity "meaningful," including forms 
11 f~rms of marriage, modes of descent reckoning, ritual practice~~ 

storytelltng. r:tt0ugh ther m~y be predominantly signifying practices, 

I~' ;;.;;,;a:;,~ebn;;o;;t excluslvel~ so. Kl.nsh!p. processes not only produce kin subjects 
ofa collective subJecuvny (clan or commune), they also position 

subj~ts i.n nonkinship processes, such as class processes, while 
an Identity or set of identities for subjects in relation to these 

. In many primitive communal social formations, agents 
mto and subsumed class processes as kin or commune 

J;.¥ n",nl>.",: their class subjectivity is overdetermined by their kin identity 
Vice versa. ' 

A primitive communal fundamental class process is one in which 
performers of surplu~ labor are also the extractors of that surplus labor. 

However, the membershtp of the commune is never identical with the per. 
fonners of surplus labor. As Marx forcefully argued in the Grundrisse JI the 
commune as such is partly constituted by the intersecting kin/ territorial 
processes that run through the social formation; that is, the commune is in 
excess of the group of "direct producers." The commune functions as a 
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network ofkin/terri torial processes to position dir~t producers within the 
lineage, commune, and village, so that the ex traction of surplus labor is 
done by the lineage, C?mmune, village. Direct producers, then, both. perform 
and directly appropnate surplus labo~ through the ~mmun~,. vtllage, Or 
lineage, but not as an exclusively deslg~ated g~oup In opposItIon to non. 
surplus-producing members of these socIal boches. . . . 

Kinship processes distribute agents to class poSItIons 10 the pro. 
cesses of performing su rplus labor. For example, teams of laborers panic. 
ipating in subsistence activities, such as hunting, gathering, a~culturt, are 
often organized along lineage lines. Members of the same hneage, differ. 
entiated by age, gender, or proximity to an ancestral totem, may perform 
differeD! tasks or combine their labor in the performance of surplus labor. 
To take one specific example, among the seventeenth-century l~uois, the 
primary producers of agricultural surplus produc~ were women .lOscribed in 
distinct matrilineages. Agricultural plots were chiefly clan holdlOgs worked 
by members of the same matrilineage-as Iroquois kin rules determined, 
the women of the clan performing surplus labor as mothers, daughte.rs, and! 
or sisters. Women in Iroquois society were, therefore, partly subJectified 
and inscribed within the communal fundamental class process by idnshjp 
designation.~ · . .. 

Within the lineage there were further dIfferent IatIons of tasks thaI 
depended upon age, status, and location in relation to ancestra.1 heads of 1 
the clan. These d ifferentiat ions not on ly distributed agents to different 10- , 
cations in the performance of surplus labor, but also constituted subsumed 
class pos itions; some of the clan members, by virtue of their particular 
kinShip status, were either partly or completely freed from the performance 
of surplus labor. These members received portions of already communally 
appropriated surplus labor because of their participation in social pro-

cesses-including those that secured the reproduction Ofthecl;an:;s-~;t~h~a~t se~"~cd~J as condit ions of existence for the communal fundamental class 
Among the Iroquois, members of healing societies, 

resentatives of the clan in communal government), traders, 
and so on, all received port ions of surplus labor distributed to by 
matrons of the clans in their prescribed role as distributors of communally 
appropriated surplus labor. These subsumed class agents participated in 
processes that serve to reproduce the cond itions of communal surplus labor 
extract ion. For example, sachems were responsible for the recitation ofclan 
legends and for the maintenance of domestic peace according to clan rules. 
Although the office of clan sachem was held exclusively by Iroquois men, 
they were elected by the matrons of the clan. 

Upon contact with the Europeans, the power of the matronsand 
sachems to affect tribal decisions and preserve peace was slowly eroded by 
the growth of certain subsumed classes, such as warriors and traders (mostly 
comprised of men), who sought to become increasingly independent oft~ 
matriclans whose very independent growth was conditioned on the spread 
of host iliti~ which d id much to hasten and even challenge the existing 
kinship proc~sses. Thus, the transformation of the Iroquois social formation . 
in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries was determined in part by the 
alteration in kinship practices and the limitation of the field of their play 
in affecting the communal (undamental cla~ process. This .p.rocess "!3S .thUS 
displaced in lXlrt by the effective destruction of the matnhneal pnnclples 
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the ascendancy of occupants of certain subsumed class positions, 
warriors and traders, whose rise was conditioned on new modes of 

;~tJ,,"ilicatio'n, such as Christianity, individualism, and patriarchal nuclear 
processes. 

In Iroquois society, warriors were organized in bands, and their 
in these bands often depended on their status in the kin hierarchy. 
. protection for the kin-based commune, warriors helped to 

commune and, therefore, the communal fundamental class 
as occupants of subsumed class positions, warriors in

independence from the clans and struggled to receive 
portions of surplus labor. This struggle to acquire an in

of surplus labor was affected by the European colonizers who 
~~~~:~~~ undermined the predominance of the matriJineages through 
!;\ and apparatuses as Jesuit missionaries and the teaching of pa_ 

Christianity, and unconsciously undermined matrilineal predom
the demands of the fur trade (which rad ically altered the 

mode of subsistence from agriculture organized on 
to hunting, which was increasingly less structured 
the introduction of patriarchal nuclear familial 

i the century, one of several new modes of subjectiv-
(as well as other members of the community) that gradually 

the matrilineal principles, contributed to warriors gaining greater 
and, thereby, greatly increasing their d istributed shares of 

. It should also be noted that these new modes of subjectifi
warriors in expanded or newly created noncommunal fun-

and subsumed class processes. 

of class positions, these agents do not pos-
. . rather, inclusion in a lineage pro-

d ifferent fundamental and sub
woman might perform 
agricultural clan work 

i , while at the same time 
(e.g., as a a healing society) or per-

activit ies (e.g., trading) and, therefore, occupying subsumed 
She could also participate in relationsh ips in which no class 
thus, she might occupy no class position. When the same 

inscribed agents in different class positions, the repro
processes was more easily secured. However, 

kin and nonkin modes of subjectification appeared that 
agents mctass positions, the reproduction of the Iroquois communal 

class process was jeopardized. 
Kinship is constructed and reproduced in concrete cultural pro

cesses through concrete apparatuses. The economic reprod uction of agents 
who playa key part in the emergence, enunciation, transmission, extension, 
and transformation ofkinship signs and procedures is one of the conditions 

existence for these processes. The distribution of surplus labor to these 
agents is necessary for the existence and reproduction of concrete appara
tuses where kinship is enunciated and transmitted. For example, particular 
f~st days that celebrate certain ancestral figures or clan totems require a 
dlstnbution of surplus labor from the producers/appropriators to agents who 
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organize and carry out the ritual symbolic acts O:'~~::~~:'~~~~?~:~i.~~l~ most obviously true for those celebrations whe~~ the 
(ceremonial offerings) for symbolic purposes takes place. Also, 
cations, such as temples or clan lodges, may be created for the ~1;~~~~~ , 
of acts that entail kin subjcctification, such as the recitation and 
zation of "founding'.' myt~s in ~hich clan tot~ms. ancestors, and current 
clan members are dIscursIvely hnked. The eXIstence and reproduction of 
these locations require the distribution of already communally e~~:':'~:J 
surplus labor and often are a direct cause for the expansion of the j:: 

ance of surplus labor. 
IC the distribution of surplus labor to particular OCCupants of 

subsumed class positions is not forthcoming, the existence of the apparatuses 
in which kinship is formulated and reproduced may be threatened Not 
surprisingly, one of the tactics employed by European colonialists in con_ 
Quering, transforming, and administering diverse primitive communal so. 
cial formations from the seventeenth to the twentieth centuries was to take 
control of the agents and/or processes by which communal surplus labor 
was distributed and redistributed or outlawing such distribution to those 
rituals and practices designed to reinforce and reproduce the "original" 
communal kinship structures. As a countertactic, many communal societies 
ostracized those members who introduced or represented alternative (often 
European) modes ofsubjectmcation within the dominant kinship struCture. 
Ostracism, of course, was a means of cutting off distribution of surplus labor 
to these agents. As with the Iroquois, clan representatives frequently fought 
the inroads of Christianity by refusing to permi t surplus labor to be directed 
to institutions or events where Christianity would be taught. 

Finally, our illustration reminds us that the agents who secure 
subjectifying cultural processes must be concerned with the continued dis
tribution of surplus labor to themselves and to the concrete apparatuses of 
these processes. In addition, their increased demands for shares of surplus 
labor must come either at the expense of other occupants of subsumed class 
positions or by increasing the communal surplus labor performed and ex
tracted. These agents may seek alliances that preserve or transform the 
existing articulation of class processes in order to secure their continued 
existence in their positions. Of course, these maneuvers have their effects 
on the very processes they direct. 

Although modes of subiectification do not mirror the "objective 
reality" of class processes, certain modes may be judged either useful or 
problematic at certain historical moments for the emergence, reproduction, 
or transformation of particular fundamental and subsumed class processes. 
Struggles between occupants of class positions are partly directed toward 
upholding, reformulating, or obli terating various subjectifying processes SO 
as to influence the effectivity of these processes on a determinate network 
of class processes. 

Conclusion 
In our illustration we have tried to show that struggles over par

ticular cultura l processes-the processes of subjectifying agents in kin terms 
to participate in class processes-overdetermine class struggles. Likewise, 
we have suggested that struggles over the performance/appropriation and 
distribution of surplus labor overdetermine these cultural processes. By not 
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1td.uoing culture to power or class, or reducing class to power or culture 

bave retained the specificity of diverse social processes while showing 
a more thorough unde~tan~ing of this specificity can be achieved by 
a model of overdetermlOatlOn to examine the intereffcctivity of these 

•

~~~~. :~.;~we ha,,:e sought .to propose a methodolgical guideline to a non
MarxIst analysIs of class. power, and culture; in our illustration 

to show how such an analysis can proceed. 

We -:e mo$t interested n tho recem alt~ts 1\1 e$1~b" sh anti le!e\lIcJgic.I.-.::I &ntie$~emiaisl 
MannSl no:rons. See L. Althusser and E. Ball". ReadlflQ Cl(JiraJ. IIlns. Ben Brews'er (lon
don. New letl Boots. 19151; L. A::hus.ser. ForManc. tr ..... Ben Brewster(NfMVo<~. Vintlge 
19101: L Allhu$ser. E5S8)'sins.n-CrmO$lTr. trlns. Gr~hame L\ld(Loodon: New Lell Boob' 
191 61: B. I-I.ndess and P. I-li rsl. Pre-C(lpira!Jst MO(/(ls 01 Prodva,orr (London: Ao-u Cadge and 
Kegan Paul. 1915): B. I-linden Ind P. Hint. Mode 01 ProdllCllOfland Sot;.aJ RKmBllOfI 
(l~. Mitcm.:lan. 19771: S AeSll'd and A W\I'ff. " ' hoJ Theory 01 Tr.,sit.orIII Conl<Q:
lUres. R(/Vt8wolRtldIUlPoJmcalECOfIOfI'Wc, 11'3 (1919): S. R"sn.ckand R. Wo;>ill "Classes 
In Ma~~n 1"~orv. :· Rev,1IW of R/KJI{;iJ/ Pdmcal Economtcs 13:4 (1982): S. Resnick and R. 
W(l11f. Ma"'lSt Ep'"temo\oQy: ThoJ Critique \I I Economic Determinism" Soci" T(I)(f 6 '213 
[faJ 1982): S. Resrick .-.d R Wollt Manon rhecxy. lorttcomJlG. . . 

1"he ~ssent"sm we discuss hera '" whllwe cd essenbl. $I'l"I .ndoscourse or thoJory. which 
wB drsu"llUlS~ Irorn ep:stemo:o~cll essent.llism or essentialism ofd.scourse or thoJor y. We 
reJ8Ct the ep!StemoJooical nouon that obJllct$ 01 know:edge eKist independently 01 thought 
end thus Cln be lIPP<op<.-ted in l~t Th.s notion. IS In "5S8flllHm oitheO<y. 0 ..... . 
t1essen\.le.l$t PQs<lion is al$O incompltb:e w.th assent"1ism ,;, theory. whict> d iscUl$O\/ .... ~.\I . 
ieGes I Subs~H 01 concep\ulll SII!emen:s WI"Ctti-Ilheory Irent wh.ch others ere 1otlic1:1y derived. 
For I .. ther dscussion. see ReSnick and Wo:ft. " Mancist Epistemology" and Mllfxist ThJory. 

The concept 0: OII.dII:ermnll.on ,n::ia.!v emerged (OS a ~.~ \I""e Freud .... theory 01 
dre~m rlter~" .• tron. To ...... kr"cIwled\ie. l.uUcs W,," the &11 Mar:usr to oy:o appropril:e 
and relorlTllU:e this concept lor M.-llSt theory. However. A!!husser was !he rrS! Marxist 
both to cla~ t~t MI""s own concept or historical clusa~ty an d ep.$!emology was one 01 
overde:.m'neto::lO. See G. L ... Ucs. "The Tasks 01 MarKist Ph'osophy inthe Ne .... Democr~.·· 
QUOted In Resrock end WoI1l. "Merlis: Ep.sternolo\iY"; L. Aht..sser. "Contradction Ind 0.. 
el'<.teterm.nelion:· in For M ... pp. 89-12B. Resnd< .-.d WriIII. "Ma"'lSt Epistemo!ogy'" 

~ert~nly. many noneconom, ~~s hive reiec.:ed !!'" essenliallS! thought bu;.: upon the epis. 
.amo:o(pCel pOSItIOns 01 .mp~oe,sm end ratlOnl.sm. It leems to UI they approach but neve, 
quu. leach the Me""'t posilion 01 overdeterlTllne:IOI\ The stluct .. lll:n!luisxs milted by 
Ferdna~ de S.ussure WIS an .uempt 10 show the 8fbitr .. inaSI 01 melrlng. decelllerinG 
!he 5'g~'l renon 01. ",:ord 111:0 the .. Mfary ,,:.tion 01 s'Gnil"':o signifild. Simil8fly. J,cq!.l8l' 
.De~~~, ~econs~ructlOl"OSt onle"',ntions sulIGesl the lu~y 01 trvi'lII lo center I t .... t Ind flii"d 
Its G""'n mu""'ll (its ventriloqu.st "Iogos") u.0I.9't I ~ocess or ontarpratato::lO. In place 
IJ this Iogocentrism. Oetridil sUGgests !he p:.y.nd chpersion IJ ledUll! mea""'llS Itwn ate 
~?"ated thrOllllh 1 .. p rOCIss 01 deconstructlQfl . Richard Rorty's dscussion 01 ~ as 

a mnor .01 nll .. e ~esents a somewhat Slmrlll 11:ad< on Iogocentrism. but ore resllicled 
t~ the phiIosoPhic.al dcho!omy or thinkingJbeinG. Fina!ly. the noted CfiLC 01 sociobiology. 
Archard C. Lewootin.. hes ... ~ the: _ need torap:aci mechlnistic: Ind raductionisl notiO<ls 
01 the l"u:nlfl. orjO&rum WIth I new concep:<On 01 :he orGlrosm WS II> interenectve tOII:ty 
01 determ_nlll..:ml. For Stussure. see Ccvrsa III Gener81 !.mgurstlCS (New Vork: McGraw-HI. 
19661. Our under.stand:nG or Oerrida is takenl rom Wrirmg . nd a·Werenc,. :rani. Alln Bas~ 
(Ch.reaGo: UlVII8rsrty 01 ChicaGO Press. 1981): and see espec,any tn. Inter..;ew ,n Posir>Of"lS 
entLt:ed "~t.on,:, n which Oerride discus". his problematic ral.:ion to Marxism. FOI 
Rort~: ",!I pt-;b5O(Jhya~rhe M~or~ N8II.If. (Prroceu;Jn: Pmc:S ton Urwers.:y Prell. 19801 
I~ Phi.oSoPhvA~ ,Kind 01 WrrMG. Na .... Lrr8r/lfyH'stOty. 1918. We lie panicularlv laken 
Wllh A. .~ . Le"'Ol1lln'S review 01 two taxiS written by the D'alectics 01 BioIoQv Group. His 
rl"rieW. The Co<pse It IhIl Elevltor:' ~PP8 I1S on TIIa New YO'k R",,_ of 8001<" Jln_ 20. 
1983. 

h !tis contut ~ i, InteresWlg to nole Nt Grlmsci"s wel~l::nown oPposition to econolTllc 
determ:nism does not lead him to Iccep! anv lorm 01 noneconomic delerminism. Instead. 
hoJ argues thatlhe s.arch lorlast I"IS tlflCe determnsms amounts tothe "search lor Goo .. 
s~ A . Gr.msc~ SelectIOnS fran r" Pr>son Norebooks. tr.ns. and ed. O. l-loa" Ind G. N. 
Sm~h (New VOIk. Internetional Pubbhers. 1911). p_ 4 37. 
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10 rej8Cl a " formalfs(" Ma .... 'sm only il wnh ~ soc,al theory 
011 the coocept of des~e. See Marx TI'¥J AnthropalOfllca/ C"dfJ. trans, 
ICambfidlle. Cambndlle Un;"ersily. p. 66. 

M. Sah'ins. ClJI!ure and Proc/leal Reason (ChIcago' Unrve'Sityof CNeallo Press. 
v",; set! a'so PII. 205·21 

rhos teooerocv shows"" qui:" c:early n contemporary discusSIOns of "sexual 
focuses on soc~1 ",allOtions" ralno:.r th an processes lnat we reg¥d as the ""''''~,.; "lit 
theoretICa l human'sm (an 9ssenua!ism of tho MJecl) 

Thos nolOon of _e xplonaoon shou'd no l be c?"fused wllh Marx's enunci"~lOn 01 the oorc9p! 
of ... xplol1al;on., CaP/failNew Vorl<: Imernatlonal Puolishers. 19771. Marx s concepl\:>t1,p(je. 
ifies lhe parto:;ular eCOnomiC f)foress of,extrac!lng SUfp!US 1800' 0< "unpaod labor"' 800 mllSl 
be differerwaled from !he more conwnoonal use of:he larm 10 express 8 general te1alionv;p 
::loll .... een socoal agems. 

We reslflOt ou critIcisms here to HlndBss and Hirsfs eartier books, Pre-Capit8list Modes 01 
Production n::I MOO9 of Producrlon and SOCIal Formatoon, 

Sa<! P.-P. Rey, "The Lineage Mode 01 Producllon," Critique of AnrhrOjXllogv rIO. 3(1975). 
pp. 27-29. 

Se9, especia"v N. POIAantlas, Class9s m Contemporary Capllalism, trans, Da<Od Fernbadl 
(London: Verso, 1978), pp. 13·36, 

For a detailed discussioo of Ihe concept of class process and ils use in Mannst :heory, SO! 
Resn ick and Wolff, ""Classes In Mar .. an Theor y"" and MatlIist Theory. 

Marx bell,ns to elaborate hIS IIOloons of fundamental and subsumed class proce!S6S i'l the 
t lTee volumes of Ctf(Hlitl. See ResnIck and WoR ""CtI'sses n MarXIan Theory." 

See Marx's bnef dscuss'on 01 'hese lundamental ctl'ss processes n Grundflsse. trans Man,n 
Nx;o!aus (New York: Vn tage. 19731. pp, 471-514. 

Sw ResnIck and Weill, M¥,,;SI T/leo..-y, for an elaboraliorl of 1he nollOJ1 of 1he ""social prevo 
alence"" 01 a fundamental class process, 

Ma .. , in vot 3 01 CaplliJJ, focuses on this panx;utl'r deve'opment In the example of advarr:e~ 
cap italism. As Mao< sees it 'n advaoced caplta' ism managers, owners. financiers of c~!I 
ol\(n eX1S1 separa:e Irom ,ndustrilll capilalis!s. The direclion tn:I control of !he capltalisl 
fundamental class process are n the hands of lhese SOCIal groLJpS, but they do not ""lIac! 
(e xploit) surplus labor. See n panx;"'ar chap, 23. pp, 370-90. of Ca(JI/ai. 

For a detailed discussion 01 :hto concepts 01 ctl'ss positlOJ1 and class stl1Jgg le, see Resrict 
<nd Wolff, M8Ix i$l Thecr(. 

One of Ma'x's mOst developed diSCUSSIOns of such ""c'ess aliiance,' CIln be fOl.rld n Ttwl 
181h 8rutnalre d Louis Bonaparle (New York: !oternalional Publishers, 19681. 

0... notion of Suojeclihcatron is clearly relaled to Foucaull's ""Iwo meanongs 01 the word 
subleCt: subject 10 someone e'se bv conllol <nd dependence, and tied 10 his own de"lot"j 
by a conscrence 01 self·knowledge""; and also 10 Allhusser"s diSCUSSion of the ""morror·str\lC· 
lure"" of the process of subjecl,hc.allOn, as agents are "interpel ated" simuftaneously as 
slbjecls and as slbjeclad 10 a Subjecl (such as God 0' the Slate). See FoucaUlt, '"The 
S<b/8ctand Power:' which is the afterwOld to H. Dreyfus and P. Rabinow, Michel FOUCiJIit 
8eyond $rrucrurai,sm and Hermeneu~C$ (Chx;allo: UnNers~v 01 Cnicago Press. 19B2I. p. 
212 : and Althusser , ""Ideology and ideologICal State ApparatuSes:' Lenrn and Pfi/os<VlY, 
Irans. Ben Brewster (N8W YOlk: Monthly Aevoew, t9711. pp, 170-83. 

TlTee books 11 whIch lhese problems are taken up are R. Williams. MarXism and /Jrertmre 
10.ford: OxfOld University Press, 1977); R Coward and J. Ellis, Lanauage and Marerr~!f1I 
(London: Routledge and Ke gan Paul. 1977);J McCarnev. The Rea/Wcrlddldeologv!At'",,:r; 
HIghlands: Human~oes Press. 1980), 

See a'so the seCllOJ1S of G'amscr"s prison notebooks enlltled "" The SIU:ty of Philosophy" ar>:I 
""Problems 01 Marxism," w. 321·472. n Selec/ions Ircrn /he Pnson Norebooks. A r&<:ent 
study 01 Gramsci lhat pfaces him w'lhrn the conte", 01 a'l "overde'erminiSI" concepllOl'l 0/ 
cu" ",e and deo'ogy is Chanlal Moulfe's "Hegemonv ardldeologV n Gramsc'." n c. ~~e. 
ed .. Gramsci an:i MlI'xist Theory (London: Routledge and Keoan Paul, 1979), pp. 168·204. 
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See M FOlIC au I:. The Archaeology of Knowledge. trans. A. M Sheridan Smilh (New York' 
Harper and Row, 19761. pp. 184.86. 

See Foucault. The Archaeology of Knowledge, pp . 178·95. 
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EpiSI9/Tdogy. lIans. Ben Brewster (London: New Left Books. 1975), pp. 199·201. 
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York: Pantheon, 1980). 
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Jean Franco 

Ethnocentrism: Gender, Power, 
the Third-World Intelligentsia 

Anyone involved in Latin American studies knows 
it is to be placed last on the program, when everyone else has left the 

~~~~~:'i' ~L::.:~tin America (and third-world societies) generally occupy some 
[e therefore awkward position in mainstream scholarship. In

are not yet "in" it at all. "British intellectuals: Latin American 
~~:~~~;i~ri'; :";' was the word ing of an ad I once saw in the NewSul1esman 
;.1 . It summed up very nicely the separation of intellectual and 

labor along the axis of metropolis and periphery, as well as sug
the flow of revolutionary action into areas where people know no .ti,,,-,I'.n to fight. The conclusion is that the Third World is not much of 

theory; and if it has to be fitted into theory at ali, it can be 
fumnted fo r as exceptional or regional. 

That is why it is worth beginning with Fanon, whose 
Skins White Masks and The Wretched of the Earth snatched the 

of revolution away from the first-world proletariat (grown fat on 
and revived the metropolis's paranoid fears of the vengeance 

in the ill-lit streets of the native quarters. For Fanon, tlJ..e 
world had to be shocked out of its bewitchment. It was .a 

world whose inhabitants, "wasted by fevers, obsessed by ancestral 
formed an almost "inorganic background for the innovating dy

of colonial mercantilism.'" The colonized fantasies of action had 
converted into revolutionary potential. "The first thing the native 
is to stay in his place and not go beyond certain limits. That is why 

of the native are always of muscular prowess; his dreams are of 
of aggression. I dream 1 am jumping, winning, running, climbing. 

struggle. 

I burst out laughing, that I span a river in one stride or that 
by a flood of motorcars that never catch up with me. " 2 Yet 

the power of the wretched ofthe earth, the fellahin, to overcome 
, to turn the relation of colonizer and colonized on its head, to 

of inferiority through violence. The nati ve intelligentsia, 
the ambiguities of folklore and assimilation to the metrop

be dragged in the wake of the fellahin, forcibly immersed in the 
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Qearly, Fanon's b!uep~nt is locked in the ~m: mind/body P0-
larity that separates metropoh tan m tellect from the sacnficlal body of third. 
world peoples. The white mask woven and painted by the colonizer's dis. 
course can only be broken apart by the confrontation with death. The COl.. 
on ized need recognition in order to know they ex ist but will only be ree. 
ognized by the metropolis as a mask or a grinning skull. 

From the standpoint of the present, it is easy to see that Fanon's 
existentialist psychology has its limitations; he understood the alienation of 
thinking in the foreign tongue of the metropolis but not the pervasive Web 
of discourse in which he was enmeshed. Today, we know much more about 
the constitution of sub jectivi ties within particular discursive form.ations; we 
are aware ofthe dissolution of the "individual" or the "selr' in subJectivities, 
ofthe relation between power and knowledge. We can even arrive at a more 
materialist version of Foucault's theorizing of power by distinguishing be
tween comparatively transient microexercises of power and the perpetuation 
of knowledge-power through institutions that reproduce both the macbinery 
and the discourse of domination.) What makes Fanon's contribution of 
value is that he recognized that there was something distinct about the 
colonial struggle, that the separation between manual and mental labor was 
reproduced;n the relationship between the fellahin and the intelligentsia, 
and that this hierarchy had to be destroyed if the revolutionary struggle was 
to succeed. I 

This essay attempts to delineate the constitution of the intelli
gentsia in the Third World, their subordination of manual labor and women, 
and the consquences of this for the formation of counterhegemonic dis. 
courses. I am thus deliberately considering the intelligentsia not as individ
uals, nor as class fractions, but rather as a systematically constituted group, 
bound by a common habitus (to use Pierre Bourdieu's expression), that is., 
by common perceptions, d ispositions, practices, and institutions that ac
count for the systematized nature of their intellectual production while si· 
multaneously allowing for different discursive strategies wi thin the intellec,
tual field.4 Since I refer mainly to Latin America, it is necessary to emphasize 
the crucial and constitutive activity of the literary intelligentsia which is 
empowered by writing. Because it was blocked from making con tributions 
to the development of scientific though t, the intelligentsia was forced into 
the one area that did not require professional training and the institution
alization ofknowledge-that is, into literature. It is here, therefore, that tbe 
confrontat ion between metropolitan discourse and the utopian project of 
an autonomous society takes place. 

Metropolitan discourses on the Third World have generally 
adopted one of three devices: (I ) excliision-the Third World is irreleYa!lt 
to theory; (2) discrimination-the Third World is irrational and thus lIS 
knowledge is subordinate to the rational knowledge produced by the me· 
tropolis; and (3) recognition-the Third World is only seen as the .place of • 
the instinctual. In the discourse of exclusion, the Third World eXists only , 
as a scenar io; it is the stage for the activities of Nostromo or worse: ~onsi~r ' 
Werner Herzog, who broke down ancestral CUStoms merely to prOVide F.uz· 
caraldo with a dramatic movie sequence. (The discourse of metropohtan 
power refuses to acknowledge the all too human smell of crushed bOOies.) 
In this discourse, the oppressed and exploited are outside civilization and 
hence constitute its heart of darkness, the negativity against which the met-
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, ;t,poli'''',Proj.ect mus.t be defined. When the nineteenth..century intelli_ 
Latm Amenca attempted to occupy the first-person POSition in 

.~~~;~~,~!' to separate "I," it could do so only by speaking as if the $ !,>Copies had ~ased to exist, as if they already belonged to the 
discourse was lI~terrupt~ and thrown into confusion whenever 

'llI;~~~::~~.~uPted as subjects of hIstory, as they did during the Mexican 

A second kind of metropolitan discourse, a discourse of discrim. 
was structured as ~ hiera,"?~y i~ wh.ich .an irrational intelligentsia 
to occuPy the subject pOSItion In thiS discourse found itself forced 

~,~" .rr,body the nch heterogeneity of its own culture and to rationalize it. 
Alfonso Reyes's strategy when he described indigenous culture as 

';.,;ira'h,,,':,',,W,Ollld be ~ashed by the pure waters of Latin culture, or Ner. 
~ when he mvoked th: d~ad laborers of the Inca empire and 

on to speak through hlS bps and mouth. ' This representative 
was subverted by some. avant.~rde writers (especially Vallejo) 

was challenged dunng and Just after the Cuban revolution 
the wishing to speak for the masses, was asked to take 
gun and them. 

~inally, !he d iscourse of recogni tion becomes possible when het. 
f'i;:;~,;~::}!:':s val~nzed by the increasingly routinized metropolis. At this ri Third World becomes the place of the unconscious, the rich 

f~ntasy and legend recycled by the intelligentsia, fo r which het. 

~~~~i~~ IS no longer a ghostly, dragging chain but material that can be 
. any territorial context and juxtaposed in ways that provide 

fnsson ? f pleasure. The intelligentsia no longer speaks for the 
. I?rod~ctlvely tran~poses mythic material. But in order to do this. 

d istinguish between. Its properly authorial activity and mere repro-
betwee~ an es.se.nhally masculine form of creativity and the fern. 

~l~::!fi~. :~~~:.~ actlvuy. This discourse is only interrupted when the 
between male .a~thorship and female reproduction is exposed 

con~tructed poSition; then women and indigenous peoples can 
productIOn of meaning into their own hands. 

Because gender is the last category to be deconstructed in this 
sha!l c?ncentrll:te on this third type of discursive formation. However, 
prel.lmmary pDlO tS. need to be made. In the first place. it is important 

that In Latin America there is a dislocation between the es. 
o fa capitalist--dominated economy and the institutionalization 

generally thought to bei ts ideology-the work ethic, individualism, 
based o~ exchang~ and so on. That is to say, capitalism 
was articulated With the hacienda and the mine, both of 
the force not only through direct repression but also 

d~~i~U~~~:~:~o~Church. Furthermore indigenous 
which symbolic (artisanry, dance, fiestas), eeo-

and reproduct.ion of t~e la~r force were lodged in a 
namely,. the famtly, coeXiSted With plantation and mining 
~he family was often broken up altogether.1 It is only very 

the mcorporation of new sectors into the labor force and the 
" ofth~,mass media, that there: has been a concerted attempt 

modern values. T~us. the .behef systems of the indigenous, 
, and women were ofnecesSltyarchalc, for no other options were open 
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to them. At the same time, this very anach ronism provided them With bor<r 
"regions of refuge," with traditions, moral rights, and spiritual bonds it Sll I~ates not on ly the ~eminine but also all the positive aspects 
particular territories (often organized around devotion to saints) that denve from th~ expenence of reproduction_for instance COn-

' :",edn"" and commmumty. ' be explosive when the state encroached on them. In contrast, ~c 
gentsia was a secular group, empowered by writing and therefore iSOlated In l.he Th!rd World, in whic~ mortality is not only individual 
from the culture of the majority of the population. Unlike Samuel Rich. affects cnhre social movements, which flourish , die, and are forgotten 
ardson in eighteenth-century England who, according to ephemeral h~man body, v..-e should expect this distantiation from 
was "locked into the economic infrastructure of bourgeois to be most lnt,ense. Ind~d, if we take Borges as an example, we 
his printing firm, which was also "the nub of a whole the quest for Im.mortahty (which depends on metropolitan rec • 
. . . interlocked with every major ideological apparatus of English "~,,~i'io,,) can ?nly be reah~ed ?~ abstracting the fictional world from any 
the Latin American in telligentsia was interlocked only with a ghostly and 1- ;ll ,H 'i;;;;."co,,,n,,n,odtatlons and turning I~ IOta the paradigmatic confrontation of the 
somewhat abstract "nation." By providing the spiritual webbing of the na_ the P?rsued, the wTlter and the reader, which often culminates 
tional spirit, it hoped to soar to immortality. a male bond 109 at the point of death. 

In the second place, the analogous position of the intelligentsia_ .. In Latin America, the subordination of the feminine is aggravated 
which was subordinated to metropolitan discourse at the same time it was ngJd confinement of women to private spaces. The terms 
constituting the discoUrse of nationalism-is indivisible from the SClual 
division oflabor. Domination has traditionally been semanticized in sexual 
terms and power has traditionally been associated with masculinity. Social, 
political, and economic power are represented through a lexicon that is 
d rawn from -sexual relations. Hence the social and the sexual have become 
intimately connected. In a famous essay published in 1950, Octavio 
based an analysis of Mexican national character on the contrast between 
female "openness" (and therefore vulnerabili ty to rape and domination) 
and male closure (invulnerability). A critique of machismo elevated to the 
level of a national madness, Paz's Labyrinth of Solitude affirms rather than 
deconstructs these archetypal differences. Many novels written in the nine- -
teenth and early twentieth centuries were disguised national allegories in 
which social forces were represented in terms of impotence, castration, dom
ination, and prostitution. In one well·known Puerto Rican story, the pro.. 
tagonist actually castrates himself. ' 

The significance of the semanticization of the social as the sexual 
has been discussed by Nancy Hartsock in Money, Sex and Power: Towards 
a Feminist Historical Materia/ism, !O This book sets out to show that there 
is an epistemology of reproduction, just as there is an epistemology of pro.. 
duction (Marx) and exchange (capitalism). But there is a serious weakness 
in an approach that neglects social and discursive format'ons and the COlI
stitution of subjectivity. Ignoring the lesson of Foucault, Hartsock often 
slips into a history of ideas. Even so, her book shows how the sexual division 
oflabor that subordinated reproduction to the lowest level of human crea
tivity has led to the valorization of intellectual creations "born to the minds 
of those not contaminated by the concerns or necessi ties of the body,"l1 
Hartsock argues that from the Greeks onward public space has belonged 10 
the warrior hero and to the hero.ci tizen; both have their paradigm in the 
Greek agonic hero. Intellectual life, too, follows this paradigm, since the 
search for immortality, conceived as domination within public life, has, 
since Plato, been associated with the distantiation of intellectual activities 
from the mortal body, and hence from the "feminine," that have always 
been associated wi th the realm of necessity. ''Over and over again ," Hartsock 
comments, "the fear of ceasing to ex ist is played out";ll and the possibility 
of fusio n, and hence of the death of the self, are found to be at the soun::t 
of theoretical production and political deeds. This has serious consequences 
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masculine 
feminine 

masculine 
feminine 

mobile (active) 
immobile (passive) 

public 
private 

p~marilY because women were traditionally limited to the home the con
vent, or the brothel. F~o~ the colonial per iod unti l recent times, the mean . 

• ¢i~.bomrn by ~e fern mine can thus be illustrated by a simple semiotic 
;\> (see Figure I), The central term of the quadrangle is the phallus, 
~::~~~th~'~:bearer of meaning an~ t~e acti veelement that determines social 
r . 0!le .term o~thesem ,otlcquadrangle is occupied by the mother, 

IS not a vlfgm but IS th~ bea~er of children and whose space is the 
~ere we shou ld keep m mlO~ the privatized and inward.looking 

the fact that the Virtual confinement of married women 
home had n?t only been required by the Church but was also intended 

ensu~ the punty of blood that Spanish society had imposed after the 
agamst the Moors. Thus the mother's immobility is related to racism 

t.~::~~~',:o~ ~e pro~ec.tion of !nheritable property. The opposite term to tht 
II IS the. vlrg..n- that IS, the nun who is pure and uncontaminated and 

space IS the conv.ent. The negation of the mother and the virgin is 
whore. whose body IS open to all men. For example in his novel The 

. and the Fox Be/o":_ Jose Maria Arguedas d~ribes a brothel in 
~he Peru~lan port town of Chlmbote where the women sit in small cubicles 
In the middle of a compound with their legs apart to show their openness. 

mother 

not virgin 
not mother 
(whore) 

Figure I. 
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Yet th~ c~mpo.und is also prisonlike; the "public" wo~en are immobile 
and pn:vatlzed Just as much as the ll.'I0the~ o~ the nun.1l Fmally, there is the ' 
impos$lble other, the mother who IS a vll"gm, the mother of God who is 
nOt only the unattainable ideal term but the woman who has given birtll 
to the Creator. (Consider this ironic parallel: Fidel Castro visits Chi le, and 
Mrs. AJlende states that the highest task of Chilean women is to give birtll 
to sons who would be like Ote Guevara.) 

Certainl y, what strikes us about this diagram of feminine mean. 
ings is the immobility and privacy that it implies. To understand how nat. 
ural this disposition appears, even to the most sophisticated of the intelli. 
gentsia, we have only 10 read Garcia Marquez's interview in Playboy, in 
which he declares that women "stay at home, run the house, bake animal. 
candies so that men can go off and make wars. "I. Whether this was said in 
earnest or in jest is beside the point. It is along this axis that social meanings 
accrue so that the madre palTia in nationalist discourse is productive Or 
sterile, prostituted or sacred. 

Yet in a society scarred by the violence and death that inevitably 
accompanied capitalist penetration of Latin America, it is not surprising to 
observe a certain " femininization of values" (to use Terry Eagleton's phrase). 
Thus, in a poem by Vallejo, the mother's body is depicted as a house, and 
the womb acquires the configuration of rooms and corridors: "Your archway 
of astonishment expects me / The tonsured volume of your cares / TIlat 
have eroded life. The patio expects me / The hallway down below with its 
indentures and its / feast-day decorations." When the father enters this 
temple/house, it is on his knees. He has become the subordinate partner in 
the act d creation . The mother's body, on the other hand, offers the Only 
unchanging territory in an uncertain world: "Between the colonnade of your 
bones / That cannOt be brought down even with lamentations / And into 
whose side not even Destiny / can place a single finger." 

This poem, written before Vallejo joined the Communist party, 
is in sharp contrast to his Soviet-inspired poems, in which the mineI'5 make 
history through work, or his poems of the Spanish Civil War, where the 
forging of history is in the hands of the male militia. l~ We also note that 
the mother can only (literally) embody certainty because of her immobility, 
because she is related to physical territory. Indeed, it was the female territory 
of the house that allowed private and family memory to be stored; there, 
archaic values, quite alien to the modern world, continued to nourish. 

In the fifties and sixties, for reasons that are too complex to 
examine here, there was a radical shift in the meanings attached to the 
feminine. This period was marked by two quite contrary trends. On the one 
hand, the Cuban revolution aroused hopes that other countries could adopt 
original versions of socialism. Marxist theory could be Latin Americanized. 
Yet, during this same period, the struggle for national liberation was count
ered by a massive onslaught of advanced capitalism. At the very moment 
Latin America was asserting its difference. the armies of metropolitan cor
porations-in the fonn of mass media advertising and consumer goods
were poised, ready to destroy those very structures (urban/ rural, commune, 
plantation) that had for so long been an embarrassment and yet had become 
the very source of Latin American originality. 

The rich heterogeneity that formerly had to be subordinated ru; 
irrational began 10 be proudly displayed by Latin American writers as proof 
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roi'.~u!.'u~~! vitality. WriteI'5 like Asturias, Arquedas, Carpentier Roo Bastos 
. undertook .the recycling of ancient legends, traditi~nal culture~ 

~~i;~~~r~~w~a:ys of life, not as folklore but as literary models of autarkic 
. As the .literary .intelligentsia discovered the utopian elements in 

It ~lso dlscov~red in that very carnivalesque pluralism the 
on metropohtan attentton that had so long eluded it Thus, when 
Vargas Liosa, at the outset of his career, declared that the Latin 

A.m"ri""" n.o.v;,1 "ceased to be Latin American," he meant that it had finally 
out of the backwater of provincialism and regionalism and had 

• •• ,_;. ,.be" come "rec.ogni~able. " 16 l:ike Evita Peron, the literary intelligentsi~ 
entered mto ImmortahtyY It was not even necessary for it to 

footsteps and abstract plot from all regional and local 

~~:~:.:~r,~~j~~::ii'.~C:~OUld circulate as the agonic confrontation of pUI'5uer , .unencumbered by referentiality. The "new novelists" of the 
the ~hock value of catachresis and juxta!X)Sition in 

... en, <nose once embarrassmg heterogenous elements became positive de
defamiliarization. 

This valorization of heterogeneity was accompanied by the rein-
of a of which once again affirmed the difference 

the masculine province of creativity. The 
' . through the imagination, immortality through 

of Imagmary worlds or the real autonomous societies like 
underpinned by the resemanticization of the sexual division of 

mother 
child 

author 
creation 

In' a masculine world dominat~ by death and violence, the space of the 
' rm~o;rtohed;r",h"ad come to ~m ut.oplan, th.e space of a community that does not 
;., agonal relauonsh lps. Yet Instead of trying to undeI'5tand what 

mi~ht mean .f?r the construction of a more humane society and for 
~volutlonary poiltlCS, both political leaders and writers during this period 
felt com~~led to reaffirm political and artistic creativity as an exclusively 

activity. 
J..:t ~s take a recent transparent example. In Mario Vargas Llosa's 

play La Senorita de Tacna (198 1), the central character is, unusually, a 
woman .. Once the dau~)ller of a prosperous family from Tacna. Mamae is 

sentle, poor and tncontinent, kept alive only by her memories of the 
In her , during the Peruvian/Chilean war of the 1880s she had 

to.a Chilean officer. Learning of his infidelity with ~ married 
decided not 10 marry him but 10 become the surrogate mother 

and the weaver of romantic memories. In a traditional 
arrangement, Mamae might have occupied the position of the nun. 

Vargas Llosa's play, howeve~, she is both virgin (that is, she is not caught 
the lowly cy~ l e. of reproductIon) and mother. She thus occupies the po_ 

. of the Vtrgm Mary, the one woman who escapes mortality. Mamae 
IS source of legend and fantasies that are woven out of her self-denial' 
nevenhelcss, ~he cann?t be an .author in the true sense. That is why th~ 
true pr~tagon!st lurks In the wmgs: MamaC's grandnephew, Belisario, an 
apprentice wnter who acts as spokesman for this figment of his past and 
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who presentS Mamae to the public. Seated at his desk at the side of the 
stage, he agonizes over writing, describing himself as "impotent." His im_ 
potence is only cured when he a llows himself to be seduced by the romantic 
memories ofMamae. He watches her, interrogates her on her past, and fills 
the gaps in her memory with his own inventions. In the final moments of 
the play. he recognizes that his material comes from Mamae, that it has 
been her romantic stories that have turned into the "demons" that haUDt 
him as a writer and provide him with energeja. The play clearly aJlegorizes 
a debate within Vargas Llosa himself, who is drawn to " feminine" material 
(romance) and needs a surrogate masculin e character to launder this rna. 
terial and put it into literary circulation. 

Not surprisingly, Mamae beaf5 a family resemblance to some of 
the women characters in Garcia Marquez's One Hlmdred Years 0/ Solitude 
( 1967). Here, too, it is a woman, Ursula, who serves as the memory of the 
Buendia family by weaving lives together in the chain of domesticity. But 
it is a male, the gypsy Melquiades. who writes down the epic of the Buendia 
family in Sanskrit (i.e., a literary language that needs competent decipher_ 
ing). and it is a male, Aurelino, who discovers how to interpret Melquiades's 
manuscript and thus affirms literature as an act of communion between 
male readers. ~ 

What most clearly demonstrates that the old statutes of author_ 
ship were problematic, however, was the recurrence in the novels of the 
sixties and seventies ofa topas of monstrous birth and births ofmon stros
ities. Perhaps rather than a topas (Le., a mere literary commonplace). it 
would be more appropriate to call the monstrous birth an ideologeme.or a 
collective fantasy. As such, it was intended to resolve the problem of "fem
inizing values" and criticizing machismo, while at the same time reserving 
true creativity for the male author. Childbirth was thus depicted as horren
dous, more akin to death than life. In Onetti's novel The Shipyard (196 1), 
the protagonist, Larsen, is on his way to his death and passes a cabin in 
which a women he had loved is giving birth: "He saw the semi-naked woman 
on the bed, bleeding, struggling, her hands clutching her head that was 
shaking furiously and rhythmically. He saw the astonishing round belly, 
distinguished the rapid flash of her gl~zed eyes and her cl~nched t~th. 
Finally he understood and could imagine the trap he had Just aVOided. 
Trembling with fear and disgust he left the window and began to walk 
towards the shore." At the end orOne Hundred Years a/SoIimde, Amaranta 
Ursula dies in a massive outpouring of blood, leaving the child of her 
incestuous love affair "a dry and bloated bag of skin that aU the ants in the 
world were dragging towards their holes along the stone paths in the garden." 

In the eyes of these novelists, women can never separate them
selves from nature. Fuentes's Terra Nostra (1975) opens with a vision of 
the year 2000 and a collective miracle: "women of all ages. forms, and 
conditions giving birth" by the banks of the Seine. Among them walks the 
one-armed writer-hero (one-armed like Cervantes), who imagines them 
pleading with him to accept the paternity of their children. In Jose 00n050'5 
The Obscure Bird of NigJu (1979), the entire novel is constructed around 
the writer's futile attempt to take hold of this archaic power that CO~5 
from the creat ion of life, to steal it from the witches who preside over Its 
secrets and assert their power over it. The recurrence of this ideolog~me 
suggests, therefore, both the writer's ambiguous relation to an unconSCIOUS 
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!!~i!i:1~~~tas feminine and, at the sa me time, a reaffirmation of women's 
in nature, as if this were the only way that the preservation 

as a male activity could be justified. 
this waS not incompatible with the attribution of new and 

positive connotations of the feminine. The very immobility of women 
"territoriality," made them the reposi tory of an underground powe; 

liiats'.m'~to come from the land itself. In Garcia Marquez' s mythic uni
whole. prehistory of Latin America centers on the depiction of 

~, ;;:;~;t;'" matnarchy. We know that th is matriarchy already obsessed him 
he became a novelist, for one of his early journalistic pieces is 

; ;d~~~P~;O!! of a ~emote area (rather like Macondo) called La Sierpe.!' He 
of La Sierpe when a man from that region of Colombia arrived 

Ba",mq.u;llo hospital claiming that he was pregnant and about to give 
a monkey. Thus Garcia Marquez was, even at this early stage, lured 

fantasy of male pregnancy. It led him to a veritable voyage of dis
of La Sierpe, a region whose malaria-ridden inhabitants stubbornly 

out .their lives in the midst of an impenetrable swamp, connected to 
outSide w~rld only by trade. What consolidates their proud refusal to 

integrated mto Colombian society is the myth of the Marquesita a myth 
for their difference, their originality. La Marquesit~ was a 

. wom~n, a virgin who had the power to live as long as she liked 
to hve for 200 years. She accumulated vast wealth in cattle but 

her death she had the cattle trample the land until it becam~ an 
;,ifitpenellral,k morass. Her treasure was then buried under a tree access to 

was ba rred by the miraculous swamp. ' 
Garcia Marquez heard this legend from the only person ever to 

:;ppro.oc; the tree under which the Marquesita's treasure was buried' but 
pUf5ue his journey to the end, this adventurer preferred to r~turn 

66,,. "nd tell the story to the world, thus keeping both the legend and the 
.intact ~he ~tory '?4n be interpreted as the fantasy of a society of 
In a region In which the once bounteous earth had mysteriously 

become unproductive. By introducing the storyteller and adventurer how
, Garcia Marquez adds another element, for the treasure is associated 

" 'hn,hol,with ~aterial wealth but also with the legend itself, indeed with 
: domam of the legendary that both consoles and consolidates the 

'.~)m'mun i"t "\vorr>en could not be storytellers in the age of reason except ~s 
as they were made into scapegoats. Witches were bearers of 

. the archaic, hated and feared since they worshiped a power 
outSide the realm of official religion and culture. In contemporary 

,"".ovt,l. such as those of Oonoso and Fuentes, witches are the focus of a 
fear of all that lies outside the male-controlled spectrum of 
Garcia Marquez's legend of L.a Sierpe, on the other hand 

a different social significance. They are equated with territory 
. meaning as a relationship to the land. These mean ings persist 

long after the material wealth of the land has been exhausted, but they can 
ooly be recodified in th is new historical stage by male storytellers. 

Garcia Marquez elaborates on this myth in interesting ways. In 
"Mal!'a Grande's Funeral," he describes a territory ruled by a sterile, bloated 
matnarch who has accumulated vast capital but leaves it in her will to a 
nun (that is, like the Marquesita, her wealth ceases to circulate after her 
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death~ Mama Grande's funeral, which marks the end of the "colonial'" Before discussing some of the factors that have led to this kind 
epoch, is attended by a spectacular array of dignitaries, circus perfOllll,e ' ,- .' let '!Ie briefly . my argument up to this point. In its 
beauty queens, and relatives and is celebrated by gargantuan feasts. A cars, wIth that placed its members in a 
nivalesque society whose meanings derive from the body-territory of th- female. . in the pla y of power and meaning, the Latin 
matriarch is about to wither away and be replaced by an abstract nation~ ' attempted to speak on behalf of the nonliterate the 
state. The story tries to reconstitute a society in which economy, culture ' women who, through "archaic" instituti ons and practices 
and symbolic production are codified through the matriarchy. ' , ~orms <:,f srmbolic production that allowed them to deal with 

In another version of the matriarch y myth, however, " The In- . resist .capltalism. In the fifties and sixties this repressed material 
credible and Sad Story of Erendira and Her Wicked Grandmother," the two "d.iji.,relnnt,eresllng incongruities that had arisen because of the coexistence 
women of the title inhabit a desert region between the frontier and the sea It modes of symbolic production led some writers-Asturias Ar-
(the land is thus no longer a source of wealth). The grandmother accumulates Roa Bastos-to incorporate these subjectivities which were ali~n to 
gold ingots by prostituting Erendira because the latter has burned down her their narratives as utopian elements. In other writers the 
house, in other words, has destroyed her territory. Erendira has the hero .. and machismo similarly led to a feminization ofvaiues. 
Ulises, kill her grandmother, and then she disappears with the gold ingot~ creatlvlty-th.e .acti:,e creatit;)O of real or imaginary societies that 
into the land of legend. Once again myth has been salvaged from the gross the ongma!tty ofLatmAmerica beyond the span of mortal 
material world. In a further stage of this imaginary history, a patriarch (in as a masculine province. Women's sole creative fune-
The Autumn a/the Patriarch) is the absolute master of a territory that has was the lowly task of reproducing the labor force. 
less and less material reality and is little more than a rhetorical sJogan or Clearly,.t~is state of affairs, in which one sector of the population 
a sign in a system of exchange controlled by foreign powers. creatl ~lty and makes it a quest for immortality, has been se-

While Garcia Marquez gives a certain importance to the precap.. 10 recent years. The reinstallation of military govern-
italist matriarchal society, he still predicates this on a traditional separation of tradi tional political parties, as well as the 
between feminine nature and male enterprise. Like other novelists of the governments in Cuba and Nicaragua, has 
sixties and seventies, he upholds utopian values that seem to derive from . the past. Democratic participation has been 
the sphere that society has designated as "feminine." For instance, in his I~ no longer regarded as a bourgeois deception but as the 
Nobel prize acceptance speech, he appealed for a Utopia of love to replace baSIS for socialism. Such participation cannot be developed 
the apocalypse of death and destruction of advanced capitalism. Yet in his as one gender continues to be subordinate. 
Playboy interview he also showed that he regards politics as an elite activity At the same ti'!le, the violence of military governments in the 
carried on by a group of representative males-General Torrijos, Fidel Cas. cone, the wars In Central America and the activities of death 
tro, Franr;ois Mitterand, and him. all been directed at those places, like the home and the Church 

This leads me to the connection between the literary intelligentsia ."archaic" subjectivities. The murder of the archbishop 
of the sixties and the oppositional politics of this same period, a politics , ofpnests and nuns, the attack on the cathedral the uprooting 
dominated by the guerrilla movements and their hero, Che Guevara. No peoples from their homes in Guatemala, the ;esettlement of 
one will deny the heroism of these national liberation movements, ma'ny populations in Argentina and Chile, the sterilization of Puerto 
of which ended tragically. Yet the literature they produced, with its ideal the. of women in front of their husbands and children, 
of the "new man" activated by nonmaterial incentives, bears out Nancy represent. . attacks ,on th~ family and the Church by the very 
Hartsock's description of a left-wing theory that is trapped within a negative (the mlhtary) t~at rhetoncally mv?ke .th7se institutions. By attacking 
eros, one that values the violent confrontation with death over community and i?Y appeailng to more detemtonahzed forms of dominati6n .... media" and electronic religion or abstract notions of nationhood-
and life. It is only recently that women who participated in these movements "';:~:~~t'~~ have begun to speak of their experiences and to criticize an ideal of the;; governments have also unwittingly contributed to the subver-

militant that suppressed feelings of weakness. A former Tupamara (ofUru- tli~;'::~~;:i~:~fo~'~m~lerIY :'sacred" c~te~ories. Moral rights, which formerl y had 
guay) writes: "Feminine sexuality, desire to have children or not to have .to particular t emtone~ .or genders, are rapidly undergoing 

f 
. F not only by the mlhtary, but also by new oppositional 

them, the disposition 0 our bodies was not taken mto account. or instance, .. . stageof."detcrritorialization,"whichhasseparated women 
maternity was lived by us as an obstacle that prevented us from continuing their tradillonal regIOns of refuge in the home and the Ch urch and 
the struggle, especially the military struggle." l9 Even when a woman man- peo los 0 Ih ' . . ' p lrom elr commuDltles, represents a cultural revolution 
aged to become a militant, she was often forced into a traditional gender about by imperialism.l l But this conservative cultural revolution 
role and classified as either butch or seductress. Women "were not militants so radical that it has also opened up new areas of struggle' as a 
in the true sense."lO These comments were made by women who admire ~nse.quen~ of these ~o?ial changes, new types of power, no longer ~olely 
Che Guevara and neither regret nor reject armed struggle. Yet they are forced ., Identified With ma~uhntty, have become increasingly important. 
to recognize the unbalanced nature of a movement in which one gender Let me gIve one example-the resistance of the "madwomen" of 
constitutes revolutionary meaning and practice. the Plaza de Mayo in Argentina. These women have not only redefined 
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public space by taking over the center of Buenos Aires on Opc ~::~~k~~;~ 
every week but have also interrupted military discourse (and now ~ 
of the new government) by publicly displaying the photographs 
daughters who have "disappeared." This form ofrefusing a message ","._:" 
is obviously quite different from the quest for immortality that has 
tionally inspired the writer and the poiiticalleader. The women inllC_n""'I"',!~ 
the military by wrestling meaning away from them and altering the 
notations of the word "mother." To the military, they were the mothers 
dead subversives, therefore, of monsters. But they have transformed 
selves into the "mothers of the Plaza de Mayo," that is, in the words -;·-"l." 
of them, into "mothers of all the disappeared," not merely their Own 
dren. They have thus torn the term "mother" from its literal meaning as 
the biological reproducer of children and insisted on social connotations 
that emphasize community over individuality. 

In using the term "mother" in this way, these women show that 
mothering is not simply tied to anatomy but is a position involving a struggle 
over meanings and the history of meanings, histories that have been ac. 
quired and stored within unofficial institutions. While "mothers ofsubver· 
sives" is univocal, stripped of any connotation but that of reproduction 
"mothers of the disappeared" signals an absence, a space that speaks through 
a lack-the lack ofa child-but also a continuing lack within the government 
of any participatory dialogue, of any answer to the question of how theii 
children disappeared. 

The activities of the women of the Plaza de Mayo are symptc> 
malic of man y grass-root movements in Latin America, from the cornu· 
nidades de base in Brazil to the popular song movements in Chile and 
Argentina. These are movements in which the so-called si lent sectors of the 
population are forging politics in ways that no longer subordinate popular 
culture and women to the traditional view of culture determined by met
ropolitan discourse. In addition, the postrevolutionary societies of Cum 
and Nicaragua have been forced 10 deal with the participation of women. 
Nicaragua has, indeed, recognized that creativity is not exclusive to a male 
elite but is something that is dispersed among the entire population. 

In countries under military dictatorship, there is a growing rec
ognition of the importance of cultural politics in the creation ofnongendered 
solidarity groups. To go back to Fanon, this involves transcending the tra· 
ditional fear of the intelligentsia of immersing its members' individuality 
in the masses. It also entai ls realizing that violence, while necessary in self· 
defense. as in presen t-day Cen tral America, is not the only way to be rev
olutionary. That is why an understanding of the socially constructed nature 
of sexual as well as class and racial divisions is so important, for it enables 
us to recognize the e thnocentricity of knowledge/power. The fact that the 
metropolis has always been the place in which knowledge is produced has 
reinforced the association of domination with masculinity in the Third World 
and has, therefore, restricted the balanced development of revolutionary 
movements. 

Marx offered an epistemological position that allows us to un
derstand the world as if we belonged to the proletariat. Fanon forces us to 
see the world at if we were people of color. One ci the lessons of revolu· 
tionary movements of the last several years is that we have to resemanticize 
preconstructed gender categories by taking meaning into our own hands and 
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;;~~~~Ih~e~t;raditional associations of the feminine with nature and the 
living in the metropolis, there is another essential 

r~:~:~.~1!~~;~I:~~~':~ We must step outside the display window of and look through it from the point of view of societies 
it may appear not on ly replete but also grotesquely reified. 

then will we understand that the becalmed sea traps not the 
but the colonizers. 
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Stanley Arono w itz 

Production of Scientific Knowledge: 
Ideology, and Marxism 

My interest in science arose during my years asa rep-
.,,'tati,'eofthe Oil-Chemical and Atomic Workers in the mid-sixties; at 

time, this was part of the most technologically advanced production 
in the industrialized world. From 1950 to 1970 two-thirds of the jobs 

industry were abolished because of the shift to continuous flow 
~6peration (at the time it was called automation). When I became a teacher 

early 1970s, my earlier experience led me to try to comprehend the 
; ~~~~;sOf Marxism to technology and the problem of advanced industrial 
p in which technological transformation seemed to be the funda

mechanism of capital accumulation, the linchpin of the reorganized 
process, and a most serious problem for the labor movement. My 

attempt to deal with this was a paper called "Marx, Braverman and 
Logic of Capital.'" (In 1975 r wrote my doctoral dissertation on Marx, 

;~,i~l,ceand Technology; I agreed that the thesis should be left, in the words 
old man, to "the gnawing criticism of the mice," but now the topic 
popping up as a continuing and growing interest). "Marx, Braverman 

the Logic of Capital," my first published work on the technological side 
problems, criticized the one-sided reception of Marx himself in the 

ofpost.,Ma,,,'ian theories of the relation of labor to capitaL If' 
politically, especially the sections from volume 1 on ma
industry, and the labor process, the contradictions in Marx's 

as historical agency leap out of his relentless account 
out of his argument that labor degradation is concomitant to 

"aecum"iation.' 
Harry Braverman's Labor and Monopoly Capiral,) far 

a supplement to Baran and Sweezy's almost canonical Monopoly 

~'m~rj~;~[;~~r~ece~1nt American Marxism, is also a reading of the lost sixth Capital, volume I, "The Result of the Immediate Process 
, Here Marx shows the dialectic between the accumulation 

and labor's subordination to it. My critique of Braverman's path
work-and the similarly important writing in Europe of Andre 

Gorz, Bologna,6 and especially Christian Palloix,7 and others--(:Iaims 
that this reading constitutes a productivist version of the Weberian bu
reaucratic iron cage. Braverman and Gorz follow Marx in showing not only 
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that capital reconstitutes the character o f labor in ways that separate head 
from hand, design from execution, intellectual fro~ manual labor, but a]so 
that "management" is by no means a neutral scIence. Braverman argues 
that it is a tool of accumulation designed to reduce the power of.the skilIed 
worker by (a) replacing him or her with a machine but, eve~ more Important, 
(b) rationalizing jobs so that the autonomy ofthe labo~r IS now transferred 
to the machine and to a professional manager of capItal. We are led inev_ 
itabl y to raise the question of how the domination of capital, not only oVer 
the labor process but also over society, may be overturned. Recall that 
Marx's conception of the working class as historical agency was. grounded 
not only in the centrality of wage labor to the process of produ~tlOn and its 
separation from ownership and ~on trol of the ~e~n~ o.f'pr?duct~on, b.u~ also 
in its capacity to go beyond resIstance to capital s tnluauves, 11S ablhty to 
achieve self-management of the production process and, by extension, of 
social relations in their totality. 

Although the theorists of the turn-of-the-century Second Inter_ 
national took these characteristics for granted, for Marxists after the First 
World War such optimism was no longer possible. Georg Lukacs fo~nd the 
source of the workers' failure to transform a war-tom Europe, despIte their 
mass socialist parties and powerful trade unions, in the power of the com
modity form to mask the real relations of society.' Lukacs's t~eory holds, 
with Simmel 9 that social relations become ensconced as thmgs, but he 
situates this ~ystification in capitalist exchange, a conception of technology 
that grasps that its material form as "progress" disguises a s~tem of social 
relations based on domination and exploitation. ExtrapolatIng from Lu
kacs's theory of reification, we may infer that the actually existing working 
class cannot grasp that the scientificaily based technologi~s th~t have in
vaded the workplace (and either displaced it or reduced It to Im~te~ce) 
are not part of the natural order but instead are a process of doml~att?n. 
Technological culture, which appears as the natural outgrowth of SCI.entlfic 
and social progress, is actually the reified form of labor's economic and 
social subordination to capital. We enter into relations with computers, fer 
example, perceiving them as valuable tools foc calcu~ation , communication, · 
writing, or material production. If Lukacs's theory IS to be followed., how
ever this instrumental rationality only prevents us from understandIng the. 
degr~ to which technology constitutes a new culture formed by capital. . 

Braverman follows a similar line. He regards technologtcal de
velopment as an aspect of capital's domination. ~ut rather than .r~s on 
the com modity form, that is, on problems of conscIOusness that anse tn the 
exchange or in cultural relations, Braverman goes directly to t~e labor p.ro
cess. Here he discovers that "scientific" management and the mtrc:)(j'.lcuon 
of new machinery, indeed, the technical division of labor itself, I ~ In th.e 
form of domination of capital over labor. Braverman's attack agam.st ~
entifically based technology as a form of domination retains the baSIC dl~
tinction between "genuine" science and ideology. That is, capitalist "~I
ence" becomes the shroud disguising the fact that the main managerial 
ideology, Taylorism-the separation of design from execution thro~gh s~ch 
devices as the rationalization of tasks into increasingly smaUer umts, time 
study, and repetition-is merely ~pital's weapon of subordination. Brav
erman's critique leaves natural science alone; he shows, rather, that t~h. 
nology is a social relation and that, in the context of capitalist accumulatIOn, 
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~o,wledl!e Ihas political conseq uences to the extent that it is subsumed under 
to change the traditional labor process in which the 

1'n~:Wledl!",ble worker retained considerable con trol even though he or she 
not own the means of production. 

Few of Braverman's commentators have interrogated the dis
between science and ideology retained in his work, even though, 

Braverman, the neutrality of technology conceived as a discourse con-
by knowledge separated from its social context is generall y regarded 

~),~~~~~~~~~ My concern was to demonstrate that the consequence of Bra v
commentary was to problematize the dialectic of social transfor

which in Marxist theory relies on the conscious subject, even if 

~~~::C:'~~~1'~:~.'~~~' Ifknowledge has become the major productive force 
~ and its subordination under capital has degraded indus-

and clerical by rationalizing their skills, then the en tire project 
historical materialism is thrown into question unless social theory can 

,~evell()p some kind of " new working-class" theory (as Serge Mallet lO and 
Gorz had done). We need not rehearse the bad times on which 

of this have fallen. Suffice it to say that, although capital 
and those engaged in its production, and the pro

professional strata has increased rapidly 
new working-class theory predicted), the ra

resembles that which afflicted craft workers 
era. The subordination of knowledge is no less 

~"ough since Taylorism and its variant, Fordism," have imposed them
universally in the workplace of advanced industrial societies. AI
there are differences between manual and intellectual labor, knowl

has become fragmented, specialized, and subordinated within 
industrial and commercial configuration s. Today, knowledge is sub

technical division of labor extended both to professionals and to 
echelons of management itself. The result, as Gorz argues, is that 

traditional intellectual strata have been transformed into a tech-

The technical intelligentsia, ensconced within the tech nical and 
divisions of labor, is no more able to grasp the economic, politi.¢8l, 

~:'il;:~;~~(~~~l:;a~~spects of its labor than the traditional working class is. Its 
:'j signifies the disappearance of the intellectual as a mar-

late capitalism. This development has deep implications 

!f;l;e\~:.(~~~~;~~t~!~~'~~~~'~~~ social and political practice. As universities, 
~1 ' or public, become state insti tutions in the Iiteral meaning, 

discourse outside the dominant, instrumental, goal-directed 
signifi cantly narrowed. l ) Increasingly, the professoriate joins the 

} ":ch,n;,oal intelligentsia, a shift signified by the ubiquity of taxonomies either 
methodological type or of a more conventional disciplinary character. 
entire intellectual life today is marked by its technical ization. Taxon

omies not only subordinate knowledge to disciplines that insist on the dis
~:f d"i,etceiPclih~a.;r,acter of the object of knowledge or methodologies specific to the 
:,t: . but they also construct separate theoretical or literary canons and 

revered figures around which their specialized discourses revolve. Departure 
from these models is enough to exclude an individual or a discursive practice 

',r . d~_ the field. 
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Tak~n t<;,gether, the theses co~cerning the degr,adation of labor 
and the subordination of knowledge and Its bearers to capital constitute an 
important caveat to historical materialism 's theory of social transformation, 
since those developments effectively mediate the formation of the auton. 
omous subject. It is not merely a theoretical Question concerning the via
bility of the notion of historical agency or the subject per se . SUch rUmi. 
nations make interesting disputations, but they are by no means conclusive 
as a repudiation of the core of Marxism. More interesting are the historical 
and empirical implications of studies of advanced industrial societies that 
purport to find a qualitative change in the way social reproduction takes 
place. The Frankfurt school, Lukacs, Braverman, and others who have 
stressed the so-called counteracting causes to those that endanger the pre
vailing order (workers' organization, economic crises, wars, social and po. 
litical instability) have, in different ways, questioned the scien tificity of 
Marxism.14 

For Marx and, indeed, for the parties of the Second and Third 
Internationals, such concepts as "total administration ," "reification," and 
"labor degradation" are nothing short of heresy. To focus on the repro. 
ductive elements of the social process is to challenge the fundamental premo 
ise of historical materialism: the ineluctability of revolt, if not revolution. 
The profound message of contemporary Marxism is the proposition that 
the social process reproduces domination, however discontinuous the Iro
cess may be. Yet the postulate of rupture is inherent in any possible theory 
of fundamental historical change. And for Marxism there is no automatic 
procedure: the working-class process, by virtue of its centrality in the pro
duction process and its capacity for self-organization, is the means for mak
ing history ofa different kind. The Frankfurt school (following Lukacs) and 
Braverman (following both Marx and a certain reading of historical evi· 
dence) have challenged the most fundamental idea in the entire theory: the 
proposition that the conjuncture of economic, political, and ideological con· 
ditions will consti tute a new historical subject. Marxism admits that the 
Question of whether the subject chooses to embark on a definite path of 
liberation may be indeterminate in the short run, but the theory holds that 
its ultimate options are limited to those called out by the conjuncture of 
crisis and self-organization. 

These questions raise sharply the status of Marxism as a science 
of history. Even if it refuses, except in its most orthodox incan tations, the 
eighteenth-century model according to which causality is linear and deter
mination can be specified after a set of limited variables has been named 
and quantified, Marx's " law of tendency" still forms the heart of the theory. 
Marxism as a science expects that it can specify a determinate relation 
between present and future and reads its categories into the past. In short, 
Marxism claims to be an explanatory and predictive science, one for which 
the Nietzschean turn of contemporary historiography is entirely reprehen. 
sible. u 

Throughout the twentieth century, one side of the debate con
cerning Marxism's validity claims has turned on variants of traditional 
scientific method. Sidney Hook, whose critique is perhaps among the earliest 
and most prefigurative of later objections, argues that Marxism's claim to 
scientific validity falls on its lack of " methodological clarity."16 His criticism 
is that Marxism looks to experience, not as a test of the validity of its 
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but only to confirm them. This Popperian view stands on the 
;;,;,;t;i~n that theories are true only to the extent that they subject them

to possible refutation. Further, according to Hook, Marxism has pos
the economic as a priori "fundamental in an uninterpreted sense" for 

'rn,inh· 'g all other social phenomena. In effect, Marxism fails on its re-
of an experimental tum of mind; its dogmatism, for Hook, marks it 

faith analogous to a religion. And, like a religion, Marxism refuses the 
i/o,,,.:.e to revise" its doctrines in the light of circumstances and instead 

socialism as an absolute from which there is no retreat. 
Marxism has been accused of essent ialism, especially by post

leU",,,.li·st, .. The key term here is th e a priori historical subject or the 
of agency on which Marxism pins its theory of revolution. According 

;;i~~~"" Derrida, whose critiques of Hegel and Husser! may also be in
l~ as repudiations of mainstream Marxism, the problem with all 

overcome the subject/object splits inherent in classical European 

!
l~tr.!~~,~~i:S: the persistence of a metaphysical "logocen trism" that inev

all social, historical, or cognitive phenomena and reverts to 
canons of scientific explanation. 11 Similarly, Foucault's departure 

not in the double sense) from Marxist historiography consists in his 
decision to study marginal social phenomena without imputing 

significance to what he finds (yet one suspects that the absence 
and political history among the Foucault school constitutes a 

as "history from below" is merely the antinomy of tradi
history) .l! These charges against Marxism are by no means 

of conventional science. To the contrary, Marxism is accused of 
or, to be more exact, is identified with the Enlightenment tra· 

Its rationalism is at issue here, nol, as Hook claims, its departure 
experimental versions of scientific reality. 

Habermas charges historical materialism with reductionism, par
a proclivity for productivism, and thereby argues that Marxism 

the entire sphere of communicative action.19 In some ways, Haber
. spans those who repudiate Marxism for its nonrational, re

w~;;:~~,~:~~: .. ~n'~d those who regard Marxism merely as an extension 
E mired in the procedures of empirical science. Ha· 

to philosophical considerations, since he shares the 
' ;Ui;~~~"~~'~_.~ position that the socialist project has been more or less fulfilleCi 

capitalism, especially if we accept the statist version of the doctrine. 
wants to pose the issue of spiritual impoverishment to replace 

outmoded problematic of material scarcity. He finds the sci· 
revolution to have overcome, within and not against 

of prevailing social relations, most of the complaints of the 
populations of the nineteenth to early twentieth centuries. Thus 
how to complete the unfinished tasks of modernity, not how to 

modernity itself. These tasks are created by the problems of total 
the overbearing power of scien tific and technological 

many problems but suppressed others. For Habermas 
promise of the Enlightenment is that our humanity is still 

We are burdened by distorted communication; we are suffering 
of meaning; technological rationality has deprived us of commu

~'ni,cati~e competence. Habermas wants to reconstruct historical materialism 
the model suggested by speech act theory_ Since the crisis of modern 
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life is that social divisions are perpetuated by misunderstandings 
of the excesses of rational-purposive action (i.e., instrumental mllio'naiit;,:' 
he proposes a culture that permits "context-free comm unication."20 

Habermas, however, falls perhaps unwittingly into the de 
acceptance of the two-culture thesis. This is not the th esis of C. p. 
alone but also the thesis of the natural sciences and the humanities. 
accepts th e notion that we live in a scientific culture constituted, 
bermas argues, as "rational purposive" activities, then'~t.~h~e,m~~·: ~:';~~~b::::ll 
for critical theory is to generate a discourse of perfect c , 
is, if not ideology-free, at least informed by emancipatory interests. Outr,,,, 
Habermas the questions involved in the scientific and technological reva. . 
lution are more or less taken for granted-or worse, circumvented_as an 
object of social and cultural inquiry. r wish to advance what should be all 
unremarkable argument: If what is happening here is the case, it fOllows 
that we cannot refuse the proposition that the scientific and technolo8i'cat 
revolutions today constitute the hegemonic culture of industria! . 
society. The discourses of conservatism and reaction are no.w de-
pendent on science and technology either to persuade an entire 
economically, politically, and ideologically, or to impose 
essary discou.rses that destroy the possibility of 
politics. We live in a profoundly scientific as as . I 
That culture is the culture. As abhorrent as that is to 
vestigation of humanistic culture (indeed, the very notion that 
social and cultural interaction are a proper object of critical and 
inquiry) is clearly subordinate to the investigation of nature; in 
States those who study humanistic culture are virtually an 
nority. Therefore, the strategy for a counterattack is to interrogate 
not only as a form of culture but also as a discourse about truth, which is 
what I propose to do now. 

We are in the midst of a widespread debate concerning the truth 
claims of science. This debate has been conducted both within Marxism, 
among philosophers of science, and within organized science itself. It does 
not (as in the 1930s, with the Social Relations of Science groups both' . 
the United States and in Great Britain) merely speak about the social 
tion of science 21 about the political and economic influence on the uses 
scientifi c inquiry that still are with us (especially in relation to the . 
thermonuclear war movement); it also addresses whether what ;;~~~::;~:J . 
ideological discourse also permeates science, and whether the 
incommensurability of science and ideology, as well as that of 
culture (i.e., general culture) is any longer defensible. It asks . 
unified field of culture now embraces both discourses. This by . 
no means prompted simpl y by the generally recognized soci~l u~s for wh!~h 
science has been employed. It also reflects what the MarXist ilterary cn~c 
and philosopher Christopher Caudwell called, in the 1930s, the "crisis" lD. .' 

physics, a crucial instance of the crisis in science.u .. 
Scientific disputes since the 1920s and 1930s show that inSide 

science itself the concept of unified field theory, which really reduces to the , 
notion of scientifi c truth as a consensual product (that famous position f!f . 
Thomas Kuhn and Charles Sanders Peirce, which we are all heir to), IS 

considered contested terrain. The contestation has many different specifi· 
cations.2J Consider, from the 19305, the dispute about wave and particle 
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two alternative explanations for th e nature of the physical world. 

the conditions of scientific inquiry, these two are perfectly good ex
for the same object, for the same phenomenon. Of course, along 
Bohr, playing the role of rabbi, to declare the theory of com-

',h,numty as demonstrated by the following joke. A husband and wife 
house to seek advice, they're having enormous fi ghts. 

C<J,un"" first asks the man to present his case and invites the 
man tells tales of his wife's horrendous behavior, her 

to various wifely duties, her abuse of his patrimony and 
and the rabbi strokes his beard and says to the husband, "You 

right." Then th e wife comes in and says the husband beats 
not good to the children, and performs heinous crimes that are vir
unspeakable. The rabbi looks at the woman, strokes his beard with 

'~~:.:r,;~.~.~,:~::~a,;n~d~a~II:lo;~w;:s that her case is just. The rabbi's wife is watching and , "Jake, you are a jelly fi sh; you are no rabbi, you 
you are someone who can't make up his mind." 

at her he says, "You know, Sadie, you're right." 
Niels Bohr tried to incommensurable commensurable 

~t~~~:~~~~:~r~~~~::~~:f:~~?i.;~~;~::;;:~,~~~;~;~:~method to fi.x on a 
he also attempted to codify or both theories 

each possessed warranted assertability. Another ex
much to Albert Einstein'S chagrin, Werner Heisen

of uncertain ty. This revision of physical science drove 
Einstein up the wall. He declared that Heisenberg, who was 

a philosophical reprise of the physical principle declaring the 
~~~~~~"~ of all scientific knowledge, was basically a heathen, or at least 

The third example is, by now, among historians of contemporary 
'"ilicl~;~a fairly well known understanding of the development of molecular 
Hi The founding of molecular biology by Francis Crick and James 

both an explicit attack on the development of Darwinian ev
and a fairly self-conscious effort to make a scientific par

instrumental to technological development and engi-
Gene spli cin g and other technological innovations are 

not only from the founding of molecular biology of the gen'! 
the very project of the foundation of science itself. The mo

of the gene declares a radical disjuncture from microbiol
concerns intrinsic to the discovery and development of 

biology and also from the entire ideal of pure science. 
fourth example, the crisis in Marxism, is but a specifi c in

of the general crisis of the social sciences. Its first aspect was produced 
apparent breakdown of the certainties of the Stalin era: the primacy 

over superstructure" (i.e., the determination by the economic of 
ideological, and cultural spheres). The second major debate 

concerns its status as scientific discourse. I refer to Louis 
effort in the 1960s (heroic as it might be) to endow Marxism 

of science by showing, in a rather circular way, following 
notion of the "epistemological break," how Marxism consti

tuted itself through self-critique. In one stroke Althusser performs two ex
traordinarily difficult, if not contradictory or at least antagonistic, opera-
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tions. He declares Marxism a science on the basis of its radical break fmlt! " 
Hegelian " ideology" ; Marxism, he argues, reconstitutes the object ofknowl. 
edge, transferring it from generic man to the concrete social formation, mOre 
specifically to the mode of production. On the other hand, he claims that 
Marxism announces the radical discontinuity of knowledge itself. So 
thusser declares the incommensurability of science and ideology while si. 
multaneously defining Marxist science in terms of its critique of all Prior 
social theory as ideology. Althusser conveniently stops, like E. P. ThompSOn 
at the moment when scientific debate rages most ambiguously, when ib 
status as pristine discourse is in the most difficulty. He simply says that 
Hegel represents the last possible bourgeois mysticism and that Marxism is 
constituted as a science by its critique of Hegel, a critique that generates a 
whole new set of categories. But Althusser then proceeds to act as if Marxism· 
as a science is not problematic. And the only problem, therefore, by logicat 
extrapolation, is of the interpretation of Marxism, not the problem of Man. 
ism itself.!' 

The other effort, in light ofthe crisis of Marxism, is much more 
interesting, though not because of its intrinsic value; as a theory, it is inferior 
to Althusser's. I return to Jurgen Habermas's challenge to the Frankfurt 
school's theory of science, and I propose to render a brief reprise of thc 
critique by beginning with a discussion of the Frankfurt school's concePtion 
of science. The Frankfurt school, in light of the rise of fascism, economic 
crisis, and the Second World War, which were the constellation of events 
that generated its interest in science and technology, had by the 1930s and 
early 1940s developed what amounts to the first thoroughgoing critique of 
scientific rationality in the late bourgeois epoch. And the fundamental text 
for cultural theory of science is now celebrating its fortieth publication an· 
niversary. Naturally, I refer to the Dialectic of Enlightenment, which ap
peared originally in German in 1944.16 Written mostly in the la te 19305 and 
early 1940s, it is an argument about the contradictory character of the En· 
lightenment and, in the context of the hegemonic discourses of Stalinist 
versions of Marxism, is clearly understandable as an explicit critique ofthc 
Marxist conception of science itself. 

The summary arguments are these. Science is the product ofthc 
Enlightenment's attempt to elevate reason to an intervention in the social 
and natural world. But it is divided within itself between its valid and 
necessary critique of religion and all forms of mysticism, particularly 
thoiicism, and its attempt to solve humanity'S problems by . 
nature to human ends. This preoccupation with the domination of naturt 
arises from our collective human fear of human emancipation, masked as 
the fear of the terrors visited upon us by "natural" disasters. The fear of 
"nature" is really as much the fear of unleashing the possibilities inherent 
in human reason. According 10 Horkheimer and Adorno, the dominatiCll 
of nature marches under the flag of reason but is really grounded profoundly 
in the "irrational," desiring subject. Thus, the Enlightenment elevated em· 
piricism and, later, positivism to the status of a hegemonic ideology that 
became identical with what we regard as reason and science. Scientific ra
tionality was the instrumen t of the epistemological break with the essen· 
tialism of medieval thought. Nature was deracinated, its substantive char· 
acter denied; all objects consisted, for the purposes of scientific inquiry at 
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in their quantitative, measurable dimensions, and qualities were as· 

j'::~~ltc the transcendent subject to be endowed on an indifferent "matter." 
The scientific enterprise purports to be in the service of human 

But science (and its subordinate, technology) achieve human 
through the progressive domination of nature. From its very 

is thus an enterprise with an interest, and that interest is 
control of what is considered to be "external" nature. 

considerations of an epistemological character, namely, 
concerning nature's status (indeed Adorno, following an ear-
of Marx, is later on to understand fully both that nature is 

consti tuted and that humans are part of natural history).21 This 
of the domination of nature has an unintended consequence. Here 

see the wafts of Weberian theory, namely, that in its allempt to 
the general emancipatory interest through the domination of na

also entails the domination of humans. In other words, in order 
universal interest, following a very important Marxist view 
discourse, science purports to separate the domination of 

human domination and regards itself as ideologically neutral. 

~:~::~~~~;7~;,;m~eans that science sees itselfas having a universal interest
the discourse of humanity as a whole in its effort to free 

nature; it does not mean neutral in the absolute sense. 
Habermas is not on ly a product of the eroded soil of postwar 

;:G<rm'.~ democracy but also partly a product of critical theory itself. In the 
, in response to the crisis of the Left, he began his project of trying to 

~!~~;:;: a new theory of human domination by rejecting Frankfurt theory. 
~ and Technology as ' Ideology'," which is a critique of Herbert Mar

call for a new science, is a key text. Marcuse insists that the interest 
is not the interest of humanity as a whole. Despite its beneficent 

' i~,;u,res, he claims, science serves the interests of human domination be· 
prediction and con trol carry over from the domination of nature to 

. of humanity and are implied in class relations. According 
there is a possibility for an emancipatory science, based on a 

conception of the emancipatory interest as human interest. One 
in Marcuse's call for an emancipatory science some elements of 

;:~::~:b~~eci:o~m;r1e:'th\~e!ballle cry of the ecological movement. And, howev~r.r that call may be, at the very least it admits that the interest of 
. critique, not only of the forms of human domination, 

of nature as well. 
Habermas's fundamental move against Marcuse is to argue that 

'i':~~~~:and technology, rather than being in terested inquiries in the sense 
antagonism and social domination, are aspects of that sphere of 

"rational-purposive activity." But domination and questions 
f~I~~~0:~'~~:~~ may now be relegated to the realm of communication prob
~ 1 (i.e., problems of interaction). Yet science, technology, and the labor 

~r.ocess remain still mystified in his discourse. He makes the radical separ-
atIOn between work and interaction and argues, since he has obliterated 

't;j:~~" ';~h~:~f~~:;~;.,thal the realm of work and the development of science I in the human interest and that the question ofinterested 
I (with respect to the question of domination) has to be confined to 
~s of interaction-speech acts, communication, and language. What is 
Important here is that there is a curious reversion in Habermas toa relatively 
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old notion of the neutrality of science. And therefore.. for Habermas, We 
cannot critically interrogate science, especially natural SCience or tfX: hnology 
because those are clearly in the general interest to promote, since he pOsi~ 
an unproblematic relation between humans and nature. Our real task is to 
move in the dirfX:t ion of talking about intersubjectivity. 

Habermas makes a powerful and irrefutable argument against 
Marcuse's call for a science free of the dominating interest, but only because 
Marcuse has failed to specify what the con tours of such a~ emancipatory , 
science might be. From this Habermas conc1u~es t~at th.ere IS no possibility 
for a science other than the one that prevails, smce It corresponds to a 
certain type of universally valid rationality. But, like the legions of scientists, 
philosophers, and lay persons who have submitted t? the ubiquity ofscienct 
by asserting that its facticity corresponds to the rational, Habermas suffers 
from the very absence of which Marcuse is accused. He has not looked at 
science at all, for science itself is rent today. Science is undertaking the same 
kind of critical self-reflection as that in which neo·Marxist, Derridean, and 
Foucaultian theory is engaged. Marxism is, of course. stuck in the radical 
distinction between science and ideology. It rejects the idea of a context· 
free inquiry, that is, a text whose validity claims may be separated from the 
interest that gave it life. Yet Marxism hopes to discover truth thrOUgh the 
prism of its paradigm, one relative only to the limits to inquiry imposed 
by the social and historical context. Although Marxism, in prin~iple, admits 
the partial character of its discoveries, it remains tied to the pnmacy of the 
economic (albeit in the last instance), the constitution of a revolu~jonary 
subject as an eschatological a priori, and the categorical assertion that iqK)wl
edge and human interest may be simultaneously linked to the " truth" pro
vided the interest is emancipatory. 

My intention is to go beyond the distinction between sc ,i,",ceand _, 
ideology, to "abolish" the category of ideology altogether because' . 
its antinomy-a disinterested inquiry which, through both methodolDgical 
purity and undistorted communication, can achieve something we may call ' 
warranted assertibility, truth, validity. Since the object itself is constituted 
by social interests, as Horkheimer has persuasively argued, our selections 
are always subject to revision-not only the ways we see, but what we see.a 

Also, I want to assert, without for the moment engaging in detailed ar,gu
ment that the traditional distinctions between science and values, emOllon 
and ~ason , subject and objfX:t, are themselves grou~ded in a kind .ormod
emity that is increasingly doubtfu1 as a methodological presupJXISltlOn. 

Recen tl y, the work of Loren Graham,l9 Paul Feyerabend,lO an? 
Thomas Kuhnl ' has thrown into question the status of scientific theory, If 
not scientific practice, as value neutral. Kuhn's argument, which presents 
itself as an account of how paradigm shifts occur, contains a major cav~at 
in the very means by which its central thesis is explicated. Kuhn explains 
paradigm shift by reference to the inability of the old paradigm t~ account 
for anomalies that appear in the process of performing normal SCience. ~s 
these accumulate, some kind of transformation of quantity into quality 
occurs. Sooner CI' later, some elements in the scientific community can no 
longer tolerate the situation, since among the normative principles of ~he 
community remains the ideal of a unified field theory. Kuhn's exp lan~uon 
remains within the extant scientific method: experimentation and the jU~
ment of what Peirce noted as those professionally qualified to determine 
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truth claims of any new proposition or set of propositions. Although 

acknowledges that the new paradigm bears no necessary relation to 
one it replaces-and thereby calls into question realist theories as well 

the concept of the history of science as cumulative and continuous-the 
his explanation remains dependen t on the sociological arbitrary 

~ ,,,,,.,,al to the process: the acti vity of the scientific commun ity, especially 
normative, a priori propensity to critical and self-reflexive inquiry. 

Thus Kuhn's argument for historical disjunction is not rooted in 
of scientific investigation but in the "value" or "ideological" 
of its (most advanced) practitioners, who have internalized En
presuppositions concerning reasonable ways of proceeding. Still, 

remain unexamined within the confines of even the most 
I The point ofFeyerabend'sAgainst 

most radical of the new histories and 
science, is to show that both Newtonian and contemporary 

no monopoly on the practices considered most radical by 
physics was equally rigorous in experiment, self-re

open to revision. Moreover, its results, Feyerabend argues, were 
for explaining the phenomena it investigated. Nevertheless, Fey· 
Kuhn, and their common mentor, Karl Popper,Jl accept the ex

method as the most rational procedure for achieving scientific 
.t~e injunction to frame questions and answers subject 

wants to argue for the arbitrary character of hege
law, and, in turn, to challenge the substantive norms that 

by the scientific community. But while he does not 
Kuhn's idea that framing scientific paradigms is a matter of estab

truth values independent of social interest, neither does he accept 

~~~:~;;~~;~~:tlt;:hat there is a hierarchy of scientific adequacy. Adequacy 
If it can be shown that a given paradigm observes the 

correspond to those established by the contemporary 
. scientific community, and its results are valid as types of explanation within 

norms, then the whole issue of "truth" disappears. However, both 
and Feyerabend remain bounded by a realist theory of science to the 

, ''It''lt that the object of knowledge remains fi xed; only understanding varies. 
This is, of course. a step backward from Dewey's theory of sci· 

which holds "that the object ofknowledge is eventual; that is, it is an 
~.!:~~~;~~i~O::f~:d;:i~rected experimental operations instead of something in sufI . before the act ofknowing."lJ Dewey's radical link between 

means and the ends of knowledge is strikingly prefigurative of post
structuralist notions of undecidabilit y. Although Kuhn is closer to this per· 

. . emulating Dewey's and Peirce's critique of the method 
knowledge is certified, it seems to me that Dewey has 

" ,~'"'' the argument further than most contemporary writers. He insists that 
notion of disinterested inquiry simply obfuscates the suffering investi

I!r;::;;: •. ~who is infused with intentions: "only operations intentionally per-
and attentively noted in connection with their products give observed 

material a positive intellectual value. and this condition is satisfied only by 
thought; ideas are the perception of this connection."lo< Dewey goes on to 
argue that "data are selected from total original subject matter which gives 
the impetus to knowing; they are discriminated for a purpose: that namely, 
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of affording signs or evidence to define or locate a problem, and thus give a,nd political science-a division of labor that is a form of fragmen_ 
a clue to its resolution."ll with consequences of professionalization-not only influences the 

We may o~ject ,that De~e~ gives too muc~ we!ght to intention of scientific inquiry but also the very constitution of the inquiry 
and seems to contradict his opposite Idea that the object IS constituted by 

practice. This apparent logical inconsistency disappears when we take these ~~~~:~~~~~1~~~~~r.: pejorative or normative judgments at this time 
statements as two moments in a discontinuous process. Although the $C- ~ese mo~es toward a division of labor based On 
lection of what he calls "data" expresses interest, and this act has an influ. I~ ~ ~uestlOn for another time. What is important 
enee on the constitution of the object, he also removes experimental method , th~t ,those divIsion,s, as social scientists, biological scientists, 
from its neutral nest. The "operations" of inquiry, however conventiOnaJ ce~alnly physIC ists a~d chemists h~ve known for a long time, are ar-
are both undecidable in their outcomes and prefigure the form of the reSUlt ;I~:::';r~m;s:the sense th~t sclen~es are soC:'ally a~d historically constituted by 
scientific discovery is framed within discourses that are normativelYcerti6ed ~: ~y pr~fesslO~al discourses In particular, and by interest. The 
by the prevailing scientific community, but these procedures are no more ,examined IS thus Inevitably ideological. What goes on when the at. 
than tendentia l, Dewey is straining to argue that scientific action, which 15 ma~e ~o ~verco~e th~ ide?l~gical character ofthat inquiry is pre. 

appears both rational and purposive, retains its undecidability because the :11~~~~~~~~~~~~~v~a~nl;O~US InqUtnes. new sciences are created, For ex· object is not fixed in advance and practice is creative, Nevertheless, the chemistry, physiological psychology the new 
implication is that the notion of value·free inquiry is untenable. Yet, like ' political economy, and so on, show ~hat con-
many others, Dewey assumes that the experimental method, the scientific still with us, have become contested terrain 
community, and the enterprise itself, while not value neutral, have a forte the scientific community, 
of ineluctability, , of the scientific object, however, is also intrin. 

I would like to propose that the weight of recent investigations connected to questIOns of method, The foundations of scientific 
into the social relations of science, which have in various ways chalienged l~.:~rt\:~ are well known in the ordinary sense but not well known in the 
the separation of text from context, the separation of values from facts, and sense, I~ the first place, experimentation entails the dccontextuali. 
the idea of continuity and progress in scientific development, arc all germane of the ob"ICct and i,ts i~ser~ion into a labo,ratory situation, As a strategy 
to m y contention that the Marxist (and conventional scientific) distinction decontextuahzatlOn IS now the subject of enormous conflict and 
between science and ideology is now quite spurious. For this purpose I want , When, we ~xamine any object ~pa,rate from its "natural" (i.e" 
to suggest four categories that bear on this contention, all of which are related , social or blOl~cal), context, the object IS placed in a new controlled 
both externally and internally to scien tific proced ures. After discussing these ' ~ne th~t IS onented to the project of prediction and control. 
categories, I will undertake a conclusion consisting of meta theoretical re- IS entailed by, ~econtext~aliz,ation, as well as by the d ivision 
nections, , and the, defimtlons of SCientifi c objects by the disciplines.. is 

The four categories are: (I) the problem of the constitution of . tha~ IS to say, the configuration of the object is itself the 
the object of scientific knowledge (Is th e constitution of the object, which IDteraCtlon be,tween the kno~er, and the known, John Dewey 
is a part of the very inquiry of science itself, ideologically value-free?); (2) makes that POIDt. The constttution of the object itself is not 
questions concern ing the status of scientific method (Is experimental method and de~ched from t~~ process of inquiry, This is precisely what 
historicall y and socially constructed, and, moreover, does its historical and argues I~ problema~lzlDg all the old categories of physical law, 
social constitution inform the practice of science?); (3) questions concerning abstractIOn of quahty from quantity, the POint that is made by 
the determination of truth claims, the warranted assertabilities of science; and Adorn,o, not, only mathematizes the results but also makes 
and (4) the fonn and status of the resu lts of science, These issues must be , character of t,he obj~t ~tnually quantitative. This means that the di-
examined, The failure of Marcuse, Althusser, and other cri tics of scientific I , o,f culture 1010 SCIentific ~nd " humanistic" (or social scientific) cui. 
culture to deal with the internal constitution of science as a set of practices ~ Itself de~ned by, the notion that Quantity is scientific, whether it be 
is perhaps the most problematic aspect of both a Marllist theory of scient% '""SOCuen',Otii:yO,gy or 10 phYSICS, and that Quality is poetic or ethical and, con-
and of many other theories of science that are informed by radical intention s. . ~ Isolated from the framework of science as such, 

It is by now commonplace in the sociology of science to note \~at ,the h~manities ~nd the social sciences of a critical kind 
that governments and corporations fund certain lines of inquiry and not ;l;i~~a~~!(~;~m:;~dilscursl~~ terms, IS not their marginalization because they 
others. As powerful as this argument may be, in making the argument for o~po~ttlOnal but their marginalization because they are 
the implosion of science and ideology, or at least for their partial implosion, IS gIven by th~ character of scientific inquiry, which is 
and their problematic separation, I do not want to dwell on the economic ~ramed ~y the IDvocation to prediction and control and 
and political determination of the object of scientific knowledge. Those , Im,pera~l vc that measur:a~i~ity is the only reliable way of 
issues are much too well known, even if they remain too little theorized, I . and falSIficatIon. I repeat: diVISIon of labor, the character of 
wish to argue that, in the first place, in social as well as natural scientific as IOterv~ntion , decontextualization, the mathematicization of sci. 
inquiry, the division oflabor within the scien tific communi ty, between phy5" ,the, baSIS of any inquir~ into method, we conclude that the results 
ics, chemistry, biology, geology, psychology, sociology, economics, anthro- are nOt necessanly untrue, not necessarily devoid of valid-
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ity.J6 Results are, however, necessar ily bound up with certain social and 
historical norms of inquiry. Science is a discursive field with presuppositions 
that are themselves problematic. 

The forms of the results., the validation of the results of science: 
I must say that I find a ll the relevant criticisms of Kuhn a.nd Feyerabend 
unconvincing. Listen to what must be counted as the most ngorous, as well 
as the latest of defenses, not only of the realist theory of science, but also 
of the corre~pondence theory of truth, as well as the refl ection theory of 
knowledge, the work of Newton-Smith. t quote from T.he Rationality of 
Science: ' 'There has been progress in science, this progress IS best understood 
as an improvement in the verisimilitude of ou r theories. The explanation 
for the fact that science has been capturing more truth about the wOrld is 
that we have evolved evidential or epistemic proced ures of some success 
and that the development of science has by and large been determined by 
scientists acting on the basis of the outcome of the application of these 
procedures." J1 

This argument against the attempt to implode science and ide· 
ology rests finall y on two points: t he id ea that scientific method, sci~ntific 
procedure, does in fact veri fY or fals ifY, whether you are a Poppen~n or 
not and the notion of the rupture with common sense. Newton-Smlth is 
abs~lutely Gramscian in this sense. He understands fully tha t science attacks 
the common sense of immediate perception and tries to unmask immediate 
perception to achieve theorization. But note in the above quotation the 
attempt to attack the Kuhnian notion that the scien ti fi c co~munity,. and, 
in the caseofFeyerabend, its social and ideological infl uences, IS the ultunate 
court of scienti fic opinion· and also the response to the notion that this is 
a socially, not naturally, d,nstituted court. Newton-Smith .is constrai.ned to 
remind us that the progress of science c,tepends on the mterpretatlon by 
scientists themselves of their own procedures of inquiry. However, the pro
cess of inquiry can be shown to be sociall y and historically constituted, not 
only with respect to its appearance, but also with respect ~o its procedu~es. 
Thus the notion of scientific truth and scientific progress IS at least subject 
to interrogation not only on the basis of the assumed a priori validity of 
th e results bu t ~ Iso on the basis of the conditions of scientific inquiry itself. 
Newton-S;"ith excoriates Kuhn and Feyerabend for having advanced what 
amounts to historical relativism, but he fails to show how that conception, 
the validation of scientific theory, has crept into his own defense of the 
asocial character of scientific inquiry. . 

In different ways, Kuhn and Feyerabend argue that normalcy In 

science is defined by the constitution ofthe scientific community. Although 
Feyerabend argues that this constitution is socially constructcd, ?e has no~· 
ing to say about the social constitution of science because he is still.operatlng 
within the discourse of Angl"American philosophy of science. ThiS absence 
must be taken as a serious critique of attempts to defend science, not only 
from an Enlightenment perspective, but also from the Marxist perspecti.ve. 
I contend that there is no longer a normal science, only normal technolOgical 
research. The concept of normal science is an illusion of p~ilosoph~rs, in
cluding Marxist phi losophers. Science is precisel y characten zed by Its I~ck 
of normalcy; in fact, the notion of normalcy itself, the notion ofneutrahty, 
is ideologicall y reactionary. 
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hardly a Marxist, has made an argument that is ul

'~~~:~~~~~~~~'~~;;;~' but has a wonderful title, Science As Metaphor. Black's 
:( all scien tific laws are based on metaphors-may be heretical 

ofa literal cast of mind, particularly those who insist that scientific 
f:i;~;/>r' to an external world that is knowable in something like the picture 

by Wittgenstein or even in the " approximate" connotative 
given to the correspondence theory of truth by Lenin. For theoretical 

however, the validity of Bl ack's point seems perfectly obvious. The 
neL.plto,;, character of science suggests an infinite regress of decentering; 

referent with which scientific law is supposed to be concerned is 
to interrogation. The problem is not that of materialism, of a 

and epistemologically prior to and independent of human 
the external world is independent of our practices, 

practice. Do the practices of science refer to a pristine 
in principle, be known through certain kinds of procedures? 

science is an intervention rather than an acti vity of 
sense, then the proposition that scientific law refers 

Our procedures for knowing the world are, 
it. T he metaphoric character of science 

the metaphors continually change. 
I am that the notion of the material object is itself a 

L~::~:~~:~[.,:t;'h~a,~t ~c:an be historicall y situated within a specific problematic in 
~' of the capitalist mode of production-the subsumption of 

knowledge under capi tal and its consequent instrumentalization. (That, :;1'""",,., is a radical reinterpreta tion of Marxism, one tha t will subject me 
!l'::. ..... charge of relativism , to which I plead guilty.) The certification of the 

of scientific investigation, therefore, is not on ly a matter of concern 
the scien tific community and its cultural and intellectual norms but also 

way of examining the cultural metaphors by which scientists are formed 
~~:l::::~;~S~ The notions of precision, quantification, empirical falsification, 
.,~ and other bromides of scientific culture constitute a normative 

that can be traced to specific historical roots. But when science digs 
deeply into its own foundations, when it begins to ask questions rOo 

,!Ord;ng its presuppositions about the natural world, such as whether it can 
some kind of "u ltimate" material building block, it reverts to myS-: , t,m,)US and sometimes mystical metaphors. What is the precise meaning of 

the "black box"? This term testi fi es to the metaphoricity underlying the 
concept of precision itself. Theoretical physics is drowning in ambiguity; 

more it knows the less does its traditional culture really hold. Heisenberg 
bas remarked that the furt her up into the level of abstraction physics reaches 
(or the further down to the level of "reality''), the more ordinary language 
replaces what is considered in middle-brow culture or "normal" science to 
be truly rigorous language. And since philosophy proclaimed itself capable 
on ly of clearing up the ambiguities of language, of clarifying the meaning 
of scientific results rather than being capable of discovery, both scien tists 
and philosophers are suffering role confusion. The scientists proliferate tracts, 
suited for ~he nonspecialist, that purport to "explain" their bewilderment. 
and the phIlosophers become ever morc narrow and mathematical in their 
expression. The scientists are sligh tly embarrassed th at their objects and 
methods seem to merge with the occult, while the philosophers reaffirm the 
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realist theories as if to hope against hope that by their act of faith everything 
will be made right again.. 

I( this is true, then among the most important questions for a 
new politics is the struggle for its autonomy. The "independence of science" 
demand would not relieve it of social responsibility, for the scientific COm. 
munity would be subject to the same constraints that all citizens suffer 
though intellectual freedom would not be impaired. Of course, this questi~ 
gets fa irly tricky when we consider the capital investment needed for inquiry. 
Nevertheless, I see no particular advantage to the private appropriation of 
the results of scientific inquiry as opposed to their appropriation by the 
sta te: in one case, capital dominates; in the other, a public bureaucracy that 
mayor may not be responsive to popular pressure does. The autonomy of 
science would not "free" inquiry from the epistemological consequences of 
social and cultural norms, of the episteme(s) to which scientific knowledge 
must conform. 

Here I wish to distinguish polilical limits from those imposed On 
knowledge by social life. We can condemn the former but cannOt escape 
the latter. Thus the possibility of an unmediated relation between kn owledge 
and the world to which it putatively refers is bound up with the dream of 
scienti fi c autonomy that derives, I think, from the political and economic 
restraints imposed by capitalist and state socialist regimes 011 all forms of 
inquiry and expression. Habermas's wish for context-free communication 
resonates with the desire of art and science for autonomy, but this is not 
the same as positing its possibility. As long as human life is configured by 
social relations, nature will be conceived and perceived in the images of the 
imaginary. 

Th is is, of course, a radical reinterpretation that understands sci· 
ence as a form of social knowledge. Consistent with ecological thinking that 
has modified our views of nature over the past two decades, this does not 
imply that the external world is a "projection" of our collective mentality. 
Its priority to human life is a conclusion of evolutionary theories of the 
cosmological and the biological kinds, and this axiom constitutes a kind of 
a priori without which the entire enterprise of historical investigation is 
really impossible. But the question of priority should not be confused with 
the autonomy of nature. The Enlightenment project of subsuming nature 
under " man" runs into difficulty when we consider that nature's rhythms 
have been altered by human intervention, but not completely. There art 
stil l moments of internal autonomy, the violation of which has already 
produced a revolt of nature against such taken-for-granted assumptions as 
those underlying industrialization. We have learned surviva~ we have learned 
that "atom splitting" is not merely the next conquest but maybe the last; 
we have learned that the industrialization of space may generate a coun· 
terreaction. 

Nevertheless, humanity seems to have an almost infinite capacity 
for forgetting. We all know that, but \I.e deny the metaphoric character of 
science., on the one hand, and the degree to which science-no less than art 
or the social sciences-is intimately bound up with social relations, on the 
other. I am not claiming, as Young and others have done, that science is 
"merely" a social relation; its procedures, while by no means separate from 
cultural and social configuration, are, a t the same t ime, specific to the form 
of inquiry as well as its object. 
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Finally, there is the question of the status of science as truth 

'~~~:~:~:~,:/ "scien~'~" truth, questions of warranted assertability based 
It; . . condll1on~ specifi~ especially in t~e consensual agree-

sclenllfic com munit y. I believe that the realist theory of science 
som~ se.nse tenable as a kind of article of faith comparable t~ 

fa ith 10 economic determination in the last instance has no 
I do not mean instrumental) significance wi th resp~t to our 
of scientific inquiry. Therefore, science is a socially consti-

. whose results are internally linked to the ideological char
Its components and are relative to the economic political and 

pract i~ of an epis~~me or an epoch. We must, of cour~e, go 
to SpeCify the conditions for an alternative cri tical science. But 

that we will never achieve that alternative critical science until 
';i'","",ce out the myths of the neutrality of science and of the separation 

";t: and ideology. 
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AD. 01 .I~se Wflte<S. 1"1 quite di".,.8<l1 "'Iy$. $how the soclll cons lllutoon 01 what COllnts as 
SCl~~fOC knowtW.II~. In partICular, these work' damonttrlte the power oltlla sciantilccom, 
murvty 1"1 deurmononll the truth villue 01 the e~p.,.m8<l1111Ind theoretical work ~seIt One 
could also add tlla contrO'lersy surl'Olllding the Observ"oons and theo"as o! lrnmanu~1 Ve, 
I~:t;y lor eVIdence lI\11t P ... ce w., foght· truth IS da6ned by lhose prOIeSSlOOillly certd .. d 
to name II. 
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Question 
Since Husserl, European philosophy of science has 

nized the social and historical constitution of the objects, methods, .~.d.~~~:, .. !;;;i:; 
of scientific inquiry. Even in Anglo-American philosophy of science, at 
current postempiricist phase, these claims are no longer controversial The q"'""" .i'" 
is, what follows from this? Does it fo llow that we cannot distinguish between 
entifically warranted assertions and ideological ones? Second, what do you mean 
ideology here? Third, how would you constitute scientific inquiry 50 that it is !lOt 
oriented to prediction and control? 

Aronowitz 
Let me stan by saying that we have a different perception 

of both Anglo-American philosophy of science and Marxist tile 
question of scientific method I have not encountered i 

i . I' .. . 

i i 
. . results, they all ultimately the ntu. 

by appealing to the status of scientific method. I would argue that 
;;';.;~tiifi; method- a method characterized by decontextualization and by the ~p
aration of quality from quantity- is itself a social activity. Furthermore, the isrue 
of intervention, which is an epistemological as well as a historical issue, has nct 
been addressed systematically. Finally, although European philosophy ofscienee is . 
concerned with the effects of rat ionality, it does not challenge the nature of that 
rationality. What we have are piecemeal defenses of plurality. For example, Fey. 
erabend ultimately accepts the scientific method and shows that two theories, in· 
commensurable with respect to their results, nevertheless refer rigorously to die same 
object by means of their procedure. That procedure is held to be historicall yoont:et 
because he never challenges the Popperian view of falsifiab il ity, a view grounded in 
the project of prediction and control 

Your second question addresses the concept of ideology. I 
mean to suggest that there is a hegemonic discourse that is socially and historically 
constituted. This ideology refers to its own conditions of discursive competence, 0lI 
the one side, and to a prevailing set of practices, on the other. The validity of science, 
grounded in a theory of correspondence, depends upon the ability of scientific dis
course to appear in a relation of verisimilitude with its own practices. Even the 
Kuhnian theory of paradigm shifts never questions the relation between scientift<: 
practices and what science calls the " rea\." 

Your third queslion is how to reconstitute the object of sci· 
entific knowledge. One example would be Emesto uclau's attempt to reconstitute 
society as a set of discourses. A second example is Althusser's insistence that Man: 
transferred the focus of scientific inquiry from people to society and the mode of 
production. Once we recognize that we are constituting a counterhegemonic dis
course whose relation to the real is forever problematic and linked to our own 
political, social, and cultural practices, then we are free to do genuinely ecological 
science, to do genuinely social science. Then the integration of linguistic theory, or 
for that matter discourse theory, with the ongoing social practices of a putatively 
radical movement can actually take place. As long as we insist on the closed system 
of scientific inquiry, one in which both the objec t of knowledge and the methods 
by which we know the world are fixed, we can never evolve into a cri tical science 
Thus the first task is a deconstruction that is ruthless, pitiless, and thoroughgoins, 
including a deconstruction of our own scientific paradigm, which we call Marxism 

Que.tion 
Gramsci's Prison NOlebooks- particularly the tenth and elev· 

enth-deal with the question of science by responding to Vico's notion of scient ific 
certainty. What place does Gramsci's work have in your defi nition of science? 
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. I have ~~tempted to avoid defining either science or ideology 
think that such defirutlons become problematic by fixing the limits of this 

~
~~~~~~~~T~hiS refusal is a methodological, not a rhetorical, move. The in vol ves an inti nite regress oflhe rela tionshi p between specific 

and historically evolving social interests. We deline as certain 
that fix particular relations of the so-called natural and social worlds 

'" ''''' ' '':' there~y ~ kind. of aesthetic e l~gance: as Cbristine Delphy suggests in 
, both sclenufic philosophy and science seek the utmosl simpliCity and the 

iI!'~''"''P' in the explanation of the world. 
.. . In this ~ntext, let me invoke Dewey, since, although I'm 
In Internatlonal.Marx.LSt and ~t-Marxist discussions, I'wanl us to get 

and ~orki~g WIth Amencans. Otherwise we aren't going to make 
progress m thIS country. John Dewey's Quesl/or CertainlY discusses 

. po~nt about hegemonic discourses and the relation between thought 
(I realize many people would think pragmatism old-fashioned. But wait 

and analytic philosophy ofianguage will be relegated to the dust 
Rorty is raising questions about the role of warranted as
relations in the constitution of scientific discourse.) The 

linked, particularly as a definition of science to 
,as distinct from the actual practice of science beco:nes 

'. invok.e to put Humpty Dumpty back togetber again. 
I~ rent; he Wi ll be put together again only temporarily. Our 

will prese'?-t themselves as science, when, in fact, they will be 
for a particular era. 

. This has important implications for reconstituting a critical 
, whIch must con~rofo't the necessi ty to understand itself and which can only 

~
~:~::~~m!~porary certainties. In the old Frankfurt dialogUC'lbis is called "reflex_ 

deconstruction: practices reflect upon and continually modify themselves 
of their relativity and historicity in relation to social discourses and 

strugg.les. 

Que.tion 
You are nOt denying-or are you-the claim of realism in 

last i.nstance, that there is a moment that belon~ to the world, a moment that 
'" b<",. Interrogated by scientific practices? 

Aronowitz 
rm arguing something enti rely different It is evident thB.t. 

~~~~~;~;n:~"~U:(rnI~~history prior to human development It is evident that both physiCal 
~ states or levels of reality have an existence prior to the appearance 

. Realism as a theory refers to the status of the referent and of 
"",wI.,,,,, about the referent I am arguing that the world of things, our world of 
referents, is constituted by the practices and discourses of social life. This is no 
different from Marx's notion of the humanization of nature and the naturalization 

" This applies not only to the world of everyday life, culture, and work, 
the world of the natural sciences. Most scientists and philosophers of 

not accept this notion-that the referent is itself the product of historically 
activity. Once this becomes the new common sense, we can tum our 

the new cri tical science r am talking about, a science devoted to 
world out of utopian discourses. 

Que.tion 
. . Would a critical science counteract the intrusion of techno-

logic IOto the moral'practical sphere of society? 
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Aronowitz 
• The project of critical science is informed by the interes 
ofa count~rhegemonic disc~urse .. But the first task is. to. redu~e the ~rivileged s~ 
that scientific a!ld technologlcal dlscours:es ~cupy ~thm soc~a l aff~l rs. We need to 
reintroduce ethical and moral consideratIOns mto SOCial and discursive practices. As 
long as science prese!lts itself as ~normati~e (outside ~he realm. o.f ethical jud&ment\ . 
~e. are caugh~ in ~ Circle of havmg to vahdat~ Manusm, femln!sm, or other OPPo
SI tional practices m the terms set by the Enlightenment; that IS, they are outside ~ 
rationali ty, even non rational, ,:",ith less claim. th.an science to.speak of the re~J. Scienct ' 
presents Itself as a neutral diSCOUrse, yet It 1.5 a mechaOlsm of subordlTlation· it 
subordinates women, working people, black people. ' . 

There is, however, an antagonism within science. This me. . 
ment of difference is, as Laclau has argued, produced by the confrontation bet'o\"een 
two blocks of scientific discourse. Too many Marxists have apparently decided that 
we need not struggle to produce this second, counterhegemonic science becaUse they 
have assumed that there is only one science. That's Habermas's argument 

Now let's talk about the technological element of this con. 
flict. Technology is a system ofreifications and discourses, one that hides a broad 
range ofideological interests, including those of science. Marxists have always wanted 
to separate the scientific from the technological in order to preserve the fonner and 
appropriate it for themselves. That cannot be done. One has to make a thoroUgh. 
going fundamcntal critique of the presuppositions of both, to show that the Greek 
notio~ of lechne as human practice has been radically disjoined from the notion of 
technology. Technology, in tum, has become a new religion. 

Comme nt (Ernesto Laclau) 
I would like to comment on the Habennasian view of.techno

logic implicit in the question. I don't think that everything that happens in society 
is the superstructural effect of an underlying technological reality. Such an as!IUmp. 
tion is merely the re turn ofa base/superstructure model. It assumes that everything 
that is complex in society is so because we are only looking at the surface of social 
life· but if we go to the ultimate ground or core of society, which in this case would 
be technology, then we could reconstruct all surface divenity in tenns of a system 
of mediation. I don't think that either society or technology operates in such a Wly. 
Technology itself is a discursive ensemble that depends on particular social and 
historical conditions for its development. There are conditions of possibility of tech· 
nology itself. The very idea of technology is a scienti fic abstraction, an analytic 
abstraction, that combines many phenomena of a very different nature. I am r.ot 
saying that such abstractio ns are necessarily wrong. But I don't know whether sub
suming these very different discursive practices under the term "technology" ~nd 
concluding that this hypostatization produces a unique domain of effects proVides 
a sou nd analysis. This is not to deny that these technological processes have a 
tendency to autonomize themselves, to consti tute a point de capilon, a nodal poi~ t 
in society from which a pluralit y of effects wi th vast repercussions flow. But thil 
does not make technology an Underlying mechanism of determination. 

Que.tion (Chris tine Oe lphy) 
Our preoccupations seem to run along vcry similar lines. I 

too am concerned with claims for scientific neutrality. I am particularly concerned 
with the tendency for Marxists and radicals to take up this idea of the neutrality or 
science for themselves, appropriating it and claiming they are the scientists. Would 
you agree that one of the negative effects of Althusser's rereading of Marx in terms 
of the epistemological break in his thought is that Marxism took the place .of" bour. 
geois" science by claiming its own scientific detachment from social practices? ThIS 
denies one of the basic findings (I prefer this term to "tenet," which has religious 
overtones) of what I will call materialism, rather than Marxism, namely, that idus 
are sociall y situated. We cannot found a radical science on the claim that we are 
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situated. This would contradict what a radical science would discover 

the world. Consequently, we must avoid assuming that it would be a good 
i . were not socially situated. 

Aronowitz 
. I ~uld agree. Alth usser's fundamental strategy for estab-

,,;;~;~"(,ht'>io'n.,;u(thrahty o~ ~ence was the attempt to establish its objectivity, com. 
ill the objectIVe status of any other possible science. One can also see 

~:~~~j:(=~~ul~'~r activity. This would certainly nOt exempt it from the critique 
from the perspective ofhislOricity. That is the major move we have to 
. we never make the claim that we are appropriating scientificitv 

same time I do not want to lose the word "science." Wha't 

..::~~~,~~,~;~.~£~;;~~~a critical, interested, ideologicaUy and ethically grounded . than itself, it speaks for an emancipatory moment. (This 
of representation.) This is a different kind of epistemo-

we are not in the Enlightenment problematic. Then we can 
new emancipation. But before we actually start to be technicistic about 

better ask w.h~t Ha~rmas does of Marcuse: Show me your science. Don't 
to have a cnlical scIence unless you can show it to me. We need a Bacon 

we can have a Copernicus, and I don't mean this in terms of individuals. I 
this now in terms of a wholc new collcctive project. 
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Concept of the Philosophy of Praxis 
. the Quade,n; of Antonio Gramsci 

That Gramsci chose to refer to marxism as the "phi-

i.~::;.~.~o:if~:~::~~~ra~t~h\1e~riit~h::an continually use the more colloquial expres-or "historical materialism"- or even the term 
has been attributed to one oftwo reasons, some

The more common of the two dismisses the phrase as a strategic 
<uno"fl'tge necessary to divert the censorial gaze of the prison guards whose 

it was-should they find proof that Gramsci's mind was still working 
any way, but particularly in an antifascist, pro-left way-to end, and end 

that mental activity.! The other reason cited, almost as frequently 
in conjunction with the first, is that for Gramsci, whose intellectual 

was in classical German and Italian philosophy, marxism could 
as a philosophy of "action" and, more specifically, a 

whose improvement was bound up with revitalizing (in a slightly 
form) its idealist and speculative roots. Hence, on the one hand, 

long testimonials to the difficulty of reading the " real" meanings 
his strategically placed metaphor; and on the other, whole debates 

!~~~,::~. :~i!~t:~hOW "marxist" or "hegelian" (or crocean, gentilean, bert-.. 
:~ , even kantian) was the "real" philosophy of the Gramsci' 

But there is another way of grasping the fullness of 
':that expression, and that is to accept that when Gramsci tendered lengthy 

or fragmented explanations of what he meant by the "philosophy ofpraxis"
, ·as he did repeatedly by way of direct or inferential comment-he meant 

what he wrote. We shall discover that if we accept the development of his 
.",un,e.,ts, which begin by dismissing notions of "man-in-general" and go 

reformulate "science," "creativity," and "movement," we will be able 
10 understand more fully what makes the philosophy of praxis peculiarly 

~ •.• ~~:~:~:i.i.;:~;l~~more to the point, why that particular rendering is such a 
~ ' toward the notion of "progress" or, indeed, of "politics" 

"""'.". will be argued that what makes the philosophy of praxis so peculiarly 
gramscian is not simply the fact that Gramsci relied on, or indeed found 
refuge among, an entire set of philosophical inquiries that were partly at 
odds with each other's systematic assumptions. Nor it is simply the fact 
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that his prison work included a vague form of shadowboxing withh-:'~~:'ii~ 
novel ists, artists, and political militants of the time. What makes l 
analysis "gramscian" is the kind of systematic answer he attempted to 
to a very basic question: what does it really mean-philosoPhically 
politically-to build a better society. as such, and for whom? 

If we take that question as a starting point and read 
meoled commentaries not as a set of literal (and seemingly ~,~~~~~:~~ 
prescriptions about tactics or strategy, but rather as a discursive 
that attempts to address the problem from a variety of angles, we 
that Gramsci's analyses detailing "reality" and " man's" place in it 
a crossroads, a transitional point as it were, to the more Conl'em~";,-,;;;y-;;~~ , 
no less controversial) debates erupting on the left today, debates en. 
compass, by way of Foucault, on the one hand, or Derrida, on the other 
movements of resistance, liberation, or change. ' 

The Meaning of the "Political" 
For Gramsci that discursive intervention begins, in part, by rais

ing two rather old philosophical debates. The first had more with the 
question of objectivity: that is, "can one write philosophy ~::S:~~J~'~:'?;:: 
can it be autonomous from history. can there be a "gene_ral 
about philosophy-can it be objective? The second, while following 
on the heels of the first, had a more particular focus: how does one '~~~,~;':: _. 
or better, resolve once and for all, the age-old opposition between 
and nature, posed also as that between "man" and society, and 
twentieth-century terms, posed as an opposition between "man" "" " . '~: 
ence. It was in the context of attempting to determine what a "better" 
would (or ought to) be that the whole weight of philosophical lcadiiio; 
tended to rely on these seemingly self-evident paired oppositions, which 
sought "objectively" to grant to the Homo sapien a generalized essence, 
distinct from and therefore focused around, God, the market, and, later, 
science. Hence it was in this context, too, that when Gramsci asked, "In 
what sense can one identify politics with history and hence all life with 
politics?" he was searching for a way to end that continual philosophica.l 
quest for the "objectivity" of the "external world"l which had brought with 
it all those fossilized or preset conceptions around the so-called nature of 
"man.'" 

But if, as Gramsci rhetorically proposed, there could be no pol
itics outside history, and hence no human activity outside politics-includ· 
ing creating the human itself-how could this systematically be proposed 
without appearing simply as a self-evident "truth" gleaned from Marx's 
eleven Theses on Feuerbach?In attempting to answer that question, Gramsci 
turned to, among others, the philosophical proposals d Vico and Croce 
regarding their systematizing of "knowledge," "science," and the "aes
thetic." And in attempting to "cleanse" these systems of their metaphysical 
and idealist content,! Gramsci used them to make more precise the con
ceptualizations proposed by Labriola and Marx: that history was no more 
less than the practical-political activity of "man"; that philosophy was no 
more nor less than the historical methodology of that practical-political 
activity.6 

Like Croce, Gramsci took two points from Vico's New Science: 
the first regarding "man's" ability to produce and comprehend knowledge, 
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in Vico's well·known expression verum ipsum Jactum ("the 
is done"); the second regarding Vico's argument that human 

could only approach Truth, not equal truth per se.7 To put it 
way, "truth" or " law" was something relalive. always created, rather 

something static, dogmatic, or "carved in stone." In this context, Gram· 
' -...... :d with Croce that Vico's New Science broke with the "self-confi-

Croce caJled it, of cartesian philosophy, replacing Descartes's 
~;,;~rical i'id e.~;'ii ;y "1 think therefore 1 am'" with the controversial "history 

to science."9 
However, Gramsci was attracted both to Croce's accent on phi

and science as that which incorporated Vico's verum ipsumJactum 
(phiio,,,,,,hy'_" a scientific methodology of the Real). as well as his insistence 

"abstract" or "generalized" Philosophy. against, that is to say, a 

!i~~~~~t~;~~~~.~ history, against a sa<alled neutral weitanschauung. 'o useful from Croce's work, in fact what he found 
a philosophy ofpra;ds, can be narrowed to three points: (I) the 
immanence/becoming (that is to say, creativity) as central to 
progress, which Gramsci linked to a democratic ideology;" (2) 
of the "will" as a ralional expression; that is, as a practical 

of theoretical intellectual activity; and (3) Croce's insistence on 
. as the site of struggle, the point of arrival for progress 

But in order to accept that there could be no such thing as a 
~;,,,,,,'rnll"law or science or philosophy without raising the spectre ofa dual 

or lapsing into some sort of subjectivist idealism, these "borrowed" 
,;g,sm,nlS would have to be placed in their proper context.') For Gramsci, 

proper context was the realm of the pofjtical, where politics would be 
j~~;de~S1';"d not as the final moment of Spirit but as the point of departur.e, 

moment, as it were, in the making of history." It meant giving 
,,,,1(,'.' __ objectively concrete) substance to political activity which had thus 

~:;~~~;~:-:~!i~~ by crocean idealism as the point of arrival in the a "scientific" and "rational" (read: predictable) history. It meant 
into a notion of politics the by-now cliched, machiavellian 

that politics meant "the act of the possible"-strategically under-, 
. and implementing progress and developmenl In short, it mcabt 

dynamic, active- using Gramsci's specifically hegelian term, iin; , 
of politics into history and one of history into politics, 

their equi valence at the level of an "identity-in-distinc- . 

More important, though, it meant that the very notion ofprogress 
r i'''l''"lopm"nl was dynamic rather than static; it did not have, ipso facto, 

set definition or prescription but rather involved a struggle, a political 
struggle, to determine precisely what would be considered a "betterment" 
of society, "progress" as such and for whom. '6 In other words, what actually 
constituted development or progress for Gramsci was not simply to be 

~];' :~:~:::i:'~ in terms of a logical (and linear) attribution of philosophical 
nor was it to be conceived simply in terms of a technological or 

sci"nlific "advance," or even as a "result" of technical and bureaucratic 
foresighl " Rather, the meaning of "progress" was constituted as an active 
elaboration and reconstruction of our theoretical and practical activity; or 
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to put it in Gramsci's words, an elaboration precisely mediated by, and 
a result of, politics. IS 

The converse held true for Gramsci as well: not only that histo ' 
and philosophy must be placed in this proper context of the "pol itical," b~ 
that any and all philosophical/historical discourse entailed or exPressed 
political discourse-not a fixed or immutable politics, but a discourse arising 
from specific circumstances borne out of specifi c relations between people 
living in and acting on a particular society. So that in Machiavelli's Dis
courses and The Prince, for example, we would find, following this line of 
reasoning, not "abstract" suppositions about a "general" people and a so
ciety, b~t a particular historical .and political .posi~ion reg~rding the rising , 
bourgeOiS classes and the forma tion ofa new (10 this case, hberal) society. I, . 
The same could be said of Hegel, of Croce, even of Voltaire: their philo
sophical and literary works, taken as a whole, elaborated a specific, thOUgh 
not unitary or homogeneous, conception of human ity and society, as wen 
as specific theoretical and practical suppositions regarding progress and 
change. lO 

Gramsci would emphasize a similar point throughout his Quad
erni: that the work of Marx and Engels, also that of Labriola (and to a lesser 
extent Bergson and Sorel), initiated, or at least contributed to, a different_ ; 
and specific-theoretical and practical discourse concerning people and s0-

ciety, progress and development. Gramsci contended that this "different 
and specific" theoret ical and practical discourse provided both a philo
sophical and a political avenue, not only to disengage the notions of progress 
and development, the will, and the ethical-political from Croce's speculative 
(and, some would argue, liberal) logic, but also to acknowledge them ~ 
central features of a "ph ilosophy of praxis." 

Gramsci was able to forward this argument about the centrality 
of these notions precisely because of this deliberate conceptual slippage 
around the notion of "the political" as being, at one and the same time, 
creativity, immanence, mediation, and strategy. That is, he was able to 
develop the argument on the basis of what he considered to be Marx's "real 
dialectic," one that was based on "objective possibilities," one that coun· 
terposed philosophy with history to bear as its fruit political struggle. !1 Using 
Croce's language but Marx's dialectic, Gramsci arrived at what might Mt 
appear an ingrown tautology: politics became the first, the last, and the 
mediating moment of the ReaP! 

That very conception of politics, slippery though it might be and 
imbued as it was with speculative and idealist logic, committed the philos
ophy of praxis to a theoretical and practical discourse distinct from-but 
having been produced out of-its idealist, transcendentalist (one also could 
say positi vist) predecessors. If we tum now to the prison notebooks and 
guide our attention by two further questions, we shall see how Gramsci 
drew on Marx and Engels, less so on Labriola, Bergson, and Sorel, to detail 
what has come to t:e known in contemporary debates on the philosophy of 
praxis as the "specificity of the political," B and how that specificity marked 
the conceptualizations of the "will," the ethical-political and historical 
movement or progress as marxist expressions. The two questions are simply 
these: What is science or the word "scientific"? What is the meaning of this 
so-called real dialectic? 
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Is Science/Scientific? 

For Croce, science above all meant methodology, a "rational"
distinct and predictable-methodology capable of underwriting the 

fie ;"',,ren' in "pure" or "objecti vely" concrete Reality, outside of which 
no meaningful concept or knowledge. He named that meth-

~::::~:!:~~:':i'~h~e~sc~:;;e~n~ce~~O~f:l~a~l1elP::u:,re expression, with the logical did a "philosophy-in-general"-or, 
always entailed the specificity 

historical moment. Indeed, speculative philosophy was pre· 
" But as Gramsci had recognized, this was a mechao

of prediction and evolution, which presented as ethical-polit
already made "progress" neatly unfolding in history. 

And yet Gramsci was not adverse to the point Croce was at
to make and resolve "ITom the speculative point of view": that 

~~~;::'~~~'~~~:~~l~oi;r,:development was something ''rational'' and hence If! "scientific" and therefore in some way both pre-
and i the realm of possibility, that is, "obtainable."24 The 
of science and scientific methodology was not an idle question 
from left ist political philosophy or practical politics. On the con-

dr,b"", around the concept of science had long since crystallized on 
between the so-call ed scientific marxists, on the one hand, and the 
socialists, on the other.u Indeed, the former brandished the all too 
"economic science" (reminiscent of the Second International) which, 

Grarr,sc;· would argue in his prison notes, conflated the "natural" sciences 
of the "social" and thereby gave credence to the somewhat un
mixed metaphor of the economy as the "anatom y" or "backbone" 

''''')!ety.'' This led to the equally unfortunate political-analysis that not 
society split rigidly along two "scientifically determined" class axes, 
that the strategies to overcome, or better, overthrow, that persistent 

could best be calculated "with the precision of the natural sciences"; 
. is, according to carefully outlined predictions regarding the immanent 

of capital exchange, circulation, and its addendum, "bourgeois de
life-style. l1 

On the other hand, the utopian socialists-Proudhon, Owen, and 
(and one might include among this number the latter-day social 

'~1::~;~,~t.·~~~ not ignorant o f, nor antagonistic to, the ongoing debates 
~~ and its relation to leftist political practice. Indeed, it"was 
" "oci!~ll';;' pointed out that the essential flaw in their "utopianism" lay 
~ havingconflated the concept of science with that of the Absolute, 

to say, "value-free" Truth.18 This equating of an absolute knowledge 
with an absolute science committed the twin errors of regenerating in more 

, ;~::~~~~:~a~; language the pre-vichean, or at best neo-kantian, assumptions 
~" the appropriation of a knowledge existing outside of history, while 

the same time it advanced as "progressive" the argument that a value-

I
l ;~soc~;~eY.ty (i.e., one based on "scientific certainty" devoid ofany historical 

. or "bias") could exist-in fact ought to exist-as the aim of dem· 
struggle.!9 In this context, and in the name of scientific and tech

nological objectivity, the rigid class reductionism of "scientific marxism" 
'~! ~::il.;~~~~.~f~ mixed metaphors and all, for the empty abstraction of a 
,[ science and society su i generis. 

. Finally, there was one other appropriation of science that Gram-
SCI criticized thoroughl y and dismissed as "vulgar sociology," namely, the 
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scientism best represented by Bukharin's Popular Manual:YJ the attem 
pose society as a system, system as science, and science as the searc: t 

laws of causality (i.e., for the "eternal truths") or the single ultimate 
the age~ld "search for God,"ll On a theoretical level, the .~~:;~'n.ti~~; 
the Manual lead to separating, and posing as distinctl y opposite 
osophicai materialism which Bukharin described as the onl y " true DD,,'~ .. 
oph y"-and the philosophy of praxis, or as Bukharin was inclined to 

Sue Golding 

it, "subjecti vist sociology. " n For Gramsci, this meant that the w~:,~~:5 ~ 
of "scientific" and " utopian" marxism had been exhumed and 
for popular consumption, once again in the name of science, so that no 
the " iron-clad laws" of historical movement found their rai son d'ctre wit~ 
th~ alJ:solute truth orrormal, positivistic logic. Decrying this mixture, Gram. 
SCI pomted to the major flaw in Bukharin's philosophical assumptions' th 
~onflation of "revolution" with "evolution, " ll or, more to the POint,' the 
:.mpossi~ility of r~vol~t!o?ary praxis, indeed, the impossibility of POlitiC$~ 
T~e phl,lOS?phy ImplicIt ,10 the Popular M,anual could be called positivistic 

Anstotehamsm, an adaphon of formal logIc to the methods of ph ysical and 
natural science, The historical dialectic is replaced b y the law of ,a.,sali'; l 
and the search for regularity, normality and uniformity, But how 

[Consequentl y] it is necessary to pose 
in exact terms the problem of predictability of histor· 
ical events in order to be able to criticize exhaustively 
the conception of mechanical causalism, to rid it of 
any scientific prestige and reduce it to a pure myth 
which perhaps was useful in the past in a backward 
period of developmen t of certain subaltern social 
groups. 

But it is the concept itself of "science," as 
it emerges from the Popular Manual, which requires 
to be critically destroyed, It is taken root and branch 
from the natural sciences, as if these were the only 
sciences or science par excellence, , . , (But] to think 
that one can advance the progress of a work of sci· 
entific research by applying to it a standard method 
to which it was naturally suited, is a strange delusion 
which has little to do with science.)! 

derive from this way of seeing things, the overcoming, the 'o,,,,·,hm,,'·.;';' ! 
praxis? In mechanical terms, the effect can never transcend the cause or the 
system of ca uses, and therefore can have no development other than the 
flat vulgar development of evolutionism," l. 

Gramsci then comes directly to the point: conceived as a ,way to 
"pred ict" future events, or as a "logic" necessary to illuminate as fixed or 
causal the chain of human history, or even as a "technology" promising a 
value.free future, the concept of science has little to do with science properly 
speaking. 

The si tuating of the problem as a search for laws and 
for constant, regular, and uniform lines is connected 
to a need) conceived in a somewhat puerile and in
genuous way, to resolve in a peremptory fashion, the 
practical problem of the predictability of historical 
events. Since it "appears," by strange in version of the 
perspect ives, that the natural sciences provide us with 
the ability to foresee the evolution of natural processes, 
historical methodology is "scientifically" conceived [it 
is thought] only if, and in so far as, it permits one 
"abstractly" to foresee the future of society, Hence the 
search for essential causes, indeed for the "first" cause, 
for the "cause of causes," But the Theses on Feuerbaclt 
had already criticized in advance this simplistic con
ception, In reality, one can "scientifically" foresee only 
the struggle, but 'note the concrete moments of the 
struggle, which cannot but be the result of opposing 
forces in continuous movement, , , , In reality one can 
" foresee" to the extent that one acts, to the extent that 
one applies a voluntary effort and therefore contrib
utes to creating the result " foreseen." 
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Gramsci's conception of sc ience and, more important, his em· 
"scientific method" as the fundamental method for a philosophy 

",P:~;i:O~"'sfirst glance. may not have appeared altogether different from 
lu .. he was challenging, for it, too, focused on logic, predictability, 

of historical movement, "economic science," even " truth." The dif· 
, lay in the manner in which he reinterpreted Hegel's posing 

and "real" and the dialectic of that unity. That is, the 
precisel y in the way Gramsci posed the unity of logic, truth, 
,and movement as the dialectic between'history, philosophy. 

i a unity he named "science" (ra ther than Spirit) or, to use the 
Gramsci borrowed from Vi co, " the new science."J6 However, this 

self~efining (and hence seemingly transparent) definition of sci· 
method - philosophy/history/politics - sciencel' actually encom· 
a rather specific and meaningful content, for Gramsci had recon

the "rational" and the "rea!." 
On the one hand, the " rational" appropriately entailed " theo· 

activity," Indeed, it entailed both "intuiti ve" or commonsensical and 
intellectual reasoning, closely related to what Gramsci often suggested was 

-Ricardo's methodological approach: the method oflogical deduction based 

.'o~n~fthe~iJg~· ~~ri;:~~~ri!~~~i~ Q'J the other hand, the "real" entailed is, "sensuous, objective /gegenstandlicheJ ac-
. the first Theses on Feuerbach. l9 lt was this "real" acti vity 

would elaborate upon as "necessary,""o useful ,'" created out 
of human will;"2 indeed, as an expression of " life" itself,") In this context, 

~fr,~th'he"'n""a,,tional" gave way to science (i.e., science as reason and/or method); 
Ir the "real" implied all human action, that is, history. But this "ra

;~ 'l '';tl~~,,,activity, although distinct from the "real," was the logical premise 
q which the "real" had no "concrete" meaning. That is to say, the 

rational and the real were not negations of each other, nor were they op
posites. Rather, they were distincrs: the distincts of "science and life, .. • .. of 
"philosophy and history ... ·! where that active uni ty of " the rational and real 
becomes one," where that unity forms a "historic bloc," that is, entails a 
specific, necessary history, " necessary" precisely because it is created out of 
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the .relation between. the "though:ts and actions" of humankind and OUr 
envlronment.046 Relymg on the third Theses on Feuerbach. Gramsci COn. 
eluded: "The unity of science and life is precisely an active unity, in which 
alone liberty of thought can be realized; it is a master-pupil relationship 
one between the philosopher and the cultural environment. ... In Othe; 
words, it is the relationship between philosophy and history."'" 

This active unity of theoretical and practical knowledge is what 
Gramsci named "science." But he was referring to "science"-indeed, to 
pol itics as well-in two different senses: "science" as discovery (i.e., "cre. 
ati on") and "science" as methodology (i.e., as traditional philosoPhy): 

Is not science itself "political activity" and political 
thought, in as much as it transforms men and makes 
them different than what they were before? If every
thing is "politics," then it is necessary-in order to 
avoid lapsing into a wearisome and tautological cat
alogue of platitudes-to distinguish by means of new 
concepts between, on the one hand, the politics which 
corresponds to that science which is traditionally called 
"philosophy" and, on the other, the poli tics which is 
called political science in the strict sense. If science is 
the "discovery" of formerly unknown reality, is this 
reality not conceived of, in a certain sense, as tran
scendent? And is it not thought that there still exists 
something "unknown" and hence transcendent? And 
does the concept of science as "creation" not then 
mean that it too is "poli tics''? Everything depends on 
seeing whether th e creation involved is "arbitrary," or 
whether it is rational-Le., "useful," to men in that it 
enlarges their concept of life, and develops life itself 
to a higher leveL"s 

In this context, there is no longer a "science-in-general," nor even the "sci
ence" of croce an speculative history-philosophy. It is the science ofa specific 
history and politics, a politics-as-science, as it were, a "political science," 
the methodology of philosophical-political activity or, more precisely, of 
"praxis."49 It is out of this unity, in other words, that a philosophy of praxis 
emerges. 

But it is in Gramsci's readdressing and reposing of the problem 
of "scientific truth" that he consolidated the complexity (and importance) 
of having recouped as fundamental to the concept of a philosophy of praxis 
thi s active unity of the rational and the reaL In the briefly sketched criticisms 
around the uses of science in terms of philosophical method and political 
practice, Gramsci already had pointed out that "scientific truth" often is 
taken to mean three separate things: (I) "orthodoxy," meaning that which 
is or should entail a philosophically systematic "purity"; (2) "objectivity," 
meaning that which is cleansed of historical "bias" or, to apply Gramsci's 
term borrowed (again) from Croce, something free from "error"; and (3) 
"prediction," meaning, in this context, a rational interpretation ofa present 
or future practical activity according to the laws of historical movement. 
Yet, although Gramsci 's conception of "scientific truth" within a philosophy 
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~
~~:~~::j~:~~!lthese three elements, their meanings were altered radically the "rational" and the "real" in the way outlined above. 

marxist theory had as itsorigin " the three cultural move· 
materialism, German idealism and English political econ-

it had emerged as the synthesis ofthese movements and 
I be called the "coronation of modem culture"SO-orthodoxy, as applied 

marxist theory and understood in this "pure" sense, could onl y produce 
a contradiction in terms. Developing his position in part from Labriola's 
arguments around the "scientificity and autonomy" of the philosophy of 
Rraxis, Gramsci considered "orthodoxy" to mean philosophic "totality," 
self-sufficiency," that is, a break from traditional culture, without wh ich a 

theory could not be revolutionary. 

Orthodoxy is not to be looked for in this or that ad· 
herent of the philosophy of praxis, or in this or that 
tendency connected with currents extraneous to the 
original doctrine, but in the fundamental concept that 
the philosophy of praxis is "sufficient unto itself," that 
it contains in itselfall the fundamental elements needed 
to construct a total and integral conception of the world, 
a total philosophy and theory of natural science, and 
not only that but everything that is needed to give life 
to an integral practical organization of society; that is, 
to become a total civilization. 

This concept of orthodoxy, thus renewed, 
helps 10 give a better definiti on to the attribute "rev
olutionary . . .. "Sl 

Consequently, "orthodox" as applied to the philosophy of praxis means not 
only that its origins are "impure" but also that if it indeed produces a new 
weltanschauung, a new world outlook, that outlook can never be "pure" or 
"neutral" or "general." It always entails error, namely, historical specifi city. 

So, although this orthodoxy is presented as an autonomous or 
totalizing rupture from tradition, it is not meant as a break from history. 
Gramsci's conception of "objectivity" or "objecti ve truth"-meaning that 
which can only be "humanly objecti ve"SLput into question the attempts 
10 find refuge in pure systems, pure philosophies, or pure technologies, 
indeed, pure " truths" devoid of specifi city or error.» What makes "truth" 
real, that is, what gives it any meaning, is its subjectivity to history-a point 
Marx clearly outlined in his Preface and one to which Gramsci continually 
referred: "'My investigati on: to quote Marx, 'led to the result that legal 
relations as well as forms of state are to be grasped neither from themselves 
nor from the so-called development of the human mind, but rather have 
their roots in the material conditions of life.' ... ".\. And so, relying here on 
Vico's verum ipsum facLUm, insisting on the importance of Croce's theory 
of dis tincts, denying the kantian supposition of an external objectivity to 
reality, and grounding "objectivity" i1selfin the unity of the theoretical and 

,I practical acti vity (i.e. , the "rational" and the " real") as expressed in both 
the Preface and Theses on Feuerbach, Gramsci argued that truth is never 
"pure," never devoid of (or negated by) error, and never exists outside of 
historical, that is to say, human, construction: 
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Objective always means "humanly objective." ... [for] 
what would North-South or East-West mean without 
man? ... Obviously East and West are arbitrary and 
conventional, that is, historical, constructions, since 
outside history every point on earth is East and West 
at the same time .... And yet th ese references are real; 
they correspond to real facts, they allow one to travel 
by land and by sea, to arrive where they have decided 
to arrive, to "foresee" the future, to objectivize reality, 
to understand the objectivity of the external world. 
Rational and real become one. 

Without having understood this relationship [of ob
jective identified with universal subjective, rational 
identified with real1 it seems one cannot understand 
the philosophy of praxis, its position in comparison 
with idealism and mechanical materialism .... II 

Becausewecan only "know" reality, can only "know" what exists 
(otherwise we would return to some form of transcendentalism or mysti. 
cism), the argument that "objecti ve truth" entails historic specificity also 
bears on Gramsci's concept of "prediction": it can never be "scientific"; it 
can never be an act of knowledge as such. "And how could prediction be 
an act of knowledge?" Gramsci remarked rhetorically; "one knows only 
what has been and what is, not what will be, which is something 'oon· 
existent' and therefore unknowable by definition." l6 In Gramsci's estima
tion, "prediction" has been confused with "science" precisely because the 
concept "law," and more particularly "law of historical movement," has 
been rigidified, itself confused with "permanency" and "au tomatism" and 
equated to formal logic. But, if we again follow Vico on this point, law can 
be nothing other than tendency, probability, regularity. Indeed, it is with 
Ricardo's scientific discoveri es in the field of political economy that this 
connection between law and history is made more specific; that is, in the 
"concept and fact of determined market: i.e., the scientific discovery that 
specific and permanent forces have risen historically and that the operation 
of these forces presents itself with a certain 'automati sm' .... " ll 

But the question for Gramsci is not one, as he puts it, "of 'dis
covering' a metaphysical law of 'determinism', or even establishing a 'gen· 
eral' law of causality. " lS The question i ~ precisely how relatively permanent 
forces are constituted and maintained in history. This is where "prediction" 
reenters. Prediction, if not an act of knowledge, was fo r Gramsci a "practical 
act," the practical politics of creating consensus, of creating the result "fore
seen"; the practical politics of establishing a collecti ve will, of creating virtue 
as both "vital impulse" and "fortuna."l9 In other words, it is the practical 
political activity of creating "what ought to be," of creating the realm of 
possibilities. In this sense prediction is a part of the ethical-pol itical moment, 
indeed, a part of progress.60 Moreover, because prediction is practical ac
tivity (i.e., "real," and not a metaphysical event), it is connected to the law 
of tendency, necessity, even change. But the more complex answer to the 
question of how prediction constitutes (at least in part) development, praxis-
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what is meant by this notion of change and progress-was detailed 

'~~a:li':,::~t~\h~ro,ugh the concept of immanence and by what he called the .. ; 

"R •• I" Di.lectic 
Gramsci reasoned that science means both creative discovery and 

methodology of that creation (i.e., the methodology of history in the 
ji.lci"g),. Thus he proceeded with a notion of science that operates on two 

as theoretical or practical activity,61 and as the unifi.ed expression of 
. the "organic unity of history, politics and economics" or 

of the "rational and real," outside of which there is 
concept or knowledge. Accordingly, because Gramsci situ

others before him-the rational and real within history, as a 

:l;~~;~~~~;~:a~si~w,:e~ll~as an expression of history itself, that theoretical-is always "man-made" necessary, rational.61 This led 
there can be no omnipotent truth devoid of human 

or specificity, nor can there be an underlying, arbitrary, 
,, -~ --,-_. logic to knowledge or scientific methodology. Indeed, it allowed 

to argue that there can be no "science-in-general" and that, in this 
",',Ie"t, scienza (science/knowledge) is "political."6l 

But to reason as Gramsci did-that is, to acknowledge and em
continuous this "organic unity" while developing these arguments 

and philosophy in terms of a creativity and method " rooted" 
not what di vorces Gramsci's philosophy of praxis from the 

encountered either in Vico's dualist development of truth and 
as science or from the transcendental metaphysics of the kantian 
of knowledge. Nor is it that emphasis which -di vorces the phi

of praxis from the speculative "history" of Croce's idealist Spirit, 
from the "vulgar evolutionism" of mechanistic or reductionist ma

Finally, it is not simply this emphasis on science as history or 
the subsequent equivalences of history, politics, sci
from becoming an indistinguishable swamp of con

separates the philosophy of praxis from these sa
moreover, what prevents it ·from lapsing 

is the way in which the "historical" in 
's . 

For Gramsci, this "knowing how" meant not only conceptual
gv::;h~;'; (a:;s~t~a~n active unity of theoretical and practical activity, or as 
s) rational and real, or even as an expression of movement, 

conceptualizing concretely what the terms "acti ve unity," "syn
',~"sis," expression," and " movement" actually mean in the philosophy of 

;1~·~~~;~;li.~~It is thus the full comprehension of what it means to " take" the 
, d;:~l;~~~' ~t;~ "stand it on its feet"; the full comprehension of how 

i~:~~tl~:: " conceptualized in the philosophy of praxis, what it 
to say that it is the heir of German philosophy, French cultural 

" 

and English political economy, and why that conception removes 
its transcendentalist, materialist, idealist, even positivist roots
why it is "orthodox," totalizing, a break from tradition. In short, 
how the "historical" of historical materialism is conceptualized is 
knowing the meaning of immanence or becoming, and why Gram
emphasized that that is the central conception in the philosophy 
or, indeed, is the philosophy of praxis itself. 6S 
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Gramsci wrote in a fragment called Speculative immanence and 
Historicist or Realist Immanence, 

it is affirmed that the philosophy of praxis was born 
on the terrain of the highest development of culture 
in the first half of the nineteenth century, this culture 
being represented by classical German philosophy, En
glish classical economics and French political litera
ture and politics .... But in what sense is the affir
mation to be unde rstood? That each of these 
movements has contributed respectively to the elab
oration of the philosophy, the economics, and the pol
itics of the philosophy of praxis? Or that the philos
ophy of praxis has synthesized the three movements, 
that is, the entire culture of the age, and that in the 
new synthesis, whichever "moment" one is examin
ing, the theoretical, the economic, or the political, one 
will find each of these three movements present as a 
preparatory "moment"? This seems to me to be the 
case. And it seems to me that the unitary "moment" 
of synthesis is to be identified in the concept of im
manence, which has been translated from the specu
lative form, as put forward by classical German phi 
losophy, into an historicized form with the aid of 
French politics and English classical economics.66 

This "unitary" moment, this s<K:alled synthesis, conditioned as it were by 
its distinct "preparatory moments," is not a starting point of investigation 
or knowledge; it is not a "point of departure:"67 .N.or is ~! u.nita!y .in th~ 
sense of an indivisible, static, or eternal subJectivity, a thlflg-Ifl-Itself. 
Rather, it is a unitary moment in the sense of representing the epoch or 
bloc of a " history in the making," where that historical epoch, bloc, spirit, 
or culture of the age is precisel y and always an expression of our theoretical 
and practical creativity or, to use Gramsci's phrase, an ex pression of absolute 
historicized immanence.61 

But for the funer, more developed meaning ofthis "arrival," this 
so-called absolute historicized immanence, Gramsci directed our attention, 
once again, to the Theses on Feuerbach. He commented that, in the first 
thesis, the unity of the theoretical and practical activity referred to ~y Marx 
is precisel y the dialectical unity of matter and "man," where matter IS under
stood to mean the material forces of production, the "economic elements,"6~ 
whereas "man" is understood to mean "the complex social relations" or, 
"more exactly, the process of his actions."10 But as we have seen, since 
Gramsci acknowledged that for the philosophy of praxis there is no such 
thing as an objective truth free from error, no truth outside history, n!> 
thing-in-itself, this suggests that the meaning of both matter a~d "ma.o" IS 
constructed in and by reality and thaI, consequently, there neither eXIsts a 
general or pure economic science nor a natural "man" or "m~n-in-ge~eral." 
In other words the meaning of "what is man" is always subject to history; 
it is historically created, "changes w~th changes .in the circu~stan~,': is 
the "synthesized" unitary moment of our theoretical and practical activity. 
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~,:.;:~~:"~!"t!:hat Gramsci argued is always, consequently. in the process If led him to conclude, as well, that not only is the meaning 
man" a historical creation, but that meaning itself is a historical 

" "'"-""Meaning is also, in other words, the synthesized unitary expres
of our creation, our theoretical and practical activity. It implies dis-

~~:~l':~~::~r~~~C~h~a:~nge-but not of an arbitrary kind, that is, not of a in the distinct preparatory moments of the rational 
which changes continually with changes in the circum

",,"_"",.-_ constructed out of both the realm of necessity and the realm of 
where necessity is not opposed to possibility. Rather, necessity 

co,od;t;o,n without which the realm of possibility could not exist; or, 
to the point, meaning is always an expression of historicized imma
of becoming. 

By rendering Vico's verum ipsum/actum into the "real" dialectic, 
'mean;n"~ ,was, for Gramsci (as he claimed it was for Marx), rational, nec-

"universal-subjective," always in relation to (and created out of) 
~~~;~;:yOf change, this process called history.1 l Science, then, is the oj of this "coherent unitary expression" of the rational and the 

becomes linked with the notions of regularity, law of tendency, ne
certainty. Even humanity itself is this coherent unitary expression 

synthesis) of a people acting in, acting on, and creating anew, not only 
hern~'I~es,but "the inherited li ving nightmares of the dead," or, in a word, 

coherent unitary expression, this active unitary or process, was 
ir.~"~;;~;:;histor icized immanence, his "absolute humanism," his " becom

the "critical act," making the rational and real more "coherent"; in 
, a return to the terrain of politics. 

But it is a politics that includes on its terrain not only a histo
rationality and necessity but the realm of the possible, where pos
is connected to necessity. If, as Marx concluded in the Theses on 

~';:~::'f~J the "critical act" is the politics of creating from the unity of 
hi i and practical activity "changes in the circumstances," then pol

also, to quote Gramsci's reference to Machiavelli and sleight-of-hand 
"the art ofthe possible." It is this politics as the art of the possible

it implies-that became for Gramsci the cornerstone of his 
Bukharin's "flat, vulgar evolutionism" of mechanical mate~ L 

"pure historical movement/progress" of Croce's "scientifict 
Sc,;m;n, the fact that both Bukharin and Croce (he included 

;d!,al;SU'" as well as other "scientific" and "orthodox" marx
acknowledged that material conditions change with changes in the cir

they did so by "forgetting" that it is people who change cir
and they did so neither out of arbitrary speculation nor out of 

developed predictions around the iron-clad laws of historical de
"The uneducated and crude environment has dominated the 

a sarcastic Gramsci, "rather than the other way around. 
is the educator, it too must be educated, but the Manual 

not understand this revolutionary dialectic. "1. 
What is so revolutionary about the real dialectic is precisely this 

,point about becoming and change as not only linked to necessity, therational 
,-and real (i.e., history) but as linked to possibility, ~o freedom; as a result, 
the realm of possibility is not simply conceivable, it is obtainable. 's More
over, in so historicizing immanence, Gramsci was able to reemphasize that 
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the power to overcome or overthrow, change or make society 
not materialize out of the air but is born from the old society u"'Uc-f,orn,. 
human activity, knowledge, science, in all its impure senses. That 
society ever emerges without the seeds of its development having 
planted in the old" means precisely that the old is the necessary ~~~iti;'~,i 
without which the new cannot be realized, and that the passage 1 

cessity to freedom is always a political--or critical-act, the SY"""tiqU;;;; if 
of theory and praxis. ,-1 

But it also means that the struggle to create society. and what it ' .'. 
means to talk abollt, develop, and maintain a better on~,. a progressive . 
society as such and for whom, is also and always a pohbcai struggle, a 
struggle of becoming, a struggle around potentiality, a struggle to unite the 
"preparatory moments" of the rational and real into a "unitary moment" 
one that is never permanent, static, or arbitrary but forms instead a "historic 
bloc." It is a struggle that involves making more coherent both concrete 
will (as the first moment of our practical~political activity) and the ethical 
morality appropriate to it, that is, the articulating of and/or creating anew 
the ethical assumptions underlying any conception of the world And that 
making "more coherent" the synthetic unitary moment-which, as \\e have ' 
seen, is always actively political and one not divorced from history-marks 
the "passage" or "catharsis" from the old society to the new. Its realization 
is precisely what Gramsci called "ethico-political hegemony": the political 
battle to transform society. 

The proposition contained in the "Preface to a Con
tribution to the Critique of Political Economy" ... 
should be considered as an affirmation of epistemo
logical and not simply of psychological and moral 
value. From this, it follows that the theoretical-prac~ 
tical principle of hegemony has also gnoseological sig
nificance. and here it is that Illich's greatest theoretical 
contribution to the philosophy of praxis should be 
sought .... The realization of a hegemonic apparatus, 
in so far as it creates a new ideological terrain, deter
mines a reform of consciousness and of methods of 
knowledge: it is a fact of knowledge, a philosophical 
fact. In Crocean terms: when one succeeds in intro
ducing a new morality in conformity with a new con
ception of the world, one finishes by introducing the 
conception as well; in other words one determines a 
reform of the whole of philosophy. 

Sue Golding 
{Finally it can be said that] the term "catharsis" can 
be enployed to indicate the passage from the purely 
economic (egoistic-passional) to the ethico-political 
moment. ... This also means the passage from "ob
jective to subjective" and from "necessity to free
dom." Structure ceases to be an external force which 
crushes man, assimilates him to itself and makes him 
passive; and it is transformed into a means offreedom, 
an instrument to create a new ethico-political form 
and new sources of initiatives. To establish the "ca~ 
thartic" moment becomes, therefore, it seems to me, 
the starting point for all the philosophy of praxis, and 
the cathartic process coincides with the chain of 
syntheses which have resulted from the evolution of 
the dialecticY 

Gramsci himself did not, because he could not, develop a the
framework for detailing the cathartic moment, for while able to 
the problems of reductionism and dogmatic orthodoxy by incor

into the marxist dialectic a notion of science as philosophy of 
did so, in the end, by reintroducing a teleological notion of the 

onc)m,-icmoment. Thus, while emphasizing people's participation in cre
permanency and change, while emphasizing that we create, in the 

of that dynamic history, not only the very notion of what it is to 
human but also what it ought to be, as such and for whom, his analytic 

could not readily account for why certain popular movements 
forms might take) without having to reintroduce 

h:I:~~I'~n::~:~~-~,~defined economic notion of class. It is as 
s of science as both creativity and law, 

' G,-amlSciwas able to take us to a precipice over which he himself could not 
namely, the entire rethinking of politics. But the leap he could not 
was the very terrain of what, in contemporary terms, has been labeled 

~rii:~~.~theorY"-that is to say, the very terrain of reanalyzing the mi
of how the political may be constructed; how meaning is es-

P!"n:~~"~' or changed. 
it slightly differently, Gramsci's concept of the philosoph1" 

~:f~~~~.~~~~~~ the necessary-but not sufficient-conditions for analyzing 
i the processes of social construction. Unlike the work of 

Gramsci's framework cannot explain the movement of how, per~ 
even why, for example, societal norms became "medicalized" or even 
the advent of changing sexual attitudes resulted in the emergence of 

,I_no,,, sexual categories and laws regulating their proliferation. Only in the 
general terms can Gramsci's nonreductionist notion of the political 

{Moreover] structure and superstructures form an 
"historical bloc," that is to say the complex, contra
dictory and discordant ensemble of the superstructures 
in the reflection of the ensemble of social relations of 
production ... . that is, that the "rational" is actively 
and actually real. This reasoning is based on the nec
essary reciprocity between structure and superstruc~ 
ture, a reciprocity which is nothing other than the real 
dialectical process. 76 

jl~:~;~~:ifO;,::the wide range of social movements that have been named 
movements-the women's movement, the black civil rights 

or even the gay movement. 
gap, as it were, in Gramsci's work should not blind us to 

the importance of his insights, particularly for the contemporary debates 
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erupting on the left around notions of science, indeed, politics itself. By 
arguing that the concept of the philosophy of praxis is itself the "science" 
of the absolute historicized dialectic, Gramsci was able to begin to reem
phasize and relocate all the various manifestations of the politicaL It be~ 
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comes a complete denial of a dual reality, the complete historicization 
the rational and the real, the posing as "acti ve" of the synthesis of .. _--.

unity. an activity that is nothing less than politics. And thereWith_~)m;;,; 
the complete recognition that it is people. and people a lo~e, who r •• ~, • . 

the ability to intervene in and change that process called hIstory. 
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Notes 

Tn,s is not to Imply thai censorshIp or. lodeed. priSOO Me 'Ise ~ did not take an Bl<lIc\lng , 
on Gramsc i's atMily 10 think, let alone wm9. But it is 10 sUllgest lhal some scholars wntiIIg 
on G'amsci"s Quaderni have been somewhat sde tracked by the fact as well as the bl\lllli\y 
of his imprISonment, so thai it becomes an e. planatory feature of I'os code nBr:'es fer ler." 
[Illich/Ol TrotskY 16'00518Inj. Indeed. r. becomes an e.plaMIO/V featco"s In which ..nSmil,a( 
cOI"'Ceprs are 8ltributed as. at least ., part. code MmeS. $811. lor example. "General l"tro
doct ion.·· ir1 Selections frem rhe Prison Noulbooksof An/O/lIO Gramsci. tran s. and ed. aUrIlll 
Hoare and GeoHrey NOwel -Smlth (New York: Internallonal Pubi shers. 19711. pp. lOIi-lO<V" 
Relerences to the olijclaf Italian edit on. Ouademi del c¥cenJ: Ed~one delr Insriruro Gtamsc;: 
ed. Valent no Gerran:ana. 4 voIs. (T()(.no: e",audi. 1977 1. 8'e by volume number 11"OITIItl1, 
notebook lOCI number. sectIon, page numbers. and cross-relerence (c r.1 or hs ther cnaticn 
to the ear lier or later versions by Gramsci hIm sell • 

The attempts to "uncove(' the "fIlal" Gramsci are scanered througnoot the 
wel.known attempts :0 explair1 the 0u8demi as leninISm par exceler>ce <l"e by the I 
Commurost Party IPCII . Less bold but equally sympatheuc to the leninISt I"Iterpretalons ¥<I. 
for example. Pan "ro Togtatli. On GrBmsci and Other Wrirings. ed. Donald Sassooo ILondon: 
Lawrence and Wishart. 19791: Christ;"e Bocl-Guc'<smann. Grams'" 8f)(! lhe Srate. Iran.~ 
David Fernbach ILondon: Lawrence and Wishart. 19751. In the backtash aga"st oIIiciaI 
translatIons 01 the PCI. and 1"1 pa-t to re.cuperate the complex meanll\g obscured by tha;e 
translations. SIlver aI articles appeared that replaced the vanous forms oIlenl,",sm w~ venous 
f()(ms of Kleai sm. See. fer example. MaurICe A. Flnach,aro. "GramsclS Crocean Mlr<lSm:' 
Telos. 41 (1979). pp. 1-32: PaLJ Piccone. "Gramsci's Iiegelis .... M(lr xism:· PoIllic8 TIYNYy. 
2:1 (19741. pp. 32-45 

Ouademjll i . OC t 3 [101. p . 1569: Pnson Norelx!oks. p. 137. fer frs t Guote; Ouadem;Q. 
OC 10 (401 pp. 1290·91. Pnson Norebooks. pp. 367-68. 

Gramsci argued in the pholosophlcal fragments of the Ouademi that the '"answe(' to li'e 
questlOll "What is manl" always carries WIth it histo<lcaly cl)"lslructed assumpt.:ms Ofl me 
nature of humankInd. But the questIOn fer Gramsc' was root "What IS man?" Rather. !he 
questil)l1 was "What c~n man become"" Th s implies a .~ton~! potem'ai ty an.~ possibdt~: 
not on~ lor every indlv:dual. but for sooety aswel-the terra<n I)"l ~!"'ICh <It.r becOl1"llng .. 
os reaued. In short. I1 lmpies a nonon of politiCS that deals with the art of the p<?s~. 
Although thiS poim is centra l and will be elaborated further in the second part of this essay. 
cf. Ouademi II. OC 10 [541 and Prison NOIeboo!<s. pp. 351. 354 -57 . 

. 'Cleanse" is precisety the word GramsCl used when referring to a resystemallzingo f idealOst-. 
eveo transcendental and pos<:lvost-phi osophy lor use "a philosophy of pra x>s. CI. Ouadem 
II. OC i (3011. p. 1443 and Prison Noulbooks. P. 455. 

See. for e>Ulmple. Ouademi II. OC. 7 [33]. "PO$ilOl'l8 del problema." p . .eBl. and 0. 11 
[701. "An:0I'10 Labf,oIa: ' pp. 1501-9. OuaderOlIl I. OC 16 [2 ]. ··Ou'SliO,. dl metoOO. pp. 
1840.44: cr. Prison NoreblX!ks. pp. 361. 386·88 . 382·86. respectIVely. 

VICO'S most well known work. Tt-6 New Science. went ttTough severaf editK)nS where ~jor 
changes occurred;" the log ic. The most prol ound bfeak W8!l tha dilf?rence between his 
1725 versIOn and that of 1730 Ilater merely updated In 1144 ). For his earher duahSt.fer· 
mulRtlOn dividing knowledge between that of "mao'" and that of God. see ex c~rpts contllf'l~d 
;" V<co. $elected Wrirings. ed ;rd trans. Leoo Pompa ICambrldge: Cambndge. Unlv~~ 
Press. 19821. pp. 81-158. fiis later formulatIons are coUected /rem !he (1744) th~d editOll. 
The New Science of Gillfr"lbaffjsra VOx>. tranS Thomas G. Bergen and Max fi. F'sch (NeW 
York; Cornel UniverSIty Press. 19481. hereafter referred to as Tro NfJW SCISrlC(/ (III). ct. 
Quademi II . OC 11 (541. p. 1482: earlier v .... slOn. OC 8 (199]. " Unita della teona e dell! 
..-actica.'" p. 1060: cr. Prisl)"l NOleoooks. p. 364. 

Croce. The Philosophy of Giamb8rtista VIC(). tranS. R. G, Coli ngwood. ILondon; Howard 
LatImer. t913). pp. 2 . 5 . 

Croce. pp. 32. 33·35; see also A~onslna A . Grimaldi. The UniversalHumanirvofGiarnbatris/I 
Vico l New York: S. F. Vanni. 19581. pp. 241·53. 
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It should be ponted OUI here. of course. lhal Gramsc, waSnOI stn::rIv relyng on Ooce's (or 
even Vieo'sl deballng points about science. a pOon! I w it c larify shof tly. Sulflce it to quote 
Gramsc. hImself on his reference to Len.n I llich) and Mar .. : '"Statement 01 the problem: 
ProductlOll 01 new We/l(ll1schauugen to fertilize and nounsh the cul1ur e of a historlCaf epoch. 
and ph'iosophocally d rected prodoctlOll according to the orig.,al WeI/ansclMuugen. Marx is 
the creator 01 a Welrimschauug. But whit is Illich's pOSition? Is 11 purely subofdinate and 
subaltern? The explanation IS to be found;" MarXISm itself as both sc ience and acnon. The 
passage from u:opia to science and from science to ac~on . The fouoda tlOll 01 a directive 
class (classe ck>geme) (i.e . of a stalel IS equivalent to the creatlOll of a Wooanschawng." 
Prison NOiebooks, p . 38 1. cr. Ouademjll. OC 7 (331. p. 881 . 

Although this POl"lt wil be clarified di< ectly . I reler the reader to Ouademi II. OC 10 (48. 111. 
pp. 1335-36. and OC 10 [40]. pp. 1290·91: ct. Prison NO/ebooi:s. pp. 351·58. 361·68. 
for a gen .... af IndlCatlOll of the d"ectlOll the argument w,1 folow. 

CI . Ouademil l. OC (61. pp. 1244·45. 

Ouademi n. OC I I [59 (. p. 14.86: cr. Pn'son NO/ebooks. p. 346. 

Ouadernilli. OC 13 (10). pp, 1568-69; cr. Prison NO/ebooks. p~ 1 37. 

The prec;se meanIng 01 ",mmBr1ence" as Gramsci used it w . be developed more lul y later. 
But lor the general outll"le 01 the argument. see "Immanence and !he Philosophy of PraXIS." 
Prison NOleboo!<S, pp. 449·52. Cr. Ouademilf. OC 1 I [281. pp. 1438·39; cf. OC 11 [241. 
"lIlinguaggio e Ie matafore.'" pp. 1426-28; OC 11 [22.1V]. pp. 1424-26; cr. Prjson NO/e
books. "The O'alectlC." pp. 434·36. For a bref ref .... ence to "d'str>ets" lunIVersai concepts 
that hold ther separate ident~ies when originally developed by Croce to refute Hegers po. 
sitioning around dialectlCaf synthesis). see Ouademil il. OC 13 (10) . pp. 1568-10: cr. Prison 
Norebooks. pp. 137-38. 

See n partcular Ouadernill. OC 10 (48.11). pp, 1335-38: ct. Prjson NOlebooks. "Progress 
and Becom.ng .'· pp, 35().57. See also Gfamsc(s "Che cosa e I"uomor ' OC 10 (54(. pp. 
1343·4 6; cr. Pnson Norebooks. pp. 351-60. 

A brief but conc ise statement can be found in Ouademi II. OC 6 (135J. "Pesato e presen1e. 
II forcismo: ' pp. 199·800. 

ThIS a comple>:. pOInt which di"aws on Croce's usage 01 '"concordia discors" as we ll as I)"l 

the ThfJses onF9IJerbllChregarding prac~cal and theoretical actfVrty and thu dialectical unity. 
It forms a baSIS upon which the notion of organoc inteflectual and 'e thlcal·poIitical hegemony 
can ba further artoculated. For an indical1011 of the direction In whoch Grarnscl developed it 
in terms of " organic ,ntellec:uals" and hegemony. see Ouademi II. OC 11 [ 12(. nota 1. pp, 
1365-81: cr. Prison NO/ebooks. pp. 334-35. For general comment on the theory praxIS 
nexUs and ItS relat,l)"l to sClI!nce. S88 Ouademi II. OC 8 (199). p. 1060: ,..:odated verSIO/"l 
OC 11 [54J. p. 1482; cr. PrisonNO/ebooks. For Croce'sdevelopmen: of "cOl"lCordiadiscors" 
;" retaton to practlCaf aC~\fIty. cf. 1MliI! IsUvingand IMlalis Deadmlhe Ptvloso¢1l'ofHegel. 
trans. Douglas Amlie (London; Macmilan. 19151. pp, 15-17: and The Philosophy of Spirjl. 
vol. 1 AeS/helic in Science d Expression. trans. D. A,ns[e (London: Macmillan. 19091. pp. 
2 20-22. 

In generaf. th,s is a POl"lt clearly artICulated and elaborated upon In the wOlk 01 C. B. Mac
pherson. For his weHnow n arguments regarding the SpeCIt:City 01 the assump:IOI"IS in theor,es 
01 liberalism. see The ThfKJl)' of Possess;""e Individualism: FrrTO Hobbes 10 Locke (Oxfo rd: 
Oxford UnIVerSIty Press. 1962 1. esp. "The Roo:s of Uberal-DemOClauc Theory:' pp. 1-8. 
and pp. 166·61 . 192·93 regarding lin bnel) the assumptions of Machiavelli, 

For example. cf. Ouademi III . OC 20 (4 ] . '"Aliooe Cattolica. ecc .... pp. 2101-3; also cf. 
Ouaderni, OC 5 [141]. "CattollCi ;" tagrali. ges"" t i. modernISt;:' p. 672. 

OVademi II. OC 10 [48.111. p. 1338; cr. Pnson NotebookS. "Progress and BecomIng:' p 
300. 

ThIS IS to pon1 out the loIowmg: 111 thai Gramsci argued lor a conceptlOll of politICS as 
"practlCaf actIVIty:' wh.ch he eGus ted with '"wil l" and deposited as thefrst moment or basis 
of philosophy (e .g .. cf. Ouadernil. OC II [ 59 ~ p. 1485: cr . Prjson Norebooks. p . 3 451: 121 
that hlstorylph'losophy has notonlyits baSIS as poitlcal 8CIMly but actMly produces ., po i tocs" 
(e .g .• OC 11 [ 121. nota II-IV. pp, 1376·80: cr. Prison NO/eboo!<s. pp. 324·27: see also 
Grarnsci"s arguments conceming the "realm 01 pOSSI~~ty" and "predICtion" as poI~lCal. ,n 
Ouademi II. OC 10 [48.111. p. 1338: cf. Pnson NO/eboo!<s. p 36: and OC 11 [151, pp. 
140 4·5: d. Prison NO/ebooks. pp. 4 38-391: and 131 thai the unity of phlosophy-hlStory 
Ilnciuded In the 'dentlty IS also "economlCs" l as that w nch IS mediated (or "assured"l by 
politcs. This albwed Gramscl to argue Ia:er !hat not Oft.( IS the "rea lm of necessity" and 
the ""reafm of freedom" poiitlCal-phllosopl-ocai IICU\fIty. but that the very passage from the 
realm of necessl!y to the realm of Ireedom .nvalves struggle. IS poIitocal. Indeed. is the very 
basis of e1hocal-poi ticlll hegemony (see Ovademi II. OC. p. 1383: cr. Prison NrxeblX!ks. p 
331. aod OC 8 . Egemonia e democr8z1a."" p. 10561. S86 also Ouaderni II. OC 8 (195). 
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"La prOPOSlone the "!a socie13 non si pone problem, per Is cui .,.",~~"",,"\.~ 
Ie premesse male"ali: .. pp. 1057·58. 

" Ouademi II. QC 11 [15]. pp. 1403·6; QC 10 [48. Ill. pp. 1335·38: ac 11 [ 
86; <r. PrIson Notebooks. "The Concept 01 Science:' "What Is Man:" '",i·'·~'" 
Plilosophv:' pp. 437-40, 357 -60, 345-46. 

See, n partlcoJar. Frederick Engels, "Soc ial sm; UIOP'<III and Scant fe:- MESW vol 
95·151. ASide from the laml'a, r (DOhring. Owen and. one could " clude -

" I I I r 
malerl3lism as reducible to an ·'e.:onom,c sCIence" Ie!. 
65; Ouademt III. ac 15 (74 J. pp. 1833-34; ac 17 

Llmgrs. p. 163 and liS addendum nola). But an .~~:~~,,~:~~::.~~: .:,:~'~';;;';;;; ,1 
Gramsci"s a:t8ck on Plekhanov's Fund/KT1l8ntai Princ;plgs 

concernjng Plakhanov's notion of science as thai whoch IS .. pure .. ~:i.~:.:~~~~~~~ II Ialses an inte res:ing po,n! in the debates between scientific and 
lendenc.es Iha: fighl aga:nsl P la~anov's assumptions (notably ., 
en:l by pos'ng a utopian Vl8W of science ilself. That IS to say. the 
one between eilner/or pof1lS but is moved onto the terrain of "science" 

rationa'led attempt to consU'uct a more democrauc socoety. T:.~:;:;:;,;~:::,:~~:~~j::;~ fi 
dfferem assumptionS. the wort of Sorel and Bergson. even Ihat of Gen:ile. 

a notIOn 01 sc ence Iha: ~,::~.:id!:·:;'~·::·~"f :'~'::'::";W;"::'~':~,:::~:~:~~~:~~:~~i !~ Iread' ratIOnal/progresSive). I no: be addressed 
constraints of space, bu: snce r i 
poslngs of " sclence:' it is imporlam to g've an In inal 
that were prodJced III tne debates 00 sCience and Peluca! practoee. For an inttial relereroce . 
to Gramsci's cr,toe lsms regarding. n par\ICular, PlekhanOv ard the way n wheh he used the 
work of AnlortlO Labriola. to refute i t, see Quademi II, ac 11 [70]. pp. 1506·9: cr Priiif:J> 
NOlebooks. pp. 386·88. 

Ovademill. OC 11 150]. ""Storla della wm.nologa e dela metafore:' pp, 1473·76; see 
also OC 10 [27). "f>l.nu di medilallOne per 10 Siudio deil'economla. A propos:to del C()$\ 

delto homo OOCQrlO(JllCUS."" p. 1265. n the Prison NOlebool<S. see. lor example, p, 400. 
n,39. 

This is parllco.Aar ly in rele rence 10 A. Loria. wt-o """ote. accordingty, "For if, as the ne" 
apostles of lorce con:end, the prole tariat masses can at MY moment annihilate the prevalirg 
econormc order, why do they nol rISe against the capitalism they detest. and replace it wl1 
tt'e long cooperatve commonwealth lor which they long? WhV IS il thai ah..- sO much nosy , 
organizallon the utmost they are able to do IS tear '4' a lew y.as of rNway lI8C~ or 11) 

smash a street lamp? [)) "'-' not lilld here an nelragable demons:ralion that force is rot 
reahabfe at In( given mOment. but oriy n tne h'storoe hour w hen e\loot(on shal h;ove • 
prepared the lnevllabie fa ll 01 the dominant econom,c sys:emr' n KItrl Mi¥~, trans, E. PaoJ 
and C. Paul lLondon' George Alen and Unwin. 19201, pp. 88·89. 

Karl Marx, Tt-e Po.lJ(fyolPhilosophr: Answer ro rhe '·Pt>losophrofPoverry··byM. PrOJdtu: 
IMoscow: Progress Pubfshe rs, 19751. parfcularly pp. 96·118. 

O. SUVln, "On Two NOI"",S of 'Sclence' ;, Marxi sm," " Bravo New Um~erso. ad non 
Henlghan !Ottawa: Tecumseh Press, 19801. pp. 27.43 . 

PopularManuallSagglO popolare) was the abbreviated ntle used by Gramscl., the Ouatiem; 
lIS full title oted n tne Prison Notebool<s ~ Tileory 01 HiS/onew Mauyialism; A PoPJ/ar MatlJlf 
of MlII'(iS/ SocIOlogy, The authorized English translation from the lh:rd Russ an editIOn ro:a 
the tllie as H'Sloricw MI1t8fulhsm: A Sysrem of SOCloJogy (New York: Progress P<.blishers. 
19251, AI subsequent references wilf use GramSCI's aMota:ed title. 

Quadatnl II. OC 11 [31]. "La causa ultima," p, 1445: cr .' Pnson Not!1boolrs, " On Me:.
physics:' p, 437. See Ouaderni II, OC 9 [59 ), "Nozloni enclcioped 'che. EmpUISlmo," p-
1131. for an assau l: on "empiriC ism"" as a category of truth, O iticll ,ng Bukharin dredy, 
GramSCI "",,o:e :hit ns "vulgar contention IS that science must absolJtely mean 'sys:em' , 
and consequently systems 01 aI sorts are bu ilt <.p whoeh tfive oriy the mechlncal exteoori:y 
01 a system and nol its necessary coherence" ("SClence and System." ;, PrISon Noreboi:h, 
p. 434: cr. Quadem> II. OC 11 122,1V), ""Ousboni generali:' p. 1424 1. 

Quademi. 11 . OC 11 [17). p. 1412; 0'. PnStXl NOlebool<S. "The So-Caled 'Re<u\y of :Ilt 
hterroaIWor'd. "" pp. 441 ·42. 
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Ouademi n. OC 11 [ 14). "Sulla Meta,l ,sica": cr, Prison Norebool<s, ""On Me:aphysics:' p, 
437 . Clearly Gramsci was relerrrog not only to Marx's Poverty of Philosophr but 10 the 
"Theses on Feuerbach" as well. 

Ouademill.OC 11 (1 4) . 

Quaderro II, OC 11 [15), pp. 1403·5: cr . Pnson NOlebool<s, pp. 437·39. 

OI.!adoln II, OC 8 [176). ""La 'noova' scienla," pp. 1047·48; seeatso OC 11 [36.111). "La 
sClenza e Ie ideolog e SClenl,~che," pp. 1451·55; cr. Antonio Gramsci, "Science and 'Sc~ 
enId c· ldeotog es," trans, Ma .... ice A .. FlIlocchiaro, Telos, 39(19791, pp. 151·55. 

Ovaderni fl, OC 10 (2). "Identita d i storla e tilosolia:' pp. 1241 -42. Gramsci stated that 
wh'1e thiS clam seems s,milar to Croce's rdentity of philosophy and hSlory, for the ph losophy 
01 praxIs it is "mutita.ted" ~ I! does not also inclJde the Idenu\y of hstory wah pol toes and 
lhereforemake that Identity "also equal to the identity of po' tics and philosophy"" Ip. 1241 1. 
He argued that this IS what (in part) d:tlerenbated his claim of .equivalences from that of 
Ooce. See also Quadem> ~ OC 11 (12), "Aleuni punu p'eimlnari d nferimenIO," pp. 1375· 
95; cr Pnson Not!1boolrs, pp. 323-43. 

Ouadeln II, OC 11 152J. p . 1479; cr. Prison Notebooks. p. 4 12, 

Marx, "Theses on Feuerbach," MESW 1'1, p. 13. 

"History and Anll·H"tory .. Prison Notebooks. p 369; cr. Ouaderri If, OC 10 [II 28.11). p. 
1266, 

Useful meaning "p'act'caf" las in "eft iclent") . See PrIson Notebool<s. p. 365: cr . Ol.Iadl.Jff> 
III. ac 15 (22). " Imroduztone allo studio della liosolia . . p. 1780. 

QuadOrrl! II, OC 7 (35). "Materoafismo e malerrabmo StorlCQ," p. 886 

Quaderfllll. OC 11 (62):pp. 1488-89: cr, Prison Notebooks, pp. 406·7. 

Ovaderm II, OC 10[44L "lntrotUlo::or>e allo studio della flosolia:' p. 1332; cr. Pnson Note' 
tJooir. pp . 350-51 . For the connection 10 the notIOn 01 "distlncls" the reader is referred :0 
Quadarrl! III, OC 13 (10), pp. 1568·70; cr. Pnson Notebool<s. "Pohtics as an autonomous 
sc ience:' pp. 136-38 

Ouadern II. OC 10 (44 ). p . 1332; c'- Pnson NotebookS, p. 351 . 

Quadeln II, OC 11 [20], "Oggettivrta e rea~a del mondo estemo." p. 1420. The emphaSIS 
on the unity 01 (and Idenbty w ith) ""the real and the rational." , i,. not meant to brrng Hegel 
through the back door. as Gramsci wrote: "Without ha~ ing understood this rela:ionship (:hat 
Ihe "ratoroal and real become one"J il seems that one canootlJ'lde rsland the philosophy 
of prUIS, Its POSItIOn in comparison With ideaism and With meChafilcal materralism, the 
mporlance and signllicance 01 the doctrine of the superstructll'es It is not exac t. as Croce 
maintains. to say that in the philosophy of prax:s the Hegelian 'idea' has been replaced by 
1le 'concept" of stJUCl\Ke. The Hegelian 'Idea' has been resolved both In the struc: .... e and 
,n the superstruct .... es and the whole way of concelv.ng philosophy has been 'hlStoroe'ad: 
thai IS to say. a whole new way 01 ph:t05QPhil ng whoeh IS more concrete and hlS:oroealthan 
went before II has begun 10come in l oexlStence" Icr. PnsonNotebookS. p. 448). Tne concept 
01 "historic bloc" was deveic>ged In thewor'< of Soref.1t suftices to nOle at this POlll t Quadern 
II. OC 8 (182 ), pp. 1051-52; cr. Pnson Notebooks, .. Struct .... e and Supers:ructure. " pp. 
365-M. 

Pnsoo NOl!1boolrS. pp. 350-51. cr. Ouademifl . OC 10 (44). p . 1332. 

Quadeln Ill. OC 15111) [ 10]. pp. 1765-66; PnsonNotebooks, pp. 244.45. translatlondghtiy 
af:ered. 

Ol.Iaderrv If. OC 7 (35), pp, 883·86; OC 11 (14). pp. 1401-3; OC 1 I [ 15). pp. 1403·6; 
cr. Prison Notebooks. pp. 354·57 . 436·37. 437·40 

Ouadorfll ll, OC 10 [ II) [9). P. 1246; cr Prison Notebooks, p. 399; see also Ouaderru III, 
OC 16 (9), p . 1855; cr . Pnson Notebooks, p, 388, 

Ovademi II. OC 11 (27 ). p- 14 34: Pnson Notebool<s. "Concept 01 Orrr.:xJoxy." p. 463; see 
also Quaderfllil. OC 11 (70). pp. 1507·9. 

Qulldemi II. OC 1 1 [1 7 J. pp, 14 15·16; cr, Prison Notobooks. p, 445 . 

The probfem, or ratner the impor tance, 01 to'ror IS one to which Gramsci continually referred. 
Often he used 11 as a play on the Idealis t oo:ion of "pure" koowledge or truthls). He inflated 
Croce's own use of "error" or laiSoty III llsell to arglJe. for example. thsllife can never be 
only and totally "Irte" but must consisl of bolh ile and dealh. The same cotAd be said 01 
Being (being and nothing cons"'uting Being. etc .l. Error in ths sense comes to mean "spec· 
~icoW," even ''h:story:'where history is al i le hseliin al ltS .. imp .... e·' octMty. In Ihat sense 
tt'e philosophy of praxis becomes preCisely the "philosophy of acl (prau, developmentl, 
but not of the 'pu re ' act, but rather to the rea l ·impt.tre· act. in the most profane and worldy 
sense 01 tne word" (Pnson NOlebooks. "'Ob;ecnvlly' 01 Knowledge. " p. 372: Quade!fII lA, 
OC 11 (64), p. 14921. 
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The use 01 "error" by GramSCI was also 80 altlld 00 Gentile 's 

reviSe me Crocean "pract>cal actv,W" 8S a "pure acC devOId Of~~'~~~:f~~~ 
W'IV. Cf . Gentile. The Theorv 01 Mioo as Pure ACl, trans . Widon 
1922); ;j;o ci".ed " Prison NOI.eboob. p. 372. n 66. See also 
PO 1568-70; cr. Prison NOI.eboob. pp. 136·38. 

"Preface to A CorHtibtAion /(j!i'6 CrifiqueofPoli/lcaiEcOtIOI17(." MESW.502_3: cl 
II. ac 10 III) Illl pp. 1249·50;OC" [29J, p. 1439: Ouadernilll, ac 13 [101' 
Cf, Prison NOI.ebooks. pp. 365. 458. 138. . 

OuadM1i II. QC 11 [17). p. 14 15; ac 1 1 (20], pp. 1419·20; a. 
4 4 5. 447_48. 

Ouaderni II. QC 11 (15) , p . 1404 : Cr. Prison Not.eboolts. 438. 

Se" fu r!t>er Ouadem. II. ac 11 [52), p. 1477; cr Prison NOtebooks. p. 410. 

Ouade"" II , OC 11 [52 ). p. 14 79; Prison NOIebocI<S. p. 4 12. 

Ouade,.,. III. ac 13 [1). pp. 1555·61, cf. P"SOfl NOfebooks. pp. 125·33: see aso 0::: 11 . 
[521. pp. 1480.a l : cr. Prison NotebookS. pp. 413·14. 

AlthO<.l\lh this pon t will be developed laler. the reader is referred 10 Gramsci's argurn&nt 
on progress/development ar"ld "becom,ng'" outi lled n Owdenll II. QC 10 (48.11 1 ",' 
1335-38; cr. Prison NOiebooks. pp. 357-60. . . 

Ouademill . ac 11 (30 I I. pp. 1442-45; cr. Pnson NOiebooks. "Matte''' ' pp. 455-68. 

An argument developed in part 01 Gramscj's attack on the eCjuatiog of h'story WIth ··nab.·, 
!-<story, See. lor example. Ouademi I. ac 3 [331. '"Alcune cause d'errore;' Pp. 310.1 1.---'

See also Ouaderri l. ac 4 (4 11. "La scienza. ' pp, 4 66·67; cr. QC 11 (371. 00. 

Gramsci wmes. "'I t l-..s been forgotten ltat~. ~"~!;'~-~Of~'~!f~~~lf!~~;~~~~;~ malerL.ism] one should put the accent on i 
wNch is metaphysICal n Of;g in The philosophy 01 prax.s is abs<*ne 
secularisst.on !nd earthl.lless 01 thought, "" absolu te h,,,,,anism 01 
line tMI ""e musl Trace 1M Ihread 01 !he ,..,w concepllOfl ollhe world" 
""Concept oIOrtlndoxy.'" p 465: cr. Ouaderrn II. ac 11 (27), p. 1437) 

CI. Ouademi II. QC 10 11 4]. pp. 140 1-3: cr. Prison N0/9books. PO. 436-37 . 

Prisoo Notebooks. '" Speculat ve Immanence Bnd H,SloriClSl or RealISt Immallence:' PO. 399-
400: cr. Ouaderni II. ac 10 II (9]. pp. 1246_47, 

"WMI the ideaiSls cal 'spu ir 1$ rol a point of depafllxe but a point 01 arrival; it is the 
ensemble 01 !he supef5trox1ures moving towards concre1e and ob;ec:welof unoversal un~\:.:aliof1 

and 'I is not a unilary preso.-ppoSlllon" IPrlSCl'l NotebookS. 00· 445-46; cr. Ouademll. DC 
11 (171. p. 14 16) . 

Ouaderrn ll. ac 10 II (17) . pp . 1255·56;c r. Prison Notebooks,pp. 344·45 . see also 0Jaderr; 
II . ac 11 (27]. p. 1437; cr. Prison NOleboc*s, p 465. 

C1. Gramsc, 's lragmenl on " maller:' Ouade".' H. ac 11 (3D]. pp. 144 2-45. cr. Prison 
Notebooks. po. 4 65·68. 

ct. Ouaderri II. QC 10 (54) . "Introdl.zione al lo studio del la filosol 'a. Che coss e roomol:' 
pp. 1343·46; QC 7 (35J. pp. 883-86. These fragments are two 01 lhe most pow&1U 
developments by Gramsci 01 Mar>l 's sixth the sis on Feuerbach. They present the ar~rt 
ltal rot only IS "'man" a historiC al prOM!. created by "man" hlmselt. but it is " mao" aIcr.e 
who delerm.Ms "what w e are and WMI we can oecome. whether we realy are, and d so 
\0 WMt ex tent 'mal<ers 01 our own selves" 01 Our O ... m tie ard ..... desllny .. Cr. Prmn 
NOtebooks, pp. 35 1,57. 

Prison NOtebooks. p. 355; cr. Ouaderri ll. ac 7. (35] p . 884 laltered s~ghtly Irom the Eoglisll 
translatoon). 

For a broef relerence. cI. Ouademi II. ac 11 (28). "L'immanenl a e Ie lilosoia de ll a pra.rs." 
pp. 1438-39; ac 11 124]. " Ulinguagg 'oe Ie melafOfe.·· pp. 1426·28; cr Prison NOfebooi:.s, 
"Immanence aoo !he Philosophy of Praxis. " pp. 449·52. 

Cf. Ouadernil l. QC 1 1 (16). "aulSl.oni di nomenclatura e d i contenuto .. p. 1411. cr. Pnson 
NOIebooks. PO. 456-57 . 

Prison NotebookS. '"The D:alectlC .. p. 4 36; cr. Quaderni II. ac 11 [22.11,1 ), "auostioni ge
Ilerali. " p. 1424. 

In h:s "P'ogresso e dwenire .. · Gramsc, coroecled the concept of '"progress" w ,th ~ecomong 
and the concept 01 "freedom" with possibiity (Prison NO/eboo/(s. p. 360; cr. Oulldemt n. 
ac 10(48. 11). p. 13381. 
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The I~SIQUotedpassage osfrom Ouadernli l. ac 10 [ 1 21. pp. 1249-50; cr, P"$()IlNotebooks. 
pp. 365-66 (translation slightlymodi~edl. Tt-e second passage is from ac 8 (1821. "Struaura 
e superstrutture,,' pp. 1051·52; cr. Prison NOIabooks. p. 366. 

Oaderrill. ac 10 II [6. 1) . ""I I termine d, 'C/JI8tSi. '", p . 1244;cf . PrISon NotebookS. pp. 366-

" 
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Richard Schacht 

larJ(ism, Normative Theory, and Alienation 

For many years, in Engiish-speaking countries, ethical 
and moral philosophy have consisted chiefly in the kind of inquiry 

come to be called "meta-ethics." In keeping with the basic spirit 
~~:~~~;~~~~":;~'r< more generally, our moral philosophers in the postra seem to have decided that their proper primary task was to 

the nature of moral language and moral concepts as people ordi
use them, rather than to assess them critically, develop and defend 

,fu"'o'"r.""s upon them, and apply such revised ethical principles and 
to general social and concrete interpersonal situations and issues. In 
years, however, many moral philosophers have once again become 

;te'~SI:ed in normative ethics, venturing to undertake s,uch tasks as these. 
may be at least in part because they have become increasingly aware 

the problematic character of conventional moral concepts and beliefs, 
and also of the inability of meta-ethics to contribute significantly to the 

~~~:is::~Orf: :re~ia~;')~a~·:id:!~?J;0;~ problems in personal and social life. The with respect to social philosophy and value theory, 
Hf'~~~~~ have begun again among us to have a genuinely normative 
It than a merely analytic-descriptive character. 

Few of these philosophers are at all well acquainted 
Marxian philosophy. Many of them are aware, however, that Marx's 

Ilbou,.'" has what at least appears to be a strongly normative character; and 
"' so,me have actually been moved to wonder whether in fact it has any rel

' I"" ",an<~ to their concerns. This is a question, however, to which it is difficult 
a simple answer. In some sense Marx obviously had normative 

I~' pn,ie.ntions,. On the other hand, it is far from clear what these pretentions 
; actually come to, and even how seriously they are to be taken. Thus, in 

recent years a number of important and influential books have appeared, 
by writers such as Louis Althusser and Bertell Oilman, in which it is argued 

there is not and cannot be anything like a genuinely Marxian ethics or 
·normative theory, on the grounds that the thought of the mature Marx 

. precludes the possibility of this sort of philosophical inquiry. 
So, for example, Althusser allows that the early Marx 

did subscribe first to a Kantian-Fichtean outlook and then a Feuerbachian 
way of thinking, each "humanistic" and with a strong ethical component 
00sed upon a "philosophy of man" appealing to a notion of our "essence," 
He contends, however, that Marx broke radically with all such views and 
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notions around 1845 and henceforth rejected ,any "recourse , to ethics" and 
every "humanistic ideolo~y:' rele~tin~ all ethical and v~luat .onal schemata 
entirely to the realm of".deology, which became fer him merely an objea 
of scientifi c anal ysis and an instrument of social organization rather than 
a component of Marxian theory itself, According to Althusser, the mature 
Marx radicall y distinguished his form of ("scientific") theory from-and 
opposed it to-"ideology" generally, inclusive of any s,ort of,et~i~, allOwing 
on ly that " ideology (as a system of mass representations) .IS mdlspensable 
in any society ifmen are to be formed, transformed and equipped to reSpOnd 
to the demands of their conditions of existence,'" 

Althusser maintains that for the mature Marx the only "real prob
lems" encountered in such human contexts "are organizationaJ problems 
of the forms of economic life, political ]jfe and individual life," which are 
given a merel y " imaginary treatment" when a "recourse to etJ:1ics" is made 
in dealing with them, l "Historical materialism cannot conceive that even 
a communist society could ever do without ideology, be it ethics, art, or 
'world outlook'," he writes.) But that, for Althusser, still leaves no place 
whatever for normati ve ethical theory in Marxist theory proper, 

Oilman similarly contends that " 'Marxian eth ics' is clearly a 
misnomer in so far as it refers to Marx,'" even though he grants that Marx 
"expresses feelings ofapproval and disapproval in his works," is "motivated 
.,. by some idea of the 'good', '" and "sided with the proletariat. and incited 
them to overthrow the system. "6 "I prefer to say that Marx did not have 
an ethical theory," Oilman writes;' for in his view, Marx not only dqes not 
do any of the things one must do to qualify as having or elaborating.such 
a theory" but moreover excludes the possibility of doing so through his 
adoption of a "philosophy of internal relations" in which, there is ~o room 
for anything of the sort Oilman tells us, "In this perspective, what IS called 
the fact-value distinction appears as a form of self-deception"; and "judg
ments can never be severed, neither practicall y nor logically, from their 
contexts .... " 9 

Like Althusser, Oilman argues that we not onl y will be disap
pointed but also misguided if we look for anything like a normative ethical 
theory in Marx (or continue the search after we ~a~e read an~ learned our 
lesson from him). In a curious way, the two thus JOIO hands with such less
sympathetic interpreters of Marx as Robert Tucker and Eugene Kamenka, 
who also deny that Marx has anything of the sort to offer. Rather, Tucker 
suggests tha t Marx was "a moralist of the religious kind" in whose; tho~gh t 
ethical inquiry had no place. 10 And Kamenka contends that ~arxlsm has 
left beh ind it a legacy of 'reminders' rather than a foundahon for moral 
philosophy a a key to the solution of ethical disputes~" goin~ on ~o o~serve 
that " the importance of these reminders at any particular time IS dutttly 
proportionate to the social naivete and lack of historical sense of these who 
write about ethics," 1! 

I shall attempt to contribute to the clarification of this issue. by 
distinguishing between some of the different things that a Mar~an ethlc,al 
and normative theory might involve and, in my opinion, does mvolve tn 

Marxian thought. I shall argue that there is at least one sense i~ which, M,an 
undeniably has such a theory, which is interestingly similar m certa~n u~
portant respects to the analytic meta-ethics that was long the fashIOn tn 

Anglo-American philosophical circles, even if different in the particular 
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of the analysis given. I shall also suggest, however, that it is a kind 

":'~:~s't~h~~at is no more helpful and satisfactory in the treatment of nor
~, than is meta-ethics. And I shall further argue that while Marx 

operated with a further kind of normative theory, and perhaps 
that yet another kind is possible and desirable, his right to do so 

from clear. This ci rcumstance, I shall contend, ra ises serious problems 
must receive better solutions than they have so far if Marxian thought 

,10m"" good its apparent claim to have genuine normative significance, 
critical social theory and as a theory relevant to the way we live 

and deal with each other, 
One of the things that might be meant by a Marxian ethics or 

~o,.lph;loSOI)hy is the elaboration ofan account of the sort Marx suggests 
way in existing moralities are to be conceived and understood, 

tOll"her with the undertaking of the indicated type ofanalysis of such mor· 
as they are to be found in human societies past and present This 

'.u{d' be a kind of theory of morality or ethics and a kind of genuine and 
philosophical inqu iry, bearing a resemblance to Hegel's approach to 

.• ,_ .. well as to analytic meta-ethics. And this is something Marx clearly 
;v;"io,,, and calls for, perhaps inspired by Hegel, but also going beyond 

at any rate diverging from him). 
Here I have in mind Marx's contention that moralities, along 

religions, philosophies, and other such products of human thought, are 
conceived as parts of the ideological outgrowths and machinery of 

I systems, reflecting their structures and the interests of the classes 
'd~~:~~::;;,n~them . Engendered as devices by means of which these systems 
ja they serve to induce their members to act in a manner con· 

the systems' functioning and preservation (and thereby to the 
of the interests of the classes in question} So Marx writes that 

morality, science, art, etc. are only particular modes 
under its general law."11 They are but "the ideological 

of the "real-life process" of "definite ind ividuals who 
active in a definite way" and who therefore "enter into 

social and political relation s."' l Marx continues: 
metaphysics, all the rest of ideology and their forms of 

no longer retain their semblance of independence, They 
history, no development [of their own] ; but men, developing their; 
production and their material intercourse, alter along with their 

ex i ste~ce, their thinking and the products of their thinking." I. 
Marx grants tha t, owing to the "division of material and mental 

~bor" and the complexity of subsequent developments, it may happen that 
"theory, theology, philosoph y, ethics, e tc. come into contradiction with the 

. relations"; but he contends that " this can occur only because 
relati ons have come into contradiction with ex isting forces 
"" In this way he proposes "to explain all the different the-

products and forms of consciousness, religion, philosophy, ethics, 
., etc. and trace their origins and growth from that basis," as well as to 

fake account of "the reciprocal action of these various sides on one an· 
other,"16 Nearly always, when Marx speaks of ethics or morality, it is as 
part of the same litany and to the same effece the reality of "religious, moral, 
",hilosophical and j uridical ideas" is granted but linked inseparably to spe
Cific social systems, class interests, and class antagonism s. '1 Moralfethical 
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" ideas" are treated simply as elements of " ideologies" and anal}"Zed 
cordingly, in broad strokes and with no tentativeness or Qualifications. ae-

Does it require deep intuition to comprehend that 
man's ideas, views and conceptions, in one word, man's 
consciousness, changes with every change in the con· 
ditions of material ex istence, in his social relations and 
social life? 

What else does the history of ideas prove, 
than that the intellectual production changes its char. 
acter in proportion as material production is changed? 
The ruling ideas of each age ha ve ever been the ideas 
of its ruling class. 

When people speak of ideas th at revolu
tionize society, they do but express the fact, that within 
the old society, the elements of a new one have been 
created, and that the dissolution of the old ideas keeps 
even pace with the dissolution of the old conditions 
of existence. 'l 

The burden of Marx's repeated assertions to this effect and as
similation of existing moralities to ideologies so conceived is that we must 
learn to view and understand them within this very human, practical, his. 
torically variable but always specific context, rather than as though they are 
oc could be "pure" oc absolute oc of universal and unconditional validity. 
T hey are real enough; bu t their reali ty is that of historical phenomena con
stituting contingent and condit ioned elements of specific social totalities to 
be analyzed and reckoned with theoret ically and practically, rather than 
assessed in terms of their general justifiability and normati ve force. (This 
task and approach may remind one of Nietzsche's "genealogy of morals" 
even more than of the Hegelian treatment of ethics to which it has some 
affinity.) '9 It is undeniable that we may learn a good deal when we think 
about and analyze existing morali ties in this way, and we have much difficult 
and delicate work to do if we are to do it properly. 20 

As in the case of Nietzsche, however, Marx does not stop with 
this. He further engages in a kind ofnormative d iscourse to which this view 
of morality cannot coherently be applied (and is not meant to apply), when 
he undertakes not merely to analyze but also to evaluate and pass critical 
judgment upon the ki nd of society with which he fou nd himself confronted, 
to call for its radical transformat ion, and to argue for the establishment of 
a different set of social, economic, and political arrangements. The cri tical 
social theory of the mature as well as the early Marx has a strongly and 
strikingly normative dimension that cannot be ignored or eliminated with· 
out depriving his entire enterprise of what was to him its supreme purpose 
and significance for human life. It is reflected in his use d moral language, 
which owes much more to Kant than to Hegel, as when, for example, in an 
earl y essay, having asserted that " the criticism of religion ends with the 
doctrine that man is the supreme being foc man," he writes: " It ends, there
fore, with the categorical imperative to overthrow all those condit ions in 
which man is an abased, enslaved, con temptible being."2\ 
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The normative character of Marx's thought -is no less clearl y 
in his later writings, from the Manifesto to the fina l volume of 

. From the elevent~ thesis on Feuerbach (''The philosophers have 
interpreted the world in various wayS; the point, however, is to change 
to the appeal at the conclusion of the Man(festo ("T he proletarians 

~~, noU,,'ing to lose but their chains. They have a world to win. Working 
countries, un ite!"),!) to his invocation in the third volume of 

(;;!.:I~~~~~~:; prospect of " the true rea lm offreedom" in which " begins the 
l~ of human energy wh ich is an end in itself' (and wh ich is said 

have "the shortening of the working day" as " its basic prerequisite"),l4 
makes no secret about his normati ve concerns. He thus declared, in 

, that "all the rest of my life will be, as have been all my efforts of the 
~~~~~i~':~. to the triumph of the social ideas wh ich-you may be as
~. lead to the world domination by the proletariat. " lj He consid

revolu tion" to be not only historically inevitable but also " neces· 
·.""·-",,ot only because the ruling class cannot be overthrown in any other 

, but also because the class overthrowing it can on ly in a revol ution 
in ridding itself of all the muck of the ages and become fitted to 

societyanew."l6 
Marxian thought must have a genuinely normative character if 

to serve as an im petus and guide to revolutionary praxis. And its 
,o'iT"tiv. dimension cannot be conceived as amounting to nothing more 

another particular morality of the sort his analytic moral theory rei
to the status of an element of the ideology attendant upon and sub

to the functioning of some specific existing socioeconomic system, 
depriving it of its social-critical and revolut ionary significance. It 

hardly seem, for example, that this is a ll Marx meant to express in 

lit~~~~~~":;o,~n~IY~~in~o:c~o,mmunity [wi th others has each] individual the means . his gins in all directions; only in the community, therefore, 
possible"; that "in a real community the individuals 

their freedom in and through their association" ;17 and that " the pro
'''''''''. if they are to assert themselves as indi viduals, will have to abolish 

condition of their existence hitherto" and "must overthrow the 

Similarily, Marx concludes the second part of the Manifeslo by 
"In place of the old bou rgeois society, with its classes and class 

,itl8e.ni smS: we shall have an association in which the free development 
condition for the free development of al1."29 Thus, it is not 

. in his ear~~ writings that Marx evinces normative concerns, even though 
later wrltlflgs he seldom approaches the rhetorical level of such earlier 

''''g." as the following panegyric to the final stage of commun ism, de-
as " the complete return of man to himself as a social (i .e., human) 

llil,~~~~:'::·~~: become conscious, and accomplished within theentire wealth 
~ development. This communism, as full y-developed naturalism, 
1 11 :~'h~'~;h~u~mT:a:nism, and as fully-deve loped humanism equals naturalism; it 
"I resolution of the conflic t between man and nature and between 

and man-the true resolution of the strife between existence and es-

11~::~~~be~;tween objectification and self-confirmation, between freedom and 
between the indi vidual and the species. Communism is the riddle 
solved, and it knows itself to be the soluti on."lO 
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Here, then, we find a second type of ethical or as a possible basis for a normative theory capable of 

in Marx's thought, very different from the first ~nd of of qualitative distinctions Marx draws. While he seems 
The question that must be answered, however, IS not. . i "ph ilosophy of man" or philosophical 
mative principles are that Marx embraces and employs In purpose in his early writings, invoking suit-
but what justification he is able t? ~ve for selecti~g an~ employing . I. of "man" and our human "essence" quite freely, 
principles in this way. After all, It IS not enough In ph~loS?phy or so cflhcal of the use of such expressions in his later writings that it is 
theory merely to have and affirm and act upon such pnn~ples; it is >? /'o,n '"'''' whether he remains committed to any conception ofa general 
necessary to make a coherent and convincing ca~ for adopting them. Man~ nature sufficient to do more than demarcate our species from others. 
ian theory therefore has the task of any normatlve rather than merely an. not possible to pursue this question here; but it would seem that it is 
alytic or meta-ethical theory of establishing such a case. i';;;;~;t;on that must be pursued, and that the manner in which it is answered 

Marx himself actually does very little along these lines. He crucial to the issue of what is to be made of the normative features 
appear to accept principles that have a ~rtain appeal and have had social theory. 
philosophical champions (~.g., Kant. Schlller, and .Hegel~ b~t he does not There is yet a third important kind of notion that might be meant 
have their right to them, Since he does not subscnbe ~o ~helr ~unds for Marxian ethics or moral philosophy and that might constitute another 
holding them. Yet, he does very ~it~le by way of ~stabhshIng his own right" ofa full Marxian ethical theory. Unfortunately, so much attention has 
to them in any other way. By omiSSion, he left thiS ta.sk to t~o~e who .came to the first two notions I have distinguished that it has been 
after him; but this task remains largely to be accomphshed-lfIndeed It can neglected. It is crucial, however, not only to the development of 
be And he made its accomplishment difficult, at the very least. by advancing c:<,-, __ humanism, but also to the extension of the relevance of Marxian 
a general philosophical position containin~ very little .upon which the S?rt ,j/o,sOI,hy to concrete human life as we now live it and as it might be li ved 
of case required might be built, and by ruhng out traditional ways of doing ........... oftransformation of human social life Marx sought. It is this 
so. The most promising possibility would seem to be that offered by the philosophers generall y have in mind when they speak of 
conception he tentatively suggests here and there of our fundamental ~uman ~~ti~~';th;;;: Here the focus is not upon the critical assessment of socia I 
nature and potentialities. It is far from elear, .howe-:-er, ",;,hether t~l~ ~n- and the revolutionary praxis needed to transform them but rather 
ception will emerge from critical assessment-meludl.ng ~IS own cnJI~lsms our conduct and interactions as particular human beings, as we lead 
of the notions of "man" and the " human essence" In hiS later wntl,ngs_ daily lives and face the kinds of personal and interpersonal problems 
rich and substantial enough to support normative principles. of the sort his call for decisions and choices. 
critical and revolutionary social theory would seem ~o reqUl~. Marx was not content, as Hegel had been, to refer all questions 

Forexample, Marx subscribes to and valonzes notIOns of~uman ...... u .. to the established norms prevailing in the society in which one 
freedom, dignity, community, activity, and development that make It pas. are many respects in which he found the norms people generally 
sible for him to distinguish between "dehumanized" and "genuinely hu- ,ve come to live by to be wanting. This pertains both to how people treat 
man" forms oflife. These notions enable him to identify practices and social ~ther and also to what they do with their own li ves. So, for example, 
arrangements conducive and detrimenta~ to. both; and he dra~s up,on them I . . egoistic man . .. , an indi vidual separated 
in detailing the damage wrought by capltahsm and bourgeOis society, and into himself, wholly preoccupied with pri-
in targeting certain of their basic features as the focus of revolutIOnary accordance with his private caprice."" It may 
change. But he wants and needs to be able to do more than show what the bourgeois society, that those who act in this way 
con tours of different forms of human life are and may be expected to be so with a good co,nsc;erlCe owing to the way their conscience has been 
under different social and economic conditions, or to argue that some are ,Odu"",,,I, and that Marx accordingly does not see fit to criticize them for 

more beset by contradictions and therefore more unstable than others, or ;1~ 1~~jt!t.[;·~;~~U~jn;:d~e~:r:tih~e~c:;ir~c~uim:,:s~tanees they could hardly be expected to to observe that survival is possible under some and not under others, or to this does not lead him to conclude that their manner of 
suggest (or appeal to the purported fact) that some do or would tend to emancipation will only be complete," 
make people more miserable or mor.e happy than o~hers. . an man, in his everday life, in his work, and 

Marx is concerned above all With the quality of human life under , he has become a species·being."Jl 
different actual and actually attainable social and ec~nomic ~ondit!ons. , There' something fundamentall y amiss, Marx holds, when 
However, he rejects all appeals to religious or metaphYSical. conslderatlons, . '~thin the relationship of estranged labor each man views the other in 
which might be invoked either to privilege some form.s of It over others or accordance with the standard and position in which he finds himself as a 
to justify the attribution to human beings of an ~sse~tIa l nature.that. wo~ld ':"'Orkcr. "JJ Even if, according to prevailing standards, we live our lives and 
do so, and insists that human nature takes dlffenng shapes m dlffen.n& relate to others in a morally acceptable or prescribed manner, we are "iso-
historical circumstances. This, it would seem, leaves only a general consl~' . latOO" from "human morality," and "human activity, human enjoyment, 
eration of the fundamental characteristics of human existence and their human nature" as well .H "Real community" is lacking; and it is only in 
capacity for development (in ways setting human beings increasingly apart such "community" with others, as has been observed, that Marx considers 
from other merely natural creatures and from their own kind on a level of the individual to be able to "cultivate his gifts in all directions" and even 
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to achieve "personal freedom." ll The deperscmalization, a~ta!'O";"m. 
competition, and callous exploitation so characteristic of human rellation •. ': 
ships in bourgeois society, countenanced and even encouraged by bourgeo' . _ . 
morality, never ceased to distress Marx; and they are among the cent~~ ', 
features of bourgeois society upon which he seizes in criticizing itand calling 
for its revolutionary transfonnation. 

to this paradigmatic type of " relationship," discerning in this 
extent to which man's natural behavior has become human . 

:,'",,'01 to which, therefore, the other person as a person has become· i~; 
need-the extent to which he in his individual existence is at the same 

a social being. " )1 

C~early, however, the paradigm Marx appeals to is both prob
and . m~pable of bearing the burden he assigns to it. The same also 

hiS direct appeal to the notion of the " human" itself, as when he 
man to be man and his relationship to the world to be a 

one: then you can exchange love only for love, trust for trust."19 

What is at issue here, however, is not merely his stance in relation 
to prevailing modes of morality on the personal and interpersonal level but 
rather, whether there is anything of the sort with which he would have the~ 
replaced. It would be a great failing of Marxian theory if it simply had 
nothing to say along these lines; and it would be absurd if it were to be 
suggested that on this level what each of us ought to do in any situation 
according to Marx, is simply to consult ei ther conventional wisdom or th~ 
dictates of conscience or sheer self-interest to discover what the right thing 
to do might be. 

It is perhaps conceivable that a significant Marxian ethic might 
be developed through an extension and elaboration of the kind of general 
normative principles that would be needed to render Marx's critical social 
theory viable, if they could be justified (e.g., on the basis of a sufficiently 
rich Marxian philosophical anthropology). Marx would seem to have taken 
for granted the validity and superiority of something like Kantian morality 
however, to the defense of which such a strategy would not seem to lend 
itself at all readily, since it presupposes a picture of our nature very different 
indeed from Marx's. Here again, however, he neither has Kant's right to 
this morality nor undertakes to establish his own. His polemic against ex
ploitation, for example, echoes and concretely expresses the "supreme I'Jrae
tical principle" Kant takes to be one of the ways of stating the "categorical 
imperative" d morality: namely, "act in such a way that you always treat 
humanity, whether in your own person or in the person of any other, never 
·simply as a means, but always at the same time as an end." But for Kant 
"the ground of this principle is: Rational nature exists as an end in itsele"36 
And that is a "ground" to which Marx nowhere indicates that he is prepared 
to subscribe, or for which there would even appear to be room in his scheme 
of things. 

This conception of our essentially rational nature, transcending 
and contrasting with our mundane nature and possessing intrinsic value, 
likewise underlies many of the other notions that figure prominently in 
Kant's ethics-for example, dignity, autonomy, self-legislation, the idea and 
ideal of "a kingdom of ends" as "a systematic union of different rational 
beings under common laws" of their own making, and their essential equal
ity and equal worth17- and that reappear in Marx as the heart of the sort 
of ethics to which he appears to be committed. But Marx neither undertakes 
to supply anything along the lines of the "Metaphysic of Morals" Kant 
provides (in the work cited) in order to render his use of them coherent 
and justifiable, nor would he seem to have any way of doing so. In his early 
writings Marx makes some remarks that appear to be intended to indicate 
the way in which he proposes to go about establishing a naturalistic basis 
for a normative ethics of the sort he favors. So, for example, he asserts that 
"the direct, natural, and necessary relation of person to person is the relation 
of man to ",oman"_by which he appears to mean love-and goes on to 
contend that "one can therefore judge man's whole level of development" 
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seems to have thought that the idea of a "return of man . .. to his 
i.e., social mode of existence," resulting in "the positive transcend
all estraI.1gement, "40 can also be turned around, enabling one to 

a c0!lceptlOn of social existence with normative import for our man. 
of relatmg to other people in the underlying conception of our true 

i~,::,~;~a:~r~ But again, this places more weight on the notion ofthe social 
d . O:f huma~ lif~ than ~aI.1 be borne by the general meaning Marx 
-"""';"'8n tntro~ucmg It;. and It. IS far from clear how one might go about 
e; from . It or a~dmg. to It what he would need to be able to justify 

rather Kanhan ethical views by reference to it. 
It must be admitted that, with the exception of a few such in-

;deqwale g.estur~s in his early writings, Marx has little to say with respect 
way Ifl which one might go about fleshing out and justifying a morality 

sort that. would transcend those associated with previous and present 
of SOCIal organization and class interest and that would be more 

S'i~Ts;:~~'~r.~(o:;:~:;u~r:~h~lu~~m~anity .. His proposed interpretation and analysis of 
~~! the hnes of the first sort of ethical theory identified 

of I!0 . connection, even though it may be granted to 
:,~,~~:~u~:c~:~ Important and illuminating form of inquiry, for the suggestion 
fn Marx deserves considerable credit and praise. If normative think

lI;S is e."er to be more than the sort of thing to which that sort of 
IS enhrely appropriate, it may be necessary for us first to learn to 
understand existing moralities-our own inherited morality in-

f lud"I-;o that manner. 
If we ca.nnot find .our way to a kind of normative thinking with 

to bot? social formatl?ns and ~rsonal conduct that does go beyond 
oft!ring and beyond Its analysIs, however, then Nietzsche may well 

been nght in his proclamation of the advent of nihilism. Or a least 
I'.',,,roo,". cannot do so within the context of Marxian philosophy (in the event 

' Pali' ootu, rns out tl! afford no way of justifying the aims of human eman
~. , commuOlty, and the free and full development ofeach and all that 

.. " ,.' .... espouses, and of establishing and elaborating moral principles) one 
have no effective reply to make to interpreters like Althusser, OU~an, 

l fit.o"1S;de,~and Kamenka And there will be nothing to say to philosophical 
' I who wonder whether Marxian philosophy has anything to offer 
'I\:.i<h;c'h normative-ethical lines that they have not heard before and from 
I they might profit. 

It thus may be that, in the end, the only real service of Marxian 
in is to help break the grip of traditional and pre-

. moralities, thereby perhaps clearing a space 
we then-not as Marxian philosophers but simply as 

vailing . 
(as it were) i 
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philosophers and human beings-may proceed to rethink the whole 
of personal and interpersonal morality. inventing or resolving upon 
forms of morali ty to live by. It would be premature to conclude from 
preoccupation of Marx and others with different matters that Marxian thought 
is incapahleofengenderinga significant ~oral theor~ on this level .. for Which 
a case migh t be made that would enable It to lay claim to our philosophical 
acceptance and personal adherence. But it is far from obvious that it tan. 
do so. 

One point that ca n be ma~e in Marx's ~efense (or at any ra~ in 
mitigation of his reticence on this tOPIC), and that IS also o~no little in1ereSt 
and relevance in this connection, is suggested by Engels m Antj·Danring 
After observing that "morality has always been class morality," wheth~ 
feudal, bourgeois, or even "proletarian," he remarks., "A really hUman mo.
rality wh ich stands above class antagonisms and above any recollection of 
them becomes possible only at a stage of society which has not only over_ 
come class an tagonisms. but has even forgotten them in practical life .... ! 
This suggests that, while it is meaningful to speak of such a morality in 
connection with Marxian theory. and while Marxian theory is a least capable 
of sa yings orne thing about the conditions under which such a morality wOuld 
be possible and might be expected to emerge, it is too soon to be able to 
say what it would be like and what it would in volve. 

Here, again. Marxian moral theory (as far as it goes) would seem 
to echo that of Kant in taking a significant sort of freedom not enjoyed by 
human beings as long as they are ensnared in the toils of naturalfh~torical 
necessity to be a fundamental condition of the possibility of a gc.q.uine 
morality that would be more than a reflection and subtle device of1such 
necessity. And it is of no lit tle interest and sign ificance for the understanding 
of Marx's thought that he would seem to have envisioned the dawning of 
a "rea lm offreedom" under altered social condi tions in which the character 
of human ex istence itself would be fundamentally transformed, thereby 
bringing about a state of affairs representing a nat~ralistic approximat~on 
to Kant's attribution to human beings of an essential nature transcending 
the nat.ural order.·1 But it still would seem to lack any content that would 
enable one to derive moral principles of any sort from it, by which hwnan 
conduct might be guided even after th is envisioned ultimate emancipation 
of humanity were to be reached. let alone at the presen t ti me. 

Indeed, an injunction to act as though one wer~ a member of 
such a human commun ity would be not only rather meanmgless to us at 
this juncture of human developmen t but also misguided, even if ~mehow 
provided with appropriate content, for Marx would appear to conSider hu
man beings a t present to be so constituted as to be larg.ely .incapable ~f 
respond ing in the manner called for and exposed to the !Ikehh~ of dLs
astrous consequences if they were to do so. Such a morahty, he might weJl 
say, could it be elaborated, would not be at all well suited to the conditions 
under wh ich we live and to the necessity of bringing about their transfor
mation. So he might consider the only sort of persona! morality deSt7rving 
of serious commenda tion at present to be one subordmated and adjusted 
to the requirements ofa program of revolutionary praxis aimed at the trans
formation of society along the lines he took to be necessary. This, however, 
would doubtless be disappointing to most moral philosophers, who would 
find it a very unsatisfactory substitute for a normative e thic. 
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My conclusion is not that this is the end of the matter. It may 

be that can do more than thi s, for example, by seeking to extract 
. normative import for interpersonal relations- which might 

~r~~~~~~~I~ffi~':j1~:~~ to human life under present as well as future conception ofa "species-being," or from his notion 
or from his idea of "an associa tion in which the free 
is the condition of the free development ofall ... ·13 And 

be able to construct an argument of some sort for doing so that 
persuasive enough to render this line of think ing convincing. But 

~:f.~ti~\~~ '::~h:w;\h~e:':h;~er anything 0 fthe sort can be done. My intention 
~ and an appeal to Marxian philosophers who 

cast their with dogmatic or orthodolt and neo-orthodox 
scientism, to place normati ve theory high on their phil

,ceasing merely to pledge allegiance to the normative com
eltpressed in Marx's writings, and undertaking to see whether a 

normative theory in the spirit of Marx can be developed and de-

I now wish to turn briefly to the implications of what I have had 
to this point for alienation theory in Marxian thought. A moment's 
should suffice to make clear that these impl ications are significant, 

the possibility of preserving the strong link between alienation 
normative theory that is evident in Marx's early writings and 

i:i'~~~':~~;S to characteri ze a good deal of the literature in the Marxian 
;r It may be that the concept of alienation is sufficiently flexible 
at 'telln be given a place and meaning of some sort in any kind of Marxian 

even if that theory is developed in such a way that all normative 
is excluded from it, and that the only type of ethical 

is of the analytic-interpretive variety I fi rst identified. 
be obvious, however, that the meaning and practical significance 

concept will be greatl y affected by the way in wh ich these larger issues 
resolved and the theoretical context in which the concept of alienation 

situated. 
Iffollows very straightforwardly, for example, that in any version 

' ~~~::~:~:;:':~1 in which all normative theorizing is excluded, the conccp..t 
<(l no normative import and thus its applicabilitycann9t 

taken to warrant any conclusions of a practical nature. It would not 
matter that it is commonly taken to convey the idea that something has 
gone wrong in human relations to which it is applicable. If the concept is 
10 have a legitimate place and rol e in the context of a theory within which 
DO . principles are perm itted or can be justi fied, the price of its 

use is the di savowal of any such implication and a stead
to be seduced into making unwarranted evaluative judgments 

its extra theoretical associations and connotations. 
This point may be illustra ted more concretely. Suppose that it is 

;If l d'~"led to employ the concept of alienation in connection with the occur
of one of the kinds of separation to wh ich it is often applied, namely, 

which consists in a relation of indifference to or rejection of prevailing 
standards of acceptable social behavior on the part of a nominal member 
(l( society. Just as one may analytically identify these standards and what 
constitutes departures from them, and may even speak of "ethical norms" 
in this connection, one may also speak of "deviant behavior" in relation 
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to them and may characterize the disposition to engage in such behavior 
in terms of'.'alienation" from them. If the ~nly sort o~ et~ical or ,:ormative 
theory one IS prepared to countenance or IS able to JustIfy consIsts in the 
ascer ainment of whatever these norms happen to be in any given SOciety 
and their interpretation as elements of the ideological apparatus of that (type 
of) society. one is in no position to pass any judgment upon those who do 
or do not conform to. the.m. O~e !ikewise is in ~o po~iti on to pass any 
judgment upon the SOCIety Itself, In hght of the relatIve Iflcldence of behavior 
and dispositions of one kind or the other. Normative criteria are required 
in order to pass judgments of either sort. Without such criteria, one may 
identify and interpret the kinds a judgments passed by members a the 
society. internal to it; but one cannot proceed to any critical evaluation of 
them. 

If such things as the relative incidence of the sort of alienation 
and related forms of unhappiness in question are to have not only analYtic
theoretical but also practical social-critical interest. a different and richer 
type of Marxian theory with an explici t normative dimension is required. 
And if the idea expressed by Marx in the eleventh thesis on Feuerbach (to 
the effect that whereas philosophers previousl y have onl y interpreted the 
world, the point is to change it) conveys something essen tial to Marxian 
thought. then such a richer type of Marxian theory would indeed seem to 
be called for. Otherwise the eleventh thesis is turned on its head, and the 
concept of alienation along with the rest of the Marxian conceptual arsenal 
is completely defused. contrary to Marx's clear intentions. 

We ha ve, however, here identified one possible conceptiOJ.\ of 
alienation that may be elaborated and given a place and use in connection 
with one Marxian way of thinking about ethics and norms. And however 
inadequate this conception and this approach may be for Marx and many 
Marxian theorists (along with many other philosophers), they need not and 
should not be rejected for this reason-especially since it may tum out in 
the end that there is no satisfactory way of coming up with anything more 
along both Jines within the context of Marxian theory (or even more gen· 
erally). Here alienation may be construed very generally as a relation of 
indifference to or rejection of the etltical·normativeorderprevailing in some 
society on the part of people who are otherwise to be reckoned members 
of that society. The applicability of this conception, once again. is evalua· 
tively neutral, at least within the context of the first form of ethical-nor· 
mative theory. Ifit is possible to identify something that might be considered 
the ethical-normative order prevailing in a society, and if it is also possible 
to distinguish between embracing and living in accordance with it and not 
doing so, then it is possible and appropriate to speak of this sort of alienation 
in the latter connection and to mean and convey and imply nothing more. 
And this, it would seem, is exactly as some Marxian theorists and their 
anal ytic-philosophical counterparts would have il 

Suppose, however, that it turns out to be possible to do what 
many other Marxian philosophers seem to be committed to trying to do, 
namely, develop a normative theory rich enough to ground a critical social 
theory enabling them to bring forms of society, social institutions, and social 
practices before the bar of evaluative assessment and tojuSlify the advocacy 
of modifications of or alternatives to them. In this context an importantly 
different conception of alienation could be framed and elaborated, the appli· 
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o~ which . would have significant normative and practical implica
It does In the hands of Marx, most clearly in his early writings. 
This conception could have derivative apphcations to such things 

onc's labor and one's sensuous and communal life; but its fundamental 
would be upon the quality of the life one lives. It would have the 

",~~~~~:~:~,~I;~:~;!:'~~~':~:~~:=h' construed in terms ofa disparity between 11 . as shaped and structured by the social system 
lives and a kind of human life that is not onl y alternative but 
superior to it. One's relation to th e ethical-normative order 
one's which is decisive for obtaining the first sort of 

. . . . . I here; but if so, this would 
onlY be to the extent that one's relation (of either alienation or unity) to 
that particular ethical-normati ve order, and the relation to the particular 
social system it mediates, affects whether one is thereby rendered either 
more or less able to live the kind of human life envisioned and valorized. 

~~::~~:;:7:f;~i~~'~:iiS so conceived. a cer ain form ofsocicty might be precisel y to the extent that its socialization mech-
in keeping the incidence of the first sort of alienation 

low-if, that is, the kind of life people were thereby brought 
was radically at variance with the kind of life held to be preferable. 

, if the kind of life people are enabled to lead by embracing the 
~tt';"'Ii .rlOrm" t';·' ',order and participating fully in the social system 

with it is associated comes closer to this valorized kind of life than 
any other they mi~ht ~ctua."y lead by doing otherwise, then as Hegel long 
ago suggested, their aitenatlon of the first sor would have the significance 
of the kind of self-alienation presently under consideration and so would 
require them to overcome it through the transformation of their relation to 
~t order." Such self.alienation, however it might be concretel y conceived, 
IS In the nature of the case lamentable ifit is acknowledged to be a possibility 
at all. It thus differs in this respect from ahenation of the first sort, whIch 

has been observed) may turn out to be either a bad thing or a good thlOg 
or m~rely an. evaluatively md.lfferent human possibility, depending upon 

, what If anythmg of an evaluative nature one adds to its conceptuali zation. 
There is yet another conception of alienation that might also be 

usefully conceived in this general connection and must be distinguished 
I". trr)m both of those iden tified above. It may be introduced and elaborated 

. the context of the form of normative-ethical theory which focuses upon 
concrete human conduct and undertakes to work out normati ve principles 
appropriate to one's manner of relating to other people. Let it be supposed 
that one reaches the conclusion that there are some such principles, con-
~ titutive of a philosophically defensible interpersonal morality. (Their status, 
It may be noted, would thus be different from and superior to that of the 

: established rules of various existing normative-ethical orders as such.) Al
ienation here might then be conceived as a certain sor of interpersonal 
estrangement, consisting in one's encountering and dealing with others as 
though that moralit y had no application to one's relations with them. 

This conception of al ienation is obviously linked to the idea of 
immorality. It is not simply synonymous with the latter however for its 
focus is not upon the particular content of this morality (whate~er that 
might be) but rather upon one's relation to other human beings, whom one 
treats other than as deserving to be brought within the compass of moral 
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consideration. It is, of course, quite possible that the idea of such a moralit 
will tum out to be an empty human and philosophical ideal, akin to an~ 
as untenable as the metaphysical and theological schemata CriticiZed and . 
repudiated by Marx, Nietzsche, and others. If the tenability of something •. 
of the sort is established or supposed, however, then it would make gOOd 
and interesting sen~ to differ.entiate between interpersonal relations tbat 
are and are not me<haled .and Informe~ by the associated ~oral sensibili ty. 
Here one could be conceived to be ahenated from others In a special and . 
particularly profound way if one fails to accord them the respect and treat_ 
ment due them as beings to whom one is related morally. This Way of 
thinking would seem to be reflected in the Marxian polemic against ex. 
ploitation of some human beings by others. To regard and treat other human 
beings as but so much exploitable material (whether as laborers or as con. 
sumers), and nothing more, would seem to be one of the cardinal sins of 
Marxian morality, if there is any such thing. And it likewise is singled OUt 
by Marx and many Marxian theorists as a relation constituting one of the 
most acute and lamentable forms of alienation in need of being identified 
and overcome. 

Three different forms of alienation have thus come to light, as
sociated with the three varieties of Marxian ethical and normative theory 
I have distinguished. One need not choose among them, since they are one 
and all available to Marxian theorists, and to others as well But each has 
its theoretical presuppositions and contexts, and one is entitled to ilny of 
them on ly if one is willing and able to supply them with the theoretical 
contexts and underpinnings appropriate to them. Doing so mayor may.not 
prove to be possible, as was earlier observed. The exploration of this p0s

sibility is one of the main tasks falling alike to Marxian theory, and to 
philosophy more generally at the present time. The outcome of th is explo
ration will have a great deal to do not only with the future course of alien
ation theory, ethical-normative theory, and Marxian theory but also with 
future approaches to the entire matter of the way in which human conduct, 
practices, and institutional arrangements are to be reckoned with. The jury 
is still out on Marx's eleventh thesis on Feuerbach. 

It must be allowed that these are by no means the only uses that 
have been and may be found for the concept ofalienation in Marxian theory 
and in other theoretical contexts. Others are familiar and possible, inde
pendent of any connecti on with any sort of Marxian (or other) ethical and 
normative theory.46 It seems to me, however, that notwithstanding their 
limitations and the problematic character of at least several of them, these 
are among the most interesting and potentially significant Alienation theory 
and ethical-normative theory can both benefit if pursued in more explicit 
association than is common, at least in many philosophical circles. 

Marxian philosophy, as carried on by at least some of those who 
conceive of themselves as proceeding in the spirit of Marx, has long been 
something of an exception to this general rule; and so it is of particular 
interest in thi s connection-for which reason I have paid particular attention 
to it here. In it, both many of the problems and much of the promise 
associated with a number of important lines of inquiry come to light and 
admit of being brought into clearer focus. I earlier suggested that the future 
of Marxian theory is at stake as long as these problems remain unresolved. 
I would now suggest that the same is true where alienation theory is con-
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The two may not stand or fall together; but the fate of each, and 

~··c •.. _. course of ethical and normative theory as well, undoubtedly can 
should be significantly influenced by inquiry relating to the other. And 
inquiry must come to terms with the issues to which I have sought to 
attention. 
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munications in Socialist France: 
Difficulty of Matching Technology 
Democracy 

Trans/sred by Andrew Ross 

This study is an attempt to layout the contradictions 
the French socialist government in its plan for a "strategy of com· 

' muni",,'i(lU" within the reality of advanced capitalism, where "technological 
. choice" has become a major question of "democratic choice." Communi· 

ca«on,s, or rather the communications industry, is now central to any plans 
reindustrialization. Big industrial powers like France see the new com

munications technologies (the hardware and software industries, respec
tively producing systems and programs) as a potential means of recovery 

' .I." '''''''' the economic crisis. They are also viewed as a possible way out of the 
political crisis, through restoring the "consensus" (cf. the Nora-Minc Re· 
port~ The plans for reindustrialization are increasingly becoming society'S 
way of reconstituting power relations between nat ions, between classes and 
social groups, and among individuals. Within the solution offered by high 
technology, the logic of industry is often at odds with the logic of the socius, 
a fact that emphasizes the importance d any discussion about public par· 
ticipation in "technological choices" to be made in this domain. Such a 
debate is part of the larger problematic of examining the transformation of 
the state and its relation to civil society, the fragile balance between public 
and private sectors, and the specific growth ofthe private sector, both com· 
mercial and noncommercial. It is also a debate that revives certain questions 
that have long lain dormant in leftist thinking. 

Conflicting Lina. of Action 
In various ways, whether in the shape of simple vows 

of faith or as a sign of new emergent realities, the question of the relation 
between democracy and the new communications and information tech
nologies has been the subject of numerous discussions, proposals, and plans, 
both official and unofficial, ever since the socialist victory in the elect ions 
of 1981. "Democratize information" rather than "inform society," as Pres· 
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ident Mitterand announced in the fall of 1981, in contrast to the Policy ,, 
the previous administration. By developing new research and new COIn_ . 
munications services, we would no longer be subject to the determinism of 
technological supply; the electronic directory would no longer be imPQsed' i 
upon everyone but would be projXJsed; users would be allowed telematics 
choices; workers could be assured that the introduction of new technologies 
into the workplace would be to their benefit. In short, we were to redisCOver 
that " in order to thrive, technology must have a favourable social enviroll_ 
ment."1 

In a more concrete way, the national colloquium for research and 
technology, a widespread consultation of the scientific community that took 
place before the legal direction and planning of research and technological 
growth had been worked out, was calling for a "renewed alliance between 
science and democracy." 2 Between November 1981 and the end of January 
1982, thiny-one regional groups across the country each hosted one day of 
this national colloquium in accord with the principle that "consultation 
before action is a procedure proper not only to the scientific method oot 
also to the very spirit of democracy itself. . .. " J The thousands of contri. 
butions made by research groups, universities, trade unions, and profes
sional organizations created a reflective mood unprecedented in the history 
of French research and helped to work up a state of conscientiousness as 
much on the part of those who work in scientific technology as those who 
actually use or could use it. By opting to draw upon all those who effectively 
have a share in technological choices, the colloquium was trying to make 
technological research and development into " a national issue about which 
everyone feels concerned." 

The relations between science, technology, and the 
other great spheres of social activity cannot remain 
the sole province of those specialists who assume re~ 
sponsibility for its development. Obviously, scientists 
are in the best position to know about the most prom
ising lines of research, and this is no less the case when 
it comes to judging how knowledge should be applied 
in the industrial and commercial fields. Any dialogue 
between specialists and non-specialists, however, must 
observe two conditions. The first is to clarify the con
troversies which spring up internally within the sci
ences and technologies. For it is clearly there that pos
sible alternatives appear and are discussed; it is there 
that we must begin by properly establishing an initial 
form of democratic expression-on the question of sci
entific and technical ideas and plans. The second con
dition is to allow neither the scientists nor the engi
neers the exclusive role of making major decisions 
which could affect the future of the coun try. The Gov~ 
ernment, Parliament, regional bodies, trade unions, 
associations-the list is not inclusive-must, each ac
cording to its responsibilities, be provided with access 
to the information they require in order to participate 
in an enlightened manner. In fact, the idea that the 
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entire national community, through its qualified rep
resentatives, should be put in "charge" of these de
cisions, is predicated upon a populace fully informed 
of the implications of each choice. 4 

Let us say this much at the outset. Such a point of view, which 
u, •• __ .the democracy/technology relation in terms of the appropriation of 

technological tools by the whole of society, has not always been 
iDClu~led in those discussions or plans that have focused, in other institu

contexts, on the new tools of information and communications. This 
~~~~:':::~~~. for example, is hardly even considered in the report by the 
t on the Future of Audiovisuals (the MOiNaT Report~ pub-

in mid-October 1981.s Although its proposals do point toward a 
decentralization of the audiovisual media, and are full of vague references 
to more democratic access to the airways, the general assumption of the 
report is that of the right to communicate, a right based too unilaterally 
upon the inalienable right of professionals to communicate and thus to 
improve their efficiency. Professionalist ideology seems to have fixed the 
.discursive limits for the "democratization" of information. 

. Clearly, the great poles of the debate about research-the need to 
rethink science and technology as functions ofa new set of relations among 

diverse components of civil society-have little or no place in the first 
official report on audiovisuals. The right to communicate, defined as the 
right to be informed, has largely prevailed over the right, which should be 
just as inalienable, to produce one's own information. Moreover, there is 
scarcely any evidence in th e report of thinking about the multiple experi
ences of video and cinema, which, outside of the big commercial or mo
nopoly circuits of radio/television, have advanced other ways of defining 
the communication/democracy relation over the last fifteen years, even if 

, ' they have taken an irregular and often contradictory path. There is no sign 
in the report of anything equivalent to the "right to social research" claimed 
by certain sectors-though not all, unfortunately-at the time of the national 
colloquium: a right that would deny specialized professional circles the priv
ilege of regarding research as their exclusive prerogative; a right that would 
allow different social group.s to instigate research on their own social and 
material environment or on social equalities, with the choice of deciding 
for themselves whether or not to take on the services offered by the profes
sionals.6 

The parliamentary debates on the new audiovisual legislation 
that took place in May/ June 1982 failed to do away with this corporatist 
logic. The real questions were ignored at the cost ofa completely institutional 
and legalistic debate, one that was clearly necessary but hardly conducive 
to addressing the essential question under discussion. In privileging inter
ventions about the independence of information from the Right and Left 
alike, the forum was reduced to dealing with the democracy/communication 
problem only in terms of the short-term political issues and consequently 
glossed over the cultural issues, namely, the effects of a communications 
model upon the very forms of society. Indeed, this unquestioned assumption 
of the independence of the professionals has put the parliamentary socialists 
on the defensive and allowed the amnesiacs of the Right to designate and 
impose their own terrain as the exclusive ground for all discussion. In seek-
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ing refuge under the aegis of freedom (the journalist's sanctuary), equality 
was sacrificed. And, as a result of insisting solely on the need to preserve 
the independence ofthe media professionals with respect to political POWer 
the idea of their independence with respect to social relations earned. ~ 
certain credibility. A.1I of this followed from the assumption that, if the 
political pressures exerted on journalists were eased, then information and 
journalistic practice would become transparent. By the same token, all other 
issues becaI?e superfl~ous: the ~asic question, ~or example, ?f determining 
how a relatIOn to reahty (a relatIon to the totahty of the SOCial body, if not 
a specific conception of legislating the world of each and everyone) is 
reproduced through social practices, professionally codified within a par. 
ticular mode of producing information.7 What is more serious for us is that 
the result of confining discussion about communication 1.0 the corPOrate 
sphere or the ideology of journalism, the result of reinstating the golden 
rule of facts and transparent meanings, is not only to advance the idea of 
the neutrality of "journalistic technique" but also to sanction an approach 
to communications technology that points in the same technocratic direc_ 
tion. 

These introductory notes are not designed to lose us in conjecture 
over the issue of the politics (whether categorical or not) of using com· 
munications in France right now. We are so used to the idea of giving up, 
having played Cassandra's part so often. On the contrary, I have tried to 
give some preliminary idea of the contentious state of the relation between 
communication and democracy, a state that cannot be ignored if we are to 
examine the realities of communication and information and thereby de· 
velop a fully theoretical reflection on the research topic-communication/ 
democracy. To achieve this, we must be prepared to question a number of 
received ideas about what constitutes the field of observation proper to 
communication a<i a scientific discipline. This is no small task. Like it or 
not, the polyvalence of new networks of communication and information 
demands not only interdisciplinary approaches but also multi sector analysis. 

Democracy and Induatrial Planning 
It would be fatal to resort to economism as a way of escaping 

the culturalism of the prophets of the new electronic marketplace or of a 
democracy on line (sur console) that does not give a fig for democracy at 
all. However, it must not t:e forgotten that a necessary condition (though 
certainly not the only one) of the effective functioning of democracy is the 
state of its economy. By this I mean the way in which a nation manages its 
heritage of material and symbolic production, the cumulati ve result of which 
has been li ved and struggled for by individuals, groups, and classes; the way 
in which a national "community," affected by antagonistic social planning, 
attempts to recover its needful heritage by constructing or reconstructing 
it; the way in which this "community" employs the creativity, innovative
ness, and inventiveness of its diverse constituent groups as part of a social 
plan. 

To further describe such a national plan involves venturing into 
unresearched areas like that of national cultu re and its dialectical relation 
to the process of trans nationalization. These days, when national culture or 
identity has a global tendency to be transformed into one of those poles of 
discourse associated with projects that are most antithetical to its ex istence, 
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important to rethink this concept within the concrete context of the 

relations responsible for the construction and reconstruction of na· 
culture. It is unfortunate, nonetheless, that "nationalism" or national 

'~1:;~:~'~:::; more often than not, only becomes an operational term of 
~ whenever popular sentiment needs to be whipped up against an 

or aggressor (whether commercial or military). At such moments, 
Ibewms, become symbols of more than just group unity, and consequently 

confli ct is played down. Obviously it is not my intention here to delve 
far into what ought to tum into an important fi.eld of critical research. 

So far , I have suggested that if we are to speak about democracy, 
is difficult to avoid examining the way in which a country mobilizes its 

en'''';'' around an industrial plan for restoring its technological indepen· 
. With the political changes of May 1981 and the subseq uent nation· 

~~~~;Z;~:i~~~~~;~~h~a~;s been at the forefront. Can France, along with Europe, 
n:: in the face of trans nationals emerging from America 

In pointing to the international competition for leadership in 
and technological know.how, the steering group responsible for 

on research echoed the words of then presidential candidate 
on the major elements of the politics of research and 

he promised to implement after the election: "The question to 
now is a simple one: What is the place of France in this inter· 

... ,;0"a1 competition? At the front or at the back? In fifth place, after the 
U.S.S.R., Japan, and West Germany, or in first place? Hireling or 

p;(mee<'! My choice is made. Over the next seven years I want France to 
a front runner in the scientific field."! 

Rather than wonder what response these claims would elicit from 
a Brazilian. Chinese, or Indian scientist who did not share this Western 
view of the world, let us content ourselves with pointing out how industrial 
planning is overestimating its technological potential in order to bring an 

. end to the crisis. Thus, the cuuing-edge technologies of information pro· 
" ",ss;,ng, communication, semiconductors, rooots, and biotechnology are taken 

up as a way out of the crisis, a way, given the requisite political will, that 
y.rould sanction a concerted development ofthe world economy. What is at 
stake in this crisis is the redefin ition of economic and political relation..s 
among different nations and the redistribution of power relations at the 
international and domestic level. In his report on Technology, Employment, 
and Growth presented at the Versailles summit in June 1982 , the French 
president was confident: "Where is technical progress today, and what effect 
will it have, in the coming decade, on the crisis we are going through? ... 
Not only do we need to look for common solutions to the problems posed 
by the crisis, and to do that we must agree about its nature and its causes, 
but we must also look toward those wide open fields which can still be 
explored together. Science and technology is one of those fields, and its 
rapid growth will hasten on the upheaval of our societies, and threaten to 
tum against man himself unless he has established firm control over its 
development."9 The same leitmotif was in evidence at the national coHo
quium on research: "To rely on scientific research and technological progress 
as the dynamic component~ of recovery, means not only employing them 
against the direct effects of the crisis, but also assigning them a far-reaching 
mission, that of providing the bases for another model of social develop... 
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menl, one capable ofactommodating existing models in making knowledge 
and its rational deployment the privileged instruments ofrenewal." lO 

One could easily feel uncomfortable with this way of lOOking at 
things and prefer to fall back on the results of the struggles of those various 
movements, peoples, or individuals who, throughout the industrialized or 
developing world. object to this vision of a "new model of development'" 
those who think that the only way of reorgani zing the planet is to attack 
radically the assumptions of growth and needs and to bring an end to the 
equation of technical progress with social progress. It is this alternative 
experience, after all, that keeps the social body running, whether OVertly or 
indirectly. But would th is not mean giving short shrift to, or even ignoriI!&' 
a debate that is much more complicated than simply disembarking while 
the big guns are trained on those who submit to the constraints of this 
growth (the constraints of the expansion of capital)? To follow such a course 
would be to neglect any political discussion on the subject and the oppor
tunity to compare opposing judgments on power relations; we would then 
risk repeating what has happened. for example. with the nuclear question 
generally_ When one goes to law, one should know how the law is made 
up, and this is not always so easy. 

As the French minister for research and technology observed, 
"the objective at this point in time is not socialism." Obliged to defend 
himself against those who accused him of turning socialism into a vague 
and distant point of reference, he added: "For socialists of any stamp, I ask 
only one thing: that they are judged by their actions. Socialism lights our 
way; it is the complete ideal of democracy; it is self-management; democracy 
spread widely over all areas cf life, politics, and economics. We cannot, 
however, expect it to be achieved in one day, and more to the point, in one 
country isolated from the rest of the world. Consequently. we have. to con
sider the problem of the development of the other powers and of lIltema
tional relations over the next decade. We must prove that a government cf 
the Left constitutes a response to the crisis, and then allow for changes to 
be made elsewhere, in other countries."\ \ The impon ant thing here is not 
so much to judge the merits of the philosoph y of development and progress 
that sustains the explicit objectives of the socialist regime as to go on and 
iron our lhe contradictions tl!(ll pass through them. 

Electronics ••• T echnologv a. •• 
Although this topic has scarcely been the subject of considerable 

public debate, it is clearly on the question of industrial planning in the 
electronics field that we have been able to see how the com ing recovery in 
the shape of a technology politics will be governed by tensions and tactical 
limits. I shall layout a few points of reference. culled from the proposals 
contained in the report on the "Electronics Industries Network" U-the FAR
NOUX Report, prepared for the Ministry of Research and Technology in 
March 1982 and published in May 1982. 

l. Electronics has become a technology base. No domain ofeca
nomic activity is untouched by it. It is integral to all planned products, from 
military defense systems to communications systems. The control of these 
products wilL in short, determine the future of technological independence 
as an essential element of national independence. Electronics is all the more 
strategic because of the very nature of the material it processes and chan· 
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nels-iinr.",na'io" It is bound up in a cultural model that "will either be 

model or else one determined by foreign penetration in the elec
" .. .•.• field." 

2. Unless is proclaimed, and France is cut offfrom 
massive diffusion of electronics products, 

systems throughout the economy is inevitable. The outcome 
is difficult to predict. "The real choice for our country, in 

a future that would only enjoy a portion o/the bene filS 
development o/the Network (Filiere) and all o/ its/aults-because it 
be content with consumption, allowing the inevitable rise in imports 

' i~,~;::,;:'~J,~~empIOyment-and a future in which we would draw in the 
,; 0/ positive returns-as a result of our will to produce."\J 

3. All of the e lectronics sectors are interdependent, from the hard· 
systems (including data banks), office equipment, tele· 

and robotics, to large-scale public products. The electronics 
thus constitutes a whole and must be examined globally. This sy
trend will only get bigger; the unity of the electronics network will 

get . ''This unity," claims the report, "is, and increasingly will 
a one: expansion will regularize processed information and 

components: borders between software, telecommunications, 
equipment, and public electronics, will be abolished, all 

lead to the emergence of a vast communicat ions sector. At 

: i.~~.~:,~!~!.~:~~~~;~~c;~omplementary links will be strengthened between big computers or satellites-and smaller units-
or private telephone systems; software will circulate 

through the entire network, increasing its relative worth. This unity also 
has its industrial side, since companies will expand or diversify their field 
of activity. " I. 

. 4. Insofar as this unified network is concerned, France will not 
benefit from a siege politics. A global plan for its reestablishment is required, 

relies on the two pillars of the electronics industry (professional 
~ t~~'ti::~: including arms systems, and telecommunications along with ten where France has already succeeded in capturing a share of the 

world market in recent years. 
Reviving the unreliable sectors-components, for example-r$':

quires the development of a large pu blic sphere of electronics: "Public elec
tronics is the natural market for producers of components. Unless there is 
a national public electronics industry of some proportions, French com· 
ponents producers will have no real competitive power." IS France devotes 
twenty-five times less funds than Japan to the research and development 
of public electronics prod ucts. 

Recommending an integrated plan will not, of course, mean a 
"free for all. A clear conscience about the important technological sites, the 
present state of the French network, and the potential effects of training, 
will enable us to concentrate on the 'problem areas' where an extra effort 
is nceded." 16 

(Table I presents market and business figures for the electronics 
networks of the United States, Japan, Western Europe, and the rest of the 
world in 1980.) 

5. The industrial plan proposed b y France for the "electronics 
network" involves a strategy for liberating research and industry which, as 
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Table 1. 

Country 

United Stales 
Japan 
Western Europe 
West Germany 
France 
Great Britain 
Others~ 

World~ 

Production' 
668 ( 46%) 
228 ( 16%) 
379 ( 26%) 
113 ( 8%) 
83 ( 6%) 
74 ( 5%) 

175 ( 12%) 
1450 (I()()%) 

Market" 

648 ( 45%) 
164 ( 11 %) 
409 ( 28%) 
Il3( 8%) 
82 ( 6%) 
75 ( 5%) 

229 ( 16%) 
1450 (100%) 

·Fifpl'tJ arr ill milli/}/IJ offranc:J; fivr frrmes - /}lIr dollar. 
'E:.xdudillt COMECON Gnd CItiIllJ. 

Sowu; DlF-HL-FIF-E·FARNOUX hporl. 

Commercial 
Sales" 

+20 
+64 
- 10 

- I 
- I 
- 54 

Share of 
NetwOrk in 
GNP (%) 

1.5 
1.7 

1.1 
1.0 
3.8 

the American journal Business Week (May 31 , 1 9~2) not~, dr~ws. i ts lesso~ 
from the experience of ri vals, especially Japan. Wnh nauonal~zallon , p~bhc 
com panies now account fer 49 percent of t!te ne~work, while the pnvate 
French companies, including small and medIU m-sIzed outfits, represent 21 
percent and foreign groups 30 percent (1 3 percent for IBM and 7 percent 
for Phiiips). The laboratories and national research centers are comple~ely 
public. Ninety percent of the research, study, and development of the eJec. 
tronics network is therefore under state co~trol today . . 

One major aspect of this liberatlonary plan IS a ne~ sche~e for 
relations between private and nationalized industry, between .tndustnes cl 
the same SC(:tor (to avoid domestic rivalry), between local .mdustry ~nd 
academe, and also between designers and users. The launchtng of fleXible 
national products proves that there is a comm.itn:'ent to ensuring the f1uen~ 
of the horizontal transfers of technology by brtngmg t.ogether. teams of publtc 
and private researchers, both industrial and user-ortented, tn ?rder to pr0-
mote new prod ucts. All this serves to for.eg~und ~ht': need to mtegrate ~o
tions of industrialization and commerciahzatlon wlthm the very conception 
of a new product. 

The Redistribution of Transnational Economy 
This industrial plan implies that the siting of French companies 

and their optimum markets should be reconsidered. Because of the size of 
its market (half of the world, and ten times I.arger t.ha'.' th~t of France) and 
its technological wealth, the United States IS a prtOrtt y site fo~ the mter
nationalization of French firms. Since the European market consututes close 
to a third ofthe world market. economic recovery by way of high technology 
can only come about in a Europe that is tech.nologic~lIy united. Hence the 
need fo r a dynamic of alliances and cooperation t,o aId th~ development of 
new products, especially those in the large pubhc doma~n. On the o~er 
hand, the potential for automating the process of production of e lect~oOl~ 
products "favors the siting, or even the re-siting, of network producuon m 
the most developed countries."" . 

Surely there is enough here for us to acknow.led~e that any dIS· 
cussion of the relation between democracy and commuOicatlOns technology 
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<','nn ld involve an examination of the logic of redistribution in the inter
~ational economy, a logic that appears to be inherent in the recovery model 

high technology. What are the long-term consequences of this 
:: ,,~~i;;ld .;. c;~;;;,;;~; of relocalizing-a strengthening of industrial ties with 

States and a predictable falling-off of relations with the under
d;;"I<,pc.d countries-for the state of the north/south balance? Does the 
strUcture of industrial alliances (which .fo~lows the lines of the Atlanti~ mil
itary alliances) not reduce to a bare mlOimum the space for economIc ne
gotiation with the Third World? The attitudes of the Western powers in the 
wake of recent world events (since the Falklands war, for example) tend to 

that as a whole still believes, perhaps wrongl y, that the prin-
are aligned on an east/ west axis, whereas the third-

think that they are already aligned, and each day increasingly 
on a north/ south axis, and that it is precisely the reorientation of the 

~::;:::i<a:~xis that is really at stake. The case is far from closed. The growing 
t< rivalry between the Common Market and the United States is 

. capable of causing another fracture in a bloc that is thought of as too 
" " " ''''''to be true. 

There is another question: What could be the impact of the in
Idustrial planning of several European countries on an independent French 
industrial plan that d id not tally with their individual ideas about what 
constitutes a national plan for reindustrialization? The rapid growth ofnoo
liberal economic models in countries like Great Britain has pushed it to the 
European forefron t. Is such a model of development based on the trans

, ~;~ii~~~i logic not likely to interfere with the unfolding ofa national strategy 

I:
~~::~a~cross numerous contradictions, at circumventing the Japanese and 

empires? The rapidity with which the new communication tech
can be installed (Great Britain will be the first in Europe, for ex

to have a private telecommunications system run on optical fibers, 

;~, ~:~~~co~im~pc~!tition with the nationalized network) should warrant further 
the new deals that determine the concrete structure for fo rm-

ing and technical advances in Europe. One sign, among others, of 
the leading played by Great Britain is in its transborder dataflows: 66 
percent of a ll data flows from Western Europe to the United States come 
out of Great Britain. Transatlantic data flows, in fact, account for tw~tbirds 
of the transborderdata flows of that country, against an averageoflO percent 
for all the other Western European countries. II 

Moreover, in 1977-78 the large electronics firms chose as their 
priority target for launching the home video recorders in Europe, Great 
Britain and then West Germany. Several reasons, insufficiently analyzed in 
my opinion, led them to act in this way. These reasons drew as much on 
the patterns and modalities of audiovisual consumption (the importance, 
fer example, of a network of sited installations in Great Britain com pared 
10 the French equivalent) as on the structure of the industry of televisual 
production (in the two chosen countries, an extremely disparate national 
industry that fell further apart when the video recorder arrived); reasons 
that were similarly related to the nature of the televisual system in each of 
these countries. In short, to be able to describe the factors that have had 
some bearing upon the case of the video recorder, we would need access to 
a comparative history, which scarcely exists, of the communications systems 
of Europe; a history that ought to help explain why Great Britain has out-
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stripped the rest of E.urope in intr~ucing aud iov~su~l technology ever since 
the advent of the radIo. A comparauve study of thIs kind would be obligatory 
for anyone who wants to answer this essential question: Why in 1962 did 
France have one of the smallest television aud iences in Europe?-27 percent 
of all French homes had a television aerial against 29 percent in Italy, 37 
percent in Belgium, 41 percent in Germany, 50 percent in the Netherlands, 
and 82 percent in Great Britain. Another question should be addressed in 
the same way. Why is there such a disparity today among the EUropean 
countries in the ownership of video recorders?-in 1982, 2.5 perrent of 
French homes against 10 percent in British homes. Unless we rest easy with 
a unilateral, mechanistic response that would be a throwback to an analyslS 
of income range, a much more complex study must be taken up. 

Some Pol •• of Cultural Production? 
In one way or another, certain problematic features of French 

planning regarding what are called the "hardware industries" appear again 
in their own specific way when it comes to drawing up plans for the "software 
industries." This is unavoidable, since the laner are equally bound up within 
a similar kind of unifying movement. This movement no longer must be 
proved, either in the fi eld of information merchandising. where the logic of 
the interdependent chain of electronics serv ices works toward integrating 
the various participants (gatherers-producers-carriers), or in the leisure field, 
which is onen confused with the former (multimedia conglomerates, .etc.). 
The factors in volved in programming, software, and network planning are 
at once economic, industrial, social, and cultural. 

Although it is relatively easy to sketch the outlines of a plan for 
developing the electronics technologies-even if they are only in an embryo 
onic phase-it is much more difficult to isolate the features ofa correspond. 
ing plan for cultural product ion. 

It is clear that this problem arises ou t of the need to name various 
partners in order to provoke a national response in the face of the hegemony 
of transnational productions (television series, video games, videocassettes, 
e tc.). The real differences emerge, however, when those partners have to be 
identified. Listen to the director in charge of new projects at Hachene, the 
finh largest publishing company in the world: 

Because of.its P:Osition! Hacheue has been among the 
first to be Imphcated m a process of change that in
volves all the participants in the cultural sector T he 
h~di?SPS of French audiovisua l production and dis-
tnbutton, compared to that of the U.S., are such that 
the challenge is posed not so much in terms of the 
c0":lpeti tion between French publishers or producers, 
as ~n .terms of their solidarity and complementarity. 
ThIS IS on e of the active issues which we are address
ing. Wi.th!l vi.ew t~ establishing the bases of a politics 
of pubhshlng In thiS area (particularly its legal aspects) 
we: h~pe tha t an allied commitment on the pan of th~ 
principal French groups in audiovisual production can 
be developed and ex tended to other groups and other 
publishers. " ' 
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i:i: ~~:'!~;:1;:H;,!o:!w:~e!v~e~"~lihe o.bstacles in the path of effectively building up this between d ifferent publishers or producers are much more 
case of I . There is no evidence of any kind of 

. sector heavily involved in audiovisuals and 
pnvate groups. only ~o these private groups have a very limited 

,:~~~,~n~~ of telev.lsual production because of pubhc sector domination 
b to '!Ie POint ,. their relations with the state are onen at loggerheads: 

I 't:'n:a~,.sare qUI te definite reasons fo r this, and I will come back to them, 
' 1 sugges~ed here by A. Lefebure, th e director for the development of 

new technolOgIes at Havas, the large, partially sta te-controlled multimedia 
group: 

Everything which is not in the public sa:tor suffers in 
France fr~m. a real lac~ of symbolic legitimacy wher. 
ever audu;)vI.suals are mvolved. So it is no surprise 
th~t negotiations between the State and private en ter
pnse~ or even. a mixed economy, are so fraught with 
C?nthct when It comes to managing audiovisual affairs. 
SIOCC: they are ac.cused of only being interested in com
merCIal growth Inasmuch as it is linked to a market 
logic (a familiar danger in itself in this domain) the 
Fre.nch comm~n.ications groups are unable to de~ lare 
their real amblllO.ns. The field is therefore left open 
~or ~th~r transnatIOnal groups to establish their pub
hshlng mterests before going on to tackle the audio-
visual market by using processes of deregulation that 
are becoming so familiar in a number of countries in 
Europe. 20 

. . Accordin~ to the same Havas executive, who is clearly speaking 
m ~ ~sonaJ capaCllr, the ~rch for a new legitimacy in the affairs of 
audloVlsuai broadcastmg outSIde of the public sector "can onl y take place 
!~rough a r~a5?ned and ,:,oluntary act of support for the creative opportun. 
ltlCS that ~X I ~ t In France m th!s .field." !his kind of diagnosis points toward 
the constitutIOn of a new soclomdustnal substructure; it advocates relying 
on some of the comple~entary poles of creation and production (Hacbette 1\' :~j~%:Sofirad, loc~ radiO and pub~c television networks) to promote growth 

Ii of competmg closely for International aud iences and using these 
to create new relations between multiple partners. 11 
. A. L~~bure points to some of the other groups with a potential 

to be ~volved. For well-known reasons, there are many difficulties in
volved In the dev~lopment of small, ambitious, and innovative audiovisual 

, structures. There IS no s~o.rtage of designers, journalists eager to shape the 
! fi!.ture of the press, techmc!ans ~pable of important innovations (software, 
hl~ frequ~ncy sys~ems, h,-fi, Video), all of them hoping for a chance to 
real~ze ~helr potential. <;Jearl~ it !s up t? ~h.e ~tate, along with the big com
pafll~s In the field! to give thiS kmd.ofmltlaltve a chance, since it is likely 
to ~~ng co~merclal s~cces.s, and W ill also be a privileged way of winning 
JegJ.t~acy 10 the pubhe mmd. all too easily impressed by events in this 
domam. " ll 

. . Similar ~rop?sals ventured on behalf of the television channels 
pomt In the same dlTecl1on, and thanks to new rulings on audiovisuals, they 
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are hoping to find other partners: "I also hope," declared the programming 
head of Channel One (TFI), "with the help of various partners, to be able 
to create an offshoot committed to producing alternatives and thus increas. 
ing our audience potential. The channel sh~ul~ ma.ke its. presence felt in all 
of the markets of audiovisual creation (teledlstnbutton, video-cassettes, etc.) 
through direct contact with the manufacturers:"2J . 

The future of this set of alliances (big/small, natIOnal/local, cen· 
tral/provincialapparatus, private/public, commercialjass?ciated sector) will 
be crucial since it will determine the form of power relatIOns between part. 
ners of u~equal strength who do not necessarily have the sam~ idea of 
national independence, let alone the same idea of democracy as It applies 
to the field! 

The State in AI of Its States 
Poor state! So much is asked of it and in the form of demands 

that are difficult to reconcile: it is required not only to set itself up as an 
arbiter, by coming to the rescue of the big s.hots, S? to speak, the large 
companies in a bad way, but also to co~cern Itselr w!th the ",:,h,o.le base of 
the pyramid, all of the small-fry responSible for wln.mng credlblil.ty for the 
new solidarity. Perhaps the time has come to questIOn t~e fimctlOn. of the 
state for that is precisely where we shall find the essentials regardmg the 
relation between technology, communication, and democracy. 

For those who cared the socialist victory in many ways repre· 
sented an opportunity to deliv'er France from the logics at ~ork in the 
majority of the large advanced capitalist countries. To work ~ts. transfor. 
mation into the whole restructuring of the world economy, a soclahst France 
would bracket off those fundamental movements that continue to affect its 
neighbors or its partners. For example, it ~ould not have to face ~p to those 
painful questions that plague neo-hberals m England and the Umted States 
as part of their obligation to take on the rol.e of "t~in~ers .of the state." 
France would be concernedonlywith those logiCS ofpnvattzahon that paved 
the way for a welfare state, given its second wind under the sociaJis.t plan 

A simple electoral victory has not put an end to these logiCS; for 
those who believe it has, nothing could be further from t~e truth. These 
logics continue to shape French society, using the appropnate channels to 
reintroduce familiar problematics. , 

I. In the field of communications, there are numerous signs that 
the redistribution of modes of administrating the pub1ic/",rivate relati<?n 
was stepped up during the late seventies. To make up for I~S loss of legit· 
imacy, the state, and its administrative logics, sought the kmd of su~pon 
provided by procedures at work in the private sec.tor. By contrast, the pnvate 
sector was rethinking the "social" and thus takmg up where the sta~ had 
left off. To check the crisis of the state, which is also the crisis of an lm~e, 
management was called upon to provide the st~te with ~ means 0'£ ratIOn· 
alizing itself, a way of avoiding wasteful expendltur~, while. marketmg tech
niques were recruited to ca~er to ~ther ~reas of pUb.11C ~elat,l,ons. As a result, 
we experienced the explOSIOn of 'pubhc commumcatlOn. Th~ ~otal state 
expenditure for advertising space in the media rose from 39.7 mtlhon francs 
in 1977 to 62.3 million in 1979, of which half wa's borne solely by the 
Ministry of Labor and Industrial Relations. In comparing the~e figure~ we 
must take into account the lowering of tariffs granted to campaigns certified 
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being in the public interest (for television time, the administrations only 

a quarter of the commercial rate.) This sum would thus correspond to 
a budget of 128 million francs, a figure much closer to that of the two or 
thrCe biggest private advertisers: L'Oreal, Colgate-Palmolive, or Unilever.24 

The second clear evidence was the telematics campaign, sched-
to take off in 1976. With the general head of telecommunications at 

Ministry of PTT as its director, this campaign clearly represented a 
." ,.,iDe intervention in state administration at the level of managerial plan-

The commercial logic that accompanied the promotion of the new 
i.o!Uwlogi~had made its effects felt as much in the advance of the domestic 
market as in the fundamental movements of the international markets (es
pecially in the large Latin American countries). As there has been very little 
analysis of the transformation of state practices from this point of view, it 
,is difficult to properly place the malfunctions and asynchronies that are 
unfailingly produced within one section of the state apparatus-in this case, 
the Ministry ofPTT -by the modernization of some of its branches. It would 
be incorrect to think that what is rightfully the process of commodifying 
administrative action infiltrates the state apparatus in a uniform fashion. 
Resistances of every sort crop up (from those that spring up in the defense 

public service to those that prevail in professional or institutional cor-
poratism, not to mention the terra incognita of users) and frequently give 
rise to conflict and dislocation. 

Another example of change in the management of the publici 
private relation is what seemed to be the first large move in France to bring 

. together a hardware producer (the electronics firm Matra) and a producer 
of programs (Hachette). We cannot, however, fully appreciate this merger 
at the end of 1980 without knowing about the subtle pressures that were 
involved as a result of a spontaneous act on the part of the government of 
Giscard d'Estaing in its anxiety to redefine the alliance between the state 
and the large multimedia groups as the new technologies were being ushered 
in. 

Finally, and on a more global level, the ideological debate around 
the role of the intellectuals (and their relation with the media) has also, in 
its own way, provided evidence of an epistemological rupture: As part of 
the transitory epiphenomenon of the "new philosphers," and their inse

. parability from a media image, a new mode of disseminating (and thus of 
producing) knowledge made its appearance just as the law of value was 
stepping up its influence on the intellectual scene. Aside from rumors, this 
was the first concrete sign ofthe necessary redefinition of relations between 
the petit bourgeoisie, the bureaucrats ofknowledge (whose diversity has not 
been examined closely enough because our concept of them-an all too 
quickly hallowed concept-was narrow and ill-adapted to the new historical 
conditions of the intellectual), the state apparatus, and the logic ofthe mar
ket.lS 

2. Similarly, in the late seventies the legitimacy ofthe state was 
put to the test by other forces in a shake-up not only of relations between 
the state and civil society but also of the different modes of action of various 
elements of civil society. The forms of state legitimacy are crumbling fast, 
from the center outward. The defense of decentralization has become an 
issue marked by social confrontations and, consequently, much ambiguity. 
In "decentralizing" themselves, some sectors hoped to find new forms of 
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legitimizing the center by working from the edges; others saw this return to 
the local as a special way of broadening the dimensions of demOCracy in 
the sense of real power sharing. Any number of struggles, not to mention 
fantasies, about the democractic virtues per se of the whole struCture of 
decentralization, revolve around this issue of the "local "l6 One very re1e. ,. 
vant example in this context is t he "free-radio" movementand its equivalent 
in the movements for reclaiming alternative forms of expression, less weD 
advertised because they do nOl involve the new technology. 

In the face of I,his interrogation of the work ings of civil society, 
a monolithic and manipulatory conception of the state collapses. The State 
is no longer perceived as a site for the endless reproduction of power but 
as the sile of the production of power: a site marked by power relations 
between groups, classes, and social projects, where the affirmation of a he
gemon y coexists with strategies of evasion and deviation. Also on trial in 
this inquiry are our ways of conceiving party action and its relation to Party 
militants. 

The Privata/ Public Ralation 
What is the state of the fundamental movements under the so

cialist government? The tendency to entrust the advertising sector with \arge 
public interest campaigns has been borne out, for example, in the first cam· 
paign to promote reading. In addition to short broadcasts entitled .... Rea~ing 
the Roads to Freedom," programed over two months of televIsion time, 
the campaign has been pursued through posters in bookshops. The cost of 
backing these campaigns has increased considerably: in 1982 it rose to an 
estimated 150-160 million francs, compared to 62 million in 1979. There 
is every reason to ask, as Bernard Miege does, whether "public commu
nications lends itselfto the process of manipulating public opinion, a process 
all the more dangerous inasmuch as it takes the place of democratic channels 
of debate. " Jl Perhaps in the course of asking too much of marketing, one 
forgets to expect civil society to provide the requisite ethic for instilling in 
each citizen a degree of conscientiousness about such issues as reading, 
contraception, solidarity, and so on. As it is, the marketabili ty ofa technique 
(in this case, for the launching of a supposedly social product) seems to 
have already been established prior to any serious Questioning of the vertical 
fonus of social relation that it perpetuates. This is one more item to be 
added to the catalog of technical perversions. 

The debate about the state and the public/private relation in the 
field of communication is, however, more complicated now than it was 
before May 1981. The statements from Hachette and, in particular, from 
Havas seem to suggest this much. And for those faced everyday with the 
more concrete search for democratic alternatives, the ways of living out the 
public/private relation have become less straightforward One thing at least 
can never be overstated: there ex ists in France a true "public culture," lived 
as a legitimate culture of excellence within certain sectors, especially those 
whose upward mobility depends on the statist or parastatist apparatus. This 
culture, which has its repressed underside-a genuine repugnance for the 
private-is no mean obstacle to the rethinking of the alliance of science, 
research, and industry as it was formulated by the national collOQuium
all the more so since it is constructed on a paradox. Because of this "public 
culture," the relation to the state is lived on a sadomasochistic leveL We 
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C~:~~~'t\~~f,,~t co act as protector and arbiter, and then we rush to accuse 
.c' with a venom that matches our level of indebtedness. tn 

the domain of symbolic production, the chances of any critical discussion 
j of the Question of a rapprochement between public and private are even 
rarer. for this "public culture" is curiously distinguished by its hyper-in
dividualized and aestheticized idea of creation-manifest in some as a con
stitutional mistrust of anything that could give rise to an industrially re
producible matrix. It is not easy, moreover, to decide between the positive 
and negative sides of this show of reticence, no more so in the case of the 
actual process of internationalizing the culture industries than in the de
ployment of mechanisms of resis tance to the normalization ofwaysofliving, 
thinking, and creating. 

That some of the large multimedia groups have made tacit de
mands on the Question of official political support testifi es clearly to de
velopments in relations between the state and private enterprise. This only 
!'lakes ~nse, however, ~f we see it i~ the much larger context of a change 
m relattons between pnvate enterprise and the whole of society, and es
pecially in the domain that interests us, with its vital resources of social 
creativi ty and innovation. So how do we interpret the "open letter to the 
innovators" from Matra-Hachette, published on one whole page of Le Monde 
on February 17, 1982, and addressed to "all innova tors, designers of hard
ware and software in each sector: personal computers, video games business 
organization, office equipment, telecommunications, or scientific instru
ments"? The letter continues: 

The development of privately-accessed information 
on a large public scale is irrevocable. The economic, 
cultural, and social stakes are very high. In spite of 
current foreign pressure, France has the resources to 
playa leading role in t his sector. This will only come 
about if the development of this public market is gov
erned by clearly defined plans, and is dependent upon 
tried and tested industrial and commercial structures. 
The plans have been drawn up. The structures exist. 
Through its mastery of leading technologies-from 
components to telecommunications-Matra is build
ing up the technical and industrial potential needed 
for the development of the personal computer on a 
large public level in France. 

Through its experience in the domain of 
publishing and broadcasting, Hachette is supplying its 
share ofthe conditions necessary to the success of this 
project. 

That iswhy Matra and Hachette have jointly 
decided to create a group for research, development, 
and distribution in the field of this large circulation 
personal computer. 

This group has an "open" structure: open 
to all those-individuals or companies-with a crea
tive, imaginative spirit, who can and want to help put 
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France in the top ranks of the international compe
tition for this field. 

For those faced with the promotional.problem ofsimplyacquir_ 
ing creative individuals, there is a lot here to ~h1Ok about. As I ~ave nOted 
recently elsewhere. in an attempt to generalize from observations made 
about other national situations: 

If the question of the relation between the so-ulled 
culture industries and the rest of society (institutions. 
associations, groups, individuals) as a source of crea
tivity for nurturing production has always occupied 
an important place in the operations of various sectors 
of this industry. then it goes without saying that the 
increasing intervention of capital, through informa
tion systems. in the most diverse spheres of the ev
eryday life of collectivities and individuals. risks mak
ing the industry/civil society into a dominant global 
issue. The prospective social use of the new infor
mation technologies acutely exposes the connexions 
between the " information industry" and the sites of 
social innovation, and it does so in political and eco
nomic terms qualitatively different from those hith
erto recognised. New sets of relations between indus
trial and non-industrial partners that are being formed. 
reflect in each case specific relations of force. 2' 

The ways in which the transnationals are tryin~ everywhere to ci rcu~vent 
resistance from national education apparatuses is already very ~veahng on 
the subject. Given this, we sh(:)l~l~ fee l uneasy abo~t the ~aTin~ C?"ntras~ 
between the extraordinary nexlbllity of the trans~3:h~mals 10 ~hel~ ~pen 
door" plans for experimentation and the extreme TigJdlty of the 1Ostltutlonal 

structures. Oearly we need to to examine the particular way .each natio~al 
corporation organizes and takes advantage of cultural inno~atlons (or TCSlSts 
them), using them as a passport to the new age of el~trofll cs. Recen tly. the 
head of rogram ming at Channel One was bemoan1Og the Jack .o~ thought 
'ven to ~roblems of technical growth: "The engineers and techmclan~ have 

raken an unparalleled lead over the programmj~g people, and we sp~)l1 our. 
selves on cable and satellite without understandl!lg that the new media must 
be matched by new programming. Few tountTies. have brought forward a 
pol itical prospectus in this area, and we .are suffen ng now from a real.lack 
of imagination. " 29 This lack of imaginatIOn should not be con~us7d With a 
lack of creative resources. A country c.a~ easily b! ab~ndant Ifl Ideas a.nd 
yet fa il to provide opportunities for reahzmg thef!1 . ThiS r7f1~ts the spec lfi~ 
national history of forms assumed by ~h~ expans ~on of . capital 10 the c~ltura 
sphere as well as the history of modalities of ar~lcula.hon bctw~n des.lgners 
and the totality of structures of cultural production (either pubhc or pnvate). 

Soci.1 D.m.nd .nd Soci.1 R •••• rch . 
One of the preoccupations of the research colloqUium w~~ ov.er 

the vaguely defined concept of social demand There was talk of a SOCial 
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lag in research" and eve n braver talk of the d istance between research and 
me demand of popular sectors. The fo llowing extract from the report of the 

, . first commission is especially relevant: 

It is still imperative that the objects to which our sci
entific efforts will be devoted are chosen in a pertinent 
fashion. The State will name its priorities, starting with 
the most obvious, which is to help our country recover 
from the crisis. Industry, better equipped with new 
experience and know.how, will reveal new needs. The 
scientists themselves will find new solutions, new ex · 
perimenta1 fie lds, and new theoretical paradigms, each 
in keeping with the logic of their own disciplines. These 
three activities. however- and they should be more 
closely related--come nowhere near to meeting the en
tire social demand in a sufficiently satisfactory way. 

The fact is that the unions, associations. 
and social movements (ecology. feminism, consumer 
groups, etc.,) are still poorly eq uipped, and do not pos
sess, at this point. either the power or the resources to 
be able to present new demands to the scientific in
stitutions, or to develop their own research-but their 
needs must be recognized all the same. The fact is that 
any future committment to decentralization, with the 
establishment of new centers of decision-making, will 
give rise to the emergence of new demands that ought 
to be satisfied. even antiCipated. The fact is that we 
still lack sufficiently scientific studies oflarge areas of 
social life: the problems of everyday life. the awkward 
social integration of youth, procrastination in finding 
a new pedagogical balance, labor conditions constantl y 
being transformed by the new technologies, urban 
growth, those arts which foster new scientific interests, 
etc. We will have to support research on such areas, 
even if it involves major institutional reorganization. 
The fact is that there is a large-if not excessive-gap 
between the given wisdom of political affairs and the 
knowledge accumulated by the social sciences, and this 
in spite of the potential lessons that the latter could 
offer the former. Tn general, the fact is that research is 
only doing a small part of what it could do. 

It is therefore important to bridge this gap 
by any means: by privileging new breakthroughs, by 
encouraging the analysis oflatent needs on the part of 
the scientific institutions themselves, by widening our 
contacts and experiences, by establishing social com· 
munications between diverse public demands and 
agencies specializing in research. In short, by trying to 
speed up the social retardation of research. 

This,ambitious call for new research to an
swer to new demands will undoubtedly be hampered 
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by errors, failures, and undue caution. Two victories, 
however, are sure to come of it: a victory on the part 
of science, through its surveying at least a part of this 
unknown field, and a victory for science inasmuch as 
it will provide society as a whole with new proof of 
its social usefulness.l' 

Communication sciences in France are not set up in such a way 
-as to be immune to the tropism encountered by other social sciences. Certain 
research problems are accorded a status out of all proportion, while others 
are neglected; and this occurs in a context in which the study of commu
nication occupies a negligible position in the hierarchy of political, ec0-
nomic, and social sciences. The list of defi.ci encies with respect to this idea 
of "social demand" would be a long one. Here are some examples (m each 
case, all or nearly all of them have still to be examined): 

-A lack of relations between sem iological research and the gen
uine latent demand for discourse analysis on the part ofjoumalists looking 
for a redefinition of their practices; this gap con trasts with the fluid exchange 
between semiology and the advertising industry. 

-A lack of any detailed understanding of the modes ofrcappro
priating media discourse on the part of the various social categories that 
constitute the "grand public." 

-A lack of any analysis of the strategies of evasion and deviation 
directed by mUltiple social agents against the apparatuses of power. 

-A lack of any study on the articulation, in a dialectical model 
of analysis, of the so-called experiments in social intervention (ci nema, 
video rad io) and the functioning of the centra] apparatuses, the academic 
experiments with audiovisuals and their practical results. I am th in~ng, fer 
example, of the importance of scientific film (through the work of Pamleve) 
in the growth of the French cinematographic avant-garde. 

-A lack of any dialectical analysis of exchange. or absence of 
exchange. between university research on cultural production and the field 
of criticism (newspapers, reviews, magazines, etc.). In many apparently un
related fields, it is the references and accomplishments of academic research 
that, one way or another, fix the limits of tolerance for any discourse. Vulgar 
d iscourse, or at least one version of it, is no longer acceptable in the analysis 
of film, while it is still looked on as the dominant mode of analyzing popular 
music. The notable absence of research in this field (there are only one or 
two serious French studies of the musical culture industry and even they 
are inspired by an anthropological vision of the phenomenon of popular 
music) means that credence is given there to the most idealizing and mys
tificatory discourses to be found in the whole range of media reporting. 
Similarly, if one considers the low symbolic legitimacy enjoy~d in ~rance 
by the private (marketing) research circles embarrassed by theIr relatIOn to 
profit, do academic references come to be powerful tools of legitimation 
and exoneration with respect to the logic of the market? 

-A lack, so to speak, of any research on the role of inventors. 
their relation to the culture industries, and to civil society. 

- And, above all, the lack of a critical account of the manifold 
experiments in alternative communication that have been socially active 
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more than fifteen years now. 

These lacks, wh ich are often read as a resistance to research, are difficult to 
explain without taking account of the institutional obstacles that have seg-
regated research but also, and more spedfi call y, the great currents of material 
thinking that have affected, ifnot governed, any kind of relation to society 

· as a whole. 

Socia' Exp.rim.ntation 
Where the need for an industrial dynamic for developing the new 

intersects with the need to in volve hitherto excluded social 
application of these technologies, the concept of social ex-

. makes its appearance, with its mission of catering to "social 
, in the field of communications. As the minister for research and 

recalled at the time that the campaign "Technology, Culture, 
was being launched: "Any number of fail ures have 

from the past practice of not giving precedence to the distribution 
of new products over research on their social and cultural impact: prototypes 

not got beyond the laboratory stage, and technical experiments have 
absorbed into the social fabr ic."H To test out the sociocultural 

technologies entails adjusting technOlogical supply to pub
, trying to bypass the " logic of economic production" and striving 

some kind of social and democratic control over the tools of 
It also involves a commitment to eliminating holdups or delays 

· in the · new by the market. 
Clearly, experimentation is not to t;mbark once again 

stra tegies of commercialization, such as the creation of needs through 
marketing, or be reduced to providing social protection for showcase tech-

· nology, if it is to ha ve any credibility as a strategy for social change, then 
must involve itselfin the polemical process of redefi ning the sta te. In this 

regard the essential question is, Which social partners are involved? This 
leads to others: How is a social demand inaugurated? How is it produced? 

f And how is it picked up? Surely not at the instiga tion of the great state 
instit utions. Sure1 y not as a result of the market's need to expand, or at 
least not exclusivel y. It is here that we should find the limits of the debate 

, about the public/private (state/private) enterprise. The only way beyond 
these limits is to examine a third pole-private and noncommercial-that 

. some already call the "third sector," while others prefer to stick with the 
expressi~n "civil society" (without taking stock, from time to time, of the 
new lOgiCS that throw the state into confusion). This new sector should put 
a check on both the reproduction of "good Samaritan attitudes" fostered 
by the welfare state and the ascendancy of capitalist valorization. 

According to a proposal that went with the grain of the emergent 
preoccupations of the colloquium, 

In spite of the introducti on of new systems of media
tion, and in spite of the fact that the majority of current 
socialist leaders appear to have thrown off the old cen
tralist conceptions about fashioning change in accord
ance with pre-established ideological models, there is 
still a grave risk that the " raisons d'Etat," translated 
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into the sluggishness of the apparatus will lead to the 
same bureaucratic neutralization of ideas for manag
ing social change by the interested partie~ them~elves, 
and also to the strengthening of collective atutudes 
about dependence on the Welfare State . . .. The ''lh~rd 
sector" will continue to be marginalized and deOled 
any role as an agent of change. unless it succeeds in 
establishing an institutional market, inserted between 
the capitalist market and the State-controlled sys
tems-a market of the sort that can be tested and con
trolled by other systems of valo~zing huma.n affairs, 
other ideas about the ends of social producllon.31 

In another document, the problem of technological and social innovation 
is posed in a more precise way: "Both the. polici~s of the government and 
the big parties have to recogOlze the claSSIC erosIOn. of power. and novelty. 
This process, which could lead to the total exhaustion of social m~s!lres, 
will only be checked by encouraging the free exp~ession o~new pr,!posll1Ons, 
and by setting aside a space for innovation and mform~llon..shan.ng am,!ng 
different social groups. If this does not happen, we will see an mcreas~ng 
decline in the legitimacy of the State, an erosion caused by t~e growmg 
distance between technostructure and citizen in all of the major ~tors: 
industry, administration, unions, media, etc. The only way to stop .thls rot 
is to take the risk of basing the social consensus on the recogOltlOn and 
expression of multiplicities.")4 

For those who clearly do not share the mythical visi?n of t~is 
"third sector," conceived as a sanctuary for va lues, thes~ o~servatlOns pol.nt 
to a profound analysis of the complexity and ~~trad lct l 0.nS of the SOCIal 
fabric and its associated structures. Although It IS the object of freque~t 
appeals, there is seldom any comm?n ~greement about t~e content of thiS 
diverse fabric for without abstracting It from the long history of the for
mation of Fr~nch civil society, the tendency is to accept that the o~d cha~. 
tered, almost parapublic companies ~re as visible in the I?attern of this fa~rx 
as the new organizations that have nsen from recent SOCial struggles. outside 
the workplace and even those, like some groups of parent or faml~y asso
ciations. that have recently launched their own critique of the media from 
outside all the recognized circuits. 

At the risk of prolonging a discussion that should be tak~n up 
elsewhere, but is rarely posed in these terms, we should no~ underestimate 
the vogue for "social experimentation." ~he cu,:ent. debate m F~nce about 
this subject, rightly or wrongly, and desplt~ the I ~ Vitro connotatIOns of~ 
very term "experiment~tion," h~~ established I ts~l f ~s one of the major 
stakes in the democratic redefiOltlon of commurucat!on r~rch (amo~ 
others). It is to this way of perceiving science and Its relatIOn to SOCIal 
movements that the researcher must now be committed. . 

So too does this idea deliver us from the narrow-mmdedne~ 
of the exclusive ciaim for independence fro~ "all rorms of. po~"tr" t~at IS 

often confused-as in the case of the journahst-wlth a behef ~n the md~· 
pe:ndence of research into social ~elations: all th?se acts of faith tha.t .WIO 

researchers immunity (often for hfe) from Questions about t~e condI1lo~s 
of productions of their in vestigations, their reasons for chOOSing one tOPIC 
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and the consequences of their research-in short, the 

. I function. From this point of view, we need only 
of the communication sciences in France with this 

to reveal how much the vast majority of research 
to willful demands of power.}' 

one accepts the concepts of social demand and social 
or prefers to substitute "social intervention" fo r the latter, 

clear that there are open-ended issues at stake here. Either they will 

f ili~~:~;.:through new plans fo r encouraging and soliciting social and techno
innovation, to a real democratic surplus in a society that perceives 

accepts communication technology as an integral part of social relations 
general benefits, or they will give rise to the creation ofa body ofex.perts 

in ,,,,,,i·ial engineering and systems theory, which would be the very opposite 
social science should be, in its true anti-elitist colors. The stakes 

since it is difficult to divorce this issue from the more general 
'J",,,"'i,,, of the redistribution of power among the various classes and social 
groups that make up French society; for it is in the context of political 

fIJ' ;":o~ery from the crisis that the professional technician classes (some wiU 
the new petit bourgeoisie) have expressed increasingly hegemonic 

t" ""i""'io,", on the subject of the management of society as a whole. 

Ll~ •• ,otorin. to Social Experimentation h s Contradictions 
The following notes are a contribution to the burgeoning debate 

the need to "antagonize" the notion of social demand and all that it 
entails. 

1. Any political project that is no longer content merely to pro
;Ii'.od,im the prophylactic virtues intrinsic to technology, but elects instead to 

I'~i:~i~:,~th~e~[~e:lation between technology and democracy. or technology and 
must, in the context of the current politics of recovery chosen 

socialist regime. contend with powerful internal tensions. It must 
' ' 'l l iten,pt toreconci letwo logics, orinjunct ions, that seem to be irreconcilable. 

one hand, this means a llowing industries to win a market, a plan 
that actually involves increasing the interfaces between people and machines 

'while encouraging the electri ficat ion of the modes of communication be
tween individuals; on the other hand, it means accepting that the expansion 
of this market is ultimately contained by a social demand, namely, the 
'expression of needs that cannot easi ly be satisfied by a mode of commu
nication based on electronics. In short, the industrial keynote-or, to recall 

' the words of the president of the French Republic at the Versailles summit, 
"the mainstay o/the demand fo r encouraging the development of markets 
for new consumer goods and services that make use of technological 
advances""-risks running up against the imperative of democracy itself 

What this reveals are the true motives and potential drawbacks 
of a certain conception of social experimentation, for not all social logics 
necessarily lead to technological solutions. The introduction of technology 
to social experimentation alread y involves a reclassification of reality.l1 In 
effect, we must face up to the basic question, Do people really need tech
nology? 

To gauge social demand in this way means reevaluating th.ose 
experiments in alternative com munication carried out through techOlcal 
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means (video, rad io. telematics systems), for the side-effects of those ex
periments are not necessarily technological ones (or at least not in the tech_ 
nological mode that has been privileged from the start): the extension Of 
community television to community radio in Quebec, or the movement 
from video experiments in selected urban areas to original methOds of pe_ 
dagogical practice with audiovisuals in the Iycees. l ' These are new ways of 
estimating the effects of social interventions that tend. when they nm aground, 
to be jettisoned according to the theory of the fatal recuperation of social 
(so-called marginal or alternative) innovations by the Establishment One 
scarcely needs to add that this interpretive schema. inasmuch as it only 
views social innovation in a regulatory or transitory capacity, frequently 
crops up in the nick of time for the various national or local powers. The 
result of treating these alternative experiments as nothing but failures
without even questioning the nature of the failure or the social agents at 
fault-is to strengthen the cause of all the enemies of a democratic deCen_ 
tralization, not only of the networks of distribution, but also of those that 
subtend the production of communication and culture. In such a situation, 
caught between innovation and integration or recuperation (by either the 
administrative or classical market circuits), there is no room for the debate 
about the real possibility of the democratic redefinition ofciviJ society men· 
tioned earlier. It is a good thing that our society harbors pockets of resistance 
outside the purview of these manipulatory. "dualist" concepts of po\\-"Cr. 

2 A few final observations about the danger of "autonomizing" 
the current debate on new communication technology in France, and es
pecially the risk of dismissing as redundant any d iscussion about the nature 
of democracy: 

a. The obsession with technology-inspired by its endemic neo
positivism-is a dangerous phenomenon, one that can even bring on fresh 
symptoms of the technical perversions. The universe of "communication" 
becomes a privileged space for neutralizing all politics, a specious universe 
devoid of conflicting interests, power relations, and sociological separatism 
or resistance. In his study on the introduction of audiovisuals to the book· 
store, J. C. Passeron appropriately invokes 

a discretionary exped ient, in order to avoid the usual 
lapse into deception: thinking twice before banking 
everything on the trump card of a distribUlionist op
timism. We are used to seeing the latest thing in tech
nological progress serving to puffup the the scientistic 
hope that an increase in cultural goods or in their ac
cessibility will magicaUy bring about the "cultural sal
vation" of the masses. No technological innovation, 
by the simple fact of its medium, has ever justified the 
cultural inequalities repeatedly produced by the well· 
worn game of social structures and hierarchies: the 
technical characteristics ofa means of communication 
never predetermine its social effects to the extent of 
excluding any effect bound up with the social relations 
that govern the application of the technical knowl· 
edge." 
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In certain circles. it is as if the mere fact of being in power, of 
belonging to an eternal opposition, had come to represent the 

of a good technological conscience, or. rather, a technological Ie· 
The reasons for th is obsession are deeply rooted in a history at 

and new. To begin with the old: the forces of the Left never actuall y 
to terms with the instru mentalist conception of technology and have 

essentially revalidated their belief that the political questions addressed to 
.technology were resolved at the level of the relative efficiency of the tools 
offered by technical progress. Given this, it is difficult to stage a properly 
critical inquiry about the relation. for example, between technical knowledge 
and the reproduction of social divisions in the workplace, the segregation 
of owners of knowledge/ information from the others. Now this inquiry 
would be particularly strategic at a time when France must respond to a 
technological challenge closely linked to the political challenge of restruc
turing th~ relations of power between groups and classes; at a time when 
infOrmation, the potential to produce it and control its means of application, 
is increasingly becoming central to both the reorganization of all forms of 
pOwer and the deepening of social divisions. 

As for the new history, one hardly needs to point out that there 
is no effective way of accounting for the asylum offered by technology with· 

'out putting it into a global context: a crisis of legitimacy among the great 
traditional movements that have determined their logics of domination ever 
since the organization of the working class, and a crisis of the great social 

- ideas (including the very idea of equality} These are both elements of a 
- profound crisis of "politics," of the ways of practicing politics-a crisis that 

an electoral victory can only displace and that returns with all the more 
force since it was believed in some circles that the head y nights o f the Bastille 
were back for good. 

b. One technology follows hard on the heels of another, and the 
law of obsolescence is the law of a certain technological progress. What we 
risk losing as a result of Ihis technological obsession is the long and cu· 
mulative history of former practices of resistance in the field of commu
nications, a history that risks being wiped out by the latest gadget simply 
because the logic of the market only operates from moment to moment. 
This amnesia works on two levels: time (each new technology is a rcturn 
10 ~o hour) and space (we lose even the memory ofa posi tion of solidarity 
bUilt up out of multiple and interacting social practices). 

By ignoring the accomplishments and failures of previous ex
periments, by not reevaluating these failures and finding links among them 
all. we are passing up the chance of constructing a theory of communication 
that could absorb the lessons of other research, other disciplines. and other 
experiments that have been studied in different fields. I am thinking, for 
example, of those communicologues who turn up their noses at everyone: 

1 from researchers on social reproduction in the schools and those who ap
proach the politics of democratization through cultural activity and cam-

1 paigning, to the pioneers in planning urban space, to those coming from 
1 anthropology, literature, and his~ory who have tried to embrace the field of 

popular culture, past and present 
c. It is in this global context that we find another obsession at 

work-an obsession with the local. Tired of the great grinding machines of 
specificity and particularity, the local has, in certain sectors, and for quite 
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some time now, come to be defined as synonymous with a nostalgia for 
intimacy and communality. Now that the watchword of d~centraliza~on 
has been officially implemented, the 1~1 has been reappral~ as an 1m. 
portant site for redefining the state" a Site of confrontatIOn. hltheno uni. 
maginable, for outright contradictory projec~s.oo. 

Clearly, the question of decentrah~tlon fa~s between the accel. 
eration of the process of el imination and dispersal m the face of a tele
centered power and the introduction of new forms and new structures of 
solidarity. Just as we were beginning to feell~ss st~ongly .about the need ~or 
a debate on the national/ transnational questIOn with a VieW to fonnulatlng 
a politics of independence and reconstruction ~f national !dentity, now we 
are faced with the new urgency of the local/national questton and the need 
to formulate a poli t ics of the red istribution of power. It is here that the idea 
of " kinship networks" becomes useful when trying to avoid the local ist 
traps.·' 
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~:~~:~~~;~!;~.; Coincidence, and Collusion: ~ Urban Culture, and the 

Ir is necessary to rake seriously rhe hypothe
sis according to wlich only an excess of 
imaginatioo seizes the profundity of the 
real . ... 
Henri Lefebvre 

What might Lefebvre's statement, made in the context 
discussion of surrealism, mean in the context of the triad pop music, 

·I~n::~:~~~~.:\~;~;~~l:~~~'~~~~-:;!~ In seeking an answer, I will be talking 
.1 excess of imagination and popular cultural 

tastes. I want to identify where the project of the historical avant-garde and 
important tendencies in contemporary urban popular culture meet, as it 

at the periphery of an existing cultural hegemony or cultural block. 
This involves looking at the struggle for the sense and direction of urban 
culture that takes place in the "dailyness" of routines, habits, and the sub
consciously exercised expectations of common sense in order to see how 

. an .excess of imagination is translated into a practical jolting of common 
sense, which permits previousl y mute areas and relations to begin to speak. 

To think more concretely about this potentiality. we 
need to consider the spaces in which diverse social forces are brought to
gether-forces that are gendered, racial, and further differentiated in both 
major and microscopic fashion. This will render, one hopes, slightly mc5te 
articulate what is quite clearly a long-standing critical silence in discussions 
about both pop music and contemporary urban popular culture. While I 
will be referring here to realities found in advanced capitalist societies, I 
would also suggest that these tendencies have effects in urban centers 
throughout the world The effects are different, but they are, in a very com
plex way, related to developments within advanced capitalist urban culture. 

In The Art of Noises, published in 1916, the Italian 
futurist Luigi Russolo drew attention to the "voluptuous" sonorities of the 
new metropolitan environment: an infinite combination of sirens and horns, 
crowds and trams, engines and machinery. He proposed a new music to be 
~oduced by specially constructed machines, considered himself to be a 
"noise tuner," and wrote compositions for these instruments bearing such 
tilles as "A City Wakes Up" and "A Conference for Cars and Planes."! This 
futurist provocation usefull y serves to isolate a set of significant themes: the 
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machine, mechanical reproduction, and what Antonio Gramsci once called 
the "directive function" of the city in national life. 

The avant~garde's "explosion of dissent" (Andre Breton) in th 
early decades of the twentieth century signaled a divide between a contcm~ 
plative attitude toward art (/'art pour f' art) and a radical activism that sought 
to overcome the "divorce between action and dream" (Breton). Futurism's 
frantic embrace of modernity and the "machine epoch," Dada's d irect reo 
fusal of "art" and its proclamation of the victory of daily life over aesthetics, 
and the surrealist project to give free rein to the unconscious through the 
liberty of "automatic writing," profoundly undermined the traditional de. 
mand for artistic "authenticity." This had now become a false request an 
irrelevancy; not, as Adorno was fond of repeating, because the world had 
grown "false," but because the conditions of perception, reception, and 
artistic production had irreversibly changed. It was now the epoch of the 
photograph, the gramophone, the radio, and the cinema: the epoch of me, 
chanical reproduction. 

As though to drive this last point home, several tendencies in 
the avant~garde. particularly in the visual arts., borrowed humble objects 
from everyday life and simply copied them, or, more provocatively still, 
presented them unchanged to the public. Marcel Duchamp takes a bicycle 
wheel and signs it as his own "work." Half a century later, Andy Warhol 
updates this gesture with his silk-screen reproductions of Coca -Cola bottles 
and Elvis Presley, Campbell's soup cans and Marilyn Monroe. In both cases, 
ironic queries were raised about the status of "art" and about the nature of 
its cultural reproduction in the context of the contemporary urban wodd. 

Cigarette ends, newspaper clippings, and "spilt" paint coalesce 
on a canvas; Russolo's "noise machines"; Duchamp's "ready-mades"; the 
whole manifesto of pop art aU form part of a twentieth~century collage 
suggested and sustained by the metropolis. The mutual "contamination" of 
the ruptural perception of the avant~garde and the expansion of daily urban 
culture steadily grows. It touches its logical conclusion when subway graffiti 
enters the art gallery and the pop video reactivates the surrealist cinema 
(i.e., David Bowie's "Ashes to Ashes" video, 1980). There are no longer 
any fixed "sources," no "pure" sounds, no untainted "aura" (Walter Ben
jamin) against which to evaluate the continual combination, reproduction, 
and transmission of sounds, images, and objects that circulate in the het
erogeneous flux of the modern city.2 The distance between the gestures of 
the different artistic avant-gardes and the street blast ofa passing portable 
cassette player balanced on a T-shirted shoulder is today actually a lot 
smaller than we might think. 

The ~rtable cassette player, like the electric guitar, the pro
grammed synthesIZer, and the drum machine, but, above all the record 
underscores the importance of mechanical transformation (m~chines) and 
reproduction in the formation of pop music. Pop music is "designed for 
r~producibility" (Walter Benjamin), and one of its possible histories is a 
hIstory of the development and effects of its technical reproduction. 

Toward the end of 1948, recording tape was introduced' until 
then, record ing music had involved registering the acoustic sound directly 
onto a lacquer-coated disc. This extremely rigid system-for instance, an 
error in the musical execution meant discarding the disc and starting again-
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t~:~:~;:; did not encourage the exploration of the sonorial extensions po
:~ available in the recording situation. But with the introduction of 

music cou~d . be completely constructed inside the studio. By editing, 
~;'~~::fi,~:a;~nd SpilClOg, a fina l sound could be built up from fragments of r A fifty-~econd demo-tape could be turned into a record lasting 
- than two mlOutes: this is how Little Richard's "Keep A~Knock i n'" 

was produced. The result was that "recording tape shifted the record from 
the status of a fro~en snapshot to that of a musical montage."J 

Recording tape represented the fi rst major innovation in postwar 
. The second, occurring in the late 1960s, involved the 

of multitrack recording faci li ties. The use of echo and double
in the 1950s and early 1 960s in order to "beef up" the sound had 

in this direction. But with the introduction of stereo records 
in rapi~ succession, f~ur~, eight-, sixteen-, twenty-four~, and thirty

tw<Hraclk recordlOg, the sononal framework was vastly extended. Adding 
recorded track to track, pi ling up diverse sounds, a four-person group for 
example, could produce eight or sixteen "voices" to be simultaneously mixed 
in the final recorded form. 
. Multitrack recording permits many musical directions some 
seemingly diametrically opposed, While the "artistic" aspiration of parts of 
~'progressive .music" no~ found the space for their rock operas and suites, 
10 the very different reahty of reggae, "dub" was able to phase instruments 
and voices in and out, suspend the pulse and then intensify it, chop up the 
s0l:ln~ and then enrich it with further effects, while stretching the whole 
swuling pattern across a stuttering "roots" bass-drum "ridim." 

Technology has been central to pop from its beginnings. It is 
Impossible to discuss the music without referring to it: whether it is Elvis 
working. ~n his sound in the tiny Sun studio in the early 1950s, or the 
mesmen~lOg dance floor success of disco twenty years later. Pop music has 
never ,eXIsted apar~ from ~ech~ological intervention; this only draws further 
attentIOn to the dal ly tensIOns 1Ovolved at the technological "interface where 
the economies of capital and li bido interlock.'" 

1 The fact that the recording stud io, with its technology and ac
com~anying financial ~equ!reme~ts, is the central site of pop's sonorial pro
duction by no means Imphes a SImple technological determinism. The his
tory of pop reveals other, often unsuspected tendencies, among them the' 
story .or a co~tinual appropriation of pop's technology and reprcxluctive 
capacIties. ThiS has resulted in diversified cultural investments, involving 
diffe,rent fractions of white metropolitan youth taking up guitars and syn
~es~ze.rs ~fd adopting vari?us imported sounds, as well as black youth "re· 
slgmrylng the use ofthe microphone and the turntable (the deejay's "toast" 
and "rap'~) and studio console ("dub"). Both maintain the fruitful paradox 
of subord1Oa.ted, fre9uently oral-centered cultures mastering and extending 
!~e el~t~OIc medIUm of pop and, in the process, re-presenting their 
selves 10 the heartlands of contemporary urban life. 

In the exclusive reali ty ofthe historical avant-garde, the attempt 
was undertaken to produce new languages that subtracted themselves from 
the dulled continuity of past acceptance and present expectation. An anal
ogous case might be made for pop: rock 'n' roll and punk are both obvious 
occasions when particular musical proposals tore apart an earlier syntax 
and associated cultural attitudes. 
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I want to add to these stark examples the suggestion that What 
such eruptive symptoms expose has its daily currency in mechanical re
production, in its ingression into the web of sonorial reality where records, 
borrowing an expression from Susan Sontag, "democratize all experiences 
by translating them" into sounds.) Today, we no longer confront "organic" 
expressions but a cultural "cut-up," a series of fragments-New York rap, 
London punk, Nigerian "juju," soul, country-and-western ballads, white 
funk. We subsequen tly select from these sounds a meaningful bricolage, an 
environment of sense. The fragmentation of the eye and ear, so self-con
sciously pursued by the avant-garde in its desire to liberate new experiences, 
new horizons, is overtaken by the permissive circulation of possibilities 
permitted by radio, film, television, records, cassettes, video. 

This situation both augments and, in an im portant sense, disrupts 
the more obvious connections between pop and the recent musical aVant
garde. From the late 1960s onward, the music of Frank Zappa, of such 
German groups as Can, Amon Duul II, and Tangerine Dream, and in En
gland Henry Cow, Brian Eno, and even David Bowie, can be linked to the 
experiments in serial composition, repetition, and incidental " noise" found 
in the work of Varese, Stockhausen, Cage, Riley, LaMonte Young, Glass, 
and others. But the 1970s were also characterized by an increasing attention 
to pop's own internal languages and the subseq uen t basis for a self-generated 
pop avant-gardism. The elements of this second tendency can be found in 
the whimsical musical bric-a-brac of Roxy Music, the neurotic funk e~per· 
iments of David Bowie, and the studied ruptural aesthetics of such postpunk 
groups as Public Image Ltd and the Gang of Four. In particular, it was punk 
and its aftermath that clarified the possibility of reassessing pop's existing 
musical languages and suggested a sonorial collage in which the joins were 
left exposed as the sign ifiers of "noise" and "sound" or "din" and "music," 
were sh ifted back and forth along the cultural reception of the acoustic 
spectrum. 

The most interesting reflection to be made here is the one I hinted 
at above-of how mechanical reproduction sweeps away the separate status 
of the historical avan t-garde (which also ex plains my use of the adjective 
"h istorical" up to this point). The previous distance between the avant
garde and daily urban -culture is overcome as the former becomes enveloped 
by the visual and sonorial languages of the latter. Inside the metropolitan 
plasma of today, the concentrated momen t of attention that once accom
panied the response to both traditional and subversive art is replaced by 
Benjamin 's concept of "distracted reception." The fabric of tradition is 
absentmindedly unstitched and a deritualized culture, invaded by the pro
fanity of diverse tastes; it is gradually mastered "by habit under the guidance 
of tactile appropriation."6 

In the case of pop music, tactile appropriation-the physical reo 
ception of the tangible-is concentrated in the differentiated presence and 
sign ificat ion of the body. Let me explain. While the apparently nebulous 
zone of romance is the privileged domain in pop's emotional empire- and 
I am referring not only to that usually associated with juvenile girls building 
fantasies around the pin-ups and records of male stars but, in particular, to 
the dominant male romanticism of an imaginary street life-it is the body 
that is its principal focus and carrier. 
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The musical languages of pop-the wrenched sentiments of SOU l, 

ex uberance of rock 'n' roll, the verbal contortions of rap, the screeched 
of punk-all tend to propel the body through the sensorial "grain" 

Iioland Barthes) of the music to the center of the stage. There, in dancing 
immediacy of performance, it is this physical sense of the musical 

that is pivotal, for it " is the body that ultimately makes, receives 
responds to music; and it is the body that connects sounds, dance, 

~:~;~~an~d~:.stYle to the subconscious anchorage of sexuality and eroticism. " 7 

i ' where roman ce and "reality" are fused together, that common 
often taunted, twisted, and torn apart 

So, my concluding suggestion is that the avant-garde project of 
mismatching perception and the taken-for-granted in order to 

perspectives from the fetish of common sense tends to find a con
in the daily culture of the metropolis. Here, the once

shock of the historical avan t-garde, the transitory immediacy of 
sonorial and visual reproduction, and the "'dense and concrete' 

of subordinated cultures- "a life whose main stress is on the intimate, 
sensory, the detailed and the personal"-are indiscriminately mixed to

• 
Further, this urban complexity forces into an extensive, if still 
unsuspected, dialogue the once-separated episodes of the avant-

culture, and a i based on the detailed possibilities 
its class, local and national construction, 

A~S:f;:th::e:!se!i~~~lt~:!~; cross each other's path and dis-they increasingly gesture toward 
that projec.t will need to inter

'":',~~~~~f~ itself from the tired logic of 
if it is to challenge .SI existing definitions of daily 

to do this it will have to be constructed inside this present com-

Lu'g i Russolo, L'sne de. rumOll (Mlan: EchlO<1 Futuriste di "PoeS'B," 19161. Repub~shMl 

as a supplement n Alfabera, no. 43. Milan. Dec. 1982. 

Walter 8enJam,n, "'The WOI'k o f Alt in the Age of Mechanical Aeproruct on:' murnnalions, 
trans. Hlrrv Zohn (London: Fontana. 19731. AI releren:.:es to the essay <0"8 to th s edit on. 

"'11 Chambers, Urban R/lvlhms (l ondon: Macmillan, 19841, p. 14. 

4 Peter Wolle n, Reaclmgsancl Wrmngs Ilondon' Verso, 19821. p. 176. It isworthwh:le recalling 
a note of BenjBm n's on the relanon between lilm and teclvlolooy: '" In the case 01 films . 
mechan'cal reprorucfon is no t. as w ith her"t...-e and painnng. an external condil'onformass 
distribution. Mechanocal reproduct on is ,nherent In the very technoCjlJe 01 lim producl.on. 
Th,s \echn.que not only permits in the most duct way but .,..rtua.tvcauses mass distribut ion'" 
(Benjamin. p, 2461. The same can be said lor the contemporary production of pop mus,c. 

S The context 01 this quotation IS, "The subsequent induSlliaisationOlcamera tecMology only 
carried out B prom sa 'nherent ;, photography Irem ,ts Yel"V beg nn ngs: to democrat.se all 
e~ pe"ences by translating them ,nto ,mages" (Susan Sontag. On Phaogra(hy [Harmond· 
swonh: Penguin, 1979 ), p. 71. The historyoi recordedmusic , where we allhave the poss;blity 
01 indulging cu t(llltes and becormng "'experts," leads toward SImilar coocO;s ;ons 

8 Benjam,n, p. 24 2. 

7 Chambers. p 2 10. 

8 Richard Hoggart, Tile Uses 01 Lneracy (Harmondsworth: Penguin. 1958). p. 81. 
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Discussion 

Comment (Dick Hebdigel 
.. . In your pape~ I hear.a. displaced, frag~e~ted, overdeter_ 

mmcd dlscoursc, a discourse undermmed by hbldo. I hcar dcscTiptlon in the sense 
of de-scription, a talking out. I hear logic escaping, limits acknowledged, transgrcsStXI 
and reinscribcd. ' 

Chambers 
Perhaps the best way to begin responding to your suggestive 

metaphors is to layout what I see as some of the premises of my work. The closer 
we move to the different experiences of pop music and popular culture, the mOre 
we are forced to acknowledge certain limits. There is a limit in being English and 
white and wri ting about black music; there is a limit to what 1 can say about a 
female experience of rock music. This is not necessarily an impoverishment. The 
recognition of limits is also the recognit ion of differences, of heterogeneity: the fCC. 

ognition of voices that were previousl y unheard, unacknowledged. As you have put 
it: "a reflexive awareness of the knowledge/power relation." The presence of these 
voices, these relations, these possibilities, these powers, registers a series r:i tensioll'l 
that have to be worked into a "sense" where previously there was silence. 

Taking urban culture as my referent and mechanical repro
duction as its privileged mode of cultural production, I have tried to provide a 
framework-which extends well beyond the physical environs of the actual city-in 
which the presence and specificity of popular musics and cultures could be discussed. 
Obviously, details were overlooked, there were many gaps, but I would like to think 
that the outline of a suggestive project managed to come through. 

Comment 
Rock has been defined as a blanket modality that riprO" olf, 

incorporates, and cannibalizes many other styles, the styles of other cultures. One 
of the things it does is to eliminate many of the differences that have been socially 
constructed in those other cultures. Perhaps one of the reasons why some of the 
Latin music, specifically Salsa, which is also a global style, hasn't had a major impact 
on rock is because there is little awareness that 25 million Latino people live in the 
Un ited States. I would argue that rock, as a phenomenon created in the metropolitan 
centers of the world-the United States, England-has a funetion of eliminating 
differencc and inscribing indifference imperialistically throughout the world. 

Chambers 
Lei me lake the example of Hispanic culture in the United 

Sta tes, of Latin musics in the context of U.S. rock music. This gives me an oppor
tunity to say something more about the idea that the details and differences of 
panicular cultures, musics, and minority tastes come to be systematically cancelled 
in the logic of present-day urban culture, come, to usc an expression, to be "co. 
opted." The argument runs like this: subaltern cultures, alternative and oppositional 
forces, are progressively sucked into the hungry urban machine where, their original 
powers and identities now nullified, they are reproduced among the vacuous choices 
of metropolitan taste. 

It's neat, but beyond its linear simplicity and a suspect r0-

manticism-the "corruption" of "origins," the corruption of the city-it reduces cui· 
tural differences to a series of simple an tagonisms: "non.co-opted"f'eo-opted," 
"original"/"false." As Emesto Ladau pointed out, it is a form of reasoning that is 
forced to treat "meaning" as fixed ; "society" as a stable, conceptual "totality"; and 
"power" as the exercise of a unilateral, direct domination. Naturally, the co-optation 
thesis can acquire a flexible lone; I wouldn' t deny that. But the way it is generally 
used docs suggest that an underlying conceptual rigidity prevents it from acknowl
edging the real complexity that can be recognized in the cities, in the sights, sounds, 
and sense of popular urban culture. 
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Que.tion 
I wan t to build on the last Question and redirect it to ques

gender, sexuality, and the body. In Latino culture; for example, one 
notices a concern about the body and what it signifies. Indeed, I think 

involve kinesic differences, including styles of dance and move-
on the issue of the body, I thought it strange that disco was not 

One of my students argued that in rock music the body that is being 
and activated has to do with genitality, but in d isco the heartbeat is at 

center. In any case, the materiality of the body in its modalities in rock 'n' roll 
create differen t significations. Finally, I wonder if we don't have to examine 

ways the body in rock 'n' roll works in a gender-specific manner. 
Chambers 
I made the body one of the central themes in my talk because 

it is a cen tral semantic zone in pop or rock music. It is, if you like, the site 
: of the sexual as well as the more obviously social, of the cultural as 

corporeal. It is a space-a critical one, a material one-crisserossed by 
J';'~;'Y 110"" including race, gender, and class e;o;perienee. I tried in passing to suggest 

these, but others were not mentioned. So the criticisms made about the 
my paper-the absence of Hispanic music and culture; of gendered subjee
and rock music; of disco music, which, I thoroughly agree, is the music of 

1970s to be considered when talking about musical languages organized around 
body-are right. 

The discussion of all these aspects could certainly be taken 

r~;~::.~~;~~~:~:bc argued, for instance, that disco's repetitive cycle and pulse disruPts 
sequential logic of rock music and its progression toward climax. 

discussing the importance of disco music in gay culture, has argued 
disco down phalloccntricity; that is, it celebrates the whole body rather 
TCSt rieting its attention to genital satisfaction. This possibility, if initially based 

on formal musical distinctions, acquires conviction as it is related and connected 
back to the effects and presence of disco in the repertoire of pop, to its history on 

;..o",d,"oo floor, to its place in gay culture, to its prescnce as a possibili ty in contem
urban culture. 

Finally, I think we must come to terms with the specificity 
of t~e feminine. e;o;perience, which has been largely silenced, hidden beneath the 
(lommant ways of talking about pop music and the dominant ways in which pop 
music is experienced. T hat is wh y I wan ted to emphasize that the major romantic 
mode in pop music is that of a masculine, imaginary street life. 

Comment 
One of the things that really interested me in your paper.js 

how much it depended on what I would take to be a specifically modernist project. 
You began by Quoting the futurist exhaltation of the "voluptuous" sonorities of the 
new urban environment. It seems to me that one of the things we might do is to 
look at words like "voluptuous" when they appear in a futu rist or modernist project 
and think about what kind of landscape they codify. From that point of view, the 
constant appropriation and bricolage that you talked of appear less as a liberatory 
space and more as a symptom of the immense "tedium of ownership" in a highly 
developed society and of its need to incorporate and then obliterate difference. In 
the Hungarian film Time Stands Still, kids use music to make open spaces for 
them selves, but only in the context of a larger defeat. And I would maintain that 
in the case of people of color, colonized people, and women, the meanings and the 
liberational spaces arc real, but only within a larger structure of oppression. 

Chambers 
A significant part of that complexity to which I have just 

referred arises in the transitory, mobile, expansive urban culture in which we all 
live. Puerto Ricans in New York City, like West Indians in Birmingham, England, 
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have their cu lture. But this culture is not a sealed testament. It echoes with eVeryday 
experience; it comes out of living your presence in the present; it comes Out o(New 
York, out of Birmingham .... This culture also exists as a part o( this city, this time 
these conditions. Such proximities have indeed usually heightened racial and CUltural 
identities rather than reduced them. 

Que.tion 
I want to question your apparent assumpt ion about the lib

erating potential of rock as a source of meaning to youth subcultures. Perwnally 
I'm just a lillie bit fearfu l, and not at al l celebratory, about the energizing potential 
of what is perhaps a rather nihilistic form of music and social energy. 

Comment 
I'd like to respond to that before lain does. I thin k there are 

differences between the music and the people who are listening to it, aod these 
differences may enable us to understand some of these questions about the dfecl5 
of the music in the Third World-about the homogenization of culture. It seems 
true that this music is used as an imperialistic form of culture, but it can also be 
used by the people who listen to it as an element of youth rebelliousness. I want to 
defend rock 'n' roll against charges of nihilism and retreat. There arc points where 
rock 'n' roll serves as a foca l point fer young people's rebelliousness, mixed up with 
all thei r ideas of conscience. And in some cascs this inchoate rebelliousness may 
take active political d imcnsions. 

Chambers 
Wha t I have been trying to suggest is that cultural powers, 

arising through differences, choice, hetcrogencity- whethcr Jamaican, Hispanic, or 
of a more local variety-arc reproduced in new forms in the expanding, increasingly 
electronic context of contemporary urban culture. It is the powers and possibilities 
of these new forms, where the "meanings" are by no means fixed, whcre there is 
still a con fusing "order," that is important. Ifwc arc not willing to accept this reality
and its particular forms of power, of knowledge-then we are left out in the cold, 
facing a very grim scena rio. On the defensive, desperately sceking to preserve our
selves and our choices from "co-optation," critical intelligcnce is concentrated in 
the doomed task of delaying the inevitable: the moment when we pass into the 
Langian citizenship of M etropolis. 

Qu •• tion 
On the issue of art and politics, and particularly the politics 

of rock 'n' roll, J thought you made some very provocative remarks at thc very cnd 
of your talk. You suggested that there is a conjuncture in advanced capitalist cities 
between some of the demands of the Left and some of the dcmands of you th culture 
to change life, to restructure society. Could you elaborate on this? 

Chambers 
I think it is very important to begin thinking through, in the 

here and now, the fu ll implications of this expanded, urban culture; that is, to 
construct a project that can effectively meet its terms. That is why I insist on its 
rich complexity. It is all very well to say, "We just gOlla live it"--everybody is already 
doing that! The problem is how to live it most effectively, how to grasp the potcnt ial 
that is already in play, how to widen the political project without reducing the possible. 
This is the Gramscian task, although onc migh t want to say post-Gramscian, of 
creating a "hcgemony" adequate to the present. That, for me, is thc real question. 

To conelude, I would also insist on a very wide sense of the 
term "polit ics." I am not simply talking about the relationship betwecn the political 
party and culture. I'm referring to the heterogeneous and different possibilities that 
presentl y cireulatc within urban cul ture. These are frequent ly not commensurable. 
Thcre is, as Ernesto Laclau suggested, a "surplus of meaning," an "open" discourse 
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where~ifferenccs, distinctions, and particulars do not necessarily find an equivalcncc. 

:B~'~I~iI~"~I~h,:'~~":"r":;d~,n~O.~'.~i;n~iia;,n assumcd conceptual ordcr, that the everday struggle direction, prospects, hegemony, occu~s. As Larry Grossberg 
of pleasure and rock music, somcthing is always left 

.~~:~~~~!f.~~~~~~.~~"t."~ft~:O!i'~"~"~~h'~,,:~,\o~. ~dO~~W~i'ilh~'h:;'::threshOld ' the limits, of 
left out of the stilled order of writing, analysis, and its 

that this " left-over" is recognized, is inscribed, 
. for what it signals are precisely those trans-

. redundant by producing 
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VI The Politics of Theo ry and Inte rpretatIOn 



Terry Ea gleton 

Critic as Clown 

All propaganda or popularization involves a putting 
complex into the simple, but such a move is instantly deconstructive, 

if the com plex can be put into the simple, then it is not as complex as 
~i}s.em"d in the first place; and if the simple can be an adequate medium 

complexity, then it cannot, after all, be as simple as all that. A 
,'m,u""" transference of qualities between sim ple and complex takes place, 

us to revise our initial estimate of both terms and to ponder the 
l '!;r~:~'~~'~; that a translation of the one into the other was made possible 
:1 by of a secret complicity between them. If one has a cultural 
,I!' r"~ in which simple characters are made to voice highly wrought rhetorical 

discourse, or sophisticated figures to articulate simple feelings, then the 
political effects of the form are likely to be ambiguous. On the one hand, 
it will obviously enact a certain class collaborationism: how reassuring that 
aristocrats have common human emotions (how much more real and cred
ible it makes them seem) and, conversely, how complimentary to ruling
class discourse that even peasants, once gripped by fundamental passions, 

lil lcat~n~r[ji~se~:~~1~~~~:~~t~0 such eloquence. On the other hand, the class destabilized by such dialogism: if the simple can 
detriment to their simplicity, then they are equal 

In sophistication-not as simple as we thought-and su
to them in what simplicity they do have. And if the refined speak.a 

iangUl,geofsimple feeling, then their suavity elevates such common passions 
same time as its ironic excess ofthem threatens to render it redundant. 

You cannot really have this dialogic situation other than ironically, since 
we know that Cockneys do not actually speak like Etonians, but the irony, 
once more, is a politically unstable one. For the very self-conscious artifice 

allows us to bracket all this as a charming fi ction also threatens to 

I
j;!~~: over into, and put in question, the artifice of upper-class discourse 

which is estranged by its earthy contents at precisely the moment it 
to defuse and appropriate them. The strange, solemn children of Ivy 

Compton-Burneu's novels speak exactly the grave, measured, juridical dis-
course of their elders and betters, which at once confirms that language's 
authority--even the children speak itt-a nd threatens to discredit it--even 
a child can speak it! 

The name of the cultural form t am describing is of 
course "pastoral"; and William Empson 's classic study, Some Versions of 
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Pastoral, culminates precisely wi~~ a. chapte~ on the child (Lewis Carroll's 
Alice). Children are a type of cnhc I.n all kinds of ways: because of their 
incessant questioning; because they are parasitically dependent on a lan. 
guage they nonetheless fi.nd bamin~ a!",d alien; because, being .outsiders, they 
can see both more and less than mSlders; because they are Isolated "intel. 
lectuals" not fully conversant with common practi.ces of feeling yet also 
more emotionally sensitive than most; because their SOCIal marginality is 
the source at once of their blindness and insight. Pastoral !s. Empson's way 
of coming to terms with the fraught relations between cntlc and text, in. 
tellectual and society, its ironic interchanges of refinement and simplicity 
are an allegory of the critic's own dilemma. This is evident enough in Emp.
son's literary style, a version of pastoral all its own. His airy, flattened, 
colloquial prose, with subclause slung casually onto s~bclause, a~ once re
produces a distinctively English ruling-class ton~-bns~ but gem~lly sub
dued, cavalierly unbuttoned, the garrulous, gOSSIPY, .frundy. facetIOUS dis
course of throwaway brilliance appropriate to an Oxbndge HIgh Table-and 
at the same time subverts in its insistent ordinariness the belletristic pre. 
ciosities or metaphysical solemnities of orthodox critical writing. The racy, 
underplayed speech of the patrician, in a familiar English paradox, makes 
implicit alliance with the tongue of the "people" over t~e heads of a lin· 
guistically pretentious bourgeoisie. Reading Empson, one IS mea~t to gather 
the impression that he understands you rather as the d.aredevli 1~J.ldlord 
understands the poacher, as opposed to the petit·bourgeOls farm balhff; the 
Etonian (or in this case the Wykehamist) is not, after all, so remote from 
the Cockney. In a characteristically English way, Empson's style enforces 
its own brilliance by casually disowning it, only occasionalIy betraying itself 
by a too studiously placed quip or epigram; his writing isstrildngly depthless, 
plucking insight after insight from a text in an inex~austible. m~tonym.ic 
movement but notably nervous of metaphoric denSIty. He IS h~e us m 
everything except ~hat he is more c~ever, but eve~ th~ c~ever:ne~ IS ci the 
kind we could aspIre to; and there IS perhaps an IroOlC Imphcatlon, shad
owing the prose, that he is clever because he is like us only more thoroughly 
so more shrewdly versed in our common wisdom than we are ourselves. 

, If there is a "pastoral" irony between critic and reader, 
the same can be said of the relationship between critic and text. Empson's 
outrageously rationalistic paraphrases of sacred literary documents, which 
I distill here by parody, are intended in one sense to parade the grotesque 
disparity between literary and critical discourses in a flamboyant gesture of 
dissociation: 

Oh go not to the war, my love, 
For you will ne'er return. 

The sense is: "I am telling you not to have your head 
turned by military glory, you little idiot, not because 
you will take my advice, since the fact that I have to 
plead with you in the first place reveals just the in
sensitivity which will deafen you to it, but because if 
I do not advise you thus you will impute to me just 
the kind of indifference r am asking you not to impute 
to yourself, and so give yourself an excuse for denying 
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your own finer instincts, which you have anyway done 
by putting me in this humiliating situation in the first 
place." (There is probabl y some sort of smack here at 
Puritanism). 

~~~i~n~te~",~,;a~Y~belf~'~w~ee1.n@poe~~'i~c~s~,a~,;e~ment and critical commentary forms a 
of . . in which the question of which party has 

ambiguous. In one sense the prose com
the poetry, caricaturing in its breezy 

to adequate it, wryly acknowledging an 
rift between registers. In another sense the com men· 

considerably more elaborate than the text, tempting us by its com
, ;;;;;~m;ensioal tone to believe that its own subtle turns are merely derivative 

)XIem in the very act of outdoing it in intricacy. The two discourses 
at once continuous and incommensurate: the literary text is both 

r{~')riche'd and demystified by the criticism; left poorer but more honest in 
but impressively complicated in another. A pastoral transference 

quali'ies has been effected: " If my criticism can have something of the 
of the text, then the text may have something of the straightfor-

~.wardni,ss of my criticism, in which case neither piece of writing is exactly 
we thought it was." The critics are both richer and poorer than the 

something of the jester in their heavy.footed cavortings before the 
~;aj,.i), ol',h, literary yet also superfluously cerebral and refined in contrast 

simple, passionate spontaneity they analyze. 
All cultural critics for Empson are pastoralists, since they cannot 

the occasionally farcical irony of being fine, delicate, and excessively 
l~.~~:~)~a~bo~ ut a writing whose power lies ultimately in its embodiment of 
: ~ humanity." The critics are continually haunted by the irony 
,.m,,,,,ne very instruments that give them access to those powers also threaten 

them off from them. This, for Empson, is a permanent rather than 
I~' ~;~\~~;:~~ I~;~~:~:~~n;: Some Versions of Pastoral opens with a chapter on I which denies the real possibility ofthe genre since "the 

never is at one with any public." But this liberal-romantic mystifi
(What exactly is meant here by "at one''?) is surely undercut by a 
at the social history that produced the early Empson. Seven Types 

~If~~:~i~~fiw~af;s published between the Wall Street crash of 1929 and the of Austria and Germany, when British unemployment 
at around two million; Some Versions of Pastoral appeared in 1935, 

year of the Italian invasion of Ethiopia, the formation of a national 
in Britain, and the founding of the Left Book Club. It is not 

in this situation, to see why the literary intellectual might have felt 
less than at one with the public, or why one fascinated by the 

cavillings of minor seventeenth-century poets might have experi. 
enced some slight need to justify his or her enterprise. Thus, pastoral is, in 
a Empson's political self-apologia, a form that exposes the ironic 

~IL:i~)~:r~:~~~~O~f::i;~n,~e!lI!ectual sophistication and common wisdom; it is an . the dazzling pyrotechnics of Seven Types of Ambiguity 
ina scene. The real swains, now, are the hunger marchers. 
Insofar as the pastoral form is generously capacious, good·humoredly con
taining the conflicts it dramatizes, it is, of course, as Raymond Williams 
has protested, a flagrant mystification. I But what Williams fails to see (un. 
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derstandably enough, for one from the rural proletariat) is that this Spurious 
harmonization of class struggle is the heavy political price Empson mo
mentarily has to pay for a politically well inten tioned aesthetic which in 
the epoch of wars and revolutions. seeks to return the increasingly tine
drawn analyses of literary critics to their roots in a practical social wisdom. 
Empson's life-long guerilla campaign against the whole portentous gamut 
of formalisms and symbolisms, his brusque dismissal of all metaphysical 
poetics, is the fr uit ofa profoundly sociable theory of language, which grasps 
th e literary text as discourse rather th an langue, refusing purely textual (or 
"organicall y contextual") notions of mean ing for an insistence that meaning<; 
are inscribed in practical social life before they come to be distilled into 
poetry. The literary text for Empson is no organ icistic mystery but a SOcial 
enunciation capable of rational paraphrase, open to the routine sympathies 
and engagements of its readers, turning around terms that crystallize whole 
social grammars or practical logics of sense. 

The Empsonian reader is always an active interpreter: ambiguity 
itsel f is defined as any verbal nuance that "gives room for alternative re
actions to the same piece oflanguage, "2 and the act of reading depends upon 
certain tacit social understandings, certain "vague rich intimate" apprehen
sions carried in collective social practice. Interpretation rests upon the hu
manist-rationalist assumption that the human mind, however baffled, com
plex, and divided, is essen tially "sane"; to interpret is to make as large
minded, generous allowance as one can fot the way a particular mind, how. 
ever self-broodingly idiosyncratic, is striving to work through and ert~om
pass its own conflicts, which can never be wholly inscrutable precisely be
cause they inhere in a shared social medium-language itself-inherently 
patient of public intelligibility. If criticism is a mug's game, it is because 
such conflicts, " life" being the multiple, amorphous affair it is, will never 
endure defi nitive formulation, never submit to the boundaries of a single 
sense. But this "pastoral" sense of the loose, incongruous character of history 
digni fies, rather than tragically defeats, human reason, providing it with the 
most recalcitrant materials on which to exercise its powers and arrive al 
the most fulfi lling type of (in)adequation. The "aristocratic" refinements of 
complex analysis, that is to say, are at once at odds with and enhanced by 
the basic, unfin ished stuff on which critical acumen goes to work-just as 
that "common" stuff at once ironizes the critical gesture itself and, in being 
revealed by it as in truth inexhaustibly subtle, comes to be on terms with 
it. Empson, like the Freud by whom he is nervously fascinated, is the kind 
of rationalist who constantly allows reason to press up against its own strin
gent limits without fo r a momen t ceasing to trust in its force. In this sense 
he fits awkwardly into the straw-target category of rationalism ideologically 
requisite for the fash ionable irrational isms of our own time. 

Responding to a question about his attitude toward Leavis and 
New Criticism, Raymond Williams makes an acute comment on the politics 
of English criticism: 

I sa id to people here at Cambridge: in the thirties you 
were passing severely limiting judgments on Milton 
and relatively fa vorable judgmen ts on the metaphys
ical poets, which in effect redrew the map of 17th
century literature in England. Now you were, of course, 
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making literary judgments-your supportin g quota
tions and analysis prove it, but you were also asking 
about ways of living through a political and cultural 
crisis of national dimensions. On the one side, you 
have a man who totally committed himself to a par
ticular side and cause, who temporarily suspended what 
you call literature, but in fact not writing, in that con-
t1ict. On the other, you have a kind of writing which 
is highly intelligent and elaborate, that is a way of 
holding divergen t attitudes toward struggle or toward 
experience together in the mind at the same time. These 
are two possibilities for any highly conscious person 
in a period of crisis-a kind of commitmen t which 
involves certain difficulties, certain naiveties, certain 
styles; and another kind of consciousness, whose com
plexities are a way of living with the crisis without 
bei ng openly part of it. I said that when you were 
making your judgments about these poets, you were 
not only arguing about their literary practice, you were 
arguing about your own at that tim e.) 

The dilemma outlined by Williams here-one between a highly specialized 
mooe of critical intelligence, which in foregrounding ironic complexity evades 
certain necessarily univocal social commitments, and a plainer, committed 
writing that is prepared to sacrifice such ambivalences in the cause of p0-

litical responsibility-is a modern version of the contradictions which, as I 
have argued elsewhere, fissure the English critical institution throughout 
much of its history.4 Criticism has lurched between a "professional" so
phistication that sequesters it from collective social life and a political in
tervention into the life that, at its best (as with Milton), lends it a substantive 
function , and at its worst (as with Arnold) degenerates into an ineffectually 
"amateur" liberal humanism. 

Williams, one suspects, would place Empson's work firmly on 
the second side of his antithesis, and there is much truth in such aj udgment. 
But this would overlook the iron ies of pastoral, which, while conscious of 
the socially determined distance between the language of developed con
sciousness and a com mon Lebenswelt, nevertheless seeks a basis of dialogue 
between them. If Empson's pastoral model is transferred, as it would seem 
to ask to be, from the anodyne artifice of a courtly drama to the problem 
of the critical intellectual in modern bourgeois society, it can be made to 
yield up significances akin rather than alien to Williams's own political case. 
The author of Seven Types of Ambiguity, that supposed classic of New 
Criticism, is also the author of Milton's God, a work quite prepared to 
negotiate its way in most un-Eliotic or un-Leavisian fashion through the 
twists and turns of Milton's religious ideology, powered as it is by a fero
ciously debunking Voltairean human ism but steadfast in its acknowledg
men t of Milton's magnificence. One can trace, indeed, in the radically di
vided character of Paradise Lost-its rational humanism and religious 
transcendentalism-a veritable allegory of Empson's own critical battles with 
literary reaction. Empson the ironist and ambiguist is. after all, the critic 
who writes in Milton's God that he feels he can well understand the God 
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LoSI from the inside, having been a propaganda specialist himself during 
the Second World War. The insult is directed against the Christian GOd 
not against propaganda or political rhetoric. . ' 

Empson's criticism, that is to say, offers a partial deconstruction 
of Williams's polarity. That the deconstruction is only partial is su.rely Plain: 
he is obviously not a "committed" critic in the style of a Milton or a 
Williams. But those features of his critical approach that look most lemon_ 
squeezingly Wimsattian are in fact nothing of th~ so~; his r~lentiess un
raveling of finer and finer shades of verbal meanmg IS no andly eVasive 
enterprise of the kind Williams is right to denounce, but i.s i.tself ~ political 
position, inscribed by a whole rang~ of milita.n~ly humaOlst~c behefs-trust 
in the intelligibility and sense-makmg capacIties of the mmd even at its 
most divided; a dogged refusal of symbolistic mystificatio~s; a recogni.tion 
of conflicts and indeterminacies-which are a necessary, If not suffiCient, 
condition of any more politically radical criticism. Christopher Norris, in 
his excellent study of Empson, describes his pastoral as "l ift[ingJ the sub
tleties of poetic argument into a larger, essentially social air";~ but while 
this is true "ambiguities" for Empson were in a way this all along, not 
sealed stru~tures of New Critical ambivalence but interpretative struggles 
and enigmas consequent .upon language.'s i!lera.dicable .socia.lity .an~ co.rre~. 
ative roughness, its multipurpose functIOnIng 10 practical lIfe, It.S mtrUlSIC 
openness to alternative social histories and tonalities. Poetry IS ~ot, fa 
Empson, as for New Criticism and some contemporary decon~t~ctto!l, ~ 
privileged locus of ambiguity or indeterminacy; a// languag~ IS mdetemu· 
nate, and this, precisely, is ~ow it is ~ruitfu1 ~d produch.ve. Eml?son's 
Cambridge is also the Cambndge of Wlttgenstem, who remmds us m the 
Blue and Brown Books that "we are unable clearly to circumscribe the con· 
cepts we use; not because we don't know their real definition, but because 
there is no 'real' definition to them."6 Those who seem suddenly to have 
discovered that the essence of "literary" language lies in its indeterminacy 
have obviously not been listening for some years to how the people around 
them actually talk. 

Empson's ambiguities, moreover, have never been pu~ely rh~ 
torical affairs. They root down into confli cts of impulse and alleg.Jance, In 

what seems to him the mixed, contradictory character of social being itself, 
in the friction of competing ideologies and social valuations. Paul de Man 
is not wrong to claim that Empson's work thus manifests a "deep division 
of Being itselr'; he is mistaken, rather, in appearing to assimila.'e ~mpson:s 
category of "contradictory meanings" (the s~venth ty~ ofamb~gulty) ~ hIS 
own model of semantic deadlock (Empson, m fact, wntes breezily that. any 
contradiction is likely to have some sensible interpretation s")' a!ld m al?" 
propriating the English critic's esentially social notions of conflict to hIS 
own ontologizing impulse. Summarizing Empson's fal!l0us account o.fMar. 
veil's The Garden, in wh ich the mind, having first discovered a dehght!ul 
unity with Nature, then moves to transcend and annihilate !t, ~e Man 10-
forms us with enviable authority that " the pastoral theme IS, In fact, the 
only poetic theme, that it is poetry itself."8 What he means is ~at pasto.ral 
enacts just that ironic dissociation of consciousness from its objects, which 
is for him the properly demystified cond ition of all literature. Pastora.l as· 
suages de Man's early-Sartrean horror of "i.nauthent!city" and ."bad fmt}!," 
that dismal state in which the erre pour SO/ cravenly congeals mto the eIre 
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JQi. "What is the pastoral convention, then," he asks, " ifnol the eternal 

;;~~~~~;~ between the mind that distinguishes, negates, legislates, and the 
:0 simplicity ofthe natural?" To which the only answer, even on de 

own account, is: a good deal more. A few lines earlier de Man notes 
Marvell's poem the thought that annihilates Nature is "green "; in 

ih;"ve" act of dissociation, an equable correspondence between conscious
~~.,.ndllh,,~,o'dd is ironically reintroduced by this softly intrusive modifier, 

the sense, in Empson's words, of a "humble, permanent, un-

~i;~~~:~ nature which sustains everything, and to which everything must 
Man actually quotes this phrase, but he does not allow it to 

own Sartrean dogma of eternal alienation; he seizes the moment 
';~~:;~!~::~,~th~:at best fits his own denial of all productive interchange between 
;( and its surroundings and then redefines the whole genre

for good measure, poetry itself-solely in these terms. 
It is amusingly typical of de Man that he should find even pastoral 
and for reasons quite other than Williams's. Marvell, himself, 
sees, has no such puritanical inhibitions: the wit and courage of 

lie in its refusal to absolutize even the moment of the mind's 
confident and humorous enough in its own fic-

to and indulge the notion of harmonious liaison 
Nature and mind even at this point of mystical fading and dis
of the real. De Man's attempt to appropriate both Marvell and 

, in , presses him into self-contradiction: he acknowledges the 
hl~~;f~,~~.~~,~;then instantly erases its significance, for pastoral 

not d of the division between mind and Nature but 
'" ,'," across that acknowledged rift, a continuous sportive interplay in which 
U " achPUts the other into question. Fulfilling correspondences between both 

can be delightedly pursued once the myth of any full identity between 
them has been dismantled. De Man's doctrine of eternal separation, for him 
the absolute truth of the human condition, is for the pastoralist no more 
than one truth among several, an ironic reminder not to take one's own 

Ill; ::~~~::!~se~1';'~OiUSlY' which then therapeutically clears the way for a fruitful with the sensuous world. I t is Empson, or Marvell, who is the 
here, and de Man is the full-blown metaphysician. 

De Man's puritanical fear of entanglement in the world of ma-
process, so different from Marvell's deliciously masochistic yearning 
chained by brambles and nailed through by briars, finds a paradoxical 

If' ",ho in the very Marxism de Man (as we shall see in a moment) is out to 
we""," <ew words have rung more ominously in Marxist ears than "natural," 

we have aU long since learned to rehearse the proper objections to it 
with Pavlovian precision. Having learned that lesson, however, it is surely 
time to move on rather than remain, like de Man, fixated in the moment 
of bleak recognition that aardvarks are not people, repeating that traumatic 
moment compUlsively. Once the consolations of identity have been un
masked as mythical (and pastoral, wrenched by a certain reading, can con
tribute to that end), we are liberated to inquire what fertile pacts and al
legiances between Nature and humanity might in fact be generated, as the 
ecology movement has for some time been inquiring. The work of Sebas
tiano Timpanaro, Raymond Williams, and Norman Geras, not to speak of 
the drama and prefaces of Edward Bond,9 does not cancel the important 
caveats of historicist Marxism on this score, but at its best takes us through 
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and beyond them, to the point where the concepts of N,ature and human 
nature are not merely to be dismissed as ideological fictt0!l~ but are to be 
theoretically reconstructed, Pastoral asserts that some cond itions and styles 
of feeling are more natural than others, and provided we do not abSOlutize 
the term, there is no reason why it should not remain, as it has long tra
ditionally been, an integral part of radical social criticism, There seems 
something strangely self-thwarting about a culturalist or historicist Marxism 
that sternly forbids itself to describe as "unnatural" a wholly reclusive life 
or a society that finds sunsh ine disgusting, 

The political impl ications of de Man's misreading of Empson are 
ominous: if the ironies of pastoral are allegorical of the crit ic's relation to 
society, or indeed of the relation of all intellectual to, manual labor, then it 
is the uncrossable gulf between them that de Man Wishes to reaffirm, lbis 
is one reason why his reflections on Empson culminate abruptly, though 
not wholly unpredictably, in an assault on Marxism, w~ich is, of course, 
for de Man (if not for 90 percent of Marxists) a poetiC dream of utter 
reconciliation between world and mind, Insofar as Empson himself criticizes 
this drive as "premature" in his c,hapter on proletarian Iit,erat~re, he has 
laid himself wide open to such enhstment; but one cannot Imagme that he 
would support the tragic philosophy that is de Man's onl y alternative to 
the loss of the impossible, "The problem of separation," ?e Ma~ writes, 
"inheres in Being, which means that social forms of separat,lO,n den~e from 
ontological and metaphysical atti~udes, For poetry, the d,lVlde, exISts for
ever."IG It is very hard to see why, If the idea of some totalldenuty between 
Nature and society is plainl y absurd, the absence of it should be considered 
somehow tragic, Many human beings would quite like to live forever, but 
not all of them find it tragic that they will not, Some people feel repulsed 
and alienated by staring at the roots of trees, while others just sit down and 
have a picnic, The nonidentity of consciousness and being is a f~ct, which 
may be construed tragically or not depending on how far you are sull secretly 
in thrall with a vision of unity, The sharpest difference between de Man 
and Empson on this point is ' that for Empson the noncoincidence of mind 
and world the sophisticated and the simple, is not in itself tragic at al~ 
though it ~ay from time to time involve tragedy, It is true that, in his 
remark that the poet is never at one with his or her public, Empson sugg~st.s 
a transhistorical estrangement upon which de Man can then pounce, tummg 
the point for good measure against the early Marxian Barthes; but for Emp
son the writer's lack of identity with an audience is simply a fact, not the 
basis of some melancholic ontology, For de Man it is an unquestioned good 
that consciousness should keep free of its objects, that the critic refuse all 
definitive identifications; f<r Empson, the typically pastoral attitude is a 
more ambiguous one: " I (the artist/critic/ intellectual) am in one way bett~r 
(than the worker/peasant), in another way not as good," Or, as he puts It 
more accurately elsewhere: "Some people are more delicate and complex 
than others. and, " if such people can keep this distincti~n fro~ doing 
harm it is a good thing, though a small thing by companson With our 
common humanity," ') 

The fact that in a given society some individuals have the means 
and opportunity to be more cultured than others is not to ~ gu~ltily ,re
pressed; this. indeed, would be the Sartrean bad ~aith or false Identl~catlOn 
whereby intellectuals seek to empty themselves Into the etre en SOl of the 
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masses. P~rt?f th,e iml?licit courage of Some Versions 0/ Pastoral, one feels. 
is eX,actly ~ts IroniC reslstana; to the TC!~antic versions of this thirties-style 
thesiS, which was p?w~ully In th,e politl,cal air and from which the opening 
chapter on proletanan hterature Imme<liately takes its distance, But this is 
not to l~ve ?oeself with no option but romantic alienation, endorsing the 

!I;;;~~:~:,~solauon of the refined critic and the unchangeable lowliness of the 
:' people, Some Versions 0/ Pastoral begins with a brilliant critique 

Elegy, which demonstrates just how the poem's imagery tries to 
trick us accepting the obscurity of the rural poor as somehow inevitable. 
Though distinctions of sophistication and simplici ty exist, Empson's crucial 
most un-de Manian point is that they are a poor thing in contrast with ou; 
"common humanity," Pastoral, in manifesting such distin ctions. is more 

a ruling.class conspiracy because it also reveals them as continua1ly 
, and ~ncompassed by a wider ambience, a general sustaining Nature 

. w~l~h transcends them in its importance, What makes us uniquely 
, mdlvlduals, as Derek Parfit argues in his Reasons and Persons, is 

not I~ J?Ortan t enough a basis on which to build an ethics-or, one might 
, ~ polltlCS,12 Pastoral kno~s a moment of (potentially tragic) separation 

of mmd from wo,rld, the cultivated from the simple, self-reflexivity from 
'spon,tanel~y ; ,but It. in~lu~es this ~oment within a richer, more complex 
relatIOnship 10 which It IS recogOlzed that the intellectual must be taught 
by the masses, that the mind is, after all, a part of Nature and not just its 
other, that the ri~h are poorer as well as richer than the common people, 
and that even the IOtellectuals-hard though it sometimes is to credit them
share a common humanity with others. which ultimatel y overrides whatever 
demarcates the two. The critic who recognizes all this is the critic as clown, 
and one of his several names in our time is William Empson, Paul de Man 
for ~is part, i~herits from Nietzsche a notion of action as mindless spon: 
tanelty (practice as "pure forgetting''), which however qualified (de Man 

I
l:):~E~:o::n::to deconstruct that "pure") puts it eternally at odds with the com

of theory, lJ It is a nineteenth-century irrationalist current that 
at its most disreputable in such writers as Conrad and leaves its 

on the work of Althusser. 
, De Man's epistemology of dissociated spirit most certainly entails 
a politics of intellectual elitism, Among the objects of consciousness are, of 
course, mass movements and political commi tments, and modem bour- ':
geois-Iiberal critics can attain some negative authenticity only in that ironic 
gesture by which, in separating themselves from such empi rical engage-
me,nts, they n,am~ them all as ,i~eradicably inauthentic, "The ironic language 
~ph ts the subject IOta an emplOcal self that exists in a state of in authenticity 
and ~ ~lfthat exists only in the form ofa language that asserts the knowledge 
of this mauthenticity,"W In one sense, the intellectual has been discredited: 
he or s~e can no ,longer speak an authentic discourse to a society that has 
no particular deslTe to know about Holderlin, In another sense such an 
intellectual retains much of his or her traditional authority-retain~ indeed 
mu~h of the classical/orm ,of relations hip between liberal intell ige~tsia and 
SOCIety as a whole, ~nd so IS able to deliver an authoritative message, That 
message. however. IS now wholl y empty and negative: it consists of the 
ceaseless act of naming the inauthenticity of all empirical engagements. In 
a, way, the form of the intellectual's relation to modern society-the act of 
ngorous self-separation-has become the content of the enunciation, That 
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the intellectual should still be honored but should really have nothing to 
say is the material basis of de Man's metaphysical dislocation of mind and 
being. It is not difficult to see how this doctrine grew up in the Uni ted States 
of America. The intellectual's own discourse is inevitably contaminated by 
inauthenticity (even Yale is situated in New Haven), constantly threatening 
to congeal into the reified beliefs of the unreflexive masses and constantly 
recovering itself only in the blank space it keeps establishing between itself 
and such en tanglements. Thus, when the intellectual's own discourse speaks, 
it is untrue; and when it is true it must be silenL Meaning and being are 
ceaselessly at odds, and it is easy to see why this Lacanian doctrine has an 
appeal when one is trying to teach Kleist in Reagan's America. But if the 
intellectual's own discourse is inauthentic, it is also because his or her ide
ological interests are, on the whole, at one with the very society his or her 
ironic self-distancing seeks to shut OUL Only by the/orm orthe intellectual's 
statements can such interests be momentarily transcended; "irony" is the 
device whereby the modern bourgeois critic can at on ce collude with and 
privately disown the ideological imperatives of the modern state. 

This is nOt the case with Empson 's mode of irony. Whereas de 
Man is the patrician who ironizes the ideological doxa of the peasant, Emp
son views the matter in a kind of Bakhtinian reversal: it is the canny sense 
of the peasant that must keep the ideologizing clerk in check. In a deeply 
Wittgensteinian gesture, the intellectual's fatal penchan t to ride hobbyhorses 
(a saddening feature, it must be confessed, of the later Empson himself) 
must be prised open to the therapeutic influence of how language is prac
tically used, exposed to the resources of that collective social wisdom crys
talJized in its key terms ("complex words"). It is, as it were, the common 
people, or at least common readers, who live ambiguously, innately sus
picious of ideological formalisms that would prematurely synthesize such 
inconclusiveness; and Empson, as critic, is the spokesperson of this "good 
sense." Pastoral is a form of the people not because it is wri tten or read by 
them, or because it figures them other than in absurdly or offensivel y stylized 
ways, but because it has about it a kind of "productive looseness" (Chris
topher Norris), which is the structural mark of this state of ideological 
conflict and division. The phrase "productive looseness" has a Brechtian 
ring to it, and the connection seems less surprising once we remember the 
two men's fascination wi th John Gay's Beggar's Opera. "Putting the com
plex into the simple" is, after all, a snap enough definition ofBrecht'splumpes 
Denken. Looked at in one light, Empson's liberal humanism, his constant 
striving to give what cred it he can to beliefs (such as Mi lton's) that are 
deeply repugnant to him, in volves an ironic provisionality of attitude not 
far from de Man's. Both critics can, in this sense, plausibly be construed $ 

bamed, somewhat self-agonizing bourgeois liberals. But there is also a sense 
in which Empson's ironies carry him to a poi nt closer to the sensibility of 
a Brecht, for whom irony denotes the necessarily unfinished, processual, 
contradictory nature of historical affairs, a fact usually more obvious to the 
ruled than the rulers. There is even a possible link through to Brecht in 
what Empson learned from his Far Eastern experience: what he reads as 
the tolerant, ironic magnanimity of the Buddha is very close to the "Chinese" 
Brecht's sense of the need to maintain a kind of cheerful impassive equ ipoise 
in the difficult business of negotiating con tradictions. 
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,. Contradictions for Brecht were not only sometimes intolerable 

, ." bu t also, as he once said with reference to Hegel, a "joke." The jokiness of 
bOth ~recht and .Empso~-the one self-consciously plebeian, the ot her icon

j oclastlcally Enghsh-stnkes a quite different s?Cia~ tone from the h igh Eu. 
~. ropean humo~lessness of de Man. Empson wntes In Some Versions of Pas
. toral of a S~vlet performance of Hamlet (that most de Manian of dramas) * that the ~udlence spontaneously. decided was a farce. Such people, Empson 

reflects, may well hold out against the melancholy of old Russia and for 
them there may be dange:ous implications in any tragedy, whi~h other 
people do not see."" I think Ch ristopher Norris is right to suggest that 
Empson may.well hav.e approved of. such a.respo.nse to the play. Tragedy, 

: for Empson, IS a hcrolc mode associated With anstocratic absolutism and 
~t~C self-re~u~ciatio~, .deeply a t odds with his own ironic humanism; and 
In thIS humamstlc S.Usplclon of tragedy he is again very close to Brecht Like 
Brecht, the ~lternat lve form Empson offers is not some crass triumphalism 
~ut, as ~?ms argues ~rthe quality of his "c?mplex words" (" fool," "d og," 
honest, . and s? on), a down-to-earth qualny of healthy scepticism which 

. .. permits t~elr users to build up a trust in human nature on a shared 
; knowledge o~ns needs and attendant weaknesses." J6 This, too, is a pastoral 
I mode of feehng:. you must love and admire the "high" human q uali ties of 
. truth, be~uty, .vlMue, and courage, but you must not ·be too downcast if 
.t. people fa ll to li~e up to them, or. terrorize them with these ideals to a point 
~t m~kes therr w.eaknesses painful to them. Tragedy moves within the 
rugh-mlnded t:rrons'!I ~f s~ch ideals; however "deep," it is arguably nar. 
rowe~, mo~e Violent In I~S Implacable expectations than the large-minded 
plebe~an ":'Isdom that, Without a breath of cynicism (the mere flip side of 
such Id~hsm) k~ows when not to ask too much of others. Empson's own 
~'!lp~monable hterary style is antiheroic in this sense, designed not to 
lnumld~te a reader; A!i~lOn's God pushes raciness and iconoclasm to the 

J'. very bnnk of academiC In~e.c?~ousness. Brecht's anti tragic awareness that 
1 ther~ ar~,always other POSSibilities p~r~l1els Empson's.reading of the " Meta. 

phY~lcal l?oelS a.s con~ta~tly entertamlng further pOSSible levels of meaning, 
Iromcal1r including WIthin a poem its acts of exclusion. Brecht's belief that 
a~ effective pl~y o~ght always to convey a sense of the (potentially contra. 
~lctOry~ meanings It e~cludes, the pressure of a funherpossible productivity, 
IS claSSically Empsoman. 

The fact that there is always more productivity where that came 
from should not be confused with the infinite regress of a certain mod e of 
deco~struction. For. E'!Ips.on, interpretation is certainly, in principle, inex
hausu~lc, and th~ hmlta tlOn of the various types of ambiguity to a mere 
seven IS more a Joke at the expense of magical numbers than a serious 
\axo~omy. That th~re is some continuity between Empson the liberal hu. 
roamst and the anllhumanist deconstructionist is signaled in Norris's sum. 
mary of his c~tica! " n:'ethod": "He seems constantly on the verge of defining 
the c0'!Ipl.ex ImpllcatJ(~ns, verbal or generic, which might satisfy, by some. 
how plDm~g down, hiS sen~ of the poem's richness. Yet he constantly 
rel:sa~s thiS purpose, detectlDg behind these provisiona l structures a series 
of Iro~lIes and .'placing' atti tudes which prevent their treatment as an in. 
tegratl~g function of f~rm:" 17 This could clearly be said of Derrida or de 
Man; IDdec~ the affimty IS well enough mapped in Christopher Norris's 
Own evolution from a sympathetic critic of Empson to an exponent of 
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deconstruction. Yet such a trajectory tends also to impoverish EmpSOn 's 
work, isolating him as the author of Seven Types of Ambiguity and pruning 
away (or conven iently repressing) the more "sociable," proto-political later 
writing. 

The shift from Seven Types of Ambiguity to The Structure of 
Complex Wa-ds, from " Metaphysical" to "Augustan," "wit" to "sense," 
reflects a growing recognition on Empson's part that wit and ambiguity 
however idiosyncraticall y "brilliant," are nurtured by collective contexts of 
tacit significances, as in that Popean "good sense" that marks the inscription 
of social logics within individual "wit." All discourse for Empson IS in
scribed by such social rationalities, however much it may disrupt and trans.. 
gress them; and this is why he turns in Complex Wa-ds to a period (the 
eighteenth century) in which the inherent sociableness of language, fer all 
its normative violence, is more clearly apparent than in the seventeenth_ 
century of New Criticism. His appeal here is to "common sense," !:lut though 
his work is shot through with the limitations of this most English of vices 
(it lacks, for example, almost any concept of ideology); it also goes same 
way toward refurbishing the concept. "Common sense" in Empson is often 
enough his airy im patience with theory, a brisk plain-minded reliance on 
"what the author probably mean t"; if he is one of the few En glish critics 
to have taken the pressure of Freud, he does so with notable unease and 
discomfort. Yet at its best his writing demonstrates just how thin a line 
there can be between such anemiccommonsensicality and the richer qrams
cian idea of proletarian "good sense," the routine practical wisdom of.t.hose 
who, more intimate with the material world than their rulers, are less likely 
to be mystified by high-sounding rhetoric. When Empson declares his pas
toral faith that "the most refined desires are inherent in the plainest, and 
would be false if they weren't ,"18 he is very close to a kind of Bakhtinian 
populism; indeed, the remark is made in the context of discussing one of 
Shakespeare's clowns. For Empson, it is Swift who presses this deconstruc
tion of body and spirit, savagery and sophistication, to an extreme limit
sign ificantly enough, a limit to which Empson cannot quite follow him. 
Empson the rationalistic humanist really does feel that Swift is "blasphe
mous," rattled as he is by this virulent insistence that every generous human 
motivation can be rewritten in terms of a degrading vulgarity. For ''Swift,'' 
here, one might well read "Freud." To attempt to "refunction" the works 
of Empson in Brechtian spirit cannot be to overlook his egregious limits. 
Empson is a self-ironizing upper-class liberal rationalist with an exasper
atingly commonsensical stance, trapped in a largely tedious form of nine
teenth-century atheism and sometimes dangerously sanguine, in typically 
English style, about human decency. His trust in a "common human nature" 
can be ideological in the most negative sense of the term and needs to I:E 
carefull y distinguished from the more positive, materialist senses of that 
concept to which Marxism has recently begun to turn. What can be retrieved 
for socialism from Empson's work by a certain tenden tious reading must 
be retrieved against the grain of these evident blindnesses. 

To contrast Empson with a later middle-class critic like de Man 
is, most crucially, to compare a prefascist liberal intellectual with a JX>St· 
fascist one. Two of Empson's most seminal works were written before the 
full fu ry of European fascism had been unleashed; and we might well wonder 
whether his beliefin the essen tial sanity and generosity ofthe "human mind" 
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not in p~rt depe~dent on that chronology. De Man, as I have argued 

~[~:~1;~~:~';,S ,;f~ mterestingly viewed in the light of a bitter "postideo-bel.ongi';lg t.o ~he postfasci~t epoch;' 9 and Empson's buoy_ 
ratlOnahty IS Just what he IS out to embarrass. If Marxism 

accept ' . position as it stands. it. rem~ins true that Empson poses 

• 
, 

" · U 

" " .. 
" u 

" " 

more senous challenge, at least 10 thiS sense: that he reminds us 
what h~ h!mself might call a "pastoral fl atness," of just what 

and ambigUIty any program of social transformation must en
. reg~rdin.g ~hat transformative end as in any sense un
the .sa~e time 11 IS part of Empson's courage, and evidence of 

of ~cl~l!sm tha.t can be detected in his work, that he finally refuses 
I fetlshlZlng of difference and ambivalence that still serves the cause 
oppression. To paraphrase his own version of pastoral with a 

sense of "common humanity" in mind: some people a're more 
and complex than others, and this need not matter' indeed it is a 
enrichment, provided such distinctions do no sociai harm. But the 

. subtleties, the most dazzling displays of heroism virtue and 
are a poor thing compared to our shared humanity' and "":hen

are forced to choose, it is always better to choose the iatter. 
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Discourse: Structur e or Event? 
Translated by Warren Montag, WITh Marie-Germaine 
PfJcheux and Denise Guback 

I can think of several quite different ways to open this 
paper. One way would be to take a sentence as a theme and to work on it 
for instance, On a gagne ("We won"), as it spread over France on May 10, 
1981 , a few minutes after 8 P.M., marking the event in which memory and 
topicality meet. Another way, perhaps more classical-but what is classicism 
today?-would be to begin with a philosophical question: for instance, the 
relationship between Marx and Aristotle apropos the idea of a science of 
structure. But I am soon threatened by a multiplicity of disciplines looming 
from the horizons of philosophy and the human and social sciences. They 
remind me that I am not a specialist in Marx or in Aristotle or in the history 
of philosophy, and that I do not have before me a specially constructed path 
into the boundless archive about May 10, 1981, one that has been growing 
daily. 

What then? Would it not be wise-a third possible 
way-to remain in the field of specialization in which I am now trying to . 
lind my bearings: the field of discourse analysis in the French tradition. ll • 

For instance, I could take up, within the set of theoretical and procedural 
problems with which the discipline is now confronted, the relationship be· 
tween analysis as description and analysis as interpretation. But if I take 
refuge in this tactic of intervention, how do I escape a long list of prere· 
quisites for a minimal adjustment or "tuning" of what I wish to say to what 
will be heard of it? Today, a mode of work cannot be fixed merely by calling 
forth some proper names (Saussure, Wiugenstein, Althusser, Foucault, La· 
can) or by mentioning areas of the real (history, language, the unconscious). 
Will I not be compelled to begin with a series of points to be defined in 
order to ensure that they will not function throughout the discussion as 
opaque signs of recognition or as theoretical fetishes? Or should I be your 
guide on a visit-an uitra-quick one, necessarily- to a construction site that 
displays the tools and technical procedures proper to discourse analysis? 
Or, fu rther, should I present you with the results of these procedures, in an 
attempt to convince you of how pertinent and interesting they are? Yet, 
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ongoing research tends to set new problems rather than to illustrate the 
supposed quality of the "answers." 

We say in France that someone does not need four ways to go 
directly to the essential point. But in these circumstances, w~at would this 
magic way to the main point be? Agreeing tha.t such ~ way IS nothing but 
a religious myth, I think it better to go on cnsscrosstng am0-'.lg the three 
ways I have just indicated (~he e~en~, the structure, .and the tenslo~ between 
description and interpretal10n wlthtn the field. of ~Iscourse. analYSIs). Thus, 
each way will be improved through the partial tnterventJon of the other 
two. 

"We Won" 
Paris, May 10, 1981,8 P.M. local time. Simplified and recomposed 

through electronic devices, the. ~ace of the future pres~dent of the French 
Republic appears on the televISion screen. Everrone. IS amazed, whether 
through delight or dread: it is t.he fig~re of Franc,:)!s Mluerand. ~t t~e ~me 
time commentators report vottng estimates provided by several inshtutlons 
that ;pecialize in election information processing: they all declare Mitterand 
the winner. A "special election" program begins: tables of percentages, first 
reactions of politicians, piping-hot remarks by political experts. All ofthese 
(the new fact, the statistics, th~ first statements) begin to "sha~" the eVent 
in its immediate context and III the field of memory the event Invokes and 
has already begun to reorganize: French socialism from Guesde to ~aures, 
the Congress of Tours, the Popular Front, the Liberation. The e~~nt on the 
"front page" of the great TV machinery, the final score?f a P?btlca1 SuJ?tr 
Bowl or World Series (Mitterand wins the French champIOnship), the major 
news item refers to a sociopolitical context that is at the same time perfectly 
transparent (the verdict of numerals, the outcome of a score) and deeply 
opaque. 

The discursive struggle over the naming of the unlikely event 
began long before May 10 through the treme~dous work of formula??llS 
(reported, shifted, turned over from one side to the other of. the pohtlcal 
field), constituting a discursive prefiguration of the even.t, s~aplllg.and fash· 
ioning it with the secret hopes of hurrying or hindenng It. This process 
goes on, 'marked by the novel!y of. May. 10, but t~is novelty d~s not rul.e 
out the opacity of the event, mscnbed in the obhque play of ItS denom~. 
nations. None of these sentences is a paraphrase of the other-FranC~lls 
Mitterand is elected president of the French Republic. The French Left wms 
the day in the presidential elections. Socio-communist coalition takes hold 
of France. They refer (bedeuten) to the same event, but they do not const~ 
the same significations (sinne): the discursive struggle goes on through the 
event. 

In the midst ofthis circulation-confrontation offormulations ~at 
does not cease to unfold across the television screen throughout ~h~ entire 
night, a news flash appears that is both a report and a call all Pansla.os for 
whom this event is a victory are to gather on the Place de la Bastille ~o 
shout for joy. The others will not be there on such ~ night. .The same wi.1I 
happen in many other French towns. Among the cnes of victory, the~, IS 
one that was taken up with a particular intensity: On a gagne!- "We. won!. -
repeated endlessly, as an inexhaustible echo of the .event.. The .dlscurslve 
materiality of this collective utterance is most pecuhar: neuher Its content 
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its shape nor its enunciative structure are those of a slogan at a dem

fb;;;"ati't," or a political meeting.2 On a gagne, sung with a determinate 
rp)1l11~ ,~~a melody (on-a·ga·gne/do-do-sol-do), constitutes the deployment, 

field of political events, of the collective chant of fans at a game when 
team has just won. When that chant fills the stadium, the passive 

of the audience is reconverted into a collective motor and 
, materializing the celebration of the team's victory the more 

as' was the more unlikely. ) 
May 1981 was the first time that sport offered itselfas the popular 

'1It':n'et~plhacn>oSI to the French political field. Such an event requires 
elaborate of the links between the mode offunctioning of 
media, on the one hand, and of professional politicians, on the other, 

. since the 1970s.· What may be said, in any case, is that the me-
around the utterance "We won" overdetermined the event in 
its equivocation. The obviousness of sports results is sup-

by . presentation in logical tables (team X defeated team Yand 
therefore qualified to play team Z, etc.). The results of the game will , of 

, become the object of strategic commentaries and reflections by team 
and sports commentators, since there are always other games on 

. But all the same, the result as such appears within a discursive 
that is logically stabilized; that is, it is based on relatively limited 

predicates, and relations, and it can be comprehensively 
through a series of univocal responses to factual questions (the 

. one of which is, of course, As a matter of fact, who won, X or Y?). 
Questions such as Who actually won, really, beyond appearances, 

the eyes of history? are irrelevant and even absurd when asked about the 
of a game. This may be explained by the fact that what is at stake 

a game is logically defined as being contained in its result: "team A won" 
," '''_C'':.''team A defeated team B in a game that took place at such and such 

and no more. Symbolic marks and objects that may be associated 
victory (and therefore may be appropriated by supporters who 
. the team) are only secondary consequences ofthe result. It is 

that what has been won by the winners may be shown or de-

Electoral results, when considered according to the way they are 

Ilf~}S~'~~'~tb~:Y,~t:he media, show the same logical univocation. The universe 
provided with rules to determine victory, is all the same a 

of predicates, arguments, and relations. From this point of view, we may 
that on May 10, 1981, after 8 P.M., the proposition "Fran~is Mitterand 
been elected president of the French Republic" became true, and no 

I i"'m,,~ But at the same' the statement On a gagne is deeply opaque: 

:~~e,:~~~~\'~~:~;~~:~i~;:l~:i~;indefinite pronoun as the subject, the tense 
form, the verbal lex ical morpheme "win," 

and absence of any object) immerses the utterance in a network of 
implicit associative relations-paraphrases, implications, commentaries, al
lusions, and so on-that is, in a heterogeneous series of statements, func
. . at various discursive levels, with a variable logical stability.} 

It follows that the conflation of politics and sport described above 
functions as a stabilized proposition (indicating an event localized as a point 
in an area of logical disjunctions) only if we do not ask what the subject of 
the verb "win" refers to, or what the missing objects refer to.6 By 1983, the 
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question can no longer be exclude<.J from political debate. On a g'!gnef-we 
rejoiced in the same way at each victory of the Left May 1936, Liberation 
and so on. Others before us shouted the same words. And every time it ha~ 
been an "experience" that did not last long. Willingness and enthusiasm 
wasted; a sudden blaze, but a flash in the pan: the faU, the bog, and the 
accepted defeat. 

"'On A Gagne': What Ha. Been Won, How, and for Whom?"J 

Concerning the Subject of the Statement: Who Won? . 
French syntax permits, through the use of the mdefimte pronoun 

on, the omission of the subject utterance in "who wins." Is it "we," tank. 
and-file members of a leftist party? Or the people of the Left? Or those who 
always supported the perspectives d the Common Program? Or those who 
first supported it and tben suddenly gave up? Or those who, quite at sea in 
the Left/Right categorization in Parliament, nevertheless felt sudden release 
through the departure of Giscard d'Estaing and all he represents? Or those 
who never had anything to do with politics and are amazed and enthusiastic 
because at last things are changing? 

The effacement of the agent induces a complex feedback, inter· 
mingling different forms of activism with the passive participation of the 
electoral spectator, reluctant and skeptical up to the last minute ... ~hen 
the incredible happens: the critical touchdown is scored and the supporter 
rushes to the aid of victory. The statement On a gagnebrings together "those 
who still believed in it" and "those who no longer believed.'" 

Concerning the Objects of the Statement: What is Won, How. and for 
Whom? 

Let us consult the dictionary about the verb "to win," gag1U!T. 
We see it can be constructed: 

a. with a live subject (an agent endowed with will, feeling,. in· 
tention, etc.)-to earn one's living, to earn so much per mont~; to wm a 
competition, to be the winner; to win a game of chance, to Win the first 
prize; to overtake (on land, in space or time) an oppone!'lt; to .be promoted; 
to reach a place; to win someone's sympathy, (men, aUle:s, fnends); or 

b. with a lifeless subject (a thing, a process without any proper 
will, feeling, or intention.) These "agents" become objects: heat, cold, ~n. 
thusiam, sleep, illness, joy, sadness overtake us (take hold of me, of him, 

~~ ... . 
What part did each of these lexlcosyntactlc ways of funct ioning 

play in the equivocal unity of the reverberated chant? "We won": joy of 
victory is enunciated without an object, but obje~ts ~re not f~ away-we 
won the match, the game, the first set (before leglSlauve e l.ect~ons); but at 
the same time (see above), we won by chance, as the first prize IS won when 
no one dared to hope for it, and, of course, ground is gained over the 
opponent, with the anticipation of places to be filled , above all the place 
from which France is governed, the place of governmental and state power. 
"The Left takes power in France" is a plausible paraphrase of the formula
statement "We won" as an extension of the event ASSuming power: at last 
something that may be shown as the object of the verb " to win." 
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It is not at all certain that the verb "to win, to take power" may 

be explained univocally.' "Power" may in a way be considered as an ac
quired object, the deserved fruits of a long effort, or as unexpected good 
fortune; in any case, the symbolic first prize to be managed for the good of 
everyone. In another way "power" may be seen as a resistant space to be 
conquered in an ongoing struggle against the bastions of capitalism (which 
did its best to prevent it and continues to resist). In still another way, power 
is a performative act to be upheld (to do what was promised) or even a new 
set of social relations to be constructed. 

On a gagne: for two years, the equivocation of this formula has 
troubled leftists in government posts as well as other layers of the population; 
it troubles those who believe in it as well as those who do not, those who 
are waiting for a large popular movement and those who are resigned to a 
general ized apoliticism, officeholders and ordinary people. Therefore, there 
are two distinct temptations; (I) to deny the ambiguity of the event of May 
10, for instance. by bringing it down to the logically stabilized level of 
political institutions (Yes or no, is the French Left in or not? If yes, then 
let us be consistent with the will of the people.); (2) to deny the event as 
such, by behaving as if the problems were the same as if the right wing were 
i ~ power (Nothing really happened. What has been won?). l0 Yielding to 

. either of these temptations would ultimately divide the two Lefts from each 
other and surrender both to the opponent. If the right wing were to come 
back into power in France, one would see-too late-what one has lost. 

My intention in taking the event of May 10, 1981 , as an example 
has been to raise the question of the status of the discursivities that traverse 
an event, interweaving proposi tions that seem logically stabilized and there· 
fore may be univocally responded to (yes or no, X or 1') with those for· 
mulations that are irredeemably equivocaL Discursive objects that seem to 
be stable, that seem privileged by a relative logical independence in relation 
10 statements produced about them, exchange their trajectories with other 
kinds of objects whose mode of existence is governed by the very way they 
are spoken about. Is one type of object more "real" than another? Is there 
an underl ying space common to the deployment of such dissimilar objects? 

SCience, Structure, and Schola.ticism 
To suppose that, in certain circumstances at least, an object is 

independent in relation to any discourse about that object is equally to 
suppose that, in the interior of what appears to be the ph ysical. human 
universe (things, living beings, persons, events, processes). " there is some· 
thing of the real." That is, there are points of impossibility determining 
what cannot fail to be thus. The real is (the) impossibility ... that things 
could be otherwise. Therefore, one does not discover the real; one bumps 
into it, meets it, finds it. 

Thus, the domain of mathematics and the natural sciences has 
to do with the real, insofar as one can say of a mathematician or of a physicist 
that he or she has found the solution to a problem that had remained up 
to that poin t unsolved. Also, we say that a student, facing math or physics 
homework, has solved such and such part of the problem, that he or she is 
"right" (if "a bon ") on such and such a question, while as far as the rest is 
concerned he or she is "lost" ( if seclJl!) . 
. . A v~ry great number of material technologies that produce phys
Ical or biophYSical transformations " have to do with" the real, in opposition 
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to the techniques of d ivination and interpretation, The point is to find with 
or without the aid of the natural sciences, the means of obtaining a ~SUlt 
in the most effecti ve possible fas hion. while taking into account the ex. 
haustibility of nature: the means to use natural processes, to instrumentalize 
them, to direct them toward the sought-for effects. To this series is added 
a multi plicity of techniques of the social management of indi viduals: they 
are marked, identifi,ed. classified, compared, placed in order, in ranks and 
tables. They are reassembled and separated according to defined criteria in 
order to put them to work, to teach them, to give them dreams or hallu. 
cinations, to protect them and maintain surveillance over them, to lead 
them to war, to induce them to have children. 

This administrative (juridical, economic, and political) space pre
sents the appearance of a disjunctive logical constrainL It is " impossible" 
that one is both a bachelor and married, that one has a diploma and does 
not have a diploma, that one works a nd is unemployed, that one earns less 
than x dollars per month and more than that sum, that one is both a civilian 
and in the military, that one is elected to such and such a function and is 
not, and so on. These spaces, through which the possessors of knOWledge 
are placed, the specialists and officials of diverse existing orders (all ofthem 
functioning as agents and guarantors of these multiple operations), have a 
very specific property: they essentially forbid interpretation. This interdic
tion is implied by the ordered usage of logical propositions (true or fal se) 
with disjunctive interrogations (Is the state of affairs A or not A?), Correl. 
atively, this interdiction implies the refusal of certain marks of discursive 
d istance, II such as "in a sense," "if you like," "we might say," "to an extreme 
degree," "properly speaking." In particular, these spaces imply the refusal 
of a ll quotation marks of an interpretative nature that would displace the 
categorization. For example, the statement "Such and such a person is very 
military in civilian life" is prohibited, even though this statement, of course, 
makes perfect sense. 

In the discursive spaces designated above as logically stabilized, 
a given speaking subject is supposed to know what is being talked about: 
every sta tement produced in these spaces reflects structural properties that 
are independent of the enunciation of the statement. T hese properties are 
transparently inscri bed in an adequate description d the universe, such thaI 
this universe is discursively grasped in the spaces. The apparent unifying 
factor of these discursive spaces is a series of logical-practical evidences at 
a very general level, such as: the same object X cannot be at the same time 
in two different places; the same object X cannot have at the same time 
property P and property not P; the same event E cannot at the same time 
have occurred and not have occurred; and so on. The logical homogeneity 
that conditions the logically representable as a set of propositions capable 
of being true or fal se is traversed by a series of equivocities (in particular 
concerning such terms as Law, Rigor, Order, Principle, etc,), which covers 
at the same time, like a patchwork, the domains of the exact sciences, tech· 
nologies, and publ ic services. 1l 

This " logical" cover (couverture) of the heterogeneous regions of 
the real is too massive and systematic a phenomenon to be seen simply as 
a deception, constructed piecemeal by some mystifying Prince: before this 
false semblance (faux·semblant) ofa natural and sociohistorical real, covered 
by a network of logical propositions, everything happens as if it were not 
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in anyo~e's power totally to escape, even- and perhaps especiall y-those 

;.. w~o beh~ve th,emselves not to be duped by it ("non·dupes "), as if this in
eVItable mcJusiOn wo~ld come to be !ealized in one way or another. 

, rf we put aside all explanattons that arc not explanations, insofar 
t as the~ are ~mly the co,mmentaries of this inClusion itself, there is perhaps 
, a crucial ~nnt to conSIder from the direction of the multiple exigencies of 
. everyday I ~ f~. But to call ~his point into question supposes the suspension 
, of t~e p?sltton o,f the uDlversal specta tor as the source of logical homo
genel~y; It necessItates the, interrogation of the "pragmatic" subject in the 
Ka~t1an sense~ ~ well as In the contemporary sense. U The idea that these 

. log.tcallr stabhhzed spaces could be imposed from the exterior, like the 
;,. cons~raInts plac:ed, on the pragm,at,ic subject, through the sole power of people 

of science, speclahslS, and admmlst rators, becomes once it is seriously con. 
sidered, indefensible. ' 

, Th~ pra~atic subject-that is to say, ordinary people faced with 
. the dlverst: eXIgencies of their lives-has itself an imperative need for logical 
ho~ogenelty, marked by the existence of a multiplicity of small, portable, 

.' ~Oglca1 s~~~ms:, from the management of everyday ex istence (for example, 
, In ~~r clvlhzatt~ln, wallet" keys, schedules, calendars, papers), to the great 
decISIO~S of SOCial and prtvate life (I decide to do such and such and not 

'OJ' so~ethmg else, to respond to X and not to y), to the whole sociotechnical 
, enVironment of household appliances (the series of objects that we acquire 

, that ,we learn how to work, that we throwaway or use, that we break 0; 
rep.m or r~place), In this space of equivocal necessity, in which are inter. 
mmgl~d thmgs and persons, technical processes and moral decisions, in
structions f~r use an~ politi~l cho~ces, any conversation (from the simplest 
request for lI~for:natlon to diSCUSSions, debates, and confrontations) is ca. 
p~ble ofputt,Ing mto play a logical bipolarization of sta table proposit ions-,r. wlt~, from, tIme to time, the insidious impression of a univocal simplifi

'f cahon, which could eventually be deadly for oneself and/or for others. 
, 1" It ~oes no .good to deny this need (or desire) for the appearance 

of homogeneIty bearmg logical disju nctions and categorizations: the uni
,versal n~ed for a "semanticall,y n~rma.l (i,e., normalized) world" begins with 
the ~Iahon tbat we each mamtam With our own body and our immediate 
env;tronment (beginning with the distribution o f good and bad objects ar
~ha lcally figured by the disjunction between food and excrement). Nor does 
It do any, good ~o deny that this need for boundaries coincides with the· 
oo~structlOn of,hnks between multiple "things to be known" (choses Ii sa. 
~Olr): we say " thmgs to be known" and "things of knowledge'" we say " things 
of beauty." These "things to be known" can be considered as reserves of 
accumulated kn~wledge that we depend on, 14 machines of knowledge against 
threa~ of any . kl~d : the s~~e and institutions functioning most often-at 
least m our SOCie ties-as pnvtleged poles of response to this need or demand 

, Thus, su~h "things to ~ known" stand for things that might ~ 
! lacking for the ~appI~ess (and ,ultlmate!y for the simple biological survival) 

of the pragma~lc s1:lbJect; that IS, anythmg that threatens him or her by the 
verr fac~ that It ~XIStS (the fact that it is part of the real, whatever grasp the 
subject m questIOn h3:s of, the, s,tructure of the real). It is not necessary to 
have a ph~nomenologlcal mtUlhon, a hermeneutic grasp, or a spontaneous 
app~h~nslO,n of the essence of typhus to be affected by this malady;IS in 
fact , It IS qUite the contrary: there are " things to be known" (know ledges to 
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be socially managed and transmitted), that is, descriptions of situations, 
symptoms, and acts (to be performed or avoided) associated with the mul_ 
tiple threats of the real for which ignorance of the law is no excuse-because 
the real is without pity. 

The project of a knowledge that would unify this multiplicity of 
"things to be known" into a homogeneous representable structure, the Idea 
ofa possible science of the structure of the real, capable of making it explicit, 
outside of any false semblance, and of assuring the control over this real 
without the risks of interpretation (therefore a scientific self-reading of the 
real, without fault or lack}-this project obviously corresponds to an urgency 
so vivid,. so universally "human," tied (knotted) so well (around the same 
stake of domination/resistance) to the interests of successive masters of this 
world, as well as to those of the wretched of the earth, that the phantasm 
of such an effective, manageable, and transmissible knowledge could not 
fail historically to use any means to make itself materialize. 

The promise of a royal science as conceptually rigorous as math
ematics, as concretely effective as material technologies, as omnipresent as 
philosophy and politics-how could humanity resist such a goosend? 

-There was the moment of Aristotelian scholasticism that marked 
the beginning of the deployment of the categories that structure language 
and thought, fashioning the model and organon of any systematization: 
disjunctive questions en utrum ("either ... or") considering divinity., the 
sex of angels, celestial and terrestrial bodies, plants and animals, all things 
known and unknown .... How many catechisms have been structured .by 
the networks of such scholastic questions and responses? 

-There is the modern-contemporary moment of positive rigor 
which has appeared in the historical context of the constitution of physics, 
chemistry, and biology as sciences, a moment associated with the emergence 
of a new form of Law (organized into a set of propositions), as well as with 
a rebirth of mathematical thought The result is a new organon, constructed 
in opposition to Aristotelianism and based on a reference to the exact sci
ences, beginning in its tum to homogenize the real, from mathematical logic 
to social and administrative spaces, from the experimental hypothetical
deductive method to the "techniques of the proof." 

-And, last but not least, there is the moment of marxist ontology, 
pretending for itself to produce the dialectical laws of history and matter; 
another organon, partially resembling the two preceding organa and in any 
case sharing with them the desire for omnipotence: "the theory of Marx is 
all powetful because it is true" (Lenin). As a whole, the workers' movements 
have visibly been unable to resist this extraordinary gift of a new unified 
philosophy capable of institutionalizing itself efficiently as a critical/orga
nizational component of the state (whether the existing state or the state to 
come). And the basic apparatus of marxist dialectical ontology (with Capital 
as the absolute weapon: "the most powerful missile ever thrown at the head 
of the bourgeoisie") has shown itself to be capable-like all know ledges of 
this unified and homogeneous appearance--of justifying anything in the 
name of urgency.'6 

Neo-positivism and marxism thus form the major episteme of our time. 
entangled in a partially contradictory manner around the stake of the human 
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social sciences, with the question of history at the center, that is, the 

question of the possible forms of existence of a science of history. 
The point here is not to decide whether or not Capital and the 

research that has derived from Capital have produced what I have called 
"things to be known." Even for the fiercest adversaries of marxism, the 
process of capitalist exploitation, for example, incontestably constitutes a 
"thing to be known," and the owners of capital have learned to use it as 
JIluch as, and perhaps better than, those they exploitY The same goes for 
class struggle and several other "things to be known." The question is, rather, 
to determine if the "things to be known" that have emerged from marxism 

. are capable or not of being organized into a coherent scientific space, in-
tegrated into a systematic montage of concepts, such as the productive forces, 

. ' relations of production, social-economic formations, sodal formations, in
frastructure and ideological, juridical and political superstructures, state 
power, and so on, in the sense that, for example, the Galilean discovery was 
capable of constituting the coherent scientific matrix of physics, in the cur
rent sense of the term. II 

The moment of the Galilean rupture opened the possibility of a 
construction of the physical real as a process, following the track of the 
impossible proper to this real through the ordered relations combining the 
construction of conceptual writings and experimental devices (thus em
ploying a part of the register of material technologies evoked above). Ac
cordingly, the first instruments (inclined planes, winches, etc.) used by Gal
ilean physics were inevitably imported from pre..Qalilean technological 
spaces; and it is in the development itself of physics that the aforementioned 
instruments were transformed, in order to be adapted to the intrinsic ne
cessities of Galilean physics, with, as a retroactive effect, the indefinitely 
enlarged production of industrialized technical objects associated with a 
new technical-social division of labor ("scientists," engineers, and techni
cians), which made physics appear also as a "social science." 19 

The intellectual consequences of the Galilean discontinuity are 
marked by the fact that for no physicist today is Aristotle a colleague or 
even the first physicist: Aristotle is simply a great philosopher. Another 
mark of this discontinuity is that Galilean and post-Galilean physics do not 
interpret the real-even if, of course, the movement they initiate, the con· 
struction of the physical real as process, incessantly becomes the object Of 
multiple interpretations. 

The question I am posing here is that of knowing if Marx may 
_ or may not be considered the Galileo of the "continent ofhistory."lo Is there 

an impossible specific to history, marking structurally that which constitutes 
the real? Is there an ordered relationship between the formulation of con
cepts and the construction of instruments capable of grasping the real? And 
can we discern, with the emergence of Marx's thought, a discontinuity such 
that the historical real ceases to be the object of divergent interpretations 
in order to be constituted in its tum as a process (for example, a "process 
without subject or end[s]," according to the famous formula of Althusser)? 

The fact of the "crisis of marxism" is today sufficiently acknowl
edged. I can be brief and say that everything leads us to think that the 
epistemological discontinuity associated with Marx's discovery has become 
extremely precarious and problematic. Marx is neither the first historian 
nor the first economist, in the sense that Galileo could be the first physicist: 
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Thucydides, who is apparently not a colleague for the contemporary prac
titioners of historiography,l' is without doubt a historian before as well as 
after Marx. All we can suppose is that eventually Thucydides would not be 
read in the same manner, according to whether or not the reading takes 
into account the work of Marx (that is to say, in fact, such and such a 
reading of such and such a text signed by Marx, or by Marx and Engels 
etc.). But can we not say exactly the same thing about any grcat thought 
that has emerged out of history? Failing to be the founder of a science of 
history, let us say that Marx would be a very great philosopher, as important 
as Aristotle. 

What would have (and to a certain extent has) happened is that 
Marx would be considered the first marxist theoretician, in spite of the 
famous ph rase with which he rejected the categorizing adjective derived 
from his proper name that certain of his contemporaries had already coined 
in his lifetime. And the fact that Marx thus refused to recognize himself in 
the in itial effects associated with the social-historical "reception" of his work 
has almost always been understood as a denegation, sign ifying, in fact, "I, 
Karl Marx, am effecti vely a marxist, but not in the sense in which it is 
commonly understood." It seems to me that the aristocratic thematic of the 
"good" reading as opposed to "bad" (banal or fallac ious) readings, of the 
correct interpretation always held in reserve under erroneous interpreta_ 
ti ons, of the truth as a telos of a potentially infinite process of rectification, 
begins at this precise point. 

The scholastic effects of the division of reading (exoteric/esol.eric 
reading, Marx read by X/Marx read by Y, etc.), of which marxism had been 
the site from the very beginning, with a quasi-indefinite postponement of 
the moment of the decisive experience would not be especially surprising. 
The impossible proper to the structure of the historical real-that is, the 
specific real considered by marxist theory- is probably literally ungraspable 
in the "applications" of the aforementioned theory. The same aporetic point 
appears in another way: the question of "instruments." If we consider (as 
was the case for a century for a not-negligible pan of humanity) marxism 
as the science of history put into practice by the proletariat, we must admit 
that the practitioners of the science in question were constrained to "oor
row" from the existing (and therefore pre-marxist) social-historical world a 
whole series of instruments (institution s, or "apparatuses," forms of orga
nization and practices, etc.) in order for this science-practice to be consti
tuted simultaneously as a space of knowledge and a means of interven ing 
in history. 

Insofar as it is a question of intervening in history by obeying 
its law (which incidentally presupposes that the "things to be known" con
cern ing history, society, and politics have the structure of laws of the sci
entifi c-Galilean type), it is clear that, like the inclined planes and winches 
of Galileo, the first "instruments" util ized have been, up to this point, 
dissimilar to their new "scientific" goals, inadequate to their transforma
tiona l function, in a word, crude (only inveterate utopians can believe that 
it is possible to construct ex nihilo such social-political instruments by mag
ically denying the weight of the past). But the crucial problem is that the 
development of the applications of marxism as a science-practice, the new 
instruments or apparatuses constructed under its scien tific auspices, con
tinue to resemble, grosso modo. earlier structures-sometimes with aggra-
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vations that are more than accidental: in particular, the same patchwork, 

I i;. the same false appearance oflogical homogeneity, telescoping the discursive 
l: stability proper to the natural sciences, to the material technologies and to 

procedures of administrative management and control, has not ceased to 
. ,. dominate the different variants of marxism. In other words, to speak bru

tally, the instruments have not followed theory in its "applications," which 
can also be understood as an indication that the science-practice in question 
has not (yet?) been correctly applied. 

To speak this way is, again, to suppose a "true" marxism in 
reserve. a marxism introuvabJe,n that is, basically, to repeat Marx's own 
denegation of the interpretation of his work; it is to be identified with Marx's 
gesture, in what is most defensive about it. So, let us stop protecting Marx 

~ and protecting ourselves through him. Let us stop supposing that the " things 
t 10 be known" concerning the social-historical real form a structural system 
r analogous to the conceptual-experimental coherence of the Galilean Sys~ 

,/. tem .ll :"ond let .us try t.? co":,p~eh~,nd what ~his systematic phantasm implies 
,. as a klOd of hnk to speclahsts of all klOds and to the institutions and 
'- state apparatuses that employ them, not in order to place ourselves out of 

'\ 

play, or out of state (1), but so we may think the problem outside ofa marxist 
denial of interpretation, that is, by facing the fact that history is a discipline 
of interpretation and not a physics of a new type. 

To Read. To De. cribe, To Interpret 
To raise the question of the existence of a real specific to the 

disciplines of interpretation requires that the non·logical1y stable not be 
considered a priori as a lack, or simple hole, in the rea\. This assumes that
"the real" understood in various ways-there could exist a real other than 
that already evoked, as well as another kind of knowledge that is not re
ducible to the order of "things to be known" or to a network of such things. 
Thus, we have a real that is constitutively foreign to logical univocation 
and a knowledge that is not transmitted, learned, or taught but nevertheless 
exists in the production of effects. . 
. The intellectual movement that was named "structuralism" (as 
It developed, in particular, in France in the sixties, around linguistics, an
thropology, philosophy, politics, and psychoanalysis) may be considered, 
from this point of view, an a01ipositivist attempt to take into account the 
real that thought "bumps into" at the intersection of language and history. 
New reading practices (symptomatic, archaeological, etc.) applied to textual 

,. monuments, and initially to the Great Texts (cf. Reading Capita!), have 
emerged from this movement. The principle on which these readings are 
based consists, as we know, in disengaging what is being said "here" (at a 
precise place in a text}-said in such a way and no other-from what is being 

I said elsewhere and in another way, in order to be able to "hear" the presence 

f of the "unsaid" within what is said. 
Assuming that "any fact is already an interpretation" (an anti· 

. positivist reference to Nietzsche), structuralist approaches made it a point 
·1 to describe the textual discursive constructions in thei r material imbrication. 
~ And paradoxically, they, in this manner, set aside the production of inter-

pretations (of representations of contents, of Vorstel/ungen) in favor of de· 
scription per se (Darstellung) of these constructions. It was in this way that 
structuralist approaches expressed their refusal to be constituted as a "royal 
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science" of the structure of the real. Nonetheless, we will see in a moment 
how they were able, in their tum, to be seduced by this phantasm, only to 
end up appearing as a new "royal science." But first it is necessary to Stress 
the fact .that in .t~e names of Marx, Freud, and Saussure a new theoretical 
foundation , pohtlcally heterogeneous, took shape, leadmg ., a crilica1 COn
struction that shattered the literary evidence of "lived" authenticity, as well 
~ the "scientific" certitudes of positivist functionalism. 

I recall how, at the beginning of ReadingCapital. Althusser marked 
the encounter of these three fields: "Onl y since Freud have we begun to 
suspect what listening and hence what speaking (and keeping silence) means 
(veut dire); that this 'meaning' (vouloir4ire) of speaking and listening dis. 
closes, beneath the innocence of speech and hearing, the specifiable depth 
of a hidden level, the 'meaning' of the discourse of unconscious-that level 
whose effects and forma1 conditions are thought by modern linguistics.''}' 
The subversive effect of the trilogy Marx-Freud-Saussure was an intellectual 
challenge that held out the promise of a cultural revolution that would call 
into question the evidence of the human order as a strictly biosocial order. 

To restore something of the specific work of the letter, the sYmbol 
and the trace was to begin to open up a fault within the compact block of 
pedagogies, industrial and biomedical technologies, and moralizing hu
man isms or rel igions. It was to call into question the direct articulation of 
the biological and the social (an articulation that excluded the symbolic and 
the signifier from the real ). It was an attack on the individual anq the 
collective narcissism of human consciousness (cf. Spinoza in his time) an 
attack on the eternal negotiation ofthe "seW' (as master/slave of its actiQD 
speech, and thought) in its relation to the other self. In a word, the struc: 
turalist cultural revolution never ceased to attack the psychological register 
(and the psychologies-of the "self," of "consciousness," of "behavior," or 
of the "epistemic" subject). This attack was not engendered by the hatred 
of humanity that was onen attributed to structuralism. It was only the 
consequence of the recognition of a structural fact proper to the human 
order: that of symbolic castration. 

But at the same t ime, this antinarcissistic movement (whose ~ 
litical and cultural effects have obviously not been exhausted) turned toward 
a new form of theoretical narcissism-a narcissism of structure. This the
oretical narciss ism may be marked in the structuralist tendency to reinscribe 
its "readings" in the unified space of a conceptual logic. Thus, the suspension 
of interpretation (associated with the descriptive gestures of the reading of 
tex tual constructions) topples over into a sort of structural overi nterpre
tation of the montage as the effect of the whole: this overinterpretation used 
the "theoretical" level as a kind of metalanguage, organized in a network 
of paradigms. Structuralist overinterpretation then functions as a translating 
device, transposing "common empirical statements" into "conceptual struc
tural statements." The mode of functioning of structural analysis (and in 
particular of what could be called structural materialism or political struc
turalism) remains secretl y governed by the general model of interpretati ve 
equivalence. To schematize this, take the empirical statement PI (for ex-
ample, ''The face of existing socialism is distorted"); ... PI , in fact, means 
nothing else but ... theoretically comes to say that . .. in other words ... 
that is to say ... the theoretical statement P2 (for example, "BourgeOis 
ideology dominates marxist theory"). It is above all this state of theoretical 
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, overhang, the allure of a discourse without a subject simulating mathe

matical processes, that conferred on structuralist approaches the appearance 
ofa new "royal science," denying, as usual, its own interpretative position. 

The paradox of the early 1980s is that the bogging down of French 
political structuralism, its breakdown as a "royal science" (that nevertheless 
cOntinues to produce effects, notably in Latin America~ coincides with the 
growing acknowledgment of the works of Levi -Strauss, Lacan, Barthes, Der
rida, and Foucault in the Anglo-Saxon countries-in England, West Ger
many, as well as in the United States. By a strange seesaw effect, at the 
precise moment that America discovers structuralism, the French intelli
gentsia "turns the page" by developing a massive ressentiment of the theories 
suspected of having spoken in the name of the masses, wh ile producing a 
long series of inefficient symbolic acts and unhappy political performatives. 
This ressentiment is the effect of a profound movement " from below," a 
sort of ideological backlash necessitating reflection, and must not be con
tused with the cowardly relief of many French intellectuals who react by 
discovering retroactively that " theory" has " intimidated" them. 

The biggest strength of this critical reexamination is that it calls 
into question the theoretical " heights" of pol iti cal structuralism, the am
bition to construct a relation to the state (eventually, its identification with 
the state-and especially with the part y-state of the revolution). This back
lash has forced us to look toward what is happening " below," in the infra
ecstatic space that constitutes the ordinary of the masses, especiall y in a 
period of crisis. It is becoming increasingly obv ious that-in history, soci
ology, and literary studies-we must learn to listen to this often silent speech 
enclosed within the urgency of survival. We must do more than read (or 
reread) the Great Works (of science, law, and the state~ We must hear the 
articulations embedded in the "ordinary way" of meaning. I) But at the same 
time, the risks of this movement are quite clear, especially the risk of fol
lowing the greatest ideological slope, of conceiving the "ordinary way of 
meaning" as a natural psychobiological process inscribed in a logically sta
bilized discursivity. Hence, the risk of a tremendous regression toward pos
itivism and the philosophies of consciousness. 

A meeting such as this could be an opportunity to evade some 
of these risks, if wc can determine the stakes involved and situate the major 
points of encounter. As far as I am concerned (but I am expressing a point. 
of view here that is not mine alone: it is a working position that is developing 
in France today), I will point out the strong interest of a theoretica1 and 
procedural rapprochement between practices of "ordinary language analy
sis" (within the antipositivistic perspective that may be drawn from Win-

I genstein's work) and " reading" practices derived from structuralist ap
proaches.~6 Taken seriously (i.e., other than as a mere "cultural exchange"), 
this rapprochement involves, in a concrete manner, ways of working on the 
discursive materialities implied in ideological rituals, philosophical dis
courses, political statements, and aesthetic and cultural forms, through their 
relations to everday life, to "the ordinary" of meaning. This project can 
only become consistent if it prudently avoids any present or future "royal 
science" (either positivism or marxist ontologies). 

This work pattern imposes a certain number of necessit ies that 
must be explained in detail and that I can only mention briefly in closing. 
The first necessity consists in giving priority to descriptions of discursive 
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materialities. According to this perspecti ve, description is not a phenome
nological or hermeneutical apprehension in which it indiscemibly becomes 
interpretation ; such a conception of description implies, on the contrary 
the recognition of the specific real on which it leans: the real of langue (cf. 
1. C. Milner, especially in L'amour de fa langue). And I say la langue, that 
is, neither language, speech, discourse, text, nor conversational interaction 
but rather what has been put forward by linguists as the condition for ex. 
istence (in principle), in the form of the existence of the Symbolic as Ja. 
kobson and Lacan understood it. 

Certain recent tendencies in linguistics are rather encouraging 
from this point of view. Beyond Harrisian distributionalism and Chom. 
skyan generativism, trends have emerged that question the primacy ofIog. 
ical proposition as well as the limitations imposed on linguistic analysis as 
sentence analysis. Thus, linguistic research might begin to free itself from 
its obsession with ambiguity (meant as the logic of "either ... or") in order 
to reach what is proper to langue through the role of equivocity, ellipsis, 
lack, and so on. This play of differences, alternations, and contradictions 
cannot be seen as the softening of some logical hard core: the equivocation, 
the "constitutive heterogeneity" (J. Authier) of langue corresponds to Mil
ner's "declarations of faith"z7: "Nothing of poetry is foreign to Langue"; 
and "No language can be completely thought out without integrating the 
possibility of its poetry." This imposes on linguistic research the construc
tion of procedures (the modes of questioning facts and the forms of rea
soning) capable of explicitly approaching the linguistic fact of equivocity as 
a structural fact implied by the symbolic order; that is, the necessity" of 
working up to the point a t which logical representations (inscribed in the 
"normal world") cease to be consistent. This is also the argument Francois 
Gadet and I developed in La langue introuvable. 

The object of linguistics, that which is proper to langue, thus 
appears to be traversed by a discursive division between two spaces: that 
of the manipulation of stabilized significations, normalized by a pedagogical 
hygiene of thought, and that of the transformation 1)f meaning escaping 
from all a priori assignable norms, the work of meaning on meaning, grasped 
in an indefinite "rebirth" of interpretations. The frontier between the two 
fie lds is difficult to determine in that there exists a whole intermediate zone 
of discursive processes (related to the juridical, to the administrative, and 
to the conventions of daily life) oscillating around it. And it is in this in
termediary discursive region that the logical properties of objects cease to 
function: objects both have and do not have such and such a property; 
events both have and have not occurred according to the discursive con
structions within which the statements that support these objects and events 
are found to be inscribed.z8 The fluctuating and paradoxical character of the 
ordinary register of meaning appears to have almost completely escaped the 
philosophical perception of the structuralist movement. This register has 
been the object of a theoretical aversion that has enclosed it globally in the 
inferno of the dominant ideology and practical empiricism. It has been 
considered as the blind point ofa pure reproduction ofmeaning.l9 

In doing so, the structuralists were giving credence to the idea 
that the process of transformation internal to symbolic and ideological spaces 
is an exceptional process: the solitary, heroic moment oftheory and poetry 
(Marx-Mallarme) as the "ex traordinary" work of the signifier. This aristo-
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conception, giving itself, de facto, a monopoly on the second field 

of logically nonstabilized discursivities), remained the prisoner- even 
"proletarian" reversal-of the old elitist certitude that the dominated 

never inve.nt an ything because they are too absorbed in the logic of 
,;;Verl'day life. Ultimately, the proletariat, the masses, the people, have such 

need for logically stabilized universes that the play of the symbolic 
order does not concern them at alll On this precise point, the theoretical
poetic position of the structuralist movement is insupportable.XI And in 
fai ling to discern how humor and poetry are not the "Sunday of thought," 
but belong to the fundamental elasticity of political and theoretical intel
ligence, this movement had already given in to the populist argument of 
urgency, since it implicitly shared its essential presupposition: the proletariat 
has no (time for the lu)(ury of the) unconscious! 

From what precedes, it follows that any description (it does not 
change anything whether it is a description of objects or events, or a de
scription ofa discursive-te)(tual construction, as long as we hold fi rmly that 
"there is no metalanguage") is intrinsically e)(posed to the equivocity of 

: any utterance is intrinsically able to become other than itself, to 
discursively from its meaning, to be diverted toward another (except 
prohibition of interpretation proper to the logically stable is applied 

to it). Any utterance or sequence of utterances is thus linguistically describ
. able as a series (le)(ico-syntactically determined) of possible points of di

version, leaving room for interpretation. It is in this space that"discourse 
analysis claims to work. 

It is here that one finds, once again, the matter of disciplines of 
interpretation: because there is something of the "other" in societies and in 
history, a link (identification or transference) corresponding to this "other" 
proper to discursivity is possible, that is, a relation that opens up the pos-

. sibility of interpretation. And it is because this link exists that historical 
filiation can be organized into memories and social relations into networks 
of signifiers. Hence the fact that the " things to be known" mentioned before 
are never visible from above like the historical transcendentals of the ep
isteme in Foucault's sense. They are always entangled in memory networks 

-lil'l' that lead to identificatory filiations and never to a learning through inter
action: the transference is in no wayan "interaction," and the historical ' 
filiations in which individuals are inscribed are by no means " learning ma
chines." 

From this perspective, the main point is to determine in the 
practice of discourse analysis the place and time of interpretation in relation 
to description. To say it is not a question of two successive phases, but 
rather of an alternation or a pulsation, does not imply that description and 
interpretation are condemned to lose themselves in the indescernible. On 
the other hand, to say that any description opens onto interpretation is not 
necessarily to assume that it opens onto "anything." The description of an 
utterance or a sequence necessarily involves (through the detection of empty 
syntactical places, ellipses, initiation of negations and interrogation, of var-
ious forms of indirect discourse) some "other" discourse as the virtual space 
ofa reading of the utterance or sequence. And it is this discursive otherness 
as virtual presence within the describable materiality of the sequence that 
marks from within this materiality the insistence of the other as the law of 
social space and historical memory, and thus as the very principle of the 
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social.historical real, a fact that justifies the use of the term "discipline of 
interpretation" a propos of disciplines working within this register. 

The crucial JX>int is that, within the transferential spaces of iden
tification, constituting a contradictory plurality of historical filiations (through 
speech, images, stories, discourses, texts, etc.), the "things to be known" 
coexist with objects about which no one can be sure of "knowing what one 
is talking about" for the very good reason that these objects inscribed within 
a filiation are by no means the products of learning-and this happens in 
the secrecy of the private sphere of the family as well as at the "public" 
level of institutions and state apparatuses. The phantasm of "royal science" 
is precisely what comes to deny-at all levels-this equivocity by giving tB! 
illusion that one may always know what one is talking about-that is, if you 
understand what t mean-by denying the act of interpretation at the very 
moment it occurs. 

This point leads to the final quest ion of discursivity as structure 
oc event. From what precedes, one may say that the act that consists in 
inscribing agiven discourse in a series, in incorporating it in a corpus, alway.> 
risks absorbing the event of this discourse into the structure of the series 
insofar as this series tends to function as a historical transcendental reading 
grid or anticipatory memory of the discourse in question. The notion of 
"discursive formation" borrowed from Foucault has too often drifted toward 
the ideas of a discursive machine of subjection fitted with an internal semi. 
otic structure and therefore bound to be repetitive. At the limit, this struc
tural conception of discursivity would lead to an obli teration of the event 
through its absorption in anticipatory overinterpretation. 

One should not pretend that any discourse would be a miraculous 
aerolite, independent of networks of memory and the social trajectories 
within which it erupts. But the fact that should be stressed here is that a 
d iscourse. by its very existence, marks the possibility of a destructuring. 
restructuring of these networks and trajectories. Any given discourse is the 
potential sign of a movement within the sociohistorical filiations of iden· 
tification, inasmuch as it constitutes, at the same time, a result of these 
filiations and the work (more or less conscious, deliberate, and constructed 
or not, but all the same traversed by unconscious determination) of dis.
placement within their space: there is no completely "successful" identifi
cation; that is, there is no sociohistoricallink that is not affected in any way 
by an "infelicity" in the performative sense of the term-in these circum
stances. by a "tragic error" about the other as object of identification. This 
may even be one of the reasons why such things as societies and history 
exist instead of merely a chaotic juxtaposition (or a perfect supra-organic 
integration) of human animals in interaction. 

The working position that I evoke here in reference to discourse 
analysis by no means implies the possibility of some calculation of the 
d isplacements of filiation or of the conditions offactual felicity or infelicity. 
It merely supposes that, through ordered descriptions of discursive con
structions. it is possible to detect moments of interpretation as acts that 
emerge in the form of explici t viewpoints recognized as such; that is, as 
effects of identifications that are assumed and not denied. Before boundleSS 
interpretations in which the interpreter acts as an absolute point, without 
any other or real, it is for me a matter of ethics and politics: a question of 
responsibility. 
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e I'",:" the hypotltulS ot • SBll~ e 01 powa- clomioated by . lTO"e tI leiS ope"lly IMrW d 
pro,SOW!!osrn (I 'el .... roc:e to Ihe "positive gkXIai balance shuC 01 ...... , -' SOCII'ism'.' ... _, , c - u_ . e",sl.,,, 

. . . ..... OCOWI" a gov .. rmeot 01 the Left u..t envllllli In an ludaciou p<* ' 
ot de.1IP S":'CI~eI retCJmllI)ut WIthout the mobiIizatlOOS thaI shouId(tccording to ~ass::~ 
marl<6tpohllClllil4lPOft end con\1OI the im?t!meotation 01 \he$t r,lorms-as ~ the PCF and 
the CGT hacll .... gatv lost their hrstono:;. capaCfty tor mobrization; and as ~ other or~atlons 
~ ~8fTIfIIlts ot thtt let! were unable to ~ (I\Ier tin 116IC~on. ~ , ',SlAt. in France 
vu~ II 1I .lIIIy thtllbght tJt.tt is mobilizing. 

Mandrin. L. IOCI!l/Isma., II France. p. 19. 

1 leave ~ the s'dll the positions 01 the RighI. amply illustrated in Jflan Saum ... _d·s wrillngs 
on t!:'e SOCialISt traroc:e .·· a, a QflQ~" Iflterpreted as ··WfI are tlelting ourstrlves to the 
Left (101 B laughl and then as 'We are overcome by lhe LeII" (15 by I clisflase)· .. ~. a 
mon~tfous protuberance wtIIch expencls. wl"i<:h c!eSlrOVs:' exactty Ike the monste,·;' AI:n. 
s.,:, n the Sfladow of the Stlfln, M8JO<Itles (New yort; Semiotext(fll 19B31. p. BO. 

:~~:Z'.:::~ C~J;~=~~':~t~~' .~;::rs. .. w n,ch .nas been ~~ object 01 rf:lCent research. 
Ct 80 S. .... lIS t6l1ll<!!" dts rance. 11"1 M.",!l/I'ts cJ,K.tJ(S1\16S 
. .L so IIfl Partler s analysis 01 the no tiOOS of ,epro(b;lIon, clescnptlOf\ and intBfpretaoo,.; 
.. flS S<IYOi's dfls IIf"fhtOPOlO(JlJ(n (Paril: Hermanf\ 19821. 

T~e nat .... aI scieroc:es gr'$!) ~.he "II t/".-ough the ;,."poss'blfl tJt.tt emergn 11 the .,tBfsecm 
o regu~U!i' conceptuel w1tng.nd !IIclncadyveri!iacl uperiman~. COflStruct'Ofl. From this 
pant 0 v.ew. It II IIt¥taI to lec" that mathema.tics IS also an uperrnem. scienc, whose 
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constructions are loood to be wr it ing ~sefl. The reaf of the mat .... ial technologies l(artialy 
overlaps with the rea of the nat .... aI sc>ences insofar as these technologies const~ute an 
indispensable efement in expefimemat ion. At the S¥ne time, the mltSs've use of tectJlicai 
objects surpasses the real of natural scienca: the relation to logical disjunctKlrl t .... ns _wv 
frem magICal geSt .... es (with their .,tes, taboos, and prohlJi\lonsl. Concerning the real 01 the 
manageria l sciences, which otten p'resents itsell as a technical reaf of a particular ty:>e (!he 
"social technologies"), il is tundamenta l ~ a prohibition evefl ~ ~ is based, espe<:ia!y in 
industrialled societies. on the real 01 the technologies, as wei as that 01 the sciences 01 
nature, l inding there the means to manage both the irrvnense regisw 0/ production and the 
regist .... 01 destruction. 

13 ''The prac ticaf law, derived I rom the motive 01 happiness. I call praogm!lticaf Irule of prudence)"' 
I!(ant. CmKpfJ Of Pvre Reason). 

14 !'or work on the art 01 memory, ct. F. Yates. The Arr of Memay (london, 1966). 

15 Once the barn is set on fi-e. the conllagration spreads according to the struc t .... e 01 the 
building ani its openings. according to !he na ture lIRl disposition of !he objects lIRl materiats 
thaI the building conlains, 10 the di-ection of the wind. and SO on, no t accor~gto the desi-e 
01 the arsonist IIOf revenge, elc .) . 

1. ''To JUstify"' is not the same things as "'10 produce." Scho!asticism did not produce the 
Inquisition; marxism dd not engender the Gulag: ne<rpositivlsm d'd not invent vaW\¥V 
servitude Of the des~e !Of univerSal scientilic dorrina tion. 6ut the capacity 01 such ph'" 
soptjcaf systems lor lust~ication is incontestible. 

17 It I tlie matlers, in passing. that these knowledges are denied: everyone takes them ' lIO 
account. just as a pedestrian cross'ng the streat takas the cars into acCOIXIt in ordar to avoid 
being hit. even ij he or she is a professed ph~osophical ideaistl ,. 

,. ,. 
" 
22 

" 

" " 2. 

" 2. 

" ,. 

CI. the discont""";';t p .... spective in3Ugvrated by the work 01 Alexllfldre Koyre in IlIlposilion 
to the con tinuism 01 O<.tlem, 

Jean-Marc levy--t.eblond. L 'esprlt de sal Waris: Fayard, 1981). 

This ques1ion received ao expicitty affrmalive response in lhe /ramework of "'histori<:aI SlI'UC
turalism"' Irom Althuss",'s _~ work. which posed historicaf mall"'aism as ""the science 01 
history,"' 

I am alludin9 here 10 a recent article by historian Nicole loraux, '7hucydide n'est pas!-l'l 
ccliegufl,"' Ouade",i di s/Orla 12, 1960, pp. 51-81 

This expression takes '-I) the title 01 a book by 0, Lindflnberg, La marxisme Irtro.Nabia(Paris, 
19751. which SVNayS some of the historical avatars of this game of hlde-and,sflflk between 
the " scientifc marxism" 01 the university lIRl "vulgar mar><ism"' (whdl produces catechisms 
for mass consumptionl. What is called "'Angb-American neo-ma,";sm"' is largely, in its pres· 
ent state, an academe phenomenon !~nl<ed fl large part to the collapse 01 European poli tical 
strUCll.l"alisml, thaI is. II malXism "'without organs,"' except intelle<::tuaf ()I"gans-which is no l 
to s~y that w ilh the help 01 the "'pragmalic"' spirit 01 Anglo-American culture, ths phenom
enon wi" be without repercussions in the cu~ural, ideological, and polilic al fields, and thaI it 
does not hold some surprises lor those who are cell!brating "' the end 01 marxismI" 

An expression ike "the logic of capital"' refers to a real abou l which there are " thin~ lObe 
known." Bul is 1\ conceivable 10 respond with a "'yes"' or "'no" 10 totaf qo;estions such as. 
Is \he c .... renl Frflnch government allacking the logic 01 capitaf? or even. Have we in the 
exllet Sense of lhe term "seized power"? See Jacques Mandrin, Le soe,a/ISI7l8 ella France. 

L Althusser. RelldingCaporal (London: New Left 800ks. f9791. p. 16 

CI. Michel de Certeau, L'invention eN qvo!idi9fl Waris: l Oi18, UGE, 1980). 

Fer roote on currl!nt developments in discourse ana~sis n France. see the rev'ew Mots (4:61 
and the colection Mat:arialit~ dililCOlJfsrvas lin par tico.Jar, J. J. Courtine 8I'ld J,-M. Maradin, 
"Duel obiel pour {analyse de discours,"' and A. Lecomte, "La vonri~n absenla'l. 

Jean-Claude Milner, Ordre er ril/sons de lengve IParis: Seu l , 19831 , p . 336 

CI. I!arli .... rl!marks concl!rning the possible associable rl!l ... entso ltheslateml!nt Onagagnfl, 
We mighl develop sim ~ar remarks abovI such expressions as "'the wi" of the people."' 
"'freedom"' (01 thought or 01 the marketl, "'austerity"' versus "'rigor."' and SO on. 

This problem constitutes one 01 the weak pointS 01 the Aftt-usserian reHec tion on the ideo
logical Slate appara tus, as well as of the inilial applicat ions o/Ihis relleclKlrl 'n the dom"", 
01 discourse analysis in France. 

A hailed 01 the ordina'y gives rise 10 an anti-intelec tual aJt 01 this same ordinary: a certain 
esot9fic struct .... a!sm nourished the hatred 01 philosophy expressed, IOf example. in the 
sociology of Pierrfl 80urdieu, 
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Hugo Achugar 

The Book of Poems as a Social Act: Notes 
toward an Interpretation of Contemporary 
Hispanic American Poetry 

Translated by George YIJdice and Marfa Ofaz de 
Achugar 

The present essay has several goals. First, it offers a 
theoretical position and some critical-analytic tools that together provide 
fo r a more adequate approach to the social dimensions of contemporary 
poetic discourse in Hispanic America, The aim here is to credit the social 
constitution and power of this poetry while avoiding a reductive method 
that merely paraphrases poetic content. Second, it offers a general descri~ 
tion of what can be called the "enlightened" or "'earned" system of Hispanic 
American poetry after the fifties, as well as of the mediations through which 
this system operates on the social meaning of the book of poems.! While 
the connection between the two parts of this essay is not necessarily organic, 
I hope that each part will complement and clarify the other. 

. Poetry has ":ot yet received much attention from those 
who study the rela.tI.ons between literature and society in Hispanic America. 
Moreover, both cntlca~ly and theore.tically the question of poetic production 
~s been se~, al~ost WIthout exceptIOn, at the level of the individual poem 
~I thout taking mto account its .art~c~lation within the book of poems, Lim~ 
It~ ~o content paraphra~ of IndIVIdual poems, criticism has ignored the 
poittlcal forceoft~e book Itself~s a meaningful unit. Consequently, criticism 
has been unable eIther to descn~ or analyze the social meaning ofpoetry,2 

. . I should pomt out that I am concerned only with the 
conSCIOusly articulated book of poems that, at least in Hispanic America 
was rarely produced as su~h .before the nineteenth century. Although thi~ 
~as not yet been proven, tt IS worth hYPOthesizing that its emergence is 
!mked to the developing cap.italist market. The book of poems distinguishes 
Itself from .the mere ~athenng together of individual poems into a book. 
Moreover, It br~ak.s WIth the closed world in which author and readers were 
members of a limited, named circle. The Academia Antclrtica articulated 
amc;mg. the many coteries and in the court or palace of coloniai Peru at the 
begmfll~g of the se.ven.teenth century, is a good example of an earlier form 
of poetlC commufllcauon; there, the "happy few" ruled a largely illiterate 
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population.) The book of poems of modernity, by contrast, imagines its 
reader as an anonymous human being who must be seduced, conquered 
and convinced. It even takes for granted the existence of a system shaped 
by other books of poems also searching for a place in the market. But this 
mercantile metaphor does not imply a reduction to problems of distribution 
and consumption; on the contrary, it points to the dyna~ics of ~ society 
in which the book d poems aims to persuade, seduce, oc Indoctn nate. 

As an ideological form, the book of poems is marked in its very 
discourse by the process and the conditions of production. Thus. these do 
not operate as simple external forces acting on a book of poetry. The analysis 
of the relation between poetry and society must presuppose that all elements 
of the book of poems are ideologically and aesthetically pertinent at more 
than simply the level of content. 

The textual totality of the book of poems is comprised not onJy 
of the poems themselves, as has been traditionally maintained, but also of 
those elements- such as title, epigraph, date, place of publication, visual 
design and choice of typography, illustrations, and printer's mark-that lit
erary hermeneutics has typically ignored or despised. For instance, ~he first 
edition of Espana, aparta de mi este caliz, illustrated by Pablo ~lcaSSO'S 
drawings, was done-as its cover states-by "soldiers of the republ.lc [':';'ho] 
manufactured its paper, composed the text and operated the m~chiRes for 
"literary editions of the Commisariat, Army of the East," dunng the "In
dependence War in the Year of 1~39." The historic~ l en~nciating situa~ion , 
or situation d'enonciation, verbahzed on the cover IS an Important element 
in our understand ing of a book's meaning.- Rather than emphasize its pub
lication as an artistic event, marked by the presence of Picasso's illustrations, 
the text on the cover foregrounds the book as an attempt to continue. " tbe 
political warby other means," by opposing other poetic formalizations. This 
struggle or dialogue between formal izations is a fundamen~l part of ~e 
scene of aesthetic and ideological enunciation that determ ines the SOCial 
meaning of the book of poems. . . . 

At this point, two different approaches must be dlstiRgUished. 
One position would lead us to think that we can reconstruct the process 
and the conditions of production of poetic discourse simply with the support 
of internal textual elements. In other words. internal ev idence is suffici~nt 
to establish the social and historical situation within which and out of which 
the book of poems is uttered. By comparison, m y own approach-in addition 
to attempting to avoid the reductive emphasis on content that overlooks 
the semantic function of the totality of elements constitut ive of the .book 
of poems- considers verbal and social contex~ exter?al to t~e ~k Itself. 
Thus when Pablo Neruda's Canto general is ISSUed ID MeXICO ID 1950, It 
beco~es part of an enunciating situation set in motion the year before with 
Octavio Paz's Libertad bajo paJabra, a situation in tum shaped by Neruda's 
own Residencia en fa tierra, by Gorostiza's exquisite Poesie pure, by Jorge 
Guillen's writings, and by the black poetry of Nicolas Guillen. The book of 
poems, in short, enters an enunciat~ng and reading ~ituat i ?n ~hat cannot be 
understood exclusively in terms of Its internal poeHC SpeclfiClty. M~reover, 
within both modernity and contemporaneity, neither authors (nor, 10 e~ect, 
their books) are themselves necessarily naive about their social relations, 
though books enact those relations whether their authors wish them to or 
not. 
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The first edition of Espana, aparta de mi este caliz, published by 

the soldiers ofthe republic, is an example that history seems to have tailor
made fo r us. In this case, reading the book independently of its editorial 
presentation implies silencing the aesthetic and ideological project that it 
performs. As we accumulate a whole critical tradition of such silences, we 

by silencing the entire history of efforts to shape the impact of books 
and the corollary effort to influence future practices. Of course, especially 
in e:o;amples less obvious than Vallejo's book of poems, there is a risk of 
overemphasizing the material presen tation of poetic discourse. Neverthe
less, to ignore these elements is to continue a critical tradition that fail s to 
recognize the way modern poetry communicates and consequen tl y blurs 
distinctions between modern ity and the past. 

At the time of its appearance, Espana, aparta de mi este caliz 
was immediately inserted into a marginal system of circulation and, more 
important, an articulued poetic system of aesthetic and ideological con
ventions and propositions that located it in social life . Thus the book was 
separated from the "dest in y" dreamed for it by its author. The cover and 
printer's marks function as elements marked by the sociohistorical process 
and conditions of production. They are at once tied to the ideological and 
aesthetic project of the book of poems and socia lly articulated to its time. 
These marks- eloquent even in their infelicity-are part of the forma lization 
of an explicit project, but they could also correspond to an implied project 
in connict with the intentions of the real author. This makes it particularly 
risky to limit an analysis to overt thematic content (which may more closel y 
match an author's intentions), as we may see later when we consider Roque 
Dalton's book of poems. 

The book of poems is a unity whose moti ve is indivisibly artie
ul~ted with social processes. It has a syntax that draws together poems, 
epigraph, dedications, and so on, overdetermining and sometimes rese
ma~ticizing them. Thus it proposes a particular reading of the whole, and 
the Isolated poem should be read in such a way that its integration into the 
whole of the book changes its meaning. This syntax, violated each time we 
read the book at random, disregarding the proposed organization, is a for
malization of voice. This basic speaker's voice' is shaped for this syntax 
and is informed by an aesthetic-ideological perspecti ve. We can consider 
both the syntax and the perspective as the products of a process by which 
a textually made and execu ted choice points to its own existence. 6 The 
canonic version of this syntax would be the linear movement-from left to 
right-that confers a fundamental meaning on the order of the poems. By 
visualizing the dialogic structure constituting the poetry book, we can, at 
least in part, describe its fo rmalized project. 1 The description of the book's 
syntax is, in a way, the description of a perspecti ve on and within the 
sociohistorical process.' The choices implied in the book's syntax presup
pose its art iculation to an enuncia ting situation constituted by a dynamic 
of other perspectives. It is this dynam ic that poetically formalizes the so
ciohistorical process. 

Inserting the book of poems in to an ideological cultural system 
makes visible its existence as a social act. Precisely as a social act, the book 
of poems constitutes a response and a proposition vis-a-vis the enunciating 
situation in which it is developed . The meaning of the book of poems is 
fully realized in the totality configured by the system of answers and prop-
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ositions uttered at precise historical stages of the development o~ a society 
where the author and reader are unknown to one an~ther. This totality 
mediates the relation between the book of poems and society. Thus the book 
of poems because it is in a dialogic relation with other books of poems or 
even gro~ps of books of poems, becomes an element of what ~ call a poetic 
system. In this system, the book of poems ,works as ~ socIal act-both a 
critique of the social and a prop?sai for a d~fferent universe. Th~ boo~ of 
poems is an utterance that constitutes a social act; the utterance Itself is a 

social act If h' h . The book of poems is a fact, finished in ilse , W IC, sunulta_ 
neousJy refers to the entire social and historical process.9 Th~ Ideological 
universe proposed can be seen ~s a represent~ti~n or complex Imago oft~e 
sociohistorical processes in which the enunciatIOn of t~e boo~ of po~ms IS 
produced. This poetic formalization of a cultural and Ideolo~cal umverse 
is implicitiy a reevaluation ofa system of values and representatIOns, whether 
dominant or potential. This interaction of present and abs~nt e.lements sug
gests a way of constituting the symbolic character of poetiC dlsco~rse as.a 
nonabsolute totality. The book's reference to th~ extratextu~l umverse . IS 

partially processed by the u!liverse it. shapes. ThIS does not Imply ~hat Its 
actual constitution as a partial, selective, and thus nonabsolute totahty foc
bids it from being ideologically uttered or presented as the w~ole. 

These social effects function independently of the will of the real 
author, and, for that reason, they are necessarily involved in relations ,:"ith 
the rest of the signs uttered by a society. This does not depend on ~he recelv~r 
being conscious of the process. Indeed, the presence oft~e poet.lc system IS 
usually perceived in a very confused way In everyday hfe .. ThiS allows us 
to understand, for instance, the inclination to po~",:y the h~erary world as 
merely an indecisive and indefinite movement Within the ~Iston.cal dev~l
opment of a society, for it confuses the world of perceptIOn With reahty 
itself. 

The necessary relationship between the artistic sign and oth~r 
similar signs in force at the moment of its publication forms the. poet~c 
system. Such a system implies a critical. structura.tion of the .relatlOnshlp 
between books permitting them to acqUIre a particular meanmg ?r value 
because of thei~ situation at a definite moment in literary pr~uctton. The 
poetic system is, of course, nothing but an abstraction resultm~ fr~m syn
chronic consideration ofa historical process, and its transformauo~ IS never 
independent of the total process of social production. Yet each poetlcsyste.m 
acts out its particular perspective on literary value and also presupposes Its 
own notion of what is literary. 

The coherence ora book of poems is often not absolute, and the 
heterogeneity of projects supporting a parti~ular ~rf0n:nance is related. t? 
the presence of implicit projects that may be m confllct WI~ h?th t~e exphclt 
project and the textual formalization. It is in the dialogiC Situation of th.e 
poetic system that this heterogeneity is resolved through struggles that SI
lence particular characteristics of discourse. 

The description of a book (or group of books) of poems related 
to a precise poetic system can only be valid if the total system of artistic 
production in which it is performed is taken into account. Two prefatory 
remarks need to be made. First, I assume, even though I will not carry it 
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out, that the description of a poetic system presupposes the description of 
the syntax of the book of poems and its aesthetic and ideological charac
terization. Second, my concern is with the "learned" poetic system. I am 
thus ignoring the popular poetic system and its relations with the former. 'o 

The learned Hispanic American poetry that emerged at the be
ginning of the fifties can be understood as a poetic system constituted by 
tWO basic and rather different trends: first, the universalist claims of the 
avant-garde, which minimize the natural and the regional, and, second, a 
poetic system that centers its discourse in a local reality underwritten by 
history, whether national, continental, or racial. Both systems were already 
present at the end of the nineteenth century and continued to hold sway 
until the beginnings of "contemporaneity": Pablo Neruda's Canto general 
is from 1950 and Octavio Paz's Libertad bajo palabra from 1949. In the 
following decades the picture does not seem to have varied substantially, 
although it appears that Hispanic American poetry has become almost schiz
ophrenically polarized: the enumerating delirium of Canto general does not 
shy away from the accidents of geographic, urban, social, and political real
ity. By contrast, Paz's questions regarding manhood, the earth, and everyday 
life are based on a referential austerity within which sensual observation 
designates a culturally interchangeable space operating in every nook and 
eranny of both the dream and waking states. 

Even though all attempts toorganize a diverse literary production 
risk oversimplification, I believe these broad trends provide a valid model 
for understanding contemporary Hispanic American poetry. The ideological 
formalization of these projects can be briefly characterized as follows: 

I . Books of poems within the universalizing trend typically show 
(a) playful language and the decisive presence of metaphor; (b) an ahistoric 
introspection into the anguish generated by urban modernity and the sudden 
attack of technology; (c) the assumption that the quotidian reveals dimen
sions of permanent essence; and (d) the use of irony as a reflection on 
language. All these characteristics maintain the hegemony of the definition 
of the "poetic" that survives from the preceding period. 

2. By contrast, the emerging trend in this struggle for hegemony 
proposes (a) the "novelization" of lyric discourse; (b) the socialization of 
those experiences that produce solidarity with local orworId liberatory strug· 
gles; (c) a tendency toward the linguistic quotidian (i.e., colloquialism) and 
to everyday experience without projecting their transcendence; and (d) the 

~ use of irony to demystify elements of the prestigious-poetic, the historic
canonic, and the devalued-sentimental. 

There are those, mechanically following Hugo Friedrich, who 
argue that it is the first of these trends that embodies modernity: " the dis
sonant tension" is its touchstone. It is tempting to see this as the hegemonic 
position that battled for a historic avant-garde during the twenties. In that 
sense, as E. Sanguinetti has suggested, "every artistic product, sooner or 
later, will find its precise museum" or its precise canonization. II Thus, the 
historic avant-garde of the twenties, in its universalizing trend, functions 
as the canonic form of learned poetry from the forties on. Furthermore, we 
might point to the importance and power held by groups and magazines 
such as Sur and Poesia Buenos Aires in Argentina, Vuelta in Mexico, Sardio 
in Venezuela, and Origenes in Cuba, as well as the larger number of studies, 
articles, and Ph.D. theses that consolidated the hegemonic position of this 
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kind of poetry in Europe and the United States. This description of the 
learned poetic system presupposes that the universalizing trend is canOnic 
at least for the Garden of Academus, while the second trend represents th~ 
opposition or heterodoxy. 

rfwe think of the whole poetic production of a society, however 
we must distinguish not only the canonic and the heterodox but the officiai 
as well. Of course, literary production, and poetic production as part of n, 
constitute only one of several kinds of production. They do not exclude 
class considerations. Thus, the same notions of canon and heterodoxy can 
be related ideologically and socially. We shaU have as many canons and 
heterodoxies as there areclass-conscious social groups acting in the historical 
process. (In this way, handbooks, anthologies, and histories of literature 
operate as canons defining, for a determining class or class fraction, the 
valid aesthetic-ideological system.) 

This offical canon, as Alaistair Fowler points out, " is institu_ 
tionali zed through education, maecenas and journalism" and, it might be 
added, through the publishing industry as well as other ideological state 
apparatuses. I I In the total authoritarianism of extreme dictatorship, or the 
hardest moments of Pinochetism, ideological coherence becomes absolute 
in the aesthetic realm as well. If there are opposed or underground norms_ 
Marta Traba speaks ofa "cu ltural resistance"-the hegemony of the ruling 
norm is the only one that can circu late publicly and officially within society.l) 
Yet at certain historical moments the multiplication of proposed norms. and 
canons is a verifiable fact. Then it becomes evident that literary production 
is not entirely fixed by a social class and that power is shared, or at lC:lSt 
disputed. These canons or norms acquire their value, to some extent, by 
virtue of their placement and configuration but mainly because of the ab
sence of alternatives. Anthologies "ignoring" certain authors or the pro
duction of a particular sector of society (e.g., songs or the mislabeled "social" 
or "protest" poetry) make "evident" a canon in agreement with Friedrich's 
ideal or, in its Hispanic American version, with the canon of modernity 
proposed by Octavio Paz and Guillermo Sucre. We must, then, speak of a 
poetic system in someone's interest. 

This poetic system does not correspond to the total literary pro
duction nor to what has been called the potential canon as "the literary 
canon, which in a wide sense comprehends the entire corpus of what has 
been written, together with the surviving oral literature.'· I ~ In fact, it has 
nothing to do with the potential canon but with the accessible canon, because 
it is difficult, ifnot impossible, to have access to material controlled by the 
Hispanic American ruling class. The distinction between the potential and 
the accessible canons points to a problem of particular relevance in the 
study of poetic production, that of perishable or discarded or nonofficial 
material: the lack of institutionalized critical editions of marginal works and 
their very reduced circulation are perpetuated by those who build the canon. 
For instance, to what extent can we read the anarchist or socialist poetry 
of the last century in Latin America? We are not talking about the produc
tion, accepted willingly or unwillingly, by the ruling class, but of the invis
ibility of books the literary historian and anthologist have discarded because 
they were not considered literature or belles leures; that is, they were dis
carded because the aesthetic-ideological horizon of the hegemoniC system 
of values made their inclusion impossible. 
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. T.he re~nt edition of a PJaquetle-Poemas de /a coree/-is really 
exceptional iO thiS regard. Issued by the Convenci6n Nacional de Traba
jadores, ~.N.T. (in exile) from Uruguay. it evidently does not exist for the 
antholo8J.sts, critics, and historians, whether official or canonical, whether 
frot? U~g~ay ~r the rest of the continent. The problem is not merely 
paliucal; It Implies an aesthetic and ideological choice most often couched 
in the eup~emistic . "bad. faith" ?f the slogan ',his is not poetry." So it 
see~s that iO t~e HISpaniC American case through the end of the fifties, the 
poetIC. ~roducliOn that engaged its social milieu represented the learned 
opposillon to t~e c~nonic. or universalizing tendency. Yet its development 

. br.ought a &I:0~iOg mclus.iOn of heterodox materials traditionally margin
alized. Here II IS worthwhile to compare the anthology Poesia en movimieJUo 
(1966), sponsored by Octavio Paz, and the later Omnibus de poesia Mexi
rona. (1971) by Gabriel ~.id. We .observe, in this case for a single country, 
MeXICO! how the aesthetic-IdeologIcal hegemony operates by proposing what 
poetry IS and can be. 

. The system of learned poetry changed in the sixties and an al-
ternatIve ~o the hege,!,?nic system emerged. It aimed to share power by 
transf?rmiO~ the con~iIIons of book production and distribution in Hispanic 
Ame.f1 ca. Prior to this, poetry that engaged both its socia l context and the 
poetlcs of naming. ~istory represented the opposition; while it included such 
relevant ~rsonalitles as Neruda, it was an opposition poetry nonetheless. 
It w~s dur~ng the fifties and especiall y after the Cuban Revolution that such 
poetiC projects de~elo~d-th~ Pan Duro group in Argentina (including Juan 
Gelman), the antlpoeslQ ofNlcanor Parra, the exteriorismo of Coronel Ur
tech.o and Em~to Cardenal, and the poetry of FernAndez Retamar, Bene. 
delli, and ~. Cisneros. The ascendance of this trend was proportional to 
the revolutionary process in Cuba and, later, Nicaragua. 

In the last th~ decades the enunciating situation has changed 
so t~at both trends functiOn as hegemonic, if .... 'C think in terms of the 
~ont.lOent and of the relation between the ruling social and cultural forces 
m d~fferent co~ntries. In fact, what has happened is a qualitative transfor
mation operatmg on th~ p.rag,!,atic level of the publishing industry. This is, 
~onetheless, only a vanallon 10 the correlation of forces that bestow power 
10 the cultural field 

Before World War II the HispanicAmerican publishing industry 
~ad three ce~ters: one, based in the Iberian Peninsula, made the Civil War 
1010 a.recogmzed landmark; another was divided between Mexico and Bue
n~s Alres/ ~ and one was i!l Santiago. The printing of books of poems, leaving 
aSide po~ltical sponsorship and vanity press publication, was supported, at 
the con tlOental le~el, by a few publishing houses and magazines l6 which 
a~sumed the functiOn of readers and selectors of Hispanic American poetic 
dl~ourse. The aesthetic and ideological filters of these publishers and mag
allnes defined, in part, which poetic trends were granted value. Sometimes 
~mall areas co~ceded to p?etry became hegemonic, thanks to the publishing 
tndu~try: Outing the period between the wars and up to the forties, the 
~bhc~t1on,. cent~red in ~pain, of the work of the republican SpaniSh pub
hShe~ m J:ilspaOlc Amenca was concentrated in Buenos Aires and Mexico. 
I~ thiS penod the Argentinian publishers had an undeniable preponderance 
With 50 percent of the Hispanic American market. n ' 
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This particular Hispanic-Argentinian-Mexican predominance. as 
well as the relocation of Spanish republicans in Hispanic America, suggests 
publishers' support fer a certain poetry, which ranged from Girondo to 
Neruda 18 (That is, from a poetic affiliated to the Hispanic American avant
garde or the Peninsular Generation of 1927 to the explicit "social" expres
sions at the other end of the spectrum.) In any case, the broad popular front 
of the forties had its expression within an aesthetic-ideological pluralism 
within the poet ic system. 19 This did not, however, entail a critique of the 
hegemonic power of a certain poetic trend. 

After the fi fties and the consolidation of the Cuban Revolution 
the picture shifted substantially: the creation of Casa de las Americas in l~ 
Habana, with its literary prizes, and the proliferation of new magazines and 
publishers.20 This was also the period in which already ex isting means for 
the publication o f poetry that engaged its sociohistorical context reached its 
apogee. These new format ions functioned to bestow prestige and to dispute 
the hegemony of the former trend. The literature provoked by the CUban 
Revolution on a global level reinforces what was said before: more an
thologies and translations of the so-called revolutionary poetry were being 
published by publishing houses and magazines that belonged to the tradi
tional centers of power. It is also true that, since the beginning of the sev
enties, this set of phenomena has not maintained the strength it showed in 
the sixties. 

Nevertheless, changes in the enunciating situati on around the end 
of the fifties transformed the way in which books c£ poems have been 
inscribed in the Hispanic American learned poetic system. It even altered 
the meaning of several books of poetry whose public reception began then. 
In Neruda's Odas elememales (1954), fer instance, his earlier poetics, nec
essary to Residencias en la lierra. is exchanged for an explicit, sociallyori
en ted, didactic proje<:t. Indeed, the poetic system can impose its polariza
tions and thereby silence the heterogeneity ofJXlrticular books. In Jose Emilio 
Pacheco's No me pregllntes como pasa eltiempo (1967), conflicting id~ 
logical aesthetic projects allow either a strong or a weak political reading, 
depending on which elements are foregrounded. 

Roque Dalton's Las hiSlorias prohibidas del PlIlgarcito (1975) 
offers a rather different case. Its inclusion of historical texts and references 
prevents us from pretending that poetry is exclusively self- referential. Dal
ton's book of poems-as well as those by Pachecos, Gelman, Fernandez 
Retamar, Cardenal, and others- struggles against a system of values that 
limits poetry to a linguistic adventure with no historical function beyond 
the development of the imagination. A somewhat more detailed consider
ation of Dalton's book of poems and its syntax will illustrate my argument. 

The historias prohibidas are both histories and stories and thus 
play with the relation of Literature and society. Dalton's book attempts to 
shape a history of E1 Salvador that might work as an alternative to the 
official history c£ the country. To accomplish this, the book is organized as 
a collage that mixes up history and fiction. Indeed, the historicity of the 
d iscourse does not emerge on ly from the historical texts or from texts whose 
narrativity contributes to the development of the book, since the book gath
ers indigenous songs, lists of names, proverbs, and other similar texts, where 
the narrative function is minimal or absent. The historicity of the discourse 
emerges from the overall syntax ofthe book, which has numerous elements. 
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For example, the book of poems has a historical order: it starts with the 
SJXlnish conquest·and arrives at the 1969 war against Honduras. On another 
l eve~ the numbering in Antologia de poelas SaJvatiorellOs. worked into the 
text, establishes an implicitl y temporal sequence. More broadly, the book 
evokes many different aspects of culture and life and inserts them into the 
historical and social development of EI Salvador. 

. History in Las historias prohibidas del Pulgarcito is obv iously a 
thematic e!ement. B~t it also exists in the form of what the book proposes 
~s a new ~lstOry of dlsco~rs~. By the en~ of, the boo~, we have participated 
iR a certam epic dramatization of poetiC d iSCOUrse Itself. The reader inte
grates the book-whether encoun tering a poem, proverb, popular song or 
bomb~, ~ssay, elegy, song, story, dialogue, or letter-into a whole, blurring 

.... by thiS Its fragmentary nature and including each element in a sequence 
that then becomes a plot and a story, one that dramatizes the transformation 
of discourses into a critical totality. The reader who, after the first text
where a f~gmentary version of the sixteenth-century Spanish conquest is 
counterpom ted agamst a report from the curren t (1983) major-general of 
EJ Salvador-reads the proverb "Ideas want war" d iscovers a relation that 
is both idC?logical and aest~etic. In pointing t~ the ideological nature of 
~e 'pr~cedmg te~ts an~ their function in masking reality (as. well as in 
Justtfymg represSive actIOn), the proverb carries the contrast to other levels: 
popul~r knowledge versus authoritarian rhetoriC; the t ransparency of pop
ular ~lsco~rse versus the masking opacity of authoritarian d iscourse. This 
relatIOnship beco~es even more apparent when one continues reading and 
comes upon the third tex.t-a fragmen t from I 576--that purports to describe 
Salvadorean nature and the evil depths of the earth! 

Discourse in this book of ~ms is dramat ized from a class per
spective, that of class struggle. Indeed, the book of poems assumes that 
diSCC?urse f~om . the Salvadorean ruling class also implies a linguistic and 
poetIC d?ml.nauon. ~or t.ha.t v~ry reaso~ the book performs a polyphonic 
desacrahzatlon and itngUlstlC dlsassembhng of the hegemonic discourse. In 
the best subversive tradition, a number of different verbal elements are 
juxta~~d: hu.m?r, c~ lebrations of the linguistically dominated stratum, 
nar;ratlVlty, vanatlOns m syntax., and colloquial diction in many of the poems. 
ThlS.coliage effect- when confronted intertextually by fragments from the 
dommant. or hegemonic discourse-creates a critical cacophony of voices. 
These VOices are themselves a material JXlrt of the class struggle wi thin 
Salvadorean society. 

. The deco~structive effects of this polyphony, sometimes sar-
domc. h~lp to e)t'pl~m the very. mixed tone of the book. For example the 
speaker 10 the BlblJOgrq/ia. which closes the book, after mentioning a list 
of books and authors, writes: "Aside from the texts and original poems, 
threeolher texts have been modified in order to achieve the effects intended 
by t~e a~thor; and two texts, which apparently have been taken from other 
pu~hcatlOns, are apocryphal; they, too, were originally written by the author. 
It is u~ to the readers to find them" (p. 232). Playfully, the book states, at 
a certam level, that the author is not responsible for his work that he is 
not an individual but a collective author. Thus the ironic ton'e does not 
serve to m.inimize the book's scope. On the contrary, it constitutes a curious 
COunterpomt to the sometimes tragic history the book narrates. The mixed 
character of the book's project is, in fact, implied in the surrealist politics 
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of the epigraph by Gabriela Mistral: "EI Salvad~r, Tom Thumb of Amer. 
ica .... " From the first poem, "Guerra de guerrillas en E.' Salvador (Con
trapuntoj" (Guerrilla warfare in EI Salvador (Counterpoll~t]), to the last, 
" Ya te aviso .. . " ("I'll keep you posted ... "), the book In fact relates a 
history of EI Salvador, though one whose chronology is partly unCOnven. 
tional. 

The book's ironic questioning of hegemonic discou~ inclUdes 
a rejection of the dominiant class's notion of poetry. "Poeml~a can /010 
simbMica. dedicado a/ nue/eo de la e/ase inlerna lacayo-<iommanle. que 
ine/uye una apreciacion nada personal sob.re 10 que cab~ esperar d~ su amo, 
a j uzgar por los vienJos que sop/a,!" ("Llttle ~m with symbohc pho.to, 
dedicated to the internal servant·ruhng class, that mcludes as per the Veenng 
winds, a not at all personal appreciation about what is expected from its 
master") is a good example: 

Oh 
Jigarchy 
step 
mother 
with a murderer husband 
dressed in colton 
as a vulturess 
lying in wait on the branches 
of the tangle of History 
ridicu lous like everything evil 
we must do away with the fat lady 

Oh 
ligarquia 
ma 
drasta 
con marido asesino 
vestida d e pique 
como una buitra 
acechante in las ramas 
del enredo en fa HiSloria 
ridicula como todo 10 malo 
hay que acabar cOnJigo gorda 

The exclamatory "Oh," extracted from '~oligarchy ," satirizes not 
only the ruling class but also a kind of poetic discourse inh~rent to that 
class. Furthermore it satirizes the image of poetry as a sentimental, self. 
expressive, and ind'ividualistic expression ofa spiritu~1 vision of the world 
The fact that the poem is placed between a text evo~ng the 1932 slaught~ 
and "Two portraits of the fatherland" means that Its grotesqu~ nature IS 
not a fictional product; it arises from bringing together wha~ IS .real. a~d 
unreal. The class struggle within the society is also the poetiC, '.m.gulsbc, 
and ideological struggle in the book of poems. Las historias P:Ohl~ldas del 
Pulgarcito. as a book of poems, appears .within ~ .discursi.ve situation co~· 
stituted by twO levels-one, the most ObVlOUS PO~iIlca~ SOCial, and economic 
conditions of EI Salvador and of Central Amenca generally, and, twO, the 
situation of Latin American poetic discourse since the 1950s; both help 
construct the social meaning of the book of poems. 

Despite the eventual evidence of Las hislorias prohibidas del 
Pu/garciro. it would I:e possible to try to explain the changes that began to 
take place in the learned poetic system during the fifties as an autonomous 
li terary evolution, one that, when considered autonomously, seems to have 
led to a certain chaotic diversity.2J This chaos, in fact, emerged out ofa new 
reality: the social subject as the wielder of the enunciating pow~r <?f poet.ry 
was not unique in its dispersion. Yet the book of poems, desplle lIS SOCial 
utterance by aesthetically and ideologically differentiated a~d polarized sub
jects, is nonetheless located within the hegemony of enunciation. Thys, I~e 
conflict between the two ideological projects in contemporary HlSpaOlc 
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American poetry reinserts itself into the aesthetic hegemony. This joint 
social enunciation of projects, in either its explicit or implicit versions, in 
the last three decades has provoked a resemanticization of books of poems. 
Consequently, theaesthetic-ideological norm to which it responds (and which 
is proposed to the Hispanic American reader) acquires a rigidity and co· 
herence more orthodox than what seems 10 occur in isolated books. 

The contemporary Hispanic American book of poems seduces, 
convinces, indoctrinates, and conquers anonymous readers through an ar
ticulation of the poetic system that does not always succeed in foregrounding 
the peculiarities of heterogeneous discou rses. In this sense, the book of 
poems does not succeed in escaping the sociohistorical enu~ciating situati~n. 
Yet this failure reveals it to be a social act within the rea l (I.e., not symbolic) 
struggle for what Marti has called "Nueslra America." 
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I use "boo<; 01 poems" liS II trJlnSllltion lor the Sp.nlsh word (X)fJm'K.!. which emphasizes 
the nouon 01 wholeness. 

I coold also mention other than Hispanic American authors wi"() have written on poe:ic 
prodJc r'On. such liS HeideggeJ. Ple.!ler. COhen. 0eI!0 Volpe. Thompson. Adorno. Friedrich. 
Aillaterre. a nd Easthope. These authors lind the Span.sh Americaos Rey6S lind Porn.oondo 
spell!< at two level,: ! I ) considerong the poem as a seU,su f~cient or independent ent~y. lind 
(2 ) ".tthe level of the f?8nerat poetic d'scourse (i .e .. I precise poer, complete work or the 
poetlC language). as diffarent h om the colloQuial. n"""INa. Or scientilic language. 

See RaQue! Chllng Rodr'gUIIl. "EP!ltoIe Inidi!a de Pedro ClIJ"vajai. poeta de '" Academia 
Anla-tica:' RfNista dtl erotica 1It."a L'MOamt/flCIIflII. 3 ! 1976) . 

The term i$ Irom VoIosi>ov's IIh~COfntI~lIIrc,$OCu. (8 ari: Oedllli L;bn. 1980). ill 
which he usn the notion 01 snuuionl dl tlllOJ'llJI.lJOne. For I mortl comptete di:scussion at 
"tie notion 01 "s tUII lion:' '" Clauda Gtlrmain. 1,.,. Ccnctlpl 01 Sltu8llOllm IlfI(JUISfICS (Ot. 
tawa: UnMtrsty 01 O:u ...... Prll$s. 1979). 

I hilvtl used the I .... m "basic lPtIalctll" (~tI t»srcoJ btllore. III Idedogias yasrfUCl'Ut"1IS 

Il;IrrarrvllS IIIl Jose tJorrt:.o: 1950-10 !C • .e.s. CtII..-,,- 1979). At Ihat t""tI. I refened 10 
Booth's "mp~ed lUlllor" and to UnQr notions prOjlO$t/d by Jan Muk,.-<}IISIcyand MilOSlav 
Cervenka. n Lam Americ. the IIIme nolon has bHn used by Ant<no CorneIO PoIIIr. Nelson 
OsorIO. and ~tely by Javie1 l aserte. who hel propostld tht usa 01 '"basic enu'lCia:or" tfN>
unc,adrxbMlo:Jt 

h cQlAd also be said. consiOerlflg iI"e hetllJ"c:ogetIeJry of. discOU"se or its polyphony. thet the 
boot 01 poems offers a multp!ic IV 01 not atway. eoi-tcidental perspectives . 
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poetry). which Cortlllar inc:1I.>Oes In UIIIl'fIO rt1JfId. we might t" .bout a heterodc»l synl ... . 
Its own cond:ion at ··...alation 01 p.llern·· s""-:'" allows us :0 discover a pee ..... r syntactic 
prOjllCl See Ult,mo round (Merica: SgIo)O(l. 1972). pp. 272-73. 

11 is this syntactic order. lor insltlnee. that bestow, a speciatsgn lic~ On the ntroductory 
poem or g roup of poems and becomtll , sort of "reading art.·· Whether lIS funetion is to 
Iran the reader or 10 design a parllCuI8r co..it",aI-Ideoiogicai Urlil. !lis syntactic ord .... wil 
f .... ction wit~ the book 01 poem, as the "rute" 10 ba developed 01 Oeconstrucled In this 
vie w we could even talk abOUI "catalylC pOems." borrow..-.g 8anhes·stermnology. p...naps 
dra Wllg 811entoon 10 the fOOClion 01 the linal POem or group 01 poems. wr.ch often provide 
a synlac 1JC closure 10 the book 01 poeml. 

See Umbtlno Eco. Trarlato gflntmllll di Stlmiooc.(Milano: Bompillni. 1975): Thorra , Lewos. 
" Notes tow..-d a TheOly 01 lit erary ReltlJant:' PMLA. 94:3 (1979). pp. 459.75. 

Although II is not e xplicItly describe.d. this won: doe, tella ft lO acCQOllt the Charact .... iSncs 
01 a popuI", poetic system (a.g., &ongl. children's it.' I"'e. fUl'aI :raditions •• nd wOlkers' 
poems) where h proposes not:Ofl$ 01 poelly declive w,\ttin the socialto:ality of lhe enun
cia:ing sitUII:ion in wtich "tie leerne.d system m.k8l 'tstll1. 

Cf. Edoardo Sanguinell. Vant,;UlJfdl'. odtJoIogI, r 1tInquaJ// (C.acas: Monte Av.ttl. 1969). O. 
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AIaIS!8" Fowler. "Genre and the L'terary CarlOn:' NU{ 11. 1 11979). p . 98. 

Maltl,l Trabs. "La co.A\ura de la ReS'st8nc,a:' Uler8l.UfB y (T3)(1S en Am~nca La(lila ICaracas: 
Monte A~ila. (974). 

Fowler, p. 98. 

This s.:OOlOon was not free frcm the parncular developments of the ",ocixtive apparatuses 
oIlhe nat.,,,s as wei as of ther nanonal ita/Blures. 

One colAd mention Alljrt,da. Oaf/dad. Rev,sre de Occideme, Pom». Espasa Cape. Sur. 
Emecl. Zig,Z8{J. TOf, NaSCImento y Erdlla. Losada dessrves:o be ponIed out as P6r Xularty 
Op8r>-m,nded. n both ideolo~ical and aesthetIC te rms. 

The S1811510::al dMS place the hegemonoc pamd of the ArgenHnoan publish ing hOuses In the 
fortie s. Dur.,g 1950.50 percent 01 !he Latn Amencan marta! was, suppOrted by Argenlna. 
a SlalUS that would drastoc/lt; change bV 1 972 "when 'IS partOCipatiOll becomes 15%." See 
Argef1{ina. BrBs'1. M~XJoo (Bogola: Carlal-UNESCO, 19801, pp. 7 ·8. 

The rnporlance of the pubishng work In th iS period becomes evident In the fact that Pub· 
lishers held conferences in 1946 ($antl<lgo. Chilel. 1948 (8uenos Airesl. al'\d 1964 (MexICO) 
10 create coheSIOn Ilr"<I orgaNzallon i'> suppOrt 01 the "pmctple 01 copynght of boc::I<s ., !he 
Spamsh language for COl.<l1ries thaI speak thaI language" (Nget"(JfUt 8rBS'/: M~JQC~: p. 35) 
While thIS was 11"1 antl·rnpenalist defense. IIWas brought about by ak,l'\d of lilspan", Monroe 
doctnne" of c .... ture thet ei m,nated transnatIOna l competitIOn . Competllon remamed relawe 
s,nce some of the map pul>ishers. such as Espasa·Calpe. had parent companIes 0'1 Madr" . 
Buenos A"es. and Mexico. 

The surrealist axi s. Buenos Ares·MeXIC:o·Sannago. also had Its pan. though less ,mpOrtant 

I could also menttOn Arca.. La Rosa Blindada. Galems. Joaquin Mor l1z. Techo doe la Balena.. 
and Mard1a from Montevideo 

San\lago l~ asserts that "the systematoc study of the c .... rent poets becomes mortI 

d~hc""t every trne, s<nce the Iogocalt8sk-rangJng them ac<:ordng to thei- sty ~stic. ideologiCal. 
and renewal patterns-IS almost unapp<oachabie .. . See Handbook 01 LlllinAmencan SI00H!S; 
Humaril;es, 00. 36 (Gainsvi lle: Unlllers. ty 01 Floroda Dress. 1974). p. 4 11 . 
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Can People Be (RelPresented in Fiction?: 
Toward a Theory of Narrative Agents 
and a Materialist Critique beyond 
Technocracy or Reductionism 

I believe that fiction is differentiated from other types 
of social discourse (journalism, scientific texts, philosophy, etc.) by the pres
ence of two necessary and sufficient formal factors: narrative space/time (so 
far best analyzed by Bakhtin's chronotope), which is a transposition and 
reelaboration of preceding-largely extraliterary-concepts of space and/or 
time; and narrative agents, which are a reelaboration and transposition of
largely extraliterary--concepts about people. These two facto rs are perhaps 
two faces of the same coin; they are certainly, to a great degree, consub
stantial. For a first approach to an already very complicated matter, I shall 
in this essay reluctantly but entirely forget about the chronotope and con
centrate on agents as fictional simulacra of people. t 

The Lav of the Land: the Political S take. 

1.1 
Before getting into the inevitably somewhat special.: 

ized arguments, I want to discuss their intertext, which I suggest in my title ' 
by way of the possibilities lurking within both "people" and "(re)present." 
This intertext, or practical context, is situated at the interface between fic
tional and other ways of viewing, interpreting, and constructing reality. 

1.2 
"People" (gens, Leure) means, of course, something 

like women plus men plus children; it does not denote THE people (lepeuple, 
das Volk). This essay will focus on the images oj people rather than on the 
interesls oJthe people that can be found (re)presented in fiction. Nonetheless, 
these overlapping connotations are an important signal, for the way people 
are presented in literature will intimately codetermine what interests that 
literature might re-present. The stakes, therefore, are very high-both for 
Marxian critics dealing with culture and for the fate of fiction itself. This 
subject is a privileged way of entering into and indicating an answer to these 
radical democratic and socialist questions: Is fiction more than opium for 
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(the) people? Is it also-as this usually truncated text of Marx continues
the heart of a heartless world? Is fiction only ideology or also Utopia and/ 
or cognition? Is there, then, a cognitive (and thus politically usable and 
ethically justifiable) reason for a radical critic to investigate fiction_be it 
Shakespeare or "Dallas," Homer or science fiction, Proust or Piercy, COmic 
strips or Brecht--especially when that will in volve a halfway conscientious 
critic in the indispensable mediations of the meta-meta-discourses of mod_ 
ern criticism, thus leaving less time for more direct radical action? 

Man y radicals throughout the years have come, with reluctance 
or enthusiasm, to share with pragmatists and philistines the conclusion that 
there is NO such reason, that a radical cultural critic is an oxymoron of the 
order of fiery ice or planned disorder. Nikolai Chernyshevsky, the leader of 
Russian revolutionary populism. said somewhere (the image was to recur 
in the Soviet debates) that sausages came before Shakespeare. From a vulgar 
materialist (bourgeois as well as "socialist") point of view, this is undeniable: 
people cannot exist without eating; they can exist without fiction. 

Yet, can they? In the depths of the 1930s depression, did not 
Hollywood thrive on perverting the pennies of millions of jobless people 
into profits from soap-opera movies? Does not every halfway intelligent 
regime in economic-political difficulties buttress itself through the most pop
ular forms of fiction at the same time (if not before) it tries political solu
tions? The genres vary: in Elizabethan times it was theater, street ballads, 
or preachings (even technically speaking these are largely fictional); in the 
nineteenth cen tury, popular novels; today, T V. The orienta tion remains 
constant. The biblical author had beller food imagery than Chern yshevsky: 
not .by bread alone but also by fictional images-which explain why bread 
is or is not there, why pie in the sky will come by and by-liveth man and 
woman. 

Thus, to continue wi th examples from revolutionary leaders, it 
was not only Che Guevara who might have thought that machine guns .... ue 
more importan t than speeches, nor only Mao Tso-tung that working in 
peoples' actions {in the sense that a sculptor wOl'ks in marble) was more 
important than working in poems. Many pragmatists with less flair for 
insurrection or liberating politics take such an atti tude unthinkingl y. Let 
me call this operative atti tude (or gesture, in Brecht's sense of Gestus) by 
the name of, arguabl y, the greatest nineteenth-century poet, also a Com
munard, who very early on abandoned poem writing for gunrunning: it is 
the Rimbaud Syndrome. I do not maintain that Che or Mao took the wrong 
decisions for themselves- that would be ignorant and presumptuOus. But 1 
do main tain that when the Rimbaud Syndrome is adopted as a norm im
posed on a ll possible future Rimbauds, it is pernicious. All of us who have 
worked within movements aspiring to radical democracy and economic 
justice, including movements claiming Marxist ascendancies, remember well 
how our eccentric involvement with not immediately operati ve sign sys
tems-in particular with fiction-met in general with two responses: either 
with hostilit y. or, in the case of our most well meaning and shrewd comrades 
outside the cultural (wordsmithing, picture making, and similar) trades, with 
the pitying smi le of forbearance for childish pursuits. (Indeed, r seem 10 
detect some echoes d the Rimbaud Syndrome in this conference, where 
according to my count one can find one and one-third session out of thirteen, 
or 10 percent, devoted to fictional communication.) 
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Yet kulturshchiks (the Russian term from such debates) have a 

deal of historical irony to fall back upon. Thus, Chernyshevsky's main 
influence was not in his failed revolutionary action but in his writ
particular in a fi ctional text called What Is to Be Done? (1865) 

forty years later inspired a young man called Volodya Ulyanov t~ 
nonfictional text of the same title, setting out the theory of a future 

.ji.;,ni,'ist party (hardly an ineffective text). Ten years after the second What 
Be Done? its author, then already V. l. Lenin, would interrupt his 

~;.r::r.~tj,:m~oo;s~~t.~i:;mportant and certainly most utopian piece of word smithing 
t. and the Revolution) with a concluding statement that it is 

a revolution than write about it. What I am arguing is not 

·' ~~.~;:~~~~~~~!~fi~;~~ that he was (necessarily) oversimplifying: that without 
~! "l;;;;'; ~;,;as well as Chernyshevsky's organizational tradition 

u elder brother being executed by tsarism) many 

If.t:~~:, feat ures the united theory and practice of Leninism would not 
existed in the sa me form. And one thing a good look at fiction and 

in general- which fuses conceptualization with sensuali ty-can teach us 
that phenome~a on.ly exist in given forms: not to exist in a given way 

;1:'1' m''''"' not to eXIst. 
Let me go on with the historical record, to Che Guevara and 

Zedong. 1 cannot even hint at the richness of their lives' work. but I 
to isolate one impor tant lesson to be drawn from them: what survives 

1.['."" a generation. A large part of what survives from such lives are narrative 
f~ 'li~~g;\~:;~~: with .actions. Che is in this domain surviving as something 
~ verSlOn of an Arthurian or Spenserian Knight of Justice, 

the cause, a revolutionary Christ-like intercessor for the 
'~~r.~::~7~~!;~i;'n~image is so potent that even Hollywood felt compelled to 

'I ~ . and neutralizing it. Similarly, Mao is increasingly becom
narrative agent: the writer of certain kinds of texts and an 

'f,~~~~":~, type within global political discourse (the leader of the Long 
.1: speaker a t Yenan, the swimmer in the Yangtze, e tc.). It is not 

the practice or praxis of fict ion is better than, but merely that it is 

IN~:'nl:~~;~ fo r and indispensably allied wi th, the praxis of revolutionary 
Indeed, fi ction or narrative (in the wide sense of telling a story with 

space/time, which englobes equally what the old theories called 
dramatic fiction) is inextricably enmeshed with all sociai 

~ny i,j,eo,loIIYor movement pretends to kick narrative and images 
fiction out the front door, they will return by the cellar 
it wou ld be better to do knowingly what you have to do 

thus, as Hegel sai~ , do you truly do thal Furthermore, 
you do be conSCiously controlled and corrected. 

This is not to deny that the Rimbaud Syndrome remains a very 
Pim.po!:!'"'' and open, particular historical (as different from general thea

question. But it, too, is an important question because before the 
gunrunning, Rimbaud had an unsurpassed way with words, 'in his case 
organized into verse images and narratives. 

It might have become apparent th at my title conceals some basic 
choices. Along with the connotational resonance between people (plural) 
and the people (collective singular), another, more polarized choice is whether 
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either is being-is to be-"re-presented" or "represen ted," or indeed simply 
"presen ted." . 

Re-presenting I take to refer to a supposed copymg from or re. 
flection of a supposedly otherwise known external reality. Two minutes' 
thought suffices to render this untenable in any ~iter:al fOfl!l, s,! it. is quickly 
provided with a codicil to the effect t~at a subjectIve pnsm IS Int:fposed 
between the objective reality and the Image of (the) people. Then tt turns 
out that a norm for the rightness of that prismatic refraction must be found 
in order to obviate the possible multiplicity of prisms (say, avant-gardist Of 
mystical as against "realistic") and that the normativ,: Pr.ism 'is .that of the 
ruling ideology-be it socialist~reali~m .or the awful capl!ah.st-reahsm ~ can 
see in the halls of any U.S. uOlverslty m the form of pamtmgs of presIdents 
and board chairmen. This, in short, is a static. conformist, Philistine theory 
of artistic mimesis, banal and without much interest. 

However, if people are represented in fiction as a selecti,!n, ~n
densation, and displacement of surface empirical events and ~he ruilng Ide
ological way of seeing them, if they are seen as in a parllally st~rable 
daydream, then representation or mimesis is not to be understood as s~mp.le 
copying. No doubt, any thinking is based on models. But representatIOn m 
fiction is then a process of taking model images of people from nonfictional 
ways of understanding and of reconstructing social realit~ into a process 
that (in ideal cases) develops r?ughly il:S follows: The new I~ages go a~ut 
subverting the heretofore received fictIOnal norms of agential structunng, 
but as this is happening, the images themselves are in turn modified ih and 
by some autonomous principles of fictional structuring. All of this together 
enables the resulting views of relationships among people, el.aborated ~y the 
restructured piece of fiction, to return into our understandmg of reahty or 
ideology with a cognitive increment. This better unde~ta!ldin.g permits w.hat 
Brecht called interventionary, effective, or engaged thmkmg (10 the techmcal 
sense of meshing or being in gear} For Brecht, an image or model ri a 
person can be drawn up, into which might be inserted attitudes .that the 
person observed might not have found by him/ herself: " but these Imputed 
ways of behavior do not remain the observer's illusions; they tum to real· 
ities: the image has become productive, it can change the person modelled, 
it contains (realizable) proposals. To make such an image means to love" 
(Brecht, 20: 170). The great Brechtian, and indeed Marxian, theme of~ pr0-
ductive or creative eros has been formulated before and better than I.n aD 
the privatized jouissances. 

Indeed, at this point the mimetic ambiguity of " representing" 
(which dominates present-day views) should probably be abandoned for the 
more productive and communicative tw?-way duplici~y. of "presentin~": 
presenting images taken from outside fictl.on ~s propositions o~ form~tl~e 
hypotheses for a narrative, but also presenting Images transmognfied Wlthm 
fiction as proposals to the pragmatic world. Even in the best case of "re
alism" representing suggests standing in for something that already exists, 
as a democratiC binding mandate represents the opinions of the mandate· 
givers. Presenting may in the best, Brechtian case suggest .instead erotic 
increment and plasticity. The roundabout route ofart and fi ction could thus 
hide a long-range operati vity, intervention, or use value after a ll. T~at 11 
does so. and that a horizon can be indicated within which it does so. IS the 
argument of my essay. For if it does not, if people cannot be represented 
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'. in ~ction, a great part oft~e humanist and radical passion that is inalienably 
alhed to a need of chanlP.ng people's Jiv~ of modifying the relationships 
~mong peopl~ would be Irrelevant to fiction, and fiction would indeed be 
Irrelevant to It. To expand a remark of Brecht's about drama: if people do 
!lot fit Oet me add wh~t Brecht presuPPOSed: in however autonomous ways) 
mto the worlds of fictIOn, then fiction does not fit into the world of people. 

, 
< 

1,' 

. Perha~ I could c:ap my introductory argument by two axioms 
and their respective corollanes. 

. F.irst ~;om: We need a materialist approach. Our matter is in 
this case social discourse provisionally fixed in texts that interact with frames 
ofac~ptance and nonac:ceptance (ideologies). Therefore, any hypothesis to 
be tne.d Out has to be verifiable through ensembles a/texts in imeraction with 
':re.a~mg"/ran:es. "!"his verifiabili ty implies (a) that there exists both a pos
slbiht y of falstfi~atl?n and a need for a readiness to alter the hypothesis; 
and (b) (an apph~.u.on of Occa~'~ ra~or) that theexplainability of the text 
by. ~eans ofthe mlhal hypoth.ests I ~ eIther .equal or superior to the explain

, abthty by means of any prevIOUS, msufficlently materialist hypothesis. In 1 short, hypotheses and text-ensembles-cum-reading_frames are partners or 
. use values. 

{ .. Fi:st corol!a:y: An anecedote has it that Matisse once showed a 
~amtmg of his ~o a VISitor, who exclaimed he/she had never seen a woman 
hke that, t~ whlch.the painter answered: " It is not a woman, it is a picture." 
The matenal pertment to re-presenting people in fiction (and all texts) is 

~ not J?Copl~ but words, sentences, and what they imply in interaction with 
readl.ng frames. More. partic~ larly, this material is (some equivalent of) a 
nomu~al s'yntag~a ';'th ~ ~ven place in the story-just as the pertinent 
matenals In M~tlsse s pamtmg are colors and lines with a place inside a 
frame. Parado~lcally, . all the lessons of Russian formalism, without which 
we ca':ln?t begm ~akmg ~nse of ~ction , .belong here under the heading of 

~ matena.hsm. (albett a parttal an~ mconSlstent, not yet a dialectical one). 
FO':Jlahsm IS the A and B of any mtegrally materialist approach to art, from 
whIch we should then proceed to C. D. and SO o n. 
. . . Second axi!',": We need a dialectical approach. Ifsocial discourse 
IS proVISIOnally ftx~d 10 texts that interact with reading frames or ideologies, 
then all texts are mcomplete products that freeze an ongoing intertextual 
P~ss. Such textual and meta textual dialogues form unceasing strategies 
of dIscourse between large human groups within a society. Therefore no 
tex~ can be even co~rectly' read wit~out . filling in the concavities it designs 
by ~t~ own convex.Jty~ wUhout takmg IfIlO account the significant presuJr 
poSlt/ons presem wllhl~ the t~xtual pOSitions. In matters pertinent to the re-
presentahon of people In nct lon, these presuppositions are attitudes toward 
people tha~ are possible at the histo~ic~1 moment of the text's freezing. In 
the fir;st axlO~ ~nd corollary, matcnahsm means the central POSition of a 
matenal consisting of words and propositions combined in "transphrastic" 
(more tha~ sent~nce-Iength) text-ensembles; in this second axiom dialectic 
means SOCially, Ideologically precise historical differentiation. 

Sa:ond corollC!ry: The narrative agents of fiction (to be defined 
more cI'!sely m. part. 3) YlJU be !e-creations not of actua l or imaginary people 
rut of given hlstoncally pOSSIble attitudes toward animate and active en-
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tities. Just as in painting, where such attitudes are subject to the possibilities 
of color line and their disposition in two-dimensional space pretendi ng to 
a third dime~sion, so in fiction the transposition of extraliterary attitudes 
will be shaped not only by given ideological interests but also ~y longlle 
duree rules of language material, textual cohe!,ence, as well as fictl?nal .and 
general ideological conventi~n~. Longu~ du,ree does not .mea~ ahl~tonc~l: 
it just complicates our matenahst analySIs with welcome hlStoncal dialectiCS 
of culture. In strange and imperfectly understood ways, H~mer's sun still 
shines on us. Paradoxically, images of people can be mochfied out of all 
empirical or naked-eye recognition- for example, into gods .. talkin~ animals, 
allegorical notions or disembodied narra~ive voicc:s-ye~ stdl remain fabular 
transpositions and re-creations of poSSible relationships between people. 
These image clusters or agential constellati0!'5 ~n be both ~ec<?d~ and 
transposed back into relationships betw~en hlstoncal pe~ple (10. slgnlfiCl,lnt 
cases, with an increment in understandmg and a posslbihty of mtervenlng 
into them). 

1 .5 
In order to pass to my argument about a theory of narrative 

agents, I shall attempt to draw some concl~sions fro",1 this first ~art .. It 
seems 10 me that we are faced with two mam alternatives for envisaging 
the presentation of people. Individualist atomism talks about the in?i~id
ual's mysterious essence, by definition not to be further analyzed; ~t I ~ a 
competitive mystification. Structuralist collectivi~",: talks 3:bout ai?<>h~~lng 
personality and substituting for it a camera eye; It IS a stat~c mystification. 
The first. or subject-bound, mystification implies the lib.erah~m ~fthe. "free
enterprise" market; the second, or object-bound, m¥stl~cauon Imphe~ the 
technocracy of state-capitalist intervention and multmaw:lOal corporah?~s. 
Both finally see society as a stable, vertical class system, thiS layered stablhty 
being its fundamental cond.ition and s,upre~e val,ue .(,'law and orde:r"). If 
we instead posit the histoflcal and aXIOlogical pnonty of a dy~mlc ~~d 
open horizontal system (which can then acco~modate dynamiC .stabll;lly 
and of which even temporary closures are Special cases), a system 10 which 
meaning is not preexistent and located either in i ndividu~l(jst) at.oms or in 
the nodes of a structural(ist) grid but constituted in the mteractlon of the 
general and the singular-then we can begin instituting a materialist and 
dialectical discourse abOut narrative agents. 

It seems necessary, therefore, to proceed along two lines. Fi!'5t. 
we must induce from historical evidence the possible forms of narrative 
agents and therefore of agential analysis. This means we must reconsider 
at least two approaches that have pioneered a sophisticated anal ysis of fie
tional agents: (a) the biblical and the Lukacsian notions o~ types; <1?) the 
Greimasian notion of actants. I shall here be able only bnefly to diSCUSS 
Greimas's and Lukacs's approaches. Second, we must put these analytic 
tools into practice and see whether they illuminate it In .the following 3:"
gument, drama will be used as an example of all narrative. However, 10 
principle most descriptions and d i scu~ions in this essay (e.g., the su~
marizing table in sect. 3.1) should be applicable to the theory of non dramatic 
narrations, too. 

1 .6 . 
I shall conclude this first, introductory part with an operauve 

definition and a division of my further argument. Narrative agents can be 
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jU. in a first approximation defined as all nouns or nominal syntagmas that 
• . can be imagined as independent entities pOlenlially able (in contrast to the 
, . obiects) to carry out independent action in a narrative's imaginary universe 

or possible world. However many central questions this still begs, its mixture 
'I ofintuitive and verifiable elemems seems sufficient for a first approach. The 
- . necessary linguistic and semiotic elements in this definition function within 

, . a "possible world" whose structures are largely borrowed from practical life. 
~ In other words, when not modified by new propositions, the presuppositions 
' . of dominant ideological ways of understanding everyday reality are retained 
: in narratives. Narrative agents therefore both derive their traits from ad
f 'jectivized cultural commonplaces and value judgments (such as brave, mi
~. serly, amorous) and structure the traits differently from empirical practice 

for the purposes of a better cognitive overview. 
The study of narrative agents is seriously underdeveloped and 

labors under two grave disadvantages. First, it is still largely naively im
pressionistic and positivistic. In the 19205 the very well informed Bakhtin 
noted bitterly that this field was in "a complete chaos": "character, type, 
personnage, story hero, the famed classification of scenic emplois: the lover 

Ii , (lyrical, drama tical), the reasoner, the simpleton, etc.-a ll such classifi.cations 
and determinations of the geroi [Bakhtin's term for something like a nar-

l~ rative agem] are given no common basis or common denominator, nor is 
: there a unified principle extant for thei r reasoned ordering. Usually the 

: , classifications are uncritically contaminated to boot. ... " More than haifa 
century later, Chatman's synthetic survey of structuralist narrative analysis 
Quotes with approval a lament about the scandalous blanks in even a theory 
of surface-level agents (t he characters), a lament that maintains that the 

- ' latest advance in this field was E. M. Forster'S distinct ions from 1928, no
t tably between round and flat characters.l Indeed, the illusionistic confusion 

of narrative agents and people from everyday life is still very much with 
us. 

Second, in the last twenty-five years there has appeared a sym
metrical obverse of positivistic empiricism, the abstract apriorism of de
ducing agents from eternal psychobiological structures sundered from social 
history. Given that among the most interesting developments in cuItura1 
studies today is a sociohistorical semiotics, in parts 2 and 3 I sketch a critique 
of both ahistorical semiotics and asemiotic history and offer my own pro
posals for a socioformal theory of agential analysis centered on the key 
category of "type," as well as for some possibilities of its application to 
textual agents in general, including in part 4 characters (principally in drama). 
This might lead, in part 5, to some provisional answers to the question 
posed in my title. 

2. For a Sociohistorical S e miotics of Narrative Agents: A Crit ique 
What does 8nyone tell me by s8ying " Now I 
S66 it 8S . . . "? What consequences has this 
information? What C8n / do with it? 
l. Wittgenstein 
PtJ/osophicallnvestigations 
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2.1 Barthes defined apophantic semiotics as a .semiot~~ that denies 
the necessity and possibility of "attributing to the. s~gn ,positive, fixed, a
historical, a-corporeal, in brief: ~.ientific characte~sttc~. ThO~gh. the ~St 
of part 2 may explain his skepttclsm tow.ard .certam kmds of SCience, I 
would prefer to his sweeping farewell to SClentlsm and metalangua~e. a more 
nuanced approach, which would still keep those terms on co~dltion that 
they were subvened from within in order to ~ppr?ach the honwn he de
sires-that is, on condition that the a~p~antl.c sclence.an~ m~talanguage 
acknowledge and respect their 0:-vn ~OClohl~toncal con.stlt~tl0£.l' m the ~ou
ble sense of sociohistorical commg mto bemg and SOCI?hlsto~cal function
ing. This condition could reconcile our technical needs,. mvolvl~ metale~els 
and formalized analysis, and Barthcs's salutary warnmg that all relatiOn
ships of exteriority between on~ l~nguage an~ a~oth~r are. a la longue, 
untenable .... " J Respecting the mtlmately SOClohlstoncal ~haracter of ~l 
semiotics means acknowledging that in language any meamng of a term IS 

a matter of historical semantics and pragmatics, .and ~? nonverba~ ~m
munication it is another variant of, as Eco pu~ It, a. cultural . umt .. In 
agential analysis this means returning to the Anstotehan-P~pp~an ?nen
tation and inducing from what Marc Angenot calls "such hlstoncal Ideal
types as are the genres and the di~ursive .t raditio~s [within) the general 
economy of social discourse." T? mdulge mstead m supposedly pure.de
duction and ahistorical universahsm leads to a glossocracy t~at offers lIttle 
result and that, moreover, is homologous to the tec~n?Cracles of. conte~
porary monopoly capitalism and monopoly pseudosoclahs":" Adaptmg I....evi.
Strauss, it can be said that simply to understa?d the meant~g ofa te.~ one 
must permutate it in the contex.t of all the discourses pertment to It .. The 
sociohistorical discourses constitute at the very least one large DC:rtment 
group; freezing them out ?f th~ ~rmutating process produ.ces .an I~POV
erishment of great ideological slgm.fican~e but no scho~arly justificauon. 

As 1 noted in a study wntten m 1980 (to which I r.efer the rea~er 
for a fuller discussion of all matters in part 2),. the analYSIS of nar~ltve 
agents was relatively little developed by structurahsm and the~lructura1LSa~1 
semiotics and narratology.' Apart f~m the forgotten .~khtm, syst~matlc 
work in agential analysis began only m the wake of Levl~Strau.ss, With the 
works of Greimas and the Communications auth?~. It IS their pro~lems 
that will be considered in this section, and I shall hmlt mYS~lfto.the dil.em
mas and aporias of their basic ideological premise, gl~socratlc.umversahsm, 
only in the domain of the number and nature ofagenll.al/~vels m narratology 
(including dramaturgy). Since this was most autho~tatlvely deve1o~ by 
A J. Greimas, I shall concentrate on the part of hiS wor~ that pr?vlde~ ~ 
generally recognized framework for most later structuralis~ d~lmg WIt 
narrative agents. I shall first briefly argue for a different artIculation of the 
deepest level of narrative functions (the ~ctants) and then at greater length 
for a different, "pragmatic" nature and hierarchy of the other levels. 

2.2 
Aristotle and Propp had, in their different ways. both distin

guished two levels of agents (ethos vs. prat/on, or dramalis persona vs. 
fimction, respectively). The first of them is to be read off immediately from 
the surface elements of the text; the second is not but is to be found by 
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further analysis (it is usually called metatextual~ They also stressed that 
this second, more general and abstract level was the strategically more im
pOrtant one. Propp concentrated in his functions on actions, which only 
secondarily define six or seven "spheres of action" by as many main agents: 
hero, villain, donor or provider, helper, sought-for person (and her father), 
dispatcher or mandator, fa1se hero. Obviously, this is ooth too much and 
too little: false hero and villain are both antagonists, the term "hero" con
taminates narrative function and ethical approval (e.g., Tartuffe is the nar
rative but not at all the axiological "hero" of Moliere's play), the "sought
for" agent can instead of a princess be any value (e.g., the Grail), and so 
on. Just as interestingly, though discussing the opposite pole ofindividualist 
dramaturgy of the last four centuries in Paris, Souriau worked out six "dra
maturgic functions." Somewhat confusingly he identified them with as
trological signs, which he fortunately disambiguated by adding clear defi
nitions and persuasive examples. His six functions were the Thematic Force, 

. the Value or Wished-for Good, the Beneficiary (of that Good), the Adver
sary, the Arbiter (who attributes the Good), and the Helper, who is always 

\ a "redoubling" of one of the first five functions. Both Propp and Souriau 
; were also perfectly clear about the possibility of distributing participation 
in metatextual agents among several textual ones, as well as about the ob
verse possibility: thus, whether the magical object given to a hero be one 
horse or a ring out of which issue three youths, this will always represent 
the "sphere of act ion" (Propp, pp. 19-20, 79); the Adversary may 
be or divided into eight, as in Moliere's Les Facheux (Souriau, pp. "-I''') Greimas's first attempt in Semantique structurale did not go much 

I~ :~i~::~~reactualizing (be it said in his praise) the multilevel agential analysis 
and Souriau into the two levels of actants and acteurs. 

)' ,! It should be clear that Propp's Morphology oflhe Folktale is not 
a synthesis but a halfway house between his scrupulous and brilliant his
torical induction and a pioneering formalizing deduction. (Propp's later 

then a more convincing balance, unfortunately not ex-
to narrative agents.) The attendant weaknesses were noted 

Greimas, who rightly attempted a more consistent for
Greimas, at least, lost sight of Propp's strengths 

in historical feedback and misused him by transferring the debate 
onto the domain of universalist syntax, a dubious advantage. Greimas pro
posed a basic scheme of agential functions applicable to all narratives, which 
he divided into Subject, Object, Addressor, Addressee, Helper, and Oppo
nent (sujer, objet, destinateur, destinataire, adjuvant, opposant ). His pseu-

I? d(~yn"'Clic terminology and organization of this deepest level of agential 
functions "offers little evidence how this model [of actants) would work in 
practice ... " (Culler, p. 234). The most useful course is, then, a return to 
anonindividualist widening and grounding of Sou ria u's narrative functions. 
I propose to translate his articulation into the more historical and theater
based vocabulary of the independent functions of Protagonist, Antagonist, 
Value, Mandator, Beneficiary, and the dependent function of Satellite.6 

Greimas's breakthrough came in his essay "La structure des ae
tants du recit."7 The existence and narratological status of the two levels 
he called actant and acleur are from that time on generally accepted in 
agential theory (so that this essay will take them for granted, while not 
treating exhaustively their outstanding problems, from ontological basis to 
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predicati ve articulation). In between them, he tentatively and withOut sys_ 
tematic explanation added a third level called roles, defined as "elementary 
actantial units which correspond to coherent functional fields" ("un ites ac
tantielles elemen taires correspondant aux champs fonc t ionnels coher_ 
ents")-for example, pere or prelre.' G reimas's final refinemen t on the agen_ 
tial theory came in the essay "Les actants., les acteurs et les figures," where 
he worked out eight roles actantiels. I have analyzed in great detail (Suvin, 
"Per una teoria," pp. 9 1-92) the resulting unclea r oscilla tion between binary 
and ternary typologies, culminating in the Greimas-Courtes attempt to sys
tematize such contradictions.9 Greimas's firs t approach had in 1966 been 
accompanied by engaging modesty-bearing disclaimers such as "CeUe in
terpretation vaut ce qu'ele vaut" (This interpretation is given for what it's 
worth~ He also acknowledged that his actants were "extrapolated from 
French Syntax," which fifty pages later became "extrapolated from the syn
tactic struc ture" ("ex tra-po lees en pa rtant de la syn taxe francaise"_ 
" I 'extrapolation de la structure syntaxique," Semantique structurale, pp. 
134, 185). In his essay from Semantique IUlrralive el textuelle. this had 
already advanced to "a structure ... that appears more and more able to 
account for the organization d the human imagination ... " ("La structure 
actantielle apparait de plus en plus comme etant susceptible de rendre compte 
de J'organisation de l'imaginaire humain ... ")! His latter ending- and that 
of many followers- fo rgets the beginning. 

What is the basis of such hesi ta tions and contradictions? It would 
be both ungracious and silly to seek it in personal incompetence: Levi· 
Strauss, too, hesitates between affirming with equal imperturbability two 
opposite and con tradictory positions. On the one hand, he says, there exist 
some "universal laws which make up the unconscious activity of the mind," 
while on the other hand, " the physical universe (is aJ projection of the social 
universe": as far as the linguistic model in general is concerned, the error 
of fo rmalism lies in forgetting "that there is no language whose vocabulary 
can be deduced from the syntax." Perhaps Uvi-Strauss's corollary that "to 
tackle first the grammar and to leave the vocabulary for later means to 
condemn oneself never to create anything but an anemic grammar and a 
vocabulary that used anecdotes in place of definitions" should be subject 
to some clarification of the level of analysis envisaged; nonetheless, I would 
agree with the particular application he then proceeds to make, namely, this 
interlocking is indissoluble in narrative entities such as myths and tales, 
where grammar and vocabulary do not even opera te on distinct levels (as 
he acknowledges they do in language) bu t "adhere to each other on their 
whole surface and completely overlap," so that in narrative texts everything 
is simultaneously both syntax and vocabulary.'o It is, at any rate, obvious 
that overarching ideological causes must be sought for such fu ndamental 
epistemological oscillations in such leading theoreticians. 

2 .3 
. In ?r~er to get a t such causes, a metatheoret ical detou r is una-

vOJdab.le, for .It IS only the ideol?gies of technocracy that believe they can 
fo.rmahze t~elr own ~ru t h. can hft themsel ves up by their own bootstraps 
Without paylOg th~ pnceof~ depend~nce on a hierarchically superior system 
or ~ntext (an epistemological verSIOn of their belief in quick economic
pohtlcal fixes that take into accoun t neither transcendental values nor the 
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deeper demands of practic~). 11 This is the meaning of Greimas's agnostic 
~tan~, th~t whether we thlOk the semantic organization of meaning(s) is 
IOscnbe~ l!ltO social reali t y, or .whether we postulate such an organization 
fO~.heu~stlc purposes, the pract~cal conse~uences will be the same (" ... soit 
qu II eXlste une structure semantlqueorgaDlsant I'univers du sens soit qu'une 
t~lle structure est postulee en vue de I' investigation de l'un i ~ers seman. 
tl~ue .... Les conseq~ences pratiques seront les memes .... "). This allows 
hur~ to c0'.lclu.de that, 10 ~ny case, the investigator will find given "universes" 
for IOvest lgatlon. Even 10 tha t essay, dealing with the rela tion of semiotics 
and natural sciences, G~eimas systematicall y avoids committing himself as 
to whether . such a " uDlverse of meaning" is one of discourse only or of 
other practl.ces .too-for example, it is unclear whether "seman tic" in this 
pa.ssag~ as 10 hiS ~hole essay, refers to natural or formal languages. It is at 
thiS pnce th~t G relmas:s in~estigation proceeds to construct forma l models 
supposedly 10 confo~ lty wah such an unexplained "preexisting structure" 
(D!:l sens, p. 39). ThiS IS not a stanC1? that necessarily arises from semiotics: 
Peirce, who th.ou~ht that both our IOterests and our experience of objects 
were ext rasemlotlc, would have denied it. 

" Since all hap~n~, ,:"ithi.n language anyway, Greimas is implying 
that the world?f !'leaDIng IS gOlOg to be linguistic-here. "semantic" -in 
a~y case. Y~t t.hl~ IS a technocratic blanking out of some fu ndamentals of 
hiS m~el..<J.lsclplme. for nowhere is the existence of hierarchica1 levels of 
analYSIS clearer than in linguistics~ ,",:,here th~ formal or syntactic meaning 
of any ~lement (e.g., a phoneme) IS ItS funct ion as an integral meaning of 
a sUJ?Cnor le.vel (e.g., a morpheme). By that token, then, the question im-

I, ~edl~t~l y anses, What is the hierarchically superior level to the uppermost 
hngulS~l c I~vel. that of th~ ~ntence? When they do not refuse to answer, 
mo~t lingU ists concede th iS IS the (or a) pragmatic level of extra linguistic 
reahty.12 Only ~he semantic-p~agmatic meaning is usable and to be used in 
the sense. that IS current outside of specialized linguistic usage. Grcimas's 
famous title. Du sensJ,?n Meaning), plays with this ambiguity. So fa r as I 
can see, he .never e~phcltl y argues that syntactic meaning is to be substit uted 
f~r semant ic mea~mg beyond the se~ ten?C-that is. in narratives. However, 
hiS w.hole proceedmg presupposes thiS hidden theoretical claim, which nee
essanly turns out to be untenable in practice. 

. It m~y .be ~ming appan;nt, then, that the root of the Grei-
maSlan contradictIOns IS ~o be. found ID the orthodox structuralist glosso
~~, best e~pr~sed by hiS rehance on the very peculiar Hjelmslevian Iin
gUlStl~S as hiS eplst~mology. SJreimas takes Hjelmslev as his authority for 
foundmg t~e aClant lal I"!'od~11O the syntactic structure of natural languages, 
c:cJuated wl.th the organ lzallon of human imagination. 11 This is cognitively 
Improper, In t~e above bad. sen~ of an idC?logical sleight-of.hand, for a 
fo~al system IS defined by. tIS signs not havlOg any independen t meaning 
outside the systell"!, so that 1O.0rder to speak about anything it must be in 
a second moment Int~rpreted In..the sen~ of finding a meaning for its signs. 
~f~e system then claims to be wholly Independent orany prior theory it 
IS In fact c~ns~ructed ad ~oc. Th~s, if the logician subsequentl y pretends' to 
search for Its interpretatIOn, he IS as one who is asked a riddle for which 
he ~Irea~y kn?ws the ans~er,. and who delights in feigning ignorance!"'. 
Grelmas s tYPical proceed~ng .IS .a structuralist bricolage in fu ndamentals, 
followed by a relentless SClentlstlc and combinatory logic in consequences: 
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a proceeding vaunted by his followers as elasticity and broadmindedness. 
The other way around, firm foundations and elastic applications, wOuld 
have been much more sympathetic. Yet whenever he is analyzing aCtual 
nar rative texts, Greimas finds-to my mind not too surprisingly-that do
ductive and universalist syntax is an insufficient fundament, and he hastens 
to supplement it with semantics: a crack through which the social history 
of peoples' relationships with each other and with the world of things, kiCked 
out of the main door, partially and inconsistently oozes back by a cellar 
window. In his first book, Greimas started out by hesita ting between what 
he then called the "syntactic actants proper" and "semantic actan ts," even 
connecting the actants with a Freudian investment of desire. tn Du sens, 
his analyses of a group of Lithuanian folktales required a Proppian recourse 
to the specific social semantics and, indeed, pragmatics of authority. And 
in his final development of actants, while allotting them an entirely syntactic 
nature, he stressed the semantic (or at least mixed) nature of the acteurs 
and the roles themat;ques.l' 

Thus, the ideological horizon of glossocracy con tradicts actual 
scholarly necessi ty. I believe this obscurely felt contradiction is the key to 
G reimas's shifting, overlapping, uneconomic, and often confusing cato
gories, which becloud his undoubted flair for spotting strategic Gordian 
knots and his pioneering boldness (only in view of which are further at
tempts-such as this critique-becoming possible). It seems, therefore, im
perative to say, today, that if we are to have a viable agential theory. the 
hesitation between uni versalist syntax and shamefaced semantics.cum-prag
matics is to be resolved in favor of sociohistorical contex tuality and inter
textuality in (say) Bakhtin's and Mukarovsky's, and sometimes Uvi-Strauss's 
and Barthes's, "marxist" sense ofa dialogic tension between the worldviews 
of specific societal groups. It is high time to recognize Hjelmslev's rigidly 
deductive approach as simply a misleading analogy and to depose it from 
the narratological hegemony it has illicitly enjoyed.16 While the conceptual 
rigor of linguistics is an admirable example, when sundered from social 
verisimili tude and historical semantics, it easily leads to "a rigorous irre
levance" (Culler, p. 257). 

2.4 
One witty way of clinching the necessity of an integration of 

formalized lingu istics or semiotics with investigation into socialized actions 
might be to note that the integration has become increasingly recognized 
as unavoidable in linguistics itself. It has taken the name of pragmatics. 
defined already by Charles Morris as the domain of relationships between 
the signs and their interpreters, which clarifies the conditions under which 
something is taken as a sign. From Peirce, G. H. Mead, and Karl Buhler, 
through Bakhtin/Voloshinov, Morris, Carnap> and the Warsaw school, to 
(say) R. M. Martin, Leo Apostel, and John R. Searle, pragmatics has slowly 
been growing into an independent discipline on a par with syntactics (the 
domain of relationships between the signs and their formally possible com
binations) and semantics (in this sense, the domain of relations between 
the signs and the en tities they designate). Moreover, there are, since the late 
1950s, strong arguments that pragmatics is a constitutive and indeed en
globing complement of both semantics and syntactics. The basic-and, to 
any materialist, unexceptionable-argument for it has been suggested in 
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section 2.3: an object orevent (word, text, shape, color, change, etc.) becomes 
a sign on ly in a signifying situation; it has no "natural" meaning outside of 
it. This situation is constituted by th e relation between signs and their users. 
A user can take something to be a sign only as it is spatiotemporally concrete 
and localized and as it relates to the user's disposition toward potential 
action; both the concrete localization and the user's disposition are always 
sociohistorical. Furthermore, they postulate a reality organized not only 
around signs but also around subjects, in the double sense of a psycho
physical personality and a socialized, collectively representative subject. The 
entry of potentially acting subjects reintroduces acceptance and choice, tem
poral genesis and mutation, and a possibility of dialectical negation into the 
frozen constraints of syntax (in fact, by the most orthodox structuralist 
standards, only such dynamics can make the-temporary-stability of any 
structure meaningful). It also regrounds semantics: even in language, "one 
cannot tell the meaning of most words without observing how the word is 
used, and what effects it seems to have on our behavior." All words have 
a pragmatic value based on an implicit classification "that follows the kind 
of interest which they evoke [in the subject), the advantages or inconven
iences, pleasures or sufferings, which they suggest."17 Thus, each and every 

I ' semantic presupposition is also a pragmatic one (t hough the contrary does 
,. not obtain). 

The signifying situation as the basic cell of pragmatics is clearly 
the theoretical locus of the hierarchically superior system that must finally 
allot significations and validate all other investigations into signs (including 
natural languages). Or, at the very least, pragmatics is the mediation between 
semiotics and an even more general theory of action or practice. Only prag
matics is able to take into account the si tuation of the text producers and 
its social addresses,l' as well as the whole spread of their relationships within 
given cognitive (epistemological and ideological) presuppositions, conven
tions, economical and institutional frames, and so on. And only a semantic
pragmatic decision about pertinent presuppositions and levels of reading 
can make sense of an at-all-complex text (from, say, a proverb or parable), 
whose presuppositions, levels, and connotations would otherwise be prac
tically infinite. Realizing much of this, the early Levi-Strauss (structuralism 
with a somewhat uneasy conscience) claimed his method could exhaust all 
the peninent presuppositions because his texts-the myths-came from a 
supposedly less complex, "cold" (tribal) society in which the presuppositions 
were presumed to be frozen and finite (which I doubt, too). These pragmatic 
presuppositions about the signs' possible uses by their users, then, neces
sarily inscribe historical reality, as understood by the users, between the 
lines of any text (in the widest sense). Semiotics is either informed by an 
open historicity or it is, on its own methodical terms, truncated. 

Equally, th e sciences are, no doubt, texts (though not purely ver
bal ones), but the book of science is also-for all its partial autonomy-an 
interpretation of the book of nature, which is the presupposition of all 
scientific propositions. Furthermore, what exactly are the pertinent cate
gories that constitute any object of investigation (in the widest sense, in
cluding a whole discipline) in the first place? This delimitation, which con
stitutes not on ly the cognizable domain but also the possible ways of 
envisaging and cognizing it, cannot be established from the object alone but 
only from its interaction with the social subject whose pragmatic point of 
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view or approach is defining the pertinence and by that token constructing 
the object's cognitive identity. ,9 To return to the terms of logics, linguistics 
cannot be its own epistemology, because no natural language can be wholly 
formalized without incurring semantic contradictions-as Greimas inevit_ 
ably does, on a theoretical level, when he is not being fuzzy. Therefore, 
linguistics cannot and does not provide the criteria valid for every type of 
cognition but, on the contrary, needs itself to bejustified by an epistemology 
external to it. 

Thus, for any pursuit of systematic knowledge, as semiotics, the 
formal logic of syntax is clearly indispensable. But it is not sufficient, fo r if 
the analysis of a text must be begun, it cannot be concluded by an under_ 
standing of its syntax. This does not mean that for given, clearly delimited 
exercises syntactic rules could not be treated as an autonomous object of 
cognition. But it means that "a well definable (autonomous) syntax is only 
the syntax of syntactic categories as a purely formal syntax."~ A syntactically 
valid analytic system cannot be used to prove anything about an empirical 
object unless and until the system is related to a semantic interpretation 
and a pragmatic situation, as was demonstrated in the case of Greimas's 
actants used to explain narration. 

2.5 
In conclusion, then, if (and insofar as) Greimas's system ofac

tants is taken as a claim for fu ll interpretative validity with a solid episte
mological basis, one would have to apply to it Piaget's evaluation of the 
philosophical school that (through Hjelmslev) underpins it: logical posftiv
ism. "Logical Positivism has committed the imprudence of transfonning 
method into doctrine, in other words of wanting to codify formalizing anal
ysis and of making it co-responsible for a dogmatism ... " (Piaget, p. 84). 
I would not go quite so far-as do a number of critics, for example, Tim
panaro-as to call G reimas's method objective idealism, since it does not 
quite claim that the categories of the given sign-system determine what there 
is but "on ly how anything is." I would, rather, call it a medium-rare semiotic 
idealism-a cross between agnosticism and thoroughgoing idealism. ZI Of 
course, no idealism or-to give it a historically suggestive name-medieval 
realism can account for changes in our cognition of the world (never mind 
changes in an external world). Greimas's attempt is simply one of the most 
developed-and the dominant one in agential analysis-to investigate the 
meanings of a text by means ofa text "linguistics," "grammar," or " syntax" 
(all of which are, in fact, shamefacedly founded on the quite exceptional 
digital model of phonetics). This seems to me, in all cases, a dangerously 
ambiguous metaphor, and in the worst case it is a positive guarantee d 
wrong theorizing. The only safe course is 10 avoid both the thing and the 
name.12 

Nonetheless, I have suggested the presence of some undoubtedly 
stimulating aspects in Greimas-mainly those taking off from Propp. Grei
mas addressed the crucial dilemma in studying narratives, namely, into 
which system a text must be integrated in order to become meaningful (i.e., 
such that an interpreter may explain it). Positivism had answered this by 
putting its object simply into aquantitatively larger set of texts (an author's 
opus, a genre tradition, etc.). Structuralism was right to react against this 
in the direction of qualitatively different levels of analysis, but structuralism 
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was wrong-as is all scholastic realism-in radically sundering deductive and 
formal cognition (a self-sufficient, closed system of signs) from experiential 
cognition based on reference to the extrasignific reality of social bodies.21 

In cultural studies, structuralism's answer-to apply to the investigated text 
a "grammar ofnarration"-explains texts in tenns ofa universal structure 
of the human (or, in Greimas, Indo-European?) mind, as evidenced in lan
guage. In a nicely steri le Hegelian antithesis, both positivism and structur
alism bypass the actual historical situations in culture, its pragmatic hier
archy. Cultural texts may be analyzed into cognitive levels only by seeing 
how those levels are intimately molded by precise societal values and ten-
sions. 

Greimas's multilevel schema of agents should, therefore, be sep
arated out of his unacceptable system and then reworked in a way that 
incorporates the semantic and pragmatic dimension, namely, societal his
tory and mutability. It should then become possible to use this reworked 
fonn within the epistemic axioms of my part 1, within a need for observing 
material practice as well as the dialectical interrelations that obtain between 
the synchronic and the diachronic, structure and history, subject and object. 

1 True, no historical situation is fully formal izable, but it can (and I believe 
\ . must) be ;nvest;gated thcough a sedes of fo'mal;",,;on, open to pcaet;ce 

and focusing on strategic stages frozen for synchronic investigation. Thus, 
I will present a sketch of such a sociohistorical semiotics of narrative agents: 
a study of sign, necessarily, but signs given meaning by choices within 
societal histories. No doubt, the sociohistorical concreteness of my proposed 
new system will have to be inversely proportional to the area it is designed 
to cover. But it will use semiotics in the proper epistemological hierarchy 
dominated by relationships of people in signifying situations and not by 
glossocracy: "It is essential that one does not confuse the systematic order 
in semiotics: syntactics-semantics-pragmatics, with the epistemological or
der of the dimensions of semiosis: pragmatic- seman tic-syntactic dimen
sion. The pragmatic dimension of semiosis is epistemologically of primary 

L 
importance .... the pragmatic aspects always appear at the beginning and 
allhe end of the study of semiosis."l. 

3 . For Sociohiatorical Semiotics of Narrative Agent.: A Proposal 
(with Type •• a the Key Level) 

3.1 

After all. Kafka is a realist! 
(reputed exe/amation by Lukacs when he 
saw the Romanian castle where he was 
being interned in 7956) 

'.; 

I cannot provide here a lengthy inventory of extant narratological 
contributions to a clear definition and delimitation ofthe third, intermediate 
level of agential analysis. Besides Aristotle, Propp, Souriau, Bakhtin, and 
Uvi-Strauss, one should reevaluate the use of agents in the Marxian tra
dition, from The Eighteenth Brumaireto Brecht and Benjamin.IS One should 
also sift and integrate the contributions of structuralists (Barthes, Todorov, 
Greimas, Rastier, Hamon, Chatman, etc.) and of some other precursors. 
The structuralists are perhaps best represented by Alexandrescu's book on 
Faulkner, situating between personnages and actants a level of roles: in 
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Faulkner's opus (itself a concrete refashioning of a historical and historr_ 
oriented genre), Alexandrescu found the roles of Indian, black, mulatto 
farmer, aristocrat, Yankee, businessman, and intellectual (and I think othe:. 
"roles" could be fou nd, too). However, since my present concern is to help 
build a theory of narrative agents, I cannot here give a detailed overview 
of work in this field. I shall con lent myself with acknowledging that I used 
hints from the older authors mentioned in part 2, as well as from those in 
the preceding twO paragraphs, and also fro m Sim mel, the Russian formalists 
(Eikhenbaum, Bal ukhatii, etc.), Ubersfeld, and Doutrepon t, in order to pro
pose Table 1. 26 

I should st ress that the agential levels are cumulative and not 
exclusive. The tWO basic ones-actants and types-are to be fo und in every 
fictional text, while the uppermost one-characters-may or may not be 
present in any given text (this depends on the historical epoch and li terary 
genre). Where characters are present, "each is a type but also at the same 
time a definite individual, a 'this one,' as old man Hegel expresses it. . .. " n 
This points to the key func tion of the second, or intermediate, level of types, 
o n which l shall now focus. 

l suggested in part 2 that different scholars have used various, 
sometimes confusing terms: figure, role, and emp/oi in Vol'kenshlein; role 
or role pur in Sauriau; " basic characters" in Eco's discussion of James Bond 
(p. 85); role and role actanliel in Greimas (if l have understood hi m and 
when he uses them); role in Alexandrescu and (much less usefull y) in IJrc
mond; roleforme/in Rastier; empioi in Hamon (p. 106); roleand personnage
type in Ubersfeld (pp. 11 3-14, 131, 150). Perhaps the actual term used is 
not of primary importance if the level is clearly delimited and a rticulated" 
but it is of some importance: language speaks us as much as we speak it. 
Thus, I would not favor " role" in French or English because it invites 
confusion both with an actor's role in the theater and with the sociological 
theory of role playing. u "T ype," however, is both suitably Anglo-French 
and able to draw sustenance from a eonfrontation with its wide use in literary 
crit icism and in the theater tradition. which (in English more than in French) 
draws on such associations as " type of role," " typecast," "stock types," and 

so on. 

3 .2 

.. , 1" .' 

It seems necessary to confront here lukacs's pioneering use, sym
metrically inverse to the formalists and structuralists, of terms such as " typ
ical character." I have sufficient space here only for a fi rst sketch of the 
splendors and miseries in his approach to narrative agents. I shall use foc 
tha t purpose mainly his early Theoryofrhe NCII'eJ, the essay on " intellectual 
ph ysiognom y," and, as his crowning achievement, The Historical NO\'el and 

the essays on Balzac.29 

The Theory of the NOI'el may not be thought fa ir game, since 
Lukacs himself declares in his 1962 preface that its writer 's worldview " tended 
toward a fusion of 'left-wing' ethics and 'right-wing' gnoseology (ontology 
e tc.)" (p. 16). I would add to this a right-wing or bourgeois aesthetics fixated 
on eighteenth- and nineteenth-century "realism," from Cervantes to Thomas 
Mann, and evident in his lifelong, sincere hatred of Dada, photomontage, 
Brechtian dramaturgy, and so on. A deep interest in Baroque drama or 
novel, as in Benjamin and Bakhtin, is beyond Lukacs's ken-not to mention 
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farther times, places, and less canonic genres (as Shelley'~ poem ofallegori,cal 
satire used against him by Brecht). Thus, for all ideol?glca1 chang:s, r thmk 
his basic stance is in some ways not altered from thIs phase until the end 
of his opus. " 

The " left" ethics are here, as always m Lukacs, unexcepuonable. 
They identify fi rst, the novel's form as "the mirror image of a world OUt 
of joint" (p, 12), as the form that expresses a "lost utopian home" (p. 92), 
a "transcendental homelessness" that comports " the homelessness of the 
soul in the mandatory order of the supra-personal value-system" (p, 59): 
"Thus, this first great novel of world literature ( i.~. , ,Do.n quixot.el ~tands 
at the beginning of the age where the God of Chnsuamty IS begm!"ng to 
leave the world; where Man is becoming lonely and may find meamng and 
substance only in his soul which i,s nowhere: at h,ome; where the world has 
been cast loose from its paradOXIcal moonngs 10 a present Ot~er World 
and given over to its immanent meanin~essnes~: where the mIght of the 
existing , , . grows to unheard-of proportlo,n~ . , " (p. 103), As oppose~ ~o 
the Greeks, and to the Middle Ages, empmcal !tfe under the bourgeol,sle 
has split off from the absolute necessity (Sollen), or Essence ( Wesen), wh~ch 
united all figures of Hellenic trag~y or epic., The ~od,:rn novel must pam
fully "dig up and build up the hIdden totahty of hfe, , Therefore, the pro
tagonists of the novel "are seekers. , . Ito whom] neither goals nor ways 
can be immediately supplied. , ." (pp, 57-58); "the hero of the ~ovel grows 
out rf this alienness to the outer world" (p. ~4~ , ~n, all~~:ncal struggle 
results a psychomachia in which a "problematIc mdlVldual IS opposed to 
but al;o conditional upon a "contingent world" (p. 76), So far, so g~
except for the idealization of prebourgeois ti~es~ a reaso':lable t~ou~ m
sufficient polemic strategy. XI Ind~d, th~ reah~tlon that IR aU sl~ificant 
senses there were no individuals tn claSSIcal epIc and tragedy-t~at Isolated 
individualities only come about when the context f?r the d;amahs personae 
is reduced to "a hierarchical competition" (p. 39)-15 a major breakthrough. 
It was in fact first, and better, explained in his 1908 .Iong e~y "On the 
Sociology of Modern Drama" (not Y;t f~II): aV,ailable m Engl~sh) a~d later 
best summarized by Arnold Haus~r s sull I~d~spensable S,?, lal H~stO~ of 
Art [and LiteraLUrej. It remains, 10 my opmlOn, the baSIS for hlstoncal 
typologies of the last 700 years of European (and later global) cult':lre .. 

However when Lukacs comes to speak not of overall hlst~nca1 
typology (his forte) 'but of what I here call "narrative agents"-that IS, d 
the actual texture of any novel-the hydra heads ?fthe "rig~t.winr ontology 
and aesthetics rear up again. The novel form IS correlative to the epoch 
of perfect sinfulness" (p, t 57)-which is why Dosto~VS~y , who does n~t 
presuppose such an epoch anymore, is not a novel .wnt~r. If so, then Man s 
"soul"-Lukacs's main agential term-does not fit mto Its epoch, anr II'l:0re: 
"the soul is either narrower or wider than the external world, which IS gIVen 
unto it as the stage and substratum of its deeds" (p; 96}--one ~es why 
Thomas Mann portrayed Lukacs as the Jesuit Napht~ m The MagIC Moun· 
tain. From Cervantes to Dickens and Balzac, one maIO current of the nov~ 
presupposes the "narrowi~g down of the s~ul" (p, II I), Anotherc~~nt.m 
the nineteenth century eVIdences a soul WIder than the fa te empmcal hfe 
offers it so that the novel grows lyrical and actionless(F1aubert, Goncharov). 
It is not only that the philosophy of history has almost com pletely smothered 
feedback from particular novel analyses. Regard1ess of quite thinkable par-
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ticular objections, Lukacs's terms would not allow anybody who might wish 
to apply O! supplement his hi~ tori05Ophy to distinguish between people in 
everyday life and novel protagonists or other narrative agents. The abundant 
use of the term " form" remains quite metaphysical, situated within a kind 
of scholastic vitalism, Lukacs is, in fact, entirely innocent of the signific 
nature of narratives, Just like his great model Hegel, in Aesthetics (and like 
the neo.Kantians), he still uses the crude idealist ontology of form versus 
content. Finally, his Feuerbachian lay religiosity shows through this un
mitigated discourse in capitals, about Man and the World, poles apart from 
any societal or materialist (i.e., c1ass-oriented) historicity. "Man" is here a 
"left-ethical" version of Hegel's Absolute Spirit, fallen from classical Eden 
into the bad times of bourgeois competition, If one compares this to the 
praise of the bourgeoisie's achievement in The Communist Manifesto, the 
incompatibility between early Lukacs and Marxism becomes palpable. 

What The Theory of the Novel calls "sou," becomes in the 19305 
"The Intellectual Physiognomy in Characterization." Lukacs's militant de· 
velopment toward Marxism and his involvement first in the German and 
then in the Soviet ideological debates have, no doubt, given him some 
further tools and cleaned out the overtly religious terminology. Yet from 

I, Hegel to Goncharov, the continuities of this orientation are striking. The 
vitalist confusion of life and art, allied with some Soviet cultural factions' 
slogan of "the living man" to be represented in literature, lead him to posit 
that "the intellectual physiognomy, .. is the chief factor in creating living 
personality" (p. 150). Having come out of the Exile from Eden, \\"C are now 
back at a, Genesis whose Adam is created by a reader of Hegel, The major 
advance IS, however, represented by the insistence that thecreativeapproach 
hinges on the writer's relating the individual to the universaL Lukacs was 
certainly one of the philosophically best trained major critics of our century. 
Nonetheless, he retains the "right-wing epistemology"-the short-circuiting 
of empirical and aesthetic phenomena, of people and their fi ctionally dis
placed and condensed simulacra. The fusion of individual and typical is 
explained in the old confusion of domains: "Universal, typical phenomena 
should emerge out of the particular actions and passions of specific indi· 
viduals" (p, 154), Furthermore (here the Soviet scientistic conteltt may be 
strong), "typical" is defined as what relates to "the objective general prob:;a: 
lems of the age" (p. 154). "Typical characters" such as Don Quixote arise 
out of the writer's having correctly defined "the basic issues and movements 
of his time" (p. 158)-at best, an ahistorical extrapolation from the neces
sities of the Russian e)lperiment in the 19305. It is also necessary to put the 
characters into extremely intensified (i,e., again typical) situations- though 
I am not sure whether this is a second requirement or the reformulation of 
the first one in line with Engels's famous letter on "typical characters in 
typical circumstances" from which the term seems to stem.)l Goncharov's 
protagonist Oblomov is thus not an " 'average' man" but an intensified 
"social type," and it is very suggestively noted that this is obtained "through 
the in tensi~cation ofa particular character trait," namely, sloth (p. 165)
how one Wishes Lukacs had met Propp! In fact, both the average Philistine 
and the abstractly extreme superman are types divorced from significant 
social conflicts (pp. 168-69). But such hints are not followed up, It is never 
explained, first, whether "typical" is to "character" as "universal" is to 
"particular," or whether the typicality is the result of a successful fusion 
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between the universal and the particular; second, what are the criteria for 
the successful fusion of typical and characteristic (i.e., fo r defining the basic 
issues and movements of one's time) beyond the messian ic assumption frOlt) 
History and Class Consciousness (and, more important, from Stalin's era) 
that the workers' party necessarily knows this. It may not have been Lukacs's 
fault that formal systematizations were taboo at that time, but neither is it 
ours that we cannot do without them today. 

The Historical NOI'el may well tum out to be Lukacs's master_ 
piece in cultural analysis, like History and Class Consciousness in pol itical 
philosoph y. Both works contain bad" mistakes-the latter, the theory of the 
party, and the former, the Hegelian definition of drama. Nonetheless, having 
worked in its domain and used the book for a quarter-century, I find it still 
fundamen tal: for example, though Scott critics have added other aspects, 
nobody has bettered Lukacs's chapter and his theory of Scott's "average 
protagonist" as a nationally typica1 character. Lukacs here manages to cap 
his tortured development from Hegel and Dilthey to Engels and Lenin with 
a populist class analysis in the creative spirit of the antifascist Popular Fronl 
Thus, he can relate the protagonist (e.g., Frank Osbaldistone in Rob Roy) 
to the general outline of the plot, including the fictionally peripheral "ex
treme" agent or great historical personality (Rob Roy himself). Laws of 
literary constellation having to do with historical forces but operating by 
specific fictiona l transposition and condensation (what Freud called Ver
dicluung und Verschiebung), thus come to the fore in some chapters and . 
are energetically developed, if never systematized, across the book as a 
whole. True, Lukacs was more comfortable with condensation or intensi
fication-"that is, the singling out of the significant factors from the entire 
complex of reality, their concentration, and the creation out of their con
nexions of an image of life upon a heightened level" (p. 147}-than with 
anamorphic transpositions, where "factors from reality" might be so coded 
that one would have to take into account the signific reali ty of the coding, 
too. He can therefore still say that " the great historical figure. as a minor 
character, is able to live himself out to the full as human being ... " (p, 
47)-the fuzziness ofthe agentiaJ terms (figure, character, and human being) 
making this sentence almost unreadable today. But elsewhere LuUcs talks 
of " the relation of the agent's indi viduality to the universality of the pro~ 
lem" (p. 125), or of the lower-class protagonists in a number of plays from 
Calderon to Hebbel as having "within themselves that combinat ion of in
dividual passion and social substance which characterizes the 'world-his
torical individuals'" (p, 120). His best pages in Balzac and French Realism 
and in some other postwar writings then carryon in more detail and on a 
better known corpus the insights arrived at with these tools: the discussion 
of the two protagonists in Lost lflusions repeats the pattern of inversion 
arrived at for Scott (Frank versus Rob Roy), In some formulations (e.g., in 
the preface), he even begins to dissociate type from character and to explain 
their-necessarily societal-interaction. Only the lack of necessary formali· 
zation in the direction of multilevel analysis separates these results from 
Table I. 

I should hope, therefore, that a properly developed theory of types 
would accept Lukacs's "left" ethical passion, philosophical depth, and his
torical richness, while rejecting his frequent "right" ontology, epistemology, 
and aesthetics resulting in instrumental oversimplification-symmetr ical to 
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thestructuraHsts' overcomplication. For Marxian literary and culturaJ critics 
Lukacs is a Great Ancestor, But piety apart, we must sorrowfull y note that, 
though . parts of his work remain classical, much of it-in particular the 
theorettcal skeleton-needs large-scaie refunctioning. 

3.3 
Type itself is, then, perhaps best defined as in Whewell: "A type 

is an example of any class. for instance, a spedes of a genus, which is 
considered as eminently possessing the characters of the class. "ll This means 
that such a typicality gains its authority from the specific sociohistorical 
in terte~t w,ith its ideological premises. It can and must be based on any 
categon zatlon t~at has ,been taken !n cultural history (right or wrong from 

;. a~resent-day ~lD t,ofv lew) to,cJ~ss'fy people or agen ts. It will, then, include 
as Important hlstoncai cases btbhcal and other theological typologies as well 
as L~acs's political-economic one, but it will certainly embrace a larger 
~om~n. Thus, trpes ca!l be and have been classified by sex-cum-age, na-

t tlo~ahty, profeSSion, SOCIal estate orcJass, physiology, and moral philosophy 
j (Anstotle's ethos; the Galenic " tempera ments" or " humors"), often by what 

we would feel are combinations of these categories (Diderot's conditions, 
t eg., Father or Judge, seem to contaminate profession, class, and social role), 

and so on, 
In that light, the very useful term emploi. or (more clumsily) 

"stock ~haracter," , "stock figure," or "l ine (of business)"-for example, in
genue,/eune p~e'mer. pere noble, raisonneur, villain, heavy, walking gentle
m.an-Is a particular though historically crucial case of my "type": a type 
With, suppleme,ntary theatr!cal-histor ical codification, one that has largely 
survived the nsc of my third agential level-the character-though at the 
price of retreat from textual surface, 

To give just two series of exa mples: 
1. A hypothetical Morality (or Roman de la Rose) dramatis per

~na called True Love has two traits: lovingness and its quaJitative place 
tn the courtesy system; Shakespeare's Rosalind, in As You Like/I, is not a t 
all exhausted by half a dozen ideologically compatible predicates or trailS 
such as young, !emale, well-born- she is also capricious or coquettish, cruel, 
and so on; as dIfferent from both of these extremes, the type and Maschera 
of"amorosa",can be exhausted by haifa dozen traits, for example, "young, 
female, beaut~ful, n~t too shrewd, amo~ous," This is not only a property of 
tbe Commed/Q,dell,QTte: the soubrette IS exhausted by something like " fe
male, young~ VivaCIOUs, l ower-cl~ss," whereas the ingenue is "girl (i.e., fe
male plus still younger), pure, mlddle-to-upper class." Of course, all traits 
~uch as well-born, pure, vivacious, and so on, are culturally (i.e., socio
Ideologically) coded, much as the Noh mask of " the somewhat sad young 
woman" or " the red-faced sake drunkard." 
, 2 T,he agential semantic field of "warrior/warring" may be ar

ttculated as an Ideal (but also largely historical) sequence traversing the scale 
~f predicative complexity indicated by the second column in Table 1. At 
~ts lower end would be found a mythological person ification of War or Ares 
m Antiquity, or an analogous agent in theater outside Europe (e.g" the 
Peking Opera), or an allegorical personificat ion such as the medieval Ira 
~Wrath~. All such a~ents are predicatively poor (though not at all necessarily 
Ineffective) types, smce they have, I think, t\\'O traits only: the warlike char. 
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acteristic (wrathfulness, aggressiveness) an~ the ~elational posit~on ~r ~tel
lenwert in the system of polytheism, ~ardl?-al S~?S, or somethmg similar, 
The Commedia dell'arle Maschera of 'Capitano has ~lr~dy about half a 
dozen traits: say, officer, middle-aged, bl1l:ggart, cowan:!, mdlgent, an~ S~an. 
ish (though the ethnic trait varies accordmg to local ~Is tory and preJu~ICe), 
It seems to me to be constitutive of any type that It possess a ~elatlvely 
small number oftraits (I have not found more tha~ half,a dozen In any SO 
far examined, but this field remains t? be furt~e~ ~nvestJgated) that ~re all 
culturally congnlem or compatible, ThIS compatIbility should be~xplatna,ble 
in every particular historical case ~s the result, of a feed,back mteractlOn 
between the social definition of reahty from Wh,lCh the tralt~ are taken and 
the criteria of verisimilitude shared by the audIence for which the drama
turgic narration is intended, 

A whole historical typology of narrative agents and their various 
levels could be done on the basis of the hypothesis tabulated above, If 
fruitful, it could serve as a beacon for research into narratological agents in 
general, from mythological tales through the individualist novel to the pres
ent. 

3,4 f< d' Some other lines of reasoning also speak in favor 0 lin mg types 
in all fictional narrative-on the textual s,urface,or underne~th the ~hara:~e~ 
of individualism, Northrop Frye puts thiS s?ccmctly an~ sttm~latmgly. All 
lifelike characters, whether in drama or fi ctIOn, owe their conSlS~ncy tO,the 
appropriateness of the stock type which ~l<?ngs to their dramatic function, 
That stock type is not the character but It IS as necessary t~ th~ ~hara,ct~r 
as a skeleton is to the actor who plays it" (p, 172), Other J?Ostmdlvlduahstlc 
critics of diverse persuasions have noted that m any given cult,ure there 
exist mental stereotypes, what Kant called "schematlsm~," fo~ gIVen ~n. 
cepts-cum-images represented in art (and, generally, used m SOCIal practtce), 
In Auden's poem "The Truest Poetry Is ,t~e Most, Feigning,'~ the problem 
of the poet-lover oscillating between empmcal r~a~lty an~ fi~tlon ~ea,nt for 
a reading frame is, r think, addressed very realistically (ltahes mme), 

The living girl's your business (some odd sorts 
Have been an inspiration to men's thoughts): 

We cannOt love your love till she take on, 
Through you, the wonders of a paragon. , , , 

These mental schemes are most palpably demonstrable in paint
ing, and they have been pe~uasively demonstrated by Ernst Gombrich, All 
painting, he argues, comports the interaction of such schemata in the paint
er's mind with the possible innovations (which go from zero in, say, ancient 
Egypt to the continuous care about strengthening the impression of mime
tism in the nineteenth century~ All thinking passes necessarily through 
"sorting, classifying; all perceiving relates to expectations and therefore to 
comparisons."ll A useful philosophical collocation for such classifications 
is to say, in the medieval tradition, that they partake of universa/ia such as 
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the Young Man. the Temptress, and so on. In more modern language, we 
could say that these are agential perceptions and social constructions of 
reality; a portrait is the "construction of a relational model (which] can be 
constructed to any required degree of accuracy (in accordance with] its 

~ purpose and the requirements of society in which the given visual language 
J] gains currency.")' 
>'1 In this view, no painterly motif can be truly seen-that is, not 
l only optically registered on the retina but also made into a culturally com-

, 

prehensible unit- "unless one has learned how to classify and catch it within 
the network of a schematic form. " )S The motif is not necessarily-is usually 
not-exhausled by being subsumed under a class of generic stereotypes, but 
unless this first identifi cation is effected to begin with, the motif as motif 
will simply not exist for an audience, which will then see merely unrelated 
figu res or, indeed, blotches of paint Even the notoriously "realistic" Dutch 
genre-painting "created from a limited number of Iypes and geslUres, much 
as the apparent realism of the picaresque novel or of Restoration comedy 

~ still applies and modifies stock figures which can be traced back for cen
~1 turies .... The artist ... needs a vocabulary before he can embark on a 
,. 'copy' of reality" (Gpmbrich, p, 87; cf. p. 140). Thus, to envisage agents 
~ (also) in terms of universalia, in terms of cultural units or classifications 
t~ t' t' L which then provide a basis lor comparison lor any new agents, leads to the 

agential unit and analytic level of slOckfigures or types. Even the indivi-
'" dualized character, if and when present in a narrative, will gain its full 

significance when seen as arising out of a more general level of types, As 
Culler notes, " ... our cultural codes contain models (of various stock fig
ures]: , , , the senex iratus or heavy father, the miles gloriosus or braggart, 

~ the fop or coxcomb, the pedant. . . . these models guide the perception and 
I~ creation of characters, enabling us to . , , attribute to each an intelligible 

role" (Culler, p. 236), 
This is, of course, quite consonant with the basic approach of 

semiotics (unfortunately, as yet little applied in its practice), for in semiotic 
theory all imaginatively visualized elements of narration, including textual 
agcnts, do not signify their supposed mimetic equivalents from life: for 
example, characters do not signify people from the street Instead, an agent 
signifies the class of entities of which it is a member: not an "essential'; 
class, of course, as implied by Frye and sometimes even by Gombrich, but 
an "existential" one within a given sociohistorical paradigm. As holds for 
any semiotic entity, the primary condition of a narrative agent is to be 
"representative of its class, so that the audience is able to infer from it the 
presence ofanothermember ofthe same class . .. in the (imagined narrative] 
world,")6 This also explains all the "mimetically" unexplainable "non-literal 
signifiers" in the agential domain, such as the two-dimensional cutouts in 
Piscator's Schweyk , the dishonest statesman in Chinese theater signified by 
the blue mang robe he wears, or any sufficiently non-mimetically presented 
(e,g., masked) agents. Thus, the upper-class characters in Brecht's Caucasian 
Chalk Circle performance do not represent people who in medieval Trans
caucasia went around masked; they signify instead the lypical quality of 
that class, the "suppression of their human face" or impulse (e.g" moth
erliness) under the sway of the power and splendor inscribed in the masks,17 

Semiotically considered, a dramaturgic agent is always within 
"quotation marks" (Elam, p. 89): it stands for or signifies a type-on which 
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further traits are then graned in the case of characters. This connects ev 
i~ently. with Brecht:s theory ofestr~ngement (Verfremdung), as well as ~th 
hiS. theory c:i the umt c:i dramaturglc semiosis, the gestural kinesic set-cum_ 
attitude he called Gestus. Brecht defined Gestus as being "sociohistorically 
si&!l.ificant (typical)." as partaking of some basic "social relationship pre.. 
vadmg between people ofa given period" (Brecht, 16:86 139' see also Elam 
p. 76ff.). In dramatic and other narrative this is alwa~ a t~ansposition of 
tYP.ical "featu~s of social movement ... heightened or exaggerated, so as 
to I ~crease their very 'sociability'" (Elam, p. 78). Semiotics today is con_ 
firming that Brecht's basic theories, such as that ofGestus. have "only" the 
huge merit of exp~aining perennial dramaturgic pract ice. The stage figure 
a?d G,estus of Gahleo, for example, does not centrally stand for either the 
hlstoncal or any other imaginatively modified individual who had such
and-such a biograph y but for a parabolic type one can perhaps call " the 
great but socially flawed scientist." In parables and sim ilar allegorical or 
quasi-allego~ca l g~nr~s:-tha~ is, in almost all the literary and art genres 
~fore th~ nse of In.dlvlduahs.m-the particular, surface vehicle always in
tImately mteracts With the umversal, depth tenor. This holds also for their 
agents: types are always at or near their surface. 
. .. .~n sum, as a general philosophical proposit ion, any"unrepeatably 
individual fea ture can only be recognized and analyzed within some net 
of general concepts and categories. The "individual" phenomenon "in art 
does not testify to the lack of a system but to the intersect ion of several 
diverse systems in one single point."n A character can only be understood 
in dia lect ~cal interrelationship with historical concepts and categories of 
types, which shape the norms of verisimilitude shared by the author and 
his/her social addressee. 

4 .1 
I can only b~efly suggest here a program of at least book-length 

resea~h needed to venfy the usefulness of a historical-cultural theory of 
narrative agents. If the hypothesis developed earlier is correct, the answer 
to the question, Which agential level is to be found on the surface of a text 
and ~hich is to be found in the presuppositions or depths of a text (i .e., 
what. IS textual and what is meta textual)? is neither single nor eternal. It is 
notgl ven once and for all by the structureofthe human brain orunconsciousl9 

and/or ~y a universal syntax; on the contrary, it is a changing answer, based 
on dominant aspects of sociohistorical relationships among people-both 
the relationships of .w~ich and to which that text speaks. Such changes 
happen, no doubt, Within a longue duree measured in epochs, yet they are 
nonetheless part of the major "geological" shifts in human relations One 
clear instance of such a wholly new (in principle) narrative level is th'e rise 
of the individualist ~"aracter in the period between Boccaccio, Shakespeare, 
Cervantes, and Mohc!re, in whose works its coming into being can be pal
pably traced. 

. Of course, this does not mean that agents with confl icting and 
suffiCiently numerous traits (i.e., characters) cannot be found before or out
side the European fourteenth or sixteenth century. Basic epistemological 
shifts in a culture and in social practice come neither overnight nor out of 
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nowhere. If we knew more about different cultures, we could speak with 
more confidence about controversial matters such as a possible antique or 
~ellenic indi vidualism arising somewhere between Aeschylus and Euri
pides. I shall have to leave this aside, as it is for my theoretical purposes 
indifferent whether to postulate the rise and coming into existence ofbour
geois individualism only or of several individualisms that came and went 
(though I would be inclined to argue with Aristotle that in most Hellen ic 
~lays there is no chara~ter, only etMs, a Hellenic variant of type under the 
s!&D. of constant C<l:tegones from moral philosoph y, physiology, etcV O I shall 
similarly leave aside the non-European cultures-though I am again hard 
put to find characters in the dramaturgies of Noh, the Peking Opera, the 
Iavanese. l'I'ayan,-topeng (where th~ principal actors cannot even speak). or 
the ?Iasslcal Chinese novel. · 1 ~u~ In European art, from the Middle Ages 
on, It seems clear that the devlallon from univ€rsalia toward individuality 
"is a comparatively recent development. " .1 Character in the individualist 
sense was born together with the bourgeoisie, capitalist money economy 
economic rationality, atomization, quantification, and reification ofhuma~ 
relationships, including equality before the law and the whole well-known 
historical cluster accompanying the rise of this' new episteme. Character is 
the fictional equivalent of private propert y in the process of production and 
circulation, of i~d.ependent individuals in the market "who are the posses
sors of commodllles [and wh01 place themselves in relation to one another 
as persons whose will resides in these objects."·) 

Historical semantics ca n prove that th is is precisely the time when 
the modern meanings of key terms such as individual, personality or char· 
acter. and subject arose. In English, " individual" originally meant the op
posite of what it does after the sixteenth-seventeenth-century watershed 
na!l1~l y, an i,?divi~ib~e l;ln i ty orcom!"un ity in multiplic~ty(e.g .• the Christ ia~ 
Tnmty), or the mdlV1dual Cathohcke Church" (as Milton was still writing 
at t~ i~ late date). The singular noun " indi vidual" emancipated itself from 
explicit and subordinate relation "to the group of which it was, so to say 
the ultim.at~ indivisible division" only in the late eigh teenth century-~ 
charactenstlc example of the new usage being in Adam Smith's political 
econo~y! The full y fledged ideology o f "indi vidualism" emerged, then, in 
the nlOe~nth century and was recorded in the English translation of 
Tocqueville, who characterizes it as "a novel expression, to which a novel ~ 
idea has given bi~h.". Similarly, the use of "character" for fictional agents ~ 
~ates from the ~Id-e lghteenth centu ry; earlier, if applied to people at all, 
It had m~nt their more or less fixed nature, their reputation, or the fixed 
type and hterary genre popularized by Theophrastus, La Bruyere and Over
bury. Finally, "subjective" also changed into its opposite: fo r the Schoolmen 
it ~~nt "a.s things are in themselves," that is, according to their substance. 
It IS . especially f~om ~scartes" that "subject" came to mean the opposite, 
that IS, the thlOkmg, Isolated self. Correspond ingly, "object ive" metamor
pho~ed from the meaning "as things are not in themselves" to "as things 
are 10 themselves," beheld by but deduced as independent of the thinking 
self. In English, the use of "subject" in grammar came in the seventeenth 
century, and of "object" in the eighteenth century. The modern philosoph
ical distinc!ion "subject-object" (tacitly imported into the earlier syntactic 
use by Grelmas et aLl developed, of course, in and after classical German 
philosophy." 
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To verify this in terms of dramaturgic agents (see Table I): the 
kind (]I' category oj behavior-though not necessarily the concrete behavior 
itself-ofa type (as explained in part 3, e.g., a miles gloriosus or a La Bruyere 
caraclere) is wholly predictable. As different from type, a characler must 
possess more than, say. half a dozen traits, of which at least two are even_ 
tually found to be contradictory or otherwise incompatible. Thus, in a cha~
acter even the kind of behavior is nol wholly predictable. In that sense, thlS 
character or personnage·personne is an upstart and newfangled kind of agent. 
It is limited not only by epoch but also by genre·Lfor example, the psy
chologica l novel and piece bien jaire as against fairy tale, paraliterature, and 
most of the avant-garde of the last century (which in this hypothesis is the 
beginning of the postindividualist epoch). 

I shou ld make clear that none of my arguments have spoken to 
the historical necessity or value of the rise of individualistic character. My 
provisional opinion-on a huge subject that requires more investigation 
willing to admit and, if warranted, compensate for its initial ideological 
bias-is that the rise of the character as an agential level (just as the rise of 
its economic and social analogues and bearers, the market and the bourgeoi
sie) has brought both great advantages and great limitations. The advantages 
were principally apparent during the ascending historical phase, in Europe, 
say, up to Balzac, George Eliot, and Tolstoy. In that phase, the character 
was the agential formulation of the freedom to break through the consensual 
constraints of hierarchically frozen social types and dogmatic normative 
systems-connected with despotic monarchism and a stagnant subsistence 
economy-toward larger horizons of life. The multiplication of traits and 
their conflictuality, the illusion of agential "roundness" and "three-dimen
sionality," connoted that human agents and actions were not explained, 
foreseen, and fixed. Their richness allowed these freshly conceived ag~mts 
to slip through the insufficient-clumsy and restrictive-net of old ~ml'er
salia. In particular, the highly significant chronotopic analogues to thiS new 
structure of agents should also be in vestigated: where the types were timeless 
and set against a fixed background, so that they pretended to eternal and 
ubiquitous validity, a character can and does evolve in time and environ
menl But all such aspects tum into their contraries with the contraction 
and exhaustion of individualism in our century. On the one hand, the price 
of its part icular kind of freedom begins to weigh more heavily than its 
achievements as the bourgeoisie shifts from personal competition to ficti
tious corporati ve "individualities"; on the other hand, this shift, as well as 
the failure (so far) of radical alternatives to bourgeois rule, threatens all 
freedom (in the sense of enlarging possibilities of life), bringing about new 
monopolistic and stereotype-producing networks-the Leviathans of states, 
corporations, armies, culture indust ry, and so on.·6 

4 .2 
Let me then take, at the end, the trajectory ofone typologically 

and probably historically coherent sequence, whose extreme ends would be 
the allegorical figure of A vaTice (in a hypothetical morality play) and a 
realistic miser, say Balzac's Gobseck. The two traits of Avarice (the hom
onymous predicate and its Szelfenwerr in the system of sins) expand in a 
Renaissance or post-Renaissance type into roughly half a dozen: the type 
Pantalone can be characterized by the traits "merchant," "old," "male," 
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'\ "Venetian," "amorous," and "miserly." Without that last predicate and 

trait, there would be no Pantalone; that is what dooms his amorous ventures 
~ to failure and makes him a permanent butt. Equally, however, it is the new 

fusion of this trait with the unambiguous class identification of Venetian 
merchant that makes for both a recognizable and a popular hyperbole of 
"a precise historical function, as a representative of an industrious bourgeoi
sie"-"the satire of commercial power" (together with homologous satires 
of the military power in the Capitano and of sterile learning in the Dottore). 0 

The biological age of Pantalone is highly significati ve: the fact that there is 
no type of the young merchant before bourgeois drama (though well-kno,,:n 
in everyday life, and even in prose fiction from the NOl'ellillO and BoccaCCIO 
on) shows that the physical coding is an ideological hyperbole, a plebeian 
(and possibly also aristocratic) adverse judgment on the vitalit y of a new 
class, episteme, way of behaving-in short, of a new type. One step further 
and we are at Moliere's Harpagon, who has a similar ideological profile but 
is already part of the way from type to character (though not quite a con
tradictory character), probably by way of contamination of several types. 

~ The watershed toward character is passed in Shylock, precisely in his speech 
" " Hath not a Jew eyes? ... " (lII.i ): there is no type, t think, that can see 

itself simultaneously through the eyes of antagonists and through its own 
" t, interiori ty, since this provides a union of contradictory ~ rait s par excellence. 
j Though Shylock may for long stretches be a type, he IS no longer only or 

primarily such (the same would hold fo r Richard III as against the Medieval 
Vice). Finally, the usurers and misers of realism, such as Gobseck, draw 
their strength from the interplay of characterological richness and the steel 
backbone of the old type, never totall y buried under the surface of indi
vidualistic character. 

Indeed, it is remarkable that characters-verbally bound up with 
a proper name-can revert to social type and tum their name into a common 
or generic noun simply by adding an article or a suffix. Moliere's Tartuffe 
became "Ies Tartuffes" in his first placer to the King (August 1664); Don 
Juan turns into "donjuanism" or Les Don Juan s de village (title of a play) 
as readily as Tartuffe does into "a tartuffe" or into "rarlujferie. ' -.a This 
measures the oftentimes small distance between the character and type levels 
in much literature since Moliere: in dramaturgy, it is enough to mention _:, 
the melodrama (that matrix of all romantic plays), the vaudeville, or even 
the boulevard comedy whose art consists precisely in pasting the newest 
traits of the marketplace on the good old masks-a Commedia dell'arte 
inverted, so to speak. As for modem drama, say from Jarry and Chekhov 
to Brecht and Genet, one could show that part of its strength consists in 
ironically violating those same type expectations hidden behind the char
acters (e.g., in Brecht's Mutter Courage und ihre Kinder the miles gloriosus 
for Eilif, the ingenue for Kaurin, the niais, benet, or simpleton for Swiss 
Cheese, and, of course, the miserly merchant for Courage herself). 

5. In Lieu of Conc lusion 
In parts 2-4 of this essay I have argued two points. First, that to 

understand narrative agents it is necessary to take into account the inter
action within each dramatis persona between the three levels of aclanlial 
juncrion, sociohistorical way of categorizing people or rype, and often also 
the particular- individual but no less sociohistorical-characlerization. In 
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this "spatial-form" (i.e., paradigmatic) textual interaction, hegemonies will 
shift between the three levels according to given historical periods (as well 
as given analytic goals)." Second, I have argued that the most fo rmalizing 
analysis can become precise, instead of formalistic, if and only if it enters 
into a feedback relation to the sociohistorical actuality of the field under 
scrutin y. That is why, instead of a "pure" technocratic and idealistic birth 
of agential theory (or, indeed, semiotics) from the spirit of syntax, I pleaded 
in part 2 for this relation. To speak from within semiotics, such a feedback 
is, after all, built into its foundations-in Aristotle, in Propp, and at least 
theoretically even in U vi-Strauss, as well as in the best practitioners such 
as the lalter Barthes and Eco. This could add the dialectics of historic mut
ability to the mechanistic atomism of the formalists or the computerized 
statics of the structuralists and neutralize their respecti ve metaphysics. 

However, there is more than a particular (much less fash ionable) 
method of narrative and cultural analysis at stake here. As I argued in part 
I, the reply to my title question is hugely important, and I hope my ar
gumentation may lead toward two complementary conclusions: First, em
pirical individua ls, people in the bourgeois individualist sense, cannot be 
represented in fiction; they necessarily become, on the one hand, exemp/a 
(Auden's paragons) and, on the other hand, sh ifting nodes of narration. 
Second, pert inent and crucial relationships among people-not atomic or 
pointlike but as a rule dyadic or differential-nonetheless can be represented 
in fiction; in fac t, fiction consiSlS in their representation and reformulation, 
which allows the reader to pleasurably verify old and dream up newalter
native relationships, to re-aniculate (in both senses of the word) human 
relationships to the world of people and things.. As Aristotle argued in Po/
ilics (1.2), humans necessarily live in communities (polis); they are "political 
animals." Thus, all central human relations are, in this widest sense, polit
ical, and signifi cant fictional re-presentation of relations among people rear
ticulates our political relationships. 

, 
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transmognfication of the concepl of ~Clant ., Svend En. Larsen. "La concepl d"SCllmt: 
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H. W.arkiewicz and J. Slawoski. eds .• Problemy metodologjczrre wspo/czesnego iIIlifaturaz· 
naws/Wa IKiakow, Wydawn Llte rackie. 19761. p . 181. and cl Greimas·s ··oCc .... tatlOn of the 
enuncoatlng subject"" ... Trnothy J, ReIss. " SemIOlogy and ~s Discontents: Saussure and 
Gremas.·· Canad,an Journal of Res88I"ch in SemIOtics 5(1977): 85·97. A general cmoque 
01 the ahlstorical structuralist ··syntactic ism·· is in Paut Ricoeur. La conl/ir des irllarpt'etations 
(Paris: EdillOns dJ Seuol19691. pp. 31-63; and cf. Ricoeur. ··La gramm aore generatIve de 
!SelmaS,·· Documents (da recherchB du groupe de IingUlst,que) 15(1980); and lWO further 
soc00tw5toncaly onented cntoqUBs in Hervl Lefebvre's beautif .... L ·,deologle SlrtJCf\.lfalist9 (pans; 
Editions OJ Seud. 1975) and Pierre Bourdieu's o...tlirre of a TllffifY of Pract'ce (Cambridge' 
Cambridge Un .... erSlty Press. 1977), LeI me oot fM to nOte lhat an engaging bricolag8-lype 
mOOesty coe xists strangely n Gremas WIth blind Hjelmslevoan dogmall$m 0 lUI"ldamentals. 
on whICh I UI"lforn.oately have 10 focus. 

Cesare Segre. Sen-1cx'cs and UterlllyCriticism. trans, J. lIOeddammen(The Hague: Mouton. 
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limited to a mere definog 01 matrices, Segre passes the same judgments on Gremas·s 
actants In his en try ··NarrazoooelnaffatMta. ,. '" Ercidop9dla Einaudi. vol. 9 (TorIno. 1980). 
p. 696. Bv! Hlelmslev·s dichotomy between ··pure form·· and social substance is very dubious 
wlthon ~ngUlStlCS Itseff. Perhaps the most lamous cnUQue On that discipine IS by Andre lIOar
tlnet. "Au su,et des Fondemerlls d/J 1/lIJor'/J bngUlS/'qu/J de L. HJe'msfev:· Bulletin d/J fa 
S()Cjo!f~ d9 Llnf1J'Sf'que d9 P;yis 42. fasc, 1(1946): 19_43: I has been often repeated n 
French ingulStlCs, Pneto notes that Hje'mslev·s abstract forma,zallOn IS an ·'iliUSion sym
metrICal and .-.verse·· to ~e empiricism (P9ftinence [see oole 19), p, 126: c!. pp, 66·69, 
122-261. Claude Chabrot dIScusses loclS"ely Hjefms lev·s ·'dizzyr'IQ lailure· · In ·'De Ia semlO
IIQue en quesnon.·· In Claude Chabrol and LoUIS Malin. eds .• La recti evangeiilJJfl (ParIS: 
Aubier ,,"ontaogne. 1974). pp 193·200. 206-9: he ootes also !hat Hfe lmslev·s c laim about 
the translatability of all other ··fanguages·· Imo O<Iturailanguage was based on unclear con· 
cepts and has sonee been falsilied by all anempts to I .-.d lingulS!ic forms on mus.:;. body 
gesture and movement. fine arts. and so Of\ For a genera l argument on the cDg'lil!e uni. 
versahsm in analytICal philosophy and W horl i .... IOngulstics. see Ferrutdo Rossi-Landi. S~ 
motlca a idooiocia(Mi ano: V. Bomplano. 1972). pp. 154ft.: and for ob)8Clions more d irectly 
perlinentlo Grem as·s domaIn. see Barthes's cmiques of the basic symacllC dyad sub)8cI
predicate and the ·' loglC·' 01 actIons If taken outside the cu~ural condltlOOS on SlZ (Pans. 
1970). pp. 82-83. 88·89. 209-10 paSSIm_ as well as cntiques of Bremond and Greimas n 
C .... ler. pp 208·11 and note 15. and In Rastler. pp. 218-21 

Fir sl qU:He: John C. Condon. Sem8llNcs and Commmic3110n (New York: Macmilan. 19761. 
p, 3; second quote Abel! Carnoy. Lasciercadumot (Louvaln: Editions Un .... eISltas. 19271. 
p, 43. One of the great pIOneers of pragmatics is 8akhtln. for whom silU/lf.i(!(l imp' es the 
space and lime as we ll as the ob fect or theme of utterance and the evwallve refation of 
the interlocutors to lhal ulterance and its conle ' l-cf .• e.g .• Bakhl",NoloshlOov·s ·'Styi stlcs 
of A rtiStIC DIScourse·· (19301. forthcomIng in Wlad Godzoch. ed,. Wmings of Ill/J Clrd9 of 
8akttin (UniverSIty 01 M :nnesota Pressl: and also Marxism and th9 Pt-ilosophyof Language 
(New Yon:: SemInar Press. 19731 and ESlerika (see oote 21. 

Ch !hat concept see Dno Suvin. ·"The Social Addresses of Victor"", FictIOn:· u/(J(ature 
and HIstory 1(1982): 11 ·40. WIth large bibliography. 

I am folowog herethef~ndamentalapproach byLulsJ. ProelO. Cf. ··Entwurfeinera ll gemelnen 
Semootogle. ,. ZrsctY. f. Semiorik 1 (19701: 261. and Pe<rinenca at prlJl.'lJJfI (Pans: Editions 
de MlnUIl. 19761. pp. 147·50 paSSIm, atlempting to pursue the epIstemologIcal impflCatlons 
of Marx's 1h9S9S 011 FfIU9rbiK;h (though I dIsagree with some pointS in Prie to. e.g .• his stark 
Althusser,an breai< between nalula l and human sciences. between MJecI and object of 
cognotlOn). 

Janos Petof( oted n Achlm Eschbach. PragmaserTllOlilc und Thtlater (Tub.-.gen: Naf!. 1979). 
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Sebasllano Tlmp!Lfla ro, ··Structural ism and Its SuccesSOfs. ·· In On Marty,alism(Lond<>n: NLB. 
19761: cl . also the genera l argumenl 01 David Savan. ··Tow ards a Aefutation of SemlOllC 
Ideahsm.·· senvOllC lnQU<fy 3(1983): 6 

I cannot enter here 1010 Grelmas·s evolmon after the peak of hIS actanllal theory In the 
1970s. I sho<JkI mentooo lhat parallel to the cievelopment of hngulstlC pragmatics he has 
been a!lempnng to somewhal mend hIS fences bUI w ithout basically changing hlS approach. 
In hIS study 01 a ··passion·' (··De la col ere.·· Documents (du groupe da recherchBs sernkJ. 
linguiS/lques de I 'E.H.E,S,S, ] 27(19811. the subtitle of "semantique lexicale" seems to me 
cruc ial. To paraphoase cail Omar. "raises a di lemma 11 both 01 whose horns It IS untenable 
E,ther the ··'exical·· is contained in semantics. since 'n a w ay all meanngs of words are also 
le XICal. and it IS redundant: or It 15 oot so contaoed. and It 15 an oxymoron on the order of 
Brecht·s ··planned dISorder:· where the lKI;ecDve purportS 10 redefine !he noun. so lhat 
meanIngs of worOs are henceforth to be understood onlyas lexical and oot also as referentoal. 
eX1r8semiotic In Pelce·s sense. Thus. the fam~i ar osci latlon between agnosto;ism and ide· 
alism IS retaned and appied to new domains. Sim~ar IS Grelmas·s .-.terest In the per sa oot 
unlmereslog anempls al the study of modalilles. which amounl 10 a recuperstooo of ideo· 
logICal studies on a dehlstorlClled fash,on: d . lhe fatest propos"lOns I krow of '" hIS nterv.ew 
wah Hans-George Ruprecht. ··Ouvertures metasemlOlIques:· Seroto/;,; lnQU<fy 4(1984): 1-
23. His concluSIon is lhat pragmatics. and even ··somallC pasSIons: · might perhaps be 
admlned If It stays w,thon Ihis kInd of) semIotics, 

One 01 slfucluralism·s moSt impOflBnt ep istemologICal precursors and shapers (by way 01 
logical positlv isml is Ernst Mach, If my argument about the usable versus useless faces 01 
structurali'sm is correct then-for aI of t..'ach·s be. of clarity and sometimes sheer agros 
tic ism-Lenn overreacted In Mat9na/ism and En¥Ji(locnklsm (and espec.aly, In lhe heal of 
whal was centraly a polocal banle , agal~sl Bogdanov, a Ih lnker to be reevaluatedl, TOOay, 
On view of both po' tlCal and ideologIcal cievelopments during the intervening eoghty years. It 
is impoSSIble to bypass the c lauhca!lOnS 01 epistemology from Mach and Russell on, However. 
as my cfltiQue Indicates. I ttwW these can be accepted only on conditIOn that (8S Lenon also 
InSISted) lhey be refUl"lctloned w lmln a materIalISt and dIalectICal horIZon. I have approached 
this huge problem. attempt ing to use GramSCI. Bloch. Tlmpanaro. and Habermas. On ··On 
Two Nonons 01 'Sc ience· on MarxIsm:· in Tom Henighan. ed .. Brave New UtYVefSB (Onaw ... 
1980). pp. 27_43, for cieveloped ePOStemotoglCal consideralions, cl. Piaget. especlaly !'is 
bli l ianl essay ··Les methodes de I·epostemologle:· 

Doede Nauta. ThB Maanmg oIlnformarion (The Hague: lIOouton 1970). p. 42, 

FonhlSdlfJerem and unduly neglected lfadillon. wh ICh seems to beg lnw~h IIOBJJ'S Eighreemh 
Brumaire. see Hans Gerth and C Wright Mif ls. CllaraCler and SOCIal StrUCtUre INew York: 
Harcourt Brace. 19631; .1ma Matzner. ··Der B9\J~f dar Charai<termaske bei Karl Marx:· 
Soziale Woo 16(1964): 13011.; Eduard Urbanek. ' ·Roles. Masks and Characters." in Peter 
Berger. ed., Mantism and Sociology (New York: AppielOn-Cemury-Crofts. 1969); and the 
essays by JotIl Coombes and Slanley Mitchell On FrancIS Barker at. al,. eds .• Literatura, 
Soci9!y. and thB Sociology of uterMUfe; 1848 (Colchesler: Unl'ler5Jly 01 Esse.. 1977). 

See notes 5.8. IS , 16.48; see also Georg Smmel. Soziologie (Muochen: DUI"lckar and 
HumblO!. 1 9231; SOrln Alexandre.cu. LDgique dupersomage; Rofand Banhes. ·· 'mrOlLctlOn 
a \"analyse SHutturaie des reeilS ,·· Commuricarions 8(1966: ParIs: EdillOOS du Seui l. 1981 1' 
7-33. and SlZ; Pholippe Hamon. ··Pour un statut semiologlque du personnage: UrrerlJl.ura 
6( 1972): 86-110; Tzvel!Lfl Todorov. ·'Personnage. " n Oswald Ducrot!l1d Tzvetan TodolOV. 
eds .• OictiornJira encycIopedique des sci9rt:;es du langaga (ParIS: Editions dJ SeUlI. 1972). 
pp. 286·92. and PoetiqJe d9 /a prose (Pans: EditIOns du Seud. 19711: Anne Uberslefd. Urj 
III theatre (Paris. 19771, Cf, Umbel10 Eco. ··James Bond: Une combn aloue na"a!lve: · 
C(}(TlfTI(Jrvcar'ons 8 (19661: 83-99, 

FriedrICh Engels. lelter to MInna K8lJtsky. Nov, 26. 1885. In KIIII Marx and FnedrlCh Engels. 
Ueber Kunsr undurermUf([Eastl Berlin Henschetverlag. 1953). p 120. CI. LIdia G'fIlburg. 
··0 s"oJ<ture iteraturnogo personazha:' in /skUSSlvO 5/Ola (Festschr~t 0, D, 8lagoi] (Moskva. 
19731. pp, 376-88. and 0 psikllologu;heskOl prole (Lenongrad: VKP. 19711. lor the most 
sop/>stlCated approach to the reJatlOns between type and character that I r.ave fOUl"ld (UI"l' 
IOrlllfllltely.100 iIIte lor thos studyl After my hypothesIS of lhe tIYee agemlaf levels had been 
gIven as a lecture al several conferences and ..... verMoes. Patrice Pavisklndly sent me proofs 
of ris Oicllomarie (tJ rllealre (Pa ri s: Editions Sociales. 19801. where he (sv ··actanl.el 
[modeler ·) broeflYlndicates !'is own ·"Theorie des roveawc d·existence du perSOMage. ,. PavlS 
postulates the eXIStence of four agent ial leve ls. the two moddfe ones beog actants and 
characters: between them. he somewhat'tental<VeIy but very .-.terestogly postlAates a '·01-
veau intermediue·· of roles defnod as ··enDles flguratlves. anlmees. mais generales et 
exemplaores lex: Ie fanaron. fe pere ooble. Ie trllilfel··· I am delighted WIth &is convergence
it recurs apropos our evaliJatlOn of Brecht's key theoratical concept of Gastus. whICh PavlS 
deals WIth at more length In ··On Brecht·s Notion of GesIUS: ' Languages of/he Stage INew 
'100. 19821. pp. 39-49-and ontv WISh he would develop thos inSIght at more leng th and 
n to a lull anatvtlC level haVIng the same roghts as hls other two. PaVls's deepest level 01 
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·'struer ....... alemanlaus de la . ,gndicanon·· seems;o me an UOOllCesS8f~ r,vereoce tow-lI<d 
Gre.mn: Iw fourth level pert." to stagmg. whK:h seem, 10 me "101h,r met~IlQU'O' 
allogetl\er. 

How." •.• developed narrllologocal theay of agents wil t\aYe to serIOUsly corirgn: IhII 
theory. boU1:o poont WI its serIOUS tleticoencoes lind to see whlI: eltmenlS mey ,til be ""'Itq, 
It,p,onc'l>>llOU'cn ar. Ralph Lflton, ThB C~vrll8ad:.grOt.U'I(J 01 P(I($Ot'I6'rv!New YQlIc 0 .
Apple:on-Century, 1945) aM The Srudyol Man (New Yort: AppIo!lon-Cen:'-'V"Crolts. 1964); 
G H. Mu<I. Mmd. Self and Soaery(Chlcago: Uroversrty 01 ChlcllllO P,.u. 1934); JacOb L 
Moreno. WI'I:J SIVlt~(8.8Con. N.Y.: 8eacoo ~ •. 1953); IfId GeOfg Smmel , ... 
rote 26). CI, Iiso MIchael Ban!on. Roles (London: T_tock, 19651: e .... "11 Go' m.n. En
COUtIf.,\lnd .. napoll." Bobbs-Mer'" 1961 ) lnod o:her Voles 10 FflIfTIfI Anil/y$ll (New York: 
Harper II<Id Row. 1974); Geo<ge'S Gu-vm:l\ ed., lA ..x:a'lOI'IlICtueilB de'" 6OCIOIoQtt. vol 
1 IP.,,: PlnHI UnNerso:a.es de Fr,nce, 19511; Marcel M_I, ~'I""~ 
(ParIS, PI ..... UnIY8fIl1 ... d!! Franc •• 1950); J. M,non Ynge<, To.vlJrd, FI(J/(J Th60fy 01 
8.~ (N_ York: McG,aw·Hil. 1965). See liso &uce J. Siddle end Edw.., J. Thomas. 
eo. .• Role Theory (New Vert Wiley. 19661; Hflns Jon. eM (J8rJ(1f1W¥f'Q6ll1(J8 {jt1f mnoI· 
0gI1driIn RoI/6tlIh80n6 (Franld .... t: Atherw,m-Ve,1ag. 1973); and Anne-Mlroe RochebI_
Speole. La tlOI'lOiI {je role en psy<;/'(I/()Qle soa8tle (Paros: PrllS5I!S Ur"ViUIOIIlf81 de F • .-.ce. 
19621. for ..,Iereslflg CflllQUeS. cl. Oi8:er Oaessens. Rt:iIIe r.mt:JMM;hl (MlX\Chen ' Juvena· 
Verlag. 1970); Uti Gern-dl. "TowII"d I Cmcll Analysis ~ Role." Soo8tlPtObItIms27( 1980): 
556·67; ..-.d Fflgga Haug. Knrik {jBf RoIlen:heor.6 (Frnf .... !: FIscher Taschenbucn V"Iag. 
1972). I am gralel\.i 10 my mlSler's slLJdeni Hanoeke van Schaik for brrngrng some of these 
Irlie. 10 my aHenl1Ol'l 

Forlnempls at b~dg lng social.nd lheater.oles. ue much 01 lhe 8 ..... ns book; 
see also Jean Du .. gn.ud. L 'Actwr(Parrs: Gallima.d. 1965). pp. 12·20; Ame·Ma..,e Go .... doo. 
"Role !IOCial et ,ole theatrll.·· rrll<l..,1 tt'eatr8tl 10119731: 76·86; Uri Aapp. HantJfln unci 
Zwch/k.Jen (Neuwred. 19731; and 8.uce Wilshire. RaJa PI~11'l(J and Id.llrIY 181oomrnglon: 
IndIana UnN"6Ity Press. 19821 

Another wnola field to be surveyed IS Ihatol In analyt IC philosophy of aClion; 
cl, lor. lU I n trodo.rcll<')(l Rober: W. 811lkley el. I I" eds .• Agenr. Act'<')(I and R.non (O~tord; 
Oxlord Un"'lf6l1y Pren. I 971 I. With an e~tensrve bib liography on pp. 169-99; and R. T.n ..... 
"Aetion and Meaning in LilerlfY Theory;' Journal of LrI6r~ Sat7laO/OC$ 1 I 19721: 41 ·56. 

Georg l,.Ucl. Dr6 Thootie das RO/Tl(ll1S INelM'""d: luchterhand . 1965); "The Inle18clu8tI 
PhySIOgnomy on Charae:enla:ioo.·· III WmerandCrl/rc IJfld Other EsSl'('. ed. Arll .... D. K.M 
(NewVork: Groue: and Dunlap. 1 971); Thi Hrsuxrca/NOV6I(HlrfT\Ofld$worlh. U.K.: Peng UIn. 
1969). &!IZ/IC und rifK frllnZOSJsc1'6 R9alIStnVS (Bertin: Aulblf..>-V"lag. 19521; el ... 0 the 
solendOd "Z Uf Soz.aogoe des modemen Dramas." kdw f. 5omIIwJ$$. u . S<wIIf)d. 38(19 141: 
303n .•• 0 fa. II I know nol yet f~ published in English. The title at Thi SD8CitlOry 01 
A8SlhiIOCS:8$:dilsIOlukk.·1 IIII8fesnog alterJl)ts I:delvong deep8finto ht c.uc,.III.bJtCt 
tho\.9'Il Uw1k llil on the sa....e "ngllt" <')(Itobgrcal basos oIlubjeclver_ ob,I&Cl. lorm v.r_ 
c<')(I:enL and so on. 

CI. 0.\0 SIMn. "lool"ng Bac;CW.d at luUcs.·· To8rBCh'andBfyond(8nghlOl'lanci TOlow" 
N.J .• 19841. pp. 15-79. 

Drift 01 Engels'. IlIIer 10 MIn Harl<ness of ApI . 1888 •• 1' Klfl Mar. and f".ch;h Eng.ls. 
tJebrtr KIJIl$f und 1J16f' ...... ed. MIChael lrfsdW IBerlin: HenlChelverl.g. 1953(. p 122. 
Howe_. I bellev. tn.! I I the bac\ oI l ,,*ics's monel II S,mmers drscusllOf1ol •• rndMduals 
beng I!sOtypes (e_g .• ~. pp. 24-28). and probably.orne Russ.anroneleenth-cefltury 
Cfl~C>$m (lor !hr.. lUI pont I 5TI rndeb:ed to dlseussrons W11h Regone Roblll. L. (uIr$l'tlll 

$«>lIrSle. lortheomrng Irom PIYOL Parrs). 

Wi"m wtrewen. TI>IIPti/osophyof IrrJIJCfN6 SCI6rr::6S (London: J. W . Perk.r. 18401.1:476· 
77. QUOted \IO!)fovngiy In T. H. Huxley. MINis PI6C8 In N1Jl1lf6. IndOther EsSlltI(London. 
1906(. p. 212; emphlSlS " mrne. Appropo.tely. r. w.s Whewel wno co< .... d Ihe typiIY'tIg 
term "sereml": ' V«v SlIIloW IS Sallac's def..,,\JorI In his p'eface to UrlIiI Ili1fl1lbr«JSI elf",.; 
"Un typt ... "' LrI persomage qui resLrI1e en IUl-meml Iss trMI clf.ctefl5lrq ... , de taus 
CluX OUI Iu< 'e"emblem pus ou mo<rlS. i est Ie modele du genre " \plfaptvased in present· 
day tlfml: A type ". nalf.:",e agent who blends eha.aelerrstK: 1I1I:S 01 III Chlflotlerl of the 
.. me c.tegory; he IS tne moclel of t-.s "erus), 

E. H. Gombrich. Art and 1I/uSlCt1. 8011ingen Serres XXV·5 (Pmcelon. N.J,: Prneeton UniverSity 
Pre". 1912(. p. 301 

GombflCh. p. 90; see IIso the psychologrea l :heoroes of 8runer Ind POSlman II wmmlfll ed 
by Floyd H, ~I. Th/JafrlilS of Perceptron Im(j Ihe ConctIpt of St/lJG1lJ(6 INew YorI< Ind 
London. 1955). pp. 3761'-. Ind wnhf .. ther bibliography; also lhe wel-krownwO'k1 of Jean 
PI.gellrld S. l. VyQoIsky <')(I pereeptoon, 

Gombrreh. p. 73. When applied to dramllrs personae. any luch approacn .... C.51 .. iIy _ ..... 1 
In drscuSsrOO1 at typ,flCa:ron .s IlIegory; cf. the ,:IIIlUlanog remllks at F.edrre Jamison. 
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Darko Suvin 
MiI)(.sm and Fam (Proneet<')(l. N.J.: Prneeton UnIVer6lIY Pran. 1971 (. pp. 398·400. and 
Thi PoI~rctJ Ur'ICOI1$CI()(J$ (lthlc •. N,V.: Cornel UJ\rViIfsrty Press 19811. pp. 160·64 pasSim. 

Kerr Ellm. The SemKx.cs of Th6Mre and Dr..". (london: Melnuen. 1980(. p_ 8_ 

rn,s whoiemallerofmlsk. andma$krngwarrllnll lpec.al ..... eSlrgal1()f\ '5. IthuK. • 1he0-
rencety crueoal ponl rn agent .. 1 _lyall. 

Ju_ M_lolmlrrlllfld 8. A. UspensloJ ··Introclmone,'·.., Rralrchl.MfflfCfICh6 ITorrlO. 19731. 
p_ IOM_ 

A$ U .... S:raun oI :~ Iiso .. ems 10 beievI: ct. e .g .• IVlItropdoQIe strtJauriJe. pp. 67. 
106-no: to spelllco' Choms!:y', &pprOVlI'IQret.errcetothl "allUfTlptron :het IingUlstre lind 
men:llprocesses.a vrlulllti rdenlJC .... III C¥f1W1ln LlnQu5l.1CSINewVork: H"'Pef and Row. 
1966). p. 31. 

ArIS:Otle. POOfI(;S ( .. e ro:e 5. elso the edl:or·. commenll on pp . 124·26. 202); cf. also 
Rherarcs II. 12· 17 onlvpel by age Ind lIatus. and PdtIocs I 2 on the (JChsverlUS:he sngle 
person. n wei as Cha:m.n, PP. 108·9. and Gombrreh. p 142 . <')(I Iypes .. Greek.1. 

Ct. D~rko Suv..,. "On Frel.on a, Anthropology' Agen: ... 1 AnalysIS. Tvpes. IIfld the ClasSICIi 
Cronese Novlll:' In J. Hal ltd .• ProcfHJ(j,ngs of 1h6 1983 Ccrlerenctl on lJteranx6 aOO 
AAt/ropdogf. l,In"'"srty of Hong Kong Pre .. Itorm::omrng). 

Gombrrch. p . 148. and IISp. pp. 148·52. v. M. Zh~munsu. SnNnrlefnoelllefiJIUrrN6dene-
VoSlokr Z~(Lenrngr.d: N ...... 1919( .• <')(I. of n It:esl mlJOl SChoIsrs who no:8$ tow 
.., bothmedievlland 0'" il .. at ..... ··the typrcal damna:" ... OYI:Ir the rnd ...;0.,11" .screa:Mty 
IS enelosed wltr.n lterlfy genrn :hal Ife beiliU "not 0' an ..,d","""11 arod idiosyncrat1C rut 
01 a soc.atv t\'PICa! world VIlfW 80d 'Iyte·· (pp. 161·62(. The prOlagons!"s behavoor. too. 1$ 

M .e determIned by norms 01 (ltar. mundan, "IU.I. etiQUette (p, 170(. 

Klfl Marx. CaPfuJl. vol. \ (NewVorlc V,m age. 19771. p. 178. See MIf " Swnote key argumen t 
<')(I commodity fetlSn lsm. on which-very 1I11erestrngly lor furlher drscussion of rela;:<')(Is be· 
tween agents and obJecli in f1Ctoon-he Idds lhat re"re.:ion of tunan relations IS the obverse 
of a personrfreatoon 01 tn.ngs. Cf, Iiso L ... Ael . HistOfY BfI(j Class Consciousfl6ss (Cambndge. 
Mass.: H¥vlfd Unovlf6l1y Press. 19711. 

AI the examples In! qUOles of r.S\or1Cll.emantlCl in tr.1 Plfagreph come from f0ymond 
Wilams. Keywords (london' Nl6. 1976). I.V. ··Individual." "Personality" (tor references 
:0 ··characler·1. and ·'Sub,II!IC"" •. •· S .. lifo <')(I the (bourgeoisllegll f'lfTIeWork as enforcing 
,ndYldulliIy Ins:ead of I ··pers<')(l.;n.roie·· or at "roIe-Pees," GoIIman. E~ers. p_ 142: 
and for Ihe 0p",,<')(1 lha: the lub.ectfob,II!IC1 chrsoon hal beln rnported 11110 lingurstK: theory 
from formlllog1C. lhe ""'8Olor at :he term ".ct"':"· hom .... . Lue>en fasnoere. Elements de 
~axe SlrlJCfur8l6lPlfll: C KlrlCkll8ek. 1959(. pp. 103-5. 

Slrthes. "Inltodr.ocloon;· Po 16' ........ lorm. puremenl t.stOf1que •• eSlI'ern:eICO:lftarn5gelVes 
(i est ~rll les mreu>: COI"RJS de roour) ... "; ct. also the ionQer 6scus$lOllS rn SlZ, PP- 141· 
42. 153-54. 183-84. Prow he. so .... ..." Irmilar hrn: •. On character requrrng a number 
at possibly conue6r;lo<y lIMS, I am upendong I.om OIatman pp. 121-22. WOO" rndeb:ed 
:0 Fors:er!Whose dISCUSSIons de""e'" t .... n-,.t as l"*I1CI', do-from Heoeh AeSlherres. 
perhaps rl>ll mljor SOU"ce on rnd ... duabty n .. I). Some 01 the mosl IIISe naung d$CUSs:ons 
on !he sense of:he Sell belore oneIHldup"" (tIoth III tflbalSOClll:1e1 and in the la:..,concepts 
of flilS and persona) .eto b. found In MIUU. !)p. 232·79. 337-112. 

On cult .... e oneIl.1S1ry. the proneerrng teOl rs Theodor Adomo and Ma. Horl<hemer's Y1gorous 
I'f one-srded) Do8tl«f1C:$ of EnIrgh/6nt7l6fl1ILond<')(l: C<')(lI1llUUfTl. 1 9791; see in partic..W. tor 
the evacuetoon at ind",rduality. pp. 154·56. 84-86. 144. 

Vito Pandolfi. ilI6IIfO del Rr,.",$CIIr!9f"(O e/. C()fl'l1'7I6(i', delrNr6 (Aoma: lerrel. 1969(. pp. 
176. 180. Pamalone II. of COU"I& .• COfIYIlfKJ.a d61'ane MlISChI!ta .• nd IS such a type by 
:heatrreal conventoon physrealy overeocled In:o a .... rrow rlllQll at looks and behavlOfS, Final-f. 
in lhe e'llhteentn centUlY the bOUlg'O<loe hot back .nd changed the nal ... 01 dramaturg1C 
Igents: ..... the COflY'ntKJ,a d6E"a("/fJ poor Plntalone was {rldreuled and dekrded]; rut 111 mv 
charlot:e . Comed""s I restored the repula1lon 01 :he good ~gure. who represents an honest 
Merchant of my Natroo.·· reporled Goidon l; ke lherefore ehanged • del'arte scenaflo wr.h 
a ··Iibe.llne. srupld. and ridiculous" Pantalone ;,to ". moral comcrdy ... ..,S1ruc!ive for those 
who are serirced by IIllerest or I"endship to ent rust the_ c,pIIII to suspect person •. 
called The Bankruptcy"; Carlo Gold<')(ll. IIte.ro com.co-M(Jt7l()fIfJ 1/81;6116 (WiRno: Mars ilio . 
19821. pp . 189. 218. 

My discus,"<')(1 of 1he <')(IOmlStK:I ot type uses the nI've but ren 'NOfk by Georges Ooutrepom . 
illS 1YP9!I pop.Ja<rln de/allller.llfe frlt'll;IJIU (8ruxelles. , .• ,). I .m rndebted to John Ripley 
!rnd Charles StIIttuck for cOLrllels <')(I Enghlh "$locI: charaeters" or theater Iypes. ~ should 
be noled lhat natnfl{l IS • p',vjeged paml at entry ';to dlseusSl<')(ls about rnd","""lIislre liclron. 
100; see. e.g .. 8lflhes Stz, PP. 74. 75. 101·2. 196·97: Todorov. "PerlOl"lnage,"' wr:h!Ulther 
bibbography; Ju. M. l otrnan end 8 . A. Ulperrsko~ ··Wyth-Nama-C<ttu.e,"· on 0an0eI P. 
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Lox ld. ed .• Sovier Semicmcs IBaltimore. Md .. Johns liopk,1lS University Press. 1977). PP. 
233·52; !rd the dsagreemenls a propos tI"e e,ghteenth cenaxv between Ian Walt Tile 
RIse of rile NoveilLondon: Chano and Windus. 19571. pp. 1811. and Joan fIockvveli. Fact 
m F lct!Ofl ILondon; Routledge and Kegan Paul. 1974 1. pp, 105/1 .. as we ll as WoIfgar'IQ 100(5 
discussions of Fie lding ,n Derrnp'Zlte Leser IMunich: W, F,rt. 19721 and "Ooe WJklichkeit 
der Fiktoon.·· in Ra,ner Warnong. ed .. Rezeptoonsastnetilt: IMunich: W. Fin • . 19751. cp. 308ff. 

49 FUftnarmore. when OU" understand,ng w'sne5. !lIS IS proper. to embrace !he temporaly WJr

,able agenlial system of In! lext or macro:exl lensemble oj textsl . agemlal hegemonies will 
shift not only parad,gmatocaly but also syntagmatocal y. In this essay I do not d,scuss sy ... 
:agmatoc in terac tion. whoch is both more frequently studied !nan and yet Iogicaly posteror 
:0 lne p8ladigmalIC " leraClion. and which can bes t be shown in eS/enso by applications 10 
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The Place of Aesthetics in Marxist Criticism 

M<lrx'Sl lheoret ic(l i anri erl1lcal work l yp lcal ly reduces 
cultlHe either to IdeoloHV dnd meaning or 10 an ant ihu 
man lS! concern for the product,on of meaning. In e ither 
case , exarnmiHlOIlS of the nat ure of aesthet,c experwnce 
<lnd quest ions o f ,lflslhetlc value a re '!lnored This has 
ser ious polit ical consef]lmnCeS, III pa rt beca.lse I! fails 10 
enga9c populdr concept ions of art 

Aesthetic questions have never been particularly 
prominent in Marxist approaches to culture. but they are increasingly rei· 
egated to an extremely marginal position in both theoretical and critical 
debates. Even the very broad title of the conference on which this volume 
is based-Marxism and the Interpretation of Culture-was apparently not 
broad enough to include considerations of the aesthetic, rather than the 
sociological and ideological, dimensions of culture. It is not that Marxism 
has failed to develop a tradition of work on aesthetics but rather that such 
concerns are currently out offashion and, indeed, are often seen as politically 
reprehensible. 

If this description is correct, the situation poses major 
theoretical and political problems because it has left Marxists unable to 
engage with bourgeois criticism, dominant educational practices, and pop
ular sentiment. By evading the questions of aesthetic pleasure and value, 
Marxist criticism and radical cultural intervention place themsel ves in a 
relatively weak position. For this reason, I think it is necessary to reconsider 
the question of a materialist aesthetics and the strengths and dangers in· 
herent in such a project. I shall elaborate on this in the second half of this 
essay through a critical consideration of the work of the art critic Max 
Raphael. 

Aasthatic Valua and Plaasura in Marxist Thaory 
" Aesthetic" is commonly given three definitions or 

meanings: ( I) received by the senses; (2) referring to beauty; (3) superior 
taste. The last need not concern us here since sociological approaches have 
forcefully demonstrated the historical vulnerability of"taste." t We can use· 
fully translate the other two meanings into the questions of pleasure and 
value. When someone says that a piece of music or a poem makes their 
hair stand on end, or when cezanne records in his diary that he feels his 
eyes bleeding as he looks at what he is painting, they refer to sensations 
that might be called an "aesthetic mode of feeling." A possible equivalent 
to these heightened sensory perceptions is sexual pleasure, and, indeed, 
certain "pleasurable" features of art (abundance, extravagance of expression, 
the tension and resolution characteristic of much Western classical music, 
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for example) can readily be interpreted in more directly sexual analogies. 
In general, however, the advocates of an aesthetic mode of sensation see it 
as a separate faculty. The object in this mode of perception is not necessarily 
identical to "beauty," since a work of art could be recognized to have "great 
value" without being tied to a particular definition of beauty. 

The questions raised by the term "aesthetic" are, briefly: Can we 
say that there is a distinctive "aesthetic" faculty or mode of perception, 
and, if so, what is the nature of the pleasure it affords? Can we identify 
objects or works to which universal aesthetic value adheres? It is difficult 
to formulate these questions in a noncircular way, and the history of at
tempts to come to grips with them is, perhaps surprisingly, very sparse. 
Aesthetics, as a minor subfield of philosophy, considers the questions in the 
abstract (e.g., What is beauty?) rather than in respect to the claims of par
ticular instances. Art history, the place where one would expect to see aes
thetic matters considered, is startlingly silent, often preferring to trace in
fluences or to delight in obscure attributions. Art criticism tends to emphasize 
the formal properties of the work in question rather than address more 
general questions of aesthetic pleasure and value. This situation seems cu
rious, since art and literary history and criticism are not reticent to assess 
and grade their objects of study. However, in a large number of instances 
the ranking of the works depends upon criteria that are not aesfheric(a work 
is stoical, uplifting, cathartic, illuminating, or whatever). What is often not 
shown is how and why the particular formal properties of the work (situated 
in an understanding of the different dimensions of particular art forms) can 
account for the value assigned. 

The question might be looked at another way by saying that the 
aesthetic properties of a work can be differentiated from its meaning. Un
fortunately , this works in two ways. Poetry, for instance, is often charac
terized by a condensation of language (in a non-Freudian sense): a multi
plicity of meanings arise from one signifier. Many regard this surplus of 
meaning as distinctively aesthetic. Yet the reverse is also held: that the 
aesthetic is precisely constituted in the excess of the signifier over the sig
nified. As Terry Eagleton puts it, "If you approach me at a bus stop and 
murmur 'Thou still unravished bride of quietness,' then I am instantly aware 
that I am in the pr.esence of the literary. I know this because the texture, 
rhythm and resonance of your words are in excess of their abstractable 
meaning. "2 Further, formulations of this kind do not necessarily help in 
that they are equally applicable to situations in which no question of the 
aesthetic arises. Many of Oscar Wilde's epigrams can be said to generate 
surplus meaning without being regarded as an instantiation of "the literary" 
or of aesthetic value. Many conference papers flaunt a "texture, rhythm and 
resonance of (language] in excess of their abstractable meaning," but they 
are not deemed to be works of "literature." The unresolved relationship 
between the categories of meaning and the aesthetic underlies the vexed 
position of the latter in Marxist criticism today. 

In fact, neither of the two major critical and theoretical ap
proaches currently applied to the analysis of cultural products adequately 
addresses the questions of aesthetic pleasure and value. The first theoretical 
tendency that blocks serious consideration of aesthetic questions has been 
the dominant influence of the concept of ideology in critical studies. The 
ghost of Lukacs has yet to be laid to rest. While this critical tradition may 
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have rejected class reductionism, it has been content to argue about whether 
a given work is really about class conflict or gender difference, for instance. 
Criticism of many classic texts often takes the form of an eternal procession 
of "readings" that claim to have uncovered the essential ideological message 
of the text. That such readings, whether by Marxists or bourgeois critics, 
are children of their time has been demonstrated by Ronald Frankenberg 
in his history of Marxist criticism of Wwlzering Heights. ) 

Works of art and literature are still seen as the passive and in
nocent terrain on which ideological armies go about their usual battles. This 
is not wrong, but it is limited. Of course, works of art do encode ideological 
positions, but we do not exhaust their significance by decoding their ide
ological content; nor do we explain how the reception and consumption of 
works sharing comparable ideological ground may vary dramatically over 
a period of time. Moreover, this "art-as-ideology" perspective tends to con
sider aesthetic value only insofar as it can be attributed to supposedly "pro
gressive" texts. The problems of this tortured relationship need not detain 
us here, although they are legion. The point is that an exclusive emphasis 
on ideology necessarily denies the aesthetic dimensions of the text. As Terry 
Lovell suggests, it involves treating the cognitive/ideological axis in the work 
as primary when this should be seen as secondary in imaginative works.4 

The second major tendency I want to discuss is the very broad 
one of structuralism, poststructuralism, and deconstructionism. The break 
with classical theories of representation that are exclusively concerned with 
a pregiven signified has rightly led to a reconsideration of the means of 
representation. A theory of signification that emphasizes the text's internal 
powers of meaning construction, and stresses the multiplicity of readings 
available in consumption, has both strengths and weaknesses. One major 
strength of the approach is that it enables us to transcend the boundaries 
of bourgeois categories: high art and mass culture, literature and popular 
fiction, the various academic disciplines. To subject the objects and texts 
of the categories of Art and Literature to the same processes of examination 
that are applied to those relegated to the sphere of Popular Culture is to 
deconstruct the categories themselves. This basic egalitarianism, this refusal 
to categorize according to a supposed attribute of aesthetic status, gives·.",.Io' 
structuralist approaches their subversiveness. However, this radical and de- ~-;:: 
mocratizing challenge to the definition of art necessarily has its own con
sequences. Ifwe apply the same conceptual tools to a cartoon or a postcard 
as we do to a Picasso, we must, by definition, concentrate on their common 
features (those that our concepts can address) rather than on those that 
differentiate them. Although this is in itself iconoclastic, it inevitably leaves 
a range of important questions connected with cultural and aesthetic ex
perience to the unchallenged pronouncements of bourgeois cultural pundits 
and critics. 

Structuralism's rejection of the salience of aesthetic value is an 
integral part of its project, and its political thrust depends upon its decon
struction ofthe pretensions of "the aesthetic" as a separate realm. But there 
is another reason for its rejection of the question of aesthetics: the intran
sigent antihumanism of structuralist discourse. The idea of a human aes
thetic faculty or mode of sensation is in fact more problematic for a struc
turalist perspective than the question of aesthetic value itself. 
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This can be seen by looking at the respective fortunes of the 
notions of aesthetic value and pleasure in contemporary cultural studies 
and Marxist criticism. " Value" may be out, but "pleasure" is definitely in. 
This bod y of work has attempted to construct an antihumanist discourse 
of pleasure comparable to Roland Barthes's project in The Pleasure of the 
Text. It is the deconstruction of the human subject that underlies the re
construction of the text as subject: "The text you write must prove to me 
that it desires me."s This notion of the desiring text is built upon a rejection 
of the subjectivism-seen in this discourse as the product of an essentialist 
theory of the subject-characteristic of most accounts of the experience of 
aesthetic pleasure. The desire to avoid formulations that smack of vulgar 
humanism leads to the extraordinarily cerebral and skeletal character of 
" the body" in these new theories of pleasure. Fredric Jameson, for instance, 
reluctantly defines pleasure in physical terms.: "Pleasure is finally the consent 
of life in the body, the reconciliation-momentary as it may be-with the 
necessity of physical existence in a physical world."6 This is a curiously 
grudging deScription (consent, reconciliation, necessity) that makes one 
wonder what would constitute un-pleasure. 

Claire Pajaczkowska, in an extremely interesting article on semi
otic and psychoanalytic theories of art, argues that the psychoanalytic de
velopment of linguistic theory facilitates a consideration of the text in its 
relation to the reader. Although much of what Pajaczkowska has to say 
concerns visual forms and the analysis of processes such as color, her con- . 
clusion makes it clear that art must be understood in psychic rather than 
aesthetic terms. What is interesting about the following passage is that it 
clarifies the necessary marginality of pleasure within a deconstructionist 
theory of the subject: "Or in other words the function of the work of art is 
to represent the dialectic of the subject, split and triangulated through the 
exigencies of the incest taboo, to represent and contain this splitting; to 
represent it as a doubling which is the process of negotiating an imaginary 
identity, the ego. This process of identification requires the negotiation of 
sexual difference, it is perhaps the most important function, and pleasure 
and meaning (the two tenents of bourgeois concepts of art) are simply by
products of this socially prescribed and biologically inscribed process of the 
organization of energy"7 (emphasis added). 

This psychoanalytic conception of art and its "functions" is less 
mystifying than the Barthesian emphasis on the text as subject. But it is 
methodologically analogous to sociological readings of art that exclude aes
thetic aspects in favor of the social content or determinants of the work in 
question. And just as sociological accounts can cope best with representa
tions of manifestly social themes, so this approach tends to analyze figurative 
representations of obvious psychic interest-for example, the madonna and 
child image. (In this respect, the antihumanist appropriation of psycho
analysis is surprisingly similar to the belligerently humanist Kleinian ap
proach taken in the work of Peter Fuller. Here, works are reconstructed 
from the point of view of their psychic functions-the negotiation of re
paration with the mother in the case of the Venus de MUo, for example
and aesthetic considerations are subordinated to explanations in terms of 
the viewer's needs.S) 

I mention these debates simply to draw attention to the way in 
which questions about aesthetic sensation, experience, pleasure, and value 
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have been defined as irretrievably contaminated by "bourgeois humanism." 
Yet the question ofa Marxist humanism is not closed, and the claims of 
humanism persist most strongly in the area of culture. There is a widely 
held popular assumption that the dividing line between animals and human 
beings is marked by "civilization," by considerations beyond those of mere 
survival, by an appreciation of the realm of the aesthetic. It may well be 
that such beliefs are historically explicable and/or wrong, but their preva
lence cannot be doubted. So, at the very least, we should expect some en
gagement with them rather than a distanced dismissal of the problem. For 
those of us who do not recoil with horror from humanism, the fact that 
questions of aesthetic pleasure and value can only be posed within a hu
manistic perspective does not render them illegitimate or irrelevant. 

It seems to me that much of what is known as "cultural studies" 
and much of what is seen as Marxist or radical criticism operates within 
these two tendencies. The major legacy from Marxism is the concept of 
ideology, and the major legacy from structuralism is the rejection of the 
subject. These two traditions, incompatible as they undoubtedly arein some 
respects, have been immensely influential on contemporary work in the 
general field of culture. Singly or jointly, they account for the marginalization 
of aesthetic questions in the interpretation of culture. 

The rejection of aesthetic questions is one that criticism shares, 
in fact, with many practitioners and art educators. The notion of serving 
an apprenticeship in order to acquire skill in an art form has been abandoned 
in favor of criteria that are, by and large, nonaesthetic. For instance, the 
judges in a recent poetry compet ition, filmed as they worked, articulated 
the notion of "truth to experience" as the main criterion for the winning 
poem. "Social relevance" is an equally influential basis of judgment. The 
lack of interest in aesthetic training is surprisingly marked among profes
sionals. The assessment criteria they use, in public examinations, for in
stance, are often reduced to vague formulations about relevance and con-
viction. 

Although I have said that aesthetic questions are often ignored, 
it should be emphasized that this must be seen as a rejection rather than 
an evasion. A principled relativism of the aesthetic is an often argued, and . 
now hegemonic, stance of the Left. Nevertheless, while taking for granted )~i:~ 
the reasons why this relativism has developed, and fully accepting the spirit "~" 
of the critique of bourgeois criticism, we cannot afford this relativism be
cause it carries with it serious political and theoretical problems. 

First, this relativism is simply unconvincing; it leaves the more 
plausible position-that we can say a Rembrandt is "better" than an Angelica 
Kaufmann-to popular and reactionary ideologues. Although we rightly pro
test the (undoubted) class, race, and gender bias of much criticism and of 
the definitions of whose work shall be studied and on what assumptions, 
this does not close the issue. Is it really only because of male dominance 
in art history that we consider Rembrandt the better painter? Is the limerick 
I compose on the back of my cigarette packet indistinguishable from one 
of Shakespeare's plays in terms of its value? We need to engage with the 
widely held belief that one work is "better" than another and produce con
vincing arguments either about why this is not so or about what it is based 
upon. 
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Second, the denial ofthe aesthetic ignores the fact that the works 
analyzed in radical criticism are works of the imagination; they are fictionaL 
I do not mean to suggest that this gives them any form of historical or social 
transcendence, but it does mean that they do not reflect, mediate, or encode 
in any direct way the content and position frequently attributed to them by 
virtue of their social origin. This makes the conflation of author and ide
ology, so common in the content analysis type of radical literary criticism, 
particularly fraught with dangers. And this leads to a third problem: that 
this imaginative element and the ambiguity of aesthetic codes allow con
siderable play in the meaning of the work. Meaning is not immanent; it is 
constructed in the consumption of the work. Hence, no text can be inher
ently progressive or reactionary; it becomes so in the act of consumption. 
There may be an authorial "preferred reading" but the effects may be dif
ferent from, even opposite to, those intended. Whatever the formal prop
erties of a work, its ideological content, its "political" implications, are not 
given. They depend upon the construction that takes plaCe at the level of 
consumption. 

Perhaps the most important theoretical-political danger of ig
noring questions of aesthetic pleasure and value is that we give up ground 
to a mystificatory view of art. It is precisely the mystique of art, the separ
ation between art and work in our society, that demands that we abandon 
the rational criteria we apply to all other forms of social production. In this 
we reproduce the traditional bourgeois ideology of art In what other work . 
would we deny or evade the question of skill? These attitudes aid a tran
scendent and nonmaterialist understanding of art. As Max Raphael says: 
" I might a lso point out that inspiration is nothing but an illusion on the 
part of the most barren class in modern society, an illusion which rests upon 
the distinction that arose in the nineteenth century between socially mech
anized production of material goods and individual craft production of 
spiritual goods. It is a petit-bourgeois fiction which has degraded art to a 
substitute for religion."9 Paradoxically, it is through a consideration of skill, 
technique, and formal properties of art that we can escape mystical and 
mystificatory assumptions about art and move toward a more democratic 
understanding. In this context an emphasis on aesthetic skills is, in fact, 
democratizing rather than elitist After all, skills may be acquired, whereas 
the notion of an artistic "genius" forbids the aspirations of anyone outside 
a small and specialized group. This is true even if we accept different degrees 
of individual aptitude.'o 

Few critics, Marxist or otherwise, have closely attended to the 
detailed formal and technical issues that develop in their interpretations of 
works of art. By and large a gulfhas been created between those who interpret 
a work in terms of its "background," the "life" of its creator, or its "con
ditions of production," and those who stick to close textual analysis. The 
latter tend to argue-as does, for example, the doyen of "internal" analyses 
of artworks, Heinrich Wolfflin-that external considerations are irrelevant. " 
Marxists have traditionally rejected the internal approach, seeing the ide
ological character of a work as demanding that it be sociall y and historically 
situated. And Marxist structuralist critics tend to analyze the text to the 
exclusion of the consumer. There is, however, a minority tradition in Eu
ropean Marxist cultural thought, represented in Adorno's work on music, 
Della Volpe's work on poetry, and Max Raphael's work on art. Raphael's 
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efforts to combine detailed analyses of the composition of specific works 
with a broader Marxist interpretation offer us an opportunity to assess the 
project and judge its strengths and difficulties. '2 

Max Raphael's Aesthetics 
Before looking at his analyses of specific paintings, I need to 

recapitulate some ofthe central assumptions of Raphael's approach to art
works as aesthetic compositions. This will include his definitions of key 
terms, his method, his concept of aesthetic value, and his theory of viewing. 

Raphael understands the aesthetic as a human facuity, and his 
bold efforts to define the work of art and the criteria of aesthetic excellence 
are built on that assumption. Aesthetic feeling is regarded as a process in 
which individual sense perceptions are exteriorized. Feeling becomes rela
tively independent of individual emotional experience and is assimilated 
to more universal categories through which the world is appropriated. Art 
is thus produced by a union of faculties, rather than one faculty. The aes
thetic altitude is more general than specific aesthetic feelings: "It is not 
important how the particular part of the world looks that releases our aes
thetic vision. What is important is to see it whole, in such a way that we 
extinguish all our momentary, individual concerns as well as the facticity 
of things outside us. We may find ourselves in harmony or disharmony 
with the world, we may feel the sublimity of the cosmos in relation to our 
tragic finitude or the ridiculous pettiness of our individual selves. Such an 
experience gratifies and purges us because in it our conflicts, whether with 
ourselves or with the world, are resolved" (DA. p. 190). 

Within this framework of aesthetic perception, Raphael argues 
that aesthetic feeling has a historical and normative aspect, particularly in 
that the ways in which people constitute a relationship to the world will 
depend, for instance, on epochs of religious belief or romantic humanism. 
In this insistence on the historical character of aesthetic feeling, Raphael 
concurs with his former teacher, Wolfflin, who writes that "beholding is not 
just a mirror which always remains the same, but a living power of appre
hension which has its own inward history and has passed through man y 
stages." ') 

According to Raphael, a work of art connects a sensual appro
priation of the world to an ideational or cognitive model of apprehension: . 
a "work of art is reality enhanced, which engages the sense both as a whole~' 
and in every one of its details and is yet a symbol of nonsensory meanings 
which extend down to still deeper layers without ever ceasing to appeal to 
our senses" (DA, p. 191). Artistic excellence is characterized, on the one 
hand, by an engagement of the senses and the intellect and, on the other, 
by a fusion of materials and imagination. Raphael illustrates the first in 
saying, "The place in history of such unities as the Gothic cathedral or the 
Doric temple proves that the richest araistic sensibility was achieved not in 
periods of pure sensualism, but in periods in which sense perceptions were 
most readily combined with the other human faculties of cognition-the 
body, the intellect, and Reason" (DA, p. 216). Quoting Goethe's view that 
"that artist will be the most excellent in his genre whose inventiveness and 
imagination are, so to speak, directly fused with the material in which he 
has to work" (DA, p. 215), Raphael also emphasizes that artistic materials 
are not contingent or extraneous but are the necessary condition of artistic 
existence. 
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Raphael's view of the purpose of art history entails a historical 
and relativist understanding of judgments of taste. The task of art history 
is to show the edent to which assignations of artistic value, and the nor
mative status attributed to particular works, are historically bounded. With 
characteristic confidence he declares that "norms of this type are simply the 
mistakes an epoch makes about itself, in as much as relative, period factors 
are usually absolutized along with others. Art history demonstrates this by 
showing to what extent such predilections vary, and the sociology of art, 
which shows the economic and social causes that account for each given 
selection, confi rms it."14 

Raphael's insistence on a historical approach leads him to argue 
that Marx's thesis on art-as ultimately (though not solely) determined by 
economic factors-is fruitful not as a universal thesis but in given historical 
contexts: "It is disclosed onl y in the course of a specific analysis" (PMP, p. 
77). Raphael re-poses Marx's famous question about Greek art (Why do we 
still like it when its foundations are a dead mode of production?) because, 
he argues, it cannot be answered as it is too general: "Let us formulate the 
problem concretely: Why could Greek art repeatedly take a normative sig
nificance at various epochs of Christian art'?" (PM P, p. 105). 

Raphael's method is encapsulated in the remark he quotes from 
Rodin: "If you want to write a good book about me, just study one of my 
sculptures. All that matters is my method. A work that never came off will 
suit your purposes better than a good one, for it will show the limitations 
of my method. Should you be unable to discover my method from study 
of a single work, then you'll never write a decent book either about me or 
about art. Of course, art critics write about everything under the sun except 
art" (DA, p. 22). Raphael believes that the first task involves describing a 
work though the closest possible examination. Such a description is a con
ceptual reconstitution of the work involving the following considerations, 
each of which represents the artistic method as concrete phenomenon (DA, 
p. 198). 

1. The constitution of the individual form in terms of material 
and space. 

2. The constitution of the work as a whole--extemally (format, 
immanent structural lines, lines of orientation) and internally (mode of 
reality, individual idea, aesthetic fee ling, motif, etc.). 

3. The constitution of the relations between individual forms 
within the work (internal and external composition, logic of the structure, 
etc.). 

4. The realization of the individual forms as well as of the con
figuration as a whole. 

Raphael is most clear about the first of these considerations-the 
constitution of individual form. Materials (paint, wood, and so on) are 
translated into the mean 0/ representation (in the visual arts: color, light/ 
shadow, line), which in tum are transformed into means a/figuration through 
the unique way in which they are blended or contrasted. In adddition to 
considering means of representation, "reconstitutive description" also ex
plores the artistic form as a spatial structure, examining the numberofplanes 
and the tensions generated among them. Raphael's discussion of compo
sition and realization is more diffuse and less clear than his elaboration of 
the earlier stages of artistic production because he is concerned now with 
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meaning; he uses concepts of expressive value, psychic content, worldview, 
mode of reality, mode of life. It is here, in the reconciliation of formal and 
historical-ideological considerations, that his theory of aesthetic value be· 
gins, and it is to this that I now tum. 

Although Raphael rejects mystificatory views of art as inspira
tion, he develops a view of artistic originality (understood etymologically 
as "getting to the root") and argues for universal aesthetic value. He believes 
that value lies in the artist's ability to create a form appropriate to the 
content, to express a reality in the only possible representational form, which 
requires that the work be organic and dialectical. By "organic" Raphael 
means that the configuration could not be constructed differently; "We speak 
of an organic or quasi-organic configuration when every individual fonn is 
determined by all the others and serves a specific purpose in relation to the 
whole (Poussin, Leonardo, Houdon, etc.). Such a configuration is self-con· 
tained, self.sufficient, speaks for itself-in order to understand it we need 
not refer to nature or to the artist's personal experiences. It is autonomous, 
more accurately, has become autonomous as a result of the process of artistic 
creation" (DA, p. 232). 

The dialectical dimension of great works of art can be approached 
in terms of their ambiguity. According to Raphael, "Art frees us from en· 
slavement to words, concepts and false moral values by showing us that 
life knows differentiations that cannot be reduced to concepts as well as 
situations which cannot be judged by accepted moral standards" (DA, p. 
20 I). This dialectical aspect is crystallized in art's ability to "enhance reality" 
and extend its meaning. The world of things is undone and a new world is 
constituted through the construction of the world of values; the more the 
artist can accomplish this-the more symbolic the work-the greater that 
work is. Value lies, therefore, in the work that can encompass polarization 
and harmony, determination and playfulness, diversity and unity, tension 
within a logical structure. Raphael posits a scale of relative values that does 
not place absolute (perfect) value on the agenda (DA, p. 196-97). His own 
judgments are often quite sweepiQg, and he argues that these desiderata 
enable us to distinguish between "facetious and true works of art" (PMP, 
p. 84). Before turning to these contentious claims, I want to consider Ra
phael's theory of the artist-viewer relation and to look at some illustrationS 
of his method. 

It is this theory and its connection to Raphael's formal analysis 
that locates his greatest contribution to Marxist aesthetics. Raphael instan
tiates my earlier point about the paradoxically democratizing effects of an 
emphasis on artistic skill and argues that it is through the reconstitutive 
description articulated by the art critic but experienced by each viewer that 
the energy in the work is released. The viewer shares the work of the artist 
insofar as he or she reconstructs the work, which is why Raphael emphasizes 
that "art leads us from the work to the process of creation": "We see how 
form is constituted by a specific artistic method and how form follows 
necessarily upon form. That is what I meant when I said that art leads us 
from the work to the process of creation. The icy crust of mere presence 
has melted away and we experience the creative process itself in the new, 
enhanced reality which both appeals to our senses and suggests an infinite 
wealth of meanings" (DA, p. 191). 
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. The artist must compel the viewer to recreate the process by 
which the form of the work was made effective; if not, the viewer passes 
over the wor~. Raphael argues, "The extent of the viewer's participation in 
the work vanes. In the case of works that do achieve effective form we are 
impelled to. view t~em over and over, re-creating them each time; the'process 
ma.y ~o on mdefi01t~ly. ~n the ~ of an inferior work, we feel no such urge. 
Thls.ls how the .artlst gives a fiOlShed work the quality of continuing life: 
?e g!ves th~ fi~l1te the character of infinity, activating the viewer's own 
mfiOlte asplrauons, awakening them and keeping them awake by certain 
features present in the actual form itself: tensions between opposites and 
~heir resolution" (DA ,. p. 224). Hence, the artistic energy locked in the work 
IS only released by this reconstitution in consumption. 

. . Rapha.el is not only espousing a theory of the active viewer (re-
con~h~g aesthetic pr~uction and consumption) but also rejecting a re
flectlonlst theory of art 10 fa vor ofa more active, somewhat Brechtian view: 

Whatever the deficiencies in Marx's theoretical atti
tude toward art may have been, he was perfectl y aware 
that after the economic, social, and political revolution 
the most d ifficult revolution would still remain to be 
made-the cultural one. Nowhere did he ever exclude 
art, as he excluded religion, on the ground that there 
would be no place for it in a classless society. The 
pst:u~o-Marxists who put art on the same footing with 
rehglOn do not see that religion sets limits to man's 
creative capacities, diverts him from the things of this 
world, and reconciles class antagonisms by obvious1y 
imaginary and frequently hypocritical theories of love 
whereas art is an ever-renewed creative act, the activ~ 
dialogue between spirit and matter; the work of art 
holds man's creative powers in a crystalline suspen
sion f~om which it can again be transformed into li ving 
energies. Consequently, art by its very nature is no 
opiate; it is a weapon. Art may have narcotic effects, 
but onl y ifused for specific reactionary purposes; and 
from this we may infer only that attempts are made 
to blunt it for the very reason that it is feared as a 
weapon. (DA, p. 187) 

While thi s passage defines Raphael's position as a Marxist aesthetician it 
is on ly in his substanti ve analyses that wecan test the validity of his meth~. 

Raphael's approach is best illustrated in his comparison of two 
different treatments of the subject of the Last Supper. He shows that the 
artists differed in both their ideas of the meaning of the subject and their 
representation of it. What they share, however, is that each painter found 
a visual form that in itself expressed the meaning the subject had for h im. 
~onardo da Vinci expressed degradation, betrayal, and collapse in the drop
pmg of the table below the line of vision and in the clustering of the apostles 
~n confused groups. For Tintoretto, the dominant meaning of the subject 
IS not betrayal but the doctrine of transubstantiation that emerges from the 
Last Supper. To express this movement between the terrestrial and other-
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~orl~ly sphere~, Ti.ntoretto uses a table placed along a wall that stretches 
I.nto ~nfiOlty, With h~t and s.ha.dow playing along its length. His discovery 
of thiS most appropnate artistic form is all the more striking in that, as 
Raphael sh.ows, he spe~t fifty years painting the subject in different way5 
before £indmg the particular form that matched his understanding of the 
theme. Rapha~I 's ~in~ is that these artists used figuration (including means 
of representatIOn) 10 different way5 to render their idea in a material form. 

. . r:he. Demands of Art largely consists of detailed analyses of in-
dlvl~ual pamtmgs. All I can do here is to sketch out, for purposes of dis
CUSSion, some examples of Raphael's "reconstitution" of specifi c works. 
Raphael greatl y admires cezanne's Mont S ainte-Victoire of 1904-6 which 
he claims is the only one of the seven treatments of this subject by Cezanne 
th~t ~alances tension and arri ves at true greatness. He stresses its radical 
reJec:tlon of the con ventions of perspective in painting: instead of repre
sentmg empty space receding to infinite depth, cezanne gi ves us filled space 
With. th~ back of ~e picture tightly closed. Raphael sees the painting pri
man~y m teI!'ls of ItS .use of planes: the back/ top plane is pushing forward 
and Inward mto t!te picture; the bottom/ front plane is pushing outward to 
the back of the pIcture; and the tension is balanced, held in chet:k by the 
middle plane. Raphael explains in detail how the use and juxtaposition of 
color contributes to this division of the picture into planes. 

Although it is widely known that cezanne's theme is taken from 
th~ cou n.trrs.ide around Aix-en-Provence (and, indeed, people visit Mont 
S~mte-ylctolCe to "see the original"), the picture is not based on anyone 
~ew~mt. No ph~tograph can correspond to what is shown in the painting, 
sl.nce ~m Raphael s words) Cezanne has subordinated visual perception to 
plct.onal figuration. This, according to Raphae~ is cezanne's greatest 
achievement: he uses some aspects of natural appearance but not others. 
The painting is not a landscape, but nature has provided a model and 
cezanne has "refashioned the classica l and given nature a classical solidity." 

Raphael's analy5is of Picasso's Guernica concludes that the pri
mary effect of the painting is shock and that it convey5 the "destructiveness 
of a disintegrating society with a power no other artist bas equalled." He 
describes its figuration as constituted by the use of black and wh ite, rather 
th~ color, and by line. The former expresses the most ultimate and general 
while the l~tter exemplifies i~dividual emotion. But, Raphael argues, the ... 
real world. IS composed of objects, nature, societ y, and history; it does not ' 
operate with these extremes of abstraction and individuality. Picasso's ex
clusive reliance on black and white and on line restrict the painting to the 
ca~~gory of a private allegory; hence, the understandable confusion among 
~t~cs.as to what, for example, the bullyands for. The pictorial vocabulary 
IS hmlted and the codes used (e.g., triangles and angles referring back to 
earlier representational conventions) are not universally accessible. 

Raphael argues that the content of Guernica- a world without 
hope, humankind reduced to a scream-is not expressed or achieved in the 
figuration but remains a private intellectual and emotional motivation of 
the yainter that can be seen through ~he figurat ion. There is, therefore, an 
arbitrary rather than a necessary relatIOn between form and content in this 
work. It offers no progression, development, or resolution and has no ref
erence point in its.o~eri.ng of space. Hence, although Raphael recognizes 
the power of the pamtmg m terms of shock, he concludes that it is an outright 
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failure as a picture since Picasso could fmd no figuration suited to his idea 
and had to resort to allegory. 

Raphael's view that the formal characteristics of a painting can 
be linked to social or sociological considerations is illustrated in his dis
cussion of a painting wi th a more straigh tforward social con tent, The Peas
ant Family, by the seventeenth-century painter Le Nain. l ~ This, he argues 
is a "materialist text" in that it views the ruled class from its own point of 
view, by its representation of both oppression and resistance. John Tagg's 
summary of Raphael's interpretation conveys most clearly this dialectical 
dimension of the painting: 

The first feature of Le Nain's painting to which Ra
phael draws attention is the eye level, denoting the 
height from which the spectator views the scene. He 
observes that it runs through the eyes of almost all the 
sitting and standing figures in the picture, just a little 
below the upper edge of the canvas. The spectator, 
therefore, sees everything from above looking down
wards, so that one's descending glance seems to de
press the human figures; an effect which is reinforced 
by the sensation of weight in the clothing, especially 
of the two principal women. Not only, therefore, are 
the figures hemmed in at the top by an invisible fron
tier, but one's very way of seeing "binds them to the 
ground like a chain, and this condition of being bound 
on all sides, this narrow dependence, is more than just 
a sign of their poverty: it strikes us as its inescapable 
cause." 

Yet the picture Le Nain gives of the plight 
of the peasants is not one sided. In their very abject 
state, one sees the peasants' strength and their struggle 
for existence. One sees, too, that the formal and sen
sory means by which this strength is expressed are 
closely linked with the means used to convey their 
poverty. Whereas the viewer's line of sight depresses 
them, each of the figures seems to rise up from the 
hips, as if protesting against its repression. Each in
dividual is constituted by a double and conflicting force: 
a sinking down and a rising up which embodies that 
unity of poverty and strength, exploitation and will 
for freedom which no present-day work has been able 
to show. "Only by expressing this unity," Raphael de
clares, "is it possible to avoid the one-sidedness of 
sentimental pictures about the poor on the one hand, 
and of falsely heroic, hero-worshipping pictures about 
workers on the other."16 

As this example shows, Raphael's primary concern is with the ways in which 
an artist finds a pictorial form that inherently and inevitably expresses the 
idea or content of the work. This integral relation of form and meaning is 
the necessary condition of artistic excellence and aesthetic value. Yet this 
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approach to the analysis of art has significant difficulties, some of which r 
now want to discuss. 

Raphael claims that his method amounts to a science of art in 
which laws could be formulated. The appendix to The Demands of Art starts 
with a bold declaration: "This work sets itself the task of making art an 
object of scientific cognition." Raphael describes his theory as " empirical" 
because it is based on a study of works from all periods and nations. He 
goes so far as to make the extraordinary statement that " I am convinced 
that mathematics, which has travelled a long way since Euclid, will someday 
provide us with the means of formulating the results of such a study in 
mathematical terms" (DA, p. 207). Yet, as with so many art critics, man y 
of Raphael's interpretative comments are entirely devoid of qualitative jus
tification, let alone scien tific validation. Many of the examples he uses, 
particularly when illustrating passing points, are ideological readings rather 
than formal analyses; indeed, this slippage is part of his method. There is 
a difference between uncontentious observations (e.g., that line is dominant 
in Guernica, or that Mont Sainte- Victoire is composed of more than one 
plane) and statements such as the following: " In The Virgin and Child with 
St. Anne Leonardo da Vinci embodies an idealistic conception of Reason 
in sensory qualities, which are most fully expressed in the shoulder line" 
(DA, p. 217). Indeed, it is not self~vident that da Vinci's dropping of the 
table in The Last Supper expresses collapse or degradation, or that the raising 
of the line of vision in Lc Nain's The Peasant Family inevitably conveys 
poverty. Such judgments veer perilously toward the reefs on which much 
bourgeois art history and criticism often founder-the claim that such-and
such a feature inevitably expresses stability or resignation or whatever the 
critic reads into it. Yet, Raphael insists that these judgments, based on 
technical observation, must be neutral and impersonal. The question of 
value should only be considered at the end of the analysis (DA, p. 198). 
However, he himself does not accomplish this, although in my view his 
technical analyses provide some openings for a less ideological art criticism. 

The underlying reason for Raphael's failure to achieve more neu
tral and objective positions is an unresolved conflict in his theoretical frame
work between an emphasis on artistic production (in the spirit of Walter 
Benjamin) and a profoundly Lukacsian subsumption of art to the category 
of ideology. Raphael is an early exponent of the "re.1ative autonomy" ap
proach to art. At times he categorizes art as a subset within ideology and 
sees types of artistic work (expressive, dogmatic, skeptical, etc.) as ideolog
ical. By and large he regards art as a battleground of ideological struggle, 
although he tries to insist that (to put it crudely) the ideological content is 
less important than the extent to which the artist can find an appropriate 
form in which to express it: "what matters in a work of art is not this specific 
'something' contributed by the subject matter but the intensity with which 
the over-all meaning is conveyed by the figuration and for the sake of which 
whatever might create discrepancy between meaning and content is elimi
nated" (DA, p. 196). 

Raphael's position on the classic problem of the economic de
termination of the cultural is unclear and contradictory. Although, as quoted 
earlier, he describes cultural revolution as the most difficult of revolutions, 
he concludes The Demands of Art with the following rather orthodox view: 
"Creati ve instinct manifests itself with greater freedom in art than in any 
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other domain. A creative, active study of art is therefore indispensable to 
awaken creative powers, to assert them against the dead weight of tradition, 
and to mobilize them in the struggle for a social order in which everyone 
will have the fullest opportunity to develop his creative capacities. The 
details of this social order cannot be anticipated without falling into utopian 
dreams. We can and we must be satisfied with the awareness that art helps 
us to achieve the truly just order. The decisive battles, however, will be 
fought at another level" (DA, p. 204). 

In addition to this general orientation, Raphael's interpretations 
are often based on specific Lukacsian concepts, of which the most important 
is totality. Raphael's understanding of dialectic is rooted in the Lukacsian 
balance between particularity and totality and in the notion of the histor
ically typical individual: " I believe that it would not destroy but enlarge 
scientific method in the domain of art to pair the concept of particularity 
with the concept of totality-a totality which combines the same factors of 
form, content, and method at a higher level" (DA. p. 208). 

As I have already suggested, it is uncertain that Raphael's judg
ments of aesthetic value really do wait, as he demands, for the end of the 
analysis. In fact, although I have glossed his specific analyses in such a way 
as to minimize it, much of his interpretation is grounded in the familiar 
and tedious rhetoric of support for realism and hostility to modernism that 
vitiates so much of Lukacs's own work. To illustrate this I now turn to the 
"value" element of Raphael's analysis of Cezanne and Picasso. 

It is characteristic of Raphael's originality that, although a Marx
ist aesthetician, he can regard a cezanne landscape as one of the greatest 
artworks ever produced and castigate Guernica, for decades a symbol of 
antifascism, as "ineffective propaganda." The substance of Raphael 's case 
is that allegorical painting (of which Guernica is an example) is always 
inferior to painting in which the content is realized in the form, '7 a demand 
that is tied closely to a realist aesthetics such as Lukacs's. Raphael's strictures 
on Monet's paintings echo, often in detail, those of Lukacs on writers such 
as Joyce or Eliot. Raphael writes that "for all their lyricism they remain 
bound up with the description of a localized atmosphere. In their contents 
the here-and-now takes precedence over the universal, the momentary over 
the enduring. Reason and the human body are alike eliminated as cognitive 
faculties; the intellect serves' only to analyze and differentiate sharpened 
sense perception, and the feeling accompanying it is vague" (DA, p. 232). \8 

Raphael's unstinting praise for cezanne and his unswerving crit
icism of Picasso are difficult to comprehend, especially when some of the 
very features under discussion are shared. Both, Raphael agrees, reject the 
conventions of perspective and render space as filled rather than empty. It 
is almost as though a little bit of modernism is acceptable as long as it is 
compatible with pictorial coherence. Raphael does not engage with the ar
gument that cezanne and Picasso were engaged in comparable challenges 
to representational conventions. '9 

The classic position of any realist aesthetics is that the means of 
representation must be concealed, and the Brechtian and modernist chal
lenge to realism is principally concerned with this desideratum. Raphael's 
insistence that meaning must be realized in form goes hand in hand with 
the orthodox realist view. His approval of the Le Nain painting mentioned 
earlier rests partly on the fact that the composition of the work is "concealed 
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and made as far as possible invisible, so as not to interfere with an impres
sion of easy and accidental naturalness."20 

Insofar as such realist precepts inform Raphael's reconstitution 
of the work, as well as his final evaluation, his criticism elevates a particular 
aesthetic to universal status. Many Marxist aestheticians have claimed that 
realism is the natural companion to historical materialism, but the case is 
far from made. Terry Lovell 's Pictures oJRealityargues that, although Marx
ist thought is based on a realist epistemology, there are no grounds for 
assuming that Marxist aesthetics should support realism. Such an assump
tion confuses the goals of art with those ofknowledge.21 Raphael, for a ll his 
insistence that the work of art be apprehended in aesthetic terms, tends to 
concur with Lukacs that "great art" embodies the truths of historical ma
terialism. 

Raphael's objection to Guernica is that it on ly shocks and does 
not point to any resolution. Yet Marxism is not a theory that resembles the 
eighteenth-century ideal of balance, stability, and the inevitably resolved 
chord. Nor is its politics that of the " realist" happy ending- waiting for 
history to make a revolution. Insofar as Marxism is an active theory and 
politics, calling upon us to make our own struggle, it requires a less dogmatic 
and complacent aesthetic. 

Nonetheless, however unsatisfactory Raphael's interpretations of 
particular works may be, his method exposes some problems that we need 
to confront. His precept, drawn from Rodin, of "study the work" and the 
theory he elaborates of the "active" viewer's role in the reconstitution of 
the work are usefuL But they are limited by the degree to which they exclude 
social and historical considerations. Raphael does not recognize that mean
ing is, at least partially, constructed in the history of a work's reception; we 
cannot view a Rodin sculpture with an eye that is innocent of a II knowledge 
of Rodin's place in a "canon" of works. Raphael does not really acknowledge 
the social constitution of the body of work he scrutinizes; he does not add 
to his detailed visual descriptions an adequate description of the class, gen
der, and race factors that structure the status of the works he chooses to 
study. And just as each work is located in a cultural-historical context, so 
our modes of apprehension are specific to the concerns of a particular con
juncture. Although Raphael recognizes the fact of "vision having a history," 
he tends to relate it to epochal characteristics such as religious belief and _, . 
to ignore its more local purchase. Raphael's interpretations show the weak
nesses of ignoring the social dimensions of reception. He rules by fiat that 
Guernica is ineffective propaganda when as a matter of fac t the absence of 
an allegorical key to the painting has not hindered the polemical manipu
lation of this powerful work in a propaganda campaign against fascism. 
Indeed, many would argue that the subject of Guernica is treated more 
effectively through ambiguous and allegorical means than it ever could have 
been in a realist mode. 

Raphael's main difficulty is that he tries to tie form and meaning 
too closely together. We do not have to espouse a totally relativist position 
of mea ning (which would say that any given work is completely open to 
the construction of an infinite range of meanings) to argue that the meaning 
of a work cannot be contained by simple formulae such as meaning should 
be realized in form, or that reconciliation and synthesis are an essential 
element of aesthetic value. Raphael's theory of the active viewer tends to 
see the only possible appropriation ofthe work as a recreation ofthe author's 
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work and ties meaning too closely to the question of authorial intention 
and imagination. 

Raphael's work has, for us, a certain methodological innocence. 
He fails to see that definitions of beauty and aesthetic value are constructed 
from theoretical tools that have a history, just as vision and modes of 
aesthetic apprehension have histories. Yet this does not render his work 
uninteresting. The concepts we use and the subjects we scrutinize are also 
historically constituted, and we need to beware of assuming that our own 
methodologies are somehow purer than the old ones. Terry Eagleton points 
to this by putting a sting in the lail of his characterization of "the aesthetic" 
as an ideology fostered by psychic fragmentation (and, we could add, the 
separation of art from work in capitalism). He comments that psychoanal ~ 
ysis, too, is a symptom of psychic fragmentation: "The very analytic in
struments we deploy are in this sense ideologically guilty." 22 My point is 
that we should avoid the assumption that there are historically specific 
categories such as " the aesthetic" which are reactionary and bourgeois, while 
our new categories, such as "signification" and "pleasure," are in some way 
purged of these limitations. 

Raphael's usefulness, in my view, lies in the fact that he tries to 
explore the ways in which meaning is connected both to aesthetic form and 
to the senses. This project is difficult, and one that few contemporary writers 
address in its complexity; it is not currently considered very important The 
dominant interest in cultural studies at the moment is in a conception of, 
meaning stripped of traditional aesthetic questions, one that does not engage

i
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with the issue ofthe senses. The very definition of "culture" that is effective 
tends to be exclusively concerned with meaning. The fact that signification 
theory- the analysis ofthe meanings constructed in systems of signs-is now 
a consensual position in various debates is further evidence of this. The 
insistence that culture is a field of production and that its product is meaning 
was radical at a time when we were trying to wrest the defi nition of culture 
from the grip of reflection theory. That battle, however, is now over, and 
the exclusive emphasis on meaning in the analysis of culture needs further 
thought 

. Insofar as Raphael tries to explore the connections between 
meantng and the se~ses, and between meaning and aesthetic form his work 
should be ofcurre~t tnterest Although his interpretations ofpartic~lar works 
are often. dogmauc or contentious, this does not make his overall project 
any. less Important. !f ~e ~re to continue to try to understand cultural ex
penence as well. as ~lgmfylOg practice-if we are to move beyond the often 
r~mark.ed polan.zatlon of "culturalism and structuralism"-we must ques
Iton ~h!s reduct.lOn of culture to meaning. This reduction has provided a 
defi~luonal . ~asls for agreement between adherents of very divergent the
oretical ~ltiOns, an.d for this reason we are perhaps too cautious in stepping 
out from ItS protectIOn. 
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Marxist Literary Criticism in China 

In the past thirty years and more, since the founding 
ofthe new China, literary criticism in China has accomplished a great deal, 
but it has also encountered many problems. The main difficulty was brought 
about by slogans like "Political criteria first , artistic criteria second," which 
launched political movements in literary circles from the mid·fifties to the 
mid-seventies. These aimed to apply the demands of a mass political move
ment directly to literary art, requiring the latter to be a tool or weapon of 
the class struggle; they denied that literature and art have their own aesthetic 
rules and thus ignored the exploration of form, style, and technique. More 
important, these movements refused to recognize that the broad masses in 
fact have various spiritual needs, to which art can respond. As a result, the 
full range of necessary standards in literary criticism were reduced to only 
one-political- and artistic criteria became at best a subordinate factor. When 
evaluating a concrete literary work, the political content was the only im
portant element. If it was politically acceptable, it was considered a good 
work; otherwise, no matter how artistically valuable it might be, it was 
treated as inferior. Politics essentially replaced art or made it invisible, which 
led critical writing into oversimplified and formalized generalizations that 
verged on propaganda. 

How did such a situation arise? The first reason, I 
think, was the widespread misunderstanding of Mao Zedong's speech at the 
Yanan Forum on Literature and Art in 1942. " Politics cannot be equated 
with art," he said. "Each class in every class society has its own political 
and artistic criteria. But all classes in all class societies invariably put the 
political criterion first and the artistic criterion second.'" Perhaps what he 
said was appropriate forthat historical moment, but later practice has proved 
that it is neither so easy nor necessari ly appropriate to say which criterion 
is fi rst and which is second. In any case, the attempt to set these priorities 
provoked a general misunderstanding of art; and problems in criticism inev
itably followed. It is important to remember that Mao also said, "What we 
demand is the unity of politics and art, the unity of content and form , the 
unity of revolutionary political content and the highest possible perfection 
of artistic form .. .. Therefore, we oppose both works of art with an incorrect 
political view-point and the tendency toward the 'poster and slogan' wh ich 
is correct in political view-point but lacking in artistic power."2 While this 
seems to reject a flat reduction of art to politics, the importance Mao gave 
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to politics in his speech probably made it impossible to avoid these reductive 
influences on criticism. . 

The second factor seems to me to have been the mfluence of 
Soviet literary criticism, especially the theories ofPlek~a~ov and Zhdanov. 
In his preface to the Twenty· Year Essays, Plekhanov mSlsted that t~e.first 
task of criticism was to transfer the thought of the wor~ from an artistic to 
a social language so as to find the social equivalent for htera~ phenomena; 
the second task was to make judgments about the aesthetIC value of the 
work. It is clear that he meant to place political thought ~f?re and above 
questions of artistry and aesthetics. Zhdanov followed Lenm s re.mark t~at 
"literature must become Party literature" in his address to the Flrs~ SOViet 
Writers Congress of 1934 and defended such reduction.ism. by saYI?g ~a,~ 
"our Soviet literature is not afraId of the charge of beLng t~ndent.Lous .. 
Literature, he argued, must become "a small cog" in the SOCLaI-democra?c 
mechanism. Clearly he meant that literature belonged to the Co~muOist 
party, hence to politics. BothPl~khanov and Z:hdanov had. a stron~mfl.uence 
on Chinese critics: their theones were first mtroduced mto Chma 10 the 
thirties and by the fifties most Chinese critics followed them; and t~er also 
had an 'impact on the younger generations of critics in China. Th~s It IS not 
untrue to say that literary criticism in China was, for over thirty years, 
mainly defined by Zhdanovism and the so-called orthodox school of Marx-
Ism. 

Since the end of the cultural revolution there has been an en
ergetic and continuing series of discussions on the criteria that should govern 
literary criticism. The prevailing viewpoint has been to replace the ortho
doxy defined by the statment "Literature is subordinate to and must serve 
politics" with a less reductionist position, namely, "Literature serves the 
people and socialism." This change is not only a matter of theory but also 
of practice. While it is the result of theoretical arguments on the relations 
between literary art and politics, it also sums up the historical experiences 
of the past thirty years. The change in these slogans is based as well on a 
Marxist view of historical materialism and dialectics. According to Marx, 
"In the social production of their existence, men inevitably enter into def
inite relations, which are independent of their will, namely relations of 
production appropriate to a given stage in the development of their material 
forces of production. The totality of these relations of production constitutes 
the economic structure of society, the real foundation, on which arises a 
legal and political superstructure, and to which correspond definite forms 
of social consciousness. The mode of production of material life conditions 
the general process of social, poli tical, and intellectuallife."l In other words, 
the legal, political superstructure and the corresponding forms of social 
consciousness (including literature) are autonomous; politics and literature 
cannot be subordinated to the substructure of the social relations of pro
duction. Considering current Chinese conditions, this has two implications: 
(I) Literature has a variety of functions and can serve people of different 
societies and meet different political contingencies; for instance, Chinese 
classic poems, Shakespeare's plays, and Balzac's novels were not only good 
for the people of their own time but also can be beneficial to people at the 
present time in all countries. (2) Literature and politics also influence each 
other; moreover, though literature can serve politics in certain social con-
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ditions, as happened in China and th e Soviet Union, it cannot be limited 
or reduced to this role. 

The change in slogans is, therefore. fundamentally significant for 
the Chinese people. As a result, Chinese critics are using a dialectical method 
to rethink and reestablish the criteria appropriate to literary criticism. Engels 
said in his letter to Lassalle in 1859, " You see I judge your work from an 
aesthetic and historical point of view, a high criterion, maybe the highest, 
and only by this gauge can 1 raise some disagreements, which is the best 
proof that I admire this work of yours."· In fact, in an earlier comment on 
Karl Grun, Engels said, "We have never criticized Goethe from a moral or 
a partisan point of view, but from an aesthetic and historical point of view; 
we do not judge him by the moral, political and human scale."s Most critics 
in China now see Marxist literary criticism as including two perspectives: 
the aesthetic and the historical. What is the Marxist aesthetic viewpoint? 
What is the Marxist historical viewpoint? What is their relation? These are 
the questions that have been and continue to be addressed. 

Careful study of the works of Marx and Engels shows that their 
aesthetic principles are truthfulness and typification. In a comment on Eu
gene Sue, Marx said that writers should "describe human relations truth
fully." When he explained why Greek art had permanent force , the first 
thing he mentioned was truthfulness. He treated ancient Greece as an early, 
formative stage of humankind and thought Greek art represented that stage 
truthfully. Truthfulness, however, is not to be identified with naturalism's 
attempt to reflect the social world "photographically." Truthfulness tran
scends such particular conventions; it can be established in (and can ground 
the evaluation of) such diverse work as Greek epic and myth, the literature 
of the Middle Ages, Shakespeare, Goethe, and Balzac, 

Artistic truthfulness is different from the surface reality of the 
world. It is the product of a dialectical relation between social life and its 
essence. In our world, there is both a given reality of events and visual 
surfaces and some order or rule that governs such events- the essence of 
things, the soul of existing reality. Literature should not merely copy or 
imit.ate the surface reality but try to show its essence by the way it describes 
concrete matters. Thus, literature differs from philosophy, for it depicts the 
essence ofrealitythrough a description of the events of social life and thereby . 
suggests the relationship between essences and phenomena, whereas phil
osophical explanations tend to leap immediately from observed phenomena 
to their essential nature. As Lukacs said, "Balzac's greatness lies precisely 
in the fact that in spite of all his political and ideological prejudices he yet 
observed with incorruptible eyes all contradictions as they arose, and faith
fully described them."6 

Some people may take this position to be nothing more than 
traditional or even nineteenth-century realism. But one should not forget 
that modernism is not so modern as it seems; it is at least 200 years old. 
There is a direct continuum from the realists who tried to make narrative 
meaningful to modem critics who define themselves by their separation 
from realism and even from narrativity itself. The nineteenth-century realist 
novelists were aware of the possibilities of indeterminate meaning and s0-
lipsism, but they wrote against the very indeterminacy they tended to reveal. 
Their narratives do not acquiesce to the conventions of order they inherited 
but struggle to reconstruct a coherent world out of a world being decon-
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structed all around them, like modernist tex~s. ~ith remarkable regularity, 
these realist novelists were alert to the arbltr~nness of the rl!C?nstructed 
order and believed that their fictions could bnng us a~ least a httl~ closer 
to recognizing what is not true to ourselves and. not In our best Interest, 
and not merely bring us closer to language. For I?stance, .both Balzac and 
Dickens viewed bourgeois society as overwh~lm.ln~ a.nd Inescapable, and 
their novels presented visions of the fate ofsubJectlv~ty In that world. Baiza?> 
in the 1842 preface to La comedie humaine, saw ~IS eff~t as ~ panoramic 
historyportrayinga few thousand character types with their passIOns efbed. 
ded in everyday life. Each novel in the series focuses on an aspect 0 that 
world whether provincial or Parisian, upper or ~ower class. Balzac empha· 
sized the interrelations within that world by havmg som~ ch~ractt:rs appear 
and reappear in different novels. Dickens, by contrast, 10 hiS SOCial nov~l~ 
of the I 850s, saw a schism between human natu~e and conte~porary, ~Ia 
life. For him, human beings were like orphans In an urban, 1Odustr.lahzed 
society one that was hostile and confused, that reduced huma.n beings to 
stereotypes. Dickens enhanced his somberpictur~ by ~,s~ng certam .recurrent 
symbols, such as the "fog" in Bleak House, the fact \~ Hard Times, and 
the "prison" in Little Dorrit. Balzac's chara~ters a.re dnyen b~ monoman· 
iacal passions; the world is an object of their desire. Dickens s characters 
are metaphysical personae for worldly values. Both authors ~a~e been charged 
with creating fixed and one~imensional characters.' b~t.1t is more app~o· 
priate to say that t.hey p?rtrayed the reduction of subjectIVIty by the material 
forces of bourgeOIs society. . . ' 

In literature, typification has a direct connectIOn With tru~hful. 
ness The notion of typification or typicality, may be thought old-fashIOned 
in Western literary theory and ~riticism, but it still has. an. irt,lportant place 
among Chinese critics and writers. As I understand It, It IS a means .of 
representing the process of development fr0rt,l e.sse~ce to phenomena With 
concrete vivid and sensible images. Marx said In hIS letter to Lassalle that 
he felt ~rry h~ could not see any "particular". d~ription of c.haracters. 
(The concept of "particularity," one .of Hegel's significant aesthetiC conc,ep" 
tions is very important in Marxist literary thought.) Engels expr~d slm· 
ilar c~ncerns in his letter to Minna Kautsky: "As for the c~~racters m t~~ 
two situations, I think you creat~ t~e~ with your u~ual ViVId chara~~enshc 
description; each is typical and mdlVld~al . .' . a!ld It s~0ll:ld. be so. . Marx 
and Engels stressed that the general is Imphed m the mdlvldual wh~le the 
typical individual is the centralized expression of the general. That IS why 
Engels said, "It seems to me that the. meaning of !ealism, exceI?t for .the 
details of the reality, is the representation oft~e t~plcal character 10 tYpICal 
situations." According to Engels, typification IS dl.ffer~nt .than ~oraces ty· 
pology, than Zola's photographic realism, than Schiller s dissolutIOn of char· 
acter into abstract rules. . . . 

Typification is a whole, cO~Slstlng ofg~neral and speCial features 
of time society and humankind. It IS also a shift of focus from the large 
to the ;mall, fr~m the general to th.e pa~ticular, but it does. not stay a~ that 
reduced scale. Lukacs said that tYPificatIOn weaves the SOCial, l?ora!, intel
lectual, and spiritual contradictions into a vivid h?dy: Don QUlx~te s mad· 
ness is not capricious but corresponds to a rt:ahty 10 the outSide world. 
Therefore typical characters stand for somethmg larger and more mean· 
ingful tha'n themselves, than their isolat~d indi~idu~l destin~es; t~ey ~re 
concrete individualities that at the same time mamtam a relatIOnship With 
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some more general or collective human substance. Hamlet's most obvious 
characteristic is hesitation and delay; he knows his responsibility is to make 
a vital change, but he does not know how to accomplish it. Don Quixote 
is the opposite. He sees his illusion as truth, tries every unrealistic way to 
realize it, and finally experiences strange disasters. Lukacs's writings on 
Goethe and Balzac, on Schiller and Hegel, and on the rise of the historical 
novel, are classic critiques of realism and show clearly how important typ" 
ification is in literary works. 

Marxist aesthetics also stress the importance of the unity of form 
and content. Artistic fonn is the means to express content, and content must 
be represented through artistic form; form is useless without content and 
content is not apprehensible without form-the two cannot be separated. 
Content includes theme, characters, settings, and situations, while form 
includes genre, language, structure, rhythm, tone, and color. For a social 
theory of literature, the problem of form is a problem of the relations be
tween social modes and historical theory, based on the materiality oflan
guage and the related materiality of cultural production. It is a problem of 
the description of these variable relations within specifiable material prac
tices. Form depends on its perception as well as its creation. In the past, as 
a result of the primary commitment to politics, Chinese critics have given 
too much attention to content. But now they have taken up the dialectical 
viewpoint in their critical practice. As a Chinese critic once said, "Literature 
is like a river. The form is the river-bed and the content is the water. If the 
river-bed is deep and solid, it can hold more water and make it clear; but 
there cannot be any real river without water." Good literary works unite 
content and form in a perfect whole. 

Marxist literary criticism must also takeahistorical point of view. 
Accordingly, literary criticism should be based on the reality described in 
concrete works: if the work is about life in the eighteenth century, it should 
not be criticized according to life in the nineteenth or twentieth century; if 
the work is about some events in England, it should not be criticized on 
the basis of events in other countries. In their criticism of Lassalle's Franz 
Von Sickingen, Marx and Engels stated that the critique of the work, whether 
it is judged to be good or bad, deep or shallow, should be grounded in' ..... ·, 
sixteenth-century German life, for the work represents the revolt led bYl '., 
Sickingen at the beginning of that century. When criticizing Paul Ernst, who' 
believed that the life of the urban petite bourgeoisie expressed in Ibsen's 
works was the life of that class everywhere, Engels pointed out that he 
imposed his perception of the German urban petit bourgeoisie on that in 
Norway. Similarly, Greek myth is a source of Greek art; and the Egyptian 
myth can never be the " mother's womb" of Greek art. The heroes in Greek 
myth can only live in that ancient time. 

Marx said, "Just as our opinion of an individual is not based on 
what he thinks of himself, so we cannot judge such a period of transfor
mation by its own consciousness; on the contrary, this consciousness must 
be explained rather from the contradictions of material life. from theexisting 
conflict between the social productive forces and the relations of produc
tion."1 Jfwe apply this to literary criticism, our judgments ofa literary work 
must be based on the content expressed in the work. We must analyze the 
work in teons of the time, social life, and situation of the work itself, as 
Engels did in 'analyzing the City Girl on the basis of the movement of the 
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working class in England in the 1880s. In examining historical reality, we 
must not forget the historical context. History is a continuum; no event in 
history is independent. Literature as a whole has the task of depicting social 
determination, of suggesting the basis of transition, and of pointing to tend
encies toward change, whether it does so consciously or unconsciously. Cao 
Zueqin's Dreams of the Red Chamber, which shows the demise of Chinese 
feudal society through the description ofa large family, must be understood 
in its social con text; otherwise, its significance is completely lost. 

The history of humankind is a history of class society over the 
past several thousand years. Even today, although there are countries that 
no longer have such class distinctions. the reflection of different classes in 
thought and ideology still exists. Thus, Marxist literary criticism must still 
include the question of class viewpoints. Marx said that " the human essence 
is no abstraction inherent in each single indi vidual; in reality, it is .the 
ensemble of the social relations."~ And class relations are the most basic 
and pertinent relation in class society, one of the decisive factors for human 
nature. All people who live in a class society bear the stamp of their own 
class. As Lu Xun once said, "In Dreams of the Red Chamber Jiao Da in 
Jia's mansion can never fa ll in love with sister Lin. Jiao Da is a servant 
while sister Lin is the daughter of a high ranking official and the grand
daughter of Grandma Jia, the oldest in Jia's famil y. They belong to differen t 
classes and their thoughts, idea ls, language and manners, their ways of li ving 
. . . all a re different. There is no common ground for their falling in love." 
In his criticism of Sicking en, Engels argued that the play is fault y because 
the intellectual flaw Lassalle stressed is not the real cause of Sickingen's 
downfall. The real cause is not a moral but a social one: Sickingen could 
never have had the support of the revolutionary peasants because his basic 
social aim was utterly different from theirs, focused not on liberating the 
land but on reestablishing the petty nobility, which itself suffered from the 
domination of the great princes and the church. For Marx and Engels, 
Sickingen does not typify the real historical dilemma; the situation of the 
play does not give a genuine picture of that period. Sickingen's failure comes 
from his class position: he has no common interests with the peasants and 
thus is doomed to failure. Marx and Engels saw the play from a historical 
class viewpoint. Though there are no longer class distinctions in China, 
people recognize that different class thoughts and ideologies still exist. The 
traditional class viewpoint of Marxism is thus still an important and nec
essary part of Chinese literary criticism. 

In recent years, Chinese critics have tried to enlarge and develop 
their study and interpretation of Marxist doctrines. They have broken the 
limits of thc old criteria and begun to pay attention to the interior, psy
chological realit ies of literature. A recent essay on Wang Meng, for example, 
argues that Wang Meng's stories have a large proportion of psychological 
description. Psychology has become an important focus for literary criticism, 
while characters' actions, narrative events, and th e outer world have become 
the background. Deviating considerably from traditional realism, some of 
Wang Meng's stories include characters that undergo physical metamor
phosis; in "Mixed Colour," for example, a horse and a man become one 
character. Although Wang Meng's stories have transcended traditional time 
and space and moved in a new direction, somewhat like stream-of-con
sciousness, they are quite different from pure descriptions of self-conscious 
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or sub-conscious mental processes, which tend to disregard the reader's 
sensations and experience. Wang Meng treats fee li ngs and descriptions al
most like notes and rhythm in a musical composition; they are certainly as 
important as plot in some of his work. Now that his attempt to develop his 
own style of realism has attracted critical attention , the critics may develop 
an expanded conception of realism. 

Not long ago there were some debates on "cloudy poems" (poems 
using an impressionistic technique); these were, in fact, debates on realism. 
Some said that such poems were an experimental effort to express interior 
reality' others said they were bad literature and definitely antirealistic. I 
would 'Iike to quote two poems by Gu Cheng, a leading cloudy poet, to give 
some sense of the typical form. 

A Feeling 
The SJ...')' is a gray color, 
The Road is gray-colored, 
The Buildings are gray color, 
The rain is gray-colored, 
Within a strip of deadly gray, 
Two children walk by, 
One is briglu red, 
One is bright green . 

Far and Near 
You, 
In a little while look at me, 
In a little while look a( (he claud. 
I feel that 
When you look at me, you are very fa r; 
When you look at the cloud, you are very near. 

These poems certainly have moved away from t raditional conceptions of 
realism. Though most critics have severely criticized them, they have stim
ulated others to reconsider the notion of realism. 

Generally speaking, however, realistic modes of representation 
still prevail in Chinese literature. It is thought that the basic truths of life
can be told through the vehicle of individual stories and individual plots . . 
But in the modern Western world, realism has become relatively rare; life 
is experienced as a kind of waiting without end. The only reality of human 
experience seems to be the blind routine and drudgery of daily work. People 
become a part of the social machine. Thus, it is natural that there are 
differences in how Marxism is applied "according to different concrete con
ditions." The present approach in China is to restore a Marxist aesthetic 
and historical viewpoint as both suitable and workable. 
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popular music, he has served as assistant director of the Unit for Criticism and 
Interpretive Theory at the University of Illinois and was the assistant director of 
the summcr program Marxism and the Interpretation of Culture. He is currently 
complcting a book with Stuart Hall and Jcnnifcr Daryl Slack entitled Cultural Studies 
and is also working on a book about postmodemism, cultural studies, and popular 
culture called Another Boring Day in Paradise. 

Stuart Hall 
Stuart Hall was born in Kingston, Jamaica, in 1932 and 

attended Oxford University as both a Rhodes Scholar and a Jamaica Scholar. A 
founding member of the New Left Club and the first editor of New Left Review, he 
also helped shape the Centre for Contemporary Cultural Studies at the University 
of Birmingham, as a research associa te and, from 1969 to 1979, as its director, and' 
is currently professor of sociology at the Open University. He has been active in a', 
variety of political struggles and is regarded by many as a leading spokesperson fei'r ' . 
the British Lcfl Coeditor of many volumes of the Centre's research (e.g., Culture, 
Media, Language [l980J), numerous Open University readers (e.g., Politics and Ide
ology [1986J), and a number of books on the New Right and the state of the Left 
(e.g., The Politics o/Thalcherism [1983]), he also coauthored The Popular Arts (1964), 
Policing the Crisis: Mugging, the State, and Law and Order (1978), and Cultural 
Studies (fort hcomi ng). His essays are currently being collected in a number of vol
umes, including Reproducing Ideologies. 

Eugene W . Holland 
Eugene W. Holland was born in Princeton, N.J., in 1953 and 

received his Ph.D. in French from the University of California at San Diego. He 
has taught at Rice University, the University ofIowa, and currently in the depart
mentsofromance languages and humanities at Ohio State University. He has written 
articles on nineteenth-ccntury French literature and critical theory, including "The 
Suppression of Politics in the Institution of Psychoanalysis" and "Narcissism from 
Baudelaire to Sartre." 
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Fredric Jameson 
Fredric Jameson was born in 1934 and has come to be re

garded as perhaps the leading Marxist literary critic in the United States. Since 
receiving his B.A. from Haverford College and his Ph.D. in French from Yale Uni
versi ty, he has taught at Harvard and Yale universities, the University of California 
at San Diego and at Santa Cruz, and currently at Duke University. He is coeditor 
of Social Text and the author of many articles and books, including Sarlre: The 
Origins 0/ a Style (196 1), Marxism and Form (197 1), The Prison-House 0/ Language 
(1972), Fables 0/ Aggression (1979), and The Political Unconscious (1981). 

Ernesto laclau 
Ernesto Laclau was born in Argentina in 1935 and was ed

ucated at the University of Buenos Aires and Oxford University. He teaches in the 
department of government of the University of Essex and in the depanment of 
history at the University of Chicago. He is the author of Politics and Ideology in 
Marxist Theory (1977) and coauthor, with Chantal Mouffe, of Hegemony and Scr 
cialist Strategy: T(1r'o'ards a Radical Democratic Po/itics (1985). 

Henri Lefebvre 
Henri Lefebvre was born in 1901 in Hegetman, Gascony, 

and studied with Maurice Blondel at the university in Aix-en-Provence and with 
Leon Brunschvicgat the Sorbonne. He was, and remains, one of the most influential 
figures in modern French Marxist theory. In the twenties, he cofounded the Philo
sophies Group, which was initially closely allied with the surrealists. After jOining 
the PCF in 1928, the group began publishing La R evue Marxiste, which is often 
described as the first serious French journal of Marxist theory. In the thinies, he t 
cotranslated the first selections of Marx's 1844 Manuscripts into French. He served ~ 
in the Resistance during the Second World War, and as a leading member of the 
anti-Stalinis t group within the PCF, he published an internal dissident journal, Voies 
NOUlielles. In 1958 he was expelled from the party and became the moving force 
behind the dissident Marxist journal Arguments. He has taught at the universities 
of Strasbourg, Paris at Nanterre, and the t:..cole Pratique des Hautes ~tudes and has 
published many books, ranging from his early readings of the more humanistic Marx 
(e.g., Dialectical Materialism (1 968), to his analysis of the events of 1968 (The Ex· 
plosion (1 969», to his highly influential Everyday L ({e in Ihe M odem W orld (1 971). 
Lefebvre currently lives in Paris and continues to wri te. 

Julia lesage 
Julia Lesage is cofounder and editor of Jump Cut: A Review 

o/Contemporary Cinema, as well as the author of A Research Guide to Jean·Luc 
Godard (1979). She has taught film theory, cri ticism, and production at many uni
versities, including Northwestern, the Universi ty of Ill inois at Chicago, Indiana U ni
versity, and the Pontifical Catholic University (Lima, Peru). She has lectured and 
published widel y on a broad range of topics in con temporary cinematic theory and 
practice, Marxism, and feminism. 

Catharine MacKinnon 
Catharine MacKinnon was born in 1947, attended Smith 

College, and received her M.Phi\' and J.D. (1977) from Yale University. She has 
been active, as a scholar and lawyer, in many key court battles around issues of 
gender, particularly in the areas of sex discrimination, sexual harassment, and por
nography. Her first book, Sexual Harassment 0/ Working Women: A Case 0/ Sex 
Discrimination (1979), helped 10 establish and define sexual harassment il'i a legal 
injury. More recently, she has been a visible leader and spokesperson for the anti
pornography movement. In addition, she has published a number of articles in 
feminist theory (e.g., " Feminism, Marxism, Method and the State'') which have 
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placed her at the center of current theoretical debates. Her new book, Feminism 
Unmodified. will be published shortly. She has taught at the law schools of the 
University of Minnesota and Harvard and Yale universities and is currently a vis· 
iting scholar at Stanford University. Law School. 

Armand Mattelart 
Annand Mattelart was born in Belgium in 1936 and received 

his doctorate in law and polit ical economy from the Universi ty of Louvain. From 
1962 to 1973 he taught at the university in Santiago, Chile, where he worked closely 
with the Allende government in the attem pt to create new initiatives in popular 
comm unication. Between 1975 and 1983 he was a professor at the Universi ty of 
Paris, VII and VIII. He has carried out frequent missions for the governments of 
France, Belgium, and Mozambique, and for the United Nations, in the area of 
communications policy. Founder and coeditor of the journal. Comunicacion y Cul· 
lura, which moved from Chile to Argentina and then to Mexico (in 1977), he is 
currently professor of infonnation sciences and communication and head of Ihe 
department at the University of Upper Brittany (Rennes 11). He is the author of 
many articles and books, including (with Ariel Dorfman) H ow to Read Donald Duck 
(1975), Multinational Corporations and the Control o/Culture (197 9), Mass Media, 
Ideologies and the Revolutionary Movement (1980), Transnationals and the Third 
World: TheStTUggle/or Culture (1983), and Communication and In/ormation Tech
nologies: Freedom o/Choice for Latin America? (1984). 

Michele Mattelart 
MicMle Mattelart was born in France in 1941 and studied 

at the Sorbon ne and the Universi ty of Paris. She is presently doing research at the 
Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique in Paris. From 1963 to 1973 she lived 
in Ch ile, teaching at the Catholic University of Chile and helping to found a cen ter 
for national study. During Allende's rule she was involved .with both the national 
television service and publishing for youth. Frequent trips and official missions since 
then have maintained her close ties with Latin America. She has written many articles 
and books, including La cultura de la opresion /emenina (1977), Women and the 
Cultural Industries (1981), and (with A. Mattelart and X. Delcourt) La culturecomre 
la democratie?( 1985). 

Franco Moretti 
Franco Moretti was born in Italy in 1949 and is professor 

of English literature at the University of Sa lerno. He iseditorofthejoumals CaUbano ~ 
and Quaderni Piacentini, has edited an anthology of criticism on T. S. Eliot (l 97.S~ I' 

and has written a study of English left.wing intellectuals in the thi rties (1976). Hi$ . 
book, Signs Taken /or W onder, was published in 1983. ' 

Chantal Mouffe 
Chantal Mouffe was born in 1943 in Baulet, Belgium, and 

attended the Catholic University of Louvain (B.A.), the University of Paris, and the 
University of Essex (M.A.). She has taught at the National University of Colombia 
and City University of London and is currently teaching at Westfield College of the 
University of London and writing for various popular periodicals (e.g., The Guard· 
ian, New Statesman, EI Pais). She has written extensively 00 problems of ideology 
and hegemony and has edited a collection of essays, Gramsci an.d Marxist Theory 
(1979). Most recently, she coauthored Hegemony and Socialist Strategy: Towards a 
Radical Democratic Politics (1985). 

Oskar Negt 
Oskar Negt was born in KOnigsberg (now Kaliningrad) in 

1934. He has studied and taught at the Universitat Frankfurt am Main, where he 
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was closely associated with the Frankfurt school of crit ical thcory. He is curren tly 
professor of sociology at the University of Hannover and has published numerous 
articles and books, including StruckturbeziehWlgen Zwischen den Gesel/scha/tsleluen 
Comtes WId Hegel (1964), Universitat WId ArbeiterbewegWlg( 1968), and (with Alex
ander Kluge) Ojfelll!ichket und Er/arhrung zur Organisationsanalyse ( 1972). 

Cary Nel.on 
Cary Nelson was born in Philadelphia in 1946. Educated. at 

Antioch College and the University of Rochester, he is currently p.rofessor of Enahsh 
and foundi ng director of the Un it for Criticism and InterpretIVe Theory at the 
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. The author of The Incarnate W()r'd: 
Literature as Verbal Space (1973) and Our lAst First Poets: Vision and Iristory. in 
Contemporary American POl'try (1981) and the editor of several books, mcludlng 
Theory in the Classroom (1986), he is presently completing Reading C~iticism: The 
Literary and I nstitutional SlalUS 0/ Critical Discourse, chapters of which have ap
peared in numerous books and journals, and Modem American POt!tryand Literary 
History. 

Paul Patton 
Paul Patton was born in Australia in 1950 and studied ph i

losophy at the University of Sydney, where he participated in the struggle for the 
introduction of a women's studies course, which eventually led to the spli tt ing in 
two of the philosophy depar tment. Afierrcccivingan M.A., he completed a Doctorat 
d'Universi t~ at the University of Paris at Vincennes in 1979. Since rcturning to 
Australia he has taught social thcory, epistemology, and the philosophy of science 
at Macquarie and Griffi th universities and the University of Sydney and is currently \ 
at the University of New Sou th Wales. A member of the Interven tion Collectivc, 
he has published essays and edited collections on, as well as translating, the work ~ 
of various eontemporary French theorists, especially Foucault, Dcleuze, and Baud
rillard. 

Michel Plcheux 
Michel Pecheux was born in France in 1938 and studied 

philosophy under Louis Aithusscr at the tcole Normale Su~rieure, participating in 
Aithusser's famous course fo r scientists (1967-68), out of which came Sur l'histojre 
des scienus. His later works, including Language, Semantics and Ideology (1982) 
and La langue introuvable. critically extend the theory of idcology in liaht of recent 
developments in linguistic, psychoanalytic, and Marxist theory. Until his death in 
1983 he was research director at the Centre National de Recherche Scien tifique. 

Bajo Petrovle 
Gajo Petrovic haslonghad a prom inent place in philosophy 

in Yugoslavia and in the development of a humanistic "nco-Marxist" alternative 
to orthodox Marxism in Eastern Europe. Born in the town of Karlovae in 1927, he 
was educated at the University of Zagreb (Ph.D. 1956), where he subsequently was 
appointed to the philosophy facul ty and for many years has been professor of phi
losophy. The course of his philosophical development and carecr is refl ected in the 
changing nature of the books he has written. His firs t book, a study of the thought 
of the orthodox Marxist Russian philosopher Plekhanov (The Philosophical Views 
o/G. V. Plekhanov. 1957); was fol lowed seven years later by two books on matters 
central to the Western analytic tradition (From Locke to Ayer and Logic. both 1964). 
Petrovic then began publishing a series of books reinterpreting Marx's thought along 
human istic lines, depart ing markedly from the orthodox ("Stalinist'1tradition: Ph;· 
losophy and Marxism (1965), Why Praxis? (1972), and Philosophy and Reyolution 
(1979). These books and other writings from the mid-1960s onward brought him to 
the attention of philosophers in the West and established him as an important 
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contemporary interpreter o f Marx. He also served as editor-in-ehief of the journal 
Praxi$. in wh ich a remarkable group of like-minded Yugoslav ph ilosophers found 
their voice and gained wide attention through their vigorous and bold contributions 
to a new human-eentered understanding of Marxism. During the first part of this 
period, Petrovic and his colleagues focused their eritieisms on the theory and practice 
of Stalinist Marxism, valorized the Yugoslav alternative, and enjoyed the favor of 
the political authori ties in Yugoslavia. As they became disenchanted with and in
crcasinglycritical of Yugoslav institutions and practices, however, they lost this favor 
and eventually became the target of harsh political criticism and repressive measures. 
At various times they were forbidden to teach and publish in Yugoslavia; the regime 
also sought to deprive them of their academic posi tons and to bring about their 
exile. Petrovic led the resistance to these pressures. and he and his colleagues some
how managed to wcather the storm, refusin& either to abandon their philosophical 
and critical course or to quit their positions and their country. His and their position 
remains a difficult and tenuous one; but, with his colleagues. Petrovic con tinues to 
teach and wri te in Yugoslavia and to contribu te to the further development of 
Marxist philosophy. 

fred Pfeil 
Fred pfeil was born in 1949 in Pon Allegany, Pennsylvania, 

"a white rural factory town ." He "escaped to Amherst College, there to receive equal 
doses of Civilization and Snobbery" and to work with T ill ie Olsen, his fi.rst mentor 
as a fiction writer. Wh ile working on a master's degree in creative writing at Stanford 
University, he labored in a variety of "mainly bottom-line jobs" and was employed 
by the Navy to teach sailors aboard the USS Agerlwlm in the Pacific. He has taught 
English at Stephens College in Missouri and curren tly teaches in the departments 
of English and twen tieth-eentury studies at Oregon State University at Corvall is. He 
was a member of NAM and is currently active in Central America solidari ty work 
and the construction of the Rainbow Coal ition. Since 1982 he has been cocditor of 
The Minne$ota Review, a "journal of comm itted wri ting." He has written a number 
of essays on literature, criticism, and music, in addition to a large body of fictiona l 
work. His novel, Goodman 1020. was published in 1986. and a collection of his 
short stories is due out shortly. He is presently working on a documentary novel 
about the relationships betwecn patterns of masculinity and corporate capitalism in 
late.nineteen th-century America. 

Stephen A. Re.nlck 
Stephen A. Resnick was born in 1938 and received h is Ph.D. 

in economies from M.I.T. in 1964. He has taught at Yale Universi ty and CityCoUege: 
of New York and currently tcaches economies at the Un iversi ty of Massachusetts 
at Amherst. He has published on such topics as imperial ism, international trade and 
the European Common Market, and econom ic history. A cofounder, in 1983, of the 
Association for Economic and Social Analysis, his books include Colonial Devel
opment: An Econometric Study (with Thomas Birnberg, 1975) and Marxist Theory: 
Epistemology, Class. Enurprise and State (with Richard Wolff, forthcoming). He 
has also cocdited Rethinking Marx ism: Struggles in Marxist Theory (1986). 

femando Reye. Matta 
Fernando Reyes Matta is a journalist and director of the 

Division of Communication and Development of the lnst ituto Latinoamericano de 
Estud ios Transnaeionales (ILET ). He was professor of broadcasting at the Catholic 
University of Chile and has taught at Stanford University. He serves as an consultant 
to numerollS international organizations, including UNESCO and the MacBride 
Commission, and has published many articles and books on Latin American affairs 
and communication policy, includina Communication and theNewOrder: The Eco· 
nomic-Technological Crrusroads (1983), The Concept o/Peace and the Influence of 
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Mass Media upon It: A Latin American Perspective (1977), and Cuba: Diez anos de 
revolucion (1 969). 

Andrew T. I. Ross 
Andrew T. I. Ross was born in 1956 and educated in Scot

land, whcrc he spent some time working in the North Sea oil fie lds. Aft er doing 
doctoral research at the University of Kent, Indiana University, and the University 
of California at Berkelcy (receiving his PhD. in English and American li terature 
from the University of Kent at Canterbury), he worked at l11inois State University 
and is currently teaching English a t Princeton Universi ty. A member ofthe editorial 
collective of Social Text, he has published on a wide range of topics, including 
cultural theory, sexual politics, psychoanalysis, television, modem literature, and 
literary crit icism. The author of The Failure of Modernism: Symptoms of American 
Poetry (1 986), he is also the cotranslator of Jacques Aumont's MOlllage Eisenstein 
(1 986) and is currently working on a study of intellectuals and mass culture. 

Michael Ryan 
Michael Ryan was born in Ireland in 1951 and received a 

B.A., M.A., and Ph.D. from the Universi ty of Iowa. He has taught at the Unive~ity 
of Virginia and currently at Northcastern University and is the author of Marxism 
and Deconstruction: A Critical Articulation (1982) and coauthor (with Douglas Kell
ner) of The Politics and Ideology of Contemporary American Film. He is also the 
cotranslator of Antonio Negri's Marx beyond Marx (1984). 

Richard Schacht l 
Richard Schacht was born in Racine, Wisconsin, in 1941 , '\ 

and received a B.A. from Harvard University, an M.A. and Ph.D. in philosophy 
from Princeton University, and did postgraduate work at Tiibingen Un iversity. He 
is currently professor and chair of the philosophy department at the University of 
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign and has published widely in European philosophy 
since Kant, philosophical anthropology, social theory, value theory, and the philos
ophy of an. His books inelude Alienation (1970), Hegel and After: Studies in Con· 
tinental Philosophy between Kant and Sartre (1975), Nietzsche (1983), and Classical 
Modern Philosophers: Descartes to Kant (1984). He is currently working on a book 
on human nature. 

Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak 
Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak was born in Calcutta, India, in 

1942 and received a B.A. in English from the Universi ty of Calcutta in 1959. She 
came to the United States in 1961 and received a Ph.D. in comparative literature 
from Cornell University in 1967, under the supervision of Paul de Man. She spe~ t 
1963.64 as a research student at Girton College, Cambridge, and taught at the Um· 
versity of Iowa from 1965 to 1978, serving as chair of the comparative literature 
department from 1975 to 1977. She was professor of English at. the University ~f 
Texas at Austin from 1978 to 1984, lAlngstreet Professor of English at Emory Um
versity until 1986, and is currently at the Universi ty of Pittsburgh. She has published 
extensively on' topics relating to deconstruction, the critique of imperialism, and 
feminist-Marxism in Asia, Africa, Australia, Eastern and Western Europe, and the 
United States. In 1974 she published Myself Must I Remake: Life and Poetry of W. 
B. Yeats " in a deliberate response to a certain challenge articulated by the U.S. 
undergraduate movement in the sixties." In 1976 sh e published "what by many is 
considered a text of the other extreme": a translation with critical introduction of 
Jacques Derrida's De la grammatologie. Her most recen t book is In Other Worlds: 
Essays in Cultural Politics (1 987). 
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Oarko R. Suvin 
Darko R. Suvin was born in 1930 in Zagreb, Yugosalvia, 

and studied at the University of Bristol, the Sorbonne, and Yale University, in 
addition to receiving a B.A., M.S., and Ph.D. from Zagreb University. He is ex
tremely active in many organizations concerned with both thcater and science fiction 
(e.g., he served as coeditor of Science Fiction Studies from 1973 to 1981) and is 
currently professor of English and comparative literature at McGill University and 
vice.president of the International Brecht Society. He has edited numerous volumes 
on Brecht and science fiction , and in addition to his many academic contributions 
he writes theater cri ticism. He has published many books on a diverse range of 
topics, most recently Metamorphoses of Science Fiction: On the Poetics and History 
ofa Literary Genre (1 979), Victorian Science Fiction in the u.K.: The Discourses of 
Knowledge and oj Power (1 983), and To Brecht and Beyond: Soundings in Modern 
Dramaturgy (1984). 

Fengzhen Wang 
Fengzhen Wang, an editor, critic, and translator, was born 

in 1942 to a farmer's family in north China. His early schooling, "directed in ac
cordance with the mottos 'carefully read and write, do physical exercises every morn· 
ing,' " included studies at Lincheng High School and Peking University. Wang's 
talent for literature was exhibited in high school when he won the local award for 
poetry in 1958. From 1968 to 1977 he worked as a businessman and interpreter in 
a foreign trade company in Beijing. Since 1978 he has been an editor of World 
Literature, a leading magazine in China for translations of foreign literary works 
and critical essays, and a lecturer at the Institute of Foreign Literature ofthe Chinese 
Academy of Social Sciences. "During the Cultural Revolution I was sent to a farm 
to do physical labor for a year, which enriched my experience of life. With the 
difficulties facing intellectuals at that time, I managed to get some science fiction 
books to read and later became a weli·known critic in that fie ld." Since the end of 
the Cultural Revolution he has written essays on foreign writers such as John Keats, 
Thomas Hardy, Joseph Conrad, and Nathaniel Hawthorne, as well as on the practice 
of Western literary criticism. He has translated the works of Rene Wellek, Northrop 
Frye, Erskine Caldwell, John Wain, and others, and has compiled a number of 
anthologies of English and American stories and critical essays. He has bcen a visiting 
seholar at UCLA and is now working on a book about his visit to the United Sta tes, 
as well as on a brief history of Western literary criticism. 

Cornel West 
Cornel West was born in 1953 and received a B.A. from 

Harvard Universi ty and an M.A. and Ph.D. (1 980) in philosophy from Princeton 
University. He has taught at the Union Theological Seminary and is currently teach
ing the philosophy of religion at the Divinity School of Yale University. He is a 
member of the editorial collective of Social Text and has been in volved for many 
years in Afro-American and socialist politics. The author of Prophesy Deliverance! 
An Afro-American Revolutionary Christianity (1982), he has written extensively on 
the relations of Afro-American experience, theology, and Marxism, as well as on 
contemporary hermeneutic and Marxist philosophy. 

Richard D. Wolff 
Richard D. Wolff was born in 1942 and attended Harvard 

University and Stanford University, receiving his Ph.D. in econom ies from Yale 
University in 1969. He has taught at Yale University and City College of New York 
and currently teaches econom ics at the University of Massachusetts at Am herst. He 
has published widely on such topics as colonialism in Africa, imperialism, and the 
thcory of economic crises. He has also been active in the U.S. labor movement and 
socialist community organizations since the 1960s. In 1974 he published The Eco-
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nomicsojColonialism: Britain and Kenya, /870·/930. His recent work with coauthor 
Stephen Resnick on certain basic theoretical problems in the Marxist tradition cui. 
minated in the forthcoming Marxist Theory: Epistemology. Class, Enterprise and 
State. He has also coed ited Rethinking M tuxism:Struggles in Marxist Theory (1976) 
and was a cofounder of the Association for Economic and Social Analysis. 
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